
isomeric FILMS:

NAVINFO WEST WEERI}! Report
USSeplZ

Updated Items in Blue

TOP GUN 2
NNTR

LONE SURVIVOR
Working with Air Force to draft PAA. M et with Pete Berg and Film 44- staff to discuss
travelflihning in New Th-lexico. Dates ofl’ihning are being,1r adjusted. ' '.

CAPTAIN PHILLIPS
Rough cut for DoD estimated for Nov/Dec.

.
flu...“ ,. , _ - .-. ........- --—|— «_- . -- -. . — . ._n. .-..._.- . .. __.. .._ .. . . .....___ .-

NCIS
NNTR

NEIS — LA
NNTR

THE LAST SHIP (TNT)
Provided ship schedule information to Production Company. SURFOR looking into a DDG
availability for filming 150ct — OZNov. Awaiting for final version ofscript and FAA feedback
from production

PRICE IS RIGHT
Received approval. Fitty~five Sailors to attend from NBVC UfiSep.

______._._ _ __.....—,_u_._,.. . _ __ H... h... H. _._..__.,,_, , .. ...”._.,. .__._..._.. _- . -— _——I

DOCUMENTARIES: _ _x _ W ._

BOMB PATROL: AFGHANISTAN SEASON TWO
Draft FAA is under review at EDI.) PAD and NECC Level.

COMBAT TECH
Exploring additional opportunities with NECE, EDD and Aviation Physiology Medical
GroupUMED. .

MIGHTY PLANES
FAA 'I’or NOAA Hurricane Hunter under review. Awaiting contact from Blue Angels FAQ to
fine tune details ofdrat't PAA. -

215T CENTURY WARSHIP
NatGeo Channel featuring USS Independence and Freedom A fine cut due 21$ep12 and will
be reviewed by NAUSEA, SURFO R. AIRPAC and NAUINFOWEST.

. I _... . _._'— __ ._.._.. .._... _...- -..--.. nu —— . .-.-.--| --..-.—.-~.. u...'\. .-.--—I—-\..- _..n.--i‘

OTHER EVENTS:
HULLYWODD TO THE nova?” ”
Neat tour scheduled for 8 Sep.

__._. _-. _—____---I-..-.—.. .-i. . _c-u—F- ........—-.- . .. .



EDD training at NBUC'IE-‘ifiep.

Mm_



NAVENFD WEST Weeklyr Report
195ep12

Updated Items in Blue
_ __ u. _ __.._ ,. —...__.._n.-_n_l_l--— -—-- —— -I—.-...-- .- .--- - ----._-. .

| FEATUEE'FILMS:
TDPGUNZ
NNTR
LONE SURVIVDR
Draft PM Sent to Film 44- for legal review, FAA Appendix’ still in draft,’ redwrite phase.

CAPTAIN PHILLIPS
NNTR

NAUTILUS alta GDDZILLA
Awaiting script from Warner Bros.

NCIS
NNTR

NCIS — LA
NNTR

THE LAST SHIP (TNT)
Production company scheduled to visit USS Halsej,r [DDG 97] on a technical scout 19:9v
Halsey slated to provide filming lSOct- UZNov filming,r support SURFOR searchingr for
Technical Advisor.

nocgnsmma -_ _ ..
BOMB PATROL: AFGHANISTAN SEASON TWO
Draft FAA is under review at EOE} PAD and NECC Level.

COMBHT TECH
Production has'tancelled request to film at Aviation Training Survival Center in Lenioore.
Working final details to film with EDD ET-ZBSep.

MIGHTY PLANES
FAA for MUM Hurricane Hunter was approved. FAA for Blue Angels draft finalised.

215T CENTURY WARSHIP
NatGeo Channel featuring USS independence and Freedom — fine cut due 215ep12 and will
be reviewed by NAVSEA. SURFOR, AIRPAC and NA‘v’lN FOWEST.



Egrumsss gums: ..HOLLYWOOD TOITE-NAfi—

NNTR

EDO training fer 24 students at NBUC 185s}: went estremelj,r well. Asst-liting feedback from

students eis scheel X0.
.-.—...——

(b) (5)



NAVINFO WEST WEElily REpert
265ep12

Updated Items in Blue

l FEATURE Flues:
TDP GUN 2
NNTR

LDNE SURVIVOR
Draft FAA Sent to Film -l-r1- for legal ieview PALA Appendix still in cliaitf1e-write phase

CAPTAIN PHILLIPS
NNTR

NAUTILUS aka GGDZILLA
Mr. Anderson met with Warner Bros. producers re-script for potential USN support.

'1

. ._. —-\__... -.----------\1—-u-—-— --'--'-"'-H'4— .——-—.

i'..'__SCRIPT'FfiTE / GAMfiSHOvéflf ..'7—#‘
1111315
NNTR

, __. _ _. __ _,.,_ , . _ . . . .- ._-. -.... -.-. .-....----.u -- .--- --— --— ——---- -- ---\-

NCIS — LA
NNTR

THE LAST SHIP [TNT]
Production company scheduled to visit USS Halsey [DDG- 9?] on second scout UiOct12.
Production has requested unclel way time on board ilalsev for the second week oi October
Working ciraitintent 11. tter and Pan. SURFGR sealchingr for 'I echnica] Adviser.

DOCUMENTARIES:
_._____ .._..,_. —,—a_a_a_-. _.-—|- -1.- ------——'——.

__ .._.. .,_,_L_.. — -_.-.... . .. -. --------—-—- ———._ - .- -. -_ l . - .- -- -|—---..

some PETROL:TFGEENISTEM sEa'soTTwo
Draft PAH 1s under leview at EOD FAQ and NECC Levei.

COMBAT TECH
EODTEUZ unable to support reques t. will repursue same opportunity with EODGRUZ.

MIGHTY PLANES
NOAA Hurricane Hunter currently filming at NAS Jacksonville. Frill for Blue Angels under
review.

215T CENTURY WARSHIP
NatGeo Channel featuring USS Independence and Freedom — fine cut due 2"13ei112 and will
be revieweci by MAYBE-".131. SURFOR. AIRPAC and NAUINFOWES'I‘.



INSPANIC antennas er was i

Pretluetien eemnany tenrkinnI with Natienal Gengraphie Channel requested tn interview
i301 Bailinnr Enrique Alhnearys, a reservist assigned to Brena NOSE, regarding his
experience working with Natty Seahees in Iraq and Afghanistan. NOSE approves. Sent
request to iJinee Dgiivie tnr final review/apprnaal/PAFL 1

___ ...— _..... ...'_—.__.—.—._.. —_|_I_..

HULLYWUUD TD THE NAVY
NNTR

ta—_s—_ ___ _, ‘ 1 _— _
(b) (5)



NAVINFO WEST W'eeltly Report
830ct12

Updated Items in Blue

i FEATURE FILMS:
TOPGUNZ
NNTR
LONE SURVIVOR
FAA signed by production company and DoD. Addendums to follow. Principal shooting
hogan UlUctlZ in Santa Fe. NM.

CAPTAIN PHILLIPS
NNTR

NAUTILUS aka GODZILLA
Mr. Anderson met with Warner Bros. producers re-script for potential USN support.

SCRIPTED tt/ GMESHOM.,.._f:.j..7}l"" _ ..._"_.'—_fj"',"f_ TQQI— jf—'j 7
N C15
N NT R

NCIS - LA ..

NNTR

THE LAST SHIP (TNT)
Production company scheduled to visit USS Halsey [DOG-97] on third scout 080ct12.

Production will not get underway next week, requesting now for first week in November.
Working draft intent letter} Pan and latest version of script. l-‘rodilction has selected lticl:
Eioil'man as 'l'echnicai .‘idvisor.

_— _ I—L- —._.:

oocunsnraaiss:
some PA'I'RUL: AFGHANISTAN season TWO
Draft PAH is under review at EDD PM) and NECC Level. EODGRUL NAVINFOlr’t’ES'I‘ and Big

Fish productions schedlded for a phone conference on 04-0ct12 to discuss project details.

COMBAT TECH
Production company scheduled to shoot h~roll during RIVR‘ONZ training exercise on or
about loOctIZ at Fort Eustis. NECC onhoard and coordinating hase access for production

crew.

MIGHTY PLANES
noon Hurricane Hunter completed filming. FAA for Blue Angels under review. Filming for
Miramar to hegin 080ct12.

213T CENTURY WARSHIP _
NatGeo Channel featuring USS Independence and Freedom - NdUSEA, SURFDR, AIRPAC ant

NAVINFUWEST reviewed rough cut. provided notes. sin-'aiting air dates. .



..
l""

-

-HISPANIC VETERANS OF WAR
Production eorn pany working with National Geographic Channei requested to interview;

E01 Balfour Enrique Alhaearys. a reservist assigned to Bronx NOSE, regarding his

experience working with Navy Seahees in iraq and Afghanistan. NEJSC approves. Sent

request to M r. 1nfinre Dgiirie for final review/approval/PAA.

. COMBAT RESCUE
iEeviewetl rough out for IISJTKF tioeun‘ientary about Paral‘eseiie jumpers. In documentary. a

1 Navy Sailor was one of the wounded. and passed away just a few months ago this year.

. NAVINFGWEST notified USAF to delete the Navy portion in resoeet oi the victim and his

faniiiyffrientis. ‘

.._.... - .... .- . .. .-___. .-|| --- - --—_...-----.- ——.-.-.. ------ -......r- --—----.-i. -.- —I—---I'--\.—.---

NNTR

. _..-",_.—-—_--—_.-_.—a_—-r —-..- .. _.--—.—.. . --_. ._..2“ . - .1———d—-.- —-—---——I-I— -.------——_- .- .-—--.

[__aoeim;
‘ (b) (5)

_—__._...---__..—. .._...u—. -.-... ..-.__-..--.--"—— - - ——--I--- --——-- -- 'I'" --——- -. .. . --—I



NAVINFO 1WEST Weekly Report
lflflct12

Updated items in Blue

FEATURE FILMS:
TOP GUN 2
NNTR

LONE suavlvoa
FAA signed by production company and DoD. Addendums to follow. Shooting in progress
which began on [lctl 2 in Santa Fe. NM.

CAPTAIN PHILLIPS
NNTR

NAUTILUS aka GUDZILLA
Mr. Anderson met with Warner Bros. producers re-script for potential USN support.

SCRIPTED Tv ; GAME snow: _
NCIS
NNTR

NCIS — LA
NNTR

THE LAST SHIP {TNT}
Had a meeting with Si" Fleet PM) and UPS to discuss possibilityr ol' 1.i ii rst week of
November. Received l‘r‘iA back from production with edits. will review and route for
signature.

D0 CUM ENTARIES:
BOMB PATROL: AFGHANISTAN SEASON TWU
Draft FAA is under review at EDD PAU and NECC Level. .

COMBAT TECH
Production companyr scheduled to shoot b-roll during RWRONZ training exercise on or
about 160ct12 at Fort Eustis. NECC onIJoard and coordinating base access for production
crew.

MIGHTY PLANES
NDAA Hurricane Hunter completed filming. FAA for Blue. Angels suhmitted.

215T CENTURY WARSHIP
NatCeo Channel featuring USS independence and Freedom — NA‘v’SEA. SURF-UR. AIRPAC and
NAUINFOWEST reviewed rough cut. provided notes. Awaiting air dates.



HISPANIC VETERANS OF WAR
Production eoi-nnany working with National Geographic Channel requested to interview

€01 Balfour Enrique Allioraryr-i. a reoewist aneignecl to Bron}: NUSC. regarding his

experience working with Navy Seahees in iron a nd Afghanistan. NUSC approves.

Production corn 11311335 request growing with tntire service lnem btrI'fi' interviews and

eiiitietitiiiigwitli Navy. Army or USMC units; in either Al"gii:-ini5tan or fiermnny. USMC

unlikely to ouppurt an eiiibetl. Awaiting For Army specific requests

OPRAH WINFREY (OWN)
Scheduler} ta Sltype with H'I'CS Daria Mien, deployed to Mohanmtan on 120et12 as a

Surprise to the military Ellitltll-ii'? Shin-V. USMC has; lead. toning at Marine Borraelto

Waeliingten, DC at 8”" and l.

UNUSUAL SUSPECTS: MARITIME MURDER
Show previously talleti "liliusual Stiopeete: NCES Georgia." l-irotiartian eoinpany scheduled

to Sl‘liit'lt (H'irt'Eil‘l'It'El'iTl interviewo of NClS agents in Maypnrt. FL and establishingshots ol'tlie

bane tin tir alitmt i7-1‘3llrt12. '

l OTHER EVENTS: ___
HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAVY
NNTR

@M&,__
(b) (5)



NAVINFD WEST Weekly Repert
17Dct12

Updated items in Blue

FEATURE FILMS: ‘ J
TOP GUN 2
NNTR

LONE SURVIVUR
PAP. signed by preductien cempan}r and Uni}. Addendu ms te t'ellew. Sheeting in pregress

which began an ii110ctlZin Santa Fe, NM.

carram PHILLi'Ps
NNTR

NAUTILUS aka GODZELLA
Mr. Andersen met with Warner Bres. preducers re—scriet fer petential USN suppert.

@Ripree Tv ;’ cams snow:
NCIS
NNTR

NCIS- LA
NNTR

THE LAST SHIP [TNT] _

Had a meeting with 3*“- Fieet FAQ and OPS te discuss pessihility ef u/w first weelr. ei'

Nevem her. Received PITA back frem preductien with edits, will review and reute fer

signature.

Emcemsuramss:
BOMB PATROL: AFGHANISTAN SEASON TWU
FAA signed by beth preductien cem pan}: and Vince Ugilvie. Pre-deulevn‘lent interviews

scheduled fer 22~24Uct with EHDMU ELEV EN.

COMBAT TECH
Preductien cempanv was scheduled tn sheet h-rell during RWRDNZ training exercise en

lfiOct at Fert Eustis, but film crew canceled sheet because the mini-gun exercise was ten

similar te their ether sheets. Pl'eductien cemeanyr requesting tu sheet l}*l*flll with EDD.

MIGHTY PLANES
NOAH Hurricane Hunter cemplcted filming. FAA fer Blue Angels submitted.

215T CENTURY WARSHIF
NatGee Channel featuring USS independence and Freedem - Nfil‘v’SEA, SURFDR. AIRPAC and.

NAVINFUWEST reviewed reugh cut, previded netes. Awaiting air dates.



i-IlSPANlC VETERANS OF WAR
Prnduetinn eempany wurking with Natinnsi t'iengranhie Channel requested to interview

E01 Bali'nur Enrique Alhacarys, a reseruist assigned tn ans NUSC, regarding his

experience wurising with Navy Sea bees in iraq and Afghanistan. MUSE apprtwes.

Preduetiun eempany's request grnwing with more service members“ intermews and

embedding With Navy, Army ur USMC units in either Afghanistan er Germany. HRMC

uniikeiy to support an etnhed.

OPRAH WINFREY [OWN]
fiesertiine, tn the USMC prnjest uiiieer. Sitype taping With li'l'CS David Allen at 8'-i"-r-iI1ti i. went

weii nn UitJt‘t {as a surprise tu the military stniuse shun-'J.

UNUSUAL SUSPECTS: MARITIME MURDER
Show previously sailed “Unusual Suspects: NCIS Georgia.” Prnduttien senipany scheduled

tn shunt urn-Camera interviews of NCIR agents in Maypnrt. FL and estahlishing shuts at the

base on or about 17-19i'fietll

WHEEL {1F FORTUNE
'i'aping scheduled fur 1TIDL‘Lwith feur Saiinrs. USAF has lead on this shew.

__—__,__ _ — -— _ — —

[fifififififis _ _ Ft __ ' _ _ ____' '
HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAW
NNTR

l—__ —— _ ———-

(b) (6)



NAVINFO WEST Weekly Repert
240ct12

Updated Items in Blue

FEATURE FILMS: . “

TOP GUN 2
NNTR

LONE SURVIVOR
FAA signed by preductien cempanv and Del}. Addendums te fellew. Sheeting is currently
in pregress which began en [llOct12 in Santa Fe NM.

CAPTAIN PHILLIPS
NNTR

NAUTILUS aka GODZILLA
Mr. Andersen met with Warner Bres. preducers re-script fer petential USN suepert. _

scaieree Tv / GAME snow:
NCIS
NNTR

NCIS- LA
NNTR _._

THE LAST SHIP [TNT]
Received PAA hack frem preductien with edits. will review and reute fer signature.
Print'ipul elititeertnihv wean litiieillfl1111121centiuues In ”regress. '1'“all s l1l11111| he Scenes

t'ret-v is he set liltniliei I'Dl'lflt_=‘=.1.-"-- '-.*.'llil cast iiieuihers. .111i‘i llalseeieatl1islue. llliilt.:t"«;"v"il"1-’

lairtieu has heen rescl- -1luled iee'---.H1‘1111ti 1:"1-"1‘i‘litll l_lec:_-:'1:I1er. s1:- l’lri!fitr11harrrved1mset
t'etlav.

Wecemuraeiss:
BOMB PATROL: AFGHANISTAN SEASON TWO
PAA signed by beth preductien cempanv and ‘v’iuce Ogilvie. Pre~deplevment interviews
scheduled fer 22-240ct with EODMU ELEVEN. i-"retliuiinn crew slated tn leave tea-"1141
Lfill'IjJ NOV '-..—vit11 EDIT} "ii -hi]e. {1111: | l

COMBAT TECH .
Preductien cempanv was scheduled te sheet b-rell during,1r RWRONIE training exercise e11
160ct at Fert Eustis.b11tfilm crew canceled sheet because the mini-gun exercise was tee
similar te their ether sheets. Preductien cemeanv requesting te sheet h-rell with EOD. alse
te ehtain h—rell feetage ef Mill Vulcan cannen and pilets in centrifuge during fi-ferce
training.

l'lGHTlir PLANES
NOAA Hurricane Hunter cempleted filming. FAA fer Blue Angels submitted.



215T CENTURY WARSHIP
Natijeo Channel Featuring; USS in dependence and Freedom - NAVSEA, SURFOR. AIRI-‘Al‘. and
NAVINFOWEST reviewrsi rough cut, provided notes. flit-vaitine~ air dates.

HISPANIC VETERANS OF WAR
Production company marking with National Geographic Channel requested to interview
EU} Balfour Enrique r-‘tllsicarys, a reservist assigned to Bron}; NOSE. regarding his
experience wt'irlsing with Navy Seahees in had and Afghanistan. NOSE approves.
Production company’s request growing with more service members’ interviews and
embedding with Navy, Army or USMC units in either Afghanistan or Gel-many. USMC
unlikely to support an embed.

OPRAH WINFREY (OWN)
According to the USMC project officer, Sisvpe taping with ETCS David Allen at 8'“ a nd 1, WE'FIt
well on‘ Ulric-t {as a surprise to the inilitar},r spouse show). hiring date slated for 18 NOV.

UNUSUAL-SUSPECTS: PviARITIME MURDER
Show previously called "Unusual Suspects: NCIS Georgia.” Production company scheduled
to shoot tan-camera interviews of NCIS agents in Mayport, FL and establishing shots of the

base on or i-iiJIJLll'. 17’n19tict12.

WHEEL m: FORTUNE
NNTR

Toma EVENTS: _
HOLLYWOOD To THE NEW .
NNTR '

lenses:



NAVINFO WEST Weekly Repert
310ct12

Updated items in Blue

I FEATURE FILMS:

LONE SURVIVOR
Sheeting centinues atiihilili. NM. Filming fer Kirtland AFB hegins UBNel with Armvfi Air
FerceX Marine Reserve assets being filmed. Prejected wrap date is new 21Nev12.

CAPTAIN PHILLIPS
[NNTR]

NAUTILUS aka GUDZILLA
Mr- I‘II'IIlII-IIIIIIIII IIIII-It witl IIIIIIIIIIIIII : :I-II:-.. iii‘tiilLII'II['.II'.1‘I_I-.II?1'._'i'EJl"Il. iIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIII lIHTI.‘ I.IIIIIIIIIIII I..-II-IhIIIiII-

might IIIIIIIIIIII a caI'IIiII- I Ind II-I-I.II -III'.-II[i'Hllt l IIIIi-IIIII-I, ill ‘.'.'ll'l_[Ii.iI-. _I-IIII_Ill'I-".l'li'J‘.-I' I-I.IIIII different
lIIItIIIIgIIIIIIIIs- Wii cI-ir Intlv I III .III_ I f .IIIIIII liIIII-IIIIIIIII III_II'II-I. en the lllll'lill script lint
have ilHl'. III_IIIIIivtII'l Ii IIII-I I.I rcII: II II III_I II I. III-IIIII.III! I- I‘IIs-IIIIIIlil._I_._.I I.I-l shinning with the .‘IJ'aII-IIII in

iIIiII IIIIEII I Fl.

SCRIPTED Tv / GAME snow: . j

NCIS
Recently reviewed and nrevided inputs fer script #221. Current seasen filming centinIIc-Is.

NCIS - LA
[NIITII‘I

THE LAST SHIP [TNT]
E‘IIII'IIIIIIIII I'IiIIIItIIIIIIIIIIIhj. Iegnii lIII‘II-II'lEI. :IIIIl IIIIIIIIIIIII‘Is II.I IIIIIIIIIIII-ILII: II.IIi'. iii-II-IIII III II.II'IIIII—IIII
teI'nIIIIIIIIIII. lIIlI'rl'llTllllfl :II-i I_IIIdIIIII I:III.-I.I1erAIIIIII—I IIIII'tiIIII. I-I--IIH I"IIIIII-I..I H'I I-II I‘IIIIIIIII IIIIII I.II-II'tIIII-I I'IIIIIII

DDCUMENTARIES:—

BOMB PATROL: AFGHANISTAN SEASON TWO
FAA signed by beth preductien cempan}I and Vince Ogilvie. Pre- Iiepleyment interviews
scheduled I'er 22-240m with EDDMU ELEVEN. PrIIIlIIIII-IIIII. I II I I IIII .II II_I-I, IIII. IIiv III II InhII I.I
will'I {Elli} ‘I-IIIIIIIiiI-I IIIIII. i. ..

CDMBAT TECH
Preductien cempany was scheduled te sheet 13- reli during RIVRUNZ training exercise en
IEDct at Fert Eustis, but film crew canceled sheet because the mini-gun exercise was tee
similar te their ether sheets. Preductien cernpanv requesting te sheet h-rell with EDD, alse
te ehtain b-reil feetagI-I ef M61 III’ulcan cannen and pilets in centrifuge during G-ferce
training. {IIIIIIIIII

MIGHTY PLANES
PAA fer Blue Angels sent te ‘v‘icente Ugilvie fer signature awaiting IIeplv. [ZlisceveryI Channel
will wrap in Pensacela en Sundav Ii Nevemher. [NNTM



215T CENTURY WARSHHP
Natfien Channel ittLll'll‘lg USS Independence and Freetieni — NflVSEK—i. SURFOR. AIRPAC ant!
NAVINFOWES'I‘ reviet-ei-tl rnugh eut. presided nntes. Ail-waiting air dates. [NI‘JTR]

HISPANIC VETERANS OF WAR
Production tiiinipany wurlting with Natienal Gengraphie Channel requested tn interview
E01 Balfour Enrique Alimearys. a reservist assigned to Brena NOSE. regarding his
experience werking with Navy Seabees in Iraq and Afghanistan. NOSE approves.
IJl‘ndtICtiUn Cfll‘npany’s request gruwing Vu'iti'i Intjire servit'e menihers’ ii'lterviews and
embedding with Navy, army er USMC units in either Afghanistan-er Germany. USMC
unlikely tn support an einhetl. [NN'I‘H]

OPRAH WINFREY [OWN]
Aeern‘ding tn the USMC nreieet i‘iii'ieei'. Skyline taping with ETCS David Allen at 81" a at] l. went
well on Ulflrt (as a surprise tn the militaryr sneuse shew). inning tiate slated l'er 'i‘rili‘itielZ.

OTHER e'yeN'rs: __

HDLLYWUDD TO THE new
(NNTa)



NAVINFU WEST Weekly Repert
14a12

Updated Items in Blue

i FEATURE FILMS:

LDNE SURVIVGR
Sheeting continues at Chilili, NM. Filming fer Kirtlanci AFB begins GENDUIE with Army/ Air

Furcef Marine Reserve assets being filmed. Prejectecl wrap date is new 21Ntw12. {NNTR}

CAPTAIN PHILLIPS
[NNTR]

NAUTILUS aka GDDZILLA
i351i"!'i1nnnsis trauelir tn Wt: sinkinnrrglrIi.EL.sitt-teIni-e1 n—riiii nrrninriinn ire_rcl.lt'i*.-*r.==s
I [i — I T H ml- 1’.

i SCRIPTED Tw GAME snow: _
T

NCIS '
Recentlyr reviewed and previtlecl inputs fer script #221. Current seasen filming continues.
[N NTR)

.

NCIS — LA
{NNTR}

THE LAST SHIP (TNT)
Werking en getting payment info to preductien to cover the cest ef the Army hele used last
week. I’rincinal nhin'u-=raniij=.' ‘i‘I.-“|'.1|T]‘.H.‘ti {.l'f'iw en the Queen Mare in Lung lienrh. "
{Zinn‘tlinating with sliii iIEF, .-'iii~1'-'I._i!~i .uni [irniiuctinn riunnsngfi Irir lits'enilier umierwuy.

THE TONIGHT SHOW WI IAY LENU [NBC] _
‘iA-'uri~:ing with SUHiIiiA- I and ilftiti-Z-i wimiuere111*ueii.ieii the retnu-sieti‘lfi Hailurs Iiii' iay.‘

Lenn’s .-"u'inuaI Military saluteiii'ii.ini~:sgn-’ing isni_1ci:ii'te he iihueil _' ' 15:95.}- Ail services .ilsn
narticiiniiing.

WDCUMENTARIES: _ ' T

BOMB PATROL: AFGHANISTAN SEASON TWU
Werking legistics with EUDMU and in-theater Afghanistan Army PA to get Big Fish
Preductiens filming apnreval. '

COMBAT TECH .'

Preductien cumnan}r requesting to sheet b—rell with E01]. aise tn ehtain b-reil feetage nf
M61 Vulcan cannun ancl pilots in centrifuge during U-ferce training. iic..~i..-:.~n.un.i resign cuts ni
heiu anti i'r’r‘i- it! nnrti 'is. lirut'I-‘r-w mites '. Skin-1



MIGHTY PLANES
PAA for Blue Angels sent to Vicente Ugilvie for signature. awaiting reply. FAA for Discovery

Channel Mighty Planes Season Two was signed by 1vince Ugllvie and distributed to the
production company. [N NTR]

215T CENTURYvWARSHlP
NatGeo Channel featuring USS Independence and Freedom - NAUSEA. SIJ RFDR. Al RPAC and

NAVINFOWEST reviewed rough cut. provided notes. Awaiting air dates. ['NNTR]

HISPANIC VETERANS OF WAR
Production company working with National Geographic Channel requested to interview

E01 Balfour [Enrique Alhacarys, a reservist assigned to Bron}: NOSE, regarding his

experience working with Navy Seabees in Iraq and Afghanistan. NOSC approves.

Production company's request growing with more service nieinbers' interviews and

embedding with Navy. Army or USMC units in either Afghanistan or Germany. USMC'

unlikely to support an embed. [NN'I'R]

OPRAH WINFREY [OWN]
ACtTtH‘Elll‘lg to the USMC project officer. Sltype taping with ETCS David Allen at 8”" and I, went

well on [Jiflct {as a surprise to the military spouse show]. Airing date slated for 18Nov12.

(nuts)

Fornsnevenre

HDLLYWOQD'I‘G THE NAVY
.r‘it‘l'iiilttt‘lin'ins hem? In... -t‘ iviiit ‘A'l' lot i- liomiiih‘ one-iiti' t'i-il'i'iei visit on tin..- ivnint iii

Irih—ZiliNuv lt: support an -_.li~sigin-rs "ind other production staii.

[——

LADMIN:

(b) ('5)

l RESERVES:

(b) (6) pdating NAVINFO West Faceboolt page. Drafting Wiltipedia entry on

navinvo West. Coordinating win—(tinned Digital
Information Specialisteh Content Manager] on upgrading NAVINFU West static

website. Generating a list ol'all PAO assets in theregion thatare available for

supporting active component action officers. In addition, working on a select group.

ofOfficers that could potentially meet with CHINFO and NAVINFO West in

Deciiiiiber. (nnrn)



NAVINFO WEST ‘li'ii'eeklyr Repert
21Nclv12

Updated items in Blue

i FEATURE FILMS:

LONE SURVIVOR
Sheeting cnntinues at iihiliii. NM. Filming fnr Kirtiancl AFB begins UEiNcnr12 with army,” Air

Force} Marine Reserve assets being filmed. Projected wrap date is new 21Nev12. [NNTR]

CAPTAIN PHILLIPS
Scheduled reflex-s hi r ugh cur truth .‘iiuw iinrin}..=, iiiiis-i _ Jib-Inc's mat in 1.91mi Hiihficlifi.

NAUTILUS aka GODZILLA
ih'lirl' [Chimes is L'i_H}l'{.II'.' sting _'-|Ei- -'ZHII‘1'II'!1.I1'"IJSHINH'I hes-nu in Part] ihcgh and early iui'aiiiah

triurs at. Pear! liarl'nzirI iicitarn.

AIRPLANES [Disney]
i’rneidine script revie' .HMI'IIHI'IIIIEEFIIILILTIiZ-JL‘|._|_LH.'1H_‘E'.-I'i'1li‘Eti'}"-.‘I."rf-r1'iIIII}.r"'I{:ciiii:ci]‘§ill*fii'£i
carrier s—rassi {cnnrdihn' -d with .‘iii-iifli‘i'i'j.

| SCRIPTED TV / GAME snow:

NCIS .
Recently reviewed and prnvided inputs fer script #221. Current seasnn Filming centinues.
[NNTR}

NCIS - Ln
{NNTR}

THE LAST SHIP [TNT]
Working cm getting payment ini'n tn prnductinn [p ccwer the cast cf" the firm},r help used last

week. Principal phntngraphy wrapped Whine en the Queen Mary in Lhng Beach.
Cnnrclinating with ship JCSF. AIRPOR and prnductinn campany tnr December underway.
flit-uniting min un ”Fire! -' iinii" f'iiluing incntinn and dates-

THE TONIGHT SHOW W} IAY LENO [NBC]
{NSF and i'iSfI‘I-i firm-u I.‘LIIII11'i'i'ifl‘UHIL‘iI{IIIHHIIUI‘HIUJ'LETI."i]L"'-..-Ii'ililli'lI ii-‘Iihttii‘jr’
ii;-iliih'f"§"1‘ia]litsgivingE ~ecia| I'i'l w Lined 1i '1 Niw and 1.1.q in: airm' rin E'hnnltsuu-‘Ihg night. .-"i'..1

Ht—‘i‘ififuh :iIsti liui'ticlprl 1151.

DOCUMENTARIES: I1
-

BOMB PATROL: AFGHANISTAN SEASON TWO
(inntinuiuu in inhnitnr ”IIIH‘IH a}! Iliilile'iii sin: in»ti'1i.-;1ir-r .-'”iT:',ii.-1mum .-irm_i-’ 13.3%. in i-tet tile, 1"1r-11
i‘l‘tufuctiruis lugistics- ppm". .5111. i dawns-“u! itn'inis illII'.‘1t'ai'!f._'F'II:1|"-' IH't'IfIH'l.

.-



MIGHTY SHIPS
.‘hii.j1i|‘iiilii1;1.|“-..' .:!.-_i1I‘Hi-_-';':E -: in- i -...iin iilse rI'-'.":"~.= iii':;“:.;.:.l -I !. i-fi - I i- I-iime‘!‘ ii

COMBATTECH
[NNTRji

I‘r‘ll{."-l-I'I“irr PLANES
FAA for Blue Angels sen'i tn Vicente Ugilvie in r signature. awaiting reply. FAA fnr' Disenvery
Channel Mighty Pianes Seasnn Twe was signed by 1xi'inee Ogilvie and distributed to the
prnduetinn eninpsny. (NNTR)

2151' CENTURY WARSHIP
[NNTR]

HISPANIC VETERANS OF WAR
{NNTR}

iFTfiegssTs:

CHINFU VISIT 05031212
i“|-"'L‘1JH;._§M WIT-i; N.-"‘-.‘+."'§."§i'fi 3gi":_i'.*~'i Him If , Hiir._'. Hi ilir 'l'L.::.i'i.:Iii l‘i.i,'.i-_i‘;,"" [Til]; '- i i

5-. LF i'L‘I eni'“

HDLLYWUOD TO THE NAVY
.-'”\!‘11mr_':eieelIts [Milne I"!'. !e will: ‘21?- u- lire-null r1'-r:anr_.--ii.i'-.' .'.Z:'I'!E.‘|"'.'l' .l HI‘: Mei-i ”ii-z tn :-:...§]J|ili'+i‘[
iii? iii'isiegzu'i'l, and “finer 'l‘Hiiil inn *.'i_:|.'i.

fifiifims?" _— ___.——_

l..!-;iij:iiins a-afei'lsiie, i-isr Mimi-1. 'ri.i_"~".'|i:l1 ni"1..epit*“=;:‘zg; Inr' I? “1 .



NAVINFD WEST Weekly Report
28Nov12

Updated Items in Blue

EEATURE FILMS:

LONE so evivon
Principal phutugraphi 'uiupierr. iii visiting 1-iim -!-r"‘ In view L'lJ'ii'H.

CAPTAIN PHILLIPS
Scheduled review til I" igh cu. at! Honv during; iii'i'vii. iirrhifl. I. Hi i..;"i_ he Emile: J11“

Woritititt with Hunt" iv_'- iui'i'ii'r- .nui whit-"Hist I'i'l'su'tiiin-r ship's r-;o:?i*..*.=;irv i'HI‘I‘r’i'ii-‘thi

ruguia i' in its.

NAUTILUS aka GDDZILLA i

i'.’.-"ii“l‘ {Zones is escort? 1 film i'ii1.u-rcs.—iut! 1 l't‘t-‘vtii milit.:r_i-‘ installations in Unit-1'11]. i-iiri:

crewscinrtiuietl to vis: the ‘i-'|u.~. Ii‘ +iii-t_i"i-§.}:_~-- ‘

AIRPLANES [Disney]
Providing script review. SME for flight deck sequence accuracy w/AIRPAC and an at—Sea

carrier visit (coordinated with AIRLANT}. [NNTR] '

i SCRIPTED W x GAME snow:

NCIS
{mars}

NCIS — LA
{were}

THE LAST SHIP {TNT}
Working on getting pavment info to production to cover the cost of the Army heio used last

week. Principal photography wrapped 07Nov on the Queen Marvin Long Beach.

Coordinating with ship (BF. AIHFOR and production company for December underway.

Awaiting info on "Arctic Unit” filming location and dates. [N NTR}

Eoocumenrnmss: ' _i

BOMB PATROL: AFGHANISTAN SEASON TWO
Continuing to monitor efforts ofEODMLl and in—theater Afghanistan army PA to get Big Fish

Productions logistics support and approval for this documentary project. I1 rim t‘rcti-' -.| nit
iit‘ii] escort schcduieti o hriul iii: North on [l"1]l{'i.

MIGHT‘iF SHIPS
Documentarv approval for hospital ship Discoverv Channel in 2013 Summer Cruise.

looking to assign a [in crvc "iii '=s E’I':i_jr.ei.‘i' iiliu'ur.



COMBAT TECH
[NNTR]

MIGHTY PLANES
FAA far 3q Angels sent ta ‘e’itente Ugileie fer signature, awaiting reply. FAA far Distevery

'Channei Might}I Planes Season Two was signed by Vince Ogiirie and distributed tn the
praductinn company- [3 nepn '['.in;-:er -- retrain-iin}, iiitei‘i.'i+:-a= [Hit-‘SUHH': l'ii pnriii'ipaiinit

- stiiiiiiirniis anti FIRE}; ti: . eeriurs.

2 1st CENTURY waasme
[NNTR]

HIS-PANIC VETERANS or was
{were}

stem EPEEfiiL . . LII'
.—

|.
-|

CHI-MFG VISIT 05133312 _

fi-‘iei'iillil‘i WiLh H;"‘ii-’lf‘~£i-‘{': ‘r’i’est Hi"jt"'i“-."i.‘~i'[t-. Him}: Futures -- ”(Lip tain I-iiiiiiips.” Fiirn riri- —- "Lune

Harris-sir"

HDLLWUOD TO THE NAVY
Arrangements being made with WE fer a passible tine-day carrier visit an [HE-er: ta suppert
art .tlesigners and ether prntiuetinn staff. {NHTR}

_...._._._-n__..-... -..-,.--..—.
_.._.'_— ,_._._.....—.._._|

i ADMIN: W
.._. —__ _______.._ ..__._ .-l-s

(b) (B)
.—...-...- -- -.- --—----

Updating website, Faeebeelt page and preparing for Ci visit. ['NNTR]



NAVIN'FO WEST W'Eekiy Repflrt =2:
05 0222c

Up dated itgnls in 1312.222
: _ ' i

[ FEATURE FILMS: i

LONE SURVIVOR
2222222222 £-'2‘22.222. 2-22-1- 222iti'2 {Ii 2.22223 '2222222222222'222222i 2'22 222.222.2222} 2.212 22.2it'i2Nfi‘v’iN2325.122‘2523521’132-222222222ii 2-222 2222222222222-2'222
222312222! {’22 2.2 21222222 {2222222 2252;222- MEEi.2:272-,

CAPTAIN PHILLIPS
2522222222222 1:22.222 222.22.,2gi2 222.221: 22-2" {3221.221 .i-"i2ii'ii2t222 2.222222 (:1, 2%‘2‘2’2Ni‘iiiiie‘v'.i'z-§S‘i‘ 222222222. 22222'i H2 2!: 2 222.212. ' ,
112223.22 22i2222i 2ii3222‘22222-22222222 22.22.222.222 222222221 2122221 22222222222922. 222 15222222.

NAUTILUS aka. GODZILLA
[2.2 NTR]

AIRPLANES. [Disney]
Providing-52'22'iptfr9vie222-SME fair flight deck? s‘e'quence accuracy w/AIRPA'C and 21222112522222
{2222-2222212 visit [coordinated with AIRLHNTL [NNTR1

i SCRI-PTED TV / GAMESHOW:

2222:15-
[NNTR]

NEI‘S -— LA
[NNTRJ

THE LAST SHIP {TNT}
_ USS Halsey" [BBC 9?) getting 22222123222422.22n2‘ aeriai Siit‘JIDIIS. [next 22222222112]. Immediately fuliuwgéi
'by-ArctiE-unit; LTJG GU-2*_5_te.nsia'gt_—2r traveling to S‘Initi2222'22- BIZ. f1} 2‘ arctic com-bat 52:22:22 223-.[22 ext
week). '2

'| DUCUMENTARES:

BOMB PATROL; AFGHANISTAN SEASON TWO
Film {31222222 was denied 222223255 ['22 RC NOTEh'hy-NorthCmnnmntier, awraiting'i221222t52-i22'22122' [JD-E}

.225 tti 222232“ 23212112122222 Ufattifln thatmn "beta-ken. N22 refit-urn date 122222 12222222 Sfi'heduifld.

MIGHTY'SHIPS
[3222222222222IVE-221"}2 31313122222222f hospital ship Discovery {21232122221 in. 2-013 521222222'E'T'C2‘221i22e.
Loathing 2:22 assign aiRflserve P220 as-Prajecl; Officer. {N'NTR}

E

‘l
'



MIGHTY P LAN ES
0 111 Egg Ta nine 1' — I‘Evi ewi Hg in‘temi EW (1 uesfifl.“ 3- tn- [3anti pa tin g sq 1.1-3 {.1 runs. 3 nd FLREE’.
(Ii racism :3. E5: em :1 rat; was; €15; '31:} E‘ 31 m; fig {gum E Ed is? {13% £3. 11 u m *3 £343: 1 1E 11 um her «:2flififl E E5 East-1' n g
ELLE'JH‘I itt-E-tf in IWW'maEEWhuman-m {a}? E-itt-eciixL '

215'“ CENTURY- WA'RSHI-P
[N'NTRJ

-HISPANIC3V-ETERA'NS OF WAR
[NNTR]

u
-.-.

-
-.-

.-u
2.

OTHER EVENTS: -: i

CHINFU VISIT flSDEclE
{iii-i EN l'EETI-n-i'm: with H.513? EH i7 if} ism-:51" iEEE-EL'EiEtE, SL111}: Pkwy-Ezra + ""{I;'a.1i}'i;a=sit-; P-hEEi-ipm” Fifi}: 6-113; w

i...::a.n=:;.- Hurvlwu”

.HQLLWUDD TO THE HAW
“W $91 {3 1m WEE: E‘E sit-{215$ my =1? E159 n {'91-'21 {SIM} 13m:

(ADMIN:

(b) (6)

LRESEEEES: _ i

Updating websiter_-Facebfiolc page and preparing. for Civisit.
Phi: iIhSE-L'i 1:1 :EL‘UI‘HEIU Hilffifli‘E-J'U Eu .1 EDIT;

g.



.Nfi-VINFO WEST Weekly Repert
'1'2Dee12

Updated HEIRS in Blue

i EEATLIEE FILMS:

LONE SURVIVDR
T31II-Ei'_i.Ei.-II_S=, I'II'III}: EIiEIII'HII'I {AISI I'I'IL‘II I'ITIIE.

'CAPTHIN PHILLIPS I
'SI-IHI' 5H 'f’I'HIIi-Ie Shun-HIE IHHIIS LT; Effiny‘rfi THIS-t: praflxsei‘IeI'I, .1-

NAIITILL‘IS aka GODEILLA
(NMTRj

,
Ja

e-
TF

S-
“—

'-w
.

-.-

HIRPLANES (Disney) . . _ _
FI'nvidi-ng'Script review. 'SMEfpr flight: deck'Se-queIIee. accuracy w/NRPAC. CLIIIIIdi'IIHtn
the CHI-Tier visit-with I'I'IR'FOR'CES and AIRLANT, [NNTR]

l SCRIPTED Tw GAME SHOW:

NCIS-
(N NTRJ
.NCIS — LA
(NNTIQ

THE LAST'SHIP (TNT)
Underway filming campiete End WES-El hugelSueeese. Arctic seeneS-L‘II be Shflt in BritiSh
Cniumbfa this week, L‘I‘IG GeI'Ste‘IIS'ESgEIT IInt‘tIIa-veliug with film CHI'IIIIHHy. .E-Hpejc't'm See
rough cut Jen/Feb 201 S. '

HAWAII FIVE-O
HIIEiew-I'Hg Eip'iSHI'iefl'Efl teaser- 37’I'III:1LIITt_i's¢II'I can“:puny ELIE; IIE‘SSI II 35; mf- I-‘II'I'HE and HEIRS
S H p1.I_II FL

'E EHCUHENTARIES: T

BDMB ”PATROL:- AFGHANISTAN SEASON TWO-
BigFi'Sh'w-ES den'ied ASSESS t0 RC North. Film crew had: in COMES.

MIGHTY SHIPS
De'cumen’tary Approval I‘HI'hHSISitHl Shi’p Dise‘evETy CITE-Hue] in 20123 23 LIIII.IIIeE-"CT.IIIS_E.
Lenking 1:0 ESSigH E RESEI‘UE PM} HS'PI‘Uj_ECt Officer.- (NNTRJ



MIGHTY PLANES _
- Omega Tanker — revie'wingii=11't'e-Ivieur-'c]uestiefls te petti'fipetingsqued-rens end-FIRE};
'd.Eree-ter5'. 'aeil requests for Blue Angeis-end NUMZhumjieene heme]? epieedee being
Submittedtu wwwjmayer --.neu glyflibystudiu. {NHTH}

215T CENTURY. WARSHlP
-[NNT31

_ HIS-PANIC VETERANS'UF :WAR

___m-m~m .
-¢éflTHEREfiENTSr ~ ‘ é

HDLLWDQD TO THE NAVY
[H.NTR}

.I-u‘udummuurn-uu-a.FEbNfifi:
(b) (5)

I RESERVES": I . ‘
Updatin g.'_wehsite; Fe eeb'eeik pegeend preparing fer CI visit.
Pre' e'eed e eemi'n_ Reserve 5'11 ' Inert":

:-L
E
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*
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-

-
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I
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w
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NAVINFO'WEST Weekly Repflrt'
1-9Dec12

Updateditems in Elma

g FEATURE FILM-5:

LONE-SURVIVOR I
Finalizing-Army aircraft 505t_incurre,d.. [NNTR]

CAPTAIIN'PHIL-LIPS . I
Sent iii filiai t5:hn_i::al Hates; i0 Sony’s p.551“, graduation. {N NTR]

NAUTIL-US aka'GODZILLA
[NNTRj

AIRPLA-NES [DiSiiey]
Pi-guiding spript review SME fur flight deck 5equence 5551112153; w1 RP=AC Cimrdinatiiig
the can iii: visitwitii AIRFORCES and AIRLAN'F [INNTR]

SCRIPTED'TV / 55MB SHOW:

N'cis
[N-NTR]

NCIS - LE
[NNTR-J

THE LAST SHIP (TNT) I _ _ _
Expect: [50-5135 rough __::Lit laIi/Feblllfl 13. [INNTR]

HAWAII. FIVE~0
RGViewiiig Episode 320 "teaser. Production company itéqiiestiiig-ibr Ai'my'aii-id Navy
support. ['N-NTR]

DOCUMENT-ARIES: i

BOMB PA'TRQLiAIFGHANISTAN SEASONIT'WO' , I
Big Fish was denied attess-S-ti} RC. North. Film .crew [Jack in CONUS. [NNTRJ

MIGHTY'SHIPS I
I'JDQIiimeniaryapproval for huspital SHE-Discovery ChannC-l in 2.013 SLll‘i‘iI‘I‘lEI‘-Cl‘-Ll'iSEE._.
'Lii'fl'king tn. assign a RE-5enr'e PAGES Projectflffiéeifi. {MN-TR]

h
i"

-
..



MIGHTY PLANE-5
.‘Dmega'Tflnker m reviewing intewiewquestiflng t3 participating squadmnsand-.F'EREK
'direc-tm‘a. E-I'n'll request? Ffl.i*.[311ifl Angeil's and NOAH hmus'icane- huIltEI‘EpiSfld‘ES being
Silhmi'tt'ed tfi wWJ'fiageryJ‘xavmm i1 by s'tuc'lig-.. [NNTR]__

21ST'CENTUHY WARSH'IP
EN NTR}

HISPANIC VETERANS GF'WAR
[NNTR]

EDTHEREVENTE

HGLLWUUD TUTHE'NAW "

[NNTRl

[ ADMIN:

(b) (6)

| RESERVES?

U pd a" ting web 5 ire-and Fate 1:: D 01:: :13 age.

Prigmntmmi “panning REESEE‘VU 311;] part:

b) (6



   

  

    
 

    

      

  
     

   
     

  
              

        

  

 
       

 
 

    
        

  
             

       

   

     
              

  
            

              
        

  

   

  

    
 

    

      

  
     

   
     

  
              

        

  

 
       

 
 

    
        

  
             

       

   

     
              

  
            

              
        

  

NAVINFO WEST Weekly Report
02131113

Updated Items in Blue

FEATURE FILMS:

LONE SURVIVOR
- Finalizing Army aircralt cost incurred. [NNTIU

CAPTAIN PHILLIPS
Ncgutlarmr: credit lim- W‘itll Hm“-

NAUTILUS aka GDDZILLA
Script anticipated in |.- nary

AIRPLANES [Disney]
Previding script review. SME fer flight deck sequence accuracy w/AIRPAC. Cnnrdinating
the carrier visit with AIRFORCES and Al RLANT. (NN'FR) '

gamers]: TV / GAME snow:

NCIS
IIL‘E-‘iC‘WIHH script Hul'h' e; lnr "1".'1'IiIIl.“-. Z-IIEIL'JL"

NCIS— LA
(NNTR)

THE LAST SHIP (TNT)
Espect he see rough cut Jan/Feb 2013. (NNTR)

HAWAII FIVE-O
lit-Viewed I'.|]IHUI.II_’ iii-3.! teaser. Tuul-nng mm summrlmc; this run-wu- ilms'cs'vr' still awailiue
[H I'L‘L'L‘i‘i’u the HL’I‘I]?IIT"'1Hlll‘llLilFIIlJllL'Hlllllilllj.’

@OCUMENTARIES:
BOMB PATROL: AFGHANISTAN SEASON TWO
Big Fish was denied access to RC North. Film crew back in BONUS. [NNTR]

MIGHTY SHIPS
Awaiting lll|ltllS lrun: ascm-'r_-"=.' ='..*n.u'l'.1z't'uzurilnlgraw 1".u'si1t~l*- ru' u'nsswns they are
kinking LI: capture [Illr' Hg Hilrnu'nr mgnlm'lnl-m. lime:- H'sL-{f wrl l: . him-l .Hni USES PAD
whn :H‘e Hllimard and .iliim.‘ 'u -.-:t;11mI'! l.



MIGHTY PLANES
{] mega-1 Tam-Tr — r‘L-vl-vmg I'I1teruir-Jw qmrfitimn l‘n jmrthtipnring squmlmnn and FIRE):
(iil‘uctm‘s- B—rull ruqumt'a: 1“al Angela :1ml NHAA I'lLlI‘T‘iII‘HI‘LH imnim' (11.15”l [HE-mg
sulnnitted tn_~_ggj.5_-;fl'_._1fiL;1gu11.51;;warm] by Htmim. [ NN'I'R]

HISPANIC VETERANS OF WAR
.-I-I-!'.:":.L'-'[_-. L":.|",' .f. . .‘ In}: 5.5' ..

LOTHEREVENTE __ _
HDLLYWODI) TO THE NAVY

LRESERVES:

iEIILELJiLHL‘I'W |.!r.|_I.-.::1u -'u.¢.u_-1,u: . *'.-

'l'.'H'{JrH=_n;*_ lira-w.- new!

'0) (6)



   

  

    
 

    

               
         

  
               

    
   

  
             

         

      

 
    

 
 

    
                 

   
            

        

  

     
               

  
            

             
            

            
         

         

   

  

    
 

    

               
         

  
               

    
   

  
             

         

      

 
    

 
 

    
                 

   
            

        

  

     
               

  
            

             
            

            
         

         

NAVINFO WEST Weekly Report
091an13

Updated items in Blue
t

FEATURE FILMS: 1* J

LONE SURVIVOR
:‘ii-riiiiltii‘. I'Huuh out are onion; ti- :ii and llll‘;:i"i'i'i_‘lt'}ihi‘1..ill' miun ccmwni lm' Amie hrlu
HLIHIHil‘l resolved - m". v WII' ems. H their mum? -_*.H'iH‘i‘..:i".

CAPTAIN PHILLIPS
Pi'ii‘i’iili‘tl Navy credit ‘ .t to sin" iii-railing: rcspiiiisr. I'llir mu ii' litmili'rs 1 Hit)! iii.

NAUTILUS aka GDDZILLA
:iwailuiu updated srrr-

AIRPLANES (Disney)
Providing script review. SME for flight deck sequence accuracy w/AIRPAC. Coordinating
the carrier visit with A] RFDRCES and A] RLANT. (NNTR)

[ SCRIPTED Tv / GAME snow: .

NCIS
licsuminu regular rein nnship.

was - LA
[NNTR]

THE LAST SHIP [TNT]
iii-{pert in sec I‘tiuuh l'll Ian/lick .2“ T Tl. .-\\‘i'.'iiiiri'.1'I'N‘l'“: rlui'ismin 'u ur the pilot episode.

HAWAII FIVE-0
Reviewed Episode 320 teaser. looking into sopporting this episode. However. still awaiting
to receive the script from production company. [NNTR]

ooCUMENTARIss:

BOMB PATROL: AFGHANISTAN SEASON TWU
Big Fish was denied access to RC North. Film crew back in CONUS. (NNTR)

MIGHTY SHIPS
Awaiting inputs from Discovery Canada regarding specific shots and missions they are
looking to capture during summer deployment. Conversed with 4th Fleet and USNS PAD
who are onboard and willing to support. Hospital ship iloru HI -.:".'r~inimu-m.

'l'wu"l\-‘i1;{lil}-'S|iips" 'ilSifltW'H will air on the Siiiitiuaumn {Iconic} in February:
HSNH {.lHIII‘lSIJ — Sand. lieiir -.:.:."_'~ W“'.‘1t7iluo
USS New York — Sun: .w |~'i""u‘ii.'ii‘\' L-irl‘” iii Hum



MIGHTY PLANES
{Irntqgn'Y:n1ktn‘— reuwexvlng;Interwntfix’qestnana nu[Inrtlrnnutln;1HIaLhIJn5ganLIFIIIEhi
LIII’CL'IHI'H. H—rnll I‘l‘qlti'hih Iur Rhu- Angvly and Nil-"IA IIIJI‘I‘ILIH'IU Hunh'rr :.-pa.~;nd95 Iwing
suhmittud tn Lx-M'w.IInngwt'yJIavy.mil h}! SELHIH'I. . . -. : _ - .. -- ' ' -

HISPANIC VETERANS {1F WAR
Cunnlinelling mugll L‘LIL E EVIEW 11-11:]: [IIL‘ .‘vI'Lu'IHL'H SLIIIIUIIIIIIL' In Iummrjfl (NN'I'J‘I)

OTHER EVENTS;_ __

HULLYWDDD TO THE NAVY
" . . .' ". I . I . - I

{EmirInbr"1"nlfillll'fl1'.- 'IIIIIIIIH-H-I l'."-I-'.I |:'|-'_I"|'. l!".III'.'- .--.':iu

ADMIN:

. RESERVES:

E'iII mum" i'.1'--.r-r"--.-‘v' ”Iii?"

b) (6



    
 

    

   

  
             

          

  
              

   
    

  
             

         

       

 
           

    

 
 

    
               
 

   
            

        

  

  
               

        

            
       

        

 
 
 

    
 

    

   

  
             

          

  
              

   
    

  
             

         

       

 
           

    

 
 

    
               
 

   
            

        

  

  
               

        

            
       

        

 
 
 

NAVINFO WEST Weekly Report
16Jan13

Updated Items in Blue

FFEATURE FILMS:

LONE SURVIVOR
awaiting rough cut screening date and theater release date. Reimbursement for Arm'y helo
support resolved — Army will honor their initial estimate. (NNTR) '

I!
.'

CAPTAIN PHILLIPS
Provided Navy credit list to SONY, awaiting response. Film out in theaters 110ct13. (NNTR]

NAUTILUS aka GDDZILLA
Awaiting updated script. (NNTR)

AIRPLANES (Disney)
Providing script review, SME for flight deck sequence accuracy w/AIRPAC. Coordinating
the carrier visit with Al RFORCES and AIRLANT. (NNTR)

SCRIPTED Tv / GAME snow: '

NCIS
i"rm-*it‘iiau: resmrch in] 'pisodu i'..._‘f.-. includiuf; UN 4.. {.Iiuiriiiu.'u'i=:lg}: Kurt-i 'l'inu-s.»"."~.‘illf~i intrus-
Eur article next weelt.

NCIS —- LA
(NNTR)

THE LAST SHIP [TNT]
Expect to see rough cut Jan/Feb 2013. Awaiting TNT’s decision to air the pilot episode.
(NNTR) -

HAWAII FIVE-0
Reviewed Episode 320 teaser, looking into supporting this episode. However, still awaiting
to receive the script from production company. [NNTR)

DOCUMENTARIES: _i

MIGHTY SHIPS
“If" Fillet iiUMliU .tHLi ‘~. {C have. nlriliiltiiit‘ai'mi {blur Hussimi HI E‘rmfer.'i-L'1..' t-vitl'i I'i‘I‘Iil
success. ”rafting; Phi-i i‘l‘ l‘holi mdisideratiuu :iuti :il'ig'irnval.

Two ”Mighty Ships” episodes will air on the Smithsonian Channel in February:
USNS GRASP «- Sunday February 10*" at 8pm
USS New York — Sunday February 24th at 8pm [NNTR]



MIGHTY PLANES
[)mega Tanker — review-"rm; intm‘vimu gunrfitimnfi tn pnrlivipating squmh'flns am! HREX
directors- fi-rnll requemn Int' Him;- AngL-lfi and Ni'mfl hurricanfi hunlL-J' epismlua Ewing
Hublnitltd u: 33-:L1I1-‘L-2iIlltigL‘j‘j-HJML‘LLL: hy HLLILhLI. haunting; Im‘ LiLIL‘u I'mlgl'l L'LI'L I'm'iuw. (NN'I'H)

HISPANIC VETERANS OF WAR
{Inordinatilm ruugh cut l'l‘Vit’.‘\’U with [111‘ h'hu‘ines Smnutimu in Izmunrju. [NNTR]

THE SILENT 'WAR
|)"|_-lilIL'1:l !:; fi:ll.'|‘_:"1~ln.l. [I -' ‘I_ I I: !:'l 'ui 'f_1_'. Il,’._'l|l|..-ll'. :l.|.||l I:.l| I:Iil'.l1l'.ritll,l.l Iltl.'.ll

It‘lll'i'tl.f-u,'illl'r[ "l15||].- Iil'l 1- H..': .II l1.rtl.i..:-_.-.1:-.1.'c H-I:I,;.:||hn.|j. ...~1IH|{ ."'.;|x.'|

HHH'IH'H n|~l'1'.”~".t_!-.I"' rm- .!:7"" if,lt|Ii:..:'-'

21"l CENTURY WARSHIP

'H'i||"'LI|r|['i-’€lll Ill' H] “I II '[i 2:1}? IIIII'1"\:':I “'4 :. III

. —__
HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAVY

flppmmmam-i}; 2‘10 guest In visit LCS ['I'HD] and HSIj-HS um 2613:1135. {NNTR}

|IADWQEL

{REEERfiES;

Upcoming Reserve suppurt:
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NAVINFO WEST Weekly Report
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Updated ltems in Blue -

jEATURE FILMS:
LONE SURVIVOR
Awaiting rough cut screening date and theater release date. Reimbursement for Army helo
support resolved - Army will honor their initial estimate. [NNTR]

CAPTAIN PHILLIPS
Provided Navy credit list to SONY. awaiting response. Film out in theaters 110ct13. (NNTR)

NAUTILUS aka GODZILLA
Awaiting updated script. [NNTR]

AIRPLANES (Disney)
Xi} ol'ilill-l liar! Vinson Ins I'I..".-'lt”n"i'l‘tl script. will provide notes. Ht l:r~i.lulud to mnlmra
iiiemhors oi proilurliv crou on Hoard USP-i iI.u'l Vinson for over high! in New lliulu ops.
lioortliimlina with All-l. HR.

_SCRIPTED TV/ GAME SHOW:

NCIS -
Providing research for episode 226 including DNR. Coordinated Navy Times/NUS intros
for article. [NNTR]

was - LA
[NNTRJ
THE LAST SHIP [TNT]
Expect to see rough cut Ian/Feb 2013. Awaiting TNT's decision to air the pilot episode.
Working in sclioilulo s. it” ill It}; l':uil liusloi .11 Naval linsc Vi‘lillll'J tiluint'v.

HAWAII FIVE-0
Reviewed Episode 320 script. looking into supporting this episode. However. still awaiting
to receive the script from production company- (NNTR)

WILD Bum [SONY]
llllliil L‘Illh'tltlt' ‘L-‘UE’IH rilt'ln'. ‘I_l [I]! l‘I‘Lr l'lll‘l. l‘lf‘q‘ii'i‘l in 5.131: 51', MIN i1i+'~_1fl'q-uyj_



Decorate—inintes:
MIGHTY SHIPS
'1‘" Fleet EIUMED and MM: have communicated their mission to [‘Jiscoverjir with great
success. Drafting FAA for IJoD consideration and amn'oval. Caveat ol'CPl'j being CANXD
due to‘ impacts ofsequestrtnion - awaiting final word from CriF.

'I'wo "Mighty Ships" episodes will air on the Smithsonian Channel in February:
IISNS GRASP - Sunday February 10‘" at 8pm
USS New York — Sundav February 24““ at 8pm {NNTR} '

MIGHTY PLANES
Omega Tanlter — IEVIEWJIIg interview questions to participating squadrons and FIREK
directors. B-roil requests for Blue Angels and moan hurricane hunter episodes being
submitted to www.imagi_-ij.r.oav_v;.inil hv studio. Awaiting tor tloeu rough cut review. [NN’I’IH

HISPANIC VETERANS OF WAR
Coordinating rough cut review with the Marines sometime in Jenni-try. {NNTR}

2151 CENTURY WARSHIP
Scheduled to air on 10Feb at 6PM EST on NATGEU Channel. (NNTM

ULISSE PEARL HARBOR ATTACK
Provided van for Italian documentary about the historical account of Pearl Harbor attaclts
Awaiting produEtion compa ny and Vince Ogilvie to sign agreement. Filming scheduled for
on or about ZBIAN-SFEH at various historical sites in Navy Region Hawaii and Wheeler
Army Airfield. ('NNTR] '

ornaegzurs;

HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAVY
[NNTR]

NAACP Image Award
'1! Hill Ilium-ill:lt‘ii'i EH. ll. .. :-. "n'lu'; ioniui-t'1|l.'.§'.n-I."..:: ':'*.n'=.'L..-‘in'.‘."t‘—. .11 the
Ir|?ii'ii1li;IZIf-_1h‘.:'i.-"ii:l'lili;i;_1 u on i'l-"'l .:."_. lee-rm; :1 l-ei'n. ".'.n:'.~:in_'.-.1v.i'-..i "Hi-'I'w»
-;e= .iI‘nroiu'iaruintern. -.~.-.-'.=i,'-- :I'v

fins:



! _RESERVES=_ __

Hfimming Reaprve mmmrtt
[N NTR]
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Updated Items in Blue

["SIGNIFfiEejr oevsteememts;
.u.-.—n..-_|..-_—-...

—"l

.
i- {Itlfrilir-‘iifl' 'l'tli‘tl — ii-itr. 1-.--.-'itl: tl:r:-:e esee-i:rotiut‘ei‘HJ-H-rriter iron: "lionitinnli’

'l'ii‘ivn" this at -1rno1::1:. "l'he overall meeting was litinr-Eiii and 1': rilltitit'tive.
triiitiitmt going into toe tnnri: detail, Erik-"itsi-‘(i‘i‘i’iiii'i‘ pros-ddetl ronsirntrtive
irritit‘isn: to tl'.-= proilnijing team exit]: recon:1:11.1ntli'1tit'eis. tlur he]: ronrerr:
was the poor ' iortriiji-sil 11:." ::.-.:::alu::s in the Navy. l..li“-i'flfl't' their tight deadline,
tin-:31 seemed '- Jilling ti: .:'::1:si:_l1.1r1:1:1‘ snggest'itilii'5. l’1':.n.i11ei1:gtie-in: and i-vriter
are sel: ed Lileti to visit the ‘i-"irgiiiii: liim ol'iii':.1::e:-:t Hi :4: vve intend to also
trail the I‘egioi. l’flU in ?~i:::'lt:lit.requestingfort:tnnroiiii-."i:i:st.1. 'l'hi'
prodneers ivii- visit i‘lt'e‘inllt tor the first ti::::-,s:.:s-:.1r.:i11e theeitjrantl1.:erl::.11.:1~.
Nan-ml Station {iioritdl-i will ultimately shape their r: ivised si'rint. iiiituild [Joli '
tit-title ti: nth: 11-11:}:supple-1; filming i-vtiitiitl till-fie iiliire end tii'ii-iarel: through
litiginning oi"; oril. Htit'tfllit.‘ Nat-"j; l‘ilmirig is to-r an}:1"o::i:::.:telj.-' t.l:re:.-: dnvs,
loeations inrl'.:::;ie USE.iii}llLllill‘li.-; shots 1.:f'i1iiiiii and tiln:i1-:g at Nose-ii ii-iedieal
{Lerner Portsir outii. :‘ilso. :‘-:1:i-1i:i’t|:e [ll‘i.}tliil."f_‘l‘ii i"[‘::j.'t:"1r Ilaeltl’te] is the
president oi" iiiij I]i1'1.1t'l::rs (iiiiiti :‘ii".-"n::erie:: (EMS-:1}. Pit-iii?!NFi'iE-iiiifi'l' has
proposed to l‘..'i‘.’0 Doll iiin: represiintatives meet i-vitl': his team. and
eventuallv 1:1:2 tide a presteitiition with the 1::‘t-1stigir.:11.s direetors i1:
litillyttiood. 'l"i:is will lie :1 great ii[.:t'lt.ii"lllnll':i-’ to reael: oni tr: the liltinnalterh'.
and shotveast our latest teeliiioltigy. ships and highly sl-alleti person11ei.

Li. tit-"i Li: BLUE ‘ :11at‘lii-1tl we: to the tii'oiineer :‘1.-'ti::estie_i._'. it HI-‘i'il-ii- “513’ “If“ “mi-"ii
triieitieg.

is}. Iii-{Its [tiii'l - fie-:1 ntioi Estjiti and Willis? 1.: . l-‘rmhieers have not 1:11:11: led nii'it‘ial
ri-1t1i1est for seaport. hunt-1:11.11 r, one otthe srrints lor I‘iiilii iv"; ititrtitititfei'. the
:‘ieiv eharaete: -: ol'IIii iilii}.

-i. ti:"ll"l' Korma. [ii 'ii'l‘liiin'is anti ifl'lti tier-itenslng:1r.':::1*.-':.--1 1-.'r.'i::'.=i.l:.'ieti 111:1.1etiiigs on
Monday 1.viti:i"ili_.Ci'~iHi-' .1:::I:‘ill’tlif}l-i i-‘r‘dis in f-iiili'i'iiegri.

l FEATURE-FILMS:

LONE SURVIVOR
Awaiting rough cut screening date and theater release date. Reimbursement for Army helo
support resolved — Army will honor their initial estimate. [NNTRJ

CAPTAIN PHILLIPS .
Provided Navy eredit list to SONY, awaiting response. Film out in theaters 1101113. [NNTR]

NAUTILUS aka GDDZILLA
liet‘eiveti iiiidatetl st71‘1;'-‘:. ll”i.i"1= E't'T.-".i“.i.-'. Mr- Phil Hiriil: "]‘Ei‘-.-'1'if--.' . :12 '-.‘.-"il's :.“~.'.|::.'::*'.e in 5.51 to
meet with 715;: er. :‘irnij: . -nd :‘l‘i‘ 1..- -'~.'r.:ri-: through near :--r1':g.:t-

....— .. .........._.. ........_.... ..._._ .. ......,.._ ,. ...._.. ... ._.-



AIRPLANES (Disney)
X0 of USS Carl Vinson has reviewed script. will provide notes. Scheduled to embark
members of production crew on boa rd USS Carl 111’i11son for overnight to view flight ops.
Coordinating with AIRFHR. [NNTR]

31111113111111 GA'igij_'_s_1W
NCIS
Providing research for episode 2215 includingr ONR. [NNTRJ

11113 LAST SHIP [11m
Espect to see rough cut i1"el1 201 '31. Awaiting TNT's decision to air the pilot episode. Working
to schedule scout of Eli Paul Foster at Naval Base Ventura Cou nty. [N NTR]

HAWAII FIVE-0
Reviewed Episode 320 script. looking into supporting this episode. 11111111111'111'1-1111111 111111111111
Reserve 11111111111”; 1'111'Li111- 111111111111:

WILD BLUE {5121111111
Pilot Episode was picked 1.11:1 by FOX. “iliii 11111111111.111.12J 1111311111..

215‘ CENTURY WARSHIP
51.111111111i1111111'1111 lili11-l1 111.1.1I’7'1'i i-IHT 1.111 3151'71'i‘iii-1U 111111111111.

lllHl-l {3111 T] Eli 1'1111‘1i11lli‘11'l-L“
ilEfi- inn-11.111 111 11111111111111 1:1:91111'1111'1. "111-1111111111111111111l1211111.11.11'1.11111.111t."1r_'1.1' r1 1._1111'11111111i11-111.11'i11111i1111111
1111l1111-1111 HHS: Hu1-1l1.1'1'11'1111'11111111111 111111 1‘2'11111111 tl111111 111i111'1't111t1r11 1111'1'11'11'1111'111111.1'1lfllll111111
iii-1.1. i‘r...1 £111.! .11' 1 1.1”1.1111111-:' 1111111111111 1111 111 11111 1111' i. [ :11' 1'1. 1. 1i1'.1"1

MIGHTY SHIPS
1111“ Fleet BUMEB and MSC have communicated their mission to Discovery with great
success. Drafting P1111111. for DoD consideration and approval. Caveat of CP13 being CANXD
clue to impacts ofsequestration - awaiting final word from C111F.

Two ”l‘vliglit},1 Ships” episodes will air on the Smithsonian Channel in February:
£15;l (ills-'15P -- 5111111111: i -.1i1ru1'.1'1. '7 i'l‘ 1"1’1111':
USS New York — Sunday February1 211-111 at 8pm [NNTR}

MIGHTY PLANES
Omega Tanker — reviewing interview questions to participating squadrons and FIRE):
directors. B-roil requests for Blue Angels and NUAA hurricane hunter episodes being
submitted to 11.111.111.111.in1apencnavyanil by studio. financing for docu rough cut review. [NHTR]

HISPANIC VETERANS OF WAR;
..1... I-1. :.1-T ' I '.. 1. I - 1. :I .1 :13: 111-.1311.i111111111111111111111.11.1i1r11-i.11'11'11'1'1'1 1111.11 .111111111.1...111111111i11111 .11 .-...11.11.1



ULISSE PEARL HARBDRHTTACK
i'lail‘riiiii-rieii iiliiiiiiig. Si: :‘1Ii'ii'ii‘. i'liiniii viii r.":;.i:'r_.

DmifivfifiéE—“fi :_ _ ' _ ' _ _ :_
HOLLWDOD TO THE NAVY
[NNTRJ

HEM-m?" . __. . __ .: : _ . W __ . __ .. ._ _

CAPT tie-ens coordinating executive COMREL eutreeeli fOi‘ New Teeiinelegf tn See
including directed energy-and railgiin with ONE. NiWSEi‘i and CHINFU. [NNTR]

.._.__.. -\.-.

(b) (6)
Uicoming Reserve SL1 ppert:
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i SIGNLFICANi‘Erveeararfif-—l—'I..—.i. --.r...--~. --.---i.-—...._.. --..----|..- ----—.

L i]fii-‘i!".«1?‘~l'§" 'I'UVL’T‘I Prntlnri'rs anti r‘r‘ritr-r‘ waiter: 55.11.11} Hiatran Enriali: -- I‘rn't In“ hast“
PAH. Sire Irrrnridei' rninrlrra inn ainnrt rm am" sires-um". the Iiiinnra'ar'rs iii-Elli hangar. the
waterirnnt, Eli’s iii-ire. e117. l-'1irrnna‘r~::.r1‘:-; w'iii I‘t'kt’l'i'fij the srrtifit irriiir :n-‘rr.*-.-'ininrrr
inlnrinntitin.
t-"r-'i|..ii HUME .. Ht‘t‘r'fi't‘ti anti rmrieweti strint. firrriire with }'li‘f}tIUt’[itH'i regarding;
I-{JLH‘ nrninr nnlrsrrr‘ter:-;. glee-filming; rr.~=-.-'isr-'ti srrrinlnr trr..-'.':i'!'m:-nt. {Innislinatinrr

P.2
-

prrssihitt site visit it} USE-i {Lari Finsiin.
j-i. air-retinas in San iii an nr'iti": Tifllt rams. Eltll-li-iatj. Hlfil'iliflii 15:;- {II‘JItSi-‘J EL’I‘LLI"I."i1H‘Ij-‘

rntinttia‘t‘.

I FEATURE FILMS:

LONE SURVIVOR
Awaiting rough tut screening date and theater release date. Reimbursement fer Army heia
snppnrt resolved —~ Array will hener their initial estimate. [N NTR]

CAPTAIN PHILLIPS _
Previded Navy tredit list tn SONY, awaiting respense. Filrn nut in theaters 1 10:11 3. [N NTR]

NAUTILUS aka GGDEILLA
Met with 31'! 1'. Illiil Hint: : and min-:- weren't-s It: :‘r-t'im-i.’ inn new at war. 51,25 .‘J."1".='it'l.‘1~ :lflJT-tft'j i115: t

HUD suppnrt I5 NH 110'- '-.iIrIe win: current stript.

AIRPLANES [Disney]
KC} DFUSS Cari Vinsnn has reviewed script. Will pTDUidE nates. I: E'T‘*{'?;!-‘.'Ii has Ina-in l.‘Lt‘l';"IIi."tI.

.. ._. . ......... -. .._..—..___ .. ... . ..... __......... ..-_.. d—‘_.- _ _.,... ,. .H.._..._.__._—._..._ I _ ...,.'_".

I SCRIPTEDEV [GAMESHOWIH _ _ ___ _ _ _

NC15
HLTULII'IHIU. firhrrtiulfld in; 1.“! Fair .!.1 His: 1't‘fittl?‘.! fit-”Wit? ‘I-I'-1“""I"I‘:mh'film-Erz’ntfiliv“ ”hr'ntinflr”
Iiefansv Trust Elsi}?! ah“. .rd H;1r..--“.ri ‘Ctatinn Part Hurrnvrnw united I11.‘-"«.-'-.-’!.‘E‘:”! ri-rl'i same.

THE Lass SHIP [TNT]
Expect tn see rough cut Feb 2013. Awaiting TNT’s tieeisien tn air the pilet episode. .{NNTR}



HHWAH FIVE-U
Reviewed Episode 32D script. i'ior..a:-'tiiiiai_itie, v.'rii': l’Lilili-J _-"iti;'=_1ri. Rive-“.iitlnion l-linmii tn
iii‘o‘lfiitit‘ stig.i}it:t'i' lol' Lil‘s: .rtlv E i inner tinni‘t'i L‘!.*:‘t*liit11'i_‘~;, lt‘lt‘ntlor‘. scouting, l’irfllil'idgllitil‘iti ”SL~LAL”
stand-ins}

{__ooCUMENieHIFi‘iii..- - -—--..- .---—-—--- -. .. ..-. ..--.... . .._-\_-.--.-\.-|.-.. ..---.--.-.-._ .. . . .....- .- ._ .. -\_....- ._... __ ._. J

RISE OF THE MACHINES
LIE-based production co mpen};r requesting to make a documentary reearding the technology
onboard USS Bush. Provided production request form and pertinent inionnation to Di] and
{ii-{3. Per DCl’s recommendation. atvaiting for Cl's feedback- [NNTR]

MiGHTY SHIPS
Ii-"i Fleet BUMED and M36 have communicated their mission to Discovery with great
success. Caveat of CPIS being CANKD due to impacts oi’sequestration ~ awaiting final word
from C41? Peel has lien]: '-'t".-'li.“'.‘.'t’i.l in: Iii-"i i-' i“:- a‘iiiiil. tiriiit solunliicd to production l tiliiili, '

inc nos: ”Mighty Ships” =.‘;ilst_i:fir:-- n'iif .‘iir on tizc .H'riitii'isiiilii-in Kimono}.
[3515 New Tori: -- Sunder i-‘ciirnar‘..=' '_-.'-'i'2 atiipm

MIGHTY PLANES
Omega Tani-ter — reviewing interview questions to participating squadrons anti FIREK
directors. B-roll requests for Blue flange-ls and NUAA hurricane hunter episodes being
submitted to vwiinapemeryanil by studio. Awaiting for docn rough cut review. [NNTR]

1-

HISFANIC VETERANS OF WAR
Coordinating rough cot review with the Marines sometime in March. [NNTR] ,

ULISS E PEARL HARBGR ATTACK
Completed filming. Awaiting rough cut date. [N NTR) *'

iereeeerfifiréé[ii]fmwiflif:::;:f.i.f:7i::::fr"‘“l ___ _fi'ml
HULLYWUOD TD THE MAW
{were}

[sewfle= 7:;__m_.-,._n ___m--f-__. __cwhw-u"""*'
CAPT Coons coordinating executive CUM REL outreach for New Technology to Sea
including directed energyr and railgun with ONR, NAUSEA and Cii-iiNFO. [NNTR]

Cesfieerrié;mm_

(b) (6)
.. _..-. .....'|_ - ..- . ......---..-.

Upcoming Reserve support:
(NHTR)
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Easiness? DEVELePMEaTs
_ I... ...—__..._— ._ __...—.__ .-.._—.. _._-. . . -.-| --......

l. lillh‘li’flf‘é‘f ’lTH‘VN Ftu'ttltme, t‘evisetl st‘t'lttt.

2. WILD BLUE — Site I-netttlnn parent :JI'USS [Iarl ‘l‘lasen Ell-Felt t-s-“ent well. iteeelvetl
utnlatet!script.ttnstfltflt*retdetvints [EllllFtlasfinleretnsfitsflleaflteththslIt:
discuss.

.3. t..l[ll]§ill..la’t _ He'll"? ilflfllltn :21e'l Phi} Struh met with the flirt-Fetus lintl I-‘t't1t|t_1t1.=l"s.
flutteipate revised fript llrii'tttn'; t‘lesn'etl ltel'} [mnznzen sler:_v.'et§:t11'e.l E.‘Llllll1lllL-.'lll: list
espet‘tetl ETFeh.

LGNE SURVIVOR
Reimbursement fer Army hele sup-pert resolved — Army will leaner their initial estimate.
'!"l1e;1te'1' release date if. lfil‘lnv '1 I31.

QKPTAIN PHILLIPS
Previded Navy eretlitllst te SONY, awaiting response. Film nut in theaters 110et13. {NNTR}

AIRPLANES {Disney}
l’nssihle net-v embark1:;tpnt‘tumta’ available, diff-'L‘I‘Itlt‘ltl. Upon £1511: i.‘l'-.'..“-.'t' t'tt-‘r-.1i'§:!!v51t}'.

. .—.—...- a.-_|_.----- - -.----- -1——|- .... . ._... .a. .m.- . 11—. --- - -—. .. . ._...: .- -.-\. .. .-I-I-

SCRIEIsemeefiM .
NCIS
Stuntingscheduled l'tv TEEFel‘} all. {til-l ’entum {llltltltylUI":'..'!1l:-;{.:-t.l1l 1333‘}. ’l'rmttatlve shunting; at
Defense Test Ship aheeetl Hts-Hal Hiatmn E’ert l'lLIEIIt-‘IHP slated l‘Hfl'tt-‘tf‘i’it -l--h E‘Llat'elt.

THE LAST SHIP [TNT]
Heue'lt eat is ready fer =.'eviev-.'. timer‘tiinating date. antl lt'leatlen.

HAWAII FIVE-*0
l‘mjeet (“fleet in Hess :!l te sueem‘t llfllHtHll.‘ LlEU sheet: t‘iltll‘tlll‘l-Ii me eti'erts mth ie'mt I‘ase
Pearl Harlterwlllt'lsam. fittint lllll-‘s-’_.-’?--ll.-‘t Eliz't'tatlntittt! lleeenalttl. HIP-i. .‘lit' [-‘r'tl‘ee 15'- -' l-“u’illtt.
HOCPHC 11ml ELSE-trite. Futiliit‘.

THE WINNER IS
Net-v NHE 'I'K? etampetiL mt. fleet-nrtttngt Est-Le}: Emmi !.lt'*£_'§1~}!li‘ilt “1'. whether an." nut. 31.11.11 l-{eunv
Hurten etmltl attentl e --'51mv inputs in l‘»l.‘lt‘4.‘l'1.



teeseesetseee;_jwj
RISE. OF THE MACI-UNES
[Iii-based production company requesting to make a docu nientarv regarding the technology
onhoard USS Bush. Provided production request form and pertinent information to DC[ and
01—6. Per DCI's recommendation. awaiting forCI's feedback. [NNTR}

MIGHTY SHIPS
zll“ Fleet BUMED and MSC have communicated their mission to Discovery with great
success. Caveat of CP13 beingIr CANXD due to impacts of'seqLIestration — awaiting final word
from C413. FAA has been reviewed by Oil-F 8: M SC, draft submitted to production 13FEB.

The next "Mighty Ships" episode will air on the Smithsonian Channel:
USS Net-v Yorlt - Sunday Februarv 24th at 8pm [NHTR)

MIGHTY PLHNES
Urnega Tani-{er — reviewing interview questions to participating squadrons and F] REX
directors. B—roll requests for Blue Angels and NOAH hurricane hunter Episodes being
submitted to wwiv.imaeerv.nav§.r.rilil by studio. Awaiting for docu rough cut review. [NNTR]

HISPANIC VETERANS OF WAR
Coordinating rough cut review with the Marines sometime in March. [NNTRj

ULISSE PEARL HARBGR ATTACK
Completed filming. Aw'i-iiting rough cut date. [NNTR]

!'
i[EtaEREVENTe

HGLLWOOD TO THE NAVY
LT liaitch is coordinators ill-'54 ii?! _nossihie oinharit onuorimuties on:

March Eii. iiequwsttu.i iii-‘71? and iii}. Ht-niiir guest if. liaviti tint-”fir Ei-vi'iter oi Hahn-an
lieeii‘ls, Hark him-1hr ti‘ililuuer uiufiiuilnu ii-Liiienniiii movie, with WWI-“Ll and snare
thrillers in {l[W'iz'i”lffli'llflllii.

- .iiii‘ii l :1. i'ieqticztcti Lil.“ arid iii-EH. SHE i."HI]ill‘I]'iL-‘I;i. ‘il'liit'ilit: on i125. Senior guest is
iioh ilrci (‘i-‘i’roie. pl'otitii‘eli Elixir Ti'rit into ih-ii'l-Li‘ii‘iih, 'i"r.,u1sioi':iiers and :1-"ilSE-ilill1
impossible ill].

.._........__ ___ _______. _..._... .. ... .-.—___.-.._.-- -. _a. -___I . .... ~_._.—_ - -n.-.-------

"mun—___“..fi_ ......_—. .u...——- --—---- __n.._.... a.-

CAPT Coons coordinating executive COM REL outreach for New Technology to Sea
including directed energy and railgun with ONE, NAVSEA and CHINFO. [NNTR)

._—-_. _ .....----—_n_

itaaaeeeifl
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NAVINFD WEST Weekly Report
DfiMarlB

IIIIIIJII-II IIIIII.” III HIIII-

SIGNIfiCIINT'IIEIIfiIIMENTII:

IfIlMl'-‘I.“I.'"I I'I‘II"-."I"~I E'I'III'IIII III-I'IIII-.- ,.
.WI

-1 'I".-"Ii.I’IHf.-'I
III III'III-.'|IIII' II~ III'EII' IIIIIIIII III I‘IIIII!_'E"I:I'.‘..

I'I‘IIIIIIIIIILLII'I III IIII ' I.- 'IIlII‘. II.II‘ .IIIII '- -'I|'II.II |- ' -"=::3 II

IIIIi'II’ILLYI 'IIIIE..IIIII -I:'IIII-I --'I-II'I.I 'I1‘- I ' '|"|J"".-'II"E
.'-.I‘IIII.I . IIIIIIIII'. 'IIIH-‘I‘ II-..I-i

I ',IIIII'I JIII'IIII _I I'I-:I:tI-. ..I,....I ....,-.,.I.
3’.III| I- I-I.-.II-I .‘III'IIIIII-I-srgl- IIII'IIII' _'- -| . 'II,'_:

'III‘I’I'JII II'IIIII—II— L‘IIII'I'IIII'II' II I'IIIIIII.I-I .4 ! IH‘IIf‘Irh'I III .I.-III=L11.I-.:|1..I I 1

SIIIII'LIIII '.
I'I 'I'IIII I..IIII .‘III'IIII IIIII‘I'IIII‘I'III'II' 'IIIIT ,II I”"--'

I'IIII'I.I:IIII: III III;
('3) (.4)

I--_l.H|l||-|II‘I ' 'I‘IIILII:'! q[-I%'IPI.IIIIII I‘| I. I'I"

LEIETFRE FILIIIIs:
LONE SURVIVOR
HE’II’T‘II‘H! I IIII IIII-III IIIII Army I'IFII‘I IIIITIpEIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIII - ArIII'I'V wIII IIrIIIrIr IIIIIIII IIIIII I| LI'IIII'I‘I‘II'IIIII.
TI‘IE'IIIDI‘ III-IIIIIIIII dam is ISNIIIII-‘ IIIHIII I 1- - .I-I..-- ;. I.._ II. II--::.- I II ' .II- II:
i”.--.I.

CAPTAIN PHILLIPS
PrIII'iLIIJLI NIIIIII I'I'LIIIII IISt IIJ SfJN‘I', IIWEIIL'IIIII I'IIIIIIIIIIIILI. FiIIII IIIII In IIILIIIILII'II I IIIIIII 3. {NNTRI

AIRPLANES [Disney] -I
“IIIIII'IIIII III-.IIII -I'-;III‘I.ITIII'III. IHIIIIIII 'I III II -. III . II.'I. -.I-IIII-III.I .IIIII IIIfI-I II. I.I‘ Ii ' '- I II
III'HIJIII'I1.I'.I.'II-' II'ZII-IIIIII'I‘IJ'II III;[II-I II-I -' -II. IIII II'II i "I-III ..I‘ ”I’II-I-I-II

ERIE-Iran TII ; IIAIIIEEIEIIJIW:
NCIS
TEIIIIIIIIILI III'IIIIItiIIg IIt DqIIIsII"l'-II:I Ship IIIIIIIII-II NIIIIIII SIIIIIIIII PIIrI IIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIII I.I-:ItwLII_III
III—IS MIIII‘II. {NN'I'RI

THE LAST SHIP [TNT]
I-IIIIII'IIIII. ---I.--I.I-I -. .ILIII: IIIIII'I" !' -'.'I'. r - -. .ggI. ... '..I. ..II. I. ,.

"-':I.IIIII.I,I..-‘I ".-I '-|l'III.‘IIII'IIIIlII

Funnatted: IIIIIII I1II'_+ITIII_JIII

Farr-naked: Nor '.IIQI'IIIEJI'II'



HAWAII FIVE-D
Prajeet fliflrer returned i'rnin i-iatmii ta suppurt Episutie 32D silent: eeerdiaated efforts
with taint Base Pearl llflrhfll‘*ll1ClE-lln, Inint POW/M [A At'etiuiilint: Cemmand. “.5. Air Farce
15th Wing, SDCPAC anti U.S- Artery Pacific. (NMTR)

THE ‘WINNER [S
New NBCTVenmpetilien. Pitts-n nill..|[::ii'i ~.-r-.-: "-il.ll.‘.l"ll|l'. llill"Iiii .n in." Itllivilt - ..i1._
~liiii‘.‘ill satelviut‘r'u lltit-t'r'vu'I,I.l -.'l'I'l iiisilnn ..- Illll iiIJl Ii lie in lll' mulnuw llsllllli. 1-.-
!tltl|T_!‘

f’B’efififiqsf “— —"— _ — _——— ’

RISE (IF THE MACHINES
Cl and DASH—PA appruved. but waiting far AIRLANT and USS Bush‘s apprrival- lNN'i'lii

MIGH’I‘Y SHIPS
4'“ Fleet HUME!) anti MSC have enininunieateti their missian ta iiiseaverjir with great
success. Caveat afCi’IB being [JANXU dye te ttnpaets til sequestratinn - awaiting linal wart!
train 64?. FAA has heen reviewed by C413 8.: MSC. drai't suliiuitted tn preduetien 13F—Eli.
(NHTR)

MIGHTY PLANES
Omega Tanker — reviewing in tervn-w questialis in participating squad runs and FIE-{Hit
direetars. B-rell requests fer Blur.- Angels and NGAA hurricane hunter episodes being
submitted to wwwimaggflflgnavymfl by studiu. Awaiting far tltinl rntigh eut review. [NNTH]

HISPANIC VETERANS DF WAR
iiiiila;l'utitri-t-ii-triv-Itl:111i.1.".l|.ii'iil .r Ir“; -. -. _ I “Ln-1H

ULISSE PEARL HARBOR ATTACH
(E'tnnpleted filming. Awaiting reuuli L'ut date. (NNTR)

HIDSPLDRATIDN
Filming eenipieteti at the Nautilus museum. Awaiting reugli eut review.

—__——

UTHEEEEH‘S:

HDLLVWDGD TD THE NAVY
L'l" Daitelt is eeerdinaiing DVs fer hassihle embark uppertunities an:

. March 23. Requested C‘v’N and CG. Seaterguesl ts Davitl [layer (writereiiiattnaa
Begins. Dark Knight triiriej” upeaittine Superman mavie. vvlth WW2 and space
thrillers in develupntent].

April 13. Requested LES .uid SEN. SEN raniiruu-il. waiiitmnn LEE-i. Seitirir guest is
Bab Drri i'wrutefaratiueeii Star Trek late Marl-mess. 'i‘raiisinriners and Missiee
Impossible iii). (HNTRJ

l‘v



.111i IN}

CAPT Cufins (nnrciimltmg l_'.‘;"':_'LI[|'»'£_'[:(_-}.."-lll‘1~l':l.HLLH'L'LILEI iur NL-t'.‘ 'I'<_~L'.“Hl'1|t1j.1jr In Hm:
including directed energy JH-l milgun with CJNR. HFU'~-"HI-.'.-‘h .Hu‘l [IHI .‘xI-FO. t: NN'E'IH

b_)
RESERVE&

(b) (6)
[Flu-11min}: HE'SL‘E‘K'E suppur't:

b) (6)



    
 

    

     

            
  

                
       

   

  
            

             
  

  
              

  
             

         

   

 
         

    
            

   
           

   
             
                 

  

   
              

     

    
 

    

     

            
  

                
       

   

  
            

             
  

  
              

  
             

         

   

 
         

    
            

   
           

   
             
                 

  

   
              

     

NAVINFO WEST Weekly Repert
13Mar13

Updated items in Blue

SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS:

i. Etflvilis‘iNi’ 'rnws lll'tnr';tit'ii_l[i|ili.]lii'l*1HN.:K".'HUT-111111.151“ -. :n* 14 ".‘ill returning:
[£15filiL1C:IHH+

'9. tiUiiZIlJfi + da'. d strait "'I'L"."l‘-.'t'*i I.’-1i;:rlii. {.me'einallua 'i. H:~. iii-iii ".‘ii-‘u. iirepnrt'id
with :‘ti3 and .t'irnn' I.inpt.i'.':. “Jaw: lead.

FEATURE FILMS:

LONE SURVIVOR
Reimbursement fer Army hele suppert resnived - Army' will hener their initial estimate.
Theater release date is ISNel. Heneh + iti."l”-'+t*'.'i* sagiwifea-ii m “-1.31“- iji In 1~~L1nta Mean-.1
ca.

CAPTAIN PHILLIPS
Previded i‘~Ia1.tj,..r credit list te SONY. awaiting respense. Film eat in theaters 110ct13. {NNTRJ

AIRPLANES [Disney]
Met with esecut'lves Ii! 'viar'iIT .1H1ri i't."I.-'1i.“-.1'UL1 Nat-'5' sviilavices: [mil-s urine. iiireniinatinevise
tn PM}? i.1‘*iiiiiiii'tM.= in I'E‘t'lli'li .‘ilitihi Hi 1r-Tr.

SCRIPTED TV / GAME SHflW:

NCIS
Iqi‘iHHLEL‘ 233” MW date an iedtlll.'Ll 5: n shit-1;“ 111:1

THE LAST SHIP {TNT}
Renae cni review was nnressirv. Wnrltine In schu-deie scrwmie" m 1H.

HAWAII FIVE-D
Hpisnde 51:1”! Ellrlii'lh' s' iL'diiiwe 'IH' lfiiipt'ailifl

THE WINNER [5
New NBC TV cemnetitien. Navy band appreved M U1 Kenn}r Her-ten te participate in the
shew in late March. Hewever. CHIN FD instructed him net te be in his Liniferrn derinr-g.r the
taping. [NNTR}

THE WILD BLUE
Previding script tn F/$18 piiet fer review and feedback. Cnntinue tn previde
'hybrid‘ suppert te predectien. [N NTR]



' pUMENTAIgLES:
RISE [IF THE MACHINES
(II and DASH-PA apprtwt-L‘i, but waiting tm' MHLAN'!’ .‘ll‘ILi USS HHHII'H approval. [NN'I‘R]

MIGHTY SHIPS
|'_'r"_:'1[malnu'nIrmtjé't‘um -_in_-:.-;":': '-.*;'-u<.H|"II:'.~r:I'.‘-..h'n:'::1--.:-{s;u;n:'1'l'l :;--..1:| :|||.[I||H:_"1l.l“-
I"I--=r*:.‘!{H‘.:_ "-.‘.'I:I'.=-:m"« amt-1 "."11"-' '

MIGHTY PLANES
['HIL'qi: Ill..:'i' .-L-"f_".'. :rI'I.;Ij . .I .l .| .."' ,. '.|' '-"'fn:_.u .I;|‘,1|;"j|!__-—.;H

|H-‘IL|1H_'L1H.*:

HISPANIC VETERANS OF WAR
l'iuugh cut I'EVH’W with (in: MarInL-H EriwftLlled fur lH Mill'3013. (NNTR)

ULISSE PEARL HARBOR ATTACK
(fumpleted filming. Ammung ruuuh cut date. [NN'I'HJ

KIDSPLORATIDN
Filming cumpleted at [lu- Nautllus mus-scum. Ax-vaitirlg rough cur reflux-v. {NN'I'IE}

'_ 9331;351:551; _. .__ _ ___

HOLLWOUD TO THE NAVY
III" Dnitch is murdinaring INS l‘m‘ Intimsalaie embark. nppmtunitius nn:

J‘s-131111 23. Requvstcd CV}!- ami CL}. Seniur guml IS David [Ingrur [Wl'itlfl‘ nt' Batman
Begins, Dark Knight trilngy. Luu'mmng Supernmn mnvjr. with MFWZ and 5'm
thr‘iHI‘I'f-Z in duvulnlmmnt].

flpril 13. Requeated LCS and SEN. SSN (:nnfirmud, waiting nn LCS. Scrum" gucst is.
Bnh Urci (x-x-rs'utu ’pmduced Star 'I'rcl»: Intn Darkness. Translurmcrfi and Miasiun
Inumsaihlc1H]-[.\'N'['R)

—_ _ —_—_— ——-—. - —

|_ADMIN:_
— -—|-_

(1ft. PT Coons mordinating exertlriw- CENJREL (“Wrench t'm' Nuw Terlmufngy to Sen
including directed cm-rgy and ruilgun with ONH. NEWSEA and CI-IINFD.

( b) (6)
FESEE®



U cominfi RESEFUC 5;“) MIT:

(b) (6)



    
 

    

     

         
             

            

   

  
            

            

  
      

   
           

   

    
 

  
                 

               
  

   
             
                 

  

   
        

  

    
             

              
     

 

    
 

    

     

         
             

            

   

  
            

            

  
      

   
           

   

    
 

  
                 

               
  

   
             
                 

  

   
        

  

    
             

              
     

 

NAVINFO WEST Weekly Report
20Mar13

Updated items in Blue

SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS:
. _._

GOIJZILLA - Updated script received 15Mar13. Coordination with 051). FAA prepared
with AF and Army support. Navy lead. Principal photography began ltiMar in British
Columbia. Coordinating possible embark on board Nimitz forsecontl unit. b-roll filming-:1.

FEATURE FILMS:

LONE SURVIVOR
Rough cut review scheduled for 04Apr13 in Santa Monica. CA. Attendees include
NAVINFOWEST. Phil Slrub. SDCOM FAQs. and representatives from Army. AF and USMC.

CAPTAIN PHILLIPS
Film out in theaters 110ct'13. [NNTR]

AIRPLANES (Disney)
Coordinating visit to NAS Lemoore 26Mar to record audio oi‘jets.

j SCRIPTED Tv / GAME snow: J

THE LAST SHIP (TNT)
[a N'l‘lt}

HAWAII FIVE-O
iii'iihmlr Lllt'ii :ili‘ Llait' .H' lL‘dlllt'Ll i-u' liiflpi‘lfi. “intuition! compare: I't‘tlllt‘Hlf'll im' episode
32-1llll‘rlllifl”HZHMJH“ l, hut tin-1 1illL‘Ll lllli.‘ In l.ii_'l{ oi Kn“? lnn"._i* i'-. .:-'- .llitl slim l-lusml
coordination date.

THE WINNER IS
New NBC TV competition. Navy band approved MUlKenny Horton to participate in the
show in late March. However. CHINFO instructed him not to be in his uniform during the
taping. {NNTR)

THE WILD BLUE
Provided notes to production, 15Mar13, awaiting revised script.

l DOCUMENTARIES:

RISE OF THE MACHINES
Cl and OASD-PA approved, but waiting for AIRLANT and USS Bush's approval. Notified
production company iii a potential April carrier embarlt opportunity in San Diego. but the
production was not ready.



MIGHTY SHIPS
I'm-n 1!.

I.'L-.¢:"'.. '. Lil

MIGHTY PLANES
Rnuah eut reemwed, ane nan-5 prneiiieii ta prmiuutiun. lianerteii air date in US. en
Smithmnlan Channel THD.

HISPANIC VETERANS OF WAR
The ruugh eut Lliil nut piii'tray pratiuetinn enmnany'a initial treatment. Three eliiamiea in
tntal. with three aeruire 'nemhera per enianrie. Hliuw impliea that thnse u-rhn jain the
military and gm in Iraq Ul' Aleheunahili. einne haei-t either phyeieaily ur mentally; iiruhen.
Natiiied the prnLiuL‘er that I‘Jnl} wen: Lliaapnnintetl with the tuna} prudnet. We will aend a
letter inairueting the pruuuetmn enmpany tn tT‘HL’iLlLiL‘ any IJul) invnivement. All individuals
in the (immunientar}r are I'lliiL‘i‘ separated er medically retired train the military. nithmieh a
Navy ri.'-:u:rvi5t iii-ah intervieWed. he tilt! nert make the final int.

ULISSE PEARL HARBOR ATTACK
Completed hinting. Attaining raugh eut date. (NN'I'RJ

KIDSPLGRATION
Filming enmpleteci at the Nautilus nmaeum. Awaiting raueh eut review. (NNTR)

lb} {4)

SMALL TOWN, BIG DEAL: BLUE ANGELS
Signet! Pam reeeieed. Sinreeaaiully enmiileteei filming 15— in March; ruugh eut exneetetl
early May With an air date at I-ilila-iavli nn RFD 'i'i’.

CAKE BOSS
The learniIe-gr i'Zhannel t: i In‘uviiie a ealee ea the annual Sahniariner Ball in New Lanilan
Sninnartne fiaae. Filming: arhetiuieu Inr lfifli’it. Network rewsle'nsihe,r raunpie eaa.

__ _ _ ._— _ - _ —

@iEIvENTsT _ __ _

HOLLYW’DOD T0 THE NAVY
LT Daiteh is ennrilinatine UVF. far pnmihle eniharh nppartunaties an:

I March '23 Tel eirat EVE-Til anti LES-2. (ineatenunt I5 15. inelndinga Lili'eetal'fi'nm
(1.51: NH" {31- Kr’egaa, writera irnni TV and nineieh. and .I handful it! prmiuetmn
t‘fiiL'LZLitil-‘Lf‘i.

April 13. Requerteu LCSantl SEN. SEN rnniirmeel. waiting an LES. Seniurguestia
Boh Orei {wretL-jprailueeti Star Trek intn iii-irhneaa. 'l‘ransfermers and Missian
Inipusaihle Iii]. [NN'i'ii]

— _— __.



_._ —_ _,——_. _ . |

j‘ Ali—MIN:

CAPT Coons coordinnting executive COMREL outreach for New Technology to Sea
inciuciing directed energyr and roilgun with ONR, NAVSEA oncl CHINFO. [NNTR]

_)
{firsewisi—

Upcoming Reserve support

(b) (5)



NAVINFU WEST Weekly Repflrt
03Apr13

Updated lt‘uma in Hluc
__ __ ____ -—

I—SIENE'C’IFI DEV—ELO EMETS: _

GUDZILLA - Updamd script I'CL‘l'I‘u’E‘LI 153111113. Cuunllnatiun with USD. :". *-.:'-’i|!:-L.
I Principal plmtngragrhy began lHMar in Britiah Columbia. '. 'I ; I1- 9"-.7_!.'I.'I..:'.'.1'l"-."."iIi '

:'111|'-.:1r'!.:'lr1 |1r.I.'.II'I:i ‘ mil? .111 l'..‘I|.I"I '. !II AIM-2151!. -1I-I'I.II'II,l "I: 3 . 'II' II-I‘HII II'IILIIIIfg‘I.

LUKESURE-TUOH EIirnIc'. .' ""'.-"I II '.-- ;.-:I. '. - "r'I'I'..s.'_I'I -' :_I_-I._.
r'I-x'r-"-:-.. ZIJII:|'-.I1|I'|I._ !.|1\'i"1i '-1".I_int-1Vr‘-II'I'.:--.|I1I_-;'!'1I--IHIHI}: .I .11. |I_.-I'r'-.,2I.I-.! :11-
.“IIII1:?;:!I11I?c;1ncI_- I‘I..‘I‘H:":'_‘ gap-111.1- -|I'=‘|'l' Ell"”l- :- um-

[1:11 i:-“,‘11\.":"I'Ufir'?~1' I'm. 1! ' -- . I u-II--'. .. |-. mgr. 'E. ._: '- I- III-:1 '-.1.1:..'
'II‘I'.III'.‘['I"H|I'I In." 0:17.1- :ll;', H 1‘. '- .-. I'.{I.:I.I. ."- I- '- '.."'|I§f1.'1 ..' '.I I':I_I'Ir1!u.:r'.1' Mm! 'HII- -
I|:f|r-t'c'1: I'nnruz. {In :L'Inu'II- I. 1.1111111 'TII-Icr .I an" ;_.1 ""151. TIL-IV! ah I ‘I‘fir‘al
I NHL}! 'E'L'I 'II"jI1';II 'I'I"I'. II 2' -' r I--.‘IH."!' II 'I T‘H I' 'j”"r*.'--

I_FEA'I‘UIII;:FI_LM§: _' _ — _ _
CAPTAIN PHILLIPS
Film HUI in tI'lfli‘Il'El'S IIIICIIL‘I I'IfIir :r1_~_1‘.*.!i.l" "'IIII‘I'IIIJ'-L" .II_:*'.'H1: .- .- 'IIIT!'_"1'I |'|[2.;t11.:
IMFILIIII

AIRPLANES [Disney]
:{III:1I1-._I1I1i I"~t.';:lI*~;1 Inr' IIaI't‘; =' ! .' .1 .i:r1a'r-' :IIIi.tiI"'I:.|L|".'._'-1-.- II. -'EIHI'II'IHIIIIIL'H. ‘I.-"="I. I

IHHI-TIHIF‘:'f‘fi'IJII'T1'II‘IIIIIIE‘.“.I.

SCRI‘PTIEJDJVIEAEE QEW:_
THE LAST SHIP {TNT}
I'IHHIJII‘. I._ II .-1t'I'f.'I.'l1liI:.l‘w' VII”; "I._'

HAWAII FIVE-0
Episndc 320 atr [Iiltt‘ scheduled fur ISI‘IaE. Rcviewing I'HLIflII cut tn pruviclc Hutu-5 tn
prflductinn annually. {NNTR'}

THE WINNER IS
New NRII TV cmnpphtmn. Navy hand apprnuatl MIII cn}: Hnrtnn tn narncmam in thy
shnw In Ian?h March. Hm-vcver, CI IINFD instructed him nnt m be in IIIH uniform during thu
taping. {'NNTR]



" LEI _H ETIIEVEEIW

I
I_

_ QQCUMEIIELRIES:

THE WILD BLUE
L .. .l ,.. -. . | .., ..X’LLJ'HIIL'. ."L."'-L|~.I I: LIL". L..!I. - --'L'l ILI”,I'II"‘.I,'!1L‘HL

RISE OF THE MACHINES
CI LIIILI (mSD-PA LI}_IpI‘IIL-'L-LI, lILIL W'Hiliilg J'LII' I'JIIIIILI'INTLLIILI HHS Bush'n‘ approval. EITUEIUCEIL‘II'I
LIISCI requesting I'I‘II‘ filming of USS Gerald Ford [INN-78] III NLII-IIpLIrt NL‘ILILIS. AILIILIIting thew
treatment In prLILIILIe NI‘WSIII‘I PM]. {NN'I'R}

ULISSE PEARL HARBOR ATTACK
CUIIIIJILIL'ELI Filming. AILILIItIIIL; I'LILILIII L'LII LILItLL {LNN'T'R}

KIDSPLORATION
Filming completed at this Nautilus. l‘I'IllHL‘lLlnl. Awaiting I‘LILILLII cut I'EUIL'W. (NNTR)

SMALL TOWN, BIG DEI’IL: BLUE ANGELS
Rignud FAA I‘m‘LIiIL-Ied SIIITI_‘I_HL5fi1|1},r*L'III'nplIsted filming 13— HI I‘u’ldI‘L‘iI; I'IILIgi‘I CLIt LIXI'IL-L'ted
LJLII‘Ij.»r May with Lin L-Iir LILILG LII" HUM-Liylfi on RFD TV. (NNTR)

CAKE BOSS
TIIL La:II ning Channel tLI peide LIL LIILI: to tlIL LII'Il'lllfl] SLIhm LII iIILl-r BLIII In New LLIIILiG-n
SLIbInLII IIIL‘ BL'IfiL-L I LIIIIIIIg hLllLLIlliLLl In: LSAPR. NLqI IL I LI. IuILIiIIgHLInIplI: PAI‘I. (NN'I'RI

— _ — — — _ _ __.— —_

HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAVY
LT DL‘IitL‘h i5 CL’ICII‘LiiIILItinL: DVH I'L'II‘ |.IL'IHI-ItE embark HITDUHIIIHIIY Lin:

April 13. REQUL‘H'KE'U SSI‘L' LIIILI SH—GCI ILLIIILILII'GIIL HSN L‘IJIIfiI‘I‘IIL‘Li. waiting IIII I'IIRPLI'IL'
In L‘L'IaI‘In FII-l-I’II] SHHL'ILil'fiIL [iLIEHtR IIIIIILtly TV I'IiIIILrI [Hawaii Five-If). HLII'II T‘L'L'ItitLI, LI
new EL‘I‘iL‘P-I on TNT, HIILIILL=) LIIILI LI FL-w Innvie LIILLIL‘III'iLII'II-L frmn HLIrraanI'nLI, New
Regency. Cineflix LIIILI Phantnm FL‘ILII'. Current CLLIII'irInLrLI gLILILLI. L‘nunt is 1?. (N NTRJ

ADMIR— _ _ __ _ _ ____ ____ _
CAPT CLILIns coordinating executive CUMREL LILIIrELIL'II 101‘ New Technology to 5133
inL‘ILILliI'Ig directed EHL'FEF :InLi I‘LIilgIIn with {)NR, NAVSEA and CHINFO. [NNTR]

f!b) (6) !
RESERVE:

(b) (6)
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Updated items in Blue
__._-_.—_ .__. .. ..-.. _ .... .

lflgnIFicaNT nevELdPMEiv'rf-s:_i_l'll
.____._ ____.h__.h.__.. _.._._. ...."— . __..\..._..... .........,_ .._...........-.._.._.

GDDZILLA — Updated script received 15Mar13. Coordination with 05D. Pail signed.
Principal photograohyr began 18Marin British Columbia. if“? tier-itemsLeger is
[.‘iilllill'iit‘Ll on lets-ire Nimitz: =l‘-i~i L'iiiii‘ili LII ass-est seciintl illill and l'i—roli lilniinu. Ilaiiv
SlTliijP hrtnritied 11-- all ct.ei«'.'—.'~rii+~i.i.

LONE SURVIVOR Potentiné ailmincc =-a_"r:;v.-iiiii_e in iii... on or .‘iiiout JUN-ll} tiniel'r.n'iii-.
dis-wilting; nevv I'l.-“lt:"."';l_-l’ data) ...“.ni nreniier it'iiiirinnteiti Erinn lTT‘.".‘=.-"l’.ll.‘~i.i'il..

OPERATION MART‘ILLU {i li‘it.lli'i'iiililill‘lfil .‘-~'oru.‘.::rifle-t! e—nnn; Ln "Since [Join-1e
reco”unending; ..irii' *‘tfl‘Ui-Jl.

FEATUREFILMS:

CAPTAIN PHILLIPS
Film out in theaters] ltlct13. oral-amt; tutti .‘iv to set ails-'tiiit'ri- -a.-|'r:rr..=nui:.-: li'i {ML and
Norfolk. i’hii Struh mo ivith Harv .l-iiartin reeardine ilL!‘.-'il|l!.'i_' Ht‘l‘t‘éfliltifi oiihoi'tnnities. iiiil‘i‘
planning to retire in ll'ts- near i—Lllili'f_'.‘_, linu'rJi-‘ei' will mos! lilceiv he invoiveil With the release
oi tilin —*--£lt1’£ili'il'i_fl_ his trough-ts on new ?i.=':ii.'j.-' t'ulil lie invoived.

AIRPLANES {Disney}
Received reqoest for “towerfradlo” audio and additional D‘v’ einharlt opportunities. Will
loolc into possibilities. {NNTR} -

('3) (4)

scalesee W i Gamesaovv;:_'_i__'__"_"_' '_' "

THE LAST SHIP {TNT}
Rough cut screening scheduled for CHINFO. 30Apr13,utith TNT/TLS leadership. [N NTR]

HAWAII FiVE—D
Episode 328 air date scheduled for 15Apr13. Reviewing rough cut to provide notes to
production company. [NNTR]

THE WINNER 13
New NBC TV competition. if. I ’i Es'runfv Horton f_'illlll'llf.‘ii'i'l iiirneie inn was not in itniiiii'rn
tier [Ili El{Hi and [di'l's --istriin inn-.51. iii-st-iliinf-i ..nr i.'i.'1tn‘;!‘ntti set.

THE WILD BLUE
l'iticeivetl revised st:r’:ut. ii’ill rr.-.i.-'iev-.-' and lll'ifl‘fliltl notes.

.-_|_.'\.....-_I.--. -... - -. . _.— w—r-ru.- -.-----.- --. . .- - - - - -......- -\.. . .-_ ..-. . ---'\._- ..---....-..| .-i.. .....-_......



DqttqenTARIES:
RISE OF THE MACHINES
ti] and DASDel—JA£1}]{}I‘t}1-’+.‘Li_ but waiting for AIRLANTend USS Bush's ttnprtwnl. Fretlucutm
else requesting; fer ltlmmg el'USL-i tierttlti i-erti ((ZVN-Trti] in Newpnrt Nt‘Wfi. humming tilElI‘
treatment tr: prnvitle NrWSEA PAH. (NNTIH

ULISSE PEARL HARBOR ATTACH
Cetnpleteti filming. Awtntine reugh cutdete. (h'NTR)

KIDSPLORATIDN
Filming cmupletetl at the Mmtiiufi museum. fit-fi.t1itlt‘lgt‘titlgl1 cut review- lNNTR]

SMgiLL TOWN, BIG DEflL: BLUE ANGELS
Signed F‘Afi received. Succeesfully cetunletetl hinting 15- 16 March; muglt cut expected
early May t-vith .1” en tittte ui' BOWL-@135 tm RFD TV. {HNTR}

CAKE BOSS
The Learning {jlmnnel tr: prtwitle e celte tn the annual Sulnneriner Hall in New lend-en
Submarine BtlSL!.'|'.1]1'I'I "wl'i|l‘1".i..ii-.'|_i fur E.;.-\l"..‘.. -'."..'Il"'|.HIf-_fll-'ii ':~.-.’:-,J‘._ui.1 .u, ,Im!tI_.'1H,;l-[*f."-._l

OTHER EVENTS:

HOLLY‘WOODTO THE NAVY
all; iiirritit i LIt'-.I.l Hull "i ll.! I:"i ' '1. 'li' Hi" .:-.. ilf‘i' -._'l "---':'Il'.'I'I='11I~':~'-."
lliitcl: iii rI|:lI:-.I.I -. Ina-H; ‘I" glini- .. = .- .-,.I:-:-1I' , -.|-n;.::--_.-_....-:-...-..;|..-I;ir multlnl1'~llli'5t..-i!tt'
|"'-.\-'l'-:t:_%:‘ul|1--..|:I.'-;t|'.]n-: ,atlztfzi |~ ' r't' Il'i". lithium; innate '-|l -|~' -I .mti lime-I 'wtlmtuil
I. iitt't_~tftm nu lieutw, |"| n .Irui i-i inter, .:irm l1.:=. Iv“: JJl‘-:It..il,iL'i:t}lu e'n.r:|n.:r'.u-~. :u it It tiette; that:
lili':i_lii"i‘tilt1ll| inn}; :~.lw l'e'a i-n‘tlu' _',.i. ! rte,;-..t_~.;~=_-__|

#_4_____—__ _____ __ __—- _ _ __
ADMINt— ____ _ _ _ _

CA PT CDUHH cem‘dinating executive COME EL nutreach fer New Teehnulegy te Sen
including dit'eetetl energy and raileun with (MR. NAVSEA LiIlLi CIHNFO. [NNTR]

( b) (6
l_REs_ERVES: __ _ _ _ _

U teeming Refierve su iipnrt:

(b) (6)
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HIIIIIIted IteIIIII in Blue

I SIGNIFICANT DEV—ELI)PMENTS:_

Hl‘f'l'l'l,"'l.: IIIII‘IE'IL‘nI -.II IIIEEIIITL' II'} "'II'II III-III- III-I. .IIII‘ i.- .ISIII'I '.'II-I"

OPERATION MARTILLO {[)IIIIIIIII.IIIIII“_I-)~ '..II.I.I-I- .I.I- III IIII""i'I' 1-? I -- .'.t-i -I -I.I .II.-I
-'.'I-..:'.I:I-I IIIII._.I; -. ‘II. III I'.'I -' III III:. .IIII‘III III I .I'. I .. I

(b) (4}

YEARS OF LIVING [)ANGERDUSLY [Dueumentnrfl — I .-- .:;;:'.I
IEIII.'II:III'II'III}-' IIIJII' I.-'I'I'.I . I"-:iJ IIII' IIIIIIl 'II'I'. III'. I'. IIIIIIIIII II II' II”; "I:.I..'-" III'.'.I.II.'I_.I.III.IIIIII

FEATURE FILMS:__—
..
_
'

AVENGERSZ
lI'I I'IIIII‘.II'I I.I.'I1|I "II'IIIIII !-.I:+‘E]1:Il!'-'~!‘.I|1|-‘~lN‘:.-II1I_III III IlIII IIIIII 'III.‘ I. I 'I"I I .I II'III IIIIII l'I-‘I'l-
I_'-_I_-III_II‘.I! II. II' I_‘.1'|'H Illa' [II‘I'I'

GDDZILLA —L.'I'IIG DIIdIIlI relieved ISN‘T Ceens IIIn lfiApI'. Daily HITREF eIII‘It'IIILIe to be
III‘IIIIIIdeII tII IIII eeneemed. [NN'I‘R]

CAPTAIN PHILLIPS
II'ilIIII eIIIIt In theaters; 1 IUCHH. XIII-I'LIIIIIIIIII: with Seny [II .IIeI advance Screenmg III IJ.L'. and
Norfolk. (NINTH)

AIRPLAN ES [Disney]
:'I:I_"'.t‘.'.5‘III'.' Ii.:'II I'i‘IUIEI'I. ' III'IJIII'I I.".}II.I III' I'I.II'.‘.I'I"'.II'::II .iI. I.‘:-I' 1] I'._"I."-I ': IIIIIII :I |..

.ILlIiII‘iIII'I. I. [WI IIIITII‘II‘E'. IIIIIII'I'II' II.II ‘IK'III‘IIZIII'; - .II'I'III' III‘IIIIIII'I II III IIII
II. III .III I :IIIIII I'II'I I‘IIH'IIE'J. ..I"I"I|HI..-"I."'II..""I"I.'l '.III‘ WWII.

(b) (4)

LONE SURVIVOR RII UUL‘StEfl .I-IIL'I‘L'IeI‘IIIIII II‘ID EIUNI. [III‘ICII'IIIIIIIIIX [NNTR]

[_SCRIPTEIfiII/GIIIMIIEIIWI ___ _ _ __
THE LAST SHIP (TNT)
RIIIIgh cut screening .IIIJIILIIIIIIIII'I IIII' (IIIIIIJII I”). IIUI'IIpI I III: ItlII TNT WI. 5 IeII-Idet ship. 2'
I'.I:II.II]:-.II_.II III EII':I__IF'I.I.III '.'.l,|1‘ .III -.I .' .- I' '..-I I..I-' . . . .II.-,IIII I IIIIII!



   
              

            

   
                

  

   
              

    

  

    
               

                
    

     
               

                  
        

   
         

    
                

          

    
             

             
     

    
        

  
           

      
           

            

  
               

            

 

   
              

            

   
                

  

   
              

    

  

    
               

                
    

     
               

                  
        

   
         

    
                

          

    
             

             
     

    
        

  
           

      
           

            

  
               

            

 

THE WINNER IS
New NBC TV competition. MUl Kenny Horton completed filming but was not in uniform
per CHINFD and JAG's instructions. Awaiting air date from N BC. [NNTRJ

THE WILD BLUE
Met with writer and [4 clinical .tti'i’lhtil' Ill-”\ltlt t Ii. Script still tiL‘L't‘iH iimirovemeot.
Awaiting :‘t't-vt‘itc.

HAWAII FIVE-U
MWINFU it‘v'cst-sumn. ‘tetl episuui' ("illeln i‘.:';i,” ulrtiatc ifii’lor‘. was vim-veil lav inf-u
million i“t111ci'icui| vim'. tars.

I DOCUMENTARIES:

GHOSTS OF THE PACIFIC
i’r-iutuctmn woman}; re- nesting 'iit' ”:mli i'i[i|il'1t‘.“.1l in use lib”. .‘mvv tli ililgtii- ri-ti-i'wi'ices anu
Hiivv logosfemiiioms. u- u'r muss. lit ii liistni‘lini film airiuuiv intuit). ..-'iivuitilii.-; specifics and
will Im'wnrii to iIiNH.

MEDAL OF HONOR: A HISTORY
Vitii'v Ugiivii- has lead :1. this i.~ditn'.lttnii.ii tltii.'iiiltt..‘fli..li':t' ilmiit ilit‘ lie Lil iii lliilim'.
i’riniuriiun company I'v- Hosts to itiilt .u Navai History .Hut lirrittige itimmtunl .lt- well as :m
ii:t:_'l'vnri-'i' t-vitii It lust'ul'l. II on 'Jt.i_=‘\”li. .'\|l coordinated.

AMBASSADORS OF EXCELLENCE
liluc Aligcir. tlocumcntm l't'titi*_“~1‘i Ii'Hl‘tt Titus: Media. Iii.‘.'~.t‘ill't'l1ill}.',.

TOP 5: SEA MONSTERS
Show ii..'.itur1ng five drill 'elit l'Hhti in include .in LEAK, 111 .iii episodi- ill greatest meriaautmi
I'i'tt-tr‘vuls. iiiiiii'iiit‘ititittg '. It‘ll (2411', it"titiimt'tl lilming date in fiiix‘tl'fi,

RISE OF THE MACHINES
CI and DASH-PA approved. but waiting for AIRLANT and USS Bush's approval. Production
also requesting for filming of USS Gerald Ford (CVN-YB) in Newport News. Awaiting
response from NAVSEA PAD. [NNTR]

ULISSE PEARL HARBOR ATTACK
Completed filmingfiwaiting rough cut date. [NNTFQ

KiDSPLDRATION
Filming completed at the Nautilus museum. Awaiting rough cut review. [NNTR]

SMALL TOWN, BIG DEAL: BLUE ANGELS
Signed FAA received. Successfully completed filming 15. 16 March; rough cut expected
early May with an air date oi'BOMayIB on RFD TV. [NN'I‘R]

CAKE BOSS
i.i_':il'mu;.1tilmnuei's ifii‘i 'li. taping; ‘ii'ff‘ll Wt'll .:1 tin: animal hliiiiimr‘im- ' tittli in Nt‘k’i' l-illlLlHlI
f‘itllilttiil'liti‘ iiasc. its-taut :ui'migl: «'tzt.mii..:1i‘tl;i:u.



BEST OF MIGHTY SHHPS
Pmductifln rcqltuat m reuse pI'Ex-riuusly nirud hurtngu 1mm pl'H'll' I_~pi:~;uclL-5 fur .11 ”Best Of”
Shaw. Draft uppnwnl lu'tter sent it.) 05114“f'nruiglmture. Rnugh cut L‘F-LlfiL‘CUI‘d IUNF. 2013.
(NNTR)

'011ujiEVENf§:_
HOLLYWOOD TO THE-Z NAVY
1.: NW»: EIIJ[:'."'.‘.'LIHI"; [M '.f._‘ .‘H. .. -' .':LI'1".' I".__ 1|'- r.- ' “I“? '59”! 1' ' [.DHI. :" .3EII' ”hi '_I:

E.‘rlinlnil.’‘I.';'.!:';l‘fl‘|.||'|1".I *I‘1-l‘LLE‘2’L '!-;.'3L.,,!--.;1|'|- :“ln'h'u 2' IH--::'-.‘.":I -- |- "-'-'!I'1i'-'..Ir'::. Lni_}a."-.- -.

UHiT'El ]'1.'JHf.'-. .H'tl'l H‘LHHI. ‘1!*1'*-.-.:5Hr- |'1"'L '.r‘:l.'|||'r\r1|- an: KIM-"1- '1 . - --||.'.-| II~IL|'.|[1'

.1H'I'.'t'21|1 : "|:i[r."'ll1‘|'|| '. iI'-'_ I." ": .|. If ,I". 1'.-|.-I":"u-[', 131311.. ' :1':.-'.1ILI |!"u' 1, I!'l".[lt

.:‘:l'r..'!'-.li'| Inn-lunar. -1r‘u " |.1rr--.: 1' .. :!', '. .r_-1,.-- ..-L ' -- '

w. If?! L :': I u 1:1 1 I .l'

HHTLHF-fi H: II '

— _ .—_

;gn§fiNE _ _ - _ ' i

CA PT Cmms' unordinnting exemtiw CO M REL outreach fur New 'l'oclnmlugy 1:.0 Sea
including dil'L‘Ctt‘Ll energy and railgun with UNR, NAVSEA and {'31 HNFI’). (Nh‘TR)

b) (5)
73g§ERVE$_’ _

Upcuming RDSL‘I'UC‘ suppm‘t:

b) (6)
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Updated [WINS in Hlue

__—' ___J3 _5iCNIF_ItANT ngpo PMENT§3

”Di? dun-:1 mm‘lrm- '1“! HUT} if". E.

(b) (4)

YEARS OF LIVING DANGERDUSLV {Umnmmntaryfi - tihuwtmw'r: night‘pnrt
ducumenlary amarnved by 05D fur jnim service. Rub NEWEH '1}: running traps on Navy
participatinn.

AVENUE-IRS 2
:r-'.'I1"=='..':I_L ill}: mmlm ..:‘-._x.-_;| ::-_- --_"|}'L.

NAUTILUS aka UUDZILLA - l';'.l _'-.' ."~i'|'l-l|.l' -.I'l'r«'ur

CAPTAIN PHILLIPS
Film out in theaters I IHCHB. Working with Sun}! m set advanre Humming in [ISL-111d
Norffllk. (NNTM

AIRPLANES [Disney]
:’n'~:.-:ll‘n!1-u_-"‘;!I_H'|-:PM"? -[.‘Ili5~tt:r_"-. . '_.-.1I'r.-"-! 'l" fngH'HrI‘n-“J31.:I: -- ‘.I:' IiI-'~_-n--5u'-..-:::'..:'ru I
'-'.i-«._'i‘l.*:-ti '.‘I.-'I'I'!Z a]! 'R-'|'.I'.'. I |:_~.1H«_' Li will“: ".1 IIFI1I'.|H_' I"H-" :1! .-| i.-r -.'.'|I I..I!'
i1.'r:n._~r;',f¢'_"”II-runs.-.,"."u]l'~'.!'.h' '.-'5.H¥'.J..*-.“-. -"-.'. I“ H'!.!,‘.

(b) (4)

LONE SURVIVOR — Requested Screening in [).C. lUNH timefi'ame. (NM'R)

. SCRIPTEDIW GAME SHOW: '
THE LAST SHIP {TNT}
Ruugh L‘ut screening HL‘HE-dufud [1111' CIIINFU. 3(Mnr13, with TNT/'I‘I.S lueulm‘ship. CAPT
Emma 1135 in-briufwilh Cl, DCI LIIILI [1-1I'.Nr:u-'L'|10930. Read ahead wil! In: prm-FILIL'LI. [NNTR]

THE WINNER 15
New NBC TV unnumtitmn- MUI Kenny I-iortnn cnmpleted filming but was nut In unifflrm
per CI'IINFO and IAG'H mstructiana. flux-muting .1ir*L|;1tL-- from NBC. (NN'i'I-E]



   
            

   

  
 

 
                 

                
             

   
               
               

  

  

    
             

             
     

     
             

               
         

   
         

    
                

                
  

    
             

             
     

    
       

  
           

   
            

   

  
 

 
                 

                
             

   
               
               

  

  

    
             

             
     

     
             

               
         

   
         

    
                

                
  

    
             

             
     

    
       

  
           

THE WILD BLUE
Met with writer and technical adviser 1 2APR13. Script still needs impreeernent. Awaiting
rewrite. [NNTR)

HAWAII FIVE-O
[NNTR]

TANKED
Animal l'lanei slinw Wll nstal a "am-If wrstltlt‘ innit at n1.:.'i :n .‘lnnapnl s. 'l'tt-‘n cast members
In1't-t'n1tt1rnl”SEA .nllng tit-ruler inr insnwnlhrn when luiililing tln- tanlt. “w nllicial
W;it*t'.-’llHN.-’l Justus, ‘wi'El‘li. 'li .. Ira-“ill n- IlFJlil Iii ill“ innit. li:.:|[_:“1_1:’,.-‘L‘t

ELLEN DEGENERESS lU'W
The shunt“ I‘tritilt‘siutl In: "A!” .lil-si'i'mnl sl‘nml mils. {line lr‘nm .l Hailm' Hill‘rtial'tl lt l’r'lullll
[Hill .Inillller Hallnr with: Pd ll‘iF. 1‘. ’ .1l-‘f'l'l‘lll'l' WW. r;r1l+l1i1lir-tl t'itlwr 1.'|.1 l]‘i"'ll}.'-. .‘nratiillj:
l'l'llfs cult-n-

reecumsnrames: F

GHOSTS of THE PACIFIC
Preductien cempany requesting fer DeD appreeal te use LLS. Navy dialegue references and

. Navy leges/em hlems. ether marks. in a histerical film already made. Awaiting specifics and
will ferward te ONE. [N NTR]

MEDAL OF HONOR: A HISTORY
Vince Ogilvie has lead an this educatienal decumentary sheet the Medal ef Hener.
Preductien cempany requests tn film at Naval Histery and Heritage flammand as well as an
interview with a histerian en 26APR. All ceerdinated. { N NTR]

AMBASSADORS OF EXCELLENCE
Blue Angels decumentaryr request frem Muse Media. Researching. [NN'I'R]

TOP 5: SEA MONSTERS
Shew featuring five different beats. re include an LCAC, in an episede ef greatest mechanical
marvels. Filming will h- cnndnth-d en :ll.l.-"‘tg.11‘*lll.""-’lil'f at Mill-i7- :n iianqw l’cndletnn iIA ht
liisrnct‘rtr illmnnel.

RISE OF THE MACHINES
Cl and OASO—PA apprevecl. but waiting fer Al RLANT and USS Bush‘s appreval. Preductien
alse requesting fer filming ef USS Gerald Ferd [GEN-TS} in Newpert News. Awaiting
respense frere NAUSEA PAD- (NNTR]

ULISSE PEARL HARBOR ATTACK
Cempleted filming. Awaiting reugh cut date. [NNTR}

KIDSPLDRATION
Filming cempleted at the Nautilus museum. Awaiting raugh cut review. [NNTR]



SMALL TOWN. BIG DEAL: BLUE ANGELS
Signed F'ir‘u't received. Hucceesltilly cumpleled l'ilming 15- it} March; l'l.1l.l}__:|1 cut expected
early Me}! til-'itli Lill Llll' tliltt‘ til RUFUIL-iy l 3 en ill-'l) TV. [NNTRl

CAKE BOSS
Learning {Zliennel‘s IIMPR taping went well ill the annual Hulnneriner Hell in New London
Submarine Bnee Awaiting rtiueh cut and air dnte. [NNTR]

BEST OF MIGHTY SHIPS
Preductien request he reuse prei-rieusly aired feeteee l'rem prior eiiihiiilee fer a ”Best OI"
elinw. Drnl't epprnvzil li-tter fiE‘l‘lf tn {JED-PA liir signature. Rnngli cut expected JUN-E 20123:.
[NMTRl

l OTHER EVENTS: __ __ _ '_ __ ' __
HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAVY
Next HTTN scheduled liir lune 1. Requeatetl n l'net attack sub and Liii'crnll carrier.
SUBRUN 11 and AIRPMZ have us betli at the top {if their list, awaiting nuiilnliillty- [NNTRl

CAPT Ceens coordinating executive CDMHIZL iiiitreecli fer Net-M'l'ecliimlugy tn Sea includingr
directed energy and rnllgun with DNR, NM’SIiA and L'l-llNlU. {'NN'I‘H}

le—ESERL:[~§:_ _ _—__ __ _ _l
“it“ "1:I 1“ .‘ I l1

) 6)
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r
F'-

.
i .—02May13

Updated Items in lime ~
III

,_SIGNIFICANT I_)_EVELDPMENTS: _

lhifl} Hi I'Hlltlili'lLW. ?_'-‘I.'i-i.I'.'I'"i we I.1l.'.l.l-'l l‘=|'-"‘-.I In! l.£:--'_r_-r.: I LII |'“-. iiq-I -- In! I'I-[_'I".~,
Lll-li'i.l!-'i|.'-J'F-it"|'Lll'll."-. It ll'll' ~::-= ='-. -. “au'l‘I H'...*_‘~i-:'I|l=r W I} .., !'III"11_I‘._.1HI"I' -"I'1n.f‘.-'.Iici-
HI F'L‘I'HI" .r-*-;.l-.LI'.I'II "Illl ' ' --"‘!'~‘.' "' in - |""'.l531':<'. .- ':"l'I'-.'- .I- -

1 L H' I l

030(4)

YEARSOFLIVING DANGEROUSLY['Deeuiiientm‘je} - 1:?-.=" ... -"l_"l.I-" - - i
LlUL'L'I1”['!l[.:I'_‘-.-'71:11?" veil |I'-' -'-.-§‘ In II=IIII 'i!"l '-.-'-'|I Il~r1"n.lI'I::I‘.I.I I.l' !I'¢'.r.-I;I_*'.-:I'I !III .1
HUI-Hi”.I"I‘i!'.‘.ll‘--"I':Ii ll’ ."-l.""' ‘1! I

HOLLV‘WGUD TD THE MAW
Next. lHlli' wt IUT' E' 'IIII. |:'"-.--i,.:-'T "I.'|‘.l'i-'Ii'l- .lillll-lll'1r..-.}l: Juli .. i:iaI::',|r
I'I.i1'_!i.l‘1ii.IlInIiliii'l-i.’ "II II‘IIIII ‘él.iii'€.fl‘n {I HI:~IIIHJ':1'.II--.‘ in'lii'i'_!_":ll.'l‘."r‘.1.|r‘l.l'!-".'.'{1fllll‘ll
l'r'.lll|| " l'r'IIIlHL'tiII IJIH.I-E-'-:~:ii"I'IL' "I'I'.I-*"II'I' l'lrw '-?c.---l-".-:!-- Il"'|"ll'l'.‘|!.'~"'lll1".'
ililIlHlH'l'l. lMIH ”.'.! .ll'I' .'. I". a .I .- Ir. TWA-w:

FEA'iREhLMS;
AVENGERS 2
In {‘iilitsiet with prm‘luteriii-egiitine fiL‘I‘ll‘lt. (NNTR)

NAUTILUS aka GODZILLA — "kw ""|'|-.'.!'|' __._-I-~. ..:

CAPTAIN PHILLIPS
Film out in theaters I HILL 1 3. Werking with Seine“ LI: set iiLlie-Inee screening in INT. and
Nei‘felli. (NNTRI

AIRPLANES [Disney]
Release date (NAUG. Working carrier [iI‘eniiei‘ piiin inr
bases/camere/AlRPI‘irI/AIRIJANT/C! f'nr illLIR. ['NN'i‘HI

LONE SURVIVOR — Requested screening :11 [ML lllNlC tiniefi'ame_ {NNTlfl



      
 

    
            

   
              

            

   
          

    

   
 

 
   

    
               

             

   

    
             

            

     
             

               
         

     
              

              
       

    
             

             
     

    
       

 
           

      
 

    
            

   
              

            

   
          

    

   
 

 
   

    
               

             

   

    
             

            

     
             

               
         

     
              

              
       

    
             

             
     

    
       

 
           

SCRIPTED Tv/ GAME snow:
THE LAST SHIP (TNT)
.‘u-vnlting 'l’T‘i'l' [Hlul app ivJI. u'~~-.;r.+:::~a~ twill iliilliili'lll'H.'lili"+i'{11‘*ul'lii,li iroatnu-nl plan.

THE WINNER IS
New NBC TV competition. MUl Kenny Horton completed filming but was not in uniform '
per CHINFO and JAG's instructions. Awaiting air date from NBC. (NNTR)

THE WILD BLUE
Hon-Iveti I'rvisetl scrip: .ii}\1::"..'~. Eti'u'rrnnnmu.‘ u.'r.‘i'l»1ii-['|"H nr'wrnm .istance. ilHlLlH‘i
i'iilliflii'fi.

HAWAII FIVE-0
(were)

TANKED
Drafting FAA. (NNTR)

ELLEN DEGHNERES 1" [DIN
The show requested In: WI: fiiidagtniul sliuui outs. lliilli HHS l‘r.'ii'llli ..nd ill-35:; WJ’. l..'i‘..-i-'i‘:.'nci'

I ”stillill‘s son! vulture Vial *.-’llJ.“~'. .‘L-iuilior'i: lliix-'I.-['ns1uli.'will .m' llii‘t'lnv.

l DOCUMENTARIES:

GHOSTS OF THE PACIFIC
. Production company requesting for DoD approval to use US. Navy dialogue references and

Navy logos/emblems, other marks, in a historical film already made. iflit .Imn'iivmi.

MEDAL OF HONOR: A HISTORY
Vince Ogilvie has lead on this educational documentary about the Medal ofHonor.
Production company requests to film at Naval History and Heritage Command as well as an
interview with a historian on ZEAPR. All coordinated. (NNTR)

WORLD'S TOP 5: SEA MONSTERS
'l'wo day f'ilnnng liy ills: +1-'~.~i‘yilli.uiiir-i rennin-tearMill—i“.- 'naiiiignlmji Mini: and u'ri-i-r’s
Inn-rimnu'al marvel anti mm war if. ‘i‘.-'1L'l.' as iiiioro iltiililfiiiiiiii ml or: .1 generation Militia.
Lain-Lied in .nr iii the i}. .

RISE OF THE MACHINES
Cl and OASD-PA approved, but waiting for AIRLANT and USS Bush’s approval. Production
also requesting for filming of USS Gerald Ford [CVNJB] in NeWport News. Awaiting
response from NAVSEA PAD. [ N NTR}

ousss PEARL HARBOR ATTACK
Completed filming. Awaiting rough cut date. [NNTR]

KIDSPLORA'I‘ION
Filming completed at the Nautilus museum. Awaiting rough cut review. [NNTR]



SMALL TOWN, BIG DEAL: BLUE ANGELS
Signed Phi-'5. received. Succeaafuiiy completed filming 15— 16 M arch; rough cut expected
early May with an air date of 301115131113 12111 RFD T‘r'i [NNTR}-

CAKE BOSS
Learning Channel's 13171PR taping went well at the annual Submariner Bail in New Lnndnn
Submarine Base. Awaiting rnugh cut and air date. [NNTR] .

BEST OF MIGHTY SHIPS
1711.151'1‘111'111 li‘iici‘ 1111' 111‘. --.1111[‘-111‘.' 31-11-111”:'11‘_-..'i:i_

CAPT Cnnns cnnrtlinating executive CUMREL nut: each Fer New Technnlney tn Sea including
directed energ}! and rai lgun with ONE NAUSEA and CHINFU. [NNTM

..-_... . . ..— ___... ..--.-...-.-.-- ._ _-.. -..... .-._--.. _.. .. -..-..--....- . ... ...._,..~. ....-. —.._ _"____.._. ._. .- In..." _.'...-,. .—

U ncniningr Ream re 3111 1111 t



NAVINFO WEST Weekly Repert
09M3y13

Updated [terns in Blue
.___.. .._...-._-—.. _-...._..n.u..-..-...._ .. .——.__-. .. .- —......__—-...-_...|.......---i... _....,...__—|

._.- ..____- _. ...—_ . .. .-.. ._. .. __._..,—.. ..._._-.-_.__. .......__.. ...._l

Enhanced manning recerntnendatinns i'erthceniing.

THE LAST SHIP {TNT}
F’ilnt :ingirnveil ii}: i NT. Elli-E’TJIFCHifl I'i'“:il'}i_il'lf~ii" tir- {Ii irnrni'nelitr-. :inii iiiiie-i_=pisiitir.'- ti'eairiii-_~Jii
liiz'm i'riini in‘iitiilt‘i:zin ctiic-irnr'i‘i'.

AMERICAN SNIPER — fit inst unjcl-z's tirng and i111: Nestle-r Iii nlie!‘ invent. lfir'nrnur I'iriis
l1i‘i.‘Sitit*li[iii-Elit'ti l'n' {Tililiii'ltli'illiiii’l i-viitii the News liiizgiiiiialitint: [lie etcirv ni Hl-ii’iL iihirri_ . fl _
[il‘li'lh‘ Hji'li". This mus-it! will lie.- ilii'iltitl‘ii it}; Shit-1.111 f‘ijilt’ilflflil’ii {liiil iHiilI} ntil'iirl':lt'-_-1tili:.‘jr‘
thinner. ilepv t.it'sr:'1|1t i‘ciiiicstei.i.

(b) (4)

YEARS OF LIVING DANGEROUSLY [Decnlnentarv] —1'i_|inwti|iii.*'i. :"iaiit—iinri
iiiicuniivitary app} - ~veti hr USU I'rir iriini .‘it.’[".’l{'i,..'. {_Iriiu'il'inntihe, with ficeaniigiranher iii
the N.ii-'}T's PM] in!" EMU) i=1 1'1-i"iiili.":-; intervie-w- filifii fitnvi'iiiis Hillifiilli} iiitiv'i'icw
i.’|i!l1’l{"ii{"tt.' [Wit-TAT.

HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAVY
Nest tnnr set fer Uijun. USS Cari ViflSflI] cnnfirrned by fllRPAC. Waiting can
cnnfirinatinn fer SSN frnm SUBRON 1 1. Senic-r guest is Greg Silverinan, President ei"
Feature Precinctien/Deve]epinent at Warner Eras. Seeking alternative farms cif Die“
transpert. Can we hire a lime service fora President? [NNTR]

___.. . . _._—......._... _ _._. __.___._ _..F __._ ._.—[— |.|.'\..-. . .

AVENGERS 2
In centact with prnducer awaiting script. [NNTR)

NHUTILUS aka GDDZILLA — Hail}: straw si-Jpcr-r.

CAPTAIN PHILLIPS
Film 0111: in theaters 110ct13. Wnrlting with Sen}! to set advance screeningr in DC. and
Nnrfelit. "i'raiier i‘t‘rlt'air. an teiia‘iV

AIRPLANES (Disney)
Release date UQAUG. iilerieing carrier premier plan fer
bases/'carriersM]RPACXAIRIJLNT/Cl ferJLJLiB. [NNTR]



LONE SURVIVOR — Requested screening in D.C. JUNE timcirame. [NH-TR]
-_-\._n.-....-\.-

.SCRiPTF-e TW GAMESHDW: ---.... ... .—.---1-»-..,_...—| . .. I-lu' -. .__.-_-_...__.._.._.— ___ I'll.- -._ _ .. _—

THE WINNER [5
New NBC TV competition. Mil 1 Kenny Horton completed filming but was not in uniform
per CHINFO and [AG’s instructions. Awaiting air date from NBC. [N NTR]

THE WiLD BLUE
Met with producers; on “vii-"ii". -..*:-.t'.-.-;'.-iih'rl.i three" ihninr issue}: will: script. Htlggestril li‘il'
hrrniurcls .nnl writer to '.‘tl nnrit'ins.” -'..-rril:="r For Nat-T." -"".‘i|1'lli-."-.'lir irainiin; and story ..irc 1dr.:'1s.
ljoorihiitit[nit carrier res. *iil‘t‘ll '-.'i_r-'.I.'i. with tili'wll’fii’...

ELLEN DEGENERES SHOW
The show requested [or awn Elli-m-mnti shout outs. lioth lliiilllriehn and HHS WA”- l..‘iwronrr
Sailors sent videos E’lil I‘v'lllh'. "fiuliithiins Day ug'iisiitlr will air lilz'ilai'.

TANKED
Drafting PAH. [NNTR]

QflflifiNTflSL ' ___._.-_ _...—. .__.__ -.----r1-\. ...___ --...m._ . ...1..—._...... _.__._...._\.—... _-.-..__...

MEDAL OF HONOR: A HISTDRY
Vince Ogilvie has lead on this educational documentary about the Medal of Honor.
Production company requests to film at Naval History and Heritage Command as well as an
interview with a historian on EEAPR. All coordinated. Wary portion oi [liming complete.

WORLD'S TOP 5: SEA MONSTERS
Two day filming by Discovery Channel complete at ECU-5 highlighting LCAC and crew’s
mechanical marvel and team work as well as future acquisition of nest generation LEI-ills.
Expected to air in the fall. {N NTR]

RISE OF THE MACHINES __
Cl and OASD~PA approved. but waiting for AIRLANT and USS Bush’s approval. Production
also requesting for filming ofUSS Gerald Ford {CUN—F’El) in Newport News. Awaiting
response from NAVSEA PAD. Documentary director requesting to visit an inport carrier and
Newport News Shipyard during the week of ZZMAY for preliminary scout. Awaiting
AIRLr‘tNT anti NAVSEH's approval for visit. [NNTR]

SMALL TOWN, BIG DEAL: BLUE ANGELS
Signed FAA received. Successfully completed filming 15- 16 March: rough cut expected
early May with an air date ofEUIi-iaylfl on RFD Til. llmign ctr: it[ and approved.



BEST OF MIGHTY SHIPS
Annmvnl letter fur I‘E‘UHE Di {mutnge 59m [EN-1:15.913. [N N'I'IH

{ADNHNI' "'

{TAP'I‘ L‘num EGUI'dHHHn excrutnre L‘DMHhI. Utl‘L‘LlL‘H mr Ncw '1':_-<:hm:tl:J,-.1}.-' [u 503 mCIlmg
dirt-L'tud L-nergy and Itnlgun with (JNR, NWJSPIA and {If IINFU. {NN'I'H}

(b) (6)
LBESERVES: _' _ __ _

LI TIL‘ut1IiI1_|~‘.E:-;Cl‘vc EU 1 mrt:

(b) (6)



NAVINFO WEST Weekly Report
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Uptlntetl Items in lllue

l SlGNIfiCANT—DEVELQ PMENTS;
Ntnnnnervcunuer dnhrnawcnreh:qww‘

THE LAST SHIP ['l‘NT)
I"s'"'1:i:n_i lr'.ITl‘. .'1.:'-._.- .':L‘_!‘i*- :‘r‘l'i'V-‘I - "wings-W". " ' " we: [HI .1~'
"l _.,. _ _ _. . _ . _ l‘--s;5‘L.-_.xe-H'3'-.' llIH-Jl ..!| Jim l- _‘ll|Ll-'l .I m?- e'.:L'- ~11) llL'll " i-“il ”"Llllll—l

AMERICAN SNIPER — Warner Bros President ilSl-{L‘tl fercellnlmrntien with the Navy
highlighting the stury efSl-IAL Chiei Chris Kyle. The movie will he directed by Steven
Spielberg and main meter Bradlev Chem-r. Cepy e! script remiestetl. [NNTR]

(b) (4)

YEARS OF LIVING DANGEROUSLY {Ducumentai'y} - l'hllt't‘s' I. r n-'- --i;_-:ht-;...i--
ihii'iiiizs-iihiiis;'21i;a!' veil l ‘- 1'!f~il"JI-.w|ni-ii in .‘ii‘lfis':'~;|;l1.,-ir.i- ||-'ll112-i'i,‘--.|",mania-it-aya
L'iriteliriw ”712M -.H:-i‘i!-‘i.i! in}; *.*.'.'1': “I -~;!.' Her -_;-.'-.-|- m‘ llll' ”T'- that.“ 'rn 'Lll is;
11lnh“'WHITFHfl1.'EJHKPZ“THUHcHW slfiHIMTWHHHH

HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAVY

”I'll“ l“ lml‘lll‘ll SSH :l'lllll'll'nll'f-”f"”Wllllll'ili'.[1‘3”'r'I'.!:'siiill III .is‘iti Will lw irii'l.’ 1:3 'igg-
HI lull Lilli-x" 'mll H l}. :‘l"'li'3" ”JUN-.1I.'1|.Ii!.'_".i.‘-:il"!'.'- .l'l'l'l1 H ll" limitiil". 'll'
".fllftiii 3‘13. .mt' L: '-. n.“ l E' i---i-.i_.--:.~__:¢.=.;-1.13”. ,j.‘ 'f't':'..:'-. win” H: 3.- “ml

lll'iitillr llrullgllli"-‘I..-'e_iii ir|[|~t15,*'_."_‘ |i"1r"' ]:I-,i-1_

[llll'lllllllll'il l” H‘f'l- 'll'l'l‘lizlfI“-- lil"l|!‘: :Il l."~.' '1:inu'i"“' '. £29.11 .- ":i-r- .2 ":‘r't'in “.I'l"- I1'I' li'II.
l’rntitittwii (lump: 5: I'm-w.-

__ _ .. ____,_ _ __ _

l inmate FILMS:
— -———_--. —— —- _— _-_ —-——_ _ - —I_——— ——

AVENGERS 2
In contact with predecer awaiting script. [N NTR)

NAUTILUS aka GODZILLA - " " “ll'l'l-Jlil' .H

CAPTAIN PHILLIPS
Film nut in theaters 11llet13. \r'UtJrki mg with 5cm}; t'ci set advance screening in ILC. and
Norfelk. ilfrru'iJl ti'Liéf-s 'elm .4 -_-?.'-.i 3"-

PLANES [Disney] _
l'lillllllllli‘i_l'."-."1'r:‘-11\.-'i.=:: Him-1i in ui-w lIHEJ- Release date l]'~'H‘\l.i(_§. Wurlsing carrier
premier plan fer bases ..-’cerriers/AIRPAC/mRLAN'I‘fltI ler Ill L13.

-‘
_
.n

..
.



o
LUNESURVIVOR-H:L ||"-.' '.I '--:'I ”I "H-iiJ" ' 1'-."'-Il'l-Z|!' i.'ilEiJ"i'i‘.'-l iii.il'.i-

.35... l '-.'.::i- '-I *'i+i.';ii:‘.

Entereo TV/GAMIZSEJW: _ _ _ __ _ _ __ __ _
THE WINNER IS
New NBC TV competition. MU] Kenny Horton completed lilniing [nit was not in uniform
ner CHINFU nnd [Atl's instructions. Ilwniiing till" date from NBC. [NNTR]

THE WILD BLUE
Met Witli nrt'idocers nn TIMAY. esnlninetl three major issues with scriot. Suggested lor
producers nntl writer to visit nnotlier cnrrier for Nnvy culturnl trainintl nntl storyr nrc itiens.
.' ._:]I!'Il|t" :..- _: i -'.-;ii .. i|-- a" |'-..“»'_.::'. l---:~..l:i i- i'T‘w ‘H' .m .Imiit .3121] ..

Tnnxeo‘
! .nilri'..n |'“-."-.."ii -~nii‘r' -u. in :' - 1:. i ! -.i..'.:lllll'_‘. :«II 'llLI'i '_.

foot—u'maiirfisf: — _ — ” _ __ _

MEDAL OF HONOR: A HISTORY
lv’ince (igilvie has lead on this etliicntiiinnl documentary about the Methl of Honor.
Production cornpnny requests to film at Nnvn] History niicl Heritnge {Ioniinnnd its well as on
interviewr with n liisiorinn on EGAPR. All coordinnteii. Nnvv portion of filming ctnnnlete.
{NN'I‘R}

WORLD’S TOP 5: SEA MONSTERS
'l‘wo day filmingr by Discovery Channel complete at ACLl-S highlighting Mint". and crei-v's
IIIGChL—Illltffll marvel and team WtJl'l-C as well as future iicniiisinon of next generation Hints.
Expected to air in tlie lnli. [NN'I‘RJ

RISE OF THE MACHINES
CI and OASILPA nonroved. lint waiting; iore‘llRlv‘iN'l" and USS Bush's approval. Production
also requesting for lilining oi USS Gernltl Ford HUN-7'8] in Ntn-vportNei-vs. Awnitine
response from NEWS EA PM). Documentnrv director requesting: to visit tin inport‘ carrier and
Newport Net-vs Sliijivnrtl during the \-'l-'L‘L'l( oi EEMAY for preliminary scoot. .lnnr-naz

"I .' .- . . . . . . -. . - . - . _ -.._"l."'-| _ I‘ll} .Ii-~I:II-| Int- _ I. It'..' '1.“ Il. I . :_.\ l'l. . -.'I1:| ‘1l;j[' I. 1'!!-

SMALL TO'WN, BIG DEFiL: BLUEANGELS
Signed I‘Afl receiveil. Successlolly com pletetl filming 15- to March; rcnigli cut expected
en r1},I Mn)“ with an LIII' (Lite of :HIM nil-'13 on RFD TV. Rough cut I‘eviesvi-tl and improved.
(NNTR')



BEST OF MIGHTY SHIPS
1"1'L‘L5r'IiHEj tiff; I‘iluigii cut, LTI'IICiFJEIIT' r -.‘-"r.'v.*ini‘ iii?£3‘1i"i.ihh" iii il!r:r~i.’.11il"-

... __.__._ ..—n_n__ . . .............—._.. ._. .-__.._-. ...... _._ .-... . .

CAPT Cnene cnecdinating executive CD MREL nutreech fer New Technnlegr tn Sea including
directed energy and ceilgun with UNRJ NAVSEA end Ci-lINFO. [NNTR]

b)
— - - -_...." .. .. . ....----.---- -_.__. _.._ —...—._-\..._ _______

Llie—SERVES
-. ._- J—-. -—n— . ._——I-I-r- -.- -- -----.-........u.a.-|-.-- ---- - -- --- - ....___...-- . .. --------- _ .._._.._._.....|...

UJcrnin- Rene-1 ve 3n “art:

('0) (6)



NAVINFO WEST ‘u"'ileeltl},»r Report
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Updated items; in Blue
.__..__F“..... .-.— . __ ._-_...-. ._. ....____....._. -.__..___ _._._. _._.__._—______..__.___.

[_ Slowiljignr DEVELQPMENTSli—i
—-- _ _. . .._—n. ...___ _ ._._... -._._.—_..-. _ _ ....._. _..—_..__._ __.__._ .._ ._.H_._—

THE LAST SHIP (TNT)
TNT and team have agreed to remove offending line. Awaiting series bible [late
Mayfearly lune] and further guidance from leadership before proceeding. [NNTW

AMERICAN SNIPER — Warner Bros President asked for collaboration with the Nair}:
highlighting the story ofSEAL Chief Chris Kyle. The movie will be directed by Steven
Spiell'a'erg and main actor Bradley Cooper. Cop}.F ofscript requested. [NNTR]

(b) (4)

YEARS OF LIVING DANGEROUSLY [Documentary] — Spoke i'i'iti'. {ii'len 1"‘r'l1-lii'lli'lI't'l'l.
suggested cmttluiLivigan illl."i“1'1_i“.‘.' with ihfi'nliirififii‘uIihcr HI tin: 3'1-'i'-.'_'i='. lix‘iili'rl ii-iiiili', as
well as other NEW? .'UDI'L'r'e'niatiron. :‘m-t'iil't-I in'niiui'i'i'“; sin-Hi si'iiedLiic.

HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAVY
[luv to limited SSE wailaiii‘rii‘r. .'-.-"-t are holding two more in iIiI'1-.:';uid'e.'iii liu' dnrls in _Iuii'.
itijun: can and i}? ii. Senior guest islnnaihan lini'iii. iii-"i1 al Sir" i.'.'i._'ntin';e lins- Tit
Efliun: {Sunlirlneti his and lsiir‘i. Senior guoni L's {1112'}:Eiilri‘rlnai'i. i-‘ri'sii'ii'nl Hi 1"r..'1-'Ituri-r
i‘roilurtnmflli'uel:..--:1rnent at {if-timer Finis. 5
{Lnntinuingto noel: ilternat'i'.'e forms of" Il‘i’ iransptn't. {Ian =.'.-'i'_' 1‘-.li't_' n liniu sort-nit" lor .2!
i’rnil uri i o n Corn nu ! =3: Preaiiir'nt'f

LF EATUREFILMS?
—.- _._..._- -- .-------.___.._...--- --.—.-.—.—.--_. ...-_.__—.-.—.---- . .. .._..-..1_-.._..._..... . ----_ ...—h ...-.1._..1—1-.—_._.- ._ .. _._—1

AVENGERS 2
In conta ct with producer awaiting script. [NNTR]

naUTILus aka G-oDZILLa — iii 3:7; srriiiii' :s- 'i}i.‘i'}i'.

CAPTAIN PHILLIPS " '
Filrn out in theaters 11i]ct13. ll‘iiorlting with Sony to set advance screening in D.C. and
Norfolk. Official trailer released UBMal. [NNTRJ

PLANES (Disney?
Submitted estensive list of credits to production. Release date Ugr‘iUG. Siltlliif U] iii-1m

'13'1i'1i'1i‘ii‘tl'1‘flr Disney-"s C'fi-T'f‘t‘iil iii-H”: 1:1 to hare auranri' si'r"-.n."-.IinE.-E'- fir. '.-'.'-irioi.is 3'1-111’ Elana"; and a
potential si‘ri eningI on ISIS ‘i‘inizngg ‘§["_H_r{_1|1‘gr_rll‘pf iorinr'nai I].;:}-:_.;..i_-,!ti_1_ :‘t'um'st.



LONE SURVIVOR — Scheduled to be released on 10]enEU14-. Working with Film 44 on the
[1C advance screening. {NHTR}

-_|_- u—w—u—rscnIeTco III ,I sang may;
THE WINNER 15
New NBC TV competition. M111 Kenn}.I Horton completed filming but was not in uniform
per CHINFO and JAG's instructions. AI-vaiting air date from NBC. [NNTPJ

THE WILD BLUE
Waiting on I'I'DX to approve production team to conduct a research visit onboard USS Car]
Vinson [CVNJI’H on or shoot ZSMay.

TANKED
HIIIIIIIIIIIIIJ IIIIIIo'iIcIII. no :IsIIIII. HI I! Ii.IIII: iii? [no IIII IIIIIIIIEI ii ...IIIIII-

_—

EoCUMENIEaIES: -.._...... d' U .._m--_i----—--I—..-.-a.---..- --.-. ._. _l' "-H.J—"——'...'I -I-.I.

MEDAL flF HONOR: A HISTORY
Vince Dgiivie has lead on this educational documentaiI3I about the Medal of Honor.
Production company requests to film at Naval History and Heritage Command as well as an
iIIterIIieIII with a historian on EGAPR. All coordinated. Navy portion of fiiming compi'ete.
{NNTR}

WORLD 5 TOP 5: SEA MONSTERS
Two day filming by Discovery FhannelIconIplete at ACU 5 highlighting LCAC and crew s
mechanical mm to! and learn work as weil as tuture acquisition of neat generation LCI‘ICs.
Expected to air in the fall. [NNTR]

RISE OF THE MACHINES
Cl and OASD-PA approved. but waiting For AIRLANT and USS Bush's approval. Spoke to the
dIIIcIInIeIIItIIIIII’s director to ciarif}.I his filming plans.

1 SMALL TOWN, BIG DEA-L: BLUE ANGELS
Rough cut reviewed and approved with IIII air date of SOMIIIIIS on RFD TU . [NNTR]

BEST OF MIGHTY SHIPS
' Awaiting rough cut. anticipate receipt sometime in Inne2[}13. [NNTR]



CAPT Ceens Coordinating executive CUMREL eutreeeh fer New Teehnelegyte Sea ineIu ding
directed energy and reilgun with ONR, NAUS EA and Cl-IINFG. [NNTR]

(b) (5)
—_n.——

Resegyesr
. —I—I—-d—"."I- —I—--- _—|_'\. . . ..... . .__ .. . _ n

w—u—u— .._.. . —. . .-.. -\.- - - . _. . . _.._.—_ .._._u_._, h- .. .. .. .-

Upeeming Reserve Sup-pert:

10) (6)
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Uiiiiiiiml ilL'iIlii in HIUL‘

Fsicwfichm'r—DgirELbigi—MENTE'
THE LAST SHIP {TNT}
TNT and man} haw} agrmmi in i‘i'm'iiivi-i fiiif‘fitiii‘ig iil'ii‘. Awaiting Hf‘l‘il‘H hihii? {iiitt’
May/L}:'ii'l}i [LiiiL‘}*.i1I‘I-Li further guidance Fi'nn} iuadiirahip iJE‘ffil‘i.‘ pruruuding. (NN‘i'R)

AMERICAN SNIPER - Wiii'lifli' HI'LJS i-‘i‘CHiLiL'I‘IE afii-{i'il i'fli'L‘iiilzihur‘atinn x-i'ith the NEW};
highlighting the Shir}; {if HI-ii‘i L Chic-f Chris Iii-“IE. Tht' movie will bi: (iil'ini‘ted h}: Eleven
Spiell‘im'g and JIiLiii? 'ciL‘LUI' i}i~i';iLJIi:_‘_ii Ciiuper'. {:L‘ifljfi iil'sti'ipi i't'HUL‘SIL'Li. [NNTR]

(b) (4) . i

YEARS OF LIVING DANGEROUSIN (Di‘ii‘uinental‘yi — --..i...i- " ' "Ti '.i.:i-::-._-i "ii.
'1iil'q'lllil._"-I.l'ii i'iiiiiiiiii LE: .1!!! ”.:.-w --"} i.‘.‘ii_'il ii: -._rI‘iH}-': Liu‘iiji' {Ii Ii- - lifii'iiai '~_"'i::ln
}}'i}‘l ii". iniiirii' i‘~.;=.}-'.}' f‘f'il't“.'*ili.l' ii'wu .--\}}='}il |'1.".‘. iii‘rni-ii-i-i"~} ...i~.:..}i }-~r.:..iiuii ii-

HDLINWOOD TO THE NAVY
Uiiiil'i; ii‘}"i"\.';"lmi 13' ii. i‘il"|l|‘""'.‘-.|.i-i'i'-iiiiir'i1.Iiii.iil li.}‘rr.i.i'i"}'1‘ 1|.iti i.i}r'|i:"'j' i "'- iii".
iinriili; I.I:;_'.1_r'l i‘il't'i :ifi'i‘l'. *ii"':“::1ii1. i'ili'_"n"-"“ “Ii-.:H '-' ii" 'iiri'“ a} ".I. 1' Mil.

|'|'i.‘ni_il.!+imrifiiliiiir ~.'|'i'i-.i:'-- :'

[FEATURE FILMS:

AVENGERS 2
In i‘iintaift with pi‘f‘ldlll'iil‘ nvwiiring fit‘i‘ini- (NNTR)

NAUTILUS aka GODZILLA — iimi} Hz'i‘i-ii-Iii' ,i

CAPTAIN PHILLIPS
Film nut in theaters lliilct13. Wi‘ii'king with Siiiiy tu- HL‘L uiiiVflI‘lL'L' Hiti'ctinin}; in DL and
Nill'ifliii. Ul'l'itial li‘r‘iiit‘i' FEIL‘EIEL’LI 0834;15:13. [NNTR]

PLANES (Disney)
Suliniitt‘ed extensive li.}t Ufcruiiits tii prinziuciii'iii. Relmne [into HUAUG. .‘iiu-ii-cr- in ii!‘ iii"

' _‘»i.':*'i~'i'ijii}i iilF-HL"."_-i 'i'L’il'. .- =- :: {I 3:2} |".'.".' "‘J':" .. ""M'i' "“-="- -!‘.I.'
giiitiiiiiiiii ne'i'vi-iiiiiiy HI LE“ 1: .. |'| f-'.-.i_-i,i:i:~' P“. :m' i'.- ran: I'ril-y 'I"""'|



LONE SURVIVOR — Scheduled tn he I'eleasetl en tillanlifilrt. WI'Jrltine with Film I'M en the
D13. advance screening. [NNTR]

! scgefie Tv reams mew:
THE WINNER IS
New NBC TV cninnetitien. Mill Kenny l-lnrten completed filming but was net in tlI1llUI'I‘i'l
perCHlNFU and IAG's instructitms. Awaiting air date lrem NBC. {NN'I‘R}

THE WILD BLUE
Waiting en FOX tu appreve pi'iitliictien l'eain te cnlitluct a research visit nnhnaril IISS Carl
Vinsnn [CUM-Tn] en er .iheut dHMav.

TANKED .
Air date: Uflnn an Animal Planet. [NNTRJ

. __ ___- ___— _ . .— ___:cUMENTA—nms;
— _ _ ___—___.— _ ___

MEDAL OF HONOR: A HISTORY
Vince ogilvie has lead an this educatienal tlecunientary abeut the Medal ei’ Hennr.
Prntluctinn cumpany requests te film at Naval Histerv and Heritage (Zelrnnantl as well as an
interview With a histerian en ZEAPR. All cnerdinated. Navy pertien nf filming camplete.
(NNTRl

WORLD'S TOP 5: SEA MONSTERS
'l'we day filming by Discnverv Channel cemnlete at ACU‘S highlighting LCAC and crew's
inecliar‘iical marvel and team werlt as well as future acquisition el' nest generatien LCAfls.
Expected tn air in the Fall. (NNTR)

RISE OF THE MACHINES
Cl and DASH-Wt approved. hut waiting ler AIRLANT and USS Buslfs approval. Snake tn the
(Incnr‘nentarv’s ilirecter re clarity his “lining plans.

SMALL TOWN, BIG DEAL: BLUE ANGELS
Reugh cut reviewed and apprnvetl with an air date nl’3llMav13 en RFD TV. {NNTl-l]

BEST OF MIGHTY SHIPS
Awaiting rniigh cut, anticipate receiptsnmetime in [uneZOil [NNTRl

313% __. ___. ___ ___. J ___.__.
CAPT Cnens cenrtlinating executive COM REL eatreach l'er Flew Tech nnlegy to Sea including
directed energy and raileun with ONR, NAVSEA and CHINFO. [NNTR]

I

(b) (6)



IIMF?” ..

U een1in_ Reserve 5111i art:

('0) (6)
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”ptlt'ltt't'l Itt-mH in Him)

__SlGNiFIL‘ANT Dtavgorinjfili‘s:
GDDZILLfi
lLJ.é.E‘.'.‘~é|'1'T-J'|'.E-’ ||1 "aiil'fLi

b) (4)

HOLLYWOOD TOTHE NAVY
{Lil-1 m .“IH‘tLIHL

OPERATION MARTILIfl (Hm-'1:Im*nl'.'n*_1;_)
.1.+.|'I,“.'.'.I' ':.e.~..[1L*+'I: Illl'”. 55-:Hi I" "
:n .Hrrsrtu'rr :‘HI_-I'.

\ FEATLl—RE FILM_S: _
AMERICAN SNIPER
."k-"h' H1115]? I'L‘L'ifiit'vfltl ."IHt' "['t'it"-.'«'~"I§ ~;u'!'|1wl lfh'z‘ :uwti ln'Hy-I‘t

CAPTAIN PHILLIPS
Film nut in theaters 1 1Uct13. Working with Sun}! tn SUI: advance HL'rLrunmg in [ML and
Nm'l'nllt. Official trailer released 08Mny13. [NN'I‘H]

PLANES
E4Itillal* 'rr i 'xiiit ‘ra 'J\t l iJLtr'a!| |§‘ “"1 ':'t n I! F r"'t '.tfl'tfi " “'Wfl- EI|'|||'- ' -||!r'lr1ttt‘l"li:.llz .EI'WQE" '

t r]; ]1|'1"1-.1".:t'IH!'I Ml I'HH' -* rrrlr it r-

(b) (4)

LONE SURVIVOR
.¥t_ttt'L11In1'a. !.= ltt' I!‘TI’..' .1 It]: ‘. ;.. F . t. -' 'z" .. - . ..l! ' -3.'...-. . .F3I~

aL‘r‘mWHrq. .‘z‘l'twnlmi- --.'_l|Lr-. '.-.: "'rI-'||'L"|"|.'I'||:_.':|"u[| |"‘i" !-_ .lr'u ' | |:.--_ :1“;

' SCRIPIED TV LEI-{ME 5mg: _
THE LAST SHIP
Awaiting series: hilllt‘ and furttwr guidance f'r'nm ltxttim'ship l'rct'm‘t‘ prncuuding. {MN-TR)

THE WILD BLUE
[*}'{}{[111'11r;]] fitltttt‘ttt'F; I} 111- -: ;.. i_‘g[ ;ut{”r=fi|r'L: '1 ;15111 It |}{wl_t -, '_' +IIIW



TANKED
Tin" tl.:1:- Ii".l [i an Jay-.1;

éDOCUMEQIERHfi:

IRONCLAD BATTLES OF THE JAMES RIVER
Lecal 1Virginia teieeisinn stalinn. l-ienrice Ceiinty line. TV. requests in interview Naval
History 3: Heritage Cnminand representatives ahnni irnnclacis. Pri'witleil FAA tn nrnciucer
with NHi-if's PAH .'is the hi'iiject nificel'. Awaiting; filming tiJi‘t' refines-I.

._ YEARS OF LIVING DANGEROUSLY {Dncnmehtaryl r Spnl-‘te with Helen Malmgren.
suggested cnndncting an interview with [.ieecincieraplier til the Navy, IMDM l-fl’hile, as well
as t‘itlierNavy representitives. .;. .' -..._;-,; 'I'I'L .. n 1w ...i.'.r._:. rant-r" .l"""w

MEDAL OF HONOR: A HISTORY
Vince Ogilvie has lead Uii this educational dncumentary ahnnt the ii-letlal cif Hennr.
l-‘reclnctinn CEiiTiflili'Iy requests in film at Naval ilistnry and Heritage Cnmmanci as well as an
interview with a historian en Eni‘sPH. All cenrdinateci. Navy pcn'tinn in filming cnmpiete.
[NN'i'R]

WORLD'S TOP 5: SEA MONSTERS
Twn nay filming by lfiiscnvery {Ihannel cnmplete at ACU—S highlighting LCAC anci crew's
mechanical marvel and team iii-air]: as weii as future acqnisitinn cif nest eeneratinn l.CACs.
Expected in air in the fall. {N NTR]

RISE OF THE MACHINES
Cl and (MED-PA:ililii'neecl. '-..'f-!' - ~- . 'lIi" HRH .l:e=-.._'- !_:.| n

BEST OF MIGHTY SHIPS
Awaiting rnugii cut. anticipate receipt stnnetime in [uneZD'll (NN'I'Hl

_nESERves:

()(6)
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Lipiiateti Items: in Blue

i SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPIHEIIF—LS;

GODZILLI’I
i'I iiik' Hi'i'lii'ii' 'I'I Hl-ii‘l'l

(b) (4)

OPERATION MARTILLO [[hieuiiieiitarje]
A Frigate IIEIh been identified and will be ininecl with iitlier mullinatiunal 'Lll‘lltfi III an exerciae
ill SEPIEIIIIJL‘I'. :h‘x'diiil Iill' HI In .I' III'i'I l IHI'.;= HI_'I.'. ii“. ‘."-Iil'l III llfil' .' -III"=.-"-.-'Lll'ri

'fFEATfiRE Elms: __ _ _ _

CAPTAIN PHILLIPS
Film nut in thin-item I I 012113. Working with Sony In Her advance aereening in Ill: anti
Nc_ii‘fall-:- (ll'l'ii'ial trailer releaaed {IRMaja 13. [NHTRI

PLANES
Spi’iiee to CNIIC'S PAD regarding patential recruiting nppm‘tLiniIiL-a [luring Civilian ail‘simwa
{in premix-Winn LII meme release). [NN'I‘R]

LONE SURVIVOR
Scheduled In lie reieaaed an I lllanZIIM. Wriir‘king with Film 44- {III the IIIT. atlmnee
screening. i’r‘rJvi-tieei audits; 1t recmnmen Liatiun per Mr. Struii'a IIISI’I‘IIL‘II (1115;. { NNTR]

———_—_._ — —__—_.—_ .—.—_—— ——4— _ _ _ ——u_. _ _

SCRIPTED TV / GAME SEED—IE:

THE LAST SHIP
Ala-airing SEl'lLfS bible a mi further guidance from leadership Ijei'm'e proceeding.
liliil‘fiii'ull -|--r:---..a-..~'.-_5~ I_'l|l!i"! "Ii -u.-..*3 .. . '|_~I

THE WILD BLUE
l’ri'ieluetian appears t'n he rimeing fi‘irward withaul Dell) anmmri. [NN'l‘R]



MUTORCVCLE AWARENESS PUBLIC SERVICEANNOUNCMENT
lll'IIIIlIJ lsltIIII? llI'IIni'tmI' 'IIi " ".::I :'IIJ."-.lllI'-l|'lllllt'l'illllILI'.T_ll1-."-.'Z-.l_'-.’I'1.l'r'l "»-t?L.II.'.--.1IIII; :II Iiiet .'
.liiel l"I_*l.L‘. IIIltI-I‘lr'li‘nI -II'-"!'I "L .“"I"lII-~".IIl'IriiIf'II'I"l-"tl- l-l- ”Tl "fillFIlll-Hll'H-‘IE
Ilillill]I:1-l_ll .ll'l'fllill: 31:1. I...“ -. [."' |:4-! ..l""- I1I_'|'|;'E : lII—i. l:- I.-_:- Ill .l

DOCUMENTARIES:

MYSTERIES AT THE MUSEUM
lll'."'.'|.'l'ljllJiillt.'Elihliux'f' III'I:I" ':'.r.' ‘-.l'.I:."- iI'1.!. 'alII-Iudhuill

.“‘I..!'-"-' Hi lll'. .' ‘-"I'l'. .l‘-- IIIIlI""=.' ' !.'. .'1 iIIL'I "r ' .' .'..‘..I.'I . ||'_'l-fl_.l'__'ll' lll'llllllJ'lll

”-sIllIIn; HI ~-~".Ii"“rl_. line -~.I_I ii. "*II

IRONCLAD BATTLES OF THE IAMES RIVER
Luenl Virginia televisiun stntiun. Henrieu (qntjv Gnv. 'I‘V, requests tI'I interview Naval
History 8: I'iel‘itnge Cununnnti representatives almut irnneluds. Prnvitletl FAA tu prtitluter
with Ni-iI-iC's PAD as the urnjeet nt'i'ieer. i'I'IIr..tII.'1nnI . II:.:|I.II-.j.' .':.i|'..'1'iI't! nnmnp -.'.n - in their
lune I. Must I' unis

YEARS OF LIVING DANGEROUSLY (Deetnnentsryj — Spelte with Helen Mnlmgren.
suggested etunltietine,r an interviet-v with Ueeanegranh er ufthe I‘lnvv, iU-XDM White. as well
as other Navy representntives. Awaiting preclueer's rentl ahead fur Admiral interviews.
l'NNTR}

WORLD'S TOP 5: SEA MONSTERS
'I‘vvn tit-11v filming hy Disenver},I Chnnnel eemplete at MIU-S highlighting LCAC nntl erew’s
mechanical marvel and team wtn'lt as well as Future netguisitien nf' nest generatiun LCACs.
Espected tn nil' in the fall. (NNTHl

RISE OF THE MACHINES
CI and DASH-PA neprewsi. AIHLAN'I‘ waiting fer USS Hush's aveilnhility. ('NN‘i'I-t]

BEST OF MIGHTY SHIPS
Awaiting ruugh ttut. anticipate receipt sumetime in lunefl’i) 13. (NN'l'lll

HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAVY
‘.I-;. IE' s" "llnill'l .ii.'n_:- '. 'i'I.~III'|I.H-i

RESIERVELS;
__ __._

Upcoming Reserve suppnrt.b) (6
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[Unified Items in HILIe

[Eleni Flmfir [lE‘fEl—fl P_MEPJ'I_‘5:_

(b) (4)
fjnrnnlel'erl shertvfuserl MPH tmnnne.

CrunnleteLl SECNAC Llir'-~ete{i nllkee msneelinn nf' nntentinlly ni'rensn'e :nntermls with
netlnne, identified.

Issued L'nuiinn furlnug! IDEtL’I's JnLi I-‘EEI'H-Nu-Ll signed l's Inr {L's stuff.

GDDZILIA
Hillj‘.WHY-Hullll'l:";[';:1{:l

(b) (4)

}_ FEATUR—E FILMS: _

CAPTAIN PHILLIPS
Film mat in theaters l 1t.let'13. Working with Seny tn set advance sereemne In 1H1. and
Nnrfellc. fieial trailer released UBMaylH. [NNTR]

PLANES
51m lit' to {INRC's PAC} rn.-g;1|‘ding potential reeruiung nmanrtunlties Llurlne L‘Willnl‘l airshnws
{in prenarntien efmewe release}. [N N'I‘R)

13) (4)

LONE SURVIVOR
Scheduled tn be releus: LI en IUIHHED 1r]. \-'\-'::rl«:ang with Fill?” =14 on the [ML advance
screening. Previded credits hst reeumrnenuintinn per M l‘. Struh's instructinns. [NNTR]

:EC—RIP'EED 11761511“ Ii SEW:

THE LAST SHIP
.rhrznune series bible and further guidance trnm leadership 13mm}- “rumflilnn
Cnnrdinnting research senut tn E}: [IFS E‘nul |-'nsrer [self—LMeHse test ship]. {NNTR}

THE WILD BLUE



Prtninctinn appears [in be hie-vine, lurk-varti 1Witi'iaLIt Del) support. [NNTRJ

MOTORCYCLE AWARENESS PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT
Hlnnle Island Department nl"i'ranspnrtatinn Uliiee nn Might-vs}! Sal'etj: requesting In film a
chief petty nl’lieer in metnrtytle gear int the submarine pier. 1m: apprnved, SUBURU 2 _
i-villing tn suppnrt and Naval Sai'etv ijeiiterappriwed. Filming,r iiite TBD. [NNTR]

THE GREAT FOOD TRUCK RACE
lined Netwnrit FELHltfi-iiiiliil, tn him With J Navy {.15 in nnilnrrn as NIH“ iii the enest hinges far
Hts-imp finale episntle- 'l'n he iilinet'i this Hatiirtlav in h-‘larvianti {rill base]. Awaiting, BSD
HPIWI‘HVL‘EE

_nqc_tlmei~i1'aifisi
OPERATION MARTILLO [:Dtlt‘tlllitiiitt‘ii'y)
A frigate has been identified and will he inineil with ether nntltinatinnal units in an exercise
in Septemher. Anaaitinpl r‘nr pi'i_itlni:timi rampaiw's derisien to name forward. (NN'I'R)

MYSTERIES AT THE MUSEUM
Travel Channel requests tn iilm the Bathvseape ’l'rieste exhibits at National Museum at US
Navy in D.C.. as well as an interview with a histtn‘ian. Naval Histtirv 8: Heritage Cummand
wiiimg to summit. i'lili- 'ieiiale l' view-a -r_i iiur l'-‘|L.i.

YEARS OF LIVING DANGEROUSLY (DneuInentarv) — Spiilte with Helen Malnigren.
suggested enndueting an interview with {'Jceanngrapher eithe Navy. RAIJM White, as well
as nther Navy representatives. nit-wining pi‘ntineer's F'E'ilti ahead hirAtlrniral interviews. '

- {NN'I‘R}

WORLD’S TOP 5: SEA MONSTERS
FIE-vii iiay Filming bv Disenverv Channel L'ninplete at ACU-S highlighting; LCAL‘ and erew's
Inet'hanital marvel anti learn win-It as well as int-lire acquisition in nest generatinn LCM‘s.

Expected tn air in the fall. (NNTH)

RISE OF THF. MACHINES
Cl and DASI'i-I‘A apprnvet]. AIIHJANT waitingr lnr USS Bush's availability. (NNTR)

BEST OF MIGHTY SHIPS
Awaiting rnngh ent, anticipate I‘L’L'E‘lpl snnietinie in lane?!“ 1 3. {'NN'I'R]

(6
—____..—

'ftDMlNi



RESERVES:

Upcmning 1-1 HLIUC‘ SLI]"1"‘IUII

b) (6)
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llntlntetl Items in [Ellie

—S_I_CiNlFlCA NT DEE—EU] FEB—Visi-
i b) (4)

GODZILLA
.!.:.li .'*i'.'l'i-.'l{!‘ in SlLl'H

(b) (4)

Entrust: FILMS:

CAPTAIN PHILLIPS
Film nut in theaters 1 lilct'lEl. Wtiirlting with Sen}; tn set advance screening in [ML and
Niii‘i'iillt. Official trailer released 08Mny'13. {NNTR}

PLANES
lli'wlen.” 11".!i':-:+'~tini_i rm.

”"11317- "2*" iu'u'iii'._ii_'_'r.

LONE SURVIVOR
Sclieiltiletl tci lJE released nn llllt‘lIlElll‘l-. Werlting with Film rial nn the lltl. iitlsnnce
screening. Prcnritietl credits list recnmmentlntinn per Mr. Struli's instignctii'ins. [NNTR]

. SCRIPTEP TV} GANE SHO_W:
THE LAST SHIP
Awaiti in; series bible nni'l Further guidance l'riim leadership before proceeding.
Cntiriliimtlng research sctiut in EX USS Pntil Fnstei' [self-ilel'ense test sliip). [NN'I'IH

MOTORCYCLE AWARENESS PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCMENT
Rlintle Island Department ul"l‘rnnspnrtntinn Office tin Highway Safety requesting tn ll'lfll a
chnflinettyr fj'CE'I‘ in l’llllttll'f}’ClE get-tr be the stilimarine pier Int} npprneeil, SUBGRU E
willing In suppertantl ~\liwnl Stiller}! Center iimirneed. l|"|'|"_ -- I"_T'Hl. e. . .I!'-.I"I1.-- l'.i..-.

THE GREAT FDUD TRUCK RACE
Fried Network requested tn film with n Nae}; (IS in Linilnrin in: line (if the guest judges for
sensnn l'innle episode. ‘.Vns filmed U“ 2311] n in l-‘lcirylnntl [till [use]. .-'\i.s-':iitiiig EJSD apprcivnl
(NNTn:



-.i .. In. ‘5 .l' . I H. .. 'a- . ‘1- 1...:

a”: EIJ‘iii’e {Nihillh :E'ihrl- -.

1H.!:I:'1‘=l"-..-.Er.=:'.:|'.".. __ .;m. 3'I!"'I'.:"ii"ii.|.|iil'll Il...".

“:aeegiifiw'rames:
OPERATION MARTILLG [i)t.lL'Lln‘lE]lf;lF}-'}
A l'rieate has heen itlentil'ied antl will he ieinetl with ether lI'llllfilliltlUl'lHi units in an exercise
in September. Awaiting r'm- prmluttien eeinpanl'r's deeismn to Innve tnrwartl. (NN'I‘IH

MYSTERIES AT THE MUSEUM
'I'ravel Channel requests In till]: [he Batlwseape Trieste exhibits at Natinnal Museum eS
Navy in IMZ, as well as an interviet-v with a histerian. Naval Ilistnrv 5L- lleritage Cnmmantl
willing tnsulfipnrt. illl:‘ nail.:i--w-r_1uu-:-.ir=t:lrx- 1"llii_ |. |r|r1'.‘liir |’."t.---.

YEARS OF LIVING DANGEROUSLY {lhitumentarv} - Snake with Helen Malmgren.
suggested enndaetinean interview with Oeeaneeranlier at the flaw, RADM White, as well
as ether Navv representatives. its-vaitilie nretliirer’s reail ahead I'nr Admiral interviews.
[N N'l'R)

WORLD’S TOP 5: SEA MONSTERS
'l'we day filming h_v [JISLZnIL’El'}-' Channel eamplete at ACU-S highlighting LCAC anti rrew's
mechanical marvel and {earn Wtirlt as well as future. acquisition at n eat generation LCACs.
Expected tn air in the. t'ali. ['NN'I‘R]

RISE OF THE MACHINES
Cl anti (MED-PA approved. AIRLANT waiting; Iiir USS Bush’s availability. ['NNTH]

BEST OF MIGHTY SHIPS
Awaiting reiigh eat. anticipate reeeint smnetirne in lune-£013. [NNTR]

.iA—Dwfiiz_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _
HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAVY
"seal ll fur-1 lf’iiilll - l'i'ai' £111: .- .!..'-J in: lH Lenin iimi 'r- ,'-.||l3..-!‘.r‘*.li an] i :‘Iilaz'j-

lriJ‘ir‘tlil'il‘si ‘n 31'.' .1litr'1ili- 'ii..l3l,l1|'i'

TREEEave:



U . cunning Reserve suppert:

(b) (6)
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Updated l‘I'tIl‘llH in Blue

GENIEEENT nevifleIIIIIeNIIs: _
(*3) (4)

GODIIIJLA
i.I._; [IL-“Ii"l‘ltl- ‘:' II I'LI III .-

(@E FlLMS:___
CAPTAIN PHILLIPS
Film eat in theaters 1 lllet13. WIIrl-Ling with Finnv m net advanee ILL'IIILILIIIIIIII in DC. and
NLIIIfellL. Ol'l'ieial trailer released OBMLIILIILI‘L. (NN‘I'RJ

PLANES
'I'l'LLI'l-SLI'ILIIII' 'II.;III I.'I.I.ll I. IIL-I'iLlII. ...I-_ IIJ'IIIII- l.llll.l'l II'IIIIIIII'

LONE SURVIVOR
Scheduled [II he released an IUJL‘IIIllI'lI. WIIIIlIiIII; ILvith Film IM- IIII the DC. advance
screening. l’rnviL‘lIIIl tfl‘I'Idll'f-‘I liat reLIIIrIInIIIIIIlL-ItiIIII ner M r. StI'IIlI'IL iIIIItIIIIel'iIIIIa. (NN'I‘R)

:IIIQIIIIWr" _i —_ ' I
THE LAST SHIP
Lu-IIIIIaitiIIg ILL-II iea bible and lurther guidance ll IIIII leadership hetnre III IILIILIdiIIe,
(IIIIrdInLItiIIg reaeal LlI LLLItIt ttI lI \ USS Paul II IIILter [aell- defense teat ILhiII} INN "l R]

MOTORCYCLE AWARENESS PU BLEC SERVICE ANNOUNCMENT
RIIIIde Island DepartnIII nt af'l‘ranapnrlatiL'III (”life an lliII'lILvLIv Sale t-I I‘tILIUL‘E-itll‘ifl to film a
ehiel pert}I Ii'IItfieeI iII IIIIItLIrevrle ge: II IN the ILIIlIIIIaIiIIe IIie r- lAti ll‘l[1l‘_(HL'LItl SURGE” 2
willing to”supp-“.141 and Naval S LIIL‘It-I CeIIteI L‘IIIIIIIIIIIId -I'II.'=III III ”II II.II:| IIIII-I-II-lI- LIIIIIIIII
l'l.:lt' IIIIIE' :.:. "LIIIII I";

THE GREAT FOOD TRUCK RACE
lI‘CItICl Network I'eLIIIeILtIId td film with LI Navy (IF. in Indiana L—IIL IIIILI Ul the guest itILleerL lUl'
season finale elIISIILle. I-III’LIS filmed an 22lLIII III Maryland [art lILIILe}. Awaiting; 135D appreval. L

in

E".



[NNTR} .
URBAN OASIS (HGTV)
l’fliit HllIIHL'LI. Fillinniy 'i alone-i ' “4% l'.ll.'l‘il.'ii'lll'lll s- a? Ital}b i'i'ilim'

BlZfiRHl‘: FDUUS {TL FUEL {ii-.ii'aNltllilJ
Ul'liiilml ‘lill‘ill‘iill'll‘tt' re- [rim f'illir't.‘ll|'tl. l-lesiuii'i.‘l1ille Fil'llll'l‘lll‘si‘tl “en.“ltat'nuntl 1wil ll.
Ll‘ll HI'HlllL‘l' Liliililllil' I:11_'t.‘o:i'::'.-"eail-air iTlJl '3 sinus Ii.I'.e.

_ —_ _.

DOCUMENTARIES:

l-IJEHH'H'IH 131:“:
Full}! Willi lion Hi‘tlsicei' .' '.'ll'-l!|'_f'f ..=-.| ""'.:I I‘Ii':‘r' ”'1-'i.==‘i_‘-i' gain-ire: I lint“intro-inlet: changing; His
[Heine-a- l.;. it’ll-é. l'ilfitillll ‘I ii“! i - :—

OPERATION MARTILLD
'_-| i-' will Line; to lie I. -[:1i:=--:' rrIlI- -

MYSTERIES AT THE MUSEUM
'i‘ravel Channel requests to film the Bathyscape Trieste exhibits at National Museum of US
Navy in D.C., as well as an interview with a historian. Naval History 84 Heritage Command
willing to support. Filming date requested for 19]ul.wiilprovide FAA. [NNTRl

YEARS OF LIVING DANGEROUSLY [Documentary] —- Spoke with Helen Malrngren.
suggested conducting an interview with Uceanegrapher of the Navy, RADM White. as well
as other Navy representatives- Awaiting producer's read ahead forAdrnirnl interviews-
(NNTR)

WORLD'S TOP 5: SEA MONSTERS
Two day filming by DlHL‘uVL‘I'y Channel complete at ACUeI-i highlighting LCAC and crew's
mechanical marvel and team work as well as future acquisition of next generation LCAGs.
Expected to air in the fall. {NNTR}

RISE OF THE MACHINES
Cl and UASDrPA approved. AIRLANT waiting for USS Bush's availability. [NN'I'R]

BEST OF MIGHTY SHIPS
Awaiting rough cut, anticipate receipt sometime in lune2013. (N-NTRl

IFADMIN:I
|_—_..— _ — _ _ ——

HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAVY
hes! ll'l'TN is lfllul I. \--"tsii_:ii_~_;[i'ruiiirnn'il]theilHHlinlei'n.~:nie;ntc{Lilia-1.5],1.3.58
l.--';nnie;1rilr [lili'i'i—fitl] .I iii the ilr-iri l'eleliu I' [.1 [ii—5 l. .-'t;ii;nnr--:istately sixteen attendees
with f‘ii'i:uj/lirotlticer l'Jirei'Lie "-'lii<- t"|'~iitit1'1i=..l,|iu [“1 li‘l'lr-‘f.“ W s.-'~~.'ies'] ioiriinig the
hunt.

lb) {5)



(b) (5)

_3533:1355:

Upcmning Reaervu HLIIIPDITT

b) (6
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Ui-iiiatcd 11mm; in Him:

'ggmricaw'r Dcy'iuipmgmfi
(b) (4)

GODZILLA
liarii' ‘il'E'lil'I' Ill "ll-.E‘i'l "

THE LAST SHIP
Ri-i‘civml llllflll'lE‘F-illl.l:.l'12K”. Fl- Iii-wiinping an unincninlinn papin‘ l'nr ll‘."l[ll."l"-{l‘ll|'l rigriEi-x' that
lays; nut entimatncl rem ILII‘L‘C’S at Sun and anlini'u tn niipnni't tun ClUtli‘F-i Iw Clii'intiiian.

EE‘TUBEIPMS; __ _
CAP'I'AIN PHILLIPS
Film nut in theaters ililct'l 3. Wni'lwang with .51a in Sci: ailvancc screening in |_).C. and
Nni'lnll-z. Official trailci i‘cleaned USN‘lal. .‘--Ii‘v_:!" =-wl--- . -ir:.:-ui:n.ii. .:‘.1'.llllll"l:1
. .- .H:
HIIH a I-‘-..

PLANES
Marlniting team will provide a Navy 17:11:55 iunliut I‘equ:'-'-5t. [NNTRl

(b) (4)

LONE SURVIVOR
Sclictlulccl tci lJc rclc-asicd nn 10151112014. Working with Film ”H nn flic DC. advance
scrccning. I‘rrwiclcd cwditn list i‘vcninmcnck-itinn per N’lr. Strun'n il‘lHll'llCtlDIlS. [NNTR]

SUBCUNSCIOUS
iici'liHI-ii Inc aiiiEI..'iir*r‘:-' '11l lI‘..'l'.il .iliii iiii i {'5 '94"; ii' Ii‘iliii'triai ll '.i 'ic'r' fi'll-iilli'l'. HUI lii' {Ia--
".a-‘tx

QCE’TE—D'WYGEEE gig—w:
PERSON OF INTEREST



               
 

     
             

                
             

   

     
                  

              
 

   
             

  

     
            

   

  
            

             
     

  
          

    
              

                
            

 

           
             

               
         

      
             

              
       

               
 

     
             

                
             

   

     
                  

              
 

   
             

  

     
            

   

  
            

             
     

  
          

    
              

                
            

 

           
             

               
         

      
             

              
       

llt'L‘llHL‘tl Illl'll' I-‘leet Iii-’e- t Ree; i'i-r'T-t I'litnlu support due in lll-n.‘t'Ill‘.ill' portrayal of the
Navy.

MOTORCYCLE AWARENESS PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCMENT
Rhode Island Department ofTransportation Office on Highway Safety requesting to film a
chief petty officer in motorcycle gear by the submarine pier. JAG approved. SU BGRU 2
willing to support and Naval Safety Center approved. Filmed on OZIul.‘will provide airing
date information. [NNTR]

THE GREAT FOOD TRUCK RACE
Food Network requested to film with a Navy CS in uniform as one of the guest judges for
season finale episode. Was filmed on Him in Maryland (off base]. Awaiting OSD approval.
(NNTR)

URBAN OASIS (HGW)
FAA signed. Filming set aboard USS Constitution's 4‘“ of July cruise. Awaiting inr
airing date.

BIZARRE FOODS [TRAVEL CHANNEL)
‘ l'r‘n'l signed . Set to ill inboard HHS Arlington l7lul.

Eocumsnmmas:
CARRIER IMAX
Met with Bob Kresser regarding his "Carrier" IMAX project. Recommended changing his
premise tfl LCS, DDGIOIIO and F-355. l‘rnvitliin: :t ll'l"l':\' opportunity lnr' prinluctnni
LiIITipnny III visit on Lil}?

OPERATION MARTILLO
iI-ilil'Ani-e.n..:ssianrt!- l'lh'i'l'W'“ “l“fi’l'dI

MYSTERIES AT THE MUSEUM
Travel Channel requests to film the Bathyscape Trieste exhibits at National Museum of US
Navy in D-C.. as well as an interview with a historian. Naval History 8.: Heritage Command
willing to support. Filming date requested for 19Iul. |.ll'l.“.'ltlt‘tl I‘Ali. .-"n.-e.nting producer‘s
signature.

YEARS OF LIVING DANGEROUSLY (Documentary) * Helen h—‘lilllilili't'll no longer Wlill the
prinluclion-company. '1' n,‘l‘.t‘\‘.':t1‘ii.lt'l\‘i'llll'L'liL‘ltHUl lee-:1 weelz, Nulilieti Newsdeslt nfltcer,
l.'l' fire}; Huelsmi HI prn}. ct st.1inr.. Tar-tilting fair. nilvn- that the prmllnrlinn rnmpnny is
directly renelnlm out in «invy i.'ttl‘.-‘.l:l.'lllilH without our .ipprnv.ii.

WORLD'S TOP 5: SEA MONSTERS
Two day filming by Discovery Channel complete at ACll-S highlighting LCAC and crew's
mechanical marvel and team work as well as future acquisition of neat generation LCACs.
Expected to air in the fall. [NNTR)



RISE OF THE MACHINES
CI and DASDJ’A Ltpprm'ud. AIRLAN‘I'mattingIm' USS Hugh's ;1\-'J:'1n£111it}-'. ' -. -. ::.!_--.i; -. -:
.zx’mlnhzl . firmlw :Hm Hunk" -- ;.;|.r! |.-. .-..- r 5:. . n21“, --

BEST OF MIGHTY SHHPS
.’h~.'.4i'rt2H:'..'-, WWI.” r"'1' :iH 15w. '- a.

' AMER:
_____,._._ .—

HOLLY‘NOOD TO THE NAVY
NET-{iH'l1'5'i"~.':“~|_1‘.:'-iII. 'liL'HI _ ' #1.. I. 7.- '. MW [2' “'L:"":J._'I " if- l'lr.f~-'§"""i;r;_=f':u:'s
“XE-1'},lt‘flQK-Hlflflw: lH“? ll'llllf" ";,"~:"-'-'_llE_j_:l ---! .IIIEFHVI|"'._IT'I;W:1‘E1:",'

u 'l I. . I II 1' .- -- r. .'. . '|." . .

{lHl’Htli'E‘n".‘I'|1I‘.*'\¢'{f' rl’r'trli'l HIM” i.“ '..:III -.".'| “Emir! ._ -. 'IH“ “i"‘ltfm
jn;.rm‘331ll!r~ Inm'.

PRESERVE§:_
Hpcnmmg RUSDJ‘W Hummrt:b) (6
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lfllullf‘}

Updated lit-mi: in Blur

EiENiii—CANT [II—EFELO Iii—MEETS: + _ — — —

GODZILLA
"whilll Hm: :..-.'..iiin-i-. ll .;'.i' ~ imzu- .I' -- : ~. .:-':~i '- - . nav- "-..'--IH.'I*
i'ii'iiiiii: HUI] llIHL lilflrihl' 'JHi' n 2! Illiitih. 'h-IF 1 .-'.i..i::-;:t::u~|--'.:-.: i.-: E' 'nrnllliiin-
Lii.lf-;i'li,:l"u.' 1-11.|'1]HH'[ In: [.1 I.‘l‘.l3.i"‘.' l-T .rI-z'!'.lilir::' .H'l‘l'tif-é .-- J'f|*'.'ilii_"‘-.“'-S |_'|'. I'I i r_'I|| L;.~.|', I'J.i-:'-_:.
Fiiiiiulr'EFL-19.1w"wa' “Iii-*I' - - I-II-r.'

+ . _. i
04' - I: . I. I - .‘1' .' . . '. '.- l I I '1t"."i‘|.i.l ”Tim “Hath“ 3.'L| .5 ‘-.!‘._'- . -'--.=|:'- . -.'a .- . li‘li

THE LAST SHIP
Ui‘itJinrs (13' episuiJr-H 3;” FT; :3 I'L‘l'll'tffit‘nt n Huppiirtiiiile prnputt. [Jeruiiipiiig iiii iiitiariiitititm
[Jaipur iiir leadership Fruit-w that lays; tint EHTiITl-l'llt‘d i'EtHH'L'L‘S Lit rim and é-ISJILIE‘IL‘ [13 511mm”
tun t‘PiSHt3L‘5 by {Iiirifitiiii-iii. SCHL‘HUHHM trip ti} H1] HFPN‘. tii I'iil‘thiii‘ iiiiii'tiiii; DIESIHJN/siiiii
ifl-’I’ll3~iihi]lt}’.

(b) (4)

:LEETURE rims;
CAPTAIN PHILLIPS
Film nut in theaters I 1UL‘1‘113. Wtirlting with Suny to set BHUJHCE' screening in [M2, and
Norfolk. Diticial trailer I'Elt‘flfit‘ii [lBh-'Iii}i'l :3. Mr. Sti'ul} Sprain: tti Greg {liitidmLiiL iiii-riiitiiig 33W
Siiiiy'fi PUC. ('NNTR}

!-.:11|:"|‘|'|._'r‘13 I '!_}IF|'“-.I rf" 3 33.13% ill'u .I.' -I II II"- .33." |' ' l-T'l'. }-::l'l' [I I": I I'm-h". Inf .'. .'|.3 lr' JHIIII

fiat-'urflrri ---_1;1'.nmnn; ~I."'-i."--'- '- '1-!!II‘|

b) {4)

LONE SURVIVOR
SchL-Lluiud to [JP I'LTIQFJSL'd UH lflli‘iiiiii) 1 *1. Working With Film 3.1.4 tin tht- IJJL". ativzinm;
scrucnmg. Priwidt-Li CT'L‘ditH 315T. rL-ri'nmmendatiun per M r. Struh'a IIISII‘IICUDDR. {NM-TR]

l-
d

.
.

.



SCRIPTED 1:1? / GAME SHOW:

HAWAII FIVE-D
l-‘I'nvitiesrrnil Nth-Lin: lllj-i tum-- n. ni'ntliu'rnn-i'nnllhnn.

THE GREAT FOOD TRUCK RACE
Food Network requested to film with a Navy CS in uniform as one of the guest judges for
season finale episode. Was filmed on 22lun in Maryland {off base). Awaitin‘g OSD approval.
[NNTR]

URBAN OASIS [HGTV]
FAA signed. Filming set aboard USS Constitution’s 41'1ofluly cr'uise. Awaiting for
airing date. [NNTR] '

BIZARRE FOODS [TRAVEL CHANNEL.)
Filmine1 Lnolt place i? .l] airman. H535 nrlinelnn ['l..|‘112_’+i-] ll'l Nnr'mllt. Assisune n-‘ilh
.‘ll‘t‘I'iiUiiI ol lootaee oi :ise. Av... inn; rough rut.

.'

Enocumenraalss:
CARRIER [MAX
Met with Bob Hresser regarding his "Carrier” IMAX project. Recommended changing his
premise to LCS. DDGIUUO and F-355. I'r'nvnhn: In IILIUL'HHII L'IIHIIHHH' with {Jilin res-1ariliner
.‘xavr’s new on lnioiinzy

OPERATION MARTILLO
”911} has H‘HHH‘ reserv. inns .11mnt HI'H|t'I'I

MYSTERIES AT THE MUSEUM
Travel Channel requests to film the Bathyscape Trieste exhibits at National Museum of US
Navy in D.C., as well as an interview with a historian. Naval Historyr 8; Heritage Command
willing to support. Filming date requested for IQJui. prelim-non ruminant: sienna the Pan.

YEARS 0F LIVING DANGEROUSLY (Documentary) — lli'h-n .“--l.ii|n;.:rn.=n no homer Wlt'IlIIit'
[il‘tltILlL‘iIUIl mmlianjr. Ci '. ileilvie ri-m'lurtl out to the irat-tutnrt- nrmiurer ahiuu violating: our
u-I'ms In the ma ldirei r "'i.H‘:LIL".iIl;.t nth-'I' Lnnnmnnis nnhmn imrtnanrmralj.

WORLD'S TOP 5: SEA MONSTERS
Two day filming by Discovery Channel complete at ACU-S highlightlng LCAC and crew's
mechanical marvel and team work as well as future acquisition of next generation LCACs.
Expected to air in the fall. {NNTR}

RISE OF THE MACHINES
Cl and DASH-Pa approved. AIRLANT waiting;r for USS Bush’s availability. l’rmlm wrs snake
liiSlJI-siiii’l'ii- weanling :HHIIHHIH-..il1:l iliil'HiIill lnnh inhumane-t '«llil'u theywnuhl he
i'u‘tttltrt‘eti in E-Iilll'i.="i.'l.'.iit-€l' II 111 I.I.".‘~1.‘.I:':.:I.l-., :inii theiNlIlil‘i-l'filIlfl‘iii: iui’ lvail.'ilili'il'll‘l'illllil1;;
lilil ll t'II'I‘lL'l‘ Li'LL' {in}; _‘.‘L'. ”I in ‘-;l '.

'7‘
"'

ti
n
-1

.:
“I



BEST OF I'M’IIGH'IWr SHEPS
-- -' run-3?: .111, . :nh'h-

.AfiEfiN: ___” — ' —

HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAVY
INN. -..'-.rn-l-'.'-1"m”-: H'l"| WHY-1"” HJWW‘HE-I “2-5179; """ "a L. -' :-- "wy-{Hu-J, I'IEi'I.“ l' m'

I - "'- . I . -' l I. -.- .. '. . . I I' .n' ._-'7. III-.‘-.i..\:~.LHHIII' win.- -' '_-'H I... x-l‘ ~-..:x.:u:1-.u'.

(b) (5)

;E§SERVE&

U rimming Reserve HummrL:

(b) (3)
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Updated Items in Blue

:SIéNIFlC—ANT—DEII'fi—LO {Mimi _ _ __
(b)(4)

THE LAST SHIP
liillii‘matmn paper lnrv-sarclc-cl ti) (Il-llNFfi detailing preemus sillipiirt {~31- liruimsei! lul'Ln‘e
snppnrt and ROI. Desi: e tn cmii‘Lliin'ite directly with SUHI‘MI ls‘: {I}. F.

PLANES
Disney nail NAViNi-U slippartmg; a ciiilalmratnre publicity plan air l-‘LANICS i'nllinit. Disney
has 15“ press [int'I] tlIlL‘HILIll‘it-f an actin‘s' ll‘ltl;‘l":.--'II_.‘1-"i-'SL‘HHIUHHI the Santa Minn-ca .-"‘nr :‘M’iuseun:
ZH-L’Lmil. We are prnenling AlRI-‘i‘itl's NAVAIH display as a lh‘it‘litlflip. A caniliinea press
release will be develuiietl in cnniunctien with snealt 13i'i-*i.-'iews [iii/{MALJL'}; [ISM-PA. WNSGN,
NRl‘MZ l-‘Afleadershiii la attend Hallymintl premierflfli‘illli; l'ilm natinmeitle release
(HANG.

FEATURE FILMS:

GODZILLA
Film release planned May 2014. {'NN’J‘H}

CAPTAIN PHILLIPS
Film nut in theaters l J HctIB. \i‘i’tirking with Sany to set advance screening in IIC. and
Nurl‘nllc. Official trailer released UBMaylf‘l. Mr. Strub spake ta Greg Guadman, aim-'aiting I'm
Saint's i-‘CIC. [NNTR]

(b)(4)

LONE SURVIVOR
Scheduled La be released mi lulanZlHIL Wurltiiig with Film 4.4 an the DJC. advance
screening. Provide-ti credits list recnmmentlatinn pe r M r. Stral'i's instructiuns. {:NNTR)

i scRiPTED Ti?) GA_ME siiaw:
HAVUAII FIVE-O



                
             

     
                  

              
 

   
             

   

    
             
         

  

  
            

            
              
            

      

   
       

    
              

                  
             

   

           
             

            
              

              
           

     
             

              
       

    
            

                
             

     
                  

              
 

   
             

   

    
             
         

  

  
            

            
              
            

      

   
       

    
              

                  
             

   

           
             

            
              

              
           

     
             

              
       

    
            

I’rovnlc scrini v-ius ant. Iii-l non“. u- |Irniinrt|ou coninanr Hill“ ii-il'ilii l‘iiii l't”.‘li'il.'
lnt'nlinn scouting litiL'i-Th iii epilsotio it-‘lllI-i. liilllli [Inrrcu assiinn-s hrou'i't uil'it'oi leatl.

THE GREAT FOOD TRUCK RACE
Food Network requested to film with a Navy' E3 in uniform as one oi‘ the guest judges for
season finale episode. Was filmed on 22]un in Maryland [off base]. Awaiting 03D approval.
[NNTR]

URBAN OASIS [HGTU]
PM signed- Filming set aboard USS Constitution's 4'“ oflulv cruise- Awaiting for
airing date. [NNTR]

BIZARRE FOODS [TRAVEL CHANNEL)
Filming took place 1371111 aboard USS Arlington [LPD 24] in Norfolk. Assisting with
archival of footage of base. Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR]

--\_ —-——-—- _

T Il DOCUMENTARIES: _ l

CARRIER [MAX .
Met with Bob Kresser regarding his "Carrier" IMAX project. Recommended changing his
premise to LES. DDS-1000 and F-35s. Providing production company with QM regarding
Navy's new technology. hollow—n51 rnr'eiingun llrli’illltl'fitlilj'. .i I In! to misread, a suhsi'untialh'
i'evisrtl i'lhntn realistlr I. Instoi‘_t-'I‘HI;:I‘tli'a'hichiutliulesonrmutlance1ntit-moIiiih,
illlii' l iiiiil, l1'-lili .tlitl in; ;let'l~:.|innl1ih

flP‘ERATlflN MARTILLO _.
USCG has major reseivations about project (NNTR] "

MYSTERIES AT THE MUSEUM
Travel Channel requests to film the Bathysca pe Trieste exhibits at National Museum of US
Navy in 012., as well as an interview with a historian. Naval History 8: Heritage Command
willing to support. Filming date requested for 191m. production company signed the FAA.
Mounting rough t'ill.

YEARS OF LIVING DANGERDUSLY {Documentary} - Helen Malmgren no longer with the
production company. Mr. Dgilvie reached out to the executive producer about violating our
terms in the FHA [directlyr contacting other commands without our approval]. Then
esecutivi' nrotiurer. 1hr Itl ilelhcr. r.~'-:nl.i|nctl that Sl'un-vtiuw |i1 v-snrltunr on a second Navv
enisntle. M r. tigilvie ill? miuhni ital rLi recornlnomis .in iniervww wail: iifllih‘i ‘L'iihue. and
tinit+1Ihevinirsno.-'tl].‘~.- nncit‘uer Lei must .o through I ihllvlfl.

WORLD’S TOP 5: SEA MONSTERS
Two day filming by Discovery Channel complete at ACU-S highlighting LEAH and crew's
mechanical marvel and team work as well as future acquisition of next generation LCACs.
Expected to air in the falli [NNTR]

RISE flF'I'I-IE MACHINES
Cl and DASD-PA approved. AIRLANT waiting for USS Bush's availability. Producers spoke



tr: SHIN-"PAH regardirru. LES Uprinm, [ml {hug-H nut [nah wwwmicinggz since [1112}; WmIId he
required t0 9.114:et lmth LES variants. and the lNDIiI‘IiNlJI-lNCE nnt nunilni‘alv l'ur filming
until L'ill‘lfl'l' latc- thiS yr-Jr or next year. -;-- ' ' - “HTS ' ".'1i .. .w

. i

|_-H.'~..|-..:'..-T_:1--:n..g~.1‘m' .-_.-.~--- .- - .1:'..

BEST OF MIGHTY SHIIPS
Rewivml rough cut; nu Issues. Airdato 'I‘lij}. [NNTR]

EECLINT§C7 : f f.“ 7: __:—_ :—
IQrIlnlmz' "'Ill'h'wl'r'll'li 'I'|.|" "I: H43."
"Hwy”: g.... 1LIr-r_'-- m h. .. ._ 4n ..._ . ,. ,

QEWM .___ _ __—_ _—_ _; ____ l
HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAVY
Next HTTN SE‘I fnr Angufit. Either I? [11' 234. R EACAN mnfirmerl. L-vniring nn thP he!“
wing tr: give us a squndmn. (NNTR)

jig—SILBQES:
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llptlatetl lteina in lime

l SIENIFICAN_T DEVEEUI’MENTS:
(b) (4)

THE LAS'I' SHIP
LTITTVEI'EHIUHH nn lllAll' i with Lillian-ll stall b2 ljllll Htrnli: HL‘I'lL‘h appears ltieiatlt‘ally
apertahle and in llll' heat llllt‘l'l'JHl nl Lhe Navy. lil Ln hriel Navy lIJEILlL'I't-jl‘lll] hing—in required
nrinr tn lingiii atitual tinnrtlinatinn. Research aiil'innrl lilltlllll‘l?.l'tl.

PLANES
ll. enmhinetl IJI‘E'SS releaae In tlevelniiinent lnr l'L'lffilhl' lnllnwing premiere. USIJ-l-‘l‘i, VINSUN,
MRPMZ IJi’i/leatlerahin ln atteiitl llnllywnntl |‘il‘u.-‘l‘l‘.lL‘l' {HANK}; lilrii natinnwitie releaae
I'laG. Sneak peele: al Ill hasea lialinHWIde this: i-veelea-intl.

{Belgian III-Ellis:
GODZILIA _
Film releafie planned allay EU] 4. l'rneitling and agent}: atrilte grnun l‘tintage.

CAPTAIN PHILLIPS
liilm nut in theaters llllt‘tl 3. Werltinfi Lilith Stiny tn set advance aereeninijl in IHI. antl
Nnrf'nllt- {ll'fiirial trailer releanetl HRH-lay I 3. Mr- Strnh H|1[}l{£‘ tn Greg finnrlnian, awaiting l'nr
Emily's POE. Wigii‘ltl Premiere an the lint-nine, Night Gala nresenlntinn l'nr the nnenrning S I"
New ‘z’nrh l-‘ilm l-‘es;tiv.ll 2? Sen—l Fl (let.

LONE SURVIVOR
Scheduled tn he released nn llllanllllil. Wnrking with Film 4-4 nu the [1C ath'ance.
screening. I‘rnvitled credits list reeninlnentlatinn per Mr. Struh'a instructinna. llliiveraal
released their EKCILISIE-"L' trailer an Ynn'l'uhe 31 [Lil
llittMei-i'n-xynutuhe minglieln’i: liMsf—DKKI I l.

US) (4)

. SCl‘LP'LEliTV—lfiflfi §H03~f=
HAWAII FIVE-0
'l'l'1‘i-'!~I':I‘I.l"]lll T'l*'.-".r"- |r_1'r" 'i' -!I' -"' 1 ."ll - 3H h. -- l’i'i:-=:.II~."'IIie .'i--'-.I.*--...ir '-



              
             

 
            

   

   

 
       

              

        

  
       

    
              

                
             

    

           
             

           
             

             
               

            
     

     
             

              
       

    
             

 

    
         

  

                  
   

  

              
             

 
            

   

   

 
       

              

        

  
       

    
              

                
             

    

           
             

           
             

             
               

            
     

     
             

              
       

    
             

 

    
         

  

                  
   

  

I‘eIIIII-nt lIII :I‘IIIII'HInlIIII: .II IIIII‘I.13.'.-.Ii we let IIII1-.~IIl.i'.Ii [I I I I I l‘ -I ii' - .'~*.I.*IT1I;=II-'I'IiI-Iis “-lilfi
lIIrrIII-IeII-z ilI.~vII]II|II'Il i' "II-"I .IIII1-- llllllll IIII' drill“: III III....IIIIIII I‘ll-"H. ii‘II. "t-ll' HLI'IIh.

NCIS
Reviewed script and nrevided netes te eps #237. Asked predecers te censider
SAPR adjudicatien enisede.

DOCUMENTARIESI

N'EW WORLb ORDER NAWIMARINE CORPS [MAX
Had lIIllIII-v—IIII IIII-I'II-II: Itll‘d 'I'I'Imi II'I.r:IlIIII-III, 'L'I'l‘I'I'I: ullI Il'ilI” ‘-..Iv_v illitl .‘I'lII IIII: .III.
stII'lJI'I'.IIIIIIII'IIII‘IIII‘ Illlll lllIl‘llllHIl-J'I I Il‘llmlilli‘w .iliLl IIlIIllIII'rIII.

OPERATION MARTILLU
USCG has majer reservatiens abnut preject. [NNTR]

MYSTERIES AT THE MUSEUM "-
Travel Channel I equests te film the Bathvscape TI ieste eshibits at Natienal Museum ef US
Navy In D.C. as well as an interview with a histerian. Naval Histery SI Heritage Cemmand
willing tn suppert. Filmlng date requested Fer Iglul. preductien cemnan}r signed the FAA.
Awaiting reugh cut. [N NTR}

YEARS OF LIVING DANGEROUSLY {Decumentarv} - Helen Malmgyen ne Ienger with the
preductien cempa ny. Mr. Ugilvie reached eut tn the executive preclucer abeut vielating eur
terms in the FAA [directly centacting ether cemmands witheut eur'anpreval]. Their
executive predecer. DavId Gelber. explained that Shewtime is werking en a secend Navy
episede. Mr. Ugilvie resnended that Cl recemmends an interview with RADM White. and
that ifthev pursue ADM Lecklear they must ge threugh USU-PA. Capt. Sims. PACDM FAG.
aware el' request. l3efere ADM LecI-dear’s interview. his stal‘fsuggests the preductien
ceInpan.r interview IMDM White first.

WORLD'S TOP 5: SEA MONSTERS
Twe clay filming by Discnverv Channel cemplete at ACU-S highlighting LCAC and crew’s
mechanical marvel and team werk as well as future acquisitien ef nest generatien LCACs.

-- Expected te air in the fall. [NNTIU

RISE 0F THE MACHINES
Cl and OASD-PA appreved. Ne carrier availability an East Ceast. reengaging with CNAF
Pacific.

BEST OF MIGHTY SHIPS
Received reugh cut: ne issues. Air date TB D. [N NTR]

DECLINES:
_—_——

”‘ItII I I‘I‘I-sl‘n" IIIIIsI: Lien I-‘If' -' . I.I IIl.II_': .ihllI'I‘l LU il."-: .'- Iv": II IIIII'+_IIIIIIII:-.. hill. the
nut l‘IIIvI' IlIsI'I'il'IIIUIIII.

—-—

l EDMIN:



HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAVY .
Next IITTN cenfil'mmi fur" Hwh’mg nnhmu‘d USS Reagan mad 'I'BIJ helm “[undren. URL}
30 m‘ Himilar fixed *0. me, asaets ulsu r‘r_"L1ueH[eL1.

_— — — . _

"fiesélfles: _

Humming Reserve auppert:

(5)



NAVINFO WEST Weekly cnrt
08Aug13

l_|1_1{liIlL‘[l ltums‘ iii lillLIL’

EELS—Niflfififll" bfiifioamiifi_
(b) (4)

THE LAST SHIP
Hunting with killilr'l’mf I’M) {li’ii‘iiiig [ll tlt'tEl‘IIIiIlt‘ LII'I'IHIIIIII iii ailiiiiiirt IIIISSIlIlL'; ThiHll'l‘u’E'
rrfipunfiu. RI'HL‘EIrCh/lnriitiim Siziiiitl’ur iiriiilurtimi 1mm 1.3mm. til tii liriuI'Niwy ltfflilEI‘SlIlii.
Research summit aiitliurirril. hit-Mini: with writers {lulu}! at Illiili.

PLANES
Premiere I-‘Ii'IIH ii Surrey-m VINHUN Alli Ill'ilrl' luatiurfiliin m iittcmlmiru. jriint III'L‘HH I'i'flL‘EIHI‘
L-xiwrtr-tl inter this: wrinli. Film IIpL-‘I'IH :intinnwirlr fi'—lr\iig.

_—._—_ — — _____ _ _ _____ _

:' rEATURE—Hms;

GUDZILLA
Film release planned M .11}; 2014-. Prtivirlirig ad agency strike group fimtage. [NNTRJ

CAPTAIN PHILLIPS
I-‘ilm out in llIfli-‘ltEI‘E-i 1 Ii'Irt'13. Wiirkint: i-vitii Sony to SUI advance screening in HE. and
Nnrfolk. Official trailr-i'ruleafied UBMiiyllil. [NNTR]

LONE SURVIVOR
Sriietiuiud tn he I'UlEE-‘Iht‘tl till IfiliiiiZO 1+4. Wurkiiig with Film 4.1 m1 the DC. iILlVIII'IL'L'
Screening. Prrwided criitlith list remmniundation per Mr. Struh'a iiiiitriirtimm. limversnl
released tlIEII‘ uxclusiw trailer rm H’iJLITLibi: 3 Hill
i himilbfiiflmifllbfiLMLb-mtcii 'r’v = B M F LE f- D X X U. i . l. “i NT R i

(b) (4)

i sgntprrn irw GAMI:§I-It'iW_:_ _

HAWAII FIVE-O
l':ij_~1:,1il:_- 1.1-. {LEVI-git“. Ill'l'l" ' -.' ' :'.I'II"IL '|!ll,'l'l,"l|i' ' 1'51 .I - T._-|'-- iigjuiilnli l-ri:"i‘_._iri:i'ii

'.~.'-ill'.il‘iii--.--:‘I‘."'_.'i.:i --r'..."1'- - '3"-r-.-"" “TI" 'il'



              
            

 
            

    

   
   

   

       
             

        

   
             

     

    
              

                 
             

    

            
             

            
             

             
               

            
      

     
             

              
       

    
             

  

    
         

              
            

 
            

    

   
   

   

       
             

        

   
             

     

    
              

                 
             

    

            
             

            
             

             
               

            
      

     
             

              
       

    
             

  

    
         

scheduled lil hr llilllL'tii Ii'illJl'tl HEP-u l...'l-.I.' lain [Eli—7“) HM HAUL“. livspouiieil 1o
l'rntiucilnn ‘u.si*.t'.illt's- rpm-Hi ::'~ 'iill' 'iiiliiil'iliL‘ti surt'u .. liii'lili‘u‘l'e in Tavern snow

NClS
Reviewed script and provided notes to eps #237. Asked producers to consider
SAPR adjudication episode. (NNTR)

URBAN OASIS (HGTV)
Received rough cut.

[ DOCUMENTARIES:
_-. _

NEW WORLD ORDER NAVY/MARINE CORPS [MAX
llad followiup meeting to discuss revised treatment, which includes Navy’ and Marine air,
surface. submarine and amphibious missions and platforms. (NNTR)

OPERATION MARTILLD
linii u-ritr-uiu-iui .inti pa: icipaiiuu l“ ruling on l'li'll legit! 1mm th-i'lsiuh liar-cu uoieniiul
.Inpacis Io Judiciary pri- -_~ss.

MYSTERIES AT THE MUSEUM
. Travel Channel requests to film the Bathyscape Trieste exhibits at National Museum of US

Navy in D.C.. as well as an interview with a historian. Naval History St Heritage Command
willing to support. Filming date requested for 191m, production company signed the PAA.
Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

YEARS OF LIVING DANGEROUSLY (Documentary) — Helen Malmgren no longer with the
production company. Mr. Ogilvie reached out to the executive producer about violating our
terms in the PAA (directly contacting other commands without our approval). Their
executive producer, David Gelber. explained that Showtime is working on a second Navy
episode. Mr. Ogilvie responded that Cl recommends an interview with RADM White. and
that if they pursue ADM Locklea'T they must go through OSD-PA. CAPT Sims, PACOM PAD.
aware of request. Before ADM Locklear's interview. his staff suggests the production
company interview RADM White first. (NNTR)

WORLD'S TOP 5: SEA MONSTERS
Two day filming by Discovery Channel complete at ACUsS highlighting LCAC and crew's
mechanical marvel and team work as well as future acquisition of nest generation LCACs.
Expected to air in the fall. (NNTR)

ii

RISE OF THE. MACHINES
Cl and UASD-PA approved. No carrier availability on East Coast. reengaging with CNAF
Pacific- {NNTR}

BEST OF MIGHTY SHIPS
Received rough cut; no issues. Air date 'l'BD. (N NTR]



jDECLUfiES{i __ _ I _ _' _ _ ___

!':II'.'|'-é[~f.':.l 3.: ||'_'4..*!H"

 anN: _' _ ' -- - ¥-__

HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAVY
Next H'I'TH i5; I‘m‘ 24.5mm. USS Ronald Reagan [{IVN-Tflj and NSC-21 311- L'ut'll"h'1m:-Ll.
flwaitin}; VHlI-BU CUtHiI‘mntmn.

(b) (5)

_RESERvfiS: I _ ' ; _
Uptomi Hg; Huscrve suppurt;

b) (6)



NAVINFO WEST Weekly Report
22Aug13

I_.IpI;i.-ILeII Items In Blue

Sign] 1113A NT pevememfih‘sg

HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAVY
"w..u"~;1_ I ‘I '-.I-I III!' I; .'~I,:II.' . ' '.- ‘IJIJI I III-n [’.III .:II ;.!.._I:"-.r5_‘l;:I: '. III-l. III-III ". .!:1.I_.' "ff“
.|['r L ... - I'II .- ..I I‘ll ‘ -1-II 1-] II."._ i .I 'l' 1' : '1. .'I '..;1I _ ' ll 1"! 1 r' I I. 'll' _
'I. cal-l. ‘I_]'|JJ.:I!I. ‘.I” j,|I| Il.'\ .._,..| ..- =_' .1ltll-Ir.1_l_.].._"!-|_|IIILIII I|_::I_J'-__|.|F '.I I IIII I II'I.'..'III [IIIILJl-III.

I."' 'I I I-§'I.I'II;IIII.I' -I'IIII E-iILIII' I‘I'II- II'I-I -'-'-I..- |-II..-I"~.'II?., ”‘-.-I;I'II'-'.' '1.IIII1 I"I“~.="_='III: '!II Iii-{III "III:!III'=-I'II= --I
I I‘l“!"-_‘I‘l-l~;[: !"| 'l; :IJ'..11'-: |t|'.-1|1II:-III. ' IIL'.I:r‘ :t'II-JILIIII' 'I |}rl.' .- 'l. "Ir-Ill I. I I! Ir. II: III.

':!,I;!-.‘-.r,‘~. E”:HII|'I'T'I‘?‘
b) (4)

THE LAST SHIP
‘.I“. .I!_iI'I-I -. ".II "'-:'-".‘I.': w -iIuII " - ' ._‘ '..‘I.| "'1 ‘5'; Iii-i“? I'.. - -.~_-.-;1.-I .UI' "1 j;:.-_~_,I.--.I.. I -'
:.IIIIIII.II'I,-'..I|IIIII IIIIII'C‘i' -III_IIII.' LIIII- '-.I'I='I' III IIIH- 'I'-:1-".“‘..'"II'. '...I I..' t'r- I- | '3 -.|".‘-
'II:II‘.II_III~.3IL.I. "IEIII'TIIIIIH '. |III1HI-'~.§I_.I'§Il I:I'I'I‘IJ’I'I_-I_~.III'-.'I~ ..IIIIII-I'II I!I"'.II-II'II‘I:§_I_iEII_IE_-I’I1IlIIIII..I‘II."'-III
2II III:..‘I‘.I~.I‘!I':I I‘III. ‘I‘I"‘l_‘II§ II "III II'IIIE; "_f|'EI|IIIII I'IIII"*-3 IIII..'I- l1:-I I' I”'~;I.-'.II‘I' "Il'l! I‘I‘I'II...III'|II i -.:I-|;Ii'.III|

., 1 .I - II:IIIII:~.IIII ..I II].

b) (4)

FimiJRE—flfiqéj—
—_ ——_ __ __ _ — —_

GODZILLA
Film release planned May ZUIII. Pruuitlmg tILI agency em'ke gmup I'I'JI'IIEIge. - I'. we;
I'I‘IIIIL’HL II'I ."--"II I‘IIII‘LIIII :.'IIII-; .!1.I :II {ell-I". HI'IIII’II III I'I'IIII-::.IIII: !-;--. um- -:'-'II;:I---

CAPTAIN PHILLIPS
Film our in theaters 1 “ENE. I-"IFIII‘II'IIII: with Hem-I lII set fld‘I’DIIL‘L‘ screening III [H1 and
NUI'I-DIIC. UIIIL'IEII trailer released IZIBIIIII11II12I. {NINTH} .



LONE SURVIVOR
Scheduled to he released on ltilanEi'i] ti. Working with Iiilm 44 on the D.(.'. advance
screening. Provided credits listrecoimaendation per l‘vir.StrulJ'sInstructions. Universal
released their exclusive trailer on You'i‘ul‘ie 31 Jul
[http:ffwwwyoutuLie.c_oinfwatch'.’v=iiMFLEi-lliU}. [NNTR]

|_ _ _
licmg'rso TY__/_GfiME_Sl-£W: _

HAWAII FIVE-O
RevIet-ved script ISL} episodes vitit'i. IHIT, and edit. No USN involvement or depicted on
episodes and follow-on comments provided to producer.

NCIS
i'riivuled i.i'|'ll'ii_|1i'|it'f.. | Eli”

URBAN OASIS [HGTV]
Featuring U55 Constitution set to air on Friday, Sitinug at T’PM [EST]. Rough cut previewed
and .‘ipproved. [NNTR]

[fiufifiness—;
NEW WORLD ORDER NAVY/MARINE CORPS IMAX
Had follow-up meeting to discuss revised treatment, which includes Navy and Marine air.
surface. submarine and amphibious missions and platforms. "SEAPOWER" approved by El.
FAA being drafted. [NN'i'R]

OPERATION MARTILLU
Do D way-ahead and participation pending on [)0] legal team decision based potential
il'i'l pacts to iudiciarg.Jr process. (N NTH]

MYSTERIES AT THE MUSEUM
Travel Channel requests to film the Hathyscape Trieste eshihi ts at National Museum ofUS
Navy in D.C.. as well as an interview with a historian. Naval Historyr 8:. Heritage Command
Willing to support. Filming {Late requested for Win], production company signed the Pit/i
Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR')

YEARS OF LIVING DANGEROUSLY {Documentary} - Helen Malingren no longer with the
production company. Mr. Dgilvie reached out to the esecutive producer ahout violating our
terms in the FAA (directly contacting other commands without our approval]. Their
executive producer. David Geiher, explained that Showrime is working on a second Navy
episode- Mr. Ugilvie responded that ill recommends an interview with Rollie-1 White. and
that it'they pursue ADM Locldear they must go through OED-PA. CAP'i' Sims. PAtJOM PM).
aware of request. Before ADl‘d Locitlear's interview. his statisugeests the production
company int'erviet-v RADM White first. {NNTR}



WDRLD'S TOP 5:51am MONSTERS
”Ii-w: Lin}; filming hr}; DEFINE-Jr}! Channel emnplete MACH-E". highlighting LCAL‘ :Imi elem-"‘5;
meehaniml marvel and team wart»: na- x-vell .13: lurure :qutmlinm ef next gem-rulinn LEACS.
Expected m air in the .111. [NNTFH

RISE OF THE MACHINES
:‘JHI'H1l1.l"i-:«'IHIHJF'UIH H'I' -. "11m Pia-”III "l' l haiwr. l3. - - ':' a... “m Illlll‘fi Ilil-_l
13:.Ht-11'-r'1|'u1"'. r;'.-1:'I'r',I;,-=.i'

BEST OF MIGHTY SHIPS
Reeeived ruugh L‘ut: nu issues. Air [late T1217. [NNTRI

_ DECLINES_=_ _ _
"The Hunt" [Global Mnnhtuu, WHI'ELFH meat x-x-umted] - II‘IHHI'IiriL-ILI I‘euu‘n en HWeHrmem nmi
lnw mmluetien 01mm unifies;inx-'1}]L-'i11;;HSN persenm-l nr Hlmme, en \Hwni matulintiem.

: M-‘k-"ill pt'uvuie Mr. GLWiI' Pnrtnm' (Creatiw Pl'ndueel'} Mdihihfllhp tn reenenee NJWh ‘FUK-E'EH'I'
11H significant event n! high intel'eei value neeurfi.

EDMJN; __ j— __ __ ___ —

{NNTR}

LEE_S§_WE$=__ ' _’ _ ' ' '
. Upcoming Reserve suppnri;

# ID) (5)



NAVINFO WEST Weekly Repert
29Aug13

Lipilnted Items in Hliii-

SiGNlFIpANEDEVfIOEMENfiL

CAPTAIN PHILLIPS
{ll'i'icial trailer released Bl‘uley] 3. Film nut in theaters llOEtl 3. Huh}: inst set ”11‘ {late l'ui'
{THEFT Phillips sri'eenine in Wash DC i-vit'li utters Ht] Zilli‘f lei" New}; lemlersliip.‘

(b) (4) I

THE LAST SHIP
l.HIL'ItlIIIH‘1Htiillll li' Hey. iI‘LH. i. 'I:-_,l'."1ll."~"~i'." . 'H'-i--' 1—.‘ii‘.l;t .. i i... -“-:]‘H.,.-t‘.n~il .lilllllll‘fil.
l'ii‘rllli'Hl+_‘i' Ill ilr'pll‘s li- il_l|‘li '. '3' l".l lilil. .‘I'-l" H?i!.12'l'.if., 3w. .‘iImI-j 'ri='--;{ is“! W'- Li [H lll I:
"4.1%, 'r_'.;:L'- '*~i':'.‘.. "."."i'l -~. ".'I‘ .2 ' “fi- l'n"'.:"- _'-'i-'.'i':~_'._

(b) (4}

___ _ _ —

l_ FEATURE? FILMS:
GUDKILLA .

liilm release planned May 2U ] 4_ Presiding sci agent}: strike grim}: lnntsge. Herewed
request “J!" M I Abrams tank Judie [SFL‘ Brown to eeerd] and LlESI'I*E}}-'EI‘ plates ":1

(b) (4)

[.(JNE SURVIVOR
Scheduled tn he released nn lillnn l «"l. “lurking: with Film 44 (m the 11C- advance sereening-
l‘reuided credits list FL‘L'DITHHEHLlatH per Mr. Struh's instructiens. Universal released their

(NNTR)
(b) (4)

SCRIPTED WTGEMEs—iciw:
"IE-1'." {BMW {Lemur}! 3'.- 'l
'Ciiilil;li_'i_:1il lH.‘ l'l-‘rll.



   
              

        

 
               
    

   
               

   

   

      
             

           
    

  
            

     

    
              

                
             

    

          
             

            
             

             
               

            
      

     
             

              
       

    
            

     

      
                   

   
              

        

 
               
    

   
               

   

   

      
             

           
    

  
            

     

    
              

                
             

    

          
             

            
             

             
               

            
      

     
             

              
       

    
            

     

      
                   

HAWAII FIVE-D
Reviewed script ISO episodes 406. 407. and 408. No USN involvement or depicted on
episodes and follow-on comments provided to producer. (NNTR)

NCIS
iii-viewed Hi. ripls and ii' .uun-u: r*~;i~..1.;.~....i.e. 5:13.351“ .nui 3-12 Turn-r Holes will in:
suiunittcd upon lurthti “usinu'ri'.

URBAN OASIS (HGTV)
Featuring USS Constitution set to air on Friday. BOAug at 7PM [EST]. Rough cut previewed
and approved. (NNTR)

Eocumsnmmss:
NEW WORLD ORDER NAWjMARlNE CORPS IMAX
Had follow-up meeting to discuss revised LTeatment. which includes Navy and Marine air.
surface, submarine and amphibious missions and platforms. "SEAPOWER" approved by Cl.
FAA being drafted. (NNTR)

OPERATION MARTILLO
DoD way-ahead and participation pending on DD] legal team decision based potential
impacts to judiciary process. [NNTR]

MYSTERIES AT THE MUSEUM
Travel Channel requests to film the Bathyscape Trieste exhibits at National Museum of US
Navy in D.C.. as well as an interview with a historian. Naval History 8: Heritage Command
willing to support. Filming date requested for 1911.11. production company signed the FAA.
Awaiting rough cut. [N NTR) '

YEARS OF LIVING DANGEROUSLY (Documentary) - Helen Malmgren no longer.witl1 the
production company- Mr. Dgilvie reached out to the executive producer about violating our
terms in the FAA (directly contacting other commands without our approval]. Their
executive producer. David Gelber. explained that Showtime is working on a second Navyr
episode. Mr. Ogilvie responded that Cl recommends an interview with RADM White. and
that if they pursue ADM Locldear they must go through OSD-PA. CAPT Sims. PACDM PAO.
aware of request. Before ADM Locklear’s interview. his stalfsuggests the production
company' interview RADM White first. (NNTR)

WORLD’S TOP 5: SEA MONSTERS
Two day filming by Discovery Channel complete at AClJ-S highlighting LCAC and crew's
mechanical marvel and team work as well as future acquisition of next generation LCACs.
Expected to air in the fall. [NNTR]

RISE OF THE MACHINES
No embark opportunities out ofSan Diego until potentially December. Awaiting final
answer from carrier. (N NTR]

I—Iomxou +comer(enlist-ism:sci-1m
Hot in film lint-p at tlir lliu "~;i|"'—i'.2'u up. "Mat-Al .".11' “d. +*.'iI|rHi*'- htunuii 'nm l..il-‘.i‘. l’.-'i.-‘-. signed



fiRS‘LLI-fll I'E'I'MICI {:31. Hit!
'1. L'lI-Illllli:' ‘LII_|"I;-~:- I|-:.| ' I ':.|-| .| I I -.--- -:I-__-._ . IIEILHIH‘I".[EZHITI't-f,

DEC—LIEJES:

HGLLYWDOD TO THE MAW
. 1 _. _. .- . . . .l:n _ _ _ . I. . _ _

I- l -. "1+III I I _4I"':Hr' '.' " I I i: I _" " ' | I' I! 'ili‘hih '-'

'RESEgfifis:

Upmming REEL we. sul port:

(b) (6)



NAVINFU WEST Weekiy REpnl'E
USSep13

Updated Items in Blue
—. . _._|_|. ..

SIGNIFICANT DEVELDPMENIT-Siw ..
-.— ....__|— . . -. ..-|r---.- -- - ----------- —— .— _ .—... .-- .—I .

CAPTAiN PHILLIPS
Filrn cut in thEaters 11t]ct13. Cnnrdinating advance plan With Earn.r liar DC screenings an
[130cc Phil Strtili assisting. Develeped draft ta llting paints. Socialized with CnPT Fenniclt
and S-UCUM. Warlting liriefing card for El with Hesvsdesluvith fast facts from film. Sun},( has
begun massive televisiiin advertising campaign press junkets lnr media EHpflSlll‘C, and
update hillhtiards/trailers inure than a manth tnit Frtirn premier.

(b) (4)

THE LAST SHIP
Elitt‘civt'tl SHCNAVHCIHH ' amirtivai viii ['IlllNli'iJ tii lll"ll"'.'l['.l!.’ sumac-rt. HI.‘.".-'1t".“-.Z-'lH}; rt'vlstttl strripts,
chisiithrs i ---‘i-. 11i-’t-'riti-ii'.-s - isitl tits; l-3r1.‘ ill-inn: siicccsstirl. iliint:ii'a-ii tit?HER-til}:iriwidetl
Eildli (LIFT lirian Quin. -: farmer liir_~i‘.'ti':i_t'ei' [It]. regarding assistance In it'riting L't-aiii.
itrmuestvd ll'iellfigltll iii: .itiiin sczitlt tin Hllti lrtini Slilll‘i'f‘itl (*i .tt-'.lliL-.il'1li.' ships £31: Matt's. ‘L’tfiil
riiiirtiinalc meetings n: st tvecis tvitii HllHFlh‘iiL ti‘ili', tif‘i Hill-1T, Nlfi‘ifili and ships-5 {Iils {Illt't'l
ships identified. lliscn. set] lieedi'ri': fitititin iiii'liccl‘ sltppfirt Evitli rein-ssh llil'cctnr-

(b) (4)

GDDZILLA
Film release planned Ma};r 2014-. Pruviding ad agencyr strilte grciup factage. Sl-‘t.’ llrtn-vii
catirtlinatmi :‘rli Abra-iii». tan]; .iiitliti :it lit ll‘Wlll 055ml. iii_-stri'ifi-*!.~t‘ Plates Ucntiitlit. e

(b) (4} Ir.‘

LONE SURWVDR
Scheduled ta be released an 1013:114. Werlting 1with Film 44 an the DC. advance screening
Previdecl credits list recammendaticin per Mr. Strtih’s instructians. Universal released their
exclusive trailer on YciuTuhe 3 lltil [http:flws-vmitubecnm {watch'E’v=BMFLaf-DXHU].
‘Ift-‘tr have. lHEt’l'I lintlllfltl ' inivci‘stii in illriiiiiiHi-i t‘hii‘ifs' til"i'f."';'|1lll}-”l.‘- in l‘tl iii ticttil‘lt'i‘. ‘i-"‘I."r..' trill
verilr the plan and ha: 1.Eirief til.



"24" [1. [M1 Centuryr [*‘oitj
7*...l'.'7i‘-_'-i' HEW“: iii-iv | i ' - .' willoi'i} Iii .1']."-i'|iii_il ir!‘ i‘ilh.
l . -..I:‘...irilri._ . 'i .. ' '. '.|~~' .LILHI loi‘xiimiiil l.

I.i:ii-'i 1,,

HAWK-"LII FIVE-G
ijl'Ht'liitii Hi i'llii IL’i‘tiil-‘il. HHFL'i if'rilI.§i"1-"iiiiilii||liciiL'l'i'1l..iL.‘l-.Illl| i: IL: 1.11. mm.

i1:1m'iiiii.=iii:i; With HUI? ..':_'_;t'I:..III i.‘-'|-l i".-‘il.'l in: locum”: .niiiliim l'.'il l'm'I! iHi-iiiti.

NCIS
Reviewed scripts and treatment 150 episodes 238.239, and 241. Script notes will be
submitted upon further research. Is.".".'i\.-'lii ‘i'.'l"..*-Ti'suinmtir ii i. r‘lill'Hl fo Nlilh production
shill iol‘sil: vlsli oisri it’iiililll ill i..-'i.

GREAT i-‘OUI’! TRUCK lit :XCli (l-‘(itii‘i .‘iii-ZTWURKI
Reviewed and iltllll'tlk'l':

[oocumsnranise
NEW WORLD ORDER NAVY/MARINE CORPS {MAX
~Had follow-up meeting to discuss revised treatment. which includes Navy and Marine air,
surface, submarine and amphibious missions and platforms. “SEAPOWEW approved by Ci.
FAA being drafted. [NNTR]

OPERATION MARTILLO
‘v'ir'iri- ilnilvii- '-:i.'llliilll.“ I all ini‘iirioninni ihiwn iiili' to Ira] real I'Ill'li'i l'llH..a . |

MYSTERIES AT THE MUSEUM
Travel Channel requests to film the Bathyscnpe Trieste exhibits at National Museum ofUS
Navy in D.C., as well as an interview with a historian. Naval History 8: Heritage Command
willing to support. Filming date requested for Iglui, production company signed the PM.
Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

YEARS OF LIVING DANGEROUSLY (Documentary) - Helen Malmgren no‘ionger with the
production company. M r. Ogilvie reached out to the executive producer about violating our
terms in the FAA [directly contacting other commands without our approval]. Their
executive producer. David Geiber. explained that Showtime is working on a second Navyr
episode. Mr. Ogiivie responded that Cl recommends an interview with RADM White. and
that if they pursue ADM Locklear they must go through BSD-PA. CAPT Sims, PACOM PAD.
aware of request. Before ADM Locklear's interview, his staff suggests the production
companyF interview RADM White first. (NNTR)

WORLD'S TOP 5: SEA MONSTERS
iiifkl'li'i‘dtitiLln’éililiig l'i-In ii.ii;l~: Hm: ”i: .iilllii. illiiii ilmi "a.



RISE OF THE MACHINES
Nu embark UppLH'tUl‘litlES nut el San Diegn until pntenimil};r December. Awaiting final
answer frein carrier. [N NTR)

HORIZON - COMET [BBC Science Series]
Set to film 15Sep at Cesn Hot Springs [in Naval Air Weapons Statinn China Lake. FAA signed.
r‘x'N'l‘ii;

GRILMED {"l'ruvei {Ilia -nel}
iiiilirtieetl in" silg'innrt irai'tir'rr "-‘ix‘i. iiiirmre.l st'iiI-iiIIIL-il Inrl'iili-h'e

EECLINEs:

MUHPH THE F'RGTEIL 'UR
{iif‘it'e Lit-t'ltm-ti in sun: Irl Hits. ~‘ :Ilr‘I‘l lillt' in re: L:'1s1r i'HH-tn-n n .'-I'1r.'.1rie_. 'i‘nntm: .! "_.
it‘.tl1ii't'~it.‘ii*[iiitlflt‘llll'h :t;1rj.-‘h.!+.---.' nn Herr Sinai]. i."' “in Erie. 'H‘Ir's elitir~ Elie H] innmr.
I_'l'|!.li'ii,‘,’1i't1iiliIHHJFHIUTT Hi. .I:.' m 4‘- ills Ire-ruin; tmnu :mi te: 'r:'.* |["‘-.." 'l‘lti- iiiri: 'HHHLti 11--
LHHiIiihlt.‘ nn iii-"ii. i'l'ni. s.n1t.."-.~'.li+~m!ni liiil'i Hr un' Iii

EUNQUHH Series
f-iuli—in-in ll'i'll series - ”mmw:.1:-:.n-ilmn.-m

(IDLE) 'WAR Iv'l-C'IIICEMI‘I 55.1313: The Sitar}r n! the {inn qHair 11—36
HiJL'LII‘I'i-L‘i'lliii'i’ — Jnsui'li- el'ii t'fisirlinliiun

'I'ABLET
[-mtnre film Insniiirt- :it {iii-t I“i'i,!rlt'nl'

———_-————u—

new“

(b) (5)
‘inliniitteil nllire rnntn '. ilii'iii'iiif'Tii in linernnrii(Ilier-Hmisflue'wr'Irn_~1...'i~rn'n| |-'”t'.i'1f‘~.‘ lew
rimnees.

NHR‘.’[JtJHii'ittliil‘L'iL‘ill.;Iiirlii‘l'.:*'li‘-!i1"i|.i}{,‘"~.[":'x.

.., 1 . _ . . . , _ _ I- .
LIL“. Vlh‘li in [A ml! ha.- nt slmri .ill'Ll inneennneh :numr 1m». -.mn-ri:.!tt!14- humid Reagan
lilirnr}: .‘x'n .ititiitinna: lW-lii'ii elirn'innlm sr.__~n1n-~.1. v.1

Ht’tl‘lit‘silrifj trinlr enti ir His in Mimi mlmlet ”wry-sari“

HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAVY
Next HTTN is Saturday. 2839;). Visiting SSN and TED [ether plati'tirms]. Senior guests sn 1:.“-
are Jesse Ehrman. VP Production at Warner Brethers Films, anti Brad Saunders, VP of
memes/miniseries atHBU. l‘a.‘ 'I

.
n
.
.
.

W
A

all:
'

_
II

I'll.



RESERVES:

Upcmntng Humwe mppasrt:b) 6
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Updntt'ti HIE-,‘HIH in HIIII.‘

EIGNIFICA'NT DEVELOPMENTS: _
CAPTAIN PHILLIPS
Film 0t In theaters HHCH 1-}, ' I'rs-I-.I. III l-i-II'I TIL-2' -I-I'I'. .-i.| . “4"I‘I 'IIIII'II' T‘-4;'II.'_'-.'
:HHI‘I; 4I§1[ 'II'I 12l|‘._.':'- l'fIZI HII' |:II‘ l 'I' 'I'r-H'I'I‘HI:"E'Il'[-4f:_.ll.-‘I-{I:I{Ir.4_4.1-..4'3'43'r :I'II'.II|"., 'II'I {IIITEIIIIf—SIIIIF

UNIV; I'II|!]:.I:I2I.*I'IEI'-_12 ' 11114 . '4 II I! I"L--'I':II; ' '-:II "- I21';-:"'2.'-. ' ".I1.'- .-.'II'|' II II"I-_'_ T'2.II'
I.' .I _ . |l .- . - 1 , _. I - ._.I-I2-I'I-I'?"2' "VIII? HIP- - '. .I'. .4- ~--..II —. -.-I.:I'.I ._:__sI.I

-II I.'I".-.l'2:.2I':

THE LASTSHIP
III‘IEI'I LIE-34' .H-I .IIIIIII ~4I'I [film 'I - . I". I"|I"' III. --_'.i. . F'Li 4'*.;I' '. I'I'I‘I IIrI "~II-.I
4'III'.'|1'.[:, 4.44%“;- .‘24,'I".-'i."~4l "III-TI“: ".2441 "1' 4455212: ”IF-Hf :IZ.'.?"4' 432M I I'. III 'II'II.'-4,
I'IIIf-IIIIII'H 1 “I 424' II. l'4III‘I ”411'44 :II-IEI'-I2I'I.I2 |:II.';IIII.III '-iI.'I'.'II'I .I I HIM} II:I.I: F3-2.'44i"‘I".-‘2[4 .I'-.'.II'..'II."I.I2
'-.E]|1'I'---L44'44.1"”4. I_III'II‘I'_‘.'II '[iII!—'. !.-.'.I-' II'.2--... I:I.'I.-." Ir-I'-_‘-.'|. 1'.'.'-" "-.'-'I'l-;.=4' I'-.'2li: "5| '44'-I‘.-"'II__:. €474.42", II‘QI-lHR‘I'

"'HII’-IIII' .r'l.."‘-l'

NEW WDRI.D ORDER MAW/MARINE CERF-'5 [MAX
'-'."I.-"‘I |'II..-I!If..*_-.II.III-~II. HI; .'I‘I'l_'L4 22-I'I? II'--.2II'II._-I2‘. E-:"-II.I'. '-r2r".~.'.'2I':EIIII~ 'I-I' I'-~-.-II_-I.I '.I-Ifil, NHL,
"-"I'744F'I'IIF. "-'.‘I'4|"]’_.4I[4. fl." 'flIf . 'I ‘ 7'14'Il. |'."-U~..

OPERATION MARTILLO
I'IHIII I-‘.-"II -I|1]I|'I'H-"t‘fl.4 1.“."2. IHI I III" '-'.'.-"4'I'II I“: ‘-I "'IS-i"I'IJ.|.I I I-:;!'I-e=.'2I2.E 1-.‘24 :"I’. {I . 'I'II I
|‘II.'IIII'I.~:-.' 2.-'-."J| I'IIIIIaI'E-z iIIII ["1"-‘-.'E'I':‘.‘|fll‘rl‘l'“1'14.“;.44VIT‘IIIfII' :III _'I i-I. I-I-E- .:I r-.-.2.'I I'II.--I'II'-I'.
Hull I.]II‘2!_‘E!1.'-I1‘_'_I'III'IIIIIH -I|IiII~ -.=' --‘-.I~i=.IIIII:I:- ': I.I_"IIIII_" -I_. I2 ‘.7II 5 II ‘34 I? III '
II'f1]-'f‘.’I[I; -: I-; III-I'I'I.'_'I- .gI'I-I, -I-.4e ': ' III .I .I. -_fIII_II--. III. .--I_ II-"_ ._; f.‘_'-."--_":'.-

_FE!_\T_URE FILMS_: —
LONE SURVIVOR
“-4 I:-.-I'."II.:;I_'-:_ I.. iII-II'EI-.;I.- .' IcII - . . ' '-.--II'---. ._ -- :I I -:'.--.-2II-- "*1 '-; 22::
l4l'.]"I}'I. 'Ii'.I'4“--.-'I.‘I.-' |‘~ .'2II_-.-' l'IIIIII' 'II I--'-- iT--;-'_ "'.44 'II'II'II'... '-.‘2.-II'I-:.
.144‘I'éHlLI"4I'I'I"I‘HII|}_,{ III E 'I. \‘I.'.II' '|"'I2[|!".-'."I|4..|r1[_ ‘:I-'II-II:I-- 4 |.-I . I

GUDZILLA
Film I'EiEElSL‘ planned May Hill-'4. PI“D'-.-'iL1i|!1,LIJd 22gLJI2CjI'24'tI'il-ze gI'IILIII IIIIItage- SH: Brown
I‘IIIII‘IlInatL‘LI M l fllII‘anIs. tank audio at H Irwin 0552.2“. l}estrU}-II_II‘I2122tI;2s pending. {NNTRJ

(b) (4)



'—._ w_n.-.-—- —. .. . - -- - ---—- ---—— ---- —------- '....-\. ..- .-. .-| .--.-. -— - - -- --- —--—._... _ _a—.-__._-...- ..-- .-| -- ""'""""_—I

Scatter} w @MESHJEI
"24" [20th Century Fox}
NAVINFO West leadership visiting 20th Centuryr FOX studies an ZUSep tn teur Fes
lets and meet with Executive VP of televisien productien ISU future USN precluctinn
suppert. l is” iiJTH} '

HAWAII FIVE-U _
Preuided script feedback nntes 130 Eps #410 film dates scheduled for 15-24Uct.
Ceerdinating with MCC I-lagen‘ian {CNRH FAG] ferleeatienfsceuting1V0 Ferd Island.
['NNTR] _ '

NCIS
Reviewed scripts and treatment 150 episbdes 238,239, and 241. Script netes will he
submitted upon further research. b5.J't‘ifiEbiiitii‘i'l-ZH'T submitted recite-Eel t'e Mil}? iziretinrtmn
stall ltirsitt- ifth‘li and In arting with Fred listrirsri’lu’i’i‘i t1? rs In tiltii‘LIS-ifi future episntirr.
thrlntntstrtiiitit: NEEH lHtI sexual ..asstniit irn'twt'luutitnis iiIlti {idititlictitiiitt

GREAT FOOD TRUCK RACE [FOOD NETWORK)
Reviewed and appreeed. {_.“‘~i.="t'l'I-1_;

”B. TAYLDR" '
HUL'L‘l‘t'Cti In'iniuctitin sugnert '.‘t_'iilis.u;': submitted in ?~£.-‘ii'iMilli-THEY? rm. {fillii‘ili'tl til—n.
H. 'l‘ut’ini' inn-bun artist and inrn'ivr .~"‘n’1untcs 'i'mx'linician tit-rtfiiiiti iiiase. has Etfiillitffl up n'itli
{intiitn‘hsiiitr I‘riitiilift'iinzs fur i; i'L-niitji' bust-iii tli'iE'L![Tlttiii.ii"}-’ slitut' bi bi- inn-rt} EH] lit-Iii [ietu‘iirl-Z.

._ ._......._.—_. ... —. ._......--.-.... ---.._.................-....-- -. .-----.---—.—........._|......-.--...-r-.- -.-_. ..._—._....._ . ..-.-..--—_...._._—.

Fife—captasnreelssrm _ .._ __ A __ _ _ __A

else es THE MACHINES
Ne embark eppertunities but nfSan Diego until petentially December. Awaiting final
answer fretn carrier. {NHTR}

' HDRIZGN — COMET [sec Science Series}
Set tn Fihri 153:3}: at Case Hot Springs en Naval Air Weapens Sta tien China Lal-te. FAA signed.
[NNTIU

ll

GRILLED [Travel Channel]
{Itiiiiiit-titit-‘H t‘l'li'l 'ET set as. It ll‘rls‘aéfi «.‘itiinnt't' agnu'.‘.lt:i.isi_ it:- iststttit‘tu Wis? serve as a guest
Judge. Filming set Eur j; [Hep at thus this}; 1]] .a’iiiltniniiis. lit-U1Limit-Ml, ..H.t-'aitint1,igiuiiattires.



EARRTOGA WAR HORSE
Ufiflitii‘ltiilli‘lrfi.’ film silo-irresiiifé'. oriioiii} r-._'E:i1.'ioiir~.'iii_ii 11{'*i".';-‘|.'I'.;‘I‘iii'l.‘1'.i]"l*~; and horses. Hilliiioggii
E'Viirilol'se Foiindstioii iioiiis i'e‘irnrziiis iii-silo: i’i'iih ii'l'iii'i. 'i'iir Hiirnifoiui iii-”or Horse iiroiirr:
has heron liie sli'i'iiem o: inuiiliiir= 'i-iri‘rision fin-intros i:i.-:."ii.lii1o_i: iilii“: .iiiii fiiiifl ‘.-"i='i~.i'ii.i News
'i'oriiiflit. ELL} ol' 38:31:“. His: siimi: S:‘-'"=ii!.1:-1ii'iii 1H: inierrieiwii 1o tin-.4- iris. inimi's iHm?ri-iiiii'wii ii-ii i:-
iooiiiiiirion. iiiii=.'i'i-'ii-n.:- “it“. for ETiH-riir. i-‘foii .uieiieii.

DEE_L_I_.IEES=_W____ '__ n F _ ’_‘ _ ‘1'; # M;
['f‘ifii'i‘li]

Submitted office oootsot inform otioo to Regional Operations Center in event of FPCUN level
changes.

Requesting; rear-rim} 1' 1mm lug wig—i.“ 1.“.H.mh;r,”tummy

Iii—1J3; Iniormotiim sinisLirnore iifl}E-li-i'.-'li"i.‘I1i.‘HH [roiiiinil iri 'E'H'Uiil’i‘ss. Report ol"
roiiiiiletion and training reri'iiiiiot es lo iii? provided to {ii-EH iii} fill-i Ii] :‘iilfi' iiifiej'i.

HOLLWOOD TO THE NAVY
Next HTTN is Setorooy. ESSep. Visiting SSN and TED {other platforms]. Senior guests so for
are JIesse Ehrmon, VP Production at Warner Brothers Films, and Brad Saunders. VP of
movies/’miniseries at HBO. {NNTR}

RESERVES:

Upcomiiig Reserve support:
(b) (5)
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Updated Items in Iiilue

[seeecarflwiofmfice _ _"_— _'_ _— __ __.—___' _ __ __;_
CAPTAIN PHILLIPS 1'
Fih‘nuutin theatersllOctlfi. '1 l l | ' ' '.‘It '--'i'|H'_- ' P-'-r.'ir:'r: Hr‘IlH!
F-IE.'H"1"I'i'!'.iti_L"‘iJ'Hindu l.“”__-:"' :‘,H' li-i'in'f"..'H~'.;-'.i:-ri i"? -‘. '_I‘.T_.".'I I '.--_'i'_‘.'i"'++'.:ti.:
lj'ti'ijii‘i' lintlrl‘ {'i'llihll'Ll Hm] I--ri; Iii-c'i'fi .'a";'n*tiHii"i| iiil‘ Iii .uii'. iii—iii:

(b) (4}

THE LASTSHIP
".ii-.isi_ii~rn~ni ‘-.i'-.:l mi 535*: in.'..?. _.H'eii: '-'.i_!-_i_ -."-.'-ii|.; l' -~_.i'.:";n:n. ':| |.. s.._'_-. i_-n-. Iii“;
iliellne Lill‘l' an ilkl'inire Islam: _-'.' '-.'I..':iil..* rifituni iui' Minnie. Lilzf‘rLIB-E'IH uriitnr. iamiillud 'w
'.fi'Heli. \‘i."i‘ii_'::*r's pint-Hr 'nnrvl'r' '3: 11:1.il‘ini11|":~'ii|!-:]"]‘;"'{: “CHI! i '-.I."i{'L|I.'|I' . liii'13{.15-w:'-. '.aeii Hi
merit-uric nrl rem-til _'a‘l itsain' "'-3.Jr.l]'~||"f.: Liar: I'immr’. " ."1I.’-.: 1"" a '.'-'..!:'!' |!' iliinn'li'rnr.
i‘iwitai'i-riiifslnf_"i.-‘i."t'i“'§§ "I."i,'i_-_~.|_ [Half-Kill-Hjli'. l:.|'-'.|Ht!‘I‘-"|:i”"1 Wind-1:" '..'-'l!:‘_|._~"..'l.1:' i}! .'.||I'

iii..|l~’.l-'i'.-\fi “Herr. \‘i-‘fii- .. iiNI-iiii'fi' uni Fifi-ii". '.II t .nn' i".'-_'-". '1 Hie-in.

NEW WORLD ORDER MAW/MARINE CORPS IMAX
FAA being drafted- Received revised treatment tnday. Fnri-Vnrdine, fur review in CI, FFC.
PACI’IIF, SURFPAC. AlltPAC and SUBPAC PAOs. [NNTM

OPERATION MARTILIfl
USDU‘A} apprnved FAA [SD Gl-‘HRATILJN MARTILLU nnneard USS HEN'i‘Z (iii-Ii rifi]. l’araisn
Pictures will embark 4- film crewmemners U/e. lfisept fer a 2-3 week at sea pef‘lfld
documenting various siiiphua rd eeniutiuns as delineated in the FAA. (IDR Cure}; Barker
[C4F PAD] has been assigned preject officer duties and escurt en imard RENTZ. '7
ifJin'LInwnlatinn HI li‘ib -1I:Ii.”l'L-'.‘.:'Heating;i‘iinanta'i._u.-.:' I! run I. i (Mi: :n i" :-:'_I'I"'
.-1Li:.iiiuin.i! HliN'i'Z’Jini' writ sniii":ii1=-:i in: Liiiiii ii.:1'ir.l.-r1n |"|?~|{'-i'_.

i FEeTiElLJ‘LS; __ _ _ _ _ ___ __.___ ___
LONE SURVIVOR
Sehetiu!ed he be released cm I Ulan H». Netified inf early screening; lDOct bested 1}}! Hail}?
Beast. SEENAV is attending With Pete Berg. Ci briefed. Wurltin}; with Fill‘11‘1-4 en LheDL.
advance screening in Dec. Wurlcine nn PAC: and liriefine card i'iir CI. [NNTR]

GODZILLA
Film release planned May 2U 14. Prneicling;T ad agency strike ernup Inntage. Slit. firuwn
ceerdinated M1 Abrams tanit audiu at lit Irwin DHSep. Destrnyer pla‘ttes pending. {NNTR}



___..._._... —.._.. -. -. .. ... .__u_-_... .-... ._._ —_._ .. -. _._.._ ~_._..._.—I._ II. _.. r

ifllfiflTjrflMESHflV
“24" {20th Century Fox} .
iii-115iNli'ilt-t-"liST office :‘i-lil with W Jim Sharp [Eli ‘t’ii-i- l-‘resitloln. Bibi-l iienturp lit-H]
aisl‘iediilod for 20 Sup. 'Ttiiitinii pi'riiii's lllL'iLItii' USN 1':-~sin.lrci”~: ISLE iii" l'utui‘o
productitin.

Hawan Five—o _
Provided script feedback notes iSU Eps #410 film dates scheduled for 15-240ct.
Coordinating.r with MCC Hageman (CNRi-I FAG] forlocation scouting 1V0 Ford island.
(meta) _ :
NCIS
Reviewed scripts and treatmentISD episodes 238.239. and 241. Script notes will be
submitted upon Further research- NAUINFDWEST submitted request to NCES production
staff for site visit and meeting with Prod Esecs/Writers to discuss future episodes
demonstrating NCIS ISO sexual assault investigations and adjudication. (NMTR)

GREAT FDDD TRUCK RACE [FUDD NETWORK]
Reviewed and approved. {NINTH}

”El. TAYLCIR"
Received production support request submitted to NAVINFUW EST via CHIN F0 Dino.
B. Taylor hip-hop artist and former Avionics Technician Second Class. has teamed up with
Untouchable Productions for a reality based documentary show to be aired on ION network.
Feasibility of support request submitted on 168ep to CNI1P,CNRS1WP.NASN1 PAD, and RTE
Great Lakes PM).

becoming—111mg.-
RISE OF THE MACHINES
No embark opportunities out oiSan Diego until potentially December. Awaiting final
answer from carrier. {N NTR]



     
                 

 

   
               

              
  

   
             

            
              

    

      
            

            

            
            

            

   
            

             

   

  

 

  

             
 

       

       

       

    
                 

               
    

 

   

     
                 

 

   
               

              
  

   
             

            
              

    

      
            

            

            
            

            

   
            

             

   

  

 

  

             
 

       

       

       

    
                 

               
    

 

   

HORIZON- COMET [BBC Science Series]
Set to film 155ep at Coso Hot SprIngs on Naval Air Weapons Station China Lalte. FAA signed.
[N NTR]

GRILLED [Travel Channel]
Competitive chef TV series. A USNA culinary Specialist in uniform will serve as a guest
judge. Filming set for EOSep at City Dock in Annapolis. PAA drafted. awaiting signatures.
[NNTR] '

SARATOGA WAR HORSE
lntervww conducted 5% III. 15 IIJI'ZI. NFL-"l fIIIr.I|.II;I:;I SIII'IIIIIII' (ill I'I'f1.Ii'tiill_I_1ill'I-'Iiil.-‘I.'lllt'ill I.I.'IL'II
HIII‘IIIIIIIII l.‘Is'III' iit‘ll'f-ii.‘ lI IItiIIiIIIII Film lIII‘IIsI-s IIII I'I_I!IIlIIIIIslIIII-. 'II'IIII-IIIII III-I'I‘II‘I- IIIIII'IIlII-I's
and horses and lIIII-v lI- IIIIL‘IIIIIII 'II'IIvIIlIII. liI'ililIlfJ, sIIIIIIIII'I IIIr III-r' Icc 'IIIIIIIlIIIr-I living I-IIIIII
Il'l‘h‘ll. IlII-IIIIIinnIIIglI 'tll.

HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC]
I-‘I'IItlIlL'I-I‘I. requesting]. ll'll‘lfll'i' IIIr lTlL' IIIIIsIIII-I- iIIIseLiI II.- IIIIIIlIII'I': - I'II'II'-II"I use. on!
IIIIIImgI-IIIIIIIt tIiIII'tIlIL' -l Hill". ll; II I- .IIiIII'I'I'Ii I'I HIIIII‘IlI. I IllI "x; I" .HIII.I I‘I'I' IlIIII. _-'."HIIIII. tIII'. IIII
III Time. Iiondueted I'I- II'IIreIILII : :IIl {III-II l'I' iII'I IIIIIJIIII II mu I.IIIIIIII.IIIII-'.II _ HIIlIIILIrme
HIILIIILlrIIII I 1 on sub L'I IIIIIIIIIit'}"II tll‘iitllli' lIsI- III tiIIIe/clot‘lts. l‘iI‘IwIflll'I‘lliliHlllI|1IllI‘I/illii_‘lT!t‘U'
opportunities at Direc Irate of lines and aboard available IIIIIIIIIIII'IIIII and III'IIIIIIIg I’I’if‘I.

EMPOWERMENT PROIECT [IndieFlix]
[-‘.LIIIIIIIIst to Interview I ate 'l'lllll 'II’I‘IDM -‘IlII.'lIe11I;I l-lIIvI'arIl .Ih II.II*I III LII'IcIIIIII'IIl.II“.
shIIII' t'IIsiIIII, inspiration I! wIIIIIIIII III .I I'.IriI.-I_I.- IIl'cIIreur fields. llIIIIIITIrI‘iIIIIII IIIIIIrvIevc [illili's
IIIItl IirIIlIIIIIJ, FAA.

lTJECLlNES:

[NNTR)

I ADMIN:

Submitted office Contact information to Regional Operations Center in event of FPCON level
changes.

Requesting year-end funds for three portable banners.

FY43 IIIIIIrIIIatinII A IILIraIIIrII {In} AweI‘IIIIIIss/CI..I1II.II'I‘lII-I-IIrIIIILIss [LlIIIIleIIIIc
cI'InIIIlIIIIIII. 'l‘raininII ‘ertil'icales I'II‘lIUitllJtl III {IllIIIIl-‘(I llll- l'l 1..

HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAVY
Next HTTN is Saturday. ZBSEp. '-.':IIII'iIII_1SH\ [‘l'llill aIIII Illi H1 l-III' ~.IIII.IIII'IIII_ Senior guests so
far are Jesse Ehrman, VP Production at Warner Brothers Films. and Brad Saunders. VP of
movies/miniseries at HBO.

RESERVESI

Upcoming Reserve supIIort:



(b) (5}



NAVINFO WEST Weekly Report
ZfiSep13

Updated Items; In IIlue

[SIGNIFICANT DEVEIZDFEENTS:_
NEW WORLD ORDER NAVY/MARINE CORPS [MAX
"11 IIr'IIHIeII ITII'u-c_7tu-.H"~; I- |]]' w. m veal '. 1'}— | "TIMI wui. ."-I]!-I|':-"II._. 'Il IIIF-l‘s‘at'. In" ”ill .
I'fmmmma: .11!1'II‘.“- Igmzii Il'im'amI ~.':~;:I.--; '.e.';.1""ef_.", mmi-I‘: I'I‘Iliwr NIH. |:.'::II'-;-III;n'l-.. Huh 1H'it'
I-',.’.'I"lf1-"‘a'1'|rw'.{I Inn?” |' .:1.nl."w.~' - " "II‘ |' “HES.

CAPTAIN PHILLIPS
:‘r'rn1.r'u.h.-L.i 11;: Irum Iii-Li -f"'i1'r-“‘-.'I[ NJ iH‘a-‘I'..":-. :i‘1'1."._'l"'! i'II'. -;I 3‘!" U ran: I? W-Jf-IWHJJI l "J tin-41:".
IC‘Q'IJWL'I 51H plw: “ML-h. l Iihrl‘r" I-~ ‘ '11iJI|.JI'f-.' '-.1:!1‘.!Hu." \".‘|' I" '-.'."]‘.'I i1 '-‘11r--;it1_r_*r4'--I"II'-'. 521:1i
IIH'HF'E'.‘I'1'III um: In ::l'.trr:.'.'- ."I":...'H'i'TI]‘~IJ"I'.‘L:-- I7'2I1.i'_I':'f "'H"ILIHL‘I-L'H'~I"'_|L'Li.1._:'
I1“-.['I'H'," 1"IIIIIII' [1111} Il'rgnwi r'r I‘-_III..".'. Irfi .. Try: '.;:. "I'I'TIIEI f.l".:r.."'--.I'I.'r' "" III'IEIE-

II-IIIr'I IarILI l.:I'III|‘I-' arm-I; l‘lt'l'1'1'1'":"l

NCIS
“Ln"; {TWIN .tm! {35137. '1'] HM "~.'.II': mu”. I.'.'!l.i‘l ;I'.'1'H.I'.II w' H 'M LID-i :: .- 'I_H l'-:"I‘-.III"_ I*;1I*-.I'.I:L“.
!I:'-.'{\I'.-"III_‘-_‘: 'IIHI'“ IL'EI‘IH' Neill. "5'3 ."-'|'!L:1.5IL;!IH'II‘- ='Ilrh-I'_"I1IP_I--L: H =' -'-.:~ 11=§r_-r'.:'I-.I -. “@1131: ..
Murine Ilu'lz'wr. [::r.~4{'-_~I, 5; H5. pet I . .'§I'.. HI‘I'I ;|I wee-L

THE LAST SHIP
“Ice-III J}II"I..‘IIT!'_‘ 1‘.'I1_:‘. {If aft-1"”; 1"-."'“-I.""-.".'.'-*'.r'[I'I'. -‘--':In.‘!: ..-I '-'. I-_-:.a:~ ‘-.‘..'-I :I1 :lwjm'v-

I‘a'rtt'lnr;Ian-1'.Hu". "~.;';'.' 'rn'm' n'-.I- ' ."‘_‘_I" ;.-.:*_:-' :I: 7‘ -.'_1;1I I.“ ”.1 i..‘;:'."!l1'i'l ". *I‘154. ‘.‘k':~="."I'I [affine]:
'-;r.'!'l]1I' :mtvh pm! [LP-5:." innit-1h” r.=ru" -' r :IIIIIHHHH .' .e VIII“ " ""."|.'_'I :_'.:r.I:-. FIT-PEI.
wiI-nl'Ifzeu IWH Im‘mer- VIII] l'.‘~.H--: :n :1:—.:~.I._~II I.‘-."I|_I'. HI“I'I['I| I'.-~..-n__~e.' :zrui INLIIHTIE'II {112mm IIII‘HIHE
[IZHIIII'ESIHIHIIq-tj. t NH? JIIH '|".‘I{TJ I'HI' 5.1mm ramp. Inna-J 1r. T'x'IL'HIHu-g :l}: SHIN-I‘M: [115}.
“Mi Tibial-I. [INF-43 1 .Im: 'SHIll-tow?'rfiIIL'I-ralaie.FINE-ewMinty-731.! In. -u-:-.~. .m: mt i: I~.I]!-1|"I‘,-‘:.I.j
!‘."‘~.H31.211,'LllI‘w-_'51,i)+."" {3' :L". ' 11!,- .!:H‘ pl'n:_§t!_u_'l_amr " ;-- U] H _'

HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAVY .
H1~.~;l_'i'l"l'7\'i* llm. Hun dm’. LII-17'~'-;'"I- ‘.'HIIFI‘H: ”5:9“1-23III-1|I11i{‘-5?TI |_"-"-3“- "Ti-3?} :‘HHI H'i'Kl-TTI.
III-Hun“:Hw-tr. .Il'f‘ [Le-:3: I'..[]I'I‘I‘."' "” I' 'r-IIHI"::~I= JI 1‘.' law Tm" '-"‘I‘:'-'.»H'115:|‘.I.i
'1.tIHII'|I'I'_‘w_'2'ITH1IIILH‘II 'HHH 1' " I! I ”I? '-

! FEATURE FILMS:

LONE SURVIVOR
Scheduled to he releaeed un IUslrI. Nntilied ofearly eereenine InUL‘t hosted he Daily
Beast. SECNAV is attending with Pete Berg. (TI hI'ieI'eiI. Walking with Film 4-1011 the l').C_
advance Sereening in Dee. winking nn PAC and briefing enrd l'nl‘ (TI. [NNTR]



GODZILLA _
Film release planned Mae EDI-'1- Prr'ieiding ad agency HII'IliE‘ group tonnage. SH: Irlrou'n
courdina ted M l Abrams; tank audio at Ft Irwin USSep. Destroyer platen pending. (NN'I'R)

f scale-too TV (GAME: suow:_
~24" [20!“ Century FOE}
Ill*.r~|'.]i.r'..'.;-:_'rit.-!*~. 'I it: I. I".- -Icll‘~.-'_.!'-.--lid-Midi}: i_ I'.'Il..|.I-._i er; _‘ “~L‘l.i.'.*-.

I'IAWAII FIVE-G
Provided acrint feedback notes ISO fink #410 film doles scheduled for 15~240cL
IinorclinatineI with MCI: Hagenian [CNRl-I PAD] for location scouting WU Ford Island.
IkN'I‘R)

GREAT FOOD TRUCK RACE {FDDD NETWORK)
Reviewed and approved. (NNTRI

"B. TAYLOR"
Received production support request auln‘nitted to an \IINFLHML-JS'E' Via CHINE-U til—o.
H. 'l‘aylor hip—hon artiat and former Avionics Technician Second Lilac-:5. has teamed up with
Untouchable Prod uctiona for a reality haaed tiocnmem'ary Show to he aired on IIIN network.
I‘eaoihility nlsnpport redueat submitted on lotion tn (ZNAI‘. CNRSW. NASNI PAH. and RTF.
Great Lakes PM]. ('NNTH']

.- _—— __. _n_____._ . — _ — __ - ——1— — —— _

I oocumenrames:
_— __ —-——___ _ - —-—_ ._ _ _ —._

OPERATION MARTILLL}
USDIPA] approved PAP—i ISE‘) OI‘ERA’i'IUN MARTILLU nnhoard USS RENTZ (FFI‘. an]. Parana:
Pictures will emhark 4 IIII'I'I cret-vinemimre o/a lSSeni tor a 2-H 1wiselt at sea period
documenting various. ahinhuard EUI'iILlIltHiS as delineated in the FAA. {LIJR Korey Barker
([1413 FAQ] has been arseienotl project officer duties and escort on hoard REN'I'Z.
Ihicumentanon of USS kliN'l‘Z tranainne Panama Canal in route Ill-1F :‘iDR in owe-recs.
Additional IIENI‘Z imagery submitted hr LCDF‘. Barker to DIMI'JI: [NINTH]

RISE OF THE MACHINES
“HUI'WIILIIL I'lll"'|."|'.1r':E' 'I' " . ' | -'u-|1:II:'II.'-'1‘ 'l.- "-' i'..-I' 'Ii‘*.l'.'lI'I' n."

. . . ... '. . . |-. - l_Illil-I'III'I. i:'.'rl_.'Li"'.. —|I.'I II'I _: r. 4. ‘



HORIZON — COMET (BBC Science Series]
i1'iJ111111111-1111111111111;”? '11 111: 1.1.11. - H11: 11111111111. 1;:1 -'1: 11131-11-1111131.111111113111111l..1i1'11
i’.='1.111;1-111-11.. 1111111111111 11111111

SARATDGA WAR HORSE
1141-.1'11'1111.“1'11111i111't1-1i' 1111. 1—1 1' ' "-1.11 I-L. .1111-.1,.! F1111.: *.i!' '_ "'115111; 1"."11"*."1-1111*112 11.1111:
3111111111111111-".11‘11111‘1111l1 1111l11|11111 5*II11' '111.'11.1.1---.111'11'1_*i..11111r!*.!':111'.i1-=*‘..'-L1.'1_*-1'1':-.111"'I11* 11111111111111"
.11111l11‘11‘111'111 .1111} i11111'l-1 1111i:‘.1|.'1*11 1.11'11.,*11ir*-. I 1*.'1i;1:1._11111]*:1111'! it,11".111“L'11_:-1:- '1'1'*:-1!11-1'1 1‘.'111§_*‘1.*1:|ii1
1"J'HI'L 1111-4111111},111111.15 "111..

HOW WE GOT TO NOW [PBS/BBC)
1‘1'1111111-111'11*‘1'1[111_*111113* 11111111“ - .:1-1L-1-1,11--11:.- 1-:1-.*--1.;1- *. 111 * 11 1.11.
1'111111.1_11_1'1111'1Ii11iL11‘1'Ii11: 1| 111111- -111: r'7111.1| 111-1. ': 11.1121]; 11111i-1I1'1.11'1"-.1.'1|:i "-1.111. 1

{1!111111'11111-11'1'/i}ir‘.1 11111 111 11! 121'1 3.111! 1:11 H.111 T111_1111-- i': 1.1111 --:1:.1:.1-;11'1111=. 1.111112111'1111l
1:1111i1*111111111;1ii{LE_L111 1|1111*11111* "1111*.1.111111':1;1111_i1_-1'.‘1-11111'111111-"11:11-:'::'1111 l | 1111 ;11|1
:_'1111111111111'..1.'--1_11111]11-*- 1111311 -:- 1'5111'1-1 !'1'..1I'1111.; ’-'

EMPOWERMENT PROIECT [IndiEFlix]
i111111'1'1111.1.'*z'iii1 '1-"5‘111'711 i11'il11i -- 3:1 .11'1.| ~11 L1:-1111!1-11 I11" .'11I:11i.11 " "11-11 1. *111-'.‘1'11*111*11'~:
71111111111111.1' 1.11111111111111- ‘111111*11 11‘1'-.11111.111'.1111111;11'1111'111‘:11111.*1.1i1.1.111-11..111 .1 ,-11,111.11.-1111;11:111-1-
ii11]1i1~.. i'.-'\.."1 11111‘11311111.’ 1'111_!1|1_1-*'1. 1111i;111'.'1il111*_1,111111111311.1*.1'.;1|.1:'1-111111 '111li11"11111-1'211iii1_'1_-_11

1111551111111 [PBS]
“UL-L3H? f'|'||ilt'1.-'5Lii'1[‘-HI .lifij1r]:'r:1| ,' -._-. .":1'1.I'.‘1.'.1r.1'r”15'1"-'-—"‘i- .11.": 1"'*1'*"-'.;' 1111-:1- ' I'-.-.!|-' .-.-|:._11|:1'1:;,[11}

11:11:11 1.111111.1111111111111111 11'HI'{L','I.'-'1: ‘

MESEF ____: _ _ __: 7: i
GRILLED (Travel Channel)
T'}1_111'111111| 1111* T11 111111'l 1111-1 i'1.1- : _' 11* 'r'*.r':* '111' 1.111i "1' '-..CUIT1pE‘titIUL‘ CIIEfTV SETIES- A

USNA 1u|1nL1ryspec111i11Ltin unifm 111 1111111111 11111111: served :11: 1111,11estj11d11e. [1111111111, wag set 1111
2051311111; City D1211:|11r1 Annapolis.

Sweet Home Alabama
"1111171114111" -1;1'11.-'11.-1'1*‘L- 1115|1111L 1.117 1'1'11111111111115 11- 15.111 1.11111 .-"11'1-.*..1-|1L 111111111111.
.11- 111111.11. 111:1 1115:1111! . 'iL11'11111 "-i111:1_'11111':. 71111 i1111i‘ii1.-.'-.1" .11 ' .-';'.11*- 111|11.1 '11:-
N111'111'1111ii1.1|‘11':1ifili.- 11111. '."|11= 11.1.11 1111 “111131" 111.11151'1-11"1**1'.111.’211.1l111 11*.'111.111".
11:11111111111111111111i11|511111113131111.

Leew.‘ __ __ __ _ __’".__'__ Q
Submitted office contact in furmatiun 11:1 Regional Uperutinns Center in event 111 FPCON level
Chang-11.15. [NNTR]

Requesri 1111 year-end funds: 1111' three purtzihle henners. {NNTR}

RESERVES:
U 1:111'1111‘1_Reser*.10 1:11 1 1111*t:



    
 

   
  

    

             

              

 
                

            
              

               
      

   
               

             
              

               
           

    

   
             

               
            

            
               

                 
              

            
    

    
              

               

       
            

           
                   

                                      

        

    
 

   
  

    

             

              

 
                

            
              

               
      

   
               

             
              

               
           

    

   
             

               
            

            
               

                 
              

            
    

    
              

               

       
            

           
                   

                                      

        

NAVINFO WEST Weekly Report
9 Oct 13

Updated Items in Blue

{SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS
lifillfit Ell-Eli}
.‘lLlinot-LlL.1Ll_L_1L.1LlL‘Liljfitl‘S 1‘t.l1_11.11L1LL.L-1iiptl“1att1~11.r.'t.L.1'inr:.1tLil-.~‘1‘ ' virtuicliiintl1.‘.11.1i2ian
lurinngiis lfi'l' [15H laps e ofappll'lipi iation.

i

...—......_...-. ._---.-.— ,_.. .. ...._—— . -. ....I .. _.._. ._._— _...--..

CHINFO
Received CHlNFO [Ol-00] letter serial 12300.1 Oct 13 notice ofdecision to iurlough due to
lapse ofappropriation. IAW handling instructions, CIVPER affected by the furlough have
been contacted by NAVINFO West, Dep. Director and arrangements have been made to have
letters signed and copies forwarded to CHINFU [OHM]. Two CWPER remain on furlough
status IRT CI-llNFO letter serial 1.2300.

CAPTAIN PHILLIPS
P1 ovided list from SECNA‘U 5 office ofinvites for 02 Oct DC screening at NEWSEUM theater.
Expect 30 plus ones. Uniform for inilitaiysummer white. Civilians business attire. Sony
invites went out by e-mail today. FFC and CHIN FO coordinating press queries for "actual
rescue." PAG for DoD support provided to Cl. Special screening at Little Creelt for units
U40ct and familj,1 sneak peek USOct. DC/Norfolk screenings successful. Worldwide release
scheduled for 1]. Oct.

THE LAST SHIP
Reset meeting with 051), NAVINFOWest, TNT. writers 8.: Michael Ba}.1 reps was productive.
Writing team and Navj. team on same page in regards tothematic items. Working through
script notes and have established direct communication with creative leads. NPASE .
identified two former- SWO PAOs to ass:st with script review and logistics durmg filmiJng
Coordinating with NBSD CO St FAQ {01 base camp logistics. TN T electrician site surve}.1 on
board DEWEY scheduled for 15 Oct. IitT IJSLi lapse ofappropriation NAUINFOWEST has
postponed production start date on board USS Dewe}r from 28 Oct to i 1 Nov.
NAUINFOWEST project officer ICW SURFAC [NUDPM to work logistics coordination with
ENRS‘W and USS DEWEY.

HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAVY
i-l'l'Tl‘fi scheduled for :1 Oct is ' 1.111 in 11d due to no liess'e1..L- ti llinu or ...LngniontntLon
rL.1L1;trictiL.1n.1-.ir‘i‘L‘Ll Cl-lli‘J-F'O [Ul— . n:.1.iil.tt.n .i (ht, ll Hill] lapse ofappropriation.

INJEWr WORLD ORDER MAW/MARINE CORPS [MAX
Scheduled Director‘s team escorted visit 15:17 Oct with A'IRPACISURFPAC for H2
Communications familiarization visits to carrier, amphib‘t cruiser LIES. fast-attack sub and
FfflulMlLl-ELU helo in San Diego. POC: CAIPT Coons. .1.'.-i‘1.-’.l1il1".‘L-'lil .i'i' li"‘1.-i.' Ellii liase i’oini
Lorna[Hill-UHsulsnn‘JLnelinen111111Loni1mininr.11.1~1.1.'1.1LLLLLL1jr1'.t1LL.“rllllll'-’fit.'hill in ULL
sitt- survev on board l": Ei L‘til lll.‘ 55.3.51].

-L.-.--— -_... _ ".....n. .. __. . . - ---. - — - __-_.—..._ . .I - _-. --- -_ . —I



lEEMEfiE FILMS:——.....-.—I_|_ -. - --.—\.--.----- ---------..._...........- . .. ...._.. .-.-\. .-. - .-. .._|..- . .- -. . .-.-.-| - _.... ._.. ...-_.- ...,_.__.

LONE SURVIVOR
Scheduled to be released on 10 ]an14. Notified et‘ earl}.r screening 10 Oct hosted by Dailv
Beast. SECNAV is attending with Pete Berg. Cl briefed. Working with Film 44 en the DC.

: advance screening in Dec. Working on FAG and briefing card for CI. [ENTR]

NAUTILUS
Film release planned Nov 20 14. Providing ad agency strike group footage.
{NINTH}

b) (4)

I'
J

I

- __——_n_- _ .

SCRIPTflV/GWE-‘JM—
NCIS
Navy. USMC and GED filrn Phil Strut: metwith producers to discuss upcoming episodes
involving more active duty SAPR adjudication opportunities and espanded use efNavy and
Marine Corps basEs, ships, port calls, operations. Prefect officer reviewing scripts 130
episodes 242, 243, 2:14.

“24” [Efl't'1 Century Fox]
' All service directors met with FOX to discuss upcoming remalte ef“2¢l-” series. l_'-."~I.'-\.'"l'll‘._l

HAWAII FIVE-D .
Provided script feedback notes ISD Eps #410 film dates scheduled for 15-24 Uct. Producers
are coordinating with CNRH PAD station alternate filming locations iRT USU lapse of
appropriation. [NNTRl '

GREAT FOOD TRUCKRACE {FOOD NETWORK]
Reviewed and approved. [NNTR]



  
            

               
              

              
         

             
             

 

  
            
               

             
           

          

    
           

            

     
               

      

  
             

           
              

       

      
            

          
          

            
               

   
             
             

             
             

      

  
           

        

  
            

               
              

              
         

             
             

 

  
            
               

             
           

          

    
           

            

     
               

      

  
             

           
              

       

      
            

          
          

            
               

   
             
             

             
             

      

  
           

        

”E. TAYLOR”
Received production support request submitted to NAUINFOWEST via CHINFO Oi-E.
B. Taylor hip-hop artist and former Avionics Technician Second Class, has teamed tip with
Untouchable Productions for a reality based documentary show to be aired on ION network.
Feasibility ofsupport request submitted on 165Ep to (SNAP. CNRSW. NnSNl Pa‘iO, and RTC
Great Lakes PRO. Coordination between NAPINFOWEST Untouchable] Productions. and
RTC PAO ongoing. Proiect officerKProducer scouting trip to ETC Great Lakes scheduled for
21 Oct. Project officer LI avel expenses to be covered hv Untouthable J Prod.

OPERATION MARTILLO
'OSDfPPL] approved PAIR ISO OPERATION MARTILLO onboard USS RENTZ (FFG 46]. .Paraiso
Pictures will embark 4 film crewmembers OXA 15Sept fora 2-3 weelt at sea period
documenting various shipboard evolutions as delineated in the PEA. Production team has
disembarlted RENTZ and currently filming W0 Cartagena with Colombian Navy. Production
team will rendezvous [MA 15 Oct in Jacksonville Fl. [NNTR]

RISE OF THE MACHINES
No emballt oppo1 tunities out ofSan Diego until potentially December. Researching
scouting t1ip dates. Awaiting:final answe1 from carrier. {:1}?v

HO RIZON— COMET [BBC Science Series}
Filming took place ISSep at Coso Hot Springs on Naval Air Weapons Station China Lale
P191191 signed. Awaitingrough cut. (NNTR]

SARATOGA WAR HORSE
Interview conducted Sept. 15 with NSA Saratoga Springs‘ CO regarding involvement with
Saratoga War Horse foundation. Film focuses on relationships between service members
and horses and how foundation provides healing support for service members living with
PTSD. Awaiting rough cut. {Ni‘i'i'll'l

HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC]
Producers requesting support for one episode based on modern society's use and
management of artificial time. Coordinating filming for” mid-October with Naval
Observatory/Directorate of'l"irne and with San Diego-based submarine. Conducted
conference call QELA with deputy from Commander Submarine Squadron 11 on sub
community s unique use of time/clocks. Pl. .‘ssuhmitnfld to {153? l ‘=‘ .‘il.

EMPOWERMENT PROIECT [IndieFIix]
Interview with. VAL] M Michelle Howard scheduled for Sunday, 29 Sep at the Women’s
Memorial as part ofdm‘umentary showcasing inspirational women in a variety of career
fields. Interview with ‘1.“a Michelle l-loward conducted Sunday. 29 Sep at the Women‘s
Memorial as part of documentary showcasing inSpirational women in a variety of career
fields. PEA signed. Awaiting rough cut.

UnSEALed [PBS]
Research-only support approved by NAPINPO West and Naval Special Warfare Command.
PEA sent to producer for signature. rNN'l" ii



[___eECLINEs:
___ ___H__J__..-.-_._... _. _—.—_ ___ ___ ______._._ ___, ,_ . ......_._...._._,.—.—_...._._

Uperatien Hammer
Requested te preduee LiHCUlTIEfl’EflI'y TV series severing Operatien h-iartille. Declined hasecl
en legal limitatiens el’ ce'eerage ef ceuuteradrug eperatie us as per Department efjustice
guidance. Additienaiiy, producer Had rie signed distributien in place.

-r H,_ .-_...._...\..-..i_......._._..—a_|_.-..-.- . -..-- - . - .--- --------.._- .-..._.. . _ .... ..............seals"? ..1

Submitted RF] te (b) (6) _CHIIM‘FU UH?) regarding commitments ferieng-terrn
leases te ceerdinai’e with NAVREG SD en preperty' lease and eane'nses fer NAVINFD WEST.
FULUP: IRT (b) (6) urieugi‘i status, CI--ilNFD {Oi-1) has designated ([3) (6)
and (b) (5) as PDC's ier further assistance.

Requesting year-end funds fer three pertable banners. Awaiting CHINFU {OE-l] respense en
requesL

I‘

RESERVES:

+ A Reserve suppert [Dri ing ADTKHTTN Escerts
CHENFU [0L1LIRTUSG lapse efapprepriatien.

y I: irectien ef
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Updated Items in Blue

-\.- .—-- .1-. . a L...-"-"d—'-"-I—"I'I-I—

SIGNIFICANT DEVELQPMENTSQ
.._|- —a-_--——\.—rn— -. -.- . . .. .._|..-.'\... . ._|_|—|—--'I-..rr- --.- -----

YEARS DF LIVING DANGEROUSLY [SHUWTIME]
{Irmruilmtirng new I'eL1"-..=sttn II1l:.'.'“.'lI'i.‘I.-’ Allis? Lucslnisir [i‘giiiiiifii Eli iii] as 1_i;n't'r:1t' cinnam-
change scrniea.

THE LAST SHIP
TNT series that fellows a US. Navy DDG en a 5:3c deplnymcnt as the wnrld
succumbs to a deadly virus. Two scientists en beard might have the makings nfa
cure. Filming en beard USS Dewey set to begin 11-22'1‘4 nvf Fri :ciinc; with HHSI'} {Hit-1
and Harhnr Master 1" = discuss la nps limitluctits”). awaiting: (Ii—"s nnprnrni.
Principal innit-tierspit}; (in “Fifi-trill??? 'lU lullUL-i began 2311.111 :1: Lancaster, (1:1. Draft
liflfi sent [:11 :m-rticinminle, units I'm“ review.

”SEAPUWER” {NAWXMARINE CORPS {MAX}
Attemline {UH F‘s-1i: planning cmrinrm'nre will? {Iii-F.

(b) (4)

41 en 41 [Bush Library Fnundatinn}
l’flfl heme, Liralterl In a merrier} {liming ulnrzari! HHS [.iifIJl‘TlI.‘ ill-T IILIsE‘. 2]—Z:ili:"£ln-' Ill sunnnrt'ul'
{Iiniunwnl‘nr}! nil-1mm}. president, liistrilnuinn cu rl'enii‘; Elna Han-In IliiH‘arjr- '

;__..—-—--——-—u-—---u— - —--—----- .. .- .- .... .....-... .--.- - - -——----------—_ __ ‘__._—._..._ ..a .-._-_-.- a- ._....___.._|

MEElms;
---- - .. ._-__-.--._n_n_-—I—n. .- -- --.-_..._'_ _..._.-_... ...

LONE susvwee 3 _
Scheduled he be released on 10 lan14-. Werking with Film 4-4 on the M3. advance screening
in Dec. Working on PAL} and briefing card fer CI. [NNTR] '

NAUTILUS
Film release planner] May 2014-. Providing ad agency strike group fentage.
[NNTR]
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SCRIPTED TV / GAME fill-LOW:

NCIS
Navy. USMC and 05D film Phil Strub met with producers to discuss upcoming episodes
involving more active duty SAPR adjudication opportunities and expanded use of Navy and
Marine Corps bases. ships, port calls, operations. Project officer assisting NCIS production
research team on Navy HAV technologies for potential use in future episodes. [NNTR]

"24” [20th Century Fox]
All service directors met with FOX to discuss Upcoming remake of "24" series. [NNTRj

HAWAII FIVE-D “‘
Provided script feedback notes ISO Eps #410 film dates scheduled for 15—24 Oct. Producers
are coordinating with CN RH PAO staff on alternate filming Inca tions IR'I‘ USG lapse of
appropriation. Eps #41” filming to commence on joint Base Pearl Harbor I'licltam [Ford
Island] on ”Oct. [NN'I'ltj

"B. TAYLOR"
Received production support request submitted to NAVINFOWEST via CHINFO 01-6.
13. Taylor hipehop artist and former Avionics Technician Second Class, has teamed up with
Untouchable Productions for a reality based documentary show to be aired on ION network.
Feasibility of support request submitted on 1559p to CNAP. CNRSW. NASNI PAD. and RTC
Great Lakes PAO. Project Officer had a productive office call with RTC CO/XO on 210ct.
LCDR Correa currently escorting the Director/Producer to the training areas in Great Lakes
ideal for storyline development.

MASTER CHEF [Fox]
Researching filming opportunity aboard San Diego+based LPD. (NNTR)

BIZARREFOODS [Travel Channel]
Received rough cut. Currently reviewing. (NNTR)

@ocUMENTARIEs:
OPERATION MARTILLO
USD[PA) approved PAA ISO OPERATION MARTILLO onboard USS RENTZ [FFG 46}. Paraiso
Pictures will embark 4 film crewmembers O/A 15Sept for a 2-3 week at sea period
documenting various shipboard evolutions as delineated in the PAA. Production team will
rendezvous UXA 170ct in lacksonville Fl. [NNTRj

RISE 0F THE MACHINES
Hymn visit .Ilnmnl Carl mson l‘i'HLIt 'Hiil't. *mumg M'o-ooiml ior Z-Iililt't+fl?i.‘\'n‘.' aboard
list; itumilil Reagan liI'i .-Tis] .‘-.ii'.‘. llllilll‘h i'm‘iri'ili‘ifl 1i.1:1 - luv ilurH-p n._-nili.'u'l-;.

HORIZGN - COMET [BBC Science Series]
Filming took place 1551.2}: at Coso Hot Springs on Naval Air Weapons Station China Lake.
PM signed. Awaiting rough cut- ('NNTR)



SARATDGA WAR HORSE
ln tel'view conducted Sept. 1:3 with NSA Saratoga Springs' CO regarding involvement with
Saratoga War i'lorse foundation. Film focuses on relationships between serviee members
and horses and bow foundation provides healing;r support for servire members living with
iJ'l'SD. Awaiting rough out. {NN'i'Hj

HOW WE GOT TO NOW [PBS/BBC)
Producers requesting support For one episode based on modern society's use and
management ofartificial time. Conducted filming at Naval Dbsorvatorw’Directorate of
Time. 1501.11. 51711111111111 11l11111'11111-.1."i'1111.i11 1.-1.'11.11 13:71:31.1- "'.-"1.1'1s11_1_1:1 -'

EMPOWERMENT PRUJECT [Indie-Flint)
interviewr with UADM Michelle Howard Lond titted Sunda}1 29$ep at the Women .11 Memorial
as part oldocumentai111'sl1o1-vtasinginspirational women in :1 var ietjr' ofeoreer fields. FAA

signed. Awaiting rough out. [NNTR]

UnSEALed (PBS) 1
Research-only support approved by NAVINFO West and Navai Special Warfare Command.
”slink hi;-1?'ii115.

DECLINES:

111111" 11 Little l‘i‘iiFET' - “sinsiv l't'ljilL'I'l i11:-:l1111'1‘1 .1* is.-"'l.f‘§ ‘1.-1"1'111..11'11"-1* l;“11?"*11'-1:l 15111-1'1'11111-11
‘1'11 iarit r11 soiiieit‘rnt 1 stril111111111.

___—Pfi—_ __ ___ __ ____- _ _ __l

ADMIN: _ _ _ ___ _ _ _ __l

HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAVY
N1.1.‘~1l'3'|"l'."1.' 111-1111111111 lior “2111-1111111 "111.1111i11111 11-11'f1'HT'1',1111'-' “111-" "1-11111'1:'. i11‘ll85i
I'vl.11lt111 ls l. 1111‘} [LE i lldi 1

Submitted RF] to (b) (6 )
leases to eoordinate with NAVREG S
!1(_il.ll|‘ 11111111 _6)
[13111-1131'-".i1.111s1:111.

LHINFO 01-5) iegaid ing tonnnitmea 11.11 lone, te1111
Don pro 131 lease 1nd expense sfor NAVINFDWEST.
W (b) (6) 1--11111111111111111|

|~'.1__1111__1_1.-si111:.1 l-‘1-i iii-1111 -1l'1.11'i|.1- .- 11111111l11'1 1:1111‘11'1-“fii i51’.il.'ll' .'.'fl T'11'l'.-‘1.‘1.'-.1.1111111it'11li111 11
[11.113111111111.

RESERVES:

(b) (6)
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Updated Itei'ns in Blue

i sweetener DEVE_LUP_M_l-3_l\lT§:
—___ . — . . _ — _

THE LAST SHIP (TNT)
l'loiljv Fil'i‘I-i' lfl-’ sent-o: TNT series that follows a [13- Navy Dill; on a solo deployment
as the world succumiis to a deadly virus. 'l'wo scientists on heart! might have the
makings eta cure, Filming on board USS Dex-veg; set to begin 11-22Nev. limit ore-
.In‘,irin-’etl luv Nlihlii 1, Ht]- I-1'2'"-."l for i'r"-.'l1illl'l‘--.lf;1ll;i!,u"'=‘ mm Io.il
ohoioeri‘iirln-t contiu' -*s on lotus nun in f'imltlu'rll li.elil:'u'rii..

"SEAPOWER" (NAW/ MARINE CORPS {MAX}
.teeisterein ou' the l-lli‘i' 2-H: iuui 'i' 'fll'llt‘ljl lazuli-"vote 'i'i NH!- -- 'n-i‘i'n'. im' ill-[lt-lit'i' in
ll’l-lllll Iti'.’ i'cui'rr'iuriu 'iuins "---r 4 i'-"-l'l' '. " l." "'!-'- .~-.,j.-.-Iu~_ -- r" In um.” ".I'-I--i
I".l.'it'tls.'—::iii' isn't H.411- lll'

”B. TAYLOR" [ION TV]
Received productien support request submitted to NAVINFOWEST via CillNl‘U tile.
B. Taylor hip-hop artist and former-Avionics 'I‘echnician Second Class. has teamed up with
iintouchahle Productions for a reality based tlocummitarv show to be aired on [UN nets-vork.
Feasibility ol support request suhmittetl on toilet) to ENAP, CNRSW. NASNI Pitt], and RTE
Great Lakes PAL}. Stici'essiul one tlaj,r Filming oi episode 3 at RTE Great Lakes iieintnistratine
ll. rllnylor trainine1 with recruits from Divisitui #009, #010 anti til-{ll I. ll. 'l'ajrlor participated
in various training evolutions to inchnie ship line handling evolutions nhoartl
MARLINSPIKE, 9min simulator and a moth I‘l-‘i’t. H. 'l'avler represented the “filled States
Navy in a positive way during his visit to Recruit Training Conuualul. All evolutions anti
interviews were closelv supervised and ctuulurtetl in a professional manner. For tlate ter
episode 33 Lite date 'l'til J- Follow on coordination tor filming:I at M15 North Islanti and NE):
ongoing.

YEARS OF LIVING DANGEROUSLY (SHOWTIME)
liilt'l'1-’it-f'l.-‘.' i'illtl f.Ht'l-‘.ll I'll'flijii‘u. lilllt} ;i.--. IHI'E o1 . liusih-ti':-i:-~1-' ."‘.'t'“.. laser-ii .. {leciue
:H‘Jlt.‘ tor Hiltl‘t‘v’rl l.\-'l|."- - mines: In: .tll on the "|‘I'-;1I'il iiiler't-iee- ir-g"_.r.~u.|' "1i"|'|.|']l".r issues mun-Ii
he riirnait- -.'ii.iu;1r.- lit H I'm. lice-u .eu: Hiltl'l ill "H.“l'lftii'il Titlll i'ie-ini‘II-s will til .- iuirul'
l._-A|\[‘.l”lll‘-'l l‘--. Iligil‘iiu'tilii'i. "3TH" ::---'--.|~I| In" "Co'Hl-r |- .L' "ii-"Q l'| I' "i- Ila-u! |!1.-I mil-1 nor-e
t'r'LlLIL'i-J pin-smor- l'..



I HE TONIGHT SHOW Iwith JAY LENO (NBC)
.‘II. I;-'-_'II.III I-__"'|.||.Il :IIIII '-.|IIIIII: ..|- 'I:':IIII ..IIIII - 'I..II..-i'.I_ij,.'-"-.'II-.III'.I._Ii:_|.I:I.|

IIIII.IIiI‘I'I'_:i‘-.-'Iliif. '-I]II.--. IIII .Lril' III' III' -"IIII;I|IHI' IIII '_1'."'I-vI -._._:§|'II'.='_'I. "II -.II IIII.- .II I! .‘II. {-‘III I_-.__-

'I‘I'III iii.” .‘II’IIIIIIII—I I‘I‘III'I-uI- .II_II.'I':. .I:. I'_I H II;--. I.II;"II"I'I I M I'I‘iIII‘I‘ I.'II-'II'I:.I'.III_:III..1II'IIII I‘I'I—IIIIII
-I]I:II_-. III." IIIII'III'IIIIIIII'I

L FEATURE FILM—S:
_—-.n.-_——-— — - — - — - —— —

LONE SURVIVOR
SciIeduIed tn IIe I'eIeIIseII en 111 [an] II- WerkinglIvItII Film 44 en the Ilil. advance screening
in Dec. II""II’I_II Icing {In PM} and hi ieiing L'LIILI IIII I I I.Ii:.I!I.II'-::' IIII IIII-I. I.III:I _-.I; .IIII'.I.I:.-.i '-.‘.'||._ .
II'II I I “'IIIIII'II III.'IIli.' III'.III.I. ‘II...:-I"III IIII: ;II.-II

NAUTILUS
II‘IIIII reIease planned Marv ZIIII'I. PI‘I‘IviIiIIIgIIII agency strike group I'eIIrIIgc.
(NNTRJ

(b) (4)

(b) (4)

b) (4)

SCRIPTED Tv ./ GAME snow: __ _ _ _ ._ _ _

NCIS
Navy. USMC and 050 film Phil Strub met with III'IIIIIIceI‘s tn discuss LIIIcIIIIIine episndes
inveing mere active duty SAPR I-Idjudicatiun IIII|."IIIII‘tlII"IItiES and esIIIIIIIIeII use III" INIavI.I and
Marine CIII'IIs III-Ises. shins. [Inrt cIIIIs. IIperI-IIIIIIIs. Prejecl: efficerassisung NL’IIS preductienfl
research team on Navv I IN! tIIIcIIIIIIIngies IIIr IIIItentiaI use in future eIIisndes [IIIIIIIIing]
ReviewinIT sIIIIIts ISL} I-IIisIIdes##2IR and III;"III-S-

"2-1I"[ZD”‘ CenturyI Fox]
I'III service IiiI'ecIIII's IIIeI I-vII'iI FOE tn discuss Linc-Inning remake. III'EI” series. INNTII}

HAWAII FIVE-O
Received scripts iI‘IIIIITIII‘II'ILIL'EI #413 and —.I III -'.I nn “5.“; runIIL'IIIIIEIUII IeIIIIesteIi III depicted.

MASTER CHEF [Fox]
Researching filming IIIIIIIII‘IIIIIity I-IIJCIIII'II SIIII IIicIII‘I—IIIIsed LPD. INNTII)

BIZARRE FOODS [Travel Channel)
Rereived rIIIIgII cu I'. {furrentlv rI-Iviewine. INN-TR]



' [locum ENE—fines:
RISE OF THE MACHINES
|"Il11llt‘!f-'._.‘d'llr'tlillt'tl lHl' llfll'i' ":3..r.~' .Il'lmll‘i'. lit-i3 llr-Iil'lln ll'.-"E|.‘-"'.Hu'- ll '--"f*l. llll 5|: Ihili'i'l'r
.illislnitL'Il .-I -'I'-'l' rllr-‘mlirr' .llr l"-.' -"I|' I1“-"I*l‘l.:-"l.. H11 :1" 'I'I .i'ie.‘ 'u-tl um- 'il.."‘-.' ill-him!
'-i1liil_‘r't‘.'r!.!£1lIlH‘. I'Il‘:' 'i'l".- ..u I'..!'1-: i'l ll.:'.i.-' "-l .

41 en 41(Bush Library Feundatinn}
FAA being drafted tn ennrnve filming ahea rd USS t‘ienree i-IW Hush 21-22 Nev in suppert nl
dneumentarv of former president. Distributinn turrentiv the Hush Library. [NNTR]

OPERATION MARTILLG
OSBfPA] annrnved PAH; lSU ('lPERr-‘tTlUl‘s MARTILLU en heard USS HENTZ [FFii as). Paraisn
Pictures will emhark 4 film L‘rewmemhers D/A ISSent fer a 2—3 t-veek at sea nerintl
deeumenting varinus shiphnartl evnlutinns as delineated in the FAA. Prndnrtinn team will
rendezvntis e/a 170a m laeltsnnville Fl. fNNTR} ‘

HDRIZDN — COMET [BBC Science Series] '*
Filming tnnk place ISSen at Cnsn i-Int Springs nn Naval Air Weannns Statinn (Illina Lake.
FAA signed. nwaiting rnugh eut. fNNTR)

SARATOGA WAR HORSE
Interview eendueted Sent. 15 with NSA Saratega Springs' CO regarding invnlvement with
Saratnga War Horse fnundatien. Film fetuses an relationships hett-veen service members
and herses and new fnnndatien previd es healing sunnnrt fer service members living with
l’TSlJ. Hines; .ill's till“.-

HOW WE GET TO NOW [PBS/BBC)
Prndueers requesting sunnnrt fer nne enisede hasetl nn Inndern sneietgv's use and
management efartifielal time. Cendneted filming at Naval GinservatnrvfDireetnr.‘ite 0!
Tune, 1501.1. Submarine filn'lins,r completed on 230:1. FAA signed. {NNTR} '

EMPOWERMENT PRGIECT (lndieFlix) .
Interview with VADM Michelle Hnwartl tnnduetetl Sunday, 2931.11 at the Women's Memnrial
as part nfdneumentarv showcasing inspirational wnmen in a variety nfeareer fields. FHA
signed. Awaiting rough eut- [NN'I‘R]

UnSEALed (PBS)
Research-nnlv supper: approved by NAVINFO ‘v'llest and Naval Special Warfare Cemmand.
PM signed- {NNTR}

___— —— _ _ -— _ — _ —. —uh _
l DECLIN_E_5:_

.— -_ _ _ _-_



(b) (4)

ADMIN:

HOLLYWOOD TO THE. NAVY
_'*-..|_~_-;*_ }E"""‘x. :. .am'dulw- 'u:"'*'--£1-:. 1-u.-n;'et..'~.-:-.= r'II|:1I"H‘.-'_'I| Eur! “H: uni [.-.|-|i*-i,"i T.-'I;:l-:n;
' .. ‘ '1' '..-. ' .- . ' " .. ' '- L' - - - "'.'.J:.=.J 1.1-:I3-n-. 4.1.r“-|*-. -'. Ill-i'L '-5 J ..l'--. rhn. 'H!.:L 1.1. 'I..!‘u: .' .- I.I.!|~:I1n-..;.” E'.

'. .11 1.". LE'I-_- -._ l'. 1-. ..I‘.-'F_' I--".- -.1. .- " ' r .I.r-_ .-..1:-l.ll:, I .._ I - ..-_ _ I - .l
l'J-: LI'I'_.'_: -. I' ”H" .-|l., .'.II ' - - II -. I .H II .1- '- -. .‘Jflur-U .'|‘ I'I'Lnll." I.--'I; .:'_‘.l|._il,.j|.

.1 ..=.TI_*I iticr' 'H' u*:- -u«l‘.1l ...I I“ Inn. | 14ml... |.|‘-_' .I -...|’ I *r1:.2;~.:- Hun}.
I . '. . r ' '_ .- ' . ' .._ __. . 1_ _ '- _ _ . _ .-LIIIIIIIIIJIIJL‘IFII' 'Il. 'l.._".|'."-l.' I.'Il.u|-H‘fi_'é. .: ,_'|.,L".'__I";,lg:1'!1.1|'lII{:.‘-g|l —|-..I."| .|"1l.:l|.:"‘.llr:,:[j._rll'1"

H'reE-WJLhmwn'-.'r'I~.."}1I:I 'I'JIHE H-a . ..3 ':r'.'.r||Ir'.ll '-':| d 'u L. ', r- Hutu-mil.

litiggr'i'EI:.1-H---1'.rl:l:1». :.

Submitted RF] t(.}(b) (6) C] IINFO Ol—S] rugarding mmmitmcnts I’m' lung—term
James tn cum-dilute witl: NAVREG SD01: pt'upt'rty lease and t‘xptrnxeri I'LH' NAWNFOWEST.
FULU P: E—nunled (b) (5) (b) (6) and (b) (5) ru-Admin IDES and
lease extension. [NN'I‘IH

Requesting FY- 14 funds. tor three portable hunnurs. i-‘Vill FOLUP with .‘N' PASE Cmnpn‘flller in
[JEEEI]1bflI‘. [NNTR]

RESERVES:

(b) (6)



NAVINFO WEST Weekiy Report
07 New 13

Updated Items in Hltle

‘LSIGNIFICANT @gefieNTs: _
NCIS
Nan-(v, USMiZ rind USU film l‘hii Struh met with preducers to discuss upcoming elilsedes
inseiving mere "active duljiI SAPR adjndit‘ntien emmrtunities and expanded use {it New and
Marine {Turns hnses, ships. pert rails and eperntinns. I‘rnductiiin i'iimpany was eranted
.mprurdl h}: {Hui—Nave Median-i] Hesezirt'h fhmnmnd {NE-1W?) 1n iist- lite,” and name 19H
epistide #2451. 'i'hemntic: .ippr:isimiiteiy 1H military :_li_-;ienileiits lhrnugiimit the
IKE/'I‘idewnter i'egitin :ire hiispittilieed due tn tin LiH]11I‘It.‘r‘»"-.-'Il”“11.sJIHH.‘iiiJlDbil‘kLL‘l'I'tH‘. MEI};
hilt: scientist's sniieit th'.‘ assisttlmm iii NMIHI esperts in help idenliit' virus in nrder te treet-
[finding has it liiisilive HIIU'UI'I'IL' and shin-rtiises NI‘vIRiI's i'npahihtii-s.

THE LAST SHIP {TNT}
Hail}: Sl'l'lil-I'I’ semi]: 'l'N'l' series that fellows a US. Navy DHU en a SUIU depldyment
as the world suecumhs to a deadly virus. Twe scientists (in beard might have the
makings til’ it t‘ure. Filming mi heard USS Dex-trey set in begin 1 i —22Nm.-'.
l’r'ilit‘iiml :15'.HLH_E_'I.".'I1.1 .' rum um :iit'.i;::_:-='i iii {equiv-r1:lilm'rii:=. Iii-stride], l._“._"_"tHI
um heard [if-iii lh.-u-‘e_-. HiNtTI‘I'. [is-tiiiiilidi'r H" pr'iiriizu'iiihi viii “In“. .31.:“2‘11'2- i's'l’rT-il]
MINDY". i"..-"i.-"i .‘ippriii' d inn-:4 Hi_"_".[H*{1 Ire UH]? .si: 'I'l‘i'l'.

"SEAPOWER" [NAVY/MARINE CORPS [MAX]
Registered fer the RIM PAC mid—planning; trini'erence ‘k-‘Uitl‘l C31: scheduled for Uiiath’iDet" 111
iPBHH. it." iHi'IHHHH‘iii Hints Iiir" ':'-._'|r.ii Tim-Pa." lir-I'Itfgllt- r.~._... ||i."-'I.‘.‘« l'- I‘ll? 'iii‘a I'.|"‘.‘-, r't':ir+;'r_s ;H':-
'.'-.'1-riiu-'r.~.’i

HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAVY
‘--Q:“.-.'1 il'll'ih‘s i' *ii'ihfidlll- lit't':-.'.'. '-'-:'_';i_'-.. """“~'r.-'-.' i'H-i ."~|.I-:'I- E:-3-i.iit- I .i|"i i1]! .t:I-.'. I. '1“; '.-‘:':;i.:':i-:'I-~
ijiiy ['FSHHJ-_'1'_1] Hi'Tfi-I'H tum-:19. iii-:“alhli' |';I'iiii HI'UII'J'I"..'.!-rr'-'.,";"l' Tl-r-".-"v'1i_'-1i Hit-.t'H-.-.|11_:§“in;
-.n|:i.:ii:i:i'.i.--1..-'|"i'st-i'i- .Irvlfli .1I1_'.'Elwin-1v:Illicit.‘ "f'lhfi‘if. --w-.I.==I 1|"'||"'
Hhiiigsti" lewd. 'iiier wk 1' ~ ‘I. I"!- '1"|'|.7.'_ ‘ iwlx "-.i§-;I'.'
"-}|.|;‘|i..'[H.'!I.'.F'.1!r. : 4*._IH I? 511;:i -':'- '."-. L'llrlgw‘fl', l'n‘lr-I" 1' !']=." I"-'I'1' f‘i'l'l ' .' 9'1..1_"-.:i--

ll.".!'i-; HEHUME



THE TONIGHT SHOW with JAY LENO (NBC)
"'l ""'l"'-"l" ”‘21q Hill Will- lid in 'I'I 'a‘ and «II nu". 'n. .‘_E.-'.'u.' l .‘-- l.:. 2"..I |!.I!I'I'i-.:.
I._-I:..-.l1:'.'-i‘-LLil'.:l.'._'-'"'§.'|'_'Ll.||'1". .i i._:' :l' 'i'..l..'i:i;i_ lI-l '_'-.If. ' :ii:'-_;. i._.'l.:",':j_'-.j,::ji1High

"Will iii“ "-"llilli'li‘. “'l'lV-t' 'n'lil‘--""- =-'-- .. Till?" He Ilii". '.l|'l1"l'l|li." ._"'lll"l '1I-.ll'lilf..';Milli i-:".'_|i'iii
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NAVINFO WEST Weekly Report 
09 Jan 14 

Updated Items in Blue 
 

SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS: 

 
SECNAV   
Successful SECNAV visit and key leader engagements with executives from NCIS (CBS) Execs and 
Nautilus “Godzilla” (Legendary Pics).   SECNAV talking points with NCIS execs included future 
episode development that highlights SAPR adjudication, demonstration of new capabilities (LCS), 
and females in key leadership/command roles.  
 
The SECNAV visit to Legendary Films  was a good dialogue with the leadership of a major film 
studio.  Godzilla clips were shown and the partnership between the Navy and the studio was 
highlighted.  The Secretary was very engaged in the discussion and agreed on Navy screenings as 
well as support for the rollout of a movie featuring a new Navy hero in May  2014. 
  
SECNAV seemed genuinely pleased and interested in the film, the Navy’s depiction and portrayal as 
well as the generosity of compliments and future offerings of screenings on the West and East coast 
as well as Washington DC.  Filmmakers were very open about the content of the film as well as 
displaying flexibility towards having future projects with the Navy. 
 
WOMEN IN SERVICE 
Vice Adm. Howard (N3N5) interviewed with PBS' "Makers" documentary program TODAY about 
the integration of women in the Navy since the 1970's.  The episode will air in JUNE and will also 
feature interviews with senior women leaders in the Army and Marines.  The "Women in War" 
segment is one of six episodes that will look at the evolution of women in six different career fields 
and is a follow-up to PBS' 2012 series that detailed the history of the women's movement.  
 
SEAPOWER (NAVY/MARINE CORPS IMAX) 
NAVINFOWEST ICW C3F (N00PA) staffs developing SOE based on tentative EX events.  Ongoing 
coordination with K2 communications to identify logistics and operational requirements.     
 
THE LAST SHIP (TNT)  
TNT series that follows a U.S. Navy DDG on a solo deployment as the world succumbs to a deadly 
virus.  Two scientists on board might have the makings of a cure.  Full company returns 13Jan, 
second unit work began 09Jan.  Working with CNAF for static helo ops late Jan/early Feb.  Company 
to return to USS DEWEY 10Mar followed by u/w on available DDG week of 17Mar.  U/w 
coordination done through C3F. 
 
USS Indianapolis: Men of Courage (Hannibal Pictures) 
Ongoing coordination between NAVINFOWEST and Hannibal Pictures.   Project officer awaiting 
production company's list of proposed USN requirements ISO "USS Indianapolis" filming in order to 
draft PAA.       
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SECNAV
Successful SECNAV visit and key leader engagements with executives from NCIS (CBS) Execs and
Nautilus "Godzilla” (Legendary Pics). SECNAV talking points with NCIS execs included future
episode development that highlights SAPR adjudication, demonstration of new capabilities (LCS),
and females in key leadership/command roles.

The SECNAV visit to Legendary Films was a good dialogue with the leadership of a major film
studio. Godzilla clips were shown and the partnership between the Navy and the studio was
highlighted. The Secretary was very engaged in the discussion and agreed on Navy screenings as
well as support for the rollout of a movie featuring a new Navy hero in May 2014.

SECNAV seemed genuinely pleased and interested in the film, the Navy’s depiction and portrayal as
well as the generosity of compliments and future offerings of screenings on the West and East coast
as well as Washington DC. Filmmakers were very open about the content of the film as well as
displaying flexibility towards having future projects with the Navy.

WOMEN IN SERVICE
Vice Adm. Howard (N3N5) interviewed with PBS' "Makers" documentary program TODAY about
the integration of women in the Navy since the 1970's. The episode will air in JUNE and will also
feature interviews with senior women leaders in the Army and Marines. The "Women in War"
segment is one of six episodes that will look at the evolution of women in six different career fields
and is a follow-up to PBS' 2012 series that detailed the history of the women's movement.

SEAPOWER (NAVY/MARINE CORPS IMAX)
NAVINFOWEST ICW C3F (NOOPA) staffs developing SOE based on tentative EX events. Ongoing
coordination with K2 communications to identify logistics and operational requirements.

THE LAST SHIP (TNT)
TNT series that follows a US. Navy DDG on a solo deployment as the world succumbs to a deadly
virus. Two scientists on board might have the makings of a cure. Full company returns 13Ian,
second unit work began O9Ian. Working with CNAF for static helo ops late Ian/early Feb. Company
to return to USS DEWEY 10Mar followed by u/w on available DDG week of 17Mar. U/w
coordination done through C3F.

USS Indianapolis: Men of Courage (Hannibal Pictures)
Ongoing coordination between NAVINFOWEST and Hannibal Pictures. Project officer awaiting
production company's list of proposed USN requirements ISO "USS Indianapolis" filming in order to
draft PAA.



 

 

 
 

    
 

FEATURE FILMS: 

 
LONE SURVIVOR 
Domestic release remains scheduled for 10Jan14.  (NNTR) 
 
NAUTILUS  
Film release planned May 2014.  Providing ad agency strike group footage.  
(NNTR) 
 

 
 

 

SCRIPTED TV / GAME SHOW: 

 
NCIS (CBS) 
Reviewing episode #250.  IRT SECNAV/Exec Producers meeting and way-ahead, LCDR Correa 
(NCIS, Project Officer) will be coordinating a writer/producer site visit (date TBD) to the San Diego 
waterfront to visit the LCS/LCS trainer and opportunity to engage with the operators.  
  
“24” (20th Century Fox) 
All service directors met with FOX to discuss upcoming remake of “24” series.  (NNTR) 
 
HAWAII FIVE-O (CBS) 
Reviewed episode #416.   No USN support requested ISO episode #416. 

JEOPARDY (Sony Pictures) 
Requesting to shoot b-roll aboard USS New York to be used as part of 10-second video question in 
upcoming episode.  Jeopardy Q&A will revolve around NYK mission, capabilities and historical facts. 
Researching with SURFLANT. (NNTR) 
 

DOCUMENTARIES: 

 
“B. TAYLOR” (ION TV) 
Received production support request submitted to NAVINFOWEST via CHINFO OI-6.   
B. Taylor hip-hop artist and former Avionics Technician Second Class, has teamed up with  
Untouchable Productions for a reality based documentary show to be aired on ION network. 
Coordination/Planning with Director ongoing.  Remaining scenes:  AIMD and main gym NAS North 
Island; Main NEX San Diego NAVSTA.  Filming of remaining scenes on hold pending talent 
availability.  FOLUP email sent to production company to determine follow-on requirements. 
 
RISE OF THE MACHINES 
Filming embark completed 30Oct-03Nov aboard USS Ronald Reagan (CVN-76).  Assisting with 
archival footage and awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
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SCRIPTED TV / GAME SHOW:

NCIS (CBS)
Reviewing episode #250. IRT SECNAV/Exec Producers meeting and way-ahead, LCDR Correa
(NCIS, Project Officer) will be coordinating a writer/producer site visit (date TBD) to the San Diego
waterfront to visit the LCS/LCS trainer and opportunity to engage with the operators.

“24" (20th Century Fox)
All service directors met with FOX to discuss upcoming remake of “24" series. (NNTR)

HAWAII FIVE-O (CBS)
Reviewed episode #416. No USN support requested ISO episode #416.

IEOPARDY (Sony Pictures)
Requesting to shoot b-roll aboard USS New York to be used as part of 10-second video question in
upcoming episode. Jeopardy Q&A will revolve around NYK mission, capabilities and historical facts.
Researching with SURFLANT. (NNTR)

DOCUMENTARIES:

“B. TAYLOR” (ION TV)
Received production support request submitted to NAVINFOWEST via CHINFO 01-6.
B. Taylor hip-hop artist and former Avionics Technician Second Class, has teamed up with
Untouchable Productions for a reality based documentary show to be aired on ION network.
Coordination/Planning with Director ongoing. Remaining scenes: AIMD and main gym NAS North
Island; Main NEX San Diego NAVSTA. Filming of remaining scenes on hold pending talent
availability. FOLUP email sent to production company to determine follow-on requirements.

RISE OF THE MACHINES
Filming embark completed 300ct-03Nov aboard USS Ronald Reagan (CVN-76). Assisting with
archival footage and awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)



 

 

41 on 41 (Bush Library Foundation)  
Distribution currently the Bush Library.  Filming took place 03Jan aboard USS George HW Bush in 
support of documentary of former president.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. 
 
HORIZON – COMET (BBC Science Series) 
Filming took place 15Sep at Coso Hot Springs on Naval Air Weapons Station China Lake.  PAA 
signed.  Awaiting rough cut.  (NNTR) 
 
HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC) 
Filming took place 15Oct at Directorate of Time and 25Oct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's 
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time.  PAA signed.  Rough cut of episode 
on 'time' received.  Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in 
very professional/capable manner.  Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR) 
 
EMPOWERMENT PROJECT (IndieFlix) 
Interview with VADM Michelle Howard conducted Sunday, 29Sep at the Women’s Memorial as part 
of documentary showcasing inspirational women in a variety of career fields.  PAA signed.  
Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 
UnSEALed (PBS) 
Research-only support approved by NAVINFO West and Naval Special Warfare Command. PAA 
signed. (NNTR) 
 
SAPR/Jon Blair documentary (No distribution) 
Producer Jon Blair connected with SAPR POCs (Newsdesk and SAPRO) for research purposes only 
to generate more detailed proposal/treatment.  (NNTR) 
 
Saving Private K-9 (Sportsman Channel) 
Docu-series showcasing mission/training of military working dogs and handlers.  AF-led PAA. 
Researching Navy support. (NNTR) 
 
Typhoon Haiyan (NOVA) 
Documentary on science of Typhoon Haiyan to discuss how meteorologists tracked and predicted 
it.  Joint Typhoon Warning Center commanding officer interviewed interviewed 02Jan.  PAA signed 
and awaiting rough cut. 
 
Mighty Ships (Discovery)  
Researching filming opportunities aboard USNS Montford Point in Spring 2014. 
 
Godfather of Sarin (NETA) 
Producer interested in filming aboard Cape Ray during chemical weapons disposal which NAVINFO 
West has informed is highly unlikely due to safety and security concerns.  Researching possible 
alternative avenues of support via releasable archival footage. 
 
Chaplains (PBS) 
Documentary profiling various faith traditions and professions.  Researching request to interview 
Navy chaplain. 
 
New Race for Space (Science Channel) 
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration.  Researching request to film 
scheduled test of NASA's SIAD rocket on China Lake.  Exact date of filming and test TBD.  

 

 

41 on 41 (Bush Library Foundation)  
Distribution currently the Bush Library.  Filming took place 03Jan aboard USS George HW Bush in 
support of documentary of former president.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. 
 
HORIZON – COMET (BBC Science Series) 
Filming took place 15Sep at Coso Hot Springs on Naval Air Weapons Station China Lake.  PAA 
signed.  Awaiting rough cut.  (NNTR) 
 
HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC) 
Filming took place 15Oct at Directorate of Time and 25Oct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's 
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time.  PAA signed.  Rough cut of episode 
on 'time' received.  Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in 
very professional/capable manner.  Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR) 
 
EMPOWERMENT PROJECT (IndieFlix) 
Interview with VADM Michelle Howard conducted Sunday, 29Sep at the Women’s Memorial as part 
of documentary showcasing inspirational women in a variety of career fields.  PAA signed.  
Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 
UnSEALed (PBS) 
Research-only support approved by NAVINFO West and Naval Special Warfare Command. PAA 
signed. (NNTR) 
 
SAPR/Jon Blair documentary (No distribution) 
Producer Jon Blair connected with SAPR POCs (Newsdesk and SAPRO) for research purposes only 
to generate more detailed proposal/treatment.  (NNTR) 
 
Saving Private K-9 (Sportsman Channel) 
Docu-series showcasing mission/training of military working dogs and handlers.  AF-led PAA. 
Researching Navy support. (NNTR) 
 
Typhoon Haiyan (NOVA) 
Documentary on science of Typhoon Haiyan to discuss how meteorologists tracked and predicted 
it.  Joint Typhoon Warning Center commanding officer interviewed interviewed 02Jan.  PAA signed 
and awaiting rough cut. 
 
Mighty Ships (Discovery)  
Researching filming opportunities aboard USNS Montford Point in Spring 2014. 
 
Godfather of Sarin (NETA) 
Producer interested in filming aboard Cape Ray during chemical weapons disposal which NAVINFO 
West has informed is highly unlikely due to safety and security concerns.  Researching possible 
alternative avenues of support via releasable archival footage. 
 
Chaplains (PBS) 
Documentary profiling various faith traditions and professions.  Researching request to interview 
Navy chaplain. 
 
New Race for Space (Science Channel) 
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration.  Researching request to film 
scheduled test of NASA's SIAD rocket on China Lake.  Exact date of filming and test TBD.  

41 on 41 (Bush Library Foundation)
Distribution currently the Bush Library. Filming took place 03]an aboard USS George HW Bush in
support of documentary of former president. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut.

HORIZON — COMET (BBC Science Series)
Filming took place 15Sep at Coso Hot Springs on Naval Air Weapons Station China Lake. PAA
signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC)
Filming took place 150ct at Directorate of Time and ZSOct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time. PAA signed. Rough cut of episode
on 'time' received. Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in
very professional/capable manner. Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR)

EMPOWERMENT PROJECT (IndieFlix)
Interview with VADM Michelle Howard conducted Sunday, 29Sep at the Women’s Memorial as part
of documentary showcasing inspirational women in a variety of career fields. PAA signed.
Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

UnSEALed (PBS)
Research-only support approved by NAVINFO West and Naval Special Warfare Command. PAA
signed. (NNTR)

SAPR/Ion Blair documentary (No distribution)
Producer Ion Blair connected with SAPR POCs (Newsdesk and SAPRO) for research purposes only
to generate more detailed proposal/treatment. (NNTR)

Saving Private K-9 (Sportsman Channel)
Docu-series showcasing mission/training of military working dogs and handlers. AF-led PAA.
Researching Navy support. (NNTR)

Typhoon Haiyan (NOVA)
Documentary on science of Typhoon Haiyan to discuss how meteorologists tracked and predicted
it. Ioint Typhoon Warning Center commanding officer interviewed interviewed OZIan. PAA signed
and awaiting rough cut.

Mighty Ships (Discovery)
Researching filming opportunities aboard USNS Montford Point in Spring 2014.

Godfather of Sarin (NETA)
Producer interested in filming aboard Cape Ray during chemical weapons disposal which NAVINFO
West has informed is highly unlikely due to safety and security concerns. Researching possible
alternative avenues of support via releasable archival footage.

Chaplains (PBS)
Documentary profiling various faith traditions and professions. Researching request to interview
Navy chaplain.

New Race for Space (Science Channel)
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration. Researching request to film
scheduled test of NASA's SIAD rocket on China Lake. Exact date of filming and test TBD.



 

 

 

DECLINES: 

 
(NNTR) 
 

ADMIN: 

 

Combined Federal Campaign 
NAVINFOWEST CFC coordinator reports 100% contact. 
 
HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAVY 
Next HTTN is scheduled for 11Jan.  NAVINFOWEST will be escorting 8 entertainment industry 
leaders to visit USS CARL VINSON (CVN-70) and FLELOGSUPPRON THIRTY (VRC-30).  Senior guest 
is Justin Herz, Senior VP at Warner Bros Pictures. 
 

RESERVE UNIT  
 

  
  

 
   

OPTAR 
Requesting FY-14 funds for three portable banners, Adobe Creative Suite and IMDB.PRO access.  
Will FOLUP with NPASE Comptroller. (NNTR) 
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RESERVE UNIT  
 

  
  

 
   

OPTAR 
Requesting FY-14 funds for three portable banners, Adobe Creative Suite and IMDB.PRO access.  
Will FOLUP with NPASE Comptroller. (NNTR) 
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Combined Federal Campaign
NAVINFOWEST CFC coordinator reports 100% contact.

HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAVY
Next HTTN is scheduled for 11]an. NAVINFOWEST will be escorting 8 entertainment industry
leaders to Visit USS CARL VINSON (CVN-70) and FLELOGSUPPRON THIRTY (VRC-30). Senior guest
is Iustin Herz, Senior VP at Warner Bros Pictures.
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(b) (6)
—
—
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0PTAR
Requesting FY-14 funds for three portable banners, Adobe Creative Suite and IMDB.PRO access.
Will FOLUP with NPASE Comptroller. (NNTR)



 

 

NAVINFO WEST Weekly Report 
17 Jan 14 

Updated Items in Blue 
 

SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS: 

 
LONE SURVIVOR 
Blockbuster Universal Studios release continues big run in theaters and the subject of many news 
and talk shows. 
Of note from Rene' Carbone Bardorf, DASD for Community and Public Outreach, Office of the 
Secretary of Defense, Public Affairs;  “Just want to send out a note of congrats to you and your teams 
for the outstanding support of "Lone Survivor."  It was a box office smash, taking over the number 
one spot and grossing more than $38 million.  The second highest opening in January - ever.  I've 
been watching the film's performance closely and from a Community Outreach perspective, it 
appears to be doing as well as we hoped it would do in communities.  Through social media, people 
are expressing support for our troops, asking more about what they can do, expressing surprise and 
respect for what our SMs are sacrificing on their behalf, and young people are expressing a desire to 
serve.” 
 
GODZILLA  
Scheduled to review rough cut with Phil Strub 23Jan at Legendary Studios.  Coordinating advance 
marketing activities.  Pick up shots (one line/new schedule) provided for end of Jan/early Feb.  
Revised script notes provided for Navy/OSD review and approval. 
 
JOINT ADVERTISING MARKET RESEARCH & STUDIES (JAMRS)  
NAVINFOWEST ICW MDSU-1 provided technical assistance and an on-site military advisor ISO 
JAMRS DoD recruiting commercial slated to air in FY-15.  On 16Jan in LA this year JAMRS was 
awarded funding to produce a recruiting commercial that highlights women in leadership positions 
and operating in non-traditional billets.  Underwater filming was completed on a production that 
demonstrated a young female that sees herself into the future as an LPO of a Navy dive team.    
 
THE LAST SHIP (TNT)  
TNT series that follows a U.S. Navy DDG on a solo deployment as the world succumbs to a deadly 

virus.  Two scientists on board might have the makings of a cure.  Company back on set in Los 
Angeles. Grounded helo filming sked for 27Jan, HSC-3.  Company to return to USS DEWEY 
10Mar followed by u/w on available DDG week of 24Mar.  TNT has built sets for bridge, CIC 
and helo hangar.   
TNT released new 2:26 trailer. http://www.tntdrama.com/series/the-last-
ship/?SR=the%20last%20ship&SR=The_Last_Ship .  Daily SITREP provided SEPCOR. 
TNT executives and actors introduced The Last Ship pilot at annual meeting of Television Critics 
Assoc. in LA last week.  The PDF is attached with comments of high Navy support. 
 
USS Indianapolis: Men of Courage (Hannibal Pictures) 
Providing Hannibal Pictures with written feedback to first draft script and a way ahead 
recommendations for DoD support considerations. 
 
SEAPOWER (NAVY/MARINE CORPS IMAX) 
NAVINFOWEST ICW C3F (N00PA) staffs developing SOE based on tentative EX events.  Ongoing 
coordination with K2 communications to identify logistics and operational requirements.     
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LONE SURVIVOR
Blockbuster Universal Studios release continues big run in theaters and the subject of many news
and talk shows.
Of note from Rene' Carbone Bardorf, DASD for Community and Public Outreach, Office of the
Secretary of Defense, Public Affairs; "Just want to send out a note of congrats to you and your teams
for the outstanding support of "Lone Survivor." It was a box office smash, taking over the number
one spot and grossing more than $38 million. The second highest opening in January - ever. I've
been watching the film's performance closely and from a Community Outreach perspective, it
appears to be doing as well as we hoped it would do in communities. Through social media, people
are expressing support for our troops, asking more about what they can do, expressing surprise and
respect for what our SMs are sacrificing on their behalf, and young people are expressing a desire to
serve."

GODZILLA
Scheduled to review rough cut with Phil Strub 23]an at Legendary Studios. Coordinating advance
marketing activities. Pick up shots (one line/new schedule) provided for end of Ian/early Feb.
Revised script notes provided for Navy/OSD review and approval.

IOINT ADVERTISING MARKET RESEARCH & STUDIES (IAMRS)
NAVINFOWEST ICW MDSU-l provided technical assistance and an on-site military advisor ISO
IAMRS DoD recruiting commercial slated to air in FY-15. On 16]an in LA this year IAMRS was
awarded funding to produce a recruiting commercial that highlights women in leadership positions
and operating in non-traditional billets. Underwater filming was completed on a production that
demonstrated a young female that sees herself into the future as an LPO of a Navy dive team.

THE LAST SHIP (TNT)
TNT series that follows a US. Navy DDG on a solo deployment as the world succumbs to a deadly
virus. Two scientists on board might have the makings of a cure. Company back on set in Los
Angeles. Grounded helo filming sked for 27Ian, HSC-3. Company to return to USS DEWEY
10Mar followed by u/w on available DDG week of 24Mar. TNT has built sets for bridge, CIC
and helo hangar.
TNT released new 2:26 trailer. http://www.tntdrama.com/series/the-last-
ship/?SR=the%20last%ZOship&SR=The Last Ship . Daily SITREP provided SEPCOR.
TNT executives and actors introduced The Last Ship pilot at annual meeting of Television Critics
Assoc. in LA last week. The PDF is attached with comments of high Navy support.

USS Indianapolis: Men of Courage (Hannibal Pictures)
Providing Hannibal Pictures with written feedback to first draft script and a way ahead
recommendations for DoD support considerations.

SEAPOWER (NAVY/MARINE CORPS IMAX)
NAVINFOWEST ICW C3F (NOOPA) staffs developing SOE based on tentative EX events. Ongoing
coordination with K2 communications to identify logistics and operational requirements.



 

 

 
 

SCRIPTED TV / GAME SHOW: 

 
NCIS (CBS) 
On 15Jan, met with NCIS actual Comms Director MaryAnn Cummings.  Discussed NCIS New Orleans 
options to further Navy/MC support. 
Reviewing episode #250.  IRT SECNAV/Exec Producers meeting and way-ahead, LCDR Correa 
(NCIS, Project Officer) will be coordinating a writer/producer site visit (date TBD) to the San Diego 
waterfront to visit the LCS/LCS trainer and opportunity to engage with the operators.   
  
HAWAII FIVE-O (CBS) 
Reviewed episode #416.   No USN support requested ISO episode #416. (NNTR) 

JEOPARDY (Sony Pictures) 
Requesting to shoot b-roll aboard USS New York mid-February to be used as part of 10-second 
video question in upcoming episode.  Jeopardy Q&A will revolve around NYK mission, capabilities 
and historical facts.  Coordinating with SURFLANT and NYK PAO.  
 

DOCUMENTARIES: 

 
WOMEN IN SERVICE 
Vice Adm. Howard (N3N5) interviewed with PBS' "Makers" documentary program 09Jan about the 
integration of women in the Navy since the 1970's.  The episode will air in JUNE and will also 
feature interviews with senior women leaders in the Army and Marines.  The "Women in War" 
segment is one of six episodes that will look at the evolution of women in six different career fields 
and is a follow-up to PBS' 2012 series that detailed the history of the women's movement.  
 
“B. TAYLOR” (ION TV) 
Received production support request submitted to NAVINFOWEST via CHINFO OI-6.   
B. Taylor hip-hop artist and former Avionics Technician Second Class, has teamed up with  
Untouchable Productions for a reality based documentary show to be aired on ION network. 
Coordination/Planning with Director ongoing.  Remaining scenes:  AIMD and main gym NAS North 
Island; Main NEX San Diego NAVSTA.  Filming of remaining scenes on hold pending talent 
availability.  FOLUP email sent to production company to determine follow-on requirements. 
(NNTR) 
 
RISE OF THE MACHINES 
Filming embark completed 30Oct-03Nov aboard USS Ronald Reagan (CVN-76).  Assisting with 
archival footage and awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 
41 on 41 (Bush Library Foundation)  
Distribution currently the Bush Library.  Filming took place 03Jan aboard USS George HW Bush in 
support of documentary of former president.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 
HORIZON – COMET (BBC Science Series) 
Filming took place 15Sep at Coso Hot Springs on Naval Air Weapons Station China Lake.  PAA 
signed.  Awaiting rough cut.  (NNTR) 
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On 15]an, met with NCIS actual Comms Director MaryAnn Cummings. Discussed NCIS New Orleans
options to further Navy/MC support.
Reviewing episode #250. IRT SECNAV/Exec Producers meeting and way-ahead, LCDR Correa
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waterfront to visit the LCS/LCS trainer and opportunity to engage with the operators.

HAWAII FIVE-O (CBS)
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IEOPARDY (Sony Pictures)
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DOCUMENTARIES:
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Vice Adm. Howard (N3N5) interviewed with PBS' "Makers" documentary program 09Ian about the
integration of women in the Navy since the 1970's. The episode will air in IUNE and will also
feature interviews with senior women leaders in the Army and Marines. The "Women in War"
segment is one of six episodes that will look at the evolution of women in six different career fields
and is a follow-up to PBS' 2012 series that detailed the history of the women's movement.

“B. TAYLOR” (ION TV)
Received production support request submitted to NAVINFOWEST via CHINFO OI-6.
B. Taylor hip-hop artist and former Avionics Technician Second Class, has teamed up with
Untouchable Productions for a reality based documentary show to be aired on ION network.
Coordination/Planning with Director ongoing. Remaining scenes: AIMD and main gym NAS North
Island; Main NEX San Diego NAVSTA. Filming of remaining scenes on hold pending talent
availability. FOLUP email sent to production company to determine follow-on requirements.
(NNTR)

RISE OF THE MACHINES
Filming embark completed 300ct-03Nov aboard USS Ronald Reagan (CVN-76). Assisting with
archival footage and awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

41 on 41 (Bush Library Foundation)
Distribution currently the Bush Library. Filming took place 03]an aboard USS George HW Bush in
support of documentary of former president. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

HORIZON — COMET (BBC Science Series)
Filming took place 15Sep at Coso Hot Springs on Naval Air Weapons Station China Lake. PAA
signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)



 

 

HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC) 
Filming took place 15Oct at Directorate of Time and 25Oct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's 
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time.  PAA signed.  Rough cut of episode 
on 'time' received.  Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in 
very professional/capable manner.  Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR) 
 
EMPOWERMENT PROJECT (IndieFlix) 
Interview with VADM Michelle Howard conducted Sunday, 29Sep at the Women’s Memorial as part 
of documentary showcasing inspirational women in a variety of career fields.  PAA signed.  
Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 
UnSEALed (PBS) 
Research-only support approved by NAVINFO West and Naval Special Warfare Command. PAA 
signed. (NNTR) 
 
SAPR/Jon Blair documentary (No distribution) 
Producer Jon Blair connected with SAPR POCs (Newsdesk and SAPRO) for research purposes only 
to generate more detailed proposal/treatment.  (NNTR) 
 
Saving Private K-9 (Sportsman Channel) 
Docu-series showcasing mission/training of military working dogs and handlers.  AF-led PAA. 
Researching Navy support. (NNTR) 
 
Typhoon Haiyan (NOVA) 
Documentary on science of Typhoon Haiyan to discuss how meteorologists tracked and predicted 
it.  Joint Typhoon Warning Center commanding officer interviewed interviewed 02Jan.  PAA signed 
and awaiting rough cut to be delivered 17Jan.  Show to air on NOVA, Wednesday, 22Jan. 
 
Mighty Ships (Discovery)  
Researching filming opportunities aboard USNS Montford Point in Spring 2014. (NNTR) 
 
Godfather of Sarin (NETA) 
Producer interested in filming aboard Cape Ray during chemical weapons disposal which NAVINFO 
West has informed is highly unlikely due to safety and security concerns.  Researching possible 
alternative avenues of support via releasable archival footage. (NNTR) 
 
Chaplains (PBS) 
Documentary profiling various faith traditions and professions.  Researching request to interview 
Navy chaplain. (NNTR) 
 
New Race for Space (Science Channel) 
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration.  Researching request to film 
scheduled test of NASA's SIAD rocket on China Lake.  Exact date of filming and test TBD.  PAA sent 
to producer. 
 
Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation 
Museum. Filming took place Jan. 15.  Awaiting rough cut.   
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on 'time' received. Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in
very professional/capable manner. Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR)
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Interview with VADM Michelle Howard conducted Sunday, 29Sep at the Women’s Memorial as part
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UnSEALed (PBS)
Research-only support approved by NAVINFO West and Naval Special Warfare Command. PAA
signed. (NNTR)

SAPR/Ion Blair documentary (No distribution)
Producer Ion Blair connected with SAPR POCs (Newsdesk and SAPRO) for research purposes only
to generate more detailed proposal/treatment. (NNTR)

Saving Private K-9 (Sportsman Channel)
Docu-series showcasing mission/training of military working dogs and handlers. AF-led PAA.
Researching Navy support. (NNTR)

Typhoon Haiyan (NOVA)
Documentary on science of Typhoon Haiyan to discuss how meteorologists tracked and predicted
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Mighty Ships (Discovery)
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Godfather of Sarin (NETA)
Producer interested in filming aboard Cape Ray during chemical weapons disposal which NAVINFO
West has informed is highly unlikely due to safety and security concerns. Researching possible
alternative avenues of support via releasable archival footage. (NNTR)

Chaplains (PBS)
Documentary profiling various faith traditions and professions. Researching request to interview
Navy chaplain. (NNTR)

New Race for Space (Science Channel)
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration. Researching request to film
scheduled test of NASA's SIAD rocket on China Lake. Exact date of filming and test TBD. PAA sent
to producer.

Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel)
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation
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DECLINES: 

 
UFO X Files (Smithsonian Channel documentary) 
Request to film on San Clemente island.  No valued proposition for the Navy. 
 

ADMIN: 

 

HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAVY 
Next HTTN is scheduled for 08Feb.  An SSN and HSC-85 are both confirmed. 
 
RESERVE UNIT 

 
 

  
  

 
   
OPTAR 
Requesting FY-14 funds for three portable banners, Adobe Creative Suite and IMDB.PRO access.  
Will FOLUP with NPASE Comptroller. (NNTR) 
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UFO X Files (Smithsonian Channel documentary)
Request to film on San Clemente island. No valued proposition for the Navy.

ADMIN:

HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAVY
Next HTTN is scheduled for 08Feb. An SSN and HSC-85 are both confirmed.

RESERVE UNIT
(b) )

OPTAR
Requesting FY-14 funds for three portable banners, Adobe Creative Suite and IMDB.PRO access.
Will FOLUP with NPASE Comptroller. (NNTR)



NAVINFO WEST Weekly Report 
24 Jan 14 

Updated Items in Blue 
 

SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS: 

 
FOX SPORTS  
On Jan 22, NAVINFOWEST responded to an Army Liaison Office short-fuse request to provide a 
Navy enlisted rep for Armed Forces tribute video by Fox Sports for airing at the NFL Super Bowl 
XLVIII.  Project officer LCDR Mark Correa with the assistance of VAW-117 Command Master Chief, 
Spike Call (Former MCCM) identified LS3(AW/SW) Christea Stroble as the best candidate to 
represent the U.S. Navy.  She was the only female service member representing the services.  Each 
will read a line from the Declaration of Independence. 
 
GODZILLA  
Reviewed rough cut with Phil Strub 23Jan at Warner Bros Studios.  Our initial reaction: this will be 
an epic blockbuster…in short, we have a new Navy hero!  Coordinating advance marketing 
activities.  Pick up shots (one line/new schedule) provided for end of Jan/early Feb.  Revised script 
notes provided.   
 
THE LAST SHIP (TNT)  
Company remains on set in Los Angeles.  Helo flights and filming scheduled for 21 Jan were CANX 
due to A/C maintenance.  NATOPS waiver submitted to NAVAIR via CNAP requesting utilization and 
interior installation of static "GoPro" cameras to support in-flight filming for upcoming episode. 
Production company returns USS DEWEY on 15 Mar.  DDG availability for U/W filming pushed to 
early April.  Daily sitrep provided via SEPCOR.  New sets are exceptionally high quality. 
 
USS Indianapolis: Men of Courage (Hannibal Pictures) 
Providing Hannibal Pictures with written feedback to first draft script and a way ahead 
recommendations for DoD support considerations. (NNTR) 
 
SEAPOWER (NAVY/MARINE CORPS IMAX) 
Drafting initial PAA. 
 

SCRIPTED TV / GAME SHOW: 

 
NCIS (CBS) 
Reviewing episode #251.  Provided uniform guidance to wardrobe department ISO #251 scene 
portraying an off-duty sailor wearing NWUs.     
  
HAWAII FIVE-O (CBS) 
Reviewed episodes #417-#419.   No USN personnel depicted or USN support requested ISO 
episodes #417 - #419.  

JEOPARDY (Sony Pictures) 
Requesting to shoot b-roll aboard USS New York mid-February to be used as part of 10-second 
video question in upcoming episode.  Jeopardy Q&A will revolve around NYK mission, capabilities 
and historical facts.  Coordinating with SURFLANT and NYK PAO.  (NNTR) 
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activities.  Pick up shots (one line/new schedule) provided for end of Jan/early Feb.  Revised script 
notes provided.   
 
THE LAST SHIP (TNT)  
Company remains on set in Los Angeles.  Helo flights and filming scheduled for 21 Jan were CANX 
due to A/C maintenance.  NATOPS waiver submitted to NAVAIR via CNAP requesting utilization and 
interior installation of static "GoPro" cameras to support in-flight filming for upcoming episode. 
Production company returns USS DEWEY on 15 Mar.  DDG availability for U/W filming pushed to 
early April.  Daily sitrep provided via SEPCOR.  New sets are exceptionally high quality. 
 
USS Indianapolis: Men of Courage (Hannibal Pictures) 
Providing Hannibal Pictures with written feedback to first draft script and a way ahead 
recommendations for DoD support considerations. (NNTR) 
 
SEAPOWER (NAVY/MARINE CORPS IMAX) 
Drafting initial PAA. 
 

SCRIPTED TV / GAME SHOW: 

 
NCIS (CBS) 
Reviewing episode #251.  Provided uniform guidance to wardrobe department ISO #251 scene 
portraying an off-duty sailor wearing NWUs.     
  
HAWAII FIVE-O (CBS) 
Reviewed episodes #417-#419.   No USN personnel depicted or USN support requested ISO 
episodes #417 - #419.  

JEOPARDY (Sony Pictures) 
Requesting to shoot b-roll aboard USS New York mid-February to be used as part of 10-second 
video question in upcoming episode.  Jeopardy Q&A will revolve around NYK mission, capabilities 
and historical facts.  Coordinating with SURFLANT and NYK PAO.  (NNTR) 
 
 

NAVINFO WEST Weekly Report
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‘ SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS:

FOX SPORTS
On Ian 22, NAVINFOWEST responded to an Army Liaison Office short-fuse request to provide a
Navy enlisted rep for Armed Forces tribute video by Fox Sports for airing at the NFL Super Bowl
XLVIII. Project officer LCDR Mark Correa with the assistance of VAW-117 Command Master Chief,
Spike Call (Former MCCM) identified LS3(AW/SW) Christea Stroble as the best candidate to
represent the US. Navy. She was the only female service member representing the services. Each
will read a line from the Declaration of Independence.

GODZILLA
Reviewed rough cut with Phil Strub 23]an at Warner Bros Studios. Our initial reaction: this will be
an epic blockbuster...in short, we have a new Navy hero! Coordinating advance marketing
activities. Pick up shots (one line/new schedule) provided for end of Ian/early Feb. Revised script
notes provided.

THE LAST SHIP (TNT)
Company remains on set in Los Angeles. Helo flights and filming scheduled for 21 Ian were CANX
due to A/C maintenance. NATOPS waiver submitted to NAVAIR Via CNAP requesting utilization and
interior installation of static "GoPro" cameras to support in-flight filming for upcoming episode.
Production company returns USS DEWEY on 15 Mar. DDG availability for U/W filming pushed to
early April. Daily sitrep provided via SEPCOR. New sets are exceptionally high quality.

USS Indianapolis: Men of Courage (Hannibal Pictures)
Providing Hannibal Pictures with written feedback to first draft script and a way ahead
recommendations for DoD support considerations. (NNTR)

SEAPOWER (NAVY/MARINE CORPS IMAX)
Drafting initial PAA.

SCRIPTED TV / GAME SHOW:

NCIS (CBS)
Reviewing episode #251. Provided uniform guidance to wardrobe department ISO #251 scene
portraying an off-duty sailor wearing NWUs.

HAWAII FIVE-O (CBS)
Reviewed episodes #417-#419. No USN personnel depicted or USN support requested ISO
episodes #417 - #419.

IEOPARDY (Sony Pictures)
Requesting to shoot b-roll aboard USS New York mid-February to be used as part of 10-second
video question in upcoming episode. Jeopardy Q&A will revolve around NYK mission, capabilities
and historical facts. Coordinating with SURFLANT and NYK PAO. (NNTR)



DOCUMENTARIES (Air Date): 

 
HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC) 
Filming took place 15Oct at Directorate of Time and 25Oct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's 
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time.  PAA signed.  Rough cut of episode 
on 'time' received.  Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in 
very professional/capable manner.  Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR) 
 
Typhoon Haiyan (NOVA) 
Documentary on science of Typhoon Haiyan to discuss how meteorologists tracked and predicted 
it.  Joint Typhoon Warning Center commanding officer interviewed interviewed 02Jan.  PAA signed.  
Rough cut reviewed and feedback delivered.  Show aired on NOVA, Wednesday, 22Jan. 
 
WOMEN IN SERVICE 
Vice Adm. Howard (N3N5) interviewed with PBS' "Makers" documentary program 09Jan about the 
integration of women in the Navy since the 1970's.  The episode will air in JUNE and will also 
feature interviews with senior women leaders in the Army and Marines.  The "Women in War" 
segment is one of six episodes that will look at the evolution of women in six different career fields 
and is a follow-up to PBS' 2012 series that detailed the history of the women's movement. (NNTR) 
 

DOCUMENTARIES (In Production): 

 
SAPR/Jon Blair documentary (No distribution) 
Producer Jon Blair connected with SAPR POCs (Newsdesk and SAPRO) for research purposes only 
to generate more detailed proposal/treatment.  Exploring research assistance with JAG officials as 
well. 
 

 
 

 
  

 
“B. TAYLOR” (ION TV) 
Received production support request submitted to NAVINFOWEST via CHINFO OI-6.   
B. Taylor hip-hop artist and former Avionics Technician Second Class, has teamed up with  
Untouchable Productions for a reality based documentary show to be aired on ION network. 
Coordination/Planning with Director ongoing.  Remaining scenes:  AIMD and main gym NAS North 
Island; Main NEX San Diego NAVSTA.  Filming of remaining scenes on hold pending talent 
availability.  FOLUP email sent to production company to determine follow-on requirements. 
(NNTR) 
 
RISE OF THE MACHINES 
Filming embark completed 30Oct-03Nov aboard USS Ronald Reagan (CVN-76).  Assisting with 
archival footage and awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 
41 on 41 (Bush Library Foundation)  
Distribution currently the Bush Library.  Filming took place 03Jan aboard USS George HW Bush in 
support of documentary of former president.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 
 

(b) (4)
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DOCUMENTARIES (Air Date):

HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC)
Filming took place 150ct at Directorate of Time and ZSOct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time. PAA signed. Rough cut of episode
on 'time' received. Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in
very professional/capable manner. Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR)

Typhoon Haiyan (NOVA)
Documentary on science of Typhoon Haiyan to discuss how meteorologists tracked and predicted
it. Ioint Typhoon Warning Center commanding officer interviewed interviewed OZIan. PAA signed.
Rough cut reviewed and feedback delivered. Show aired on NOVA, Wednesday, 22]an.

WOMEN IN SERVICE
Vice Adm. Howard (N3N5) interviewed with PBS' "Makers" documentary program 09Ian about the
integration of women in the Navy since the 1970's. The episode will air in )UNE and will also
feature interviews with senior women leaders in the Army and Marines. The "Women in War"
segment is one of six episodes that will look at the evolution of women in six different career fields
and is a follow-up to PBS' 2012 series that detailed the history of the women's movement. (NNTR)

DOCUMENTARIES (In Production):

SAPR/Ion Blair documentary (No distribution)
Producer )on Blair connected with SAPR POCs (Newsdesk and SAPRO) for research purposes only
to generate more detailed proposal/treatment. Exploring research assistance with IAG officials as
well.

“B. TAYLOR” (ION TV)
Received production support request submitted to NAVINFOWEST via CHINFO 01-6.
B. Taylor hip-hop artist and former Avionics Technician Second Class, has teamed up with
Untouchable Productions for a reality based documentary show to be aired on ION network.
Coordination/Planning with Director ongoing. Remaining scenes: AIMD and main gym NAS North
Island; Main NEX San Diego NAVSTA. Filming of remaining scenes on hold pending talent
availability. FOLUP email sent to production company to determine follow-on requirements.
(NNTR)

RISE OF THE MACHINES
Filming embark completed 300ct-03Nov aboard USS Ronald Reagan (CVN-76). Assisting with
archival footage and awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

41 on 41 (Bush Library Foundation)
Distribution currently the Bush Library. Filming took place 03]an aboard USS George HW Bush in
support of documentary of former president. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)



HORIZON – COMET (BBC Science Series) 
Filming took place 15Sep at Coso Hot Springs on Naval Air Weapons Station China Lake.  PAA 
signed.  Awaiting rough cut.  (NNTR) 
 
EMPOWERMENT PROJECT (IndieFlix) 
Interview with VADM Michelle Howard conducted Sunday, 29Sep at the Women’s Memorial as part 
of documentary showcasing inspirational women in a variety of career fields.  PAA signed.  
Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 
UnSEALed (PBS) 
Research-only support approved by NAVINFO West and Naval Special Warfare Command. PAA 
signed. (NNTR) 
 
Saving Private K-9 (Sportsman Channel) 
Docu-series showcasing mission/training of military working dogs and handlers.  AF-led PAA. 
Researching Navy support. (NNTR) 
 
Mighty Ships (Discovery)  
Researching filming opportunities aboard USNS Montford Point, LCS and HSV in Spring 2014.   
 
Chaplains (PBS) 
Documentary profiling various faith traditions and professions.  Researching request to interview 
Navy chaplain. (NNTR) 
 
New Race for Space (Science Channel) 
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration.  Researching request to film 
scheduled test of NASA's SIAD rocket on China Lake.  Exact date of filming and test TBD.  PAA sent 
to producer. (NNTR) 
 
Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation 
Museum. Filming took place Jan. 15.  Awaiting rough cut.  (NNTR) 

 
ADMIN: 

 
HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAVY 
Next HTTN is scheduled for 08Feb.  An SSN and HSC-85 are both confirmed. (NNTR) 
 
RESERVE UNIT 

 
 

  
  

 
   

OPTAR 
Requesting FY-14 funds for three portable banners, Adobe Creative Suite and IMDB.PRO access.  
Will FOLUP with NPASE Comptroller. (NNTR) 
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Filming took place 15Sep at Coso Hot Springs on Naval Air Weapons Station China Lake.  PAA 
signed.  Awaiting rough cut.  (NNTR) 
 
EMPOWERMENT PROJECT (IndieFlix) 
Interview with VADM Michelle Howard conducted Sunday, 29Sep at the Women’s Memorial as part 
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Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
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Research-only support approved by NAVINFO West and Naval Special Warfare Command. PAA 
signed. (NNTR) 
 
Saving Private K-9 (Sportsman Channel) 
Docu-series showcasing mission/training of military working dogs and handlers.  AF-led PAA. 
Researching Navy support. (NNTR) 
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Researching filming opportunities aboard USNS Montford Point, LCS and HSV in Spring 2014.   
 
Chaplains (PBS) 
Documentary profiling various faith traditions and professions.  Researching request to interview 
Navy chaplain. (NNTR) 
 
New Race for Space (Science Channel) 
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration.  Researching request to film 
scheduled test of NASA's SIAD rocket on China Lake.  Exact date of filming and test TBD.  PAA sent 
to producer. (NNTR) 
 
Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation 
Museum. Filming took place Jan. 15.  Awaiting rough cut.  (NNTR) 
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HORIZON — COMET (BBC Science Series)
Filming took place 15Sep at Coso Hot Springs on Naval Air Weapons Station China Lake. PAA
signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

EMPOWERMENT PROIECT (IndieFlix)
Interview with VADM Michelle Howard conducted Sunday, 29Sep at the Women’s Memorial as part
of documentary showcasing inspirational women in a variety of career fields. PAA signed.
Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

UnSEALed (PBS)
Research-only support approved by NAVINFO West and Naval Special Warfare Command. PAA
signed. (NNTR)

Saving Private K-9 (Sportsman Channel)
Docu-series showcasing mission/training of military working dogs and handlers. AF-led PAA.
Researching Navy support. (NNTR)

Mighty Ships (Discovery)
Researching filming opportunities aboard USNS Montford Point, LCS and HSV in Spring 2014.

Chaplains (PBS)
Documentary profiling various faith traditions and professions. Researching request to interview
Navy chaplain. (NNTR)

New Race for Space (Science Channel)
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration. Researching request to film
scheduled test of NASA's SIAD rocket on China Lake. Exact date of filming and test TBD. PAA sent
to producer. (NNTR)

Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel)
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation
Museum. Filming took place Ian. 15. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

ADMIN:

HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAVY
Next HTTN is scheduled for 08Feb. An SSN and HSC-85 are both confirmed. (NNTR)

RESERVE UNIT
b) (6) H

OPTAR
Requesting FY-14 funds for three portable banners, Adobe Creative Suite and IMDB.PRO access.
Will FOLUP with NPASE Comptroller. (NNTR)



NAVINFO WEST Weekly Report 
30 Jan 14 

Updated Items in Blue 
 

SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS: 

 
  

 
 

  
 

 
   

 

GODZILLA  
Project Officer on location 30 Jan – 4 Feb, filming of additional pick up shots (one line/new 
schedule).  Revised script notes provided.   
 
THE LAST SHIP (TNT)  
Company remains on set in Los Angeles.  NATOPS waiver submitted to NAVAIR via CNAP 
requesting utilization and interior installation of static "GoPro" cameras to support in-flight filming 
for upcoming episode - continue to work this request.  Production company returns USS DEWEY on 
15 Mar.  DDG availability for U/W filming pushed to 07-11APR; working with C3F for coord.  Daily 
sitrep provided via SEPCOR. 
 
SEAPOWER (NAVY/MARINE CORPS IMAX) 
Drafting initial PAA. (NNTR) 
 
USS Indianapolis: Men of Courage (Hannibal Pictures) 
Providing Hannibal Pictures with written feedback to first draft script and a way ahead 
recommendations for DoD support considerations. (NNTR) 
 
 

SCRIPTED TV / GAME SHOW: 

 
NCIS (CBS) 
Reviewing episode #251.  Project officer providing uniform assistance and script rewriting ISO 
#251. 
  
HAWAII FIVE-O (CBS) 
Reviewed episode #421 outline.   With concurrence from OSD (PA), NAVINFOWEST will not be 
providing script/location support IRT a flawed storyline depicting inaccurate NSW ops, OPSEC 
violations, and UCMJ violations conducted by a USNR Officer and former LT.  

JEOPARDY (Sony Pictures) 
No longer require approval to shoot broll aboard USS New York. Using USS New York data provided 
from ship's PAO to construct clues instead of using proposed video clues.  Jeopardy Q&A will 
revolve around NYK mission, capabilities and historical facts.  Coordinating with SURFLANT and 
NYK PAO.  (NNTR) 
 

(b) (4)
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requesting utilization and interior installation of static "GoPro" cameras to support in-flight filming 
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15 Mar.  DDG availability for U/W filming pushed to 07-11APR; working with C3F for coord.  Daily 
sitrep provided via SEPCOR. 
 
SEAPOWER (NAVY/MARINE CORPS IMAX) 
Drafting initial PAA. (NNTR) 
 
USS Indianapolis: Men of Courage (Hannibal Pictures) 
Providing Hannibal Pictures with written feedback to first draft script and a way ahead 
recommendations for DoD support considerations. (NNTR) 
 
 

SCRIPTED TV / GAME SHOW: 

 
NCIS (CBS) 
Reviewing episode #251.  Project officer providing uniform assistance and script rewriting ISO 
#251. 
  
HAWAII FIVE-O (CBS) 
Reviewed episode #421 outline.   With concurrence from OSD (PA), NAVINFOWEST will not be 
providing script/location support IRT a flawed storyline depicting inaccurate NSW ops, OPSEC 
violations, and UCMJ violations conducted by a USNR Officer and former LT.  

JEOPARDY (Sony Pictures) 
No longer require approval to shoot broll aboard USS New York. Using USS New York data provided 
from ship's PAO to construct clues instead of using proposed video clues.  Jeopardy Q&A will 
revolve around NYK mission, capabilities and historical facts.  Coordinating with SURFLANT and 
NYK PAO.  (NNTR) 
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GODZILLA
Project Officer on location 30 Ian — 4 Feb, filming of additional pick up shots (one line/new
schedule). Revised script notes provided.

THE LAST SHIP (TNT)
Company remains on set in Los Angeles. NATOPS waiver submitted to NAVAIR via CNAP
requesting utilization and interior installation of static "GoPro" cameras to support in-flight filming
for upcoming episode - continue to work this request. Production company returns USS DEWEY on
15 Mar. DDG availability for U/W filming pushed to 07-11APR; working with C3F for coord. Daily
sitrep provided via SEPCOR.

SEAPOWER (NAVY/MARINE CORPS IMAX)
Drafting initial PAA. (NNTR)

USS Indianapolis: Men of Courage (Hannibal Pictures)
Providing Hannibal Pictures with written feedback to first draft script and a way ahead
recommendations for DoD support considerations. (NNTR)

SCRIPTED TV / GAME SHOW:

NCIS (CBS)
Reviewing episode #251. Project officer providing uniform assistance and script rewriting ISO
#251.

HAWAII FIVE-O (CBS)
Reviewed episode #421 outline. With concurrence from OSD (PA), NAVINFOWEST will not be
providing script/location support IRT a flawed storyline depicting inaccurate NSW ops, OPSEC
violations, and UCM] violations conducted by a USNR Officer and former LT.

IEOPARDY (Sony Pictures)
No longer require approval to shoot broll aboard USS New York. Using USS New York data provided
from ship's PAC to construct clues instead of using proposed video clues. Ieopardy Q&A will
revolve around NYK mission, capabilities and historical facts. Coordinating with SURFLANT and
NYK PAO. (NNTR)



 

DOCUMENTARIES (Air Date): 

 
HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC) 
Filming took place 15Oct at Directorate of Time and 25Oct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's 
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time.  PAA signed.  Rough cut of episode 
on 'time' received.  Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in 
very professional/capable manner.  Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR) 
 
WOMEN IN SERVICE 
Vice Adm. Howard (N3N5) interviewed with PBS' "Makers" documentary program 09Jan about the 
integration of women in the Navy since the 1970's.  The episode will air in JUNE and will also 
feature interviews with senior women leaders in the Army and Marines.  The "Women in War" 
segment is one of six episodes that will look at the evolution of women in six different career fields 
and is a follow-up to PBS' 2012 series that detailed the history of the women's movement. (NNTR) 
 

DOCUMENTARIES (In Production): 

 
 

 
 

 
 
Trip Flip (Travel Channel) 
Show requests to document ship homecoming from deployment pierside.  While pierside, show 
wants to select dependents/active duty personnel at random to give away an all-expense paid trip 
and then follow family with film crew while on vacation.  Researching with JAG. 
 
SAPR/Jon Blair documentary (No distribution) 
Producer Jon Blair connected with SAPR POCs (Newsdesk and SAPRO) for research purposes only 
to generate more detailed proposal/treatment.  Exploring research assistance with JAG officials as 
well. (NNTR) 

 
 

 
 

   
 
“B. TAYLOR” (ION TV) 
Received production support request submitted to NAVINFOWEST via CHINFO OI-6.   
B. Taylor hip-hop artist and former Avionics Technician Second Class, has teamed up with  
Untouchable Productions for a reality based documentary show to be aired on ION network. 
Coordination/Planning with Director ongoing.  Remaining scenes:  AIMD and main gym NAS North 
Island; Main NEX San Diego NAVSTA.  Filming of remaining scenes on hold pending talent 
availability.  FOLUP email sent to production company to determine follow-on requirements. 
(NNTR) 
 
RISE OF THE MACHINES 
Filming embark completed 30Oct-03Nov aboard USS Ronald Reagan (CVN-76).  Assisting with 
archival footage and awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

(b) (4)

(b) (4)
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DOCUMENTARIES (Air Date):

HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC)
Filming took place 150ct at Directorate of Time and ZSOct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time. PAA signed. Rough cut of episode
on 'time' received. Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in
very professional/capable manner. Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR)

WOMEN IN SERVICE
Vice Adm. Howard (N3N5) interviewed with PBS' "Makers" documentary program 09]an about the
integration of women in the Navy since the 1970's. The episode will air in IUNE and will also
feature interviews with senior women leaders in the Army and Marines. The "Women in War"
segment is one of six episodes that will look at the evolution of women in six different career fields
and is a follow-up to PBS' 2012 series that detailed the history of the women's movement. (NNTR)

DOCUMENTARIES (In Production): l

Trip Flip (Travel Channel)
Show requests to document ship homecoming from deployment pierside. While pierside, show
wants to select dependents/active duty personnel at random to give away an all-expense paid trip
and then follow family with film crew while on vacation. Researching with JAG.

SAPR/Ion Blair documentary (No distribution)
Producer Ion Blair connected with SAPR POCs (Newsdesk and SAPRO) for research purposes only
to generate more detailed proposal/treatment. Exploring research assistance with ]AG officials as
well. (NNTR)

“B. TAYLOR” (ION TV)
Received production support request submitted to NAVINFOWEST via CHINFO OI-6.
B. Taylor hip-hop artist and former Avionics Technician Second Class, has teamed up with
Untouchable Productions for a reality based documentary show to be aired on ION network.
Coordination/Planning with Director ongoing. Remaining scenes: AIMD and main gym NAS North
Island; Main NEX San Diego NAVSTA. Filming of remaining scenes on hold pending talent
availability. FOLUP email sent to production company to determine follow-on requirements.
(NNTR)

RISE OF THE MACHINES
Filming embark completed 300ct-03Nov aboard USS Ronald Reagan (CVN-76). Assisting with
archival footage and awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)



 
41 on 41 (Bush Library Foundation)  
Distribution currently the Bush Library.  Filming took place 03Jan aboard USS George HW Bush in 
support of documentary of former president.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 
HORIZON – COMET (BBC Science Series) 
Filming took place 15Sep at Coso Hot Springs on Naval Air Weapons Station China Lake.  PAA 
signed.  Awaiting rough cut.  (NNTR) 
 
EMPOWERMENT PROJECT (IndieFlix) 
Interview with VADM Michelle Howard conducted Sunday, 29Sep at the Women’s Memorial as part 
of documentary showcasing inspirational women in a variety of career fields.  PAA signed.  
Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 
UnSEALed (PBS) 
Research-only support approved by NAVINFO West and Naval Special Warfare Command. PAA 
signed. (NNTR) 
 
Saving Private K-9 (Sportsman Channel) 
Docu-series showcasing mission/training of military working dogs and handlers.  AF-led PAA. 
Researching Navy support. (NNTR) 
 
Mighty Ships (Discovery)  
Researching filming opportunities aboard USNS Montford Point, LCS and HSV in Spring 2014.  
(NNTR) 
 
Chaplains (PBS) 
Documentary profiling various faith traditions and professions.  Researching request to interview 
Navy chaplain. (NNTR) 
 
New Race for Space (Science Channel) 
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration.  Researching request to film 
scheduled test of NASA's SIAD rocket on China Lake.  Exact date of filming and test TBD.  PAA sent 
to producer. (NNTR) 
 
Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation 
Museum. Filming took place Jan. 15.  Awaiting rough cut.  (NNTR) 

 
ADMIN: 

 

   
 
HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAVY 
Next HTTN is scheduled for 08Feb.  An SSN and HSC-85 are both confirmed. (NNTR) 
 

RESERVE UNIT 
 

 
 

(b) (6)

(b) (6)
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41 on 41 (Bush Library Foundation)
Distribution currently the Bush Library. Filming took place 03]an aboard USS George HW Bush in
support of documentary of former president. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

HORIZON — COMET (BBC Science Series)
Filming took place 15Sep at Coso Hot Springs on Naval Air Weapons Station China Lake. PAA
signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

EMPOWERMENT PROIECT (IndieFlix)
Interview with VADM Michelle Howard conducted Sunday, 29Sep at the Women’s Memorial as part
of documentary showcasing inspirational women in a variety of career fields. PAA signed.
Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

UnSEALed (PBS)
Research-only support approved by NAVINFO West and Naval Special Warfare Command. PAA
signed. (NNTR)

Saving Private K-9 (Sportsman Channel)
Docu-series showcasing mission/training of military working dogs and handlers. AF-led PAA.
Researching Navy support. (NNTR)

Mighty Ships (Discovery)
Researching filming opportunities aboard USNS Montford Point, LCS and HSV in Spring 2014.
(NNTR)

Chaplains (PBS)
Documentary profiling various faith traditions and professions. Researching request to interview
Navy chaplain. (NNTR)

New Race for Space (Science Channel)
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration. Researching request to film
scheduled test of NASA's SIAD rocket on China Lake. Exact date of filming and test TBD. PAA sent
to producer. (NNTR)

Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel)
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation
Museum. Filming took place Ian. 15. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

l ADMIN:

(b) (6)

HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAVY
Next HTTN is scheduled for 08Feb. An SSN and HSC-85 are both confirmed. (NNTR)

RESERVE UNIT
(b) (6)



  
  

 
   

OPTAR 
Requesting FY-14 funds for three portable banners and Adobe Creative Suite.  Will FOLUP with 
NPASE Comptroller.  NPASE currently working subscription and access to IMDB.Pro. 
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Requesting FY-14 funds for three portable banners and Adobe Creative Suite.  Will FOLUP with 
NPASE Comptroller.  NPASE currently working subscription and access to IMDB.Pro. 

(b) (6)

OPTAR
Requesting FY-14 funds for three portable banners and Adobe Creative Suite. Will FOLUP with
NPASE Comptroller. NPASE currently working subscription and access to IMDB.Pro.



NAVINFO WEST Weekly Report 
07 Feb 14 

Updated Items in Blue 
 

 

SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS: 

 
SECNAV – NCIS and LAST SHIP 
Received P4 from SECNAV (attachment 1) for coord of NCIS and Godzilla visits. 
 
Coord with NCIS television series producers for possible SECNAV cameo appearance to offer Sec. 
Mabus in a future episode tentatively scheduled for 07Mar to be filmed in New Orleans.  Specific 
role not available at this time but we have the script for review.  Discussing SECNAV set visit with 
TNT for LAST SHIP in Manhattan Beach on locations shoot week of 24Feb in LA.  No actual cameo 
available at this time as cast is set.  Possible bad guy scene?    
 
GODZILLA  
Major pickup filming 27Jan-05Feb in LA complete.  Scene screening and review scheduled for 10 
Feb to be conducted at Legendary to review strike group scenes, GQ, and key LIDAR of ships 
tracking Godzilla.  WB conf call about 16May premier and rollout opportunities resulted in the 
following actions: 
- Plan a WB DC screening for Navy and DoD brass with color guard and Navy band week of May 
16th.  Likely DoD and congress invitees possibly 50-100 plus ones.  Navy Memorial or like venue.   
- NYC premiere 08May w/actors/press.  Intrepid reception.  WB has lead. 
- WB will screen film at 48 bases US-wide for families in military high concentration areas on 
11May weekend. (Coord with Ron Rossman and Army/AF/MC). 
- WB to develop background stories for trade press highlighting partnership with Navy.  Interview 
with Aaron Taylor-Johnson for AFN and Pentagon channel. 
- EOD rollout w/ Aaron Taylor-Johnson (Rob Newell phonecon scheduled) 
- July 7 premier in Tokyo, Japan.  Seeking CTF70/Navy ties. 
- Provided NEX contact to marketing for product merchandising. 
- New trailer in works.  WB commencing largest media buy advertising campaign of the year to 
position Godzilla in between releases of Spiderman 2 and X-Men.   
 

  
 

 
  
 

 
 
 
 

 

 
THE LAST SHIP (TNT)  
Company remains on set in Los Angeles, work on location begins next week.  Have begun filming 
the final three episodes.  NATOPS waiver submitted to NAVAIR via CNAP requesting utilization and 
interior installation of static "GoPro" cameras to support in-flight filming for upcoming episode - 
continue to work this request.  Production company returns USS DEWEY on 15Mar.  DDG 

(b) (4)
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THE LAST SHIP (TNT)
Company remains on set in Los Angeles, work on location begins next week. Have begun filming
the final three episodes. NATOPS waiver submitted to NAVAIR via CNAP requesting utilization and
interior installation of static "GoPro" cameras to support in-flight filming for upcoming episode -
continue to work this request. Production company returns USS DEWEY on 15Mar. DDG



availability for U/W filming pushed to 14-18APR; working with C3F for coord.  Daily sitrep 
provided via SEPCOR.  CAPT coordinating with TNT officials for a rough cut review of edited scenes 
Ep 101-109, and marketing team gearing up for publicity campaign. 
 
HOMEFRONT (PBS)  
OSD(PA) granted DoD support for the PBS documentary “Homefront” that will explore how military 
families deal/cope with deployments.  NAVINFOWEST ICW Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC) PAO 
assisting in identifying families of service members representing the Navy’s Construction Force and 
have recently returned from deployment.  Filming scheduled for 18-20Feb.  
 
SEAPOWER (NAVY/MARINE CORPS IMAX) 
Drafting initial PAA.  Conf call with Director to develop shot list, shoot priorities at RIMPAC and 
finalize initial PAA for 3rd Fleet PAO to integrate into DV/media air plan.  Commercial helo preferred 
for ramp up and Navy Air for shuttling from Hickam basecamp to the fleet.  Requested equipment 
list for NAVAIR camera equipment approvals.   
 

SCRIPTED TV / GAME SHOW: 

 
NCIS (CBS) 
Reviewing episode #253.   No DoD resources requested ISO #253. 
 
HAWAII FIVE-O (CBS) 
Reviewed episode #421 outline.  With concurrence from OSD (PA), NAVINFOWEST will not be 
providing script/location support IRT a flawed storyline depicting inaccurate NSW ops, OPSEC 
violations, and UCMJ violations conducted characters portraying a LCDR (USNR) and former LT.   
LCDR Correa reviewing first draft of #421 provided on 06Feb.   Show executive producers request 
to use Naval Base Lualualei (NBL) to build an Afghan village set ISO #421 has been declined by 
JBPHH COS due to NBL designation as an environmental and historical protected landmark. 
 

FEATURE FILMS 

 
USS Indianapolis: Men of Courage (Hannibal Pictures) 
Providing Hannibal Pictures with written feedback to first draft script and a way ahead 
recommendations for DoD support considerations. (NNTR) 
 

DOCUMENTARIES (Air Date): 

 
HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC) 
Filming took place 15Oct at Directorate of Time and 25Oct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's 
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time.  PAA signed.  Rough cut of episode 
on 'time' received.  Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in 
very professional/capable manner.  Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR) 
 
WOMEN IN SERVICE 
Vice Adm. Howard (N3N5) interviewed with PBS' "Makers" documentary program 09Jan about the 
integration of women in the Navy since the 1970s.  The episode will air in JUNE and will also feature 
interviews with senior women leaders in the Army and Marines.  The "Women in War" segment is 
one of six episodes that will look at the evolution of women in six different career fields and is a 
follow-up to PBS' 2012 series that detailed the history of the women's movement. (NNTR) 
 

availability for U/W filming pushed to 14-18APR; working with C3F for coord.  Daily sitrep 
provided via SEPCOR.  CAPT coordinating with TNT officials for a rough cut review of edited scenes 
Ep 101-109, and marketing team gearing up for publicity campaign. 
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assisting in identifying families of service members representing the Navy’s Construction Force and 
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SEAPOWER (NAVY/MARINE CORPS IMAX) 
Drafting initial PAA.  Conf call with Director to develop shot list, shoot priorities at RIMPAC and 
finalize initial PAA for 3rd Fleet PAO to integrate into DV/media air plan.  Commercial helo preferred 
for ramp up and Navy Air for shuttling from Hickam basecamp to the fleet.  Requested equipment 
list for NAVAIR camera equipment approvals.   
 

SCRIPTED TV / GAME SHOW: 

 
NCIS (CBS) 
Reviewing episode #253.   No DoD resources requested ISO #253. 
 
HAWAII FIVE-O (CBS) 
Reviewed episode #421 outline.  With concurrence from OSD (PA), NAVINFOWEST will not be 
providing script/location support IRT a flawed storyline depicting inaccurate NSW ops, OPSEC 
violations, and UCMJ violations conducted characters portraying a LCDR (USNR) and former LT.   
LCDR Correa reviewing first draft of #421 provided on 06Feb.   Show executive producers request 
to use Naval Base Lualualei (NBL) to build an Afghan village set ISO #421 has been declined by 
JBPHH COS due to NBL designation as an environmental and historical protected landmark. 
 

FEATURE FILMS 

 
USS Indianapolis: Men of Courage (Hannibal Pictures) 
Providing Hannibal Pictures with written feedback to first draft script and a way ahead 
recommendations for DoD support considerations. (NNTR) 
 

DOCUMENTARIES (Air Date): 

 
HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC) 
Filming took place 15Oct at Directorate of Time and 25Oct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's 
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time.  PAA signed.  Rough cut of episode 
on 'time' received.  Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in 
very professional/capable manner.  Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR) 
 
WOMEN IN SERVICE 
Vice Adm. Howard (N3N5) interviewed with PBS' "Makers" documentary program 09Jan about the 
integration of women in the Navy since the 1970s.  The episode will air in JUNE and will also feature 
interviews with senior women leaders in the Army and Marines.  The "Women in War" segment is 
one of six episodes that will look at the evolution of women in six different career fields and is a 
follow-up to PBS' 2012 series that detailed the history of the women's movement. (NNTR) 
 

availability for U/W filming pushed to 14-18APR; working with C3F for coord. Daily sitrep
provided via SEPCOR. CAPT coordinating with TNT officials for a rough cut review of edited scenes
Ep 101-109, and marketing team gearing up for publicity campaign.

HOMEFRONT (PBS)
OSD(PA) granted DoD support for the PBS documentary "Homefront" that will explore how military
families deal/cope with deployments. NAVINFOWEST ICW Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC) PAO
assisting in identifying families of service members representing the Navy’s Construction Force and
have recently returned from deployment. Filming scheduled for 18-20Feb.

SEAPOWER (NAVY/MARINE CORPS IMAX)
Drafting initial PAA. Conf call with Director to develop shot list, shoot priorities at RIMPAC and
finalize initial PAA for 3rd Fleet PAC to integrate into DV/media air plan. Commercial helo preferred
for ramp up and Navy Air for shuttling from Hickam basecamp to the fleet. Requested equipment
list for NAVAIR camera equipment approvals.

SCRIPTED TV / GAME SHOW:

NCIS (CBS)
Reviewing episode #253. No DoD resources requested ISO #253.

HAWAII FIVE-O (CBS)
Reviewed episode #421 outline. With concurrence from OSD (PA), NAVINFOWEST will not be
providing script/location support IRT a flawed storyline depicting inaccurate NSW ops, OPSEC
violations, and UCM] Violations conducted characters portraying a LCDR (USNR) and former LT.
LCDR Correa reviewing first draft of #421 provided on O6Feb. Show executive producers request
to use Naval Base Lualualei (NBL) to build an Afghan village set ISO #421 has been declined by
IBPHH COS due to NBL designation as an environmental and historical protected landmark.

FEATURE FILMS

USS Indianapolis: Men of Courage (Hannibal Pictures)
Providing Hannibal Pictures with written feedback to first draft script and a way ahead
recommendations for DoD support considerations. (NNTR)

DOCUMENTARIES (Air Date):

HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC)
Filming took place 150ct at Directorate of Time and 250ct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time. PAA signed. Rough cut of episode
on 'time' received. Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in
very professional/capable manner. Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR)

WOMEN IN SERVICE
Vice Adm. Howard (N3N5) interviewed with PBS' "Makers" documentary program 09Ian about the
integration of women in the Navy since the 19703. The episode will air in JUNE and will also feature
interviews with senior women leaders in the Army and Marines. The "Women in War" segment is
one of six episodes that will look at the evolution of women in six different career fields and is a
follow-up to PBS' 2012 series that detailed the history of the women's movement. (NNTR)



 
Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation 
Museum.  Filming took place Jan. 15.  Awaiting rough cut.  Air date 13Feb @ 2100 on the Travel 
Channel. 
 

DOCUMENTARIES (In Production): 

 
New Race for Space (Science Channel) 
OSD(PA) approved PAA supporting filming of NASA’s scheduled SIAD test at NAWS China Lake. 
Series based on technological innovations ISO space exploration.  NAVINFOWEST waiting for rough 
cut.   
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
  

 
SAPR/Jon Blair documentary (No distribution) 
Producer Jon Blair connected with SAPR POCs (Newsdesk and SAPRO) for research purposes only 
to generate more detailed proposal/treatment.  Exploring research assistance with JAG officials as 
well. (NNTR) 
 
“B. TAYLOR” (ION TV) 
Received production support request submitted to NAVINFOWEST via CHINFO OI-6.   
B. Taylor hip-hop artist and former Avionics Technician Second Class, has teamed up with  
Untouchable Productions for a reality based documentary show to be aired on ION network. 
Coordination/Planning with Director ongoing.  Remaining scenes:  AIMD and main gym NAS North 
Island; Main NEX San Diego NAVSTA.  Filming of remaining scenes on hold pending talent 
availability.  FOLUP email sent to production company to determine follow-on requirements. 
(NNTR) 
 
RISE OF THE MACHINES 
Filming embark completed 30Oct-03Nov aboard USS Ronald Reagan (CVN-76).  Assisting with 
archival footage and awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 
41 on 41 (Bush Library Foundation)  
Distribution currently the Bush Library.  Filming took place 03Jan aboard USS George HW Bush in 
support of documentary of former president.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 
HORIZON – COMET (BBC Science Series) 
Filming took place 15Sep at Coso Hot Springs on Naval Air Weapons Station China Lake.  PAA 
signed.  Awaiting rough cut.  (NNTR) 
 
EMPOWERMENT PROJECT (IndieFlix) 
Interview with VADM Michelle Howard conducted Sunday, 29Sep at the Women’s Memorial as part 
of documentary showcasing inspirational women in a variety of career fields.  PAA signed.  waiting 

(b) (4)
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to generate more detailed proposal/treatment.  Exploring research assistance with JAG officials as 
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Untouchable Productions for a reality based documentary show to be aired on ION network. 
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Island; Main NEX San Diego NAVSTA.  Filming of remaining scenes on hold pending talent 
availability.  FOLUP email sent to production company to determine follow-on requirements. 
(NNTR) 
 
RISE OF THE MACHINES 
Filming embark completed 30Oct-03Nov aboard USS Ronald Reagan (CVN-76).  Assisting with 
archival footage and awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 
41 on 41 (Bush Library Foundation)  
Distribution currently the Bush Library.  Filming took place 03Jan aboard USS George HW Bush in 
support of documentary of former president.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 
HORIZON – COMET (BBC Science Series) 
Filming took place 15Sep at Coso Hot Springs on Naval Air Weapons Station China Lake.  PAA 
signed.  Awaiting rough cut.  (NNTR) 
 
EMPOWERMENT PROJECT (IndieFlix) 
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Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel)
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation
Museum. Filming took place Ian. 15. Awaiting rough cut. Air date 13Feb @ 2100 on the Travel
ChanneL

DOCUMENTARIES (In Production):

New Race for Space (Science Channel)
OSD(PA) approved PAA supporting filming of NASA’s scheduled SIAD test at NAWS China Lake.
Series based on technological innovations ISO space exploration. NAVINFOWEST waiting for rough
cut.

b) (4)

SAPR/Ion Blair documentary (No distribution)
Producer Ion Blair connected with SAPR POCs (Newsdesk and SAPRO) for research purposes only
to generate more detailed proposal/treatment. Exploring research assistance with IAG officials as
well. (NNTR)

“B. TAYLOR” (ION TV)
Received production support request submitted to NAVINFOWEST Via CHINFO OI-6.
B. Taylor hip-hop artist and former Avionics Technician Second Class, has teamed up with
Untouchable Productions for a reality based documentary show to be aired on ION network.
Coordination/Planning with Director ongoing. Remaining scenes: AIMD and main gym NAS North
Island; Main NEX San Diego NAVSTA. Filming of remaining scenes on hold pending talent
availability. FOLUP email sent to production company to determine follow-on requirements.
(NNTR)

RISE OF THE MACHINES
Filming embark completed 300ct-03Nov aboard USS Ronald Reagan (CVN-76). Assisting with
archival footage and awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

41 on 41 (Bush Library Foundation)
Distribution currently the Bush Library. Filming took place 03]an aboard USS George HW Bush in
support of documentary of former president. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

HORIZON — COMET (BBC Science Series)
Filming took place 15Sep at Coso Hot Springs on Naval Air Weapons Station China Lake. PAA
signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

EMPOWERMENT PROIECT (IndieFliX)
Interview with VADM Michelle Howard conducted Sunday, 29Sep at the Women’s Memorial as part
of documentary showcasing inspirational women in a variety of career fields. PAA signed. waiting



rough cut. (NNTR) 
UnSEALed (PBS) 
Research-only support approved by NAVINFO West and Naval Special Warfare Command. PAA 
signed. (NNTR) 
 
Saving Private K-9 (Sportsman Channel) 
Docu-series showcasing mission/training of military working dogs and handlers.  AF-led PAA. 
Researching Navy support. (NNTR) 
 
Mighty Ships (Discovery)  
Researching filming opportunities aboard USNS Montford Point, LCS and HSV in Spring 2014.  
(NNTR) 
 
Chaplains (PBS) 
Documentary profiling various faith traditions and professions.  Researching request to interview 
Navy chaplain. (NNTR) 
 
New Race for Space (Science Channel) 
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration.  Researching request to film 
scheduled test of NASA's SIAD rocket on China Lake.  Exact date of filming and test TBD.  PAA sent 
to producer. (NNTR) 

 
DECLINES: 

 
Trip Flip – No valued proposition from the Navy. 

 
ADMIN: 

 

HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAVY 
Next HTTN is scheduled for 08Feb.  Helicopter Sea Combat Squadron Eighty Five (HSC-85) and USS 
Jefferson City (SSN-759) will be hosting 15 representatives from the Hollywood industry.    
 

RESERVE UNIT 
-  

 
   

  
   

- Reserve unit is routing “history of unit” for Wikipedia entry. 
 

OPTAR 
Requesting funds for three portable banners and Adobe Creative Suite.  Will FOLUP with NPASE 
Comptroller.  NPASE currently working subscription and access to IMDB.Pro. 

(b) (6)
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signed. (NNTR) 
 
Saving Private K-9 (Sportsman Channel) 
Docu-series showcasing mission/training of military working dogs and handlers.  AF-led PAA. 
Researching Navy support. (NNTR) 
 
Mighty Ships (Discovery)  
Researching filming opportunities aboard USNS Montford Point, LCS and HSV in Spring 2014.  
(NNTR) 
 
Chaplains (PBS) 
Documentary profiling various faith traditions and professions.  Researching request to interview 
Navy chaplain. (NNTR) 
 
New Race for Space (Science Channel) 
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration.  Researching request to film 
scheduled test of NASA's SIAD rocket on China Lake.  Exact date of filming and test TBD.  PAA sent 
to producer. (NNTR) 

 
DECLINES: 

 
Trip Flip – No valued proposition from the Navy. 

 
ADMIN: 

 

HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAVY 
Next HTTN is scheduled for 08Feb.  Helicopter Sea Combat Squadron Eighty Five (HSC-85) and USS 
Jefferson City (SSN-759) will be hosting 15 representatives from the Hollywood industry.    
 

RESERVE UNIT 
-  

 
   

  
   

- Reserve unit is routing “history of unit” for Wikipedia entry. 
 

OPTAR 
Requesting funds for three portable banners and Adobe Creative Suite.  Will FOLUP with NPASE 
Comptroller.  NPASE currently working subscription and access to IMDB.Pro. 

(b) (6)

rough cut. (NNTR)
UnSEALed (PBS)
Research-only support approved by NAVINFO West and Naval Special Warfare Command. PAA
signed. (NNTR)

Saving Private K-9 (Sportsman Channel)
Docu-series showcasing mission/training of military working dogs and handlers. AF-led PAA.
Researching Navy support. (NNTR)

Mighty Ships (Discovery)
Researching filming opportunities aboard USNS Montford Point, LCS and HSV in Spring 2014.
(NNTR)

Chaplains (PBS)
Documentary profiling various faith traditions and professions. Researching request to interview
Navy chaplain. (NNTR)

New Race for Space (Science Channel)
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration. Researching request to film
scheduled test of NASA's SIAD rocket on China Lake. Exact date of filming and test TBD. PAA sent
to producer. (NNTR)

DECLINES:
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Next HTTN is scheduled for 08Feb. Helicopter Sea Combat Squadron Eighty Five (HSC-85) and USS
Iefferson City (SSN-759) will be hosting 15 representatives from the Hollywood industry.
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- Reserve unit is routing “history of unit” for Wikipedia entry.
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Requesting funds for three portable banners and Adobe Creative Suite. Will FOLUP with NPASE
Comptroller. NPASE currently working subscription and access to IMDB.Pro.



NAVINFO WEST Weekly Report 
14 Feb 14 

Updated Items in Blue 
 

SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS: 

 
SECNAV – NCIS / THE LAST SHIP 
Coord with NCIS television series producers for possible SECNAV cameo appearance to offer Sec. 
Mabus in a future episode tentatively scheduled for 07Mar to be filmed in New Orleans.  Specific 
role not available at this time but we have the script for review.  Discussing SECNAV set visit with 
TNT for LAST SHIP in Manhattan Beach on locations shoot week of 24Feb in LA.  No actual cameo 
available at this time as cast is set.  SECNAV Staff cancelled TLS set visit IRT Sec. Mabus operational 
commitments in D.C., SECNAV Staff will advise on future TLS engagement opportunities.  Planning 
for NCIS filming in NOLA in progress. 
 
HOMEFRONT (PBS)  
OSD(PA) granted DoD support for the PBS documentary “Homefront” that will explore how military  
families deal/cope with deployments. NAVINFOWEST ICW Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC) PAO  
assisting in identifying families of service members representing the Navy’s Construction Force and  
have recently returned from deployment. Filming scheduled for Sunday's homecoming of NMCB 3. 
Additional filming to take place Feb. 18-20 encompassing interview with service members and 
families, morning quarters, team-building exercises and possible gun range exercise.  Four primary 
families have been identified that positively represent Navy and illustrate how families cope and 
overcome deployment obstacles. 
 
ALL WARRIOR NETWORK (HULU) 
NAVINFO West met with network executive leadership to discuss Navy support for production.  All 
Warrior Network interested in featuring existing Navy-produced, professional-grade quality stories 
and products as well as independently documenting Navy's latest technologies and advancements.  
Distribution venue via on-demand services, such as Hulu.  Further incentivizes Navy MCs and public 
affairs community to provide top-notch storytelling with anticipation of reaching a vast, and 
generally untapped, online audience.  Recommend AWN meet and brief OSD officials in D.C. 
 
GODZILLA  
Scene screening and review 10Feb at Legendary went well.  Reviewed with notes “Behind the 
Scenes publicity layout. 
- Plan a WB DC screening for Navy and DoD brass with color guard and Navy band week of May 
16th.  Likely DoD and congress invitees possibly 50-100 plus ones.  Navy Memorial or like venue.   
- NYC premiere 08May w/actors/press.  Intrepid reception.  WB has lead. 
- WB will screen film at 48 bases US-wide for families in military high concentration areas on 
11May weekend. (Coord with Ron Rossman and Army/AF/MC). 
- EOD rollout w/ Aaron Taylor-Johnson day being planned. 
- July 7 premier in Tokyo, Japan.  Seeking CTF70/Navy ties.  CNAF PAO to coord. 
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NAVINFO WEST Weekly Report
14 Feb 14

Updated Items in Blue

SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS:

SECNAV — NCIS / THE LAST SHIP
Coord with NCIS television series producers for possible SECNAV cameo appearance to offer Sec.
Mabus in a future episode tentatively scheduled for 07Mar to be filmed in New Orleans. Specific
role not available at this time but we have the script for review. Discussing SECNAV set visit with
TNT for LAST SHIP in Manhattan Beach on locations shoot week of 24Feb in LA. No actual cameo
available at this time as cast is set. SECNAV Staff cancelled TLS set visit IRT Sec. Mabus operational
commitments in D.C., SECNAV Staff will advise on future TLS engagement opportunities. Planning
for NCIS filming in NOLA in progress.

HOMEFRONT (PBS)
OSD(PA) granted DoD support for the PBS documentary ”Homefront” that will explore how military
families deal/cope with deployments. NAVINFOWEST ICW Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC) PAO
assisting in identifying families of service members representing the Navy’s Construction Force and
have recently returned from deployment. Filming scheduled for Sunday's homecoming of NMCB 3.
Additional filming to take place Feb. 18-20 encompassing interview with service members and
families, morning quarters, team-building exercises and possible gun range exercise. Four primary
families have been identified that positively represent Navy and illustrate how families cope and
overcome deployment obstacles.

ALL WARRIOR NETWORK (HULU)
NAVINFO West met with network executive leadership to discuss Navy support for production. All
Warrior Network interested in featuring existing Navy-produced, professional-grade quality stories
and products as well as independently documenting Navy's latest technologies and advancements.
Distribution venue Via on-demand services, such as Hulu. Further incentivizes Navy MCs and public
affairs community to provide top-notch storytelling with anticipation of reaching a vast, and
generally untapped, online audience. Recommend AWN meet and brief OSD officials in DC.

GODZILLA
Scene screening and review lOFeb at Legendary went well. Reviewed with notes “Behind the
Scenes publicity layout.
- Plan a WB DC screening for Navy and DoD brass with color guard and Navy band week of May
16th. Likely DoD and congress invitees possibly 50-100 plus ones. Navy Memorial or like venue.
- NYC premiere 08May w/actors/press. Intrepid reception. WB has lead.
- WB will screen film at 48 bases US-wide for families in military high concentration areas on
11May weekend. (Coord with Ron Rossman and Army/AF/MC).
- EOD rollout w/ Aaron Taylor-Iohnson day being planned.
- Iuly 7 premier in Tokyo, Japan. Seeking CTF70/Navy ties. CNAF PAC to coord.



 
 

 
 

 
THE LAST SHIP (TNT)  
Company began on location work 12Feb, Episode 109.  All data required for NATOPS GoPro mount 
submitted, awaiting final approval.  TNT to host press on set 18Feb, DoD & NAVINFOWEST reps on 
hand to include SURFPAC, C3F and CAPT Quin.  Production company returns USS Dewey on 15Mar, 
conference call 13Feb to coordinate logistics.  DDG availability for U/W filming week of 14-18Apr; 
working with C3F for coord.  Daily sitrep provided via SEPCOR.  Phil Strub visits sets here 18-
19Feb.  How goes it meeting with TNT requested.  Discussed late April screening for Navy brass in 
D.C.  Routed DC SNA Chapter dining out request for Eric Dane to speak in Washington to TNT 
publicity for decision. 
 
SEAPOWER (NAVY/MARINE CORPS IMAX) 
Conf call with Director to develop shot list, shoot priorities at RIMPAC and finalize initial PAA for 3rd 
Fleet PAO to integrate into DV/media air plan.  Commercial helo preferred for ramp up and Navy 
Air for shuttling from Hickam basecamp to the fleet.  Requested equipment list for NAVAIR camera 
equipment approvals.  Drafting initial PAA.   
 

SCRIPTED TV / GAME SHOW: 

 
NCIS (CBS) 
Reviewing episodes #252 and #253.   Provided producers input on hull number for DDG portrayed 
in episode #248. 
 
HAWAII FIVE-O (CBS) 
Reviewed episode #421 outline.  With concurrence from OSD (PA), NAVINFOWEST will not be 
providing script/location support IRT a flawed storyline depicting inaccurate NSW ops, OPSEC 
violations, and UCMJ violations conducted characters portraying a LCDR (USNR) and former LT.   
LCDR Correa reviewing first draft of #421 provided on 06Feb.   Show executive producers request 
to use Naval Base Lualualei (NBL) to build an Afghan village set ISO #421 has been declined by 
JBPHH COS due to NBL designation as an environmental and historical protected landmark. (NNTR) 
 

FEATURE FILMS 

 
USS Indianapolis: Men of Courage (Hannibal Pictures) 
Providing Hannibal Pictures with written feedback to first draft script and a way ahead 
recommendations for DoD support considerations. (NNTR) 
 

DOCUMENTARIES (Air Date): 

 
HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC) 
Filming took place 15Oct at Directorate of Time and 25Oct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's 
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time.  PAA signed.  Rough cut of episode 
on 'time' received.  Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in 
very professional/capable manner.  Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR) 
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Reviewed episode #421 outline.  With concurrence from OSD (PA), NAVINFOWEST will not be 
providing script/location support IRT a flawed storyline depicting inaccurate NSW ops, OPSEC 
violations, and UCMJ violations conducted characters portraying a LCDR (USNR) and former LT.   
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JBPHH COS due to NBL designation as an environmental and historical protected landmark. (NNTR) 
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USS Indianapolis: Men of Courage (Hannibal Pictures) 
Providing Hannibal Pictures with written feedback to first draft script and a way ahead 
recommendations for DoD support considerations. (NNTR) 
 

DOCUMENTARIES (Air Date): 

 
HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC) 
Filming took place 15Oct at Directorate of Time and 25Oct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's 
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time.  PAA signed.  Rough cut of episode 
on 'time' received.  Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in 
very professional/capable manner.  Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR) 
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THE LAST SHIP (TNT)
Company began on location work 12Feb, Episode 109. All data required for NATOPS GoPro mount
submitted, awaiting final approval. TNT to host press on set 18Feb, DoD & NAVINFOWEST reps on
hand to include SURFPAC, C3F and CAPT Quin. Production company returns USS Dewey on 15Mar,
conference call 13Feb to coordinate logistics. DDG availability for U/W filming week of 14-18Apr;
working with C3F for coord. Daily sitrep provided via SEPCOR. Phil Strub visits sets here 18-
19Feb. How goes it meeting with TNT requested. Discussed late April screening for Navy brass in
DC. Routed DC SNA Chapter dining out request for Eric Dane to speak in Washington to TNT
publicity for decision.

SEAPOWER (NAVY/MARINE CORPS IMAX)
Conf call with Director to develop shot list, shoot priorities at RIMPAC and finalize initial PAA for 3rd
Fleet PAO to integrate into DV/media air plan. Commercial helo preferred for ramp up and Navy
Air for shuttling from Hickam basecamp to the fleet. Requested equipment list for NAVAIR camera
equipment approvals. Drafting initial PAA.

SCRIPTED TV / GAME SHOW:

NCIS (CBS)
Reviewing episodes #252 and #253. Provided producers input on hull number for DDG portrayed
in episode #248.

HAWAII FIVE-O (CBS)
Reviewed episode #421 outline. With concurrence from OSD (PA), NAVINFOWEST will not be
providing script/location support IRT a flawed storyline depicting inaccurate NSW ops, OPSEC
violations, and UCM] Violations conducted characters portraying a LCDR (USNR) and former LT.
LCDR Correa reviewing first draft of #421 provided on O6Feb. Show executive producers request
to use Naval Base Lualualei (NBL) to build an Afghan Village set ISO #421 has been declined by
IBPHH COS due to NBL designation as an environmental and historical protected landmark. (NNTR)

FEATURE FILMS

USS Indianapolis: Men of Courage (Hannibal Pictures)
Providing Hannibal Pictures with written feedback to first draft script and a way ahead
recommendations for DoD support considerations. (NNTR)

DOCUMENTARIES (Air Date):

HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC)
Filming took place 150ct at Directorate of Time and 250ct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time. PAA signed. Rough cut of episode
on 'time' received. Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in
very professional/capable manner. Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR)



WOMEN IN SERVICE 
Vice Adm. Howard (N3N5) interviewed with PBS' "Makers" documentary program 09Jan about the 
integration of women in the Navy since the 1970s.  The episode will air in JUNE and will also feature 
interviews with senior women leaders in the Army and Marines.  The "Women in War" segment is 
one of six episodes that will look at the evolution of women in six different career fields and is a 
follow-up to PBS' 2012 series that detailed the history of the women's movement. (NNTR) 
 
Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation 
Museum.  Filming took place Jan. 15.  Awaiting rough cut.  (NNTR) 
 

DOCUMENTARIES (In Production): 

 
D-Day Sunken Secrets (NOVA/PBS) 
Showcases underwater artifacts from D-Day.  Requesting support for proposed Feb. 20 interview 
with NHHC Director Capt. Hendrix.  PAA sent. 
 
New Race for Space (Science Channel) 
OSD(PA) approved PAA supporting filming of NASA’s scheduled SIAD test at NAWS China Lake. 
Series based on technological innovations ISO space exploration.  NAVINFOWEST waiting for rough 
cut.  (NNTR) 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
SAPR/Jon Blair documentary (No distribution) 
Producer Jon Blair connected with SAPR POCs (Newsdesk and SAPRO) for research purposes only 
to generate more detailed proposal/treatment.  Exploring research assistance with JAG officials as 
well. (NNTR) 
 
“B. TAYLOR” (ION TV) 
Received production support request submitted to NAVINFOWEST via CHINFO OI-6.   
B. Taylor hip-hop artist and former Avionics Technician Second Class, has teamed up with  
Untouchable Productions for a reality based documentary show to be aired on ION network. 
Coordination/Planning with Director ongoing.  Remaining scenes:  AIMD and main gym NAS North 
Island; Main NEX San Diego NAVSTA.  Filming of remaining scenes on hold pending talent 
availability.  FOLUP email sent to production company to determine follow-on requirements. 
(NNTR) 
 
RISE OF THE MACHINES 
Filming embark completed 30Oct-03Nov aboard USS Ronald Reagan (CVN-76).  Assisting with 
archival footage and awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 

(b) (4)
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Vice Adm. Howard (N3N5) interviewed with PBS' "Makers" documentary program 09Jan about the 
integration of women in the Navy since the 1970s.  The episode will air in JUNE and will also feature 
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Showcases underwater artifacts from D-Day.  Requesting support for proposed Feb. 20 interview 
with NHHC Director Capt. Hendrix.  PAA sent. 
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OSD(PA) approved PAA supporting filming of NASA’s scheduled SIAD test at NAWS China Lake. 
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SAPR/Jon Blair documentary (No distribution) 
Producer Jon Blair connected with SAPR POCs (Newsdesk and SAPRO) for research purposes only 
to generate more detailed proposal/treatment.  Exploring research assistance with JAG officials as 
well. (NNTR) 
 
“B. TAYLOR” (ION TV) 
Received production support request submitted to NAVINFOWEST via CHINFO OI-6.   
B. Taylor hip-hop artist and former Avionics Technician Second Class, has teamed up with  
Untouchable Productions for a reality based documentary show to be aired on ION network. 
Coordination/Planning with Director ongoing.  Remaining scenes:  AIMD and main gym NAS North 
Island; Main NEX San Diego NAVSTA.  Filming of remaining scenes on hold pending talent 
availability.  FOLUP email sent to production company to determine follow-on requirements. 
(NNTR) 
 
RISE OF THE MACHINES 
Filming embark completed 30Oct-03Nov aboard USS Ronald Reagan (CVN-76).  Assisting with 
archival footage and awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
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WOMEN IN SERVICE
Vice Adm. Howard (N3N5) interviewed with PBS' "Makers" documentary program O9Ian about the
integration of women in the Navy since the 19703. The episode will air in JUNE and will also feature
interviews with senior women leaders in the Army and Marines. The "Women in War" segment is
one of six episodes that will look at the evolution of women in six different career fields and is a
follow-up to PBS' 2012 series that detailed the history of the women's movement. (NNTR)

Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel)
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation
Museum. Filming took place Ian. 15. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

DOCUMENTARIES (In Production):

D-Day Sunken Secrets (NOVA/PBS)
Showcases underwater artifacts from D-Day. Requesting support for proposed Feb. 20 interview
with NHHC Director Capt. Hendrix. PAA sent.

New Race for Space (Science Channel)
OSD(PA) approved PAA supporting filming of NASA’s scheduled SIAD test at NAWS China Lake.
Series based on technological innovations ISO space exploration. NAVINFOWEST waiting for rough
cut. (NNTR)
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SAPR/Ion Blair documentary (No distribution)
Producer Ion Blair connected with SAPR POCs (Newsdesk and SAPRO) for research purposes only
to generate more detailed proposal/treatment. Exploring research assistance with ]AG officials as
well. (NNTR)

“B. TAYLOR” (ION TV)
Received production support request submitted to NAVINFOWEST via CHINFO 01-6.
B. Taylor hip-hop artist and former Avionics Technician Second Class, has teamed up with
Untouchable Productions for a reality based documentary show to be aired on ION network.
Coordination/Planning with Director ongoing. Remaining scenes: AIMD and main gym NAS North
Island; Main NEX San Diego NAVSTA. Filming of remaining scenes on hold pending talent
availability. FOLUP email sent to production company to determine follow-on requirements.
(NNTR)

RISE OF THE MACHINES
Filming embark completed 300ct-03Nov aboard USS Ronald Reagan (CVN-76). Assisting with
archival footage and awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)



41 on 41 (Bush Library Foundation)  
Distribution currently the Bush Library.  Filming took place 03Jan aboard USS George HW Bush in 
support of documentary of former president.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 
HORIZON – COMET (BBC Science Series) 
Filming took place 15Sep at Coso Hot Springs on Naval Air Weapons Station China Lake.  PAA 
signed.  Awaiting rough cut.  (NNTR) 
 
EMPOWERMENT PROJECT (IndieFlix) 
Interview with VADM Michelle Howard conducted Sunday, 29Sep at the Women’s Memorial as part 
of documentary showcasing inspirational women in a variety of career fields.  PAA signed.  
Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 
UnSEALed (PBS) 
Research-only support approved by NAVINFO West and Naval Special Warfare Command. PAA 
signed. (NNTR) 
 
Saving Private K-9 (Sportsman Channel) 
Docu-series showcasing mission/training of military working dogs and handlers.  AF-led PAA. 
Researching Navy support. (NNTR) 
 
Mighty Ships (Discovery)  
Researching filming opportunities aboard USNS Montford Point, LCS and HSV in Spring 2014.  
(NNTR) 
 
Chaplains (PBS) 
Documentary profiling various faith traditions and professions.  Researching request to interview 
Navy chaplain. (NNTR) 
 
New Race for Space (Science Channel) 
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration.  Researching request to film 
scheduled test of NASA's SIAD rocket on China Lake.  Exact date of filming and test TBD.  PAA sent 
to producer. (NNTR) 

 
DECLINES: 

 
(NNTR) 

 
ADMIN: 

 
HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAVY 
Awaiting unit availability based on recent ship schedule changes.  Expect to have units/dates to 
report next week. 
 

RESERVE UNIT 
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41 on 41 (Bush Library Foundation)
Distribution currently the Bush Library. Filming took place 03]an aboard USS George HW Bush in
support of documentary of former president. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

HORIZON — COMET (BBC Science Series)
Filming took place 15Sep at Coso Hot Springs on Naval Air Weapons Station China Lake. PAA
signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

EMPOWERMENT PROIECT (IndieFlix)
Interview with VADM Michelle Howard conducted Sunday, 29Sep at the Women’s Memorial as part
of documentary showcasing inspirational women in a variety of career fields. PAA signed.
Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

UnSEALed (PBS)
Research-only support approved by NAVINFO West and Naval Special Warfare Command. PAA
signed. (NNTR)

Saving Private K-9 (Sportsman Channel)
Docu-series showcasing mission/training of military working dogs and handlers. AF-led PAA.
Researching Navy support. (NNTR)

Mighty Ships (Discovery)
Researching filming opportunities aboard USNS Montford Point, LCS and HSV in Spring 2014.
(NNTR)

Chaplains (PBS)
Documentary profiling various faith traditions and professions. Researching request to interview
Navy chaplain. (NNTR)

New Race for Space (Science Channel)
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration. Researching request to film
scheduled test of NASA's SIAD rocket on China Lake. Exact date of filming and test TBD. PAA sent
to producer. (NNTR)

l DECLINES:

(NNTR)

l ADMIN:

HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAVY
Awaiting unit availability based on recent ship schedule changes. Expect to have units/dates to
report next week.

RESERVE UNIT
b) (6)



-  
   

- Reserve unit is routing “history of unit” update for Facebook page. 
 

OPTAR 
Requesting funds for three portable banners.  Will FOLUP with NPASE Comptroller. (NNTR) 
 
NAVY DAYS #17 (3-10Aug) PLANNING: 
Contacted by Navy League National Director Grant Ivy to provide liaison support opportunities for 
Sailors to attend game and talk shows during ship visits. 
 

(b) (6)-  
   

- Reserve unit is routing “history of unit” update for Facebook page. 
 

OPTAR 
Requesting funds for three portable banners.  Will FOLUP with NPASE Comptroller. (NNTR) 
 
NAVY DAYS #17 (3-10Aug) PLANNING: 
Contacted by Navy League National Director Grant Ivy to provide liaison support opportunities for 
Sailors to attend game and talk shows during ship visits. 
 

(b) (6)(b) (6)

- Reserve unit is routing “history of unit" update for Facebook page.

OPTAR
Requesting funds for three portable banners. Will FOLUP with NPASE Comptroller. (NNTR)

NAVY DAYS #17 (3-10Aug) PLANNING:
Contacted by Navy League National Director Grant Ivy to provide liaison support opportunities for
Sailors to attend game and talk shows during ship visits.



NAVINFO WEST Weekly Report 
21 Feb 14 

Updated Items in Blue 
 

SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS: 

 
SECNAV – NCIS (CBS) 
Coord with NCIS television series producers for possible SECNAV cameo appearance to offer Sec. 
Mabus in a future episode tentatively scheduled for 07Mar to be filmed in New Orleans.  Specific 
role not available at this time but we have the script for review.  On 16Feb, NCIS television series 
executives cancelled SECNAV’s cameo appearance IRT CBS policy regarding guest appearances in 
pilot/initial episodes.  Way-ahead: Series Execs Gary Glassberg and Mark Horowitz, would very 
much still like to have Sec. Mabus do a cameo appearance suggesting possibly late summer and 
once the spin-off series is picked up for full season production.  SECNAV’s PA Staff has been 
informed. 
 
THE LAST SHIP (TNT)  
TNT hosted media/press avail on set 18Feb, Mr. Phil Strub (OSD PA) & NAVINFOWEST Director on 
hand to include PA Staff from CNSF and C3F.  CAPT Quin (C3F Surface Warfare SME) spoke with 
multiple international print/media outlets.  CDR Reese (SURFPAC PAO) present on set as well.  
Navy and DoD reps viewed a very rough cut of episode #101 - overall initial impression is positive; 
our key communication strategy and production's end goal are clearly aligned.  Production 
company returns to USS Dewey on 15Mar.  Project officer currently working logistics and on-load 
plan with local commands.  ICW C3F Staff ISO DDG availability for U/W filming week of 14-18Apr.  
Daily sitrep provided via SEPCOR.  Multiple requests for Last Ship speakers at SNA dining out in DC 
15Mar.  Eric Dane unavailable.  Checking on alternates (Adam Baldwin).  TNT Atlanta PR intends to 
execute media blitz mid-March to include cross-decking promotions US and international on cable 
networks, NCAA March Madness and NBA playoffs.  Draft PAG provided to C3F, SURFPAC and 
AIRPAC for review/comment.  Series premiers Jun in Sunday primetime slot. 
 
HOMEFRONT (PBS)  
OSD(PA) granted DoD support for the PBS documentary “Homefront” that will explore how military  
families deal/cope with deployments.  NAVINFOWEST ICW Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC) PAO 
assisted in identifying dependents and service members representing the Navy’s Seabees.  Filming 
took place 18-20Feb to include broll of NMCB 3's homecoming and NMCB 5's morning quarters and 
gun range exercise.  Interviews included diverse mix of dependents, service members and family 
situations.  Documentary expected completion late 2014 and airing early 2015. 
 
CVN DV Program (CNAP) 
NAVINFOWEST ICW CNAP (N01P) in receipt of  an opportunity for 12 members of the Hollywood 
film and entertainment industry to embark USS Ronald Reagan for a RO1N on 27Mar ISO CNAP’s 
distinguished visitor program.  NAVINFOWEST will submit nominations NLT 03Mar.    
 
GODZILLA  
Scene screening and review 10Feb at Legendary went well.  Reviewed with notes ‘Behind the 
Scenes’ publicity layout. 
- Plan a WB DC screening for Navy and DoD brass with color guard and Navy band week of May 
16th.  Likely DoD and congress invitees possibly 50-100 plus ones.  Navy Memorial or like venue.   
- NYC premiere 08May w/actors/press.  Intrepid reception.  WB has lead. 
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informed.
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GODZILLA
Scene screening and review 10Feb at Legendary went well. Reviewed with notes ‘Behind the
Scenes’ publicity layout.
- Plan a WB DC screening for Navy and DoD brass with color guard and Navy band week of May
16th. Likely DoD and congress invitees possibly 50-100 plus ones. Navy Memorial or like venue.
- NYC premiere 08May w/actors/press. Intrepid reception. WB has lead.



- WB will screen film at 48 bases US-wide for families in military high concentration areas on 
11May weekend. (Coord with Ron Rossman and Army/AF/MC). 
- EOD rollout w/ Aaron Taylor-Johnson day being planned. 
- July 7 premier in Tokyo, Japan.  Seeking CTF70/Navy ties.  CNAF PAO to coord. (NNTR) 
 
SEAPOWER (NAVY/MARINE CORPS IMAX) 
Conf call with Director to develop shot list, shoot priorities at RIMPAC and finalize initial PAA for 3rd 
Fleet PAO to integrate into DV/media air plan.  Drafting initial PAA.  Received update from Director 
on technical requirements and equipment K2 desires to shoot with in SoCal and RIMPAC. 
 
ALL WARRIOR NETWORK (HULU) 
NAVINFO West met with network executive leadership to discuss Navy support for production.  All 
Warrior Network interested in featuring existing Navy-produced, professional-grade quality stories 
and products as well as independently documenting Navy's latest technologies and advancements.  
Distribution venue via on-demand services, such as Hulu.  Further incentivizes Navy MCs and public 
affairs community to provide top-notch storytelling with anticipation of reaching a vast, and 
generally untapped, online audience.  Joint Service meeting held on 19Feb with Mr. Phil Strub (OSD 
PA) for guidance on emerging technologies and platforms that offer on-demand distribution 
opportunities.  
 

SCRIPTED TV / GAME SHOW: 

 
NCIS (CBS) 
Reviewed episodes #252 and #253.    
 
HAWAII FIVE-O (CBS) 
Reviewed episodes #420, #421, and #422.   OSD (PA) declined support ISO #421. 
 

FEATURE FILMS 

 
USS Indianapolis: Men of Courage (Hannibal Pictures) 
Providing Hannibal Pictures with written feedback to first draft script and way-ahead 
recommendations for DoD support considerations.  On 19Feb, NAVINFOWEST Deputy conducted a 
FOLUP call with Cam Cameron (Creative Director) for update.  Mr. Cameron reports that changes to 
the script have been incorporated and character development added based on NAVINFOWEST 
notes provided on 17Jan.  Mr. Cameron will setup a follow-on meeting for late Feb to discuss next 
phase and review of changes. 
 

DOCUMENTARIES (Air Date): 

 
HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC) 
Filming took place 15Oct at Directorate of Time and 25Oct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's 
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time.  PAA signed.  Rough cut of episode 
on 'time' received.  Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in 
very professional/capable manner.  Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR) 
 
WOMEN IN SERVICE 
Vice Adm. Howard (N3N5) interviewed with PBS' "Makers" documentary program 09Jan about the 
integration of women in the Navy since the 1970s.  The episode will air in JUNE and will also feature 
interviews with senior women leaders in the Army and Marines.  The "Women in War" segment is 

- WB will screen film at 48 bases US-wide for families in military high concentration areas on 
11May weekend. (Coord with Ron Rossman and Army/AF/MC). 
- EOD rollout w/ Aaron Taylor-Johnson day being planned. 
- July 7 premier in Tokyo, Japan.  Seeking CTF70/Navy ties.  CNAF PAO to coord. (NNTR) 
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opportunities.  
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Reviewed episodes #420, #421, and #422.   OSD (PA) declined support ISO #421. 
 

FEATURE FILMS 

 
USS Indianapolis: Men of Courage (Hannibal Pictures) 
Providing Hannibal Pictures with written feedback to first draft script and way-ahead 
recommendations for DoD support considerations.  On 19Feb, NAVINFOWEST Deputy conducted a 
FOLUP call with Cam Cameron (Creative Director) for update.  Mr. Cameron reports that changes to 
the script have been incorporated and character development added based on NAVINFOWEST 
notes provided on 17Jan.  Mr. Cameron will setup a follow-on meeting for late Feb to discuss next 
phase and review of changes. 
 

DOCUMENTARIES (Air Date): 

 
HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC) 
Filming took place 15Oct at Directorate of Time and 25Oct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's 
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time.  PAA signed.  Rough cut of episode 
on 'time' received.  Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in 
very professional/capable manner.  Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR) 
 
WOMEN IN SERVICE 
Vice Adm. Howard (N3N5) interviewed with PBS' "Makers" documentary program 09Jan about the 
integration of women in the Navy since the 1970s.  The episode will air in JUNE and will also feature 
interviews with senior women leaders in the Army and Marines.  The "Women in War" segment is 

- WB will screen film at 48 bases US-wide for families in military high concentration areas on
11May weekend. (Coord with Ron Rossman and Army/AF/MC).
- EOD rollout w/ Aaron Taylor-Iohnson day being planned.
- Iuly 7 premier in Tokyo, Japan. Seeking CTF70/Navy ties. CNAF PAO to coord. (NNTR)

SEAPOWER (NAVY/MARINE CORPS IMAX)
Conf call with Director to develop shot list, shoot priorities at RIMPAC and finalize initial PAA for 3rd
Fleet PAO to integrate into DV/media air plan. Drafting initial PAA. Received update from Director
on technical requirements and equipment K2 desires to shoot with in SoCal and RIMPAC.

ALL WARRIOR NETWORK (HULU)
NAVINFO West met with network executive leadership to discuss Navy support for production. All
Warrior Network interested in featuring existing Navy-produced, professional-grade quality stories
and products as well as independently documenting Navy's latest technologies and advancements.
Distribution venue via on-demand services, such as Hulu. Further incentivizes Navy MCs and public
affairs community to provide top-notch storytelling with anticipation of reaching a vast, and
generally untapped, online audience. Ioint Service meeting held on 19Feb with Mr. Phil Strub (OSD
PA) for guidance on emerging technologies and platforms that offer on-demand distribution
opportunities.

SCRIPTED TV / GAME SHOW:

NCIS (CBS)
Reviewed episodes #252 and #253.

HAWAII FIVE-O (CBS)
Reviewed episodes #420, #421, and #422. OSD (PA) declined support ISO #421.

FEATURE FILMS

USS Indianapolis: Men of Courage (Hannibal Pictures)
Providing Hannibal Pictures with written feedback to first draft script and way-ahead
recommendations for DoD support considerations. On 19Feb, NAVINFOWEST Deputy conducted a
FOLUP call with Cam Cameron (Creative Director) for update. Mr. Cameron reports that changes to
the script have been incorporated and character development added based on NAVINFOWEST
notes provided on 17Ian. Mr. Cameron will setup a follow-on meeting for late Feb to discuss next
phase and review of changes.

DOCUMENTARIES (Air Date):

HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC)
Filming took place 150ct at Directorate of Time and 250ct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time. PAA signed. Rough cut of episode
on 'time' received. Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in
very professional/capable manner. Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR)

WOMEN IN SERVICE
Vice Adm. Howard (N3N5) interviewed with PBS' "Makers" documentary program 09Ian about the
integration of women in the Navy since the 1970s. The episode will air in JUNE and will also feature
interviews with senior women leaders in the Army and Marines. The "Women in War" segment is



one of six episodes that will look at the evolution of women in six different career fields and is a 
follow-up to PBS' 2012 series that detailed the history of the women's movement. (NNTR) 
 
Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation 
Museum.  Filming took place 15Jan.  Awaiting rough cut.  (NNTR) 
 

DOCUMENTARIES (In Production): 

 
  

 
 

  
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
Ancient Impossible (History Channel H2) 
Series comparing ancient and modern inventions revealing the amazing technology, engineering 
and genius that came from ancient times.  An episode will compare the steam catapult from a 
carrier to the ancient steam catapult as well as show the similarities and differences of the ancient 
world's largest ship to the modern carrier.  Date of filming will be March 29 to 31st if PAA is signed.  
Planning site visit first week of March to meet with CVN PAO and CNAP PAO. 
 
The History of Carrier Aviation project (Office of Patriots Point and USS Yorktown) 
This is a non-broadcast request for stock footage carrier and carrier based aviation. The final video 
will be viewed in the USS Yorktown’s new state of the art theatre. The production release date is 
15Jun. Post production begins 15Apr.  In research phase.  
 
D-Day Sunken Secrets (NOVA/PBS) 
Showcases underwater artifacts from D-Day.  Feb. 20 interview with NHHC Director CAPT Hendrix.  
PAA signed. 
 
EMPOWERMENT PROJECT (IndieFlix) 
Interview with VADM Michelle Howard conducted Sunday, 29Sep at the Women’s Memorial as part 
of documentary showcasing inspirational women in a variety of career fields.  PAA signed.  Rough 
cut reviewed.  Awaiting air date.  
 
New Race for Space (Science Channel) 
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration.  Filming took place 15Feb for 
scheduled test of NASA's SIAD rocket on China Lake.  PAA signed. (NNTR) 
 

 
 

 
 

 

(b) (4)

(b) (4)
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carrier to the ancient steam catapult as well as show the similarities and differences of the ancient 
world's largest ship to the modern carrier.  Date of filming will be March 29 to 31st if PAA is signed.  
Planning site visit first week of March to meet with CVN PAO and CNAP PAO. 
 
The History of Carrier Aviation project (Office of Patriots Point and USS Yorktown) 
This is a non-broadcast request for stock footage carrier and carrier based aviation. The final video 
will be viewed in the USS Yorktown’s new state of the art theatre. The production release date is 
15Jun. Post production begins 15Apr.  In research phase.  
 
D-Day Sunken Secrets (NOVA/PBS) 
Showcases underwater artifacts from D-Day.  Feb. 20 interview with NHHC Director CAPT Hendrix.  
PAA signed. 
 
EMPOWERMENT PROJECT (IndieFlix) 
Interview with VADM Michelle Howard conducted Sunday, 29Sep at the Women’s Memorial as part 
of documentary showcasing inspirational women in a variety of career fields.  PAA signed.  Rough 
cut reviewed.  Awaiting air date.  
 
New Race for Space (Science Channel) 
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration.  Filming took place 15Feb for 
scheduled test of NASA's SIAD rocket on China Lake.  PAA signed. (NNTR) 
 

 
 

 
 

 

(b) (4)
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one of six episodes that will look at the evolution of women in six different career fields and is a
follow-up to PBS' 2012 series that detailed the history of the women's movement. (NNTR)

Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel)
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation
Museum. Filming took place 15Ian. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

DOCUMENTARIES (In Production):

Ancient Impossible (History Channel H2)
Series comparing ancient and modern inventions revealing the amazing technology, engineering
and genius that came from ancient times. An episode will compare the steam catapult from a
carrier to the ancient steam catapult as well as show the similarities and differences of the ancient
world's largest ship to the modern carrier. Date of filming will be March 29 to 3lst if PAA is signed.
Planning site visit first week of March to meet with CVN PAO and CNAP PAO.

The History of Carrier Aviation project (Office of Patriots Point and USS Yorktown)
This is a non-broadcast request for stock footage carrier and carrier based aviation. The final video
will be viewed in the USS Yorktown’s new state of the art theatre. The production release date is
15Iun. Post production begins 15Apr. In research phase.

D-Day Sunken Secrets (NOVA/PBS)
Showcases underwater artifacts from D-Day. Feb. 20 interview with NHHC Director CAPT Hendrix.
PAA signed.

EMPOWERMENT PROIECT (IndieFlix)
Interview with VADM Michelle Howard conducted Sunday, 29Sep at the Women’s Memorial as part
of documentary showcasing inspirational women in a variety of career fields. PAA signed. Rough
cut reviewed. Awaiting air date.

New Race for Space (Science Channel)
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration. Filming took place 15Feb for
scheduled test of NASA's SIAD rocket on China Lake. PAA signed. (NNTR)

b) (4)



 
 

 
 
SAPR/Jon Blair documentary (No distribution) 
Producer Jon Blair connected with SAPR POCs (Newsdesk and SAPRO) for research purposes only 
to generate more detailed proposal/treatment.  Exploring research assistance with JAG officials as 
well. (NNTR) 
 
“B. TAYLOR” (ION TV) 
Received production support request submitted to NAVINFOWEST via CHINFO OI-6.   
B. Taylor hip-hop artist and former Avionics Technician Second Class, has teamed up with  
Untouchable Productions for a reality based documentary show to be aired on ION network. 
Coordination/Planning with Director ongoing.  Remaining scenes:  AIMD and main gym NAS North 
Island; Main NEX San Diego NAVSTA.  Filming of remaining scenes on hold pending talent 
availability.  FOLUP email sent to production company to determine follow-on requirements. 
(NNTR) 
 
RISE OF THE MACHINES 
Filming embark completed 30Oct-03Nov aboard USS Ronald Reagan (CVN-76).  Assisting with 
archival footage and awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 
41 on 41 (Bush Library Foundation)  
Distribution currently the Bush Library.  Filming took place 03Jan aboard USS George HW Bush in 
support of documentary of former president.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 
HORIZON – COMET (BBC Science Series) 
Filming took place 15Sep at Coso Hot Springs on Naval Air Weapons Station China Lake.  PAA 
signed.  Awaiting rough cut.  (NNTR) 
 
UnSEALed (PBS) 
Research-only support approved by NAVINFO West and Naval Special Warfare Command. PAA 
signed. (NNTR) 
 
Mighty Ships (Discovery)  
Researching filming opportunities aboard USNS Montford Point, LCS and HSV in Spring 2014.  
(NNTR) 
 
New Race for Space (Science Channel) 
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration.  Researching request to film 
scheduled test of NASA's SIAD rocket on China Lake.  Exact date of filming and test TBD.  PAA sent 
to producer. (NNTR) 

 
DECLINES: 

 
SUBCONSCIOUS 
Declined support IRT production assistance request submitted from Ms. Georgia Hilton 
(Writer/Director) on Feb 2014, soliciting filming opportunities at General Dynamics Electric Boat 
facilities.  NAVINFOWEST Director held a PHONCON with Ms. Hilton and other production company 
staff members to explain the process for seeking DoD/DoN approval for support to include funding, 
distribution, and the accurate portrayal of submarine force personnel and operations. 
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signed. (NNTR) 
 
Mighty Ships (Discovery)  
Researching filming opportunities aboard USNS Montford Point, LCS and HSV in Spring 2014.  
(NNTR) 
 
New Race for Space (Science Channel) 
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration.  Researching request to film 
scheduled test of NASA's SIAD rocket on China Lake.  Exact date of filming and test TBD.  PAA sent 
to producer. (NNTR) 

 
DECLINES: 

 
SUBCONSCIOUS 
Declined support IRT production assistance request submitted from Ms. Georgia Hilton 
(Writer/Director) on Feb 2014, soliciting filming opportunities at General Dynamics Electric Boat 
facilities.  NAVINFOWEST Director held a PHONCON with Ms. Hilton and other production company 
staff members to explain the process for seeking DoD/DoN approval for support to include funding, 
distribution, and the accurate portrayal of submarine force personnel and operations. 

(b) (4)

SAPR/Ion Blair documentary (No distribution)
Producer Ion Blair connected with SAPR POCs (Newsdesk and SAPRO) for research purposes only
to generate more detailed proposal/treatment. Exploring research assistance with IAG officials as
well. (NNTR)

“B. TAYLOR” (ION TV)
Received production support request submitted to NAVINFOWEST via CHINFO OI-6.
B. Taylor hip-hop artist and former Avionics Technician Second Class, has teamed up with
Untouchable Productions for a reality based documentary show to be aired on ION network.
Coordination/Planning with Director ongoing. Remaining scenes: AIMD and main gym NAS North
Island; Main NEX San Diego NAVSTA. Filming of remaining scenes on hold pending talent
availability. FOLUP email sent to production company to determine follow-on requirements.
(NNTR)

RISE OF THE MACHINES
Filming embark completed 300ct-03Nov aboard USS Ronald Reagan (CVN-76). Assisting with
archival footage and awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

41 on 41 (Bush Library Foundation)
Distribution currently the Bush Library. Filming took place 03]an aboard USS George HW Bush in
support of documentary of former president. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

HORIZON — COMET (BBC Science Series)
Filming took place 15Sep at Coso Hot Springs on Naval Air Weapons Station China Lake. PAA
signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

UnSEALed (PBS)
Research-only support approved by NAVINFO West and Naval Special Warfare Command. PAA
signed. (NNTR)

Mighty Ships (Discovery)
Researching filming opportunities aboard USNS Montford Point, LCS and HSV in Spring 2014.
(NNTR)

New Race for Space (Science Channel)
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration. Researching request to film
scheduled test of NASA's SIAD rocket on China Lake. Exact date of filming and test TBD. PAA sent
to producer. (NNTR)

DECLINES:

SUBCONSCIOUS
Declined support IRT production assistance request submitted from Ms. Georgia Hilton
(Writer/Director) on Feb 2014, soliciting filming opportunities at General Dynamics Electric Boat
facilities. NAVINFOWEST Director held a PHONCON with Ms. Hilton and other production company
staff members to explain the process for seeking DoD/DoN approval for support to include funding,
distribution, and the accurate portrayal of submarine force personnel and operations.



 
The Bachelorette (ABC) – No valued proposition from the Navy. 
 
ADMIN: 

 

HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAVY 
Next HTTN tentatively scheduled for 15Mar.  Requested LHD and ACU-5.  Awaiting confirmation. 

 
RESERVE UNIT 
-  

 
 

 
 

 
   

- Reserve unit is routing “history of unit” update for Facebook page. 
 
OPTAR 
Requesting funds for three portable banners.  Will FOLUP with NPASE Comptroller. (NNTR) 
 
NAVY DAYS #17 (3-10Aug) PLANNING: 
Contacted by Navy League National Director Grant Ivy to provide liaison support opportunities for 
Sailors to attend game and talk shows during ship visits. (NNTR) 

(b) (6)
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- Reserve unit is routing “history of unit” update for Facebook page.

OPTAR
Requesting funds for three portable banners. Will FOLUP with NPASE Comptroller. (NNTR)

NAVY DAYS #17 (3-10Aug) PLANNING:
Contacted by Navy League National Director Grant Ivy to provide liaison support opportunities for
Sailors to attend game and talk shows during ship Visits. (NNTR)



NAVINFO WEST Weekly Report 
28 Feb 14 

Updated Items in Blue 
 

SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS: 

 
CHINFO (OI-6) Visit   
NAVINFOWEST hosting  (CHINFO, OI-6) on 4Mar.  SOE include “The Last Ship” set 
visit at TNT studio lot, post-production screening “Godzilla” feature at Warner Bros. Studios, EOT 
award presentation and luncheon IHO Mr. Robert Anderson (former NAVINFOWEST Dir.).   
Action Officer/POC:  
 
Vice CHINFO Visit  
NAVINFOWEST hosting RDML Kent Davis (Vice CHINFO) on 10Mar.  SOE include NAVINFOWEST 
Active Duty & Reserve Component leadership call to discuss RC augment ISO RIMPAC-14 and Navy 
Days LA, and “The Last Ship” set visit at TNT studio lot.     
Action Officer/POC:  
  
Producer’s Guild Invitation 
Michael Ambers, Producer’s Guild invited all service liaison Directors to a hosted 3-hour guild 
seminar featuring Department of Defense speakers on capabilities, resources, technology, locations, 
recent examples of our collaborations and how we can do business together.  WOW!  Anticipate 
Hollywood venue in approx six weeks.  Will keep leadership posted. 
 
THE LAST SHIP (TNT)  
TNT Atlanta PR intends to execute media blitz mid-March to include cross-decking promotions US 
and international on cable networks, NCAA March Madness and NBA playoffs.  Draft PAG provided 
to C3F, SURFPAC and AIRPAC for review/comment.  Series premiers Jun in Sunday primetime slot. 
Production company returns to USS Dewey on 15Mar.  Project officer currently working logistics 
and on-load plan with local commands. Meeting with Sterret leadership, SURFPAC PA, and other 
TBD reps set for 18Mar to coordinate 14-17Apr u/w.  Adam Baldwin set to speak at SNA dining out 
in DC 15Mar, will provide talking points.  Awaiting TNT Atlanta PR plan and screening dates.  Daily 
sitrep provided via SEPCOR. 
  
CVN DV Program (CNAP) 
NAVINFOWEST ICW CNAP (N01P) in receipt of an opportunity for 12 members of the Hollywood 
film and entertainment industry to embark USS Ronald Reagan for a RO1N on 27Mar ISO CNAP’s 
distinguished visitor program.  NAVINFOWEST will submit nominations NLT 03Mar.  Nomination 
notification in progress to list forwarded to CHINFO and OSD. 
 
GODZILLA  
-  4Mar on set WB one-production day for RADM Stenz lines onboard Saratoga. 
-  New trailer released 48 hours ago has already received nearly 12.7 million hits according to WB. 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vIu85WQTPRc 
- Plan a WB DC screening for Navy and DoD brass with color guard and Navy band week of May 
16th.  Likely DoD and congress invitees possibly 50-100 plus ones.  Navy Memorial or like venue.   
- NYC premiere 08May w/actors/press.  Intrepid reception.  WB has lead. 
- WB will screen film at 48 bases US-wide for families in military high concentration areas on 
11May weekend. (Coord with Ron Rossman and Army/AF/MC). 
- EOD rollout w/ Aaron Taylor-Johnson day being planned. 

(b) (6)

(b) (6)

(b) (6)
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GODZILLA
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- July 7 premier in Tokyo, Japan.  Seeking CTF70/Navy ties.  CNAF PAO to coord. (NNTR) 
 
SEAPOWER (NAVY/MARINE CORPS IMAX) 
Drafted PAA.  Submitting to K2 and USMC, then CHINFO and OSD for approval.  K2 Director Stephen 
Low confirmed for Ronald Reagan DV embark 27-28Mar and advon scout. 
 

SCRIPTED TV / GAME SHOW: 

 
NCIS (CBS) 
Episode #255 review in progress.      
 
HAWAII FIVE-O (CBS) 
Reviewed episodes #420, #421, and #422.   OSD (PA) declined support ISO #421.  (NNTR) 
 

FEATURE FILMS 

 
LUCY (Europa Corp-Universal Pictures) 

A film by the Director of "The Professional" and "Fifth Element" requested to use a five 
second clip of an F-18 carrier take-off his latest film entitled "Lucy." The carrier take-off 
clip previously cleared for public release DefenseImagery.mil.  
 
USS Indianapolis: Men of Courage (Hannibal Pictures) 
Providing Hannibal Pictures with written feedback to first draft script and way-ahead 
recommendations for DoD support considerations.  On 19Feb, NAVINFOWEST Deputy conducted a 
FOLUP call with Cam Cameron (Creative Director) for update.  Mr. Cameron reports that changes to 
the script have been incorporated and character development added based on NAVINFOWEST 
notes provided on 17Jan.  Mr. Cameron will setup a follow-on meeting for late Feb to discuss next 
phase and review of changes.  (NNTR) 
 
HUNTER-KILLER 
New sub-plot script in review. 
 

 
 

 
 

DOCUMENTARIES (Air Date): 

 
HOMEFRONT (PBS)  
OSD(PA) granted DoD support for the PBS documentary “Homefront” that will explore how military  
families deal/cope with deployments.  NAVINFOWEST ICW Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC) PAO 
assisted in identifying dependents and service members representing the Navy’s Seabees.  Filming 
took place 18-20Feb to include broll of NMCB 3's homecoming and NMCB 5's morning quarters and 
gun range exercise.  Interviews included diverse mix of dependents, service members and family 
situations.  Documentary expected completion late 2014 and airing early 2015. (NNTR) 
 
HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC) 
Filming took place 15Oct at Directorate of Time and 25Oct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's 
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time.  PAA signed.  Rough cut of episode 

(b) (4)
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Episode #255 review in progress.

HAWAII FIVE-O (CBS)
Reviewed episodes #420, #421, and #422. OSD (PA) declined support ISO #421. (NNTR)

FEATURE FILMS

LUCY (Europa Corp-Universal Pictures)
A film by the Director of "The Professional" and "Fifth Element" requested to use a five
second clip of an F-18 carrier take-off his latest film entitled "Lucy." The carrier take-off
clip previously cleared for public release DefenseImagery.mil.

USS Indianapolis: Men of Courage (Hannibal Pictures)
Providing Hannibal Pictures with written feedback to first draft script and way-ahead
recommendations for DoD support considerations. On 19Feb, NAVINFOWEST Deputy conducted a
FOLUP call with Cam Cameron (Creative Director) for update. Mr. Cameron reports that changes to
the script have been incorporated and character development added based on NAVINFOWEST
notes provided on 17]an. Mr. Cameron will setup a follow-on meeting for late Feb to discuss next
phase and review of changes. (NNTR)

HUNTER-KILLER
New sub-plot script in review.
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DOCUMENTARIES (Air Date):

HOMEFRONT (PBS)
OSD(PA) granted DoD support for the PBS documentary "Homefront" that will explore how military
families deal/cope with deployments. NAVINFOWEST ICW Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC) PAO
assisted in identifying dependents and service members representing the Navy’s Seabees. Filming
took place 18—20Feb to include broll of NMCB 3's homecoming and NMCB 5's morning quarters and
gun range exercise. Interviews included diverse mix of dependents, service members and family
situations. Documentary expected completion late 2014 and airing early 2015. (NNTR)

HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC)
Filming took place 150ct at Directorate of Time and 250ct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time. PAA signed. Rough cut of episode



on 'time' received.  Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in 
very professional/capable manner.  Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR) 
 
WOMEN IN SERVICE 
Vice Adm. Howard (N3N5) interviewed with PBS' "Makers" documentary program 09Jan about the 
integration of women in the Navy since the 1970s.  The episode will air in JUNE and will also feature 
interviews with senior women leaders in the Army and Marines.  The "Women in War" segment is 
one of six episodes that will look at the evolution of women in six different career fields and is a 
follow-up to PBS' 2012 series that detailed the history of the women's movement. (NNTR) 
 
Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation 
Museum.  Filming took place 15Jan.  Awaiting rough cut.  (NNTR) 
 
D-Day Sunken Secrets (NOVA/PBS) 
Showcases underwater artifacts from D-Day.  Feb. 20 interview with NHHC Director CAPT Hendrix.  
PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. 
 
EMPOWERMENT PROJECT (IndieFlix) 
Interview with VADM Michelle Howard conducted Sunday, 29Sep at the Women’s Memorial as part 
of documentary showcasing inspirational women in a variety of career fields.  PAA signed.  Rough 
cut reviewed.  Awaiting air date.  (NNTR) 
 
New Race for Space (Science Channel) 
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration.  Filming took place 15Feb for  
scheduled test of NASA's SIAD rocket on China Lake.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 

DOCUMENTARIES (In Production): 

 
UnSEALed (PBS) 
Research-only support approved by NAVINFO West and Naval Special Warfare Command. PAA 
signed.  In discussions with CAPT Fennick and producer, discovery phase revealed opportunities for 
on-base filming beyond “retirees” which leads us to agree to draft a PAA for authorization to film 
several ceremonial events at BUDS training and tributes to the fallen at other locations. 
 
Op Martillo (Univision) 
PAA-supported counter drug ops documentary.  Producers circling back with request for additional 
May 2014 embark.  NAVINFOWEST ICW SOUTHCOM and C4F will review current footage to verify 
compliance with existing PAA before approving additional embarks.  
 
Beyond the Light Switch (PBS) 
Documentary on national security with focus on economic, energy and environmental security. 
Interviews approved for ONR representatives in conjunction with ARPA-E summit.  Navy 
addendum added to existing Army PAA.  
 
Real Sports with Bryant Gumble (HBO) 
Producing episode on supplements.  Request cleared via NAVINFO West/San Diego Naval Hospital 
for fact-finding phone call with Dr. Brett Partridge and Dr. William Shields regarding Naval Medical 
Center-published article on damage of supplements titled "Hepatotoxicity Associated with the 
Dietary Supplement N.O.-XPLODE."  No PAA required. 
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very professional/capable manner. Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR)

WOMEN IN SERVICE
Vice Adm. Howard (N3N5) interviewed with PBS' "Makers" documentary program 09Ian about the
integration of women in the Navy since the 19703. The episode will air in IUNE and will also feature
interviews with senior women leaders in the Army and Marines. The "Women in War" segment is
one of six episodes that will look at the evolution of women in six different career fields and is a
follow-up to PBS' 2012 series that detailed the history of the women's movement. (NNTR)

Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel)
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation
Museum. Filming took place 15]an. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

D-Day Sunken Secrets (NOVA/PBS)
Showcases underwater artifacts from D-Day. Feb. 20 interview with NHHC Director CAPT Hendrix.
PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut.

EMPOWERMENT PROIECT (IndieFlix)
Interview with VADM Michelle Howard conducted Sunday, 29Sep at the Women’s Memorial as part
of documentary showcasing inspirational women in a variety of career fields. PAA signed. Rough
cut reviewed. Awaiting air date. (NNTR)

New Race for Space (Science Channel)
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration. Filming took place 15Feb for
scheduled test of NASA's SIAD rocket on China Lake. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

DOCUMENTARIES (In Production):

UnSEALed (PBS)
Research-only support approved by NAVINFO West and Naval Special Warfare Command. PAA
signed. In discussions with CAPT Fennick and producer, discovery phase revealed opportunities for
on-base filming beyond "retirees" which leads us to agree to draft a PAA for authorization to film
several ceremonial events at BUDS training and tributes to the fallen at other locations.

Op Martillo (Univision)
PAA-supported counter drug ops documentary. Producers circling back with request for additional
May 2014 embark. NAVINFOWEST ICW SOUTHCOM and C4F will review current footage to verify
compliance with existing PAA before approving additional embarks.

Beyond the Light Switch (PBS)
Documentary on national security with focus on economic, energy and environmental security.
Interviews approved for ONR representatives in conjunction with ARPA-E summit. Navy
addendum added to existing Army PAA.

Real Sports with Bryant Gumble (HBO)
Producing episode on supplements. Request cleared via NAVINFO West/San Diego Naval Hospital
for fact-finding phone call with Dr. Brett Partridge and Dr. William Shields regarding Naval Medical
Center-published article on damage of supplements titled "Hepatotoxicity Associated with the
Dietary Supplement N.O.-XPLODE." No PAA required.



The Aviators (PBS) 
Docu-series on pilots. Request for Navy pilot access. Researching drone program availability. 
 

  
 

 
  
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
Ancient Impossible (History Channel H2) 
Series comparing ancient and modern inventions revealing the amazing technology, engineering 
and genius that came from ancient times.  An episode will compare the steam catapult from a 
carrier to the ancient steam catapult as well as show the similarities and differences of the ancient 
world's largest ship to the modern carrier.  Date of filming will be 3-4Apr onboard Ronald Reagan 
with NAVINFOWEST escort LCDR Correa.  Planning site visit first week of March 5th to meet with 
CVN PAO and CNAP PAO. 
 
The History of Carrier Aviation project (Office of Patriots Point and USS Yorktown) 
This is a non-broadcast request for stock footage carrier and carrier based aviation. The final video 
will be viewed in the USS Yorktown’s new state of the art theatre. The production release date is 
15Jun. Post production begins 15Apr.  In research phase.  (NNTR) 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
SAPR/Jon Blair documentary (No distribution) 
Producer Jon Blair connected with SAPR POCs (Newsdesk and SAPRO) for research purposes only 
to generate more detailed proposal/treatment.  Exploring research assistance with JAG officials as 
well. (NNTR) 
 
“B. TAYLOR” (ION TV) 
Received production support request submitted to NAVINFOWEST via CHINFO OI-6.   
B. Taylor hip-hop artist and former Avionics Technician Second Class, has teamed up with  
Untouchable Productions for a reality based documentary show to be aired on ION network. 
Coordination/Planning with Director ongoing.  Remaining scenes:  AIMD and main gym NAS North 
Island; Main NEX San Diego NAVSTA.  Filming of remaining scenes on hold pending talent 
availability.  FOLUP email sent to production company to determine follow-on requirements. 
(NNTR) 
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(b) (4)

(b) (4)
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world's largest ship to the modern carrier. Date of filming will be 3-4Apr onboard Ronald Reagan
with NAVINFOWEST escort LCDR Correa. Planning site Visit first week of March 5th to meet with
CVN PAO and CNAP PAO.

The History of Carrier Aviation project (Office of Patriots Point and USS Yorktown)
This is a non-broadcast request for stock footage carrier and carrier based aviation. The final Video
will be Viewed in the USS Yorktown’s new state of the art theatre. The production release date is
15Iun. Post production begins 15Apr. In research phase. (NNTR)
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SAPR/Ion Blair documentary (No distribution)
Producer Ion Blair connected with SAPR POCs (Newsdesk and SAPRO) for research purposes only
to generate more detailed proposal/treatment. Exploring research assistance with ]AG officials as
well. (NNTR)

“B. TAYLOR” (ION TV)
Received production support request submitted to NAVINFOWEST via CHINFO 01-6.
B. Taylor hip-hop artist and former Avionics Technician Second Class, has teamed up with
Untouchable Productions for a reality based documentary show to be aired on ION network.
Coordination/Planning with Director ongoing. Remaining scenes: AIMD and main gym NAS North
Island; Main NEX San Diego NAVSTA. Filming of remaining scenes on hold pending talent
availability. FOLUP email sent to production company to determine follow-on requirements.
(NNTR)



RISE OF THE MACHINES 
Filming embark completed 30Oct-03Nov aboard USS Ronald Reagan (CVN-76).  Assisting with 
archival footage and awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 
41 on 41 (Bush Library Foundation)  
Distribution currently the Bush Library.  Filming took place 03Jan aboard USS George HW Bush in 
support of documentary of former president.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 
HORIZON – COMET (BBC Science Series) 
Filming took place 15Sep at Coso Hot Springs on Naval Air Weapons Station China Lake.  PAA 
signed.  Awaiting rough cut.  (NNTR) 
 
Mighty Ships (Discovery)  
Researching filming opportunities aboard USNS Montford Point, LCS and HSV in Spring 2014.  
(NNTR) 
 

DECLINES: 

 
 

 
 

 
 
"Coming Back with Wes Moore" (PBS) 
Request to screen documentary on Coronado Navy base.  Declined due to initial June 2013 decline 
to support production. 
 

 
 

 
ADMIN: 

 
ALL WARRIOR NETWORK (HULU) 
NAVINFO West met with network executive leadership to discuss Navy support for production.  All 
Warrior Network interested in featuring existing Navy-produced, professional-grade quality stories 
and products as well as independently documenting Navy's latest technologies and advancements.  
Distribution venue via on-demand services, such as Hulu.  Further incentivizes Navy MCs and public 
affairs community to provide top-notch storytelling with anticipation of reaching a vast, and 
generally untapped, online audience.  Joint Service meeting held on 19Feb with Mr. Phil Strub (OSD 
PA) for guidance on emerging technologies and platforms that offer on-demand distribution 
opportunities.  OSD (PA) guidance to Service Liaison offices pending.  Meeting to be set with Phil 
Strub, Vince Ogilvie and all service leads to get to common understanding of this venue as a viable 
distribution network for films and documentaries. 
 
HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAVY 
Next HTTN tentatively scheduled for 15Mar.  USS Makin Island (LHD-8) confirmed.  Awaiting 
confirmation from ACU-5. 
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Filming embark completed 300ct-03Nov aboard USS Ronald Reagan (CVN-76). Assisting with
archival footage and awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

41 on 41 (Bush Library Foundation)
Distribution currently the Bush Library. Filming took place 03]an aboard USS George HW Bush in
support of documentary of former president. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

HORIZON — COMET (BBC Science Series)
Filming took place 15Sep at Coso Hot Springs on Naval Air Weapons Station China Lake. PAA
signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

Mighty Ships (Discovery)
Researching filming opportunities aboard USNS Montford Point, LCS and HSV in Spring 2014.
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"Coming Back with Wes Moore" (PBS)
Request to screen documentary on Coronado Navy base. Declined due to initial June 2013 decline
to support production.
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l ADMIN:

ALL WARRIOR NETWORK (HULU)
NAVINFO West met with network executive leadership to discuss Navy support for production. All
Warrior Network interested in featuring existing Navy-produced, professional-grade quality stories
and products as well as independently documenting Navy's latest technologies and advancements.
Distribution venue via on-demand services, such as Hulu. Further incentivizes Navy MCs and public
affairs community to provide top-notch storytelling with anticipation of reaching a vast, and
generally untapped, online audience. ]oint Service meeting held on 19Feb with Mr. Phil Strub (OSD
PA) for guidance on emerging technologies and platforms that offer on-demand distribution
opportunities. OSD (PA) guidance to Service Liaison offices pending. Meeting to be set with Phil
Strub, Vince Ogilvie and all service leads to get to common understanding of this venue as a viable
distribution network for films and documentaries.

HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAVY
Next HTTN tentatively scheduled for 15Mar. USS Makin Island (LHD-8) confirmed. Awaiting
confirmation from ACU-S.



RESERVE UNIT 
-  

 
 

 
 

 
   

- Reserve unit is routing “history of unit” update for Facebook page. (NNTR) 
 
OPTAR 
Quote request for three portable banners sent to NPASE Comptroller for order. 
 
NAVY DAYS #17 (3-10Aug) PLANNING: 
Contacted by Navy League National Director Grant Ivy to provide liaison support opportunities for 
Sailors to attend game and talk shows during ship visits. (NNTR) 

(b) (6)
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- Reserve unit is routing “history of unit” update for Facebook page. (NNTR)

OPTAR
Quote request for three portable banners sent to NPASE Comptroller for order.

NAVY DAYS #17 (3-10Aug) PLANNING:
Contacted by Navy League National Director Grant Ivy to provide liaison support opportunities for
Sailors to attend game and talk shows during ship visits. (NNTR)



NAVINFO WEST Weekly Report 
07 Mar 14 

Updated Items in Blue 
 

SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS: 

 
SEAPOWER (NAVY/MARINE CORPS IMAX) 
Drafted PAA submitted to OSD and CHINFO for review and approval.  K2 Director Stephen Low 
confirmed for Ronald Reagan DV embark 27-28Mar and ADVON scout.  
 
CHINFO (OI-6) Visit  
NAVINFOWEST hosted  (CHINFO, OI-6) on 4Mar.  SOE included “The Last Ship” set 
visit at TNT studio lot, and “Godzilla” set visit at Delfinos Studios, EOT award presentation and 
luncheon IHO Mr. Robert Anderson (former NAVINFOWEST Dir).  Successful command function.  
Additional meeting was held between NAVINFOWEST Dir., CHINFO (OI-6), and K2 Communications 
Execs to discuss way-ahead ISO IMAX filming of “SEA POWER.” 
 
Vice CHINFO Visit (Monday 10Mar)  
NAVINFOWEST hosting RDML Kent Davis (VCI) on 10Mar as part of his San Diego waterfront tour 
of SoCal PA Reserve units.  SOE include NAVINFOWEST Active Duty & Reserve Component 
leadership visit to discuss RC augment ISO RIMPAC-14 and Navy Days LA, and “The Last Ship” set 
visit at TNT studio lot.  Action Officer/POC:   
 
SAPR/Jon Blair documentary (No distribution) 
Jon Blair met with CAPT Cutler and senior Navy JAG/SAPR leaders in Pentagon, 6Mar, for a 
discussion regarding Navy SAPR documentary (VADM DeRenzi, RDML Buck, Ms. Loftus).  Proposal 
received positive response that goals are supportable as long as funding  and distribution are 
secured and thematics approved by CI/OSD.  
 
THE LAST SHIP (TNT)  
TNT Atlanta PR intends to execute media blitz mid-March to include cross-decking promotions US 
and international on cable networks, NCAA March Madness and NBA playoffs.  Draft PAG provided 
to C3F, SURFPAC and AIRPAC for review/comment.  Series premieres Jun in Sunday primetime slot. 
LT Dulac assumes role as project officer 10Mar.  Filming wraps in LA 7Mar.  Production company 
returns to USS Dewey on 15Mar.  Project officer currently working logistics and on-load plan with 
local commands.  Meeting with Sterret leadership, SURFPAC PA, and other TBD reps set for 18Mar 
to coordinate 14-17Apr u/w.  Adam Baldwin set to speak at SNA dining out in DC 15Mar, will 
provide talking points.  Awaiting TNT Atlanta PR plan and screening dates.  Daily sitrep provided 
via SEPCOR. 
 
SHAQ ON A SHIP – Coord with TNT Sports/SURFPAC for early April infomercials featuring shout 
outs from “Shaq” on NBA Playoffs/NCAA March Madness and other network promos.   
 
Developing a SURFPAC-supported online SWO capability to respond to Q/A from the audience real 
time during episodes airing Sunday eve primetime slot June 1 to August to explain Navy terms and 
protocols in an interactive forum. 
 
 
 
  

(b) (6)

(b) (6)
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SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS:

SEAPOWER (NAVY/MARINE CORPS IMAX)
Drafted PAA submitted to OSD and CHINFO for review and approval. K2 Director Stephen Low
confirmed for Ronald Reagan DV embark 27-28Mar and ADVON scout.

CHINFO (OI-6) Visit
NAVINFOWEST hosted— (CHINFO, 01-6) on 4Mar. SOE included "The Last Ship" set
visit at TNT studio lot, and "Godzilla" set visit at Delfinos Studios, EOT award presentation and
luncheon IHO Mr. Robert Anderson (former NAVINFOWEST Dir). Successful command function.
Additional meeting was held between NAVINFOWEST Dir., CHINFO (01-6), and K2 Communications
Execs to discuss way-ahead ISO IMAX filming of "SEA POWER."

Vice CHINFO Visit (Monday 10Mar)
NAVINFOWEST hosting RDML Kent Davis (VCI) on 10Mar as part of his San Diego waterfront tour
of SoCal PA Reserve units. SOE include NAVINFOWEST Active Duty & Reserve Component
leadership visit to discuss RC augment ISO RIMPAC-14 and Navy Days LA, and "The Last Ship" set
visit at TNT studio lot. Action Officer/POC: (b) (6)

SAPR/Ion Blair documentary (No distribution)
Ion Blair met with CAPT Cutler and senior Navy IAG/SAPR leaders in Pentagon, 6Mar, for a
discussion regarding Navy SAPR documentary (VADM DeRenzi, RDML Buck, Ms. Loftus). Proposal
received positive response that goals are supportable as long as funding and distribution are
secured and thematics approved by CI/OSD.

THE LAST SHIP (TNT)
TNT Atlanta PR intends to execute media blitz mid-March to include cross-decking promotions US
and international on cable networks, NCAA March Madness and NBA playoffs. Draft PAG provided
to C3F, SURFPAC and AIRPAC for review/comment. Series premieres Iun in Sunday primetime slot.
LT Dulac assumes role as project officer 10Mar. Filming wraps in LA 7Mar. Production company
returns to USS Dewey on 15Mar. Project officer currently working logistics and on-load plan with
local commands. Meeting with Sterret leadership, SURFPAC PA, and other TBD reps set for 18Mar
to coordinate 14-17Apr u/w. Adam Baldwin set to speak at SNA dining out in DC 15Mar, will
provide talking points. Awaiting TNT Atlanta PR plan and screening dates. Daily sitrep provided
via SEPCOR.

SHAQ ON A SHIP — Coord with TNT Sports/SURFPAC for early April infomercials featuring shout
outs from "Shaq" on NBA Playoffs/NCAA March Madness and other network promos.

Developing a SURFPAC-supported online SWO capability to respond to Q/A from the audience real
time during episodes airing Sunday eve primetime slot Iune 1 to August to explain Navy terms and
protocols in an interactive forum.



CVN DV Program (CNAP) 
NAVINFOWEST ICW CNAP (N01P) in receipt of an opportunity for 12 members of the Hollywood 
film and entertainment industry to embark USS Ronald Reagan for a RO1N on 27Mar ISO CNAP’s 
distinguished visitor program.  On 5Mar, CNAP DV embark coordinator distributed invitations to 
nominations submitted by NAVINFOWEST.  Nominated names to be provided via SEPCOR upon 
request. 
 
GODZILLA  
-  4Mar on set WB one-production day for RADM Stenz lines onboard Saratoga (very effective 
scenes) 
-  New trailer released 48 hours ago has already received nearly 12.7 million hits according to WB. 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vIu85WQTPRc 
- WB screening planning in progress for DC screening for Navy and DoD brass with color guard and 
Navy band week of May 16th.   
- NYC premiere 8May w/actors/press.  Intrepid reception.  WB has lead. 
- WB will screen film at 48 bases US-wide for families in military high concentration areas on 
11May weekend. (Coord with Ron Rossman and Army/AF/MC). 
- EOD rollout w/ Aaron Taylor-Johnson day being planned. 
- July 7 premier in Tokyo, Japan.  Seeking CTF70/Navy ties.  CNAF PAO to coord. (NNTR) 
 

  
 

 
  
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
Producer’s Guild Invitation 
Michael Ambers, Producer’s Guild invited all service liaison Directors to a hosted 3-hour guild 
seminar featuring Department of Defense speakers on capabilities, resources, technology, locations, 
recent examples of our collaborations and how we can do business together.  WOW!  Anticipate 
Hollywood venue in approx six weeks.  Will keep leadership posted. (NNTR) 
 

SCRIPTED TV / GAME SHOW: 

 
NCIS (CBS) 
Episode #244 and 255 review in progress.   Episode #255 thematic depicts a service member(s) 
sexual assault.  NAVINFOWEST Project Officer will be forwarded to SAPRO for consultation and 
input recommendation to ensure victim advocacy and reporting are accurately depicted in the 
script.    
 
HAWAII FIVE-O (CBS) 
Reviewed episodes #420, #421, and #422.   OSD (PA) declined support ISO #421.  (NNTR) 
 
 

(b) (4)
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scenes)
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Producer’s Guild Invitation
Michael Ambers, Producer’s Guild invited all service liaison Directors to a hosted 3-hour guild
seminar featuring Department of Defense speakers on capabilities, resources, technology, locations,
recent examples of our collaborations and how we can do business together. WOW! Anticipate
Hollywood venue in approx six weeks. Will keep leadership posted. (NNTR)

SCRIPTED TV / GAME SHOW:

NCIS (CBS)
Episode #244 and 255 review in progress. Episode #255 thematic depicts a service member(s)
sexual assault. NAVINFOWEST Project Officer will be forwarded to SAPRO for consultation and
input recommendation to ensure victim advocacy and reporting are accurately depicted in the
script.

HAWAII FIVE-O (CBS)
Reviewed episodes #420, #421, and #422. OSD (PA) declined support ISO #421. (NNTR)



FEATURE FILMS 

 
LUCY (Europa Corp-Universal Pictures) 
A film by the Director of "The Professional" and "Fifth Element" requested to use a five 
second clip of an F-18 carrier take-off his latest film entitled "Lucy." The carrier take-off 
clip previously cleared for public release DefenseImagery.mil. (NNTR) 
 
USS Indianapolis: Men of Courage (Hannibal Pictures) 
Providing Hannibal Pictures with written feedback to first draft script and way-ahead 
recommendations for DoD support considerations.  On 19Feb, NAVINFOWEST Deputy conducted a 
FOLUP call with Cam Cameron (Creative Director) for update.  Mr. Cameron reports that changes to 
the script have been incorporated and character development added based on NAVINFOWEST 
notes provided on 17Jan.  Mr. Cameron will setup a follow-on meeting for late Feb to discuss next 
phase and review of changes. (NNTR) 
 
HUNTER-KILLER 
New sub-plot script in review.  Script notes and thematic rewrite recommendations provided to 
Director on 4Mar. 
 

 
 

 
 

DOCUMENTARIES (Air Date): 

 
HOMEFRONT (PBS)  
OSD(PA) granted DoD support for the PBS documentary “Homefront” that will explore how military  
families deal/cope with deployments.  NAVINFOWEST ICW Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC) PAO 
assisted in identifying dependents and service members representing the Navy’s Seabees.  Filming 
took place 18-20Feb to include broll of NMCB 3's homecoming and NMCB 5's morning quarters and 
gun range exercise.  Interviews included diverse mix of dependents, service members and family 
situations.  Documentary expected completion late 2014 and airing early 2015. (NNTR) 
 
HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC) 
Filming took place 15Oct at Directorate of Time and 25Oct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's 
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time.  PAA signed.  Rough cut of episode 
on 'time' received.  Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in 
very professional/capable manner.  Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR) 
 
WOMEN IN SERVICE 
Vice Adm. Howard (N3N5) interviewed with PBS' "Makers" documentary program 09Jan about the 
integration of women in the Navy since the 1970s.  The episode will air in JUNE and will also feature 
interviews with senior women leaders in the Army and Marines.  The "Women in War" segment is 
one of six episodes that will look at the evolution of women in six different career fields and is a 
follow-up to PBS' 2012 series that detailed the history of the women's movement. (NNTR) 
 
Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation 
Museum.  Filming took place 15Jan.  Awaiting rough cut.  (NNTR) 
 

(b) (4)

FEATURE FILMS 

 
LUCY (Europa Corp-Universal Pictures) 
A film by the Director of "The Professional" and "Fifth Element" requested to use a five 
second clip of an F-18 carrier take-off his latest film entitled "Lucy." The carrier take-off 
clip previously cleared for public release DefenseImagery.mil. (NNTR) 
 
USS Indianapolis: Men of Courage (Hannibal Pictures) 
Providing Hannibal Pictures with written feedback to first draft script and way-ahead 
recommendations for DoD support considerations.  On 19Feb, NAVINFOWEST Deputy conducted a 
FOLUP call with Cam Cameron (Creative Director) for update.  Mr. Cameron reports that changes to 
the script have been incorporated and character development added based on NAVINFOWEST 
notes provided on 17Jan.  Mr. Cameron will setup a follow-on meeting for late Feb to discuss next 
phase and review of changes. (NNTR) 
 
HUNTER-KILLER 
New sub-plot script in review.  Script notes and thematic rewrite recommendations provided to 
Director on 4Mar. 
 

 
 

 
 

DOCUMENTARIES (Air Date): 

 
HOMEFRONT (PBS)  
OSD(PA) granted DoD support for the PBS documentary “Homefront” that will explore how military  
families deal/cope with deployments.  NAVINFOWEST ICW Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC) PAO 
assisted in identifying dependents and service members representing the Navy’s Seabees.  Filming 
took place 18-20Feb to include broll of NMCB 3's homecoming and NMCB 5's morning quarters and 
gun range exercise.  Interviews included diverse mix of dependents, service members and family 
situations.  Documentary expected completion late 2014 and airing early 2015. (NNTR) 
 
HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC) 
Filming took place 15Oct at Directorate of Time and 25Oct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's 
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time.  PAA signed.  Rough cut of episode 
on 'time' received.  Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in 
very professional/capable manner.  Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR) 
 
WOMEN IN SERVICE 
Vice Adm. Howard (N3N5) interviewed with PBS' "Makers" documentary program 09Jan about the 
integration of women in the Navy since the 1970s.  The episode will air in JUNE and will also feature 
interviews with senior women leaders in the Army and Marines.  The "Women in War" segment is 
one of six episodes that will look at the evolution of women in six different career fields and is a 
follow-up to PBS' 2012 series that detailed the history of the women's movement. (NNTR) 
 
Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation 
Museum.  Filming took place 15Jan.  Awaiting rough cut.  (NNTR) 
 

(b) (4)

l FEATURE FILMS

LUCY (Europa Corp-Universal Pictures)
A film by the Director of "The Professional" and "Fifth Element" requested to use a five
second clip of an F-18 carrier take-off his latest film entitled "Lucy." The carrier take-off
clip previously cleared for public release Defenselmagery.mil. (NNTR)

USS Indianapolis: Men of Courage (Hannibal Pictures)
Providing Hannibal Pictures with written feedback to first draft script and way-ahead
recommendations for DoD support considerations. On 19Feb, NAVINFOWEST Deputy conducted a
FOLUP call with Cam Cameron (Creative Director) for update. Mr. Cameron reports that changes to
the script have been incorporated and character development added based on NAVINFOWEST
notes provided on 17]an. Mr. Cameron will setup a follow-on meeting for late Feb to discuss next
phase and review of changes. (NNTR)

HUNTER-KILLER
New sub-plot script in review. Script notes and thematic rewrite recommendations provided to
Director on 4Mar.

b) (4)

DOCUMENTARIES (Air Date):

HOMEFRONT (PBS)
OSD(PA) granted DoD support for the PBS documentary "Homefront" that will explore how military
families deal/cope with deployments. NAVINFOWEST ICW Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC) PAO
assisted in identifying dependents and service members representing the Navy’s Seabees. Filming
took place 18—20Feb to include broll of NMCB 3's homecoming and NMCB 5's morning quarters and
gun range exercise. Interviews included diverse mix of dependents, service members and family
situations. Documentary expected completion late 2014 and airing early 2015. (NNTR)

HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC)
Filming took place 150ct at Directorate of Time and 250ct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time. PAA signed. Rough cut of episode
on 'time' received. Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in
very professional/capable manner. Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR)

WOMEN IN SERVICE
Vice Adm. Howard (N3N5) interviewed with PBS' "Makers" documentary program 09Ian about the
integration of women in the Navy since the 19703. The episode will air in JUNE and will also feature
interviews with senior women leaders in the Army and Marines. The "Women in War" segment is
one of six episodes that will look at the evolution of women in six different career fields and is a
follow-up to PBS' 2012 series that detailed the history of the women's movement. (NNTR)

Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel)
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation
Museum. Filming took place 15Ian. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)



D-Day Sunken Secrets (NOVA/PBS) 
Showcases underwater artifacts from D-Day.  Feb. 20 interview with NHHC Director CAPT Hendrix.  
PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 
EMPOWERMENT PROJECT (IndieFlix) 
Interview with VADM Michelle Howard conducted Sunday, 29Sep at the Women’s Memorial as part 
of documentary showcasing inspirational women in a variety of career fields.  PAA signed.  Rough 
cut reviewed.  Awaiting air date.  (NNTR) 
 
New Race for Space (Science Channel) 
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration.  Filming took place 15Feb for  
scheduled test of NASA's SIAD rocket on China Lake.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 

DOCUMENTARIES (In Production): 

 
Secrets of the Arsenal (Military Channel) 
Explores museums and collections to find interesting and historically-significant stories associated 
with them.  Researching with NHHC to identify appropriate artifacts. 
 
UnSEALed (PBS) 
Research-only support approved by NAVINFO West and Naval Special Warfare Command.  PAA 
signed.  In discussions with CAPT Fenick and producer, discovery phase revealed opportunities for 
on-base filming beyond “retirees” which leads us to agree to draft a PAA for authorization to film 
several ceremonial events at BUDS training and tributes to the fallen at other locations. (NNTR) 
 
Op Martillo (Univision) 
PAA-supported counter drug ops documentary.  Producers circling back with request for additional 
May 2014 embark.  NAVINFOWEST ICW SOUTHCOM and C4F will review current footage to verify 
compliance with existing PAA before approving additional embarks. (NNTR) 
 
Beyond the Light Switch (PBS) 
Documentary on national security with focus on economic, energy and environmental security. 
Interviews approved for ONR representatives in conjunction with ARPA-E summit.  Navy 
addendum added to existing Army PAA. (NNTR) 
 
Real Sports with Bryant Gumble (HBO) 
Producing episode on supplements.  Request cleared via NAVINFO West/San Diego Naval Hospital 
for fact-finding phone call with Dr. Brett Partridge and Dr. William Shields regarding Naval Medical 
Center-published article on damage of supplements titled "Hepatotoxicity Associated with the 
Dietary Supplement N.O.-XPLODE."  No PAA required. (NNTR) 
 
The Aviators (PBS) 
Docu-series on pilots. Request for Navy pilot access.  Researching drone program availability. 
(NNTR) 
 
Ancient Impossible (History Channel H2) 
Series comparing ancient and modern inventions revealing the amazing technology, engineering 
and genius that came from ancient times.  An episode will compare the steam catapult from a 
carrier to the ancient steam catapult as well as show the similarities and differences of the ancient 
world's largest ship to the modern carrier.  Date of filming will be 3-4Apr onboard Ronald Reagan 
with NAVINFOWEST escort LCDR Correa.  Successful site visit and meeting held between Project 

D-Day Sunken Secrets (NOVA/PBS) 
Showcases underwater artifacts from D-Day.  Feb. 20 interview with NHHC Director CAPT Hendrix.  
PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 
EMPOWERMENT PROJECT (IndieFlix) 
Interview with VADM Michelle Howard conducted Sunday, 29Sep at the Women’s Memorial as part 
of documentary showcasing inspirational women in a variety of career fields.  PAA signed.  Rough 
cut reviewed.  Awaiting air date.  (NNTR) 
 
New Race for Space (Science Channel) 
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration.  Filming took place 15Feb for  
scheduled test of NASA's SIAD rocket on China Lake.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 

DOCUMENTARIES (In Production): 

 
Secrets of the Arsenal (Military Channel) 
Explores museums and collections to find interesting and historically-significant stories associated 
with them.  Researching with NHHC to identify appropriate artifacts. 
 
UnSEALed (PBS) 
Research-only support approved by NAVINFO West and Naval Special Warfare Command.  PAA 
signed.  In discussions with CAPT Fenick and producer, discovery phase revealed opportunities for 
on-base filming beyond “retirees” which leads us to agree to draft a PAA for authorization to film 
several ceremonial events at BUDS training and tributes to the fallen at other locations. (NNTR) 
 
Op Martillo (Univision) 
PAA-supported counter drug ops documentary.  Producers circling back with request for additional 
May 2014 embark.  NAVINFOWEST ICW SOUTHCOM and C4F will review current footage to verify 
compliance with existing PAA before approving additional embarks. (NNTR) 
 
Beyond the Light Switch (PBS) 
Documentary on national security with focus on economic, energy and environmental security. 
Interviews approved for ONR representatives in conjunction with ARPA-E summit.  Navy 
addendum added to existing Army PAA. (NNTR) 
 
Real Sports with Bryant Gumble (HBO) 
Producing episode on supplements.  Request cleared via NAVINFO West/San Diego Naval Hospital 
for fact-finding phone call with Dr. Brett Partridge and Dr. William Shields regarding Naval Medical 
Center-published article on damage of supplements titled "Hepatotoxicity Associated with the 
Dietary Supplement N.O.-XPLODE."  No PAA required. (NNTR) 
 
The Aviators (PBS) 
Docu-series on pilots. Request for Navy pilot access.  Researching drone program availability. 
(NNTR) 
 
Ancient Impossible (History Channel H2) 
Series comparing ancient and modern inventions revealing the amazing technology, engineering 
and genius that came from ancient times.  An episode will compare the steam catapult from a 
carrier to the ancient steam catapult as well as show the similarities and differences of the ancient 
world's largest ship to the modern carrier.  Date of filming will be 3-4Apr onboard Ronald Reagan 
with NAVINFOWEST escort LCDR Correa.  Successful site visit and meeting held between Project 

D-Day Sunken Secrets (NOVA/PBS)
Showcases underwater artifacts from D-Day. Feb. 20 interview with NHHC Director CAPT Hendrix.
PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

EMPOWERMENT PROIECT (IndieFlix)
Interview with VADM Michelle Howard conducted Sunday, 29Sep at the Women’s Memorial as part
of documentary showcasing inspirational women in a variety of career fields. PAA signed. Rough
cut reviewed. Awaiting air date. (NNTR)

New Race for Space (Science Channel)
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration. Filming took place 15Feb for
scheduled test of NASA's SIAD rocket on China Lake. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

DOCUMENTARIES (In Production):

Secrets of the Arsenal (Military Channel)
Explores museums and collections to find interesting and historically-significant stories associated
with them. Researching with NHHC to identify appropriate artifacts.

UnSEALed (PBS)
Research-only support approved by NAVINFO West and Naval Special Warfare Command. PAA
signed. In discussions with CAPT Fenick and producer, discovery phase revealed opportunities for
on-base filming beyond “retirees” which leads us to agree to draft a PAA for authorization to film
several ceremonial events at BUDS training and tributes to the fallen at other locations. (NNTR)

Op Martillo (Univision)
PAA-supported counter drug ops documentary. Producers circling back with request for additional
May 2014 embark. NAVINFOWEST ICW SOUTHCOM and C4F will review current footage to verify
compliance with existing PAA before approving additional embarks. (NNTR)

Beyond the Light Switch (PBS)
Documentary on national security with focus on economic, energy and environmental security.
Interviews approved for ONR representatives in conjunction with ARPA-E summit. Navy
addendum added to existing Army PAA. (NNTR)

Real Sports with Bryant Gumble (HBO)
Producing episode on supplements. Request cleared via NAVINFO West/San Diego Naval Hospital
for fact-finding phone call with Dr. Brett Partridge and Dr. William Shields regarding Naval Medical
Center-published article on damage of supplements titled "Hepatotoxicity Associated with the
Dietary Supplement N.O.-XPLODE." No PAA required. (NNTR)

The Aviators (PBS)
Docu-series on pilots. Request for Navy pilot access. Researching drone program availability.
(NNTR)

Ancient Impossible (History Channel H2)
Series comparing ancient and modern inventions revealing the amazing technology, engineering
and genius that came from ancient times. An episode will compare the steam catapult from a
carrier to the ancient steam catapult as well as show the similarities and differences of the ancient
world's largest ship to the modern carrier. Date of filming will be 3-4Apr onboard Ronald Reagan
with NAVINFOWEST escort LCDR Correa. Successful site visit and meeting held between Project



Officer, Producer and PA staffs from CNAP and CVN-76.  PAA submitted to production company for 
review and signature. 
 
The History of Carrier Aviation project (Office of Patriots Point and USS Yorktown) 
This is a non-broadcast request for stock footage carrier and carrier based aviation. The final video 
will be viewed in the USS Yorktown’s new state of the art theatre. The production release date is 
15Jun. Post production begins 15Apr.  In research phase.  (NNTR) 
 

 
 

 
“B. TAYLOR” (ION TV) 
Received production support request submitted to NAVINFOWEST via CHINFO OI-6.   
B. Taylor hip-hop artist and former Avionics Technician Second Class, has teamed up with  
Untouchable Productions for a reality based documentary show to be aired on ION network. 
Coordination/Planning with Director ongoing.  Remaining scenes:  AIMD and main gym NAS North 
Island; Main NEX San Diego NAVSTA.  Filming of remaining scenes on hold pending talent 
availability.  FOLUP email sent to production company to determine follow-on requirements. 
(NNTR) 
 
RISE OF THE MACHINES 
Filming embark completed 30Oct-03Nov aboard USS Ronald Reagan (CVN-76).  Assisting with 
archival footage and awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 
41 on 41 (Bush Library Foundation)  
Distribution currently the Bush Library.  Filming took place 03Jan aboard USS George HW Bush in 
support of documentary of former president.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 
HORIZON – COMET (BBC Science Series) 
Filming took place 15Sep at Coso Hot Springs on Naval Air Weapons Station China Lake.  PAA 
signed.  Awaiting rough cut.  (NNTR) 
 
Mighty Ships (Discovery)  
Researching filming opportunities aboard USNS Montford Point, LCS and HSV in Spring 2014.  
(NNTR) 
 

DECLINES: 

 
Giving Back (Food Network) 
Unable to support due to product endorsement. 

 
ADMIN: 

 
ALL WARRIOR NETWORK (HULU) 
NAVINFO West met with network executive leadership to discuss Navy support for production.  All 
Warrior Network interested in featuring existing Navy-produced, professional-grade quality stories 
and products as well as independently documenting Navy's latest technologies and advancements.  
Distribution venue via on-demand services, such as Hulu.  Further incentivizes Navy MCs and public 
affairs community to provide top-notch storytelling with anticipation of reaching a vast, and 
generally untapped, online audience.  Joint Service meeting held on 19Feb with Mr. Phil Strub (OSD 

(b) (4)

Officer, Producer and PA staffs from CNAP and CVN-76.  PAA submitted to production company for 
review and signature. 
 
The History of Carrier Aviation project (Office of Patriots Point and USS Yorktown) 
This is a non-broadcast request for stock footage carrier and carrier based aviation. The final video 
will be viewed in the USS Yorktown’s new state of the art theatre. The production release date is 
15Jun. Post production begins 15Apr.  In research phase.  (NNTR) 
 

 
 

 
“B. TAYLOR” (ION TV) 
Received production support request submitted to NAVINFOWEST via CHINFO OI-6.   
B. Taylor hip-hop artist and former Avionics Technician Second Class, has teamed up with  
Untouchable Productions for a reality based documentary show to be aired on ION network. 
Coordination/Planning with Director ongoing.  Remaining scenes:  AIMD and main gym NAS North 
Island; Main NEX San Diego NAVSTA.  Filming of remaining scenes on hold pending talent 
availability.  FOLUP email sent to production company to determine follow-on requirements. 
(NNTR) 
 
RISE OF THE MACHINES 
Filming embark completed 30Oct-03Nov aboard USS Ronald Reagan (CVN-76).  Assisting with 
archival footage and awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 
41 on 41 (Bush Library Foundation)  
Distribution currently the Bush Library.  Filming took place 03Jan aboard USS George HW Bush in 
support of documentary of former president.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 
HORIZON – COMET (BBC Science Series) 
Filming took place 15Sep at Coso Hot Springs on Naval Air Weapons Station China Lake.  PAA 
signed.  Awaiting rough cut.  (NNTR) 
 
Mighty Ships (Discovery)  
Researching filming opportunities aboard USNS Montford Point, LCS and HSV in Spring 2014.  
(NNTR) 
 

DECLINES: 

 
Giving Back (Food Network) 
Unable to support due to product endorsement. 

 
ADMIN: 

 
ALL WARRIOR NETWORK (HULU) 
NAVINFO West met with network executive leadership to discuss Navy support for production.  All 
Warrior Network interested in featuring existing Navy-produced, professional-grade quality stories 
and products as well as independently documenting Navy's latest technologies and advancements.  
Distribution venue via on-demand services, such as Hulu.  Further incentivizes Navy MCs and public 
affairs community to provide top-notch storytelling with anticipation of reaching a vast, and 
generally untapped, online audience.  Joint Service meeting held on 19Feb with Mr. Phil Strub (OSD 

(b) (4)

Officer, Producer and PA staffs from CNAP and CVN-76. PAA submitted to production company for
review and signature.

The History of Carrier Aviation project (Office of Patriots Point and USS Yorktown)
This is a non-broadcast request for stock footage carrier and carrier based aviation. The final video
will be viewed in the USS Yorktown’s new state of the art theatre. The production release date is
15Iun. Post production begins 15Apr. In research phase. (NNTR)

b) (4)

“B. TAYLOR” (ION TV)
Received production support request submitted to NAVINFOWEST via CHINFO OI-6.
B. Taylor hip-hop artist and former Avionics Technician Second Class, has teamed up with
Untouchable Productions for a reality based documentary show to be aired on ION network.
Coordination/Planning with Director ongoing. Remaining scenes: AIMD and main gym NAS North
Island; Main NEX San Diego NAVSTA. Filming of remaining scenes on hold pending talent
availability. FOLUP email sent to production company to determine follow-on requirements.
(NNTR)

RISE OF THE MACHINES
Filming embark completed 300ct-03Nov aboard USS Ronald Reagan (CVN-76). Assisting with
archival footage and awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

41 on 41 (Bush Library Foundation)
Distribution currently the Bush Library. Filming took place 03]an aboard USS George HW Bush in
support of documentary of former president. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

HORIZON — COMET (BBC Science Series)
Filming took place 15Sep at Coso Hot Springs on Naval Air Weapons Station China Lake. PAA
signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

Mighty Ships (Discovery)
Researching filming opportunities aboard USNS Montford Point, LCS and HSV in Spring 2014.
(NNTR)

DECLINES:

Giving Back (Food Network)
Unable to support due to product endorsement.

ADMIN:

ALL WARRIOR NETWORK (HULU)
NAVINFO West met with network executive leadership to discuss Navy support for production. All
Warrior Network interested in featuring existing Navy-produced, professional-grade quality stories
and products as well as independently documenting Navy's latest technologies and advancements.
Distribution venue via on-demand services, such as Hulu. Further incentivizes Navy MCs and public
affairs community to provide top-notch storytelling with anticipation of reaching a vast, and
generally untapped, online audience. Ioint Service meeting held on 19Feb with Mr. Phil Strub (OSD



PA) for guidance on emerging technologies and platforms that offer on-demand distribution 
opportunities.  OSD (PA) guidance to Service Liaison offices pending.  Meeting to be set with Phil 
Strub, Vince Ogilvie and all service leads to get to common understanding of this venue as a viable 
distribution network for films and documentaries. 
 
HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAVY 
Next HTTN scheduled for 15Mar.  USS Makin Island (LHD-8) and Assault Craft Unit (ACU) 5 
confirmed.  
 
RESERVE UNIT 

 
 

 
 
 

 
   

- Reserve unit is routing “history of unit” update for Facebook page. (NNTR) 
 
OPTAR 
Quote request for three portable banners sent to NPASE Comptroller for order. (NNTR) 
 
NAVY DAYS #17 (3-10Aug) PLANNING: 
Contacted by Navy League National Director Grant Ivy to provide liaison support opportunities for 
Sailors to attend game and talk shows during ship visits. (NNTR) 

(b) (6)

PA) for guidance on emerging technologies and platforms that offer on-demand distribution 
opportunities.  OSD (PA) guidance to Service Liaison offices pending.  Meeting to be set with Phil 
Strub, Vince Ogilvie and all service leads to get to common understanding of this venue as a viable 
distribution network for films and documentaries. 
 
HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAVY 
Next HTTN scheduled for 15Mar.  USS Makin Island (LHD-8) and Assault Craft Unit (ACU) 5 
confirmed.  
 
RESERVE UNIT 

 
 

 
 
 

 
   

- Reserve unit is routing “history of unit” update for Facebook page. (NNTR) 
 
OPTAR 
Quote request for three portable banners sent to NPASE Comptroller for order. (NNTR) 
 
NAVY DAYS #17 (3-10Aug) PLANNING: 
Contacted by Navy League National Director Grant Ivy to provide liaison support opportunities for 
Sailors to attend game and talk shows during ship visits. (NNTR) 

(b) (6)

PA) for guidance on emerging technologies and platforms that offer on-demand distribution
opportunities. OSD (PA) guidance to Service Liaison offices pending. Meeting to be set with Phil
Strub, Vince Ogilvie and all service leads to get to common understanding of this venue as a viable
distribution network for films and documentaries.

HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAVY
Next HTTN scheduled for 15Mar. USS Makin Island (LHD-8) and Assault Craft Unit (ACU) 5
confirmed.

RESERVE UNIT
(b) (6)
—
—
—
—
—
—
- Reserve unit is routing “history of unit” update for Facebook page. (NNTR)

OPTAR
Quote request for three portable banners sent to NPASE Comptroller for order. (NNTR)

NAVY DAYS #17 (3-10Aug) PLANNING:
Contacted by Navy League National Director Grant Ivy to provide liaison support opportunities for
Sailors to attend game and talk shows during ship visits. (NNTR)



NAVINFO WEST Weekly Report 
14 Mar 14 

Updated Items in Blue 
 

SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS: 

 
NCIS (CBS) 
Episode #255 review in progress.  Episode thematic depicts a service member(s) sexual 
assault, reporting, and adjudication.  NAVINFOWEST Project Officer ICW 
series producers/writers successfully incorporated script rewrites that demonstrated Sailors 
helping Sailors seeking assistance and reporting sexual assaults.  Current episode air date in 
April TBD will align with the DoD’s Sexual Awareness month.   
 
SEAPOWER (NAVY/MARINE CORPS IMAX) 
PAA approved by OSD on 10Mar and forwarded to CNSP/C3F for follow-on coordination during 
RIMPAC FPC.  K2 Director Stephen Low confirmed for Ronald Reagan DV embark 27-28Mar and 
ADVON scout.  DCI forwarded strong support intro to TYCOM PAOs for FY14-15 production access, 
assets and coordination.  Attending FPC for RIMPAC in San Diego 7-10Apr. 
 
Vice CHINFO Visit   
NAVINFOWEST hosted RDML Kent Davis (VCI) on 10Mar as part of his San Diego waterfront tour of 
SoCal PA Reserve units.  SOE included VCI discussion with NAVINFOWEST Active Duty & Reserve 
Component leadership regarding RC integration and augment ISO RIMPAC-14 and Navy Days LA, 
and “The Last Ship” set visit at TNT studio lot. 
 
SAPR/Jon Blair documentary (No distribution) 
Jon Blair met with CAPT Cutler and senior Navy JAG/SAPR leaders in Pentagon, 6Mar, for a 
discussion regarding Navy SAPR documentary (VADM DeRenzi, RDML Buck, Ms. Loftus).  Proposal 
received positive response that goals are supportable as long as funding and distribution are 
secured and thematic approved by CI/OSD.  Next steps include a proposal (not to be filmed) with 
Navy perpetrators who have been subject to the adjudication process and incarcerated.  This is to 
further develop treatment as research only while he solidifies his plan and secures funding and 
distribution. 
 
THE LAST SHIP (TNT)  
Wash DC screening is set for 24Apr 6PM at the Newseum Theater.  Coordinating invite list with Rob 
Newell and SECNAV’s office.  Coord Navy Band and Color Guard.  NAVINFO East to assist with Fleet 
Week NYC events/screening for The Last Ship 21-27May.  Other screenings to be coordinated with 
Millington.  PHONCON 13Mar with TNT Atlanta PR to discuss media blitz mid-March to include 
cross-decking promotions US and international on cable networks, screening dates & online 
promotion.  Series premier 22Jun.  Draft PAG provided to C3F, SURFPAC and AIRPAC for 
review/comment.  Filming wrapped in LA 7Mar, LT Dulac assumed role as project officer 10Mar.  
Production company returns to USS Dewey on 15Mar. Project officer currently working logistics 
and on-load plan with local commands.  Meeting with Sterret leadership, SURFPAC, C3F, CNAF PA, 
TLS reps and other TBD reps set for 18Mar to coordinate 14-17Apr u/w.  Adam Baldwin set to 
speak at SNA dining out in DC 15Mar, talking points provided.   
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further develop treatment as research only while he solidifies his plan and secures funding and 
distribution. 
 
THE LAST SHIP (TNT)  
Wash DC screening is set for 24Apr 6PM at the Newseum Theater.  Coordinating invite list with Rob 
Newell and SECNAV’s office.  Coord Navy Band and Color Guard.  NAVINFO East to assist with Fleet 
Week NYC events/screening for The Last Ship 21-27May.  Other screenings to be coordinated with 
Millington.  PHONCON 13Mar with TNT Atlanta PR to discuss media blitz mid-March to include 
cross-decking promotions US and international on cable networks, screening dates & online 
promotion.  Series premier 22Jun.  Draft PAG provided to C3F, SURFPAC and AIRPAC for 
review/comment.  Filming wrapped in LA 7Mar, LT Dulac assumed role as project officer 10Mar.  
Production company returns to USS Dewey on 15Mar. Project officer currently working logistics 
and on-load plan with local commands.  Meeting with Sterret leadership, SURFPAC, C3F, CNAF PA, 
TLS reps and other TBD reps set for 18Mar to coordinate 14-17Apr u/w.  Adam Baldwin set to 
speak at SNA dining out in DC 15Mar, talking points provided.   
 
 
 
 

NAVINFO WEST Weekly Report
14 Mar 14

Updated Items in Blue

‘ SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS:

NCIS (CBS)
Episode #255 review in progress. Episode thematic depicts a service member(s) sexual
assault, reporting, and adjudication. NAVINFOWEST Project Officer ICW
series producers/writers successfully incorporated script rewrites that demonstrated Sailors
helping Sailors seeking assistance and reporting sexual assaults. Current episode air date in
April TBD will align with the DoD’s Sexual Awareness month.

SEAPOWER (NAVY/MARINE CORPS IMAX)
PAA approved by OSD on 10Mar and forwarded to CNSP/C3F for follow-on coordination during
RIMPAC FPC. K2 Director Stephen Low confirmed for Ronald Reagan DV embark 27-28Mar and
ADVON scout. DCI forwarded strong support intro to TYCOM PAOs for FY14—15 production access,
assets and coordination. Attending FPC for RIMPAC in San Diego 7-10Apr.

Vice CHINFO Visit
NAVINFOWEST hosted RDML Kent Davis (VCI) on 10Mar as part of his San Diego waterfront tour of
SoCal PA Reserve units. SOE included VCI discussion with NAVINFOWEST Active Duty & Reserve
Component leadership regarding RC integration and augment ISO RIMPAC-14 and Navy Days LA,
and "The Last Ship” set visit at TNT studio lot.

SAPR/Ion Blair documentary (No distribution)
Ion Blair met with CAPT Cutler and senior Navy IAG/SAPR leaders in Pentagon, 6Mar, for a
discussion regarding Navy SAPR documentary (VADM DeRenzi, RDML Buck, Ms. Loftus). Proposal
received positive response that goals are supportable as long as funding and distribution are
secured and thematic approved by CI/OSD. Next steps include a proposal (not to be filmed) with
Navy perpetrators who have been subject to the adjudication process and incarcerated. This is to
further develop treatment as research only while he solidifies his plan and secures funding and
distribution.

THE LAST SHIP (TNT)
Wash DC screening is set for 24Apr 6PM at the Newseum Theater. Coordinating invite list with Rob
Newell and SECNAV’s office. Coord Navy Band and Color Guard. NAVINFO East to assist with Fleet
Week NYC events/screening for The Last Ship 21-27May. Other screenings to be coordinated with
Millington. PHONCON 13Mar with TNT Atlanta PR to discuss media blitz mid-March to include
cross-decking promotions US and international on cable networks, screening dates & online
promotion. Series premier ZZIun. Draft PAG provided to C3F, SURFPAC and AIRPAC for
review/comment. Filming wrapped in LA 7Mar, LT Dulac assumed role as project officer 10Mar.
Production company returns to USS Dewey on 15Mar. Project officer currently working logistics
and on-load plan with local commands. Meeting with Sterret leadership, SURFPAC, C3F, CNAF PA,
TLS reps and other TBD reps set for 18Mar to coordinate 14-17Apr u/w. Adam Baldwin set to
speak at SNA dining out in DC 15Mar, talking points provided.



SHAQ ON A SHIP – Coord with TNT Sports/SURFPAC for 29-31Mar on a SURFPAC coordinated DDG 
for infomercials featuring shout outs from “Shaq” on NBA Playoffs/NCAA March Madness and other 
network promos.   
 
Developing a SURFPAC-supported online SWO capability to respond to Q/A from the audience real 
time during episodes to explain Navy terms and protocols in an interactive forum. 
 
CVN DV Program (CNAP) 
NAVINFOWEST ICW CNAP (N01P) in receipt of an opportunity for 12 members of the Hollywood 
film and entertainment industry to embark USS Ronald Reagan for a RO1N on 27-28Mar ISO CNAP’s 
distinguished visitor program.  On 5Mar, CNAP DV embark coordinator distributed invitations to 
nominations submitted by NAVINFOWEST.  Nominated names to be provided via SEPCOR upon 
request. (NNTR) 
 
GODZILLA  
- WB screening planning in progress for DC screening for Navy and DoD brass with color guard and 
Navy band week of May 16th.   
- NYC premiere 8May w/actors/press.  Intrepid reception.  WB has lead. 
- WB will screen film at 48 bases US-wide for families in military high concentration areas on 
11May weekend. (Coord with Ron Rossman and Army/AF/MC). 
- EOD rollout w/ Aaron Taylor-Johnson day being planned. 
- July 7 premier in Tokyo, Japan.  Seeking CTF70/Navy ties.  CNAF PAO to coord. (NNTR) 
 

  
 

 
  
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
Producer’s Guild DoD Presentation 
Michael Ambers, Producer’s Guild invited all service liaison Directors to a hosted 3-hour guild 
seminar featuring Department of Defense speakers on 12Apr at 0930 at CBS Studio City on 
capabilities, resources, technology, locations, recent examples of our collaborations and how we can 
do business together.  Coord meeting with all services being scheduled. 
 
 

SCRIPTED TV / GAME SHOW: 

 
NCIS (CBS) 
Episodes #255 and #256 review in progress.     
 
HAWAII FIVE-O (CBS) 
Reviewed episodes #420, #421, and #422.   OSD (PA) declined support ISO #421.  (NNTR) 
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SHAQ ON A SHIP — Coord with TNT Sports/SURFPAC for 29-31Mar on a SURFPAC coordinated DDG
for infomercials featuring shout outs from “Shaq” on NBA Playoffs/NCAA March Madness and other
network promos.

Developing a SURFPAC-supported online SWO capability to respond to Q/A from the audience real
time during episodes to explain Navy terms and protocols in an interactive forum.

CVN DV Program (CNAP)
NAVINFOWEST ICW CNAP (N01P) in receipt of an opportunity for 12 members of the Hollywood
film and entertainment industry to embark USS Ronald Reagan for a RO1N on 27-28Mar ISO CNAP’s
distinguished visitor program. On 5Mar, CNAP DV embark coordinator distributed invitations to
nominations submitted by NAVINFOWEST. Nominated names to be provided via SEPCOR upon
request. (NNTR)

GODZILLA
- WB screening planning in progress for DC screening for Navy and DoD brass with color guard and
Navy band week of May 16th.
- NYC premiere 8May w/actors/press. Intrepid reception. WB has lead.
- WB will screen film at 48 bases US-wide for families in military high concentration areas on
11May weekend. (Coord with Ron Rossman and Army/AF/MC).
- EOD rollout w/ Aaron Taylor-Iohnson day being planned.
- Iuly 7 premier in Tokyo, Japan. Seeking CTF70/Navy ties. CNAF PAO to coord. (NNTR)
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Producer’s Guild DoD Presentation
Michael Ambers, Producer’s Guild invited all service liaison Directors to a hosted 3-hour guild
seminar featuring Department of Defense speakers on 12Apr at 0930 at CBS Studio City on
capabilities, resources, technology, locations, recent examples of our collaborations and how we can
do business together. Coord meeting with all services being scheduled.

SCRIPTED TV / GAME SHOW:

NCIS (CBS)
Episodes #255 and #256 review in progress.

HAWAII FIVE-O (CBS)
Reviewed episodes #420, #421, and #422. OSD (PA) declined support ISO #421. (NNTR)



FEATURE FILMS 

 
LUCY (Europa Corp-Universal Pictures) 
A film by the Director of "The Professional" and "Fifth Element" requested to use a five 
second clip of an F-18 carrier take-off his latest film entitled "Lucy." The carrier take-off 
clip previously cleared for public release DefenseImagery.mil. (NNTR) 
 
USS Indianapolis: Men of Courage (Hannibal Pictures) 
Providing Hannibal Pictures with written feedback to first draft script and way-ahead 
recommendations for DoD support considerations.  On 19Feb, NAVINFOWEST Deputy conducted a 
FOLUP call with Cam Cameron (Creative Director) for update.  Mr. Cameron reports that changes to 
the script have been incorporated and character development added based on NAVINFOWEST 
notes provided on 17Jan.  Mr. Cameron will setup a follow-on meeting for late Feb to discuss next 
phase and review of changes. (NNTR) 
 
HUNTER-KILLER 
New sub-plot script in review.  Script notes and thematic rewrite recommendations provided to 
Director on 4Mar.  (NNTR) 
 

 
 

 
 

 

DOCUMENTARIES (Air Date): 

 
HOMEFRONT (PBS)  
OSD(PA) granted DoD support for the PBS documentary “Homefront” that will explore how military  
families deal/cope with deployments.  NAVINFOWEST ICW Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC) PAO 
assisted in identifying dependents and service members representing the Navy’s Seabees.  Filming 
took place 18-20Feb to include broll of NMCB 3's homecoming and NMCB 5's morning quarters and 
gun range exercise.  Interviews included diverse mix of dependents, service members and family 
situations.  Documentary expected completion late 2014 and airing early 2015. (NNTR) 
 
HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC) 
Filming took place 15Oct at Directorate of Time and 25Oct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's 
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time.  PAA signed.  Rough cut of episode 
on 'time' received.  Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in 
very professional/capable manner.  Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR) 
 
WOMEN IN SERVICE 
Vice Adm. Howard (N3N5) interviewed with PBS' "Makers" documentary program 09Jan about the 
integration of women in the Navy since the 1970s.  The episode will air in JUNE and will also feature 
interviews with senior women leaders in the Army and Marines.  The "Women in War" segment is 
one of six episodes that will look at the evolution of women in six different career fields and is a 
follow-up to PBS' 2012 series that detailed the history of the women's movement. (NNTR) 
 
Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation 
Museum.  Filming took place 15Jan.  Awaiting rough cut.  (NNTR) 

(b) (4)
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clip previously cleared for public release DefenseImagery.mil. (NNTR) 
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Providing Hannibal Pictures with written feedback to first draft script and way-ahead 
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FOLUP call with Cam Cameron (Creative Director) for update.  Mr. Cameron reports that changes to 
the script have been incorporated and character development added based on NAVINFOWEST 
notes provided on 17Jan.  Mr. Cameron will setup a follow-on meeting for late Feb to discuss next 
phase and review of changes. (NNTR) 
 
HUNTER-KILLER 
New sub-plot script in review.  Script notes and thematic rewrite recommendations provided to 
Director on 4Mar.  (NNTR) 
 

 
 

 
 

 

DOCUMENTARIES (Air Date): 

 
HOMEFRONT (PBS)  
OSD(PA) granted DoD support for the PBS documentary “Homefront” that will explore how military  
families deal/cope with deployments.  NAVINFOWEST ICW Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC) PAO 
assisted in identifying dependents and service members representing the Navy’s Seabees.  Filming 
took place 18-20Feb to include broll of NMCB 3's homecoming and NMCB 5's morning quarters and 
gun range exercise.  Interviews included diverse mix of dependents, service members and family 
situations.  Documentary expected completion late 2014 and airing early 2015. (NNTR) 
 
HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC) 
Filming took place 15Oct at Directorate of Time and 25Oct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's 
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time.  PAA signed.  Rough cut of episode 
on 'time' received.  Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in 
very professional/capable manner.  Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR) 
 
WOMEN IN SERVICE 
Vice Adm. Howard (N3N5) interviewed with PBS' "Makers" documentary program 09Jan about the 
integration of women in the Navy since the 1970s.  The episode will air in JUNE and will also feature 
interviews with senior women leaders in the Army and Marines.  The "Women in War" segment is 
one of six episodes that will look at the evolution of women in six different career fields and is a 
follow-up to PBS' 2012 series that detailed the history of the women's movement. (NNTR) 
 
Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation 
Museum.  Filming took place 15Jan.  Awaiting rough cut.  (NNTR) 
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l FEATURE FILMS

LUCY (Europa Corp-Universal Pictures)
A film by the Director of "The Professional" and "Fifth Element" requested to use a five
second clip of an F-18 carrier take-off his latest film entitled "Lucy." The carrier take-off
clip previously cleared for public release DefenseImagery.mil. (NNTR)

USS Indianapolis: Men of Courage (Hannibal Pictures)
Providing Hannibal Pictures with written feedback to first draft script and way-ahead
recommendations for DoD support considerations. On 19Feb, NAVINFOWEST Deputy conducted a
FOLUP call with Cam Cameron (Creative Director) for update. Mr. Cameron reports that changes to
the script have been incorporated and character development added based on NAVINFOWEST
notes provided on 17]an. Mr. Cameron will setup a follow-on meeting for late Feb to discuss next
phase and review of changes. (NNTR)

HUNTER-KILLER
New sub-plot script in review. Script notes and thematic rewrite recommendations provided to
Director on 4Mar. (NNTR)

DOCUMENTARIES (Air Date):

HOMEFRONT (PBS)
OSD(PA) granted DoD support for the PBS documentary "Homefront" that will explore how military
families deal/cope with deployments. NAVINFOWEST ICW Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC) PAO
assisted in identifying dependents and service members representing the Navy’s Seabees. Filming
took place 18-20Feb to include broll of NMCB 3's homecoming and NMCB 5's morning quarters and
gun range exercise. Interviews included diverse mix of dependents, service members and family
situations. Documentary expected completion late 2014 and airing early 2015. (NNTR)

HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC)
Filming took place 150ct at Directorate of Time and 250ct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time. PAA signed. Rough cut of episode
on 'time' received. Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in
very professional/capable manner. Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR)

WOMEN IN SERVICE
Vice Adm. Howard (N3N5) interviewed with PBS' "Makers" documentary program 09Ian about the
integration ofwomen in the Navy since the 19703. The episode will air in JUNE and will also feature
interviews with senior women leaders in the Army and Marines. The "Women in War" segment is
one of six episodes that will look at the evolution of women in six different career fields and is a
follow-up to PBS' 2012 series that detailed the history of the women's movement. (NNTR)

Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel)
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation
Museum. Filming took place 15Ian. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)



 
D-Day Sunken Secrets (NOVA/PBS) 
Showcases underwater artifacts from D-Day.  Feb. 20 interview with NHHC Director CAPT Hendrix.  
PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 
EMPOWERMENT PROJECT (IndieFlix) 
Interview with VADM Michelle Howard conducted Sunday, 29Sep at the Women’s Memorial as part 
of documentary showcasing inspirational women in a variety of career fields.  PAA signed.  Rough 
cut reviewed.  Awaiting air date.  (NNTR) 
 
New Race for Space (Science Channel) 
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration.  Filming took place 15Feb for  
scheduled test of NASA's SIAD rocket on China Lake.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 
RISE OF THE MACHINES 
Filming embark completed 30Oct-03Nov aboard USS Ronald Reagan (CVN-76).  Rough cut received 
13Mar.  Currently reviewing. 
 

DOCUMENTARIES (In Production): 

 
Story of the California Channel Islands (PBS) 
Historical documentary on Channel Islands from their creation to present day.  Researching 
assistance for Navy SMEs to discuss current ops and environmental stewardship programs on San 
Nicholas and San Clemente islands. 
 
Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
New request to showcase dive artifacts from BMCM Carl Brashear.  Researching support with 
NHHC. 
 
Secrets of the Arsenal (Military Channel) 
Explores museums and collections to find interesting and historically-significant stories associated 
with them.  Researching with NHHC to identify appropriate artifacts. (NNTR) 
 
UnSEALed (PBS) 
Research-only support approved by NAVINFO West and Naval Special Warfare Command.  PAA 
signed.  In discussions with CAPT Fenick and producer, discovery phase revealed opportunities for 
on-base filming beyond “retirees” which leads us to agree to draft a PAA for authorization to film 
several ceremonial events at BUDS training and tributes to the fallen at other locations. (NNTR) 
 
Op Martillo (Univision) 
PAA-supported counter drug ops documentary.  Producers circling back with request for additional 
May 2014 embark.  NAVINFOWEST ICW SOUTHCOM and C4F will review current footage to verify 
compliance with existing PAA before approving additional embarks. (NNTR) 
 
Beyond the Light Switch (PBS) 
Documentary on national security with focus on economic, energy and environmental security. 
Interviews approved for ONR representatives in conjunction with ARPA-E summit.  Navy 
addendum added to existing Army PAA. (NNTR) 
Real Sports with Bryant Gumble (HBO) 
Producing episode on supplements.  Request cleared via NAVINFO West/San Diego Naval Hospital 
for fact-finding phone call with Dr. Brett Partridge and Dr. William Shields regarding Naval Medical 

 
D-Day Sunken Secrets (NOVA/PBS) 
Showcases underwater artifacts from D-Day.  Feb. 20 interview with NHHC Director CAPT Hendrix.  
PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 
EMPOWERMENT PROJECT (IndieFlix) 
Interview with VADM Michelle Howard conducted Sunday, 29Sep at the Women’s Memorial as part 
of documentary showcasing inspirational women in a variety of career fields.  PAA signed.  Rough 
cut reviewed.  Awaiting air date.  (NNTR) 
 
New Race for Space (Science Channel) 
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration.  Filming took place 15Feb for  
scheduled test of NASA's SIAD rocket on China Lake.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 
RISE OF THE MACHINES 
Filming embark completed 30Oct-03Nov aboard USS Ronald Reagan (CVN-76).  Rough cut received 
13Mar.  Currently reviewing. 
 

DOCUMENTARIES (In Production): 

 
Story of the California Channel Islands (PBS) 
Historical documentary on Channel Islands from their creation to present day.  Researching 
assistance for Navy SMEs to discuss current ops and environmental stewardship programs on San 
Nicholas and San Clemente islands. 
 
Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
New request to showcase dive artifacts from BMCM Carl Brashear.  Researching support with 
NHHC. 
 
Secrets of the Arsenal (Military Channel) 
Explores museums and collections to find interesting and historically-significant stories associated 
with them.  Researching with NHHC to identify appropriate artifacts. (NNTR) 
 
UnSEALed (PBS) 
Research-only support approved by NAVINFO West and Naval Special Warfare Command.  PAA 
signed.  In discussions with CAPT Fenick and producer, discovery phase revealed opportunities for 
on-base filming beyond “retirees” which leads us to agree to draft a PAA for authorization to film 
several ceremonial events at BUDS training and tributes to the fallen at other locations. (NNTR) 
 
Op Martillo (Univision) 
PAA-supported counter drug ops documentary.  Producers circling back with request for additional 
May 2014 embark.  NAVINFOWEST ICW SOUTHCOM and C4F will review current footage to verify 
compliance with existing PAA before approving additional embarks. (NNTR) 
 
Beyond the Light Switch (PBS) 
Documentary on national security with focus on economic, energy and environmental security. 
Interviews approved for ONR representatives in conjunction with ARPA-E summit.  Navy 
addendum added to existing Army PAA. (NNTR) 
Real Sports with Bryant Gumble (HBO) 
Producing episode on supplements.  Request cleared via NAVINFO West/San Diego Naval Hospital 
for fact-finding phone call with Dr. Brett Partridge and Dr. William Shields regarding Naval Medical 

D-Day Sunken Secrets (NOVA/PBS)
Showcases underwater artifacts from D-Day. Feb. 20 interview with NHHC Director CAPT Hendrix.
PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

EMPOWERMENT PROIECT (IndieFlix)
Interview with VADM Michelle Howard conducted Sunday, 29Sep at the Women’s Memorial as part
of documentary showcasing inspirational women in a variety of career fields. PAA signed. Rough
cut reviewed. Awaiting air date. (NNTR)

New Race for Space (Science Channel)
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration. Filming took place 15Feb for
scheduled test of NASA's SIAD rocket on China Lake. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

RISE OF THE MACHINES
Filming embark completed 300ct-03Nov aboard USS Ronald Reagan (CVN-76). Rough cut received
13Mar. Currently reviewing.

DOCUMENTARIES (In Production):

Story of the California Channel Islands (PBS)
Historical documentary on Channel Islands from their creation to present day. Researching
assistance for Navy SMEs to discuss current ops and environmental stewardship programs on San
Nicholas and San Clemente islands.

Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel)
New request to showcase dive artifacts from BMCM Carl Brashear. Researching support with
NHHC.

Secrets of the Arsenal (Military Channel)
Explores museums and collections to find interesting and historically-significant stories associated
with them. Researching with NHHC to identify appropriate artifacts. (NNTR)

UnSEALed (PBS)
Research-only support approved by NAVINFO West and Naval Special Warfare Command. PAA
signed. In discussions with CAPT Fenick and producer, discovery phase revealed opportunities for
on-base filming beyond “retirees" which leads us to agree to draft a PAA for authorization to film
several ceremonial events at BUDS training and tributes to the fallen at other locations. (NNTR)

Op Martillo (Univision)
PAA-supported counter drug ops documentary. Producers circling back with request for additional
May 2014 embark. NAVINFOWEST ICW SOUTHCOM and C4F will review current footage to verify
compliance with existing PAA before approving additional embarks. (NNTR)

Beyond the Light Switch (PBS)
Documentary on national security with focus on economic, energy and environmental security.
Interviews approved for ONR representatives in conjunction with ARPA-E summit. Navy
addendum added to existing Army PAA. (NNTR)
Real Sports with Bryant Gumble (HBO)
Producing episode on supplements. Request cleared via NAVINFO West/San Diego Naval Hospital
for fact-finding phone call with Dr. Brett Partridge and Dr. William Shields regarding Naval Medical



Center-published article on damage of supplements titled "Hepatotoxicity Associated with the 
Dietary Supplement N.O.-XPLODE."  No PAA required. (NNTR) 
 
The Aviators (PBS) 
Docu-series on pilots. Request for Navy pilot access.  Researching drone program availability. 
(NNTR) 
 
Ancient Impossible (History Channel H2) 
Series comparing ancient and modern inventions revealing the amazing technology, engineering 
and genius that came from ancient times.  An episode will compare the steam catapult from a 
carrier to the ancient steam catapult as well as show the similarities and differences of the ancient 
world's largest ship to the modern carrier.  Date of filming will be 3-4Apr onboard Ronald Reagan 
with NAVINFOWEST escort LCDR Correa.  Successful site visit and meeting held between Project 
Officer, Producer and PA staffs from CNAP and CVN-76.  PAA submitted to production company for 
review and signature. (NNTR) 
 
The History of Carrier Aviation project (Office of Patriots Point and USS Yorktown) 
This is a non-broadcast request for stock footage carrier and carrier based aviation. The final video 
will be viewed in the USS Yorktown’s new state of the art theatre. The production release date is 
15Jun. Post production begins 15Apr.  In research phase.  (NNTR) 
 

 
 

 
“B. TAYLOR” (ION TV) 
Received production support request submitted to NAVINFOWEST via CHINFO OI-6.   
B. Taylor hip-hop artist and former Avionics Technician Second Class, has teamed up with  
Untouchable Productions for a reality based documentary show to be aired on ION network. 
Coordination/Planning with Director ongoing.  Remaining scenes:  AIMD and main gym NAS North 
Island; Main NEX San Diego NAVSTA.  Filming of remaining scenes on hold pending talent 
availability.  FOLUP email sent to production company to determine follow-on requirements. 
(NNTR) 
 
41 on 41 (Bush Library Foundation)  
Distribution currently the Bush Library.  Filming took place 03Jan aboard USS George HW Bush in 
support of documentary of former president.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 
HORIZON – COMET (BBC Science Series) 
Filming took place 15Sep at Coso Hot Springs on Naval Air Weapons Station China Lake.  PAA 
signed.  Awaiting rough cut.  (NNTR) 
 
Mighty Ships (Discovery)  
Researching filming opportunities aboard USNS Montford Point, LCS and HSV in Spring 2014.  
(NNTR) 
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Coordination/Planning with Director ongoing.  Remaining scenes:  AIMD and main gym NAS North 
Island; Main NEX San Diego NAVSTA.  Filming of remaining scenes on hold pending talent 
availability.  FOLUP email sent to production company to determine follow-on requirements. 
(NNTR) 
 
41 on 41 (Bush Library Foundation)  
Distribution currently the Bush Library.  Filming took place 03Jan aboard USS George HW Bush in 
support of documentary of former president.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 
HORIZON – COMET (BBC Science Series) 
Filming took place 15Sep at Coso Hot Springs on Naval Air Weapons Station China Lake.  PAA 
signed.  Awaiting rough cut.  (NNTR) 
 
Mighty Ships (Discovery)  
Researching filming opportunities aboard USNS Montford Point, LCS and HSV in Spring 2014.  
(NNTR) 
 

DECLINES: 

 
 

 
 

  

(b) (4)

(b) (4)

Center-published article on damage of supplements titled "Hepatotoxicity Associated with the
Dietary Supplement N.O.-XPLODE." No PAA required. (NNTR)

The Aviators (PBS)
Docu-series on pilots. Request for Navy pilot access. Researching drone program availability.
(NNTR)

Ancient Impossible (History Channel H2)
Series comparing ancient and modern inventions revealing the amazing technology, engineering
and genius that came from ancient times. An episode will compare the steam catapult from a
carrier to the ancient steam catapult as well as show the similarities and differences of the ancient
world's largest ship to the modern carrier. Date of filming will be 3-4Apr onboard Ronald Reagan
with NAVINFOWEST escort LCDR Correa. Successful site visit and meeting held between Project
Officer, Producer and PA staffs from CNAP and CVN-76. PAA submitted to production company for
review and signature. (NNTR)

The History of Carrier Aviation project (Office of Patriots Point and USS Yorktown)
This is a non-broadcast request for stock footage carrier and carrier based aviation. The final video
will be viewed in the USS Yorktown’s new state of the art theatre. The production release date is
15Iun. Post production begins 15Apr. In research phase. (NNTR)
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DECLINES:
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Hamilton 
UCSD student film project on disabled Veteran. No distribution. 
 
Age of Ice 
Low-budget B-movie film.  No valued proposition. 

 
ADMIN: 

 
ALL WARRIOR NETWORK (HULU) 
NAVINFO West met with network executive leadership to discuss Navy support for production.  All 
Warrior Network interested in featuring existing Navy-produced, professional-grade quality stories 
and products as well as independently documenting Navy's latest technologies and advancements.  
Distribution venue via on-demand services, such as Hulu.  Further incentivizes Navy MCs and public 
affairs community to provide top-notch storytelling with anticipation of reaching a vast, and 
generally untapped, online audience.  Joint Service meeting held on 19Feb with Mr. Phil Strub (OSD 
PA) for guidance on emerging technologies and platforms that offer on-demand distribution 
opportunities.  OSD (PA) guidance to Service Liaison offices pending.  Meeting to be set with Phil 
Strub, Vince Ogilvie and all service leads to get to common understanding of this venue as a viable 
distribution network for films and documentaries.  (NNTR) 
 
HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAVY 
Next HTTN scheduled for 15Mar.  USS Makin Island (LHD-8) and Assault Craft Unit (ACU) 5 
confirmed.  Twelve pax.  Senior guests are Nick Jones/Lucas Kavner who are writer/producers on 
"Orange is The New Black" and Steve Iwanyk who is an exec at Gotham Group, the company behind 
the new "Maze Runner" movie. 
 
RESERVE UNIT 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
Reserve unit is routing “history of unit” update for Facebook page. (NNTR) 
 
OPTAR 
Quote request for three portable banners sent to NPASE Comptroller for order. (NNTR) 
 
NAVY DAYS #17 (3-10Aug) PLANNING: 
Contacted by Navy League National Director Grant Ivy to provide liaison support opportunities for 
Sailors to attend game and talk shows during ship visits. (NNTR) 

(b) (6)
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Hamilton
UCSD student film project on disabled Veteran. No distribution.

Age of Ice
Low-budget B-movie film. No valued proposition.

ADMIN:

ALL WARRIOR NETWORK (HULU)
NAVINFO West met with network executive leadership to discuss Navy support for production. All
Warrior Network interested in featuring existing Navy-produced, professional-grade quality stories
and products as well as independently documenting Navy's latest technologies and advancements.
Distribution venue via on-demand services, such as Hulu. Further incentivizes Navy MCs and public
affairs community to provide top-notch storytelling with anticipation of reaching a vast, and
generally untapped, online audience. Joint Service meeting held on 19Feb with Mr. Phil Strub (OSD
PA) for guidance on emerging technologies and platforms that offer on-demand distribution
opportunities. OSD (PA) guidance to Service Liaison offices pending. Meeting to be set with Phil
Strub, Vince Ogilvie and all service leads to get to common understanding of this venue as a viable
distribution network for films and documentaries. (NNTR)

HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAVY
Next HTTN scheduled for 15Mar. USS Makin Island (LHD-8) and Assault Craft Unit (ACU) 5
confirmed. Twelve pax. Senior guests are Nick Jones/Lucas Kavner who are writer/producers on
"Orange is The New Black" and Steve Iwanyk who is an exec at Gotham Group, the company behind
the new "Maze Runner" movie.
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Reserve unit is routing "history of unit” update for Facebook page. (NNTR)

OPTAR
Quote request for three portable banners sent to NPASE Comptroller for order. (NNTR)

NAVY DAYS #17 (3-10Aug) PLANNING:
Contacted by Navy League National Director Grant Ivy to provide liaison support opportunities for
Sailors to attend game and talk shows during ship visits. (NNTR)



NAVINFO WEST Weekly Report 
21 Mar 14 

Updated Items in Blue 
 

SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS: 

 
NCIS (CBS) 
Episode #255 review complete.  Episode thematic depicts a service member(s) sexual assault, 
reporting, and adjudication. NAVINFOWEST Project Officer ICW series producers/writers 
successfully incorporated script rewrites that demonstrated Sailors helping Sailors seeking 
assistance and reporting sexual assaults.  Provided NCIS series exec producers the OSD/SAPRO 
approved “Safe Helpline” informational slide to be displayed as a PSA during the closing credits.  Air 
date: TBD.  
 
Episode #256 review complete and not supportable.  USA and USMC depictions inaccurate and poor 
representation.  Episode thematic depicts a LT (US Army) committing a revenge killing of an 
unarmed Afghan villager.  The murder is captured by a SSgt (USMC) COMCAM photographer 
assigned to the RC-West JTF.  Throughout the episode, numerous inter-service rivalry comments 
are made by the LT and his assigned defense lawyer (Major, US Army), giving the audience the 
impression of conflict between the US Army and USMC.  This concern was addressed by Mr. Strub 
(OSD, PA) and U.S. Army/USMC Directors with NCIS Exec Producers.  As of 19Mar, series producers 
had no intention of changing the script and have rescinded initial DoD support request to film at the 
Point Mugu training site. 
 
Note to leadership.  This conflict unresolved could become problematic for future DoD support 
when NCIS producers do not request access, ships, or personnel, we have no real leverage to insist 
on script/thematic changes that meet our goals.  With the governance being an OSD PAA on a per-
episode basis, the only option we may have is to review NCIS’ continued use of name, logo, DC 
location footage, etc as partnership. 
 
SPAWAR TO HOLLYWOOD  
SPAWAR brief to National Academy of Sciences Entertainment Exchange meeting here in LA today.   
Senior SPAWAR rep is SSC PAC CO CAPT Kurt Rothenhaus.  Meetings set with 20th Century TV, New 
Regency Prods ,Vice Media and two receptions/meet and greet events with various writers, 
producers and directors.   
 
SHAQ ON A SHIP 
Successful scout on board USS Sterett 19Mar with TNT Sports promotional team.  Desire is to film 
Shaq on board ship for one day in various scenarios to convey he is the wrong size to be cast as a 
Sailor, and also does not possess the discipline.  Set up, filming and strike to take place 29-31Mar. 
Project officer working premise with TNT and logistics with Sterett and NBSD reps. 
 
Developing a SURFPAC-supported online SWO capability to respond to Q/A from the audience real 
time during episodes to explain Navy terms and protocols in an interactive forum.  Spoke with TNT 
Digital marketing team, Q&A concept is seen as being a one hour live chat to take place during the 
Eastern airing of TLS.  It would be advertised on TLS social media & would be continued past 
first/second episodes based on popularity.  Decisions on questions to answer would be left up to 
SME.  TNT Digital Marketing team will also build an interactive site to include images, video, navy 
terminology, etc… NAVINFOWEST/SURFPAC will assist in providing information to developers. 
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Episode #255 review complete. Episode thematic depicts a service member(s) sexual assault,
reporting, and adjudication. NAVINFOWEST Project Officer ICW series producers/writers
successfully incorporated script rewrites that demonstrated Sailors helping Sailors seeking
assistance and reporting sexual assaults. Provided NCIS series exec producers the OSD/SAPRO
approved "Safe Helpline" informational slide to be displayed as a PSA during the closing credits. Air
date: TBD.

Episode #256 review complete and not supportable. USA and USMC depictions inaccurate and poor
representation. Episode thematic depicts a LT (US Army) committing a revenge killing of an
unarmed Afghan villager. The murder is captured by a SSgt (USMC) COMCAM photographer
assigned to the RC-West ITF. Throughout the episode, numerous inter-service rivalry comments
are made by the LT and his assigned defense lawyer (Major, US Army), giving the audience the
impression of conflict between the US Army and USMC. This concern was addressed by Mr. Strub
(OSD, PA) and US. Army/USMC Directors with NCIS Exec Producers. As of 19Mar, series producers
had no intention of changing the script and have rescinded initial DoD support request to film at the
Point Mugu training site.

Note to leadership. This conflict unresolved could become problematic for future DoD support
when NCIS producers do not request access, ships, or personnel, we have no real leverage to insist
on script/thematic changes that meet our goals. With the governance being an OSD PAA on a per-
episode basis, the only option we may have is to review NCIS’ continued use of name, logo, DC
location footage, etc as partnership.

SPAWAR TO HOLLYWOOD
SPAWAR brief to National Academy of Sciences Entertainment Exchange meeting here in LA today.
Senior SPAWAR rep is SSC PAC CO CAPT Kurt Rothenhaus. Meetings set with 20th Century TV, New
Regency Prods ,Vice Media and two receptions/meet and greet events with various writers,
producers and directors.

SHAQ ON A SHIP
Successful scout on board USS Sterett 19Mar with TNT Sports promotional team. Desire is to film
Shaq on board ship for one day in various scenarios to convey he is the wrong size to be cast as a
Sailor, and also does not possess the discipline. Set up, filming and strike to take place 29-31Mar.
Project officer working premise with TNT and logistics with Sterett and NBSD reps.

Developing a SURFPAC-supported online SWO capability to respond to Q/A from the audience real
time during episodes to explain Navy terms and protocols in an interactive forum. Spoke with TNT
Digital marketing team, Q&A concept is seen as being a one hour live chat to take place during the
Eastern airing of TLS. It would be advertised on TLS social media & would be continued past
first/second episodes based on popularity. Decisions on questions to answer would be left up to
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terminology, etc... NAVINFOWEST/SURFPAC will assist in providing information to developers.



ACADEMY OF COUNTRY MUSIC AWARDS (CMA) 
OSD-PA/HQ COMREL approved event, awaiting fully executed PAA.  STG3 Destiny Mills-Coates 
assigned to Naval Base Point Loma (NBPL) was selected via online entry to attend the CMA 
ceremony and possibility to perform on stage.  Film crew on board NBPL 21Mar to collect interview 
& b-roll footage of PO Coates.  CNRSW PA has lead for access and escort. 
 
CVN DV Program (CNAP) 
NAVINFOWEST ICW CNAP (N01P) in receipt of an opportunity for 12 members of the Hollywood 
film and entertainment industry to embark USS Ronald Reagan for a RO1N on 27-28Mar ISO CNAP’s 
distinguished visitor program.  Members confirmed ten, LCDR Correa to escort.  On 21Mar received 
notice of cancellation for Mr. Danny McBride (CAA Talent Agent) due to studio commitments.  
Alternate nomination will be submitted to CNAP by COB.      
 
THE LAST SHIP (TNT)  
TNT requests date change to 5Jun for a full Wash,DC premiere including appearance by Eric Dane 
and TNT execs, other actors, and press closer to the air date 22Jun and more hoopla. 
- Coordinating invite list with Rob Newell and SECNAV’s office for new date.  Coord Navy Band and 
Color Guard.   
- Production company filming on board USS Dewey through 21Mar. 
- Meeting with Sterett leadership, SURFPAC, C3F, CNAF PA, TLS reps and other TBD reps 18Mar 
successful, project officer working logistics with Sterett, C3F & CNAF. 
- Adam Baldwin appeared as guest speaker at SNA dining out 15Mar; feedback from SNA & Mr. 
Baldwin is extremely positive. 
- Multiple media outlets on board this week, hosted by TNT publicity: LA Times (reporter & stills), 
AFN (video), TV Guide (reporter & stills); and two MCs from NPASE-W to document for future Navy 
release.  All outlets spoke with lead cast members & CAPT Quin. 
- NAVINFO East to assist with Fleet Week NYC events/screening for The Last Ship 21-27May.  Other 
screenings to be coordinated through Navy Motion Picture Services. 
 
SAPR/Jon Blair documentary  
Received request for interviews coordinated through JAG and Ms. Loftus SAPR team.  Socialized 
with Rob Newell for COAs. 
 

SCRIPTED TV / GAME SHOW: 

 
HAWAII FIVE-O (CBS) 
Reviewed episodes #421, and #422.   OSD (PA) declined support ISO #421.  (NNTR) 
 
Price is Right  
Game show filming military episode 26 May 2014.  All services supporting.  Navy coordinating with 
Ventura County to identify 60 Sailors to compete and fill audience, as well as provide one Sailor for 
joint color guard.  AF-led PAA being drafted.  
 

FEATURE FILMS 

 
GODZILLA  
- Joint Service screening held 20Mar at Legendary Studios.   
- WB screening planning in progress for DC screening for Navy and DoD brass with color guard and 
Navy band week of May 16th.   
- NYC premiere 8May w/actors/press.  Intrepid reception.  WB has lead. 
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notice of cancellation for Mr. Danny McBride (CAA Talent Agent) due to studio commitments.
Alternate nomination will be submitted to CNAP by COB.

THE LAST SHIP (TNT)
TNT requests date change to 511m for a full Wash,DC premiere including appearance by Eric Dane
and TNT execs, other actors, and press closer to the air date 22]un and more hoopla.
- Coordinating invite list with Rob Newell and SECNAV’s office for new date. Coord Navy Band and
Color Guard.
- Production company filming on board USS Dewey through 21Mar.
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successful, project officer working logistics with Sterett, C3F & CNAF.
- Adam Baldwin appeared as guest speaker at SNA dining out 15Mar; feedback from SNA & Mr.
Baldwin is extremely positive.
- Multiple media outlets on board this week, hosted by TNT publicity: LA Times (reporter & stills),
AFN (video), TV Guide (reporter & stills); and two MCs from NPASE-W to document for future Navy
release. All outlets spoke with lead cast members & CAPT Quin.
- NAVINFO East to assist with Fleet Week NYC events/screening for The Last Ship 21-27May. Other
screenings to be coordinated through Navy Motion Picture Services.

SAPR/Ion Blair documentary
Received request for interviews coordinated through IAG and Ms. Loftus SAPR team. Socialized
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SCRIPTED TV / GAME SHOW:

HAWAII FIVE-O (CBS)
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Price is Right
Game show filming military episode 26 May 2014. All services supporting. Navy coordinating with
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joint color guard. AF-led PAA being drafted.

FEATURE FILMS

GODZILLA
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- WB screening planning in progress for DC screening for Navy and DoD brass with color guard and
Navy band week of May 16th.
- NYC premiere 8May w/actors/press. Intrepid reception. WB has lead.



- WB will screen film at 48 bases US-wide for families in military high concentration areas on 
11May weekend. (Coord with Ron Rossman and Army/AF/MC). 
- EOD rollout w/ Aaron Taylor-Johnson day being planned. 
- July 7 premier in Tokyo, Japan.  Seeking CTF70/Navy ties.  CNAF PAO to coord. (NNTR) 
 
SEAPOWER (NAVY/MARINE CORPS IMAX) 
PAA approved by OSD on 10Mar and forwarded to CNSP/C3F for follow-on coordination during 
RIMPAC FPC.  K2 Director Stephen Low confirmed for Ronald Reagan DV embark 27-28Mar and 
ADVON scout.  DCI forwarded strong support intro to TYCOM PAOs for FY14-15 production access, 
assets and coordination.  Attending FPC for RIMPAC in San Diego 7-10Apr. (NNTR) 
 
LUCY (Europa Corp-Universal Pictures) 
A film by the Director of "The Professional" and "Fifth Element" requested to use a five 
second clip of an F-18 carrier take-off his latest film entitled "Lucy." The carrier take-off 
clip previously cleared for public release DefenseImagery.mil. (NNTR) 
 
USS Indianapolis: Men of Courage (Hannibal Pictures) 
Providing Hannibal Pictures with written feedback to first draft script and way-ahead 
recommendations for DoD support considerations.  On 19Feb, NAVINFOWEST Deputy conducted a 
FOLUP call with Cam Cameron (Creative Director) for update.  Mr. Cameron reports that changes to 
the script have been incorporated and character development added based on NAVINFOWEST 
notes provided on 17Jan.  Mr. Cameron will setup a follow-on meeting for late Feb to discuss next 
phase and review of changes. (NNTR) 
 
HUNTER-KILLER 
New sub-plot script in review.  Script notes and thematic rewrite recommendations provided to 
Director on 4Mar.  (NNTR) 
 

 
 

 
 

 

DOCUMENTARIES (Air Date): 

 
HOMEFRONT (PBS)  
OSD(PA) granted DoD support for the PBS documentary “Homefront” that will explore how military  
families deal/cope with deployments.  NAVINFOWEST ICW Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC) PAO 
assisted in identifying dependents and service members representing the Navy’s Seabees.  Filming 
took place 18-20Feb to include broll of NMCB 3's homecoming and NMCB 5's morning quarters and 
gun range exercise.  Interviews included diverse mix of dependents, service members and family 
situations.  Documentary expected completion late 2014 and airing early 2015. (NNTR) 
 
HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC) 
Filming took place 15Oct at Directorate of Time and 25Oct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's 
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time.  PAA signed.  Rough cut of episode 
on 'time' received.  Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in 
very professional/capable manner.  Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR) 
 
 

(b) (4)
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- July 7 premier in Tokyo, Japan.  Seeking CTF70/Navy ties.  CNAF PAO to coord. (NNTR) 
 
SEAPOWER (NAVY/MARINE CORPS IMAX) 
PAA approved by OSD on 10Mar and forwarded to CNSP/C3F for follow-on coordination during 
RIMPAC FPC.  K2 Director Stephen Low confirmed for Ronald Reagan DV embark 27-28Mar and 
ADVON scout.  DCI forwarded strong support intro to TYCOM PAOs for FY14-15 production access, 
assets and coordination.  Attending FPC for RIMPAC in San Diego 7-10Apr. (NNTR) 
 
LUCY (Europa Corp-Universal Pictures) 
A film by the Director of "The Professional" and "Fifth Element" requested to use a five 
second clip of an F-18 carrier take-off his latest film entitled "Lucy." The carrier take-off 
clip previously cleared for public release DefenseImagery.mil. (NNTR) 
 
USS Indianapolis: Men of Courage (Hannibal Pictures) 
Providing Hannibal Pictures with written feedback to first draft script and way-ahead 
recommendations for DoD support considerations.  On 19Feb, NAVINFOWEST Deputy conducted a 
FOLUP call with Cam Cameron (Creative Director) for update.  Mr. Cameron reports that changes to 
the script have been incorporated and character development added based on NAVINFOWEST 
notes provided on 17Jan.  Mr. Cameron will setup a follow-on meeting for late Feb to discuss next 
phase and review of changes. (NNTR) 
 
HUNTER-KILLER 
New sub-plot script in review.  Script notes and thematic rewrite recommendations provided to 
Director on 4Mar.  (NNTR) 
 

 
 

 
 

 

DOCUMENTARIES (Air Date): 

 
HOMEFRONT (PBS)  
OSD(PA) granted DoD support for the PBS documentary “Homefront” that will explore how military  
families deal/cope with deployments.  NAVINFOWEST ICW Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC) PAO 
assisted in identifying dependents and service members representing the Navy’s Seabees.  Filming 
took place 18-20Feb to include broll of NMCB 3's homecoming and NMCB 5's morning quarters and 
gun range exercise.  Interviews included diverse mix of dependents, service members and family 
situations.  Documentary expected completion late 2014 and airing early 2015. (NNTR) 
 
HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC) 
Filming took place 15Oct at Directorate of Time and 25Oct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's 
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time.  PAA signed.  Rough cut of episode 
on 'time' received.  Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in 
very professional/capable manner.  Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR) 
 
 

(b) (4)

- WB will screen film at 48 bases US-wide for families in military high concentration areas on
11May weekend. (Coord with Ron Rossman and Army/AF/MC).
- EOD rollout w/ Aaron Taylor-Iohnson day being planned.
- Iuly 7 premier in Tokyo, Japan. Seeking CTF70/Navy ties. CNAF PAO to coord. (NNTR)

SEAPOWER (NAVY/MARINE CORPS IMAX)
PAA approved by OSD on 10Mar and forwarded to CNSP/C3F for follow-on coordination during
RIMPAC FPC. K2 Director Stephen Low confirmed for Ronald Reagan DV embark 27-28Mar and
ADVON scout. DCI forwarded strong support intro to TYCOM PAOs for FY14—15 production access,
assets and coordination. Attending FPC for RIMPAC in San Diego 7-10Apr. (NNTR)

LUCY (Europa Corp-Universal Pictures)
A film by the Director of "The Professional" and "Fifth Element" requested to use a five
second clip of an F-18 carrier take-off his latest film entitled "Lucy." The carrier take-off
clip previously cleared for public release DefenseImagery.mil. (NNTR)

USS Indianapolis: Men of Courage (Hannibal Pictures)
Providing Hannibal Pictures with written feedback to first draft script and way-ahead
recommendations for DoD support considerations. On 19Feb, NAVINFOWEST Deputy conducted a
FOLUP call with Cam Cameron (Creative Director) for update. Mr. Cameron reports that changes to
the script have been incorporated and character development added based on NAVINFOWEST
notes provided on 17]an. Mr. Cameron will setup a follow-on meeting for late Feb to discuss next
phase and review of changes. (NNTR)

HUNTER-KILLER
New sub-plot script in review. Script notes and thematic rewrite recommendations provided to
Director on 4Mar. (NNTR)

DOCUMENTARIES (Air Date):

HOMEFRONT (PBS)
OSD(PA) granted DoD support for the PBS documentary "Homefront" that will explore how military
families deal/cope with deployments. NAVINFOWEST ICW Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC) PAO
assisted in identifying dependents and service members representing the Navy’s Seabees. Filming
took place 18-20Feb to include broll of NMCB 3's homecoming and NMCB 5's morning quarters and
gun range exercise. Interviews included diverse mix of dependents, service members and family
situations. Documentary expected completion late 2014 and airing early 2015. (NNTR)

HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC)
Filming took place 150ct at Directorate of Time and 250ct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time. PAA signed. Rough cut of episode
on 'time' received. Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in
very professional/capable manner. Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR)



WOMEN IN SERVICE 
Vice Adm. Howard (N3N5) interviewed with PBS' "Makers" documentary program 09Jan about the 
integration of women in the Navy since the 1970s.  The episode will air in JUNE and will also feature 
interviews with senior women leaders in the Army and Marines.  The "Women in War" segment is 
one of six episodes that will look at the evolution of women in six different career fields and is a 
follow-up to PBS' 2012 series that detailed the history of the women's movement. (NNTR) 
 
Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation 
Museum.  Filming took place 15Jan.  Awaiting rough cut.  (NNTR) 
 
D-Day Sunken Secrets (NOVA/PBS) 
Showcases underwater artifacts from D-Day.  Feb. 20 interview with NHHC Director CAPT Hendrix.  
PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 
EMPOWERMENT PROJECT (IndieFlix) 
Interview with VADM Michelle Howard conducted Sunday, 29Sep at the Women’s Memorial as part 
of documentary showcasing inspirational women in a variety of career fields.  PAA signed.  Rough 
cut reviewed.  Awaiting air date.  (NNTR) 
 
New Race for Space (Science Channel) 
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration.  Filming took place 15Feb for  
scheduled test of NASA's SIAD rocket on China Lake.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 
RISE OF THE MACHINES 
Filming embark completed 30Oct-03Nov aboard USS Ronald Reagan (CVN-76).  Rough cut reviewed 
18Mar.  Feedback given from AIRPAC/USS Ronald Reagan.  Awaiting air date. 
 

DOCUMENTARIES (In Production): 

 
Spent: Looking for Change (no distribution) 
Documentary on predatory lending from same producers that made "An Inconvenient Truth" and 
"Waiting for Superman."  Initial request for fact-finding, research assistance to speak off-camera 
with RLSO and NMCRS representatives to discuss predatory lenders targeting of military.  Initial 
phone calls will also serve to identify selection of on-camera interviews at a later date, pending 
approval.  Navy and Marine film offices researching support.  No PAA. 
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WOMEN IN SERVICE 
Vice Adm. Howard (N3N5) interviewed with PBS' "Makers" documentary program 09Jan about the 
integration of women in the Navy since the 1970s.  The episode will air in JUNE and will also feature 
interviews with senior women leaders in the Army and Marines.  The "Women in War" segment is 
one of six episodes that will look at the evolution of women in six different career fields and is a 
follow-up to PBS' 2012 series that detailed the history of the women's movement. (NNTR) 
 
Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation 
Museum.  Filming took place 15Jan.  Awaiting rough cut.  (NNTR) 
 
D-Day Sunken Secrets (NOVA/PBS) 
Showcases underwater artifacts from D-Day.  Feb. 20 interview with NHHC Director CAPT Hendrix.  
PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 
EMPOWERMENT PROJECT (IndieFlix) 
Interview with VADM Michelle Howard conducted Sunday, 29Sep at the Women’s Memorial as part 
of documentary showcasing inspirational women in a variety of career fields.  PAA signed.  Rough 
cut reviewed.  Awaiting air date.  (NNTR) 
 
New Race for Space (Science Channel) 
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration.  Filming took place 15Feb for  
scheduled test of NASA's SIAD rocket on China Lake.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 
RISE OF THE MACHINES 
Filming embark completed 30Oct-03Nov aboard USS Ronald Reagan (CVN-76).  Rough cut reviewed 
18Mar.  Feedback given from AIRPAC/USS Ronald Reagan.  Awaiting air date. 
 

DOCUMENTARIES (In Production): 

 
Spent: Looking for Change (no distribution) 
Documentary on predatory lending from same producers that made "An Inconvenient Truth" and 
"Waiting for Superman."  Initial request for fact-finding, research assistance to speak off-camera 
with RLSO and NMCRS representatives to discuss predatory lenders targeting of military.  Initial 
phone calls will also serve to identify selection of on-camera interviews at a later date, pending 
approval.  Navy and Marine film offices researching support.  No PAA. 
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WOMEN IN SERVICE
Vice Adm. Howard (N3N5) interviewed with PBS' "Makers" documentary program 09]an about the
integration of women in the Navy since the 19703. The episode will air in JUNE and will also feature
interviews with senior women leaders in the Army and Marines. The "Women in War" segment is
one of six episodes that will look at the evolution of women in six different career fields and is a
follow-up to PBS' 2012 series that detailed the history of the women's movement. (NNTR)

Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel)
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation
Museum. Filming took place 15Ian. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

D-Day Sunken Secrets (NOVA/PBS)
Showcases underwater artifacts from D-Day. Feb. 20 interview with NHHC Director CAPT Hendrix.
PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

EMPOWERMENT PROIECT (IndieFlix)
Interview with VADM Michelle Howard conducted Sunday, 29Sep at the Women’s Memorial as part
of documentary showcasing inspirational women in a variety of career fields. PAA signed. Rough
cut reviewed. Awaiting air date. (NNTR)

New Race for Space (Science Channel)
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration. Filming took place 15Feb for
scheduled test of NASA's SIAD rocket on China Lake. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

RISE OF THE MACHINES
Filming embark completed 300ct-03Nov aboard USS Ronald Reagan (CVN-76). Rough cut reviewed
18Mar. Feedback given from AIRPAC/USS Ronald Reagan. Awaiting air date.

DOCUMENTARIES (In Production):

Spent: Looking for Change (no distribution)
Documentary on predatory lending from same producers that made "An Inconvenient Truth" and
"Waiting for Superman." Initial request for fact-finding, research assistance to speak off-camera
with RLSO and NMCRS representatives to discuss predatory lenders targeting of military. Initial
phone calls will also serve to identify selection of on-camera interviews at a later date, pending
approval. Navy and Marine film offices researching support. No PAA.

b) (4)



Story of the California Channel Islands (PBS) 
Historical documentary on Channel Islands from their creation to present day.  Researching 
assistance for Navy SMEs to discuss current ops and environmental stewardship programs on San 
Nicholas and San Clemente islands. (NNTR) 
 
Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
New request to showcase dive artifacts from BMCM Carl Brashear.  Researching support with 
NHHC. (NNTR) 
 
Secrets of the Arsenal (Military Channel) 
Explores museums and collections to find interesting and historically-significant stories associated 
with them.  Researching with NHHC to identify appropriate artifacts. (NNTR) 
 
UnSEALed (PBS) 
Production support approved with addendum to previous research-assisted PAA approved by 
NAVINFO West and Naval Special Warfare Command. PAA and Addendum signed.  In discussions 
with CAPT Fenick and producer, discovery phase revealed opportunities for on-base filming beyond 
“retirees” which has led to authorization to film several ceremonial events at BUDS training and 
tributes to the fallen at other locations. 
 
Op Martillo (Univision) 
PAA-supported counter drug ops documentary.  Producers circling back with request for additional 
May 2014 embark.  NAVINFOWEST ICW SOUTHCOM and C4F will review current footage to verify 
compliance with existing PAA before approving additional embarks. (NNTR) 
 
Beyond the Light Switch (PBS) 
Documentary on national security with focus on economic, energy and environmental security. 
Interviews approved for ONR representatives in conjunction with ARPA-E summit.  Navy 
addendum added to existing Army PAA. (NNTR) 
Real Sports with Bryant Gumble (HBO) 
Producing episode on supplements.  Request cleared via NAVINFO West/San Diego Naval Hospital 
for fact-finding phone call with Dr. Brett Partridge and Dr. William Shields regarding Naval Medical 
Center-published article on damage of supplements titled "Hepatotoxicity Associated with the 
Dietary Supplement N.O.-XPLODE."  No PAA required. (NNTR) 
 
The Aviators (PBS) 
Docu-series on pilots. Request for Navy pilot access.  Researching LCAC pilot option. 
 
Ancient Impossible (History Channel H2) 
Series comparing ancient and modern inventions revealing the amazing technology, engineering 
and genius that came from ancient times.  An episode will compare the steam catapult from a 
carrier to the ancient steam catapult as well as show the similarities and differences of the ancient 
world's largest ship to the modern carrier.  Date of filming will be 3-4Apr onboard Ronald Reagan 
with NAVINFOWEST escort LCDR Correa.  Successful site visit and meeting held between Project 
Officer, Producer and PA staffs from CNAP and CVN-76.  PAA signed. 
 
The History of Carrier Aviation project (Office of Patriots Point and USS Yorktown) 
This is a non-broadcast request for stock footage carrier and carrier based aviation. The final video 
will be viewed in the USS Yorktown’s new state of the art theatre. The production release date is 
15Jun. Post production begins 15Apr.  In research phase.  (NNTR) 
 

Story of the California Channel Islands (PBS) 
Historical documentary on Channel Islands from their creation to present day.  Researching 
assistance for Navy SMEs to discuss current ops and environmental stewardship programs on San 
Nicholas and San Clemente islands. (NNTR) 
 
Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
New request to showcase dive artifacts from BMCM Carl Brashear.  Researching support with 
NHHC. (NNTR) 
 
Secrets of the Arsenal (Military Channel) 
Explores museums and collections to find interesting and historically-significant stories associated 
with them.  Researching with NHHC to identify appropriate artifacts. (NNTR) 
 
UnSEALed (PBS) 
Production support approved with addendum to previous research-assisted PAA approved by 
NAVINFO West and Naval Special Warfare Command. PAA and Addendum signed.  In discussions 
with CAPT Fenick and producer, discovery phase revealed opportunities for on-base filming beyond 
“retirees” which has led to authorization to film several ceremonial events at BUDS training and 
tributes to the fallen at other locations. 
 
Op Martillo (Univision) 
PAA-supported counter drug ops documentary.  Producers circling back with request for additional 
May 2014 embark.  NAVINFOWEST ICW SOUTHCOM and C4F will review current footage to verify 
compliance with existing PAA before approving additional embarks. (NNTR) 
 
Beyond the Light Switch (PBS) 
Documentary on national security with focus on economic, energy and environmental security. 
Interviews approved for ONR representatives in conjunction with ARPA-E summit.  Navy 
addendum added to existing Army PAA. (NNTR) 
Real Sports with Bryant Gumble (HBO) 
Producing episode on supplements.  Request cleared via NAVINFO West/San Diego Naval Hospital 
for fact-finding phone call with Dr. Brett Partridge and Dr. William Shields regarding Naval Medical 
Center-published article on damage of supplements titled "Hepatotoxicity Associated with the 
Dietary Supplement N.O.-XPLODE."  No PAA required. (NNTR) 
 
The Aviators (PBS) 
Docu-series on pilots. Request for Navy pilot access.  Researching LCAC pilot option. 
 
Ancient Impossible (History Channel H2) 
Series comparing ancient and modern inventions revealing the amazing technology, engineering 
and genius that came from ancient times.  An episode will compare the steam catapult from a 
carrier to the ancient steam catapult as well as show the similarities and differences of the ancient 
world's largest ship to the modern carrier.  Date of filming will be 3-4Apr onboard Ronald Reagan 
with NAVINFOWEST escort LCDR Correa.  Successful site visit and meeting held between Project 
Officer, Producer and PA staffs from CNAP and CVN-76.  PAA signed. 
 
The History of Carrier Aviation project (Office of Patriots Point and USS Yorktown) 
This is a non-broadcast request for stock footage carrier and carrier based aviation. The final video 
will be viewed in the USS Yorktown’s new state of the art theatre. The production release date is 
15Jun. Post production begins 15Apr.  In research phase.  (NNTR) 
 

Story of the California Channel Islands (PBS)
Historical documentary on Channel Islands from their creation to present day. Researching
assistance for Navy SMES to discuss current ops and environmental stewardship programs on San
Nicholas and San Clemente islands. (NNTR)

Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel)
New request to showcase dive artifacts from BMCM Carl Brashear. Researching support with
NHHC. (NNTR)

Secrets of the Arsenal (Military Channel)
Explores museums and collections to find interesting and historically-significant stories associated
with them. Researching with NHHC to identify appropriate artifacts. (NNTR)

UnSEALed (PBS)
Production support approved with addendum to previous research-assisted PAA approved by
NAVINFO West and Naval Special Warfare Command. PAA and Addendum signed. In discussions
with CAPT Fenick and producer, discovery phase revealed opportunities for on-base filming beyond
"retirees" which has led to authorization to film several ceremonial events at BUDS training and
tributes to the fallen at other locations.

Op Martillo (Univision)
PAA-supported counter drug ops documentary. Producers circling back with request for additional
May 2014 embark. NAVINFOWEST ICW SOUTHCOM and C4F will review current footage to verify
compliance with existing PAA before approving additional embarks. (NNTR)

Beyond the Light Switch (PBS)
Documentary on national security with focus on economic, energy and environmental security.
Interviews approved for ONR representatives in conjunction with ARPA-E summit. Navy
addendum added to existing Army PAA. (NNTR)
Real Sports with Bryant Gumble (HBO)
Producing episode on supplements. Request cleared via NAVINFO West/San Diego Naval Hospital
for fact-finding phone call with Dr. Brett Partridge and Dr. William Shields regarding Naval Medical
Center-published article on damage of supplements titled "Hepatotoxicity Associated with the
Dietary Supplement N.O.-XPLODE." No PAA required. (NNTR)

The Aviators (PBS)
Docu-series on pilots. Request for Navy pilot access. Researching LCAC pilot option.

Ancient Impossible (History Channel H2)
Series comparing ancient and modern inventions revealing the amazing technology, engineering
and genius that came from ancient times. An episode will compare the steam catapult from a
carrier to the ancient steam catapult as well as show the similarities and differences of the ancient
world's largest ship to the modern carrier. Date of filming will be 3-4Apr onboard Ronald Reagan
with NAVINFOWEST escort LCDR Correa. Successful site Visit and meeting held between Project
Officer, Producer and PA staffs from CNAP and CVN-76. PAA signed.

The History of Carrier Aviation project (Office of Patriots Point and USS Yorktown)
This is a non-broadcast request for stock footage carrier and carrier based aviation. The final video
will be viewed in the USS Yorktown’s new state of the art theatre. The production release date is
15Iun. Post production begins 15Apr. In research phase. (NNTR)



 
 

 
“B. TAYLOR” (ION TV) 
Received production support request submitted to NAVINFOWEST via CHINFO OI-6.   
B. Taylor hip-hop artist and former Avionics Technician Second Class, has teamed up with  
Untouchable Productions for a reality based documentary show to be aired on ION network. 
Coordination/Planning with Director ongoing.  Remaining scenes:  AIMD and main gym NAS North 
Island; Main NEX San Diego NAVSTA.  Filming of remaining scenes on hold pending talent 
availability.  FOLUP email sent to production company to determine follow-on requirements. 
(NNTR) 
 
41 on 41 (Bush Library Foundation)  
Distribution currently the Bush Library.  Filming took place 03Jan aboard USS George HW Bush in 
support of documentary of former president.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 
HORIZON – COMET (BBC Science Series) 
Filming took place 15Sep at Coso Hot Springs on Naval Air Weapons Station China Lake.  PAA 
signed.  Awaiting rough cut.  (NNTR) 
 
Mighty Ships (Discovery)  
Researching filming opportunities aboard USNS Montford Point, LCS and HSV in Spring 2014.  
(NNTR) 
 

DECLINES: 

 
Aerial America (Smithsonian Channel) - No valued proposition. 

 
ADMIN: 

 
Producer’s Guild DoD Presentation 
Michael Ambers, Producer’s Guild invited all service liaison Directors to a hosted 3-hour guild 
seminar featuring Department of Defense speakers on 12Apr at 0930 at CBS Studio City on 
capabilities, resources, technology, locations, recent examples of our collaborations and how we can 
do business together.  Coord meeting with all services being scheduled. (NNTR) 
 
ALL WARRIOR NETWORK (HULU) 
NAVINFO West met with network executive leadership to discuss Navy support for production.  All 
Warrior Network interested in featuring existing Navy-produced, professional-grade quality stories 
and products as well as independently documenting Navy's latest technologies and advancements.  
Distribution venue via on-demand services, such as Hulu.  Further incentivizes Navy MCs and public 
affairs community to provide top-notch storytelling with anticipation of reaching a vast, and 
generally untapped, online audience.  Joint Service meeting held on 19Feb with Mr. Phil Strub (OSD 
PA) for guidance on emerging technologies and platforms that offer on-demand distribution 
opportunities.  OSD (PA) guidance to Service Liaison offices pending.  Meeting to be set with Phil 
Strub, Vince Ogilvie and all service leads to get to common understanding of this venue as a viable 
distribution network for films and documentaries.  (NNTR) 
 
HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAVY 
(NNTR) 
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“B. TAYLOR” (ION TV) 
Received production support request submitted to NAVINFOWEST via CHINFO OI-6.   
B. Taylor hip-hop artist and former Avionics Technician Second Class, has teamed up with  
Untouchable Productions for a reality based documentary show to be aired on ION network. 
Coordination/Planning with Director ongoing.  Remaining scenes:  AIMD and main gym NAS North 
Island; Main NEX San Diego NAVSTA.  Filming of remaining scenes on hold pending talent 
availability.  FOLUP email sent to production company to determine follow-on requirements. 
(NNTR) 
 
41 on 41 (Bush Library Foundation)  
Distribution currently the Bush Library.  Filming took place 03Jan aboard USS George HW Bush in 
support of documentary of former president.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 
HORIZON – COMET (BBC Science Series) 
Filming took place 15Sep at Coso Hot Springs on Naval Air Weapons Station China Lake.  PAA 
signed.  Awaiting rough cut.  (NNTR) 
 
Mighty Ships (Discovery)  
Researching filming opportunities aboard USNS Montford Point, LCS and HSV in Spring 2014.  
(NNTR) 
 

DECLINES: 

 
Aerial America (Smithsonian Channel) - No valued proposition. 

 
ADMIN: 

 
Producer’s Guild DoD Presentation 
Michael Ambers, Producer’s Guild invited all service liaison Directors to a hosted 3-hour guild 
seminar featuring Department of Defense speakers on 12Apr at 0930 at CBS Studio City on 
capabilities, resources, technology, locations, recent examples of our collaborations and how we can 
do business together.  Coord meeting with all services being scheduled. (NNTR) 
 
ALL WARRIOR NETWORK (HULU) 
NAVINFO West met with network executive leadership to discuss Navy support for production.  All 
Warrior Network interested in featuring existing Navy-produced, professional-grade quality stories 
and products as well as independently documenting Navy's latest technologies and advancements.  
Distribution venue via on-demand services, such as Hulu.  Further incentivizes Navy MCs and public 
affairs community to provide top-notch storytelling with anticipation of reaching a vast, and 
generally untapped, online audience.  Joint Service meeting held on 19Feb with Mr. Phil Strub (OSD 
PA) for guidance on emerging technologies and platforms that offer on-demand distribution 
opportunities.  OSD (PA) guidance to Service Liaison offices pending.  Meeting to be set with Phil 
Strub, Vince Ogilvie and all service leads to get to common understanding of this venue as a viable 
distribution network for films and documentaries.  (NNTR) 
 
HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAVY 
(NNTR) 
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“B. TAYLOR” (ION TV)
Received production support request submitted to NAVINFOWEST via CHINFO OI-6.
B. Taylor hip-hop artist and former Avionics Technician Second Class, has teamed up with
Untouchable Productions for a reality based documentary show to be aired on ION network.
Coordination/Planning with Director ongoing. Remaining scenes: AIMD and main gym NAS North
Island; Main NEX San Diego NAVSTA. Filming of remaining scenes on hold pending talent
availability. FOLUP email sent to production company to determine follow-on requirements.
(NNTR)

41 on 41 (Bush Library Foundation)
Distribution currently the Bush Library. Filming took place 03]an aboard USS George HW Bush in
support of documentary of former president. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

HORIZON — COMET (BBC Science Series)
Filming took place 15Sep at Coso Hot Springs on Naval Air Weapons Station China Lake. PAA
signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

Mighty Ships (Discovery)
Researching filming opportunities aboard USNS Montford Point, LCS and HSV in Spring 2014.
(NNTR)

DECLINES:

Aerial America (Smithsonian Channel) - No valued proposition.

l ADMIN:

Producer’s Guild DOD Presentation
Michael Ambers, Producer’s Guild invited all service liaison Directors to a hosted 3-hour guild
seminar featuring Department of Defense speakers on 12Apr at 0930 at CBS Studio City on
capabilities, resources, technology, locations, recent examples of our collaborations and how we can
do business together. Coord meeting with all services being scheduled. (NNTR)

ALL WARRIOR NETWORK (HULU)
NAVINFO West met with network executive leadership to discuss Navy support for production. All
Warrior Network interested in featuring existing Navy-produced, professional-grade quality stories
and products as well as independently documenting Navy's latest technologies and advancements.
Distribution venue via on-demand services, such as Hulu. Further incentivizes Navy MCs and public
affairs community to provide top-notch storytelling with anticipation of reaching a vast, and
generally untapped, online audience. ]oint Service meeting held on 19Feb with Mr. Phil Strub (OSD
PA) for guidance on emerging technologies and platforms that offer on-demand distribution
opportunities. OSD (PA) guidance to Service Liaison offices pending. Meeting to be set with Phil
Strub, Vince Ogilvie and all service leads to get to common understanding of this venue as a Viable
distribution network for films and documentaries. (NNTR)

HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAVY
(NNTR)



 
RESERVE UNIT 
 
Reserve unit is routing “history of unit” update for Facebook page. (NNTR) 
 
OPTAR 
Three portable banners received.  Thank you! 
 
NAVY DAYS #17 (3-10Aug) PLANNING: 
Contacted by Navy League National Director Grant Ivy to provide liaison support opportunities for 
Sailors to attend game and talk shows during ship visits. (NNTR) 

 
RESERVE UNIT 
 
Reserve unit is routing “history of unit” update for Facebook page. (NNTR) 
 
OPTAR 
Three portable banners received.  Thank you! 
 
NAVY DAYS #17 (3-10Aug) PLANNING: 
Contacted by Navy League National Director Grant Ivy to provide liaison support opportunities for 
Sailors to attend game and talk shows during ship visits. (NNTR) 

RESERVE UNIT

Reserve unit is routing "history of unit” update for Facebook page. (NNTR)

OPTAR
Three portable banners received. Thank you!

NAVY DAYS #17 (3-10Aug) PLANNING:
Contacted by Navy League National Director Grant Ivy to provide liaison support opportunities for
Sailors to attend game and talk shows during ship visits. (NNTR)



NAVINFO WEST Weekly Report 
27 Mar 14 

Updated Items in Blue 
 

SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS: 

 
NCIS (CBS) (Update) 
Provided NCIS series exec producers the OSD/SAPRO approved “Safe Helpline” informational slide 
to be displayed as a PSA during the closing credits.  Producers ran up flagpole to CBS/Legal and 
received approval to the run at the closing of episode. 
 
NCIS Crescent City New Orleans possible spin-off part one episode aired Tuesday night.  Part two 
next week.  New NCIS agents act like thugs.  Real NCIS PAO, USMC, USN and DoD are all expressing 
concern and desire for discussion with the network on red lines and thematics necessary to 
maintain DoD support. 
 
THE LAST SHIP (TNT)  
Shaq on a Ship cancelled by TNT sports due to undisclosed sponsor-contract issues.  
Premiere: TNT is coordinating June 4th as tentative date for a full Wash,DC premiere including 
appearance by Eric Dane and TNT execs, other actors, and press closer to the air date 22Jun and 
more hoopla.  Coordinating invite list with Rob Newell and SECNAV’s office for new date.  Coord 
Navy Band and Color Guard.  
- Production company concluded filming aboard USS Dewey 22Mar and disbanded. All filming 
requests were fulfilled and successful.  A letter of thanks from Executive Producer and Writer 
Steven Kane was sent to CDR Rockstad, commanding officer of Dewey for his crew’s hard work and 
effort.  We await rough cut screening of episodes 102-109. 
- Current planning for filming aboard USS Sterett is ongoing with dates still slated for 14-17Apr. 
- NAVINFO East assisting with Fleet Week NYC events/coordination for cast/crew embark 
opportunity and screenings 21-27May.  Screenings at bases with Destroyer Squadrons to be 
coordinated by Navy Motion Picture Services. 
- Completed aerials 24Mar using GoPros aboard HSC3 squadron from NASNI with 2nd unit of Search 
and Rescue training.   Air coord for underway aerials ongoing through CNAF PAO. 
 
CVN DV Program (CNAP) 
LCDR Correa escorted 11 members of the Hollywood film and entertainment industry onboard USS 
Ronald Reagan for a RO1N on 27-28Mar ISO CNAP’s distinguished visitor program. 
K2 Communications Director Steven Low is priority principal, along with Disney/Dreamworks 
Director/Writer for “Shore Leave.”     
 
GODZILLA  
- Joint Service screening held 20Mar at Legendary Studios.  Minor changes requested. 
- NYC premiere 8May switched from NY City to Los Angeles w/actors/press.  Planning in progress 
for Wash DC screenings with SECNAV’S office tentatively 14May.  One screening is planned for a 
large VIP audience incl industry and TNT officials.  The same night a second more DoD-centric 
screening will be held to include a color guard/band.  Awaiting WB confirmation that Director 
Gareth Edwards’ travel can allow him to attend both.  No actors will be present but they will film 
shout-outs.   
- WB will screen film at 48 bases US-wide for families in military high concentration areas on 
11May weekend. (Coord with Ron Rossman and Army/AF/MC). 

NAVINFO WEST Weekly Report 
27 Mar 14 

Updated Items in Blue 
 

SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS: 

 
NCIS (CBS) (Update) 
Provided NCIS series exec producers the OSD/SAPRO approved “Safe Helpline” informational slide 
to be displayed as a PSA during the closing credits.  Producers ran up flagpole to CBS/Legal and 
received approval to the run at the closing of episode. 
 
NCIS Crescent City New Orleans possible spin-off part one episode aired Tuesday night.  Part two 
next week.  New NCIS agents act like thugs.  Real NCIS PAO, USMC, USN and DoD are all expressing 
concern and desire for discussion with the network on red lines and thematics necessary to 
maintain DoD support. 
 
THE LAST SHIP (TNT)  
Shaq on a Ship cancelled by TNT sports due to undisclosed sponsor-contract issues.  
Premiere: TNT is coordinating June 4th as tentative date for a full Wash,DC premiere including 
appearance by Eric Dane and TNT execs, other actors, and press closer to the air date 22Jun and 
more hoopla.  Coordinating invite list with Rob Newell and SECNAV’s office for new date.  Coord 
Navy Band and Color Guard.  
- Production company concluded filming aboard USS Dewey 22Mar and disbanded. All filming 
requests were fulfilled and successful.  A letter of thanks from Executive Producer and Writer 
Steven Kane was sent to CDR Rockstad, commanding officer of Dewey for his crew’s hard work and 
effort.  We await rough cut screening of episodes 102-109. 
- Current planning for filming aboard USS Sterett is ongoing with dates still slated for 14-17Apr. 
- NAVINFO East assisting with Fleet Week NYC events/coordination for cast/crew embark 
opportunity and screenings 21-27May.  Screenings at bases with Destroyer Squadrons to be 
coordinated by Navy Motion Picture Services. 
- Completed aerials 24Mar using GoPros aboard HSC3 squadron from NASNI with 2nd unit of Search 
and Rescue training.   Air coord for underway aerials ongoing through CNAF PAO. 
 
CVN DV Program (CNAP) 
LCDR Correa escorted 11 members of the Hollywood film and entertainment industry onboard USS 
Ronald Reagan for a RO1N on 27-28Mar ISO CNAP’s distinguished visitor program. 
K2 Communications Director Steven Low is priority principal, along with Disney/Dreamworks 
Director/Writer for “Shore Leave.”     
 
GODZILLA  
- Joint Service screening held 20Mar at Legendary Studios.  Minor changes requested. 
- NYC premiere 8May switched from NY City to Los Angeles w/actors/press.  Planning in progress 
for Wash DC screenings with SECNAV’S office tentatively 14May.  One screening is planned for a 
large VIP audience incl industry and TNT officials.  The same night a second more DoD-centric 
screening will be held to include a color guard/band.  Awaiting WB confirmation that Director 
Gareth Edwards’ travel can allow him to attend both.  No actors will be present but they will film 
shout-outs.   
- WB will screen film at 48 bases US-wide for families in military high concentration areas on 
11May weekend. (Coord with Ron Rossman and Army/AF/MC). 
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Updated Items in Blue

‘ SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS:

NCIS (CBS) (Update)
Provided NCIS series exec producers the OSD/SAPRO approved "Safe Helpline" informational slide
to be displayed as a PSA during the closing credits. Producers ran up flagpole to CBS/Legal and
received approval to the run at the closing of episode.

NCIS Crescent City New Orleans possible spin-off part one episode aired Tuesday night. Part two
next week. New NCIS agents act like thugs. Real NCIS PAO, USMC, USN and DoD are all expressing
concern and desire for discussion with the network on red lines and thematics necessary to
maintain DoD support.

THE LAST SHIP (TNT)
Shaq on a Ship cancelled by TNT sports due to undisclosed sponsor-contract issues.
Premiere: TNT is coordinating June 4th as tentative date for a full Wash,DC premiere including
appearance by Eric Dane and TNT execs, other actors, and press closer to the air date 22]un and
more hoopla. Coordinating invite list with Rob Newell and SECNAV’s office for new date. Coord
Navy Band and Color Guard.
- Production company concluded filming aboard USS Dewey ZZMar and disbanded. All filming
requests were fulfilled and successful. A letter of thanks from Executive Producer and Writer
Steven Kane was sent to CDR Rockstad, commanding officer of Dewey for his crew’s hard work and
effort. We await rough cut screening of episodes 102-109.
- Current planning for filming aboard USS Sterett is ongoing with dates still slated for 14-17Apr.
- NAVINFO East assisting with Fleet Week NYC events/coordination for cast/crew embark
opportunity and screenings 21-27May. Screenings at bases with Destroyer Squadrons to be
coordinated by Navy Motion Picture Services.
- Completed aerials 24Mar using GoPros aboard HSC3 squadron from NASNI with 2nd unit of Search
and Rescue training. Air coord for underway aerials ongoing through CNAF PAO.

CVN DV Program (CNAP)
LCDR Correa escorted 11 members of the Hollywood film and entertainment industry onboard USS
Ronald Reagan for a ROlN on 27-28Mar ISO CNAP’s distinguished Visitor program.
K2 Communications Director Steven Low is priority principal, along with Disney/Dreamworks
Director/Writer for “Shore Leave."

GODZILLA
- Ioint Service screening held 20Mar at Legendary Studios. Minor changes requested.
- NYC premiere 8May switched from NY City to Los Angeles w/actors/press. Planning in progress
for Wash DC screenings with SECNAV’S office tentatively 14May. One screening is planned for a
large VIP audience incl industry and TNT officials. The same night a second more DoD-centric
screening will be held to include a color guard/band. Awaiting WB confirmation that Director
Gareth Edwards’ travel can allow him to attend both. No actors will be present but they will film
shout-outs.
- WB will screen film at 48 bases US-wide for families in military high concentration areas on
11May weekend. (Coord with Ron Rossman and Army/AF/MC).



- EOD rollout w/ Aaron Taylor-Johnson day canx due to unavailability of Aaron’s schedule to allow 
him to get to San Diego. 
- July 7 premier in Tokyo, Japan.  Coordination with CTF70 and CNAF PAO ongoing.  Conference call 
scheduled with TOHO 28Mar. 
 
Ancient Impossible (History Channel H2) 
Series comparing ancient and modern inventions revealing the amazing technology, engineering 
and genius that came from ancient times.  An episode will compare the steam catapult from a 
carrier to the ancient steam catapult as well as show the similarities and differences of the ancient 
world's largest ship to the modern carrier.  Date of filming will be 3-4Apr onboard Ronald Reagan 
with NAVINFOWEST escort LCDR Correa.  Successful site visit and meeting held between Project 
Officer, Producer and PA staffs from CNAP and CVN-76.  PAA signed. 
 

 
  

 
 
SAPR/Jon Blair documentary  
Received request for interviews coordinated through JAG and Ms. Loftus SAPR team.  Socialized 
with Rob Newell for COAs.  Conference call scheduled for 31Mar with OJAG PAO, NAVINFO West 
and Jon Blair to identify supplemental resources and JAG SAPR SMEs. 
 

SCRIPTED TV / GAME SHOW: 

 
 

 
 

 
 
HAWAII FIVE-O (CBS) 
Reviewed episodes #421, and #422.   OSD (PA) declined support ISO #421.   
 
Price is Right  
Game show filming military episode 26 May 2014.  All services supporting.  Navy coordinating with 
Ventura County to identify 60 Sailors to compete and fill audience, as well as provide one Sailor for 
joint color guard.  AF-led PAA being drafted.  (NNTR) 
 
ACADEMY OF COUNTRY MUSIC AWARDS (CMA) 
OSD-PA/HQ COMREL approved event, awaiting fully executed PAA.  STG3 Destiny Mills-Coates 
assigned to Naval Base Point Loma (NBPL) was selected via online entry to attend the CMA 
ceremony and possibility to perform on stage.  Film crew on board NBPL 21Mar to collect interview 
& b-roll footage of PO Coates.  CNRSW PA has lead for access and escort.  (NNTR) 
 

FEATURE FILMS 

 
SEAPOWER (NAVY/MARINE CORPS IMAX) 
PAA approved by OSD on 10Mar and forwarded to CNSP/C3F for follow-on coordination during 
RIMPAC FPC.  K2 Director Stephen Low confirmed for Ronald Reagan DV embark 27-28Mar and 
ADVON scout.  DCI forwarded strong support intro to TYCOM PAOs for FY14-15 production access, 
assets and coordination.  Attending FPC for RIMPAC in San Diego 7-10Apr. (NNTR) 

(b) (4)

(b) (4)

- EOD rollout w/ Aaron Taylor-Johnson day canx due to unavailability of Aaron’s schedule to allow 
him to get to San Diego. 
- July 7 premier in Tokyo, Japan.  Coordination with CTF70 and CNAF PAO ongoing.  Conference call 
scheduled with TOHO 28Mar. 
 
Ancient Impossible (History Channel H2) 
Series comparing ancient and modern inventions revealing the amazing technology, engineering 
and genius that came from ancient times.  An episode will compare the steam catapult from a 
carrier to the ancient steam catapult as well as show the similarities and differences of the ancient 
world's largest ship to the modern carrier.  Date of filming will be 3-4Apr onboard Ronald Reagan 
with NAVINFOWEST escort LCDR Correa.  Successful site visit and meeting held between Project 
Officer, Producer and PA staffs from CNAP and CVN-76.  PAA signed. 
 

 
  

 
 
SAPR/Jon Blair documentary  
Received request for interviews coordinated through JAG and Ms. Loftus SAPR team.  Socialized 
with Rob Newell for COAs.  Conference call scheduled for 31Mar with OJAG PAO, NAVINFO West 
and Jon Blair to identify supplemental resources and JAG SAPR SMEs. 
 

SCRIPTED TV / GAME SHOW: 

 
 

 
 

 
 
HAWAII FIVE-O (CBS) 
Reviewed episodes #421, and #422.   OSD (PA) declined support ISO #421.   
 
Price is Right  
Game show filming military episode 26 May 2014.  All services supporting.  Navy coordinating with 
Ventura County to identify 60 Sailors to compete and fill audience, as well as provide one Sailor for 
joint color guard.  AF-led PAA being drafted.  (NNTR) 
 
ACADEMY OF COUNTRY MUSIC AWARDS (CMA) 
OSD-PA/HQ COMREL approved event, awaiting fully executed PAA.  STG3 Destiny Mills-Coates 
assigned to Naval Base Point Loma (NBPL) was selected via online entry to attend the CMA 
ceremony and possibility to perform on stage.  Film crew on board NBPL 21Mar to collect interview 
& b-roll footage of PO Coates.  CNRSW PA has lead for access and escort.  (NNTR) 
 

FEATURE FILMS 

 
SEAPOWER (NAVY/MARINE CORPS IMAX) 
PAA approved by OSD on 10Mar and forwarded to CNSP/C3F for follow-on coordination during 
RIMPAC FPC.  K2 Director Stephen Low confirmed for Ronald Reagan DV embark 27-28Mar and 
ADVON scout.  DCI forwarded strong support intro to TYCOM PAOs for FY14-15 production access, 
assets and coordination.  Attending FPC for RIMPAC in San Diego 7-10Apr. (NNTR) 

(b) (4)

(b) (4)

- EOD rollout w/ Aaron Taylor-Iohnson day canX due to unavailability of Aaron’s schedule to allow
him to get to San Diego.
- Iuly 7 premier in Tokyo, Japan. Coordination with CTF70 and CNAF PAO ongoing. Conference call
scheduled with TOHO 28Mar.

Ancient Impossible (History Channel H2)
Series comparing ancient and modern inventions revealing the amazing technology, engineering
and genius that came from ancient times. An episode will compare the steam catapult from a
carrier to the ancient steam catapult as well as show the similarities and differences of the ancient
world's largest ship to the modern carrier. Date of filming will be 3-4Apr onboard Ronald Reagan
with NAVINFOWEST escort LCDR Correa. Successful site Visit and meeting held between Project
Officer, Producer and PA staffs from CNAP and CVN-76. PAA signed.

b) (4)

SAPR/Ion Blair documentary
Received request for interviews coordinated through IAG and Ms. Loftus SAPR team. Socialized
with Rob Newell for COAs. Conference call scheduled for 31Mar with OIAG PAO, NAVINFO West
and Ion Blair to identify supplemental resources and IAG SAPR SMEs.

SCRIPTED TV / GAME SHOW:

HAWAII FIVE-O (CBS)
Reviewed episodes #421, and #422. OSD (PA) declined support ISO #421.

Price is Right
Game show filming military episode 26 May 2014. All services supporting. Navy coordinating with
Ventura County to identify 60 Sailors to compete and fill audience, as well as provide one Sailor for
joint color guard. AF-led PAA being drafted. (NNTR)

ACADEMY OF COUNTRY MUSIC AWARDS (CMA)
OSD-PA/HQ COMREL approved event, awaiting fully executed PAA. STG3 Destiny Mills-Coates
assigned to Naval Base Point Loma (NBPL) was selected Via online entry to attend the CMA
ceremony and possibility to perform on stage. Film crew on board NBPL 21Mar to collect interview
& b-roll footage of PO Coates. CNRSW PA has lead for access and escort. (NNTR)

FEATURE FILMS

SEAPOWER (NAVY/MARINE CORPS IMAX)
PAA approved by OSD on 10Mar and forwarded to CNSP/C3F for follow-on coordination during
RIMPAC FPC. K2 Director Stephen Low confirmed for Ronald Reagan DV embark 27-28Mar and
ADVON scout. DCI forwarded strong support intro to TYCOM PAOs for FY14-15 production access,
assets and coordination. Attending FPC for RIMPAC in San Diego 7-10Apr. (NNTR)



LUCY (Europa Corp-Universal Pictures) 

A film by the Director of "The Professional" and "Fifth Element" requested to use a five 
second clip of an F-18 carrier take-off his latest film entitled "Lucy." The carrier take-off 
clip previously cleared for public release DefenseImagery.mil. (NNTR) 
 
USS Indianapolis: Men of Courage (Hannibal Pictures) 
Project delayed to fall. 
 
HUNTER-KILLER 
New sub-plot script in review.  Script notes and thematic rewrite recommendations provided to 
Director on 4Mar.  Several phoncons to discuss thematics this week.  Expect revised script soon. 
 

 
 

 
 

 

DOCUMENTARIES (Air Date): 

 
HOMEFRONT (PBS)  
OSD(PA) granted DoD support for the PBS documentary “Homefront” that will explore how military  
families deal/cope with deployments.  NAVINFOWEST ICW Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC) PAO 
assisted in identifying dependents and service members representing the Navy’s Seabees.  Filming 
took place 18-20Feb to include broll of NMCB 3's homecoming and NMCB 5's morning quarters and 
gun range exercise.  Interviews included diverse mix of dependents, service members and family 
situations.  Documentary expected completion late 2014 and airing early 2015. (NNTR) 
 
HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC) 
Filming took place 15Oct at Directorate of Time and 25Oct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's 
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time.  PAA signed.  Rough cut of episode 
on 'time' received.  Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in 
very professional/capable manner.  Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR) 
 
WOMEN IN SERVICE 
Vice Adm. Howard (N3N5) interviewed with PBS' "Makers" documentary program 09Jan about the 
integration of women in the Navy since the 1970s.  The episode will air in JUNE and will also feature 
interviews with senior women leaders in the Army and Marines.  The "Women in War" segment is 
one of six episodes that will look at the evolution of women in six different career fields and is a 
follow-up to PBS' 2012 series that detailed the history of the women's movement. (NNTR) 
 
Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation 
Museum.  Filming took place 15Jan.  Awaiting rough cut.  (NNTR) 
 
D-Day Sunken Secrets (NOVA/PBS) 
Showcases underwater artifacts from D-Day.  Feb. 20 interview with NHHC Director CAPT Hendrix.  
PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 
EMPOWERMENT PROJECT (IndieFlix) 
Interview with VADM Michelle Howard conducted Sunday, 29Sep at the Women’s Memorial as part 

(b) (4)

LUCY (Europa Corp-Universal Pictures) 

A film by the Director of "The Professional" and "Fifth Element" requested to use a five 
second clip of an F-18 carrier take-off his latest film entitled "Lucy." The carrier take-off 
clip previously cleared for public release DefenseImagery.mil. (NNTR) 
 
USS Indianapolis: Men of Courage (Hannibal Pictures) 
Project delayed to fall. 
 
HUNTER-KILLER 
New sub-plot script in review.  Script notes and thematic rewrite recommendations provided to 
Director on 4Mar.  Several phoncons to discuss thematics this week.  Expect revised script soon. 
 

 
 

 
 

 

DOCUMENTARIES (Air Date): 

 
HOMEFRONT (PBS)  
OSD(PA) granted DoD support for the PBS documentary “Homefront” that will explore how military  
families deal/cope with deployments.  NAVINFOWEST ICW Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC) PAO 
assisted in identifying dependents and service members representing the Navy’s Seabees.  Filming 
took place 18-20Feb to include broll of NMCB 3's homecoming and NMCB 5's morning quarters and 
gun range exercise.  Interviews included diverse mix of dependents, service members and family 
situations.  Documentary expected completion late 2014 and airing early 2015. (NNTR) 
 
HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC) 
Filming took place 15Oct at Directorate of Time and 25Oct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's 
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time.  PAA signed.  Rough cut of episode 
on 'time' received.  Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in 
very professional/capable manner.  Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR) 
 
WOMEN IN SERVICE 
Vice Adm. Howard (N3N5) interviewed with PBS' "Makers" documentary program 09Jan about the 
integration of women in the Navy since the 1970s.  The episode will air in JUNE and will also feature 
interviews with senior women leaders in the Army and Marines.  The "Women in War" segment is 
one of six episodes that will look at the evolution of women in six different career fields and is a 
follow-up to PBS' 2012 series that detailed the history of the women's movement. (NNTR) 
 
Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation 
Museum.  Filming took place 15Jan.  Awaiting rough cut.  (NNTR) 
 
D-Day Sunken Secrets (NOVA/PBS) 
Showcases underwater artifacts from D-Day.  Feb. 20 interview with NHHC Director CAPT Hendrix.  
PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 
EMPOWERMENT PROJECT (IndieFlix) 
Interview with VADM Michelle Howard conducted Sunday, 29Sep at the Women’s Memorial as part 

(b) (4)

LUCY (Europa Corp-Universal Pictures)
A film by the Director of "The Professional" and "Fifth Element" requested to use a five
second clip of an F-18 carrier take-off his latest film entitled "Lucy." The carrier take-off
clip previously cleared for public release Defenselmagery.mil. (NNTR)

USS Indianapolis: Men of Courage (Hannibal Pictures)
Project delayed to fall.

HUNTER-KILLER
New sub-plot script in review. Script notes and thematic rewrite recommendations provided to
Director on 4Mar. Several phoncons to discuss thematics this week. Expect revised script soon.

DOCUMENTARIES (Air Date):

HOMEFRONT (PBS)
OSD(PA) granted DoD support for the PBS documentary "Homefront" that will explore how military
families deal/cope with deployments. NAVINFOWEST ICW Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC) PAO
assisted in identifying dependents and service members representing the Navy’s Seabees. Filming
took place 18—20Feb to include broll of NMCB 3's homecoming and NMCB 5's morning quarters and
gun range exercise. Interviews included diverse mix of dependents, service members and family
situations. Documentary expected completion late 2014 and airing early 2015. (NNTR)

HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC)
Filming took place 150ct at Directorate of Time and 250ct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time. PAA signed. Rough cut of episode
on 'time' received. Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in
very professional/capable manner. Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR)

WOMEN IN SERVICE
Vice Adm. Howard (N3N5) interviewed with PBS' "Makers" documentary program 09]an about the
integration of women in the Navy since the 19703. The episode will air in IUNE and will also feature
interviews with senior women leaders in the Army and Marines. The "Women in War" segment is
one of six episodes that will look at the evolution of women in six different career fields and is a
follow-up to PBS' 2012 series that detailed the history of the women's movement. (NNTR)

Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel)
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation
Museum. Filming took place 15Ian. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

D-Day Sunken Secrets (NOVA/PBS)
Showcases underwater artifacts from D-Day. Feb. 20 interview with NHHC Director CAPT Hendrix.
PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

EMPOWERMENT PROIECT (IndieFlix)
Interview with VADM Michelle Howard conducted Sunday, 29Sep at the Women’s Memorial as part



of documentary showcasing inspirational women in a variety of career fields.  PAA signed.  Rough 
cut reviewed.  Awaiting air date.  (NNTR) 
 
New Race for Space (Science Channel) 
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration.  Filming took place 15Feb for  
scheduled test of NASA's SIAD rocket on China Lake.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 
RISE OF THE MACHINES 
Filming embark completed 30Oct-03Nov aboard USS Ronald Reagan (CVN-76).  Rough cut reviewed 
18Mar.  Feedback given from AIRPAC/USS Ronald Reagan.  Awaiting air date. (NNTR) 
 

DOCUMENTARIES (In Production): 

 
UnSEALed (PBS) 
Production support approved with addendum to previous research-assisted PAA approved by 
NAVINFO West and Naval Special Warfare Command. PAA and Addendum signed.  CAPT Fenick 
coordinating filming several ceremonial events at BUDS training and tributes to the fallen at other 
locations. 
 
House Hunters International - Rota, Spain (HGTV) 
Television episode will track newly arriving principal of David Glasgow Farragut (DGF) DOEDA 
school on NAVSTA Rota during his search for a house out on the economy.  Filming support 
approved solely to highlight his job as principal of DGF with access to filming exterior/interior 
shots of DGF. Coordinating with NAVSTA Rota PAO.  Filming scheduled for summer 2014, one-day 
shoot.  PAA signed. 
 
Spent: Looking for Change (no distribution) 
Documentary on predatory lending from same producers that made "An Inconvenient Truth" and 
"Waiting for Superman."  Initial request for fact-finding, research assistance to speak off-camera 
with RLSO and NMCRS representatives to discuss predatory lenders targeting of military.  Initial 
phone calls will also serve to identify selection of on-camera interviews at a later date, pending 
approval.  Navy and Marine film offices researching support.  No PAA. (NNTR) 
 

  
 

 
 
Story of the California Channel Islands (PBS) 
Historical documentary on Channel Islands from their creation to present day.  Researching 
assistance for Navy SMEs to discuss current ops and environmental stewardship programs on San 
Nicholas and San Clemente islands.  Coordinating with CNRSW for support. 
 
Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
New request to showcase dive artifacts from BMCM Carl Brashear.  Researching support with 
NHHC. (NNTR) 
 
Secrets of the Arsenal (Military Channel) 
Explores museums and collections to find interesting and historically-significant stories associated 
with them.  Researching with NHHC to identify appropriate artifacts. (NNTR) 
 
 

(b) (4)
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cut reviewed.  Awaiting air date.  (NNTR) 
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Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration.  Filming took place 15Feb for  
scheduled test of NASA's SIAD rocket on China Lake.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
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18Mar.  Feedback given from AIRPAC/USS Ronald Reagan.  Awaiting air date. (NNTR) 
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NAVINFO West and Naval Special Warfare Command. PAA and Addendum signed.  CAPT Fenick 
coordinating filming several ceremonial events at BUDS training and tributes to the fallen at other 
locations. 
 
House Hunters International - Rota, Spain (HGTV) 
Television episode will track newly arriving principal of David Glasgow Farragut (DGF) DOEDA 
school on NAVSTA Rota during his search for a house out on the economy.  Filming support 
approved solely to highlight his job as principal of DGF with access to filming exterior/interior 
shots of DGF. Coordinating with NAVSTA Rota PAO.  Filming scheduled for summer 2014, one-day 
shoot.  PAA signed. 
 
Spent: Looking for Change (no distribution) 
Documentary on predatory lending from same producers that made "An Inconvenient Truth" and 
"Waiting for Superman."  Initial request for fact-finding, research assistance to speak off-camera 
with RLSO and NMCRS representatives to discuss predatory lenders targeting of military.  Initial 
phone calls will also serve to identify selection of on-camera interviews at a later date, pending 
approval.  Navy and Marine film offices researching support.  No PAA. (NNTR) 
 

  
 

 
 
Story of the California Channel Islands (PBS) 
Historical documentary on Channel Islands from their creation to present day.  Researching 
assistance for Navy SMEs to discuss current ops and environmental stewardship programs on San 
Nicholas and San Clemente islands.  Coordinating with CNRSW for support. 
 
Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
New request to showcase dive artifacts from BMCM Carl Brashear.  Researching support with 
NHHC. (NNTR) 
 
Secrets of the Arsenal (Military Channel) 
Explores museums and collections to find interesting and historically-significant stories associated 
with them.  Researching with NHHC to identify appropriate artifacts. (NNTR) 
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of documentary showcasing inspirational women in a variety of career fields. PAA signed. Rough
cut reviewed. Awaiting air date. (NNTR)

New Race for Space (Science Channel)
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration. Filming took place 15Feb for
scheduled test of NASA's SIAD rocket on China Lake. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

RISE OF THE MACHINES
Filming embark completed 300ct-03Nov aboard USS Ronald Reagan (CVN-76). Rough cut reviewed
18Mar. Feedback given from AIRPAC/USS Ronald Reagan. Awaiting air date. (NNTR)

DOCUMENTARIES (In Production):

UnSEALed (PBS)
Production support approved with addendum to previous research-assisted PAA approved by
NAVINFO West and Naval Special Warfare Command. PAA and Addendum signed. CAPT Fenick
coordinating filming several ceremonial events at BUDS training and tributes to the fallen at other
locations.

House Hunters International - Rota, Spain (HGTV)
Television episode will track newly arriving principal of David Glasgow Farragut (DGF) DOEDA
school on NAVSTA Rota during his search for a house out on the economy. Filming support
approved solely to highlight his job as principal of DGF with access to filming exterior/interior
shots of DGF. Coordinating with NAVSTA Rota PAO. Filming scheduled for summer 2014, one-day
shoot. PAA signed.

Spent: Looking for Change (no distribution)
Documentary on predatory lending from same producers that made "An Inconvenient Truth" and
"Waiting for Superman." Initial request for fact-finding, research assistance to speak off-camera
with RLSO and NMCRS representatives to discuss predatory lenders targeting of military. Initial
phone calls will also serve to identify selection of on-camera interviews at a later date, pending
approval. Navy and Marine film offices researching support. No PAA. (NNTR)

b) (4)

Story of the California Channel Islands (PBS)
Historical documentary on Channel Islands from their creation to present day. Researching
assistance for Navy SMEs to discuss current ops and environmental stewardship programs on San
Nicholas and San Clemente islands. Coordinating with CNRSW for support.

Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel)
New request to showcase dive artifacts from BMCM Carl Brashear. Researching support with
NHHC. (NNTR)

Secrets of the Arsenal (Military Channel)
Explores museums and collections to find interesting and historically-significant stories associated
with them. Researching with NHHC to identify appropriate artifacts. (NNTR)



Op Martillo (Univision) 
PAA-supported counter drug ops documentary.  Producers circling back with request for additional 
May 2014 embark.  NAVINFOWEST ICW SOUTHCOM and C4F will review current footage to verify 
compliance with existing PAA before approving additional embarks. (NNTR) 
 
Beyond the Light Switch (PBS) 
Documentary on national security with focus on economic, energy and environmental security. 
Interviews approved for ONR representatives in conjunction with ARPA-E summit.  Navy 
addendum added to existing Army PAA. (NNTR) 
 
Real Sports with Bryant Gumble (HBO) 
Producing episode on supplements.  Request cleared via NAVINFO West/San Diego Naval Hospital 
for fact-finding phone call with Dr. Brett Partridge and Dr. William Shields regarding Naval Medical 
Center-published article on damage of supplements titled "Hepatotoxicity Associated with the 
Dietary Supplement N.O.-XPLODE."  No PAA required. (NNTR) 
 
The Aviators (PBS) 
Docu-series on pilots. Request for Navy pilot access.  Researching LCAC pilot option. 
 
The History of Carrier Aviation project (Office of Patriots Point and USS Yorktown) 
This is a non-broadcast request for stock footage carrier and carrier based aviation. The final video 
will be viewed in the USS Yorktown’s new state of the art theatre. The production release date is 
15Jun. Post production begins 15Apr.  In research phase.  (NNTR) 
 

 
 

 
“B. TAYLOR” (ION TV) 
Remaining scenes:  AIMD and main gym NAS North Island; Main NEX San Diego NAVSTA.  Filming of 
remaining scenes on hold pending talent availability.  FOLUP email sent to production company to 
determine follow-on requirements. (NNTR) 
 
41 on 41 (Bush Library Foundation)  
Distribution currently the Bush Library.  Filming took place 03Jan aboard USS George HW Bush in 
support of documentary of former president.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 
HORIZON – COMET (BBC Science Series) 
Filming took place 15Sep at Coso Hot Springs on Naval Air Weapons Station China Lake.  PAA 
signed.  Awaiting rough cut.  (NNTR) 
 
Mighty Ships (Discovery)  
Researching filming opportunities aboard USNS Montford Point, LCS and HSV in Spring 2014.  
(NNTR) 
 

DECLINES: 

 
Ink Masters (Spike TV) - No valued proposition. 

 
 
 

(b) (4)
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for fact-finding phone call with Dr. Brett Partridge and Dr. William Shields regarding Naval Medical
Center-published article on damage of supplements titled "Hepatotoxicity Associated with the
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The Aviators (PBS)
Docu-series on pilots. Request for Navy pilot access. Researching LCAC pilot option.

The History of Carrier Aviation project (Office of Patriots Point and USS Yorktown)
This is a non-broadcast request for stock footage carrier and carrier based aviation. The final video
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“B. TAYLOR” (ION TV)
Remaining scenes: AIMD and main gym NAS North Island; Main NEX San Diego NAVSTA. Filming of
remaining scenes on hold pending talent availability. FOLUP email sent to production company to
determine follow-on requirements. (NNTR)

41 on 41 (Bush Library Foundation)
Distribution currently the Bush Library. Filming took place 03]an aboard USS George HW Bush in
support of documentary of former president. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

HORIZON — COMET (BBC Science Series)
Filming took place 15Sep at Coso Hot Springs on Naval Air Weapons Station China Lake. PAA
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Mighty Ships (Discovery)
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Ink Masters (Spike TV) - No valued proposition.



ADMIN: 

 
Producer’s Guild DoD Presentation 
Michael Ambers, Producer’s Guild invited all service liaison Directors to a hosted 3-hour guild 
seminar featuring Department of Defense speakers on 12Apr at 0930 at CBS Studio City on 
capabilities, resources, technology, locations, recent examples of our collaborations and how we can 
do business together.  Coord meeting with all services being scheduled. (NNTR) 
 
HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAVY 
(NNTR) 
 
RESERVE UNIT 
 

 
 

 
Reserve unit is routing “history of unit” update for Facebook page. (NNTR) 
 
NAVY DAYS #17 (3-10Aug) PLANNING: 
Contacted by Navy League National Director Grant Ivy to provide liaison support opportunities for 
Sailors to attend game and talk shows during ship visits. (NNTR) 

(b) (6)
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Sailors tO attend game and talk shows during ship visits. (NNTR)



NAVINFO WEST Weekly Report 
04 Apr 14 

Updated Items in Blue 
 

SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS: 

 
NCIS (CBS) (Update) 
Provided NCIS series exec producers the OSD/SAPRO approved “Safe Helpline” informational slide 
to be displayed as a PSA during the closing credits.  Producers ran up flagpole to CBS/Legal and 
received approval to the run at the closing of episode. 
 
NCIS Crescent City New Orleans possible spin-off part two episode aired Tuesday night.  Awaiting 
CBS ratings decision.  Phil Strub talked to creative producers about Navy, NCIS and USMC concerns 
of future direction on NCIS New Orleans spin-off.  Meeting TBD. 
 
THE LAST SHIP (TNT)  
Pick up filming of interior passageway and CIC shots scheduled at Manhattan Beach 4Apr. 
Premiere: TNT is coordinating June 4th as the full Wash,DC premiere including appearance by Eric 
Dane and TNT execs, other actors, and press.  Coordinating invite list with Rob Newell and 
SECNAV’s office.  Coord Navy Band and Color Guard.  
- Current planning for filming aboard USS Sterett is ongoing with dates still slated for 14-17Apr. 
- NAVINFO East assisting with Fleet Week NYC events/coordination for cast/crew embark 
opportunity and screenings 21-27May.  Screenings at bases with Destroyer Squadrons to be 
coordinated by Navy Motion Picture Services. 
- Coordinating social media tools with SURFPAC and TNT. 
 
SEAPOWER (NAVY/MARINE CORPS IMAX) 
PAA approved by OSD on 10Mar and forwarded to CNSP/C3F for follow-on coordination during 
RIMPAC FPC.  CAPT and LCDR Correa attending FPC for RIMPAC in San Diego 7-10Apr.  Provided 
advance crew list, shot list, equipment specs and weights/dimensions for RR embark and aerial 
shoots during PhotoEx to 3rd Fleet PAO/AIRPAC for review, guidance, concerns and constraints.  
K2 Communications participating rep at FPC next week and sending a team with Navy League 
escort for industry sponsor discussions at Sea Air Space Conference in DC 7-10Apr. 
 
GODZILLA  
Schedule of Events for WB Roll-out: 
- Los Angeles, CA red carpet formal premiere at the Dolby Theater 8May. 
- Washington, D.C. (2) Georgetown IMAX for DC VIPs and Pentagon screening with military honors 
14May 
- US Release – 16May (early screenings offered 10-11May at 48 military bases worldwide) 
- Japan: International premiere in Tokyo/USS Blue Ridge screening w/ press junket/actors approx 
7Jul  
Legendary/WB PR effort behind the scenes team is producing a featurette focused on the military's 
work in a realistic setting and how the military would respond if Godzilla really did come up from 
the ocean.  WB is talking to the Pentagon Channel about airing.   This will be in addition to Nancy 
Jay's junket interview pieces to air on the complementary Armed Forces Network. 
Screening Program – WB has set 23 military base screenings in the U.S., list attached.  These will 
take place on the weekend of 10-11May.  Talent will record a Mother's Day themed greeting to play 
prior to these screenings. 
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to be displayed as a PSA during the closing credits. Producers ran up flagpole to CBS/Legal and
received approval to the run at the closing of episode.

NCIS Crescent City New Orleans possible spin-off part two episode aired Tuesday night. Awaiting
CBS ratings decision. Phil Strub talked to creative producers about Navy, NCIS and USMC concerns
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opportunity and screenings 21-27May. Screenings at bases with Destroyer Squadrons to be
coordinated by Navy Motion Picture Services.
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RIMPAC FPC. CAPT and LCDR Correa attending FPC for RIMPAC in San Diego 7-10Apr. Provided
advance crew list, shot list, equipment specs and weights/dimensions for RR embark and aerial
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Ancient Impossible (History Channel H2) 
Series comparing ancient and modern inventions revealing the amazing technology, engineering 
and genius that came from ancient times.  An episode will compare the steam catapult from a 
carrier to the ancient steam catapult as well as show the similarities and differences of the ancient 
world's largest ship to the modern carrier.  LCDR Correa and LT Hume escorting overnight crew 
onboard Ronald Reagan 3-4Apr.  PAA signed.  Addendum added to original PAA to support broll 
opportunities with USS Green Bay, 2Apr. 
 
SAPR/Jon Blair documentary  
Conducted advance planning conference call with OJAG PAO, NAVINFOWEST and Jon Blair.  
Scheduling screenings call process to try and better define interview opportunities with 
perpetrators already adjudicated by the system. 
 

SCRIPTED TV / GAME SHOW: 

 
 

 
 

 
 
HAWAII FIVE-O (CBS) 
Reviewed episodes #421, and #422.   OSD (PA) declined support ISO #421. (NNTR) 
 
Price is Right  
Game show filming military episode 26May.  All services supporting.  Navy coordinating with 
Ventura County to identify 60 Sailors to compete and fill audience, as well as provide one Sailor for 
joint color guard.  AF-led PAA being drafted.  (NNTR) 
 
ACADEMY OF COUNTRY MUSIC AWARDS (CMA) 
OSD-PA/HQ COMREL approved event, awaiting fully executed PAA.  STG3 Destiny Mills-Coates 
assigned to Naval Base Point Loma (NBPL) was selected via online entry to attend the CMA 
ceremony and possibility to perform on stage.  Film crew on board NBPL 21Mar to collect interview 
& b-roll footage of PO Coates.  CNRSW PA has lead for access and escort.  (NNTR) 
 

FEATURE FILMS 

 
 

  
 

 
LUCY (Europa Corp-Universal Pictures) 
A film by the Director of "The Professional" and "Fifth Element" requested to use a five 
second clip of an F-18 carrier take-off his latest film entitled "Lucy." The carrier take-off 
clip previously cleared for public release DefenseImagery.mil. (NNTR) 
 
USS Indianapolis: Men of Courage (Hannibal Pictures) 
Project delayed to fall. (NNTR) 
 
 
 

(b) (4)

(b) (4)
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and genius that came from ancient times. An episode will compare the steam catapult from a
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onboard Ronald Reagan 3-4Apr. PAA signed. Addendum added to original PAA to support broll
opportunities with USS Green Bay, 2Apr.
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Ventura County to identify 60 Sailors to compete and fill audience, as well as provide one Sailor for
joint color guard. AF-led PAA being drafted. (NNTR)
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LUCY (Europa Corp-Universal Pictures)
A film by the Director of "The Professional" and "Fifth Element" requested to use a five
second clip of an F-18 carrier take-off his latest film entitled "Lucy." The carrier take-off
clip previously cleared for public release Defenselmagerymil. (NNTR)

USS Indianapolis: Men of Courage (Hannibal Pictures)
Project delayed to fall. (NNTR)



HUNTER-KILLER 
New sub-plot script in review.  Script notes and thematic rewrite recommendations provided to 
Director on 4Mar.  Several phoncons to discuss thematics this week.  Expect revised script soon. 
(NNTR) 
 

 
 

 
 

 

DOCUMENTARIES (Air Date): 

 
HOMEFRONT (PBS)  
OSD(PA) granted DoD support for the PBS documentary “Homefront” that will explore how military  
families deal/cope with deployments.  NAVINFOWEST ICW Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC) PAO 
assisted in identifying dependents and service members representing the Navy’s Seabees.  Filming 
took place 18-20Feb to include broll of NMCB 3's homecoming and NMCB 5's morning quarters and 
gun range exercise.  Interviews included diverse mix of dependents, service members and family 
situations.  Documentary expected completion late 2014 and airing early 2015. (NNTR) 
 
HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC) 
Filming took place 15Oct at Directorate of Time and 25Oct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's 
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time.  PAA signed.  Rough cut of episode 
on 'time' received.  Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in 
very professional/capable manner.  Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR) 
 
MAKERS: WOMEN & WAR 
Vice Adm. Howard (N3N5) interviewed with PBS' "Makers" documentary program 09Jan about the 
integration of women in the Navy since the 1970s.  The episode will air in JUNE and will also feature 
interviews with senior women leaders in the Army and Marines.  The "Women & War" segment is 
one of six episodes that will look at the evolution of women in six different career fields and is a 
follow-up to PBS' 2012 series that detailed the history of the women's movement.  Rough cut 
reviewed.  Air date set for 24Jun. 
 
Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation 
Museum.  Filming took place 15Jan.  Awaiting rough cut.  (NNTR) 
 
D-Day Sunken Secrets (NOVA/PBS) 
Showcases underwater artifacts from D-Day.  Feb. 20 interview with NHHC Director CAPT Hendrix.  
PAA signed.  Rough cut reviewed.  Air date set for 28May, 9PM(EST). 
 
EMPOWERMENT PROJECT (IndieFlix) 
Interview with VADM Michelle Howard conducted Sunday, 29Sep at the Women’s Memorial as part 
of documentary showcasing inspirational women in a variety of career fields.  PAA signed.  Rough 
cut reviewed.  Awaiting air date.  (NNTR) 
 
New Race for Space (Science Channel) 
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration.  Filming took place 15Feb for  
scheduled test of NASA's SIAD rocket on China Lake.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
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reviewed.  Air date set for 24Jun. 
 
Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation 
Museum.  Filming took place 15Jan.  Awaiting rough cut.  (NNTR) 
 
D-Day Sunken Secrets (NOVA/PBS) 
Showcases underwater artifacts from D-Day.  Feb. 20 interview with NHHC Director CAPT Hendrix.  
PAA signed.  Rough cut reviewed.  Air date set for 28May, 9PM(EST). 
 
EMPOWERMENT PROJECT (IndieFlix) 
Interview with VADM Michelle Howard conducted Sunday, 29Sep at the Women’s Memorial as part 
of documentary showcasing inspirational women in a variety of career fields.  PAA signed.  Rough 
cut reviewed.  Awaiting air date.  (NNTR) 
 
New Race for Space (Science Channel) 
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration.  Filming took place 15Feb for  
scheduled test of NASA's SIAD rocket on China Lake.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 

(b) (4)

HUNTER-KILLER
New sub-plot script in review. Script notes and thematic rewrite recommendations provided to
Director on 4Mar. Several phoncons to discuss thematics this week. Expect revised script soon.
(NNTR)

DOCUMENTARIES (Air Date):

HOMEFRONT (PBS)
OSD(PA) granted DoD support for the PBS documentary "Homefront" that will explore how military
families deal/cope with deployments. NAVINFOWEST ICW Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC) PAO
assisted in identifying dependents and service members representing the Navy’s Seabees. Filming
took place 18—20Feb to include broll of NMCB 3's homecoming and NMCB 5's morning quarters and
gun range exercise. Interviews included diverse mix of dependents, service members and family
situations. Documentary expected completion late 2014 and airing early 2015. (NNTR)

HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC)
Filming took place 150ct at Directorate of Time and 250ct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time. PAA signed. Rough cut of episode
on 'time' received. Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in
very professional/capable manner. Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR)

MAKERS: WOMEN & WAR
Vice Adm. Howard (N3N5) interviewed with PBS' "Makers" documentary program 09]an about the
integration of women in the Navy since the 1970s. The episode will air in JUNE and will also feature
interviews with senior women leaders in the Army and Marines. The "Women & War" segment is
one of six episodes that will look at the evolution of women in six different career fields and is a
follow-up to PBS' 2012 series that detailed the history of the women's movement. Rough cut
reviewed. Air date set for 24Iun.

Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel)
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation
Museum. Filming took place 15Ian. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

D-Day Sunken Secrets (NOVA/PBS)
Showcases underwater artifacts from D-Day. Feb. 20 interview with NHHC Director CAPT Hendrix.
PAA signed. Rough cut reviewed. Air date set for 28May, 9PM(EST).

EMPOWERMENT PROIECT (IndieFlix)
Interview with VADM Michelle Howard conducted Sunday, 29Sep at the Women’s Memorial as part
of documentary showcasing inspirational women in a variety of career fields. PAA signed. Rough
cut reviewed. Awaiting air date. (NNTR)

New Race for Space (Science Channel)
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration. Filming took place 15Feb for
scheduled test of NASA's SIAD rocket on China Lake. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)



RISE OF THE MACHINES 
Filming embark completed 30Oct-03Nov aboard USS Ronald Reagan (CVN-76).  Rough cut reviewed 
18Mar.  Feedback given from AIRPAC/USS Ronald Reagan.  Air date is 22Apr. 
 

DOCUMENTARIES (In Production): 

 
Mighty Planes (Discovery)  
Television series documenting world’s most impressive aircraft.  Request to highlight manned and 
unmanned Navy aircraft.  Researching support. 
 
UnSEALed (PBS) 
Production support approved with addendum to previous research-assisted PAA approved by 
NAVINFO West and Naval Special Warfare Command. PAA and Addendum signed.  CAPT Fenick 
coordinating filming several ceremonial events at BUDS training and tributes to the fallen at other 
locations. (NNTR) 
 
House Hunters International - Rota, Spain (HGTV) 
Television episode will track newly arriving principal of David Glasgow Farragut (DGF) DOEDA 
school on NAVSTA Rota during his search for a house out on the economy.  Filming support 
approved solely to highlight his job as principal of DGF with access to filming exterior/interior 
shots of DGF. Coordinating with NAVSTA Rota PAO.  Filming scheduled for summer 2014, one-day 
shoot.  PAA signed. (NNTR) 
 
Spent: Looking for Change (no distribution) 
Documentary on predatory lending from same producers that made "An Inconvenient Truth" and 
"Waiting for Superman."  Initial request for fact-finding, research assistance to speak off-camera 
with RLSO and NMCRS representatives to discuss predatory lenders targeting of military.  Initial 
phone calls will also serve to identify selection of on-camera interviews at a later date, pending 
approval.  Navy and Marine film offices researching support.  No PAA. (NNTR) 
 

  
 

 
 
Story of the California Channel Islands (PBS) 
Historical documentary on Channel Islands from their creation to present day.  Researching 
assistance for Navy SMEs to discuss current ops and environmental stewardship programs on San 
Nicholas and San Clemente islands.  Coordinating with CNRSW for support. (NNTR) 
 
Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
Request to showcase dive artifacts.  Episode will highlight career of BMCM Carl Brashear.  PAA 
signed. 
 
Secrets of the Arsenal (Military Channel) 
Explores museums and collections to find interesting and historically-significant stories associated 
with them.  Researching with NHHC to identify appropriate artifacts. (NNTR) 
 
Op Martillo (Univision) 
PAA-supported counter drug ops documentary.  Producers circling back with request for additional 
May 2014 embark.  NAVINFOWEST ICW SOUTHCOM and C4F will review current footage to verify 
compliance with existing PAA before approving additional embarks. (NNTR) 

(b) (4)
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RISE OF THE MACHINES
Filming embark completed 300ct-03Nov aboard USS Ronald Reagan (CVN-76). Rough cut reviewed
18Mar. Feedback given from AIRPAC/USS Ronald Reagan. Air date is 22Apr.

DOCUMENTARIES (In Production):

Mighty Planes (Discovery)
Television series documenting world’s most impressive aircraft. Request to highlight manned and
unmanned Navy aircraft. Researching support.

UnSEALed (PBS)
Production support approved with addendum to previous research-assisted PAA approved by
NAVINFO West and Naval Special Warfare Command. PAA and Addendum signed. CAPT Fenick
coordinating filming several ceremonial events at BUDS training and tributes to the fallen at other
locations. (NNTR)

House Hunters International - Rota, Spain (HGTV)
Television episode will track newly arriving principal of David Glasgow Farragut (DGF) DOEDA
school on NAVSTA Rota during his search for a house out on the economy. Filming support
approved solely to highlight his job as principal of DGF with access to filming exterior/interior
shots of DGF. Coordinating with NAVSTA Rota PAO. Filming scheduled for summer 2014, one-day
shoot. PAA signed. (NNTR)

Spent: Looking for Change (no distribution)
Documentary on predatory lending from same producers that made "An Inconvenient Truth" and
"Waiting for Superman." Initial request for fact-finding, research assistance to speak off-camera
with RLSO and NMCRS representatives to discuss predatory lenders targeting of military. Initial
phone calls will also serve to identify selection of on-camera interviews at a later date, pending
approval. Navy and Marine film offices researching support. No PAA. (NNTR)
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Story of the California Channel Islands (PBS)
Historical documentary on Channel Islands from their creation to present day. Researching
assistance for Navy SMEs to discuss current ops and environmental stewardship programs on San
Nicholas and San Clemente islands. Coordinating with CNRSW for support. (NNTR)

Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel)
Request to showcase dive artifacts. Episode will highlight career of BMCM Carl Brashear. PAA
signed.

Secrets of the Arsenal (Military Channel)
Explores museums and collections to find interesting and historically-significant stories associated
with them. Researching with NHHC to identify appropriate artifacts. (NNTR)

Op Martillo (Univision)
PAA-supported counter drug ops documentary. Producers circling back with request for additional
May 2014 embark. NAVINFOWEST ICW SOUTHCOM and C4F will review current footage to verify
compliance with existing PAA before approving additional embarks. (NNTR)



Beyond the Light Switch (PBS) 
Documentary on national security with focus on economic, energy and environmental security. 
Interviews approved for ONR representatives in conjunction with ARPA-E summit.  Navy 
addendum added to existing Army PAA. (NNTR) 
 
Real Sports with Bryant Gumble (HBO) 
Producing episode on supplements.  Request cleared via NAVINFO West/San Diego Naval Hospital 
for fact-finding phone call with Dr. Brett Partridge and Dr. William Shields regarding Naval Medical 
Center-published article on damage of supplements titled "Hepatotoxicity Associated with the 
Dietary Supplement N.O.-XPLODE."  No PAA required. (NNTR) 
 
The Aviators (PBS) 
Docu-series on pilots. Request for Navy pilot access.  Researching LCAC pilot option. (NNTR) 
 
The History of Carrier Aviation project (Office of Patriots Point and USS Yorktown) 
This is a non-broadcast request for stock footage carrier and carrier based aviation. The final video 
will be viewed in the USS Yorktown’s new state of the art theatre. The production release date is 
15Jun. Post production begins 15Apr.  In research phase.  (NNTR) 
 

 
 

 
“B. TAYLOR” (ION TV) 
Remaining scenes:  AIMD and main gym NAS North Island; Main NEX San Diego NAVSTA.  Filming of 
remaining scenes on hold pending talent availability.  FOLUP email sent to production company to 
determine follow-on requirements. (NNTR) 
 
41 on 41 (Bush Library Foundation)  
Distribution currently the Bush Library.  Filming took place 03Jan aboard USS George HW Bush in 
support of documentary of former president.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 
HORIZON – COMET (BBC Science Series) 
Filming took place 15Sep at Coso Hot Springs on Naval Air Weapons Station China Lake.  PAA 
signed.  Awaiting rough cut.  (NNTR) 
 
Mighty Ships (Discovery)  
Researching filming opportunities aboard USNS Montford Point, LCS and HSV in Spring 2014.  
(NNTR) 
 

DECLINES: 

 
Ghost in His Eyes 
Documentary on PTSD.  No distribution.  
 
Hands of the Harbor 
Port of San Diego promotional product requesting broll and to document ship homecoming. 
Referred to CHINFO Newsdesk. 
 
 
 

(b) (4)
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Beyond the Light Switch (PBS)
Documentary on national security with focus on economic, energy and environmental security.
Interviews approved for ONR representatives in conjunction with ARPA-E summit. Navy
addendum added to existing Army PAA. (NNTR)

Real Sports with Bryant Gumble (HBO)
Producing episode on supplements. Request cleared via NAVINFO West/San Diego Naval Hospital
for fact-finding phone call with Dr. Brett Partridge and Dr. William Shields regarding Naval Medical
Center-published article on damage of supplements titled "Hepatotoxicity Associated with the
Dietary Supplement N.O.-XPLODE." No PAA required. (NNTR)

The Aviators (PBS)
Docu-series on pilots. Request for Navy pilot access. Researching LCAC pilot option. (NNTR)

The History of Carrier Aviation project (Office of Patriots Point and USS Yorktown)
This is a non-broadcast request for stock footage carrier and carrier based aviation. The final video
will be viewed in the USS Yorktown’s new state of the art theatre. The production release date is
15Iun. Post production begins 15Apr. In research phase. (NNTR)
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—
“B. TAYLOR” (ION TV)
Remaining scenes: AIMD and main gym NAS North Island; Main NEX San Diego NAVSTA. Filming of
remaining scenes on hold pending talent availability. FOLUP email sent to production company to
determine follow-on requirements. (NNTR)

41 on 41 (Bush Library Foundation)
Distribution currently the Bush Library. Filming took place 03]an aboard USS George HW Bush in
support of documentary of former president. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

HORIZON — COMET (BBC Science Series)
Filming took place 15Sep at Coso Hot Springs on Naval Air Weapons Station China Lake. PAA
signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

Mighty Ships (Discovery)
Researching filming opportunities aboard USNS Montford Point, LCS and HSV in Spring 2014.
(NNTR)

DECLINES:

Ghost in His Eyes
Documentary on PTSD. No distribution.

Hands of the Harbor
Port of San Diego promotional product requesting broll and to document ship homecoming.
Referred to CHINFO Newsdesk.



ADMIN: 

Producer’s Guild DoD Presentation 
Michael Ambers, Producer’s Guild invited all service liaison Directors to a hosted 3-hour guild 
seminar featuring Department of Defense speakers on 12Apr at 0930 at CBS Studio City on 
capabilities, resources, technology, locations, recent examples of our collaborations and how we can 
do business together.  Coord meeting with all services scheduled for 9Apr.  
 
HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAVY 
(NNTR) 
 
RESERVE UNIT 
 

 
 
Reserve unit is routing “history of unit” update for Facebook page. (NNTR) 
 
NAVY DAYS #17 (3-10Aug) PLANNING: 
Contacted by Navy League National Director Grant Ivy to provide liaison support opportunities for 
Sailors to attend game and talk shows during ship visits. (NNTR) 

(b) (6)
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ADMIN:
Producer’s Guild DOD Presentation
Michael Ambers, Producer’s Guild invited all service liaison Directors to a hosted 3-hour guild
seminar featuring Department Of Defense speakers on 12Apr at 0930 at CBS Studio City on
capabilities, resources, technology, locations, recent examples of our collaborations and how we can
do business together. Coord meeting with all services scheduled for 9Apr.

HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAVY
(NNTR)

RESERVE UNIT
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Reserve unit is routing “history of unit” update for Facebook page. (NNTR)

NAVY DAYS #17 (3-10Aug) PLANNING:
Contacted by Navy League National Director Grant Ivy to provide liaison support Opportunities for
Sailors tO attend game and talk shows during ship visits. (NNTR)



NAVINFO WEST Weekly Report 
18 Apr 14 

Updated Items in Blue 
 

SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS: 

 
RIM OF THE PACIFIC (DOCUMENTARY REQUEST) – Mitchell Block 
Declined support for access/filming at RIMPAC due to level of effort required too late in the 
planning process to execute by 3rd/PACFLT. 
 
NCIS (CBS)  
Provided NCIS series exec producers the OSD/SAPRO approved “Safe Helpline” informational slide 
to be displayed as a PSA during the closing credits.  CBS network legal advisors have approved and 
authorized to display DoD slide at the closing of episode.  CBS aired “Alleged” on 15Apr and 
reported an estimated 16.73 million viewers of the episode that highlighted Sexual Assault, SAPR, 
and bystander intervention.  Numerous stringer articles related to the episode and mentions of the 
Safe Helpline appeared in the USA Today (16Apr) and Navy Times (17Apr) and numerous tweets 
and FB posting using hashtags #safehelpline.org #SAAM #NCIS.  RFI submitted to OSD PA to 
determine if episode increased website hits and hotline calls.  
 
THE LAST SHIP (TNT)  
Premiere:  TNT is coordinating June 4th screening of The Last Ship at the Washington D.C. 
Newseum.  Guests arrive at approx 1830 for opening ceremonies; pilot shown at 1900; reception 
follows.  Appearances from cast members tentatively include Eric Dane, TNT execs, other actors 
and press.  Coord Navy Band and Color Guard TBD once time frames for the event are secured by 
TNT. 
- Concluded underway filming aboard USS Sterett (DDG 104) from 14-17Apr. 
- Production was able to gather over 20 times more helicopter aerial, ship handling, RHIB and 
interior location footage than when the pilot was filmed in 2013.  Every requested shot was 
accomplished. 
- Coordination with AIRPAC is ongoing for plausible helicopter interior filming at NASNI to gather 
evening gopro footage.  Dates proposed are 28 or29Apr.  Currently vetting lighting availability and 
time requested on ground with production company and squadron. 
- Coordination with AIRPAC and production company to ensure continuity of helicopter platforms 
portrayed in Season ONE.  Will continue rough cut review and validation with AIRPAC PAO/ 
Squadrons as necessary. 
- NAVINFO East assisting with Fleet Week NYC events/coordination for cast/crew embark 
opportunity and screenings 21-27May.  Screenings at bases with Destroyer Squadrons to be 
coordinated by Navy Motion Picture Services. 
- Coordinating social media tools with SURFPAC and TNT. 
 
NCIS L.A. (CBS)  
NAVINFOWEST declined USN support to Episode #254 “Deep Trouble” due to low ROI and high 
level of effort to repo SH-60 IVO San Pedro harbor.  NCIS LA was directed to USCG Mopic Liaison 
office for possible support and use of helo assets located at LAX.  
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RIM OF THE PACIFIC (DOCUMENTARY REQUEST) — Mitchell Block
Declined support for access/filming at RIMPAC due to level of effort required too late in the
planning process to execute by 3Fd/PACFLT.

NCIS (CBS)
Provided NCIS series exec producers the OSD/SAPRO approved "Safe Helpline" informational slide
to be displayed as a PSA during the closing credits. CBS network legal advisors have approved and
authorized to display DoD slide at the closing of episode. CBS aired "Alleged” on 15Apr and
reported an estimated 16.73 million viewers of the episode that highlighted Sexual Assault, SAPR,
and bystander intervention. Numerous stringer articles related to the episode and mentions of the
Safe Helpline appeared in the USA Today (16Apr) and Navy Times (17Apr) and numerous tweets
and PB posting using hashtags #safehelpline.org #SAAM #NCIS. RFI submitted to OSD PA to
determine if episode increased website hits and hotline calls.

THE LAST SHIP (TNT)
Premiere: TNT is coordinating June 4th screening of The Last Ship at the Washington DC.
Newseum. Guests arrive at approx 1830 for opening ceremonies; pilot shown at 1900; reception
follows. Appearances from cast members tentatively include Eric Dane, TNT execs, other actors
and press. Coord Navy Band and Color Guard TBD once time frames for the event are secured by
TNT.
- Concluded underway filming aboard USS Sterett (DDG 104) from 14-17Apr.
- Production was able to gather over 20 times more helicopter aerial, ship handling, RHIB and
interior location footage than when the pilot was filmed in 2013. Every requested shot was
accomplished.
- Coordination with AIRPAC is ongoing for plausible helicopter interior filming at NASNI to gather
evening gopro footage. Dates proposed are 28 or29Apr. Currently vetting lighting availability and
time requested on ground with production company and squadron.
- Coordination with AIRPAC and production company to ensure continuity of helicopter platforms
portrayed in Season ONE. Will continue rough cut review and validation with AIRPAC PAO/
Squadrons as necessary.
- NAVINFO East assisting with Fleet Week NYC events/coordination for cast/crew embark
opportunity and screenings 21-27May. Screenings at bases with Destroyer Squadrons to be
coordinated by Navy Motion Picture Services.
- Coordinating social media tools with SURFPAC and TNT.

NCIS L.A. (CBS)
NAVINFOWEST declined USN support to Episode #254 "Deep Trouble" due to low ROI and high
level of effort to repo SH-60 IVO San Pedro harbor. NCIS LA was directed to USCG Mopic Liaison
office for possible support and use of helo assets located at LAX.



GODZILLA (WB/Legendary) 
SECNAV confirmed participation at both Washington DC screenings 14May.  Coord USAF Band, 
Army Color Guard and Navy Rifle Team for Uptown Theater. 
Schedule of Events for WB Roll-out: 
- Ongoing coordination with LCDR Evans (COMEODGRU ONE, PAO) for use of EOD SMEs and JERRV 
tactical vehicle as static display ISO Los Angeles premiere.  Feasibility of support submitted to 
C7F/CTF-70 (N00PA) for use of FDNF asset ISO premiere press junket to be held in JPN O/A 30Jun. 
- Los Angeles, CA red carpet formal premiere at the Dolby Theater 8May. 
- Washington, D.C. (2) Georgetown IMAX for DC VIPs and Pentagon screening with military honors 
14May 
- US Release – 16May (early screenings offered 10-11May at 48 military bases worldwide) 
- Japan: International premiere in Tokyo/USS Blue Ridge unavailable.  Seeking a ship from the 
Cruiser/Destroyer Squadron for 30Jun press junket with a screening at the base. 
 
SEAPOWER (IMAX/K2 Comms) 
Ongoing planning and SOE/Shot list development with Director and K2 Comm Staff.   
 
SAPR/Jon Blair documentary  
Conducted advance planning conference call with OJAG PAO, NAVINFOWEST and Jon Blair.  
Scheduling screenings call process to try and better define interview opportunities with 
perpetrators already adjudicated by the system.  OJAG PAO provided a list of prosecutors/locations 
for potential interviews.  OJAG CoS CAPT Stone turned down Mr. Blair’s request to go through 
Defense Counsels to reach post-incarceration perpetrators who have transitioned to civilian life.  
No jurisdiction – no contacts list.  Next steps:  Mr. Blair plans a research trip.  Look for SOE to 
follow. (NNTR) 
 

SCRIPTED TV / GAME SHOW: 

 
NCIS (CBS)  
Currently reviewing episode #257. 
 
NCIS Crescent City New Orleans possible spin-off part two episode aired Tuesday night.  Awaiting 
CBS ratings decision.  Phil Strub (OSD PA) talked to creative producers about Navy, NCIS and USMC 
concerns of future direction on NCIS New Orleans spin-off.  Meeting TBD. (NNTR) 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
HAWAII FIVE-O (CBS) 
Reviewed episodes #421, and #422.    
 
Price is Right  
Game show filming military episode 07May.  All services supporting.  Navy coordinating with 
Ventura County to identify 60 Sailors to compete and fill audience, as well as provide one Sailor for 
joint color guard.  AF-led PAA being drafted.  (NNTR) 

(b) (4)

(b) (4)

GODZILLA (WB/Legendary) 
SECNAV confirmed participation at both Washington DC screenings 14May.  Coord USAF Band, 
Army Color Guard and Navy Rifle Team for Uptown Theater. 
Schedule of Events for WB Roll-out: 
- Ongoing coordination with LCDR Evans (COMEODGRU ONE, PAO) for use of EOD SMEs and JERRV 
tactical vehicle as static display ISO Los Angeles premiere.  Feasibility of support submitted to 
C7F/CTF-70 (N00PA) for use of FDNF asset ISO premiere press junket to be held in JPN O/A 30Jun. 
- Los Angeles, CA red carpet formal premiere at the Dolby Theater 8May. 
- Washington, D.C. (2) Georgetown IMAX for DC VIPs and Pentagon screening with military honors 
14May 
- US Release – 16May (early screenings offered 10-11May at 48 military bases worldwide) 
- Japan: International premiere in Tokyo/USS Blue Ridge unavailable.  Seeking a ship from the 
Cruiser/Destroyer Squadron for 30Jun press junket with a screening at the base. 
 
SEAPOWER (IMAX/K2 Comms) 
Ongoing planning and SOE/Shot list development with Director and K2 Comm Staff.   
 
SAPR/Jon Blair documentary  
Conducted advance planning conference call with OJAG PAO, NAVINFOWEST and Jon Blair.  
Scheduling screenings call process to try and better define interview opportunities with 
perpetrators already adjudicated by the system.  OJAG PAO provided a list of prosecutors/locations 
for potential interviews.  OJAG CoS CAPT Stone turned down Mr. Blair’s request to go through 
Defense Counsels to reach post-incarceration perpetrators who have transitioned to civilian life.  
No jurisdiction – no contacts list.  Next steps:  Mr. Blair plans a research trip.  Look for SOE to 
follow. (NNTR) 
 

SCRIPTED TV / GAME SHOW: 

 
NCIS (CBS)  
Currently reviewing episode #257. 
 
NCIS Crescent City New Orleans possible spin-off part two episode aired Tuesday night.  Awaiting 
CBS ratings decision.  Phil Strub (OSD PA) talked to creative producers about Navy, NCIS and USMC 
concerns of future direction on NCIS New Orleans spin-off.  Meeting TBD. (NNTR) 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
HAWAII FIVE-O (CBS) 
Reviewed episodes #421, and #422.    
 
Price is Right  
Game show filming military episode 07May.  All services supporting.  Navy coordinating with 
Ventura County to identify 60 Sailors to compete and fill audience, as well as provide one Sailor for 
joint color guard.  AF-led PAA being drafted.  (NNTR) 

(b) (4)

(b) (4)

GODZILLA (WB/Legendary)
SECNAV confirmed participation at both Washington DC screenings 14May. Coord USAF Band,
Army Color Guard and Navy Rifle Team for Uptown Theater.
Schedule of Events for WB Roll-out:
- Ongoing coordination with LCDR Evans (COMEODGRU ONE, PAO) for use ofEOD SMEs and IERRV
tactical vehicle as static display ISO Los Angeles premiere. Feasibility of support submitted to
C7F/CTF-70 (NOOPA) for use of FDNF asset ISO premiere press junket to be held in ]PN O/A 30]un.
- Los Angeles, CA red carpet formal premiere at the Dolby Theater 8May.
- Washington, D.C. (2) Georgetown IMAX for DC VIPs and Pentagon screening with military honors
14May
- US Release — 16May (early screenings offered 10-11May at 48 military bases worldwide)
- Japan: International premiere in Tokyo/USS Blue Ridge unavailable. Seeking a ship from the
Cruiser/Destroyer Squadron for 30]un press junket with a screening at the base.

SEAPOWER (IMAX/K2 Comms)
Ongoing planning and SOE/Shot list development with Director and K2 Comm Staff.

SAPR/Ion Blair documentary
Conducted advance planning conference call with OIAG PAO, NAVINFOWEST and Ion Blair.
Scheduling screenings call process to try and better define interview opportunities with
perpetrators already adjudicated by the system. OIAG PAO provided a list of prosecutors/locations
for potential interviews. OIAG CoS CAPT Stone turned down Mr. Blair’s request to go through
Defense Counsels to reach post-incarceration perpetrators who have transitioned to civilian life.
No jurisdiction — no contacts list. Next steps: Mr. Blair plans a research trip. Look for SOE to
follow. (NNTR)

SCRIPTED TV / GAME SHOW:

NCIS (CBS)
Currently reviewing episode #257.

NCIS Crescent City New Orleans possible spin-off part two episode aired Tuesday night. Awaiting
CBS ratings decision. Phil Strub (OSD PA) talked to creative producers about Navy, NCIS and USMC
concerns of future direction on NCIS New Orleans spin-off. Meeting TBD. (NNTR)

HAWAII FIVE-O (CBS)
Reviewed episodes #421, and #422.

Price is Right
Game show filming military episode 07May. All services supporting. Navy coordinating with
Ventura County to identify 60 Sailors to compete and fill audience, as well as provide one Sailor for
joint color guard. AF-led PAA being drafted. (NNTR)



FEATURE FILMS 

 
 

  
 

 
LUCY (Europa Corp-Universal Pictures) 
A film by the Director of "The Professional" and "Fifth Element" requested to use a five 
second clip of an F-18 carrier take-off his latest film entitled "Lucy." The carrier take-off 
clip previously cleared for public release DefenseImagery.mil. (NNTR) 
 
USS Indianapolis: Men of Courage (Hannibal Pictures) 
Project delayed to fall. (NNTR) 
 
HUNTER-KILLER 
New sub-plot script in review.  Script notes and thematic rewrite recommendations provided to 
Director on 4Mar.  Several phoncons to discuss thematics this week.  Expect revised script soon. 
(NNTR) 
 

 
 

 
 

 

DOCUMENTARIES (Air Date): 

 
RISE OF THE MACHINES 
Filming embark completed 30Oct-03Nov aboard USS Ronald Reagan (CVN-76).  Rough cut reviewed 
18Mar.  Feedback given from AIRPAC/USS Ronald Reagan.  Air date scheduled for 22Apr on History 
Channel H2, 1900 (PST). 
 
EMPOWERMENT PROJECT (IndieFlix) 
Interview with VADM Michelle Howard conducted Sunday, 29Sep13 as part of documentary 
showcasing inspirational women in a variety of career fields.  PAA signed.  Rough cut reviewed.  
Special screenings planned in Chicago and Los Angeles 8-11May.  Awaiting official air date. 
 
SEAL Dog (Smithsonian) 
Film about former SEAL Trevor Maroshek and his relationship with his dog, Chopper, a former 
military working dog.  Vice President Joe Biden interviewed for film as well.  Interview conducted, 
Apr. 7, with NICoE's CAPT. (Dr.) Robert Koffman to discuss treatment of PTSD/TBI and program 
using canines as therapy dogs.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 
Ancient Impossible (History Channel H2) 
Series comparing ancient and modern inventions revealing the amazing technology, engineering 
and genius that came from ancient times.  An episode will compare the steam catapult from a 
carrier to the ancient steam catapult as well as show the similarities and differences of the ancient 
world's largest ship to the modern carrier.  Filming completed 3-4Apr.  Addendum added to original 
PAA to support broll opportunities with USS Green Bay, 2Apr.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 
 

(b) (4)

(b) (4)

FEATURE FILMS 

 
 

  
 

 
LUCY (Europa Corp-Universal Pictures) 
A film by the Director of "The Professional" and "Fifth Element" requested to use a five 
second clip of an F-18 carrier take-off his latest film entitled "Lucy." The carrier take-off 
clip previously cleared for public release DefenseImagery.mil. (NNTR) 
 
USS Indianapolis: Men of Courage (Hannibal Pictures) 
Project delayed to fall. (NNTR) 
 
HUNTER-KILLER 
New sub-plot script in review.  Script notes and thematic rewrite recommendations provided to 
Director on 4Mar.  Several phoncons to discuss thematics this week.  Expect revised script soon. 
(NNTR) 
 

 
 

 
 

 

DOCUMENTARIES (Air Date): 

 
RISE OF THE MACHINES 
Filming embark completed 30Oct-03Nov aboard USS Ronald Reagan (CVN-76).  Rough cut reviewed 
18Mar.  Feedback given from AIRPAC/USS Ronald Reagan.  Air date scheduled for 22Apr on History 
Channel H2, 1900 (PST). 
 
EMPOWERMENT PROJECT (IndieFlix) 
Interview with VADM Michelle Howard conducted Sunday, 29Sep13 as part of documentary 
showcasing inspirational women in a variety of career fields.  PAA signed.  Rough cut reviewed.  
Special screenings planned in Chicago and Los Angeles 8-11May.  Awaiting official air date. 
 
SEAL Dog (Smithsonian) 
Film about former SEAL Trevor Maroshek and his relationship with his dog, Chopper, a former 
military working dog.  Vice President Joe Biden interviewed for film as well.  Interview conducted, 
Apr. 7, with NICoE's CAPT. (Dr.) Robert Koffman to discuss treatment of PTSD/TBI and program 
using canines as therapy dogs.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 
Ancient Impossible (History Channel H2) 
Series comparing ancient and modern inventions revealing the amazing technology, engineering 
and genius that came from ancient times.  An episode will compare the steam catapult from a 
carrier to the ancient steam catapult as well as show the similarities and differences of the ancient 
world's largest ship to the modern carrier.  Filming completed 3-4Apr.  Addendum added to original 
PAA to support broll opportunities with USS Green Bay, 2Apr.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 
 

(b) (4)

(b) (4)

l FEATURE FILMS

b) (4)

LUCY (Europa Corp-Universal Pictures)
A film by the Director of "The Professional" and "Fifth Element" requested to use a five
second clip of an F-18 carrier take-off his latest film entitled "Lucy." The carrier take-off
clip previously cleared for public release Defenselmagery.mil. (NNTR)

USS Indianapolis: Men of Courage (Hannibal Pictures)
Project delayed to fall. (NNTR)

HUNTER-KILLER
New sub-plot script in review. Script notes and thematic rewrite recommendations provided to
Director on 4Mar. Several phoncons to discuss thematics this week. Expect revised script soon.
(NNTR)

DOCUMENTARIES (Air Date):

RISE OF THE MACHINES
Filming embark completed 300ct-03Nov aboard USS Ronald Reagan (CVN-76). Rough cut reviewed
18Mar. Feedback given from AIRPAC/USS Ronald Reagan. Air date scheduled for ZZApr on History
Channel H2, 1900 (PST).

EMPOWERMENT PROIECT (IndieFliX)
Interview with VADM Michelle Howard conducted Sunday, 29Sep13 as part of documentary
showcasing inspirational women in a variety of career fields. PAA signed. Rough cut reviewed.
Special screenings planned in Chicago and Los Angeles 8-11May. Awaiting official air date.

SEAL Dog (Smithsonian)
Film about former SEAL Trevor Maroshek and his relationship with his dog, Chopper, a former
military working dog. Vice President Joe Biden interviewed for film as well. Interview conducted,
Apr. 7, with NICoE's CAPT. (Dr.) Robert Koffman to discuss treatment of PTSD/TBI and program
using canines as therapy dogs. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

Ancient Impossible (History Channel H2)
Series comparing ancient and modern inventions revealing the amazing technology, engineering
and genius that came from ancient times. An episode will compare the steam catapult from a
carrier to the ancient steam catapult as well as show the similarities and differences of the ancient
world's largest ship to the modern carrier. Filming completed 3-4Apr. Addendum added to original
PAA to support broll opportunities with USS Green Bay, 2Apr. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)



HOMEFRONT (PBS)  
OSD(PA) granted DoD support for the PBS documentary “Homefront” that will explore how military  
families deal/cope with deployments.  NAVINFOWEST ICW Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC) PAO 
assisted in identifying dependents and service members representing the Navy’s Seabees.  Filming 
took place 18-20Feb to include broll of NMCB 3's homecoming and NMCB 5's morning quarters and 
gun range exercise.  Interviews included diverse mix of dependents, service members and family 
situations.  Documentary expected completion late 2014 and airing early 2015. (NNTR) 
 
HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC) 
Filming took place 15Oct at Directorate of Time and 25Oct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's 
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time.  PAA signed.  Rough cut of episode 
on 'time' received.  Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in 
very professional/capable manner.  Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR) 
 
MAKERS: WOMEN & WAR 
Vice Adm. Howard (N3N5) interviewed with PBS' "Makers" documentary program 09Jan about the 
integration of women in the Navy since the 1970s.  The episode will air in JUNE and will also feature 
interviews with senior women leaders in the Army and Marines.  The "Women & War" segment is 
one of six episodes that will look at the evolution of women in six different career fields and is a 
follow-up to PBS' 2012 series that detailed the history of the women's movement.  Rough cut 
reviewed.  Air date set for 24Jun. (NNTR) 
 
Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation 
Museum.  Filming took place 15Jan.  Awaiting rough cut.  (NNTR) 
 
D-Day Sunken Secrets (NOVA/PBS) 
Showcases underwater artifacts from D-Day.  Feb. 20 interview with NHHC Director CAPT Hendrix.  
PAA signed.  Rough cut reviewed.  Air date set for 28May, 9PM(EST). (NNTR) 
 
New Race for Space (Science Channel) 
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration.  Filming took place 15Feb for  
scheduled test of NASA's SIAD rocket on China Lake.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 

DOCUMENTARIES (In Production): 

 
Travel Family (PBS) 
Series showcasing family-friendly locations in the U.S. Request to film at Aviation Museum and 
interview Blue Angel pilot.  PAA sent to producer.  
 
Anthony Bourdain: Parts Unknown (CNN) 
Travel and food show series.  Researching support.  
 
Jeff Dunham: All Over the Map (Comedy Central) 
Request to film comedian Jeff Dunham's performance on Pearl Harbor at Ward Field, May 24. 
Researching with Pearl Harbor PAO. 
 
House Hunters International  (HGTV) 
Television episode will follow Navy dentist during his search for a house out on the economy. 
Filming support requested to highlight his on-base occupation at Dental Clinic.  Researching 

HOMEFRONT (PBS)  
OSD(PA) granted DoD support for the PBS documentary “Homefront” that will explore how military  
families deal/cope with deployments.  NAVINFOWEST ICW Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC) PAO 
assisted in identifying dependents and service members representing the Navy’s Seabees.  Filming 
took place 18-20Feb to include broll of NMCB 3's homecoming and NMCB 5's morning quarters and 
gun range exercise.  Interviews included diverse mix of dependents, service members and family 
situations.  Documentary expected completion late 2014 and airing early 2015. (NNTR) 
 
HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC) 
Filming took place 15Oct at Directorate of Time and 25Oct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's 
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time.  PAA signed.  Rough cut of episode 
on 'time' received.  Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in 
very professional/capable manner.  Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR) 
 
MAKERS: WOMEN & WAR 
Vice Adm. Howard (N3N5) interviewed with PBS' "Makers" documentary program 09Jan about the 
integration of women in the Navy since the 1970s.  The episode will air in JUNE and will also feature 
interviews with senior women leaders in the Army and Marines.  The "Women & War" segment is 
one of six episodes that will look at the evolution of women in six different career fields and is a 
follow-up to PBS' 2012 series that detailed the history of the women's movement.  Rough cut 
reviewed.  Air date set for 24Jun. (NNTR) 
 
Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation 
Museum.  Filming took place 15Jan.  Awaiting rough cut.  (NNTR) 
 
D-Day Sunken Secrets (NOVA/PBS) 
Showcases underwater artifacts from D-Day.  Feb. 20 interview with NHHC Director CAPT Hendrix.  
PAA signed.  Rough cut reviewed.  Air date set for 28May, 9PM(EST). (NNTR) 
 
New Race for Space (Science Channel) 
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration.  Filming took place 15Feb for  
scheduled test of NASA's SIAD rocket on China Lake.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 

DOCUMENTARIES (In Production): 

 
Travel Family (PBS) 
Series showcasing family-friendly locations in the U.S. Request to film at Aviation Museum and 
interview Blue Angel pilot.  PAA sent to producer.  
 
Anthony Bourdain: Parts Unknown (CNN) 
Travel and food show series.  Researching support.  
 
Jeff Dunham: All Over the Map (Comedy Central) 
Request to film comedian Jeff Dunham's performance on Pearl Harbor at Ward Field, May 24. 
Researching with Pearl Harbor PAO. 
 
House Hunters International  (HGTV) 
Television episode will follow Navy dentist during his search for a house out on the economy. 
Filming support requested to highlight his on-base occupation at Dental Clinic.  Researching 

HOMEFRONT (PBS)
OSD(PA) granted DOD support for the PBS documentary "Homefront" that will explore how military
families deal/cope with deployments. NAVINFOWEST ICW Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC) PAO
assisted in identifying dependents and service members representing the Navy’s Seabees. Filming
took place 18—20Feb to include broll of NMCB 3's homecoming and NMCB 5's morning quarters and
gun range exercise. Interviews included diverse mix of dependents, service members and family
situations. Documentary expected completion late 2014 and airing early 2015. (NNTR)

HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC)
Filming took place 150ct at Directorate of Time and 250ct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time. PAA signed. Rough cut of episode
on 'time' received. Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in
very professional/capable manner. Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR)

MAKERS: WOMEN & WAR
Vice Adm. Howard (N3N5) interviewed with PBS' "Makers" documentary program 09]an about the
integration of women in the Navy since the 19703. The episode will air in JUNE and will also feature
interviews with senior women leaders in the Army and Marines. The "Women & War" segment is
one of six episodes that will look at the evolution of women in six different career fields and is a
follow-up to PBS' 2012 series that detailed the history of the women's movement. Rough cut
reviewed. Air date set for 24]un. (NNTR)

Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel)
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation
Museum. Filming took place 15]an. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

D-Day Sunken Secrets (NOVA/PBS)
Showcases underwater artifacts from D-Day. Feb. 20 interview with NHHC Director CAPT Hendrix.
PAA signed. Rough cut reviewed. Air date set for 28May, 9PM(EST). (NNTR)

New Race for Space (Science Channel)
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration. Filming took place 15Feb for
scheduled test of NASA's SIAD rocket on China Lake. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

DOCUMENTARIES (In Production):

Travel Family (PBS)
Series showcasing family-friendly locations in the US. Request to film at Aviation Museum and
interview Blue Angel pilot. PAA sent to producer.

Anthony Bourdain: Parts Unknown (CNN)
Travel and food show series. Researching support.

Jeff Dunham: All Over the Map (Comedy Central)
Request to film comedian Ieff Dunham's performance on Pearl Harbor at Ward Field, May 24.
Researching with Pearl Harbor PAO.

House Hunters International (HGTV)
Television episode will follow Navy dentist during his search for a house out on the economy.
Filming support requested to highlight his on-base occupation at Dental Clinic. Researching



support with Guam PAO and Region Medical with intent to demonstrate overseas support services 
for service members and dependents.  
 
Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
Filmed Navy dive artifacts 15Apr at Navy Museum with NHHC escort.  Episode will highlight career 
of BMCM Carl Brashear.  PAA signed. 
 
Mighty Ships (Discovery)  
Researching filming opportunities aboard USNS Montford Point, JHSV and the USNS Mercy during 
RIMPAC.  
 
Lone Woman of San Nicholas Island (PBS) 
Documentary on story of Lone Woman of San Nicholas.  Request to interview SME regarding Navy's 
presence on San Nicholas and preservation of Lone Woman site.  Researching support. (NNTR) 
 
Mighty Planes (Discovery)  
Television series documenting world’s most impressive aircraft.  Request to highlight top three 
manned jets.  Researching support. (NNTR) 
 
UnSEALed (PBS) 
Production support approved with addendum to previous research-assisted PAA approved by 
NAVINFO West and Naval Special Warfare Command. PAA and Addendum signed.  CAPT Fenick 
coordinating filming several ceremonial events at BUDS training and tributes to the fallen at other 
locations. (NNTR) 
 
House Hunters International - Rota, Spain (HGTV) 
Television episode will track newly arriving principal of David Glasgow Farragut (DGF) DOEDA 
school on NAVSTA Rota during his search for a house out on the economy.  Filming support 
approved solely to highlight his job as principal of DGF with access to filming exterior/interior 
shots of DGF. Coordinating with NAVSTA Rota PAO.  Filming scheduled for summer 2014, one-day 
shoot.  PAA signed. (NNTR) 
 
Spent: Looking for Change (no distribution) 
Documentary on predatory lending from same producers that made "An Inconvenient Truth" and 
"Waiting for Superman."  Initial request for fact-finding, research assistance to speak off-camera 
with RLSO and NMCRS representatives to discuss predatory lenders targeting of military.  Initial 
phone calls will also serve to identify selection of on-camera interviews at a later date, pending 
approval.  Navy and Marine film offices researching support.  No PAA. (NNTR) 
 

  
 

 
 
Story of the California Channel Islands (PBS) 
Historical documentary on Channel Islands from their creation to present day.  Researching 
assistance for Navy SMEs to discuss current ops and environmental stewardship programs on San 
Nicholas and San Clemente islands.  Coordinating with CNRSW for support. (NNTR) 
 
Secrets of the Arsenal (Military Channel) 
Explores museums and collections to find interesting and historically-significant stories associated 
with them.  Researching with NHHC to identify appropriate artifacts. (NNTR) 

(b) (4)

support with Guam PAO and Region Medical with intent to demonstrate overseas support services 
for service members and dependents.  
 
Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
Filmed Navy dive artifacts 15Apr at Navy Museum with NHHC escort.  Episode will highlight career 
of BMCM Carl Brashear.  PAA signed. 
 
Mighty Ships (Discovery)  
Researching filming opportunities aboard USNS Montford Point, JHSV and the USNS Mercy during 
RIMPAC.  
 
Lone Woman of San Nicholas Island (PBS) 
Documentary on story of Lone Woman of San Nicholas.  Request to interview SME regarding Navy's 
presence on San Nicholas and preservation of Lone Woman site.  Researching support. (NNTR) 
 
Mighty Planes (Discovery)  
Television series documenting world’s most impressive aircraft.  Request to highlight top three 
manned jets.  Researching support. (NNTR) 
 
UnSEALed (PBS) 
Production support approved with addendum to previous research-assisted PAA approved by 
NAVINFO West and Naval Special Warfare Command. PAA and Addendum signed.  CAPT Fenick 
coordinating filming several ceremonial events at BUDS training and tributes to the fallen at other 
locations. (NNTR) 
 
House Hunters International - Rota, Spain (HGTV) 
Television episode will track newly arriving principal of David Glasgow Farragut (DGF) DOEDA 
school on NAVSTA Rota during his search for a house out on the economy.  Filming support 
approved solely to highlight his job as principal of DGF with access to filming exterior/interior 
shots of DGF. Coordinating with NAVSTA Rota PAO.  Filming scheduled for summer 2014, one-day 
shoot.  PAA signed. (NNTR) 
 
Spent: Looking for Change (no distribution) 
Documentary on predatory lending from same producers that made "An Inconvenient Truth" and 
"Waiting for Superman."  Initial request for fact-finding, research assistance to speak off-camera 
with RLSO and NMCRS representatives to discuss predatory lenders targeting of military.  Initial 
phone calls will also serve to identify selection of on-camera interviews at a later date, pending 
approval.  Navy and Marine film offices researching support.  No PAA. (NNTR) 
 

  
 

 
 
Story of the California Channel Islands (PBS) 
Historical documentary on Channel Islands from their creation to present day.  Researching 
assistance for Navy SMEs to discuss current ops and environmental stewardship programs on San 
Nicholas and San Clemente islands.  Coordinating with CNRSW for support. (NNTR) 
 
Secrets of the Arsenal (Military Channel) 
Explores museums and collections to find interesting and historically-significant stories associated 
with them.  Researching with NHHC to identify appropriate artifacts. (NNTR) 

(b) (4)

support with Guam PAO and Region Medical with intent to demonstrate overseas support services
for service members and dependents.

Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel)
Filmed Navy dive artifacts 15Apr at Navy Museum with NHHC escort. Episode will highlight career
of BMCM Carl Brashear. PAA signed.

Mighty Ships (Discovery)
Researching filming opportunities aboard USNS Montford Point, IHSV and the USNS Mercy during
RIMPAC.

Lone Woman of San Nicholas Island (PBS)
Documentary on story of Lone Woman of San Nicholas. Request to interview SME regarding Navy's
presence on San Nicholas and preservation of Lone Woman site. Researching support. (NNTR)

Mighty Planes (Discovery)
Television series documenting world’s most impressive aircraft. Request to highlight top three
manned jets. Researching support. (NNTR)

UnSEALed (PBS)
Production support approved with addendum to previous research-assisted PAA approved by
NAVINFO West and Naval Special Warfare Command. PAA and Addendum signed. CAPT Fenick
coordinating filming several ceremonial events at BUDS training and tributes to the fallen at other
locations. (NNTR)

House Hunters International - Rota, Spain (HGTV)
Television episode will track newly arriving principal of David Glasgow Farragut (DGF) DOEDA
school on NAVSTA Rota during his search for a house out on the economy. Filming support
approved solely to highlight his job as principal of DGF with access to filming exterior/interior
shots of DGF. Coordinating with NAVSTA Rota PAO. Filming scheduled for summer 2014, one-day
shoot. PAA signed. (NNTR)

Spent: Looking for Change (no distribution)
Documentary on predatory lending from same producers that made "An Inconvenient Truth" and
"Waiting for Superman." Initial request for fact-finding, research assistance to speak off-camera
with RLSO and NMCRS representatives to discuss predatory lenders targeting of military. Initial
phone calls will also serve to identify selection of on-camera interviews at a later date, pending
approval. Navy and Marine film offices researching support. No PAA. (NNTR)

b) (4)

Story of the California Channel Islands (PBS)
Historical documentary on Channel Islands from their creation to present day. Researching
assistance for Navy SMEs to discuss current ops and environmental stewardship programs on San
Nicholas and San Clemente islands. Coordinating with CNRSW for support. (NNTR)

Secrets of the Arsenal (Military Channel)
Explores museums and collections to find interesting and historically-significant stories associated
with them. Researching with NHHC to identify appropriate artifacts. (NNTR)



Op Martillo (Univision) 
PAA-supported counter drug ops documentary.  Producers circling back with request for additional 
May 2014 embark.  NAVINFOWEST ICW SOUTHCOM and C4F will review current footage to verify 
compliance with existing PAA before approving additional embarks. (NNTR) 
 
Beyond the Light Switch (PBS) 
Documentary on national security with focus on economic, energy and environmental security. 
Interviews approved for ONR representatives in conjunction with ARPA-E summit.  Navy 
addendum added to existing Army PAA. (NNTR) 
 
The History of Carrier Aviation project (Office of Patriots Point and USS Yorktown) 
This is a non-broadcast request for stock footage carrier and carrier based aviation. The final video 
will be viewed in the USS Yorktown’s new state of the art theatre. The production release date is 
15Jun. Post production begins 15Apr.  In research phase.  (NNTR) 
 
“B. TAYLOR” (ION TV) 
Remaining scenes:  AIMD and main gym NAS North Island; Main NEX San Diego NAVSTA.  Filming of 
remaining scenes on hold pending talent availability.  FOLUP email sent to production company to 
determine follow-on requirements. (NNTR) 
 
41 on 41 (Bush Library Foundation)  
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Contacted by Navy League National Director Grant Ivy to provide liaison support opportunities for 
Sailors to attend game and talk shows during ship visits. (NNTR) 
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NAVINFO WEST Weekly Report 
25 Apr 14 

Updated Items in Blue 
 

SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS: 

 
RICKOVER DOCUMENTARY SCHEDULED FOR RELEASE AT GI FILMFEST (29APR) 
ADMIRAL HYMAN RICKOVER: THE FATHER OF NUCLEAR POWER documentary by Manifold 
Productions.  Premiere of film in Washington DC, April 29, 2014 at GI Film Festival.  
http://gifilmfestival.com/portfolios/admiral-rickover-the-father-of-nuclear-power/ 
 
Film synopsis: "Combative, provocative and searingly blunt, Admiral Hyman G. Rickover was a 
flamboyant maverick and a unique American hero. “ 
- NAVINFO West provided PAA, 4Mar2011, to support documentary and collaborated with NAVSEA 
Naval Reactor PAO to serve as project officer.   
- Producer refused any and all requests for a rough cut review claiming no active duty interviews 
were conducted and no access to active bases/ships.   
- Producer did not keep the nuclear reactors project officer informed regarding progress.   
 
RISE OF THE MACHINES (AIRED) 
History Channel's H2 network aired PAA-supported episode, 22 Apr, showcasing USS Ronald 
Reagan's (CVN 76) -- people, mission, technology and war fighting capabilities weaving in cutting-
edge graphics and key interviews with Reagan's CO, Air Boss and crew above and below decks.   
Full episode can be viewed here. http://www.history.com/shows/rise-of-the-
machines/videos/aircraft-carrier?m=51896f6e2acad 
 
RIM OF THE PACIFIC (DOCUMENTARY REQUEST) – Mitchell Block 
Meeting held with Mitchell Block (Director) on 22Apr to formally declined support for 
access/filming at RIMPAC due to level of effort required too late in the planning process.  
NAVINFOWEST Director/Deputy discussed future filming opportunities with Mr. Block that could 
highlight a future joint exercise with the Chinese in the PACOM AOR.  Mr. Block is moving forward 
with a separate independent documentary with a Chinese company DMG about the new Chinese 
carrier for China TV audience.  He goes to China 13May. 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
THE LAST SHIP (TNT) (FILMING COMPLETE) 
Premiere:  TNT is coordinating June 4th screening of The Last Ship at the Washington D.C. 
Newseum.  Guests arrive at approx 1830 for opening ceremonies; pilot shown at 1900; reception 
follows.  Appearances from cast members tentatively include Eric Dane, TNT execs, other actors 
and press.  Coord Navy Band and Color Guard TBD once time frames for the event are secured by 
TNT. 

(b) (4)
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Meeting held with Mitchell Block (Director) on 22Apr to formally declined support for
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NAVINFOWEST Director/Deputy discussed future filming opportunities with Mr. Block that could
highlight a future joint exercise with the Chinese in the PACOM AOR. Mr. Block is moving forward
with a separate independent documentary with a Chinese company DMG about the new Chinese
carrier for China TV audience. He goes to China 13May.

THE LAST SHIP (TNT) (FILMING COMPLETE)
Premiere: TNT is coordinating June 4th screening of The Last Ship at the Washington D.C.
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Cancelled production request for evening filming aboard an MH-60 helicopter for interior cockpit 
footage due to last minute coord.  Informed AIRPAC. 
NAVINFO East assisting with Fleet Week NYC events/coordination for cast/crew embark 
opportunity and screenings 21-27May.  Screenings at bases with Destroyer Squadrons to be 
coordinated by Navy Motion Picture Services. 
 
All filming has concluded and the remaining episodes for Season One are being edited with the final 
footage taken aboard USS Sterett.  Helicopter platforms have been validated through AIRPAC 
identifying both MH-60 S/R platforms as being present during underway filming.  The variants have 
been brought to the attention of the production company to choose one type and quarantine the 
remainder of the footage. 
 
GODZILLA (WB/Legendary) (PREMIERES) 
SECNAV confirmed participation at both Washington DC screenings 14May.  Working with OSD 
PAO, Army and Air Force offices for guest lists at the AMC Loews 1 Uptown Theater, Washington 
D.C.  SECNAV slated as guest speaker along with film director. 
Schedule of Events for WB Roll-out: 
- Ongoing coordination with LCDR Evans (COMEODGRU ONE, PAO) for use of EOD SMEs and JERRV 
tactical vehicle as static display ISO Los Angeles premiere.  Feasibility of support submitted to 
C7F/CTF-70 (N00PA) for use of FDNF asset ISO premiere press junket to be held in JPN O/A 30Jun. 
- Los Angeles, CA red carpet formal premiere at the Dolby Theater 8May. 
- Washington, D.C. (2) Georgetown IMAX for DC VIPs and Pentagon screening with military honors 
14May 
- US Release – 16May (early screenings offered 10-11May at 48 military bases worldwide) 
- Japan: International premiere in Tokyo/USS Blue Ridge unavailable.  Seeking a ship from the 
Cruiser/Destroyer Squadron for 30Jun press junket with a screening at the base. 
 
SEAPOWER (IMAX/K2 Comms) 
Ongoing planning and SOE/Shot list development with Director and K2 Comm Staff. (NNTR)   
 
SAPR/Jon Blair (Documentary)  
Conducted advance planning conference call with OJAG PAO, NAVINFOWEST and Jon Blair.  
Scheduling screenings call process to try and better define interview opportunities with 
perpetrators already adjudicated by the system.  OJAG PAO provided a list of prosecutors/locations 
for potential interviews.  OJAG CoS CAPT Stone turned down Mr. Blair’s request to go through 
Defense Counsels to reach post-incarceration perpetrators who have transitioned to civilian life.  
No jurisdiction – no contacts list.  Next steps:  Mr. Blair plans a research trip.  Look for SOE to 
follow. (NNTR) 
 

SCRIPTED TV / GAME SHOW: 

 
The Ellen DeGeneres Show 
Contacted by DVIDS to solicit support for service member shout-outs to their mothers to be aired 
on Ellen's Mother's Day show.  DVIDS coordinating with local command PAOs for support. 
 
Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon 
Service members requested to fill audience in recognition of Military Appreciation Month. The 
Tonight Show has requested an entire audience of service members for show’s taping on Fri, 
23May.  High probability service members will meet Jimmy Fallon and any talent scheduled to be 
on the show.  Tonight Show is currently #1-rated, late-night talk show (average nightly viewership 
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opportunity and screenings 21-27May. Screenings at bases with Destroyer Squadrons to be
coordinated by Navy Motion Picture Services.
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of 3.9 million and viral web/social followership well into multi-millions).  NAVINFO East assisting 
with Navy support.  
 
NCIS (CBS)  
Provided script notes ISO episode #257. 
 

 
 
 

 
HAWAII FIVE-O (CBS) 
(NNTR)    
 
Price is Right  
Game show filming military episode 07May.  All services supporting.  Navy coordinating with 
Ventura County to identify 60 Sailors to compete and fill audience, as well as provide one Sailor for 
joint color guard.  AF-led PAA being drafted.  (NNTR) 
 

FEATURE FILMS 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
  

 
 
LUCY (Europa Corp-Universal Pictures) 

A film by the Director of "The Professional" and "Fifth Element" requested to use a five 
second clip of an F-18 carrier take-off his latest film entitled "Lucy." The carrier take-off 
clip previously cleared for public release DefenseImagery.mil. (NNTR) 
 
USS Indianapolis: Men of Courage (Hannibal Pictures) 
Project delayed to fall. (NNTR) 
 
HUNTER-KILLER 
New sub-plot script in review.  Script notes and thematic rewrite recommendations provided to 
Director on 4Mar.  Several phoncons to discuss thematics this week.  Expect revised script soon. 
(NNTR) 
 

DOCUMENTARIES (Air Date): 

 
Travel Family with Colleen Kelley (PBS) 
Series showcasing family-friendly locations in the U.S. and abroad.  Filmed at Pensacola Aviation 
Museum highlighting NC-4 flying boat, Apollo program exhibit, and 4D Blue Angel Theater.  Blue 
Angels support included broll of pilots at autograph session at Aviation Museum, and interviews 
with pilots #2 and #6 shot on the flight line.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. 
 

(b) (4)

(b) (4)

(b) (4)
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Price is Right
Game show filming military episode 07May. All services supporting. Navy coordinating with
Ventura County to identify 60 Sailors to compete and fill audience, as well as provide one Sailor for
joint color guard. AF-led PAA being drafted. (NNTR)

FEATURE FILMS

LUCY (Europa Corp-Universal Pictures)
A film by the Director of "The Professional" and "Fifth Element" requested to use a five
second clip of an F-18 carrier take-off his latest film entitled "Lucy." The carrier take-off
clip previously cleared for public release Defenselmagery.mil. (NNTR)

USS Indianapolis: Men of Courage (Hannibal Pictures)
Project delayed to fall. (NNTR)

HUNTER-KILLER
New sub-plot script in review. Script notes and thematic rewrite recommendations provided to
Director on 4Mar. Several phoncons to discuss thematics this week. Expect revised script soon.
(NNTR)

DOCUMENTARIES (Air Date):

Travel Family with Colleen Kelley (PBS)
Series showcasing family-friendly locations in the US. and abroad. Filmed at Pensacola Aviation
Museum highlighting NC-4 flying boat, Apollo program exhibit, and 4D Blue Angel Theater. Blue
Angels support included broll of pilots at autograph session at Aviation Museum, and interviews
with pilots #2 and #6 shot on the flight line. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut.



Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
Filmed Navy dive artifacts 15Apr at Navy Museum with NHHC escort.  Episode will highlight career 
of BMCM Carl Brashear.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. 
 
EMPOWERMENT PROJECT (IndieFlix) 
Interview with VADM Michelle Howard conducted Sunday, 29Sep13 as part of documentary 
showcasing inspirational women in a variety of career fields.  PAA signed.  Rough cut reviewed.  
Special screenings planned in Chicago and Los Angeles 8-11May.  Awaiting official air date. 
 
SEAL Dog (Smithsonian) 
Film about former SEAL Trevor Maroshek and his relationship with his dog, Chopper, a former 
military working dog.  Vice President Joe Biden interviewed for film as well.  Interview conducted, 
Apr. 7, with NICoE's CAPT. (Dr.) Robert Koffman to discuss treatment of PTSD/TBI and program 
using canines as therapy dogs.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 
Ancient Impossible (History Channel H2) 
Series comparing ancient and modern inventions revealing the amazing technology, engineering 
and genius that came from ancient times.  An episode will compare the steam catapult from a 
carrier to the ancient steam catapult as well as show the similarities and differences of the ancient 
world's largest ship to the modern carrier.  Filming completed 3-4Apr.  Addendum added to original 
PAA to support broll opportunities with USS Green Bay, 2Apr.  NAVINFOWEST Project Officer 
provided aerial footage taken by USS Ronald Reagan Media Dept and shipped to producers in 
24Apr. 
 
HOMEFRONT (PBS)  
OSD(PA) granted DoD support for the PBS documentary “Homefront” that will explore how military  
families deal/cope with deployments.  NAVINFOWEST ICW Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC) PAO 
assisted in identifying dependents and service members representing the Navy’s Seabees.  Filming 
took place 18-20Feb to include broll of NMCB 3's homecoming and NMCB 5's morning quarters and 
gun range exercise.  Interviews included diverse mix of dependents, service members and family 
situations.  Documentary expected completion late 2014 and airing early 2015. (NNTR) 
 
HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC) 
Filming took place 15Oct at Directorate of Time and 25Oct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's 
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time.  PAA signed.  Rough cut of episode 
on 'time' received.  Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in 
very professional/capable manner.  Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR) 
 
MAKERS: WOMEN & WAR 
Vice Adm. Howard (N3N5) interviewed with PBS' "Makers" documentary program 09Jan about the 
integration of women in the Navy since the 1970s.  The episode will air in June and will also feature 
interviews with senior women leaders in the Army and Marines.  The "Women & War" segment is 
one of six episodes that will look at the evolution of women in six different career fields and is a 
follow-up to PBS' 2012 series that detailed the history of the women's movement.  Rough cut 
reviewed.  Air date set for 24Jun. (NNTR) 
 
Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation 
Museum.  Filming took place 15Jan.  Awaiting rough cut.  (NNTR) 
 
 

Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
Filmed Navy dive artifacts 15Apr at Navy Museum with NHHC escort.  Episode will highlight career 
of BMCM Carl Brashear.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. 
 
EMPOWERMENT PROJECT (IndieFlix) 
Interview with VADM Michelle Howard conducted Sunday, 29Sep13 as part of documentary 
showcasing inspirational women in a variety of career fields.  PAA signed.  Rough cut reviewed.  
Special screenings planned in Chicago and Los Angeles 8-11May.  Awaiting official air date. 
 
SEAL Dog (Smithsonian) 
Film about former SEAL Trevor Maroshek and his relationship with his dog, Chopper, a former 
military working dog.  Vice President Joe Biden interviewed for film as well.  Interview conducted, 
Apr. 7, with NICoE's CAPT. (Dr.) Robert Koffman to discuss treatment of PTSD/TBI and program 
using canines as therapy dogs.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 
Ancient Impossible (History Channel H2) 
Series comparing ancient and modern inventions revealing the amazing technology, engineering 
and genius that came from ancient times.  An episode will compare the steam catapult from a 
carrier to the ancient steam catapult as well as show the similarities and differences of the ancient 
world's largest ship to the modern carrier.  Filming completed 3-4Apr.  Addendum added to original 
PAA to support broll opportunities with USS Green Bay, 2Apr.  NAVINFOWEST Project Officer 
provided aerial footage taken by USS Ronald Reagan Media Dept and shipped to producers in 
24Apr. 
 
HOMEFRONT (PBS)  
OSD(PA) granted DoD support for the PBS documentary “Homefront” that will explore how military  
families deal/cope with deployments.  NAVINFOWEST ICW Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC) PAO 
assisted in identifying dependents and service members representing the Navy’s Seabees.  Filming 
took place 18-20Feb to include broll of NMCB 3's homecoming and NMCB 5's morning quarters and 
gun range exercise.  Interviews included diverse mix of dependents, service members and family 
situations.  Documentary expected completion late 2014 and airing early 2015. (NNTR) 
 
HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC) 
Filming took place 15Oct at Directorate of Time and 25Oct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's 
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time.  PAA signed.  Rough cut of episode 
on 'time' received.  Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in 
very professional/capable manner.  Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR) 
 
MAKERS: WOMEN & WAR 
Vice Adm. Howard (N3N5) interviewed with PBS' "Makers" documentary program 09Jan about the 
integration of women in the Navy since the 1970s.  The episode will air in June and will also feature 
interviews with senior women leaders in the Army and Marines.  The "Women & War" segment is 
one of six episodes that will look at the evolution of women in six different career fields and is a 
follow-up to PBS' 2012 series that detailed the history of the women's movement.  Rough cut 
reviewed.  Air date set for 24Jun. (NNTR) 
 
Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation 
Museum.  Filming took place 15Jan.  Awaiting rough cut.  (NNTR) 
 
 

Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel)
Filmed Navy dive artifacts 15Apr at Navy Museum with NHHC escort. Episode will highlight career
of BMCM Carl Brashear. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut.

EMPOWERMENT PROIECT (IndieFlix)
Interview with VADM Michelle Howard conducted Sunday, 29Sep13 as part of documentary
showcasing inspirational women in a variety of career fields. PAA signed. Rough cut reviewed.
Special screenings planned in Chicago and Los Angeles 8-11May. Awaiting official air date.

SEAL Dog (Smithsonian)
Film about former SEAL Trevor Maroshek and his relationship with his dog, Chopper, a former
military working dog. Vice President Joe Biden interviewed for film as well. Interview conducted,
Apr. 7, with NICoE's CAPT. (Dr.) Robert Koffman to discuss treatment of PTSD/TBI and program
using canines as therapy dogs. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

Ancient Impossible (History Channel H2)
Series comparing ancient and modern inventions revealing the amazing technology, engineering
and genius that came from ancient times. An episode will compare the steam catapult from a
carrier to the ancient steam catapult as well as show the similarities and differences of the ancient
world's largest ship to the modern carrier. Filming completed 3-4Apr. Addendum added to original
PAA to support broll opportunities with USS Green Bay, 2Apr. NAVINFOWEST Project Officer
provided aerial footage taken by USS Ronald Reagan Media Dept and shipped to producers in
24Apr.

HOMEFRONT (PBS)
OSD(PA) granted DoD support for the PBS documentary "Homefront" that will explore how military
families deal/cope with deployments. NAVINFOWEST ICW Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC) PAO
assisted in identifying dependents and service members representing the Navy’s Seabees. Filming
took place 18—20Feb to include broll of NMCB 3's homecoming and NMCB 5's morning quarters and
gun range exercise. Interviews included diverse mix of dependents, service members and family
situations. Documentary expected completion late 2014 and airing early 2015. (NNTR)

HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC)
Filming took place 150ct at Directorate of Time and 250ct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time. PAA signed. Rough cut of episode
on 'time' received. Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in
very professional/capable manner. Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR)

MAKERS: WOMEN & WAR
Vice Adm. Howard (N3N5) interviewed with PBS' "Makers" documentary program 09Ian about the
integration of women in the Navy since the 19705. The episode will air in June and will also feature
interviews with senior women leaders in the Army and Marines. The "Women & War" segment is
one of six episodes that will look at the evolution of women in six different career fields and is a
follow-up to PBS' 2012 series that detailed the history of the women's movement. Rough cut
reviewed. Air date set for 24Iun. (NNTR)

Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel)
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation
Museum. Filming took place 15Ian. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)



D-Day Sunken Secrets (NOVA/PBS) 
Showcases underwater artifacts from D-Day.  Feb. 20 interview with NHHC Director CAPT Hendrix.  
PAA signed.  Rough cut reviewed.  Air date set for 28May, 9PM(EST). (NNTR) 
 
New Race for Space (Science Channel) 
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration.  Filming took place 15Feb for  
scheduled test of NASA's SIAD rocket on China Lake.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 

DOCUMENTARIES (In Production): 

 
Ocean Gals (No distribution) 
Documentary film request that aims to highlight SPAWAR/SSC PAC's Navy Marine Ecology 
Consortium and its 75% female staff in order to highlight diversity and Navy's environmental 
compliance, stewardship and readiness mission.  Researching support.   
 
Op Martillo (Univision) 
PAA-supported counter drug ops documentary.  Producers circling back with request for additional 
May 2014 embark.  NAVINFOWEST ICW SOUTHCOM and C4F will review current footage, 30Apr, to 
verify compliance with existing PAA before approving additional embarks. (NNTR) 
 
Anthony Bourdain: Parts Unknown (CNN) 
Travel and food show series.  Researching support.  
 
Jeff Dunham: All Over the Map (Comedy Central) 
Comedian Jeff Dunham scheduled to perform at Pearl Harbor's Ward Field, May 24.  Request to film 
performance supported by Pearl Harbor PAO and NAVINFO West.  Drafting PAA. 
 
House Hunters International  (HGTV) 
Television episode will follow Navy dentist during his search for a house out on the economy. 
Filming support requested to highlight his on-base occupation at Dental Clinic.  Researching 
support with Guam PAO and Region Medical with intent to demonstrate overseas support services 
for service members and dependents. (NNTR) 
 
Mighty Ships (Discovery)  
Researching filming opportunities aboard USNS Montford Point, JHSV and the USNS Mercy during 
RIMPAC. (NNTR) 
 
Lone Woman of San Nicholas Island (PBS) 
Documentary on story of Lone Woman of San Nicholas.  Request to interview SME regarding Navy's 
presence on San Nicholas and preservation of Lone Woman site.  Researching support. (NNTR) 
 
Mighty Planes (Discovery)  
Television series documenting world’s most impressive aircraft.  Request to highlight top three 
manned jets.  Researching support. (NNTR) 
 
UnSEALed (PBS) 
Production support approved with addendum to previous research-assisted PAA approved by 
NAVINFO West and Naval Special Warfare Command. PAA and Addendum signed.  CAPT Fenick 
coordinating filming several ceremonial events at BUDS training and tributes to the fallen at other 
locations. (NNTR) 
 

D-Day Sunken Secrets (NOVA/PBS) 
Showcases underwater artifacts from D-Day.  Feb. 20 interview with NHHC Director CAPT Hendrix.  
PAA signed.  Rough cut reviewed.  Air date set for 28May, 9PM(EST). (NNTR) 
 
New Race for Space (Science Channel) 
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration.  Filming took place 15Feb for  
scheduled test of NASA's SIAD rocket on China Lake.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 

DOCUMENTARIES (In Production): 

 
Ocean Gals (No distribution) 
Documentary film request that aims to highlight SPAWAR/SSC PAC's Navy Marine Ecology 
Consortium and its 75% female staff in order to highlight diversity and Navy's environmental 
compliance, stewardship and readiness mission.  Researching support.   
 
Op Martillo (Univision) 
PAA-supported counter drug ops documentary.  Producers circling back with request for additional 
May 2014 embark.  NAVINFOWEST ICW SOUTHCOM and C4F will review current footage, 30Apr, to 
verify compliance with existing PAA before approving additional embarks. (NNTR) 
 
Anthony Bourdain: Parts Unknown (CNN) 
Travel and food show series.  Researching support.  
 
Jeff Dunham: All Over the Map (Comedy Central) 
Comedian Jeff Dunham scheduled to perform at Pearl Harbor's Ward Field, May 24.  Request to film 
performance supported by Pearl Harbor PAO and NAVINFO West.  Drafting PAA. 
 
House Hunters International  (HGTV) 
Television episode will follow Navy dentist during his search for a house out on the economy. 
Filming support requested to highlight his on-base occupation at Dental Clinic.  Researching 
support with Guam PAO and Region Medical with intent to demonstrate overseas support services 
for service members and dependents. (NNTR) 
 
Mighty Ships (Discovery)  
Researching filming opportunities aboard USNS Montford Point, JHSV and the USNS Mercy during 
RIMPAC. (NNTR) 
 
Lone Woman of San Nicholas Island (PBS) 
Documentary on story of Lone Woman of San Nicholas.  Request to interview SME regarding Navy's 
presence on San Nicholas and preservation of Lone Woman site.  Researching support. (NNTR) 
 
Mighty Planes (Discovery)  
Television series documenting world’s most impressive aircraft.  Request to highlight top three 
manned jets.  Researching support. (NNTR) 
 
UnSEALed (PBS) 
Production support approved with addendum to previous research-assisted PAA approved by 
NAVINFO West and Naval Special Warfare Command. PAA and Addendum signed.  CAPT Fenick 
coordinating filming several ceremonial events at BUDS training and tributes to the fallen at other 
locations. (NNTR) 
 

D-Day Sunken Secrets (NOVA/PBS)
Showcases underwater artifacts from D-Day. Feb. 20 interview with NHHC Director CAPT Hendrix.
PAA signed. Rough cut reviewed. Air date set for 28May, 9PM(EST). (NNTR)

New Race for Space (Science Channel)
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration. Filming took place 15Feb for
scheduled test of NASA's SIAD rocket on China Lake. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

DOCUMENTARIES (In Production):

Ocean Gals (No distribution)
Documentary film request that aims to highlight SPAWAR/SSC PAC's Navy Marine Ecology
Consortium and its 75% female staff in order to highlight diversity and Navy's environmental
compliance, stewardship and readiness mission. Researching support.

Op Martillo (Univision)
PAA-supported counter drug ops documentary. Producers circling back with request for additional
May 2014 embark. NAVINFOWEST ICW SOUTHCOM and C4F will review current footage, 30Apr, to
verify compliance with existing PAA before approving additional embarks. (NNTR)

Anthony Bourdain: Parts Unknown (CNN)
Travel and food show series. Researching support.

Jeff Dunham: All Over the Map (Comedy Central)
Comedian Jeff Dunham scheduled to perform at Pearl Harbor's Ward Field, May 24. Request to film
performance supported by Pearl Harbor PAO and NAVINFO West. Drafting PAA.

House Hunters International (HGTV)
Television episode will follow Navy dentist during his search for a house out on the economy.
Filming support requested to highlight his on-base occupation at Dental Clinic. Researching
support with Guam PAO and Region Medical with intent to demonstrate overseas support services
for service members and dependents. (NNTR)

Mighty Ships (Discovery)
Researching filming opportunities aboard USNS Montford Point, IHSV and the USNS Mercy during
RIMPAC. (NNTR)

Lone Woman of San Nicholas Island (PBS)
Documentary on story of Lone Woman of San Nicholas. Request to interview SME regarding Navy's
presence on San Nicholas and preservation of Lone Woman site. Researching support. (NNTR)

Mighty Planes (Discovery)
Television series documenting world’s most impressive aircraft. Request to highlight top three
manned jets. Researching support. (NNTR)

UnSEALed (PBS)
Production support approved with addendum to previous research-assisted PAA approved by
NAVINFO West and Naval Special Warfare Command. PAA and Addendum signed. CAPT Fenick
coordinating filming several ceremonial events at BUDS training and tributes to the fallen at other
locations. (NNTR)



House Hunters International - Rota, Spain (HGTV) 
Television episode will track newly arriving principal of David Glasgow Farragut (DGF) DOEDA 
school on NAVSTA Rota during his search for a house out on the economy.  Filming support 
approved solely to highlight his job as principal of DGF with access to filming exterior/interior 
shots of DGF. Coordinating with NAVSTA Rota PAO.  Filming scheduled for summer 2014, one-day 
shoot.  PAA signed. (NNTR) 
 
Spent: Looking for Change (no distribution) 
Documentary on predatory lending from same producers that made "An Inconvenient Truth" and 
"Waiting for Superman."  Initial request for fact-finding, research assistance to speak off-camera 
with RLSO and NMCRS representatives to discuss predatory lenders targeting of military.  Initial 
phone calls will also serve to identify selection of on-camera interviews at a later date, pending 
approval.  Navy and Marine film offices researching support.  No PAA. (NNTR) 
 

  
 

 
 
Story of the California Channel Islands (PBS) 
Historical documentary on Channel Islands from their creation to present day.  Researching 
assistance for Navy SMEs to discuss current ops and environmental stewardship programs on San 
Nicholas and San Clemente islands.  Coordinating with CNRSW for support. (NNTR) 
 
Secrets of the Arsenal (Military Channel) 
Explores museums and collections to find interesting and historically-significant stories associated 
with them.  Researching with NHHC to identify appropriate artifacts. (NNTR) 
 
Beyond the Light Switch (PBS) 
Documentary on national security with focus on economic, energy and environmental security. 
Interviews approved for ONR representatives in conjunction with ARPA-E summit.  Navy 
addendum added to existing Army PAA. (NNTR) 
 
The History of Carrier Aviation project (Office of Patriots Point and USS Yorktown) 
This is a non-broadcast request for stock footage carrier and carrier based aviation. The final video 
will be viewed in the USS Yorktown’s new state of the art theatre. The production release date is 
15Jun. Post production begins 15Apr.  In research phase.  (NNTR) 
 
“B. TAYLOR” (ION TV) 
Remaining scenes:  AIMD and main gym NAS North Island; Main NEX San Diego NAVSTA.  Filming of 
remaining scenes on hold pending talent availability.  FOLUP email sent to production company to 
determine follow-on requirements. (NNTR) 
 
41 on 41 (Bush Library Foundation)  
Distribution currently the Bush Library.  Filming took place 03Jan aboard USS George HW Bush in 
support of documentary of former president.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
HORIZON – COMET (BBC Science Series) 
Filming took place 15Sep at Coso Hot Springs on Naval Air Weapons Station China Lake.  PAA 
signed.  Awaiting rough cut.  (NNTR) 
 
 
 

(b) (4)
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school on NAVSTA Rota during his search for a house out on the economy.  Filming support 
approved solely to highlight his job as principal of DGF with access to filming exterior/interior 
shots of DGF. Coordinating with NAVSTA Rota PAO.  Filming scheduled for summer 2014, one-day 
shoot.  PAA signed. (NNTR) 
 
Spent: Looking for Change (no distribution) 
Documentary on predatory lending from same producers that made "An Inconvenient Truth" and 
"Waiting for Superman."  Initial request for fact-finding, research assistance to speak off-camera 
with RLSO and NMCRS representatives to discuss predatory lenders targeting of military.  Initial 
phone calls will also serve to identify selection of on-camera interviews at a later date, pending 
approval.  Navy and Marine film offices researching support.  No PAA. (NNTR) 
 

  
 

 
 
Story of the California Channel Islands (PBS) 
Historical documentary on Channel Islands from their creation to present day.  Researching 
assistance for Navy SMEs to discuss current ops and environmental stewardship programs on San 
Nicholas and San Clemente islands.  Coordinating with CNRSW for support. (NNTR) 
 
Secrets of the Arsenal (Military Channel) 
Explores museums and collections to find interesting and historically-significant stories associated 
with them.  Researching with NHHC to identify appropriate artifacts. (NNTR) 
 
Beyond the Light Switch (PBS) 
Documentary on national security with focus on economic, energy and environmental security. 
Interviews approved for ONR representatives in conjunction with ARPA-E summit.  Navy 
addendum added to existing Army PAA. (NNTR) 
 
The History of Carrier Aviation project (Office of Patriots Point and USS Yorktown) 
This is a non-broadcast request for stock footage carrier and carrier based aviation. The final video 
will be viewed in the USS Yorktown’s new state of the art theatre. The production release date is 
15Jun. Post production begins 15Apr.  In research phase.  (NNTR) 
 
“B. TAYLOR” (ION TV) 
Remaining scenes:  AIMD and main gym NAS North Island; Main NEX San Diego NAVSTA.  Filming of 
remaining scenes on hold pending talent availability.  FOLUP email sent to production company to 
determine follow-on requirements. (NNTR) 
 
41 on 41 (Bush Library Foundation)  
Distribution currently the Bush Library.  Filming took place 03Jan aboard USS George HW Bush in 
support of documentary of former president.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
HORIZON – COMET (BBC Science Series) 
Filming took place 15Sep at Coso Hot Springs on Naval Air Weapons Station China Lake.  PAA 
signed.  Awaiting rough cut.  (NNTR) 
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House Hunters International - Rota, Spain (HGTV)
Television episode will track newly arriving principal of David Glasgow Farragut (DGF) DOEDA
school on NAVSTA Rota during his search for a house out on the economy. Filming support
approved solely to highlight his job as principal of DGF with access to filming exterior/interior
shots of DGF. Coordinating with NAVSTA Rota PAO. Filming scheduled for summer 2014, one-day
shoot. PAA signed. (NNTR)

Spent: Looking for Change (no distribution)
Documentary on predatory lending from same producers that made "An Inconvenient Truth" and
"Waiting for Superman." Initial request for fact-finding, research assistance to speak off-camera
with RLSO and NMCRS representatives to discuss predatory lenders targeting of military. Initial
phone calls will also serve to identify selection of on-camera interviews at a later date, pending
approval. Navy and Marine film offices researching support. No PAA. (NNTR)
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Story of the California Channel Islands (PBS)
Historical documentary on Channel Islands from their creation to present day. Researching
assistance for Navy SMEs to discuss current ops and environmental stewardship programs on San
Nicholas and San Clemente islands. Coordinating with CNRSW for support. (NNTR)

Secrets of the Arsenal (Military Channel)
Explores museums and collections to find interesting and historically-significant stories associated
with them. Researching with NHHC to identify appropriate artifacts. (NNTR)

Beyond the Light Switch (PBS)
Documentary on national security with focus on economic, energy and environmental security.
Interviews approved for ONR representatives in conjunction with ARPA-E summit. Navy
addendum added to existing Army PAA. (NNTR)

The History of Carrier Aviation project (Office of Patriots Point and USS Yorktown)
This is a non-broadcast request for stock footage carrier and carrier based aviation. The final Video
will be Viewed in the USS Yorktown’s new state of the art theatre. The production release date is
15Iun. Post production begins 15Apr. In research phase. (NNTR)

“B. TAYLOR” (ION TV)
Remaining scenes: AIMD and main gym NAS North Island; Main NEX San Diego NAVSTA. Filming of
remaining scenes on hold pending talent availability. FOLUP email sent to production company to
determine follow-on requirements. (NNTR)

41 on 41 (Bush Library Foundation)
Distribution currently the Bush Library. Filming took place 03Ian aboard USS George HW Bush in
support of documentary of former president. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)
HORIZON — COMET (BBC Science Series)
Filming took place 15Sep at Coso Hot Springs on Naval Air Weapons Station China Lake. PAA
signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)



DECLINES: 

 
Will There Be War With China? (23a: low-scale distribution company) 
Speculative documentary on implications of China's military buildup written and directed by UC 
Irvine professor Dr. Peter Navarro. Requesting to interview three Naval War College professors on-
site. NAVINFO West declined producer in Dec. 2013 regarding similar documentary titled 'The 
Coming China Wars.' Highly unlikely to approve support based on lack of valued 
proposition/speculative storyline. Awaiting full proposal before officially declining.  
 
Pizza Kings - No distribution 
 
Apex Predator (Outdoor Channel) - No valued proposition 
 
Sailing Fever in Annapolis (Nautical Channel) - No valued proposition 
 

ADMIN: 

 
   

 
HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAVY 
Submitted first cut at 300-person industry database to begin tracking HTTN invites/trips for 
follow-up.  ICW CNSP/CNAP PA Staffs seeking tour opportunities on a CVN/CG/LSC for HTTN tours 
on 17May. 
 
RESERVE UNIT 

 
 
NAVY DAYS #17 (3-10Aug) PLANNING: 
Contacted by Navy League National Director Grant Ivy to provide liaison support opportunities for 
Sailors to attend game and talk shows during ship visits. (NNTR) 

(b) (6)

(b) (6)
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Speculative documentary on implications of China's military buildup written and directed by UC 
Irvine professor Dr. Peter Navarro. Requesting to interview three Naval War College professors on-
site. NAVINFO West declined producer in Dec. 2013 regarding similar documentary titled 'The 
Coming China Wars.' Highly unlikely to approve support based on lack of valued 
proposition/speculative storyline. Awaiting full proposal before officially declining.  
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DECLINES:

Will There Be War With China? (23a: low-scale distribution company)
Speculative documentary on implications of China's military buildup written and directed by UC
Irvine professor Dr. Peter Navarro. Requesting to interview three Naval War College professors on-
site. NAVINFO West declined producer in Dec. 2013 regarding similar documentary titled 'The
Coming China Wars.’ Highly unlikely to approve support based on lack of valued
proposition/speculative storyline. Awaiting full proposal before officially declining.

Pizza Kings - No distribution

Apex Predator (Outdoor Channel) - No valued proposition

Sailing Fever in Annapolis (Nautical Channel) - No valued proposition

\ ADMIN:

(b) (6)

HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAVY
Submitted first cut at BOO-person industry database to begin tracking HTTN invites/trips for
follow-up. ICW CNSP/CNAP PA Staffs seeking tour opportunities on a CVN/CG/LSC for HTTN tours
on 17May.

RESERVE UNIT
(b) (6)

NAVY DAYS #17 (3-10Aug) PLANNING:
Contacted by Navy League National Director Grant Ivy to provide liaison support opportunities for
Sailors to attend game and talk shows during ship visits. (NNTR)



NAVINFO WEST Weekly Report 
02 May 14 

Updated Items in Blue 
 

SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS: 

 
 

 
 

 
 
THE LAST SHIP (TNT) (FILMING COMPLETE) 
Review:  CAPT Quin, NAVINFOWEST staff to meet with Bill Phillips on 5May to screen episodes 
101,102 & 103.  
Premiere:  OI-6 provided initial screening guest list of 100 plus ones.  Developed schedule of events. 
NAVINFO East assisting with Fleet Week NYC events/coordination for cast/crew embark 
opportunity and screenings 21-27May.  Screenings at bases with Destroyer Squadrons to be 
coordinated by Navy Motion Picture Services. 
Reviewed and approved 4Jun premiere invitation for NEWSEUM from TNT.  
 
GODZILLA (WB/Legendary) (PREMIERES) 
SECNAV confirmed participation at both Washington DC screenings 14May.  Working with OSD 
PAO, Army and Air Force offices for guest lists at the AMC Loews 1 Uptown Theater, Washington 
D.C.  SECNAV slated as guest speaker along with film director. 
Schedule of Events for WB Roll-out: 
- Ongoing coordination with LCDR Evans (COMEODGRU ONE, PAO) for use of EOD SMEs and JERRV 
tactical vehicle as static display ISO Los Angeles premiere.  Feasibility of support submitted to 
C7F/CTF-70 (N00PA) for use of FDNF asset ISO premiere press junket to be held in JPN O/A 30Jun. 
- Los Angeles, CA red carpet formal premiere at the Dolby Theater 8May.  Reviewed and approved 
WB/Legendary invitation. 
- Washington, D.C. (2) Georgetown IMAX for DC VIPs and Pentagon screening with military honors 
14May 
- US Release – 16May (early screenings offered 10-11May at 48 military bases worldwide) 
Coordinated screening block of seats at NASNI for SURFPAC, 3rd Flt and AIRPAC 
PAO/Staffs/Leadership. 
 
SEAPOWER (IMAX/K2 Comms) 
Ongoing planning and SOE/Shot list development with Director and K2 Comm Staff. (NNTR)   
 
SAPR/Jon Blair (Documentary)  
Conducted advance planning conference call with OJAG PAO, NAVINFOWEST and Jon Blair.  
Scheduling screenings call process to try and better define interview opportunities with 
perpetrators already adjudicated by the system.  OJAG PAO provided a list of prosecutors/locations 
for potential interviews.  OJAG CoS CAPT Stone turned down Mr. Blair’s request to go through 
Defense Counsels to reach post-incarceration perpetrators who have transitioned to civilian life.  
No jurisdiction – no contacts list.  Next steps:  Mr. Blair plans a research trip.  Look for SOE to 
follow.  OJAG provided prelim interview list for review. 
 
 
 

(b) (4)
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tactical vehicle as static display ISO Los Angeles premiere.  Feasibility of support submitted to 
C7F/CTF-70 (N00PA) for use of FDNF asset ISO premiere press junket to be held in JPN O/A 30Jun. 
- Los Angeles, CA red carpet formal premiere at the Dolby Theater 8May.  Reviewed and approved 
WB/Legendary invitation. 
- Washington, D.C. (2) Georgetown IMAX for DC VIPs and Pentagon screening with military honors 
14May 
- US Release – 16May (early screenings offered 10-11May at 48 military bases worldwide) 
Coordinated screening block of seats at NASNI for SURFPAC, 3rd Flt and AIRPAC 
PAO/Staffs/Leadership. 
 
SEAPOWER (IMAX/K2 Comms) 
Ongoing planning and SOE/Shot list development with Director and K2 Comm Staff. (NNTR)   
 
SAPR/Jon Blair (Documentary)  
Conducted advance planning conference call with OJAG PAO, NAVINFOWEST and Jon Blair.  
Scheduling screenings call process to try and better define interview opportunities with 
perpetrators already adjudicated by the system.  OJAG PAO provided a list of prosecutors/locations 
for potential interviews.  OJAG CoS CAPT Stone turned down Mr. Blair’s request to go through 
Defense Counsels to reach post-incarceration perpetrators who have transitioned to civilian life.  
No jurisdiction – no contacts list.  Next steps:  Mr. Blair plans a research trip.  Look for SOE to 
follow.  OJAG provided prelim interview list for review. 
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(b) (4)
—
—
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THE LAST SHIP (TNT) (FILMING COMPLETE)
Review: CAPT Quin, NAVINFOWEST staff to meet with Bill Phillips on 5May to screen episodes
101,102 & 103.
Premiere: 01-6 provided initial screening guest list of 100 plus ones. Developed schedule of events.
NAVINFO East assisting with Fleet Week NYC events/coordination for cast/crew embark
opportunity and screenings 21-27May. Screenings at bases with Destroyer Squadrons to be
coordinated by Navy Motion Picture Services.
Reviewed and approved 4Iun premiere invitation for NEWSEUM from TNT.

GODZILLA (WB/Legendary) (PREMIERES)
SECNAV confirmed participation at both Washington DC screenings 14May. Working with OSD
PAO, Army and Air Force offices for guest lists at the AMC Loews 1 Uptown Theater, Washington
D.C. SECNAV slated as guest speaker along with film director.
Schedule of Events for WB Roll-out:
- Ongoing coordination with LCDR Evans (COMEODGRU ONE, PAO) for use ofEOD SMEs and IERRV
tactical vehicle as static display ISO Los Angeles premiere. Feasibility of support submitted to
C7F/CTF-70 (NO0PA) for use of FDNF asset ISO premiere press junket to be held in IPN O/A 30]un.
- Los Angeles, CA red carpet formal premiere at the Dolby Theater 8May. Reviewed and approved
WB/Legendary invitation.
- Washington, D.C. (2) Georgetown IMAX for DC VIPs and Pentagon screening with military honors
14May
- US Release — 16May (early screenings offered 10-11May at 48 military bases worldwide)
Coordinated screening block of seats at NASNI for SURFPAC, 31‘d Flt and AIRPAC
PAO/Staffs/Leadership.

SEAPOWER (IMAX/K2 Comms)
Ongoing planning and SOE/Shot list development with Director and K2 Comm Staff. (NNTR)

SAPR/Ion Blair (Documentary)
Conducted advance planning conference call with OIAG PAO, NAVINFOWEST and Ion Blair.
Scheduling screenings call process to try and better define interview opportunities with
perpetrators already adjudicated by the system. OIAG PAO provided a list of prosecutors/locations
for potential interviews. OIAG CoS CAPT Stone turned down Mr. Blair’s request to go through
Defense Counsels to reach post-incarceration perpetrators who have transitioned to civilian life.
No jurisdiction — no contacts list. Next steps: Mr. Blair plans a research trip. Look for SOE to
follow. OIAG provided prelim interview list for review.



SCRIPTED TV / GAME SHOW: 

 
The Ellen DeGeneres Show 
Contacted by DVIDS to solicit support for service member shout-outs to their mothers to be aired 
on Ellen's Mother's Day show.  DVIDS coordinating with local command PAOs for support. (NNTR) 
 
Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon 
Service members requested to fill audience in recognition of Military Appreciation Month. The 
Tonight Show has requested an entire audience of service members for show’s taping on Fri, 
23May.  High probability service members will meet Jimmy Fallon and any talent scheduled to be 
on the show.  Tonight Show is currently #1-rated, late-night talk show (average nightly viewership 
of 3.9 million and viral web/social followership well into multi-millions).  NAVINFO East assisting 
with Navy support. (NNTR) 
 
NCIS (CBS)  
Provided script notes ISO episode #257. (NNTR) 
 
HAWAII FIVE-O (CBS) 
(NNTR)    
 
Price is Right  
Game show filming military episode 07May.  All services supporting.  Sixty Sailors from Ventura 
County attending to fill audience and compete.  AF-led PAA being drafted.  
 

FEATURE FILMS 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
  

 
 
LUCY (Europa Corp-Universal Pictures) 

A film by the Director of "The Professional" and "Fifth Element" requested to use a five 
second clip of an F-18 carrier take-off his latest film entitled "Lucy." The carrier take-off 
clip previously cleared for public release DefenseImagery.mil. (NNTR) 
 
USS Indianapolis: Men of Courage (Hannibal Pictures) 
Project delayed to fall. (NNTR) 
 
HUNTER-KILLER 
New sub-plot script in review.  Script notes and thematic rewrite recommendations provided to 
Director on 4Mar.  Several phoncons to discuss thematics this week.  Expect revised script soon. 
(NNTR) 
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SCRIPTED TV / GAME SHOW:

The Ellen DeGeneres Show
Contacted by DVIDS to solicit support for service member shout-outs to their mothers to be aired
on Ellen's Mother's Day show. DVIDS coordinating with local command PAOs for support. (NNTR)

Tonight Show Starring Iimmy Fallon
Service members requested to fill audience in recognition of Military Appreciation Month. The
Tonight Show has requested an entire audience of service members for show’s taping on Fri,
23May. High probability service members will meet Jimmy Fallon and any talent scheduled to be
on the show. Tonight Show is currently #1-rated, late-night talk show (average nightly viewership
of 3.9 million and viral web/social followership well into multi-millions). NAVINFO East assisting
with Navy support. (NNTR)

NCIS (CBS)
Provided script notes ISO episode #257. (NNTR)

HAWAII FIVE-O (CBS)
(NNTR)

Price is Right
Game show filming military episode 07May. All services supporting. Sixty Sailors from Ventura
County attending to fill audience and compete. AF-led PAA being drafted.

FEATURE FILMS

LUCY (Europa Corp-Universal Pictures)
A film by the Director of "The Professional" and "Fifth Element" requested to use a five
second clip of an F-18 carrier take-off his latest film entitled "Lucy." The carrier take-off
clip previously cleared for public release DefenseImagery.mil. (NNTR)

USS Indianapolis: Men of Courage (Hannibal Pictures)
Project delayed to fall. (NNTR)

HUNTER-KILLER
New sub-plot script in review. Script notes and thematic rewrite recommendations provided to
Director on 4Mar. Several phoncons to discuss thematics this week. Expect revised script soon.
(NNTR)



DOCUMENTARIES (Air Date): 

 
RICKOVER DOCUMENTARY SCHEDULED FOR RELEASE AT GI FILMFEST (24MAY) 
ADMIRAL HYMAN RICKOVER: THE FATHER OF NUCLEAR POWER documentary by Manifold 
Productions.  Film shown in Washington DC, April 29, 2014 at Navy Memorial.    Official premiere 
scheduled at GI Film Festival on May 24, 2014. http://gifilmfestival.com/portfolios/admiral-
rickover-the-father-of-nuclear-power/ 
 
Film synopsis: "Combative, provocative and searingly blunt, Admiral Hyman G. Rickover was a 
flamboyant maverick and a unique American hero. “ 
- NAVINFO West provided PAA, 4Mar2011, to support documentary and collaborated with NAVSEA 
Naval Reactor PAO to serve as project officer.   
- Producer refused any and all requests for a rough cut review claiming no active duty interviews 
were conducted and no access to active bases/ships.   
- Producer did not keep the nuclear reactors project officer informed regarding progress.   
 
Travel Family with Colleen Kelley (PBS) 
Series showcasing family-friendly locations in the U.S. and abroad.  Filmed at Pensacola Aviation 
Museum highlighting NC-4 flying boat, Apollo program exhibit, and 4D Blue Angel Theater.  Blue 
Angels support included broll of pilots at autograph session at Aviation Museum, and interviews 
with pilots #2 and #6 shot on the flight line.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 
Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
Filmed Navy dive artifacts 15Apr at Navy Museum with NHHC escort.  Episode will highlight career 
of BMCM Carl Brashear.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 
EMPOWERMENT PROJECT (IndieFlix) 
Interview with VADM Michelle Howard conducted Sunday, 29Sep13 as part of documentary 
showcasing inspirational women in a variety of career fields.  PAA signed.  Rough cut reviewed.  
Special screenings planned in Chicago and Los Angeles 8-11May.  Awaiting official air date. (NNTR) 
 
SEAL Dog (Smithsonian) 
Film about former SEAL Trevor Maroshek and his relationship with his dog, Chopper, a former 
military working dog.  Vice President Joe Biden interviewed for film as well.  Interview conducted, 
Apr. 7, with NICoE's CAPT. (Dr.) Robert Koffman that discussed treatment of PTSD/TBI and 
program using canines as therapy dogs.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut.  Additional support 
requested to film on Naval Amphibious Base Coronado to capture b-roll of military working dog 
kennels and interview kennel master. Researching follow-on support with Coronado PAO and 
NSWG1 PAO. 
 
Ancient Impossible (History Channel H2) 
Series comparing ancient and modern inventions revealing the amazing technology, engineering 
and genius that came from ancient times.  An episode will compare the steam catapult from a 
carrier to the ancient steam catapult as well as show the similarities and differences of the ancient 
world's largest ship to the modern carrier.  Filming completed 3-4Apr.  Addendum added to original 
PAA to support broll opportunities with USS Green Bay, 2Apr.  NAVINFOWEST Project Officer 
provided aerial footage taken by USS Ronald Reagan Media Dept and shipped to producers in 
24Apr. (NNTR) 
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DOCUMENTARIES (Air Date):

RICKOVER DOCUMENTARY SCHEDULED FOR RELEASE AT GI FILMFEST (24MAY)
ADMIRAL HYMAN RICKOVER: THE FATHER OF NUCLEAR POWER documentary by Manifold
Productions. Film shown in Washington DC, April 29, 2014 at Navy Memorial. Official premiere
scheduled at GI Film Festival on May 24, 2014. htt : ifilmfestival.com ortfolios admiral-
rickover-the-father-of—nuclear-power/

Film synopsis: "Combative, provocative and searingly blunt, Admiral Hyman G. Rickover was a
flamboyant maverick and a unique American hero. “
- NAVINFO West provided PAA, 4Mar2011, to support documentary and collaborated with NAVSEA
Naval Reactor PAO to serve as project officer.
- Producer refused any and all requests for a rough cut review claiming no active duty interviews
were conducted and no access to active bases/ships.
- Producer did not keep the nuclear reactors project officer informed regarding progress.

Travel Family with Colleen Kelley (PBS)
Series showcasing family-friendly locations in the US and abroad. Filmed at Pensacola Aviation
Museum highlighting NC-4 flying boat, Apollo program exhibit, and 4D Blue Angel Theater. Blue
Angels support included broll of pilots at autograph session at Aviation Museum, and interviews
with pilots #2 and #6 shot on the flight line. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel)
Filmed Navy dive artifacts 15Apr at Navy Museum with NHHC escort. Episode will highlight career
of BMCM Carl Brashear. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

EMPOWERMENT PROIECT (IndieFliX)
Interview with VADM Michelle Howard conducted Sunday, 29Sep13 as part of documentary
showcasing inspirational women in a variety of career fields. PAA signed. Rough cut reviewed.
Special screenings planned in Chicago and Los Angeles 8-11May. Awaiting official air date. (NNTR)

SEAL Dog (Smithsonian)
Film about former SEAL Trevor Maroshek and his relationship with his dog, Chopper, a former
military working dog. Vice President ]oe Biden interviewed for film as well. Interview conducted,
Apr. 7, with NICoE's CAPT. (Dr.) Robert Koffman that discussed treatment of PTSD/TBI and
program using canines as therapy dogs. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. Additional support
requested to film on Naval Amphibious Base Coronado to capture b-roll of military working dog
kennels and interview kennel master. Researching follow-on support with Coronado PAO and
NSWG1 PAO.

Ancient Impossible (History Channel H2)
Series comparing ancient and modern inventions revealing the amazing technology, engineering
and genius that came from ancient times. An episode will compare the steam catapult from a
carrier to the ancient steam catapult as well as show the similarities and differences of the ancient
world's largest ship to the modern carrier. Filming completed 3-4Apr. Addendum added to original
PAA to support broll opportunities with USS Green Bay, ZApr. NAVINFOWEST Project Officer
provided aerial footage taken by USS Ronald Reagan Media Dept and shipped to producers in
24Apr. (NNTR)



HOMEFRONT (PBS)  
OSD(PA) granted DoD support for the PBS documentary “Homefront” that will explore how military  
families deal/cope with deployments.  NAVINFOWEST ICW Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC) PAO 
assisted in identifying dependents and service members representing the Navy’s Seabees.  Filming 
took place 18-20Feb to include broll of NMCB 3's homecoming and NMCB 5's morning quarters and 
gun range exercise.  Interviews included diverse mix of dependents, service members and family 
situations.  Documentary expected completion late 2014 and airing early 2015. (NNTR) 
 
HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC) 
Filming took place 15Oct at Directorate of Time and 25Oct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's 
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time.  PAA signed.  Rough cut of episode 
on 'time' received.  Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in 
very professional/capable manner.  Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR) 
 
MAKERS: WOMEN & WAR 
Vice Adm. Howard (N3N5) interviewed with PBS' "Makers" documentary program 09Jan about the 
integration of women in the Navy since the 1970s.  The episode will air in June and will also feature 
interviews with senior women leaders in the Army and Marines.  The "Women & War" segment is 
one of six episodes that will look at the evolution of women in six different career fields and is a 
follow-up to PBS' 2012 series that detailed the history of the women's movement.  Rough cut 
reviewed.  Air date set for 24Jun. (NNTR) 
 
Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation 
Museum.  Filming took place 15Jan.  Awaiting rough cut.  (NNTR) 
 
D-Day Sunken Secrets (NOVA/PBS) 
Showcases underwater artifacts from D-Day.  Feb. 20 interview with NHHC Director CAPT Hendrix.  
PAA signed.  Rough cut reviewed.  Air date set for 28May, 9PM(EST). (NNTR) 
 
New Race for Space (Science Channel) 
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration.  Filming took place 15Feb for  
scheduled test of NASA's SIAD rocket on China Lake.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 

DOCUMENTARIES (In Production): 

 
Ocean Gals (No distribution) 
Documentary film request that aims to highlight SPAWAR/SSC PAC's Navy Marine Ecology 
Consortium and its 75% female staff in order to highlight diversity and Navy's environmental 
compliance, stewardship and readiness mission.  Researching support. (NNTR) 
 
Op Martillo (Univision) 
PAA-supported counter drug ops documentary.  Producers circling back with request for additional 
May 2014 embark.  NAVINFOWEST ICW SOUTHCOM and C4F will review current footage, 30Apr, to 
verify compliance with existing PAA before approving additional embarks. 
LCDR Correa attended screening in Florida of first season of six episodes with project officer CDR 
Cory Barker, DOJ, 4th Flt, SouthCom PAO and the producers/Univision.  Issues arose with some 
imagery and depictions strictly identified not for filming in the PAA.  Additional follow-up required. 
 
Anthony Bourdain: Parts Unknown (CNN) 
Travel and food show series.  Researching support.  

HOMEFRONT (PBS)  
OSD(PA) granted DoD support for the PBS documentary “Homefront” that will explore how military  
families deal/cope with deployments.  NAVINFOWEST ICW Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC) PAO 
assisted in identifying dependents and service members representing the Navy’s Seabees.  Filming 
took place 18-20Feb to include broll of NMCB 3's homecoming and NMCB 5's morning quarters and 
gun range exercise.  Interviews included diverse mix of dependents, service members and family 
situations.  Documentary expected completion late 2014 and airing early 2015. (NNTR) 
 
HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC) 
Filming took place 15Oct at Directorate of Time and 25Oct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's 
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time.  PAA signed.  Rough cut of episode 
on 'time' received.  Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in 
very professional/capable manner.  Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR) 
 
MAKERS: WOMEN & WAR 
Vice Adm. Howard (N3N5) interviewed with PBS' "Makers" documentary program 09Jan about the 
integration of women in the Navy since the 1970s.  The episode will air in June and will also feature 
interviews with senior women leaders in the Army and Marines.  The "Women & War" segment is 
one of six episodes that will look at the evolution of women in six different career fields and is a 
follow-up to PBS' 2012 series that detailed the history of the women's movement.  Rough cut 
reviewed.  Air date set for 24Jun. (NNTR) 
 
Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation 
Museum.  Filming took place 15Jan.  Awaiting rough cut.  (NNTR) 
 
D-Day Sunken Secrets (NOVA/PBS) 
Showcases underwater artifacts from D-Day.  Feb. 20 interview with NHHC Director CAPT Hendrix.  
PAA signed.  Rough cut reviewed.  Air date set for 28May, 9PM(EST). (NNTR) 
 
New Race for Space (Science Channel) 
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration.  Filming took place 15Feb for  
scheduled test of NASA's SIAD rocket on China Lake.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 

DOCUMENTARIES (In Production): 

 
Ocean Gals (No distribution) 
Documentary film request that aims to highlight SPAWAR/SSC PAC's Navy Marine Ecology 
Consortium and its 75% female staff in order to highlight diversity and Navy's environmental 
compliance, stewardship and readiness mission.  Researching support. (NNTR) 
 
Op Martillo (Univision) 
PAA-supported counter drug ops documentary.  Producers circling back with request for additional 
May 2014 embark.  NAVINFOWEST ICW SOUTHCOM and C4F will review current footage, 30Apr, to 
verify compliance with existing PAA before approving additional embarks. 
LCDR Correa attended screening in Florida of first season of six episodes with project officer CDR 
Cory Barker, DOJ, 4th Flt, SouthCom PAO and the producers/Univision.  Issues arose with some 
imagery and depictions strictly identified not for filming in the PAA.  Additional follow-up required. 
 
Anthony Bourdain: Parts Unknown (CNN) 
Travel and food show series.  Researching support.  

HOMEFRONT (PBS)
OSD(PA) granted DOD support for the PBS documentary "Homefront" that will explore how military
families deal/cope with deployments. NAVINFOWEST ICW Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC) PAO
assisted in identifying dependents and service members representing the Navy’s Seabees. Filming
took place 18—20Feb to include broll of NMCB 3's homecoming and NMCB 5's morning quarters and
gun range exercise. Interviews included diverse mix of dependents, service members and family
situations. Documentary expected completion late 2014 and airing early 2015. (NNTR)

HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC)
Filming took place 150ct at Directorate of Time and 250ct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time. PAA signed. Rough cut of episode
on 'time' received. Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in
very professional/capable manner. Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR)

MAKERS: WOMEN & WAR
Vice Adm. Howard (N3N5) interviewed with PBS' "Makers" documentary program 09Ian about the
integration of women in the Navy since the 1970s. The episode will air in June and will also feature
interviews with senior women leaders in the Army and Marines. The "Women & War" segment is
one of six episodes that will look at the evolution of women in six different career fields and is a
follow-up to PBS' 2012 series that detailed the history of the women's movement. Rough cut
reviewed. Air date set for 24]un. (NNTR)

Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel)
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation
Museum. Filming took place 15Ian. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

D-Day Sunken Secrets (NOVA/PBS)
Showcases underwater artifacts from D-Day. Feb. 20 interview with NHHC Director CAPT Hendrix.
PAA signed. Rough cut reviewed. Air date set for 28May, 9PM(EST). (NNTR)

New Race for Space (Science Channel)
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration. Filming took place 15Feb for
scheduled test of NASA's SIAD rocket on China Lake. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

DOCUMENTARIES (In Production):

Ocean Gals (No distribution)
Documentary film request that aims to highlight SPAWAR/SSC PAC's Navy Marine Ecology
Consortium and its 75% female staff in order to highlight diversity and Navy's environmental
compliance, stewardship and readiness mission. Researching support. (NNTR)

Op Martillo (Univision)
PAA-supported counter drug ops documentary. Producers circling back with request for additional
May 2014 embark. NAVINFOWEST ICW SOUTHCOM and C4F will review current footage, 30Apr, to
verify compliance with existing PAA before approving additional embarks.
LCDR Correa attended screening in Florida of first season of six episodes with project officer CDR
Cory Barker, DO], 4th Flt, SouthCom PAO and the producers/Univision. Issues arose with some
imagery and depictions strictly identified not for filming in the PAA. Additional follow-up required.

Anthony Bourdain: Parts Unknown (CNN)
Travel and food show series. Researching support.



Jeff Dunham: All Over the Map (Comedy Central) 
Comedian Jeff Dunham scheduled to perform at Pearl Harbor's Ward Field, May 24.  Request to film 
performance supported by Pearl Harbor PAO and NAVINFO West.  PAA sent to producer for 
signature. 
 
House Hunters International  (HGTV) 
Television episode will follow Navy dentist during his search for a house out on the economy. 
Filming support requested to highlight his on-base occupation at Dental Clinic.  Researching 
support with Guam PAO and Region Medical with intent to demonstrate overseas support services 
for service members and dependents. (NNTR) 
 
Mighty Ships (Discovery)  
Researching filming opportunities aboard USNS Montford Point, JHSV and the USNS Mercy during 
RIMPAC. (NNTR) 
 
Lone Woman of San Nicholas Island (PBS) 
Documentary on story of Lone Woman of San Nicholas.  Request to interview SME regarding Navy's 
presence on San Nicholas and preservation of Lone Woman site.  Researching support. (NNTR) 
 
Mighty Planes (Discovery)  
Television series documenting world’s most impressive aircraft.  Request to highlight top three 
manned jets.  Researching support. (NNTR) 
 
UnSEALed (PBS) 
Production support approved with addendum to previous research-assisted PAA approved by 
NAVINFO West and Naval Special Warfare Command. PAA and Addendum signed.  CAPT Fenick 
coordinating filming several ceremonial events at BUDS training and tributes to the fallen at other 
locations. (NNTR) 
 
House Hunters International - Rota, Spain (HGTV) 
Television episode will track newly arriving principal of David Glasgow Farragut (DGF) DOEDA 
school on NAVSTA Rota during his search for a house out on the economy.  Filming support 
approved solely to highlight his job as principal of DGF with access to filming exterior/interior 
shots of DGF. Coordinating with NAVSTA Rota PAO.  Filming scheduled for summer 2014, one-day 
shoot.  PAA signed. (NNTR) 
 
Spent: Looking for Change (no distribution) 
Documentary on predatory lending from same producers that made "An Inconvenient Truth" and 
"Waiting for Superman."  Initial request for fact-finding, research assistance to speak off-camera 
with RLSO and NMCRS representatives to discuss predatory lenders targeting of military.  Initial 
phone calls will also serve to identify selection of on-camera interviews at a later date, pending 
approval.  Navy and Marine film offices researching support.  No PAA. (NNTR) 
 

  
 

 
 
Story of the California Channel Islands (PBS) 
Historical documentary on Channel Islands from their creation to present day.  Researching 
assistance for Navy SMEs to discuss current ops and environmental stewardship programs on San 
Nicholas and San Clemente islands.  Coordinating with CNRSW for support. (NNTR) 

(b) (4)
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performance supported by Pearl Harbor PAO and NAVINFO West.  PAA sent to producer for 
signature. 
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Filming support requested to highlight his on-base occupation at Dental Clinic.  Researching 
support with Guam PAO and Region Medical with intent to demonstrate overseas support services 
for service members and dependents. (NNTR) 
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Researching filming opportunities aboard USNS Montford Point, JHSV and the USNS Mercy during 
RIMPAC. (NNTR) 
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Documentary on story of Lone Woman of San Nicholas.  Request to interview SME regarding Navy's 
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Mighty Planes (Discovery)  
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with RLSO and NMCRS representatives to discuss predatory lenders targeting of military.  Initial 
phone calls will also serve to identify selection of on-camera interviews at a later date, pending 
approval.  Navy and Marine film offices researching support.  No PAA. (NNTR) 
 

  
 

 
 
Story of the California Channel Islands (PBS) 
Historical documentary on Channel Islands from their creation to present day.  Researching 
assistance for Navy SMEs to discuss current ops and environmental stewardship programs on San 
Nicholas and San Clemente islands.  Coordinating with CNRSW for support. (NNTR) 

(b) (4)
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Documentary on story of Lone Woman of San Nicholas. Request to interview SME regarding Navy's
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Mighty Planes (Discovery)
Television series documenting world’s most impressive aircraft. Request to highlight top three
manned jets. Researching support. (NNTR)

UnSEALed (PBS)
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NAVINFO West and Naval Special Warfare Command. PAA and Addendum signed. CAPT Fenick
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locations. (NNTR)

House Hunters International - Rota, Spain (HGTV)
Television episode will track newly arriving principal of David Glasgow Farragut (DGF) DOEDA
school on NAVSTA Rota during his search for a house out on the economy. Filming support
approved solely to highlight his job as principal of DGF with access to filming exterior/interior
shots of DGF. Coordinating with NAVSTA Rota PAO. Filming scheduled for summer 2014, one-day
shoot. PAA signed. (NNTR)

Spent: Looking for Change (no distribution)
Documentary on predatory lending from same producers that made "An Inconvenient Truth" and
"Waiting for Superman." Initial request for fact-finding, research assistance to speak off-camera
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b) (4)

Story of the California Channel Islands (PBS)
Historical documentary on Channel Islands from their creation to present day. Researching
assistance for Navy SMEs to discuss current ops and environmental stewardship programs on San
Nicholas and San Clemente islands. Coordinating with CNRSW for support. (NNTR)



Secrets of the Arsenal (Military Channel) 
Explores museums and collections to find interesting and historically-significant stories associated 
with them.  Researching with NHHC to identify appropriate artifacts. (NNTR) 
 
Beyond the Light Switch (PBS) 
Documentary on national security with focus on economic, energy and environmental security. 
Interviews approved for ONR representatives in conjunction with ARPA-E summit.  Navy 
addendum added to existing Army PAA. (NNTR) 
 
The History of Carrier Aviation project (Office of Patriots Point and USS Yorktown) 
This is a non-broadcast request for stock footage carrier and carrier based aviation. The final video 
will be viewed in the USS Yorktown’s new state of the art theatre. The production release date is 
15Jun.  Post production begins 15Apr.  In research phase.  (NNTR) 
 
“B. TAYLOR” (ION TV) 
Remaining scenes:  AIMD and main gym NAS North Island; Main NEX San Diego NAVSTA.  Filming of 
remaining scenes on hold pending talent availability.  FOLUP email sent to production company to 
determine follow-on requirements. (NNTR) 
 
41 on 41 (Bush Library Foundation)  
Distribution currently the Bush Library.  Filming took place 03Jan aboard USS George HW Bush in 
support of documentary of former president.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 
HORIZON – COMET (BBC Science Series) 
Filming took place 15Sep at Coso Hot Springs on Naval Air Weapons Station China Lake.  PAA 
signed.  Awaiting rough cut.  (NNTR) 
 

DECLINES: 

 
Will There Be War With China? 
Speculative documentary on China's military buildup and implications for U.S. military.  No valued 
proposition.  Insufficient distribution.  
 
The Voice 
Television series requesting service members as 'window dressing' behind competing singer.  
 

ADMIN: 

 
HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAVY 
Submitted first cut at 300-person industry database to begin tracking HTTN invites/trips for 
follow-up.  ICW CNSP/CNAP PA Staffs seeking tour opportunities on a CVN/CG/LSC for HTTN tours 
on 17May. 
 
RESERVE UNIT 

 
 
NAVY DAYS #17 (3-10Aug) PLANNING: 
Contacted by Navy League National Director Grant Ivy to provide liaison support opportunities for 
Sailors to attend game and talk shows during ship visits. (NNTR) 

(b) (6)
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Secrets of the Arsenal (Military Channel)
Explores museums and collections to find interesting and historically-significant stories associated
with them. Researching with NHHC to identify appropriate artifacts. (NNTR)

Beyond the Light Switch (PBS)
Documentary on national security with focus on economic, energy and environmental security.
Interviews approved for ONR representatives in conjunction with ARPA-E summit. Navy
addendum added to existing Army PAA. (NNTR)

The History of Carrier Aviation project (Office of Patriots Point and USS Yorktown)
This is a non-broadcast request for stock footage carrier and carrier based aviation. The final Video
will be Viewed in the USS Yorktown’s new state of the art theatre. The production release date is
15Iun. Post production begins 15Apr. In research phase. (NNTR)

“B. TAYLOR” (ION TV)
Remaining scenes: AIMD and main gym NAS North Island; Main NEX San Diego NAVSTA. Filming of
remaining scenes on hold pending talent availability. FOLUP email sent to production company to
determine follow-on requirements. (NNTR)

41 on 41 (Bush Library Foundation)
Distribution currently the Bush Library. Filming took place 03]an aboard USS George HW Bush in
support of documentary of former president. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

HORIZON — COMET (BBC Science Series)
Filming took place 15Sep at Coso Hot Springs on Naval Air Weapons Station China Lake. PAA
signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

DECLINES:

Will There Be War With China?
Speculative documentary on China's military buildup and implications for U.S. military. No valued
proposition. Insufficient distribution.

The Voice
Television series requesting service members as 'window dressing' behind competing singer.

ADMIN:

HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAVY
Submitted first cut at BOO-person industry database to begin tracking HTTN invites/trips for
follow-up. ICW CNSP/CNAP PA Staffs seeking tour opportunities on a CVN/CG/LSC for HTTN tours
on 17May.

RESERVE UNIT
(b) (6)

NAVY DAYS #17 (3-10Aug) PLANNING:
Contacted by Navy League National Director Grant Ivy to provide liaison support opportunities for
Sailors to attend game and talk shows during ship visits. (NNTR)



NAVINFO WEST Weekly Report 
08 May 14 

Updated Items in Blue 
 

SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS: 

 
THE LAST SHIP (TNT) (FILMING COMPLETE) 
Review:  NAVINFOWEST staff met with Bill Phillips on 5May to screen episodes 101,102 & 103. 
Inputs were provided for edits to all three episodes.  
Premiere:  OI-6 provided initial screening guest list of 100 plus ones.  Schedule of events confirmed 
by TNT for premier at Washington D.C. Newseum.  Navy Color Guard, Rifle Team and Band to 
perform a patriotic opener prior to showing.  Reception hosted by TNT to follow. 
NAVINFO East assisting with Fleet Week NYC events/coordination for cast/crew embark 
opportunity and screenings 21-27May.  Screenings at bases with Destroyer Squadrons to be 
coordinated by Navy Motion Picture Services. 
Base Screenings: Fielding plausible base screening locations and availability to show TLS. 
Identifying format, dates and times for TNT.  
USS Midway showing: TNT is hosting a DJ Junket to interview cast and crew 13Jun with a follow on 
screening of the show aboard USS Midway.  TNT is offering 100 seats to military only for the private 
screening.  This is in addition to base screenings. 
 
GODZILLA (WB/Legendary) (PREMIERES) 
SECNAV along with film director confirmed participation at both Washington DC screenings 14May 
at Georgetown IMAX for DC VIPs and AMC Loews 1 Uptown Theater, Washington D.C. for DoD.  
Army, and Navy have provided invitation lists to WB; OSD, Air Force and Wounded Warriors lists 
are forthcoming with deadline of 12May.   
Schedule of Events for WB Roll-out: 
- Tonight: Los Angeles, CA red carpet formal premiere 8May at the Dolby Theater.  NAVINFOWEST 
project officers along with EODGRU ONE personnel will be attending the reception.   Two enlisted 
USN EOD Techs in tactical gear will be onsta for photo ops to include one Joint EOD Rapid Response 
Vehicle (JERRV) tactical vehicle placed at the reception entrance as a static display.  
- Feasibility of support submitted to C7F/CTF-70 (N00PA) for use of FDNF asset ISO premiere press 
junket to be held in JPN O/A 30Jun. 
- San Diego- 10 May base screening of Godzilla at Naval Air Station North Island @1800. 
- Washington, D.C. (2) Georgetown IMAX for DC VIPs and Pentagon screening with military honors 
14May 
- US Release – 16May (early screenings offered 10-11May at 48 military bases worldwide) 
Coordinated screening block of seats at NASNI for SURFPAC, 3rd Flt and AIRPAC 
PAO/Staffs/Leadership. 
 
SEAPOWER (IMAX/K2 Comms) 
Ongoing planning and SOE/Shot list development with Director and K2 Comm Staff. (NNTR)   
 
SAPR/Jon Blair (Documentary)  
Conducted advance planning conference call with OJAG PAO, NAVINFOWEST and Jon Blair.  
Scheduling screenings call process to try and better define interview opportunities with 
perpetrators already adjudicated by the system.  OJAG PAO provided a list of prosecutors/locations 
for potential interviews.  OJAG CoS CAPT Stone turned down Mr. Blair’s request to go through 
Defense Counsels to reach post-incarceration perpetrators who have transitioned to civilian life.  
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THE LAST SHIP (TNT) (FILMING COMPLETE)
Review: NAVINFOWEST staff met with Bill Phillips on 5May to screen episodes 101,102 & 103.
Inputs were provided for edits to all three episodes.
Premiere: 01-6 provided initial screening guest list of 100 plus ones. Schedule of events confirmed
by TNT for premier at Washington D.C. Newseum. Navy Color Guard, Rifle Team and Band to
perform a patriotic opener prior to showing. Reception hosted by TNT to follow.
NAVINFO East assisting with Fleet Week NYC events/coordination for cast/crew embark
opportunity and screenings 21-27May. Screenings at bases with Destroyer Squadrons to be
coordinated by Navy Motion Picture Services.
Base Screenings: Fielding plausible base screening locations and availability to show TLS.
Identifying format, dates and times for TNT.
USS Midway showing: TNT is hosting a D] Iunket to interview cast and crew 13Iun with a follow on
screening of the show aboard USS Midway. TNT is offering 100 seats to military only for the private
screening. This is in addition to base screenings.

GODZILLA (WE/Legendary) (PREMIERES)
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PAO/Staffs/Leadership.

SEAPOWER (IMAX/K2 Comms)
Ongoing planning and SOE/Shot list development with Director and K2 Comm Staff. (NNTR)

SAPR/Ion Blair (Documentary)
Conducted advance planning conference call with OIAG PAO, NAVINFOWEST and Ion Blair.
Scheduling screenings call process to try and better define interview opportunities with
perpetrators already adjudicated by the system. OIAG PAO provided a list of prosecutors/locations
for potential interviews. OIAG CoS CAPT Stone turned down Mr. Blair’s request to go through
Defense Counsels to reach post-incarceration perpetrators who have transitioned to civilian life.



No jurisdiction – no contacts list.  Next steps:  Mr. Blair plans a research trip.  Look for SOE to 
follow.  OJAG provided prelim interview list for review. (NNTR) 
 

SCRIPTED TV / GAME SHOW: 

 
 

 
 

 
 
The Ellen DeGeneres Show 
Contacted by DVIDS to solicit support for service member shout-outs to their mothers to be aired 
on Ellen's Mother's Day show.  DVIDS coordinating with local command PAOs for support. (NNTR) 
 
Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon 
Service members requested to fill audience in recognition of Military Appreciation Month. The 
Tonight Show has requested an entire audience of service members for show’s taping on Fri, 
23May.  High probability service members will meet Jimmy Fallon and any talent scheduled to be 
on the show.  Tonight Show is currently #1-rated, late-night talk show (average nightly viewership 
of 3.9 million and viral web/social followership well into multi-millions).  NAVINFO East assisting 
with Navy support. (NNTR) 
 
NCIS (CBS)  
Reviewed script ISO episode #258, no USN support requested.  Episode #258 scheduled to air 13 
May will be the last episode of the season.  Cast and Crew will stand down for an eight-week hiatus. 
 
HAWAII FIVE-O (CBS) 
Reviewing script ISO episode #221 and #222. 
 
Price is Right  
Military episode filmed 7May set to air 4Jul.  Sixty Sailors from Port Hueneme attended to fill 
audience.  Three Sailors selected to compete.  All services supported to include Marine color guard 
and band.  AF-led PAA signed.  
 

FEATURE FILMS 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
  

 
 
LUCY (Europa Corp-Universal Pictures) 
A film by the Director of "The Professional" and "Fifth Element" requested to use a five 
second clip of an F-18 carrier take-off his latest film entitled "Lucy." The carrier take-off 
clip previously cleared for public release DefenseImagery.mil. (NNTR) 
 

(b) (4)

(b) (4)

(b) (4)
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on Ellen's Mother's Day show.  DVIDS coordinating with local command PAOs for support. (NNTR) 
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Reviewed script ISO episode #258, no USN support requested.  Episode #258 scheduled to air 13 
May will be the last episode of the season.  Cast and Crew will stand down for an eight-week hiatus. 
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Reviewing script ISO episode #221 and #222. 
 
Price is Right  
Military episode filmed 7May set to air 4Jul.  Sixty Sailors from Port Hueneme attended to fill 
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LUCY (Europa Corp-Universal Pictures) 
A film by the Director of "The Professional" and "Fifth Element" requested to use a five 
second clip of an F-18 carrier take-off his latest film entitled "Lucy." The carrier take-off 
clip previously cleared for public release DefenseImagery.mil. (NNTR) 
 

(b) (4)

(b) (4)
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No jurisdiction — no contacts list. Next steps: Mr. Blair plans a research trip. Look for SOE to
follow. OIAG provided prelim interview list for review. (NNTR)

l SCRIPTED TV / GAME SHOW:

The Ellen DeGeneres Show
Contacted by DVIDS to solicit support for service member shout-outs to their mothers to be aired
on Ellen's Mother's Day show. DVIDS coordinating with local command FAQs for support. (NNTR)

Tonight Show Starring Iimmy Fallon
Service members requested to fill audience in recognition of Military Appreciation Month. The
Tonight Show has requested an entire audience of service members for show’s taping on Fri,
23May. High probability service members will meet Jimmy Fallon and any talent scheduled to be
on the show. Tonight Show is currently #1-rated, late-night talk show (average nightly viewership
of 3.9 million and viral web/social followership well into multi-millions). NAVINFO East assisting
with Navy support. (NNTR)

NCIS (CBS)
Reviewed script ISO episode #258, no USN support requested. Episode #258 scheduled to air 13
May will be the last episode of the season. Cast and Crew will stand down for an eight-week hiatus.

HAWAII FIVE-O (CBS)
Reviewing script ISO episode #221 and #222.

Price is Right
Military episode filmed 7May set to air 4Iul. Sixty Sailors from Port Hueneme attended to fill
audience. Three Sailors selected to compete. All services supported to include Marine color guard
and band. AF-led PAA signed.

FEATURE FILMS

LUCY (Europa Corp-Universal Pictures)
A film by the Director of "The Professional" and "Fifth Element" requested to use a five
second clip of an F-18 carrier take-off his latest film entitled "Lucy." The carrier take-off
clip previously cleared for public release DefenseImagery.mil. (NNTR)



USS Indianapolis: Men of Courage (Hannibal Pictures) 
Project delayed to fall. (NNTR) 
 
HUNTER-KILLER 
New sub-plot script in review.  Script notes and thematic rewrite recommendations provided to 
Director on 4Mar.  Several phoncons to discuss thematics this week.  Expect revised script soon. 
(NNTR) 
 

DOCUMENTARIES (Air Date): 

 
RICKOVER DOCUMENTARY SCHEDULED FOR RELEASE AT GI FILMFEST (24MAY) 
ADMIRAL HYMAN RICKOVER: THE FATHER OF NUCLEAR POWER documentary by Manifold 
Productions.  ADM (Ret.) Kirkland Donald, former Director, Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program 
featured in film while still on active duty.  Naval Reactor planning screening, date TBD.  Film shown 
in Washington DC, 29Apr14 at Navy Memorial.  Official premiere scheduled at GI Film Festival on 
24May14.  http://gifilmfestival.com/portfolios/admiral-rickover-the-father-of-nuclear-power/.  
Film rumored to be aired on PBS in Fall 2014, but unable to officially confirm.  
 
Film synopsis: "Combative, provocative and searingly blunt, Admiral Hyman G. Rickover was a 
flamboyant maverick and a unique American hero.” 
- NAVINFO West provided PAA, 4Mar2011, to support documentary and collaborated with NAVSEA 
Naval Reactor PAO to serve as project officer.   
- Producer refused any and all requests for a rough cut review claiming no active duty interviews 
were conducted and no access to active bases/ships.   
- Producer did not keep the nuclear reactors project officer informed regarding progress.   
 
Travel Family with Colleen Kelley (PBS) 
Series showcasing family-friendly locations in the U.S. and abroad.  Filmed at Pensacola Aviation 
Museum highlighting NC-4 flying boat, Apollo program exhibit, and 4D Blue Angel Theater.  Blue 
Angels support included broll of pilots at autograph session at Aviation Museum, and interviews 
with pilots #2 and #6 shot on the flight line.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 
Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
Filmed Navy dive artifacts 15Apr at Navy Museum with NHHC escort.  Episode will highlight career 
of BMCM Carl Brashear.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 
EMPOWERMENT PROJECT (IndieFlix) 
Interview with VADM Michelle Howard conducted Sunday, 29Sep13 as part of documentary 
showcasing inspirational women in a variety of career fields.  PAA signed.  Rough cut reviewed.  
Special screenings planned in Chicago and Los Angeles 8-11May.  Awaiting official air date. (NNTR) 
 
SEAL Dog (Smithsonian) 
Film about former SEAL Trevor Maroshek and his relationship with his dog, Chopper, a former 
military working dog.  Vice President Joe Biden interviewed for film as well.  Interview conducted, 
Apr. 7, with NICoE's CAPT. (Dr.) Robert Koffman that discussed treatment of PTSD/TBI and 
program using canines as therapy dogs.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut.  Additional support to 
film NSW multipurpose K-9 unit in Coronado declined. 
 
Ancient Impossible (History Channel H2) 
Series comparing ancient and modern inventions revealing the amazing technology, engineering 
and genius that came from ancient times.  An episode will compare the steam catapult from a 

USS Indianapolis: Men of Courage (Hannibal Pictures) 
Project delayed to fall. (NNTR) 
 
HUNTER-KILLER 
New sub-plot script in review.  Script notes and thematic rewrite recommendations provided to 
Director on 4Mar.  Several phoncons to discuss thematics this week.  Expect revised script soon. 
(NNTR) 
 

DOCUMENTARIES (Air Date): 

 
RICKOVER DOCUMENTARY SCHEDULED FOR RELEASE AT GI FILMFEST (24MAY) 
ADMIRAL HYMAN RICKOVER: THE FATHER OF NUCLEAR POWER documentary by Manifold 
Productions.  ADM (Ret.) Kirkland Donald, former Director, Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program 
featured in film while still on active duty.  Naval Reactor planning screening, date TBD.  Film shown 
in Washington DC, 29Apr14 at Navy Memorial.  Official premiere scheduled at GI Film Festival on 
24May14.  http://gifilmfestival.com/portfolios/admiral-rickover-the-father-of-nuclear-power/.  
Film rumored to be aired on PBS in Fall 2014, but unable to officially confirm.  
 
Film synopsis: "Combative, provocative and searingly blunt, Admiral Hyman G. Rickover was a 
flamboyant maverick and a unique American hero.” 
- NAVINFO West provided PAA, 4Mar2011, to support documentary and collaborated with NAVSEA 
Naval Reactor PAO to serve as project officer.   
- Producer refused any and all requests for a rough cut review claiming no active duty interviews 
were conducted and no access to active bases/ships.   
- Producer did not keep the nuclear reactors project officer informed regarding progress.   
 
Travel Family with Colleen Kelley (PBS) 
Series showcasing family-friendly locations in the U.S. and abroad.  Filmed at Pensacola Aviation 
Museum highlighting NC-4 flying boat, Apollo program exhibit, and 4D Blue Angel Theater.  Blue 
Angels support included broll of pilots at autograph session at Aviation Museum, and interviews 
with pilots #2 and #6 shot on the flight line.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 
Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
Filmed Navy dive artifacts 15Apr at Navy Museum with NHHC escort.  Episode will highlight career 
of BMCM Carl Brashear.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 
EMPOWERMENT PROJECT (IndieFlix) 
Interview with VADM Michelle Howard conducted Sunday, 29Sep13 as part of documentary 
showcasing inspirational women in a variety of career fields.  PAA signed.  Rough cut reviewed.  
Special screenings planned in Chicago and Los Angeles 8-11May.  Awaiting official air date. (NNTR) 
 
SEAL Dog (Smithsonian) 
Film about former SEAL Trevor Maroshek and his relationship with his dog, Chopper, a former 
military working dog.  Vice President Joe Biden interviewed for film as well.  Interview conducted, 
Apr. 7, with NICoE's CAPT. (Dr.) Robert Koffman that discussed treatment of PTSD/TBI and 
program using canines as therapy dogs.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut.  Additional support to 
film NSW multipurpose K-9 unit in Coronado declined. 
 
Ancient Impossible (History Channel H2) 
Series comparing ancient and modern inventions revealing the amazing technology, engineering 
and genius that came from ancient times.  An episode will compare the steam catapult from a 

USS Indianapolis: Men of Courage (Hannibal Pictures)
Project delayed to fall. (NNTR)

HUNTER-KILLER
New sub-plot script in review. Script notes and thematic rewrite recommendations provided to
Director on 4Mar. Several phoncons to discuss thematics this week. Expect revised script soon.
(NNTR)

DOCUMENTARIES (Air Date):

RICKOVER DOCUMENTARY SCHEDULED FOR RELEASE AT GI FILMFEST (24MAY)
ADMIRAL HYMAN RICKOVER: THE FATHER OF NUCLEAR POWER documentary by Manifold
Productions. ADM (Ret.) Kirkland Donald, former Director, Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program
featured in film while still on active duty. Naval Reactor planning screening, date TBD. Film shown
in Washington DC, 29Apr14 at Navy Memorial. Official premiere scheduled at GI Film Festival on
24May14. htt : ifilmfestival.com ortfolios admiral-rickover-the-father-of—nuclear- ower .
Film rumored to be aired on PBS in Fall 2014, but unable to officially confirm.

Film synopsis: "Combative, provocative and searingly blunt, Admiral Hyman G. Rickover was a
flamboyant maverick and a unique American hero."
- NAVINFO West provided PAA, 4Mar2011, to support documentary and collaborated with NAVSEA
Naval Reactor PAO to serve as project officer.
- Producer refused any and all requests for a rough cut review claiming no active duty interviews
were conducted and no access to active bases/ships.
- Producer did not keep the nuclear reactors project officer informed regarding progress.

Travel Family with Colleen Kelley (PBS)
Series showcasing family-friendly locations in the US. and abroad. Filmed at Pensacola Aviation
Museum highlighting NC-4 flying boat, Apollo program exhibit, and 4D Blue Angel Theater. Blue
Angels support included broll of pilots at autograph session at Aviation Museum, and interviews
with pilots #2 and #6 shot on the flight line. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel)
Filmed Navy dive artifacts 15Apr at Navy Museum with NHHC escort. Episode will highlight career
of BMCM Carl Brashear. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

EMPOWERMENT PROIECT (IndieFliX)
Interview with VADM Michelle Howard conducted Sunday, 29Sep13 as part of documentary
showcasing inspirational women in a variety of career fields. PAA signed. Rough cut reviewed.
Special screenings planned in Chicago and Los Angeles 8-11May. Awaiting official air date. (NNTR)

SEAL Dog (Smithsonian)
Film about former SEAL Trevor Maroshek and his relationship with his dog, Chopper, a former
military working dog. Vice President Joe Biden interviewed for film as well. Interview conducted,
Apr. 7, with NICoE's CAPT. (Dr.) Robert Koffman that discussed treatment of PTSD/TBI and
program using canines as therapy dogs. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. Additional support to
film NSW multipurpose K-9 unit in Coronado declined.

Ancient Impossible (History Channel H2)
Series comparing ancient and modern inventions revealing the amazing technology, engineering
and genius that came from ancient times. An episode will compare the steam catapult from a



carrier to the ancient steam catapult as well as show the similarities and differences of the ancient 
world's largest ship to the modern carrier.  Filming completed 3-4Apr.  Addendum added to original 
PAA to support broll opportunities with USS Green Bay, 2Apr.  NAVINFOWEST Project Officer 
provided aerial footage taken by USS Ronald Reagan Media Dept and shipped to producers in 
24Apr. (NNTR) 
 
HOMEFRONT (PBS)  
OSD(PA) granted DoD support for the PBS documentary “Homefront” that will explore how military  
families deal/cope with deployments.  NAVINFOWEST ICW Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC) PAO 
assisted in identifying dependents and service members representing the Navy’s Seabees.  Filming 
took place 18-20Feb to include broll of NMCB 3's homecoming and NMCB 5's morning quarters and 
gun range exercise.  Interviews included diverse mix of dependents, service members and family 
situations.  Documentary expected completion late 2014 and airing early 2015. (NNTR) 
 
HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC) 
Filming took place 15Oct at Directorate of Time and 25Oct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's 
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time.  PAA signed.  Rough cut of episode 
on 'time' received.  Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in 
very professional/capable manner.  Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR) 
 
MAKERS: WOMEN & WAR 
Vice Adm. Howard (N3N5) interviewed with PBS' "Makers" documentary program 09Jan about the 
integration of women in the Navy since the 1970s.  The episode will air in June and will also feature 
interviews with senior women leaders in the Army and Marines.  The "Women & War" segment is 
one of six episodes that will look at the evolution of women in six different career fields and is a 
follow-up to PBS' 2012 series that detailed the history of the women's movement.  Rough cut 
reviewed.  Air date set for 24Jun. (NNTR) 
 
Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation 
Museum.  Filming took place 15Jan.  Awaiting rough cut.  (NNTR) 
 
D-Day Sunken Secrets (NOVA/PBS) 
Showcases underwater artifacts from D-Day.  Feb. 20 interview with NHHC Director CAPT Hendrix.  
PAA signed.  Rough cut reviewed.  Air date set for 28May, 9PM(EST). (NNTR) 
 
New Race for Space (Science Channel) 
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration.  Filming took place 15Feb for  
scheduled test of NASA's SIAD rocket on China Lake.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 

DOCUMENTARIES (In Production): 

 
HORIZON – FLIGHT MH370 (BBC Science Series) 
Producers have requested footage captured by Navy COMCAM operator currently embedded on 
Australian Navy ship supporting search efforts with Bluefin-21, scheduled to return to port 12May.  
Have also expressed interest in conducting interviews with personnel involved in search efforts.  
PAA not yet signed.  
 
 
 
 

carrier to the ancient steam catapult as well as show the similarities and differences of the ancient 
world's largest ship to the modern carrier.  Filming completed 3-4Apr.  Addendum added to original 
PAA to support broll opportunities with USS Green Bay, 2Apr.  NAVINFOWEST Project Officer 
provided aerial footage taken by USS Ronald Reagan Media Dept and shipped to producers in 
24Apr. (NNTR) 
 
HOMEFRONT (PBS)  
OSD(PA) granted DoD support for the PBS documentary “Homefront” that will explore how military  
families deal/cope with deployments.  NAVINFOWEST ICW Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC) PAO 
assisted in identifying dependents and service members representing the Navy’s Seabees.  Filming 
took place 18-20Feb to include broll of NMCB 3's homecoming and NMCB 5's morning quarters and 
gun range exercise.  Interviews included diverse mix of dependents, service members and family 
situations.  Documentary expected completion late 2014 and airing early 2015. (NNTR) 
 
HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC) 
Filming took place 15Oct at Directorate of Time and 25Oct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's 
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time.  PAA signed.  Rough cut of episode 
on 'time' received.  Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in 
very professional/capable manner.  Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR) 
 
MAKERS: WOMEN & WAR 
Vice Adm. Howard (N3N5) interviewed with PBS' "Makers" documentary program 09Jan about the 
integration of women in the Navy since the 1970s.  The episode will air in June and will also feature 
interviews with senior women leaders in the Army and Marines.  The "Women & War" segment is 
one of six episodes that will look at the evolution of women in six different career fields and is a 
follow-up to PBS' 2012 series that detailed the history of the women's movement.  Rough cut 
reviewed.  Air date set for 24Jun. (NNTR) 
 
Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation 
Museum.  Filming took place 15Jan.  Awaiting rough cut.  (NNTR) 
 
D-Day Sunken Secrets (NOVA/PBS) 
Showcases underwater artifacts from D-Day.  Feb. 20 interview with NHHC Director CAPT Hendrix.  
PAA signed.  Rough cut reviewed.  Air date set for 28May, 9PM(EST). (NNTR) 
 
New Race for Space (Science Channel) 
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration.  Filming took place 15Feb for  
scheduled test of NASA's SIAD rocket on China Lake.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 

DOCUMENTARIES (In Production): 

 
HORIZON – FLIGHT MH370 (BBC Science Series) 
Producers have requested footage captured by Navy COMCAM operator currently embedded on 
Australian Navy ship supporting search efforts with Bluefin-21, scheduled to return to port 12May.  
Have also expressed interest in conducting interviews with personnel involved in search efforts.  
PAA not yet signed.  
 
 
 
 

carrier to the ancient steam catapult as well as show the similarities and differences of the ancient
world's largest ship to the modern carrier. Filming completed 3-4Apr. Addendum added to original
PAA to support broll opportunities with USS Green Bay, 2Apr. NAVINFOWEST Project Officer
provided aerial footage taken by USS Ronald Reagan Media Dept and shipped to producers in
24Apr. (NNTR)

HOMEFRONT (PBS)
OSD(PA) granted DoD support for the PBS documentary "Homefront" that will explore how military
families deal/cope with deployments. NAVINFOWEST ICW Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC) PAO
assisted in identifying dependents and service members representing the Navy’s Seabees. Filming
took place 18—20Feb to include broll of NMCB 3's homecoming and NMCB 5's morning quarters and
gun range exercise. Interviews included diverse mix of dependents, service members and family
situations. Documentary expected completion late 2014 and airing early 2015. (NNTR)

HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC)
Filming took place 150ct at Directorate of Time and 250ct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time. PAA signed. Rough cut of episode
on 'time' received. Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in
very professional/capable manner. Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR)

MAKERS: WOMEN & WAR
Vice Adm. Howard (N3N5) interviewed with PBS' "Makers" documentary program 09Ian about the
integration of women in the Navy since the 1970s. The episode will air in June and will also feature
interviews with senior women leaders in the Army and Marines. The "Women & War" segment is
one of six episodes that will look at the evolution of women in six different career fields and is a
follow-up to PBS' 2012 series that detailed the history of the women's movement. Rough cut
reviewed. Air date set for 24Iun. (NNTR)

Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel)
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation
Museum. Filming took place 15Ian. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

D-Day Sunken Secrets (NOVA/PBS)
Showcases underwater artifacts from D-Day. Feb. 20 interview with NHHC Director CAPT Hendrix.
PAA signed. Rough cut reviewed. Air date set for 28May, 9PM(EST). (NNTR)

New Race for Space (Science Channel)
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration. Filming took place 15Feb for
scheduled test of NASA's SIAD rocket on China Lake. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

DOCUMENTARIES (In Production):

HORIZON — FLIGHT MH370 (BBC Science Series)
Producers have requested footage captured by Navy COMCAM operator currently embedded on
Australian Navy ship supporting search efforts with Bluefin-21, scheduled to return to port 12May.
Have also expressed interest in conducting interviews with personnel involved in search efforts.
PAA not yet signed.



Ocean Gals (No distribution) 
Documentary film request that aims to highlight SPAWAR/SSC PAC's Navy Marine Ecology 
Consortium and its 75% female staff in order to highlight diversity and Navy's environmental 
compliance, stewardship and readiness mission.  Researching support. (NNTR) 
 
Op Martillo (Univision) 
PAA-supported counter drug ops documentary.  Producers circling back with request for additional 
May 2014 embark.  NAVINFOWEST ICW SOUTHCOM and C4F will review current footage, 30Apr, to 
verify compliance with existing PAA before approving additional embarks. 
LCDR Correa attended screening in Florida of first season of six episodes with project officer CDR 
Cory Barker, DOJ, 4th Flt, SouthCom PAO and the producers/Univision.  Issues arose with some 
imagery and depictions strictly identified not for filming in the PAA.  Based on 5May PHONCON 
with Paraiso Pictures, NAVINFOWEST ICW OSD and USCG waiting for episodes 1-7 DVDs for follow 
on review. 
 
Anthony Bourdain: Parts Unknown (CNN) 
Travel and food show series.  Researching support. (NNTR) 
 
Jeff Dunham: All Over the Map (Comedy Central) 
Comedian Jeff Dunham scheduled to perform at Pearl Harbor's Ward Field, May 24.  Request to film 
performance supported by Pearl Harbor PAO and NAVINFO West.  PAA sent to producer for 
signature. (NNTR) 
 
Mighty Ships (Discovery)  
Researching filming opportunities aboard USNS Montford Point, JHSV and the USNS Mercy during 
RIMPAC. (NNTR) 
 
Lone Woman of San Nicholas Island (PBS) 
Documentary on story of Lone Woman of San Nicholas.  Request to interview SME regarding Navy's 
presence on San Nicholas and preservation of Lone Woman site.  Researching support. (NNTR) 
 
Mighty Planes (Discovery)  
Television series documenting world’s most impressive aircraft.  Request to highlight top three 
manned jets.  Researching support. (NNTR) 
 
UnSEALed (PBS) 
Production support approved with addendum to previous research-assisted PAA approved by 
NAVINFO West and Naval Special Warfare Command. PAA and Addendum signed.  CAPT Fenick 
coordinating filming several ceremonial events at BUDS training and tributes to the fallen at other 
locations. (NNTR) 
 
House Hunters International - Rota, Spain (HGTV) 
Television episode will track newly arriving principal of David Glasgow Farragut (DGF) DOEDA 
school on NAVSTA Rota during his search for a house out on the economy.  Filming support 
approved solely to highlight his job as principal of DGF with access to filming exterior/interior 
shots of DGF. Coordinating with NAVSTA Rota PAO.  Filming scheduled for summer 2014, one-day 
shoot.  PAA signed. (NNTR) 
 
Spent: Looking for Change (no distribution) 
Documentary on predatory lending from same producers that made "An Inconvenient Truth" and 
"Waiting for Superman."  Initial request for fact-finding, research assistance to speak off-camera 

Ocean Gals (No distribution) 
Documentary film request that aims to highlight SPAWAR/SSC PAC's Navy Marine Ecology 
Consortium and its 75% female staff in order to highlight diversity and Navy's environmental 
compliance, stewardship and readiness mission.  Researching support. (NNTR) 
 
Op Martillo (Univision) 
PAA-supported counter drug ops documentary.  Producers circling back with request for additional 
May 2014 embark.  NAVINFOWEST ICW SOUTHCOM and C4F will review current footage, 30Apr, to 
verify compliance with existing PAA before approving additional embarks. 
LCDR Correa attended screening in Florida of first season of six episodes with project officer CDR 
Cory Barker, DOJ, 4th Flt, SouthCom PAO and the producers/Univision.  Issues arose with some 
imagery and depictions strictly identified not for filming in the PAA.  Based on 5May PHONCON 
with Paraiso Pictures, NAVINFOWEST ICW OSD and USCG waiting for episodes 1-7 DVDs for follow 
on review. 
 
Anthony Bourdain: Parts Unknown (CNN) 
Travel and food show series.  Researching support. (NNTR) 
 
Jeff Dunham: All Over the Map (Comedy Central) 
Comedian Jeff Dunham scheduled to perform at Pearl Harbor's Ward Field, May 24.  Request to film 
performance supported by Pearl Harbor PAO and NAVINFO West.  PAA sent to producer for 
signature. (NNTR) 
 
Mighty Ships (Discovery)  
Researching filming opportunities aboard USNS Montford Point, JHSV and the USNS Mercy during 
RIMPAC. (NNTR) 
 
Lone Woman of San Nicholas Island (PBS) 
Documentary on story of Lone Woman of San Nicholas.  Request to interview SME regarding Navy's 
presence on San Nicholas and preservation of Lone Woman site.  Researching support. (NNTR) 
 
Mighty Planes (Discovery)  
Television series documenting world’s most impressive aircraft.  Request to highlight top three 
manned jets.  Researching support. (NNTR) 
 
UnSEALed (PBS) 
Production support approved with addendum to previous research-assisted PAA approved by 
NAVINFO West and Naval Special Warfare Command. PAA and Addendum signed.  CAPT Fenick 
coordinating filming several ceremonial events at BUDS training and tributes to the fallen at other 
locations. (NNTR) 
 
House Hunters International - Rota, Spain (HGTV) 
Television episode will track newly arriving principal of David Glasgow Farragut (DGF) DOEDA 
school on NAVSTA Rota during his search for a house out on the economy.  Filming support 
approved solely to highlight his job as principal of DGF with access to filming exterior/interior 
shots of DGF. Coordinating with NAVSTA Rota PAO.  Filming scheduled for summer 2014, one-day 
shoot.  PAA signed. (NNTR) 
 
Spent: Looking for Change (no distribution) 
Documentary on predatory lending from same producers that made "An Inconvenient Truth" and 
"Waiting for Superman."  Initial request for fact-finding, research assistance to speak off-camera 

Ocean Gals (No distribution)
Documentary film request that aims to highlight SPAWAR/SSC PAC's Navy Marine Ecology
Consortium and its 75% female staff in order to highlight diversity and Navy's environmental
compliance, stewardship and readiness mission. Researching support. (NNTR)

Op Martillo (Univision)
PAA-supported counter drug ops documentary. Producers circling back with request for additional
May 2014 embark. NAVINFOWEST ICW SOUTHCOM and C4F will review current footage, 30Apr, to
verify compliance with existing PAA before approving additional embarks.
LCDR Correa attended screening in Florida of first season of six episodes with project officer CDR
Cory Barker, DO], 4th Flt, SouthCom PAO and the producers/Univision. Issues arose with some
imagery and depictions strictly identified not for filming in the PAA. Based on 5May PHONCON
with Paraiso Pictures, NAVINFOWEST ICW OSD and USCG waiting for episodes 1-7 DVDs for follow
on rev1ew.

Anthony Bourdain: Parts Unknown (CNN)
Travel and food show series. Researching support. (NNTR)

Jeff Dunham: All Over the Map (Comedy Central)
Comedian Jeff Dunham scheduled to perform at Pearl Harbor's Ward Field, May 24. Request to film
performance supported by Pearl Harbor PAO and NAVINFO West. PAA sent to producer for
signature. (NNTR)

Mighty Ships (Discovery)
Researching filming opportunities aboard USNS Montford Point, IHSV and the USNS Mercy during
RIMPAC. (NNTR)

Lone Woman of San Nicholas Island (PBS)
Documentary on story of Lone Woman of San Nicholas. Request to interview SME regarding Navy's
presence on San Nicholas and preservation of Lone Woman site. Researching support. (NNTR)

Mighty Planes (Discovery)
Television series documenting world’s most impressive aircraft. Request to highlight top three
manned jets. Researching support. (NNTR)

UnSEALed (PBS)
Production support approved with addendum to previous research-assisted PAA approved by
NAVINFO West and Naval Special Warfare Command. PAA and Addendum signed. CAPT Fenick
coordinating filming several ceremonial events at BUDS training and tributes to the fallen at other
locations. (NNTR)

House Hunters International - Rota, Spain (HGTV)
Television episode will track newly arriving principal of David Glasgow Farragut (DGF) DOEDA
school on NAVSTA Rota during his search for a house out on the economy. Filming support
approved solely to highlight his job as principal of DGF with access to filming exterior/interior
shots of DGF. Coordinating with NAVSTA Rota PAO. Filming scheduled for summer 2014, one-day
shoot. PAA signed. (NNTR)

Spent: Looking for Change (no distribution)
Documentary on predatory lending from same producers that made "An Inconvenient Truth" and
"Waiting for Superman." Initial request for fact-finding, research assistance to speak off-camera



with RLSO and NMCRS representatives to discuss predatory lenders targeting of military.  Initial 
phone calls will also serve to identify selection of on-camera interviews at a later date, pending 
approval.  Navy and Marine film offices researching support.  No PAA. (NNTR) 
 

  
 

 
 
Story of the California Channel Islands (PBS) 
Historical documentary on Channel Islands from their creation to present day.  Researching 
assistance for Navy SMEs to discuss current ops and environmental stewardship programs on San 
Nicholas and San Clemente islands.  Coordinating with CNRSW for support. (NNTR) 
 
Secrets of the Arsenal (Military Channel) 
Explores museums and collections to find interesting and historically-significant stories associated 
with them.  NHHC supporting to film trumpet found on the USS Houston housed at Navy Museum, 
filming scheduled 19May.  Navy addendum to Army PAA sent to producer. 
 
Beyond the Light Switch (PBS) 
Documentary on national security with focus on economic, energy and environmental security. 
Interviews approved for ONR representatives in conjunction with ARPA-E summit.  Navy 
addendum added to existing Army PAA. (NNTR) 
 
The History of Carrier Aviation project (Office of Patriots Point and USS Yorktown) 
This is a non-broadcast request for stock footage carrier and carrier based aviation. The final video 
will be viewed in the USS Yorktown’s new state of the art theatre. The production release date is 
15Jun.  Post production begins 15Apr.  In research phase.  (NNTR) 
 
“B. TAYLOR” (ION TV) 
Remaining scenes:  AIMD and main gym NAS North Island; Main NEX San Diego NAVSTA.  Filming of 
remaining scenes on hold pending talent availability.  FOLUP email sent to production company to 
determine follow-on requirements. (NNTR) 
 
41 on 41 (Bush Library Foundation)  
Distribution currently the Bush Library.  Filming took place 03Jan aboard USS George HW Bush in 
support of documentary of former president.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 
HORIZON – COMET (BBC Science Series) 
Filming took place 15Sep at Coso Hot Springs on Naval Air Weapons Station China Lake.  PAA 
signed.  Awaiting rough cut.  (NNTR) 
 

DECLINES: 

 
House Hunters International  (HGTV) – TV series 
No ROI. 
 
Off the Map (Lifeway Christian Resources) 
Low-budget film.  No valued proposition.  
 
Adm. Isoroku Yamamoto (NHK TV) – Documentary 
No valued proposition.  

(b) (4)

with RLSO and NMCRS representatives to discuss predatory lenders targeting of military.  Initial 
phone calls will also serve to identify selection of on-camera interviews at a later date, pending 
approval.  Navy and Marine film offices researching support.  No PAA. (NNTR) 
 

  
 

 
 
Story of the California Channel Islands (PBS) 
Historical documentary on Channel Islands from their creation to present day.  Researching 
assistance for Navy SMEs to discuss current ops and environmental stewardship programs on San 
Nicholas and San Clemente islands.  Coordinating with CNRSW for support. (NNTR) 
 
Secrets of the Arsenal (Military Channel) 
Explores museums and collections to find interesting and historically-significant stories associated 
with them.  NHHC supporting to film trumpet found on the USS Houston housed at Navy Museum, 
filming scheduled 19May.  Navy addendum to Army PAA sent to producer. 
 
Beyond the Light Switch (PBS) 
Documentary on national security with focus on economic, energy and environmental security. 
Interviews approved for ONR representatives in conjunction with ARPA-E summit.  Navy 
addendum added to existing Army PAA. (NNTR) 
 
The History of Carrier Aviation project (Office of Patriots Point and USS Yorktown) 
This is a non-broadcast request for stock footage carrier and carrier based aviation. The final video 
will be viewed in the USS Yorktown’s new state of the art theatre. The production release date is 
15Jun.  Post production begins 15Apr.  In research phase.  (NNTR) 
 
“B. TAYLOR” (ION TV) 
Remaining scenes:  AIMD and main gym NAS North Island; Main NEX San Diego NAVSTA.  Filming of 
remaining scenes on hold pending talent availability.  FOLUP email sent to production company to 
determine follow-on requirements. (NNTR) 
 
41 on 41 (Bush Library Foundation)  
Distribution currently the Bush Library.  Filming took place 03Jan aboard USS George HW Bush in 
support of documentary of former president.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 
HORIZON – COMET (BBC Science Series) 
Filming took place 15Sep at Coso Hot Springs on Naval Air Weapons Station China Lake.  PAA 
signed.  Awaiting rough cut.  (NNTR) 
 

DECLINES: 

 
House Hunters International  (HGTV) – TV series 
No ROI. 
 
Off the Map (Lifeway Christian Resources) 
Low-budget film.  No valued proposition.  
 
Adm. Isoroku Yamamoto (NHK TV) – Documentary 
No valued proposition.  

(b) (4)

with RLSO and NMCRS representatives to discuss predatory lenders targeting of military. Initial
phone calls will also serve to identify selection of on-camera interviews at a later date, pending
approval. Navy and Marine film offices researching support. No PAA. (NNTR)

b) (4)

Story of the California Channel Islands (PBS)
Historical documentary on Channel Islands from their creation to present day. Researching
assistance for Navy SMEs to discuss current ops and environmental stewardship programs on San
Nicholas and San Clemente islands. Coordinating with CNRSW for support. (NNTR)

Secrets of the Arsenal (Military Channel)
Explores museums and collections to find interesting and historically-significant stories associated
with them. NHHC supporting to film trumpet found on the USS Houston housed at Navy Museum,
filming scheduled 19May. Navy addendum to Army PAA sent to producer.

Beyond the Light Switch (PBS)
Documentary on national security with focus on economic, energy and environmental security.
Interviews approved for ONR representatives in conjunction with ARPA-E summit. Navy
addendum added to existing Army PAA. (NNTR)

The History of Carrier Aviation project (Office of Patriots Point and USS Yorktown)
This is a non-broadcast request for stock footage carrier and carrier based aviation. The final video
will be viewed in the USS Yorktown’s new state of the art theatre. The production release date is
15Iun. Post production begins 15Apr. In research phase. (NNTR)

“B. TAYLOR” (ION TV)
Remaining scenes: AIMD and main gym NAS North Island; Main NEX San Diego NAVSTA. Filming of
remaining scenes on hold pending talent availability. FOLUP email sent to production company to
determine follow-on requirements. (NNTR)

41 on 41 (Bush Library Foundation)
Distribution currently the Bush Library. Filming took place 03]an aboard USS George HW Bush in
support of documentary of former president. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

HORIZON — COMET (BBC Science Series)
Filming took place 15Sep at Coso Hot Springs on Naval Air Weapons Station China Lake. PAA
signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

DECLINES:

House Hunters International (HGTV) — TV series
No ROI.

Off the Map (Lifeway Christian Resources)
Low-budget film. No valued proposition.

Adm. Isoroku Yamamoto (NHK TV) — Documentary
No valued proposition.



ADMIN: 

 
Received FOIA request from the DON FOIA/PA Program Office.  Originator  is 
seeking a copy of e-mails sent to the NAVINFOWEST office that contains the word “ ”  
 
HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAVY 
Submitted first cut at 300-person industry database to begin tracking HTTN invites/trips for 
follow-up.  Confirmed visit to the Arleigh-Burke class guided missile destroyer USS William P. 
Lawrence (DDG-110) and Helicopter Sea Combat Squadron Three (HSC-3) on 17May. 
 
RESERVE UNIT 
(NNTR) 
 
NAVY DAYS #17 (3-10Aug) PLANNING: 
Contacted by Navy League National Director Grant Ivy to provide liaison support opportunities for 
Sailors to attend game and talk shows during ship visits. (NNTR) 
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Sailors to attend game and talk shows during ship visits. (NNTR)



NAVINFO WEST Weekly Report 
16 May 14 

Updated Items in Blue 
 

SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS: 

 
THE LAST SHIP (TNT) (EDITING FOR JUNE RELEASE) 
Premiere:  04Jun.  Schedule of events confirmed by TNT for premier at Washington D.C. Newseum.  
Navy Color Guard, Rifle Team and Band to perform a patriotic opener prior to showing.  Reception 
hosted by TNT to follow. 
NAVINFO East assisting with Fleet Week NYC events/coordination for cast/crew embark 
opportunity and screenings 21-27May.   
Base Screenings:  Connected TNT Marketing with NMPS Millington for further planning to showcase 
Pilot Episode at Navy Base locations with theaters.  
USS Midway Showing:  Navy declined 100-seat invitation to DJ Junket preferring instead to have 
larger audiences see the showing at base theaters when available. 
San Diego Screening:  TNT expressed a desire to show the Pilot and Episode 1 of The Last Ship to 
San Diego Leadership for their role in facilitating filming for the last 18 months.  Working with 
NBSD and/or NASNI base PAOs and base theaters to arrange times for showings.  Command invites 
will include: AIRPAC, SURFPAC, C3F, USS DEWEY, USS STERETT, USS RUSSELL, HSM-41, HSM-78, 
HSC-3 and HSC-6.  Tentative dates are 30May (NBSD) and 6Jun (NASNI). 
 
Marketing:  Director NAVINFOWEST and Mr. Strub to attend marketing meeting w/TNT marketing 
execs 22May in Atlanta.  Requested review of social media products, ads, promos and trailers. 
 
GODZILLA (WB/Legendary) (PREMIERES) 
- 14May, approx 700 Army, Navy, OSD, Air Force, Coast Guard and Wounded Warrior personnel 
attended the Washington D.C. Premiere of Godzilla.  Joint Honor Guard performed the parading of 
colors, and National Anthem was performed by Army Sgt. Corrin Campbell.  Secretary Mabus' 
remarks were well received at both the Georgetown and Uptown theater showings. 
Tonite: US Release - 16May nationwide 
 
HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAVY (SATURDAY) 
Submitted first cut at 300-person industry database to begin tracking HTTN invites/trips for 
follow-up.  Confirmed visit to the Arleigh-Burke class guided missile destroyer USS William P. 
Lawrence (DDG-110) and Helicopter Sea Combat Squadron Three (HSC-3) on 17May. 
 

 
 

 
 

 
NCIS (CBS)  
Cast/Crew commence 8-week hiatus.  OSD(PA) ICW NAVINFOWEST requested meeting Executive 
Producers to discuss future DoD support IRT NCIS New Orleans spin-off OKA “Crescent City” which 
has been green lit by CBS. 
 
SEAPOWER (IMAX/K2 Comms) 
Ongoing planning and SOE/Shot list development.  Update briefed scheduled for 16May between 
K2 Comm Staff and NAVINFOWEST Director.    

(b) (4)
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NAVINFO WEST Weekly Report
16 May 14

Updated Items in Blue

SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS:

THE LAST SHIP (TNT) (EDITING FOR IUNE RELEASE)
Premiere: 04Iun. Schedule of events confirmed by TNT for premier at Washington DC Newseum.
Navy Color Guard, Rifle Team and Band to perform a patriotic opener prior to showing. Reception
hosted by TNT to follow.
NAVINFO East assisting with Fleet Week NYC events/coordination for cast/crew embark
opportunity and screenings 21-27May.
Base Screenings: Connected TNT Marketing with NMPS Millington for further planning to showcase
Pilot Episode at Navy Base locations with theaters.
USS Midway Showing: Navy declined 100-seat invitation to D] Iunket preferring instead to have
larger audiences see the showing at base theaters when available.
San Diego Screening: TNT expressed a desire to show the Pilot and Episode 1 of The Last Ship to
San Diego Leadership for their role in facilitating filming for the last 18 months. Working with
NBSD and/or NASNI base PAOs and base theaters to arrange times for showings. Command invites
will include: AIRPAC, SURFPAC, C3F, USS DEWEY, USS STERETT, USS RUSSELL, HSM-41, HSM-78,
HSC-3 and HSC-6. Tentative dates are 30May (NBSD) and 6]un (NASNI).

Marketing: Director NAVINFOWEST and Mr. Strub to attend marketing meeting w/TNT marketing
execs 22May in Atlanta. Requested review of social media products, ads, promos and trailers.

GODZILLA (WE/Legendary) (PREMIERES)
- 14May, approx 700 Army, Navy, OSD, Air Force, Coast Guard and Wounded Warrior personnel
attended the Washington DC Premiere of Godzilla. Ioint Honor Guard performed the parading of
colors, and National Anthem was performed by Army Sgt. Corrin Campbell. Secretary Mabus'
remarks were well received at both the Georgetown and Uptown theater showings.
Tonite: US Release - 16May nationwide

HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAVY (SATURDAY)
Submitted first cut at 300-person industry database to begin tracking HTTN invites/trips for
follow-up. Confirmed visit to the Arleigh-Burke class guided missile destroyer USS William P.
Lawrence (DDG-110) and Helicopter Sea Combat Squadron Three (HSC-3) on 17May.

NCIS (CBS)
Cast/Crew commence 8-week hiatus. OSD(PA) ICW NAVINFOWEST requested meeting Executive
Producers to discuss future DoD support IRT NCIS New Orleans spin-off OKA "Crescent City" which
has been green lit by CBS.

SEAPOWER (IMAX/K2 Comms)
Ongoing planning and SOE/Shot list development. Update briefed scheduled for 16May between
K2 Comm Staff and NAVINFOWEST Director.



SCRIPTED TV / GAME SHOW: 

 
Jeopardy! (Sony) 
Upcoming episode will use public domain, historical photos of USS Arizona and Navy Cross 
recipient PO3 Doris Miller as part of undisclosed quiz category. 
 
Somebody’s Gotta Do It – (CNN) 
Television series starring Mike Rowe of “Dirty Jobs”, show follows the same format as Dirty Jobs. 
Producers are interested in featuring Navy Seabees and Submarine Culinary Specialists.  In contact 
with SUBPAC and SeaBees to determine availability of units to support.  PAA not yet signed. 
 
The Ellen DeGeneres Show 
Contacted by DVIDS to solicit support for service member shout-outs to their mothers to be aired 
on Ellen's Mother's Day show.  DVIDS coordinating with local command PAOs for support. (NNTR) 
 
Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon 
Service members requested to fill audience in recognition of Military Appreciation Month. The 
Tonight Show has requested an entire audience of service members for show’s taping on Fri, 
23May.  High probability service members will meet Jimmy Fallon and any talent scheduled to be 
on the show.  Tonight Show is currently #1-rated, late-night talk show (average nightly viewership 
of 3.9 million and viral web/social followership well into multi-millions).  NAVINFO East assisting 
with Navy support. (NNTR) 
 
HAWAII FIVE-O (CBS) 
(NNTR) 
 

FEATURE FILMS 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
  

 
 
LUCY (Europa Corp-Universal Pictures) 

A film by the Director of "The Professional" and "Fifth Element" requested to use a five 
second clip of an F-18 carrier take-off his latest film entitled "Lucy." The carrier take-off 
clip previously cleared for public release DefenseImagery.mil. (NNTR) 
 
USS Indianapolis: Men of Courage (Hannibal Pictures) 
Project delayed to fall. (NNTR) 
 
HUNTER-KILLER 
New sub-plot script in review.  Script notes and thematic rewrite recommendations provided to 
Director on 4Mar.  Several phoncons to discuss thematics this week.  Expect revised script soon. 
(NNTR) 
 

(b) (4)

(b) (4)
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l SCRIPTED TV / GAME SHOW:

Ieopardy! (Sony)
Upcoming episode will use public domain, historical photos of USS Arizona and Navy Cross
recipient P03 Doris Miller as part of undisclosed quiz category.

Somebody’s Gotta Do It — (CNN)
Television series starring Mike Rowe of "Dirty Jobs", show follows the same format as Dirty Jobs.
Producers are interested in featuring Navy Seabees and Submarine Culinary Specialists. In contact
with SUBPAC and SeaBees to determine availability of units to support. PAA not yet signed.

The Ellen DeGeneres Show
Contacted by DVIDS to solicit support for service member shout-outs to their mothers to be aired
on Ellen's Mother's Day show. DVIDS coordinating with local command PAOs for support. (NNTR)

Tonight Show Starring )immy Fallon
Service members requested to fill audience in recognition of Military Appreciation Month. The
Tonight Show has requested an entire audience of service members for show’s taping on Fri,
23May. High probability service members will meet Jimmy Fallon and any talent scheduled to be
on the show. Tonight Show is currently #1-rated, late-night talk show (average nightly viewership
of 3.9 million and viral web/social followership well into multi-millions). NAVINFO East assisting
with Navy support. (NNTR)

HAWAII FIVE-O (CBS)
(NNTR)

FEATURE FILMS

LUCY (Europa Corp-Universal Pictures)
A film by the Director of "The Professional" and "Fifth Element" requested to use a five
second clip of an F-18 carrier take-off his latest film entitled "Lucy." The carrier take-off
clip previously cleared for public release DefenseImagery.mil. (NNTR)

USS Indianapolis: Men of Courage (Hannibal Pictures)
Project delayed to fall. (NNTR)

HUNTER-KILLER
New sub-plot script in review. Script notes and thematic rewrite recommendations provided to
Director on 4Mar. Several phoncons to discuss thematics this week. Expect revised script soon.
(NNTR)



DOCUMENTARIES (Air Date): 

 
RICKOVER DOCUMENTARY SCHEDULED FOR RELEASE AT GI FILMFEST (24MAY) 
ADMIRAL HYMAN RICKOVER: THE FATHER OF NUCLEAR POWER documentary by Manifold 
Productions.  ADM (Ret.) Kirkland Donald, former Director, Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program 
featured in film while still on active duty.  Naval Reactor planning screening, date TBD.  Film shown 
in Washington DC, 29Apr14 at Navy Memorial.  Official premiere scheduled at GI Film Festival on 
24May14.  http://gifilmfestival.com/portfolios/admiral-rickover-the-father-of-nuclear-power/.  
Film rumored to be aired on PBS in Fall 2014, but unable to officially confirm. 
 
Film synopsis: "Combative, provocative and searingly blunt, Admiral Hyman G. Rickover was a 
flamboyant maverick and a unique American hero.” 
- NAVINFO West provided PAA, 4Mar2011, to support documentary and collaborated with NAVSEA 
Naval Reactor PAO to serve as project officer.   
- Producer refused any and all requests for a rough cut review claiming no active duty interviews 
were conducted and no access to active bases/ships.   
- Producer did not keep the nuclear reactors project officer informed regarding progress.  (NNTR) 
 
Travel Family with Colleen Kelley (PBS) 
Series showcasing family-friendly locations in the U.S. and abroad.  Filmed at Pensacola Aviation 
Museum highlighting NC-4 flying boat, Apollo program exhibit, and 4D Blue Angel Theater.  Blue 
Angels support included broll of pilots at autograph session at Aviation Museum, and interviews 
with pilots #2 and #6 shot on the flight line.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 
Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
Filmed Navy dive artifacts 15Apr at Navy Museum with NHHC escort.  Episode will highlight career 
of BMCM Carl Brashear.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 
EMPOWERMENT PROJECT (IndieFlix) 
Interview with VADM Michelle Howard conducted Sunday, 29Sep13 as part of documentary 
showcasing inspirational women in a variety of career fields.  PAA signed.  Rough cut reviewed.  
Special screenings in Chicago and Los Angeles 8-11May.  Awaiting official air date. (NNTR) 
 
SEAL Dog (Smithsonian) 
Film about former SEAL Trevor Maroshek and his relationship with his dog, Chopper, a former 
military working dog.  Vice President Joe Biden interviewed for film as well.  Interview conducted, 
Apr. 7, with NICoE's CAPT. (Dr.) Robert Koffman that discussed treatment of PTSD/TBI and 
program using canines as therapy dogs.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut.  Additional support to 
film NSW multipurpose K-9 unit in Coronado declined. (NNTR) 
 
Ancient Impossible (History Channel H2) 
Series comparing ancient and modern inventions revealing the amazing technology, engineering 
and genius that came from ancient times.  An episode will compare the steam catapult from a 
carrier to the ancient steam catapult as well as show the similarities and differences of the ancient 
world's largest ship to the modern carrier.  Filming completed 3-4Apr.  Addendum added to original 
PAA to support broll opportunities with USS Green Bay, 2Apr.  NAVINFOWEST Project Officer 
provided aerial footage taken by USS Ronald Reagan Media Dept and shipped to producers in 
24Apr. (NNTR) 
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RICKOVER DOCUMENTARY SCHEDULED FOR RELEASE AT GI FILMFEST (24MAY)
ADMIRAL HYMAN RICKOVER: THE FATHER OF NUCLEAR POWER documentary by Manifold
Productions. ADM (Ret.) Kirkland Donald, former Director, Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program
featured in film while still on active duty. Naval Reactor planning screening, date TBD. Film shown
in Washington DC, 29Apr14 at Navy Memorial. Official premiere scheduled at GI Film Festival on
24May14. htt : ifilmfestival.com ortfolios admiral-rickover-the-father-of—nuclear- ower .
Film rumored to be aired on PBS in Fall 2014, but unable to officially confirm.

Film synopsis: "Combative, provocative and searingly blunt, Admiral Hyman G. Rickover was a
flamboyant maverick and a unique American hero."
- NAVINFO West provided PAA, 4Mar2011, to support documentary and collaborated with NAVSEA
Naval Reactor PAO to serve as project officer.
- Producer refused any and all requests for a rough cut review claiming no active duty interviews
were conducted and no access to active bases/ships.
- Producer did not keep the nuclear reactors project officer informed regarding progress. (NNTR)

Travel Family with Colleen Kelley (PBS)
Series showcasing family-friendly locations in the US. and abroad. Filmed at Pensacola Aviation
Museum highlighting NC-4 flying boat, Apollo program exhibit, and 4D Blue Angel Theater. Blue
Angels support included broll of pilots at autograph session at Aviation Museum, and interviews
with pilots #2 and #6 shot on the flight line. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel)
Filmed Navy dive artifacts 15Apr at Navy Museum with NHHC escort. Episode will highlight career
of BMCM Carl Brashear. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

EMPOWERMENT PROIECT (IndieFliX)
Interview with VADM Michelle Howard conducted Sunday, 29Sep13 as part of documentary
showcasing inspirational women in a variety of career fields. PAA signed. Rough cut reviewed.
Special screenings in Chicago and Los Angeles 8-11May. Awaiting official air date. (NNTR)

SEAL Dog (Smithsonian)
Film about former SEAL Trevor Maroshek and his relationship with his dog, Chopper, a former
military working dog. Vice President Joe Biden interviewed for film as well. Interview conducted,
Apr. 7, with NICoE's CAPT. (Dr.) Robert Koffman that discussed treatment of PTSD/TBI and
program using canines as therapy dogs. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. Additional support to
film NSW multipurpose K-9 unit in Coronado declined. (NNTR)

Ancient Impossible (History Channel H2)
Series comparing ancient and modern inventions revealing the amazing technology, engineering
and genius that came from ancient times. An episode will compare the steam catapult from a
carrier to the ancient steam catapult as well as show the similarities and differences of the ancient
world's largest ship to the modern carrier. Filming completed 3-4Apr. Addendum added to original
PAA to support broll opportunities with USS Green Bay, 2Apr. NAVINFOWEST Project Officer
provided aerial footage taken by USS Ronald Reagan Media Dept and shipped to producers in
24Apr. (NNTR)



HOMEFRONT (PBS)  
OSD(PA) granted DoD support for the PBS documentary “Homefront” that will explore how military  
families deal/cope with deployments.  NAVINFOWEST ICW Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC) PAO 
assisted in identifying dependents and service members representing the Navy’s Seabees.  Filming 
took place 18-20Feb to include broll of NMCB 3's homecoming and NMCB 5's morning quarters and 
gun range exercise.  Interviews included diverse mix of dependents, service members and family 
situations.  Documentary expected completion late 2014 and airing early 2015. (NNTR) 
 
HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC) 
Filming took place 15Oct at Directorate of Time and 25Oct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's 
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time.  PAA signed.  Rough cut of episode 
on 'time' received.  Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in 
very professional/capable manner.  Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR) 
 
MAKERS: WOMEN & WAR 
Vice Adm. Howard (N3N5) interviewed with PBS' "Makers" documentary program 09Jan about the 
integration of women in the Navy since the 1970s.  The episode will air in June and will also feature 
interviews with senior women leaders in the Army and Marines.  The "Women & War" segment is 
one of six episodes that will look at the evolution of women in six different career fields and is a 
follow-up to PBS' 2012 series that detailed the history of the women's movement.  Rough cut 
reviewed.  Air date set for 24Jun. (NNTR) 
 
Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation 
Museum.  Filming took place 15Jan.  Awaiting rough cut.  (NNTR) 
 
D-Day Sunken Secrets (NOVA/PBS) 
Showcases underwater artifacts from D-Day.  Feb. 20 interview with NHHC Director CAPT Hendrix.  
PAA signed.  Rough cut reviewed.  Air date set for 28May, 9PM(EST). (NNTR) 
 
New Race for Space (Science Channel) 
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration.  Filming took place 15Feb for  
scheduled test of NASA's SIAD rocket on China Lake.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 

DOCUMENTARIES (In Production): 

 
Monumental Mysteries (Travel Channel) 
Broll request of USS Squalus memorial on Portsmouth Naval Shipyard.  Local PAO escorting.  
Filming scheduled for 21May. Series examines unusual and unexpected stories behind monuments 
and landmarks across the nation.  Particular episode will feature USS Squalus disaster in 1939 
where the diesel submarine sunk during testing phase, followed by rescue of all 33 crew members 
aboard due to rapid response and use of modern-era technology.  PAA signed. 
  
Virginia Voices (Virginia Historical Society) 
Broll request of Naval Station Norfolk and interview with Hampton Roads Naval Museum curator to 
highlight Navy in Virginia, past and present. Filming scheduled for 15May. Norfolk PAO escorting. 
Documentary film is the first state-specific, modern historical documentary woven from the video 
submissions of residents.  Will premiere at the Virginia Historical Society's Richmond theater, Fall 
2014.  It will play for several years accompanied by an online interactive experience and database. 
 
 

HOMEFRONT (PBS)  
OSD(PA) granted DoD support for the PBS documentary “Homefront” that will explore how military  
families deal/cope with deployments.  NAVINFOWEST ICW Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC) PAO 
assisted in identifying dependents and service members representing the Navy’s Seabees.  Filming 
took place 18-20Feb to include broll of NMCB 3's homecoming and NMCB 5's morning quarters and 
gun range exercise.  Interviews included diverse mix of dependents, service members and family 
situations.  Documentary expected completion late 2014 and airing early 2015. (NNTR) 
 
HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC) 
Filming took place 15Oct at Directorate of Time and 25Oct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's 
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time.  PAA signed.  Rough cut of episode 
on 'time' received.  Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in 
very professional/capable manner.  Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR) 
 
MAKERS: WOMEN & WAR 
Vice Adm. Howard (N3N5) interviewed with PBS' "Makers" documentary program 09Jan about the 
integration of women in the Navy since the 1970s.  The episode will air in June and will also feature 
interviews with senior women leaders in the Army and Marines.  The "Women & War" segment is 
one of six episodes that will look at the evolution of women in six different career fields and is a 
follow-up to PBS' 2012 series that detailed the history of the women's movement.  Rough cut 
reviewed.  Air date set for 24Jun. (NNTR) 
 
Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation 
Museum.  Filming took place 15Jan.  Awaiting rough cut.  (NNTR) 
 
D-Day Sunken Secrets (NOVA/PBS) 
Showcases underwater artifacts from D-Day.  Feb. 20 interview with NHHC Director CAPT Hendrix.  
PAA signed.  Rough cut reviewed.  Air date set for 28May, 9PM(EST). (NNTR) 
 
New Race for Space (Science Channel) 
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration.  Filming took place 15Feb for  
scheduled test of NASA's SIAD rocket on China Lake.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 

DOCUMENTARIES (In Production): 

 
Monumental Mysteries (Travel Channel) 
Broll request of USS Squalus memorial on Portsmouth Naval Shipyard.  Local PAO escorting.  
Filming scheduled for 21May. Series examines unusual and unexpected stories behind monuments 
and landmarks across the nation.  Particular episode will feature USS Squalus disaster in 1939 
where the diesel submarine sunk during testing phase, followed by rescue of all 33 crew members 
aboard due to rapid response and use of modern-era technology.  PAA signed. 
  
Virginia Voices (Virginia Historical Society) 
Broll request of Naval Station Norfolk and interview with Hampton Roads Naval Museum curator to 
highlight Navy in Virginia, past and present. Filming scheduled for 15May. Norfolk PAO escorting. 
Documentary film is the first state-specific, modern historical documentary woven from the video 
submissions of residents.  Will premiere at the Virginia Historical Society's Richmond theater, Fall 
2014.  It will play for several years accompanied by an online interactive experience and database. 
 
 

HOMEFRONT (PBS)
OSD(PA) granted DOD support for the PBS documentary "Homefront" that will explore how military
families deal/cope with deployments. NAVINFOWEST ICW Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC) PAO
assisted in identifying dependents and service members representing the Navy’s Seabees. Filming
took place 18—20Feb to include broll of NMCB 3's homecoming and NMCB 5's morning quarters and
gun range exercise. Interviews included diverse mix of dependents, service members and family
situations. Documentary expected completion late 2014 and airing early 2015. (NNTR)

HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC)
Filming took place 150ct at Directorate of Time and 250ct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time. PAA signed. Rough cut of episode
on 'time' received. Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in
very professional/capable manner. Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR)

MAKERS: WOMEN & WAR
Vice Adm. Howard (N3N5) interviewed with PBS' "Makers" documentary program 09Ian about the
integration of women in the Navy since the 1970s. The episode will air in June and will also feature
interviews with senior women leaders in the Army and Marines. The "Women & War" segment is
one of six episodes that will look at the evolution of women in six different career fields and is a
follow-up to PBS' 2012 series that detailed the history of the women's movement. Rough cut
reviewed. Air date set for 24]un. (NNTR)

Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel)
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation
Museum. Filming took place 15]an. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

D-Day Sunken Secrets (NOVA/PBS)
Showcases underwater artifacts from D-Day. Feb. 20 interview with NHHC Director CAPT Hendrix.
PAA signed. Rough cut reviewed. Air date set for 28May, 9PM(EST). (NNTR)

New Race for Space (Science Channel)
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration. Filming took place 15Feb for
scheduled test of NASA's SIAD rocket on China Lake. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

DOCUMENTARIES (In Production):

Monumental Mysteries (Travel Channel)
Broll request of USS Squalus memorial on Portsmouth Naval Shipyard. Local PAO escorting.
Filming scheduled for 21May. Series examines unusual and unexpected stories behind monuments
and landmarks across the nation. Particular episode will feature USS Squalus disaster in 1939
where the diesel submarine sunk during testing phase, followed by rescue of all 33 crew members
aboard due to rapid response and use of modern-era technology. PAA signed.

Virginia Voices (Virginia Historical Society)
Broll request of Naval Station Norfolk and interview with Hampton Roads Naval Museum curator to
highlight Navy in Virginia, past and present. Filming scheduled for 15May. Norfolk PAO escorting.
Documentary film is the first state-specific, modern historical documentary woven from the video
submissions of residents. Will premiere at the Virginia Historical Society's Richmond theater, Fall
2014. It will play for several years accompanied by an online interactive experience and database.



All World Access (Travel Channel) 
Request to film USS Constitution's 4th of July cruise.  Researching support.  
 
SAPR/Jon Blair (Documentary)  
Conducted advance planning conference call with OJAG PAO, NAVINFOWEST and Jon Blair.  
Scheduling screenings call process to try and better define interview opportunities with 
perpetrators already adjudicated by the system.  OJAG PAO provided a list of prosecutors/locations 
for potential interviews.  OJAG CoS CAPT Stone turned down Mr. Blair’s request to go through 
Defense Counsels to reach post-incarceration perpetrators who have transitioned to civilian life.  
No jurisdiction – no contacts list.  Next steps:  Mr. Blair plans a research trip.  Look for SOE to 
follow.  OJAG provided prelim interview list for review. (NNTR) 
 
HORIZON – FLIGHT MH370 (BBC Science Series) 
Producers have requested footage captured by Navy COMCAM operator currently embedded on 
Australian Navy ship supporting search efforts with Bluefin-21, scheduled to return to port 12May.  
Have also expressed interest in conducting interviews with personnel involved in search efforts.  
PAA not yet signed.  (NNTR) 
 
Ocean Gals (No distribution) 
Documentary film request that aims to highlight SPAWAR/SSC PAC's Navy Marine Ecology 
Consortium and its 75% female staff in order to highlight diversity and Navy's environmental 
compliance, stewardship and readiness mission.  Researching support. (NNTR) 
 
Op Martillo (Univision) 
PAA-supported counter drug ops documentary.  Producers circling back with request for additional 
May 2014 embark.  NAVINFOWEST ICW SOUTHCOM and C4F will review current footage, 30Apr, to 
verify compliance with existing PAA before approving additional embarks. 
LCDR Correa attended screening in Florida of first season of six episodes with project officer CDR 
Cory Barker, DOJ, 4th Flt, SouthCom PAO and the producers/Univision.  Issues arose with some 
imagery and depictions strictly identified not for filming in the PAA.  Episode 1-6 review in 
progress.  
 
Anthony Bourdain: Parts Unknown (CNN) 
Travel and food show series.  Researching support. (NNTR) 
 
Jeff Dunham: All Over the Map (Comedy Central) 
Comedian Jeff Dunham scheduled to perform at Pearl Harbor's Ward Field, May 24.  Request to film 
performance supported by Pearl Harbor PAO and NAVINFO West.  PAA sent to producer for 
signature. (NNTR) 
 
Mighty Ships (Discovery)  
Researching filming opportunities aboard USNS Montford Point, JHSV and the USNS Mercy during 
RIMPAC. (NNTR) 
 
Lone Woman of San Nicholas Island (PBS) 
Documentary on story of Lone Woman of San Nicholas.  Request to interview SME regarding Navy's 
presence on San Nicholas and preservation of Lone Woman site.  Researching support. (NNTR) 
 
Mighty Planes (Discovery)  
Television series documenting world’s most impressive aircraft.  Request to highlight top three 
manned jets.  Researching support. (NNTR) 

All World Access (Travel Channel) 
Request to film USS Constitution's 4th of July cruise.  Researching support.  
 
SAPR/Jon Blair (Documentary)  
Conducted advance planning conference call with OJAG PAO, NAVINFOWEST and Jon Blair.  
Scheduling screenings call process to try and better define interview opportunities with 
perpetrators already adjudicated by the system.  OJAG PAO provided a list of prosecutors/locations 
for potential interviews.  OJAG CoS CAPT Stone turned down Mr. Blair’s request to go through 
Defense Counsels to reach post-incarceration perpetrators who have transitioned to civilian life.  
No jurisdiction – no contacts list.  Next steps:  Mr. Blair plans a research trip.  Look for SOE to 
follow.  OJAG provided prelim interview list for review. (NNTR) 
 
HORIZON – FLIGHT MH370 (BBC Science Series) 
Producers have requested footage captured by Navy COMCAM operator currently embedded on 
Australian Navy ship supporting search efforts with Bluefin-21, scheduled to return to port 12May.  
Have also expressed interest in conducting interviews with personnel involved in search efforts.  
PAA not yet signed.  (NNTR) 
 
Ocean Gals (No distribution) 
Documentary film request that aims to highlight SPAWAR/SSC PAC's Navy Marine Ecology 
Consortium and its 75% female staff in order to highlight diversity and Navy's environmental 
compliance, stewardship and readiness mission.  Researching support. (NNTR) 
 
Op Martillo (Univision) 
PAA-supported counter drug ops documentary.  Producers circling back with request for additional 
May 2014 embark.  NAVINFOWEST ICW SOUTHCOM and C4F will review current footage, 30Apr, to 
verify compliance with existing PAA before approving additional embarks. 
LCDR Correa attended screening in Florida of first season of six episodes with project officer CDR 
Cory Barker, DOJ, 4th Flt, SouthCom PAO and the producers/Univision.  Issues arose with some 
imagery and depictions strictly identified not for filming in the PAA.  Episode 1-6 review in 
progress.  
 
Anthony Bourdain: Parts Unknown (CNN) 
Travel and food show series.  Researching support. (NNTR) 
 
Jeff Dunham: All Over the Map (Comedy Central) 
Comedian Jeff Dunham scheduled to perform at Pearl Harbor's Ward Field, May 24.  Request to film 
performance supported by Pearl Harbor PAO and NAVINFO West.  PAA sent to producer for 
signature. (NNTR) 
 
Mighty Ships (Discovery)  
Researching filming opportunities aboard USNS Montford Point, JHSV and the USNS Mercy during 
RIMPAC. (NNTR) 
 
Lone Woman of San Nicholas Island (PBS) 
Documentary on story of Lone Woman of San Nicholas.  Request to interview SME regarding Navy's 
presence on San Nicholas and preservation of Lone Woman site.  Researching support. (NNTR) 
 
Mighty Planes (Discovery)  
Television series documenting world’s most impressive aircraft.  Request to highlight top three 
manned jets.  Researching support. (NNTR) 

All World Access (Travel Channel)
Request to film USS Constitution's 4th of Iuly cruise. Researching support.

SAPR/Ion Blair (Documentary)
Conducted advance planning conference call with OIAG PAO, NAVINFOWEST and Ion Blair.
Scheduling screenings call process to try and better define interview opportunities with
perpetrators already adjudicated by the system. OIAG PAO provided a list of prosecutors/locations
for potential interviews. OIAG CoS CAPT Stone turned down Mr. Blair’s request to go through
Defense Counsels to reach post-incarceration perpetrators who have transitioned to civilian life.
No jurisdiction — no contacts list. Next steps: Mr. Blair plans a research trip. Look for SOE to
follow. OIAG provided prelim interview list for review. (NNTR)

HORIZON — FLIGHT MH370 (BBC Science Series)
Producers have requested footage captured by Navy COMCAM operator currently embedded on
Australian Navy ship supporting search efforts with Bluefin-21, scheduled to return to port 12May.
Have also expressed interest in conducting interviews with personnel involved in search efforts.
PAA not yet signed. (NNTR)

Ocean Gals (No distribution)
Documentary film request that aims to highlight SPAWAR/SSC PAC's Navy Marine Ecology
Consortium and its 75% female staff in order to highlight diversity and Navy's environmental
compliance, stewardship and readiness mission. Researching support. (NNTR)

Op Martillo (Univision)
PAA-supported counter drug ops documentary. Producers circling back with request for additional
May 2014 embark. NAVINFOWEST ICW SOUTHCOM and C4F will review current footage, 30Apr, to
verify compliance with existing PAA before approving additional embarks.
LCDR Correa attended screening in Florida of first season of six episodes with project officer CDR
Cory Barker, DO], 4th Flt, SouthCom PAO and the producers/Univision. Issues arose with some
imagery and depictions strictly identified not for filming in the PAA. Episode 1-6 review in
progress.

Anthony Bourdain: Parts Unknown (CNN)
Travel and food Show series. Researching support. (NNTR)

Jeff Dunham: All Over the Map (Comedy Central)
Comedian Ieff Dunham scheduled to perform at Pearl Harbor's Ward Field, May 24. Request to film
performance supported by Pearl Harbor PAO and NAVINFO West. PAA sent to producer for
signature. (NNTR)

Mighty Ships (Discovery)
Researching filming opportunities aboard USNS Montford Point, IHSV and the USNS Mercy during
RIMPAC. (NNTR)

Lone Woman of San Nicholas Island (PBS)
Documentary on story of Lone Woman of San Nicholas. Request to interview SME regarding Navy's
presence on San Nicholas and preservation of Lone Woman site. Researching support. (NNTR)

Mighty Planes (Discovery)
Television series documenting world’s most impressive aircraft. Request to highlight top three
manned jets. Researching support. (NNTR)



 
UnSEALed (PBS) 
Production support approved with addendum to previous research-assisted PAA approved by 
NAVINFO West and Naval Special Warfare Command. PAA and Addendum signed.  CAPT Fenick 
coordinating filming several ceremonial events at BUDS training and tributes to the fallen at other 
locations. (NNTR) 
 
House Hunters International - Rota, Spain (HGTV) 
Television episode will track newly arriving principal of David Glasgow Farragut (DGF) DOEDA 
school on NAVSTA Rota during his search for a house out on the economy.  Filming support 
approved solely to highlight his job as principal of DGF with access to filming exterior/interior 
shots of DGF. Coordinating with NAVSTA Rota PAO.  Filming scheduled for summer 2014, one-day 
shoot.  PAA signed. (NNTR) 
 
Spent: Looking for Change (no distribution) 
Documentary on predatory lending from same producers that made "An Inconvenient Truth" and 
"Waiting for Superman."  Initial request for fact-finding, research assistance to speak off-camera 
with RLSO and NMCRS representatives to discuss predatory lenders targeting of military.  Initial 
phone calls will also serve to identify selection of on-camera interviews at a later date, pending 
approval.  Navy and Marine film offices researching support.  No PAA. (NNTR) 
 

  
 

 
 
Story of the California Channel Islands (PBS) 
Historical documentary on Channel Islands from their creation to present day.  Researching 
assistance for Navy SMEs to discuss current ops and environmental stewardship programs on San 
Nicholas and San Clemente islands.  Coordinating with CNRSW for support. (NNTR) 
 
Secrets of the Arsenal (Military Channel) 
Explores museums and collections to find interesting and historically-significant stories associated 
with them.  NHHC supporting to film trumpet (housed at Navy Museum) found on the USS Houston, 
filming scheduled 19May.  Navy addendum to Army PAA signed. 
 
Beyond the Light Switch (PBS) 
Documentary on national security with focus on economic, energy and environmental security. 
Interviews approved for ONR representatives in conjunction with ARPA-E summit.  Navy 
addendum added to existing Army PAA. (NNTR) 
 
The History of Carrier Aviation project (Office of Patriots Point and USS Yorktown) 
This is a non-broadcast request for stock footage carrier and carrier based aviation. The final video 
will be viewed in the USS Yorktown’s new state of the art theatre. The production release date is 
15Jun.  Post production begins 15Apr.  In research phase.  (NNTR) 
 
“B. TAYLOR” (ION TV) 
Remaining scenes:  AIMD and main gym NAS North Island; Main NEX San Diego NAVSTA.  Filming of 
remaining scenes on hold pending talent availability.  FOLUP email sent to production company to 
determine follow-on requirements. (NNTR) 
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UnSEALed (PBS) 
Production support approved with addendum to previous research-assisted PAA approved by 
NAVINFO West and Naval Special Warfare Command. PAA and Addendum signed.  CAPT Fenick 
coordinating filming several ceremonial events at BUDS training and tributes to the fallen at other 
locations. (NNTR) 
 
House Hunters International - Rota, Spain (HGTV) 
Television episode will track newly arriving principal of David Glasgow Farragut (DGF) DOEDA 
school on NAVSTA Rota during his search for a house out on the economy.  Filming support 
approved solely to highlight his job as principal of DGF with access to filming exterior/interior 
shots of DGF. Coordinating with NAVSTA Rota PAO.  Filming scheduled for summer 2014, one-day 
shoot.  PAA signed. (NNTR) 
 
Spent: Looking for Change (no distribution) 
Documentary on predatory lending from same producers that made "An Inconvenient Truth" and 
"Waiting for Superman."  Initial request for fact-finding, research assistance to speak off-camera 
with RLSO and NMCRS representatives to discuss predatory lenders targeting of military.  Initial 
phone calls will also serve to identify selection of on-camera interviews at a later date, pending 
approval.  Navy and Marine film offices researching support.  No PAA. (NNTR) 
 

  
 

 
 
Story of the California Channel Islands (PBS) 
Historical documentary on Channel Islands from their creation to present day.  Researching 
assistance for Navy SMEs to discuss current ops and environmental stewardship programs on San 
Nicholas and San Clemente islands.  Coordinating with CNRSW for support. (NNTR) 
 
Secrets of the Arsenal (Military Channel) 
Explores museums and collections to find interesting and historically-significant stories associated 
with them.  NHHC supporting to film trumpet (housed at Navy Museum) found on the USS Houston, 
filming scheduled 19May.  Navy addendum to Army PAA signed. 
 
Beyond the Light Switch (PBS) 
Documentary on national security with focus on economic, energy and environmental security. 
Interviews approved for ONR representatives in conjunction with ARPA-E summit.  Navy 
addendum added to existing Army PAA. (NNTR) 
 
The History of Carrier Aviation project (Office of Patriots Point and USS Yorktown) 
This is a non-broadcast request for stock footage carrier and carrier based aviation. The final video 
will be viewed in the USS Yorktown’s new state of the art theatre. The production release date is 
15Jun.  Post production begins 15Apr.  In research phase.  (NNTR) 
 
“B. TAYLOR” (ION TV) 
Remaining scenes:  AIMD and main gym NAS North Island; Main NEX San Diego NAVSTA.  Filming of 
remaining scenes on hold pending talent availability.  FOLUP email sent to production company to 
determine follow-on requirements. (NNTR) 
 

(b) (4)

UnSEALed (PBS)
Production support approved with addendum to previous research-assisted PAA approved by
NAVINFO West and Naval Special Warfare Command. PAA and Addendum signed. CAPT Fenick
coordinating filming several ceremonial events at BUDS training and tributes to the fallen at other
locations. (NNTR)

House Hunters International - Rota, Spain (HGTV)
Television episode will track newly arriving principal of David Glasgow Farragut (DGF) DOEDA
school on NAVSTA Rota during his search for a house out on the economy. Filming support
approved solely to highlight his job as principal of DGF with access to filming exterior/interior
shots of DGF. Coordinating with NAVSTA Rota PAO. Filming scheduled for summer 2014, one-day
shoot. PAA signed. (NNTR)

Spent: Looking for Change (no distribution)
Documentary on predatory lending from same producers that made "An Inconvenient Truth" and
"Waiting for Superman." Initial request for fact-finding, research assistance to speak off-camera
with RLSO and NMCRS representatives to discuss predatory lenders targeting of military. Initial
phone calls will also serve to identify selection of on-camera interviews at a later date, pending
approval. Navy and Marine film offices researching support. No PAA. (NNTR)

b) (4)

Story of the California Channel Islands (PBS)
Historical documentary on Channel Islands from their creation to present day. Researching
assistance for Navy SMEs to discuss current ops and environmental stewardship programs on San
Nicholas and San Clemente islands. Coordinating with CNRSW for support. (NNTR)

Secrets of the Arsenal (Military Channel)
Explores museums and collections to find interesting and historically-significant stories associated
with them. NHHC supporting to film trumpet (housed at Navy Museum) found on the USS Houston,
filming scheduled 19May. Navy addendum to Army PAA signed.

Beyond the Light Switch (PBS)
Documentary on national security with focus on economic, energy and environmental security.
Interviews approved for ONR representatives in conjunction with ARPA-E summit. Navy
addendum added to existing Army PAA. (NNTR)

The History of Carrier Aviation project (Office of Patriots Point and USS Yorktown)
This is a non-broadcast request for stock footage carrier and carrier based aviation. The final video
will be viewed in the USS Yorktown’s new state of the art theatre. The production release date is
15Iun. Post production begins 15Apr. In research phase. (NNTR)

“B. TAYLOR” (ION TV)
Remaining scenes: AIMD and main gym NAS North Island; Main NEX San Diego NAVSTA. Filming of
remaining scenes on hold pending talent availability. FOLUP email sent to production company to
determine follow-on requirements. (NNTR)



41 on 41 (Bush Library Foundation)  
Distribution currently the Bush Library.  Filming took place 03Jan aboard USS George HW Bush in 
support of documentary of former president.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 
HORIZON – COMET (BBC Science Series) 
Filming took place 15Sep at Coso Hot Springs on Naval Air Weapons Station China Lake.  PAA 
signed.  Awaiting rough cut.  (NNTR) 
 

DECLINES: 

 
In the Making (Discovery Digital Network) 
Treating as news.  Referred back to local PAO. 
 
Bioenergy Promotional Video (DOE-EERE Bioengery Technologies Office/BETO) 
No distro. 
 

ADMIN: 

 
RESERVE UNIT 
(NNTR) 
 
NAVY DAYS #17 (3-10Aug) PLANNING: 
Contacted by Navy League National Director Grant Ivy to provide liaison support opportunities for 
Sailors to attend game and talk shows during ship visits. (NNTR) 

41 on 41 (Bush Library Foundation)  
Distribution currently the Bush Library.  Filming took place 03Jan aboard USS George HW Bush in 
support of documentary of former president.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 
HORIZON – COMET (BBC Science Series) 
Filming took place 15Sep at Coso Hot Springs on Naval Air Weapons Station China Lake.  PAA 
signed.  Awaiting rough cut.  (NNTR) 
 

DECLINES: 

 
In the Making (Discovery Digital Network) 
Treating as news.  Referred back to local PAO. 
 
Bioenergy Promotional Video (DOE-EERE Bioengery Technologies Office/BETO) 
No distro. 
 

ADMIN: 

 
RESERVE UNIT 
(NNTR) 
 
NAVY DAYS #17 (3-10Aug) PLANNING: 
Contacted by Navy League National Director Grant Ivy to provide liaison support opportunities for 
Sailors to attend game and talk shows during ship visits. (NNTR) 

41 on 41 (Bush Library Foundation)
Distribution currently the Bush Library. Filming took place 03Ian aboard USS George HW Bush in
support of documentary of former president. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

HORIZON — COMET (BBC Science Series)
Filming took place 15Sep at Coso Hot Springs on Naval Air Weapons Station China Lake. PAA
signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

DECLINES:

In the Making (Discovery Digital Network)
Treating as news. Referred back to local PAO.

Bioenergy Promotional Video (DOE-EERE Bioengery Technologies Office/BETO)
No distro.

l ADMIN:

RESERVE UNIT
(NNTR)

NAVY DAYS #17 (3-10Aug) PLANNING:
Contacted by Navy League National Director Grant Ivy to provide liaison support opportunities for
Sailors to attend game and talk shows during ship visits. (NNTR)



NAVINFO WEST Weekly Report 
22 May 14 

Updated Items in Blue 
 

SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS: 

 
THE LAST SHIP (TNT) (EDITING FOR JUNE RELEASE) 
Premiere:  4Jun.  Schedule of events confirmed by TNT for premier at Washington D.C. Newseum.  
Navy Color Guard, Rifle Team and Band to perform a patriotic opener prior to showing.  Reception 
hosted by TNT to follow. 
NAVINFO East assisting with Fleet Week NYC events/coordination for cast/crew embark 
opportunity and screenings 21-27May.   
Base Screenings:  Connected TNT Marketing with NMPS Millington for further planning to showcase 
Pilot Episode at Navy Base locations with theaters.  
San Diego Screening:  TNT is planning to show The Last Ship to San Diego Leadership that 
participated in filming.  NASNI screening set for 6Jun 1400.  NBSD screening TBD (tentatively 
between 11-20Jun).  Command invites will include: AIRPAC, SURFPAC, C3F, USS DEWEY, USS 
STERETT, USS RUSSELL, HSM-41, HSM-78, HSC-3 and HSC-6.  
Marketing:  Director NAVINFOWEST and Mr. Phil Strub attended marketing meeting w/TNT 
marketing execs 22May in Atlanta.  DoD team requested review of current and future marketing 
products to include social media, print ads, TV promos and trailers. 
 
Jeff Dunham: All Over the Map (Comedy Central) 
Comedian Jeff Dunham scheduled to perform at Pearl Harbor's Ward Field, May 24 with local PAO 
escort.  Request to film performance supported by Pearl Harbor PAO and NAVINFO West.  PAA 
signed. 
 
Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon 
Service members requested to fill audience in recognition of Military Appreciation Month. The 
Tonight Show has requested an entire audience of service members for show’s taping on Fri, 
23May.  High probability service members will meet Jimmy Fallon and any talent scheduled to be 
on the show.  Tonight Show is currently #1-rated, late-night talk show (average nightly viewership 
of 3.9 million and viral web/social followership well into multi-millions).  NAVINFO East assuming 
escort officer duties. 
 
D-Day Sunken Secrets (NOVA/PBS) 
Showcases underwater artifacts from D-Day.  Feb. 20 interview with NHHC Director CAPT Hendrix.  
PAA signed.  Rough cut reviewed.  Air date set for 28May, 9PM(EST). 
 
SEAPOWER (IMAX/K2 Comms) 
Ongoing planning and SOE/Shot list development.  Update brief/sync meeting scheduled for 23 
May between K2 Comm Staff and NAVINFOWEST Director.    
 

SCRIPTED TV / GAME SHOW: 

 
 

 
 

 
 

(b) (4)
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SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS: 

 
THE LAST SHIP (TNT) (EDITING FOR JUNE RELEASE) 
Premiere:  4Jun.  Schedule of events confirmed by TNT for premier at Washington D.C. Newseum.  
Navy Color Guard, Rifle Team and Band to perform a patriotic opener prior to showing.  Reception 
hosted by TNT to follow. 
NAVINFO East assisting with Fleet Week NYC events/coordination for cast/crew embark 
opportunity and screenings 21-27May.   
Base Screenings:  Connected TNT Marketing with NMPS Millington for further planning to showcase 
Pilot Episode at Navy Base locations with theaters.  
San Diego Screening:  TNT is planning to show The Last Ship to San Diego Leadership that 
participated in filming.  NASNI screening set for 6Jun 1400.  NBSD screening TBD (tentatively 
between 11-20Jun).  Command invites will include: AIRPAC, SURFPAC, C3F, USS DEWEY, USS 
STERETT, USS RUSSELL, HSM-41, HSM-78, HSC-3 and HSC-6.  
Marketing:  Director NAVINFOWEST and Mr. Phil Strub attended marketing meeting w/TNT 
marketing execs 22May in Atlanta.  DoD team requested review of current and future marketing 
products to include social media, print ads, TV promos and trailers. 
 
Jeff Dunham: All Over the Map (Comedy Central) 
Comedian Jeff Dunham scheduled to perform at Pearl Harbor's Ward Field, May 24 with local PAO 
escort.  Request to film performance supported by Pearl Harbor PAO and NAVINFO West.  PAA 
signed. 
 
Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon 
Service members requested to fill audience in recognition of Military Appreciation Month. The 
Tonight Show has requested an entire audience of service members for show’s taping on Fri, 
23May.  High probability service members will meet Jimmy Fallon and any talent scheduled to be 
on the show.  Tonight Show is currently #1-rated, late-night talk show (average nightly viewership 
of 3.9 million and viral web/social followership well into multi-millions).  NAVINFO East assuming 
escort officer duties. 
 
D-Day Sunken Secrets (NOVA/PBS) 
Showcases underwater artifacts from D-Day.  Feb. 20 interview with NHHC Director CAPT Hendrix.  
PAA signed.  Rough cut reviewed.  Air date set for 28May, 9PM(EST). 
 
SEAPOWER (IMAX/K2 Comms) 
Ongoing planning and SOE/Shot list development.  Update brief/sync meeting scheduled for 23 
May between K2 Comm Staff and NAVINFOWEST Director.    
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THE LAST SHIP (TNT) (EDITING FOR IUNE RELEASE)
Premiere: 4Iun. Schedule of events confirmed by TNT for premier at Washington DC. Newseum.
Navy Color Guard, Rifle Team and Band to perform a patriotic opener prior to showing. Reception
hosted by TNT to follow.
NAVINFO East assisting with Fleet Week NYC events/coordination for cast/crew embark
opportunity and screenings 21-27May.
Base Screenings: Connected TNT Marketing with NMPS Millington for further planning to showcase
Pilot Episode at Navy Base locations with theaters.
San Diego Screening: TNT is planning to show The Last Ship to San Diego Leadership that
participated in filming. NASNI screening set for 6]un 1400. NBSD screening TBD (tentatively
between 11-20]un). Command invites will include: AIRPAC, SURFPAC, C3F, USS DEWEY, USS
STERETT, USS RUSSELL, HSM-41, HSM-78, HSC-3 and HSC-6.
Marketing: Director NAVINFOWEST and Mr. Phil Strub attended marketing meeting w/TNT
marketing execs 22May in Atlanta. DoD team requested review of current and future marketing
products to include social media, print ads, TV promos and trailers.

Jeff Dunham: All Over the Map (Comedy Central)
Comedian Jeff Dunham scheduled to perform at Pearl Harbor's Ward Field, May 24 with local PAO
escort. Request to film performance supported by Pearl Harbor PAO and NAVINFO West. PAA
signed.

Tonight Show Starring Iimmy Fallon
Service members requested to fill audience in recognition of Military Appreciation Month. The
Tonight Show has requested an entire audience of service members for show’s taping on Fri,
23May. High probability service members will meet Jimmy Fallon and any talent scheduled to be
on the show. Tonight Show is currently #1-rated, late-night talk show (average nightly viewership
of 3.9 million and viral web/social followership well into multi-millions). NAVINFO East assuming
escort officer duties.

D-Day Sunken Secrets (NOVA/PBS)
Showcases underwater artifacts from D-Day. Feb. 20 interview with NHHC Director CAPT Hendrix.
PAA signed. Rough cut reviewed. Air date set for 28May, 9PM(EST).

SEAPOWER (IMAX/K2 Comms)
Ongoing planning and SOE/Shot list development. Update brief/sync meeting scheduled for 23
May between K2 Comm Staff and NAVINFOWEST Director.

SCRIPTED TV / GAME SHOW:



 
 

 

 
  

 
Jeopardy! (Sony) 
Upcoming episode will use public domain, historical photos of USS Arizona and Navy Cross 
recipient PO3 Doris Miller as part of undisclosed quiz category. (NNTR) 
 
Somebody’s Gotta Do It – (CNN) 
Television series starring Mike Rowe of “Dirty Jobs”, show follows the same format as Dirty Jobs. 
Producers are interested in featuring Navy Seabees and Submarine Culinary Specialists.  In contact 
with SUBPAC and SeaBees to determine availability of units to support.  PAA not yet signed. (NNTR) 
 
The Ellen DeGeneres Show 
Contacted by DVIDS to solicit support for service member shout-outs to their mothers to be aired 
on Ellen's Mother's Day show.  DVIDS coordinating with local command PAOs for support. (NNTR) 
 
NCIS (CBS)  
8-week hiatus.  (NNTR) 
 
HAWAII FIVE-O (CBS) 
(NNTR) 
 

FEATURE FILMS 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
  

 
 
LUCY (Europa Corp-Universal Pictures) 
A film by the Director of "The Professional" and "Fifth Element" requested to use a five second clip 
of an F-18 carrier take-off his latest film entitled "Lucy." The carrier take-off clip previously cleared 
for public release DefenseImagery.mil. (NNTR) 
 
HUNTER-KILLER 
New sub-plot script in review.  Script notes and thematic rewrite recommendations provided to 
Director on 4Mar.  Several phoncons to discuss thematics this week.  Expect revised script soon. 
(NNTR) 
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Ieopardy! (Sony)
Upcoming episode will use public domain, historical photos of USS Arizona and Navy Cross
recipient P03 Doris Miller as part of undisclosed quiz category. (NNTR)

Somebody’s Gotta Do It — (CNN)
Television series starring Mike Rowe of "Dirty Jobs", show follows the same format as Dirty Jobs.
Producers are interested in featuring Navy Seabees and Submarine Culinary Specialists. In contact
with SUBPAC and SeaBees to determine availability of units to support. PAA not yet signed. (NNTR)

The Ellen DeGeneres Show
Contacted by DVIDS to solicit support for service member shout-outs to their mothers to be aired
on Ellen's Mother's Day show. DVIDS coordinating with local command FAQs for support. (NNTR)

NCIS (CBS)
8-week hiatus. (NNTR)

HAWAII FIVE-O (CBS)
(NNTR)

FEATURE FILMS

LUCY (Europa Corp-Universal Pictures)
A film by the Director of "The Professional" and "Fifth Element" requested to use a five second clip
of an F-18 carrier take-off his latest film entitled "Lucy." The carrier take-off clip previously cleared
for public release Defenselmagery.mil. (NNTR)

HUNTER-KILLER
New sub-plot script in review. Script notes and thematic rewrite recommendations provided to
Director on 4Mar. Several phoncons to discuss thematics this week. Expect revised script soon.
(NNTR)



DOCUMENTARIES (Air Date): 

 
RICKOVER DOCUMENTARY SCHEDULED FOR RELEASE AT GI FILMFEST (24MAY) 
ADMIRAL HYMAN RICKOVER: THE FATHER OF NUCLEAR POWER documentary by Manifold 
Productions.  ADM (Ret.) Kirkland Donald, former Director, Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program 
featured in film while still on active duty.  Naval Reactor planning screening, date TBD.  Film shown 
in Washington DC, 29Apr14 at Navy Memorial.  Official premiere scheduled at GI Film Festival on 
24May14.  http://gifilmfestival.com/portfolios/admiral-rickover-the-father-of-nuclear-power/.  
Film rumored to be aired on PBS in Fall 2014, but unable to officially confirm. 
 
Film synopsis: "Combative, provocative and searingly blunt, Admiral Hyman G. Rickover was a 
flamboyant maverick and a unique American hero.” 
- NAVINFO West provided PAA, 4Mar2011, to support documentary and collaborated with NAVSEA 
Naval Reactor PAO to serve as project officer.   
- Producer refused any and all requests for a rough cut review claiming no active duty interviews 
were conducted and no access to active bases/ships.   
- Producer did not keep the nuclear reactors project officer informed regarding progress.  (NNTR) 
 
Travel Family with Colleen Kelley (PBS) 
Series showcasing family-friendly locations in the U.S. and abroad.  Filmed at Pensacola Aviation 
Museum highlighting NC-4 flying boat, Apollo program exhibit, and 4D Blue Angel Theater.  Blue 
Angels support included broll of pilots at autograph session at Aviation Museum, and interviews 
with pilots #2 and #6 shot on the flight line.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 
Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
Filmed Navy dive artifacts 15Apr at Navy Museum with NHHC escort.  Episode will highlight career 
of BMCM Carl Brashear.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 
EMPOWERMENT PROJECT (IndieFlix) 
Interview with VADM Michelle Howard conducted Sunday, 29Sep13 as part of documentary 
showcasing inspirational women in a variety of career fields.  PAA signed.  Rough cut reviewed.  
Special screenings in Chicago and Los Angeles 8-11May.  Awaiting official air date. (NNTR) 
 
SEAL Dog (Smithsonian) 
Film about former SEAL Trevor Maroshek and his relationship with his dog, Chopper, a former 
military working dog.  Vice President Joe Biden interviewed for film as well.  Interview conducted, 
Apr. 7, with NICoE's CAPT. (Dr.) Robert Koffman that discussed treatment of PTSD/TBI and 
program using canines as therapy dogs.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut.  Additional support to 
film NSW multipurpose K-9 unit in Coronado declined. (NNTR) 
 
Ancient Impossible (History Channel H2) 
Series comparing ancient and modern inventions revealing the amazing technology, engineering 
and genius that came from ancient times.  An episode will compare the steam catapult from a 
carrier to the ancient steam catapult as well as show the similarities and differences of the ancient 
world's largest ship to the modern carrier.  Filming completed 3-4Apr.  Addendum added to original 
PAA to support broll opportunities with USS Green Bay, 2Apr.  On 20May, NAVINFOWEST Project 
Officer and USS Ronald Reagan PAO reviewed episode and provided notes to assistant producer.  
Air date TBD. 
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DOCUMENTARIES (Air Date):

RICKOVER DOCUMENTARY SCHEDULED FOR RELEASE AT GI FILMFEST (24MAY)
ADMIRAL HYMAN RICKOVER: THE FATHER OF NUCLEAR POWER documentary by Manifold
Productions. ADM (Ret.) Kirkland Donald, former Director, Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program
featured in film while still on active duty. Naval Reactor planning screening, date TBD. Film shown
in Washington DC, 29Apr14 at Navy Memorial. Official premiere scheduled at GI Film Festival on
24May14. htt : ifilmfestival.com ortfolios admiral-rickover-the-father-of—nuclear- ower .
Film rumored to be aired on PBS in Fall 2014, but unable to officially confirm.

Film synopsis: "Combative, provocative and searingly blunt, Admiral Hyman G. Rickover was a
flamboyant maverick and a unique American hero."
- NAVINFO West provided PAA, 4Mar2011, to support documentary and collaborated with NAVSEA
Naval Reactor PAO to serve as project officer.
- Producer refused any and all requests for a rough cut review claiming no active duty interviews
were conducted and no access to active bases/ships.
- Producer did not keep the nuclear reactors project officer informed regarding progress. (NNTR)

Travel Family with Colleen Kelley (PBS)
Series showcasing family-friendly locations in the US. and abroad. Filmed at Pensacola Aviation
Museum highlighting NC-4 flying boat, Apollo program exhibit, and 4D Blue Angel Theater. Blue
Angels support included broll of pilots at autograph session at Aviation Museum, and interviews
with pilots #2 and #6 shot on the flight line. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel)
Filmed Navy dive artifacts 15Apr at Navy Museum with NHHC escort. Episode will highlight career
of BMCM Carl Brashear. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

EMPOWERMENT PROIECT (IndieFlix)
Interview with VADM Michelle Howard conducted Sunday, 29Sep13 as part of documentary
showcasing inspirational women in a variety of career fields. PAA signed. Rough cut reviewed.
Special screenings in Chicago and Los Angeles 8-11May. Awaiting official air date. (NNTR)

SEAL Dog (Smithsonian)
Film about former SEAL Trevor Maroshek and his relationship with his dog, Chopper, a former
military working dog. Vice President Joe Biden interviewed for film as well. Interview conducted,
Apr. 7, with NICoE's CAPT. (Dr.) Robert Koffman that discussed treatment of PTSD/TBI and
program using canines as therapy dogs. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. Additional support to
film NSW multipurpose K-9 unit in Coronado declined. (NNTR)

Ancient Impossible (History Channel H2)
Series comparing ancient and modern inventions revealing the amazing technology, engineering
and genius that came from ancient times. An episode will compare the steam catapult from a
carrier to the ancient steam catapult as well as show the similarities and differences of the ancient
world's largest ship to the modern carrier. Filming completed 3-4Apr. Addendum added to original
PAA to support broll opportunities with USS Green Bay, 2Apr. On 20May, NAVINFOWEST Project
Officer and USS Ronald Reagan PAO reviewed episode and provided notes to assistant producer.
Air date TBD.



HOMEFRONT (PBS)  
OSD(PA) granted DoD support for the PBS documentary “Homefront” that will explore how military  
families deal/cope with deployments.  NAVINFOWEST ICW Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC) PAO 
assisted in identifying dependents and service members representing the Navy’s Seabees.  Filming 
took place 18-20Feb to include broll of NMCB 3's homecoming and NMCB 5's morning quarters and 
gun range exercise.  Interviews included diverse mix of dependents, service members and family 
situations.  Documentary expected completion late 2014 and airing early 2015. (NNTR) 
 
HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC) 
Filming took place 15Oct at Directorate of Time and 25Oct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's 
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time.  PAA signed.  Rough cut of episode 
on 'time' received.  Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in 
very professional/capable manner.  Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR) 
 
MAKERS: WOMEN & WAR 
Vice Adm. Howard (N3N5) interviewed with PBS' "Makers" documentary program 09Jan about the 
integration of women in the Navy since the 1970s.  The episode will air in June and will also feature 
interviews with senior women leaders in the Army and Marines.  The "Women & War" segment is 
one of six episodes that will look at the evolution of women in six different career fields and is a 
follow-up to PBS' 2012 series that detailed the history of the women's movement.  Rough cut 
reviewed.  Air date set for 24Jun. (NNTR) 
 
Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation 
Museum.  Filming took place 15Jan.  Awaiting rough cut.  (NNTR) 
 
New Race for Space (Science Channel) 
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration.  Filming took place 15Feb for  
scheduled test of NASA's SIAD rocket on China Lake.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 

DOCUMENTARIES (In Production): 

 
Asteroid Sampling (Discovery Channel Canada) 
Looking to film NASA rocket launch on Naval Air Weapons Station China Lake 30 May, 2014.  Base 
PAO to assist with base access and escort.  PAA being generated. 
 
Museum Men (possible H2 distribution) 
Documentary series focusing on artists/designers who create historical replicas.  Request for NHHC 
research assistance for episode related to WWII-era submarines.  Researching support and 
verifying distribution.   
 
Monumental Mysteries (Travel Channel) 
Series examines unusual and unexpected stories behind monuments and landmarks across the 
nation.  Broll of USS Squalus memorial captured 21May on Portsmouth Naval Shipyard with local 
PAO escort.  Particular episode will feature USS Squalus disaster in 1939 where the diesel 
submarine sunk during testing phase, followed by rescue of all 33 crew members aboard due to 
rapid response and use of modern-era technology.  PAA signed.  Awaiting air date. 
  
Virginia Voices (Virginia Historical Society) 
Documentary film is the first state-specific, modern historical documentary woven from the video 
submissions of residents and original footage shot with 4K resolution cameras.  Broll captured on 

HOMEFRONT (PBS)  
OSD(PA) granted DoD support for the PBS documentary “Homefront” that will explore how military  
families deal/cope with deployments.  NAVINFOWEST ICW Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC) PAO 
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took place 18-20Feb to include broll of NMCB 3's homecoming and NMCB 5's morning quarters and 
gun range exercise.  Interviews included diverse mix of dependents, service members and family 
situations.  Documentary expected completion late 2014 and airing early 2015. (NNTR) 
 
HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC) 
Filming took place 15Oct at Directorate of Time and 25Oct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's 
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time.  PAA signed.  Rough cut of episode 
on 'time' received.  Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in 
very professional/capable manner.  Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR) 
 
MAKERS: WOMEN & WAR 
Vice Adm. Howard (N3N5) interviewed with PBS' "Makers" documentary program 09Jan about the 
integration of women in the Navy since the 1970s.  The episode will air in June and will also feature 
interviews with senior women leaders in the Army and Marines.  The "Women & War" segment is 
one of six episodes that will look at the evolution of women in six different career fields and is a 
follow-up to PBS' 2012 series that detailed the history of the women's movement.  Rough cut 
reviewed.  Air date set for 24Jun. (NNTR) 
 
Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation 
Museum.  Filming took place 15Jan.  Awaiting rough cut.  (NNTR) 
 
New Race for Space (Science Channel) 
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration.  Filming took place 15Feb for  
scheduled test of NASA's SIAD rocket on China Lake.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 

DOCUMENTARIES (In Production): 

 
Asteroid Sampling (Discovery Channel Canada) 
Looking to film NASA rocket launch on Naval Air Weapons Station China Lake 30 May, 2014.  Base 
PAO to assist with base access and escort.  PAA being generated. 
 
Museum Men (possible H2 distribution) 
Documentary series focusing on artists/designers who create historical replicas.  Request for NHHC 
research assistance for episode related to WWII-era submarines.  Researching support and 
verifying distribution.   
 
Monumental Mysteries (Travel Channel) 
Series examines unusual and unexpected stories behind monuments and landmarks across the 
nation.  Broll of USS Squalus memorial captured 21May on Portsmouth Naval Shipyard with local 
PAO escort.  Particular episode will feature USS Squalus disaster in 1939 where the diesel 
submarine sunk during testing phase, followed by rescue of all 33 crew members aboard due to 
rapid response and use of modern-era technology.  PAA signed.  Awaiting air date. 
  
Virginia Voices (Virginia Historical Society) 
Documentary film is the first state-specific, modern historical documentary woven from the video 
submissions of residents and original footage shot with 4K resolution cameras.  Broll captured on 

HOMEFRONT (PBS)
OSD(PA) granted DOD support for the PBS documentary "Homefront" that will explore how military
families deal/cope with deployments. NAVINFOWEST ICW Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC) PAO
assisted in identifying dependents and service members representing the Navy’s Seabees. Filming
took place 18—20Feb to include broll of NMCB 3's homecoming and NMCB 5's morning quarters and
gun range exercise. Interviews included diverse mix of dependents, service members and family
situations. Documentary expected completion late 2014 and airing early 2015. (NNTR)

HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC)
Filming took place 150ct at Directorate of Time and 250ct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time. PAA signed. Rough cut of episode
on 'time' received. Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in
very professional/capable manner. Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR)

MAKERS: WOMEN & WAR
Vice Adm. Howard (N3N5) interviewed with PBS' "Makers" documentary program 09Ian about the
integration of women in the Navy since the 19705. The episode will air in June and will also feature
interviews with senior women leaders in the Army and Marines. The "Women & War" segment is
one of six episodes that will look at the evolution of women in six different career fields and is a
follow-up to PBS' 2012 series that detailed the history of the women's movement. Rough cut
reviewed. Air date set for 24]un. (NNTR)

Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel)
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation
Museum. Filming took place 15Ian. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

New Race for Space (Science Channel)
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration. Filming took place 15Feb for
scheduled test of NASA's SIAD rocket on China Lake. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

DOCUMENTARIES (In Production):

Asteroid Sampling (Discovery Channel Canada)
Looking to film NASA rocket launch on Naval Air Weapons Station China Lake 30 May, 2014. Base
PAO to assist with base access and escort. PAA being generated.

Museum Men (possible H2 distribution)
Documentary series focusing on artists/designers who create historical replicas. Request for NHHC
research assistance for episode related to WWII-era submarines. Researching support and
verifying distribution.

Monumental Mysteries (Travel Channel)
Series examines unusual and unexpected stories behind monuments and landmarks across the
nation. Broll of USS Squalus memorial captured 21May on Portsmouth Naval Shipyard with local
PAO escort. Particular episode will feature USS Squalus disaster in 1939 where the diesel
submarine sunk during testing phase, followed by rescue of all 33 crew members aboard due to
rapid response and use of modern-era technology. PAA signed. Awaiting air date.

Virginia Voices (Virginia Historical Society)
Documentary film is the first state-specific, modern historical documentary woven from the Video
submissions of residents and original footage shot with 4K resolution cameras. Broll captured on



Naval Station Norfolk and interview with Hampton Roads Naval Museum curator completed 16-22 
May to highlight Navy in Virginia, past and present. Norfolk PAO escort.  Researching additional 
request to interview two Norfolk-based Sailors with Virginia residency.  Will premiere at the 
Virginia Historical Society center's new 500-seat theater in Richmond, VA, Fall 2014.  It will play for 
several years accompanied by an online interactive experience and database.  PAA signed.  
 
All World Access (Travel Channel) 
Request approved to embark and film USS Constitution's 4th of July harbor cruise.  NAVINFOWEST 
to provide escort.  PAA being drafted. 
 
SAPR/Jon Blair (Documentary)  
Conducted advance planning conference call with OJAG PAO, NAVINFOWEST and Jon Blair.  
Scheduling screenings call process to try and better define interview opportunities with 
perpetrators already adjudicated by the system.  OJAG PAO provided a list of prosecutors/locations 
for potential interviews.  OJAG CoS CAPT Stone turned down Mr. Blair’s request to go through 
Defense Counsels to reach post-incarceration perpetrators who have transitioned to civilian life.  
No jurisdiction – no contacts list.  Mr. Blair currently suspending further USN requests for 
assistance until he acquires leads on funding/distribution.   
 
Ocean Gals (No distribution) 
Documentary film request that aims to highlight SPAWAR/SSC PAC's Navy Marine Ecology 
Consortium and its 75% female staff in order to highlight diversity and Navy's environmental 
compliance, stewardship and readiness mission.  Researching support. (NNTR) 
 
Op Martillo (Univision) 
PAA-supported counter drug ops documentary.  Producers circling back with request for additional 
May 2014 embark.  NAVINFOWEST ICW SOUTHCOM and C4F will review current footage, 30Apr, to 
verify compliance with existing PAA before approving additional embarks. 
LCDR Correa attended screening in Florida of first season of six episodes with project officer CDR 
Cory Barker, DOJ, 4th Flt, SouthCom PAO and the producers/Univision.  Issues arose with some 
imagery and depictions strictly identified not for filming in the PAA.  Episode 1-6 review in progress 
by NAVINFOWEST/USCG liaison office.   
 
Anthony Bourdain: Parts Unknown (CNN) 
Travel and food show series.  Production request sent 11Apr.  No response from producer. 
 
Mighty Ships (Discovery)  
Researching filming opportunities aboard USNS Montford Point, JHSV and the USNS Mercy during 
RIMPAC. (NNTR) 
 
Lone Woman of San Nicholas Island (PBS) 
Documentary on story of Lone Woman of San Nicholas.  Request to interview SME regarding Navy's 
presence on San Nicholas and preservation of Lone Woman site.  Researching support. (NNTR) 
Mighty Planes (Discovery/Smithsonian)  
Television series documenting world’s most impressive aircraft.  Request for research assistance on 
EA-18G Growler.  AIRPAC identifying Growler SME.  Researching potential filming opportunities 
between Jun-Nov 2014. 
 
UnSEALed (PBS) 
Production support approved with addendum to previous research-assisted PAA approved by 
NAVINFO West and Naval Special Warfare Command. PAA and Addendum signed.  CAPT Fenick 

Naval Station Norfolk and interview with Hampton Roads Naval Museum curator completed 16-22 
May to highlight Navy in Virginia, past and present. Norfolk PAO escort.  Researching additional 
request to interview two Norfolk-based Sailors with Virginia residency.  Will premiere at the 
Virginia Historical Society center's new 500-seat theater in Richmond, VA, Fall 2014.  It will play for 
several years accompanied by an online interactive experience and database.  PAA signed.  
 
All World Access (Travel Channel) 
Request approved to embark and film USS Constitution's 4th of July harbor cruise.  NAVINFOWEST 
to provide escort.  PAA being drafted. 
 
SAPR/Jon Blair (Documentary)  
Conducted advance planning conference call with OJAG PAO, NAVINFOWEST and Jon Blair.  
Scheduling screenings call process to try and better define interview opportunities with 
perpetrators already adjudicated by the system.  OJAG PAO provided a list of prosecutors/locations 
for potential interviews.  OJAG CoS CAPT Stone turned down Mr. Blair’s request to go through 
Defense Counsels to reach post-incarceration perpetrators who have transitioned to civilian life.  
No jurisdiction – no contacts list.  Mr. Blair currently suspending further USN requests for 
assistance until he acquires leads on funding/distribution.   
 
Ocean Gals (No distribution) 
Documentary film request that aims to highlight SPAWAR/SSC PAC's Navy Marine Ecology 
Consortium and its 75% female staff in order to highlight diversity and Navy's environmental 
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coordinating filming several ceremonial events at BUDS training and tributes to the fallen at other 
locations.  ADM Maguire interviewed 10May.  Film begins post-production phase 26May.  Awaiting 
rough cut.  No air date. 
 
House Hunters International - Rota, Spain (HGTV) 
Television episode will track newly arriving principal of David Glasgow Farragut (DGF) DOEDA 
school on NAVSTA Rota during his search for a house out on the economy.  Filming support 
approved solely to highlight his job as principal of DGF with access to filming exterior/interior 
shots of DGF. Coordinating with NAVSTA Rota PAO.  Filming scheduled for summer 2014, one-day 
shoot.  PAA signed. (NNTR) 
 
Spent: Looking for Change (no distribution) 
Documentary on predatory lending from same producers that made "An Inconvenient Truth" and 
"Waiting for Superman."  Initial request for fact-finding, research assistance to speak off-camera 
with RLSO and NMCRS representatives to discuss predatory lenders targeting of military.  Initial 
phone calls will also serve to identify selection of on-camera interviews at a later date, pending 
approval.  Navy and Marine film offices researching support.  No PAA. (NNTR) 
 
Story of the California Channel Islands (PBS) 
Historical documentary on Channel Islands from their creation to present day.  Researching 
assistance for Navy SMEs to discuss current ops and environmental stewardship programs on San 
Nicholas and San Clemente islands.  Coordinating with CNRSW for support. (NNTR) 
 
Secrets of the Arsenal (Military Channel) 
Explores museums and collections to find interesting and historically-significant stories associated 
with them.  NHHC supporting to film trumpet (housed at Navy Museum) found on the USS Houston, 
filming scheduled 19May.  Navy addendum to Army PAA signed. 
 
Beyond the Light Switch (PBS) 
Documentary on national security with focus on economic, energy and environmental security. 
Interviews approved for ONR representatives in conjunction with ARPA-E summit.  Navy 
addendum added to existing Army PAA. (NNTR) 
 
The History of Carrier Aviation project (Office of Patriots Point and USS Yorktown) 
This is a non-broadcast request for stock footage carrier and carrier based aviation. The final video 
will be viewed in the USS Yorktown’s new state of the art theatre. The production release date is 
15Jun.  Post production begins 15Apr.  In research phase.  (NNTR) 
 
41 on 41 (Bush Library Foundation)  
Distribution currently the Bush Library.  Filming took place 03Jan aboard USS George HW Bush in 
support of documentary of former president.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 
HORIZON – COMET (BBC Science Series) 
Filming took place 15Sep at Coso Hot Springs on Naval Air Weapons Station China Lake.  PAA 
signed.  Awaiting rough cut.  (NNTR) 
 

DECLINES: 

 
Nazi Megastructures (Darlow Smithson Productions) 
No return on investment for the Navy. No desire to be affiliated with the production. 
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Ghost Hunters (SyFy Channel) 
Request to film at NAVWARCOL.  No value proposition.  
 

ADMIN: 

 
HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAVY (SATURDAY) 
Submitted first cut at 300-person industry database to begin tracking HTTN invites/trips for 
follow-up.  Next HTTN will be either 14Jun or 21Jun based on ship/aircraft avail. 
 
RESERVE UNIT 
(NNTR) 
 
NAVY DAYS #17 (3-10Aug) PLANNING: 
Contacted by Navy League National Director Grant Ivy to provide liaison support opportunities for 
Sailors to attend game and talk shows during ship visits. (NNTR) 
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NAVINFO WEST Weekly Report 
30 May 14 

Updated Items in Blue 
 

 

SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS: 

 
THE LAST SHIP (TNT)  
Premiere (rehearsal): 1700/3Jun, Dress rehearsal. 
Marketing Brief: 0900/4Jun (confirmed) TNT marketing brief w/DCI.  
Pentagon Tour: 1000/4Jun, TNT Pentagon tour conducted by Phil Strub (OSD PA).  
Premiere: 1830/4Jun, Schedule of events confirmed by TNT for premier at Washington D.C. 
Newseum.  Navy Color Guard, Rifle Team and Band to perform a patriotic opener prior to showing.  
Reception hosted by TNT to follow. 
Base Screenings:  Connected TNT Marketing with NMPS Millington for further planning to showcase 
Pilot Episode at Navy Base locations with theaters.  
San Diego Screening:  TNT is planning to show The Last Ship to San Diego Leadership that 
participated in filming.  NASNI screening set for 6 June 1400.  NBSD screening scheduled for 19 June 
between 1400-1700.  Command invites will include: AIRPAC, SURFPAC, C3F, USS DEWEY, USS 
STERETT, USS RUSSELL, HSM-41, HSM-78, HSC-3 and HSC-6, LCS, SUBPAC and Amphibious 
leadership.  Pilot revisions reviewed, pending changes.  NSTR eps #101-103.  Eps #104-106 in 
review with notes.     
 
Op Martillo (Univision) 
PAA-supported counter drug ops documentary.  Producers circling back with request for additional 
May 2014 embark.  NAVINFOWEST ICW SOUTHCOM and C4F will review current footage, 30Apr, to 
verify compliance with existing PAA before approving additional embarks.  LCDR Correa attended 
screening in Florida of first season of six episodes with project officer CDR Cory Barker, DOJ, 4th Flt, 
SouthCom PAO and the producers/Univision.  Issues arose with some imagery and depictions 
strictly identified not for filming in the PAA.  PHOCON held 28 May between NAVINFOWEST 
Dir/Dep and Paraiso Pics Director.  Based on feedback notes and areas of concern Paraiso Pics 
Director will be re-editing episodes depicting USS Rentz or USN personnel.  Updated episodes will 
be reviewed for technical accuracy, content, and positive portrayal once links are provided.      
 
Mighty Planes (Discovery/Smithsonian)  
Television series documenting world’s most impressive aircraft.  Conference call scheduled 03JUNE 
for research assistance and storyline development on EA-18G Growler.  CNAP, VAQWINGPAC, 
NAVINFO West attending call.  

SEAPOWER (IMAX/K2 Comms) 
Ongoing planning and SOE/Shot list development.  Update brief/sync meeting scheduled for 23 
May between K2 Comm Staff and NAVINFOWEST Director.  ICW C3F (N00PA) for updated event 
SOE to support shot list development.     
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SCRIPTED TV / GAME SHOW: 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
Jeopardy (Sony) 
Upcoming episode will use public domain, historical photos of USS Arizona and Navy Cross 
recipient PO3 Doris Miller as part of undisclosed quiz category. (NNTR) 
 
Somebody’s Gotta Do It – (CNN) 
Television series starring Mike Rowe of “Dirty Jobs”, show follows the same format as Dirty Jobs. 
Producers are interested in featuring Navy Seabees and Submarine Culinary Specialists.  In contact 
with SUBPAC and SeaBees to determine availability of units to support.  PAA not yet signed. (NNTR) 
 
The Ellen DeGeneres Show (NBC) 
Contacted by DVIDS to solicit support for service member shout-outs to their mothers to be aired 
on Ellen's Mother's Day show.  DVIDS coordinating with local command PAOs for support. (NNTR) 
 
NCIS (CBS)  
8-week hiatus.  (NNTR) 
 
HAWAII FIVE-O (CBS) 
(NNTR) 
 
 

FEATURE FILMS 
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l SCRIPTED TV / GAME SHOW:

Ieopardy (Sony)
Upcoming episode will use public domain, historical photos of USS Arizona and Navy Cross
recipient P03 Doris Miller as part of undisclosed quiz category. (NNTR)

Somebody’s Gotta Do It — (CNN)
Television series starring Mike Rowe of "Dirty Jobs", show follows the same format as Dirty Jobs.
Producers are interested in featuring Navy Seabees and Submarine Culinary Specialists. In contact
with SUBPAC and SeaBees to determine availability of units to support. PAA not yet signed. (NNTR)

The Ellen DeGeneres Show (NBC)
Contacted by DVIDS to solicit support for service member shout-outs to their mothers to be aired
on Ellen's Mother's Day show. DVIDS coordinating with local command FAQs for support. (NNTR)

NCIS (CBS)
8-week hiatus. (NNTR)

HAWAII FIVE-O (CBS)
(NNTR)

FEATURE FILMS



LUCY (Europa Corp-Universal Pictures) 
A film by the Director of "The Professional" and "Fifth Element" requested to use a five second clip 
of an F-18 carrier take-off his latest film entitled "Lucy." The carrier take-off clip previously cleared 
for public release DefenseImagery.mil. (NNTR) 
 
HUNTER-KILLER 
New sub-plot script in review.  Script notes and thematic rewrite recommendations provided to 
Director on 4Mar.  Several phoncons to discuss thematics this week.  Expect revised script soon. 
(NNTR) 
 
 

DOCUMENTARIES (Air Date): 

 
Travel Family with Colleen Kelley (PBS) 
Series showcasing family-friendly locations in the U.S. and abroad.  Filmed at Pensacola Aviation 
Museum highlighting NC-4 flying boat, Apollo program exhibit, and 4D Blue Angel Theater.  Blue 
Angels support included b-roll of pilots at autograph session at Aviation Museum, and interviews 
with pilots #2 and #6 shot on the flight line.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 
Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
Filmed Navy dive artifacts 15Apr at Navy Museum with NHHC escort.  Episode will highlight career 
of BMCM Carl Brashear.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 
EMPOWERMENT PROJECT (IndieFlix) 
Interview with VADM Michelle Howard conducted Sunday, 29Sep13 as part of documentary 
showcasing inspirational women in a variety of career fields.  PAA signed.  Rough cut reviewed.  
Special screenings in Chicago and Los Angeles 8-11May.  Awaiting official air date. (NNTR) 
 
SEAL Dog (Smithsonian) 
Film about former SEAL Trevor Maroshek and his relationship with his dog, Chopper, a former 
military working dog.  Vice President Joe Biden interviewed for film as well.  Interview conducted, 
Apr. 7, with NICoE's CAPT. (Dr.) Robert Koffman that discussed treatment of PTSD/TBI and 
program using canines as therapy dogs.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut.  Additional support to 
film NSW multipurpose K-9 unit in Coronado declined. (NNTR) 
 
Ancient Impossible (History Channel H2) 
Series comparing ancient and modern inventions revealing the amazing technology, engineering 
and genius that came from ancient times.  An episode will compare the steam catapult from a 
carrier to the ancient steam catapult as well as show the similarities and differences of the ancient 
world's largest ship to the modern carrier.  Filming completed 3-4Apr.  Addendum added to original 
PAA to support b-roll opportunities with USS Green Bay, 2Apr.  On 20May, NAVINFOWEST Project 
Officer and USS Ronald Reagan PAO reviewed episode and provided notes to assistant producer.  
Air date TBD.  (NNTR) 
 
 
HOMEFRONT (PBS)  
OSD(PA) granted DoD support for the PBS documentary “Homefront” that will explore how military  
families deal/cope with deployments.  NAVINFOWEST ICW Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC) PAO 
assisted in identifying dependents and service members representing the Navy’s Seabees.  Filming 
took place 18-20Feb to include b-roll of NMCB 3's homecoming and NMCB 5's morning quarters 

LUCY (Europa Corp-Universal Pictures) 
A film by the Director of "The Professional" and "Fifth Element" requested to use a five second clip 
of an F-18 carrier take-off his latest film entitled "Lucy." The carrier take-off clip previously cleared 
for public release DefenseImagery.mil. (NNTR) 
 
HUNTER-KILLER 
New sub-plot script in review.  Script notes and thematic rewrite recommendations provided to 
Director on 4Mar.  Several phoncons to discuss thematics this week.  Expect revised script soon. 
(NNTR) 
 
 

DOCUMENTARIES (Air Date): 

 
Travel Family with Colleen Kelley (PBS) 
Series showcasing family-friendly locations in the U.S. and abroad.  Filmed at Pensacola Aviation 
Museum highlighting NC-4 flying boat, Apollo program exhibit, and 4D Blue Angel Theater.  Blue 
Angels support included b-roll of pilots at autograph session at Aviation Museum, and interviews 
with pilots #2 and #6 shot on the flight line.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 
Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
Filmed Navy dive artifacts 15Apr at Navy Museum with NHHC escort.  Episode will highlight career 
of BMCM Carl Brashear.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 
EMPOWERMENT PROJECT (IndieFlix) 
Interview with VADM Michelle Howard conducted Sunday, 29Sep13 as part of documentary 
showcasing inspirational women in a variety of career fields.  PAA signed.  Rough cut reviewed.  
Special screenings in Chicago and Los Angeles 8-11May.  Awaiting official air date. (NNTR) 
 
SEAL Dog (Smithsonian) 
Film about former SEAL Trevor Maroshek and his relationship with his dog, Chopper, a former 
military working dog.  Vice President Joe Biden interviewed for film as well.  Interview conducted, 
Apr. 7, with NICoE's CAPT. (Dr.) Robert Koffman that discussed treatment of PTSD/TBI and 
program using canines as therapy dogs.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut.  Additional support to 
film NSW multipurpose K-9 unit in Coronado declined. (NNTR) 
 
Ancient Impossible (History Channel H2) 
Series comparing ancient and modern inventions revealing the amazing technology, engineering 
and genius that came from ancient times.  An episode will compare the steam catapult from a 
carrier to the ancient steam catapult as well as show the similarities and differences of the ancient 
world's largest ship to the modern carrier.  Filming completed 3-4Apr.  Addendum added to original 
PAA to support b-roll opportunities with USS Green Bay, 2Apr.  On 20May, NAVINFOWEST Project 
Officer and USS Ronald Reagan PAO reviewed episode and provided notes to assistant producer.  
Air date TBD.  (NNTR) 
 
 
HOMEFRONT (PBS)  
OSD(PA) granted DoD support for the PBS documentary “Homefront” that will explore how military  
families deal/cope with deployments.  NAVINFOWEST ICW Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC) PAO 
assisted in identifying dependents and service members representing the Navy’s Seabees.  Filming 
took place 18-20Feb to include b-roll of NMCB 3's homecoming and NMCB 5's morning quarters 

LUCY (Europa Corp-Universal Pictures)
A film by the Director of "The Professional" and "Fifth Element" requested to use a five second clip
of an F-18 carrier take-off his latest film entitled "Lucy." The carrier take-off clip previously cleared
for public release DefenseImagery.mil. (NNTR)

HUNTER-KILLER
New sub-plot script in review. Script notes and thematic rewrite recommendations provided to
Director on 4Mar. Several phoncons to discuss thematics this week. Expect revised script soon.
(NNTR)

DOCUMENTARIES (Air Date):

Travel Family with Colleen Kelley (PBS)
Series showcasing family-friendly locations in the US. and abroad. Filmed at Pensacola Aviation
Museum highlighting NC-4 flying boat, Apollo program exhibit, and 4D Blue Angel Theater. Blue
Angels support included b-roll of pilots at autograph session at Aviation Museum, and interviews
with pilots #2 and #6 shot on the flight line. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel)
Filmed Navy dive artifacts 15Apr at Navy Museum with NHHC escort. Episode will highlight career
of BMCM Carl Brashear. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

EMPOWERMENT PROIECT (IndieFlix)
Interview with VADM Michelle Howard conducted Sunday, 29Sep13 as part of documentary
showcasing inspirational women in a variety of career fields. PAA signed. Rough cut reviewed.
Special screenings in Chicago and Los Angeles 8-11May. Awaiting official air date. (NNTR)

SEAL Dog (Smithsonian)
Film about former SEAL Trevor Maroshek and his relationship with his dog, Chopper, a former
military working dog. Vice President Joe Biden interviewed for film as well. Interview conducted,
Apr. 7, with NICoE's CAPT. (Dr.) Robert Koffman that discussed treatment of PTSD/TBI and
program using canines as therapy dogs. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. Additional support to
film NSW multipurpose K-9 unit in Coronado declined. (NNTR)

Ancient Impossible (History Channel H2)
Series comparing ancient and modern inventions revealing the amazing technology, engineering
and genius that came from ancient times. An episode will compare the steam catapult from a
carrier to the ancient steam catapult as well as show the similarities and differences of the ancient
world's largest ship to the modern carrier. Filming completed 3-4Apr. Addendum added to original
PAA to support b-roll opportunities with USS Green Bay, 2Apr. On 20May, NAVINFOWEST Project
Officer and USS Ronald Reagan PAO reviewed episode and provided notes to assistant producer.
Air date TBD. (NNTR)

HOMEFRONT (PBS)
OSD(PA) granted DoD support for the PBS documentary "Homefront" that will explore how military
families deal/cope with deployments. NAVINFOWEST ICW Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC) PAO
assisted in identifying dependents and service members representing the Navy’s Seabees. Filming
took place 18—20Feb to include b-roll of NMCB 3's homecoming and NMCB 5's morning quarters



and gun range exercise.  Interviews included diverse mix of dependents, service members and 
family situations.  Documentary expected completion late 2014 and airing early 2015. (NNTR) 
 
HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC) 
Filming took place 15Oct at Directorate of Time and 25Oct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's 
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time.  PAA signed.  Rough cut of episode 
on 'time' received.  Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in 
very professional/capable manner.  Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR) 
 
MAKERS: WOMEN & WAR 
Vice Adm. Howard (N3N5) interviewed with PBS' "Makers" documentary program 09Jan about the 
integration of women in the Navy since the 1970s.  The episode will air in June and will also feature 
interviews with senior women leaders in the Army and Marines.  The "Women & War" segment is 
one of six episodes that will look at the evolution of women in six different career fields and is a 
follow-up to PBS' 2012 series that detailed the history of the women's movement.  Rough cut 
reviewed.  Air date set for 24Jun. (NNTR) 
 
Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation 
Museum.  Filming took place 15Jan.  Awaiting rough cut.  (NNTR) 
 
New Race for Space (Science Channel) 
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration.  Filming took place 15Feb for  
scheduled test of NASA's SIAD rocket on China Lake.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 
 

DOCUMENTARIES (In Production): 

 
Daily Planet (Discovery Channel) 
Science series with weekly special called “The Alan Nursol Experience" where host goes behind the 
scenes in various settings. NAVINFO West declined request for documenting SEAL training. 
Producer amenable to refocusing interest on alternatives, such as Seabee training. Researching 
support.  

Museum Men (possible H2 distribution) 
Documentary series focusing on artists/designers who create historical replicas.  Request for NHHC 
research assistance for episode related to WWII-era submarines.  Researching support and 
verifying distribution.   
 
All World Access (Travel Channel) 
Request approved to embark and film USS Constitution's 4th of July harbor cruise.  NAVINFOWEST 
to provide escort.  PAA being drafted 

Story of the California Channel Islands (PBS) 
Historical documentary on Channel Islands from their creation to present day.  Researching 
assistance for Navy SMEs to discuss current ops and environmental stewardship programs on San 
Nicholas and San Clemente islands.  Coordinating with CNRSW for support. Tentative interview 
date set for June 17. No filming on actual island permitted.  Drafting PAA. 
 
 
 

and gun range exercise.  Interviews included diverse mix of dependents, service members and 
family situations.  Documentary expected completion late 2014 and airing early 2015. (NNTR) 
 
HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC) 
Filming took place 15Oct at Directorate of Time and 25Oct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's 
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time.  PAA signed.  Rough cut of episode 
on 'time' received.  Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in 
very professional/capable manner.  Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR) 
 
MAKERS: WOMEN & WAR 
Vice Adm. Howard (N3N5) interviewed with PBS' "Makers" documentary program 09Jan about the 
integration of women in the Navy since the 1970s.  The episode will air in June and will also feature 
interviews with senior women leaders in the Army and Marines.  The "Women & War" segment is 
one of six episodes that will look at the evolution of women in six different career fields and is a 
follow-up to PBS' 2012 series that detailed the history of the women's movement.  Rough cut 
reviewed.  Air date set for 24Jun. (NNTR) 
 
Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation 
Museum.  Filming took place 15Jan.  Awaiting rough cut.  (NNTR) 
 
New Race for Space (Science Channel) 
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration.  Filming took place 15Feb for  
scheduled test of NASA's SIAD rocket on China Lake.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 
 

DOCUMENTARIES (In Production): 

 
Daily Planet (Discovery Channel) 
Science series with weekly special called “The Alan Nursol Experience" where host goes behind the 
scenes in various settings. NAVINFO West declined request for documenting SEAL training. 
Producer amenable to refocusing interest on alternatives, such as Seabee training. Researching 
support.  

Museum Men (possible H2 distribution) 
Documentary series focusing on artists/designers who create historical replicas.  Request for NHHC 
research assistance for episode related to WWII-era submarines.  Researching support and 
verifying distribution.   
 
All World Access (Travel Channel) 
Request approved to embark and film USS Constitution's 4th of July harbor cruise.  NAVINFOWEST 
to provide escort.  PAA being drafted 

Story of the California Channel Islands (PBS) 
Historical documentary on Channel Islands from their creation to present day.  Researching 
assistance for Navy SMEs to discuss current ops and environmental stewardship programs on San 
Nicholas and San Clemente islands.  Coordinating with CNRSW for support. Tentative interview 
date set for June 17. No filming on actual island permitted.  Drafting PAA. 
 
 
 

and gun range exercise. Interviews included diverse mix of dependents, service members and
family situations. Documentary expected completion late 2014 and airing early 2015. (NNTR)

HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC)
Filming took place 150ct at Directorate of Time and 250ct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time. PAA signed. Rough cut of episode
on 'time' received. Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in
very professional/capable manner. Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR)

MAKERS: WOMEN & WAR
Vice Adm. Howard (N3N5) interviewed with PBS' "Makers" documentary program 09Ian about the
integration of women in the Navy since the 1970s. The episode will air in June and will also feature
interviews with senior women leaders in the Army and Marines. The "Women & War" segment is
one of six episodes that will look at the evolution of women in six different career fields and is a
follow-up to PBS' 2012 series that detailed the history of the women's movement. Rough cut
reviewed. Air date set for 24Iun. (NNTR)

Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel)
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation
Museum. Filming took place 15Ian. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

New Race for Space (Science Channel)
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration. Filming took place 15Feb for
scheduled test of NASA's SIAD rocket on China Lake. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

DOCUMENTARIES (In Production):

Daily Planet (Discovery Channel)
Science series with weekly special called "The Alan Nursol Experience" where host goes behind the
scenes in various settings. NAVINFO West declined request for documenting SEAL training.
Producer amenable to refocusing interest on alternatives, such as Seabee training. Researching
support.

Museum Men (possible H2 distribution)
Documentary series focusing on artists/designers who create historical replicas. Request for NHHC
research assistance for episode related to WWII-era submarines. Researching support and
verifying distribution.

All World Access (Travel Channel)
Request approved to embark and film USS Constitution's 4th of July harbor cruise. NAVINFOWEST
to provide escort. PAA being drafted

Story of the California Channel Islands (PBS)
Historical documentary on Channel Islands from their creation to present day. Researching
assistance for Navy SMEs to discuss current ops and environmental stewardship programs on San
Nicholas and San Clemente islands. Coordinating with CNRSW for support. Tentative interview
date set for Iune 17. No filming on actual island permitted. Drafting PAA.



Asteroid Sampling (Discovery Channel Canada) 
Discovery Channel Canada to film NASA rocket launch on Naval Air Weapons Station China Lake 30 
May- 1 June, 2014.  Letter of base access provided by NAVINFOWEST to base PAO office conducting 
visit and escort. PAA has been sent to OSD for review and approval.  
 
Monumental Mysteries (Travel Channel) 
Series examines unusual and unexpected stories behind monuments and landmarks across the 
nation.  Broll of USS Squalus memorial captured 21May on Portsmouth Naval Shipyard with local 
PAO escort.  Particular episode will feature USS Squalus disaster in 1939 where the diesel 
submarine sunk during testing phase, followed by rescue of all 33 crew members aboard due to 
rapid response and use of modern-era technology.  PAA signed.  Awaiting air date.  (NNTR) 
  
Virginia Voices (Virginia Historical Society) 
Documentary film is the first state-specific, modern historical documentary woven from the video 
submissions of residents and original footage shot with 4K resolution cameras.  Broll captured on 
Naval Station Norfolk and interview with Hampton Roads Naval Museum curator completed 16-22 
May to highlight Navy in Virginia, past and present. Norfolk PAO escort.  Researching additional 
request to interview two Norfolk-based Sailors with Virginia residency.  Will premiere at the 
Virginia Historical Society center's new 500-seat theater in Richmond, VA, Fall 2014.  It will play for 
several years accompanied by an online interactive experience and database.  PAA signed.  
 
SAPR/Jon Blair (Documentary)  
Conducted advance planning conference call with OJAG PAO, NAVINFOWEST and Jon Blair.  
Scheduling screenings call process to try and better define interview opportunities with 
perpetrators already adjudicated by the system.  OJAG PAO provided a list of prosecutors/locations 
for potential interviews.  OJAG CoS CAPT Stone turned down Mr. Blair’s request to go through 
Defense Counsels to reach post-incarceration perpetrators who have transitioned to civilian life.  
No jurisdiction – no contacts list.  Mr. Blair currently suspending further USN requests for 
assistance until he acquires leads on funding/distribution.  (NNTR) 
 
Ocean Gals (No distribution) 
Documentary film request that aims to highlight SPAWAR/SSC PAC's Navy Marine Ecology 
Consortium and its 75% female staff in order to highlight diversity and Navy's environmental 
compliance, stewardship and readiness mission.  Researching support. (NNTR) 
 
Anthony Bourdain: Parts Unknown (CNN) 
Travel and food show series.  Production request sent 11Apr.  No response from producer. (NNTR) 
 
Mighty Ships (Discovery)  
Researching filming opportunities aboard USNS Montford Point, JHSV and the USNS Mercy during 
RIMPAC. (NNTR) 
 
Lone Woman of San Nicholas Island (PBS) 
Documentary on story of Lone Woman of San Nicholas.  Request to interview SME regarding Navy's 
presence on San Nicholas and preservation of Lone Woman site.  Researching support. (NNTR) 
 
UnSEALed (PBS) 
Production support approved with addendum to previous research-assisted PAA approved by 
NAVINFO West and Naval Special Warfare Command. PAA and Addendum signed.  CAPT Fenick 
coordinating filming several ceremonial events at BUDS training and tributes to the fallen at other 

Asteroid Sampling (Discovery Channel Canada) 
Discovery Channel Canada to film NASA rocket launch on Naval Air Weapons Station China Lake 30 
May- 1 June, 2014.  Letter of base access provided by NAVINFOWEST to base PAO office conducting 
visit and escort. PAA has been sent to OSD for review and approval.  
 
Monumental Mysteries (Travel Channel) 
Series examines unusual and unexpected stories behind monuments and landmarks across the 
nation.  Broll of USS Squalus memorial captured 21May on Portsmouth Naval Shipyard with local 
PAO escort.  Particular episode will feature USS Squalus disaster in 1939 where the diesel 
submarine sunk during testing phase, followed by rescue of all 33 crew members aboard due to 
rapid response and use of modern-era technology.  PAA signed.  Awaiting air date.  (NNTR) 
  
Virginia Voices (Virginia Historical Society) 
Documentary film is the first state-specific, modern historical documentary woven from the video 
submissions of residents and original footage shot with 4K resolution cameras.  Broll captured on 
Naval Station Norfolk and interview with Hampton Roads Naval Museum curator completed 16-22 
May to highlight Navy in Virginia, past and present. Norfolk PAO escort.  Researching additional 
request to interview two Norfolk-based Sailors with Virginia residency.  Will premiere at the 
Virginia Historical Society center's new 500-seat theater in Richmond, VA, Fall 2014.  It will play for 
several years accompanied by an online interactive experience and database.  PAA signed.  
 
SAPR/Jon Blair (Documentary)  
Conducted advance planning conference call with OJAG PAO, NAVINFOWEST and Jon Blair.  
Scheduling screenings call process to try and better define interview opportunities with 
perpetrators already adjudicated by the system.  OJAG PAO provided a list of prosecutors/locations 
for potential interviews.  OJAG CoS CAPT Stone turned down Mr. Blair’s request to go through 
Defense Counsels to reach post-incarceration perpetrators who have transitioned to civilian life.  
No jurisdiction – no contacts list.  Mr. Blair currently suspending further USN requests for 
assistance until he acquires leads on funding/distribution.  (NNTR) 
 
Ocean Gals (No distribution) 
Documentary film request that aims to highlight SPAWAR/SSC PAC's Navy Marine Ecology 
Consortium and its 75% female staff in order to highlight diversity and Navy's environmental 
compliance, stewardship and readiness mission.  Researching support. (NNTR) 
 
Anthony Bourdain: Parts Unknown (CNN) 
Travel and food show series.  Production request sent 11Apr.  No response from producer. (NNTR) 
 
Mighty Ships (Discovery)  
Researching filming opportunities aboard USNS Montford Point, JHSV and the USNS Mercy during 
RIMPAC. (NNTR) 
 
Lone Woman of San Nicholas Island (PBS) 
Documentary on story of Lone Woman of San Nicholas.  Request to interview SME regarding Navy's 
presence on San Nicholas and preservation of Lone Woman site.  Researching support. (NNTR) 
 
UnSEALed (PBS) 
Production support approved with addendum to previous research-assisted PAA approved by 
NAVINFO West and Naval Special Warfare Command. PAA and Addendum signed.  CAPT Fenick 
coordinating filming several ceremonial events at BUDS training and tributes to the fallen at other 

Asteroid Sampling (Discovery Channel Canada)
Discovery Channel Canada to film NASA rocket launch on Naval Air Weapons Station China Lake 30
May- 1 June, 2014. Letter of base access provided by NAVINFOWEST to base PAO office conducting
Visit and escort. PAA has been sent to OSD for review and approval.

Monumental Mysteries (Travel Channel)
Series examines unusual and unexpected stories behind monuments and landmarks across the
nation. Broll of USS Squalus memorial captured 21May on Portsmouth Naval Shipyard with local
PAO escort. Particular episode will feature USS Squalus disaster in 1939 where the diesel
submarine sunk during testing phase, followed by rescue of all 33 crew members aboard due to
rapid response and use of modern-era technology. PAA signed. Awaiting air date. (NNTR)

Virginia Voices (Virginia Historical Society)
Documentary film is the first state-specific, modern historical documentary woven from the video
submissions of residents and original footage shot with 4K resolution cameras. Broll captured on
Naval Station Norfolk and interview with Hampton Roads Naval Museum curator completed 16-22
May to highlight Navy in Virginia, past and present. Norfolk PAO escort. Researching additional
request to interview two Norfolk-based Sailors with Virginia residency. Will premiere at the
Virginia Historical Society center's new BOO-seat theater in Richmond, VA, Fall 2014. It will play for
several years accompanied by an online interactive experience and database. PAA signed.

SAPR/Ion Blair (Documentary)
Conducted advance planning conference call with OIAG PAO, NAVINFOWEST and Ion Blair.
Scheduling screenings call process to try and better define interview opportunities with
perpetrators already adjudicated by the system. OIAG PAO provided a list of prosecutors/locations
for potential interviews. OIAG CoS CAPT Stone turned down Mr. Blair’s request to go through
Defense Counsels to reach post-incarceration perpetrators who have transitioned to civilian life.
No jurisdiction — no contacts list. Mr. Blair currently suspending further USN requests for
assistance until he acquires leads on funding/distribution. (NNTR)

Ocean Gals (No distribution)
Documentary film request that aims to highlight SPAWAR/SSC PAC's Navy Marine Ecology
Consortium and its 75% female staff in order to highlight diversity and Navy's environmental
compliance, stewardship and readiness mission. Researching support. (NNTR)

Anthony Bourdain: Parts Unknown (CNN)
Travel and food show series. Production request sent 11Apr. No response from producer. (NNTR)

Mighty Ships (Discovery)
Researching filming opportunities aboard USNS Montford Point, IHSV and the USNS Mercy during
RIMPAC. (NNTR)

Lone Woman of San Nicholas Island (PBS)
Documentary on story of Lone Woman of San Nicholas. Request to interview SME regarding Navy's
presence on San Nicholas and preservation of Lone Woman site. Researching support. (NNTR)

UnSEALed (PBS)
Production support approved with addendum to previous research-assisted PAA approved by
NAVINFO West and Naval Special Warfare Command. PAA and Addendum signed. CAPT Fenick
coordinating filming several ceremonial events at BUDS training and tributes to the fallen at other



locations.  ADM Maguire interviewed 10May.  Film begins post-production phase 26May.  Awaiting 
rough cut.  No air date.  (NNTR) 
 
House Hunters International - Rota, Spain (HGTV) 
Television episode will track newly arriving principal of David Glasgow Farragut (DGF) DOEDA 
school on NAVSTA Rota during his search for a house out on the economy.  Filming support 
approved solely to highlight his job as principal of DGF with access to filming exterior/interior 
shots of DGF. Coordinating with NAVSTA Rota PAO.  Filming scheduled for summer 2014, one-day 
shoot.  PAA signed. (NNTR) 
 
Spent: Looking for Change (no distribution) 
Documentary on predatory lending from same producers that made "An Inconvenient Truth" and 
"Waiting for Superman."  Initial request for fact-finding, research assistance to speak off-camera 
with RLSO and NMCRS representatives to discuss predatory lenders targeting of military.  Initial 
phone calls will also serve to identify selection of on-camera interviews at a later date, pending 
approval.  Navy and Marine film offices researching support.  No PAA. (NNTR) 
 
Secrets of the Arsenal (Military Channel) 
Explores museums and collections to find interesting and historically-significant stories associated 
with them.  NHHC supporting to film trumpet (housed at Navy Museum) found on the USS Houston, 
filming scheduled 19May.  Navy addendum to Army PAA signed. 
 
Beyond the Light Switch (PBS) 
Documentary on national security with focus on economic, energy and environmental security. 
Interviews approved for ONR representatives in conjunction with ARPA-E summit.  Navy 
addendum added to existing Army PAA. (NNTR) 
 
The History of Carrier Aviation project (Office of Patriots Point and USS Yorktown) 
This is a non-broadcast request for stock footage carrier and carrier based aviation. The final video 
will be viewed in the USS Yorktown’s new state of the art theatre. The production release date is 
15Jun.  Post production begins 15Apr.  In research phase.  (NNTR) 
 
41 on 41 (Bush Library Foundation)  
Distribution currently the Bush Library.  Filming took place 03Jan aboard USS George HW Bush in 
support of documentary of former president.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 
HORIZON – COMET (BBC Science Series) 
Filming took place 15Sep at Coso Hot Springs on Naval Air Weapons Station China Lake.  PAA 
signed.  Awaiting rough cut.  (NNTR) 
 
 

DECLINES: 

 
Monsters: Dark Continent - Declined use of Navy footage in fictional film. No value. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

locations.  ADM Maguire interviewed 10May.  Film begins post-production phase 26May.  Awaiting 
rough cut.  No air date.  (NNTR) 
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Television episode will track newly arriving principal of David Glasgow Farragut (DGF) DOEDA 
school on NAVSTA Rota during his search for a house out on the economy.  Filming support 
approved solely to highlight his job as principal of DGF with access to filming exterior/interior 
shots of DGF. Coordinating with NAVSTA Rota PAO.  Filming scheduled for summer 2014, one-day 
shoot.  PAA signed. (NNTR) 
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Documentary on predatory lending from same producers that made "An Inconvenient Truth" and 
"Waiting for Superman."  Initial request for fact-finding, research assistance to speak off-camera 
with RLSO and NMCRS representatives to discuss predatory lenders targeting of military.  Initial 
phone calls will also serve to identify selection of on-camera interviews at a later date, pending 
approval.  Navy and Marine film offices researching support.  No PAA. (NNTR) 
 
Secrets of the Arsenal (Military Channel) 
Explores museums and collections to find interesting and historically-significant stories associated 
with them.  NHHC supporting to film trumpet (housed at Navy Museum) found on the USS Houston, 
filming scheduled 19May.  Navy addendum to Army PAA signed. 
 
Beyond the Light Switch (PBS) 
Documentary on national security with focus on economic, energy and environmental security. 
Interviews approved for ONR representatives in conjunction with ARPA-E summit.  Navy 
addendum added to existing Army PAA. (NNTR) 
 
The History of Carrier Aviation project (Office of Patriots Point and USS Yorktown) 
This is a non-broadcast request for stock footage carrier and carrier based aviation. The final video 
will be viewed in the USS Yorktown’s new state of the art theatre. The production release date is 
15Jun.  Post production begins 15Apr.  In research phase.  (NNTR) 
 
41 on 41 (Bush Library Foundation)  
Distribution currently the Bush Library.  Filming took place 03Jan aboard USS George HW Bush in 
support of documentary of former president.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 
HORIZON – COMET (BBC Science Series) 
Filming took place 15Sep at Coso Hot Springs on Naval Air Weapons Station China Lake.  PAA 
signed.  Awaiting rough cut.  (NNTR) 
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Monsters: Dark Continent - Declined use of Navy footage in fictional film. No value. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

locations. ADM Maguire interviewed 10May. Film begins post-production phase 26May. Awaiting
rough cut. No air date. (NNTR)

House Hunters International - Rota, Spain (HGTV)
Television episode will track newly arriving principal of David Glasgow Farragut (DGF) DOEDA
school on NAVSTA Rota during his search for a house out on the economy. Filming support
approved solely to highlight his job as principal of DGF with access to filming exterior/interior
shots of DGF. Coordinating with NAVSTA Rota PAO. Filming scheduled for summer 2014, one-day
shoot. PAA signed. (NNTR)

Spent: Looking for Change (no distribution)
Documentary on predatory lending from same producers that made "An Inconvenient Truth" and
"Waiting for Superman." Initial request for fact-finding, research assistance to speak off-camera
with RLSO and NMCRS representatives to discuss predatory lenders targeting of military. Initial
phone calls will also serve to identify selection of on-camera interviews at a later date, pending
approval. Navy and Marine film offices researching support. No PAA. (NNTR)

Secrets of the Arsenal (Military Channel)
Explores museums and collections to find interesting and historically-significant stories associated
with them. NHHC supporting to film trumpet (housed at Navy Museum) found on the USS Houston,
filming scheduled 19May. Navy addendum to Army PAA signed.

Beyond the Light Switch (PBS)
Documentary on national security with focus on economic, energy and environmental security.
Interviews approved for ONR representatives in conjunction with ARPA-E summit. Navy
addendum added to existing Army PAA. (NNTR)

The History of Carrier Aviation project (Office of Patriots Point and USS Yorktown)
This is a non-broadcast request for stock footage carrier and carrier based aviation. The final Video
will be Viewed in the USS Yorktown’s new state of the art theatre. The production release date is
15Iun. Post production begins 15Apr. In research phase. (NNTR)

41 on 41 (Bush Library Foundation)
Distribution currently the Bush Library. Filming took place 03]an aboard USS George HW Bush in
support of documentary of former president. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

HORIZON — COMET (BBC Science Series)
Filming took place 15Sep at Coso Hot Springs on Naval Air Weapons Station China Lake. PAA
signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

DECLINES:

Monsters: Dark Continent - Declined use of Navy footage in fictional film. No value.



ADMIN: 

 
HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAVY (SATURDAY) 
Submitted first cut at 300-person industry database to begin tracking HTTN invites/trips for 
follow-up.  Next HTTN will be either 14Jun or 21Jun based on ship/aircraft avail. 
 
RESERVE UNIT 

    
   

  
 
NAVY DAYS #17 (3-10Aug) PLANNING: 
Contacted by Navy League National Director Grant Ivy to provide liaison support opportunities for 
Sailors to attend game and talk shows  during ship visits. (NNTR) 

(b) (6)
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ADMIN:

HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAVY (SATURDAY)
Submitted first cut at BOO-person industry database to begin tracking HTTN invites/trips for
follow-up. Next HTTN will be either 14]un or 21]un based on ship/aircraft avail.

RESERVE UNIT
(b) (6)
—
—
NAVY DAYS #17 (3-10Aug) PLANNING:
Contacted by Navy League National Director Grant Ivy to provide liaison support opportunities for
Sailors to attend game and talk shows during ship Visits. (NNTR)



NAVINFO WEST Weekly Report 
05 Jun 14 

Updated Items in Blue 
 

 

 
 

    THE LAST SHIP (TNT)  
    More than 500 entertainment industry professionals, TNT executives and Navy personnel at the  
    Newseum theater Wednesday 4Jun to attend the summer blockbuster TNT TV series premier of  
    THE LAST SHIP in Washington. DC.  Highlights included blue-carpet photos with the cast, attendee 
    selfies, press coverage and a standing ovation for the Navy portrayal in the pilot episode.  The Navy 
    ceremonial color guard, rifle team and Navy band performed to a packed house.  Early returns indicate 
    we have collaborated with a winning network team!     
    Base Screenings:  Connected TNT Marketing with NMPS Millington for further planning to showcase 
    Pilot Episode at Navy Base locations with theaters.  

San Diego Screening:  TNT is planning to show The Last Ship to San Diego Leadership that 
participated    in filming.  **CANX** NASNI screening set for 6Jun cancelled IRT CNAP request, guests 
will be directed to the NBSD screening.  NBSD screening scheduled for 19Jun between 1400-1700.  
Command invites will include: AIRPAC, SURFPAC, C3F, USS DEWEY, USS STERETT, USS RUSSELL, 
HSM-41, HSM-78, HSC-3 and HSC-6, LCS, SUBPAC and Amphibious leadership.  Pilot revisions 
reviewed, pending changes.  NSTR eps #101-103.  Eps #104-106 in review with notes. 
 

 
 

 
 

 
Mighty Planes (Discovery/Smithsonian) 
Television series documenting world’s most impressive aircraft.  Conference call scheduled 10Jun 
for research assistance and storyline development on EA-18G Growler.  CNAP, VAQWINGPAC and 
NAVINFO West participating in call. 
 
Op Martillo (Univision) 
PAA-supported counter drug ops documentary. Producers circling back with request for additional 
May 2014 embark.  NAVINFOWEST ICW SOUTHCOM and C4F will review current footage, 30Apr, to 
verify compliance with existing PAA before approving additional embarks.  LCDR Correa attended 
screening in Florida of first season of six episodes with project officer CDR Cory Barker, DOJ, 4th Flt, 
SouthCom PAO and the producers/Univision. Issues arose with some imagery and depictions 
strictly identified not for filming in the PAA. PHONCON held 28May between NAVINFOWEST 
Dir/Dep and Paraiso Pics Director. Based on feedback notes and areas of concern Paraiso Pics 
Director will be re-editing episodes depicting USS Rentz or USN personnel. Updated episodes will 
be reviewed for technical accuracy, content, and positive portrayal once links are provided. (NNTR) 

 

SEAPOWER (IMAX/K2 Comms) 
Ongoing planning and SOE/Shot list development. Update brief/sync meeting scheduled for 23 
May between K2 Comm Staff and NAVINFOWEST Director. ICW C3F (N00PA) for updated event 
SOE to support shot list development. (NNTR) 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS: 

(b) (4)
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SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS:

THE LAST SHIP (TNT)
More than 500 entertainment industry professionals, TNT executives and Navy personnel at the
Newseum theater Wednesday 4Iun to attend the summer blockbuster TNT TV series premier of
THE LAST SHIP in Washington. DC. Highlights included blue-carpet photos with the cast, attendee
selfies, press coverage and a standing ovation for the Navy portrayal in the pilot episode. The Navy
ceremonial color guard, rifle team and Navy band performed to a packed house. Early returns indicate
we have collaborated with a winning network team!
Base Screenings: Connected TNT Marketing with NMPS Millington for further planning to showcase
Pilot Episode at Navy Base locations with theaters.
San Diego Screening: TNT is planning to show The Last Ship to San Diego Leadership that
participated in filming. >“*CANX** NASNI screening set for 6]un cancelled IRT CNAP request, guests
will be directed to the NBSD screening. NBSD screening scheduled for 19Iun between 1400-1700.
Command invites will include: AIRPAC, SURFPAC, C3F, USS DEWEY, USS STERETT, USS RUSSELL,
HSM-41, HSM-78, HSC-3 and HSC-6, LCS, SUBPAC and Amphibious leadership. Pilot revisions
reviewed, pending changes. NSTR eps #101-103. Eps #104—106 in review with notes.

Mighty Planes (Discovery/Smithsonian)
Television series documenting world’s most impressive aircraft. Conference call scheduled 10]un
for research assistance and storyline development on EA-18G Growler. CNAP, VAQWINGPAC and
NAVINFO West participating in call.

Op Martillo (Univision)
FAA-supported counter drug ops documentary. Producers circling back with request for additional
May 2014 embark. NAVINFOWEST ICW SOUTHCOM and C4F will review current footage, 30Apr, to
verify compliance with existing PAA before approving additional embarks. LCDR Correa attended
screening in Florida of first season of six episodes with project officer CDR Cory Barker, DO], 4th Flt,
SouthCom FAQ and the producers/Univision. Issues arose with some imagery and depictions
strictly identified not for filming in the PAA. PHONCON held 28May between NAVINFOWEST
Dir/Dep and Paraiso Pics Director. Based on feedback notes and areas of concern Paraiso Pics
Director will be re-editing episodes depicting USS Rentz or USN personnel. Updated episodes will
be reviewed for technical accuracy, content, and positive portrayal once links are provided. (NNTR)

SEAPOWER (IMAX/K2 Comms)
Ongoing planning and SOE/Shot list development. Update brief/sync meeting scheduled for 23
May between K2 Comm Staff and NAVINFOWEST Director. ICW C3F (NOOPA) for updated event
SOE to support shot list development. (NNTR)



 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Somebody’s Gotta Do It – (CNN) 
Television series starring Mike Rowe of “Dirty Jobs”, show follows the same format as Dirty Jobs. 
Producers are interested in featuring Navy Seabees and Submarine Culinary Specialists. In contact 
with SUBPAC and SeaBees to determine availability of units to support.  PAA not yet signed. (NNTR) 

 
NCIS (CBS) 
8-week hiatus. (NNTR) 

 
HAWAII FIVE-O (CBS) 
8-week hiatus. (NNTR) 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
LUCY (Europa Corp-Universal Pictures) 
A film by the Director of "The Professional" and "Fifth Element" requested to use a five second clip 
of an F-18 carrier take-off his latest film entitled "Lucy." The carrier take-off clip previously cleared 
for public release DefenseImagery.mil. (NNTR) 

 
HUNTER-KILLER 
New sub-plot script in review. Script notes and thematic rewrite recommendations provided to 
Director on 4Mar. Several phoncons to discuss thematics this week. Expect revised script soon. 
Project Officer reaching out to Exec Producer for update. 

 

 
 

MAKERS: WOMEN & WAR 
Vice Adm. Howard (N3N5) interviewed with PBS' "Makers" documentary program 09Jan about the 
integration of women in the Navy since the 1970s. The episode will air in June and will also feature 
interviews with senior women leaders in the Army and Marines. The "Women & War" segment is 
one of six episodes that will look at the evolution of women in six different career fields and is a 
follow-up to PBS' 2012 series that detailed the history of the women's movement.  Rough cut 
reviewed. Air date set for 24Jun. (NNTR) 
 
 
 
 
 

DOCUMENTARIES  

FEATURE FILMS 

SCRIPTED TV / GAME SHOW: 

(b) (4)

(b) (4)

(b) (4)
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New sub-plot script in review. Script notes and thematic rewrite recommendations provided to 
Director on 4Mar. Several phoncons to discuss thematics this week. Expect revised script soon. 
Project Officer reaching out to Exec Producer for update. 
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Vice Adm. Howard (N3N5) interviewed with PBS' "Makers" documentary program 09Jan about the 
integration of women in the Navy since the 1970s. The episode will air in June and will also feature 
interviews with senior women leaders in the Army and Marines. The "Women & War" segment is 
one of six episodes that will look at the evolution of women in six different career fields and is a 
follow-up to PBS' 2012 series that detailed the history of the women's movement.  Rough cut 
reviewed. Air date set for 24Jun. (NNTR) 
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SCRIPTED TV / GAME SHOW: 
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| SCRIPTED TV / GAME SHOW:

Somebody’s Gotta Do It — (CNN)
Television series starring Mike Rowe of "Dirty Jobs”, show follows the same format as Dirty Jobs.
Producers are interested in featuring Navy Seabees and Submarine Culinary Specialists. In contact
with SUBPAC and SeaBees to determine availability of units to support. PAA not yet signed. (NNTR)

NCIS (CBS)
8-week hiatus. (NNTR)

HAWAII FIVE-O (CBS)
8-week hiatus. (NNTR)

FEATURE FILMS

b) (4)

LUCY (Europa Corp-Universal Pictures)
A film by the Director of "The Professional" and "Fifth Element" requested to use a five second clip
of an F-18 carrier take-off his latest film entitled "Lucy." The carrier take-off clip previously cleared
for public release Defenselmagery.mil. (NNTR)

HUNTER-KILLER
New sub-plot script in review. Script notes and thematic rewrite recommendations provided to
Director on 4Mar. Several phoncons to discuss thematics this week. Expect revised script soon.
Project Officer reaching out to Exec Producer for update.

DOCUMENTARIES

MAKERS: WOMEN & WAR
Vice Adm. Howard (N3N5) interviewed with PBS' "Makers" documentary program 09Ian about the
integration of women in the Navy since the 1970s. The episode will air in June and will also feature
interviews with senior women leaders in the Army and Marines. The "Women & War" segment is
one of six episodes that will look at the evolution of women in six different career fields and is a
follow-up to PBS' 2012 series that detailed the history of the women's movement. Rough cut
reviewed. Air date set for 24Iun. (NNTR)



Travel Family with Colleen Kelley (PBS) 
Series showcasing family-friendly locations in the U.S. and abroad. Filmed at Pensacola Aviation 
Museum highlighting NC-4 flying boat, Apollo program exhibit, and 4D Blue Angel Theater. Blue 
Angels support included b-roll of pilots at autograph session at Aviation Museum, and interviews 
with pilots #2 and #6 shot on the flight line. PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
Filmed Navy dive artifacts 15Apr at Navy Museum with NHHC escort. Episode will highlight career 
of BMCM Carl Brashear. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
EMPOWERMENT PROJECT (IndieFlix) 
Interview with VADM Michelle Howard conducted Sunday, 29Sep13 as part of documentary 
showcasing inspirational women in a variety of career fields. PAA signed. Rough cut reviewed. 
Special screenings were held in Chicago and Los Angeles 8-11May. Awaiting official air date. 
(NNTR) 

 
SEAL Dog (Smithsonian) 
Film about former SEAL Trevor Maroshek and his relationship with his dog, Chopper, a former 
military working dog. Vice President Joe Biden interviewed for film as well.  Interview conducted, 
Apr. 7, with NICoE's CAPT. (Dr.) Robert Koffman that discussed treatment of PTSD/TBI and 
program using canines as therapy dogs.  PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut.  Additional support to 
film NSW multipurpose K-9 unit in Coronado declined. (NNTR) 

 
Ancient Impossible (History Channel H2) 
Series comparing ancient and modern inventions revealing the amazing technology, engineering  
and genius that came from ancient times. An episode will compare the steam catapult from a carrier 
to the ancient steam catapult as well as show the similarities and differences of the ancient      
world's largest ship to the modern carrier.  Filming completed 3-4Apr. Addendum added to original 
PAA to support b-roll opportunities with USS Green Bay, 2Apr.  On 20May, NAVINFOWEST Project 
Officer and USS Ronald Reagan PAO reviewed episode and provided notes to assistant producer. 
Air date TBD. (NNTR) 

 
HOMEFRONT (PBS) 
OSD(PA) granted DoD support for the PBS documentary “Homefront” that will explore how military 
families deal/cope with deployments. NAVINFOWEST ICW Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC) PAO 
assisted in identifying dependents and service members representing the Navy’s Seabees. Filming 
took place 18-20Feb to include b-roll of NMCB 3's homecoming and NMCB 5's morning quarters and 
gun range exercise. Interviews included diverse mix of dependents, service members and family 
situations. Documentary expected completion late 2014 and airing early 2015. (NNTR) 

 
HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC) 
Filming took place 15Oct at Directorate of Time and 25Oct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's 
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time.  PAA signed. Rough cut of episode 
on 'time' received. Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in 
very professional/capable manner. Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR) 

 
Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation 
Museum. Filming took place 15Jan. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
New Race for Space (Science Channel) 
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration. Filming took place 15Feb for 
scheduled test of NASA's SIAD rocket on China Lake. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
 

Travel Family with Colleen Kelley (PBS) 
Series showcasing family-friendly locations in the U.S. and abroad. Filmed at Pensacola Aviation 
Museum highlighting NC-4 flying boat, Apollo program exhibit, and 4D Blue Angel Theater. Blue 
Angels support included b-roll of pilots at autograph session at Aviation Museum, and interviews 
with pilots #2 and #6 shot on the flight line. PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
Filmed Navy dive artifacts 15Apr at Navy Museum with NHHC escort. Episode will highlight career 
of BMCM Carl Brashear. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
EMPOWERMENT PROJECT (IndieFlix) 
Interview with VADM Michelle Howard conducted Sunday, 29Sep13 as part of documentary 
showcasing inspirational women in a variety of career fields. PAA signed. Rough cut reviewed. 
Special screenings were held in Chicago and Los Angeles 8-11May. Awaiting official air date. 
(NNTR) 

 
SEAL Dog (Smithsonian) 
Film about former SEAL Trevor Maroshek and his relationship with his dog, Chopper, a former 
military working dog. Vice President Joe Biden interviewed for film as well.  Interview conducted, 
Apr. 7, with NICoE's CAPT. (Dr.) Robert Koffman that discussed treatment of PTSD/TBI and 
program using canines as therapy dogs.  PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut.  Additional support to 
film NSW multipurpose K-9 unit in Coronado declined. (NNTR) 

 
Ancient Impossible (History Channel H2) 
Series comparing ancient and modern inventions revealing the amazing technology, engineering  
and genius that came from ancient times. An episode will compare the steam catapult from a carrier 
to the ancient steam catapult as well as show the similarities and differences of the ancient      
world's largest ship to the modern carrier.  Filming completed 3-4Apr. Addendum added to original 
PAA to support b-roll opportunities with USS Green Bay, 2Apr.  On 20May, NAVINFOWEST Project 
Officer and USS Ronald Reagan PAO reviewed episode and provided notes to assistant producer. 
Air date TBD. (NNTR) 

 
HOMEFRONT (PBS) 
OSD(PA) granted DoD support for the PBS documentary “Homefront” that will explore how military 
families deal/cope with deployments. NAVINFOWEST ICW Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC) PAO 
assisted in identifying dependents and service members representing the Navy’s Seabees. Filming 
took place 18-20Feb to include b-roll of NMCB 3's homecoming and NMCB 5's morning quarters and 
gun range exercise. Interviews included diverse mix of dependents, service members and family 
situations. Documentary expected completion late 2014 and airing early 2015. (NNTR) 

 
HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC) 
Filming took place 15Oct at Directorate of Time and 25Oct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's 
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time.  PAA signed. Rough cut of episode 
on 'time' received. Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in 
very professional/capable manner. Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR) 

 
Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation 
Museum. Filming took place 15Jan. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
New Race for Space (Science Channel) 
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration. Filming took place 15Feb for 
scheduled test of NASA's SIAD rocket on China Lake. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
 

Travel Family with Colleen Kelley (PBS)
Series showcasing family-friendly locations in the US. and abroad. Filmed at Pensacola Aviation
Museum highlighting NC-4 flying boat, Apollo program exhibit, and 4D Blue Angel Theater. Blue
Angels support included b-roll of pilots at autograph session at Aviation Museum, and interviews
with pilots #2 and #6 shot on the flight line. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel)
Filmed Navy dive artifacts 15Apr at Navy Museum with NHHC escort. Episode will highlight career
of BMCM Carl Brashear. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

EMPOWERMENT PROIECT (IndieFlix)
Interview with VADM Michelle Howard conducted Sunday, 29Sep13 as part of documentary
showcasing inspirational women in a variety of career fields. PAA signed. Rough cut reviewed.
Special screenings were held in Chicago and Los Angeles 8—11May. Awaiting official air date.
(NNTR)

SEAL Dog (Smithsonian)
Film about former SEAL Trevor Maroshek and his relationship with his dog, Chopper, a former
military working dog. Vice President Joe Biden interviewed for film as well. Interview conducted,
Apr. 7, with NICoE's CAPT. (Dr.) Robert Koffman that discussed treatment of PTSD/TBI and
program using canines as therapy dogs. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. Additional support to
film NSW multipurpose K-9 unit in Coronado declined. (NNTR)

Ancient Impossible (History Channel H2)
Series comparing ancient and modern inventions revealing the amazing technology, engineering
and genius that came from ancient times. An episode will compare the steam catapult from a carrier
to the ancient steam catapult as well as show the similarities and differences of the ancient
world's largest ship to the modern carrier. Filming completed 3-4Apr. Addendum added to original
PAA to support b-roll opportunities with USS Green Bay, 2Apr. On 20May, NAVINFOWEST Project
Officer and USS Ronald Reagan PAO reviewed episode and provided notes to assistant producer.
Air date TBD. (NNTR)

HOMEFRONT (PBS)
OSD(PA) granted DoD support for the PBS documentary “Homefront” that will explore how military
families deal/cope with deployments. NAVINFOWEST ICW Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC) PAO
assisted in identifying dependents and service members representing the Navy’s Seabees. Filming
took place 18—20Feb to include b-roll of NMCB 3's homecoming and NMCB 5's morning quarters and
gun range exercise. Interviews included diverse mix of dependents, service members and family
situations. Documentary expected completion late 2014 and airing early 2015. (NNTR)

HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC)
Filming took place 150ct at Directorate of Time and ZSOct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time. PAA signed. Rough cut of episode
on 'time' received. Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in
very professional/capable manner. Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR)

Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel)
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation
Museum. Filming took place 15Ian. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

New Race for Space (Science Channel)
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration. Filming took place 15Feb for
scheduled test of NASA's SIAD rocket on China Lake. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)



 
 

Newest Technology (Intersport/20 West) 
Early stages of developing series proposal aimed at highlighting Navy’s latest technologies. 
Researching support.  
 
THE SMALL COUNTRY (Norwegian TV) 
TV documentary about Norway’s changing position in the world due to climate change, interview with 
RDML White about Navy’s new mission in the Arctic requested & scheduled for 11Jun.  PAA drafted, 
awaiting signature. 
 
Nat Geo Explorer (Nat Geo) 
New series about military technology that is being used in the civilian sector.  Met with producers & 
provided ideas for potential topics.  PAA not yet signed. 
 
Daily Planet (Discovery Channel) 
Science series with weekly special called “The Alan Nursol Experience" where host goes behind the 
scenes in various settings. NAVINFO West declined request for documenting SEAL training. 
Producer amenable to refocusing interest on alternatives, such as Seabee training.  Researching 
support. (NNTR) 

 

Museum Men (possible H2 distribution) 
Documentary series focusing on artists/designers who create historical replicas.  Approved for 
NHHC research assistance and possible interview with historian for episode related to WWII-era 
submarines. PAA signed. 

 
All World Access (Travel Channel) 
Request approved to embark and film USS Constitution's 4th of July harbor cruise.  NAVINFOWEST 
to provide escort. PAA signed. 

 

Story of the California Channel Islands (PBS) 
Historical documentary on Channel Islands from their creation to present day. Researching 
assistance for Navy SMEs to discuss current ops and environmental stewardship programs on San 
Nicholas and San Clemente islands. Coordinating with CNRSW for support.  Tentative interview 
date set for 17Jun.  No filming on actual island permitted.  Drafting PAA. 

 
Monumental Mysteries (Travel Channel) 
Series examines unusual and unexpected stories behind monuments and landmarks across the 
nation. Broll of USS Squalus memorial captured 21May on Portsmouth Naval Shipyard with local 
PAO escort. Particular episode will feature USS Squalus disaster in 1939 where the diesel submarine 
sunk during testing phase, followed by rescue of all 33 crew members aboard due to rapid response 
and use of modern-era technology. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. 

 
Virginia Voices (Virginia Historical Society) 
Documentary film is the first state-specific, modern historical documentary woven from the video 
submissions of residents and original footage shot with 4K resolution cameras.  Broll captured on 
Naval Station Norfolk and interview with Hampton Roads Naval Museum curator, 16-22 May, to 
highlight Navy in Virginia, past and present. Norfolk PAO escort.  Researching follow-on request with 
SURFLANT to film homecoming ship in July and interview returning Sailor with Virginia residency.  
Will premiere at the Virginia Historical Society center's new 500-seat theater in Richmond, VA, Fall 
2014.  It will play for several years accompanied by an online interactive experience and database.  
PAA signed. 

 
 
 
 

DOCUMENTARIES (In Production): 
 

 

Newest Technology (Intersport/20 West) 
Early stages of developing series proposal aimed at highlighting Navy’s latest technologies. 
Researching support.  
 
THE SMALL COUNTRY (Norwegian TV) 
TV documentary about Norway’s changing position in the world due to climate change, interview with 
RDML White about Navy’s new mission in the Arctic requested & scheduled for 11Jun.  PAA drafted, 
awaiting signature. 
 
Nat Geo Explorer (Nat Geo) 
New series about military technology that is being used in the civilian sector.  Met with producers & 
provided ideas for potential topics.  PAA not yet signed. 
 
Daily Planet (Discovery Channel) 
Science series with weekly special called “The Alan Nursol Experience" where host goes behind the 
scenes in various settings. NAVINFO West declined request for documenting SEAL training. 
Producer amenable to refocusing interest on alternatives, such as Seabee training.  Researching 
support. (NNTR) 

 

Museum Men (possible H2 distribution) 
Documentary series focusing on artists/designers who create historical replicas.  Approved for 
NHHC research assistance and possible interview with historian for episode related to WWII-era 
submarines. PAA signed. 

 
All World Access (Travel Channel) 
Request approved to embark and film USS Constitution's 4th of July harbor cruise.  NAVINFOWEST 
to provide escort. PAA signed. 

 

Story of the California Channel Islands (PBS) 
Historical documentary on Channel Islands from their creation to present day. Researching 
assistance for Navy SMEs to discuss current ops and environmental stewardship programs on San 
Nicholas and San Clemente islands. Coordinating with CNRSW for support.  Tentative interview 
date set for 17Jun.  No filming on actual island permitted.  Drafting PAA. 

 
Monumental Mysteries (Travel Channel) 
Series examines unusual and unexpected stories behind monuments and landmarks across the 
nation. Broll of USS Squalus memorial captured 21May on Portsmouth Naval Shipyard with local 
PAO escort. Particular episode will feature USS Squalus disaster in 1939 where the diesel submarine 
sunk during testing phase, followed by rescue of all 33 crew members aboard due to rapid response 
and use of modern-era technology. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. 

 
Virginia Voices (Virginia Historical Society) 
Documentary film is the first state-specific, modern historical documentary woven from the video 
submissions of residents and original footage shot with 4K resolution cameras.  Broll captured on 
Naval Station Norfolk and interview with Hampton Roads Naval Museum curator, 16-22 May, to 
highlight Navy in Virginia, past and present. Norfolk PAO escort.  Researching follow-on request with 
SURFLANT to film homecoming ship in July and interview returning Sailor with Virginia residency.  
Will premiere at the Virginia Historical Society center's new 500-seat theater in Richmond, VA, Fall 
2014.  It will play for several years accompanied by an online interactive experience and database.  
PAA signed. 

 
 
 
 

DOCUMENTARIES (In Production): DOCUMENTARIES (In Production):

Newest Technology (Intersport/20 West)
Early stages of developing series proposal aimed at highlighting Navy’s latest technologies.
Researching support.

THE SMALL COUNTRY (Norwegian TV)
TV documentary about Norway’s changing position in the world due to climate change, interview with
RDML White about Navy’s new mission in the Arctic requested & scheduled for 11]un. PAA drafted,
awaiting signature.

Nat Geo Explorer (Nat Geo)
New series about military technology that is being used in the civilian sector. Met with producers &
provided ideas for potential topics. PAA not yet signed.

Daily Planet (Discovery Channel)
Science series with weekly special called "The Alan Nursol Experience" where host goes behind the
scenes in various settings. NAVINFO West declined request for documenting SEAL training.
Producer amenable to refocusing interest on alternatives, such as Seabee training. Researching
support. (NNTR)

Museum Men (possible H2 distribution)
Documentary series focusing on artists/designers who create historical replicas. Approved for
NHHC research assistance and possible interview with historian for episode related to WWII-era
submarines. PAA signed.

All World Access (Travel Channel)
Request approved to embark and film USS Constitution's 4th of July harbor cruise. NAVINFOWEST
to provide escort. PAA signed.

Story of the California Channel Islands (PBS)
Historical documentary on Channel Islands from their creation to present day. Researching
assistance for Navy SMEs to discuss current ops and environmental stewardship programs on San
Nicholas and San Clemente islands. Coordinating with CNRSW for support. Tentative interview
date set for 17Iun. No filming on actual island permitted. Drafting PAA.

Monumental Mysteries (Travel Channel)
Series examines unusual and unexpected stories behind monuments and landmarks across the
nation. Broll of USS Squalus memorial captured 21May on Portsmouth Naval Shipyard with local
PAO escort. Particular episode will feature USS Squalus disaster in 1939 where the diesel submarine
sunk during testing phase, followed by rescue of all 33 crew members aboard due to rapid response
and use of modern-era technology. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut.

Virginia Voices (Virginia Historical Society)
Documentary film is the first state-specific, modern historical documentary woven from the video
submissions of residents and original footage shot with 4K resolution cameras. Broll captured on
Naval Station Norfolk and interview with Hampton Roads Naval Museum curator, 16-22 May, to
highlight Navy in Virginia, past and present. Norfolk PAO escort. Researching follow-on request with
SURFLANT to film homecoming ship in July and interview returning Sailor with Virginia residency.
Will premiere at the Virginia Historical Society center's new SOD-seat theater in Richmond, VA, Fall
2014. It will play for several years accompanied by an online interactive experience and database.
PAA signed.



SAPR/Jon Blair (Documentary) 
Conducted advance planning conference call with OJAG PAO, NAVINFOWEST and Jon Blair. 
Scheduling screenings call process to try and better define interview opportunities with 
perpetrators already adjudicated by the system. OJAG PAO provided a list of prosecutors/locations 
for potential interviews. OJAG CoS CAPT Stone turned down Mr. Blair’s request to go through 
Defense Counsels to reach post-incarceration perpetrators who have transitioned to civilian life. 
No jurisdiction – no contacts list. Mr. Blair currently suspending further USN requests for 
assistance until he acquires leads on funding/distribution.  (NNTR) 

 
Ocean Gals (No distribution) 
Documentary film request that aims to highlight SPAWAR/SSC PAC's Navy Marine Ecology 
Consortium and its 75% female staff in order to highlight diversity and Navy's environmental 
compliance, stewardship and readiness mission. Researching support. (NNTR) 

 
Anthony Bourdain: Parts Unknown (CNN) 
Travel and food show series. Production request sent 11Apr. No response from producer. (NNTR) 

 
Mighty Ships (Discovery) 
Researching filming opportunities aboard USNS Montford Point, JHSV and the USNS Mercy during 
RIMPAC. (NNTR) 

 
Lone Woman of San Nicholas Island (PBS) 
Documentary on story of Lone Woman of San Nicholas. Request to interview SME regarding Navy's 
presence on San Nicholas and preservation of Lone Woman site. Researching support. (NNTR) 

 
UnSEALed (PBS) 
Production support approved with addendum to previous research-assisted PAA approved by 
NAVINFO West and Naval Special Warfare Command. PAA and Addendum signed. CAPT Fenick 
coordinating filming several ceremonial events at BUDS training and tributes to the fallen at other 

locations.  ADM Maguire interviewed 10May. Film begins post-production phase 26May. Awaiting 
rough cut. No air date. (NNTR) 

 
House Hunters International - Rota, Spain (HGTV) 
Television episode will track newly arriving principal of David Glasgow Farragut (DGF) DOEDA 
school on NAVSTA Rota during his search for a house out on the economy. Filming support 
approved solely to highlight his job as principal of DGF with access to filming exterior/interior 
shots of DGF. Coordinating with NAVSTA Rota PAO. Filming scheduled for summer 2014, one-day 
shoot. PAA signed. (NNTR) 
 
Spent: Looking for Change (no distribution) 
Documentary on predatory lending from same producers that made "An Inconvenient Truth" and 
"Waiting for Superman." Initial request for fact-finding, research assistance to speak off-camera 
with RLSO and NMCRS representatives to discuss predatory lenders targeting of military. Initial 
phone calls will also serve to identify selection of on-camera interviews at a later date, pending 
approval. Navy and Marine film offices researching support. No PAA. (NNTR) 

 
Beyond the Light Switch (PBS) 
Documentary on national security with focus on economic, energy and environmental security. 
Interviews approved for ONR representatives in conjunction with ARPA-E summit. Navy 
addendum added to existing Army PAA. (NNTR) 
 
 
 
 
 

SAPR/Jon Blair (Documentary) 
Conducted advance planning conference call with OJAG PAO, NAVINFOWEST and Jon Blair. 
Scheduling screenings call process to try and better define interview opportunities with 
perpetrators already adjudicated by the system. OJAG PAO provided a list of prosecutors/locations 
for potential interviews. OJAG CoS CAPT Stone turned down Mr. Blair’s request to go through 
Defense Counsels to reach post-incarceration perpetrators who have transitioned to civilian life. 
No jurisdiction – no contacts list. Mr. Blair currently suspending further USN requests for 
assistance until he acquires leads on funding/distribution.  (NNTR) 
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Researching filming opportunities aboard USNS Montford Point, JHSV and the USNS Mercy during 
RIMPAC. (NNTR) 
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Documentary on story of Lone Woman of San Nicholas. Request to interview SME regarding Navy's 
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UnSEALed (PBS) 
Production support approved with addendum to previous research-assisted PAA approved by 
NAVINFO West and Naval Special Warfare Command. PAA and Addendum signed. CAPT Fenick 
coordinating filming several ceremonial events at BUDS training and tributes to the fallen at other 

locations.  ADM Maguire interviewed 10May. Film begins post-production phase 26May. Awaiting 
rough cut. No air date. (NNTR) 

 
House Hunters International - Rota, Spain (HGTV) 
Television episode will track newly arriving principal of David Glasgow Farragut (DGF) DOEDA 
school on NAVSTA Rota during his search for a house out on the economy. Filming support 
approved solely to highlight his job as principal of DGF with access to filming exterior/interior 
shots of DGF. Coordinating with NAVSTA Rota PAO. Filming scheduled for summer 2014, one-day 
shoot. PAA signed. (NNTR) 
 
Spent: Looking for Change (no distribution) 
Documentary on predatory lending from same producers that made "An Inconvenient Truth" and 
"Waiting for Superman." Initial request for fact-finding, research assistance to speak off-camera 
with RLSO and NMCRS representatives to discuss predatory lenders targeting of military. Initial 
phone calls will also serve to identify selection of on-camera interviews at a later date, pending 
approval. Navy and Marine film offices researching support. No PAA. (NNTR) 

 
Beyond the Light Switch (PBS) 
Documentary on national security with focus on economic, energy and environmental security. 
Interviews approved for ONR representatives in conjunction with ARPA-E summit. Navy 
addendum added to existing Army PAA. (NNTR) 
 
 
 
 
 

SAPR/Ion Blair (Documentary)
Conducted advance planning conference call with OIAG PAO, NAVINFOWEST and Ion Blair.
Scheduling screenings call process to try and better define interview opportunities with
perpetrators already adjudicated by the system. OIAG PAO provided a list of prosecutors/locations
for potential interviews. OIAG CoS CAPT Stone turned down Mr. Blair’s request to go through
Defense Counsels to reach post-incarceration perpetrators who have transitioned to civilian life.
No jurisdiction — no contacts list. Mr. Blair currently suspending further USN requests for
assistance until he acquires leads on funding/distribution. (NNTR)

Ocean Gals (No distribution)
Documentary film request that aims to highlight SPAWAR/SSC PAC's Navy Marine Ecology
Consortium and its 75% female staff in order to highlight diversity and Navy's environmental
compliance, stewardship and readiness mission. Researching support. (NNTR)

Anthony Bourdain: Parts Unknown (CNN)
Travel and food show series. Production request sent 11Apr. No response from producer. (NNTR)

Mighty Ships (Discovery)
Researching filming opportunities aboard USNS Montford Point, IHSV and the USNS Mercy during
RIMPAC. (NNTR)

Lone Woman of San Nicholas Island (PBS)
Documentary on story of Lone Woman of San Nicholas. Request to interview SME regarding Navy's
presence on San Nicholas and preservation of Lone Woman site. Researching support. (NNTR)

UnSEALed (PBS)
Production support approved with addendum to previous research-assisted PAA approved by
NAVINFO West and Naval Special Warfare Command. PAA and Addendum signed. CAPT Fenick
coordinating filming several ceremonial events at BUDS training and tributes to the fallen at other
locations. ADM Maguire interviewed 10May. Film begins post-production phase 26May. Awaiting
rough cut. No air date. (NNTR)

House Hunters International - Rota, Spain (HGTV)
Television episode will track newly arriving principal of David Glasgow Farragut (DGF) DOEDA
school on NAVSTA Rota during his search for a house out on the economy. Filming support
approved solely to highlight his job as principal of DGF with access to filming exterior/interior
shots of DGF. Coordinating with NAVSTA Rota PAO. Filming scheduled for summer 2014, one-day
shoot. PAA signed. (NNTR)

Spent: Looking for Change (no distribution)
Documentary on predatory lending from same producers that made "An Inconvenient Truth" and
"Waiting for Superman." Initial request for fact-finding, research assistance to speak off-camera
with RLSO and NMCRS representatives to discuss predatory lenders targeting of military. Initial
phone calls will also serve to identify selection of on-camera interviews at a later date, pending
approval. Navy and Marine film offices researching support. No PAA. (NNTR)

Beyond the Light Switch (PBS)
Documentary on national security with focus on economic, energy and environmental security.
Interviews approved for ONR representatives in conjunction with ARPA-E summit. Navy
addendum added to existing Army PAA. (NNTR)



The History of Carrier Aviation project (Office of Patriots Point and USS Yorktown) 
This is a non-broadcast request for stock footage carrier and carrier based aviation. The final video 
will be viewed in the USS Yorktown’s new state of the art theatre. The production release date is 
15Aug. Post production begins 15Apr. In research phase.  (NNTR) 

 
41 on 41 (Bush Library Foundation) 
Distribution currently the Bush Library. Filming took place 03Jan aboard USS George HW Bush in 
support of documentary of former president. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
HORIZON – COMET (BBC Science Series) 
Filming took place 15Sep at Coso Hot Springs on Naval Air Weapons Station China Lake. PAA 
signed. Awaiting rough cut.  (NNTR) 

 

 
 

URBAN/SUBURBAN SURVIVALIST 
Request to cast former Navy SEALs. 
 
CYCLE SALUTE  
Request to cast veterans.  Suggested reaching out to VA or regional VFWs. 
 
Monumental Mysteries (Travel Channel) 
Declined archival research support for particular episodes focused on a) story of the Moroccan 
kidnapping of Ion Perdicaris in 1904 and President Roosevelt's subsequent deployment of US Naval 
ships to Morocco, and b) Philadelphia Experiment.  No valued proposition. 

 
 

 
 

HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAVY (SATURDAY) 
Submitted first cut at 300-person industry database to begin tracking HTTN invites/trips for 
follow-up. Next HTTN is on 21Jun.  USS Boxer confirmed, awaiting HSC squadron.  Senior 
guest is Michael Curtis who was the Executive Producer of ‘Friends.’ 

 
RESERVE UNIT 

 
 

 
 

 
NAVY DAYS #17 (3-10Aug) PLANNING: 
Contacted by Navy League National Director Grant Ivy to provide liaison support opportunities for 
Sailors to attend game and talk shows during ship visits.  Initial planning meeting will be held on 
13Jun in San Pedro, NAVINFOWEST Deputy will be attending. 

ADMIN: 

DECLINES: 

(b) (6)

The History of Carrier Aviation project (Office of Patriots Point and USS Yorktown) 
This is a non-broadcast request for stock footage carrier and carrier based aviation. The final video 
will be viewed in the USS Yorktown’s new state of the art theatre. The production release date is 
15Aug. Post production begins 15Apr. In research phase.  (NNTR) 
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support of documentary of former president. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
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Filming took place 15Sep at Coso Hot Springs on Naval Air Weapons Station China Lake. PAA 
signed. Awaiting rough cut.  (NNTR) 
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kidnapping of Ion Perdicaris in 1904 and President Roosevelt's subsequent deployment of US Naval 
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Submitted first cut at 300-person industry database to begin tracking HTTN invites/trips for 
follow-up. Next HTTN is on 21Jun.  USS Boxer confirmed, awaiting HSC squadron.  Senior 
guest is Michael Curtis who was the Executive Producer of ‘Friends.’ 
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NAVY DAYS #17 (3-10Aug) PLANNING: 
Contacted by Navy League National Director Grant Ivy to provide liaison support opportunities for 
Sailors to attend game and talk shows during ship visits.  Initial planning meeting will be held on 
13Jun in San Pedro, NAVINFOWEST Deputy will be attending. 

ADMIN: 

DECLINES: 

(b) (6)

The History of Carrier Aviation project (Office of Patriots Point and USS Yorktown)
This is a non-broadcast request for stock footage carrier and carrier based aviation. The final video
will be viewed in the USS Yorktown’s new state of the art theatre. The production release date is
15Aug. Post production begins 15Apr. In research phase. (NNTR)

41 on 41 (Bush Library Foundation)
Distribution currently the Bush Library. Filming took place 03]an aboard USS George HW Bush in
support of documentary of former president. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

HORIZON — COMET (BBC Science Series)
Filming took place 15Sep at Coso Hot Springs on Naval Air Weapons Station China Lake. PAA
signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

| DECLINES:
URBAN/SUBURBAN SURVIVALIST
Request to cast former Navy SEALS.

CYCLE SALUTE
Request to cast veterans. Suggested reaching out to VA or regional VFWs.

Monumental Mysteries (Travel Channel)
Declined archival research support for particular episodes focused on a) story of the Moroccan
kidnapping of Ion Perdicaris in 1904 and President Roosevelt's subsequent deployment of US Naval
ships to Morocco, and b) Philadelphia Experiment. No valued proposition.

ADMIN:

HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAVY (SATURDAY)
Submitted first cut at BOO-person industry database to begin tracking HTTN invites/trips for
follow-up. Next HTTN is on 21]un. USS Boxer confirmed, awaiting HSC squadron. Senior
guest is Michael Curtis who was the Executive Producer of ‘Friends.’

RESERVE UNIT
(b) (6)

NAVY DAYS #17 (3-10Aug) PLANNING:
Contacted by Navy League National Director Grant Ivy to provide liaison support opportunities for
Sailors to attend game and talk shows during ship visits. Initial planning meeting will be held on
13Iun in San Pedro, NAVINFOWEST Deputy will be attending.



NAVINFO WEST Weekly Report 
12 Jun 14 

Updated Items in Blue 
 

 
 

THE LAST SHIP (TNT) 
Base Screenings: TNT Marketing, in cooperation with NMPS Millington, is conducting showings of the 
Pilot Episode at the following base locations and dates: 
- Little Creek, Va 19th 1900 
- Oceana, Va 17th 1800 
- Coronado, CA 18th 1800 
- Naval Base San Diego, Ca, 17th 1800 
- Whidbey Island, Wa 21st 1800 
- Bangor, Wa 20th 1700 and 21st at 1600. 
San Diego Screening: NBSD screening scheduled for 19Jun between 1430-1545. 
Command invites will include: AIRPAC, SURFPAC, C3F, USS DEWEY, USS STERETT, USS RUSSELL, 
HSM-41, HSM-78, HSC-3 and HSC-6, LCS, SUBPAC and Amphibious leadership. Pilot revisions 
reviewed, pending changes. NSTR eps #101-103.  Eps #104-106 in review with notes. 
 
USS Midway DJ Junket scheduled for Friday 13Jun at 2030 will host 34 radio DJs, one Associated 
Press reporter and 2 Blogger DJs to view the screening.  SURFOR and NAVINFOWEST is 
providing representatives and DDG command level leaders to view the screening and be 
available for any follow on questions from entertainment regarding their real life roles as a 
shipboard leader. 
 
The Last Ship will premiere nationwide on TNT 22Jun. 

 
Op Martillo (Univision) 
PAA-supported counter drug ops documentary. Producers circling back with request for 
additional May 2014 embark. NAVINFOWEST ICW SOUTHCOM and C4F will review current 
footage, 30Apr, to verify compliance with existing PAA before approving additional embarks.  
Revision 3 of episodes #1-7 have been reviewed and cleared by NAVINFOWEST.  
Recommendation to approve Paraiso Pictures post-production phase has been forwarded to 
OSD(PA). 

 
NCIS (CBS)  
Mr. Gary Glasberg (NCIS, Series Executive Producer) has requested a meeting on 19Jun between 
OSD(PA/Feature Pics), USMC Film Liaison  Office, and NAVINFOWEST to discuss DOD assistance ISO spin-
off series NCIS-New Orleans. 

 
Mighty Planes (Discovery/Smithsonian) 
Television series documenting world’s most impressive aircraft. Conference call was scheduled 10Jun 
for research assistance and storyline development on EA-18G Growler. IRT phone conference between 
CNAP, VAQWINGPAC, NAVINFOWEST, and Production Company: NAVINFOWEST Deputy rescinded 
further production support resulting from Producer not willing to conform to OPSEC restrictions 
identified by VAQWINGPAC on filming sensitive avionics and classified MTTPs.   Producer declined 
offered to film alternative establishing shots to include possible use unclass B-roll.      
 
THE SMALL COUNTRY (Norwegian TV) 
TV documentary about Norway’s changing position in the world due to climate change, interview with 
RDML White about Navy’s new mission in the Arctic completed 11Jun.  NAVINFOWEST submitted RFI 
to staff PAO for AAR. 
 
 
 

SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS: 
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THE LAST SHIP (TNT)
Base Screenings: TNT Marketing, in cooperation with NMPS Millington, is conducting showings of the
Pilot Episode at the following base locations and dates:
- Little Creek, Va 19th 1900
- Oceana, Va 17th 1800
- Coronado, CA 18th 1800
- Naval Base San Diego, Ca, 17th 1800
- Whidbey Island, Wa lt 1800
- Bangor, Wa 20th 1700 and 215t at 1600.
San Diego Screening: NBSD screening scheduled for 19Iun between 1430-1545.
Command invites will include: AIRPAC, SURFPAC, C3F, USS DEWEY, USS STERETT, USS RUSSELL,
HSM-41, HSM-78, HSC-3 and HSC-6, LCS, SUBPAC and Amphibious leadership. Pilot revisions
reviewed, pending changes. NSTR eps #101-103. Eps #104—106 in review with notes.

USS Midway D] Iunket scheduled for Friday 13]un at 2030 will host 34 radio D]s, one Associated
Press reporter and 2 Blogger D]s to view the screening. SURFOR and NAVINFOWEST is
providing representatives and DDG command level leaders to View the screening and be
available for any follow on questions from entertainment regarding their real life roles as a
shipboard leader.

The Last Ship will premiere nationwide on TNT 22]un.

Op Martillo (Univision)
PAA-supported counter drug ops documentary. Producers circling back with request for
additional May 2014 embark. NAVINFOWEST ICW SOUTHCOM and C4F will review current
footage, 30Apr, to verify compliance with existing PAA before approving additional embarks.
Revision 3 of episodes #1-7 have been reviewed and cleared by NAVINFOWEST.
Recommendation to approve Paraiso Pictures post-production phase has been forwarded to
OSD(PA).

NCIS (CBS)
Mr. Gary Glasberg (NCIS, Series Executive Producer) has requested a meeting on 19Iun between
OSD(PA/Feature Pics), USMC Film Liaison Office, and NAVINFOWEST to discuss DOD assistance ISO spin-
off series NCIS-New Orleans.

Mighty Planes (Discovery/Smithsonian)
Television series documenting world’s most impressive aircraft. Conference call was scheduled 10]un
for research assistance and storyline development on EA-18G Growler. IRT phone conference between
CNAP, VAQWINGPAC, NAVINFOWEST, and Production Company: NAVINFOWEST Deputy rescinded
further production support resulting from Producer not willing to conform to OPSEC restrictions
identified by VAQWINGPAC on filming sensitive avionics and classified MTTPs. Producer declined
offered to film alternative establishing shots to include possible use unclass B-roll.

THE SMALL COUNTRY (Norwegian TV)
TV documentary about Norway’s changing position in the world due to climate change, interview with
RDML White about Navy’s new mission in the Arctic completed 11]un. NAVINFOWEST submitted RFI
to staff PAO for AAR.



 
 
 

 
 

SEAPOWER (IMAX/K2 Comms) 
Ongoing planning and SOE/Shot list development. Update brief/sync meeting scheduled for 23 
May between K2 Comm Staff and NAVINFOWEST Director. ICW C3F (N00PA) for updated event 
SOE to support shot list development.   RFI submitted to K2 for film crew flight itineraries and 
lodging arrangements. 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
Somebody’s Gotta Do It – (CNN) 
Television series starring Mike Rowe of “Dirty Jobs”, show follows the same format as Dirty Jobs. 
Producers are interested in featuring Navy Seabees and Submarine Culinary Specialists. In contact 
with SUBPAC and SeaBees to determine availability of units to support. PAA not yet signed. (NNTR) 

 
NCIS (CBS) 
Eight-week hiatus ending mid-July. 

 
HAWAII FIVE-O (CBS) 
Eight-week hiatus ending mid-July. 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
LUCY (Europa Corp-Universal Pictures) 
A film by the Director of "The Professional" and "Fifth Element" requested to use a five second clip 
of an F-18 carrier take-off his latest film entitled "Lucy." The carrier take-off clip previously cleared 
for public release DefenseImagery.mil. (NNTR) 
 
HUNTER-KILLER 
New sub-plot script in review. Script notes and thematic rewrite recommendations provided to 
Director on 4Mar. Several phoncons to discuss thematics this week. Expect revised script soon. 
Project Officer reaching out to Exec Producer for update. (NNTR) 

 
 

FEATURE FILMS 

SCRIPTED TV / GAME SHOW: 

(b) (4)

(b) (4)

(b) (4)

(b) (4)

 
 
 

 
 

SEAPOWER (IMAX/K2 Comms) 
Ongoing planning and SOE/Shot list development. Update brief/sync meeting scheduled for 23 
May between K2 Comm Staff and NAVINFOWEST Director. ICW C3F (N00PA) for updated event 
SOE to support shot list development.   RFI submitted to K2 for film crew flight itineraries and 
lodging arrangements. 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
Somebody’s Gotta Do It – (CNN) 
Television series starring Mike Rowe of “Dirty Jobs”, show follows the same format as Dirty Jobs. 
Producers are interested in featuring Navy Seabees and Submarine Culinary Specialists. In contact 
with SUBPAC and SeaBees to determine availability of units to support. PAA not yet signed. (NNTR) 

 
NCIS (CBS) 
Eight-week hiatus ending mid-July. 

 
HAWAII FIVE-O (CBS) 
Eight-week hiatus ending mid-July. 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
LUCY (Europa Corp-Universal Pictures) 
A film by the Director of "The Professional" and "Fifth Element" requested to use a five second clip 
of an F-18 carrier take-off his latest film entitled "Lucy." The carrier take-off clip previously cleared 
for public release DefenseImagery.mil. (NNTR) 
 
HUNTER-KILLER 
New sub-plot script in review. Script notes and thematic rewrite recommendations provided to 
Director on 4Mar. Several phoncons to discuss thematics this week. Expect revised script soon. 
Project Officer reaching out to Exec Producer for update. (NNTR) 

 
 

FEATURE FILMS 

SCRIPTED TV / GAME SHOW: 

(b) (4)

(b) (4)

(b) (4)

(b) (4)

SEAPOWER (IMAX/K2 Comms)
Ongoing planning and SOE/Shot list development. Update brief/sync meeting scheduled for 23
May between K2 Comm Staff and NAVINFOWEST Director. ICW C3F (NOOPA) for updated event
SOE to support shot list development. RFI submitted to K2 for film crew flight itineraries and
lodging arrangements.

| SCRIPTED TV / GAME SHOW:

Somebody’s Gotta Do It — (CNN)
Television series starring Mike Rowe of "Dirty Jobs”, show follows the same format as Dirty Jobs.
Producers are interested in featuring Navy Seabees and Submarine Culinary Specialists. In contact
with SUBPAC and SeaBees to determine availability of units to support. PAA not yet signed. (NNTR)

NCIS (CBS)
Eight-week hiatus ending mid-Iuly.

HAWAII FIVE-O (CBS)
Eight-week hiatus ending mid-Iuly.

I FEATURE FILMS

A b) (4)

LUCY (Europa Corp-Universal Pictures)
A film by the Director of "The Professional" and "Fifth Element" requested to use a five second clip
of an F-18 carrier take-off his latest film entitled "Lucy." The carrier take-off clip previously cleared
for public release Defenselmagery.mil. (NNTR)

HUNTER-KILLER
New sub-plot script in review. Script notes and thematic rewrite recommendations provided to
Director on 4Mar. Several phoncons to discuss thematics this week. Expect revised script soon.
Project Officer reaching out to Exec Producer for update. (NNTR)



 
 

MAKERS: WOMEN & WAR 
Vice Adm. Howard (N3N5) interviewed with PBS' "Makers" documentary program 09Jan about the 
integration of women in the Navy since the 1970s. The episode will air in June and will also feature 
interviews with senior women leaders in the Army and Marines. The "Women & War" segment is 
one of six episodes that will look at the evolution of women in six different career fields and is a 
follow-up to PBS' 2012 series that detailed the history of the women's movement.  Rough cut 
reviewed. Air date set for 24Jun. (NNTR) 

 
Travel Family with Colleen Kelley (PBS) 
Series showcasing family-friendly locations in the U.S. and abroad. Filmed at Pensacola Aviation 
Museum highlighting NC-4 flying boat, Apollo program exhibit, and 4D Blue Angel Theater. Blue 
Angels support included b-roll of pilots at autograph session at Aviation Museum, and interviews 
with pilots #2 and #6 shot on the flight line. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
Filmed Navy dive artifacts 15Apr at Navy Museum with NHHC escort. Episode will highlight career 
of BMCM Carl Brashear. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
EMPOWERMENT PROJECT (IndieFlix) 
Interview with VADM Michelle Howard conducted Sunday, 29Sep13 as part of documentary 
showcasing inspirational women in a variety of career fields. PAA signed. Rough cut reviewed. 
Special screenings were held in Chicago and Los Angeles 8-11May. Awaiting official air date. 
(NNTR) 

 
SEAL Dog (Smithsonian) 
Film about former SEAL Trevor Maroshek and his relationship with his dog, Chopper, a former 
military working dog. Vice President Joe Biden interviewed for film as well.  Interview conducted, 
Apr. 7, with NICoE's CAPT. (Dr.) Robert Koffman that discussed treatment of PTSD/TBI and program 
using canines as therapy dogs. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. Additional support to film NSW 
multipurpose K-9 unit in Coronado declined. (NNTR) 

 
Ancient Impossible (History Channel H2) 
Series comparing ancient and modern inventions revealing the amazing technology, engineering  and 
genius that came from ancient times. An episode will compare the steam catapult from a carrier to the 
ancient steam catapult as well as show the similarities and differences of the ancient 
world's largest ship to the modern carrier. Filming completed 3-4Apr. Addendum added to original 
PAA to support b-roll opportunities with USS Green Bay, 2Apr. On 20May, NAVINFOWEST Project 
Officer and USS Ronald Reagan PAO reviewed episode and provided notes to assistant producer. 
Air date TBD. (NNTR) 

 
HOMEFRONT (PBS) 
OSD(PA) granted DoD support for the PBS documentary “Homefront” that will explore how military 
families deal/cope with deployments. NAVINFOWEST ICW Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC) PAO 
assisted in identifying dependents and service members representing the Navy’s Seabees. Filming 
took place 18-20Feb to include b-roll of NMCB 3's homecoming and NMCB 5's morning quarters and 
gun range exercise. Interviews included diverse mix of dependents, service members and family 
situations. Documentary expected completion late 2014 and airing early 2015. (NNTR) 

 
HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC) 
Filming took place 15Oct at Directorate of Time and 25Oct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's 
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time. PAA signed. Rough cut of episode on 
'time' received. Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in very 
professional/capable manner. Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR) 

DOCUMENTARIES  
 

MAKERS: WOMEN & WAR 
Vice Adm. Howard (N3N5) interviewed with PBS' "Makers" documentary program 09Jan about the 
integration of women in the Navy since the 1970s. The episode will air in June and will also feature 
interviews with senior women leaders in the Army and Marines. The "Women & War" segment is 
one of six episodes that will look at the evolution of women in six different career fields and is a 
follow-up to PBS' 2012 series that detailed the history of the women's movement.  Rough cut 
reviewed. Air date set for 24Jun. (NNTR) 

 
Travel Family with Colleen Kelley (PBS) 
Series showcasing family-friendly locations in the U.S. and abroad. Filmed at Pensacola Aviation 
Museum highlighting NC-4 flying boat, Apollo program exhibit, and 4D Blue Angel Theater. Blue 
Angels support included b-roll of pilots at autograph session at Aviation Museum, and interviews 
with pilots #2 and #6 shot on the flight line. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
Filmed Navy dive artifacts 15Apr at Navy Museum with NHHC escort. Episode will highlight career 
of BMCM Carl Brashear. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
EMPOWERMENT PROJECT (IndieFlix) 
Interview with VADM Michelle Howard conducted Sunday, 29Sep13 as part of documentary 
showcasing inspirational women in a variety of career fields. PAA signed. Rough cut reviewed. 
Special screenings were held in Chicago and Los Angeles 8-11May. Awaiting official air date. 
(NNTR) 

 
SEAL Dog (Smithsonian) 
Film about former SEAL Trevor Maroshek and his relationship with his dog, Chopper, a former 
military working dog. Vice President Joe Biden interviewed for film as well.  Interview conducted, 
Apr. 7, with NICoE's CAPT. (Dr.) Robert Koffman that discussed treatment of PTSD/TBI and program 
using canines as therapy dogs. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. Additional support to film NSW 
multipurpose K-9 unit in Coronado declined. (NNTR) 

 
Ancient Impossible (History Channel H2) 
Series comparing ancient and modern inventions revealing the amazing technology, engineering  and 
genius that came from ancient times. An episode will compare the steam catapult from a carrier to the 
ancient steam catapult as well as show the similarities and differences of the ancient 
world's largest ship to the modern carrier. Filming completed 3-4Apr. Addendum added to original 
PAA to support b-roll opportunities with USS Green Bay, 2Apr. On 20May, NAVINFOWEST Project 
Officer and USS Ronald Reagan PAO reviewed episode and provided notes to assistant producer. 
Air date TBD. (NNTR) 

 
HOMEFRONT (PBS) 
OSD(PA) granted DoD support for the PBS documentary “Homefront” that will explore how military 
families deal/cope with deployments. NAVINFOWEST ICW Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC) PAO 
assisted in identifying dependents and service members representing the Navy’s Seabees. Filming 
took place 18-20Feb to include b-roll of NMCB 3's homecoming and NMCB 5's morning quarters and 
gun range exercise. Interviews included diverse mix of dependents, service members and family 
situations. Documentary expected completion late 2014 and airing early 2015. (NNTR) 

 
HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC) 
Filming took place 15Oct at Directorate of Time and 25Oct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's 
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time. PAA signed. Rough cut of episode on 
'time' received. Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in very 
professional/capable manner. Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR) 

DOCUMENTARIES DOCUMENTARIES

MAKERS: WOMEN & WAR
Vice Adm. Howard (N3N5) interviewed with PBS' "Makers" documentary program 09Ian about the
integration of women in the Navy since the 1970s. The episode will air in June and will also feature
interviews with senior women leaders in the Army and Marines. The "Women & War" segment is
one of six episodes that will look at the evolution ofwomen in six different career fields and is a
follow-up to PBS' 2012 series that detailed the history of the women's movement. Rough cut
reviewed. Air date set for 24Iun. (NNTR)

Travel Family with Colleen Kelley (PBS)
Series showcasing family-friendly locations in the US. and abroad. Filmed at Pensacola Aviation
Museum highlighting NC-4 flying boat, Apollo program exhibit, and 4D Blue Angel Theater. Blue
Angels support included b-roll of pilots at autograph session at Aviation Museum, and interviews
with pilots #2 and #6 shot on the flight line. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel)
Filmed Navy dive artifacts 15Apr at Navy Museum with NHHC escort. Episode will highlight career
of BMCM Carl Brashear. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

EMPOWERMENT PROJECT (IndieFlix)
Interview with VADM Michelle Howard conducted Sunday, 29Sep13 as part of documentary
showcasing inspirational women in a variety of career fields. PAA signed. Rough cut reviewed.
Special screenings were held in Chicago and Los Angeles 8-11May. Awaiting official air date.
(NNTR)

SEAL Dog (Smithsonian)
Film about former SEAL Trevor Maroshek and his relationship with his dog, Chopper, a former
military working dog. Vice President Joe Biden interviewed for film as well. Interview conducted,
Apr. 7, with NICoE's CAPT. (Dr.) Robert Koffman that discussed treatment of PTSD/TBI and program
using canines as therapy dogs. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. Additional support to film NSW
multipurpose K-9 unit in Coronado declined. (NNTR)

Ancient Impossible (History Channel H2)
Series comparing ancient and modern inventions revealing the amazing technology, engineering and
genius that came from ancient times. An episode will compare the steam catapult from a carrier to the
ancient steam catapult as well as show the similarities and differences of the ancient
world's largest ship to the modern carrier. Filming completed 3-4Apr. Addendum added to original
PAA to support b-roll opportunities with USS Green Bay, 2Apr. On 20May, NAVINFOWEST Project
Officer and USS Ronald Reagan PAO reviewed episode and provided notes to assistant producer.
Air date TBD. (NNTR)

HOMEFRONT (PBS)
OSD(PA) granted DoD support for the PBS documentary "Homefront" that will explore how military
families deal/cope with deployments. NAVINFOWEST ICW Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC) PAO
assisted in identifying dependents and service members representing the Navy’s Seabees. Filming
took place 18—20Feb to include b-roll of NMCB 3's homecoming and NMCB 5's morning quarters and
gun range exercise. Interviews included diverse mix of dependents, service members and family
situations. Documentary expected completion late 2014 and airing early 2015. (NNTR)

HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC)
Filming took place 150ct at Directorate of Time and ZSOct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time. PAA signed. Rough cut of episode on
'time' received. Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in very
professional/capable manner. Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR)



Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation 
Museum. Filming took place 15Jan. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
New Race for Space (Science Channel) 
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration. Filming took place 15Feb for 
scheduled test of NASA's SIAD rocket on China Lake. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
Operation Woodpecker (no distribution) 
Documentary about the Russian Woodpecker, a Soviet over-the-horizon radar active in the 1970s and 
80s.  The film will provide an overview of the technology and geopolitics of OTH radars during the 
1970s and 80s, will debunk some of the myths that have grown up around them.  Production assistance 
request staffed. 
 
NOVA (PBS) 
TV documentary about the Navy’s scientific research mission in the arctic.  Requested access to 
submarine operating in the arctic ISO SCICEX mission.  Next mission not planned for 12+ months, 
project placed on hold. 
 
Newest Technology (Intersport/20 West) 
Early stages of developing series proposal aimed at highlighting Navy’s latest technologies. 
Researching support. (NNTR) 

 
Nat Geo Explorer (Nat Geo) 
New series about military technology that is being used in the civilian sector. Met with producers & 
provided ideas for potential topics. PAA not yet signed. (NNTR) 

 
Daily Planet (Discovery Channel) 
Science series with weekly special called “The Alan Nursol Experience" where host goes behind the 
scenes in various settings. NAVINFO West declined request for documenting SEAL training. 
Producer amenable to refocusing interest on alternatives, such as Seabee training. Researching 
support. (NNTR) 

 

Museum Men (possible H2 distribution) 
Documentary series focusing on artists/designers who create historical replicas.  Approved for 
NHHC research assistance and possible interview with historian for episode related to WWII-era 
submarines. PAA signed. (NNTR) 

 
All World Access (Travel Channel) 
Request approved to embark and film USS Constitution's 4th of July harbor cruise. NAVINFOWEST 
to provide escort. PAA signed. (NNTR) 

 

Story of the California Channel Islands (PBS) 
Historical documentary on Channel Islands from their creation to present day. Researching 
assistance for Navy SMEs to discuss current ops and environmental stewardship programs on San 
Nicholas and San Clemente islands. Coordinating with CNRSW for support.  Tentative interview 
date set for 17Jun. No filming on actual island permitted.  Drafting PAA. (NNTR) 
 

DOCUMENTARIES (In Production): 

(b) (4)

Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation 
Museum. Filming took place 15Jan. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
New Race for Space (Science Channel) 
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration. Filming took place 15Feb for 
scheduled test of NASA's SIAD rocket on China Lake. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
Operation Woodpecker (no distribution) 
Documentary about the Russian Woodpecker, a Soviet over-the-horizon radar active in the 1970s and 
80s.  The film will provide an overview of the technology and geopolitics of OTH radars during the 
1970s and 80s, will debunk some of the myths that have grown up around them.  Production assistance 
request staffed. 
 
NOVA (PBS) 
TV documentary about the Navy’s scientific research mission in the arctic.  Requested access to 
submarine operating in the arctic ISO SCICEX mission.  Next mission not planned for 12+ months, 
project placed on hold. 
 
Newest Technology (Intersport/20 West) 
Early stages of developing series proposal aimed at highlighting Navy’s latest technologies. 
Researching support. (NNTR) 

 
Nat Geo Explorer (Nat Geo) 
New series about military technology that is being used in the civilian sector. Met with producers & 
provided ideas for potential topics. PAA not yet signed. (NNTR) 

 
Daily Planet (Discovery Channel) 
Science series with weekly special called “The Alan Nursol Experience" where host goes behind the 
scenes in various settings. NAVINFO West declined request for documenting SEAL training. 
Producer amenable to refocusing interest on alternatives, such as Seabee training. Researching 
support. (NNTR) 

 

Museum Men (possible H2 distribution) 
Documentary series focusing on artists/designers who create historical replicas.  Approved for 
NHHC research assistance and possible interview with historian for episode related to WWII-era 
submarines. PAA signed. (NNTR) 

 
All World Access (Travel Channel) 
Request approved to embark and film USS Constitution's 4th of July harbor cruise. NAVINFOWEST 
to provide escort. PAA signed. (NNTR) 

 

Story of the California Channel Islands (PBS) 
Historical documentary on Channel Islands from their creation to present day. Researching 
assistance for Navy SMEs to discuss current ops and environmental stewardship programs on San 
Nicholas and San Clemente islands. Coordinating with CNRSW for support.  Tentative interview 
date set for 17Jun. No filming on actual island permitted.  Drafting PAA. (NNTR) 
 

DOCUMENTARIES (In Production): 

(b) (4)

Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel)
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation
Museum. Filming took place 15Ian. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

New Race for Space (Science Channel)
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration. Filming took place 15Feb for
scheduled test of NASA's SIAD rocket on China Lake. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

DOCUMENTARIES (In Production): |

Operation Woodpecker (no distribution)
Documentary about the Russian Woodpecker, a Soviet over-the-horizon radar active in the 19705 and
803. The film will provide an overview of the technology and geopolitics of OTH radars during the
19705 and 805, will debunk some of the myths that have grown up around them. Production assistance
request staffed.

NOVA (PBS)
TV documentary about the Navy’s scientific research mission in the arctic. Requested access to
submarine operating in the arctic ISO SCICEX mission. Next mission not planned for 12+ months,
project placed on hold.

Newest Technology (Intersport/20 West)
Early stages of developing series proposal aimed at highlighting Navy’s latest technologies.
Researching support. (NNTR)

Nat Geo Explorer (Nat Geo)
New series about military technology that is being used in the civilian sector. Met with producers &
provided ideas for potential topics. PAA not yet signed. (NNTR)

Daily Planet (Discovery Channel)
Science series with weekly special called "The Alan Nursol Experience" where host goes behind the
scenes in various settings. NAVINFO West declined request for documenting SEAL training.
Producer amenable to refocusing interest on alternatives, such as Seabee training. Researching
support. (NNTR)

Museum Men (possible H2 distribution)
Documentary series focusing on artists/designers who create historical replicas. Approved for
NHHC research assistance and possible interview with historian for episode related to WWII-era
submarines. PAA signed. (NNTR)

All World Access (Travel Channel)
Request approved to embark and film USS Constitution's 4th of July harbor cruise. NAVINFOWEST
to provide escort. PAA signed. (NNTR)

Story of the California Channel Islands (PBS)
Historical documentary on Channel Islands from their creation to present day. Researching
assistance for Navy SMEs to discuss current ops and environmental stewardship programs on San
Nicholas and San Clemente islands. Coordinating with CNRSW for support. Tentative interview
date set for 17Iun. No filming on actual island permitted. Drafting PAA. (NNTR)



Monumental Mysteries (Travel Channel) 
Series examines unusual and unexpected stories behind monuments and landmarks across the  
nation. Broll of USS Squalus memorial captured 21May on Portsmouth Naval Shipyard with local PAO 
escort. Particular episode will feature USS Squalus disaster in 1939 where the diesel  submarine  
sunk during testing phase, followed by rescue of all 33 crew members aboard due to  rapid response 
and use of modern-era technology. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
Virginia Voices (Virginia Historical Society) 
Documentary film is the first state-specific, modern historical documentary woven from the video 
submissions of residents and original footage shot with 4K resolution cameras. Broll captured on 
Naval Station Norfolk and interview with Hampton Roads Naval Museum curator, 16-22 May, to 
highlight Navy in Virginia, past and present.  Norfolk PAO escort. Researching follow-on request with 
SURFLANT to film homecoming ship in July and interview returning Sailor with Virginia residency. 
Will premiere at the Virginia Historical Society center's new 500-seat theater in Richmond, VA, Fall 
2014. It will play for several years accompanied by an online interactive experience and database. 
PAA signed. 
 

SAPR/Jon Blair (Documentary) 
Conducted advance planning conference call with OJAG PAO, NAVINFOWEST and Jon Blair. 
Scheduling screenings call process to try and better define interview opportunities with perpetrators 
already adjudicated by the system. OJAG PAO provided a list of prosecutors/locations for potential 
interviews. OJAG CoS CAPT Stone turned down Mr. Blair’s request to go through Defense Counsels to 
reach post-incarceration perpetrators who have transitioned to civilian life. 
No jurisdiction – no contacts list. Mr. Blair currently suspending further USN requests for assistance 
until he acquires leads on funding/distribution. (NNTR) 

 
Ocean Gals (No distribution) 
Documentary film request that aims to highlight SPAWAR/SSC PAC's Navy Marine Ecology 
Consortium and its 75% female staff in order to highlight diversity and Navy's environmental 
compliance, stewardship and readiness mission. Researching support. (NNTR) 

 
Anthony Bourdain: Parts Unknown (CNN) 
Travel and food show series. Production request received. Working with producers to determine 
access requested. 

 
Mighty Ships (Discovery) 
Researching filming opportunities aboard USNS Montford Point, JHSV and the USNS Mercy during 
RIMPAC. (NNTR) 

 
Lone Woman of San Nicholas Island (PBS) 
Documentary on story of Lone Woman of San Nicholas. Request to interview SME regarding Navy's 
presence on San Nicholas and preservation of Lone Woman site. Researching support. (NNTR) 
 
UnSEALed (PBS) 
Production support approved with addendum to previous research-assisted PAA approved by 
NAVINFO West and Naval Special Warfare Command. PAA and Addendum signed. CAPT Fenick 
coordinating filming several ceremonial events at BUDS training and tributes to the fallen at other 

locations. ADM Maguire interviewed 10May. Film begins post-production phase 26May. Awaiting 
rough cut. No air date. (NNTR) 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Monumental Mysteries (Travel Channel) 
Series examines unusual and unexpected stories behind monuments and landmarks across the  
nation. Broll of USS Squalus memorial captured 21May on Portsmouth Naval Shipyard with local PAO 
escort. Particular episode will feature USS Squalus disaster in 1939 where the diesel  submarine  
sunk during testing phase, followed by rescue of all 33 crew members aboard due to  rapid response 
and use of modern-era technology. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
Virginia Voices (Virginia Historical Society) 
Documentary film is the first state-specific, modern historical documentary woven from the video 
submissions of residents and original footage shot with 4K resolution cameras. Broll captured on 
Naval Station Norfolk and interview with Hampton Roads Naval Museum curator, 16-22 May, to 
highlight Navy in Virginia, past and present.  Norfolk PAO escort. Researching follow-on request with 
SURFLANT to film homecoming ship in July and interview returning Sailor with Virginia residency. 
Will premiere at the Virginia Historical Society center's new 500-seat theater in Richmond, VA, Fall 
2014. It will play for several years accompanied by an online interactive experience and database. 
PAA signed. 
 

SAPR/Jon Blair (Documentary) 
Conducted advance planning conference call with OJAG PAO, NAVINFOWEST and Jon Blair. 
Scheduling screenings call process to try and better define interview opportunities with perpetrators 
already adjudicated by the system. OJAG PAO provided a list of prosecutors/locations for potential 
interviews. OJAG CoS CAPT Stone turned down Mr. Blair’s request to go through Defense Counsels to 
reach post-incarceration perpetrators who have transitioned to civilian life. 
No jurisdiction – no contacts list. Mr. Blair currently suspending further USN requests for assistance 
until he acquires leads on funding/distribution. (NNTR) 

 
Ocean Gals (No distribution) 
Documentary film request that aims to highlight SPAWAR/SSC PAC's Navy Marine Ecology 
Consortium and its 75% female staff in order to highlight diversity and Navy's environmental 
compliance, stewardship and readiness mission. Researching support. (NNTR) 

 
Anthony Bourdain: Parts Unknown (CNN) 
Travel and food show series. Production request received. Working with producers to determine 
access requested. 

 
Mighty Ships (Discovery) 
Researching filming opportunities aboard USNS Montford Point, JHSV and the USNS Mercy during 
RIMPAC. (NNTR) 

 
Lone Woman of San Nicholas Island (PBS) 
Documentary on story of Lone Woman of San Nicholas. Request to interview SME regarding Navy's 
presence on San Nicholas and preservation of Lone Woman site. Researching support. (NNTR) 
 
UnSEALed (PBS) 
Production support approved with addendum to previous research-assisted PAA approved by 
NAVINFO West and Naval Special Warfare Command. PAA and Addendum signed. CAPT Fenick 
coordinating filming several ceremonial events at BUDS training and tributes to the fallen at other 

locations. ADM Maguire interviewed 10May. Film begins post-production phase 26May. Awaiting 
rough cut. No air date. (NNTR) 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Monumental Mysteries (Travel Channel)
Series examines unusual and unexpected stories behind monuments and landmarks across the
nation. Broll of USS Squalus memorial captured 21May on Portsmouth Naval Shipyard with local PAO
escort. Particular episode will feature USS Squalus disaster in 1939 where the diesel submarine
sunk during testing phase, followed by rescue of all 33 crew members aboard due to rapid response
and use of modern-era technology. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

Virginia Voices (Virginia Historical Society)
Documentary film is the first state-specific, modern historical documentary woven from the Video
submissions of residents and original footage shot with 4K resolution cameras. Broll captured on
Naval Station Norfolk and interview with Hampton Roads Naval Museum curator, 16-22 May, to
highlight Navy in Virginia, past and present. Norfolk PAO escort. Researching follow-on request with
SURFLANT to film homecoming ship in July and interview returning Sailor with Virginia residency.
Will premiere at the Virginia Historical Society center's new BOO-seat theater in Richmond, VA, Fall
2014. It will play for several years accompanied by an online interactive experience and database.
PAA signed.

SAPR/Ion Blair (Documentary)
Conducted advance planning conference call with OIAG PAO, NAVINFOWEST and Jon Blair.
Scheduling screenings call process to try and better define interview opportunities with perpetrators
already adjudicated by the system. OIAG PAO provided a list of prosecutors/locations for potential
interviews. OIAG CoS CAPT Stone turned down Mr. Blair’s request to go through Defense Counsels to
reach post-incarceration perpetrators who have transitioned to civilian life.
No jurisdiction — no contacts list. Mr. Blair currently suspending further USN requests for assistance
until he acquires leads on funding/distribution. (NNTR)

Ocean Gals (No distribution)
Documentary film request that aims to highlight SPAWAR/SSC PAC's Navy Marine Ecology
Consortium and its 75% female staff in order to highlight diversity and Navy's environmental
compliance, stewardship and readiness mission. Researching support. (NNTR)

Anthony Bourdain: Parts Unknown (CNN)
Travel and food show series. Production request received. Working with producers to determine
access requested.

Mighty Ships (Discovery)
Researching filming opportunities aboard USNS Montford Point, IHSV and the USNS Mercy during
RIMPAC. (NNTR)

Lone Woman of San Nicholas Island (PBS)
Documentary on story of Lone Woman of San Nicholas. Request to interview SME regarding Navy's
presence on San Nicholas and preservation of Lone Woman site. Researching support. (NNTR)

UnSEALed (PBS)
Production support approved with addendum to previous research-assisted PAA approved by
NAVINFO West and Naval Special Warfare Command. PAA and Addendum signed. CAPT Fenick
coordinating filming several ceremonial events at BUDS training and tributes to the fallen at other
locations. ADM Maguire interviewed 10May. Film begins post-production phase 26May. Awaiting
rough cut. No air date. (NNTR)



House Hunters International - Rota, Spain (HGTV) 
Television episode will track newly arriving principal of David Glasgow Farragut (DGF) DOEDA 
school on NAVSTA Rota during his search for a house out on the economy.  Filming support 
approved solely to highlight his job as principal of DGF with access to filming exterior/interior shots 
of DGF. Coordinating with NAVSTA Rota PAO.  Filming scheduled for summer 2014, one-day shoot. 
PAA signed. (NNTR) 

 
Spent: Looking for Change (no distribution) 
Documentary on predatory lending from same producers that made "An Inconvenient Truth" and 
"Waiting for Superman." Initial request for fact-finding, research assistance to speak off-camera with 
RLSO and NMCRS representatives to discuss predatory lenders targeting of military. Initial phone 
calls will also serve to identify selection of on-camera interviews at a later date, pending approval. 
Navy and Marine film offices researching support. No PAA. (NNTR) 
 
Beyond the Light Switch (PBS) 
Documentary on national security with focus on economic, energy and environmental security. 
Interviews approved for ONR representatives in conjunction with ARPA-E summit. Navy 
addendum added to existing Army PAA. (NNTR) 

 

The History of Carrier Aviation project (Office of Patriots Point and USS Yorktown) 
This is a non-broadcast request for stock footage carrier and carrier based aviation. The final video 
will be viewed in the USS Yorktown’s new state of the art theatre. The production release date is 
15Aug. Post production begins 15Apr. In research phase.  (NNTR) 

 
41 on 41 (Bush Library Foundation) 
Distribution currently the Bush Library. Filming took place 03Jan aboard USS George HW Bush in 
support of documentary of former president. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
HORIZON – COMET (BBC Science Series) 
Filming took place 15Sep at Coso Hot Springs on Naval Air Weapons Station China Lake. PAA 
signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 

 
 

    Mighty Planes (Discovery/Smithsonian) 
   Producer declined offer to film alternative establishing shots to include possible use of unclass 
   DVIDS/DIMOC B-roll. 

 

 
 
HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAVY (SATURDAY) 
Submitted first cut at 300-person industry database to begin tracking HTTN invites/trips for follow-
up. Next HTTN is on 21Jun. USS Boxer and HSM-41 confirmed.  Approximately fifteen guests 
confirmed.  Senior guest is Michael Curtis who was the Executive Producer of ‘Friends.’ 

 
RESERVE UNIT 

 
 

 
 

 
NAVY DAYS #17 (3-10Aug) PLANNING: 
Contacted by Navy League National Director Grant Ivy to provide liaison support opportunities for 
Sailors to attend game and talk shows during ship visits. Initial planning meeting will be held on 
13Jun in San Pedro, NAVINFOWEST Deputy will be attending. 

ADMIN: 

DECLINES: 

(b) (6)
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House Hunters International - Rota, Spain (HGTV)
Television episode will track newly arriving principal of David Glasgow Farragut (DGF) DOEDA
school on NAVSTA Rota during his search for a house out on the economy. Filming support
approved solely to highlight his job as principal of DGF with access to filming exterior/interior shots
of DGF. Coordinating with NAVSTA Rota PAO. Filming scheduled for summer 2014, one-day shoot.
PAA signed. (NNTR)

Spent: Looking for Change (no distribution)
Documentary on predatory lending from same producers that made "An Inconvenient Truth" and
"Waiting for Superman." Initial request for fact-finding, research assistance to speak off-camera with
RLSO and NMCRS representatives to discuss predatory lenders targeting of military. Initial phone
calls will also serve to identify selection of on-camera interviews at a later date, pending approval.
Navy and Marine film offices researching support. No PAA. (NNTR)

Beyond the Light Switch (PBS)
Documentary on national security with focus on economic, energy and environmental security.
Interviews approved for ONR representatives in conjunction with ARPA-E summit. Navy
addendum added to existing Army PAA. (NNTR)

The History of Carrier Aviation project (Office of Patriots Point and USS Yorktown)
This is a non-broadcast request for stock footage carrier and carrier based aviation. The final video
will be viewed in the USS Yorktown’s new state of the art theatre. The production release date is
15Aug. Post production begins 15Apr. In research phase. (NNTR)

41 on 41 (Bush Library Foundation)
Distribution currently the Bush Library. Filming took place 03]an aboard USS George HW Bush in
support of documentary of former president. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

HORIZON — COMET (BBC Science Series)
Filming took place 15Sep at Coso Hot Springs on Naval Air Weapons Station China Lake. PAA
signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

| DECLINES:

Mighty Planes (Discovery/Smithsonian)
Producer declined offer to film alternative establishing shots to include possible use of unclass
DVIDS/DIMOC B-roll.

I ADMIN:

HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAVY (SATURDAY)
Submitted first cut at BOO-person industry database to begin tracking HTTN invites/trips for follow-
up. Next HTTN is on 21Iun. USS Boxer and HSM-41 confirmed. Approximately fifteen guests
confirmed. Senior guest is Michael Curtis who was the Executive Producer of ‘Friends.’

RESERVE UNIT
(b) (6)

NAVY DAYS #17 (3-10Aug) PLANNING:
Contacted by Navy League National Director Grant Ivy to provide liaison support opportunities for
Sailors to attend game and talk shows during ship visits. Initial planning meeting will be held on
13Iun in San Pedro, NAVINFOWEST Deputy will be attending.
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Updated Items in Blue 
 

 
 

THE LAST SHIP (TNT) 
The Last Ship will premiere nationwide on TNT Sunday 2100/22Jun. 
Base Screenings: TNT Marketing, in cooperation with NMPS Millington, is conducting showings of the 
Pilot Episode at the following base locations and dates: 
- Little Creek, Va 19th 1900 
- Whidbey Island, Wa 21st 1800 
- Bangor, Wa 20th 1700 and 21st at 1600. 
San Diego Screening: NBSD screening held on 19Jun between 1430-1545.  Event was well planned 
and executed by NBSD PAO/ Base Theater.  There were over 100 Sailors and crew from USS Russell, 
USS Dewey, NBSD and SURFPAC. VIPs included: SURFPAC Commander, VADM Copeman, NBSD Base 
CO, CO/XO USS Dewey, CO/CMC USS Russell.  The event was led by appreciation comments from 
TNT VP of Production Mr. Bill Phillips and concluded approximately 1600. 
 
Social Media:  Social media weekly episode by episode response plan in place.  Working with 
TNT marketing, Navy News Desk and SURFPAC, conducted trial run of Facebook chat post in 
anticipation for responses to TNT’s “The Last Ship” facebook chat page 22Jun.  Chat will be 
advertised following each episode airing Sundays 9pm EST to send questions on “The Last Ship” 
Facebook page to be answered by Mr. Stephen Kane, writer.  Any Navy questions that apply to 
current policy  or guidance will be reviewed and distributed to the appropriate PA entity at 
SURFPAC and Mr. Rob Newell for decision to send to News Desk or other stakeholder for 
answers.  Received appropriate guidance from CHINFO legal regarding omission of Navy 
emblematic use outside of authorized Command Face Book pages. 
 
HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAVY (SATURDAY) 
HTTN is on 21Jun. USS Boxer and HSM-41 confirmed.  Approximately fifteen guests confirmed.  Senior 
guest is Michael Curtis who was the Executive Producer of ‘Friends.’  
 

SAPR/Jon Blair (Documentary) 
Project has been cancelled.  On 17Jun, Mr. Blair notified NAVINFOWEST his desire to cancel the 
project due to lack of funding and distribution. 

 

NCIS NEW ORLEANS SEASON ONE (CBS) 
Gary Glasberg (NCIS Series, Executive Producer) and Jeff Lieber (NCIS NOLA Producer) met with 
NAVINFOWEST Director, USMC Entertainment Liaison Director, and NCIS Communications Director 
via PHCON on 19Jun to discuss DOD assistance ISO spin-off series NCIS-New Orleans.  Mr. Glasberg 
expressed strong desire for continued USN support with the NOLA spin-off and is prepared to 
formalize collaboration via an OSD(PA) approved PAA that would include assignment of a Project 
Officer to assist with script review and on-set representation when filming on DoD property or as 
requested.  Pending OSD(PA) way-ahead, NAVNFOWEST when directed will coordinate next meeting 
with NCIS Series Exec Producers to identify requirements draft PAA.  Contacting base PAO in New 
Orleans and region PAOs for initial requirements review.  NAVINFOWEST Director is coordinating 
with NCIS PAO for an indoctrination day Tues 24Jun at the NCIS Field Office in San Diego for 12 new 
NCIS writers, researchers and producers. 

  
 
 
 
 
 

SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS: 
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SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS:

THE LAST SHIP (TNT)
The Last Ship will premiere nationwide on TNT Sunday 2100/ZZIun.
Base Screenings: TNT Marketing, in cooperation with NMPS Millington, is conducting showings of the
Pilot Episode at the following base locations and dates:
- Little Creek, Va 19th 1900
- Whidbey Island, Wa lt 1800
- Bangor, Wa 20th 1700 and 21st at 1600.
San Diego Screening: NBSD screening held on 19Iun between 143 0-1545. Event was well planned
and executed by NBSD PAO/ Base Theater. There were over 100 Sailors and crew from USS Russell,
USS Dewey, NBSD and SURFPAC. VIPs included: SURFPAC Commander, VADM Copeman, NBSD Base
CO, CO/XO USS Dewey, CO/CMC USS Russell. The event was led by appreciation comments from
TNT VP of Production Mr. Bill Phillips and concluded approximately 1600.

Social Media: Social media weekly episode by episode response plan in place. Working with
TNT marketing, Navy News Desk and SURFPAC, conducted trial run of Facebook chat post in
anticipation for responses to TNT’s ”The Last Ship" facebook chat page 22]un. Chat will be
advertised following each episode airing Sundays 9pm EST to send questions on "The Last Ship"
Facebook page to be answered by Mr. Stephen Kane, writer. Any Navy questions that apply to
current policy or guidance will be reviewed and distributed to the appropriate PA entity at
SURFPAC and Mr. Rob Newell for decision to send to News Desk or other stakeholder for
answers. Received appropriate guidance from CHINFO legal regarding omission of Navy
emblematic use outside of authorized Command Face Book pages.

HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAVY (SATURDAY)
HTTN is on 21]un. USS Boxer and HSM-41 confirmed. Approximately fifteen guests confirmed. Senior
guest is Michael Curtis who was the Executive Producer of ‘Friends.’

SAPR/Ion Blair (Documentary)
Project has been cancelled. On 17Iun, Mr. Blair notified NAVINFOWEST his desire to cancel the
project due to lack of funding and distribution.

NCIS NEW ORLEANS SEASON ONE (CBS)
Gary Glasberg (NCIS Series, Executive Producer) and Ieff Lieber (NCIS NOLA Producer) met with
NAVINFOWEST Director, USMC Entertainment Liaison Director, and NCIS Communications Director
via PHCON on 19Iun to discuss DOD assistance ISO spin-offseries NCIS-New Orleans. Mr. Glasberg
expressed strong desire for continued USN support with the NOLA spin-off and is prepared to
formalize collaboration via an OSD(PA) approved PAA that would include assignment of a Project
Officer to assist with script review and on-set representation when filming on DoD property or as
requested. Pending OSD(PA) way-ahead, NAVNFOWEST when directed will coordinate next meeting
with NCIS Series Exec Producers to identify requirements draft PAA. Contacting base PAO in New
Orleans and region PAOs for initial requirements review. NAVINFOWEST Director is coordinating
with NCIS PAO for an indoctrination day Tues 24]un at the NCIS Field Office in San Diego for 12 new
NCIS writers, researchers and producers.



NAVY DAYS L.A.  
Contacted by Navy League National Director Grant Ivy to provide liaison support opportunities for 
Sailors to attend game and talk shows during ship visits.  IRT USS Anchorage (LPD-23, PAO) support 
request, NAVINFOWEST Reserve Unit will be providing 2xMC1s to provide PHOJO coverage for 
LPD/LCS ISO Navy Days LA.  MC support will include coverage of Senior Leader Engagements, Ship 
COMRELs, MWR events and Ship tours.   NAVINFOWEST Director will participate in civic leader 
engagements when requested by NAVCO.  Navy Days LA execution days: 3-10 Aug. 

 
MAKERS: WOMEN & WAR 
Vice Adm. Howard (N3N5) interviewed with PBS' "Makers" documentary program 09Jan about the 
integration of women in the Navy since the 1970s. The episode will air in June and will also feature 
interviews with senior women leaders in the Army and Marines. The "Women & War" segment is 
one of six episodes that will look at the evolution of women in six different career fields and is a 
follow-up to PBS' 2012 series that detailed the history of the women's movement.  Rough cut 
reviewed.  Airdate scheduled for 24Jun.  

 
     SEAPOWER (IMAX/K2 Comms) 

Ongoing planning and SOE/Shot list development. Update brief/sync meeting scheduled for 23 
May between K2 Comm Staff and NAVINFOWEST Director. ICW C3F (N00PA) for updated event 
SOE to support shot list development.   RFI submitted to K2 for film crew flight itineraries and 
lodging arrangements.  Update brief/sync meeting scheduled for 20Jun between K2 Comm Staff 
and NAVINFOWEST Director .  Production schedule as follows: 

 14Jul – CDR Thoms arrives and reports to CIB 
 17Jul – CAPT Coons arrives 
 19Jul – Director/Crew arrive 
 20Jul – Scout 
 21-24Jul – Daily production – Hickam Air 
 25Jul – Photo Ex 
 27Jul – Depart 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
Somebody’s Gotta Do It – (CNN) 
Television series starring Mike Rowe of “Dirty Jobs”, show follows the same format as Dirty Jobs. 
Producers are interested in featuring Navy Seabees and Submarine Culinary Specialists. In contact 
with SUBPAC and SeaBees to determine availability of units to support. PAA not yet signed. (NNTR) 

 
 
 
 
 
 

SCRIPTED TV / GAME SHOW: 

(b) (4)

(b) (4)
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NAVY DAYS L.A.
Contacted by Navy League National Director Grant Ivy to provide liaison support opportunities for
Sailors to attend game and talk shows during ship visits. IRT USS Anchorage (LPD-23, PAO) support
request, NAVINFOWEST Reserve Unit will be providing 2xMC1s to provide PHOIO coverage for
LPD/LCS ISO Navy Days LA. MC support will include coverage of Senior Leader Engagements, Ship
COMRELs, MWR events and Ship tours. NAVINFOWEST Director will participate in civic leader
engagements when requested by NAVCO. Navy Days LA execution days: 3-10 Aug.

MAKERS: WOMEN & WAR
Vice Adm. Howard (N3N5) interviewed with PBS' "Makers" documentary program 09]an about the
integration of women in the Navy since the 1970s. The episode will air in June and will also feature
interviews with senior women leaders in the Army and Marines. The "Women & War" segment is
one of six episodes that will look at the evolution of women in six different career fields and is a
follow-up to PBS' 2012 series that detailed the history of the women's movement. Rough cut
reviewed. Airdate scheduled for 24Iun.

SEAPOWER (IMAX/K2 Comms)
Ongoing planning and SOE/Shot list development. Update brief/sync meeting scheduled for 23
May between K2 Comm Staff and NAVINFOWEST Director. ICW C3F (NOOPA) for updated event
SOE to support shot list development. RFI submitted to K2 for film crew flight itineraries and
lodging arrangements. Update brief/sync meeting scheduled for 20]un between K2 Comm Staff
and NAVINFOWEST Director . Production schedule as follows:

o 14Iul — CDR Thoms arrives and reports to CIB
o 17]ul — CAPT Coons arrives
o 19Iul — Director/Crew arrive
o 20]ul — Scout
0 21-24Iul — Daily production — Hickam Air
0 25]ul — Photo Ex
0 27]ul — Depart

I SCRIPTED TV / GAME SHOW:

Somebody’s Gotta Do It — (CNN)
Television series starring Mike Rowe of "Dirty Jobs”, show follows the same format as Dirty Jobs.
Producers are interested in featuring Navy Seabees and Submarine Culinary Specialists. In contact
with SUBPAC and SeaBees to determine availability of units to support. PAA not yet signed. (NNTR)



NCIS (CBS) 
Eight-week hiatus ending 30Jun. 

 
HAWAII FIVE-O (CBS) 
Eight-week hiatus ended 16Jun.  Received script ISO eps #501, no USN theme in storyline and no DoD 
support requested.  

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

  
 

 
 
 

 

 
HUNTER-KILLER 
New sub-plot script in review. Script notes and thematic rewrite recommendations provided to 
Director on 4Mar. Several phoncons to discuss thematics this week. Expect revised script soon. 
Project Officer reaching out to Exec Producer for update. (NNTR) 

 

 
 

Op Martillo (Univision) 
PAA-supported counter drug ops documentary. Producers circling back with request for 
additional May 2014 embark. NAVINFOWEST ICW SOUTHCOM and C4F will review current 
footage, 30Apr, to verify compliance with existing PAA before approving additional embarks.  
Revision 3 of episodes #1-7 have been reviewed and cleared by 
NAVINFOWEST.  Recommendation to approve Paraiso Pictures post-production phase has 
been forwarded to OSD(PA).  Airdate TBD.  

 
Travel Family with Colleen Kelley (PBS) 
Series showcasing family-friendly locations in the U.S. and abroad. Filmed at Pensacola Aviation 
Museum highlighting NC-4 flying boat, Apollo program exhibit, and 4D Blue Angel Theater. Blue 
Angels support included b-roll of pilots at autograph session at Aviation Museum, and interviews 
with pilots #2 and #6 shot on the flight line. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
Filmed Navy dive artifacts 15Apr at Navy Museum with NHHC escort. Episode will highlight career 
of BMCM Carl Brashear. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
EMPOWERMENT PROJECT (IndieFlix) 
Interview with VADM Michelle Howard conducted Sunday, 29Sep13 as part of documentary 
showcasing inspirational women in a variety of career fields. PAA signed. Rough cut reviewed. 
Special screenings were held in Chicago and Los Angeles 8-11May. Awaiting official air date. 
(NNTR) 
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(b) (4)

(b) (4)
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FEATURE FILMS 

DOCUMENTARIES 

(b) (4)

(b) (4)

NCIS (CBS)
Eight-week hiatus ending 30]un.

HAWAII FIVE-O (CBS)
Eight-week hiatus ended 16]un. Received script ISO eps #501, no USN theme in storyline and no DOD
support requested.

FEATURE FILMS

HUNTER-KILLER
New sub-plot script in review. Script notes and thematic rewrite recommendations provided to
Director on 4Mar. Several phoncons to discuss thematics this week. Expect revised script soon.
Project Officer reaching out to Exec Producer for update. (NNTR)

DOCUMENTARIES

Op Martillo (Univision)
PAA-supported counter drug ops documentary. Producers circling back with request for
additional May 2014 embark. NAVINFOWEST ICW SOUTHCOM and C4F will review current
footage, 30Apr, to verify compliance with existing PAA before approving additional embarks.
Revision 3 of episodes #1-7 have been reviewed and cleared by
NAVINFOWEST. Recommendation to approve Paraiso Pictures post-production phase has
been forwarded to OSD(PA). Airdate TBD.

Travel Family with Colleen Kelley (PBS)
Series showcasing family-friendly locations in the US. and abroad. Filmed at Pensacola Aviation
Museum highlighting NC-4 flying boat, Apollo program exhibit, and 4D Blue Angel Theater. Blue
Angels support included b-roll of pilots at autograph session at Aviation Museum, and interviews
with pilots #2 and #6 shot on the flight line. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel)
Filmed Navy dive artifacts 15Apr at Navy Museum with NHHC escort. Episode will highlight career
of BMCM Carl Brashear. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

EMPOWERMENT PROJECT (IndieFlix)
Interview with VADM Michelle Howard conducted Sunday, 29Sep13 as part of documentary
showcasing inspirational women in a variety of career fields. PAA signed. Rough cut reviewed.
Special screenings were held in Chicago and Los Angeles 8-11May. Awaiting official air date.
(NNTR)



SEAL Dog (Smithsonian) 
Film about former SEAL Trevor Maroshek and his relationship with his dog, Chopper, a former 
military working dog. Vice President Joe Biden interviewed for film as well.  Interview conducted, 
Apr. 7, with NICoE's CAPT. (Dr.) Robert Koffman that discussed treatment of PTSD/TBI and program 
using canines as therapy dogs. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. Additional support to film NSW 
multipurpose K-9 unit in Coronado declined. (NNTR) 

 
Ancient Impossible (History Channel H2) 
Series comparing ancient and modern inventions revealing the amazing technology, engineering  and 
genius that came from ancient times. An episode will compare the steam catapult from a carrier to the 
ancient steam catapult as well as show the similarities and differences of the ancient 
world's largest ship to the modern carrier. Filming completed 3-4Apr. Addendum added to original 
PAA to support b-roll opportunities with USS Green Bay, 2Apr. On 20May, NAVINFOWEST Project 
Officer and USS Ronald Reagan PAO reviewed episode and provided notes to assistant producer. 
Air date TBD. (NNTR) 

 
HOMEFRONT (PBS) 
OSD(PA) granted DoD support for the PBS documentary “Homefront” that will explore how military 
families deal/cope with deployments. NAVINFOWEST ICW Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC) PAO 
assisted in identifying dependents and service members representing the Navy’s Seabees. Filming 
took place 18-20Feb to include b-roll of NMCB 3's homecoming and NMCB 5's morning quarters and 
gun range exercise. Interviews included diverse mix of dependents, service members and family 
situations. Documentary expected completion late 2014 and airing early 2015. (NNTR) 

 
HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC) 
Filming took place 15Oct at Directorate of Time and 25Oct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's 
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time. PAA signed. Rough cut of episode on 
'time' received. Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in very 
professional/capable manner. Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR) 
 
Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation 
Museum. Filming took place 15Jan. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
New Race for Space (Science Channel) 
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration. Filming took place 15Feb for 
scheduled test of NASA's SIAD rocket on China Lake. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
 

 
 

THE SMALL COUNTRY (Norwegian TV) 
TV documentary about Norway’s changing position in the world due to climate change, interview with 
RDML White about Navy’s new mission in the Arctic completed 11Jun.  NAVINFOWEST submitted RFI 
to staff PAO for AAR. (NNTR) 
 
Operation Woodpecker (no distribution) 
Documentary about the Russian Woodpecker, a Soviet over-the-horizon radar active in the 1970s and 
80s.  The film will provide an overview of the technology and geopolitics of OTH radars during the 
1970s and 80s, will debunk some of the myths that have grown up around them.  Production assistance 
request staffed. (NNTR) 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DOCUMENTARIES (In Production): 

SEAL Dog (Smithsonian) 
Film about former SEAL Trevor Maroshek and his relationship with his dog, Chopper, a former 
military working dog. Vice President Joe Biden interviewed for film as well.  Interview conducted, 
Apr. 7, with NICoE's CAPT. (Dr.) Robert Koffman that discussed treatment of PTSD/TBI and program 
using canines as therapy dogs. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. Additional support to film NSW 
multipurpose K-9 unit in Coronado declined. (NNTR) 

 
Ancient Impossible (History Channel H2) 
Series comparing ancient and modern inventions revealing the amazing technology, engineering  and 
genius that came from ancient times. An episode will compare the steam catapult from a carrier to the 
ancient steam catapult as well as show the similarities and differences of the ancient 
world's largest ship to the modern carrier. Filming completed 3-4Apr. Addendum added to original 
PAA to support b-roll opportunities with USS Green Bay, 2Apr. On 20May, NAVINFOWEST Project 
Officer and USS Ronald Reagan PAO reviewed episode and provided notes to assistant producer. 
Air date TBD. (NNTR) 

 
HOMEFRONT (PBS) 
OSD(PA) granted DoD support for the PBS documentary “Homefront” that will explore how military 
families deal/cope with deployments. NAVINFOWEST ICW Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC) PAO 
assisted in identifying dependents and service members representing the Navy’s Seabees. Filming 
took place 18-20Feb to include b-roll of NMCB 3's homecoming and NMCB 5's morning quarters and 
gun range exercise. Interviews included diverse mix of dependents, service members and family 
situations. Documentary expected completion late 2014 and airing early 2015. (NNTR) 

 
HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC) 
Filming took place 15Oct at Directorate of Time and 25Oct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's 
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time. PAA signed. Rough cut of episode on 
'time' received. Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in very 
professional/capable manner. Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR) 
 
Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation 
Museum. Filming took place 15Jan. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
New Race for Space (Science Channel) 
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration. Filming took place 15Feb for 
scheduled test of NASA's SIAD rocket on China Lake. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
 

 
 

THE SMALL COUNTRY (Norwegian TV) 
TV documentary about Norway’s changing position in the world due to climate change, interview with 
RDML White about Navy’s new mission in the Arctic completed 11Jun.  NAVINFOWEST submitted RFI 
to staff PAO for AAR. (NNTR) 
 
Operation Woodpecker (no distribution) 
Documentary about the Russian Woodpecker, a Soviet over-the-horizon radar active in the 1970s and 
80s.  The film will provide an overview of the technology and geopolitics of OTH radars during the 
1970s and 80s, will debunk some of the myths that have grown up around them.  Production assistance 
request staffed. (NNTR) 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DOCUMENTARIES (In Production): 

SEAL Dog (Smithsonian)
Film about former SEAL Trevor Maroshek and his relationship with his dog, Chopper, a former
military working dog. Vice President Joe Biden interviewed for film as well. Interview conducted,
Apr. 7, with NICoE's CAPT. (Dr.) Robert Koffman that discussed treatment of PTSD/TBI and program
using canines as therapy dogs. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. Additional support to film NSW
multipurpose K-9 unit in Coronado declined. (NNTR)

Ancient Impossible (History Channel H2)
Series comparing ancient and modern inventions revealing the amazing technology, engineering and
genius that came from ancient times. An episode will compare the steam catapult from a carrier to the
ancient steam catapult as well as show the similarities and differences of the ancient
world's largest ship to the modern carrier. Filming completed 3-4Apr. Addendum added to original
PAA to support b-roll opportunities with USS Green Bay, 2Apr. On 20May, NAVINFOWEST Project
Officer and USS Ronald Reagan PAO reviewed episode and provided notes to assistant producer.
Air date TBD. (NNTR)

HOMEFRONT (PBS)
OSD(PA) granted DoD support for the PBS documentary "Homefront" that will explore how military
families deal/cope with deployments. NAVINFOWEST ICW Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC) PAO
assisted in identifying dependents and service members representing the Navy’s Seabees. Filming
took place 18—20Feb to include b-roll of NMCB 3's homecoming and NMCB 5's morning quarters and
gun range exercise. Interviews included diverse mix of dependents, service members and family
situations. Documentary expected completion late 2014 and airing early 2015. (NNTR)

HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC)
Filming took place 150ct at Directorate of Time and ZSOct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time. PAA signed. Rough cut of episode on
'time' received. Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in very
professional/capable manner. Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR)

Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel)
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation
Museum. Filming took place 15]an. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

New Race for Space (Science Channel)
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration. Filming took place 15Feb for
scheduled test of NASA's SIAD rocket on China Lake. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

DOCUMENTARIES (In Production): l
THE SMALL COUNTRY (Norwegian TV)
TV documentary about Norway’s changing position in the world due to climate change, interview with
RDML White about Navy’s new mission in the Arctic completed 11Iun. NAVINFOWEST submitted RFI
to staff PAO for AAR. (NNTR)

Operation Woodpecker (no distribution)
Documentary about the Russian Woodpecker, a Soviet over-the-horizon radar active in the 19705 and
805. The film will provide an overview of the technology and geopolitics of OTH radars during the
19705 and 805, will debunk some of the myths that have grown up around them. Production assistance
request staffed. (NNTR)



Newest Technology (Intersport/20 West) 
Early stages of developing series proposal aimed at highlighting Navy’s latest technologies. 
Researching support. (NNTR) 

 
Nat Geo Explorer (Nat Geo) 
New series about military technology that is being used in the civilian sector. Met with producers & 
provided ideas for potential topics. PAA not yet signed. (NNTR) 

 
Daily Planet (Discovery Channel) 
Science series with weekly special called “The Alan Nursol Experience" where host goes behind the 
scenes in various settings. NAVINFO West declined request for documenting SEAL training. 
Producer amenable to refocusing interest on alternatives, such as Seabee training. Researching 
support. (NNTR) 

 

Museum Men (possible H2 distribution) 
Documentary series focusing on artists/designers who create historical replicas.  Approved for 
NHHC research assistance and possible interview with historian for episode related to WWII-era 
submarines. PAA signed. (NNTR) 

 
All World Access (Travel Channel) 
Request approved to embark and film USS Constitution's 4th of July harbor cruise. NAVINFOWEST 
to provide escort. PAA signed. (NNTR) 

 

Story of the California Channel Islands (PBS) 
Historical documentary on Channel Islands from their creation to present day. Researching 
assistance for Navy SMEs to discuss current ops and environmental stewardship programs on San 
Nicholas and San Clemente islands. Coordinating with CNRSW for support.  Tentative interview 
date set for 17Jun. No filming on actual island permitted.  Drafting PAA. (NNTR) 
 
Monumental Mysteries (Travel Channel) 
Series examines unusual and unexpected stories behind monuments and landmarks across the  
nation. Broll of USS Squalus memorial captured 21May on Portsmouth Naval Shipyard with local PAO 
escort. Particular episode will feature USS Squalus disaster in 1939 where the diesel  submarine  
sunk during testing phase, followed by rescue of all 33 crew members aboard due to  rapid response 
and use of modern-era technology. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
Virginia Voices (Virginia Historical Society) 
Documentary film is the first state-specific, modern historical documentary woven from the video 
submissions of residents and original footage shot with 4K resolution cameras. Broll captured on 
Naval Station Norfolk and interview with Hampton Roads Naval Museum curator, 16-22 May, to 
highlight Navy in Virginia, past and present.  Norfolk PAO escort. Researching follow-on request with 
SURFLANT to film homecoming ship in July and interview returning Sailor with Virginia residency. 
Will premiere at the Virginia Historical Society center's new 500-seat theater in Richmond, VA, Fall 
2014. It will play for several years accompanied by an online interactive experience and database. 
PAA signed. 

 
Ocean Gals (No distribution) 
Documentary film request that aims to highlight SPAWAR/SSC PAC's Navy Marine Ecology 
Consortium and its 75% female staff in order to highlight diversity and Navy's environmental 
compliance, stewardship and readiness mission. Researching support. (NNTR) 

      
 
 
 
 
 

Newest Technology (Intersport/20 West) 
Early stages of developing series proposal aimed at highlighting Navy’s latest technologies. 
Researching support. (NNTR) 

 
Nat Geo Explorer (Nat Geo) 
New series about military technology that is being used in the civilian sector. Met with producers & 
provided ideas for potential topics. PAA not yet signed. (NNTR) 

 
Daily Planet (Discovery Channel) 
Science series with weekly special called “The Alan Nursol Experience" where host goes behind the 
scenes in various settings. NAVINFO West declined request for documenting SEAL training. 
Producer amenable to refocusing interest on alternatives, such as Seabee training. Researching 
support. (NNTR) 

 

Museum Men (possible H2 distribution) 
Documentary series focusing on artists/designers who create historical replicas.  Approved for 
NHHC research assistance and possible interview with historian for episode related to WWII-era 
submarines. PAA signed. (NNTR) 

 
All World Access (Travel Channel) 
Request approved to embark and film USS Constitution's 4th of July harbor cruise. NAVINFOWEST 
to provide escort. PAA signed. (NNTR) 

 

Story of the California Channel Islands (PBS) 
Historical documentary on Channel Islands from their creation to present day. Researching 
assistance for Navy SMEs to discuss current ops and environmental stewardship programs on San 
Nicholas and San Clemente islands. Coordinating with CNRSW for support.  Tentative interview 
date set for 17Jun. No filming on actual island permitted.  Drafting PAA. (NNTR) 
 
Monumental Mysteries (Travel Channel) 
Series examines unusual and unexpected stories behind monuments and landmarks across the  
nation. Broll of USS Squalus memorial captured 21May on Portsmouth Naval Shipyard with local PAO 
escort. Particular episode will feature USS Squalus disaster in 1939 where the diesel  submarine  
sunk during testing phase, followed by rescue of all 33 crew members aboard due to  rapid response 
and use of modern-era technology. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
Virginia Voices (Virginia Historical Society) 
Documentary film is the first state-specific, modern historical documentary woven from the video 
submissions of residents and original footage shot with 4K resolution cameras. Broll captured on 
Naval Station Norfolk and interview with Hampton Roads Naval Museum curator, 16-22 May, to 
highlight Navy in Virginia, past and present.  Norfolk PAO escort. Researching follow-on request with 
SURFLANT to film homecoming ship in July and interview returning Sailor with Virginia residency. 
Will premiere at the Virginia Historical Society center's new 500-seat theater in Richmond, VA, Fall 
2014. It will play for several years accompanied by an online interactive experience and database. 
PAA signed. 

 
Ocean Gals (No distribution) 
Documentary film request that aims to highlight SPAWAR/SSC PAC's Navy Marine Ecology 
Consortium and its 75% female staff in order to highlight diversity and Navy's environmental 
compliance, stewardship and readiness mission. Researching support. (NNTR) 

      
 
 
 
 
 

Newest Technology (Intersport/20 West)
Early stages of developing series proposal aimed at highlighting Navy’s latest technologies.
Researching support. (NNTR)

Nat Geo Explorer (Nat Geo)
New series about military technology that is being used in the civilian sector. Met with producers &
provided ideas for potential topics. PAA not yet signed. (NNTR)

Daily Planet (Discovery Channel)
Science series with weekly special called "The Alan Nursol Experience" where host goes behind the
scenes in various settings. NAVINFO West declined request for documenting SEAL training.
Producer amenable to refocusing interest on alternatives, such as Seabee training. Researching
support. (NNTR)

Museum Men (possible H2 distribution)
Documentary series focusing on artists/designers who create historical replicas. Approved for
NHHC research assistance and possible interview with historian for episode related to WWII-era
submarines. PAA signed. (NNTR)

All World Access (Travel Channel)
Request approved to embark and film USS Constitution's 4th of July harbor cruise. NAVINFOWEST
to provide escort. PAA signed. (NNTR)

Story of the California Channel Islands (PBS)
Historical documentary on Channel Islands from their creation to present day. Researching
assistance for Navy SMEs to discuss current ops and environmental stewardship programs on San
Nicholas and San Clemente islands. Coordinating with CNRSW for support. Tentative interview
date set for 17Iun. No filming on actual island permitted. Drafting PAA. (NNTR)

Monumental Mysteries (Travel Channel)
Series examines unusual and unexpected stories behind monuments and landmarks across the
nation. Broll of USS Squalus memorial captured 21May on Portsmouth Naval Shipyard with local PAO
escort. Particular episode will feature USS Squalus disaster in 1939 where the diesel submarine
sunk during testing phase, followed by rescue of all 33 crew members aboard due to rapid response
and use of modern-era technology. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

Virginia Voices (Virginia Historical Society)
Documentary film is the first state-specific, modern historical documentary woven from the video
submissions of residents and original footage shot with 4K resolution cameras. Broll captured on
Naval Station Norfolk and interview with Hampton Roads Naval Museum curator, 16-22 May, to
highlight Navy in Virginia, past and present. Norfolk PAO escort. Researching follow-on request with
SURFLANT to film homecoming ship in July and interview returning Sailor with Virginia residency.
Will premiere at the Virginia Historical Society center's new BOO-seat theater in Richmond, VA, Fall
2014. It will play for several years accompanied by an online interactive experience and database.
PAA signed.

Ocean Gals (No distribution)
Documentary film request that aims to highlight SPAWAR/SSC PAC's Navy Marine Ecology
Consortium and its 75% female staff in order to highlight diversity and Navy's environmental
compliance, stewardship and readiness mission. Researching support. (NNTR)



Anthony Bourdain: Parts Unknown (CNN) 
Travel and food show series. Production request received. Working with producers to determine 
access requested.  (NNTR) 

 
Mighty Ships (Discovery) 
Researching filming opportunities aboard USNS Montford Point, JHSV and the USNS Mercy during 
RIMPAC. (NNTR) 

 
Lone Woman of San Nicholas Island (PBS) 
Documentary on story of Lone Woman of San Nicholas. Request to interview SME regarding Navy's 
presence on San Nicholas and preservation of Lone Woman site. Researching support. (NNTR) 
 
UnSEALed (PBS) 
Production support approved with addendum to previous research-assisted PAA approved by 
NAVINFO West and Naval Special Warfare Command. PAA and Addendum signed. CAPT Fenick 
coordinating filming several ceremonial events at BUDS training and tributes to the fallen at other 

locations. ADM Maguire interviewed 10May. Film begins post-production phase 26May. Awaiting 
rough cut. No air date. (NNTR) 
 
House Hunters International - Rota, Spain (HGTV) 
Television episode will track newly arriving principal of David Glasgow Farragut (DGF) DOEDA 
school on NAVSTA Rota during his search for a house out on the economy.  Filming support 
approved solely to highlight his job as principal of DGF with access to filming exterior/interior shots 
of DGF. Coordinating with NAVSTA Rota PAO.  Filming scheduled for summer 2014, one-day shoot. 
PAA signed. (NNTR) 
 
Spent: Looking for Change (no distribution) 
Documentary on predatory lending from same producers that made "An Inconvenient Truth" and 
"Waiting for Superman." Initial request for fact-finding, research assistance to speak off-camera with 
RLSO and NMCRS representatives to discuss predatory lenders targeting of military. Initial phone 
calls will also serve to identify selection of on-camera interviews at a later date, pending approval. 
Navy and Marine film offices researching support. No PAA. (NNTR) 
 
Beyond the Light Switch (PBS) 
Documentary on national security with focus on economic, energy and environmental security. 
Interviews approved for ONR representatives in conjunction with ARPA-E summit. Navy 
addendum added to existing Army PAA. (NNTR) 

 

The History of Carrier Aviation project (Office of Patriots Point and USS Yorktown) 
This is a non-broadcast request for stock footage carrier and carrier based aviation. The final video 
will be viewed in the USS Yorktown’s new state of the art theatre. The production release date is 
15Aug. Post production begins 15Apr. In research phase.  (NNTR) 

 
41 on 41 (Bush Library Foundation) 
Distribution currently the Bush Library. Filming took place 03Jan aboard USS George HW Bush in 
support of documentary of former president. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
HORIZON – COMET (BBC Science Series) 
Filming took place 15Sep at Coso Hot Springs on Naval Air Weapons Station China Lake. PAA 
signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
 
 
 
 

Anthony Bourdain: Parts Unknown (CNN) 
Travel and food show series. Production request received. Working with producers to determine 
access requested.  (NNTR) 

 
Mighty Ships (Discovery) 
Researching filming opportunities aboard USNS Montford Point, JHSV and the USNS Mercy during 
RIMPAC. (NNTR) 

 
Lone Woman of San Nicholas Island (PBS) 
Documentary on story of Lone Woman of San Nicholas. Request to interview SME regarding Navy's 
presence on San Nicholas and preservation of Lone Woman site. Researching support. (NNTR) 
 
UnSEALed (PBS) 
Production support approved with addendum to previous research-assisted PAA approved by 
NAVINFO West and Naval Special Warfare Command. PAA and Addendum signed. CAPT Fenick 
coordinating filming several ceremonial events at BUDS training and tributes to the fallen at other 

locations. ADM Maguire interviewed 10May. Film begins post-production phase 26May. Awaiting 
rough cut. No air date. (NNTR) 
 
House Hunters International - Rota, Spain (HGTV) 
Television episode will track newly arriving principal of David Glasgow Farragut (DGF) DOEDA 
school on NAVSTA Rota during his search for a house out on the economy.  Filming support 
approved solely to highlight his job as principal of DGF with access to filming exterior/interior shots 
of DGF. Coordinating with NAVSTA Rota PAO.  Filming scheduled for summer 2014, one-day shoot. 
PAA signed. (NNTR) 
 
Spent: Looking for Change (no distribution) 
Documentary on predatory lending from same producers that made "An Inconvenient Truth" and 
"Waiting for Superman." Initial request for fact-finding, research assistance to speak off-camera with 
RLSO and NMCRS representatives to discuss predatory lenders targeting of military. Initial phone 
calls will also serve to identify selection of on-camera interviews at a later date, pending approval. 
Navy and Marine film offices researching support. No PAA. (NNTR) 
 
Beyond the Light Switch (PBS) 
Documentary on national security with focus on economic, energy and environmental security. 
Interviews approved for ONR representatives in conjunction with ARPA-E summit. Navy 
addendum added to existing Army PAA. (NNTR) 

 

The History of Carrier Aviation project (Office of Patriots Point and USS Yorktown) 
This is a non-broadcast request for stock footage carrier and carrier based aviation. The final video 
will be viewed in the USS Yorktown’s new state of the art theatre. The production release date is 
15Aug. Post production begins 15Apr. In research phase.  (NNTR) 

 
41 on 41 (Bush Library Foundation) 
Distribution currently the Bush Library. Filming took place 03Jan aboard USS George HW Bush in 
support of documentary of former president. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
HORIZON – COMET (BBC Science Series) 
Filming took place 15Sep at Coso Hot Springs on Naval Air Weapons Station China Lake. PAA 
signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
 
 
 
 

Anthony Bourdain: Parts Unknown (CNN)
Travel and food show series. Production request received. Working with producers to determine
access requested. (NNTR)

Mighty Ships (Discovery)
Researching filming opportunities aboard USNS Montford Point, IHSV and the USNS Mercy during
RIMPAC. (NNTR)

Lone Woman of San Nicholas Island (PBS)
Documentary on story of Lone Woman of San Nicholas. Request to interview SME regarding Navy's
presence on San Nicholas and preservation of Lone Woman site. Researching support. (NNTR)

UnSEALed (PBS)
Production support approved with addendum to previous research-assisted PAA approved by
NAVINFO West and Naval Special Warfare Command. PAA and Addendum signed. CAPT Fenick
coordinating filming several ceremonial events at BUDS training and tributes to the fallen at other
locations. ADM Maguire interviewed 10May. Film begins post-production phase 26May. Awaiting
rough cut. No air date. (NNTR)

House Hunters International - Rota, Spain (HGTV)
Television episode will track newly arriving principal of David Glasgow Farragut (DGF) DOEDA
school on NAVSTA Rota during his search for a house out on the economy. Filming support
approved solely to highlight his job as principal of DGF with access to filming exterior/interior shots
of DGF. Coordinating with NAVSTA Rota PAO. Filming scheduled for summer 2014, one-day shoot.
PAA signed. (NNTR)

Spent: Looking for Change (no distribution)
Documentary on predatory lending from same producers that made "An Inconvenient Truth" and
"Waiting for Superman." Initial request for fact-finding, research assistance to speak off-camera with
RLSO and NMCRS representatives to discuss predatory lenders targeting of military. Initial phone
calls will also serve to identify selection of on-camera interviews at a later date, pending approval.
Navy and Marine film offices researching support. No PAA. (NNTR)

Beyond the Light Switch (PBS)
Documentary on national security with focus on economic, energy and environmental security.
Interviews approved for ONR representatives in conjunction with ARPA-E summit. Navy
addendum added to existing Army PAA. (NNTR)

The History of Carrier Aviation project (Office of Patriots Point and USS Yorktown)
This is a non-broadcast request for stock footage carrier and carrier based aviation. The final video
will be viewed in the USS Yorktown’s new state of the art theatre. The production release date is
15Aug. Post production begins 15Apr. In research phase. (NNTR)

41 on 41 (Bush Library Foundation)
Distribution currently the Bush Library. Filming took place 03]an aboard USS George HW Bush in
support of documentary of former president. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

HORIZON — COMET (BBC Science Series)
Filming took place 15Sep at Coso Hot Springs on Naval Air Weapons Station China Lake. PAA
signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)



 
 

 
 

 
 
Boy Toyz (Wealth Channel) 
Each show is 30 minutes total running time and is divided into 4-5 “Toys” segments.  Each toy segment 
ranges from 3-7 minutes in length depending on time allotted for filming, interview availability, etc.  The 
total time needed for filming is typically a few hours, again depending on content.  This episode would 
feature the Blue Angels.  They would highlight the pilots and the "Toyz" that the Blue Angels use, the F-
18.  Declined due to lack of access to Blue Angels and no value proposition highlighting the F-18. 
 
Just Keke (BET) 
An interview show reached out to NAVINFO West to do a "military surprise segment." No value 
proposition for the Navy. 
 
NEANDERTHAL (History Channel) 
Two-hour special for the HC on the topic of Neanderthals.  New discoveries concerning Neanderthals as 
an intelligent species highlighting their technological advancements.  They will show their tools, 
weapons and other inventions.  Declined due to no value proposition for the Navy.  

 

 
 
Seal Island 
Provided background info on Greg Hicks DCI correspondence with RIO Productions (Alan B. Herrera) to 
cease support/access to San Clemente Island. 
 
FOIA 
Completed RFI for feature films last five years. 
 
RESERVE UNIT 
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Boy Toyz (Wealth Channel) 
Each show is 30 minutes total running time and is divided into 4-5 “Toys” segments.  Each toy segment 
ranges from 3-7 minutes in length depending on time allotted for filming, interview availability, etc.  The 
total time needed for filming is typically a few hours, again depending on content.  This episode would 
feature the Blue Angels.  They would highlight the pilots and the "Toyz" that the Blue Angels use, the F-
18.  Declined due to lack of access to Blue Angels and no value proposition highlighting the F-18. 
 
Just Keke (BET) 
An interview show reached out to NAVINFO West to do a "military surprise segment." No value 
proposition for the Navy. 
 
NEANDERTHAL (History Channel) 
Two-hour special for the HC on the topic of Neanderthals.  New discoveries concerning Neanderthals as 
an intelligent species highlighting their technological advancements.  They will show their tools, 
weapons and other inventions.  Declined due to no value proposition for the Navy.  

 

 
 
Seal Island 
Provided background info on Greg Hicks DCI correspondence with RIO Productions (Alan B. Herrera) to 
cease support/access to San Clemente Island. 
 
FOIA 
Completed RFI for feature films last five years. 
 
RESERVE UNIT 

 
 

 
. 
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ADMIN: 

(b) (4)

(b) (6)

| DECLINES: |

b) (4)

Boy Toyz (Wealth Channel)
Each show is 30 minutes total running time and is divided into 4-5 "Toys” segments. Each toy segment
ranges from 3-7 minutes in length depending on time allotted for filming, interview availability, etc. The
total time needed for filming is typically a few hours, again depending on content. This episode would
feature the Blue Angels. They would highlight the pilots and the "Toyz" that the Blue Angels use, the F-
18. Declined due to lack of access to Blue Angels and no value proposition highlighting the F-18.

lust Keke (BET)
An interview show reached out to NAVINFO West to do a "military surprise segment." No value
proposition for the Navy.

NEANDERTHAL (History Channel)
Two-hour special for the HC on the topic of Neanderthals. New discoveries concerning Neanderthals as
an intelligent species highlighting their technological advancements. They will show their tools,
weapons and other inventions. Declined due to no value proposition for the Navy.

ADMIN: \

Seal Island
Provided background info on Greg Hicks DCI correspondence with R10 Productions (Alan B. Herrera) to
cease support/access to San Clemente Island.

FOIA
Completed RFI for feature films last five years.
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NAVINFO WEST Weekly Report 
27 Jun 14 

Updated Items in Blue 
 

 
 

OSD DOC LIAISON 
Vince Ogilvie, OSD Documentary Liaison, retired today.  There is no interim plan for documentary 
approvals at the OSD level.  In Monday’s call, CHINFO course of action (OI-6) TBD. 
 
THE LAST SHIP (TNT) 
The Last Ship Episode 101 features Nathan James at Guantanamo Bay on TNT Sunday 2100.  
The pilot episode aired last Sunday to an estimated audience of more than 7million. 
 
NCIS (CBS) 
Reviewed outline Season 12 Ep One with comments.  Storyline is Jack Ryan outlandish.  Will provide 
notes to producers. 
 
NCIS NEW ORLEANS SEASON ONE (CBS) 
Coordinating draft PAA.  Advance dialogue with region PAO, JRB NOLA PAO and base CO.  Educated 
writers Tues 24Jun at NCIS Field Office in San Diego.  Discussed possibility of introducing uniformed 
character(s) from base as support to small NCIS Field Office.   Also, surge capacity.  Possibilities 
include IT, Comms, Supply, Security, EOD, Medical, etc. 

  
SEAPOWER (IMAX/K2 Comms) 
Developing SOE for RIMPAC. 

 
HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAVY  
Next Visit:  July 23-27 for ComicCon.  Units TBD, various senior writers/producers/executives 
have expressed interest in visiting various USN units, as they will already be in San Diego. 
LT Hume working on scheduling events with appropriate SD PAOs, LT Daitch generating list of 
senior industry professionals to distribute invitations once schedule is populated and approved.  

 
NAVY DAYS L.A.  
Contacted by Navy League National Director Grant Ivy to provide liaison support opportunities for 
Sailors to attend game and talk shows during ship visits.  IRT USS Anchorage (LPD-23, PAO) support 
request, NAVINFOWEST Reserve Unit will be providing 2xMC1s to provide PHOJO coverage for 
LPD/LCS ISO Navy Days LA.  MC support will include coverage of Senior Leader Engagements, Ship 
COMRELs, MWR events and Ship tours.   NAVINFOWEST Director will participate in civic leader 
engagements when requested by NAVCO.  Navy Days LA execution days: 3-10Aug. (NNTR) 

      
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS: 

SCRIPTED TV / GAME SHOW: 

(b) (4)
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SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS:

OSD DOC LIAISON
Vince Ogilvie, OSD Documentary Liaison, retired today. There is no interim plan for documentary
approvals at the OSD level. In Monday’s call, CHINFO course of action (OI-6) TBD.

THE LAST SHIP (TNT)
The Last Ship Episode 101 features Nathan James at Guantanamo Bay on TNT Sunday 2100.
The pilot episode aired last Sunday to an estimated audience of more than 7million.

NCIS (CBS)
Reviewed outline Season 12 Ep One with comments. Storyline is Jack Ryan outlandish. Will provide
notes to producers.

NCIS NEW ORLEANS SEASON ONE (CBS)
Coordinating draft PAA. Advance dialogue with region PAO, IRB NOLA PAO and base CO. Educated
writers Tues 24Iun at NCIS Field Office in San Diego. Discussed possibility ofintroducing uniformed
character(s) from base as support to small NCIS Field Office. Also, surge capacity. Possibilities
include IT, Comms, Supply, Security, EOD, Medical, etc.

SEAPOWER (IMAX/K2 Comms)
Developing SOE for RIMPAC.

HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAVY
Next Visit: July 23-27 for ComicCon. Units TBD, various senior writers/producers/executives
have expressed interest in visiting various USN units, as they will already be in San Diego.
LT Hume working on scheduling events with appropriate SD PAOs, LT Daitch generating list of
senior industry professionals to distribute invitations once schedule is populated and approved.

NAVY DAYS L.A.
Contacted by Navy League National Director Grant Ivy to provide liaison support opportunities for
Sailors to attend game and talk shows during ship visits. IRT USS Anchorage (LPD-23, PAO) support
request, NAVINFOWEST Reserve Unit will be providing ZxMCls to provide PHOIO coverage for
LPD/LCS ISO Navy Days LA. MC support will include coverage of Senior Leader Engagements, Ship
COMRELs, MWR events and Ship tours. NAVINFOWEST Director will participate in civic leader
engagements when requested by NAVCO. Navy Days LA execution days: 3-10Aug. (NNTR)

SCRIPTED TV / GAME SHOW:



 
 

 
 
 

 
 
Somebody’s Gotta Do It – (CNN) 
Television series starring Mike Rowe of “Dirty Jobs”, show follows the same format as Dirty Jobs. 
Producers are interested in featuring Navy Seabees and Submarine Culinary Specialists. In contact 
with SUBPAC and SeaBees to determine availability of units to support. PAA not yet signed. (NNTR) 

 
HAWAII FIVE-O (CBS) 
Eight-week hiatus ended 16Jun.  Received script ISO eps #501, no USN theme in storyline and no DoD 
support requested.  (NNTR) 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 
HUNTER-KILLER 
New sub-plot script in review. Script notes and thematic rewrite recommendations provided to 
Director on 4Mar. Several phoncons to discuss thematics this week. Expect revised script soon. 
Project Officer reaching out to Exec Producer for update. (NNTR) 

 

 
 

Op Martillo (Univision) 
PAA-supported counter drug ops documentary. Producers circling back with additional embark 
request. NAVINFOWEST ICW SOUTHCOM and C4F reviewing current footage before approving 
additional embarks.  Revision 3 of episodes #1-7 have been reviewed and cleared by 
NAVINFOWEST.  Recommendation to approve Paraiso Pictures post-production phase has been 
forwarded to OSD(PA).  Airdate TBD.  

 
Story of the California Channel Islands (PBS) 
Production assistance rescinded due to inappropriate behavior by producer.  Historical documentary on 
Channel Islands from their creation to present day. Interview took place 17Jun on Port Hueneme base to 
discuss Navy current ops and environmental stewardship initiatives onboard San Nicolas Island.  No 
filming on actual island permitted.  PAA signed.  Following 17Jun interview, producer demanded access 
to San Nicolas in an unprofessional manner that has prompted indefinite suspension of further 
DoD/USN assistance.  
 
 
 
 
 

FEATURE FILMS 

DOCUMENTARIES 

(b) (4)

(b) (4)

(b) (4)
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Somebody’s Gotta Do It — (CNN)
Television series starring Mike Rowe of "Dirty Jobs”, show follows the same format as Dirty Jobs.
Producers are interested in featuring Navy Seabees and Submarine Culinary Specialists. In contact
with SUBPAC and SeaBees to determine availability of units to support. PAA not yet signed. (NNTR)

HAWAII FIVE-O (CBS)
Eight-week hiatus ended 16]un. Received script ISO eps #501, no USN theme in storyline and no DoD
support requested. (NNTR)

| FEATURE FILMS l
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HUNTER-KILLER
New sub-plot script in review. Script notes and thematic rewrite recommendations provided to
Director on 4Mar. Several phoncons to discuss thematics this week. Expect revised script soon.
Project Officer reaching out to Exec Producer for update. (NNTR)

DOCUMENTARIES

Op Martillo (Univision)
PAA-supported counter drug ops documentary. Producers circling back with additional embark
request. NAVINFOWEST ICW SOUTHCOM and C4F reviewing current footage before approving
additional embarks. Revision 3 of episodes #1-7 have been reviewed and cleared by
NAVINFOWEST. Recommendation to approve Paraiso Pictures post-production phase has been
forwarded to OSD(PA). Airdate TBD.

Story of the California Channel Islands (PBS)
Production assistance rescinded due to inappropriate behavior by producer. Historical documentary on
Channel Islands from their creation to present day. Interview took place 17]un on Port Hueneme base to
discuss Navy current ops and environmental stewardship initiatives onboard San Nicolas Island. No
filming on actual island permitted. PAA signed. Following 17]un interview, producer demanded access
to San Nicolas in an unprofessional manner that has prompted indefinite suspension of further
DoD/USN assistance.



Travel Family with Colleen Kelley (PBS) 
Series showcasing family-friendly locations in the U.S. and abroad. Filmed at Pensacola Aviation 
Museum highlighting NC-4 flying boat, Apollo program exhibit, and 4D Blue Angel Theater. Blue 
Angels support included b-roll of pilots at autograph session at Aviation Museum, and interviews 
with pilots #2 and #6 shot on the flight line. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
Filmed Navy dive artifacts 15Apr at Navy Museum with NHHC escort. Episode will highlight career 
of BMCM Carl Brashear. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation 
Museum. Filming took place 15Jan. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 
EMPOWERMENT PROJECT (IndieFlix) 
Interview with VADM Michelle Howard conducted Sunday, 29Sep13 as part of documentary 
showcasing inspirational women in a variety of career fields. PAA signed. Rough cut reviewed. 
Special screenings were held in Chicago and Los Angeles 8-11May. Awaiting official air date. 
(NNTR) 

 
SEAL Dog (Smithsonian) 
Film about former SEAL Trevor Maroshek and his relationship with his dog, Chopper, a former 
military working dog. Vice President Joe Biden interviewed for film as well.  Interview conducted, 
Apr. 7, with NICoE's CAPT. (Dr.) Robert Koffman that discussed treatment of PTSD/TBI and program 
using canines as therapy dogs. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. Additional support to film NSW 
multipurpose K-9 unit in Coronado declined. (NNTR) 

 
Ancient Impossible (History Channel H2) 
Series comparing ancient and modern inventions revealing the amazing technology, engineering  and 
genius that came from ancient times. An episode will compare the steam catapult from a carrier to the 
ancient steam catapult as well as show the similarities and differences of the ancient 
world's largest ship to the modern carrier. Filming completed 3-4Apr. Addendum added to original 
PAA to support b-roll opportunities with USS Green Bay, 2Apr. On 20May, NAVINFOWEST Project 
Officer and USS Ronald Reagan PAO reviewed episode and provided notes to assistant producer. 
Air date TBD. (NNTR) 

 
HOMEFRONT (PBS) 
OSD(PA) granted DoD support for the PBS documentary “Homefront” that will explore how military 
families deal/cope with deployments. NAVINFOWEST ICW Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC) PAO 
assisted in identifying dependents and service members representing the Navy’s Seabees. Filming 
took place 18-20Feb to include b-roll of NMCB 3's homecoming and NMCB 5's morning quarters and 
gun range exercise. Interviews included diverse mix of dependents, service members and family 
situations. Documentary expected completion late 2014 and airing early 2015. (NNTR) 

 
HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC) 
Filming took place 15Oct at Directorate of Time and 25Oct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's 
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time. PAA signed. Rough cut of episode on 
'time' received. Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in very 
professional/capable manner. Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR) 
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OSD(PA) granted DoD support for the PBS documentary “Homefront” that will explore how military 
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assisted in identifying dependents and service members representing the Navy’s Seabees. Filming 
took place 18-20Feb to include b-roll of NMCB 3's homecoming and NMCB 5's morning quarters and 
gun range exercise. Interviews included diverse mix of dependents, service members and family 
situations. Documentary expected completion late 2014 and airing early 2015. (NNTR) 
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Filming took place 15Oct at Directorate of Time and 25Oct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's 
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'time' received. Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in very 
professional/capable manner. Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Travel Family with Colleen Kelley (PBS)
Series showcasing family-friendly locations in the US. and abroad. Filmed at Pensacola Aviation
Museum highlighting NC-4 flying boat, Apollo program exhibit, and 4D Blue Angel Theater. Blue
Angels support included b-roll of pilots at autograph session at Aviation Museum, and interviews
with pilots #2 and #6 shot on the flight line. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel)
Filmed Navy dive artifacts 15Apr at Navy Museum with NHHC escort. Episode will highlight career
of BMCM Carl Brashear. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel)
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation
Museum. Filming took place 15Ian. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

EMPOWERMENT PROJECT (IndieFlix)
Interview with VADM Michelle Howard conducted Sunday, 29Sep13 as part of documentary
showcasing inspirational women in a variety of career fields. PAA signed. Rough cut reviewed.
Special screenings were held in Chicago and Los Angeles 8—11May. Awaiting official air date.
(NNTR)

SEAL Dog (Smithsonian)
Film about former SEAL Trevor Maroshek and his relationship with his dog, Chopper, a former
military working dog. Vice President Joe Biden interviewed for film as well. Interview conducted,
Apr. 7, with NICoE's CAPT. (Dr.) Robert Koffman that discussed treatment of PTSD/TBI and program
using canines as therapy dogs. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. Additional support to film NSW
multipurpose K-9 unit in Coronado declined. (NNTR)

Ancient Impossible (History Channel H2)
Series comparing ancient and modern inventions revealing the amazing technology, engineering and
genius that came from ancient times. An episode will compare the steam catapult from a carrier to the
ancient steam catapult as well as show the similarities and differences of the ancient
world's largest ship to the modern carrier. Filming completed 3-4Apr. Addendum added to original
PAA to support b-roll opportunities with USS Green Bay, 2Apr. On 20May, NAVINFOWEST Project
Officer and USS Ronald Reagan PAO reviewed episode and provided notes to assistant producer.
Air date TBD. (NNTR)

HOMEFRONT (PBS)
OSD(PA) granted DoD support for the PBS documentary "Homefront" that will explore how military
families deal/cope with deployments. NAVINFOWEST ICW Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC) PAO
assisted in identifying dependents and service members representing the Navy’s Seabees. Filming
took place 18—20Feb to include b-roll of NMCB 3's homecoming and NMCB 5's morning quarters and
gun range exercise. Interviews included diverse mix of dependents, service members and family
situations. Documentary expected completion late 2014 and airing early 2015. (NNTR)

HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC)
Filming took place 150ct at Directorate of Time and ZSOct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time. PAA signed. Rough cut of episode on
'time' received. Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in very
professional/capable manner. Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR)



New Race for Space (Science Channel) 
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration. Filming took place 15Feb for 
scheduled test of NASA's SIAD rocket on China Lake. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
 

 
 

AIR WARRIORS: EA-18G Grizzly 
Documentary on highlighting Air Electronic Warfare from former EA-6B to EA-18G platforms.  
Feasability of squadron support in progress. 
 
THE SMALL COUNTRY (Norwegian TV) 
TV documentary about Norway’s changing position in the world due to climate change, interview with 
RDML White about Navy’s new mission in the Arctic completed 11Jun.  NAVINFOWEST submitted RFI 
to staff PAO for AAR. (NNTR) 
 
Operation Woodpecker (no distribution) 
Documentary about the Russian Woodpecker, a Soviet over-the-horizon radar active in the 1970s and 
80s.  The film will provide an overview of the technology and geopolitics of OTH radars during the 
1970s and 80s, will debunk some of the myths that have grown up around them.  Production assistance 
request staffed. (NNTR) 
 
Newest Technology (Intersport/20 West) 
Early stages of developing series proposal aimed at highlighting Navy’s latest technologies. 
Researching support. (NNTR) 

 
Nat Geo Explorer (Nat Geo) 
New series about military technology that is being used in the civilian sector. Met with producers & 
provided ideas for potential topics. PAA not yet signed. (NNTR) 

 
Daily Planet (Discovery Channel) 
Science series with weekly special called “The Alan Nursol Experience" where host goes behind the 
scenes in various settings. NAVINFO West declined request for documenting SEAL training. 
Producer amenable to refocusing interest on alternatives, such as Seabee training. Researching 
support. (NNTR) 

 

Museum Men (possible H2 distribution) 
Documentary series focusing on artists/designers who create historical replicas.  Approved for 
NHHC research assistance and possible interview with historian for episode related to WWII-era 
submarines. PAA signed. (NNTR) 

 
All World Access (Travel Channel) 
Request approved to embark and film USS Constitution's 4th of July harbor cruise. NAVINFOWEST 
to provide escort. PAA signed. (NNTR) 

 

Monumental Mysteries (Travel Channel) 
Series examines unusual and unexpected stories behind monuments and landmarks across the  
nation. Broll of USS Squalus memorial captured 21May on Portsmouth Naval Shipyard with local PAO 
escort. Particular episode will feature USS Squalus disaster in 1939 where the diesel  submarine  
sunk during testing phase, followed by rescue of all 33 crew members aboard due to  rapid response 
and use of modern-era technology. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
 
 
 
 
 

DOCUMENTARIES (In Production): 
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Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration. Filming took place 15Feb for 
scheduled test of NASA's SIAD rocket on China Lake. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
 

 
 

AIR WARRIORS: EA-18G Grizzly 
Documentary on highlighting Air Electronic Warfare from former EA-6B to EA-18G platforms.  
Feasability of squadron support in progress. 
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TV documentary about Norway’s changing position in the world due to climate change, interview with 
RDML White about Navy’s new mission in the Arctic completed 11Jun.  NAVINFOWEST submitted RFI 
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Documentary about the Russian Woodpecker, a Soviet over-the-horizon radar active in the 1970s and 
80s.  The film will provide an overview of the technology and geopolitics of OTH radars during the 
1970s and 80s, will debunk some of the myths that have grown up around them.  Production assistance 
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Early stages of developing series proposal aimed at highlighting Navy’s latest technologies. 
Researching support. (NNTR) 

 
Nat Geo Explorer (Nat Geo) 
New series about military technology that is being used in the civilian sector. Met with producers & 
provided ideas for potential topics. PAA not yet signed. (NNTR) 

 
Daily Planet (Discovery Channel) 
Science series with weekly special called “The Alan Nursol Experience" where host goes behind the 
scenes in various settings. NAVINFO West declined request for documenting SEAL training. 
Producer amenable to refocusing interest on alternatives, such as Seabee training. Researching 
support. (NNTR) 

 

Museum Men (possible H2 distribution) 
Documentary series focusing on artists/designers who create historical replicas.  Approved for 
NHHC research assistance and possible interview with historian for episode related to WWII-era 
submarines. PAA signed. (NNTR) 

 
All World Access (Travel Channel) 
Request approved to embark and film USS Constitution's 4th of July harbor cruise. NAVINFOWEST 
to provide escort. PAA signed. (NNTR) 

 

Monumental Mysteries (Travel Channel) 
Series examines unusual and unexpected stories behind monuments and landmarks across the  
nation. Broll of USS Squalus memorial captured 21May on Portsmouth Naval Shipyard with local PAO 
escort. Particular episode will feature USS Squalus disaster in 1939 where the diesel  submarine  
sunk during testing phase, followed by rescue of all 33 crew members aboard due to  rapid response 
and use of modern-era technology. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
 
 
 
 
 

DOCUMENTARIES (In Production): 

New Race for Space (Science Channel)
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration. Filming took place 15Feb for
scheduled test of NASA's SIAD rocket on China Lake. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

DOCUMENTARIES (In Production): |
AIR WARRIORS: EA-18G Grizzly
Documentary on highlighting Air Electronic Warfare from former EA-6B to EA-18G platforms.
Feasability of squadron support in progress.

THE SMALL COUNTRY (Norwegian TV)
TV documentary about Norway’s changing position in the world due to climate change, interview with
RDML White about Navy’s new mission in the Arctic completed 11]un. NAVINFOWEST submitted RFI
to staff PAO for AAR. (NNTR)

Operation Woodpecker (no distribution)
Documentary about the Russian Woodpecker, a Soviet over-the-horizon radar active in the 1970s and
80s. The film will provide an overview of the technology and geopolitics of OTH radars during the
1970s and 805, will debunk some of the myths that have grown up around them. Production assistance
request staffed. (NNTR)

Newest Technology (Intersport/20 West)
Early stages of developing series proposal aimed at highlighting Navy’s latest technologies.
Researching support. (NNTR)

Nat Geo Explorer (Nat Geo)
New series about military technology that is being used in the civilian sector. Met with producers &
provided ideas for potential topics. PAA not yet signed. (NNTR)

Daily Planet (Discovery Channel)
Science series with weekly special called "The Alan Nursol Experience" where host goes behind the
scenes in various settings. NAVINFO West declined request for documenting SEAL training.
Producer amenable to refocusing interest on alternatives, such as Seabee training. Researching
support. (NNTR)

Museum Men (possible H2 distribution)
Documentary series focusing on artists/designers who create historical replicas. Approved for
NHHC research assistance and possible interview with historian for episode related to WWII-era
submarines. PAA signed. (NNTR)

All World Access (Travel Channel)
Request approved to embark and film USS Constitution's 4th of July harbor cruise. NAVINFOWEST
to provide escort. PAA signed. (NNTR)

Monumental Mysteries (Travel Channel)
Series examines unusual and unexpected stories behind monuments and landmarks across the
nation. Broll of USS Squalus memorial captured 21May on Portsmouth Naval Shipyard with local PAO
escort. Particular episode will feature USS Squalus disaster in 1939 where the diesel submarine
sunk during testing phase, followed by rescue of all 33 crew members aboard due to rapid response
and use of modern-era technology. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)



Virginia Voices (Virginia Historical Society) 
Broll captured on Naval Station Norfolk and interview with Hampton Roads Naval Museum curator, 16-
22May, to highlight Navy in Virginia, past and present.  Norfolk PAO escort.  Documentary film is the 
first state-specific, modern historical documentary woven from the video submissions of residents and 
original footage shot with 4K resolution cameras.  Will premiere at the Virginia Historical Society 
center's new 500-seat theater in Richmond, VA, Fall 2014.  It will play for several years accompanied by 
an online interactive experience and database.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut.  

 
Ocean Gals (No distribution) 
Documentary film request that aims to highlight SPAWAR/SSC PAC's Navy Marine Ecology 
Consortium and its 75% female staff in order to highlight diversity and Navy's environmental 
compliance, stewardship and readiness mission. Researching support. (NNTR) 

      
Anthony Bourdain: Parts Unknown (CNN) 
Travel and food show series. Production request received. Working with producers to determine 
access requested.  (NNTR) 

 
Mighty Ships (Discovery) 
Researching filming opportunities aboard USNS Montford Point, JHSV and the USNS Mercy during 
RIMPAC. (NNTR) 

 
Lone Woman of San Nicholas Island (PBS) 
Documentary on story of Lone Woman of San Nicholas. Request to interview SME regarding Navy's 
presence on San Nicholas and preservation of Lone Woman site. Researching support. (NNTR) 
 
UnSEALed (PBS) 
Production support approved with addendum to previous research-assisted PAA approved by NAVINFO 
West and Naval Special Warfare Command.  PAA and Addendum signed.  CAPT Fenick coordinating 
filming several ceremonial events at BUDS training and tributes to the fallen at other locations.  ADM 
Maguire interviewed 10May.  Film begins post-production phase 26May.  Rough cut for review expected 
7Jul.  No air date.  
 
House Hunters International - Rota, Spain (HGTV) 
Television episode will track newly arriving principal of David Glasgow Farragut (DGF) DOEDA 
school on NAVSTA Rota during his search for a house out on the economy.  Filming support 
approved solely to highlight his job as principal of DGF with access to filming exterior/interior shots 
of DGF. Coordinating with NAVSTA Rota PAO.  Filming scheduled for summer 2014, one-day shoot. 
PAA signed. (NNTR) 
 
Spent: Looking for Change (no distribution) 
Documentary on predatory lending from same producers that made "An Inconvenient Truth" and 
"Waiting for Superman." Initial request for fact-finding, research assistance to speak off-camera with 
RLSO and NMCRS representatives to discuss predatory lenders targeting of military. Initial phone 
calls will also serve to identify selection of on-camera interviews at a later date, pending approval. 
Navy and Marine film offices researching support. No PAA. (NNTR) 
 
Beyond the Light Switch (PBS) 
Documentary on national security with focus on economic, energy and environmental security. 
Interviews approved for ONR representatives in conjunction with ARPA-E summit. Navy 
addendum added to existing Army PAA. (NNTR) 
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The History of Carrier Aviation project (Office of Patriots Point and USS Yorktown) 
This is a non-broadcast request for stock footage carrier and carrier based aviation. The final video 
will be viewed in the USS Yorktown’s new state of the art theatre. The production release date is 
15Aug. Post production begins 15Apr. In research phase.  (NNTR) 

 
41 on 41 (Bush Library Foundation) 
Distribution currently the Bush Library. Filming took place 03Jan aboard USS George HW Bush in 
support of documentary of former president. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
HORIZON – COMET (BBC Science Series) 
Filming took place 15Sep at Coso Hot Springs on Naval Air Weapons Station China Lake. PAA 
signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 

 
 
AIR WARRIORS: F/A-18 (Smithsonian Channel) 
Hour long documentary featuring past of F/A-18 aircraft to include being show aircraft for the Blue 
Angels as well as tours in various Navy campaigns.  Declined due to no value proposition for the Navy 
and inability to support filming/interviews with TOP GUN pilots/students/Instructors. 
 
THE CARIBBEAN (BBC) 
Hour long documentary featuring Navy UXO operations on Vieques Island.  Declined due to lack of 
support and for inability to control positive perspective of ongoing efforts. 
 
SCORPION (CBS) 
Hour long television series episode in which a location scout was seeking to scout and possibly film at 
Naval Weapons Station Seal Beach, CA.  Declined due to no value proposition for the Navy. 

 

 
 
RESERVE UNIT 
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ADMIN: 

(b) (6)
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This is a non-broadcast request for stock footage carrier and carrier based aviation. The final video
will be viewed in the USS Yorktown’s new state of the art theatre. The production release date is
15Aug. Post production begins 15Apr. In research phase. (NNTR)

41 on 41 (Bush Library Foundation)
Distribution currently the Bush Library. Filming took place 03]an aboard USS George HW Bush in
support of documentary of former president. FAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)
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NAVINFO WEST Weekly Report 
03 Jul 14 

Updated Items in Blue 

HAPPY 4TH OF JULY!!! 
 

 
 

OSD DOC LIAISON 
OSD Documentary Liaison, interim plan pending.  Will push major documentary projects to CI for 
interim approval. 
 
THE LAST SHIP (TNT) 
The Last Ship Episode 101 featured Nathan James at Guantanamo Bay on TNT last Sunday 
2100.  According to TVWeek, "Time-shifted viewing has lifted TNT's new series 'The Last Ship' 
to 7.2 million viewers in Live + 3 delivery for last week's premiere episode," Turner 
Broadcasting announced.  The announcement adds: " 'The Last Ship' now ranks as basic cable's 
#1 new series for the year-to-date among total viewers, with TNT's Monday night drama 
'Murder in the First' coming in second. 'The Last Ship' is also on track to claim basic cable's #1 
new series for the year-to-date among adults 25-54."  Season One, Episode 3 to run Sunday 
night at 2100 on TNT.  TNT is also running repeat episodes on other days/other time slots on 
TNT,TNN and TBS. 
 
NCIS (CBS) 
Reviewed outline Season 12 Ep One with comments.  Storyline is Jack Ryan outlandish.  Will provide 
notes to producers. 
 
NCIS NEW ORLEANS SEASON ONE (CBS) 
PAA drafted and sent to NCIS and OSD for review and comment.  Initial contact from NCIS show-
runners in New Orleans requesting technical scout of local bases and technical orientation for 
wardrobe, costumes, locations and props.  Set construction in process.  Ep One to begin production in 
late July.  No base access requested.   

  
SEAPOWER (IMAX/K2 Comms) 
RIMPAC UPDATE.  NAVINFOWEST in coordination with 3rd Fleet-led Combined Information 
Bureau (CIB) has OSD-PAA approved escort for K2 Communications IMAX film team (5 persons) 
16Jul-03Aug.  Escorts CDR Rob Thoms in the CIB and NAVINFOWEST Director with the crew. 
 
RIMPAC  PLAN.  USS Ronald Reagan officials, CIB and NAVINFOWEST agreed in a phonecon 
yesterday on strategy to embark 5-person film crew plus one NAVINFOWEST escort for a four-
day overnight period 22-26 JULY to ensure we get the money shots while reducing the logistics 
and air transport burden on the squadrons, ship and ongoing air operations. 
 
Upon REAGAN's return to Pearl for Harbor Phase II, we can rejoin REAGAN at the pier for the 
interview portions during the last days of the month leading up to END EX 01 August.  This 
enables us to capture other RIMPAC events like VBSS the 18th through the 22nd with Navy helo 
transport daily from Hickam AFB. 

 
VICE NEWS REQUEST (RIMPAC) 
A quick check of IMDB reveals Vice News is an accredited international news organization with HBO as 
a U.S. distributor.  Recognizing that, advised CIB at 3rd Flt if producers’ request ‘fits’ into 3rd Flt’s daily 
media engagement routine, the decision is theirs to support.  The producers have not followed proper 
channels to request a PAA through NAVINFOWEST and obtain OSD approval for special escorted-
access with the intent of producing an exclusive entertainment television documentary.  If the 
producers are willing to abide by 3rd Flt media rules of engagement, not exclusive, then NAVINFOWEST 
sees no reason not to recommend support. 

SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS: 
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2100. According to TVWeek, "Time-shifted viewing has lifted TNT's new series 'The Last Ship'
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A quick check of IMDB reveals Vice News is an accredited international news organization with HBO as
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All World Access (Travel Channel) 
Request approved to embark and film USS Constitution's 4th of July harbor cruise. NAVINFOWEST 
project officer currently in Boston providing escort. PAA signed.  
 
HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAVY  
Next Visit:  July 23-27 for ComicCon.  Units TBD, various senior writers/producers/executives 
have expressed interest in visiting various USN units, as they will already be in San Diego. 
LT Hume working on scheduling events with appropriate SD PAOs, LT Daitch generating list of 
senior industry professionals to distribute invitations once schedule is populated and approved. 
(NNTR) 

 
NAVY DAYS L.A.  
Contacted by Navy League National Director Grant Ivy to provide liaison support opportunities for 
Sailors to attend game and talk shows during ship visits.  IRT USS Anchorage (LPD-23, PAO) support 
request, NAVINFOWEST Reserve Unit will be providing 2xMC1s to provide PHOJO coverage for 
LPD/LCS ISO Navy Days LA.  MC support will include coverage of Senior Leader Engagements, Ship 
COMRELs, MWR events and Ship tours.   NAVINFOWEST Director will participate in civic leader 
engagements when requested by NAVCO.  Navy Days LA execution days: 3-10Aug. (NNTR) 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
Somebody’s Gotta Do It – (CNN) 
Television series starring Mike Rowe of “Dirty Jobs”, show follows the same format as Dirty Jobs. 
Producers are interested in featuring Navy Seabees and Submarine Culinary Specialists. In contact 
with SUBPAC and SeaBees to determine availability of units to support. PAA not yet signed. (NNTR) 

 
HAWAII FIVE-O (CBS) 
Received script ISO eps #502, 503 and 508.  No USN theme in storyline and no DoD support requested.   
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Television series starring Mike Rowe of "Dirty Jobs”, show follows the same format as Dirty Jobs.
Producers are interested in featuring Navy Seabees and Submarine Culinary Specialists. In contact
with SUBPAC and SeaBees to determine availability of units to support. PAA not yet signed. (NNTR)

HAWAII FIVE-O (CBS)
Received script ISO eps #502, 503 and 508. No USN theme in storyline and no DoD support requested.

FEATURE FILMS

A CT v A .1; v

A CT v A .1; v



HUNTER-KILLER 
New sub-plot script in review. Script notes and thematic rewrite recommendations provided to 
Director on 4Mar. Several phoncons to discuss thematics this week. Expect revised script soon. 
Project Officer reaching out to Exec Producer for update. (NNTR) 

 

 
 

HOMEFRONT (PBS) 
OSD(PA) granted DoD support for the PBS documentary “Homefront” that will explore how military 
families deal/cope with deployments. NAVINFOWEST ICW Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC) PAO 
assisted in identifying dependents and service members representing the Navy’s Seabees. Filming 
took place 18-20Feb to include b-roll of NMCB 3's homecoming and NMCB 5's morning quarters and 
gun range exercise. Interviews included diverse mix of dependents, service members and family 
situations. Documentary expected completion late 2014 and airing early 2015. 
 
UPDATE:  Verified with Gabby that no Navy members have participated in an on-camera interview 
during the Operation Purple Family Retreat and have previously acquired command approval to be 
on camera as part of the background/broll. 
 
All military participants attending the off-duty, non-DoD family retreat in civilian clothes were 
briefed ahead of time by the non-profit organization that a PBS film crew would be present and 
would either a) require command approval or b) have the option to opt out of being filmed. I've 
advised producer to double-check with each Navy person that they have command approval and are 
willing to be filmed.  
 
PBS's Homefront is filming Operation Purple Family Retreat, a civilian, nonprofit org that provides 
military families with the opportunity to reconnect as they go climbing, hiking, canoeing, bonding, 
with the ability to spend quality time together. Families are able to connect in a “purple” 
environment that brings families from all ranks and services together as a community.  
  
Op Martillo (Univision) 
PAA-supported counter drug ops documentary. Producers circling back with additional embark 
request. NAVINFOWEST ICW SOUTHCOM and C4F reviewing current footage before approving 
additional embarks.  Revision 3 of episodes #1-7 have been reviewed and cleared by 
NAVINFOWEST.  Recommendation to approve Paraiso Pictures post-production phase has been 
forwarded to OSD(PA).  Airdate TBD. (NNTR) 

 
Story of the California Channel Islands (PBS) 
Production assistance rescinded due to inappropriate behavior by producer.  Historical documentary on 
Channel Islands from their creation to present day.  Interview took place 17Jun on Port Hueneme base 
to discuss Navy current ops and environmental stewardship initiatives onboard San Nicolas Island.  No 
filming on actual island permitted.  PAA signed.  Following 17Jun interview, producer demanded access 
to San Nicolas in an unprofessional manner that has prompted indefinite suspension of further 
DoD/USN assistance.  Received additional correspondence from Sam Tyler rejecting the notice to 
rescind support and demanding regrets to higher authority. 
 
Travel Family with Colleen Kelley (PBS) 
Series showcasing family-friendly locations in the U.S. and abroad. Filmed at Pensacola Aviation 
Museum highlighting NC-4 flying boat, Apollo program exhibit, and 4D Blue Angel Theater. Blue 
Angels support included b-roll of pilots at autograph session at Aviation Museum, and interviews 
with pilots #2 and #6 shot on the flight line. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
 
 
 
 

DOCUMENTARIES 

HUNTER-KILLER 
New sub-plot script in review. Script notes and thematic rewrite recommendations provided to 
Director on 4Mar. Several phoncons to discuss thematics this week. Expect revised script soon. 
Project Officer reaching out to Exec Producer for update. (NNTR) 

 

 
 

HOMEFRONT (PBS) 
OSD(PA) granted DoD support for the PBS documentary “Homefront” that will explore how military 
families deal/cope with deployments. NAVINFOWEST ICW Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC) PAO 
assisted in identifying dependents and service members representing the Navy’s Seabees. Filming 
took place 18-20Feb to include b-roll of NMCB 3's homecoming and NMCB 5's morning quarters and 
gun range exercise. Interviews included diverse mix of dependents, service members and family 
situations. Documentary expected completion late 2014 and airing early 2015. 
 
UPDATE:  Verified with Gabby that no Navy members have participated in an on-camera interview 
during the Operation Purple Family Retreat and have previously acquired command approval to be 
on camera as part of the background/broll. 
 
All military participants attending the off-duty, non-DoD family retreat in civilian clothes were 
briefed ahead of time by the non-profit organization that a PBS film crew would be present and 
would either a) require command approval or b) have the option to opt out of being filmed. I've 
advised producer to double-check with each Navy person that they have command approval and are 
willing to be filmed.  
 
PBS's Homefront is filming Operation Purple Family Retreat, a civilian, nonprofit org that provides 
military families with the opportunity to reconnect as they go climbing, hiking, canoeing, bonding, 
with the ability to spend quality time together. Families are able to connect in a “purple” 
environment that brings families from all ranks and services together as a community.  
  
Op Martillo (Univision) 
PAA-supported counter drug ops documentary. Producers circling back with additional embark 
request. NAVINFOWEST ICW SOUTHCOM and C4F reviewing current footage before approving 
additional embarks.  Revision 3 of episodes #1-7 have been reviewed and cleared by 
NAVINFOWEST.  Recommendation to approve Paraiso Pictures post-production phase has been 
forwarded to OSD(PA).  Airdate TBD. (NNTR) 

 
Story of the California Channel Islands (PBS) 
Production assistance rescinded due to inappropriate behavior by producer.  Historical documentary on 
Channel Islands from their creation to present day.  Interview took place 17Jun on Port Hueneme base 
to discuss Navy current ops and environmental stewardship initiatives onboard San Nicolas Island.  No 
filming on actual island permitted.  PAA signed.  Following 17Jun interview, producer demanded access 
to San Nicolas in an unprofessional manner that has prompted indefinite suspension of further 
DoD/USN assistance.  Received additional correspondence from Sam Tyler rejecting the notice to 
rescind support and demanding regrets to higher authority. 
 
Travel Family with Colleen Kelley (PBS) 
Series showcasing family-friendly locations in the U.S. and abroad. Filmed at Pensacola Aviation 
Museum highlighting NC-4 flying boat, Apollo program exhibit, and 4D Blue Angel Theater. Blue 
Angels support included b-roll of pilots at autograph session at Aviation Museum, and interviews 
with pilots #2 and #6 shot on the flight line. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
 
 
 
 

DOCUMENTARIES 

HUNTER-KILLER
New sub-plot script in review. Script notes and thematic rewrite recommendations provided to
Director on 4Mar. Several phoncons to discuss thematics this week. Expect revised script soon.
Project Officer reaching out to Exec Producer for update. (NNTR)

DOCUMENTARIES |

HOMEFRONT (PBS)
OSD(PA) granted DoD support for the PBS documentary “Homefront" that will explore how military
families deal/cope with deployments. NAVINFOWEST ICW Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC) PAO
assisted in identifying dependents and service members representing the Navy’s Seabees. Filming
took place 18—20Feb to include b-roll of NMCB 3's homecoming and NMCB 5's morning quarters and
gun range exercise. Interviews included diverse mix of dependents, service members and family
situations. Documentary expected completion late 2014 and airing early 2015.

UPDATE: Verified with Gabby that no Navy members have participated in an on-camera interview
during the Operation Purple Family Retreat and have previously acquired command approval to be
on camera as part of the background/broll.

All military participants attending the off-duty, non-DoD family retreat in civilian clothes were
briefed ahead of time by the non-profit organization that a PBS film crew would be present and
would either a) require command approval or b) have the option to opt out of being filmed. I've
advised producer to double-check with each Navy person that they have command approval and are
willing to be filmed.

PBS's Homefront is filming Operation Purple Family Retreat, a civilian, nonprofit org that provides
military families with the opportunity to reconnect as they go climbing, hiking, canoeing, bonding,
with the ability to spend quality time together. Families are able to connect in a “purple”
environment that brings families from all ranks and services together as a community.

Op Martillo (Univision)
PAA-supported counter drug ops documentary. Producers circling back with additional embark
request. NAVINFOWEST ICW SOUTHCOM and C4F reviewing current footage before approving
additional embarks. Revision 3 of episodes #1-7 have been reviewed and cleared by
NAVINFOWEST. Recommendation to approve Paraiso Pictures post-production phase has been
forwarded to OSD(PA). Airdate TBD. (NNTR)

Story of the California Channel Islands (PBS)
Production assistance rescinded due to inappropriate behavior by producer. Historical documentary on
Channel Islands from their creation to present day. Interview took place 17]un on Port Hueneme base
to discuss Navy current ops and environmental stewardship initiatives onboard San Nicolas Island. No
filming on actual island permitted. PAA signed. Following 17]un interview, producer demanded access
to San Nicolas in an unprofessional manner that has prompted indefinite suspension of further
DoD/USN assistance. Received additional correspondence from Sam Tyler rejecting the notice to
rescind support and demanding regrets to higher authority.

Travel Family with Colleen Kelley (PBS)
Series showcasing family-friendly locations in the US. and abroad. Filmed at Pensacola Aviation
Museum highlighting NC-4 flying boat, Apollo program exhibit, and 4D Blue Angel Theater. Blue
Angels support included b-roll of pilots at autograph session at Aviation Museum, and interviews
with pilots #2 and #6 shot on the flight line. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)



Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
Filmed Navy dive artifacts 15Apr at Navy Museum with NHHC escort. Episode will highlight career 
of BMCM Carl Brashear. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation 
Museum. Filming took place 15Jan. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 
EMPOWERMENT PROJECT (IndieFlix) 
Interview with VADM Michelle Howard conducted Sunday, 29Sep13 as part of documentary 
showcasing inspirational women in a variety of career fields. PAA signed. Rough cut reviewed. 
Special screenings were held in Chicago and Los Angeles 8-11May. Awaiting official air date. 
(NNTR) 

 
SEAL Dog (Smithsonian) 
Film about former SEAL Trevor Maroshek and his relationship with his dog, Chopper, a former 
military working dog. Vice President Joe Biden interviewed for film as well.  Interview conducted, 
Apr. 7, with NICoE's CAPT. (Dr.) Robert Koffman that discussed treatment of PTSD/TBI and program 
using canines as therapy dogs. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. Additional support to film NSW 
multipurpose K-9 unit in Coronado declined. (NNTR) 

 
Ancient Impossible (History Channel H2) 
Series comparing ancient and modern inventions revealing the amazing technology, engineering  and 
genius that came from ancient times. An episode will compare the steam catapult from a carrier to the 
ancient steam catapult as well as show the similarities and differences of the ancient 
world's largest ship to the modern carrier. Filming completed 3-4Apr. Addendum added to original 
PAA to support b-roll opportunities with USS Green Bay, 2Apr. On 20May, NAVINFOWEST Project 
Officer and USS Ronald Reagan PAO reviewed episode and provided notes to assistant producer. 
Air date TBD. (NNTR) 

 
HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC) 
Filming took place 15Oct at Directorate of Time and 25Oct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's 
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time. PAA signed. Rough cut of episode on 
'time' received. Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in very 
professional/capable manner. Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR) 
 
New Race for Space (Science Channel) 
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration. Filming took place 15Feb for 
scheduled test of NASA's SIAD rocket on China Lake. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
 

 
 

AIR WARRIORS: EA-18G Grizzly 
Documentary on highlighting Air Electronic Warfare from former EA-6B to EA-18G platforms.  
Feasability of squadron support in progress. (NNTR) 
 
THE SMALL COUNTRY (Norwegian TV) 
TV documentary about Norway’s changing position in the world due to climate change, interview with 
RDML White about Navy’s new mission in the Arctic completed 11Jun.  NAVINFOWEST submitted RFI 
to staff PAO for AAR. (NNTR) 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DOCUMENTARIES (In Production): 

Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
Filmed Navy dive artifacts 15Apr at Navy Museum with NHHC escort. Episode will highlight career 
of BMCM Carl Brashear. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation 
Museum. Filming took place 15Jan. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 
EMPOWERMENT PROJECT (IndieFlix) 
Interview with VADM Michelle Howard conducted Sunday, 29Sep13 as part of documentary 
showcasing inspirational women in a variety of career fields. PAA signed. Rough cut reviewed. 
Special screenings were held in Chicago and Los Angeles 8-11May. Awaiting official air date. 
(NNTR) 

 
SEAL Dog (Smithsonian) 
Film about former SEAL Trevor Maroshek and his relationship with his dog, Chopper, a former 
military working dog. Vice President Joe Biden interviewed for film as well.  Interview conducted, 
Apr. 7, with NICoE's CAPT. (Dr.) Robert Koffman that discussed treatment of PTSD/TBI and program 
using canines as therapy dogs. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. Additional support to film NSW 
multipurpose K-9 unit in Coronado declined. (NNTR) 

 
Ancient Impossible (History Channel H2) 
Series comparing ancient and modern inventions revealing the amazing technology, engineering  and 
genius that came from ancient times. An episode will compare the steam catapult from a carrier to the 
ancient steam catapult as well as show the similarities and differences of the ancient 
world's largest ship to the modern carrier. Filming completed 3-4Apr. Addendum added to original 
PAA to support b-roll opportunities with USS Green Bay, 2Apr. On 20May, NAVINFOWEST Project 
Officer and USS Ronald Reagan PAO reviewed episode and provided notes to assistant producer. 
Air date TBD. (NNTR) 

 
HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC) 
Filming took place 15Oct at Directorate of Time and 25Oct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's 
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time. PAA signed. Rough cut of episode on 
'time' received. Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in very 
professional/capable manner. Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR) 
 
New Race for Space (Science Channel) 
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration. Filming took place 15Feb for 
scheduled test of NASA's SIAD rocket on China Lake. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
 

 
 

AIR WARRIORS: EA-18G Grizzly 
Documentary on highlighting Air Electronic Warfare from former EA-6B to EA-18G platforms.  
Feasability of squadron support in progress. (NNTR) 
 
THE SMALL COUNTRY (Norwegian TV) 
TV documentary about Norway’s changing position in the world due to climate change, interview with 
RDML White about Navy’s new mission in the Arctic completed 11Jun.  NAVINFOWEST submitted RFI 
to staff PAO for AAR. (NNTR) 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DOCUMENTARIES (In Production): 

Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel)
Filmed Navy dive artifacts 15Apr at Navy Museum with NHHC escort. Episode will highlight career
of BMCM Carl Brashear. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel)
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation
Museum. Filming took place 15Ian. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

EMPOWERMENT PROJECT (IndieFlix)
Interview with VADM Michelle Howard conducted Sunday, 29Sep13 as part of documentary
showcasing inspirational women in a variety of career fields. PAA signed. Rough cut reviewed.
Special screenings were held in Chicago and Los Angeles 8—11May. Awaiting official air date.
(NNTR)

SEAL Dog (Smithsonian)
Film about former SEAL Trevor Maroshek and his relationship with his dog, Chopper, a former
military working dog. Vice President Joe Biden interviewed for film as well. Interview conducted,
Apr. 7, with NICoE's CAPT. (Dr.) Robert Koffman that discussed treatment of PTSD/TBI and program
using canines as therapy dogs. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. Additional support to film NSW
multipurpose K-9 unit in Coronado declined. (NNTR)

Ancient Impossible (History Channel H2)
Series comparing ancient and modern inventions revealing the amazing technology, engineering and
genius that came from ancient times. An episode will compare the steam catapult from a carrier to the
ancient steam catapult as well as show the similarities and differences of the ancient
world's largest ship to the modern carrier. Filming completed 3-4Apr. Addendum added to original
PAA to support b-roll opportunities with USS Green Bay, 2Apr. On 20May, NAVINFOWEST Project
Officer and USS Ronald Reagan PAO reviewed episode and provided notes to assistant producer.
Air date TBD. (NNTR)

HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC)
Filming took place 150ct at Directorate of Time and ZSOct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time. PAA signed. Rough cut of episode on
'time' received. Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in very
professional/capable manner. Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR)

New Race for Space (Science Channel)
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration. Filming took place 15Feb for
scheduled test of NASA's SIAD rocket on China Lake. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

DOCUMENTARIES (In Production):

AIR WARRIORS: EA-18G Grizzly
Documentary on highlighting Air Electronic Warfare from former EA-6B to EA-18G platforms.
Feasability of squadron support in progress. (NNTR)

THE SMALL COUNTRY (Norwegian TV)
TV documentary about Norway’s changing position in the world due to climate change, interview with
RDML White about Navy’s new mission in the Arctic completed 11]un. NAVINFOWEST submitted RFI
to staff PAO for AAR. (NNTR)



Operation Woodpecker (no distribution) 
Documentary about the Russian Woodpecker, a Soviet over-the-horizon radar active in the 1970s and 
80s.  The film will provide an overview of the technology and geopolitics of OTH radars during the 
1970s and 80s, will debunk some of the myths that have grown up around them.  Production assistance 
request staffed. (NNTR) 
 
Newest Technology (Intersport/20 West) 
Early stages of developing series proposal aimed at highlighting Navy’s latest technologies. 
Researching support. (NNTR) 

 
Nat Geo Explorer (Nat Geo) 
New series about military technology that is being used in the civilian sector. Met with producers & 
provided ideas for potential topics. PAA not yet signed. (NNTR) 

 
Daily Planet (Discovery Channel) 
Science series with weekly special called “The Alan Nursol Experience" where host goes behind the 
scenes in various settings. NAVINFO West declined request for documenting SEAL training. 
Producer amenable to refocusing interest on alternatives, such as Seabee training. Researching 
support. (NNTR) 

 

Museum Men (possible H2 distribution) 
Documentary series focusing on artists/designers who create historical replicas.  Approved for 
NHHC research assistance and possible interview with historian for episode related to WWII-era 
submarines. PAA signed. (NNTR) 

 
Monumental Mysteries (Travel Channel) 
Series examines unusual and unexpected stories behind monuments and landmarks across the  
nation. Broll of USS Squalus memorial captured 21May on Portsmouth Naval Shipyard with local PAO 
escort. Particular episode will feature USS Squalus disaster in 1939 where the diesel  submarine  
sunk during testing phase, followed by rescue of all 33 crew members aboard due to  rapid response 
and use of modern-era technology. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
Virginia Voices (Virginia Historical Society) 
Broll captured on Naval Station Norfolk and interview with Hampton Roads Naval Museum curator, 16-
22May, to highlight Navy in Virginia, past and present.  Norfolk PAO escort.  Documentary film is the 
first state-specific, modern historical documentary woven from the video submissions of residents and 
original footage shot with 4K resolution cameras.  Will premiere at the Virginia Historical Society 
center's new 500-seat theater in Richmond, VA, Fall 2014.  It will play for several years accompanied by 
an online interactive experience and database.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
Ocean Gals (No distribution) 
Documentary film request that aims to highlight SPAWAR/SSC PAC's Navy Marine Ecology 
Consortium and its 75% female staff in order to highlight diversity and Navy's environmental 
compliance, stewardship and readiness mission. Researching support. (NNTR) 

      
Anthony Bourdain: Parts Unknown (CNN) 
Travel and food show series. Production request received. Working with producers to determine 
access requested.  (NNTR) 

 
Mighty Ships (Discovery) 
Researching filming opportunities aboard USNS Montford Point, JHSV and the USNS Mercy during 
RIMPAC. (NNTR) 

 
 
 
 

Operation Woodpecker (no distribution) 
Documentary about the Russian Woodpecker, a Soviet over-the-horizon radar active in the 1970s and 
80s.  The film will provide an overview of the technology and geopolitics of OTH radars during the 
1970s and 80s, will debunk some of the myths that have grown up around them.  Production assistance 
request staffed. (NNTR) 
 
Newest Technology (Intersport/20 West) 
Early stages of developing series proposal aimed at highlighting Navy’s latest technologies. 
Researching support. (NNTR) 

 
Nat Geo Explorer (Nat Geo) 
New series about military technology that is being used in the civilian sector. Met with producers & 
provided ideas for potential topics. PAA not yet signed. (NNTR) 

 
Daily Planet (Discovery Channel) 
Science series with weekly special called “The Alan Nursol Experience" where host goes behind the 
scenes in various settings. NAVINFO West declined request for documenting SEAL training. 
Producer amenable to refocusing interest on alternatives, such as Seabee training. Researching 
support. (NNTR) 

 

Museum Men (possible H2 distribution) 
Documentary series focusing on artists/designers who create historical replicas.  Approved for 
NHHC research assistance and possible interview with historian for episode related to WWII-era 
submarines. PAA signed. (NNTR) 

 
Monumental Mysteries (Travel Channel) 
Series examines unusual and unexpected stories behind monuments and landmarks across the  
nation. Broll of USS Squalus memorial captured 21May on Portsmouth Naval Shipyard with local PAO 
escort. Particular episode will feature USS Squalus disaster in 1939 where the diesel  submarine  
sunk during testing phase, followed by rescue of all 33 crew members aboard due to  rapid response 
and use of modern-era technology. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
Virginia Voices (Virginia Historical Society) 
Broll captured on Naval Station Norfolk and interview with Hampton Roads Naval Museum curator, 16-
22May, to highlight Navy in Virginia, past and present.  Norfolk PAO escort.  Documentary film is the 
first state-specific, modern historical documentary woven from the video submissions of residents and 
original footage shot with 4K resolution cameras.  Will premiere at the Virginia Historical Society 
center's new 500-seat theater in Richmond, VA, Fall 2014.  It will play for several years accompanied by 
an online interactive experience and database.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
Ocean Gals (No distribution) 
Documentary film request that aims to highlight SPAWAR/SSC PAC's Navy Marine Ecology 
Consortium and its 75% female staff in order to highlight diversity and Navy's environmental 
compliance, stewardship and readiness mission. Researching support. (NNTR) 

      
Anthony Bourdain: Parts Unknown (CNN) 
Travel and food show series. Production request received. Working with producers to determine 
access requested.  (NNTR) 

 
Mighty Ships (Discovery) 
Researching filming opportunities aboard USNS Montford Point, JHSV and the USNS Mercy during 
RIMPAC. (NNTR) 

 
 
 
 

Operation Woodpecker (no distribution)
Documentary about the Russian Woodpecker, a Soviet over-the-horizon radar active in the 197Os and
805. The film will provide an overview of the technology and geopolitics of 0TH radars during the
19705 and 805, will debunk some of the myths that have grown up around them. Production assistance
request staffed. (NNTR)

Newest Technology (Intersport/20 West)
Early stages of developing series proposal aimed at highlighting Navy’s latest technologies.
Researching support. (NNTR)

Nat Geo Explorer (Nat Geo)
New series about military technology that is being used in the civilian sector. Met with producers &
provided ideas for potential topics. PAA not yet signed. (NNTR)

Daily Planet (Discovery Channel)
Science series with weekly special called "The Alan Nursol Experience" where host goes behind the
scenes in various settings. NAVINFO West declined request for documenting SEAL training.
Producer amenable to refocusing interest on alternatives, such as Seabee training. Researching
support. (NNTR)

Museum Men (possible H2 distribution)
Documentary series focusing on artists/designers who create historical replicas. Approved for
NHHC research assistance and possible interview with historian for episode related to WWII-era
submarines. PAA signed. (NNTR)

Monumental Mysteries (Travel Channel)
Series examines unusual and unexpected stories behind monuments and landmarks across the
nation. Broll of USS Squalus memorial captured 21May on Portsmouth Naval Shipyard with local PAO
escort. Particular episode will feature USS Squalus disaster in 1939 where the diesel submarine
sunk during testing phase, followed by rescue of all 33 crew members aboard due to rapid response
and use of modern-era technology. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

Virginia Voices (Virginia Historical Society)
Broll captured on Naval Station Norfolk and interview with Hampton Roads Naval Museum curator, 16-
22May, to highlight Navy in Virginia, past and present. Norfolk PAO escort. Documentary film is the
first state-specific, modern historical documentary woven from the video submissions of residents and
original footage shot with 4K resolution cameras. Will premiere at the Virginia Historical Society
center's new BOO-seat theater in Richmond, VA, Fall 2014. It will play for several years accompanied by
an online interactive experience and database. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

Ocean Gals (No distribution)
Documentary film request that aims to highlight SPAWAR/SSC PAC's Navy Marine Ecology
Consortium and its 75% female staff in order to highlight diversity and Navy's environmental
compliance, stewardship and readiness mission. Researching support. (NNTR)

Anthony Bourdain: Parts Unknown (CNN)
Travel and food show series. Production request received. Working with producers to determine
access requested. (NNTR)

Mighty Ships (Discovery)
Researching filming opportunities aboard USNS Montford Point, IHSV and the USNS Mercy during
RIMPAC. (NNTR)



Lone Woman of San Nicholas Island (PBS) 
Documentary on story of Lone Woman of San Nicholas. Request to interview SME regarding Navy's 
presence on San Nicholas and preservation of Lone Woman site. Researching support. (NNTR) 
 
UnSEALed (PBS) 
Production support approved with addendum to previous research-assisted PAA approved by NAVINFO 
West and Naval Special Warfare Command.  PAA and Addendum signed.  CAPT Fenick coordinating 
filming several ceremonial events at BUDS training and tributes to the fallen at other locations.  ADM 
Maguire interviewed 10May.  Film begins post-production phase 26May.  Rough cut for review expected 
21Jul.  No air date.  
 
House Hunters International - Rota, Spain (HGTV) 
Television episode will track newly arriving principal of David Glasgow Farragut (DGF) DOEDA 
school on NAVSTA Rota during his search for a house out on the economy.  Filming support 
approved solely to highlight his job as principal of DGF with access to filming exterior/interior shots 
of DGF. Coordinating with NAVSTA Rota PAO.  Filming scheduled for summer 2014, one-day shoot. 
PAA signed. (NNTR) 
 
Spent: Looking for Change (no distribution) 
Documentary on predatory lending from same producers that made "An Inconvenient Truth" and 
"Waiting for Superman." Initial request for fact-finding, research assistance to speak off-camera with 
RLSO and NMCRS representatives to discuss predatory lenders targeting of military. Initial phone 
calls will also serve to identify selection of on-camera interviews at a later date, pending approval. 
Navy and Marine film offices researching support. No PAA. (NNTR) 
 
Beyond the Light Switch (PBS) 
Documentary on national security with focus on economic, energy and environmental security. 
Interviews approved for ONR representatives in conjunction with ARPA-E summit. Navy 
addendum added to existing Army PAA. (NNTR) 

 
The History of Carrier Aviation project (Office of Patriots Point and USS Yorktown) 
This is a non-broadcast request for stock footage carrier and carrier based aviation. The final video 
will be viewed in the USS Yorktown’s new state of the art theatre. The production release date is 
15Aug. Post production began 15Apr. In research phase.  (NNTR) 

 
41 on 41 (Bush Library Foundation) 
Distribution currently the Bush Library. Filming took place 03Jan aboard USS George HW Bush in 
support of documentary of former president. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
HORIZON – COMET (BBC Science Series) 
Filming took place 15Sep at Coso Hot Springs on Naval Air Weapons Station China Lake. PAA 
signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 

 
 
(NNTR) 

 

 
 
RESERVE UNIT 

 
 

 

DECLINES: 

ADMIN: 

(b) (6)

Lone Woman of San Nicholas Island (PBS) 
Documentary on story of Lone Woman of San Nicholas. Request to interview SME regarding Navy's 
presence on San Nicholas and preservation of Lone Woman site. Researching support. (NNTR) 
 
UnSEALed (PBS) 
Production support approved with addendum to previous research-assisted PAA approved by NAVINFO 
West and Naval Special Warfare Command.  PAA and Addendum signed.  CAPT Fenick coordinating 
filming several ceremonial events at BUDS training and tributes to the fallen at other locations.  ADM 
Maguire interviewed 10May.  Film begins post-production phase 26May.  Rough cut for review expected 
21Jul.  No air date.  
 
House Hunters International - Rota, Spain (HGTV) 
Television episode will track newly arriving principal of David Glasgow Farragut (DGF) DOEDA 
school on NAVSTA Rota during his search for a house out on the economy.  Filming support 
approved solely to highlight his job as principal of DGF with access to filming exterior/interior shots 
of DGF. Coordinating with NAVSTA Rota PAO.  Filming scheduled for summer 2014, one-day shoot. 
PAA signed. (NNTR) 
 
Spent: Looking for Change (no distribution) 
Documentary on predatory lending from same producers that made "An Inconvenient Truth" and 
"Waiting for Superman." Initial request for fact-finding, research assistance to speak off-camera with 
RLSO and NMCRS representatives to discuss predatory lenders targeting of military. Initial phone 
calls will also serve to identify selection of on-camera interviews at a later date, pending approval. 
Navy and Marine film offices researching support. No PAA. (NNTR) 
 
Beyond the Light Switch (PBS) 
Documentary on national security with focus on economic, energy and environmental security. 
Interviews approved for ONR representatives in conjunction with ARPA-E summit. Navy 
addendum added to existing Army PAA. (NNTR) 

 
The History of Carrier Aviation project (Office of Patriots Point and USS Yorktown) 
This is a non-broadcast request for stock footage carrier and carrier based aviation. The final video 
will be viewed in the USS Yorktown’s new state of the art theatre. The production release date is 
15Aug. Post production began 15Apr. In research phase.  (NNTR) 

 
41 on 41 (Bush Library Foundation) 
Distribution currently the Bush Library. Filming took place 03Jan aboard USS George HW Bush in 
support of documentary of former president. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
HORIZON – COMET (BBC Science Series) 
Filming took place 15Sep at Coso Hot Springs on Naval Air Weapons Station China Lake. PAA 
signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 

 
 
(NNTR) 

 

 
 
RESERVE UNIT 

 
 

 

DECLINES: 

ADMIN: 

(b) (6)

Lone Woman of San Nicholas Island (PBS)
Documentary on story of Lone Woman of San Nicholas. Request to interview SME regarding Navy's
presence on San Nicholas and preservation of Lone Woman site. Researching support. (NNTR)

UnSEALed (PBS)
Production support approved with addendum to previous research-assisted PAA approved by NAVINFO
West and Naval Special Warfare Command. PAA and Addendum signed. CAPT Fenick coordinating
filming several ceremonial events at BUDS training and tributes to the fallen at other locations. ADM
Maguire interviewed 10May. Film begins post-production phase 26May. Rough cut for review expected
21]ul. No air date.

House Hunters International - Rota, Spain (HGTV)
Television episode will track newly arriving principal of David Glasgow Farragut (DGF) DOEDA
school on NAVSTA Rota during his search for a house out on the economy. Filming support
approved solely to highlight his job as principal of DGF with access to filming exterior/interior shots
of DGF. Coordinating with NAVSTA Rota PAO. Filming scheduled for summer 2014, one-day shoot.
PAA signed. (NNTR)

Spent: Looking for Change (no distribution)
Documentary on predatory lending from same producers that made "An Inconvenient Truth" and
"Waiting for Superman." Initial request for fact-finding, research assistance to speak off-camera with
RLSO and NMCRS representatives to discuss predatory lenders targeting of military. Initial phone
calls will also serve to identify selection of on-camera interviews at a later date, pending approval.
Navy and Marine film offices researching support. No PAA. (NNTR)

Beyond the Light Switch (PBS)
Documentary on national security with focus on economic, energy and environmental security.
Interviews approved for ONR representatives in conjunction with ARPA-E summit. Navy
addendum added to existing Army PAA. (NNTR)

The History of Carrier Aviation project (Office of Patriots Point and USS Yorktown)
This is a non-broadcast request for stock footage carrier and carrier based aviation. The final video
will be viewed in the USS Yorktown’s new state of the art theatre. The production release date is
15Aug. Post production began 15Apr. In research phase. (NNTR)

41 on 41 (Bush Library Foundation)
Distribution currently the Bush Library. Filming took place 03]an aboard USS George HW Bush in
support of documentary of former president. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

HORIZON — COMET (BBC Science Series)
Filming took place 15Sep at Coso Hot Springs on Naval Air Weapons Station China Lake. PAA
signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)
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NAVINFO WEST Weekly Report 
11 Jul 14 

Updated Items in Blue 
 

 

 
 

INTERVIEW AL JAZEERA (JAMIE TARABAY) 
Conducted interview follow-up as requested via phonecon between Writer Jamie Tarabay and 
NAVINFOWEST Dir/Deputy Friday 11Jul.  Questions related to background of the types of projects the 
Liaison Office collaborates with the film and entertainment industry.  Query coordinated through 
CHINFO DCI, was a follow-up to interview with OSD Phil Strub. 
 
HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAVY  
23-27Jul Hollywood to the Navy planned to coincide with COMICON in San Diego.  Awaiting 
confirmation of supporting units.  Various senior writers/producers/executives have expressed 
interest in visiting various USN units, as they will already be in San Diego.  LT Hume working on 
scheduling events with appropriate SD PAOs, LT Daitch generating list of senior industry 
professionals to distribute invitations once schedule is populated and approved.  
 
THE LAST SHIP (TNT) 
The Last Ship Episode 103 featured Nathan James fighting a rogue Russian ship to escape 
Guantanamo Bay on TNT last Sunday 2100.  'The Last Ship' now ranks as basic cable's #1 new 
series for the year-to-date among total viewers.   TNT is also running repeat episodes on other 
days/other time slots on TNT, TNN, TBS and TNT's official website. 
 
TNT LA executives are leaning positively towards green-lighting a second season.  Expect 
decision by end of July. 
 
NAVINFOWEST is communicating with SURFPAC PAO to arrange leadership meeting in the 
second week of August, find a season two Technical Advisor as well as provide in port dates for 
future production.  Anticipating first treatments of scripts for season two by late August/early 
September with initial filming possibilities as early as October.  NAVINFOWEST, Navy News 
Desk Social Media and SURFPAC continue to monitor weekly social media posts relating to The 
Last Ship. 
 
NCIS NEW ORLEANS SEASON ONE (CBS) 
PAA drafted and sent to NCIS and OSD for review and comment.  Initial contact from NCIS show-
runners in New Orleans requesting technical scout of local bases and technical orientation for 
wardrobe, costumes, locations and props.  Set construction in process.  Ep One to begin production in 
late July.  No base access requested.  Ongoing coordination between OSD, USN, USMC, and NCIS 
(actual) regarding PAA and DoD support. 
 
NAVINFOWEST has received two outlines: 
1)  Episode #1 “Carrier” reviewed outline.  Thematic depicts PO assigned to a CVN diagnosed with 
bubonic plague.   No DoD support requested at this time.  PAA pending OSD(PA) approval.    
2)  Episode #2 “Musician Heal Thyself, “outlined reviewed no DoD support requested.  
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INTERVIEW AL IAZEERA (IAMIE TARABAY)
Conducted interview follow-up as requested via phonecon between Writer Iamie Tarabay and
NAVINFOWEST Dir/Deputy Friday 11]ul. Questions related to background of the types of projects the
Liaison Office collaborates with the film and entertainment industry. Query coordinated through
CHINFO DCI, was a follow-up to interview with OSD Phil Strub.

HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAVY
23-27Iul Hollywood to the Navy planned to coincide with COMICON in San Diego. Awaiting
confirmation of supporting units. Various senior writers/producers/executives have expressed
interest in visiting various USN units, as they will already be in San Diego. LT Hume working on
scheduling events with appropriate SD PAOs, LT Daitch generating list of senior industry
professionals to distribute invitations once schedule is populated and approved.

THE LAST SHIP (TNT)
The Last Ship Episode 103 featured Nathan Iames fighting a rogue Russian ship to escape
Guantanamo Bay on TNT last Sunday 2100. 'The Last Ship' now ranks as basic cable's #1 new
series for the year-to-date among total viewers. TNT is also running repeat episodes on other
days/other time slots on TNT, TNN, TBS and TNT's official website.

TNT LA executives are leaning positively towards green-lighting a second season. Expect
decision by end oqly.

NAVINFOWEST is communicating with SURFPAC FAQ to arrange leadership meeting in the
second week of August, find a season two Technical Advisor as well as provide in port dates for
future production. Anticipating first treatments of scripts for season two by late August/early
September with initial filming possibilities as early as October. NAVINFOWEST, Navy News
Desk Social Media and SURFPAC continue to monitor weekly social media posts relating to The
Last Ship.

NCIS NEW ORLEANS SEASON ONE (CBS)
PAA drafted and sent to NCIS and OSD for review and comment. Initial contact from NCIS show-
runners in New Orleans requesting technical scout of local bases and technical orientation for
wardrobe, costumes, locations and props. Set construction in process. Ep One to begin production in
late July. No base access requested. Ongoing coordination between OSD, USN, USMC, and NCIS
(actual) regarding FAA and DoD support.

NAVINFOWEST has received two outlines:
1) Episode #1 "Carrier" reviewed outline. Thematic depicts PO assigned to a CVN diagnosed with
bubonic plague. No DoD support requested at this time. PAA pending OSD(PA) approval.
2) Episode #2 "Musician Heal Thyself, “outlined reviewed no DoD support requested.



SEAPOWER (IMAX/K2 Comms) 
 
SHOOTING SCHEDULE for RIMPAC: 
14Jul – CDR Rob Thoms arrives Pearl and joins CIB 
16Jul – CAPT Coons and IMAX crew arrive Hawaii 
17-22Jul – CIB-coordinated daily RIMPAC filming 
22-26Jul – Embark Ronald Reagan to include PhotoEx 25Jul 
27-31Jul – CIB-coordinated daily RIMPAC filming 
28Jul – CDR Thoms returns CONUS 
01Aug – EndEx ceremonies onboard Reagan 
03Aug – CAPT Coons returns CONUS  
 
All World Access:  USS CONSTITUTION 
Concluded two days of filming 3-4Jul with Indigo Films highlighting the history, unique construction and 
value of USS Constitution as a source of Military and National Pride.  Camera crew of eight personnel 
embarked the ship in port and underway during the Boston Harbor tour for a total of approximately 18 
hours of filming.  Commanding Officer of Constitution and ship’s historian (SN Bishop) provided 
excellent interviews. 

 
NAVY DAYS L.A.  
Contacted by Navy League National Director Grant Ivy to provide liaison support opportunities for 
Sailors to attend game and talk shows during ship visits.  IRT USS Anchorage (LPD-23, PAO) support 
request, NAVINFOWEST Reserve Unit will be providing 2xMC1s to provide PHOJO coverage for 
LPD/LCS ISO Navy Days LA.  MC support will include coverage of Senior Leader Engagements, Ship 
COMRELs, MWR events and Ship tours.   NAVINFOWEST Director will participate in civic leader 
engagements when requested by NAVCO.  Navy Days LA execution days: 3-10Aug. (NNTR) 
 

 

 
 

Let’s Ask America  
Responded to NRSE PAO email re: QM2 assigned to NAS Corpus Christi selected to participate in the 
web base game show “Let’s Ask America.”  NAVINFOWEST authorized participation with the following 
guidance: Seek CoC approval; OPSEC brief conducted at the unit level; use of USN uniform not 
authorized; use of DoD/NMCI network or peripherals not authorized and; must be off-duty and not in a 
duty status (leave or liberty).  Production date TBD. 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

SCRIPTED TV / GAME SHOW: 

(b) (4)

(b) (4)
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SEAPOWER (IMAX/K2 Comms)

SHOOTING SCHEDULE for RIMPAC:
14Iul — CDR Rob Thoms arrives Pearl and joins CIB
16]ul — CAPT Coons and IMAX crew arrive Hawaii
17-22]ul — CIB-coordinated daily RIMPAC filming
22-26Iul — Embark Ronald Reagan to include PhotoEx 25]ul
27-31]ul — CIB-coordinated daily RIMPAC filming
28Iul — CDR Thoms returns CONUS
01Aug — EndEx ceremonies onboard Reagan
03Aug — CAPT Coons returns CONUS

All World Access: USS CONSTITUTION
Concluded two days of filming 3-4Iul with Indigo Films highlighting the history, unique construction and
value of USS Constitution as a source of Military and National Pride. Camera crew of eight personnel
embarked the ship in port and underway during the Boston Harbor tour for a total of approximately 18
hours of filming. Commanding Officer of Constitution and ship’s historian (SN Bishop) provided
excellent interviews.

NAVY DAYS L.A.
Contacted by Navy League National Director Grant Ivy to provide liaison support opportunities for
Sailors to attend game and talk shows during ship visits. IRT USS Anchorage (LPD-23, PAO) support
request, NAVINFOWEST Reserve Unit will be providing ZxMCls to provide PHOIO coverage for
LPD/LCS ISO Navy Days LA. MC support will include coverage of Senior Leader Engagements, Ship
COMRELs, MWR events and Ship tours. NAVINFOWEST Director will participate in civic leader
engagements when requested by NAVCO. Navy Days LA execution days: 3-10Aug. (NNTR)

SCRIPTED TV / GAME SHOW:

Let’s Ask America
Responded to NRSE PAO email re: QMZ assigned to NAS Corpus Christi selected to participate in the
web base game show "Let’s Ask America." NAVINFOWEST authorized participation with the following
guidance: Seek CoC approval; OPSEC brief conducted at the unit level; use of USN uniform not
authorized; use of DoD/NMCI network or peripherals not authorized and; must be off-duty and not in a
duty status (leave or liberty). Production date TBD.



Somebody’s Gotta Do It – (CNN) 
Television series starring Mike Rowe of “Dirty Jobs”, show follows the same format as Dirty Jobs. 
Producers are interested in featuring Navy Seabees and Submarine Culinary Specialists. In contact 
with SUBPAC and SeaBees to determine availability of units to support. PAA not yet signed. 
Reached out to NECC for support request. 

 
NCIS (CBS) 
Episode #259 “Twenty Klicks” reviewed script and provided terminology/wardrobe notes to producers.  
No DoD support requested. 
 
Episode #260 “Kill the Messenger” reviewed episode outline. Thematic depicts dead LCDR (friend of 
POTUS) killed IRT possible tie with corrupt DoD contractor involved with network security scam.  
 
Episode #261 “So it goes” reviewed outline.  Thematic depicts suspicious deaths of numerous sailors in 
critical billets with high-level security clearances.   NCIS investigating possible tie to Albanian mafia.    
 
HAWAII FIVE-O (CBS) 
Reviewed Ep 504, no USN depicted. 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 
HUNTER-KILLER 
New sub-plot script in review. Script notes and thematic rewrite recommendations provided to 
Director on 4Mar. Several phoncons to discuss thematics this week. Expect revised script soon. 
Project Officer reaching out to Exec Producer for update. (NNTR) 

 

 
 

HOMEFRONT (PBS) 
OSD(PA) granted DoD support for the PBS documentary “Homefront” that will explore how military 
families deal/cope with deployments. NAVINFOWEST ICW Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC) PAO 
assisted in identifying dependents and service members representing the Navy’s Seabees. Filming 
took place 18-20Feb to include b-roll of NMCB 3's homecoming and NMCB 5's morning quarters and 
gun range exercise. Interviews included diverse mix of dependents, service members and family 
situations. Documentary expected completion late 2014 and airing early 2015. (NNTR) 
 
Op Martillo (Univision) 
PAA-supported counter drug ops documentary. Producers circling back with additional embark 
request. NAVINFOWEST ICW SOUTHCOM and C4F reviewing current footage before approving 
additional embarks.  Revision 3 of episodes #1-7 have been reviewed and cleared by 
NAVINFOWEST.  Recommendation to approve Paraiso Pictures post-production phase has been 
forwarded to OSD(PA).  Airdate TBD. (NNTR) 

 

 

FEATURE FILMS 

DOCUMENTARIES 

(b) (4)

(b) (4)
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Somebody’s Gotta Do It — (CNN)
Television series starring Mike Rowe of "Dirty Jobs”, show follows the same format as Dirty Jobs.
Producers are interested in featuring Navy Seabees and Submarine Culinary Specialists. In contact
with SUBPAC and SeaBees to determine availability of units to support. PAA not yet signed.
Reached out to NECC for support request.

NCIS (CBS)
Episode #259 “Twenty Klicks" reviewed script and provided terminology/wardrobe notes to producers.
No DoD support requested.

Episode #260 “Kill the Messenger" reviewed episode outline. Thematic depicts dead LCDR (friend of
POTUS) killed IRT possible tie with corrupt DoD contractor involved with network security scam.

Episode #261 “So it goes" reviewed outline. Thematic depicts suspicious deaths of numerous sailors in
critical billets with high-level security clearances. NCIS investigating possible tie to Albanian mafia.

HAWAII FIVE-O (CBS)
Reviewed Ep 504, no USN depicted.

FEATURE FILMS l

HUNTER-KILLER
New sub-plot script in review. Script notes and thematic rewrite recommendations provided to
Director on 4Mar. Several phoncons to discuss thematics this week. Expect revised script soon.
Project Officer reaching out to Exec Producer for update. (NNTR)

DOCUMENTARIES |

HOMEFRONT (PBS)
OSD(PA) granted DoD support for the PBS documentary "Homefront" that will explore how military
families deal/cope with deployments. NAVINFOWEST ICW Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC) PAO
assisted in identifying dependents and service members representing the Navy’s Seabees. Filming
took place 18—20Feb to include b-roll of NMCB 3's homecoming and NMCB 5's morning quarters and
gun range exercise. Interviews included diverse mix of dependents, service members and family
situations. Documentary expected completion late 2014 and airing early 2015. (NNTR)

Op Martillo (Univision)
PAA-supported counter drug ops documentary. Producers circling back with additional embark
request. NAVINFOWEST ICW SOUTHCOM and C4F reviewing current footage before approving
additional embarks. Revision 3 of episodes #1-7 have been reviewed and cleared by
NAVINFOWEST. Recommendation to approve Paraiso Pictures post-production phase has been
forwarded to OSD(PA). Airdate TBD. (NNTR)



Story of the California Channel Islands (PBS) 
Production assistance rescinded due to inappropriate behavior by producer.  Historical documentary on 
Channel Islands from their creation to present day.  Interview took place 17Jun on Port Hueneme base 
to discuss Navy current ops and environmental stewardship initiatives onboard San Nicolas Island.  No 
filming on actual island permitted.  PAA signed.  Following 17Jun interview, producer demanded access 
to San Nicolas in an unprofessional manner that has prompted indefinite suspension of further 
DoD/USN assistance.  Received additional correspondence from Sam Tyler rejecting the notice to 
rescind support and demanding regrets to higher authority. (NNTR) 
 
Travel Family with Colleen Kelley (PBS) 
Series showcasing family-friendly locations in the U.S. and abroad. Filmed at Pensacola Aviation 
Museum highlighting NC-4 flying boat, Apollo program exhibit, and 4D Blue Angel Theater. Blue 
Angels support included b-roll of pilots at autograph session at Aviation Museum, and interviews 
with pilots #2 and #6 shot on the flight line. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
Filmed Navy dive artifacts 15Apr at Navy Museum with NHHC escort. Episode will highlight career 
of BMCM Carl Brashear. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation 
Museum. Filming took place 15Jan. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 
EMPOWERMENT PROJECT (IndieFlix) 
Interview with VADM Michelle Howard conducted Sunday, 29Sep13 as part of documentary 
showcasing inspirational women in a variety of career fields. PAA signed. Rough cut reviewed. 
Special screenings were held in Chicago and Los Angeles 8-11May. Awaiting official air date. 
(NNTR) 

 
SEAL Dog (Smithsonian) 
Film about former SEAL Trevor Maroshek and his relationship with his dog, Chopper, a former 
military working dog. Vice President Joe Biden interviewed for film as well.  Interview conducted, 
Apr. 7, with NICoE's CAPT. (Dr.) Robert Koffman that discussed treatment of PTSD/TBI and program 
using canines as therapy dogs. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. Additional support to film NSW 
multipurpose K-9 unit in Coronado declined. (NNTR) 

 
Ancient Impossible (History Channel H2) 
Series comparing ancient and modern inventions revealing the amazing technology, engineering  and 
genius that came from ancient times. An episode will compare the steam catapult from a carrier to the 
ancient steam catapult as well as show the similarities and differences of the ancient 
world's largest ship to the modern carrier. Filming completed 3-4Apr. Addendum added to original 
PAA to support b-roll opportunities with USS Green Bay, 2Apr. On 20May, NAVINFOWEST Project 
Officer and USS Ronald Reagan PAO reviewed episode and provided notes to assistant producer. 
Air date TBD. (NNTR) 

 
HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC) 
Filming took place 15Oct at Directorate of Time and 25Oct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's 
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time. PAA signed. Rough cut of episode on 
'time' received. Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in very 
professional/capable manner. Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR) 
 
New Race for Space (Science Channel) 
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration. Filming took place 15Feb for 
scheduled test of NASA's SIAD rocket on China Lake. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
 

Story of the California Channel Islands (PBS) 
Production assistance rescinded due to inappropriate behavior by producer.  Historical documentary on 
Channel Islands from their creation to present day.  Interview took place 17Jun on Port Hueneme base 
to discuss Navy current ops and environmental stewardship initiatives onboard San Nicolas Island.  No 
filming on actual island permitted.  PAA signed.  Following 17Jun interview, producer demanded access 
to San Nicolas in an unprofessional manner that has prompted indefinite suspension of further 
DoD/USN assistance.  Received additional correspondence from Sam Tyler rejecting the notice to 
rescind support and demanding regrets to higher authority. (NNTR) 
 
Travel Family with Colleen Kelley (PBS) 
Series showcasing family-friendly locations in the U.S. and abroad. Filmed at Pensacola Aviation 
Museum highlighting NC-4 flying boat, Apollo program exhibit, and 4D Blue Angel Theater. Blue 
Angels support included b-roll of pilots at autograph session at Aviation Museum, and interviews 
with pilots #2 and #6 shot on the flight line. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
Filmed Navy dive artifacts 15Apr at Navy Museum with NHHC escort. Episode will highlight career 
of BMCM Carl Brashear. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation 
Museum. Filming took place 15Jan. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 
EMPOWERMENT PROJECT (IndieFlix) 
Interview with VADM Michelle Howard conducted Sunday, 29Sep13 as part of documentary 
showcasing inspirational women in a variety of career fields. PAA signed. Rough cut reviewed. 
Special screenings were held in Chicago and Los Angeles 8-11May. Awaiting official air date. 
(NNTR) 

 
SEAL Dog (Smithsonian) 
Film about former SEAL Trevor Maroshek and his relationship with his dog, Chopper, a former 
military working dog. Vice President Joe Biden interviewed for film as well.  Interview conducted, 
Apr. 7, with NICoE's CAPT. (Dr.) Robert Koffman that discussed treatment of PTSD/TBI and program 
using canines as therapy dogs. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. Additional support to film NSW 
multipurpose K-9 unit in Coronado declined. (NNTR) 

 
Ancient Impossible (History Channel H2) 
Series comparing ancient and modern inventions revealing the amazing technology, engineering  and 
genius that came from ancient times. An episode will compare the steam catapult from a carrier to the 
ancient steam catapult as well as show the similarities and differences of the ancient 
world's largest ship to the modern carrier. Filming completed 3-4Apr. Addendum added to original 
PAA to support b-roll opportunities with USS Green Bay, 2Apr. On 20May, NAVINFOWEST Project 
Officer and USS Ronald Reagan PAO reviewed episode and provided notes to assistant producer. 
Air date TBD. (NNTR) 

 
HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC) 
Filming took place 15Oct at Directorate of Time and 25Oct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's 
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time. PAA signed. Rough cut of episode on 
'time' received. Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in very 
professional/capable manner. Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR) 
 
New Race for Space (Science Channel) 
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration. Filming took place 15Feb for 
scheduled test of NASA's SIAD rocket on China Lake. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
 

Story of the California Channel Islands (PBS)
Production assistance rescinded due to inappropriate behavior by producer. Historical documentary on
Channel Islands from their creation to present day. Interview took place 17]un on Port Hueneme base
to discuss Navy current ops and environmental stewardship initiatives onboard San Nicolas Island. No
filming on actual island permitted. PAA signed. Following 17]un interview, producer demanded access
to San Nicolas in an unprofessional manner that has prompted indefinite suspension of further
DoD/USN assistance. Received additional correspondence from Sam Tyler rejecting the notice to
rescind support and demanding regrets to higher authority. (NNTR)

Travel Family with Colleen Kelley (PBS)
Series showcasing family-friendly locations in the US. and abroad. Filmed at Pensacola Aviation
Museum highlighting NC-4 flying boat, Apollo program exhibit, and 4D Blue Angel Theater. Blue
Angels support included b-roll of pilots at autograph session at Aviation Museum, and interviews
with pilots #2 and #6 shot on the flight line. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel)
Filmed Navy dive artifacts 15Apr at Navy Museum with NHHC escort. Episode will highlight career
of BMCM Carl Brashear. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel)
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation
Museum. Filming took place 15]an. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

EMPOWERMENT PROJECT (IndieFlix)
Interview with VADM Michelle Howard conducted Sunday, 29Sep13 as part of documentary
showcasing inspirational women in a variety of career fields. PAA signed. Rough cut reviewed.
Special screenings were held in Chicago and Los Angeles 8—11May. Awaiting official air date.
(NNTR)

SEAL Dog (Smithsonian)
Film about former SEAL Trevor Maroshek and his relationship with his dog, Chopper, a former
military working dog. Vice President Joe Biden interviewed for film as well. Interview conducted,
Apr. 7, with NICoE's CAPT. (Dr.) Robert Koffman that discussed treatment of PTSD/TBI and program
using canines as therapy dogs. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. Additional support to film NSW
multipurpose K-9 unit in Coronado declined. (NNTR)

Ancient Impossible (History Channel H2)
Series comparing ancient and modern inventions revealing the amazing technology, engineering and
genius that came from ancient times. An episode will compare the steam catapult from a carrier to the
ancient steam catapult as well as show the similarities and differences of the ancient
world's largest ship to the modern carrier. Filming completed 3-4Apr. Addendum added to original
PAA to support b-roll opportunities with USS Green Bay, 2Apr. On 20May, NAVINFOWEST Project
Officer and USS Ronald Reagan PAO reviewed episode and provided notes to assistant producer.
Air date TBD. (NNTR)

HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC)
Filming took place 150ct at Directorate of Time and ZSOct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time. PAA signed. Rough cut of episode on
'time' received. Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in very
professional/capable manner. Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR)

New Race for Space (Science Channel)
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration. Filming took place 15Feb for
scheduled test of NASA's SIAD rocket on China Lake. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)



 
 

AIR WARRIORS: EA-18G Grizzly 
Documentary on highlighting Air Electronic Warfare from former EA-6B to EA-18G platforms in 
conflicts ranging from Vietnam to Afghanistan.  Feasibility of squadron support in progress. (NNTR) 
 
THE SMALL COUNTRY (Norwegian TV) 
TV documentary about Norway’s changing position in the world due to climate change, interview with 
RDML White about Navy’s new mission in the Arctic completed 11Jun.  NAVINFOWEST submitted RFI 
to staff PAO for AAR. (NNTR) 
 
Operation Woodpecker (no distribution) 
Documentary about the Russian Woodpecker, a Soviet over-the-horizon radar active in the 1970s and 
80s.  The film will provide an overview of the technology and geopolitics of OTH radars during the 
1970s and 80s, will debunk some of the myths that have grown up around them.  Production assistance 
request staffed. (NNTR) 
 
Newest Technology (Intersport/20 West) 
Early stages of developing series proposal aimed at highlighting Navy’s latest technologies. 
Researching support. (NNTR) 

 
Nat Geo Explorer (Nat Geo) 
New series about military technology that is being used in the civilian sector. Met with producers & 
provided ideas for potential topics. PAA not yet signed. (NNTR) 

 
Daily Planet (Discovery Channel) 
Science series with weekly special called “The Alan Nursol Experience" where host goes behind the 
scenes in various settings. NAVINFO West declined request for documenting SEAL training. 
Producer amenable to refocusing interest on alternatives, such as Seabee training. Researching 
support. (NNTR) 

 

Museum Men (possible H2 distribution) 
Documentary series focusing on artists/designers who create historical replicas.  Approved for 
NHHC research assistance and possible interview with historian for episode related to WWII-era 
submarines. PAA signed. (NNTR) 

 
Monumental Mysteries (Travel Channel) 
Series examines unusual and unexpected stories behind monuments and landmarks across the  
nation. Broll of USS Squalus memorial captured 21May on Portsmouth Naval Shipyard with local PAO 
escort. Particular episode will feature USS Squalus disaster in 1939 where the diesel  submarine  
sunk during testing phase, followed by rescue of all 33 crew members aboard due to  rapid response 
and use of modern-era technology. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
Virginia Voices (Virginia Historical Society) 
Broll captured on Naval Station Norfolk and interview with Hampton Roads Naval Museum curator, 16-
22May, to highlight Navy in Virginia, past and present.  Norfolk PAO escort.  Documentary film is the 
first state-specific, modern historical documentary woven from the video submissions of residents and 
original footage shot with 4K resolution cameras.  Will premiere at the Virginia Historical Society 
center's new 500-seat theater in Richmond, VA, Fall 2014.  It will play for several years accompanied by 
an online interactive experience and database.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
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Documentary on highlighting Air Electronic Warfare from former EA-6B to EA-18G platforms in 
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TV documentary about Norway’s changing position in the world due to climate change, interview with 
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to staff PAO for AAR. (NNTR) 
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Documentary about the Russian Woodpecker, a Soviet over-the-horizon radar active in the 1970s and 
80s.  The film will provide an overview of the technology and geopolitics of OTH radars during the 
1970s and 80s, will debunk some of the myths that have grown up around them.  Production assistance 
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Newest Technology (Intersport/20 West) 
Early stages of developing series proposal aimed at highlighting Navy’s latest technologies. 
Researching support. (NNTR) 

 
Nat Geo Explorer (Nat Geo) 
New series about military technology that is being used in the civilian sector. Met with producers & 
provided ideas for potential topics. PAA not yet signed. (NNTR) 

 
Daily Planet (Discovery Channel) 
Science series with weekly special called “The Alan Nursol Experience" where host goes behind the 
scenes in various settings. NAVINFO West declined request for documenting SEAL training. 
Producer amenable to refocusing interest on alternatives, such as Seabee training. Researching 
support. (NNTR) 

 

Museum Men (possible H2 distribution) 
Documentary series focusing on artists/designers who create historical replicas.  Approved for 
NHHC research assistance and possible interview with historian for episode related to WWII-era 
submarines. PAA signed. (NNTR) 

 
Monumental Mysteries (Travel Channel) 
Series examines unusual and unexpected stories behind monuments and landmarks across the  
nation. Broll of USS Squalus memorial captured 21May on Portsmouth Naval Shipyard with local PAO 
escort. Particular episode will feature USS Squalus disaster in 1939 where the diesel  submarine  
sunk during testing phase, followed by rescue of all 33 crew members aboard due to  rapid response 
and use of modern-era technology. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
Virginia Voices (Virginia Historical Society) 
Broll captured on Naval Station Norfolk and interview with Hampton Roads Naval Museum curator, 16-
22May, to highlight Navy in Virginia, past and present.  Norfolk PAO escort.  Documentary film is the 
first state-specific, modern historical documentary woven from the video submissions of residents and 
original footage shot with 4K resolution cameras.  Will premiere at the Virginia Historical Society 
center's new 500-seat theater in Richmond, VA, Fall 2014.  It will play for several years accompanied by 
an online interactive experience and database.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
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Documentary on highlighting Air Electronic Warfare from former EA-6B to EA-18G platforms in
conflicts ranging from Vietnam to Afghanistan. Feasibility of squadron support in progress. (NNTR)

THE SMALL COUNTRY (Norwegian TV)
TV documentary about Norway’s changing position in the world due to climate change, interview with
RDML White about Navy’s new mission in the Arctic completed 11]un. NAVINFOWEST submitted RFI
to staff PAO for AAR. (NNTR)

Operation Woodpecker (no distribution)
Documentary about the Russian Woodpecker, a Soviet over-the-horizon radar active in the 19705 and
805. The film will provide an overview of the technology and geopolitics of 0TH radars during the
19705 and 805, will debunk some of the myths that have grown up around them. Production assistance
request staffed. (NNTR)

Newest Technology (Intersport/20 West)
Early stages of developing series proposal aimed at highlighting Navy’s latest technologies.
Researching support. (NNTR)

Nat Geo Explorer (Nat Geo)
New series about military technology that is being used in the civilian sector. Met with producers &
provided ideas for potential topics. PAA not yet signed. (NNTR)

Daily Planet (Discovery Channel)
Science series with weekly special called "The Alan Nursol Experience" where host goes behind the
scenes in various settings. NAVINFO West declined request for documenting SEAL training.
Producer amenable to refocusing interest on alternatives, such as Seabee training. Researching
support. (NNTR)

Museum Men (possible H2 distribution)
Documentary series focusing on artists/designers who create historical replicas. Approved for
NHHC research assistance and possible interview with historian for episode related to WWII-era
submarines. PAA signed. (NNTR)

Monumental Mysteries (Travel Channel)
Series examines unusual and unexpected stories behind monuments and landmarks across the
nation. Broll of USS Squalus memorial captured 21May on Portsmouth Naval Shipyard with local PAO
escort. Particular episode will feature USS Squalus disaster in 1939 where the diesel submarine
sunk during testing phase, followed by rescue of all 33 crew members aboard due to rapid response
and use of modern-era technology. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

Virginia Voices (Virginia Historical Society)
Broll captured on Naval Station Norfolk and interview with Hampton Roads Naval Museum curator, 16-
22May, to highlight Navy in Virginia, past and present. Norfolk PAO escort. Documentary film is the
first state-specific, modern historical documentary woven from the video submissions of residents and
original footage shot with 4K resolution cameras. Will premiere at the Virginia Historical Society
center's new 500-seat theater in Richmond, VA, Fall 2014. It will play for several years accompanied by
an online interactive experience and database. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)



Ocean Gals (No distribution) 
Documentary film request that aims to highlight SPAWAR/SSC PAC's Navy Marine Ecology 
Consortium and its 75% female staff in order to highlight diversity and Navy's environmental 
compliance, stewardship and readiness mission. Researching support. (NNTR) 

      
Anthony Bourdain: Parts Unknown (CNN) 
Travel and food show series. Production request received. Working with producers to determine 
access requested.  (NNTR) 

 
Mighty Ships (Discovery) 
Researching filming opportunities aboard USNS Montford Point, JHSV and the USNS Mercy during 
RIMPAC. (NNTR) 

 
UnSEALed (PBS) 
Production support approved with addendum to previous research-assisted PAA approved by NAVINFO 
West and Naval Special Warfare Command.  PAA and Addendum signed.  CAPT Fenick coordinating 
filming several ceremonial events at BUDS training and tributes to the fallen at other locations.  ADM 
Maguire interviewed 10May.  Film begins post-production phase 26May.  Rough cut for review expected 
21Jul.  No air date.  (NNTR) 
 
House Hunters International - Rota, Spain (HGTV) 
Television episode will track newly arriving principal of David Glasgow Farragut (DGF) DOEDA 
school on NAVSTA Rota during his search for a house out on the economy.  Filming support 
approved solely to highlight his job as principal of DGF with access to filming exterior/interior shots 
of DGF. Coordinating with NAVSTA Rota PAO.  Filming scheduled for summer 2014, one-day shoot. 
PAA signed. (NNTR) 
 
Spent: Looking for Change (no distribution) 
Documentary on predatory lending from same producers that made "An Inconvenient Truth" and 
"Waiting for Superman." Initial request for fact-finding, research assistance to speak off-camera with 
RLSO and NMCRS representatives to discuss predatory lenders targeting of military. Initial phone 
calls will also serve to identify selection of on-camera interviews at a later date, pending approval. 
Navy and Marine film offices researching support. No PAA. (NNTR) 
 
Beyond the Light Switch (PBS) 
Documentary on national security with focus on economic, energy and environmental security. 
Interviews approved for ONR representatives in conjunction with ARPA-E summit. Navy 
addendum added to existing Army PAA. (NNTR) 

 
The History of Carrier Aviation project (Office of Patriots Point and USS Yorktown) 
This is a non-broadcast request for stock footage carrier and carrier based aviation. The final video 
will be viewed in the USS Yorktown’s new state of the art theatre. The production release date is 
15Aug. Post production began 15Apr. In research phase.  (NNTR) 

 
41 on 41 (Bush Library Foundation) 
Distribution currently the Bush Library. Filming took place 03Jan aboard USS George HW Bush in 
support of documentary of former president. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
HORIZON – COMET (BBC Science Series) 
Filming took place 15Sep at Coso Hot Springs on Naval Air Weapons Station China Lake. PAA 
signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
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Documentary on predatory lending from same producers that made "An Inconvenient Truth" and 
"Waiting for Superman." Initial request for fact-finding, research assistance to speak off-camera with 
RLSO and NMCRS representatives to discuss predatory lenders targeting of military. Initial phone 
calls will also serve to identify selection of on-camera interviews at a later date, pending approval. 
Navy and Marine film offices researching support. No PAA. (NNTR) 
 
Beyond the Light Switch (PBS) 
Documentary on national security with focus on economic, energy and environmental security. 
Interviews approved for ONR representatives in conjunction with ARPA-E summit. Navy 
addendum added to existing Army PAA. (NNTR) 

 
The History of Carrier Aviation project (Office of Patriots Point and USS Yorktown) 
This is a non-broadcast request for stock footage carrier and carrier based aviation. The final video 
will be viewed in the USS Yorktown’s new state of the art theatre. The production release date is 
15Aug. Post production began 15Apr. In research phase.  (NNTR) 

 
41 on 41 (Bush Library Foundation) 
Distribution currently the Bush Library. Filming took place 03Jan aboard USS George HW Bush in 
support of documentary of former president. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
HORIZON – COMET (BBC Science Series) 
Filming took place 15Sep at Coso Hot Springs on Naval Air Weapons Station China Lake. PAA 
signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
 
 
 

Ocean Gals (No distribution)
Documentary film request that aims to highlight SPAWAR/SSC PAC's Navy Marine Ecology
Consortium and its 75% female staff in order to highlight diversity and Navy's environmental
compliance, stewardship and readiness mission. Researching support. (NNTR)

Anthony Bourdain: Parts Unknown (CNN)
Travel and food show series. Production request received. Working with producers to determine
access requested. (NNTR)

Mighty Ships (Discovery)
Researching filming opportunities aboard USNS Montford Point, IHSV and the USNS Mercy during
RIMPAC. (NNTR)

UnSEALed (PBS)
Production support approved with addendum to previous research-assisted PAA approved by NAVINFO
West and Naval Special Warfare Command. PAA and Addendum signed. CAPT Fenick coordinating
filming several ceremonial events at BUDS training and tributes to the fallen at other locations. ADM
Maguire interviewed 10May. Film begins post-production phase 26May. Rough cut for review expected
21]ul. No air date. (NNTR)

House Hunters International - Rota, Spain (HGTV)
Television episode will track newly arriving principal of David Glasgow Farragut (DGF) DOEDA
school on NAVSTA Rota during his search for a house out on the economy. Filming support
approved solely to highlight his job as principal of DGF with access to filming exterior/interior shots
of DGF. Coordinating with NAVSTA Rota PAO. Filming scheduled for summer 2014, one-day shoot.
PAA signed. (NNTR)

Spent: Looking for Change (no distribution)
Documentary on predatory lending from same producers that made "An Inconvenient Truth" and
"Waiting for Superman." Initial request for fact-finding, research assistance to speak off-camera with
RLSO and NMCRS representatives to discuss predatory lenders targeting of military. Initial phone
calls will also serve to identify selection of on-camera interviews at a later date, pending approval.
Navy and Marine film offices researching support. No PAA. (NNTR)

Beyond the Light Switch (PBS)
Documentary on national security with focus on economic, energy and environmental security.
Interviews approved for ONR representatives in conjunction with ARPA-E summit. Navy
addendum added to existing Army PAA. (NNTR)

The History of Carrier Aviation project (Office of Patriots Point and USS Yorktown)
This is a non-broadcast request for stock footage carrier and carrier based aviation. The final video
will be viewed in the USS Yorktown’s new state of the art theatre. The production release date is
15Aug. Post production began 15Apr. In research phase. (NNTR)

41 on 41 (Bush Library Foundation)
Distribution currently the Bush Library. Filming took place 03]an aboard USS George HW Bush in
support of documentary of former president. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

HORIZON — COMET (BBC Science Series)
Filming took place 15Sep at Coso Hot Springs on Naval Air Weapons Station China Lake. PAA
signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)
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Updated Items in Blue 
 

 
 

THE LAST SHIP (TNT) 
TNT press room release dated 18Jul, announced TNT has ordered 13 episodes for a second season of 
The Last Ship, an increase over its first-season order of 10 episodes.  The action-packed drama that 
showcases the USN Surface Warfare community has averaged more than 7.2 million viewers in its first 
season and currently ranks as basic cable’s #1 scripted series this summer with adults 18-49. 
 
OSD DOC LIAISON 
IRT Joint Service PHCON held 17Jul, Lt Col Todd D. Fleming, USAF, Director, Community & Public 
Outreach OASD(PA), has temporarily assumed Documentary Officer duties and interim approving 
authority for PAAs supporting any new documentary projects. 
 
NCIS (CBS)  
CBS Network reran NCIS TV episode titled "Alleged" (original air date 15Apr2014) depicting the 
sexual assault of a USN Sailor and adjudication of the perpetrator.  The 15Jul episode rated an 
estimated U.S. viewing audience of 16.5 million.  

 
NCIS (CBS) 
Belisarius Productions requesting SH-60 Pilot to provide on set SME/Technical Advisor support during 
filming depicting scenes of H-60 flight operations ISO episode #259.  Filming scheduled for 20-22Jul in 
Valencia, CA.  NAVINFOWEST Project Officer submitted feasibility of support submitted to CNAP 
(N00PA) on 15Jul.   
 
HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAVY  
Coordinated COMICON HTTN visit 23-27Jul, to visit USS Green Bay (LPD-20), USS John Paul 
Jones (DDG-53), Helicopter Sea Combat Squadron Three (HSC-3), SPAWAR and a submarine 
(TBD).  Various senior writers/producers/executives have expressed interest in visiting 
various USN units, as they will already be in San Diego.  MC1 Joshua Nistas to assist with photos, 
video and story. 
SOE: 
Wed 23Jul 
1400-1530 – Helo Tour HSC-3 Caps & LIMS (Logistics, Installations and Mission Support) Brief/Hangar 
Tour 
 
Thurs 24Jul 
- 1030-1200 - Ship Tour USS Green Bay (LPD-20) 
- 1200-1400 - Transit/Lunch 
- 1400-1530 - SPAWAR Tour 
 
Fri 25Jul 
- 1030-1200 – Helo Tour HSC-3 Caps & LIMS Brief / Hangar Tour 
- 1200-1400 - Transit / Lunch 
- 1400-1530 - Sub Tour (Tentative) 
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THE LAST SHIP (TNT)
TNT press room release dated 18]ul, announced TNT has ordered 13 episodes for a second season of
The Last Ship, an increase over its first-season order of 10 episodes. The action-packed drama that
showcases the USN Surface Warfare community has averaged more than 7.2 million Viewers in its first
season and currently ranks as basic cable’s #1 scripted series this summer with adults 18-49.

OSD DOC LIAISON
IRT joint Service PHCON held 17]ul, Lt Col Todd D. Fleming, USAF, Director, Community & Public
Outreach OASD(PA), has temporarily assumed Documentary Officer duties and interim approving
authority for PAAs supporting any new documentary projects.

NCIS (CBS)
CBS Network reran NCIS TV episode titled "Alleged" (original air date 15Apr2014) depicting the
sexual assault of a USN Sailor and adjudication of the perpetrator. The 15Iul episode rated an
estimated U.S. viewing audience of 16.5 million.

NCIS (CBS)
Belisarius Productions requesting SH-60 Pilot to provide on set SME/Technical Advisor support during
filming depicting scenes of H-60 flight operations ISO episode #259. Filming scheduled for ZO-ZZIul in
Valencia, CA. NAVINFOWEST Project Officer submitted feasibility of support submitted to CNAP
(NOOPA) on 15Iul.

HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAVY
Coordinated COMICON HTTN Visit 23-27Iul, to Visit USS Green Bay (LPD-ZO), USS Iohn Paul
Jones (DDG-53), Helicopter Sea Combat Squadron Three (HSC-3), SPAWAR and a submarine
(TBD). Various senior writers/producers/executives have expressed interest in Visiting
various USN units, as they will already be in San Diego. MC1 Ioshua Nistas to assist with photos,
video and story.
SOE:
Wed 23]ul
1400-1530 — Helo Tour HSC-3 Caps & LIMS (Logistics, Installations and Mission Support) Brief/Hangar
Tour

Thurs 24Iul
- 1030-1200 - Ship Tour USS Green Bay (LPD-ZO)
- 1200-1400 - Transit/Lunch
- 1400-1530 - SPAWAR Tour

Fri 25]u1
- 1030-1200 — Helo Tour HSC-3 Caps & LIMS Brief/ Hangar Tour
- 1200-1400 - Transit/ Lunch
- 1400-1530 - Sub Tour (Tentative)



Sat 26Jul 
- 1030-1200 - Helo Tour HSC-3 Caps & LIMS Brief / Hangar Tour 
- 1200-1400 - Transit / Lunch 
- 1400-1530 - Ship Tour USS John Paul Jones (DDG-53) 
 
Sun27Jul 
- 1030-1200 - Sub Tour (TBD) 
 
THE LAST SHIP (TNT) 
Aired on TNT last Sunday 2100, The Last Ship Episode 104 featured Nathan James’ leadership is 
put to the test when the ship's propulsion system is in danger of breaking down, the crew 
becomes overworked and exhausted, and Dr. Scott could potentially lose all of her research on 
the virus.  'The Last Ship' now ranks as basic cable's #1 new series for the year-to-date among 
total viewers.  TNT is also running repeat episodes on other days/other time slots on TNT, TNN, 
TBS and TNT's official website. 
 
NAVINFOWEST is communicating with SURFPAC PAO to arrange leadership meeting in the 
second week of August, find Season Two Technical Advisors as well as provide in port dates for 
future production.  Anticipating first treatments of scripts for season two by late August/early 
September with initial filming possibilities as early as October.  NAVINFOWEST, Navy News 
Desk Social Media and SURFPAC continue to monitor weekly social media posts relating to The 
Last Ship.  
 
NCIS NEW ORLEANS SEASON ONE (CBS) 
PAA drafted and sent to NCIS and OSD for review and comment.  Initial contact from NCIS show-
runners in New Orleans requesting technical scout of local bases and technical orientation for 
wardrobe, costumes, locations and props.  Set construction in process.  Ep One to begin production in 
late July.  No base access requested.  Ongoing coordination between OSD, USN, USMC, and NCIS 
(actual) regarding PAA and DoD support.  Stakeholder meeting with Belisarius Production executives 
scheduled for early August.  
 
NAVINFOWEST has received two outlines: 
1)  Episode #2 “Carrier” reviewed outline.  Thematic depicts PO assigned to a CVN diagnosed with 
bubonic plague.   No DoD support requested at this time.  PAA pending OSD(PA) approval.    
2)  Episode #1 “Musician Heal Thyself, “outlined reviewed no DoD support requested.  

  
SEAPOWER (IMAX/K2 Comms) 
 
SHOOTING SCHEDULE for RIMPAC: 

 
 

17-22Jul – CIB-coordinated daily RIMPAC filming 
22-26Jul – Embark Ronald Reagan to include PhotoEx 25Jul 
27-31Jul – CIB-coordinated daily RIMPAC filming 

 
01Aug – EndEx ceremonies onboard Reagan 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(b) (6)

(b) (6)

(b) (6)
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- 1400-1530 - Ship Tour USS John Paul Jones (DDG-53) 
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- 1030-1200 - Sub Tour (TBD) 
 
THE LAST SHIP (TNT) 
Aired on TNT last Sunday 2100, The Last Ship Episode 104 featured Nathan James’ leadership is 
put to the test when the ship's propulsion system is in danger of breaking down, the crew 
becomes overworked and exhausted, and Dr. Scott could potentially lose all of her research on 
the virus.  'The Last Ship' now ranks as basic cable's #1 new series for the year-to-date among 
total viewers.  TNT is also running repeat episodes on other days/other time slots on TNT, TNN, 
TBS and TNT's official website. 
 
NAVINFOWEST is communicating with SURFPAC PAO to arrange leadership meeting in the 
second week of August, find Season Two Technical Advisors as well as provide in port dates for 
future production.  Anticipating first treatments of scripts for season two by late August/early 
September with initial filming possibilities as early as October.  NAVINFOWEST, Navy News 
Desk Social Media and SURFPAC continue to monitor weekly social media posts relating to The 
Last Ship.  
 
NCIS NEW ORLEANS SEASON ONE (CBS) 
PAA drafted and sent to NCIS and OSD for review and comment.  Initial contact from NCIS show-
runners in New Orleans requesting technical scout of local bases and technical orientation for 
wardrobe, costumes, locations and props.  Set construction in process.  Ep One to begin production in 
late July.  No base access requested.  Ongoing coordination between OSD, USN, USMC, and NCIS 
(actual) regarding PAA and DoD support.  Stakeholder meeting with Belisarius Production executives 
scheduled for early August.  
 
NAVINFOWEST has received two outlines: 
1)  Episode #2 “Carrier” reviewed outline.  Thematic depicts PO assigned to a CVN diagnosed with 
bubonic plague.   No DoD support requested at this time.  PAA pending OSD(PA) approval.    
2)  Episode #1 “Musician Heal Thyself, “outlined reviewed no DoD support requested.  

  
SEAPOWER (IMAX/K2 Comms) 
 
SHOOTING SCHEDULE for RIMPAC: 

 
 

17-22Jul – CIB-coordinated daily RIMPAC filming 
22-26Jul – Embark Ronald Reagan to include PhotoEx 25Jul 
27-31Jul – CIB-coordinated daily RIMPAC filming 
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(b) (6)

(b) (6)

(b) (6)

Sat 26Iul
- 1030-1200 - Helo Tour HSC-3 Caps & LIMS Brief/ Hangar Tour
- 1200-1400 - Transit/ Lunch
- 1400-1530 - Ship Tour USS John Paul Jones (DDG-53)

Sun27]ul
- 1030-1200 - Sub Tour (TBD)

THE LAST SHIP (TNT)
Aired on TNT last Sunday 2100, The Last Ship Episode 104 featured Nathan Iames’ leadership is
put to the test when the ship's propulsion system is in danger of breaking down, the crew
becomes overworked and exhausted, and Dr. Scott could potentially lose all of her research on
the virus. 'The Last Ship' now ranks as basic cable's #1 new series for the year-to-date among
total Viewers. TNT is also running repeat episodes on other days/other time slots on TNT, TNN,
TBS and TNT's official website.

NAVINFOWEST is communicating with SURFPAC PAO to arrange leadership meeting in the
second week of August, find Season Two Technical Advisors as well as provide in port dates for
future production. Anticipating first treatments of scripts for season two by late August/early
September with initial filming possibilities as early as October. NAVINFOWEST, Navy News
Desk Social Media and SURFPAC continue to monitor weekly social media posts relating to The
Last Ship.

NCIS NEW ORLEANS SEASON ONE (CBS)
PAA drafted and sent to NCIS and OSD for review and comment. Initial contact from NCIS show-
runners in New Orleans requesting technical scout of local bases and technical orientation for
wardrobe, costumes, locations and props. Set construction in process. Ep One to begin production in
late July. No base access requested. Ongoing coordination between OSD, USN, USMC, and NCIS
(actual) regarding FAA and DoD support. Stakeholder meeting with Belisarius Production executives
scheduled for early August.

NAVINFOWEST has received two outlines:
1) Episode #2 “Carrier" reviewed outline. Thematic depicts PO assigned to a CVN diagnosed with
bubonic plague. No DoD support requested at this time. PAA pending OSD(PA) approval.
2) Episode #1 "Musician Heal Thyself, “outlined reviewed no DoD support requested.

SEAPOWER (IMAX/KZ Comms)

SHOOTING SCHEDULE for RIMPAC:
(b) (6)
—
17-22]ul — CIB-coordinated daily RIMPAC filming
22-26Iul — Embark Ronald Reagan to include PhotoEX 25]ul
27-31Iul — CIB-coordinated daily RIMPAC filming
(b) (6)
01Aug — EndEx ceremonies onboard Reagan
(b) (6)



NAVY DAYS L.A.  
Contacted by Navy League National Director Grant Ivy to provide liaison support opportunities for 
Sailors to attend game and talk shows during ship visits.  IRT USS Anchorage (LPD-23, PAO) support 
request, NAVINFOWEST Reserve Unit will be providing 2xMC1s to provide PHOJO coverage for 
LPD/LCS ISO Navy Days LA.  MC support will include coverage of Senior Leader Engagements, Ship 
COMRELs, MWR events and Ship tours.   NAVINFOWEST Director will participate in civic leader 
engagements when requested by NAVCO.  Navy Days LA execution days: 3-10Aug. (NNTR) 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
Somebody’s Gotta Do It – (CNN) 
Television series starring Mike Rowe of “Dirty Jobs”, show follows the same format as Dirty Jobs. 
Producers are interested in featuring Navy Seabees and Submarine Culinary Specialists. In contact 
with SUBPAC and SeaBees to determine availability of units to support. PAA not yet signed.  
Coordinating training availability with NECC and NMCB Three and Four. 

 
NCIS (CBS) 
Episode #259 “Twenty Klicks” reviewed script and provided terminology/wardrobe notes to producers. 
Additional wardrobe notes provided re: flight crew uniforms.  Belisarius Productions requesting SH-60 
Pilot to provide on set SME/Technical Advisor support during filming depicting scenes of H-60 flight 
operations.  Filming scheduled for 20-22Jul in Valencia, CA.  NAVINFOWEST Project Officer submitted 
feasibility of support submitted to CNAP (N00PA) on 15Jul.   
 
Episode #260 “Kill the Messenger” reviewed episode outline.  Thematic depicts dead LCDR (friend of 
POTUS) killed IRT possible tie with corrupt DoD contractor involved with network security scam.  
 
Episode #261 “So it goes” reviewed outline.  Thematic depicts suspicious deaths of numerous sailors in 
critical billets with high-level security clearances.   NCIS investigating possible tie to Albanian mafia.    
 
HAWAII FIVE-O (CBS) 
Reviewed Ep 504, no USN depicted. 
 
Betty White’s Smartest Animals in America (ICON Films) 
Provided authorization letter to use excerpts from SPAWAR produced "Navy Marine Mammal 
Humanitarian Mine Action (HMA)” video. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SCRIPTED TV / GAME SHOW: 

(b) (4)

(b) (4)
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Additional wardrobe notes provided re: flight crew uniforms.  Belisarius Productions requesting SH-60 
Pilot to provide on set SME/Technical Advisor support during filming depicting scenes of H-60 flight 
operations.  Filming scheduled for 20-22Jul in Valencia, CA.  NAVINFOWEST Project Officer submitted 
feasibility of support submitted to CNAP (N00PA) on 15Jul.   
 
Episode #260 “Kill the Messenger” reviewed episode outline.  Thematic depicts dead LCDR (friend of 
POTUS) killed IRT possible tie with corrupt DoD contractor involved with network security scam.  
 
Episode #261 “So it goes” reviewed outline.  Thematic depicts suspicious deaths of numerous sailors in 
critical billets with high-level security clearances.   NCIS investigating possible tie to Albanian mafia.    
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Reviewed Ep 504, no USN depicted. 
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SCRIPTED TV / GAME SHOW: 
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NAVY DAYS L.A.
Contacted by Navy League National Director Grant Ivy to provide liaison support opportunities for
Sailors to attend game and talk shows during ship visits. IRT USS Anchorage (LPD-23, PAO) support
request, NAVINFOWEST Reserve Unit will be providing ZXMCls to provide PHOIO coverage for
LPD/LCS ISO Navy Days LA. MC support will include coverage of Senior Leader Engagements, Ship
COMRELs, MWR events and Ship tours. NAVINFOWEST Director will participate in civic leader
engagements when requested by NAVCO. Navy Days LA execution days: 3-10Aug. (NNTR)

SCRIPTED TV / GAME SHOW: |

Somebody’s Gotta Do It — (CNN)
Television series starring Mike Rowe of "Dirty Jobs”, show follows the same format as Dirty Jobs.
Producers are interested in featuring Navy Seabees and Submarine Culinary Specialists. In contact
with SUBPAC and SeaBees to determine availability of units to support. PAA not yet signed.
Coordinating training availability with NECC and NMCB Three and Four.

NCIS (CBS)
Episode #259 “Twenty Klicks" reviewed script and provided terminology/wardrobe notes to producers.
Additional wardrobe notes provided re: flight crew uniforms. Belisarius Productions requesting SH-60
Pilot to provide on set SME/Technical Advisor support during filming depicting scenes of H-60 flight
operations. Filming scheduled for ZO-ZZIul in Valencia, CA. NAVINFOWEST Project Officer submitted
feasibility of support submitted to CNAP (NOOPA) on 15]ul.

Episode #260 “Kill the Messenger" reviewed episode outline. Thematic depicts dead LCDR (friend of
POTUS) killed IRT possible tie with corrupt DoD contractor involved with network security scam.

Episode #261 “So it goes" reviewed outline. Thematic depicts suspicious deaths of numerous sailors in
critical billets with high-level security clearances. NCIS investigating possible tie to Albanian mafia.

HAWAII FIVE-O (CBS)
Reviewed Ep 504, no USN depicted.

Betty White’s Smartest Animals in America (ICON Films)
Provided authorization letter to use excerpts from SPAWAR produced "Navy Marine Mammal
Humanitarian Mine Action (HMA)" video.



 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 
HUNTER-KILLER 
New sub-plot script in review.  Script notes and thematic rewrite recommendations provided to 
Director on 4Mar.  Several phoncons to discuss thematics this week. Expect revised script soon. 
Project Officer reaching out to Exec Producer for update. (NNTR) 

 

 
 

Millionaires' Unit: America's Pioneer Pilots of the Great War (Smithsonian Air & Space 
Museum) 
Letter of authorization provided approving use of DoD archival footage.  Film tells story of the Yale 
college students who formed a private air militia in preparation for America’s entry into World 
War One.  They became the founding squadron of the U.S. Naval Air Reserve and were among the 
very first to fight for the United States in the Great War.  Awaiting rough cut.  Link to promo reel: 
http://www.millionairesunit.org/home.php 
 
Secrets of the Arsenal (Military Channel) 
Explores museums and collections to find interesting and historically-significant stories associated with 
them. NHHC supported historian interviews and filming, 19May, regarding trumpet (housed at Navy 
Museum) originally found aboard USS Houston.  Navy addendum to Army PAA signed.  Rough cut 
received 17Jul, reviewing. 
 
HOMEFRONT (PBS) 
OSD(PA) granted DoD support for the PBS documentary “Homefront” that will explore how military 
families deal/cope with deployments. NAVINFOWEST ICW Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC) PAO 
assisted in identifying dependents and service members representing the Navy’s Seabees.  Filming 
took place 18-20Feb to include b-roll of NMCB 3's homecoming and NMCB 5's morning quarters and 
gun range exercise. Interviews included diverse mix of dependents, service members and family 
situations.  Documentary expected completion late 2014 and airing early 2015. (NNTR) 
 
Op Martillo (Univision) 
PAA-supported counter drug ops documentary. Producers circling back with additional embark 
request. NAVINFOWEST ICW SOUTHCOM and C4F reviewing current footage before approving 
additional embarks.  Revision 3 of episodes #1-7 have been reviewed and cleared by 
NAVINFOWEST.  Recommendation to approve Paraiso Pictures post-production phase has been 
forwarded to OSD(PA).  Airdate TBD. (NNTR) 
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| FEATURE FILMS

HUNTER-KILLER
New sub-plot script in review. Script notes and thematic rewrite recommendations provided to
Director on 4Mar. Several phoncons to discuss thematics this week. Expect revised script soon.
Project Officer reaching out to Exec Producer for update. (NNTR)

DOCUMENTARIES

Millionaires' Unit: America's Pioneer Pilots of the Great War (Smithsonian Air & Space
Museum)
Letter of authorization provided approving use of DoD archival footage. Film tells story of the Yale
college students who formed a private air militia in preparation for America’s entry into World
War One. They became the founding squadron of the U.S. Naval Air Reserve and were among the
very first to fight for the United States in the Great War. Awaiting rough cut. Link to promo reel:
htt : www.millionairesunit.or home. h

Secrets of the Arsenal (Military Channel)
Explores museums and collections to find interesting and historically-significant stories associated with
them. NHHC supported historian interviews and filming, 19May, regarding trumpet (housed at Navy
Museum) originally found aboard USS Houston. Navy addendum to Army PAA signed. Rough cut
received 17]ul, reviewing.

HOMEFRONT (PBS)
OSD(PA) granted DoD support for the PBS documentary “Homefront” that will explore how military
families deal/cope with deployments. NAVINFOWEST ICW Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC) PAO
assisted in identifying dependents and service members representing the Navy’s Seabees. Filming
took place 18—20Feb to include b-roll of NMCB 3's homecoming and NMCB 5's morning quarters and
gun range exercise. Interviews included diverse mix of dependents, service members and family
situations. Documentary expected completion late 2014 and airing early 2015. (NNTR)

Op Martillo (Univision)
PAA-supported counter drug ops documentary. Producers circling back with additional embark
request. NAVINFOWEST ICW SOUTHCOM and C4F reviewing current footage before approving
additional embarks. Revision 3 of episodes #1-7 have been reviewed and cleared by
NAVINFOWEST. Recommendation to approve Paraiso Pictures post-production phase has been
forwarded to OSD(PA). Airdate TBD. (NNTR)



Story of the California Channel Islands (PBS) 
Production assistance rescinded due to inappropriate behavior by producer.  Historical documentary on 
Channel Islands from their creation to present day.  Interview took place 17Jun on Port Hueneme base 
to discuss Navy current ops and environmental stewardship initiatives onboard San Nicolas Island.  No 
filming on actual island permitted.  PAA signed.  Following 17Jun interview, producer demanded access 
to San Nicolas in an unprofessional manner that has prompted indefinite suspension of further 
DoD/USN assistance.  Received additional correspondence from Sam Tyler rejecting the notice to 
rescind support and demanding regrets to higher authority. (NNTR) 
 
Travel Family with Colleen Kelley (PBS) 
Series showcasing family-friendly locations in the U.S. and abroad. Filmed at Pensacola Aviation 
Museum highlighting NC-4 flying boat, Apollo program exhibit, and 4D Blue Angel Theater. Blue 
Angels support included b-roll of pilots at autograph session at Aviation Museum, and interviews 
with pilots #2 and #6 shot on the flight line. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
Filmed Navy dive artifacts 15Apr at Navy Museum with NHHC escort. Episode will highlight career 
of BMCM Carl Brashear. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation 
Museum. Filming took place 15Jan. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 
EMPOWERMENT PROJECT (IndieFlix) 
Interview with VADM Michelle Howard conducted Sunday, 29Sep13 as part of documentary 
showcasing inspirational women in a variety of career fields. PAA signed. Rough cut reviewed. 
Special screenings were held in Chicago and Los Angeles 8-11May. Awaiting official air date. 
(NNTR) 

 
SEAL Dog (Smithsonian) 
Film about former SEAL Trevor Maroshek and his relationship with his dog, Chopper, a former 
military working dog. Vice President Joe Biden interviewed for film as well.  Interview conducted, 
Apr. 7, with NICoE's CAPT. (Dr.) Robert Koffman that discussed treatment of PTSD/TBI and program 
using canines as therapy dogs. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. Additional support to film NSW 
multipurpose K-9 unit in Coronado declined. (NNTR) 

 
HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC) 
Filming took place 15Oct at Directorate of Time and 25Oct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's 
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time. PAA signed. Rough cut of episode on 
'time' received. Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in very 
professional/capable manner. Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR) 
 
New Race for Space (Science Channel) 
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration. Filming took place 15Feb for 
scheduled test of NASA's SIAD rocket on China Lake. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
 

 
 
AIR WARRIORS: EA-18G Grizzly 
Documentary on highlighting Air Electronic Warfare from former EA-6B to EA-18G platforms in 
conflicts ranging from Vietnam to Afghanistan.  Feasibility of squadron support in progress. (NNTR) 
 
 
 
 

DOCUMENTARIES (In Production): 

Story of the California Channel Islands (PBS) 
Production assistance rescinded due to inappropriate behavior by producer.  Historical documentary on 
Channel Islands from their creation to present day.  Interview took place 17Jun on Port Hueneme base 
to discuss Navy current ops and environmental stewardship initiatives onboard San Nicolas Island.  No 
filming on actual island permitted.  PAA signed.  Following 17Jun interview, producer demanded access 
to San Nicolas in an unprofessional manner that has prompted indefinite suspension of further 
DoD/USN assistance.  Received additional correspondence from Sam Tyler rejecting the notice to 
rescind support and demanding regrets to higher authority. (NNTR) 
 
Travel Family with Colleen Kelley (PBS) 
Series showcasing family-friendly locations in the U.S. and abroad. Filmed at Pensacola Aviation 
Museum highlighting NC-4 flying boat, Apollo program exhibit, and 4D Blue Angel Theater. Blue 
Angels support included b-roll of pilots at autograph session at Aviation Museum, and interviews 
with pilots #2 and #6 shot on the flight line. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
Filmed Navy dive artifacts 15Apr at Navy Museum with NHHC escort. Episode will highlight career 
of BMCM Carl Brashear. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation 
Museum. Filming took place 15Jan. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 
EMPOWERMENT PROJECT (IndieFlix) 
Interview with VADM Michelle Howard conducted Sunday, 29Sep13 as part of documentary 
showcasing inspirational women in a variety of career fields. PAA signed. Rough cut reviewed. 
Special screenings were held in Chicago and Los Angeles 8-11May. Awaiting official air date. 
(NNTR) 

 
SEAL Dog (Smithsonian) 
Film about former SEAL Trevor Maroshek and his relationship with his dog, Chopper, a former 
military working dog. Vice President Joe Biden interviewed for film as well.  Interview conducted, 
Apr. 7, with NICoE's CAPT. (Dr.) Robert Koffman that discussed treatment of PTSD/TBI and program 
using canines as therapy dogs. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. Additional support to film NSW 
multipurpose K-9 unit in Coronado declined. (NNTR) 

 
HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC) 
Filming took place 15Oct at Directorate of Time and 25Oct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's 
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time. PAA signed. Rough cut of episode on 
'time' received. Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in very 
professional/capable manner. Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR) 
 
New Race for Space (Science Channel) 
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration. Filming took place 15Feb for 
scheduled test of NASA's SIAD rocket on China Lake. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
 

 
 
AIR WARRIORS: EA-18G Grizzly 
Documentary on highlighting Air Electronic Warfare from former EA-6B to EA-18G platforms in 
conflicts ranging from Vietnam to Afghanistan.  Feasibility of squadron support in progress. (NNTR) 
 
 
 
 

DOCUMENTARIES (In Production): 

Story of the California Channel Islands (PBS)
Production assistance rescinded due to inappropriate behavior by producer. Historical documentary on
Channel Islands from their creation to present day. Interview took place 17]un on Port Hueneme base
to discuss Navy current ops and environmental stewardship initiatives onboard San Nicolas Island. No
filming on actual island permitted. PAA signed. Following 17]un interview, producer demanded access
to San Nicolas in an unprofessional manner that has prompted indefinite suspension of further
DoD/USN assistance. Received additional correspondence from Sam Tyler rejecting the notice to
rescind support and demanding regrets to higher authority. (NNTR)

Travel Family with Colleen Kelley (PBS)
Series showcasing family-friendly locations in the US. and abroad. Filmed at Pensacola Aviation
Museum highlighting NC-4 flying boat, Apollo program exhibit, and 4D Blue Angel Theater. Blue
Angels support included b-roll of pilots at autograph session at Aviation Museum, and interviews
with pilots #2 and #6 shot on the flight line. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel)
Filmed Navy dive artifacts 15Apr at Navy Museum with NHHC escort. Episode will highlight career
of BMCM Carl Brashear. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel)
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation
Museum. Filming took place 15Ian. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

EMPOWERMENT PROJECT (IndieFlix)
Interview with VADM Michelle Howard conducted Sunday, 29Sep13 as part of documentary
showcasing inspirational women in a variety of career fields. PAA signed. Rough cut reviewed.
Special screenings were held in Chicago and Los Angeles 8—11May. Awaiting official air date.
(NNTR)

SEAL Dog (Smithsonian)
Film about former SEAL Trevor Maroshek and his relationship with his dog, Chopper, a former
military working dog. Vice President Joe Biden interviewed for film as well. Interview conducted,
Apr. 7, with NICoE's CAPT. (Dr.) Robert Koffman that discussed treatment of PTSD/TBI and program
using canines as therapy dogs. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. Additional support to film NSW
multipurpose K-9 unit in Coronado declined. (NNTR)

HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC)
Filming took place 150ct at Directorate of Time and ZSOct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time. PAA signed. Rough cut of episode on
'time' received. Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in very
professional/capable manner. Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR)

New Race for Space (Science Channel)
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration. Filming took place 15Feb for
scheduled test of NASA's SIAD rocket on China Lake. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

DOCUMENTARIES (In Production): \

AIR WARRIORS: EA-18G Grizzly
Documentary on highlighting Air Electronic Warfare from former EA-6B to EA-18G platforms in
conflicts ranging from Vietnam to Afghanistan. Feasibility of squadron support in progress. (NNTR)



THE SMALL COUNTRY (Norwegian TV) 
TV documentary about Norway’s changing position in the world due to climate change, interview with 
RDML White about Navy’s new mission in the Arctic completed 11Jun.  NAVINFOWEST submitted RFI 
to staff PAO for AAR. (NNTR) 
 
Newest Technology (Intersport/20 West) 
Early stages of developing series proposal aimed at highlighting Navy’s latest technologies. 
Researching support. (NNTR) 

 
Nat Geo Explorer (Nat Geo) 
New series about military technology that is being used in the civilian sector. Met with producers & 
provided ideas for potential topics. PAA not yet signed. (NNTR) 

 
Museum Men (possible H2 distribution) 
Documentary series focusing on artists/designers who create historical replicas.  Approved for 
NHHC research assistance and possible interview with historian for episode related to WWII-era 
submarines. PAA signed. (NNTR) 

 
Monumental Mysteries (Travel Channel) 
Series examines unusual and unexpected stories behind monuments and landmarks across the  
nation. Broll of USS Squalus memorial captured 21May on Portsmouth Naval Shipyard with local PAO 
escort. Particular episode will feature USS Squalus disaster in 1939 where the diesel  submarine  
sunk during testing phase, followed by rescue of all 33 crew members aboard due to  rapid response 
and use of modern-era technology. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 
Virginia Voices (Virginia Historical Society) 
Broll captured on Naval Station Norfolk and interview with Hampton Roads Naval Museum curator, 16-
22May, to highlight Navy in Virginia, past and present.  Norfolk PAO escort.  Documentary film is the 
first state-specific, modern historical documentary woven from the video submissions of residents and 
original footage shot with 4K resolution cameras.  Will premiere at the Virginia Historical Society 
center's new 500-seat theater in Richmond, VA, Fall 2014.  It will play for several years accompanied by 
an online interactive experience and database.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
Ocean Gals (No distribution) 
Documentary film request that aims to highlight SPAWAR/SSC PAC's Navy Marine Ecology 
Consortium and its 75% female staff in order to highlight diversity and Navy's environmental 
compliance, stewardship and readiness mission. Researching support. (NNTR) 

      
Anthony Bourdain: Parts Unknown (CNN) 
Travel and food show series. Production request received. Working with producers to determine 
access requested.  (NNTR) 

 
Mighty Ships (Discovery) 
Researching filming opportunities aboard USNS Montford Point, JHSV. 

 
UnSEALed (PBS) 
Production support approved with addendum to previous research-assisted PAA approved by NAVINFO 
West and Naval Special Warfare Command.  PAA and Addendum signed.  CAPT Fenick coordinating 
filming several ceremonial events at BUDS training and tributes to the fallen at other locations.  ADM 
Maguire interviewed 10May.  Film begins post-production phase 26May.  Rough cut for review expected 
21Jul.  No air date.  (NNTR) 
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an online interactive experience and database.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
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compliance, stewardship and readiness mission. Researching support. (NNTR) 

      
Anthony Bourdain: Parts Unknown (CNN) 
Travel and food show series. Production request received. Working with producers to determine 
access requested.  (NNTR) 

 
Mighty Ships (Discovery) 
Researching filming opportunities aboard USNS Montford Point, JHSV. 

 
UnSEALed (PBS) 
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THE SMALL COUNTRY (Norwegian TV)
TV documentary about Norway’s changing position in the world due to climate change, interview with
RDML White about Navy’s new mission in the Arctic completed 11]un. NAVINFOWEST submitted RFI
to staff PAO for AAR. (NNTR)

Newest Technology (Intersport/20 West)
Early stages of developing series proposal aimed at highlighting Navy’s latest technologies.
Researching support. (NNTR)

Nat Geo Explorer (Nat Geo)
New series about military technology that is being used in the civilian sector. Met with producers &
provided ideas for potential topics. PAA not yet signed. (NNTR)

Museum Men (possible H2 distribution)
Documentary series focusing on artists/designers who create historical replicas. Approved for
NHHC research assistance and possible interview with historian for episode related to WWII-era
submarines. PAA signed. (NNTR)

Monumental Mysteries (Travel Channel)
Series examines unusual and unexpected stories behind monuments and landmarks across the
nation. Broll of USS Squalus memorial captured 21May on Portsmouth Naval Shipyard with local PAO
escort. Particular episode will feature USS Squalus disaster in 1939 where the diesel submarine
sunk during testing phase, followed by rescue of all 33 crew members aboard due to rapid response
and use of modern-era technology. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

Virginia Voices (Virginia Historical Society)
Broll captured on Naval Station Norfolk and interview with Hampton Roads Naval Museum curator, 16-
22May, to highlight Navy in Virginia, past and present. Norfolk PAO escort. Documentary film is the
first state-specific, modern historical documentary woven from the video submissions of residents and
original footage shot with 4K resolution cameras. Will premiere at the Virginia Historical Society
center's new BOO-seat theater in Richmond, VA, Fall 2014. It will play for several years accompanied by
an online interactive experience and database. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

Ocean Gals (No distribution)
Documentary film request that aims to highlight SPAWAR/SSC PAC's Navy Marine Ecology
Consortium and its 75% female staff in order to highlight diversity and Navy's environmental
compliance, stewardship and readiness mission. Researching support. (NNTR)

Anthony Bourdain: Parts Unknown (CNN)
Travel and food show series. Production request received. Working with producers to determine
access requested. (NNTR)

Mighty Ships (Discovery)
Researching filming opportunities aboard USNS Montford Point, IHSV.

UnSEALed (PBS)
Production support approved with addendum to previous research-assisted PAA approved by NAVINFO
West and Naval Special Warfare Command. PAA and Addendum signed. CAPT Fenick coordinating
filming several ceremonial events at BUDS training and tributes to the fallen at other locations. ADM
Maguire interviewed 10May. Film begins post-production phase 26May. Rough cut for review expected
21]ul. No air date. (NNTR)



Spent: Looking for Change (no distribution) 
Documentary on predatory lending from same producers that made "An Inconvenient Truth" and 
"Waiting for Superman." Initial request for fact-finding, research assistance to speak off-camera with 
RLSO and NMCRS representatives to discuss predatory lenders targeting of military. Initial phone 
calls will also serve to identify selection of on-camera interviews at a later date, pending approval. 
Navy and Marine film offices researching support. No PAA. (NNTR) 
 
Beyond the Light Switch (PBS) 
Documentary on national security with focus on economic, energy and environmental security. 
Interviews approved for ONR representatives in conjunction with ARPA-E summit. Navy 
addendum added to existing Army PAA. (NNTR) 

 
The History of Carrier Aviation project (Office of Patriots Point and USS Yorktown) 
This is a non-broadcast request for stock footage carrier and carrier based aviation. The final video 
will be viewed in the USS Yorktown’s new state of the art theatre. The production release date is 
15Aug. Post production began 15Apr. In research phase.  (NNTR) 

 

 
 
Mighty Planes (Discovery) 
Support requested for episode on WWII-era Philippine Mars water bomber.  Insufficient ROI. 
 
Pedigree Dog Food Commercial (Station Film) 

 

 
 
RESERVE UNIT 

 
 

 
 

  

DECLINES: 

ADMIN: 

(b) (6)
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Spent: Looking for Change (no distribution)
Documentary on predatory lending from same producers that made "An Inconvenient Truth" and
"Waiting for Superman." Initial request for fact-finding, research assistance to speak off-camera with
RLSO and NMCRS representatives to discuss predatory lenders targeting of military. Initial phone
calls will also serve to identify selection of on-camera interviews at a later date, pending approval.
Navy and Marine film offices researching support. No PAA. (NNTR)

Beyond the Light Switch (PBS)
Documentary on national security with focus on economic, energy and environmental security.
Interviews approved for ONR representatives in conjunction with ARPA-E summit. Navy
addendum added to existing Army PAA. (NNTR)

The History of Carrier Aviation project (Office of Patriots Point and USS Yorktown)
This is a non-broadcast request for stock footage carrier and carrier based aviation. The final video
will be viewed in the USS Yorktown’s new state of the art theatre. The production release date is
15Aug. Post production began 15Apr. In research phase. (NNTR)

DECLINES:

Mighty Planes (Discovery)
Support requested for episode on WWII-era Philippine Mars water bomber. Insufficient ROI.

Pedigree Dog Food Commercial (Station Film)

ADMIN:

RESERVE UNIT
b) (6) |



NAVINFOWEST Weekly Report 

25Jul14 
Updated Items in Blue 

 

 
 

NCIS (CBS) 
Belisarius Productions requested SH-60 Pilot to be provided on set SME/Technical Advisor support 
during filming depicting scenes of H-60 flight operations ISO episode #259. Filming was scheduled for 
20-22Jul in Valencia, CA. NAVINFOWEST Project Officer submitted feasibility of support submitted to 
CNAP (N00PA) on 15Jul.   CNAP provided 1xSH-60 pilot to provide SME support on 21Jul.  SME 
provided on set direction and pilot familiarization to three actors.  SME also made three script change 
recommendations that were accepted.   

 
HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAVY 
Great visit at SPAWAR.  Over 15 SMEs on hand, three stations and about a dozen demos, including salt 
water antenna, energy harvesting technology and remotely/unmanned vehicles. 
Assess ROI for this to be very high.  Aditya Sood (President of Genre Films) is working on two 
action/adventure movies (one present day, one futuristic) and asked very specific questions and 
mentioned they relate to projects in development.  Adam Foshko is developing the Call of Duty feature, 
and mentioned after the tour that he knows of a couple set pieces that can use the information he 
learned today.  Two-time Best Actress Cate Blanchett  joining the sub visit on Sunday. 
 
Remaining SOE: 

 
Fri 25Jul 
1030-1200 – Helo Tour HSC-3 Caps & LIMS Brief / Hangar Tour/MH-60 Simulator 
 
Sat 26Jul 

 1400-1530 - Ship Tour USS John Paul Jones (DDG-53) 
 

 Sun27Jul 
 1030-1200 - Sub Tour  

 

Story of the California Channel Islands (PBS) 
Production assistance rescinded due to inappropriate behavior by producer. Historical documentary on 
Channel Islands from their creation to present day. Interview took place 17Jun on Port Hueneme base  
to discuss Navy current ops and environmental stewardship initiatives onboard San Nicolas Island. No 
filming on actual island permitted. PAA signed. Following 17Jun interview, producer demanded access 
to San Nicolas in an unprofessional manner that has prompted indefinite suspension of further  
DoD/USN assistance. Received additional correspondence from Sam Tyler rejecting the notice to 
rescind support and demanding regrets to higher authority.  On 21Jul, NAVINFOWEST received copy of 
FOIA letter emailed by CNRSW (N00PA) re: Correspondence associate with Sam Tyler and Channel 
Island Documentary.   Interim OSD (PA) Documentary Officer was notified and NAVINFOWEST is 
standing by for follow on guidance and tasking from FOIA office.  

SEAPOWER (IMAX/K2 Comms) 

SHOOTING SCHEDULE for RIMPAC: 
22-26Jul – Embark Ronald Reagan to include PhotoEx 25Jul 
27-31Jul – CIB-coordinated daily RIMPAC filming 

 
01Aug – EndEx ceremonies onboard Reagan  

 
 

SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS: 

(b) (6)

(b) (6)
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| SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS:

NCIS (CBS)
Belisarius Productions requested SH-6O Pilot to be provided on set SME/Technical Advisor support
during filming depicting scenes of H-60 flight operations ISO episode #259. Filming was scheduled for
ZO-ZZIul in Valencia, CA. NAVINFOWEST Project Officer submitted feasibility of support submitted to
CNAP (NOOPA) on 15]ul. CNAP provided 1XSH-60 pilot to provide SME support on 21]ul. SME
provided on set direction and pilot familiarization to three actors. SME also made three script change
recommendations that were accepted.

HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAVY
Great Visit at SPAWAR. Over 15 SMEs on hand, three stations and about a dozen demos, including salt
water antenna, energy harvesting technology and remotely/unmanned vehicles.
Assess ROI for this to be very high. Aditya Sood (President of Genre Films) is working on two
action/adventure movies (one present day, one futuristic) and asked very specific questions and
mentioned they relate to projects in development. Adam Foshko is developing the Call of Duty feature,
and mentioned after the tour that he knows of a couple set pieces that can use the information he
learned today. Two-time Best Actress Cate Blanchett joining the sub visit on Sunday.

Remaining SOE:

Fri 25]ul
1030-1200 — Helo Tour HSC-3 Caps & LIMS Brief/ Hangar Tour/MH-60 Simulator

Sat 26Iul
1400-1530 - Ship Tour USS Iohn Paul Iones (DDG-53)

Sun27Iul
1030-1200 - Sub Tour

Story of the California Channel Islands (PBS)
Production assistance rescinded due to inappropriate behavior by producer. Historical documentary on
Channel Islands from their creation to present day. Interview took place 17]un on Port Hueneme base
to discuss Navy current ops and environmental stewardship initiatives onboard San Nicolas Island. No
filming on actual island permitted. PAA signed. Following 17]un interview, producer demanded access
to San Nicolas in an unprofessional manner that has prompted indefinite suspension of further
DoD/USN assistance. Received additional correspondence from Sam Tyler rejecting the notice to
rescind support and demanding regrets to higher authority. On 21Iul, NAVINFOWEST received copy of
FOIA letter emailed by CNRSW (NOOPA) re: Correspondence associate with Sam Tyler and Channel
Island Documentary. Interim OSD (PA) Documentary Officer was notified and NAVINFOWEST is
standing by for follow on guidance and tasking from FOIA office.

SEAPOWER (IMAX/KZ Comms)

SHOOTING SCHEDULE for RIMPAC:
22-26Iul — Embark Ronald Reagan to include PhotoEX 25]ul
27-31Iul — CIB-coordinated daily RIMPAC filming
(b) (6)
01Aug — EndEx ceremonies onboard Reagan
(b) (6)



NCIS NEW ORLEANS SEASON ONE (CBS) 
PAA drafted and sent to NCIS and OSD for review and comment. Initial contact from NCIS show- 
runners in New Orleans requesting technical scout of local bases and technical orientation for 
wardrobe, costumes, locations and props. Set construction in process. Ep One to begin production in 
late July. No base access requested.  Ongoing coordination between OSD, USN, USMC, and NCIS 
(actual) regarding PAA and DoD support. Stakeholder meeting with Belisarius Production executives 
scheduled for early August. 
 
THE LAST SHIP (TNT) 
This week’s fifth episode, “El Toro” maintained the series’ position as tv's #1 scripted original basic 
cable series with key demos with 4.0 million viewers and tied for number one in adults age 18-49 
with 1.1 million viewers.  TNT has ordered 13 episodes for a second season of The Last Ship, an 
increase over its first-season order of 10 episodes.  
 
NAVY DAYS L.A. 
Contacted by Navy League National Director Grant Ivy to provide liaison support opportunities for 
Sailors to attend game and talk shows during ship visits.   IRT USS Anchorage (LPD-23, PAO) support 
request, NAVINFOWEST Reserve Unit will be providing 2xMC1s to provide PHOJO coverage for 
LPD/DDG ISO Navy Days LA. MC support will include coverage of Senior Leader Engagements, Ship 
COMRELs, MWR events and Ship tours.  NAVINFOWEST Director will participate in civic leader 
engagements when requested by NAVCO.  Navy Days LA execution days: 3-10Aug. (NNTR) 

 

 
 

THE LAST SHIP (TNT) 
Aired on TNT last Sunday 2100, The Last Ship Episode 105 “El Toro," Chandler and Slattery lead a small 
team into the jungles of Nicaragua on a mission to find monkeys for Dr. Scott's vaccine trials, but run 
across a former drug kingpin who will stop at nothing to maintain his stranglehold on his oppressed 
society.  'The Last Ship' now ranks as basic cable's #1 new series for the year-to-date among total 
viewers. TNT is also running repeat episodes on other days/other time slots on TNT, TNN, TBS and TNT's 
official website. 
 
NAVINFOWEST is communicating with SURFPAC PAO to arrange leadership meeting in the second week 
of August, find Season Two Technical Advisors as well as provide in port dates for future production. 
Anticipating first treatments of scripts for season two by late August/early September with initial filming 
possibilities as early as October. NAVINFOWEST, Navy News Desk Social Media and SURFPAC continue to 
monitor weekly social media posts relating to The Last Ship. (NNTR) 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SCRIPTED TV / GAME SHOW: 

(b) (4)

(b) (4)
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NCIS NEW ORLEANS SEASON ONE (CBS)
PAA drafted and sent to NCIS and OSD for review and comment. Initial contact from NCIS show-
runners in New Orleans requesting technical scout of local bases and technical orientation for
wardrobe, costumes, locations and props. Set construction in process. Ep One to begin production in
late July. No base access requested. Ongoing coordination between OSD, USN, USMC, and NCIS
(actual) regarding PAA and DoD support. Stakeholder meeting with Belisarius Production executives
scheduled for early August.

THE LAST SHIP (TNT)
This week’s fifth episode, “El Toro" maintained the series’ position as tv's #1 scripted original basic
cable series with key demos with 4.0 million viewers and tied for number one in adults age 18-49
with 1.1 million viewers. TNT has ordered 13 episodes for a second season of The Last Ship, an
increase over its first-season order of 10 episodes.

NAVY DAYS L.A.
Contacted by Navy League National Director Grant Ivy to provide liaison support opportunities for
Sailors to attend game and talk shows during ship visits. IRT USS Anchorage (LPD-Z 3, PAO) support
request, NAVINFOWEST Reserve Unit will be providing ZXMCls to provide PHOIO coverage for
LPD/DDG ISO Navy Days LA. MC support will include coverage of Senior Leader Engagements, Ship
COMRELs, MWR events and Ship tours. NAVINFOWEST Director will participate in civic leader
engagements when requested by NAVCO. Navy Days LA execution days: 3-10Aug. (NNTR)

| SCRIPTED TV / GAME SHOW:

THE LAST SHIP (TNT)
Aired on TNT last Sunday 2100, The Last Ship Episode 105 “El Toro," Chandler and Slattery lead a small
team into the jungles of Nicaragua on a mission to find monkeys for Dr. Scott's vaccine trials, but run
across a former drug kingpin who will stop at nothing to maintain his stranglehold on his oppressed
society. 'The Last Ship' now ranks as basic cable's #1 new series for the year-to-date among total
viewers. TNT is also running repeat episodes on other days/other time slots on TNT, TNN, TBS and TNT's
official website.

NAVINFOWEST is communicating with SURFPAC PAO to arrange leadership meeting in the second week
ofAugust, find Season Two Technical Advisors as well as provide in port dates for future production.
Anticipating first treatments of scripts for season two by late August/early September with initial filming
possibilities as early as October. NAVINFOWEST, Navy News Desk Social Media and SURFPAC continue to
monitor weekly social media posts relating to The Last Ship. (NNTR)



Somebody’s Gotta Do It – (CNN) 
Television series starring Mike Rowe of “Dirty Jobs”, show follows the same format as Dirty Jobs. 
Producers are interested in featuring Navy Seabees and Submarine Culinary Specialists. In contact 
with SUBPAC and SeaBees to determine availability of units to support. PAA not yet signed. 
Coordinating training availability with NECC and NMCB Three and Four. (NNTR) 
 
NCIS (CBS) 
Episode #259 “Twenty Klicks” reviewed script and provided terminology/wardrobe notes to 
producers. Additional wardrobe notes provided re: flight crew uniforms. Belisarius Productions 
requested SH-60 Pilot to be provided on set SME/Technical Advisor support during filming depicting 
scenes of H-60 flight operations. Filming completed on 20-22Jul in Valencia, CA. NAVINFOWEST 
Project Officer submitted feasibility of support submitted to CNAP (N00PA) on 15Jul.  CNAP provided 
1xSH-60 pilot to provide SME support on 21 Jul.  SME provided on set direction and pilot 
familiarization to three actors.  SME also made three script change recommendations that were 
accepted.   

       
     Episode #260 “Kill the Messenger” reviewed episode outline. Thematic depicts dead LCDR (friend of       
  POTUS) killed IRT possible tie with corrupt DoD contractor involved with network security scam. 
 

Episode #261 “So it goes” reviewed outline. Thematic depicts suspicious deaths of numerous sailors in 
critical billets with high-level security clearances.  NCIS investigating possible tie to Albanian mafia. 

 

     NCIS NOLA (CBS)  
     Episode #2 “Carrier” reviewed outline. Thematic depicts PO assigned to a CVN and diagnosed with 
     bubonic  plague.  No DoD support requested at this time.  
 
     Episode #1 “Musician Heal Thyself” outline reviewed no DoD requested. 

 
HAWAII FIVE-O (CBS) 
Reviewed Ep 504, no USN depicted or support requested. (NNTR) 

 
Betty White’s Smartest Animals in America (ICON Films) 
Provided authorization letter to use excerpts from SPAWAR produced "Navy Marine Mammal 
Humanitarian Mine Action (HMA)” video. (NNTR) 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 
HUNTER-KILLER 
New sub-plot script in review. Script notes and thematic rewrite recommendations provided to 
Director on 4Mar.  Expect revised script soon. Project Officer reaching out to Exec Producer for 
update. (NNTR) 

 
 
 

FEATURE FILMS 

(b) (4)

(b) (4)
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Project Officer submitted feasibility of support submitted to CNAP (NOOPA) on 15]ul. CNAP provided
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accepted.
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Episode #2 "Carrier" reviewed outline. Thematic depicts PO assigned to a CVN and diagnosed with
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Reviewed Ep 504, no USN depicted or support requested. (NNTR)

Betty White’s Smartest Animals in America (ICON Films)
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HUNTER-KILLER
New sub-plot script in review. Script notes and thematic rewrite recommendations provided to
Director on 4Mar. Expect revised script soon. Project Officer reaching out to Exec Producer for
update. (NNTR)



 
 

Millionaires' Unit: America's Pioneer Pilots of the Great War (Smithsonian Air & Space 
Museum) 
Letter of authorization provided approving use of DoD archival footage. Film tells story of the Yale 
college students who formed a private air militia in preparation for America’s entry into World 
War One. They became the founding squadron of the U.S. Naval Air Reserve and were among the 
very first to fight for the United States in the Great War.  Awaiting rough cut.  Link to promo reel: 
http://www.millionairesunit.org/home.php (NNTR) 

 
Secrets of the Arsenal (Military Channel) 
Explores museums and collections to find interesting and historically-significant stories associated with 
them. NHHC supported historian interviews and filming, 19May, regarding trumpet (housed at Navy 
Museum) originally found aboard USS Houston. Navy addendum to Army PAA signed. Rough cut 
reviewed.  Air date TBD. 

 
HOMEFRONT (PBS) 
OSD(PA) granted DoD support for the PBS documentary “Homefront” that will explore how military 
families deal/cope with deployments. NAVINFOWEST ICW Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC) PAO 
assisted in identifying dependents and service members representing the Navy’s Seabees.  Filming 
took place 18-20Feb to include b-roll of NMCB 3's homecoming and NMCB 5's morning quarters and 
gun range exercise. Interviews included diverse mix of dependents, service members and family 
situations.  Documentary expected completion late 2014 and airing early 2015. (NNTR) 

 
Op Martillo (Univision) 
PAA-supported counter drug ops documentary. Producers circling back with additional embark 
request. NAVINFOWEST ICW SOUTHCOM and C4F reviewing current footage before approving 
additional embarks.  Revision 3 of episodes #1-7 have been reviewed and cleared by 
NAVINFOWEST.  Recommendation to approve Paraiso Pictures post-production phase has been 
forwarded to OSD(PA).  Airdate TBD. (NNTR) 

 
Travel Family with Colleen Kelley (PBS) 
Series showcasing family-friendly locations in the U.S. and abroad.  Filmed at Pensacola Aviation 
Museum highlighting NC-4 flying boat, Apollo program exhibit, and 4D Blue Angel Theater. Blue 
Angels support included b-roll of pilots at autograph session at Aviation Museum, and interviews 
with pilots #2 and #6 shot on the flight line.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
Filmed Navy dive artifacts 15Apr at Navy Museum with NHHC escort. Episode will highlight career 
of BMCM Carl Brashear. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 

Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation 
Museum.  Filming took place 15Jan.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
EMPOWERMENT PROJECT (IndieFlix) 
Interview with VADM Michelle Howard conducted Sunday, 29Sep13 as part of documentary 
showcasing inspirational women in a variety of career fields.  PAA signed.  Rough cut reviewed. 
Special screenings were held in Chicago and Los Angeles 8-11May.  Awaiting official air date. 
(NNTR) 
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Millionaires' Unit: America's Pioneer Pilots of the Great War (Smithsonian Air & Space
Museum)
Letter of authorization provided approving use of DoD archival footage. Film tells story of the Yale
college students who formed a private air militia in preparation for America’s entry into World
War One. They became the founding squadron of the US. Naval Air Reserve and were among the
very first to fight for the United States in the Great War. Awaiting rough cut. Link to promo reel:
http: Z [www.millionairesunitorgzhomephp (NNTR)

Secrets of the Arsenal (Military Channel)
Explores museums and collections to find interesting and historically-significant stories associated with
them. NHHC supported historian interviews and filming, 19May, regarding trumpet (housed at Navy
Museum) originally found aboard USS Houston. Navy addendum to Army PAA signed. Rough cut
reviewed. Air date TBD.

HOMEFRONT (PBS)
OSD(PA) granted DoD support for the PBS documentary “Homefront” that will explore how military
families deal/cope with deployments. NAVINFOWEST ICW Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC) PAO
assisted in identifying dependents and service members representing the Navy’s Seabees. Filming
took place 18—20Feb to include b-roll of NMCB 3's homecoming and NMCB 5's morning quarters and
gun range exercise. Interviews included diverse mix of dependents, service members and family
situations. Documentary expected completion late 2014 and airing early 2015. (NNTR)

Op Martillo (Univision)
PAA-supported counter drug ops documentary. Producers circling back with additional embark
request. NAVINFOWEST ICW SOUTHCOM and C4F reviewing current footage before approving
additional embarks. Revision 3 of episodes #1-7 have been reviewed and cleared by
NAVINFOWEST. Recommendation to approve Paraiso Pictures post-production phase has been
forwarded to OSD(PA). Airdate TBD. (NNTR)

Travel Family with Colleen Kelley (PBS)
Series showcasing family-friendly locations in the US. and abroad. Filmed at Pensacola Aviation
Museum highlighting NC-4 flying boat, Apollo program exhibit, and 4D Blue Angel Theater. Blue
Angels support included b-roll of pilots at autograph session at Aviation Museum, and interviews
with pilots #2 and #6 shot on the flight line. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel)
Filmed Navy dive artifacts 15Apr at Navy Museum with NHHC escort. Episode will highlight career
of BMCM Carl Brashear. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel)
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation
Museum. Filming took place 15Ian. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

EMPOWERMENT PROJECT (IndieFlix)
Interview with VADM Michelle Howard conducted Sunday, 29Sep13 as part of documentary
showcasing inspirational women in a variety of career fields. PAA signed. Rough cut reviewed.
Special screenings were held in Chicago and Los Angeles 8—11May. Awaiting official air date.
(NNTR)



SEAL Dog (Smithsonian) 
Film about former SEAL Trevor Maroshek and his relationship with his dog, Chopper, a former 
military working dog.  Vice President Joe Biden interviewed for film as well.  Interview conducted, 
Apr. 7, with NICoE's CAPT. (Dr.) Robert Koffman that discussed treatment of PTSD/TBI and program 
using canines as therapy dogs.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut.  Additional support to film NSW 
multipurpose K-9 unit in Coronado declined. (NNTR) 

 
HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC) 
Filming took place 15Oct at Directorate of Time and 25Oct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's 
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time.  PAA signed.  Rough cut of episode 
on 'time' received.  Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in a 
very professional/capable manner.  Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR) 

 
New Race for Space (Science Channel) 
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration.  Filming took place 15Feb for 
scheduled test of NASA's SIAD rocket on China Lake.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 

 
 

Brush of Honor (Inspiration Network) 
Letter of authorization provided approving use of DoD-facilitated archival imagery in documentary 
series.  Series will document artist Phil Taylor and his work with the non-profit group American Fallen 
Soldiers Project, whose mission is to provide comfort and healing to grieving families of fallen military. 
The organization makes available at no cost to the family an original portrait of their fallen loved one. 
 
Coast (BBC) 
Letter of authorization provided supporting use of DoD-facilitated imagery of WWI-era dazzle ships. 
Documentary series explores UK coastline and tells variety of historical stories related to a particular 
region. Episode will discuss use and effect of dazzle ships in WWI.  
 
AIR WARRIORS: EA-18G Grizzly 
Documentary on highlighting Air Electronic Warfare from former EA-6B to EA-18G platforms in 
conflicts ranging from Vietnam to Afghanistan. Feasibility of squadron support in progress. 
(NNTR) 
 

THE SMALL COUNTRY (Norwegian TV) 
TV documentary about Norway’s changing position in the world due to climate change, interview 
with RDML White about Navy’s new mission in the Arctic completed 11Jun. NAVINFOWEST 
submitted RFI to staff PAO for AAR. (NNTR) 

 
Newest Technology (Intersport/20 West) 
Early stages of developing series proposal aimed at highlighting Navy’s latest technologies. 
Researching support. (NNTR) 

 
Nat Geo Explorer (Nat Geo) 
New series about military technology that is being used in the civilian sector.  Met with producers 
and provided ideas for potential topics. PAA not yet signed. (NNTR) 

 
Museum Men (possible H2 distribution) 
Documentary series focusing on artists/designers who create historical replicas.  Approved for 
NHHC research assistance and possible interview with historian for episode related to WWII-era 
submarines.  PAA signed. (NNTR) 

 
 
 

DOCUMENTARIES (In Production): 
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on 'time' received.  Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in a 
very professional/capable manner.  Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR) 
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Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration.  Filming took place 15Feb for 
scheduled test of NASA's SIAD rocket on China Lake.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 

 
 

Brush of Honor (Inspiration Network) 
Letter of authorization provided approving use of DoD-facilitated archival imagery in documentary 
series.  Series will document artist Phil Taylor and his work with the non-profit group American Fallen 
Soldiers Project, whose mission is to provide comfort and healing to grieving families of fallen military. 
The organization makes available at no cost to the family an original portrait of their fallen loved one. 
 
Coast (BBC) 
Letter of authorization provided supporting use of DoD-facilitated imagery of WWI-era dazzle ships. 
Documentary series explores UK coastline and tells variety of historical stories related to a particular 
region. Episode will discuss use and effect of dazzle ships in WWI.  
 
AIR WARRIORS: EA-18G Grizzly 
Documentary on highlighting Air Electronic Warfare from former EA-6B to EA-18G platforms in 
conflicts ranging from Vietnam to Afghanistan. Feasibility of squadron support in progress. 
(NNTR) 
 

THE SMALL COUNTRY (Norwegian TV) 
TV documentary about Norway’s changing position in the world due to climate change, interview 
with RDML White about Navy’s new mission in the Arctic completed 11Jun. NAVINFOWEST 
submitted RFI to staff PAO for AAR. (NNTR) 

 
Newest Technology (Intersport/20 West) 
Early stages of developing series proposal aimed at highlighting Navy’s latest technologies. 
Researching support. (NNTR) 

 
Nat Geo Explorer (Nat Geo) 
New series about military technology that is being used in the civilian sector.  Met with producers 
and provided ideas for potential topics. PAA not yet signed. (NNTR) 

 
Museum Men (possible H2 distribution) 
Documentary series focusing on artists/designers who create historical replicas.  Approved for 
NHHC research assistance and possible interview with historian for episode related to WWII-era 
submarines.  PAA signed. (NNTR) 

 
 
 

DOCUMENTARIES (In Production): 

SEAL Dog (Smithsonian)
Film about former SEAL Trevor Maroshek and his relationship with his dog, Chopper, a former
military working dog. Vice President Joe Biden interviewed for film as well. Interview conducted,
Apr. 7, with NICoE's CAPT. (Dr.) Robert Koffman that discussed treatment of PTSD/TBI and program
using canines as therapy dogs. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. Additional support to film NSW
multipurpose K-9 unit in Coronado declined. (NNTR)

HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC)
Filming took place 150ct at Directorate of Time and ZSOct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time. PAA signed. Rough cut of episode
on 'time' received. Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in a
very professional/capable manner. Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR)

New Race for Space (Science Channel)
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration. Filming took place 15Feb for
scheduled test of NASA's SIAD rocket on China Lake. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

DOCUMENTARIES (In Production):

Brush of Honor (Inspiration Network)
Letter of authorization provided approving use of DOD-facilitated archival imagery in documentary
series. Series will document artist Phil Taylor and his work with the non-profit group American Fallen
Soldiers Project, whose mission is to provide comfort and healing to grieving families of fallen military.
The organization makes available at no cost to the family an original portrait of their fallen loved one.

Coast (BBC)
Letter of authorization provided supporting use of DOD-facilitated imagery of WWI-era dazzle ships.
Documentary series explores UK coastline and tells variety of historical stories related to a particular
region. Episode will discuss use and effect of dazzle ships in WW1.

AIR WARRIORS: EA-18G Grizzly
Documentary on highlighting Air Electronic Warfare from former EA-6B to EA-18G platforms in
conflicts ranging from Vietnam to Afghanistan. Feasibility of squadron support in progress.
(NNTR)

THE SMALL COUNTRY (Norwegian TV)
TV documentary about Norway’s changing position in the world due to climate change, interview
with RDML White about Navy’s new mission in the Arctic completed 11]un. NAVINFOWEST
submitted RFI to staff PAO for AAR. (NNTR)

Newest Technology (Intersport/20 West)
Early stages of developing series proposal aimed at highlighting Navy’s latest technologies.
Researching support. (NNTR)

Nat Geo Explorer (Nat Geo)
New series about military technology that is being used in the civilian sector. Met with producers
and provided ideas for potential topics. PAA not yet signed. (NNTR)

Museum Men (possible H2 distribution)
Documentary series focusing on artists/designers who create historical replicas. Approved for
NHHC research assistance and possible interview with historian for episode related to WWII-era
submarines. PAA signed. (NNTR)



Monumental Mysteries (Travel Channel) 
Series examines unusual and unexpected stories behind monuments and landmarks across the  
nation.  Broll of USS Squalus memorial captured 21May on Portsmouth Naval Shipyard with local 
PAO escort.  Particular episode will feature USS Squalus disaster in 1939 where the diesel  
submarine  sunk during testing phase, followed by rescue of all 33 crew members aboard due to  
rapid response and use of modern-era technology.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
Virginia Voices (Virginia Historical Society) 
Broll captured on Naval Station Norfolk and interview with Hampton Roads Naval Museum curator, 
16-22May, to highlight Navy in Virginia, past and present. Norfolk PAO escort.  Documentary film is 
the first state-specific, modern historical documentary woven from the video submissions of residents 
and original footage shot with 4K resolution cameras.  Will premiere at the Virginia Historical Society 
center's new 500-seat theater in Richmond, VA, Fall 2014.  It will play for several years accompanied 
by an online interactive experience and database.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
Ocean Gals (No distribution) 
Documentary film request that aims to highlight SPAWAR/SSC PAC's Navy Marine Ecology 
Consortium and its 75% female staff in order to highlight diversity and Navy's environmental 
compliance, stewardship and readiness mission.  Researching support. (NNTR) 

 
Anthony Bourdain: Parts Unknown (CNN) 
Travel and food show series.  Production request received.  Working with producers to determine 
access requested. (NNTR) 

 
Mighty Ships (Discovery) 
Researching filming opportunities aboard USNS Montford Point, JHSV. (NNTR) 

 
UnSEALed (PBS) 
Production support approved with addendum to previous research-assisted PAA approved by 
NAVINFOWEST and Naval Special Warfare Command.  PAA and Addendum signed.  CAPT Fenick 
coordinating filming several ceremonial events at BUDS training and tributes to the fallen at other 
locations.  ADM Maguire interviewed 10May.  Film begins post-production phase 26May.  Rough cut 
review in progress. Notes will be forwarded to production team.  Air dateTBD. 

 

  Spent: Looking for Change (no distribution) 
Documentary on predatory lending from same producers that made "An Inconvenient Truth" and  
"Waiting for Superman."  Initial request for fact-finding, research assistance to speak off-camera with  
RLSO and NMCRS representatives to discuss predatory lenders targeting of military. Initial phone 
calls will also serve to identify selection of on-camera interviews at a later date, pending approval. 
Navy and Marine film offices researching support.  No PAA. (NNTR) 

 
Beyond the Light Switch (PBS) 
Documentary on national security with focus on economic, energy and environmental security. 
Interviews approved for ONR representatives in conjunction with ARPA-E summit. Navy 
addendum added to existing Army PAA. (NNTR) 

 
The History of Carrier Aviation project (Office of Patriots Point and USS Yorktown) 
This is a non-broadcast request for stock footage carrier and carrier based aviation.  The final 
video will be viewed in the USS Yorktown’s new state of the art theatre.  The production release 
date is 15Aug.  Post production began 15Apr.  In research phase. (NNTR) 
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Documentary on predatory lending from same producers that made "An Inconvenient Truth" and  
"Waiting for Superman."  Initial request for fact-finding, research assistance to speak off-camera with  
RLSO and NMCRS representatives to discuss predatory lenders targeting of military. Initial phone 
calls will also serve to identify selection of on-camera interviews at a later date, pending approval. 
Navy and Marine film offices researching support.  No PAA. (NNTR) 

 
Beyond the Light Switch (PBS) 
Documentary on national security with focus on economic, energy and environmental security. 
Interviews approved for ONR representatives in conjunction with ARPA-E summit. Navy 
addendum added to existing Army PAA. (NNTR) 

 
The History of Carrier Aviation project (Office of Patriots Point and USS Yorktown) 
This is a non-broadcast request for stock footage carrier and carrier based aviation.  The final 
video will be viewed in the USS Yorktown’s new state of the art theatre.  The production release 
date is 15Aug.  Post production began 15Apr.  In research phase. (NNTR) 

 
 
 
 
 

Monumental Mysteries (Travel Channel)
Series examines unusual and unexpected stories behind monuments and landmarks across the
nation. Broll of USS Squalus memorial captured 21May on Portsmouth Naval Shipyard with local
PAO escort. Particular episode will feature USS Squalus disaster in 1939 where the diesel
submarine sunk during testing phase, followed by rescue of all 33 crew members aboard due to
rapid response and use of modern-era technology. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

Virginia Voices (Virginia Historical Society)
Broll captured on Naval Station Norfolk and interview with Hampton Roads Naval Museum curator,
16-22May, to highlight Navy in Virginia, past and present. Norfolk PAO escort. Documentary film is
the first state-specific, modern historical documentary woven from the video submissions of residents
and original footage shot with 4K resolution cameras. Will premiere at the Virginia Historical Society
center's new BOO-seat theater in Richmond, VA, Fall 2014. It will play for several years accompanied
by an online interactive experience and database. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

Ocean Gals (No distribution)
Documentary film request that aims to highlight SPAWAR/SSC PAC's Navy Marine Ecology
Consortium and its 75% female staff in order to highlight diversity and Navy's environmental
compliance, stewardship and readiness mission. Researching support. (NNTR)

Anthony Bourdain: Parts Unknown (CNN)
Travel and food show series. Production request received. Working with producers to determine
access requested. (NNTR)

Mighty Ships (Discovery)
Researching filming opportunities aboard USNS Montford Point, IHSV. (NNTR)

UnSEALed (PBS)
Production support approved with addendum to previous research-assisted PAA approved by
NAVINFOWEST and Naval Special Warfare Command. PAA and Addendum signed. CAPT Fenick
coordinating filming several ceremonial events at BUDS training and tributes to the fallen at other
locations. ADM Maguire interviewed 10May. Film begins post-production phase 26May. Rough cut
review in progress. Notes will be forwarded to production team. Air dateTBD.

Spent: Looking for Change (no distribution)
Documentary on predatory lending from same producers that made "An Inconvenient Trut " and
"Waiting for Superman." Initial request for fact-finding, research assistance to speak off-camera with
RLSO and NMCRS representatives to discuss predatory lenders targeting of military. Initial phone
calls will also serve to identify selection of on-camera interviews at a later date, pending approval.
Navy and Marine film offices researching support. No PAA. (NNTR)

Beyond the Light Switch (PBS)
Documentary on national security with focus on economic, energy and environmental security.
Interviews approved for ONR representatives in conjunction with ARPA-E summit. Navy
addendum added to existing Army PAA. (NNTR)

The History of Carrier Aviation project (Office of Patriots Point and USS Yorktown)
This is a non-broadcast request for stock footage carrier and carrier based aviation. The final
video will be viewed in the USS Yorktown’s new state of the art theatre. The production release
date is 15Aug. Post production began 15Apr. In research phase. (NNTR)



 
 

Last Kamikaze Mission 
No distribution or ROI. 
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HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAVY 
Over the course of four days, a total of 51 guests attended visits to multiple platforms.  The majority of 
guests were executives from various feature and TV production companies, a high return on 
investment with future projects featuring the Navy is expected.  Visits included: 
 
- SPAWAR SSP - Various technologies were demonstrated to include saltwater antenna system, 
unmanned underwater vehicles, bio-energy harvester, 3D imaging, mapping and printing, and various 
robotic systems.  
- HSC-3 - Capabilities brief provided by pilot instructor followed by a static helicopter display.  The 
highlight of the day was the opportunity for guests to fly the aircraft in a simulator.  
- USS JOHN PAUL JONES (DDG 53) - An extensive ship tour was provided with a large amount of time 
spent in CIC, various SMEs were on hand to describe the ships role in traditional air, surface, subsurface 
and strike warfare, as well as the ships unique capabilities in missile defense. 
- USS HAMPTON (SSN-767) - Tour given by Executive Officer, LCDR David Fassel.  In addition to 
discussing ship capabilities and life on a submarine, significant time was spent explaining the heavy 
requirements put on the submarine force, and the need to maintain a large undersea fleet.  
 
Overall a very successful first HTTN visit to coincide with the Comic Convention.   Significant interest 
in featuring the Navy was garnered with executives and producers for upcoming features and 
television series.  Lessons learned have been noted to make a 2015 COMIC-CON HTTN visit an even 
greater success. 
 
See the related stories on http://www.navy.mil/submit/display.asp?story id=82477 and 
http://timesofsandiego.com/military/2014/07/31/program-brings-hollywood-to-the-navy-in-san-
diego/. 
 

NCIS NEW ORLEANS SEASON ONE (CBS) 
PAA drafted and sent to NCIS and OSD for review and comment. Initial contact from NCIS show- 
runners in New Orleans requesting technical scout of local bases and technical orientation for 
wardrobe, costumes, locations and props.  Set construction in process. Ep One to begin production in 
late July. No base access requested.  Ongoing coordination between OSD, USN, USMC, and NCIS 
(actual) regarding PAA and DoD support.  Stakeholder meeting with Belisarius Production executives 
scheduled for 19Aug. 

 
THE LAST SHIP (TNT) 
This week’s sixth episode, “Lockdown” maintained the series’ position as tv's #1 scripted original 
basic cable series with key demos with 4.4 million viewers on Sunday broadcast and 6 million in 
Live+3 Days, an 8% rise from last week.   TNT has ordered 13 episodes for a second season of The 
Last Ship, an increase over its first-season order of 10 episodes.  

 
SEAPOWER (IMAX/K2 Comms) 
 
SHOOTING SCHEDULE for RIMPAC: 
30Jul- RIMPAC filming complete 
01Aug – CAPT Coons returns CONUS 

    

 

 

SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS: 
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SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS:

HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAVY
Over the course of four days, a total of 51 guests attended Visits to multiple platforms. The majority of
guests were executives from various feature and TV production companies, a high return on
investment with future projects featuring the Navy is expected. Visits included:

- SPAWAR SSP - Various technologies were demonstrated to include saltwater antenna system,
unmanned underwater vehicles, bio-energy harvester, 3D imaging, mapping and printing, and various
robotic systems.
- HSC-3 - Capabilities brief provided by pilot instructor followed by a static helicopter display. The
highlight of the day was the opportunity for guests to fly the aircraft in a simulator.
- USS JOHN PAUL IONES (DDG 53) - An extensive ship tour was provided with a large amount of time
spent in CIC, various SMEs were on hand to describe the ships role in traditional air, surface, subsurface
and strike warfare, as well as the ships unique capabilities in missile defense.
- USS HAMPTON (SSN-767) - Tour given by Executive Officer, LCDR David Fassel. In addition to
discussing ship capabilities and life on a submarine, significant time was spent explaining the heavy
requirements put on the submarine force, and the need to maintain a large undersea fleet.

Overall a very successful first HTTN Visit to coincide with the Comic Convention. Significant interest
in featuring the Navy was garnered with executives and producers for upcoming features and
television series. Lessons learned have been noted to make a 2015 COMIC-CON HTTN visit an even
greater success.

See the related stories on http: //www.navy.m11/subm1t/dllav asp?story id:82477 and

NCIS NEW ORLEANS SEASON ONE (CBS)
PAA drafted and sent to NCIS and OSD for review and comment. Initial contact from NCIS show-
runners in New Orleans requesting technical scout of local bases and technical orientation for
wardrobe, costumes, locations and props. Set construction in process. Ep One to begin production in
late July. No base access requested. Ongoing coordination between OSD, USN, USMC, and NCIS
(actual) regarding FAA and DoD support. Stakeholder meeting with Belisarius Production executives
scheduled for 19Aug.

THE LAST SHIP (TNT)
This week’s sixth episode, "Lockdown" maintained the series’ position as tv's #1 scripted original
basic cable series with key demos with 4.4 million viewers on Sunday broadcast and 6 million in
Live+3 Days, an 8% rise from last week. TNT has ordered 13 episodes for a second season of The
Last Ship, an increase over its first-season order of 10 episodes.

SEAPOWER (IMAX/KZ Comms)

SHOOTING SCHEDULE for RIMPAC:
30]ul- RIMPAC filming complete
01Aug — CAPT Coons returns CONUS



Story of the California Channel Islands (PBS) 
Production assistance rescinded due to inappropriate behavior by producer.  Historical documentary 
on Channel Islands from their creation to present day. Interview took place 17Jun on Port Hueneme 
base to discuss Navy current ops and environmental stewardship initiatives onboard San Nicolas Island. 
No filming on actual island permitted. PAA signed. Following 17Jun interview, producer demanded 
access to San Nicolas in an unprofessional manner that has prompted indefinite suspension of further 
DoD/USN assistance.  Received additional correspondence from Sam Tyler rejecting the notice to 
rescind support and demanding regrets to higher authority.  On 21Jul, NAVINFOWEST received copy of 
FOIA letter emailed by CNRSW (N00PA) re: Correspondence associate with Sam Tyler and Channel 
Island Documentary.   FOIA request letter, Production PAA, and rescission letter to be forwarded to 
CHINFO JAG for review and guidance on action and response recommendation.  
 
NAVY DAYS L.A. 
Contacted by Navy League National Director Grant Ivey to provide liaison support opportunities for 
Sailors to attend game and talk shows during ship visits.   IRT USS Anchorage (LPD-23, PAO) support 
request, NAVINFOWEST Reserve Unit will be providing 2xMC1s to provide PHOJO coverage for 
LPD/DDG ISO Navy Days LA. MC support will include coverage of Senior Leader Engagements, Ship 
COMRELs, MWR events and Ship tours.  NAVINFOWEST Director will participate in civic leader 
engagements when requested by NAVCO.  Navy Days LA execution days: 6-10Aug. (NNTR) 

 

 
 

THE LAST SHIP (TNT) 
Aired on TNT last Sunday 2100, The Last Ship Episode 106 “Lockdown."  After returning from the 
horrors of Nicaragua, panic begins to spread throughout the ship when LT Green comes down with a 
mysterious illness that could be the virus.  Losing faith in Rachel and her failing vaccine trials, Chandler 
now has to deal with a restive crew.  If he fails to keep the crew together, the whole mission is in 
jeopardy.  'The Last Ship' now ranks as basic cable's #1 new series for the year-to-date among total 
viewers.  TNT is also running repeat episodes on other days/other time slots on TNT, TNN, TBS and 
TNT's official website. 
 
NAVINFOWEST is communicating with SURFPAC PAO to arrange leadership meeting in the second week 
of August, find Season Two Technical Advisors as well as provide in port dates for future production. 
Anticipating first treatments of scripts for season two by late August/early September with initial filming 
possibilities as early as October.  NAVINFOWEST, Navy News Desk Social Media and SURFPAC continue 
to monitor weekly social media posts relating to The Last Ship. (NNTR) 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

   
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SCRIPTED TV / GAME SHOW: 
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Story of the California Channel Islands (PBS)
Production assistance rescinded due to inappropriate behavior by producer. Historical documentary
on Channel Islands from their creation to present day. Interview took place 17]un on Port Hueneme
base to discuss Navy current ops and environmental stewardship initiatives onboard San Nicolas Island.
No filming on actual island permitted. PAA signed. Following 17]un interview, producer demanded
access to San Nicolas in an unprofessional manner that has prompted indefinite suspension of further
DoD/USN assistance. Received additional correspondence from Sam Tyler rejecting the notice to
rescind support and demanding regrets to higher authority. On 21]ul, NAVINFOWEST received copy of
FOIA letter emailed by CNRSW (NOOPA) re: Correspondence associate with Sam Tyler and Channel
Island Documentary. FOIA request letter, Production PAA, and rescission letter to be forwarded to
CHINFO IAG for review and guidance on action and response recommendation.

NAVY DAYS L.A.
Contacted by Navy League National Director Grant Ivey to provide liaison support opportunities for
Sailors to attend game and talk shows during ship visits. IRT USS Anchorage (LPD-Z 3, PAO) support
request, NAVINFOWEST Reserve Unit will be providing ZXMCls to provide PHOIO coverage for
LPD/DDG ISO Navy Days LA. MC support will include coverage of Senior Leader Engagements, Ship
COMRELs, MWR events and Ship tours. NAVINFOWEST Director will participate in civic leader
engagements when requested by NAVCO. Navy Days LA execution days: 6-10Aug. (NNTR)

| SCRIPTED TV / GAME SHOW:

THE LAST SHIP (TNT)
Aired on TNT last Sunday 2100, The Last Ship Episode 106 “Lockdown.” After returning from the
horrors of Nicaragua, panic begins to spread throughout the ship when LT Green comes down with a
mysterious illness that could be the virus. Losing faith in Rachel and her failing vaccine trials, Chandler
now has to deal with a restive crew. If he fails to keep the crew together, the whole mission is in
jeopardy. 'The Last Ship' now ranks as basic cable's #1 new series for the year-to-date among total
viewers. TNT is also running repeat episodes on other days/other time slots on TNT, TNN, TBS and
TNT's official website.

NAVINFOWEST is communicating with SURFPAC PAO to arrange leadership meeting in the second week
ofAugust, find Season Two Technical Advisors as well as provide in port dates for future production.
Anticipating first treatments of scripts for season two by late August/early September with initial filming
possibilities as early as October. NAVINFOWEST, Navy News Desk Social Media and SURFPAC continue
to monitor weekly social media posts relating to The Last Ship. (NNTR)



Somebody’s Gotta Do It – (CNN) 
Television series starring Mike Rowe of “Dirty Jobs”,  show follows the same format as Dirty Jobs. 
Producers are interested in featuring Navy Seabees and Submarine Culinary Specialists.  In contact 
with SUBPAC and SeaBees to determine availability of units to support.  PAA not yet signed. 
Coordinating training availability with NECC and NMCB Three and Four. (NNTR) 
 
NCIS (CBS) 

     Episode #260 “Kill the Messenger” reviewed episode outline. Thematic depicts dead LCDR (friend of       
  POTUS) killed IRT possible tie with corrupt DoD contractor involved with network security scam. 
 

Episode #261 “So it goes” reviewed outline.  Thematic depicts suspicious deaths of numerous sailors in 
critical billets with high-level security clearances.  NCIS investigating possible tie to Albanian mafia. 

 

Episode #262 “Choke Hold” reviewed outline.  Thematic depicts NRL scientist disclosing 
communications technology to Russian colleague.  NCIS agents along with SECNAV attempt to uncover 
source of classified material disclosure. 

 

NCIS NOLA (CBS)  
Episode #1 “Musician Heal Thyself” outline reviewed no DoD requested. 

      
Episode #2 “Carrier” reviewed outline.  Thematic depicts PO assigned to a CVN and diagnosed with 
bubonic  plague.  No DoD support requested at this time. 

 
 Episode #4 “Breaking Brig” reviewed outline.  Thematic depicts a tier-1 level terrorist captured and       
 transported to USS Princeton for return to CONUS.  A NOLA based LT and a non-rated seaman both  
 convicted felons along with the terrorist escape while being transported to the NAS JAX Brig. 

 
HAWAII FIVE-O (CBS) 
Reviewed Ep 508, no USN depicted or support requested.  

 
Betty White’s Smartest Animals in America (ICON Films) 
Provided authorization letter to use excerpts from SPAWAR produced "Navy Marine Mammal 
Humanitarian Mine Action (HMA)” video. (NNTR) 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

FEATURE FILMS 
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Somebody’s Gotta Do It — (CNN)
Television series starring Mike Rowe of "Dirty Jobs”, show follows the same format as Dirty Iobs.
Producers are interested in featuring Navy Seabees and Submarine Culinary Specialists. In contact
with SUBPAC and SeaBees to determine availability of units to support. PAA not yet signed.
Coordinating training availability with NECC and NMCB Three and Four. (NNTR)

NCIS (CBS)
Episode #260 "Kill the Messenger” reviewed episode outline. Thematic depicts dead LCDR (friend of
POTUS) killed IRT possible tie with corrupt DoD contractor involved with network security scam.

Episode #261 "So it goes" reviewed outline. Thematic depicts suspicious deaths of numerous sailors in
critical billets with high-level security clearances. NCIS investigating possible tie to Albanian mafia.

Episode #262 “Choke Hold" reviewed outline. Thematic depicts NRL scientist disclosing
communications technology to Russian colleague. NCIS agents along with SECNAV attempt to uncover
source of classified material disclosure.

NCIS NOLA (CBS)
Episode #1 "Musician Heal Thyself" outline reviewed no DoD requested.

Episode #2 "Carrier" reviewed outline. Thematic depicts PO assigned to a CVN and diagnosed with
bubonic plague. No DoD support requested at this time.

Episode #4 "Breaking Brig” reviewed outline. Thematic depicts a tier-1 level terrorist captured and
transported to USS Princeton for return to CONUS. A NOLA based LT and a non-rated seaman both
convicted felons along with the terrorist escape while being transported to the NAS IAX Brig.

HAWAII FIVE-O (CBS)
Reviewed Ep 508, no USN depicted or support requested.

Betty White’s Smartest Animals in America (ICON Films)
Provided authorization letter to use excerpts from SPAWAR produced "Navy Marine Mammal
Humanitarian Mine Action (HMA)" video. (NNTR)

FEATURE FILMS l



HUNTER-KILLER 
New sub-plot script in review. Script notes and thematic rewrite recommendations provided to 
Director on 4Mar.  Expect revised script soon. Project Officer reaching out to Exec Producer for 
update. (NNTR) 

 

 
 

Millionaires' Unit: America's Pioneer Pilots of the Great War (Smithsonian Air & Space 
Museum) 
Letter of authorization provided approving use of DoD archival footage.  Film tells story of the Yale 
college students who formed a private air militia in preparation for America’s entry into World 
War One. They became the founding squadron of the U.S. Naval Air Reserve and were among the 
very first to fight for the United States in the Great War.  Awaiting rough cut.  Link to promo reel: 
http://www.millionairesunit.org/home.php (NNTR) 

 
Secrets of the Arsenal (Military Channel) 
Explores museums and collections to find interesting and historically-significant stories associated with 
them. NHHC supported historian interviews and filming, 19May, regarding trumpet (housed at Navy 
Museum) originally found aboard USS Houston. Navy addendum to Army PAA signed. Rough cut 
reviewed.  Air date TBD. (NNTR) 

 
HOMEFRONT (PBS) 
OSD(PA) granted DoD support for the PBS documentary “Homefront” that will explore how military 
families deal/cope with deployments. NAVINFOWEST ICW Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC) PAO 
assisted in identifying dependents and service members representing the Navy’s Seabees.  Filming 
took place 18-20Feb to include b-roll of NMCB 3's homecoming and NMCB 5's morning quarters and 
gun range exercise. Interviews included diverse mix of dependents, service members and family 
situations.  Documentary expected completion late 2014 and airing early 2015. (NNTR) 

 
Op Martillo (Univision) 
PAA-supported counter drug ops documentary. Producers circling back with additional embark 
request. NAVINFOWEST ICW SOUTHCOM and C4F reviewing current footage before approving 
additional embarks.  Revision 3 of episodes #1-7 have been reviewed and cleared by 
NAVINFOWEST.  Recommendation to approve Paraiso Pictures post-production phase has been 
forwarded to OSD(PA).  Airdate TBD. (NNTR) 

 
Travel Family with Colleen Kelley (PBS) 
Series showcasing family-friendly locations in the U.S. and abroad.  Filmed at Pensacola Aviation 
Museum highlighting NC-4 flying boat, Apollo program exhibit, and 4D Blue Angel Theater. Blue 
Angels support included b-roll of pilots at autograph session at Aviation Museum, and interviews 
with pilots #2 and #6 shot on the flight line.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
Filmed BMCM Carl Brashear’s Master Diver plaque,15Apr, housed at DC Navy Museum and 
interviewed curator.  Episode highlights Brashear’s career and Master Diver accomplishment.  PAA 
signed.  Rough cut reviewed.  Awaiting air date. 

 

Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation 
Museum.  Filming took place 15Jan.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
 
 
 
 
 

DOCUMENTARIES 

HUNTER-KILLER 
New sub-plot script in review. Script notes and thematic rewrite recommendations provided to 
Director on 4Mar.  Expect revised script soon. Project Officer reaching out to Exec Producer for 
update. (NNTR) 

 

 
 

Millionaires' Unit: America's Pioneer Pilots of the Great War (Smithsonian Air & Space 
Museum) 
Letter of authorization provided approving use of DoD archival footage.  Film tells story of the Yale 
college students who formed a private air militia in preparation for America’s entry into World 
War One. They became the founding squadron of the U.S. Naval Air Reserve and were among the 
very first to fight for the United States in the Great War.  Awaiting rough cut.  Link to promo reel: 
http://www.millionairesunit.org/home.php (NNTR) 

 
Secrets of the Arsenal (Military Channel) 
Explores museums and collections to find interesting and historically-significant stories associated with 
them. NHHC supported historian interviews and filming, 19May, regarding trumpet (housed at Navy 
Museum) originally found aboard USS Houston. Navy addendum to Army PAA signed. Rough cut 
reviewed.  Air date TBD. (NNTR) 

 
HOMEFRONT (PBS) 
OSD(PA) granted DoD support for the PBS documentary “Homefront” that will explore how military 
families deal/cope with deployments. NAVINFOWEST ICW Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC) PAO 
assisted in identifying dependents and service members representing the Navy’s Seabees.  Filming 
took place 18-20Feb to include b-roll of NMCB 3's homecoming and NMCB 5's morning quarters and 
gun range exercise. Interviews included diverse mix of dependents, service members and family 
situations.  Documentary expected completion late 2014 and airing early 2015. (NNTR) 

 
Op Martillo (Univision) 
PAA-supported counter drug ops documentary. Producers circling back with additional embark 
request. NAVINFOWEST ICW SOUTHCOM and C4F reviewing current footage before approving 
additional embarks.  Revision 3 of episodes #1-7 have been reviewed and cleared by 
NAVINFOWEST.  Recommendation to approve Paraiso Pictures post-production phase has been 
forwarded to OSD(PA).  Airdate TBD. (NNTR) 

 
Travel Family with Colleen Kelley (PBS) 
Series showcasing family-friendly locations in the U.S. and abroad.  Filmed at Pensacola Aviation 
Museum highlighting NC-4 flying boat, Apollo program exhibit, and 4D Blue Angel Theater. Blue 
Angels support included b-roll of pilots at autograph session at Aviation Museum, and interviews 
with pilots #2 and #6 shot on the flight line.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
Filmed BMCM Carl Brashear’s Master Diver plaque,15Apr, housed at DC Navy Museum and 
interviewed curator.  Episode highlights Brashear’s career and Master Diver accomplishment.  PAA 
signed.  Rough cut reviewed.  Awaiting air date. 

 

Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation 
Museum.  Filming took place 15Jan.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
 
 
 
 
 

DOCUMENTARIES 

HUNTER-KILLER
New sub-plot script in review. Script notes and thematic rewrite recommendations provided to
Director on 4Mar. Expect revised script soon. Project Officer reaching out to Exec Producer for
update. (NNTR)

DOCUMENTARIES

Millionaires' Unit: America's Pioneer Pilots of the Great War (Smithsonian Air & Space
Museum)
Letter of authorization provided approving use of DoD archival footage. Film tells story of the Yale
college students who formed a private air militia in preparation for America’s entry into World
War One. They became the founding squadron of the US. Naval Air Reserve and were among the
very first to fight for the United States in the Great War. Awaiting rough cut. Link to promo reel:
http: Z [www.millionairesunit.org[home.php (NNTR)

Secrets of the Arsenal (Military Channel)
Explores museums and collections to find interesting and historically-significant stories associated with
them. NHHC supported historian interviews and filming, 19May, regarding trumpet (housed at Navy
Museum) originally found aboard USS Houston. Navy addendum to Army PAA signed. Rough cut
reviewed. Air date TBD. (NNTR)

HOMEFRONT (PBS)
OSD(PA) granted DoD support for the PBS documentary “Homefront” that will explore how military
families deal/cope with deployments. NAVINFOWEST ICW Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC) PAO
assisted in identifying dependents and service members representing the Navy’s Seabees. Filming
took place 18—20Feb to include b-roll of NMCB 3's homecoming and NMCB 5's morning quarters and
gun range exercise. Interviews included diverse mix of dependents, service members and family
situations. Documentary expected completion late 2014 and airing early 2015. (NNTR)

Op Martillo (Univision)
PAA-supported counter drug ops documentary. Producers circling back with additional embark
request. NAVINFOWEST ICW SOUTHCOM and C4F reviewing current footage before approving
additional embarks. Revision 3 of episodes #1-7 have been reviewed and cleared by
NAVINFOWEST. Recommendation to approve Paraiso Pictures post-production phase has been
forwarded to OSD(PA). Airdate TBD. (NNTR)

Travel Family with Colleen Kelley (PBS)
Series showcasing family-friendly locations in the US. and abroad. Filmed at Pensacola Aviation
Museum highlighting NC-4 flying boat, Apollo program exhibit, and 4D Blue Angel Theater. Blue
Angels support included b-roll of pilots at autograph session at Aviation Museum, and interviews
with pilots #2 and #6 shot on the flight line. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel)
Filmed BMCM Carl Brashear’s Master Diver plaque,15Apr, housed at DC Navy Museum and
interviewed curator. Episode highlights Brashear’s career and Master Diver accomplishment. PAA
signed. Rough cut reviewed. Awaiting air date.

Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel)
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation
Museum. Filming took place 15Ian. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)



SEAL Dog (Smithsonian) 
Film about former SEAL Trevor Maroshek and his relationship with his dog, Chopper, a former 
military working dog.  Vice President Joe Biden interviewed for film as well.  Interview conducted, 
Apr. 7, with NICoE's CAPT. (Dr.) Robert Koffman that discussed treatment of PTSD/TBI and program 
using canines as therapy dogs.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut.  Additional support to film NSW 
multipurpose K-9 unit in Coronado declined. (NNTR) 

 
HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC) 
Filming took place 15Oct at Directorate of Time and 25Oct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's 
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time.  PAA signed.  Rough cut of episode 
on 'time' received.  Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in a 
very professional/capable manner.  Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR) 

 
New Race for Space (Science Channel) 
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration.  Filmed NASA's SIAD rocket and 
parachute test on China Lake, 15Feb.  PAA signed.  Rough cut reviewed.  Awaiting air date. 

 

 
 
Ancient Impossible (History Channel) 
Series compares ancient technology to modern-day versions.  Letter of authorization provided to re-
purpose previous PAA-supported imagery captured aboard USS Ronald Reagan for use in new episode 
titled 'Greatest Ships.'  Rough cut reviewed.  Awaiting air date.  
 
Brush of Honor (Inspiration Network) 
Letter of authorization provided approving use of DoD-facilitated archival imagery in documentary 
series.  Series will document artist Phil Taylor and his work with the non-profit group American Fallen 
Soldiers Project, whose mission is to provide comfort and healing to grieving families of fallen military. 
The organization makes available at no cost to the family an original portrait of their fallen loved one. 
(NNTR) 
 
Coast (BBC) 
Letter of authorization provided supporting use of DoD-facilitated imagery of WWI-era dazzle ships. 
Documentary series explores UK coastline and tells variety of historical stories related to a particular 
region. Episode will discuss use and effect of dazzle ships in WWI. (NNTR) 
 
AIR WARRIORS: EA-18G Grizzly 
Documentary on highlighting Air Electronic Warfare from former EA-6B to EA-18G platforms in 
conflicts ranging from Vietnam to Afghanistan. Feasibility of squadron support in progress. 
(NNTR) 
 

THE SMALL COUNTRY (Norwegian TV) 
TV documentary about Norway’s changing position in the world due to climate change, interview 
with RDML White about Navy’s new mission in the Arctic completed 11Jun. NAVINFOWEST 
submitted RFI to staff PAO for AAR. (NNTR) 

 
Newest Technology (Intersport/20 West) 
Early stages of developing series proposal aimed at highlighting Navy’s latest technologies. 
Researching support. (NNTR) 

 
Nat Geo Explorer (Nat Geo) 
New series about military technology that is being used in the civilian sector.  Met with producers 
and provided ideas for potential topics. PAA not yet signed. (NNTR) 

 
 

DOCUMENTARIES (In Production): 

SEAL Dog (Smithsonian) 
Film about former SEAL Trevor Maroshek and his relationship with his dog, Chopper, a former 
military working dog.  Vice President Joe Biden interviewed for film as well.  Interview conducted, 
Apr. 7, with NICoE's CAPT. (Dr.) Robert Koffman that discussed treatment of PTSD/TBI and program 
using canines as therapy dogs.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut.  Additional support to film NSW 
multipurpose K-9 unit in Coronado declined. (NNTR) 

 
HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC) 
Filming took place 15Oct at Directorate of Time and 25Oct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's 
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time.  PAA signed.  Rough cut of episode 
on 'time' received.  Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in a 
very professional/capable manner.  Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR) 

 
New Race for Space (Science Channel) 
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration.  Filmed NASA's SIAD rocket and 
parachute test on China Lake, 15Feb.  PAA signed.  Rough cut reviewed.  Awaiting air date. 

 

 
 
Ancient Impossible (History Channel) 
Series compares ancient technology to modern-day versions.  Letter of authorization provided to re-
purpose previous PAA-supported imagery captured aboard USS Ronald Reagan for use in new episode 
titled 'Greatest Ships.'  Rough cut reviewed.  Awaiting air date.  
 
Brush of Honor (Inspiration Network) 
Letter of authorization provided approving use of DoD-facilitated archival imagery in documentary 
series.  Series will document artist Phil Taylor and his work with the non-profit group American Fallen 
Soldiers Project, whose mission is to provide comfort and healing to grieving families of fallen military. 
The organization makes available at no cost to the family an original portrait of their fallen loved one. 
(NNTR) 
 
Coast (BBC) 
Letter of authorization provided supporting use of DoD-facilitated imagery of WWI-era dazzle ships. 
Documentary series explores UK coastline and tells variety of historical stories related to a particular 
region. Episode will discuss use and effect of dazzle ships in WWI. (NNTR) 
 
AIR WARRIORS: EA-18G Grizzly 
Documentary on highlighting Air Electronic Warfare from former EA-6B to EA-18G platforms in 
conflicts ranging from Vietnam to Afghanistan. Feasibility of squadron support in progress. 
(NNTR) 
 

THE SMALL COUNTRY (Norwegian TV) 
TV documentary about Norway’s changing position in the world due to climate change, interview 
with RDML White about Navy’s new mission in the Arctic completed 11Jun. NAVINFOWEST 
submitted RFI to staff PAO for AAR. (NNTR) 

 
Newest Technology (Intersport/20 West) 
Early stages of developing series proposal aimed at highlighting Navy’s latest technologies. 
Researching support. (NNTR) 

 
Nat Geo Explorer (Nat Geo) 
New series about military technology that is being used in the civilian sector.  Met with producers 
and provided ideas for potential topics. PAA not yet signed. (NNTR) 

 
 

DOCUMENTARIES (In Production): 

SEAL Dog (Smithsonian)
Film about former SEAL Trevor Maroshek and his relationship with his dog, Chopper, a former
military working dog. Vice President Joe Biden interviewed for film as well. Interview conducted,
Apr. 7, with NICoE's CAPT. (Dr.) Robert Koffman that discussed treatment of PTSD/TBI and program
using canines as therapy dogs. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. Additional support to film NSW
multipurpose K-9 unit in Coronado declined. (NNTR)

HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC)
Filming took place 150ct at Directorate of Time and ZSOct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time. PAA signed. Rough cut of episode
on 'time' received. Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in a
very professional/capable manner. Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR)

New Race for Space (Science Channel)
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration. Filmed NASA's SIAD rocket and
parachute test on China Lake, 15Feb. PAA signed. Rough cut reviewed. Awaiting air date.

DOCUMENTARIES (In Production):

Ancient Impossible (History Channel)
Series compares ancient technology to modern-day versions. Letter of authorization provided to re-
purpose previous PAA-supported imagery captured aboard USS Ronald Reagan for use in new episode
titled 'Greatest Ships.’ Rough cut reviewed. Awaiting air date.

Brush of Honor (Inspiration Network)
Letter of authorization provided approving use of DOD-facilitated archival imagery in documentary
series. Series will document artist Phil Taylor and his work with the non-profit group American Fallen
Soldiers Project, whose mission is to provide comfort and healing to grieving families of fallen military.
The organization makes available at no cost to the family an original portrait of their fallen loved one.
(NNTR)

Coast (BBC)
Letter of authorization provided supporting use of DOD-facilitated imagery of WWI-era dazzle ships.
Documentary series explores UK coastline and tells variety of historical stories related to a particular
region. Episode will discuss use and effect of dazzle ships in WW1. (NNTR)

AIR WARRIORS: EA-18G Grizzly
Documentary on highlighting Air Electronic Warfare from former EA-6B to EA-18G platforms in
conflicts ranging from Vietnam to Afghanistan. Feasibility of squadron support in progress.
(NNTR)

THE SMALL COUNTRY (Norwegian TV)
TV documentary about Norway’s changing position in the world due to climate change, interview
with RDML White about Navy’s new mission in the Arctic completed 11]un. NAVINFOWEST
submitted RFI to staff PAO for AAR. (NNTR)

Newest Technology (Intersport/20 West)
Early stages of developing series proposal aimed at highlighting Navy’s latest technologies.
Researching support. (NNTR)

Nat Geo Explorer (Nat Geo)
New series about military technology that is being used in the civilian sector. Met with producers
and provided ideas for potential topics. PAA not yet signed. (NNTR)



Museum Men (possible H2 distribution) 
Documentary series focusing on artists/designers who create historical replicas.  Approved for 
NHHC research assistance and possible interview with historian for episode related to WWII-era 
submarines.  PAA signed. (NNTR) 
 
Monumental Mysteries (Travel Channel) 
Series examines unusual and unexpected stories behind monuments and landmarks across the  
nation.  Broll of USS Squalus memorial captured 21May on Portsmouth Naval Shipyard with local 
PAO escort.  Particular episode will feature USS Squalus disaster in 1939 where the diesel  
submarine  sunk during testing phase, followed by rescue of all 33 crew members aboard due to  
rapid response and use of modern-era technology.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
Virginia Voices (Virginia Historical Society) 
Broll captured on Naval Station Norfolk and interview with Hampton Roads Naval Museum curator, 
16-22May, to highlight Navy in Virginia, past and present. Norfolk PAO escort.  Documentary film is 
the first state-specific, modern historical documentary woven from the video submissions of residents 
and original footage shot with 4K resolution cameras.  Will premiere at the Virginia Historical Society 
center's new 500-seat theater in Richmond, VA, Fall 2014.  It will play for several years accompanied 
by an online interactive experience and database.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
Ocean Gals (No distribution) 
Documentary film request that aims to highlight SPAWAR/SSC PAC's Navy Marine Ecology 
Consortium and its 75% female staff in order to highlight diversity and Navy's environmental 
compliance, stewardship and readiness mission.  Researching support. (NNTR) 

 
Anthony Bourdain: Parts Unknown (CNN) 
Travel and food show series.  Production request received.  Working with producers to determine 
access requested. (NNTR) 

 
Mighty Ships (Discovery) 
Researching filming opportunities aboard USNS Montford Point, JHSV. (NNTR) 

 
UnSEALed (PBS) 

Documentary film on history of UDT/SEALs.  OSD production support approved with addendum to 
previous research-assisted PAA via NAVINFOWEST and Naval Special Warfare Command.  PAA and 
Addendum signed.  Rough cut reviewed with notes provided to producer and NAVSOC (PAO). 
Awaiting air date. 

   
Beyond the Light Switch (PBS) 
Documentary on national security with focus on economic, energy and environmental security. 
Interviews approved for ONR representatives in conjunction with ARPA-E summit. Navy 
addendum added to existing Army PAA. (NNTR) 

 
The History of Carrier Aviation project (Office of Patriots Point and USS Yorktown) 
This is a non-broadcast request for stock footage carrier and carrier based aviation.  The final 
video will be viewed in the USS Yorktown’s new state of the art theatre.  The production release 
date is 15Aug.  Post production began 15Apr.  In research phase. (NNTR) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Museum Men (possible H2 distribution) 
Documentary series focusing on artists/designers who create historical replicas.  Approved for 
NHHC research assistance and possible interview with historian for episode related to WWII-era 
submarines.  PAA signed. (NNTR) 
 
Monumental Mysteries (Travel Channel) 
Series examines unusual and unexpected stories behind monuments and landmarks across the  
nation.  Broll of USS Squalus memorial captured 21May on Portsmouth Naval Shipyard with local 
PAO escort.  Particular episode will feature USS Squalus disaster in 1939 where the diesel  
submarine  sunk during testing phase, followed by rescue of all 33 crew members aboard due to  
rapid response and use of modern-era technology.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
Virginia Voices (Virginia Historical Society) 
Broll captured on Naval Station Norfolk and interview with Hampton Roads Naval Museum curator, 
16-22May, to highlight Navy in Virginia, past and present. Norfolk PAO escort.  Documentary film is 
the first state-specific, modern historical documentary woven from the video submissions of residents 
and original footage shot with 4K resolution cameras.  Will premiere at the Virginia Historical Society 
center's new 500-seat theater in Richmond, VA, Fall 2014.  It will play for several years accompanied 
by an online interactive experience and database.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
Ocean Gals (No distribution) 
Documentary film request that aims to highlight SPAWAR/SSC PAC's Navy Marine Ecology 
Consortium and its 75% female staff in order to highlight diversity and Navy's environmental 
compliance, stewardship and readiness mission.  Researching support. (NNTR) 

 
Anthony Bourdain: Parts Unknown (CNN) 
Travel and food show series.  Production request received.  Working with producers to determine 
access requested. (NNTR) 

 
Mighty Ships (Discovery) 
Researching filming opportunities aboard USNS Montford Point, JHSV. (NNTR) 

 
UnSEALed (PBS) 

Documentary film on history of UDT/SEALs.  OSD production support approved with addendum to 
previous research-assisted PAA via NAVINFOWEST and Naval Special Warfare Command.  PAA and 
Addendum signed.  Rough cut reviewed with notes provided to producer and NAVSOC (PAO). 
Awaiting air date. 

   
Beyond the Light Switch (PBS) 
Documentary on national security with focus on economic, energy and environmental security. 
Interviews approved for ONR representatives in conjunction with ARPA-E summit. Navy 
addendum added to existing Army PAA. (NNTR) 

 
The History of Carrier Aviation project (Office of Patriots Point and USS Yorktown) 
This is a non-broadcast request for stock footage carrier and carrier based aviation.  The final 
video will be viewed in the USS Yorktown’s new state of the art theatre.  The production release 
date is 15Aug.  Post production began 15Apr.  In research phase. (NNTR) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Museum Men (possible H2 distribution)
Documentary series focusing on artists/designers who create historical replicas. Approved for
NHHC research assistance and possible interview with historian for episode related to WWII-era
submarines. PAA signed. (NNTR)

Monumental Mysteries (Travel Channel)
Series examines unusual and unexpected stories behind monuments and landmarks across the
nation. Broll of USS Squalus memorial captured 21May on Portsmouth Naval Shipyard with local
PAO escort. Particular episode will feature USS Squalus disaster in 1939 where the diesel
submarine sunk during testing phase, followed by rescue of all 33 crew members aboard due to
rapid response and use of modern-era technology. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

Virginia Voices (Virginia Historical Society)
Broll captured on Naval Station Norfolk and interview with Hampton Roads Naval Museum curator,
16-22May, to highlight Navy in Virginia, past and present. Norfolk PAO escort. Documentary film is
the first state-specific, modern historical documentary woven from the video submissions of residents
and original footage shot with 4K resolution cameras. Will premiere at the Virginia Historical Society
center's new BOO-seat theater in Richmond, VA, Fall 2014. It will play for several years accompanied
by an online interactive experience and database. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

Ocean Gals (No distribution)
Documentary film request that aims to highlight SPAWAR/SSC PAC's Navy Marine Ecology
Consortium and its 75% female staff in order to highlight diversity and Navy's environmental
compliance, stewardship and readiness mission. Researching support. (NNTR)

Anthony Bourdain: Parts Unknown (CNN)
Travel and food show series. Production request received. Working with producers to determine
access requested. (NNTR)

Mighty Ships (Discovery)
Researching filming opportunities aboard USNS Montford Point, IHSV. (NNTR)

UnSEALed (PBS)
Documentary film on history of UDT/SEALS. OSD production support approved with addendum to
previous research-assisted PAA via NAVINFOWEST and Naval Special Warfare Command. PAA and
Addendum signed. Rough cut reviewed with notes provided to producer and NAVSOC (PAO).
Awaiting air date.

Beyond the Light Switch (PBS)
Documentary on national security with focus on economic, energy and environmental security.
Interviews approved for ONR representatives in conjunction with ARPA-E summit. Navy
addendum added to existing Army PAA. (NNTR)

The History of Carrier Aviation project (Office of Patriots Point and USS Yorktown)
This is a non-broadcast request for stock footage carrier and carrier based aviation. The final
video will be viewed in the USS Yorktown’s new state of the art theatre. The production release
date is 15Aug. Post production began 15Apr. In research phase. (NNTR)



 
 

   Lost Clipper  
   No distribution/ROI. 
 
   My Strange Pregnancy (Discovery International) 
   No valued proposition for the Navy. 

 

 
 

“Hollywood and the Pentagon: A relationship of mutual exploitation” (Al Jazeera America)  
Article by Jamie Tarabay (AJA, Staff Writer), describing the mutual collaboration between the 
Hollywood film and television entertainment industry and the DoD multi-service entertainment 
liaison offices.  The article describes how filmmakers and the Pentagon have long collaborated on 
projects to bring films authenticity and the DoD publicity.  To read the full article, click on the URL 
below:  
 
http://america.aljazeera.com/articles/2014/7/29/hollywood-and-
thepentagonarelationshipofmutualexploitation.html 
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DECLINES: 

ADMIN: 

(b) (6)
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NAVINFOWEST Weekly Report 

08Aug14 
Updated Items in Blue 

 

 
 

SECNAV VISIT 
Notified by SECNAV’s PAO of upcoming West Coast swing to include NAVINFOWEST set visits for 
SECNAV/STAFF 9-10Oct.  Preliminary plan is to escort to TNT’s ‘The Last Ship’ in Manhattan Beach and 
NCIS in Valencia. 
 
NAVY DAYS L.A. 
Contacted by Navy League National Director Grant Ivey to provide liaison support opportunities for 
Sailors to attend game and talk shows during ship visits.  IRT USS Anchorage (LPD-23, PAO) support 
request, MC1 Joshua Nistas of the NAVINFOWEST Reserve Unit currently providing PHOJO coverage for 
LPD/DDG ISO Navy Days LA. MC support will include coverage of Senior Leader Engagements, Ship 
COMRELs, MWR events and Ship tours.  NAVINFOWEST Director will participate in civic leader 
engagements when requested by NAVCO.  Navy Days LA execution days: 6-10Aug. 
 
SOE: 
Thursday 1000 – 30 Sailors from ship’s company tour Fox lot 
Friday 1000 - 30 Sailors from ship’s company tour Fox lot 
Friday 1600 - Tour of USS Anchorage (LPD-23) provided by SEA, LT Daitch to escort 
Saturday 1000 - Tour of USS Spruance (DDG-111) provided by ships PAO, LT Daitch to escort 
Saturday early afternoon - Both ships on standby for another tour if earlier tours fill up, to be provided 
by duty section officers, LT Daitch to escort 
 
NCIS NEW ORLEANS SEASON ONE (CBS) 
Stakeholder meeting with Belisarius Production executives scheduled for 19Aug.  On 7Aug, OSD 
forwarded PAA draft to NCIS Exec Producers for review and comment. 

 
SEAPOWER (IMAX/K2 Comms) 
NAVINFOWEST Director conducted RIMPAC filming debrief with K2 Comm staff on 7 Aug.   Meeting 
discussions will also cover future filming opportunities IVO SOCAL/VACAPES OPAREA.  FY-15 filming 
requests ISO “SEAPOWER” will be forwarded to USFF/C3F for feasibility of support.    
 
THE LAST SHIP (TNT) 
This week’s seventh episode, “SOS” maintained the series’ position as tv's #1 scripted original basic 
cable series with key demos with 4.2 million viewers on Sunday broadcast and is now cable’s #1 
scripted series among adults 25-54 with 2.4 million viewers for the week.   TNT has ordered 13 
episodes for a second season of The Last Ship, an increase over its first-season order of 10 episodes. 
 
UnSEALed (PBS) 

Documentary film on history of UDT/SEALs.  OSD production support approved with addendum to 
previous research-assisted PAA via NAVINFOWEST and Naval Special Warfare Command.  PAA and 
Addendum signed.  Rough cut review on going between NAVINFO West and NSW.  Coordinated rough 
cut with NSW N2 and Foreign Disclosure Office socialized CAPT Fenick’s notes/NAVINFOWEST notes 
with Carol Fleischer requesting several changes to content. 

  
 
 
 
 

 

SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS: 
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COMRELs, MWR events and Ship tours.  NAVINFOWEST Director will participate in civic leader 
engagements when requested by NAVCO.  Navy Days LA execution days: 6-10Aug. 
 
SOE: 
Thursday 1000 – 30 Sailors from ship’s company tour Fox lot 
Friday 1000 - 30 Sailors from ship’s company tour Fox lot 
Friday 1600 - Tour of USS Anchorage (LPD-23) provided by SEA, LT Daitch to escort 
Saturday 1000 - Tour of USS Spruance (DDG-111) provided by ships PAO, LT Daitch to escort 
Saturday early afternoon - Both ships on standby for another tour if earlier tours fill up, to be provided 
by duty section officers, LT Daitch to escort 
 
NCIS NEW ORLEANS SEASON ONE (CBS) 
Stakeholder meeting with Belisarius Production executives scheduled for 19Aug.  On 7Aug, OSD 
forwarded PAA draft to NCIS Exec Producers for review and comment. 

 
SEAPOWER (IMAX/K2 Comms) 
NAVINFOWEST Director conducted RIMPAC filming debrief with K2 Comm staff on 7 Aug.   Meeting 
discussions will also cover future filming opportunities IVO SOCAL/VACAPES OPAREA.  FY-15 filming 
requests ISO “SEAPOWER” will be forwarded to USFF/C3F for feasibility of support.    
 
THE LAST SHIP (TNT) 
This week’s seventh episode, “SOS” maintained the series’ position as tv's #1 scripted original basic 
cable series with key demos with 4.2 million viewers on Sunday broadcast and is now cable’s #1 
scripted series among adults 25-54 with 2.4 million viewers for the week.   TNT has ordered 13 
episodes for a second season of The Last Ship, an increase over its first-season order of 10 episodes. 
 
UnSEALed (PBS) 

Documentary film on history of UDT/SEALs.  OSD production support approved with addendum to 
previous research-assisted PAA via NAVINFOWEST and Naval Special Warfare Command.  PAA and 
Addendum signed.  Rough cut review on going between NAVINFO West and NSW.  Coordinated rough 
cut with NSW N2 and Foreign Disclosure Office socialized CAPT Fenick’s notes/NAVINFOWEST notes 
with Carol Fleischer requesting several changes to content. 
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Updated Items in Blue

| SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS:

SECNAV VISIT
Notified by SECNAV’s PAO of upcoming West Coast swing to include NAVINFOWEST set Visits for
SECNAV/STAFF 9-100ct. Preliminary plan is to escort to TNT’s ‘The Last Ship’ in Manhattan Beach and
NCIS in Valencia.

NAVY DAYS L.A.
Contacted by Navy League National Director Grant Ivey to provide liaison support opportunities for
Sailors to attend game and talk shows during ship visits. IRT USS Anchorage (LPD-2 3, PAO) support
request, MC1 Ioshua Nistas of the NAVINFOWEST Reserve Unit currently providing PHOIO coverage for
LPD/DDG ISO Navy Days LA. MC support will include coverage of Senior Leader Engagements, Ship
COMRELs, MWR events and Ship tours. NAVINFOWEST Director will participate in civic leader
engagements when requested by NAVCO. Navy Days LA execution days: 6-10Aug.

SOE:
Thursday 1000 — 30 Sailors from ship’s company tour Fox lot
Friday 1000 - 30 Sailors from ship’s company tour Fox lot
Friday 1600 - Tour of USS Anchorage (LPD-23) provided by SEA, LT Daitch to escort
Saturday 1000 - Tour of USS Spruance (DDG-111) provided by ships PAO, LT Daitch to escort
Saturday early afternoon - Both ships on standby for another tour if earlier tours fill up, to be provided
by duty section officers, LT Daitch to escort

NCIS NEW ORLEANS SEASON ONE (CBS)
Stakeholder meeting with Belisarius Production executives scheduled for 19Aug. On 7Aug, OSD
forwarded PAA draft to NCIS Exec Producers for review and comment.

SEAPOWER (IMAX/K2 Comms)
NAVINFOWEST Director conducted RIMPAC filming debrief with K2 Comm staff on 7 Aug. Meeting
discussions will also cover future filming opportunities IVO SOCAL/VACAPES OPAREA. FY-15 filming
requests ISO "SEAPOWER” will be forwarded to USFF/C3F for feasibility of support.

THE LAST SHIP (TNT)
This week’s seventh episode, "SOS” maintained the series’ position as tv's #1 scripted original basic
cable series with key demos with 4.2 million Viewers on Sunday broadcast and is now cable’s #1
scripted series among adults 25-54 with 2.4 million viewers for the week. TNT has ordered 13
episodes for a second season of The Last Ship, an increase over its first-season order of 10 episodes.

UnSEALed (PBS)
Documentary film on history of UDT/SEALS. OSD production support approved with addendum to
previous research-assisted PAA via NAVINFOWEST and Naval Special Warfare Command. PAA and
Addendum signed. Rough cut review on going between NAVINFO West and NSW. Coordinated rough
cut with NSW N2 and Foreign Disclosure Office socialized CAPT Fenick’s notes/NAVINFOWEST notes
with Carol Fleischer requesting several changes to content.



 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

   
 
 

 
 
Somebody’s Gotta Do It – (CNN) 
Television series starring Mike Rowe of “Dirty Jobs”, show follows the same format as Dirty Jobs. 
Producers are interested in featuring Navy Seabees and Submarine Culinary Specialists.  
Coordinating with NECC for filming at October FTX.  Working with SUBPAC to determine 
availability for submarine.  PAA not yet signed. 
 
NCIS (CBS) 
Episode #262 “Choke Hold” reviewed outline.  Thematic depicts NRL scientist disclosing 
communications technology to Russian colleague.  NCIS agents along with SECNAV attempt to 
uncover source of classified material disclosure. 

 

NCIS NOLA (CBS)  
Episode #4 “Breaking Brig” reviewed outline.  Thematic depicts a tier-1 level terrorist captured and       
transported to USS Princeton for return to CONUS.  A NOLA based LT and a non-rated seaman both  
convicted felons along with the terrorist escape while being transported to the NAS JAX Brig. 
 
Episode #5 “The Recruits” reviewed outline.  Thematic depicts SEAL LT killed by the Russian mob 
operating a prostitution ring in NOLA.  LT Brady is depicted as a squared away officer that was 
assisting a college student escape from the sex industry.   No DoD support has been requested. 

 
HAWAII FIVE-O (CBS) 
Reviewed Ep 512, no USN depicted or support requested.  

 
Betty White’s Smartest Animals in America (ICON Films) 
Provided authorization letter to use excerpts from SPAWAR produced "Navy Marine Mammal 
Humanitarian Mine Action (HMA)” video. (NNTR) 
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Television series starring Mike Rowe of “Dirty Jobs”, show follows the same format as Dirty Jobs. 
Producers are interested in featuring Navy Seabees and Submarine Culinary Specialists.  
Coordinating with NECC for filming at October FTX.  Working with SUBPAC to determine 
availability for submarine.  PAA not yet signed. 
 
NCIS (CBS) 
Episode #262 “Choke Hold” reviewed outline.  Thematic depicts NRL scientist disclosing 
communications technology to Russian colleague.  NCIS agents along with SECNAV attempt to 
uncover source of classified material disclosure. 

 

NCIS NOLA (CBS)  
Episode #4 “Breaking Brig” reviewed outline.  Thematic depicts a tier-1 level terrorist captured and       
transported to USS Princeton for return to CONUS.  A NOLA based LT and a non-rated seaman both  
convicted felons along with the terrorist escape while being transported to the NAS JAX Brig. 
 
Episode #5 “The Recruits” reviewed outline.  Thematic depicts SEAL LT killed by the Russian mob 
operating a prostitution ring in NOLA.  LT Brady is depicted as a squared away officer that was 
assisting a college student escape from the sex industry.   No DoD support has been requested. 

 
HAWAII FIVE-O (CBS) 
Reviewed Ep 512, no USN depicted or support requested.  
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| SCRIPTED TV / GAME SHOW:

Somebody’s Gotta Do It — (CNN)
Television series starring Mike Rowe of "Dirty Jobs”, show follows the same format as Dirty Iobs.
Producers are interested in featuring Navy Seabees and Submarine Culinary Specialists.
Coordinating with NECC for filming at October FTX. Working with SUBPAC to determine
availability for submarine. PAA not yet signed.

NCIS (CBS)
Episode #262 "Choke Hold" reviewed outline. Thematic depicts NRL scientist disclosing
communications technology to Russian colleague. NCIS agents along with SECNAV attempt to
uncover source of classified material disclosure.

NCIS NOLA (CBS)
Episode #4 "Breaking Brig” reviewed outline. Thematic depicts a tier-1 level terrorist captured and
transported to USS Princeton for return to CONUS. A NOLA based LT and a non-rated seaman both
convicted felons along with the terrorist escape while being transported to the NAS IAX Brig.

Episode #5 "The Recruits” reviewed outline. Thematic depicts SEAL LT killed by the Russian mob
operating a prostitution ring in NOLA. LT Brady is depicted as a squared away officer that was
assisting a college student escape from the sex industry. No DoD support has been requested.

HAWAII FIVE-O (CBS)
Reviewed Ep 512, no USN depicted or support requested.

Betty White’s Smartest Animals in America (ICON Films)
Provided authorization letter to use excerpts from SPAWAR produced "Navy Marine Mammal
Humanitarian Mine Action (HMA)" video. (NNTR)

FEATURE FILMS



HUNTER-KILLER 
New sub-plot script in review. Script notes and thematic rewrite recommendations provided to 
Director on 4Mar.  Expect revised script soon. Project Officer reaching out to Exec Producer for 
update. (NNTR) 

 

 
 

  Story of the California Channel Islands (PBS) 
Production assistance rescinded due to inappropriate behavior by producer.  Historical documentary    
on Channel Islands from their creation to present day. Interview took place 17Jun on Port Hueneme 
base to discuss Navy current ops and environmental stewardship initiatives onboard San Nicolas 
Island. No filming on actual island permitted. PAA signed. Following 17Jun interview, producer 
demanded access to San Nicolas in an unprofessional manner that has prompted indefinite 
suspension of further DoD/USN assistance.  Received additional correspondence from Sam Tyler 
rejecting the notice to rescind support and demanding regrets to higher authority.  On 21Jul, 
NAVINFOWEST received copy of FOIA letter emailed by CNRSW (N00PA) re: Correspondence 
associate with Sam Tyler and Channel Island Documentary.   FOIA request letter, Production PAA, and 
rescission letter to be forwarded to CHINFO JAG for review and guidance on action and response 
recommendation.  
 
Millionaires' Unit: America's Pioneer Pilots of the Great War (Smithsonian Air & Space 
Museum) 
Letter of authorization provided approving use of DoD archival footage.  Film tells story of the Yale 
college students who formed a private air militia in preparation for America’s entry into World 
War One. They became the founding squadron of the U.S. Naval Air Reserve and were among the 
very first to fight for the United States in the Great War.  Awaiting rough cut.  Link to promo reel: 
http://www.millionairesunit.org/home.php (NNTR) 

 
Secrets of the Arsenal (Military Channel) 
Explores museums and collections to find interesting and historically-significant stories associated with 
them. NHHC supported historian interviews and filming, 19May, regarding trumpet (housed at Navy 
Museum) originally found aboard USS Houston. Navy addendum to Army PAA signed. Rough cut 
reviewed.  Air date TBD. (NNTR) 

 
HOMEFRONT (PBS) 
OSD(PA) granted DoD support for the PBS documentary “Homefront” that will explore how military 
families deal/cope with deployments. NAVINFOWEST ICW Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC) PAO 
assisted in identifying dependents and service members representing the Navy’s Seabees.  Filming 
took place 18-20Feb to include b-roll of NMCB 3's homecoming and NMCB 5's morning quarters and 
gun range exercise. Interviews included diverse mix of dependents, service members and family 
situations.  Documentary expected completion late 2014 and airing early 2015. (NNTR) 

 
Op Martillo (Univision) 
PAA-supported counter drug ops documentary. Producers circling back with additional embark 
request. NAVINFOWEST ICW SOUTHCOM and C4F reviewing current footage before approving 
additional embarks.  Revision 3 of episodes #1-7 have been reviewed and cleared by 
NAVINFOWEST.  Recommendation to approve Paraiso Pictures post-production phase has been 
forwarded to OSD(PA).  Airdate TBD. (NNTR) 

 
Travel Family with Colleen Kelley (PBS) 
Series showcasing family-friendly locations in the U.S. and abroad.  Filmed at Pensacola Aviation 
Museum highlighting NC-4 flying boat, Apollo program exhibit, and 4D Blue Angel Theater. Blue 
Angels support included b-roll of pilots at autograph session at Aviation Museum, and interviews 
with pilots #2 and #6 shot on the flight line.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
 

DOCUMENTARIES 

HUNTER-KILLER 
New sub-plot script in review. Script notes and thematic rewrite recommendations provided to 
Director on 4Mar.  Expect revised script soon. Project Officer reaching out to Exec Producer for 
update. (NNTR) 

 

 
 

  Story of the California Channel Islands (PBS) 
Production assistance rescinded due to inappropriate behavior by producer.  Historical documentary    
on Channel Islands from their creation to present day. Interview took place 17Jun on Port Hueneme 
base to discuss Navy current ops and environmental stewardship initiatives onboard San Nicolas 
Island. No filming on actual island permitted. PAA signed. Following 17Jun interview, producer 
demanded access to San Nicolas in an unprofessional manner that has prompted indefinite 
suspension of further DoD/USN assistance.  Received additional correspondence from Sam Tyler 
rejecting the notice to rescind support and demanding regrets to higher authority.  On 21Jul, 
NAVINFOWEST received copy of FOIA letter emailed by CNRSW (N00PA) re: Correspondence 
associate with Sam Tyler and Channel Island Documentary.   FOIA request letter, Production PAA, and 
rescission letter to be forwarded to CHINFO JAG for review and guidance on action and response 
recommendation.  
 
Millionaires' Unit: America's Pioneer Pilots of the Great War (Smithsonian Air & Space 
Museum) 
Letter of authorization provided approving use of DoD archival footage.  Film tells story of the Yale 
college students who formed a private air militia in preparation for America’s entry into World 
War One. They became the founding squadron of the U.S. Naval Air Reserve and were among the 
very first to fight for the United States in the Great War.  Awaiting rough cut.  Link to promo reel: 
http://www.millionairesunit.org/home.php (NNTR) 

 
Secrets of the Arsenal (Military Channel) 
Explores museums and collections to find interesting and historically-significant stories associated with 
them. NHHC supported historian interviews and filming, 19May, regarding trumpet (housed at Navy 
Museum) originally found aboard USS Houston. Navy addendum to Army PAA signed. Rough cut 
reviewed.  Air date TBD. (NNTR) 

 
HOMEFRONT (PBS) 
OSD(PA) granted DoD support for the PBS documentary “Homefront” that will explore how military 
families deal/cope with deployments. NAVINFOWEST ICW Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC) PAO 
assisted in identifying dependents and service members representing the Navy’s Seabees.  Filming 
took place 18-20Feb to include b-roll of NMCB 3's homecoming and NMCB 5's morning quarters and 
gun range exercise. Interviews included diverse mix of dependents, service members and family 
situations.  Documentary expected completion late 2014 and airing early 2015. (NNTR) 

 
Op Martillo (Univision) 
PAA-supported counter drug ops documentary. Producers circling back with additional embark 
request. NAVINFOWEST ICW SOUTHCOM and C4F reviewing current footage before approving 
additional embarks.  Revision 3 of episodes #1-7 have been reviewed and cleared by 
NAVINFOWEST.  Recommendation to approve Paraiso Pictures post-production phase has been 
forwarded to OSD(PA).  Airdate TBD. (NNTR) 

 
Travel Family with Colleen Kelley (PBS) 
Series showcasing family-friendly locations in the U.S. and abroad.  Filmed at Pensacola Aviation 
Museum highlighting NC-4 flying boat, Apollo program exhibit, and 4D Blue Angel Theater. Blue 
Angels support included b-roll of pilots at autograph session at Aviation Museum, and interviews 
with pilots #2 and #6 shot on the flight line.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
 

DOCUMENTARIES 

HUNTER-KILLER
New sub-plot script in review. Script notes and thematic rewrite recommendations provided to
Director on 4Mar. Expect revised script soon. Project Officer reaching out to Exec Producer for
update. (NNTR)

DOCUMENTARIES

Story of the California Channel Islands (PBS)
Production assistance rescinded due to inappropriate behavior by producer. Historical documentary
on Channel Islands from their creation to present day. Interview took place 17]un on Port Hueneme
base to discuss Navy current ops and environmental stewardship initiatives onboard San Nicolas
Island. No filming on actual island permitted. PAA signed. Following 17]un interview, producer
demanded access to San Nicolas in an unprofessional manner that has prompted indefinite
suspension of further DoD/USN assistance. Received additional correspondence from Sam Tyler
rejecting the notice to rescind support and demanding regrets to higher authority. On 21]ul,
NAVINFOWEST received copy of FOIA letter emailed by CNRSW (NOOPA) re: Correspondence
associate with Sam Tyler and Channel Island Documentary. FOIA request letter, Production PAA, and
rescission letter to be forwarded to CHINFO IAG for review and guidance on action and response
recommendation.

Millionaires' Unit: America's Pioneer Pilots of the Great War (Smithsonian Air & Space
Museum)
Letter of authorization provided approving use of DoD archival footage. Film tells story of the Yale
college students who formed a private air militia in preparation for America’s entry into World
War One. They became the founding squadron of the US. Naval Air Reserve and were among the
very first to fight for the United States in the Great War. Awaiting rough cut. Link to promo reel:
http: Z [www.millionairesunit.org[home.php (NNTR)

Secrets of the Arsenal (Military Channel)
Explores museums and collections to find interesting and historically-significant stories associated with
them. NHHC supported historian interviews and filming, 19May, regarding trumpet (housed at Navy
Museum) originally found aboard USS Houston. Navy addendum to Army PAA signed. Rough cut
reviewed. Air date TBD. (NNTR)

HOMEFRONT (PBS)
OSD(PA) granted DoD support for the PBS documentary “Homefront” that will explore how military
families deal/cope with deployments. NAVINFOWEST ICW Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC) PAO
assisted in identifying dependents and service members representing the Navy’s Seabees. Filming
took place 18—20Feb to include b-roll of NMCB 3's homecoming and NMCB 5's morning quarters and
gun range exercise. Interviews included diverse mix of dependents, service members and family
situations. Documentary expected completion late 2014 and airing early 2015. (NNTR)

Op Martillo (Univision)
PAA-supported counter drug ops documentary. Producers circling back with additional embark
request. NAVINFOWEST ICW SOUTHCOM and C4F reviewing current footage before approving
additional embarks. Revision 3 of episodes #1-7 have been reviewed and cleared by
NAVINFOWEST. Recommendation to approve Paraiso Pictures post-production phase has been
forwarded to OSD(PA). Airdate TBD. (NNTR)

Travel Family with Colleen Kelley (PBS)
Series showcasing family-friendly locations in the US. and abroad. Filmed at Pensacola Aviation
Museum highlighting NC-4 flying boat, Apollo program exhibit, and 4D Blue Angel Theater. Blue
Angels support included b-roll of pilots at autograph session at Aviation Museum, and interviews
with pilots #2 and #6 shot on the flight line. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)



Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
Filmed BMCM Carl Brashear’s Master Diver plaque,15Apr, housed at DC Navy Museum and 
interviewed curator.  Episode highlights Brashear’s career and Master Diver accomplishment.  PAA 
signed.  Rough cut reviewed.  Awaiting air date. (NNTR) 

 

Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation 
Museum.  Filming took place 15Jan.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
SEAL Dog (Smithsonian) 
Film about former SEAL Trevor Maroshek and his relationship with his dog, Chopper, a former 
military working dog.  Vice President Joe Biden interviewed for film as well.  Interview conducted, 
Apr. 7, with NICoE's CAPT. (Dr.) Robert Koffman that discussed treatment of PTSD/TBI and program 
using canines as therapy dogs.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut.  Additional support to film NSW 
multipurpose K-9 unit in Coronado declined. (NNTR) 

 
HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC) 
Filming took place 15Oct at Directorate of Time and 25Oct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's 
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time.  PAA signed.  Rough cut of episode 
on 'time' received.  Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in a 
very professional/capable manner.  Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR) 

 
New Race for Space (Science Channel) 
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration.  Filmed NASA's SIAD rocket and 
parachute test on China Lake, 15Feb.  PAA signed.  Rough cut reviewed.  Awaiting air date. 

 

 
 
Brush of Honor (Inspiration Network) 
Letter of authorization provided approving use of DoD-facilitated archival imagery in documentary 
series.  Series will document artist Phil Taylor and his work with the non-profit group American Fallen 
Soldiers Project, whose mission is to provide comfort and healing to grieving families of fallen military. 
The organization makes available at no cost to the family an original portrait of their fallen loved one. 
(NNTR) 
 
Coast (BBC) 
Letter of authorization provided supporting use of DoD-facilitated imagery of WWI-era dazzle ships. 
Documentary series explores UK coastline and tells variety of historical stories related to a particular 
region. Episode will discuss use and effect of dazzle ships in WWI. (NNTR) 
 
AIR WARRIORS: EA-18G Grizzly 
Documentary on highlighting Air Electronic Warfare from former EA-6B to EA-18G platforms in 
conflicts ranging from Vietnam to Afghanistan. Feasibility of squadron support in progress. 
(NNTR) 
 
THE SMALL COUNTRY (Norwegian TV) 
TV documentary about Norway’s changing position in the world due to climate change, interview 
with RDML White about Navy’s new mission in the Arctic completed 11Jun. NAVINFOWEST 
submitted RFI to staff PAO for AAR. (NNTR) 

 
Newest Technology (Intersport/20 West) 
Early stages of developing series proposal aimed at highlighting Navy’s latest technologies. 
Researching support. (NNTR) 

 
 
 

DOCUMENTARIES (In Production): 

Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
Filmed BMCM Carl Brashear’s Master Diver plaque,15Apr, housed at DC Navy Museum and 
interviewed curator.  Episode highlights Brashear’s career and Master Diver accomplishment.  PAA 
signed.  Rough cut reviewed.  Awaiting air date. (NNTR) 

 

Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation 
Museum.  Filming took place 15Jan.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
SEAL Dog (Smithsonian) 
Film about former SEAL Trevor Maroshek and his relationship with his dog, Chopper, a former 
military working dog.  Vice President Joe Biden interviewed for film as well.  Interview conducted, 
Apr. 7, with NICoE's CAPT. (Dr.) Robert Koffman that discussed treatment of PTSD/TBI and program 
using canines as therapy dogs.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut.  Additional support to film NSW 
multipurpose K-9 unit in Coronado declined. (NNTR) 

 
HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC) 
Filming took place 15Oct at Directorate of Time and 25Oct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's 
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time.  PAA signed.  Rough cut of episode 
on 'time' received.  Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in a 
very professional/capable manner.  Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR) 

 
New Race for Space (Science Channel) 
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration.  Filmed NASA's SIAD rocket and 
parachute test on China Lake, 15Feb.  PAA signed.  Rough cut reviewed.  Awaiting air date. 

 

 
 
Brush of Honor (Inspiration Network) 
Letter of authorization provided approving use of DoD-facilitated archival imagery in documentary 
series.  Series will document artist Phil Taylor and his work with the non-profit group American Fallen 
Soldiers Project, whose mission is to provide comfort and healing to grieving families of fallen military. 
The organization makes available at no cost to the family an original portrait of their fallen loved one. 
(NNTR) 
 
Coast (BBC) 
Letter of authorization provided supporting use of DoD-facilitated imagery of WWI-era dazzle ships. 
Documentary series explores UK coastline and tells variety of historical stories related to a particular 
region. Episode will discuss use and effect of dazzle ships in WWI. (NNTR) 
 
AIR WARRIORS: EA-18G Grizzly 
Documentary on highlighting Air Electronic Warfare from former EA-6B to EA-18G platforms in 
conflicts ranging from Vietnam to Afghanistan. Feasibility of squadron support in progress. 
(NNTR) 
 
THE SMALL COUNTRY (Norwegian TV) 
TV documentary about Norway’s changing position in the world due to climate change, interview 
with RDML White about Navy’s new mission in the Arctic completed 11Jun. NAVINFOWEST 
submitted RFI to staff PAO for AAR. (NNTR) 

 
Newest Technology (Intersport/20 West) 
Early stages of developing series proposal aimed at highlighting Navy’s latest technologies. 
Researching support. (NNTR) 

 
 
 

DOCUMENTARIES (In Production): 

Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel)
Filmed BMCM Carl Brashear’s Master Diver plaque,15Apr, housed at DC Navy Museum and
interviewed curator. Episode highlights Brashear’s career and Master Diver accomplishment. PAA
signed. Rough cut reviewed. Awaiting air date. (NNTR)

Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel)
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation
Museum. Filming took place 15Ian. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

SEAL Dog (Smithsonian)
Film about former SEAL Trevor Maroshek and his relationship with his dog, Chopper, a former
military working dog. Vice President Joe Biden interviewed for film as well. Interview conducted,
Apr. 7, with NICoE's CAPT. (Dr.) Robert Koffman that discussed treatment of PTSD/TBI and program
using canines as therapy dogs. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. Additional support to film NSW
multipurpose K-9 unit in Coronado declined. (NNTR)

HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC)
Filming took place 150ct at Directorate of Time and ZSOct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time. PAA signed. Rough cut of episode
on 'time' received. Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in a
very professional/capable manner. Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR)

New Race for Space (Science Channel)
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration. Filmed NASA's SIAD rocket and
parachute test on China Lake, 15Feb. PAA signed. Rough cut reviewed. Awaiting air date.

DOCUMENTARIES (In Production):

Brush of Honor (Inspiration Network)
Letter of authorization provided approving use of DOD-facilitated archival imagery in documentary
series. Series will document artist Phil Taylor and his work with the non-profit group American Fallen
Soldiers Project, whose mission is to provide comfort and healing to grieving families of fallen military.
The organization makes available at no cost to the family an original portrait of their fallen loved one.
(NNTR)

Coast (BBC)
Letter of authorization provided supporting use of DOD-facilitated imagery of WWI-era dazzle ships.
Documentary series explores UK coastline and tells variety of historical stories related to a particular
region. Episode will discuss use and effect of dazzle ships in WI. (NNTR)

AIR WARRIORS: EA-18G Grizzly
Documentary on highlighting Air Electronic Warfare from former EA-6B to EA-18G platforms in
conflicts ranging from Vietnam to Afghanistan. Feasibility of squadron support in progress.
(NNTR)

THE SMALL COUNTRY (Norwegian TV)
TV documentary about Norway’s changing position in the world due to climate change, interview
with RDML White about Navy’s new mission in the Arctic completed 11]un. NAVINFOWEST
submitted RFI to staff PAO for AAR. (NNTR)

Newest Technology (Intersport/20 West)
Early stages of developing series proposal aimed at highlighting Navy’s latest technologies.
Researching support. (NNTR)



Nat Geo Explorer (Nat Geo) 
New series about military technology that is being used in the civilian sector.  Met with producers 
and provided ideas for potential topics. PAA not yet signed. (NNTR) 

 
Museum Men (possible H2 distribution) 
Documentary series focusing on artists/designers who create historical replicas.  Approved for 
NHHC research assistance and possible interview with historian for episode related to WWII-era 
submarines.  PAA signed. (NNTR) 
 
Monumental Mysteries (Travel Channel) 
Series examines unusual and unexpected stories behind monuments and landmarks across the  
nation.  Broll of USS Squalus memorial captured 21May on Portsmouth Naval Shipyard with local 
PAO escort.  Particular episode will feature USS Squalus disaster in 1939 where the diesel  
submarine  sunk during testing phase, followed by rescue of all 33 crew members aboard due to  
rapid response and use of modern-era technology.  PAA signed.  Awaiting  rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
Virginia Voices (Virginia Historical Society) 
Broll captured on Naval Station Norfolk and interview with Hampton Roads Naval Museum curator, 
16-22May, to highlight Navy in Virginia, past and present. Norfolk PAO escort.  Documentary film is 
the first state-specific, modern historical documentary woven from the video submissions of residents 
and original footage shot with 4K resolution cameras.  Will premiere at the Virginia Historical Society 
center's new 500-seat theater in Richmond, VA, Fall 2014.  It will play for several years accompanied 
by an online interactive experience and database.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
Ocean Gals (No distribution) 
Documentary film request that aims to highlight SPAWAR/SSC PAC's Navy Marine Ecology 
Consortium and its 75% female staff in order to highlight diversity and Navy's environmental 
compliance, stewardship and readiness mission.  Researching support. (NNTR) 

 
Anthony Bourdain: Parts Unknown (CNN) 
Travel and food show series.  Production request received.  Working with producers to determine 
access requested. (NNTR) 

 
Mighty Ships (Discovery) 
Researching filming opportunities aboard USNS Montford Point, JHSV. (NNTR) 

   
Beyond the Light Switch (PBS) 
Documentary on national security with focus on economic, energy and environmental security. 
Interviews approved for ONR representatives in conjunction with ARPA-E summit. Navy 
addendum added to existing Army PAA. (NNTR) 

 
The History of Carrier Aviation project (Office of Patriots Point and USS Yorktown) 
This is a non-broadcast request for stock footage carrier and carrier based aviation.  The final 
video will be viewed in the USS Yorktown’s new state of the art theatre.  The production release 
date is 15Aug.  Post production began 15Apr.  In research phase. (NNTR) 

 

 
 

   Rock Icons (VH1) - No ROI. 
     USS Normandy Beer Cruise - No ROI or distribution. 
     Key West: Paradise City - No ROI or distribution. 

 
 
 

DECLINES: 

Nat Geo Explorer (Nat Geo) 
New series about military technology that is being used in the civilian sector.  Met with producers 
and provided ideas for potential topics. PAA not yet signed. (NNTR) 

 
Museum Men (possible H2 distribution) 
Documentary series focusing on artists/designers who create historical replicas.  Approved for 
NHHC research assistance and possible interview with historian for episode related to WWII-era 
submarines.  PAA signed. (NNTR) 
 
Monumental Mysteries (Travel Channel) 
Series examines unusual and unexpected stories behind monuments and landmarks across the  
nation.  Broll of USS Squalus memorial captured 21May on Portsmouth Naval Shipyard with local 
PAO escort.  Particular episode will feature USS Squalus disaster in 1939 where the diesel  
submarine  sunk during testing phase, followed by rescue of all 33 crew members aboard due to  
rapid response and use of modern-era technology.  PAA signed.  Awaiting  rough cut. (NNTR) 
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Broll captured on Naval Station Norfolk and interview with Hampton Roads Naval Museum curator, 
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the first state-specific, modern historical documentary woven from the video submissions of residents 
and original footage shot with 4K resolution cameras.  Will premiere at the Virginia Historical Society 
center's new 500-seat theater in Richmond, VA, Fall 2014.  It will play for several years accompanied 
by an online interactive experience and database.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
Ocean Gals (No distribution) 
Documentary film request that aims to highlight SPAWAR/SSC PAC's Navy Marine Ecology 
Consortium and its 75% female staff in order to highlight diversity and Navy's environmental 
compliance, stewardship and readiness mission.  Researching support. (NNTR) 

 
Anthony Bourdain: Parts Unknown (CNN) 
Travel and food show series.  Production request received.  Working with producers to determine 
access requested. (NNTR) 

 
Mighty Ships (Discovery) 
Researching filming opportunities aboard USNS Montford Point, JHSV. (NNTR) 

   
Beyond the Light Switch (PBS) 
Documentary on national security with focus on economic, energy and environmental security. 
Interviews approved for ONR representatives in conjunction with ARPA-E summit. Navy 
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The History of Carrier Aviation project (Office of Patriots Point and USS Yorktown) 
This is a non-broadcast request for stock footage carrier and carrier based aviation.  The final 
video will be viewed in the USS Yorktown’s new state of the art theatre.  The production release 
date is 15Aug.  Post production began 15Apr.  In research phase. (NNTR) 
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     USS Normandy Beer Cruise - No ROI or distribution. 
     Key West: Paradise City - No ROI or distribution. 

 
 
 

DECLINES: 

Nat Geo Explorer (Nat Geo)
New series about military technology that is being used in the civilian sector. Met with producers
and provided ideas for potential topics. PAA not yet signed. (NNTR)

Museum Men (possible H2 distribution)
Documentary series focusing on artists/designers who create historical replicas. Approved for
NHHC research assistance and possible interview with historian for episode related to WWII-era
submarines. PAA signed. (NNTR)

Monumental Mysteries (Travel Channel)
Series examines unusual and unexpected stories behind monuments and landmarks across the
nation. Broll of USS Squalus memorial captured 21May on Portsmouth Naval Shipyard with local
PAO escort. Particular episode will feature USS Squalus disaster in 1939 where the diesel
submarine sunk during testing phase, followed by rescue of all 33 crew members aboard due to
rapid response and use of modern-era technology. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

Virginia Voices (Virginia Historical Society)
Broll captured on Naval Station Norfolk and interview with Hampton Roads Naval Museum curator,
16-22May, to highlight Navy in Virginia, past and present. Norfolk PAO escort. Documentary film is
the first state-specific, modern historical documentary woven from the video submissions of residents
and original footage shot with 4K resolution cameras. Will premiere at the Virginia Historical Society
center's new BOO-seat theater in Richmond, VA, Fall 2014. It will play for several years accompanied
by an online interactive experience and database. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

Ocean Gals (No distribution)
Documentary film request that aims to highlight SPAWAR/SSC PAC's Navy Marine Ecology
Consortium and its 75% female staff in order to highlight diversity and Navy's environmental
compliance, stewardship and readiness mission. Researching support. (NNTR)

Anthony Bourdain: Parts Unknown (CNN)
Travel and food show series. Production request received. Working with producers to determine
access requested. (NNTR)

Mighty Ships (Discovery)
Researching filming opportunities aboard USNS Montford Point, IHSV. (NNTR)

Beyond the Light Switch (PBS)
Documentary on national security with focus on economic, energy and environmental security.
Interviews approved for ONR representatives in conjunction with ARPA-E summit. Navy
addendum added to existing Army PAA. (NNTR)

The History of Carrier Aviation project (Office of Patriots Point and USS Yorktown)
This is a non-broadcast request for stock footage carrier and carrier based aviation. The final
video will be viewed in the USS Yorktown’s new state of the art theatre. The production release
date is 15Aug. Post production began 15Apr. In research phase. (NNTR)

DECLINES:

Rock Icons (VH1) - No ROI.
USS Normandy Beer Cruise - No ROI or distribution.
Key West: Paradise City - No ROI or distribution.
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NAVINFOWEST Weekly Report 

15Aug14 
Updated Items in Blue 

 

 
 

SECNAV VISIT 
Notified by SECNAV’s PAO of upcoming West Coast swing to include NAVINFOWEST set visits for 
SECNAV o/a Oct (dates to be provide SEPCOR).  Preliminary SOE is to escort to TNT’s ‘The Last Ship’ set 
in Culver City followed by set visit at NCIS lot in Valencia. 
 
NAVY DAYS Los Angeles   
MC1 Joshua Nistas of the NAVINFOWEST Reserve Unit provided PHOJO coverage for LPD/DDG ISO 
Navy Days LA. During his U/W aboard USS Anchorage, he had 19 photos published on Navy.mil.  The 
links to those stories are as follows: 
 

http://www.navy.mil/submit/display.asp?story_id=82590 
http://www.navy.mil/submit/display.asp?story_id=82678 
http://www.navy.mil/submit/display.asp?story_id=82589 
http://www.navy.mil/submit/display.asp?story_id=82679 
http://www.navy.mil/submit/display.asp?story_id=82583 
 

DISNEY STUDIOS 
Meeting held 13 Aug between NAVINFOWEST Deputy Director and DISNEY Creative Executives of 
Production to discuss Navy opportunities/themes to be considered for a possible Disney feature film.  
Themes discussed covered Wounded Warriors, Female Aviators, Female Submariners, Female 
Engagement Teams supporting ISAF, Military Working Dogs and the Marine Mammal Program.      

 
THE LAST SHIP (TNT) 
TNT has ordered 13 episodes for a second season of The Last Ship, an increase over its first-season 
order of 10 episodes.  TNT executives are set to reinstate The Last Ship filming studio in Culver City, Los 
Angeles approx 14Oct.  Following a tour aboard USS Anchorage during Navy Week 9Aug, six writers 
began tentative script outlines for Season 2.  NAVINFOWEST leadership meeting with TNT Executives 
scheduled for Wednesday, 20Aug to discuss path ahead for Navy support in 2014-15. 
 
NCIS NEW ORLEANS SEASON ONE (CBS) 
Stakeholder meeting with Belisarius Production executives scheduled for 19Aug.  On 7Aug, OSD 
forwarded PAA draft to NCIS Exec Producers for review and comment. (NNTR) 

 
SEAPOWER (IMAX/K2 Comms) 
NAVINFOWEST Director conducted RIMPAC filming debrief with K2 Comm staff on 7Aug.   Meeting 
discussions will also cover future filming opportunities IVO SOCAL/VACAPES OPAREA.  FY-15 filming 
requests ISO “SEAPOWER” will be forwarded to USFF/C3F for feasibility of support.  (NNTR) 
 
UnSEALed (PBS) 

Documentary film on history of UDT/SEALs.  OSD production support approved with addendum to 
previous research-assisted PAA via NAVINFOWEST and Naval Special Warfare Command.  PAA and 
Addendum signed.  Rough cut review on going between NAVINFO West and NSW.  Coordinated rough 
cut with NSW N2 and Foreign Disclosure Office socialized CAPT Fenick’s notes/NAVINFOWEST notes 
with Carol Fleischer requesting several changes to content.  On 13Aug, Mrs. Fleischer provided link of 
final cut for review and comment.  Any additional notes by NAVINFOWEST/NSW will be forwarded 
NLT 16Aug.   Airdate scheduled for 11Nov. 

 
 

SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS: 
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SECNAV VISIT
Notified by SECNAV’s PAO of upcoming West Coast swing to include NAVINFOWEST set Visits for
SECNAV o/a Oct (dates to be provide SEPCOR). Preliminary SOE is to escort to TNT’s ‘The Last Ship’ set
in Culver City followed by set visit at NCIS lot in Valencia.

NAVY DAYS Los Angeles
MC1 Ioshua Nistas of the NAVINFOWEST Reserve Unit provided PHOIO coverage for LPD/DDG ISO
Navy Days LA. During his U/W aboard USS Anchorage, he had 19 photos published on Navy.mil. The
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DISNEY STUDIOS
Meeting held 13 Aug between NAVINFOWEST Deputy Director and DISNEY Creative Executives of
Production to discuss Navy opportunities/themes to be considered for a possible Disney feature film.
Themes discussed covered Wounded Warriors, Female Aviators, Female Submariners, Female
Engagement Teams supporting ISAF, Military Working Dogs and the Marine Mammal Program.

THE LAST SHIP (TNT)
TNT has ordered 13 episodes for a second season of The Last Ship, an increase over its first-season
order of 10 episodes. TNT executives are set to reinstate The Last Ship filming studio in Culver City, Los
Angeles approx 140ct. Following a tour aboard USS Anchorage during Navy Week 9Aug, six writers
began tentative script outlines for Season 2. NAVINFOWEST leadership meeting with TNT Executives
scheduled for Wednesday, 20Aug to discuss path ahead for Navy support in 2014-15.

NCIS NEW ORLEANS SEASON ONE (CBS)
Stakeholder meeting with Belisarius Production executives scheduled for 19Aug. On 7Aug, OSD
forwarded PAA draft to NCIS Exec Producers for review and comment. (NNTR)

SEAPOWER (IMAX/K2 Comms)
NAVINFOWEST Director conducted RIMPAC filming debrief with K2 Comm staff on 7Aug. Meeting
discussions will also cover future filming opportunities IVO SOCAL/VACAPES OPAREA. FY-15 filming
requests ISO “SEAPOWER" will be forwarded to USFF/C3F for feasibility of support. (NNTR)

UnSEALed (PBS)
Documentary film on history of UDT/SEALs. OSD production support approved with addendum to
previous research-assisted PAA via NAVINFOWEST and Naval Special Warfare Command. PAA and
Addendum signed. Rough cut review on going between NAVINFO West and NSW. Coordinated rough
cut with NSW N2 and Foreign Disclosure Office socialized CAPT Fenick’s notes/NAVINFOWEST notes
with Carol Fleischer requesting several changes to content. On 13Aug, Mrs. Fleischer provided link of
final cut for review and comment. Any additional notes by NAVINFOWEST/NSW will be forwarded
NLT 16Aug. Airdate scheduled for 11Nov.



 

 
 
JEOPARDY (CBS) 
Letter of authorization provided to use DoD photo of Petty Officer Dorie Miller as part of clue in 
upcoming episode.  Episode set to air 24Oct. 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

   
 
 

 
 
Somebody’s Gotta Do It – (CNN) 
Television series starring Mike Rowe of “Dirty Jobs”, show follows the same format as Dirty Jobs. 
Producers are interested in featuring Navy Seabees and Submarine Culinary Specialists.  
Coordinating with NECC for filming at October FTX.  Working with SUBPAC to determine 
availability for submarine.  PAA not yet signed. (NNTR) 
 
NCIS (CBS) 
Episode #262 “Choke Hold” reviewed outline.  Thematic depicts NRL scientist disclosing 
communications technology to Russian colleague.  NCIS agents along with SECNAV attempt to 
uncover source of classified material disclosure.  Request to use command logo in episode submitted 
to NRL PAO for approval. 

 

NCIS NOLA (CBS)  
Episode #4 “Breaking Brig” reviewed outline.  Thematic depicts a tier-1 level terrorist captured and       
transported to USS Princeton for return to CONUS.  A NOLA based LT and a non-rated seaman both  
convicted felons along with the terrorist escape while being transported to the NAS JAX Brig. 
 
Episode #5 “The Recruits” reviewed outline.  Thematic depicts SEAL LT killed by the Russian mob 
operating a prostitution ring in NOLA.  LT Brady is depicted as a squared away officer that was 
assisting a college student escape from the sex industry.   No DoD support has been requested. 
(NNTR) 

 
HAWAII FIVE-O (CBS) 
Reviewed Ep 512, no USN depicted or support requested.  (NNTR) 

 
Betty White’s Smartest Animals in America (ICON Films) 
Provided authorization letter to use excerpts from SPAWAR produced "Navy Marine Mammal 
Humanitarian Mine Action (HMA)” video.   Reviewed rough cut of video and provided feedback for 
changes.  Following further editing, reviewed and approved clip for final use. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

SCRIPTED TV / GAME SHOW: 

(b) (4)

(b) (4)
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l SCRIPTED TV / GAME SHOW:

IEOPARDY (CBS)
Letter of authorization provided to use DoD photo of Petty Officer Dorie Miller as part of clue in
upcoming episode. Episode set to air 240ct.

Somebody’s Gotta Do It — (CNN)
Television series starring Mike Rowe of "Dirty Jobs”, show follows the same format as Dirty Iobs.
Producers are interested in featuring Navy Seabees and Submarine Culinary Specialists.
Coordinating with NECC for filming at October FTX. Working with SUBPAC to determine
availability for submarine. PAA not yet signed. (NNTR)

NCIS (CBS)
Episode #262 "Choke Hold" reviewed outline. Thematic depicts NRL scientist disclosing
communications technology to Russian colleague. NCIS agents along with SECNAV attempt to
uncover source of classified material disclosure. Request to use command logo in episode submitted
to NRL PAO for approval.

NCIS NOLA (CBS)
Episode #4 "Breaking Brig” reviewed outline. Thematic depicts a tier-1 level terrorist captured and
transported to USS Princeton for return to CONUS. A NOLA based LT and a non-rated seaman both
convicted felons along with the terrorist escape while being transported to the NAS IAX Brig.

Episode #5 "The Recruits” reviewed outline. Thematic depicts SEAL LT killed by the Russian mob
operating a prostitution ring in NOLA. LT Brady is depicted as a squared away officer that was
assisting a college student escape from the sex industry. No DoD support has been requested.
(NNTR)

HAWAII FIVE-O (CBS)
Reviewed Ep 512, no USN depicted or support requested. (NNTR)

Betty White’s Smartest Animals in America (ICON Films)
Provided authorization letter to use excerpts from SPAWAR produced "Navy Marine Mammal
Humanitarian Mine Action (HMA)" video. Reviewed rough cut of video and provided feedback for
changes. Following further editing, reviewed and approved clip for final use.



 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 
HUNTER-KILLER 
New sub-plot script in review. Script notes and thematic rewrite recommendations provided to 
Director on 4Mar.  Expect revised script soon. Project Officer reaching out to Exec Producer for 
update. (NNTR) 

 

 
 

  Story of the California Channel Islands (PBS) 
Production assistance rescinded due to inappropriate behavior by producer.  Historical documentary    
on Channel Islands from their creation to present day. Interview took place 17Jun on Port Hueneme 
base to discuss Navy current ops and environmental stewardship initiatives onboard San Nicolas 
Island. No filming on actual island permitted. PAA signed. Following 17Jun interview, producer 
demanded access to San Nicolas in an unprofessional manner that has prompted indefinite 
suspension of further DoD/USN assistance.  Received additional correspondence from Sam Tyler 
rejecting the notice to rescind support and demanding regrets to higher authority.  On 21Jul, 
NAVINFOWEST received copy of FOIA letter emailed by CNRSW (N00PA) re: Correspondence 
associate with Sam Tyler and Channel Island Documentary.   FOIA request letter, Production PAA, and 
rescission letter forwarded to CHINFO JAG for review and guidance on action and response 
recommendation.  (NNTR) 
 
Millionaires' Unit: America's Pioneer Pilots of the Great War (Smithsonian Air & Space 
Museum) 
Letter of authorization provided approving use of DoD archival footage.  Film tells story of the Yale 
college students who formed a private air militia in preparation for America’s entry into World 
War One. They became the founding squadron of the U.S. Naval Air Reserve and were among the 
very first to fight for the United States in the Great War.  Awaiting rough cut.  Link to promo reel: 
http://www.millionairesunit.org/home.php (NNTR) 

 
Secrets of the Arsenal (Military Channel) 
Explores museums and collections to find interesting and historically-significant stories associated with 
them. NHHC supported historian interviews and filming, 19May, regarding trumpet (housed at Navy 
Museum) originally found aboard USS Houston. Navy addendum to Army PAA signed. Rough cut 
reviewed.  Air date TBD. (NNTR) 

 
HOMEFRONT (PBS) 
OSD(PA) granted DoD support for the PBS documentary “Homefront” that will explore how military 
families deal/cope with deployments. NAVINFOWEST ICW Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC) PAO 
assisted in identifying dependents and service members representing the Navy’s Seabees.  Filming 
took place 18-20Feb to include b-roll of NMCB 3's homecoming and NMCB 5's morning quarters and 
gun range exercise. Interviews included diverse mix of dependents, service members and family 
situations.  Documentary expected completion late 2014 and airing early 2015. (NNTR) 

 

FEATURE FILMS 

DOCUMENTARIES 

(b) (4)

(b) (4)
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| FEATURE FILMS

HUNTER-KILLER
New sub-plot script in review. Script notes and thematic rewrite recommendations provided to
Director on 4Mar. Expect revised script soon. Project Officer reaching out to Exec Producer for
update. (NNTR)

DOCUMENTARIES

Story of the California Channel Islands (PBS)
Production assistance rescinded due to inappropriate behavior by producer. Historical documentary
on Channel Islands from their creation to present day. Interview took place 17]un on Port Hueneme
base to discuss Navy current ops and environmental stewardship initiatives onboard San Nicolas
Island. No filming on actual island permitted. PAA signed. Following 17]un interview, producer
demanded access to San Nicolas in an unprofessional manner that has prompted indefinite
suspension of further DoD/USN assistance. Received additional correspondence from Sam Tyler
rejecting the notice to rescind support and demanding regrets to higher authority. On 21]ul,
NAVINFOWEST received copy of FOIA letter emailed by CNRSW (NOOPA) re: Correspondence
associate with Sam Tyler and Channel Island Documentary. FOIA request letter, Production PAA, and
rescission letter forwarded to CHINFO IAG for review and guidance on action and response
recommendation. (NNTR)

Millionaires' Unit: America's Pioneer Pilots of the Great War (Smithsonian Air & Space
Museum)
Letter of authorization provided approving use of DoD archival footage. Film tells story of the Yale
college students who formed a private air militia in preparation for America’s entry into World
War One. They became the founding squadron of the US. Naval Air Reserve and were among the
very first to fight for the United States in the Great War. Awaiting rough cut. Link to promo reel:
http: Z [www.millionairesunit.org[home.php (NNTR)

Secrets of the Arsenal (Military Channel)
Explores museums and collections to find interesting and historically-significant stories associated with
them. NHHC supported historian interviews and filming, 19May, regarding trumpet (housed at Navy
Museum) originally found aboard USS Houston. Navy addendum to Army PAA signed. Rough cut
reviewed. Air date TBD. (NNTR)

HOMEFRONT (PBS)
OSD(PA) granted DoD support for the PBS documentary “Homefront” that will explore how military
families deal/cope with deployments. NAVINFOWEST ICW Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC) PAO
assisted in identifying dependents and service members representing the Navy’s Seabees. Filming
took place 18—20Feb to include b-roll of NMCB 3's homecoming and NMCB 5's morning quarters and
gun range exercise. Interviews included diverse mix of dependents, service members and family
situations. Documentary expected completion late 2014 and airing early 2015. (NNTR)



Op Martillo (Univision) 
PAA-supported counter drug ops documentary. Producers circling back with additional embark 
request. NAVINFOWEST ICW SOUTHCOM and C4F reviewing current footage before approving 
additional embarks.  Revision 3 of episodes #1-7 have been reviewed and cleared by 
NAVINFOWEST.  Recommendation to approve Paraiso Pictures post-production phase has been 
forwarded to OSD(PA).  Airdate TBD. (NNTR) 

 
Travel Family with Colleen Kelley (PBS) 
Series showcasing family-friendly locations in the U.S. and abroad.  Filmed at Pensacola Aviation 
Museum highlighting NC-4 flying boat, Apollo program exhibit, and 4D Blue Angel Theater. Blue 
Angels support included b-roll of pilots at autograph session at Aviation Museum, and interviews 
with pilots #2 and #6 shot on the flight line.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
Filmed BMCM Carl Brashear’s Master Diver plaque,15Apr, housed at DC Navy Museum and 
interviewed curator.  Episode highlights Brashear’s career and Master Diver accomplishment.  PAA 
signed.  Rough cut reviewed.  Awaiting air date. (NNTR) 

 

Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation 
Museum.  Filming took place 15Jan.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
SEAL Dog (Smithsonian) 
Film about former SEAL Trevor Maroshek and his relationship with his dog, Chopper, a former 
military working dog.  Vice President Joe Biden interviewed for film as well.  Interview conducted, 
Apr. 7, with NICoE's CAPT. (Dr.) Robert Koffman that discussed treatment of PTSD/TBI and program 
using canines as therapy dogs.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut.  Additional support to film NSW 
multipurpose K-9 unit in Coronado declined. (NNTR) 

 
HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC) 
Filming took place 15Oct at Directorate of Time and 25Oct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's 
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time.  PAA signed.  Rough cut of episode 
on 'time' received.  Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in a 
very professional/capable manner.  Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR) 

 
New Race for Space (Science Channel) 
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration.  Filmed NASA's SIAD rocket and 
parachute test on China Lake, 15Feb.  PAA signed.  Rough cut reviewed.  Awaiting air date. 

 

 
 
Search for the USS Scorpion (Maryland Public TV) 
Story of search for War of 1812-era ship thought to be resting in Patuxent River.  Will showcase Navy-
assisted archeological research efforts and partnerships with civilian research agencies.  Request for 
original b-roll at Navy Museum and interviews with NHHC personnel.  Researching support.  
 
Brush of Honor (Inspiration Network) 
Letter of authorization provided approving use of DoD-facilitated archival imagery in documentary 
series.  Series will document artist Phil Taylor and his work with the non-profit group American Fallen 
Soldiers Project, whose mission is to provide comfort and healing to grieving families of fallen military. 
The organization makes available at no cost to the family an original portrait of their fallen loved one. 
(NNTR) 
 
 
 
 

DOCUMENTARIES (In Production): 

Op Martillo (Univision) 
PAA-supported counter drug ops documentary. Producers circling back with additional embark 
request. NAVINFOWEST ICW SOUTHCOM and C4F reviewing current footage before approving 
additional embarks.  Revision 3 of episodes #1-7 have been reviewed and cleared by 
NAVINFOWEST.  Recommendation to approve Paraiso Pictures post-production phase has been 
forwarded to OSD(PA).  Airdate TBD. (NNTR) 

 
Travel Family with Colleen Kelley (PBS) 
Series showcasing family-friendly locations in the U.S. and abroad.  Filmed at Pensacola Aviation 
Museum highlighting NC-4 flying boat, Apollo program exhibit, and 4D Blue Angel Theater. Blue 
Angels support included b-roll of pilots at autograph session at Aviation Museum, and interviews 
with pilots #2 and #6 shot on the flight line.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
Filmed BMCM Carl Brashear’s Master Diver plaque,15Apr, housed at DC Navy Museum and 
interviewed curator.  Episode highlights Brashear’s career and Master Diver accomplishment.  PAA 
signed.  Rough cut reviewed.  Awaiting air date. (NNTR) 

 

Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation 
Museum.  Filming took place 15Jan.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
SEAL Dog (Smithsonian) 
Film about former SEAL Trevor Maroshek and his relationship with his dog, Chopper, a former 
military working dog.  Vice President Joe Biden interviewed for film as well.  Interview conducted, 
Apr. 7, with NICoE's CAPT. (Dr.) Robert Koffman that discussed treatment of PTSD/TBI and program 
using canines as therapy dogs.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut.  Additional support to film NSW 
multipurpose K-9 unit in Coronado declined. (NNTR) 

 
HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC) 
Filming took place 15Oct at Directorate of Time and 25Oct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's 
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time.  PAA signed.  Rough cut of episode 
on 'time' received.  Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in a 
very professional/capable manner.  Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR) 

 
New Race for Space (Science Channel) 
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration.  Filmed NASA's SIAD rocket and 
parachute test on China Lake, 15Feb.  PAA signed.  Rough cut reviewed.  Awaiting air date. 

 

 
 
Search for the USS Scorpion (Maryland Public TV) 
Story of search for War of 1812-era ship thought to be resting in Patuxent River.  Will showcase Navy-
assisted archeological research efforts and partnerships with civilian research agencies.  Request for 
original b-roll at Navy Museum and interviews with NHHC personnel.  Researching support.  
 
Brush of Honor (Inspiration Network) 
Letter of authorization provided approving use of DoD-facilitated archival imagery in documentary 
series.  Series will document artist Phil Taylor and his work with the non-profit group American Fallen 
Soldiers Project, whose mission is to provide comfort and healing to grieving families of fallen military. 
The organization makes available at no cost to the family an original portrait of their fallen loved one. 
(NNTR) 
 
 
 
 

DOCUMENTARIES (In Production): 

Op Martillo (Univision)
PAA-supported counter drug ops documentary. Producers circling back with additional embark
request. NAVINFOWEST ICW SOUTHCOM and C4F reviewing current footage before approving
additional embarks. Revision 3 of episodes #1-7 have been reviewed and cleared by
NAVINFOWEST. Recommendation to approve Paraiso Pictures post-production phase has been
forwarded to OSD(PA). Airdate TBD. (NNTR)

Travel Family with Colleen Kelley (PBS)
Series showcasing family-friendly locations in the US. and abroad. Filmed at Pensacola Aviation
Museum highlighting NC-4 flying boat, Apollo program exhibit, and 4D Blue Angel Theater. Blue
Angels support included b-roll of pilots at autograph session at Aviation Museum, and interviews
with pilots #2 and #6 shot on the flight line. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel)
Filmed BMCM Carl Brashear’s Master Diver plaque,15Apr, housed at DC Navy Museum and
interviewed curator. Episode highlights Brashear’s career and Master Diver accomplishment. PAA
signed. Rough cut reviewed. Awaiting air date. (NNTR)

Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel)
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation
Museum. Filming took place 15Ian. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

SEAL Dog (Smithsonian)
Film about former SEAL Trevor Maroshek and his relationship with his dog, Chopper, a former
military working dog. Vice President Joe Biden interviewed for film as well. Interview conducted,
Apr. 7, with NICoE's CAPT. (Dr.) Robert Koffman that discussed treatment of PTSD/TBI and program
using canines as therapy dogs. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. Additional support to film NSW
multipurpose K-9 unit in Coronado declined. (NNTR)

HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC)
Filming took place 150ct at Directorate of Time and ZSOct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time. PAA signed. Rough cut of episode
on 'time' received. Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in a
very professional/capable manner. Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR)

New Race for Space (Science Channel)
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration. Filmed NASA's SIAD rocket and
parachute test on China Lake, 15Feb. PAA signed. Rough cut reviewed. Awaiting air date.

DOCUMENTARIES (In Production):

Search for the USS Scorpion (Maryland Public TV)
Story of search for War of 1812-era ship thought to be resting in Patuxent River. Will showcase Navy-
assisted archeological research efforts and partnerships with civilian research agencies. Request for
original b-roll at Navy Museum and interviews with NHHC personnel. Researching support.

Brush of Honor (Inspiration Network)
Letter of authorization provided approving use of DoD-facilitated archival imagery in documentary
series. Series will document artist Phil Taylor and his work with the non-profit group American Fallen
Soldiers Project, whose mission is to provide comfort and healing to grieving families of fallen military.
The organization makes available at no cost to the family an original portrait of their fallen loved one.
(NNTR)



Coast (BBC) 
Letter of authorization provided supporting use of DoD-facilitated imagery of WWI-era dazzle ships. 
Documentary series explores UK coastline and tells variety of historical stories related to a particular 
region. Episode will discuss use and effect of dazzle ships in WWI. (NNTR) 
 
AIR WARRIORS: EA-18G Growler 
Documentary on highlighting Air Electronic Warfare from former EA-6B to EA-18G platforms in 
conflicts ranging from Vietnam to Afghanistan.  Feasibility of support submitted to CNAP (N00PA).  
 
THE SMALL COUNTRY (Norwegian TV) 
TV documentary about Norway’s changing position in the world due to climate change, interview 
with RDML White about Navy’s new mission in the Arctic completed 11Jun. NAVINFOWEST 
submitted RFI to staff PAO for AAR. (NNTR) 

 
Newest Technology (Intersport/20 West) 
Early stages of developing series proposal aimed at highlighting Navy’s latest technologies. 
Researching support. (NNTR) 

 
Nat Geo Explorer (Nat Geo) 
New series about military technology that is being used in the civilian sector.  Met with producers 
and provided ideas for potential topics. PAA not yet signed. (NNTR) 

 
Museum Men (possible H2 distribution) 
Documentary series focusing on artists/designers who create historical replicas.  Approved for 
NHHC research assistance and possible interview with historian for episode related to WWII-era 
submarines.  PAA signed. (NNTR) 
 
Monumental Mysteries (Travel Channel) 
Series examines unusual and unexpected stories behind monuments and landmarks across the  
nation.  Broll of USS Squalus memorial captured 21May on Portsmouth Naval Shipyard with local 
PAO escort.  Particular episode will feature USS Squalus disaster in 1939 where the diesel  
submarine  sunk during testing phase, followed by rescue of all 33 crew members aboard due to  
rapid response and use of modern-era technology.  PAA signed.  Awaiting  rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
Virginia Voices (Virginia Historical Society) 
Broll captured on Naval Station Norfolk and interview with Hampton Roads Naval Museum curator, 
16-22May, to highlight Navy in Virginia, past and present. Norfolk PAO escort.  Documentary film is 
the first state-specific, modern historical documentary woven from the video submissions of residents 
and original footage shot with 4K resolution cameras.  Will premiere at the Virginia Historical Society 
center's new 500-seat theater in Richmond, VA, Fall 2014.  It will play for several years accompanied 
by an online interactive experience and database.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
Ocean Gals (No distribution) 
Documentary film request that aims to highlight SPAWAR/SSC PAC's Navy Marine Ecology 
Consortium and its 75% female staff in order to highlight diversity and Navy's environmental 
compliance, stewardship and readiness mission.  Researching support. (NNTR) 

 
Anthony Bourdain: Parts Unknown (CNN) 
Travel and food show series.  Production request received.  Working with producers to determine 
access requested. (NNTR) 

 
Mighty Ships (Discovery) 
Researching filming opportunities aboard USNS Montford Point, JHSV. (NNTR) 

 

 

Coast (BBC) 
Letter of authorization provided supporting use of DoD-facilitated imagery of WWI-era dazzle ships. 
Documentary series explores UK coastline and tells variety of historical stories related to a particular 
region. Episode will discuss use and effect of dazzle ships in WWI. (NNTR) 
 
AIR WARRIORS: EA-18G Growler 
Documentary on highlighting Air Electronic Warfare from former EA-6B to EA-18G platforms in 
conflicts ranging from Vietnam to Afghanistan.  Feasibility of support submitted to CNAP (N00PA).  
 
THE SMALL COUNTRY (Norwegian TV) 
TV documentary about Norway’s changing position in the world due to climate change, interview 
with RDML White about Navy’s new mission in the Arctic completed 11Jun. NAVINFOWEST 
submitted RFI to staff PAO for AAR. (NNTR) 

 
Newest Technology (Intersport/20 West) 
Early stages of developing series proposal aimed at highlighting Navy’s latest technologies. 
Researching support. (NNTR) 

 
Nat Geo Explorer (Nat Geo) 
New series about military technology that is being used in the civilian sector.  Met with producers 
and provided ideas for potential topics. PAA not yet signed. (NNTR) 

 
Museum Men (possible H2 distribution) 
Documentary series focusing on artists/designers who create historical replicas.  Approved for 
NHHC research assistance and possible interview with historian for episode related to WWII-era 
submarines.  PAA signed. (NNTR) 
 
Monumental Mysteries (Travel Channel) 
Series examines unusual and unexpected stories behind monuments and landmarks across the  
nation.  Broll of USS Squalus memorial captured 21May on Portsmouth Naval Shipyard with local 
PAO escort.  Particular episode will feature USS Squalus disaster in 1939 where the diesel  
submarine  sunk during testing phase, followed by rescue of all 33 crew members aboard due to  
rapid response and use of modern-era technology.  PAA signed.  Awaiting  rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
Virginia Voices (Virginia Historical Society) 
Broll captured on Naval Station Norfolk and interview with Hampton Roads Naval Museum curator, 
16-22May, to highlight Navy in Virginia, past and present. Norfolk PAO escort.  Documentary film is 
the first state-specific, modern historical documentary woven from the video submissions of residents 
and original footage shot with 4K resolution cameras.  Will premiere at the Virginia Historical Society 
center's new 500-seat theater in Richmond, VA, Fall 2014.  It will play for several years accompanied 
by an online interactive experience and database.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
Ocean Gals (No distribution) 
Documentary film request that aims to highlight SPAWAR/SSC PAC's Navy Marine Ecology 
Consortium and its 75% female staff in order to highlight diversity and Navy's environmental 
compliance, stewardship and readiness mission.  Researching support. (NNTR) 

 
Anthony Bourdain: Parts Unknown (CNN) 
Travel and food show series.  Production request received.  Working with producers to determine 
access requested. (NNTR) 

 
Mighty Ships (Discovery) 
Researching filming opportunities aboard USNS Montford Point, JHSV. (NNTR) 

 

 

Coast (BBC)
Letter of authorization provided supporting use of DOD-facilitated imagery of WWI-era dazzle ships.
Documentary series explores UK coastline and tells variety of historical stories related to a particular
region. Episode will discuss use and effect of dazzle ships in WW1. (NNTR)

AIR WARRIORS: EA-18G Growler
Documentary on highlighting Air Electronic Warfare from former EA-6B to EA-18G platforms in
conflicts ranging from Vietnam to Afghanistan. Feasibility of support submitted to CNAP (NOOPA).

THE SMALL COUNTRY (Norwegian TV)
TV documentary about Norway’s changing position in the world due to climate change, interview
with RDML White about Navy’s new mission in the Arctic completed 11]un. NAVINFOWEST
submitted RFI to staff PAO for AAR. (NNTR)

Newest Technology (Intersport/20 West)
Early stages of developing series proposal aimed at highlighting Navy’s latest technologies.
Researching support. (NNTR)

Nat Geo Explorer (Nat Geo)
New series about military technology that is being used in the civilian sector. Met with producers
and provided ideas for potential topics. PAA not yet signed. (NNTR)

Museum Men (possible H2 distribution)
Documentary series focusing on artists/designers who create historical replicas. Approved for
NHHC research assistance and possible interview with historian for episode related to WWII-era
submarines. PAA signed. (NNTR)

Monumental Mysteries (Travel Channel)
Series examines unusual and unexpected stories behind monuments and landmarks across the
nation. Broll of USS Squalus memorial captured 21May on Portsmouth Naval Shipyard with local
PAO escort. Particular episode will feature USS Squalus disaster in 1939 where the diesel
submarine sunk during testing phase, followed by rescue of all 33 crew members aboard due to
rapid response and use of modern-era technology. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

Virginia Voices (Virginia Historical Society)
Broll captured on Naval Station Norfolk and interview with Hampton Roads Naval Museum curator,
16-22May, to highlight Navy in Virginia, past and present. Norfolk PAO escort. Documentary film is
the first state-specific, modern historical documentary woven from the video submissions of residents
and original footage shot with 4K resolution cameras. Will premiere at the Virginia Historical Society
center's new BOO-seat theater in Richmond, VA, Fall 2014. It will play for several years accompanied
by an online interactive experience and database. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

Ocean Gals (No distribution)
Documentary film request that aims to highlight SPAWAR/SSC PAC's Navy Marine Ecology
Consortium and its 75% female staff in order to highlight diversity and Navy's environmental
compliance, stewardship and readiness mission. Researching support. (NNTR)

Anthony Bourdain: Parts Unknown (CNN)
Travel and food show series. Production request received. Working with producers to determine
access requested. (NNTR)

Mighty Ships (Discovery)
Researching filming opportunities aboard USNS Montford Point, IHSV. (NNTR)



   
Beyond the Light Switch (PBS) 
Documentary on national security with focus on economic, energy and environmental security. 
Interviews approved for ONR representatives in conjunction with ARPA-E summit. Navy 
addendum added to existing Army PAA. (NNTR) 

 
The History of Carrier Aviation project (Office of Patriots Point and USS Yorktown) 
This is a non-broadcast request for stock footage carrier and carrier based aviation.  The final 
video will be viewed in the USS Yorktown’s new state of the art theatre.  The production release 
date is 15Aug.  Post production began 15Apr.  In research phase. (NNTR) 

 

 
 

  War at Sea (BBC Scotland) - No ROI. 
 

    A Life of Donald Keene: Keene’s View of Japan 70 Years After WWII (NHK) - No ROI. 
     
    Footsteps in the Snow (Lifetime Channel) - No ROI. 
 

 
 
    4Q OPTAR 

In the process of submitting 4Q supply/equipment requisitions to NPASE HQ Comptroller for 
approval.  

 
RESERVE UNIT 
-  

 
 

 

DECLINES: 

ADMIN: 

(b) (6)
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Documentary on national security with focus on economic, energy and environmental security. 
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The History of Carrier Aviation project (Office of Patriots Point and USS Yorktown) 
This is a non-broadcast request for stock footage carrier and carrier based aviation.  The final 
video will be viewed in the USS Yorktown’s new state of the art theatre.  The production release 
date is 15Aug.  Post production began 15Apr.  In research phase. (NNTR) 

 

 
 

  War at Sea (BBC Scotland) - No ROI. 
 

    A Life of Donald Keene: Keene’s View of Japan 70 Years After WWII (NHK) - No ROI. 
     
    Footsteps in the Snow (Lifetime Channel) - No ROI. 
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Beyond the Light Switch (PBS)
Documentary on national security with focus on economic, energy and environmental security.
Interviews approved for ONR representatives in conjunction with ARPA-E summit. Navy
addendum added to existing Army PAA. (NNTR)

The History of Carrier Aviation project (Office of Patriots Point and USS Yorktown)
This is a non-broadcast request for stock footage carrier and carrier based aviation. The final
video will be viewed in the USS Yorktown’s new state of the art theatre. The production release
date is 15Aug. Post production began 15Apr. In research phase. (NNTR)

DECLINES:

War at Sea (BBC Scotland) - No ROI.

A Life of Donald Keene: Keene’s View of Japan 70 Years After WWII (NHK) - No ROI.

Footsteps in the Snow (Lifetime Channel) - No ROI.

| ADMIN:

4Q OPTAR
In the process of submitting 4Q supply/equipment requisitions to NPASE HQ Comptroller for
approval

RESERVE UNIT
- (b) (6)
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SECNAV VISIT 
Notified by SECNAV’s PAO of upcoming West Coast swing (9-10Oct and 12-14Oct) to include 
NAVINFOWEST set visits for SECNAV.  Preliminary SOE is to escort to TNT’s ‘The Last Ship’ set in 
Culver City followed by set visit at NCIS lot in Valencia.  On 20Aug, TNT/NCIS production companies 
were briefed on SECNAV visit. 
 
FOX SPORTS’ 75th COMMEMORATION OF PEARL HARBOR (FOX) 
On 19Aug, responded to CHINFO (OI-6) assistance request to take lead project officer duties ISO FOX 
Sports’ 75th Commemoration of Pearl Harbor, which includes the broadcast of a college doubleheader 
(two games) from Joint Base Pearl Harbor-Hickam (JBPHH), on each Monday, December 7, 2015 and 
Wednesday, December 7, 2016 and an NFL analysis team broadcast live 6Dec15.  IAW OASD-PA 
approved production assistance memorandum, NAVINFOWEST project officer has commenced 
coordination with JBPHH PA Staff for upcoming location scout at Ford Island and PH NAVSTA.  Site visit 
scheduled 3-5Sep for FOX executives to view locations at Ford Island, Hickam and Pearl Harbor.  
NAVINFOWEST Director escorting IAW JPBHH PAO.  
 
NCIS NEW ORLEANS SEASON ONE (CBS) 
Danni Productions and DoD stakeholder meeting held 19Aug.  Overall productive meeting discussing 
introduction of a recurring military character, support from regional bases and tenant commands, 
implementation of script recommendations provided by NAVINFOWEST and recommendation to hire 
USN veteran as location military technical advisor.   Way-Ahead: On 21Aug CBS Legal reviewed and 
commented on Production Assistance Agreement (PAA).  Once PAA is signed, Mr. Phil Strub (OSD/PA, 
Film Liaison Dir.) and CAPT Coons (NAVINFOWEST, Dir.) will conduct JRB NOLA site visit and brief 
local base leadership and PAOs on production company expectations and PAA ROE. 

 
THE LAST SHIP (TNT) 
NAVINFOWEST leadership met with TNT Executives Wed, 20Aug to discuss way ahead ISO Season Two.  
NAVINFOWEST providing Navy asset and character development recommendations to TNT executives 
for creative story arc considerations.  Season One series finale episode to air on 24Aug.  Requested TNT 
provide marketing and audience metrics and analysis for the season.  Will brief CI on results and Season 
Two projections week of 10Sep. 
 
NCIS (CBS) 
Reviewed episode #263 “The San Dominick” script.  Thematic depicts NCIS/CGIS Agents and VBSS 
team from USS Serano conducting a missing person investigation on board a cargo ship taken over by 
pirates.  Overall positive portrayal of USN crew depicting VBSS operations, medical triage and 
medevac, and AT/FP response.   On 20Aug, the production company has requested DoD support and 
use of ex-USS Paul Foster (NSWC test ship) located in Port Hueneme (PH).   NAVINFOWEST project 
officer ICW NAVBASE Venture PAO and NSWC PA to coordinate location scout (25Aug) and one-day 
production (mid-Sept).  PAA to be drafted once feasibility of support has been approved by PH/NSWC. 
 
SEAPOWER (IMAX/K2 Comms) 
NAVINFOWEST Director conducted RIMPAC filming debrief with K2 Comm staff on 7Aug.   Meeting 
discussions will also cover future filming opportunities IVO SOCAL/VACAPES OPAREA.  FY-15 filming 
requests ISO “SEAPOWER” will be forwarded to USFF/C3F for feasibility of support.  (NNTR) 
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SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS:

SECNAV VISIT
Notified by SECNAV’s PAO of upcoming West Coast swing (9-100ct and 12-140ct) to include
NAVINFOWEST set visits for SECNAV. Preliminary SOE is to escort to TNT’s ‘The Last Ship’ set in
Culver City followed by set visit at NCIS lot in Valencia. On 20Aug, TNT/NCIS production companies
were briefed on SECNAV visit.

FOX SPORTS’ 75th COMMEMORATION OF PEARL HARBOR (FOX)
On 19Aug, responded to CHINFO (OI-6) assistance request to take lead project officer duties ISO FOX
Sports’ 75th Commemoration of Pearl Harbor, which includes the broadcast of a college doubleheader
(two games) from Ioint Base Pearl Harbor-Hickam (IBPHH), on each Monday, December 7, 2015 and
Wednesday, December 7, 2016 and an NFL analysis team broadcast live 6Dec15. IAW OASD-PA
approved production assistance memorandum, NAVINFOWEST project officer has commenced
coordination with IBPHH PA Staff for upcoming location scout at Ford Island and PH NAVSTA. Site visit
scheduled 3-SSep for FOX executives to View locations at Ford Island, Hickam and Pearl Harbor.
NAVINFOWEST Director escorting IAW IPBHH PAO.

NCIS NEW ORLEANS SEASON ONE (CBS)
Danni Productions and DoD stakeholder meeting held 19Aug. Overall productive meeting discussing
introduction of a recurring military character, support from regional bases and tenant commands,
implementation of script recommendations provided by NAVINFOWEST and recommendation to hire
USN veteran as location military technical advisor. Way-Ahead: On 21Aug CBS Legal reviewed and
commented on Production Assistance Agreement (PAA). Once PAA is signed, Mr. Phil Strub (OSD/PA,
Film Liaison Dir.) and CAPT Coons (NAVINFOWEST, Dir.) will conduct IRB NOLA site visit and brief
local base leadership and PAOs on production company expectations and PAA ROE.

THE LAST SHIP (TNT)
NAVINFOWEST leadership met with TNT Executives Wed, 20Aug to discuss way ahead ISO Season Two.
NAVINFOWEST providing Navy asset and character development recommendations to TNT executives
for creative story arc considerations. Season One series finale episode to air on 24Aug. Requested TNT
provide marketing and audience metrics and analysis for the season. Will brief CI on results and Season
Two projections week of 10$ep.

NCIS (CBS)
Reviewed episode #263 “The San Dominick" script. Thematic depicts NCIS/CGIS Agents and VBSS
team from USS Serano conducting a missing person investigation on board a cargo ship taken over by
pirates. Overall positive portrayal of USN crew depicting VBSS operations, medical triage and
medevac, and AT/FP response. On 20Aug, the production company has requested DoD support and
use of ex-USS Paul Foster (NSWC test ship) located in Port Hueneme (PH). NAVINFOWEST project
officer ICW NAVBASE Venture PAO and NSWC PA to coordinate location scout (25Aug) and one-day
production (mid-Sept). PAA to be drafted once feasibility of support has been approved by PH/NSWC.

SEAPOWER (IMAX/K2 Comms)
NAVINFOWEST Director conducted RIMPAC filming debrief with K2 Comm staff on 7Aug. Meeting
discussions will also cover future filming opportunities IVO SOCAL/VACAPES OPAREA. FY-15 filming
requests ISO “SEAPOWER" will be forwarded to USFF/C3F for feasibility of support. (NNTR)



 
 
JEOPARDY (CBS) 
Letter of authorization provided to use DoD photo of Petty Officer Dorie Miller as part of clue in 
upcoming episode.  Episode set to air 24Oct. (NNTR) 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

   
 
 

 
 
Somebody’s Gotta Do It – (CNN) 
Television series starring Mike Rowe of “Dirty Jobs”, show follows the same format as Dirty Jobs. 
Producers are interested in featuring Navy Seabees and Submarine Culinary Specialists.  
Coordinating with NECC for filming at October FTX.  Working with SUBPAC to determine 
availability for submarine.  PAA not yet signed. (NNTR) 
 
NCIS (CBS) 
Episode #262 “Choke Hold” reviewed outline.  Thematic depicts NRL scientist disclosing 
communications technology to Russian colleague.  NCIS agents along with SECNAV attempt to 
uncover source of classified material disclosure.  Based on negative response from NRL PA to use   
command logo in episode, network advised to create similar NRL logo IAW industry 30% rule.     
Episode shot 18Aug.   
 
NCIS NOLA (CBS)  
Episode #4 “Breaking Brig” reviewed outline.  Thematic depicts a tier-1 level terrorist captured and       
transported to USS Princeton for return to CONUS.  A NOLA based LT and a non-rated seaman both  
convicted felons along with the terrorist escape while being transported to the NAS JAX Brig. 
 
 
Episode #5 “The Recruits” reviewed outline.  Thematic depicts SEAL LT killed by the Russian mob 
operating a prostitution ring in NOLA.  LT Brady is depicted as a squared away officer that was 
assisting a college student escape from the sex industry.   No DoD support has been requested. 
(NNTR) 

 
HAWAII FIVE-O (CBS) 
Reviewed Ep 512, no USN depicted or support requested.  (NNTR) 
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Coordinating with NECC for filming at October FTX.  Working with SUBPAC to determine 
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Episode #262 “Choke Hold” reviewed outline.  Thematic depicts NRL scientist disclosing 
communications technology to Russian colleague.  NCIS agents along with SECNAV attempt to 
uncover source of classified material disclosure.  Based on negative response from NRL PA to use   
command logo in episode, network advised to create similar NRL logo IAW industry 30% rule.     
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Episode #4 “Breaking Brig” reviewed outline.  Thematic depicts a tier-1 level terrorist captured and       
transported to USS Princeton for return to CONUS.  A NOLA based LT and a non-rated seaman both  
convicted felons along with the terrorist escape while being transported to the NAS JAX Brig. 
 
 
Episode #5 “The Recruits” reviewed outline.  Thematic depicts SEAL LT killed by the Russian mob 
operating a prostitution ring in NOLA.  LT Brady is depicted as a squared away officer that was 
assisting a college student escape from the sex industry.   No DoD support has been requested. 
(NNTR) 
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| SCRIPTED TV / GAME SHOW:

IEOPARDY (CBS)
Letter of authorization provided to use DoD photo of Petty Officer Dorie Miller as part of clue in
upcoming episode. Episode set to air 240ct. (NNTR)

Somebody’s Gotta Do It — (CNN)
Television series starring Mike Rowe of "Dirty Jobs”, show follows the same format as Dirty Iobs.
Producers are interested in featuring Navy Seabees and Submarine Culinary Specialists.
Coordinating with NECC for filming at October FTX. Working with SUBPAC to determine
availability for submarine. PAA not yet signed. (NNTR)

NCIS (CBS)
Episode #262 "Choke Hold" reviewed outline. Thematic depicts NRL scientist disclosing
communications technology to Russian colleague. NCIS agents along with SECNAV attempt to
uncover source of classified material disclosure. Based on negative response from NRL PA to use
command logo in episode, network advised to create similar NRL logo IAW industry 30% rule.
Episode shot 18Aug.

NCIS NOLA (CBS)
Episode #4 "Breaking Brig” reviewed outline. Thematic depicts a tier-1 level terrorist captured and
transported to USS Princeton for return to CONUS. A NOLA based LT and a non-rated seaman both
convicted felons along with the terrorist escape while being transported to the NAS IAX Brig.

Episode #5 "The Recruits” reviewed outline. Thematic depicts SEAL LT killed by the Russian mob
operating a prostitution ring in NOLA. LT Brady is depicted as a squared away officer that was
assisting a college student escape from the sex industry. No DoD support has been requested.
(NNTR)

HAWAII FIVE-O (CBS)
Reviewed Ep 512, no USN depicted or support requested. (NNTR)
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HUNTER-KILLER 
New sub-plot script in review. Script notes and thematic rewrite recommendations provided to 
Director on 4Mar.  Expect revised script soon. Project Officer reaching out to Exec Producer for 
update. (NNTR) 

 

 
 

  UnSEALed (PBS) 
Documentary film on history of UDT/SEALs. OSD production support approved with addendum to  
previous research-assisted PAA via NAVINFOWEST and Naval Special Warfare Command. PAA and  
Addendum signed. Coordinated rough cut with NSW N2 and Foreign Disclosure Office and 
socialized CAPT Fenick’s notes/NAVINFOWEST notes with Carol Fleischer requesting several 
changes to content. Reviewed fine cut 19Aug.  Edit recommendations incorporated.  Received NSW 
review notes 22Aug and responded.  Airdate scheduled for 11Nov on PBS. 

 
Man Vs. The Universe, formerly titled New Race for Space (Science Channel) 
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration. Filmed NASA's SIAD rocket and  
parachute test on China Lake, 15Feb.  PAA signed.  Rough cut reviewed.  Episode will air Wed 27Aug at 
10PM EST. 
 
Story of the California Channel Islands (PBS) 
Production assistance rescinded due to inappropriate behavior by producer.  Historical documentary    
on Channel Islands from their creation to present day. Interview took place 17Jun on Port Hueneme 
base to discuss Navy current ops and environmental stewardship initiatives onboard San Nicolas 
Island. No filming on actual island permitted. PAA signed. Following 17Jun interview, producer 
demanded access to San Nicolas in an unprofessional manner that has prompted indefinite 
suspension of further DoD/USN assistance.  Received additional correspondence from Sam Tyler 
rejecting the notice to rescind support and demanding regrets to higher authority.  On 21Jul, 
NAVINFOWEST received copy of FOIA letter emailed by CNRSW (N00PA) re: Correspondence 
associate with Sam Tyler and Channel Island Documentary.   FOIA request letter, Production PAA, and 
rescission letter forwarded to CHINFO JAG for review and guidance on action and response 
recommendation.  (NNTR) 
 
Millionaires' Unit: America's Pioneer Pilots of the Great War (Smithsonian Air & Space 
Museum) 
Letter of authorization provided approving use of DoD archival footage.  Film tells story of the Yale 
college students who formed a private air militia in preparation for America’s entry into World 
War One. They became the founding squadron of the U.S. Naval Air Reserve and were among the 
very first to fight for the United States in the Great War.  Awaiting rough cut.  Link to promo reel: 
http://www.millionairesunit.org/home.php (NNTR) 

 
Secrets of the Arsenal (Military Channel) 
Explores museums and collections to find interesting and historically-significant stories associated with 
them. NHHC supported historian interviews and filming, 19May, regarding trumpet (housed at Navy 
Museum) originally found aboard USS Houston. Navy addendum to Army PAA signed. Rough cut 
reviewed.  Air date TBD. (NNTR) 
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Story of the California Channel Islands (PBS) 
Production assistance rescinded due to inappropriate behavior by producer.  Historical documentary    
on Channel Islands from their creation to present day. Interview took place 17Jun on Port Hueneme 
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Island. No filming on actual island permitted. PAA signed. Following 17Jun interview, producer 
demanded access to San Nicolas in an unprofessional manner that has prompted indefinite 
suspension of further DoD/USN assistance.  Received additional correspondence from Sam Tyler 
rejecting the notice to rescind support and demanding regrets to higher authority.  On 21Jul, 
NAVINFOWEST received copy of FOIA letter emailed by CNRSW (N00PA) re: Correspondence 
associate with Sam Tyler and Channel Island Documentary.   FOIA request letter, Production PAA, and 
rescission letter forwarded to CHINFO JAG for review and guidance on action and response 
recommendation.  (NNTR) 
 
Millionaires' Unit: America's Pioneer Pilots of the Great War (Smithsonian Air & Space 
Museum) 
Letter of authorization provided approving use of DoD archival footage.  Film tells story of the Yale 
college students who formed a private air militia in preparation for America’s entry into World 
War One. They became the founding squadron of the U.S. Naval Air Reserve and were among the 
very first to fight for the United States in the Great War.  Awaiting rough cut.  Link to promo reel: 
http://www.millionairesunit.org/home.php (NNTR) 

 
Secrets of the Arsenal (Military Channel) 
Explores museums and collections to find interesting and historically-significant stories associated with 
them. NHHC supported historian interviews and filming, 19May, regarding trumpet (housed at Navy 
Museum) originally found aboard USS Houston. Navy addendum to Army PAA signed. Rough cut 
reviewed.  Air date TBD. (NNTR) 
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HUNTER-KILLER
New sub-plot script in review. Script notes and thematic rewrite recommendations provided to
Director on 4Mar. Expect revised script soon. Project Officer reaching out to Exec Producer for
update. (NNTR)

DOCUMENTARIES

UnSEALed (PBS)
Documentary film on history of UDT/SEALs. OSD production support approved with addendum to
previous research-assisted PAA via NAVINFOWEST and Naval Special Warfare Command. PAA and
Addendum signed. Coordinated rough cut with NSW N2 and Foreign Disclosure Office and
socialized CAPT Fenick’s notes/NAVINFOWEST notes with Carol Fleischer requesting several
changes to content. Reviewed fine cut 19Aug. Edit recommendations incorporated. Received NSW
review notes 22Aug and responded. Airdate scheduled for 11Nov on PBS.

Man Vs. The Universe, formerly titled New Race for Space (Science Channel)
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration. Filmed NASA's SIAD rocket and
parachute test on China Lake, 15Feb. PAA signed. Rough cut reviewed. Episode will air Wed 27Aug at
10PM EST.

Story of the California Channel Islands (PBS)
Production assistance rescinded due to inappropriate behavior by producer. Historical documentary
on Channel Islands from their creation to present day. Interview took place 17]un on Port Hueneme
base to discuss Navy current ops and environmental stewardship initiatives onboard San Nicolas
Island. No filming on actual island permitted. PAA signed. Following 17]un interview, producer
demanded access to San Nicolas in an unprofessional manner that has prompted indefinite
suspension of further DoD/USN assistance. Received additional correspondence from Sam Tyler
rejecting the notice to rescind support and demanding regrets to higher authority. On 21]ul,
NAVINFOWEST received copy of FOIA letter emailed by CNRSW (NOOPA) re: Correspondence
associate with Sam Tyler and Channel Island Documentary. FOIA request letter, Production PAA, and
rescission letter forwarded to CHINFO IAG for review and guidance on action and response
recommendation. (NNTR)

Millionaires' Unit: America's Pioneer Pilots of the Great War (Smithsonian Air & Space
Museum)
Letter of authorization provided approving use of DoD archival footage. Film tells story of the Yale
college students who formed a private air militia in preparation for America’s entry into World
War One. They became the founding squadron of the US. Naval Air Reserve and were among the
very first to fight for the United States in the Great War. Awaiting rough cut. Link to promo reel:
http: Z [www.millionairesunit.org[home.php (NNTR)

Secrets of the Arsenal (Military Channel)
Explores museums and collections to find interesting and historically-significant stories associated with
them. NHHC supported historian interviews and filming, 19May, regarding trumpet (housed at Navy
Museum) originally found aboard USS Houston. Navy addendum to Army PAA signed. Rough cut
reviewed. Air date TBD. (NNTR)



HOMEFRONT (PBS) 
OSD(PA) granted DoD support for the PBS documentary “Homefront” that will explore how military 
families deal/cope with deployments. NAVINFOWEST ICW Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC) PAO 
assisted in identifying dependents and service members representing the Navy’s Seabees.  Filming 
took place 18-20Feb to include b-roll of NMCB 3's homecoming and NMCB 5's morning quarters and 
gun range exercise. Interviews included diverse mix of dependents, service members and family 
situations.  Documentary expected completion late 2014 and airing early 2015. (NNTR) 

 
Op Martillo (Univision) 
PAA-supported counter drug ops documentary. Producers circling back with additional embark 
request. NAVINFOWEST ICW SOUTHCOM and C4F reviewing current footage before approving 
additional embarks.  Revision 3 of episodes #1-7 have been reviewed and cleared by 
NAVINFOWEST.  Recommendation to approve Paraiso Pictures post-production phase has been 
forwarded to OSD(PA).  Airdate TBD. (NNTR) 

 
Travel Family with Colleen Kelley (PBS) 
Series showcasing family-friendly locations in the U.S. and abroad.  Filmed at Pensacola Aviation 
Museum highlighting NC-4 flying boat, Apollo program exhibit, and 4D Blue Angel Theater. Blue 
Angels support included b-roll of pilots at autograph session at Aviation Museum, and interviews 
with pilots #2 and #6 shot on the flight line.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
Filmed BMCM Carl Brashear’s Master Diver plaque,15Apr, housed at DC Navy Museum and 
interviewed curator.  Episode highlights Brashear’s career and Master Diver accomplishment.  PAA 
signed.  Rough cut reviewed.  Awaiting air date. (NNTR) 

 

Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation 
Museum.  Filming took place 15Jan.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
SEAL Dog (Smithsonian) 
Film about former SEAL Trevor Maroshek and his relationship with his dog, Chopper, a former 
military working dog.  Vice President Joe Biden interviewed for film as well.  Interview conducted, 
Apr. 7, with NICoE's CAPT. (Dr.) Robert Koffman that discussed treatment of PTSD/TBI and program 
using canines as therapy dogs.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut.  Additional support to film NSW 
multipurpose K-9 unit in Coronado declined. (NNTR) 

 
HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC) 
Filming took place 15Oct at Directorate of Time and 25Oct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's 
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time.  PAA signed.  Rough cut of episode 
on 'time' received.  Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in a 
very professional/capable manner.  Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR) 

 
New Race for Space (Science Channel) 
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration.  Filmed NASA's SIAD rocket and 
parachute test on China Lake, 15Feb.  PAA signed.  Rough cut reviewed.  Awaiting air date. 

 

 
 
The Trip 2015 (Travel Channel) 
Episode will showcase significant Hawaii destinations (food, lodging, recreation, historical sites). 
Request approved to support filming aboard Pearl Harbor memorial shuttle craft and filming of Ford 
Island/USS Utah.  PAA drafted.  Awaiting signature.  Filming scheduled for 8Sep. 
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request. NAVINFOWEST ICW SOUTHCOM and C4F reviewing current footage before approving 
additional embarks.  Revision 3 of episodes #1-7 have been reviewed and cleared by 
NAVINFOWEST.  Recommendation to approve Paraiso Pictures post-production phase has been 
forwarded to OSD(PA).  Airdate TBD. (NNTR) 

 
Travel Family with Colleen Kelley (PBS) 
Series showcasing family-friendly locations in the U.S. and abroad.  Filmed at Pensacola Aviation 
Museum highlighting NC-4 flying boat, Apollo program exhibit, and 4D Blue Angel Theater. Blue 
Angels support included b-roll of pilots at autograph session at Aviation Museum, and interviews 
with pilots #2 and #6 shot on the flight line.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
Filmed BMCM Carl Brashear’s Master Diver plaque,15Apr, housed at DC Navy Museum and 
interviewed curator.  Episode highlights Brashear’s career and Master Diver accomplishment.  PAA 
signed.  Rough cut reviewed.  Awaiting air date. (NNTR) 

 

Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation 
Museum.  Filming took place 15Jan.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
SEAL Dog (Smithsonian) 
Film about former SEAL Trevor Maroshek and his relationship with his dog, Chopper, a former 
military working dog.  Vice President Joe Biden interviewed for film as well.  Interview conducted, 
Apr. 7, with NICoE's CAPT. (Dr.) Robert Koffman that discussed treatment of PTSD/TBI and program 
using canines as therapy dogs.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut.  Additional support to film NSW 
multipurpose K-9 unit in Coronado declined. (NNTR) 

 
HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC) 
Filming took place 15Oct at Directorate of Time and 25Oct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's 
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time.  PAA signed.  Rough cut of episode 
on 'time' received.  Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in a 
very professional/capable manner.  Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR) 

 
New Race for Space (Science Channel) 
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration.  Filmed NASA's SIAD rocket and 
parachute test on China Lake, 15Feb.  PAA signed.  Rough cut reviewed.  Awaiting air date. 

 

 
 
The Trip 2015 (Travel Channel) 
Episode will showcase significant Hawaii destinations (food, lodging, recreation, historical sites). 
Request approved to support filming aboard Pearl Harbor memorial shuttle craft and filming of Ford 
Island/USS Utah.  PAA drafted.  Awaiting signature.  Filming scheduled for 8Sep. 
 
 
 

DOCUMENTARIES (In Production): 

HOMEFRONT (PBS)
OSD(PA) granted DOD support for the PBS documentary “Homefront” that will explore how military
families deal/cope with deployments. NAVINFOWEST ICW Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC) PAO
assisted in identifying dependents and service members representing the Navy’s Seabees. Filming
took place 18—20Feb to include b-roll of NMCB 3's homecoming and NMCB 5's morning quarters and
gun range exercise. Interviews included diverse mix of dependents, service members and family
situations. Documentary expected completion late 2014 and airing early 2015. (NNTR)

Op Martillo (Univision)
PAA-supported counter drug ops documentary. Producers circling back with additional embark
request. NAVINFOWEST ICW SOUTHCOM and C4F reviewing current footage before approving
additional embarks. Revision 3 of episodes #1-7 have been reviewed and cleared by
NAVINFOWEST. Recommendation to approve Paraiso Pictures post-production phase has been
forwarded to OSD(PA). Airdate TBD. (NNTR)

Travel Family with Colleen Kelley (PBS)
Series showcasing family-friendly locations in the US. and abroad. Filmed at Pensacola Aviation
Museum highlighting NC-4 flying boat, Apollo program exhibit, and 4D Blue Angel Theater. Blue
Angels support included b-roll of pilots at autograph session at Aviation Museum, and interviews
with pilots #2 and #6 shot on the flight line. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel)
Filmed BMCM Carl Brashear’s Master Diver plaque,15Apr, housed at DC Navy Museum and
interviewed curator. Episode highlights Brashear’s career and Master Diver accomplishment. PAA
signed. Rough cut reviewed. Awaiting air date. (NNTR)

Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel)
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation
Museum. Filming took place 15Ian. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

SEAL Dog (Smithsonian)
Film about former SEAL Trevor Maroshek and his relationship with his dog, Chopper, a former
military working dog. Vice President Joe Biden interviewed for film as well. Interview conducted,
Apr. 7, with NICoE's CAPT. (Dr.) Robert Koffman that discussed treatment of PTSD/TBI and program
using canines as therapy dogs. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. Additional support to film NSW
multipurpose K-9 unit in Coronado declined. (NNTR)

HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC)
Filming took place 150ct at Directorate of Time and ZSOct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time. PAA signed. Rough cut of episode
on 'time' received. Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in a
very professional/capable manner. Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR)

New Race for Space (Science Channel)
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration. Filmed NASA's SIAD rocket and
parachute test on China Lake, 15Feb. PAA signed. Rough cut reviewed. Awaiting air date.

DOCUMENTARIES (In Production):

The Trip 2015 (Travel Channel)
Episode will showcase significant Hawaii destinations (food, lodging, recreation, historical sites).
Request approved to support filming aboard Pearl Harbor memorial shuttle craft and filming of Ford
Island/USS Utah. PAA drafted. Awaiting signature. Filming scheduled for 8Sep.



WORLD ACCESS: USS HAWAII 
Documentary show for Travel Channel highlighting a Virginia Class Submarine’s capabilities and crew. 
Reaching out to COMSUBPAC (N00PA), HI to see if support/interest is available. 
 
Search for the USS Scorpion (Maryland Public TV) 
Story of search for War of 1812-era ship thought to be resting in Patuxent River.  Will showcase Navy-
assisted archeological research efforts and partnerships with civilian research agencies.  Request for 
original b-roll at Navy Museum and interviews with NHHC personnel.  PAA drafted.  Awaiting signature.  
Filming date TBD.  
 
Brush of Honor (Inspiration Network) 
Letter of authorization provided approving use of DoD-facilitated archival imagery in documentary 
series.  Series will document artist Phil Taylor and his work with the non-profit group American Fallen 
Soldiers Project, whose mission is to provide comfort and healing to grieving families of fallen military. 
The organization makes available at no cost to the family an original portrait of their fallen loved one. 
(NNTR) 
 
Coast (BBC) 
Letter of authorization provided supporting use of DoD-facilitated imagery of WWI-era dazzle ships. 
Documentary series explores UK coastline and tells variety of historical stories related to a particular 
region. Episode will discuss use and effect of dazzle ships in WWI. (NNTR) 
 
AIR WARRIORS: EA-18G Growler 
Documentary on highlighting Air Electronic Warfare from former EA-6B to EA-18G platforms in 
conflicts ranging from Vietnam to Afghanistan.  Feasibility of support submitted to CNAP (N00PA). 
Growler Wing has expressed a desire to support the production and is vetting possible dates that 
could support filming. 
 
THE SMALL COUNTRY (Norwegian TV) 
TV documentary about Norway’s changing position in the world due to climate change, interview 
with RDML White about Navy’s new mission in the Arctic completed 11Jun. NAVINFOWEST 
submitted RFI to staff PAO for AAR. (NNTR) 

 
Newest Technology (Intersport/20 West) 
Early stages of developing series proposal aimed at highlighting Navy’s latest technologies. 
Researching support. (NNTR) 

 
Nat Geo Explorer (Nat Geo) 
New series about military technology that is being used in the civilian sector.  Met with producers 
and provided ideas for potential topics. PAA not yet signed. (NNTR) 

 
Museum Men (possible H2 distribution) 
Documentary series focusing on artists/designers who create historical replicas.  Approved for 
NHHC research assistance and possible interview with historian for episode related to WWII-era 
submarines.  PAA signed. (NNTR) 
 
Monumental Mysteries (Travel Channel) 
Series examines unusual and unexpected stories behind monuments and landmarks across the  
nation.  Broll of USS Squalus memorial captured 21May on Portsmouth Naval Shipyard with local 
PAO escort.  Particular episode will feature USS Squalus disaster in 1939 where the diesel  
submarine  sunk during testing phase, followed by rescue of all 33 crew members aboard due to  
rapid response and use of modern-era technology.  PAA signed.  Awaiting  rough cut. (NNTR) 
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original b-roll at Navy Museum and interviews with NHHC personnel.  PAA drafted.  Awaiting signature.  
Filming date TBD.  
 
Brush of Honor (Inspiration Network) 
Letter of authorization provided approving use of DoD-facilitated archival imagery in documentary 
series.  Series will document artist Phil Taylor and his work with the non-profit group American Fallen 
Soldiers Project, whose mission is to provide comfort and healing to grieving families of fallen military. 
The organization makes available at no cost to the family an original portrait of their fallen loved one. 
(NNTR) 
 
Coast (BBC) 
Letter of authorization provided supporting use of DoD-facilitated imagery of WWI-era dazzle ships. 
Documentary series explores UK coastline and tells variety of historical stories related to a particular 
region. Episode will discuss use and effect of dazzle ships in WWI. (NNTR) 
 
AIR WARRIORS: EA-18G Growler 
Documentary on highlighting Air Electronic Warfare from former EA-6B to EA-18G platforms in 
conflicts ranging from Vietnam to Afghanistan.  Feasibility of support submitted to CNAP (N00PA). 
Growler Wing has expressed a desire to support the production and is vetting possible dates that 
could support filming. 
 
THE SMALL COUNTRY (Norwegian TV) 
TV documentary about Norway’s changing position in the world due to climate change, interview 
with RDML White about Navy’s new mission in the Arctic completed 11Jun. NAVINFOWEST 
submitted RFI to staff PAO for AAR. (NNTR) 

 
Newest Technology (Intersport/20 West) 
Early stages of developing series proposal aimed at highlighting Navy’s latest technologies. 
Researching support. (NNTR) 

 
Nat Geo Explorer (Nat Geo) 
New series about military technology that is being used in the civilian sector.  Met with producers 
and provided ideas for potential topics. PAA not yet signed. (NNTR) 

 
Museum Men (possible H2 distribution) 
Documentary series focusing on artists/designers who create historical replicas.  Approved for 
NHHC research assistance and possible interview with historian for episode related to WWII-era 
submarines.  PAA signed. (NNTR) 
 
Monumental Mysteries (Travel Channel) 
Series examines unusual and unexpected stories behind monuments and landmarks across the  
nation.  Broll of USS Squalus memorial captured 21May on Portsmouth Naval Shipyard with local 
PAO escort.  Particular episode will feature USS Squalus disaster in 1939 where the diesel  
submarine  sunk during testing phase, followed by rescue of all 33 crew members aboard due to  
rapid response and use of modern-era technology.  PAA signed.  Awaiting  rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
 
 
 

WORLD ACCESS: USS HAWAII
Documentary show for Travel Channel highlighting a Virginia Class Submarine’s capabilities and crew.
Reaching out to COMSUBPAC (NOOPA), HI to see if support/interest is available.

Search for the USS Scorpion (Maryland Public TV)
Story of search for War of 1812-era ship thought to be resting in Patuxent River. Will showcase Navy-
assisted archeological research efforts and partnerships with civilian research agencies. Request for
original b-roll at Navy Museum and interviews with NHHC personnel. PAA drafted. Awaiting signature.
Filming date TBD.

Brush of Honor (Inspiration Network)
Letter of authorization provided approving use of DOD-facilitated archival imagery in documentary
series. Series will document artist Phil Taylor and his work with the non-profit group American Fallen
Soldiers Project, whose mission is to provide comfort and healing to grieving families of fallen military.
The organization makes available at no cost to the family an original portrait of their fallen loved one.
(NNTR)

Coast (BBC)
Letter of authorization provided supporting use of DOD-facilitated imagery of WWI-era dazzle ships.
Documentary series explores UK coastline and tells variety of historical stories related to a particular
region. Episode will discuss use and effect of dazzle ships in WW1. (NNTR)

AIR WARRIORS: EA-18G Growler
Documentary on highlighting Air Electronic Warfare from former EA-6B to EA-18G platforms in
conflicts ranging from Vietnam to Afghanistan. Feasibility of support submitted to CNAP (NOOPA).
Growler Wing has expressed a desire to support the production and is vetting possible dates that
could support filming.

THE SMALL COUNTRY (Norwegian TV)
TV documentary about Norway’s changing position in the world due to climate change, interview
with RDML White about Navy’s new mission in the Arctic completed 11]un. NAVINFOWEST
submitted RFI to staff PAO for AAR. (NNTR)

Newest Technology (Intersport/20 West)
Early stages of developing series proposal aimed at highlighting Navy’s latest technologies.
Researching support. (NNTR)

Nat Geo Explorer (Nat Geo)
New series about military technology that is being used in the civilian sector. Met with producers
and provided ideas for potential topics. PAA not yet signed. (NNTR)

Museum Men (possible H2 distribution)
Documentary series focusing on artists/designers who create historical replicas. Approved for
NHHC research assistance and possible interview with historian for episode related to WWII-era
submarines. PAA signed. (NNTR)

Monumental Mysteries (Travel Channel)
Series examines unusual and unexpected stories behind monuments and landmarks across the
nation. Broll of USS Squalus memorial captured 21May on Portsmouth Naval Shipyard with local
PAO escort. Particular episode will feature USS Squalus disaster in 1939 where the diesel
submarine sunk during testing phase, followed by rescue of all 33 crew members aboard due to
rapid response and use of modern-era technology. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)



Virginia Voices (Virginia Historical Society) 
Broll captured on Naval Station Norfolk and interview with Hampton Roads Naval Museum curator, 
16-22May, to highlight Navy in Virginia, past and present. Norfolk PAO escort.  Documentary film is 
the first state-specific, modern historical documentary woven from the video submissions of residents 
and original footage shot with 4K resolution cameras.  Will premiere at the Virginia Historical Society 
center's new 500-seat theater in Richmond, VA, Fall 2014.  It will play for several years accompanied 
by an online interactive experience and database.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
Ocean Gals (No distribution) 
Documentary film request that aims to highlight SPAWAR/SSC PAC's Navy Marine Ecology 
Consortium and its 75% female staff in order to highlight diversity and Navy's environmental 
compliance, stewardship and readiness mission.  Researching support. (NNTR) 

 
Anthony Bourdain: Parts Unknown (CNN) 
Travel and food show series.  Production request received.  Working with producers to determine 
access requested. (NNTR) 

 
Mighty Ships (Discovery) 
Researching filming opportunities aboard USNS Montford Point, JHSV. (NNTR) 
 
Beyond the Light Switch (PBS) 
Documentary on national security with focus on economic, energy and environmental security. 
Interviews approved for ONR representatives in conjunction with ARPA-E summit. Navy 
addendum added to existing Army PAA. (NNTR) 

 
The History of Carrier Aviation project (Office of Patriots Point and USS Yorktown) 
This is a non-broadcast request for stock footage carrier and carrier based aviation.  The final 
video will be viewed in the USS Yorktown’s new state of the art theatre.  The production release 
date is 15Aug.  Post production began 15Apr.  In research phase. (NNTR) 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 
Dr. Story Musgrave - No distribution. 
 
World Access  Red Hill, HI (Indigo Films for Travel Channel) - Unsupportable by command. 
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Virginia Voices (Virginia Historical Society)
Broll captured on Naval Station Norfolk and interview with Hampton Roads Naval Museum curator,
16-22May, to highlight Navy in Virginia, past and present. Norfolk PAO escort. Documentary film is
the first state-specific, modern historical documentary woven from the video submissions of residents
and original footage shot with 4K resolution cameras. Will premiere at the Virginia Historical Society
center's new BOO-seat theater in Richmond, VA, Fall 2014. It will play for several years accompanied
by an online interactive experience and database. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

Ocean Gals (No distribution)
Documentary film request that aims to highlight SPAWAR/SSC PAC's Navy Marine Ecology
Consortium and its 75% female staff in order to highlight diversity and Navy's environmental
compliance, stewardship and readiness mission. Researching support. (NNTR)

Anthony Bourdain: Parts Unknown (CNN)
Travel and food show series. Production request received. Working with producers to determine
access requested. (NNTR)

Mighty Ships (Discovery)
Researching filming opportunities aboard USNS Montford Point, IHSV. (NNTR)

Beyond the Light Switch (PBS)
Documentary on national security with focus on economic, energy and environmental security.
Interviews approved for ONR representatives in conjunction with ARPA-E summit. Navy
addendum added to existing Army PAA. (NNTR)

The History of Carrier Aviation project (Office of Patriots Point and USS Yorktown)
This is a non-broadcast request for stock footage carrier and carrier based aviation. The final
video will be viewed in the USS Yorktown’s new state of the art theatre. The production release
date is 15Aug. Post production began 15Apr. In research phase. (NNTR)
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World Access Red Hill, HI (Indigo Films for Travel Channel) - Unsupportable by command.
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SECNAV VISIT 
Tentative SOE: 13Oct (Valencia, CA) “NCIS” studio visit and meet & greet w/Exec. Producers and Cast 
members.  14Oct (Culver City, CA) “The Last Ship” studio visit and meet & greet with TNT Execs, 
Producers and cast members. 
 
FOX SPORTS’ 75th COMMEMORATION OF PEARL HARBOR (FOX) 
Scout scheduled 3-5Sep for FOX executives to view locations at Ford Island, Hickam and Pearl Harbor.  
JPBHH PAO scheduled in brief with JPBHH Chief of Staff CAPT Holderman 4Sep @1300. 
NAVINFOWEST Director escorting IAW JPBHH PAO.  On 27Aug, NAVINFOWEST Director held initial 
planning meeting with FOX Sports Execs to identify execution plan and DoD support requirements. 
 
NCIS NEW ORLEANS SEASON ONE (CBS) 
FOLUP: C/C held 25Aug to discuss items noted by CBS Legal Dept.  Awaiting PAA.     

 
THE LAST SHIP (TNT) 
Director met with SURFPAC PA leaders to discuss way ahead for Season Two.  Renewed request for Senior 
Staff Officer (SWO) to work with the writers on script development.  Reviewed base plan for support: 

 three ten day base camp NBSD pierside support opptys 15Oct-15Dec; and 15Jan-15Mar; 
 three embark opptys same time frames; 
 other platforms including LCS, helos, etc.; 
 discussed “Homeport” logistics filming as value added. 

TNT provided audience viewership metrics for Season One.  An average of 14.4 million viewers per week 
watched the show from combined platforms (Live, DVR video and On-Demand).   Will brief CI on results 
and Season Two projections week of 10Sep. 
 
NAVINFOWEST Project Officer escorted TNT Art Department aboard USS Howard (DDG 83) Thursday, 
28Aug to measure spaces (Bos'n Locker, mess decks, quarterdeck, enlisted berthing, officer’s stateroom 
and engine room) to facilitate building of sets for Season Two at the Culver City studio.  Awaiting feedback 
from creative staff for character arcs and Season Two thematics. 
 
NCIS (CBS) 
On 20Aug, the production company has requested DoD support and use of ex-USS Paul Foster (NSWC 
test ship) located in Port Hueneme (PH).   NAVINFOWEST project officer ICW NAVBASE Venture PAO 
and NSWC PA to coordinate location scout (25Aug) and one-day production (mid-Sept).  On 28Aug, 
NAVINFOWEST project officer escorted 20 production company personnel for a one-day tech scout 
onboard the SDTS ship.  PH/NSWC PAO Staff were onsta to assist and respond to production 
requirements.  PAA to be drafted once all requirements are identified. 
 

   AIR WARRIORS: EA-18G Growler 
Documentary on highlighting Air Electronic Warfare from former EA-6B to EA-18G platforms in 
conflicts ranging from Vietnam to Afghanistan.  Red Rock Films adjusted requested dates for filming 
to 2-3 days during the week of 22-28 Sep.  Currently working with CNAP for support details.  
Creating draft PAA.  
 
SEAPOWER (IMAX/K2 Comms) 
NAVINFOWEST Director conducted RIMPAC filming debrief with K2 Comm staff on 7Aug.   Meeting 
discussions will also cover future filming opportunities IVO SOCAL/VACAPES OPAREA.  FY-15 filming 
requests ISO “SEAPOWER” will be forwarded to USFF/C3F for feasibility of support.  (NNTR) 

 

SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS: 
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SECNAV VISIT
Tentative SOE: 130ct (Valencia, CA) "NCIS” studio visit and meet & greet w/Exec. Producers and Cast
members. 140ct (Culver City, CA) "The Last Ship" studio visit and meet & greet with TNT Execs,
Producers and cast members.

FOX SPORTS’ 75th COMMEMORATION OF PEARL HARBOR (FOX)
Scout scheduled 3-SSep for FOX executives to view locations at Ford Island, Hickam and Pearl Harbor.
IPBHH PAO scheduled in brief with IPBHH Chief of Staff CAPT Holderman 4Sep @1300.
NAVINFOWEST Director escorting IAW IPBHH PAO. On 27Aug, NAVINFOWEST Director held initial
planning meeting with FOX Sports Execs to identify execution plan and DoD support requirements.

NCIS NEW ORLEANS SEASON ONE (CBS)
FOLUP: C/C held 25Aug to discuss items noted by CBS Legal Dept. Awaiting PAA.

THE LAST SHIP (TNT)
Director met with SURFPAC PA leaders to discuss way ahead for Season Two. Renewed request for Senior
Staff Officer (SWO) to work with the writers on script development. Reviewed base plan for support:

0 three ten day base camp NBSD pierside support opptys 150ct—15Dec; and 15]an-15Mar;
0 three embark opptys same time frames;
0 other platforms including LCS, helos, etc. ;
o discussed "Homeport" logistics filming as value added.

TNT provided audience viewership metrics for Season One. An average of 14.4 million viewers per week
watched the show from combined platforms (Live, DVR video and On-Demand). Will brief CI on results
and Season Two projections week of 10Sep.

NAVINFOWEST Project Officer escorted TNT Art Department aboard USS Howard (DDG 83) Thursday,
28Aug to measure spaces (Bos'n Locker, mess decks, quarterdeck, enlisted berthing, officer’s stateroom
and engine room) to facilitate building of sets for Season Two at the Culver City studio. Awaiting feedback
from creative staff for character arcs and Season Two thematics.

NCIS (CBS)
On 20Aug, the production company has requested DoD support and use of ex-USS Paul Foster (NSWC
test ship) located in Port Hueneme (PH). NAVINFOWEST project officer ICW NAVBASE Venture PAO
and NSWC PA to coordinate location scout (25Aug) and one-day production (mid-Sept). On 28Aug,
NAVINFOWEST project officer escorted 20 production company personnel for a one-day tech scout
onboard the SDTS ship. PH/NSWC PAO Staff were onsta to assist and respond to production
requirements. PAA to be drafted once all requirements are identified.

AIR WARRIORS: EA-18G Growler
Documentary on highlighting Air Electronic Warfare from former EA-6B to EA-18G platforms in
conflicts ranging from Vietnam to Afghanistan. Red Rock Films adjusted requested dates for filming
to 2-3 days during the week of 22-28 Sep. Currently working with CNAP for support details.
Creating draft PAA.

SEAPOWER (IMAX/K2 Comms)
NAVINFOWEST Director conducted RIMPAC filming debrief with K2 Comm staff on 7Aug. Meeting
discussions will also cover future filming opportunities IVO SOCAL/VACAPES OPAREA. FY-15 filming
requests ISO “SEAPOWER" will be forwarded to USFF/C3F for feasibility of support. (NNTR)



 
 
JEOPARDY (CBS) 
Letter of authorization provided to use DoD photo of Petty Officer Dorie Miller as part of clue in 
upcoming episode.  Episode set to air 24Oct. (NNTR) 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

   
 
 

 
 
Somebody’s Gotta Do It – (CNN) 
Television series starring Mike Rowe of “Dirty Jobs”, show follows the same format as Dirty Jobs. 
Producers are interested in featuring Navy Seabees and Submarine Culinary Specialists.  
Coordinating with NECC for filming at October FTX.  Working with SUBPAC to determine 
availability for submarine.  PAA not yet signed. (NNTR) 
 
NCIS NOLA (CBS)  
Episode #4 “Breaking Brig” reviewed outline.  Thematic depicts a tier-1 level terrorist captured and       
transported to USS Princeton for return to CONUS.  A NOLA based LT and a non-rated seaman both  
convicted felons along with the terrorist escape while being transported to the NAS JAX Brig. 
 
Episode #5 “The Recruits” reviewed outline.  Thematic depicts SEAL LT killed by the Russian mob 
operating a prostitution ring in NOLA.  LT Brady is depicted as a squared away officer that was 
assisting a college student escape from the sex industry.   No DoD support has been requested. 
(NNTR) 

 
HAWAII FIVE-O (CBS) 
Reviewed Eps 504, 505, 506, 507, 508, and 512: no USN depicted or support requested.  
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 
HUNTER-KILLER 
New sub-plot script in review. Script notes and thematic rewrite recommendations provided to 
Director on 4Mar.  Expect revised script soon. Project Officer reaching out to Exec Producer for 
update. (NNTR) 
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| SCRIPTED TV / GAME SHOW:

IEOPARDY (CBS)
Letter of authorization provided to use DoD photo of Petty Officer Dorie Miller as part of clue in
upcoming episode. Episode set to air 240ct. (NNTR)

Somebody’s Gotta Do It — (CNN)
Television series starring Mike Rowe of "Dirty Jobs”, show follows the same format as Dirty Iobs.
Producers are interested in featuring Navy Seabees and Submarine Culinary Specialists.
Coordinating with NECC for filming at October FTX. Working with SUBPAC to determine
availability for submarine. PAA not yet signed. (NNTR)

NCIS NOLA (CBS)
Episode #4 "Breaking Brig” reviewed outline. Thematic depicts a tier-1 level terrorist captured and
transported to USS Princeton for return to CONUS. A NOLA based LT and a non-rated seaman both
convicted felons along with the terrorist escape while being transported to the NAS IAX Brig.

Episode #5 "The Recruits” reviewed outline. Thematic depicts SEAL LT killed by the Russian mob
operating a prostitution ring in NOLA. LT Brady is depicted as a squared away officer that was
assisting a college student escape from the sex industry. No DoD support has been requested.
(NNTR)

HAWAII FIVE-O (CBS)
Reviewed Eps 504, 505, 506, 507, 508, and 512: no USN depicted or support requested.

FEATURE FILMS

HUNTER-KILLER
New sub-plot script in review. Script notes and thematic rewrite recommendations provided to
Director on 4Mar. Expect revised script soon. Project Officer reaching out to Exec Producer for
update. (NNTR)



 
 

  UnSEALed (PBS) 
Documentary film on history of UDT/SEALs. OSD production support approved with addendum to  
previous research-assisted PAA via NAVINFOWEST and Naval Special Warfare Command. PAA and  
Addendum signed. Coordinated rough cut with NSW N2 and Foreign Disclosure Office and 
socialized CAPT Fenick’s notes/NAVINFOWEST notes with Carol Fleischer requesting several 
changes to content.  Reviewed fine cut 19Aug.  Edit recommendations incorporated.  Received NSW 
review notes 22Aug and responded.  Airdate scheduled for 11Nov on PBS. (NNTR) 
 
Story of the California Channel Islands (PBS) 
Production assistance rescinded due to inappropriate behavior by producer.  Historical documentary    
on Channel Islands from their creation to present day. Interview took place 17Jun on Port Hueneme 
base to discuss Navy current ops and environmental stewardship initiatives onboard San Nicolas 
Island. No filming on actual island permitted. PAA signed. Following 17Jun interview, producer 
demanded access to San Nicolas in an unprofessional manner that has prompted indefinite 
suspension of further DoD/USN assistance.  Received additional correspondence from Sam Tyler 
rejecting the notice to rescind support and demanding regrets to higher authority.  On 21Jul, 
NAVINFOWEST received copy of FOIA letter emailed by CNRSW (N00PA) re: Correspondence 
associate with Sam Tyler and Channel Island Documentary.   FOIA request letter, Production PAA, and 
rescission letter forwarded to CHINFO JAG for review and guidance on action and response 
recommendation.  (NNTR) 
 
Millionaires' Unit: America's Pioneer Pilots of the Great War (Smithsonian Air & Space 
Museum) 
Letter of authorization provided approving use of DoD archival footage.  Film tells story of the Yale 
college students who formed a private air militia in preparation for America’s entry into World 
War One. They became the founding squadron of the U.S. Naval Air Reserve and were among the 
very first to fight for the United States in the Great War.  Awaiting rough cut.  Link to promo reel: 
http://www.millionairesunit.org/home.php (NNTR) 

 
Secrets of the Arsenal (Military Channel) 
Explores museums and collections to find interesting and historically-significant stories associated with 
them. NHHC supported historian interviews and filming, 19May, regarding trumpet (housed at Navy 
Museum) originally found aboard USS Houston. Navy addendum to Army PAA signed. Rough cut 
reviewed.  Air date TBD. (NNTR) 
 
HOMEFRONT (PBS) 
OSD(PA) granted DoD support for the PBS documentary “Homefront” that will explore how military 
families deal/cope with deployments. NAVINFOWEST ICW Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC) PAO 
assisted in identifying dependents and service members representing the Navy’s Seabees.  Filming 
took place 18-20Feb to include b-roll of NMCB 3's homecoming and NMCB 5's morning quarters and 
gun range exercise. Interviews included diverse mix of dependents, service members and family 
situations.  Documentary expected completion late 2014 and airing early 2015. (NNTR) 

 
Op Martillo (Univision) 
PAA-supported counter drug ops documentary. Producers circling back with additional embark 
request. NAVINFOWEST ICW SOUTHCOM and C4F reviewing current footage before approving 
additional embarks.  Revision 3 of episodes #1-7 have been reviewed and cleared by 
NAVINFOWEST.  Recommendation to approve Paraiso Pictures post-production phase has been 
forwarded to OSD(PA).  Airdate TBD. (NNTR) 

 
 
 
 

DOCUMENTARIES  
 

  UnSEALed (PBS) 
Documentary film on history of UDT/SEALs. OSD production support approved with addendum to  
previous research-assisted PAA via NAVINFOWEST and Naval Special Warfare Command. PAA and  
Addendum signed. Coordinated rough cut with NSW N2 and Foreign Disclosure Office and 
socialized CAPT Fenick’s notes/NAVINFOWEST notes with Carol Fleischer requesting several 
changes to content.  Reviewed fine cut 19Aug.  Edit recommendations incorporated.  Received NSW 
review notes 22Aug and responded.  Airdate scheduled for 11Nov on PBS. (NNTR) 
 
Story of the California Channel Islands (PBS) 
Production assistance rescinded due to inappropriate behavior by producer.  Historical documentary    
on Channel Islands from their creation to present day. Interview took place 17Jun on Port Hueneme 
base to discuss Navy current ops and environmental stewardship initiatives onboard San Nicolas 
Island. No filming on actual island permitted. PAA signed. Following 17Jun interview, producer 
demanded access to San Nicolas in an unprofessional manner that has prompted indefinite 
suspension of further DoD/USN assistance.  Received additional correspondence from Sam Tyler 
rejecting the notice to rescind support and demanding regrets to higher authority.  On 21Jul, 
NAVINFOWEST received copy of FOIA letter emailed by CNRSW (N00PA) re: Correspondence 
associate with Sam Tyler and Channel Island Documentary.   FOIA request letter, Production PAA, and 
rescission letter forwarded to CHINFO JAG for review and guidance on action and response 
recommendation.  (NNTR) 
 
Millionaires' Unit: America's Pioneer Pilots of the Great War (Smithsonian Air & Space 
Museum) 
Letter of authorization provided approving use of DoD archival footage.  Film tells story of the Yale 
college students who formed a private air militia in preparation for America’s entry into World 
War One. They became the founding squadron of the U.S. Naval Air Reserve and were among the 
very first to fight for the United States in the Great War.  Awaiting rough cut.  Link to promo reel: 
http://www.millionairesunit.org/home.php (NNTR) 

 
Secrets of the Arsenal (Military Channel) 
Explores museums and collections to find interesting and historically-significant stories associated with 
them. NHHC supported historian interviews and filming, 19May, regarding trumpet (housed at Navy 
Museum) originally found aboard USS Houston. Navy addendum to Army PAA signed. Rough cut 
reviewed.  Air date TBD. (NNTR) 
 
HOMEFRONT (PBS) 
OSD(PA) granted DoD support for the PBS documentary “Homefront” that will explore how military 
families deal/cope with deployments. NAVINFOWEST ICW Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC) PAO 
assisted in identifying dependents and service members representing the Navy’s Seabees.  Filming 
took place 18-20Feb to include b-roll of NMCB 3's homecoming and NMCB 5's morning quarters and 
gun range exercise. Interviews included diverse mix of dependents, service members and family 
situations.  Documentary expected completion late 2014 and airing early 2015. (NNTR) 

 
Op Martillo (Univision) 
PAA-supported counter drug ops documentary. Producers circling back with additional embark 
request. NAVINFOWEST ICW SOUTHCOM and C4F reviewing current footage before approving 
additional embarks.  Revision 3 of episodes #1-7 have been reviewed and cleared by 
NAVINFOWEST.  Recommendation to approve Paraiso Pictures post-production phase has been 
forwarded to OSD(PA).  Airdate TBD. (NNTR) 

 
 
 
 

DOCUMENTARIES DOCUMENTARIES

UnSEALed (PBS)
Documentary film on history of UDT/SEALS. OSD production support approved with addendum to
previous research-assisted PAA via NAVINFOWEST and Naval Special Warfare Command. PAA and
Addendum signed. Coordinated rough cut with NSW N2 and Foreign Disclosure Office and
socialized CAPT Fenick’s notes/NAVINFOWEST notes with Carol Fleischer requesting several
changes to content. Reviewed fine cut 19Aug. Edit recommendations incorporated. Received NSW
review notes 22Aug and responded. Airdate scheduled for 11Nov on PBS. (NNTR)

Story of the California Channel Islands (PBS)
Production assistance rescinded due to inappropriate behavior by producer. Historical documentary
on Channel Islands from their creation to present day. Interview took place 17]un on Port Hueneme
base to discuss Navy current ops and environmental stewardship initiatives onboard San Nicolas
Island. No filming on actual island permitted. PAA signed. Following 17]un interview, producer
demanded access to San Nicolas in an unprofessional manner that has prompted indefinite
suspension of further DoD/USN assistance. Received additional correspondence from Sam Tyler
rejecting the notice to rescind support and demanding regrets to higher authority. On 21]ul,
NAVINFOWEST received copy of FOIA letter emailed by CNRSW (NOOPA) re: Correspondence
associate with Sam Tyler and Channel Island Documentary. FOIA request letter, Production PAA, and
rescission letter forwarded to CHINFO IAG for review and guidance on action and response
recommendation. (NNTR)

Millionaires' Unit: America's Pioneer Pilots of the Great War (Smithsonian Air & Space
Museum)
Letter of authorization provided approving use of DoD archival footage. Film tells story of the Yale
college students who formed a private air militia in preparation for America’s entry into World
War One. They became the founding squadron of the US. Naval Air Reserve and were among the
very first to fight for the United States in the Great War. Awaiting rough cut. Link to promo reel:
http: Z [www.millionairesunit.org[home.php (NNTR)

Secrets of the Arsenal (Military Channel)
Explores museums and collections to find interesting and historically-significant stories associated with
them. NHHC supported historian interviews and filming, 19May, regarding trumpet (housed at Navy
Museum) originally found aboard USS Houston. Navy addendum to Army PAA signed. Rough cut
reviewed. Air date TBD. (NNTR)

HOMEFRONT (PBS)
OSD(PA) granted DoD support for the PBS documentary “Homefront” that will explore how military
families deal/cope with deployments. NAVINFOWEST ICW Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC) PAO
assisted in identifying dependents and service members representing the Navy’s Seabees. Filming
took place 18—20Feb to include b-roll of NMCB 3's homecoming and NMCB 5's morning quarters and
gun range exercise. Interviews included diverse mix of dependents, service members and family
situations. Documentary expected completion late 2014 and airing early 2015. (NNTR)

Op Martillo (Univision)
PAA-supported counter drug ops documentary. Producers circling back with additional embark
request. NAVINFOWEST ICW SOUTHCOM and C4F reviewing current footage before approving
additional embarks. Revision 3 of episodes #1-7 have been reviewed and cleared by
NAVINFOWEST. Recommendation to approve Paraiso Pictures post-production phase has been
forwarded to OSD(PA). Airdate TBD. (NNTR)



Travel Family with Colleen Kelley (PBS) 
Series showcasing family-friendly locations in the U.S. and abroad.  Filmed at Pensacola Aviation 
Museum highlighting NC-4 flying boat, Apollo program exhibit, and 4D Blue Angel Theater. Blue 
Angels support included b-roll of pilots at autograph session at Aviation Museum, and interviews 
with pilots #2 and #6 shot on the flight line.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
Filmed BMCM Carl Brashear’s Master Diver plaque,15Apr, housed at DC Navy Museum and 
interviewed curator.  Episode highlights Brashear’s career and Master Diver accomplishment.  PAA 
signed.  Rough cut reviewed.  Awaiting air date. (NNTR) 

 

Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation 
Museum.  Filming took place 15Jan.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
SEAL Dog (Smithsonian) 
Film about former SEAL Trevor Maroshek and his relationship with his dog, Chopper, a former 
military working dog.  Vice President Joe Biden interviewed for film as well.  Interview conducted, 
Apr. 7, with NICoE's CAPT. (Dr.) Robert Koffman that discussed treatment of PTSD/TBI and program 
using canines as therapy dogs.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut.  Additional support to film NSW 
multipurpose K-9 unit in Coronado declined. (NNTR) 

 
HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC) 
Filming took place 15Oct at Directorate of Time and 25Oct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's 
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time.  PAA signed.  Rough cut of episode 
on 'time' received.  Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in a 
very professional/capable manner.  Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR) 

 
New Race for Space (Science Channel) 
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration.  Filmed NASA's SIAD rocket and 
parachute test on China Lake, 15Feb.  PAA signed.  Rough cut reviewed.  Awaiting air date. 

 

 
 
The Trip 2015 (Travel Channel) 
Episode will showcase significant Hawaii destinations (food, lodging, recreation, historical sites). 
Request approved to support filming aboard Pearl Harbor memorial shuttle craft and filming of Ford 
Island/USS Utah.  Filming scheduled for 8Sep.  PAA signed.  
 
Search for the USS Scorpion (Maryland Public TV) 
Story of search for War of 1812-era ship thought to be resting in Patuxent River.  Will showcase Navy-
assisted archeological research efforts and partnerships with civilian research agencies.  Request for 
original b-roll at Navy Museum and interviews with NHHC personnel.  PAA drafted.  Awaiting signature.  
Filming date TBD.  (NNTR) 
 
Brush of Honor (Inspiration Network) 
Letter of authorization provided approving use of DoD-facilitated archival imagery in documentary 
series.  Series will document artist Phil Taylor and his work with the non-profit group American Fallen 
Soldiers Project, whose mission is to provide comfort and healing to grieving families of fallen military. 
The organization makes available at no cost to the family an original portrait of their fallen loved one. 
(NNTR) 
 
 
 
 
 

DOCUMENTARIES (In Production): 

Travel Family with Colleen Kelley (PBS) 
Series showcasing family-friendly locations in the U.S. and abroad.  Filmed at Pensacola Aviation 
Museum highlighting NC-4 flying boat, Apollo program exhibit, and 4D Blue Angel Theater. Blue 
Angels support included b-roll of pilots at autograph session at Aviation Museum, and interviews 
with pilots #2 and #6 shot on the flight line.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
Filmed BMCM Carl Brashear’s Master Diver plaque,15Apr, housed at DC Navy Museum and 
interviewed curator.  Episode highlights Brashear’s career and Master Diver accomplishment.  PAA 
signed.  Rough cut reviewed.  Awaiting air date. (NNTR) 

 

Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation 
Museum.  Filming took place 15Jan.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
SEAL Dog (Smithsonian) 
Film about former SEAL Trevor Maroshek and his relationship with his dog, Chopper, a former 
military working dog.  Vice President Joe Biden interviewed for film as well.  Interview conducted, 
Apr. 7, with NICoE's CAPT. (Dr.) Robert Koffman that discussed treatment of PTSD/TBI and program 
using canines as therapy dogs.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut.  Additional support to film NSW 
multipurpose K-9 unit in Coronado declined. (NNTR) 

 
HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC) 
Filming took place 15Oct at Directorate of Time and 25Oct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's 
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time.  PAA signed.  Rough cut of episode 
on 'time' received.  Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in a 
very professional/capable manner.  Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR) 

 
New Race for Space (Science Channel) 
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration.  Filmed NASA's SIAD rocket and 
parachute test on China Lake, 15Feb.  PAA signed.  Rough cut reviewed.  Awaiting air date. 

 

 
 
The Trip 2015 (Travel Channel) 
Episode will showcase significant Hawaii destinations (food, lodging, recreation, historical sites). 
Request approved to support filming aboard Pearl Harbor memorial shuttle craft and filming of Ford 
Island/USS Utah.  Filming scheduled for 8Sep.  PAA signed.  
 
Search for the USS Scorpion (Maryland Public TV) 
Story of search for War of 1812-era ship thought to be resting in Patuxent River.  Will showcase Navy-
assisted archeological research efforts and partnerships with civilian research agencies.  Request for 
original b-roll at Navy Museum and interviews with NHHC personnel.  PAA drafted.  Awaiting signature.  
Filming date TBD.  (NNTR) 
 
Brush of Honor (Inspiration Network) 
Letter of authorization provided approving use of DoD-facilitated archival imagery in documentary 
series.  Series will document artist Phil Taylor and his work with the non-profit group American Fallen 
Soldiers Project, whose mission is to provide comfort and healing to grieving families of fallen military. 
The organization makes available at no cost to the family an original portrait of their fallen loved one. 
(NNTR) 
 
 
 
 
 

DOCUMENTARIES (In Production): 

Travel Family with Colleen Kelley (PBS)
Series showcasing family-friendly locations in the US. and abroad. Filmed at Pensacola Aviation
Museum highlighting NC-4 flying boat, Apollo program exhibit, and 4D Blue Angel Theater. Blue
Angels support included b-roll of pilots at autograph session at Aviation Museum, and interviews
with pilots #2 and #6 shot on the flight line. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel)
Filmed BMCM Carl Brashear’s Master Diver plaque,15Apr, housed at DC Navy Museum and
interviewed curator. Episode highlights Brashear’s career and Master Diver accomplishment. PAA
signed. Rough cut reviewed. Awaiting air date. (NNTR)

Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel)
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation
Museum. Filming took place 15Ian. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

SEAL Dog (Smithsonian)
Film about former SEAL Trevor Maroshek and his relationship with his dog, Chopper, a former
military working dog. Vice President Joe Biden interviewed for film as well. Interview conducted,
Apr. 7, with NICoE's CAPT. (Dr.) Robert Koffman that discussed treatment of PTSD/TBI and program
using canines as therapy dogs. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. Additional support to film NSW
multipurpose K-9 unit in Coronado declined. (NNTR)

HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC)
Filming took place 150ct at Directorate of Time and ZSOct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time. PAA signed. Rough cut of episode
on 'time' received. Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in a
very professional/capable manner. Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR)

New Race for Space (Science Channel)
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration. Filmed NASA's SIAD rocket and
parachute test on China Lake, 15Feb. PAA signed. Rough cut reviewed. Awaiting air date.

DOCUMENTARIES (In Production): \

The Trip 2015 (Travel Channel)
Episode will showcase significant Hawaii destinations (food, lodging, recreation, historical sites).
Request approved to support filming aboard Pearl Harbor memorial shuttle craft and filming of Ford
Island/USS Utah. Filming scheduled for 8Sep. PAA signed.

Search for the USS Scorpion (Maryland Public TV)
Story of search for War of 1812-era ship thought to be resting in Patuxent River. Will showcase Navy-
assisted archeological research efforts and partnerships with civilian research agencies. Request for
original b-roll at Navy Museum and interviews with NHHC personnel. PAA drafted. Awaiting signature.
Filming date TBD. (NNTR)

Brush of Honor (Inspiration Network)
Letter of authorization provided approving use of DOD-facilitated archival imagery in documentary
series. Series will document artist Phil Taylor and his work with the non-profit group American Fallen
Soldiers Project, Whose mission is to provide comfort and healing to grieving families of fallen military.
The organization makes available at no cost to the family an original portrait of their fallen loved one.
(NNTR)



Coast (BBC) 
Letter of authorization provided supporting use of DoD-facilitated imagery of WWI-era dazzle ships. 
Documentary series explores UK coastline and tells variety of historical stories related to a particular 
region. Episode will discuss use and effect of dazzle ships in WWI. (NNTR) 
 
THE SMALL COUNTRY (Norwegian TV) 
TV documentary about Norway’s changing position in the world due to climate change, interview 
with RDML White about Navy’s new mission in the Arctic completed 11Jun. NAVINFOWEST 
submitted RFI to staff PAO for AAR. (NNTR) 

 
Newest Technology (Intersport/20 West) 
Early stages of developing series proposal aimed at highlighting Navy’s latest technologies. 
Researching support. (NNTR) 

 
Nat Geo Explorer (Nat Geo) 
New series about military technology that is being used in the civilian sector.  Met with producers 
and provided ideas for potential topics. PAA not yet signed. (NNTR) 

 
Museum Men (possible H2 distribution) 
Documentary series focusing on artists/designers who create historical replicas.  Approved for 
NHHC research assistance and possible interview with historian for episode related to WWII-era 
submarines.  PAA signed. (NNTR) 
 
Monumental Mysteries (Travel Channel) 
Series examines unusual and unexpected stories behind monuments and landmarks across the  
nation.  Broll of USS Squalus memorial captured 21May on Portsmouth Naval Shipyard with local 
PAO escort.  Particular episode will feature USS Squalus disaster in 1939 where the diesel  
submarine  sunk during testing phase, followed by rescue of all 33 crew members aboard due to  
rapid response and use of modern-era technology.  PAA signed.  Awaiting  rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
Virginia Voices (Virginia Historical Society) 
Broll captured on Naval Station Norfolk and interview with Hampton Roads Naval Museum curator, 
16-22May, to highlight Navy in Virginia, past and present. Norfolk PAO escort.  Documentary film is 
the first state-specific, modern historical documentary woven from the video submissions of residents 
and original footage shot with 4K resolution cameras.  Will premiere at the Virginia Historical Society 
center's new 500-seat theater in Richmond, VA, Fall 2014.  It will play for several years accompanied 
by an online interactive experience and database.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
Ocean Gals (No distribution) 
Documentary film request that aims to highlight SPAWAR/SSC PAC's Navy Marine Ecology 
Consortium and its 75% female staff in order to highlight diversity and Navy's environmental 
compliance, stewardship and readiness mission.  Researching support. (NNTR) 

 
Anthony Bourdain: Parts Unknown (CNN) 
Travel and food show series.  Production request received.  Working with producers to determine 
access requested. (NNTR) 

 
Mighty Ships (Discovery) 
Researching filming opportunities aboard USNS Montford Point, JHSV. (NNTR) 
 
Beyond the Light Switch (PBS) 
Documentary on national security with focus on economic, energy and environmental security. 
Interviews approved for ONR representatives in conjunction with ARPA-E summit. Navy 
addendum added to existing Army PAA. (NNTR) 

 
 

Coast (BBC) 
Letter of authorization provided supporting use of DoD-facilitated imagery of WWI-era dazzle ships. 
Documentary series explores UK coastline and tells variety of historical stories related to a particular 
region. Episode will discuss use and effect of dazzle ships in WWI. (NNTR) 
 
THE SMALL COUNTRY (Norwegian TV) 
TV documentary about Norway’s changing position in the world due to climate change, interview 
with RDML White about Navy’s new mission in the Arctic completed 11Jun. NAVINFOWEST 
submitted RFI to staff PAO for AAR. (NNTR) 

 
Newest Technology (Intersport/20 West) 
Early stages of developing series proposal aimed at highlighting Navy’s latest technologies. 
Researching support. (NNTR) 

 
Nat Geo Explorer (Nat Geo) 
New series about military technology that is being used in the civilian sector.  Met with producers 
and provided ideas for potential topics. PAA not yet signed. (NNTR) 

 
Museum Men (possible H2 distribution) 
Documentary series focusing on artists/designers who create historical replicas.  Approved for 
NHHC research assistance and possible interview with historian for episode related to WWII-era 
submarines.  PAA signed. (NNTR) 
 
Monumental Mysteries (Travel Channel) 
Series examines unusual and unexpected stories behind monuments and landmarks across the  
nation.  Broll of USS Squalus memorial captured 21May on Portsmouth Naval Shipyard with local 
PAO escort.  Particular episode will feature USS Squalus disaster in 1939 where the diesel  
submarine  sunk during testing phase, followed by rescue of all 33 crew members aboard due to  
rapid response and use of modern-era technology.  PAA signed.  Awaiting  rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
Virginia Voices (Virginia Historical Society) 
Broll captured on Naval Station Norfolk and interview with Hampton Roads Naval Museum curator, 
16-22May, to highlight Navy in Virginia, past and present. Norfolk PAO escort.  Documentary film is 
the first state-specific, modern historical documentary woven from the video submissions of residents 
and original footage shot with 4K resolution cameras.  Will premiere at the Virginia Historical Society 
center's new 500-seat theater in Richmond, VA, Fall 2014.  It will play for several years accompanied 
by an online interactive experience and database.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
Ocean Gals (No distribution) 
Documentary film request that aims to highlight SPAWAR/SSC PAC's Navy Marine Ecology 
Consortium and its 75% female staff in order to highlight diversity and Navy's environmental 
compliance, stewardship and readiness mission.  Researching support. (NNTR) 

 
Anthony Bourdain: Parts Unknown (CNN) 
Travel and food show series.  Production request received.  Working with producers to determine 
access requested. (NNTR) 

 
Mighty Ships (Discovery) 
Researching filming opportunities aboard USNS Montford Point, JHSV. (NNTR) 
 
Beyond the Light Switch (PBS) 
Documentary on national security with focus on economic, energy and environmental security. 
Interviews approved for ONR representatives in conjunction with ARPA-E summit. Navy 
addendum added to existing Army PAA. (NNTR) 

 
 

Coast (BBC)
Letter of authorization provided supporting use of DOD-facilitated imagery of WWI-era dazzle ships.
Documentary series explores UK coastline and tells variety of historical stories related to a particular
region. Episode will discuss use and effect of dazzle ships in WW1. (NNTR)

THE SMALL COUNTRY (Norwegian TV)
TV documentary about Norway’s changing position in the world due to climate change, interview
with RDML White about Navy’s new mission in the Arctic completed 11]un. NAVINFOWEST
submitted RFI to staff PAO for AAR. (NNTR)

Newest Technology (Intersport/20 West)
Early stages of developing series proposal aimed at highlighting Navy’s latest technologies.
Researching support. (NNTR)

Nat Geo Explorer (Nat Geo)
New series about military technology that is being used in the civilian sector. Met with producers
and provided ideas for potential topics. PAA not yet signed. (NNTR)

Museum Men (possible H2 distribution)
Documentary series focusing on artists/designers who create historical replicas. Approved for
NHHC research assistance and possible interview with historian for episode related to WWII-era
submarines. PAA signed. (NNTR)

Monumental Mysteries (Travel Channel)
Series examines unusual and unexpected stories behind monuments and landmarks across the
nation. Broll of USS Squalus memorial captured 21May on Portsmouth Naval Shipyard with local
PAO escort. Particular episode will feature USS Squalus disaster in 1939 where the diesel
submarine sunk during testing phase, followed by rescue of all 33 crew members aboard due to
rapid response and use of modern-era technology. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

Virginia Voices (Virginia Historical Society)
Broll captured on Naval Station Norfolk and interview with Hampton Roads Naval Museum curator,
16-22May, to highlight Navy in Virginia, past and present. Norfolk PAO escort. Documentary film is
the first state-specific, modern historical documentary woven from the video submissions of residents
and original footage shot with 4K resolution cameras. Will premiere at the Virginia Historical Society
center's new BOO-seat theater in Richmond, VA, Fall 2014. It will play for several years accompanied
by an online interactive experience and database. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

Ocean Gals (No distribution)
Documentary film request that aims to highlight SPAWAR/SSC PAC's Navy Marine Ecology
Consortium and its 75% female staff in order to highlight diversity and Navy's environmental
compliance, stewardship and readiness mission. Researching support. (NNTR)

Anthony Bourdain: Parts Unknown (CNN)
Travel and food show series. Production request received. Working with producers to determine
access requested. (NNTR)

Mighty Ships (Discovery)
Researching filming opportunities aboard USNS Montford Point, IHSV. (NNTR)

Beyond the Light Switch (PBS)
Documentary on national security with focus on economic, energy and environmental security.
Interviews approved for ONR representatives in conjunction with ARPA-E summit. Navy
addendum added to existing Army PAA. (NNTR)



The History of Carrier Aviation project (Office of Patriots Point and USS Yorktown) 
This is a non-broadcast request for stock footage carrier and carrier based aviation.  The final 
video will be viewed in the USS Yorktown’s new state of the art theatre.  The production release 
date is 15Aug.  Post production began 15Apr.  In research phase. (NNTR) 

 

 
 

World Access USS HAWAII, (Indigo Films for Travel Channel) 
No assets available in Hawaii during dates of filming. 

 
History of Chaplaincy (TELECRAN PRODUCTIONS) 
No distribution to target audiences in the U.S. 

 

 
 
    4Q OPTAR 

Equipment/consumables ordering completed.  Awaiting delivery of remaining items and 
reconciling invoices with NPASE Comptroller. 

 
RESERVE UNIT 

 
 

DECLINES: 

ADMIN: 

(b) (6)

The History of Carrier Aviation project (Office of Patriots Point and USS Yorktown) 
This is a non-broadcast request for stock footage carrier and carrier based aviation.  The final 
video will be viewed in the USS Yorktown’s new state of the art theatre.  The production release 
date is 15Aug.  Post production began 15Apr.  In research phase. (NNTR) 

 

 
 

World Access USS HAWAII, (Indigo Films for Travel Channel) 
No assets available in Hawaii during dates of filming. 

 
History of Chaplaincy (TELECRAN PRODUCTIONS) 
No distribution to target audiences in the U.S. 
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Equipment/consumables ordering completed.  Awaiting delivery of remaining items and 
reconciling invoices with NPASE Comptroller. 
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ADMIN: 

(b) (6)

The History of Carrier Aviation project (Office of Patriots Point and USS Yorktown)
This is a non-broadcast request for stock footage carrier and carrier based aviation. The final
video will be viewed in the USS Yorktown’s new state of the art theatre. The production release
date is 15Aug. Post production began 15Apr. In research phase. (NNTR)

DECLINES:

World Access USS HAWAII, (Indigo Films for Travel Channel)
No assets available in Hawaii during dates of filming.

History of Chaplaincy (TELECRAN PRODUCTIONS)
No distribution to target audiences in the US.

| ADMIN:

4Q OPTAR
Equipment/consumables ordering completed. Awaiting delivery of remaining items and
reconciling invoices with NPASE Comptroller.

RESERVE UNIT
(b) (6)
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SECNAV VISIT 
Tentative SOE: 13Oct (Valencia, CA) “NCIS” studio visit and meet & greet w/Exec. Producers and Cast 
members.  14Oct (Culver City, CA) “The Last Ship” studio visit and meet & greet with TNT Execs, 
Producers and cast members.  Responded to SECNAV PAO request to CANX 14Oct set visit and combine 
NCIS/TLS visits for 13Oct.        
 
FOX SPORTS’ 75th COMMEMORATION OF PEARL HARBOR (FOX) 
Scout continues through 5Sep for FOX executives to view locations at Ford Island, Hickam and Pearl 
Harbor.  NAVINFOWEST Director escorting IAW JBPHH PAO.  Strong support from JBPHH PA and CSO, 
PACFLT PA and Navy Region Hawaii RADM Williams for Dec 6-7 2015 and 2016 Commemorative 
events include NCAA doubleheader and NFL Sunday pre-game live on USS Missouri.  AAR brief to OI-6 
next week.  
 
NCIS NEW ORLEANS SEASON ONE (CBS) 
FOLUP: C/C held 25Aug to discuss items noted by CBS Legal Dept.  PAA forwarded to CBS Studios on 
3Sep for signature.  

 
THE LAST SHIP (TNT) 
NAVINFOWEST was contacted by creative team  and Executive Producer Steven Kane to discuss Season 
Two thematic and possible story arcs. Kane pulsed for methods to utilize existing DDG equipment to help 
the captive crew portrayed at the end of Season One re-take the ship. A list of diverse methods, 
departmental resources, non-lethal and lethal means to subdue invaders was provided to TNT creative for 
consideration.  
 
NAVINFOWEST Director will provide CI Season One ratings results and Season Two projections week of 
10Sep. 
 
NCIS (CBS) 
On 20Aug, the production company has requested DoD support and use of ex-USS Paul Foster (NSWC 
test ship) located in Port Hueneme (PH).   NAVINFOWEST project officer ICW NAVBASE Venture PAO 
and NSWC PA to coordinate location scout (25Aug) and one-day production (mid-Sept).  On 28Aug, 
NAVINFOWEST project officer escorted 20 production company personnel for a one-day tech scout 
onboard the SDTS ship.  PH/NSWC PAO Staff were onsta to assist and respond to production 
requirements.  PAA signed by OSD(PA)/CBS Studios on 3Sep and forwarded to NVBC(PH) CoC.  
Completed equipment pre-stage and set dressing on 4Oct.  One filming scheduled for 5Sep onboard 
NSWC’s Ship Self Defense Test Ship.  NBVC PH to provided 20 Sailors to participate as extras to depict 
ship’s company background.     
 

   AIR WARRIORS: EA-18G Growler 
Documentary on highlighting Air Electronic Warfare from former EA-6B to EA-18G platforms in 
conflicts ranging from Vietnam to Afghanistan.  Red Rock Films adjusted requested dates for filming 
to 2-3 days during the week of 22-28 Sep.  VAQ-132 PAO/ OPS department working to validate 
dates as viable and also smoothing shot list to facilitate opportunities for support.  Draft PAA being 
created based on current shot requests.  Working with USMC office to facilitate an addendum to 
provide tandem support from MCAS Cherry Point for filming of EA-6B Prowlers. 
 
 
 
 

SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS: 

NAVINFOWEST Weekly Report 

05Sep14 
Updated Items in Blue 

 

 
 

SECNAV VISIT 
Tentative SOE: 13Oct (Valencia, CA) “NCIS” studio visit and meet & greet w/Exec. Producers and Cast 
members.  14Oct (Culver City, CA) “The Last Ship” studio visit and meet & greet with TNT Execs, 
Producers and cast members.  Responded to SECNAV PAO request to CANX 14Oct set visit and combine 
NCIS/TLS visits for 13Oct.        
 
FOX SPORTS’ 75th COMMEMORATION OF PEARL HARBOR (FOX) 
Scout continues through 5Sep for FOX executives to view locations at Ford Island, Hickam and Pearl 
Harbor.  NAVINFOWEST Director escorting IAW JBPHH PAO.  Strong support from JBPHH PA and CSO, 
PACFLT PA and Navy Region Hawaii RADM Williams for Dec 6-7 2015 and 2016 Commemorative 
events include NCAA doubleheader and NFL Sunday pre-game live on USS Missouri.  AAR brief to OI-6 
next week.  
 
NCIS NEW ORLEANS SEASON ONE (CBS) 
FOLUP: C/C held 25Aug to discuss items noted by CBS Legal Dept.  PAA forwarded to CBS Studios on 
3Sep for signature.  

 
THE LAST SHIP (TNT) 
NAVINFOWEST was contacted by creative team  and Executive Producer Steven Kane to discuss Season 
Two thematic and possible story arcs. Kane pulsed for methods to utilize existing DDG equipment to help 
the captive crew portrayed at the end of Season One re-take the ship. A list of diverse methods, 
departmental resources, non-lethal and lethal means to subdue invaders was provided to TNT creative for 
consideration.  
 
NAVINFOWEST Director will provide CI Season One ratings results and Season Two projections week of 
10Sep. 
 
NCIS (CBS) 
On 20Aug, the production company has requested DoD support and use of ex-USS Paul Foster (NSWC 
test ship) located in Port Hueneme (PH).   NAVINFOWEST project officer ICW NAVBASE Venture PAO 
and NSWC PA to coordinate location scout (25Aug) and one-day production (mid-Sept).  On 28Aug, 
NAVINFOWEST project officer escorted 20 production company personnel for a one-day tech scout 
onboard the SDTS ship.  PH/NSWC PAO Staff were onsta to assist and respond to production 
requirements.  PAA signed by OSD(PA)/CBS Studios on 3Sep and forwarded to NVBC(PH) CoC.  
Completed equipment pre-stage and set dressing on 4Oct.  One filming scheduled for 5Sep onboard 
NSWC’s Ship Self Defense Test Ship.  NBVC PH to provided 20 Sailors to participate as extras to depict 
ship’s company background.     
 

   AIR WARRIORS: EA-18G Growler 
Documentary on highlighting Air Electronic Warfare from former EA-6B to EA-18G platforms in 
conflicts ranging from Vietnam to Afghanistan.  Red Rock Films adjusted requested dates for filming 
to 2-3 days during the week of 22-28 Sep.  VAQ-132 PAO/ OPS department working to validate 
dates as viable and also smoothing shot list to facilitate opportunities for support.  Draft PAA being 
created based on current shot requests.  Working with USMC office to facilitate an addendum to 
provide tandem support from MCAS Cherry Point for filming of EA-6B Prowlers. 
 
 
 
 

SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS: 

NAVINFOWEST Weekly Report
05$ep14

Updated Items in Blue

SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS:

SECNAV VISIT
Tentative SOE: 130ct (Valencia, CA) "NCIS" studio Visit and meet & greet w/Exec. Producers and Cast
members. 140ct (Culver City, CA) "The Last Ship" studio visit and meet & greet with TNT Execs,
Producers and cast members. Responded to SECNAV PAO request to CANX 140ct set visit and combine
NCIS/TLS visits for 130ct.

FOX SPORTS’ 75th COMMEMORATION OF PEARL HARBOR (FOX)
Scout continues through SSep for FOX executives to View locations at Ford Island, Hickam and Pearl
Harbor. NAVINFOWEST Director escorting IAW IBPHH PAO. Strong support from IBPHH PA and C50,
PACFLT PA and Navy Region Hawaii RADM Williams for Dec 6-7 2015 and 2016 Commemorative
events include NCAA doubleheader and NFL Sunday pre-game live on USS Missouri. AAR brief to 01-6
next week.

NCIS NEW ORLEANS SEASON ONE (CBS)
FOLUP: C/C held 25Aug to discuss items noted by CBS Legal Dept. PAA forwarded to CBS Studios on
BSep for signature.

THE LAST SHIP (TNT)
NAVINFOWEST was contacted by creative team and Executive Producer Steven Kane to discuss Season
Two thematic and possible story arcs. Kane pulsed for methods to utilize existing DDG equipment to help
the captive crew portrayed at the end of Season One re-take the ship. A list of diverse methods,
departmental resources, non-lethal and lethal means to subdue invaders was provided to TNT creative for
consideration.

NAVINFOWEST Director will provide CI Season One ratings results and Season Two projections week of
10Sep.

NCIS (CBS)
On ZOAug, the production company has requested DoD support and use of ex-USS Paul Foster (NSWC
test ship) located in Port Hueneme (PH). NAVINFOWEST project officer ICW NAVBASE Venture PAO
and NSWC PA to coordinate location scout (2 5Aug) and one-day production (mid-Sept). On 28Aug,
NAVINFOWEST project officer escorted 20 production company personnel for a one-day tech scout
onboard the SDTS ship. PH/NSWC PAO Staff were onsta to assist and respond to production
requirements. PAA signed by OSD(PA)/CBS Studios on 3Sep and forwarded to NVBC(PH) CoC.
Completed equipment pre-stage and set dressing on 40ct. One filming scheduled for SSep onboard
NSWC’s Ship Self Defense Test Ship. NBVC PH to provided 20 Sailors to participate as extras to depict
ship’s company background.

AIR WARRIORS: EA-18G Growler
Documentary on highlighting Air Electronic Warfare from former EA-6B to EA-18G platforms in
conflicts ranging from Vietnam to Afghanistan. Red Rock Films adjusted requested dates for filming
to 2-3 days during the week of 22-28 Sep. VAQ-132 PAO/ OPS department working to validate
dates as viable and also smoothing shot list to facilitate opportunities for support. Draft PAA being
created based on current shot requests. Working with USMC office to facilitate an addendum to
provide tandem support from MCAS Cherry Point for filming of EA-6B Prowlers.



SEAPOWER (IMAX/K2 Comms) 
NAVINFOWEST Director conducted RIMPAC filming debrief with K2 Comm staff on 7Aug.   Meeting 
discussions will also cover future filming opportunities IVO SOCAL/VACAPES OPAREA.  FY-15 filming 
requests ISO “SEAPOWER” will be forwarded to USFF/C3F for feasibility of support.  (NNTR) 

 

 
 
JEOPARDY (CBS) 
Letter of authorization provided to use DoD photo of Petty Officer Dorie Miller as part of clue in 
upcoming episode.  Episode set to air 24Oct. (NNTR) 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

   
 
 

 
 
Somebody’s Gotta Do It – (CNN) 
Television series starring Mike Rowe of “Dirty Jobs”, show follows the same format as Dirty Jobs. 
Producers are interested in featuring Navy Seabees and Submarine Culinary Specialists.  
Coordinating with NECC for filming at upcoming FTX.  Working with SUBPAC to determine 
availability for submarine.  PAA not yet signed.  
 
NCIS NOLA (CBS)  
Episode #4 “Breaking Brig” reviewed outline.  Thematic depicts a Tier-1 level terrorist captured and       
transported to USS Princeton for return to CONUS.  A NOLA based LT and a non-rated seaman both  
convicted felons along with the terrorist escape while being transported to the NAS JAX Brig. 
 
Episode #5 “The Recruits” reviewed outline.  Thematic depicts SEAL LT killed by the Russian mob 
operating a prostitution ring in NOLA.  LT Brady is depicted as a squared away officer that was 
assisting a college student escape from the sex industry.   No DoD support has been requested. 
(NNTR) 

 
HAWAII FIVE-O (CBS) 
Reviewed Eps 504, 505, 506, 507, 508, and 512: no USN depicted or support requested.  (NNTR) 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

SCRIPTED TV / GAME SHOW: 

FEATURE FILMS 

(b) (4)

(b) (4)

(b) (4)

(b) (4)

SEAPOWER (IMAX/K2 Comms) 
NAVINFOWEST Director conducted RIMPAC filming debrief with K2 Comm staff on 7Aug.   Meeting 
discussions will also cover future filming opportunities IVO SOCAL/VACAPES OPAREA.  FY-15 filming 
requests ISO “SEAPOWER” will be forwarded to USFF/C3F for feasibility of support.  (NNTR) 

 

 
 
JEOPARDY (CBS) 
Letter of authorization provided to use DoD photo of Petty Officer Dorie Miller as part of clue in 
upcoming episode.  Episode set to air 24Oct. (NNTR) 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

   
 
 

 
 
Somebody’s Gotta Do It – (CNN) 
Television series starring Mike Rowe of “Dirty Jobs”, show follows the same format as Dirty Jobs. 
Producers are interested in featuring Navy Seabees and Submarine Culinary Specialists.  
Coordinating with NECC for filming at upcoming FTX.  Working with SUBPAC to determine 
availability for submarine.  PAA not yet signed.  
 
NCIS NOLA (CBS)  
Episode #4 “Breaking Brig” reviewed outline.  Thematic depicts a Tier-1 level terrorist captured and       
transported to USS Princeton for return to CONUS.  A NOLA based LT and a non-rated seaman both  
convicted felons along with the terrorist escape while being transported to the NAS JAX Brig. 
 
Episode #5 “The Recruits” reviewed outline.  Thematic depicts SEAL LT killed by the Russian mob 
operating a prostitution ring in NOLA.  LT Brady is depicted as a squared away officer that was 
assisting a college student escape from the sex industry.   No DoD support has been requested. 
(NNTR) 

 
HAWAII FIVE-O (CBS) 
Reviewed Eps 504, 505, 506, 507, 508, and 512: no USN depicted or support requested.  (NNTR) 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

SCRIPTED TV / GAME SHOW: 

FEATURE FILMS 

(b) (4)

(b) (4)

(b) (4)

(b) (4)

SEAPOWER (IMAX/K2 Comms)
NAVINFOWEST Director conducted RIMPAC filming debrief with K2 Comm staff on 7Aug. Meeting
discussions will also cover future filming opportunities IVO SOCAL/VACAPES OPAREA. FY-15 filming
requests ISO “SEAPOWER" will be forwarded to USFF/C3F for feasibility of support. (NNTR)

| SCRIPTED TV / GAME SHOW:

IEOPARDY (CBS)
Letter of authorization provided to use DoD photo of Petty Officer Dorie Miller as part of clue in
upcoming episode. Episode set to air 240ct. (NNTR)

Somebody’s Gotta Do It — (CNN)
Television series starring Mike Rowe of "Dirty Jobs”, show follows the same format as Dirty Iobs.
Producers are interested in featuring Navy Seabees and Submarine Culinary Specialists.
Coordinating with NECC for filming at upcoming FTX. Working with SUBPAC to determine
availability for submarine. PAA not yet signed.

NCIS NOLA (CBS)
Episode #4 "Breaking Brig” reviewed outline. Thematic depicts a Tier-1 level terrorist captured and
transported to USS Princeton for return to CONUS. A NOLA based LT and a non-rated seaman both
convicted felons along with the terrorist escape while being transported to the NAS IAX Brig.

Episode #5 "The Recruits” reviewed outline. Thematic depicts SEAL LT killed by the Russian mob
operating a prostitution ring in NOLA. LT Brady is depicted as a squared away officer that was
assisting a college student escape from the sex industry. No DoD support has been requested.
(NNTR)

HAWAII FIVE-O (CBS)
Reviewed Eps 504, 505, 506, 507, 508, and 512: no USN depicted or support requested. (NNTR)

FEATURE FILMS



 
HUNTER-KILLER 
New sub-plot script in review. Script notes and thematic rewrite recommendations provided to 
Director on 4Mar.  Expect revised script soon. Project Officer reaching out to Exec Producer for 
update. (NNTR) 

 

 
 

  UnSEALed (PBS) 
Documentary film on history of UDT/SEALs. OSD production support approved with addendum to  
previous research-assisted PAA via NAVINFOWEST and Naval Special Warfare Command. PAA and  
Addendum signed. Coordinated rough cut with NSW N2 and Foreign Disclosure Office and 
socialized CAPT Fenick’s notes/NAVINFOWEST notes with Carol Fleischer requesting several 
changes to content.  Reviewed fine cut 19Aug.  Edit recommendations incorporated.  Received NSW 
review notes 22Aug and responded.  Airdate scheduled for 11Nov on PBS. (NNTR) 
 
Story of the California Channel Islands (PBS) 
Production assistance rescinded due to inappropriate behavior by producer.  Historical documentary    
on Channel Islands from their creation to present day. Interview took place 17Jun on Port Hueneme 
base to discuss Navy current ops and environmental stewardship initiatives onboard San Nicolas 
Island. No filming on actual island permitted. PAA signed. Following 17Jun interview, producer 
demanded access to San Nicolas in an unprofessional manner that has prompted indefinite 
suspension of further DoD/USN assistance.  Received additional correspondence from Sam Tyler 
rejecting the notice to rescind support and demanding regrets to higher authority.  On 21Jul, 
NAVINFOWEST received copy of FOIA letter emailed by CNRSW (N00PA) re: Correspondence 
associate with Sam Tyler and Channel Island Documentary.   FOIA request letter, Production PAA, and 
rescission letter forwarded to CHINFO JAG for review and guidance on action and response 
recommendation.  (NNTR) 
 
Millionaires' Unit: America's Pioneer Pilots of the Great War (Smithsonian Air & Space 
Museum) 
Letter of authorization provided approving use of DoD archival footage.  Film tells story of the Yale 
college students who formed a private air militia in preparation for America’s entry into World 
War One. They became the founding squadron of the U.S. Naval Air Reserve and were among the 
very first to fight for the United States in the Great War.  Awaiting rough cut.  Link to promo reel: 
http://www.millionairesunit.org/home.php (NNTR) 

 
Secrets of the Arsenal (Military Channel) 
Explores museums and collections to find interesting and historically-significant stories associated with 
them. NHHC supported historian interviews and filming, 19May, regarding trumpet (housed at Navy 
Museum) originally found aboard USS Houston. Navy addendum to Army PAA signed. Rough cut 
reviewed.  Air date TBD. (NNTR) 
 
HOMEFRONT (PBS) 
OSD(PA) granted DoD support for the PBS documentary “Homefront” that will explore how military 
families deal/cope with deployments. NAVINFOWEST ICW Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC) PAO 
assisted in identifying dependents and service members representing the Navy’s Seabees.  Filming 
took place 18-20Feb to include b-roll of NMCB 3's homecoming and NMCB 5's morning quarters and 
gun range exercise. Interviews included diverse mix of dependents, service members and family 
situations.  Documentary expected completion late 2014 and airing early 2015. (NNTR) 

 
 
 
 
 

DOCUMENTARIES 

 
HUNTER-KILLER 
New sub-plot script in review. Script notes and thematic rewrite recommendations provided to 
Director on 4Mar.  Expect revised script soon. Project Officer reaching out to Exec Producer for 
update. (NNTR) 

 

 
 

  UnSEALed (PBS) 
Documentary film on history of UDT/SEALs. OSD production support approved with addendum to  
previous research-assisted PAA via NAVINFOWEST and Naval Special Warfare Command. PAA and  
Addendum signed. Coordinated rough cut with NSW N2 and Foreign Disclosure Office and 
socialized CAPT Fenick’s notes/NAVINFOWEST notes with Carol Fleischer requesting several 
changes to content.  Reviewed fine cut 19Aug.  Edit recommendations incorporated.  Received NSW 
review notes 22Aug and responded.  Airdate scheduled for 11Nov on PBS. (NNTR) 
 
Story of the California Channel Islands (PBS) 
Production assistance rescinded due to inappropriate behavior by producer.  Historical documentary    
on Channel Islands from their creation to present day. Interview took place 17Jun on Port Hueneme 
base to discuss Navy current ops and environmental stewardship initiatives onboard San Nicolas 
Island. No filming on actual island permitted. PAA signed. Following 17Jun interview, producer 
demanded access to San Nicolas in an unprofessional manner that has prompted indefinite 
suspension of further DoD/USN assistance.  Received additional correspondence from Sam Tyler 
rejecting the notice to rescind support and demanding regrets to higher authority.  On 21Jul, 
NAVINFOWEST received copy of FOIA letter emailed by CNRSW (N00PA) re: Correspondence 
associate with Sam Tyler and Channel Island Documentary.   FOIA request letter, Production PAA, and 
rescission letter forwarded to CHINFO JAG for review and guidance on action and response 
recommendation.  (NNTR) 
 
Millionaires' Unit: America's Pioneer Pilots of the Great War (Smithsonian Air & Space 
Museum) 
Letter of authorization provided approving use of DoD archival footage.  Film tells story of the Yale 
college students who formed a private air militia in preparation for America’s entry into World 
War One. They became the founding squadron of the U.S. Naval Air Reserve and were among the 
very first to fight for the United States in the Great War.  Awaiting rough cut.  Link to promo reel: 
http://www.millionairesunit.org/home.php (NNTR) 

 
Secrets of the Arsenal (Military Channel) 
Explores museums and collections to find interesting and historically-significant stories associated with 
them. NHHC supported historian interviews and filming, 19May, regarding trumpet (housed at Navy 
Museum) originally found aboard USS Houston. Navy addendum to Army PAA signed. Rough cut 
reviewed.  Air date TBD. (NNTR) 
 
HOMEFRONT (PBS) 
OSD(PA) granted DoD support for the PBS documentary “Homefront” that will explore how military 
families deal/cope with deployments. NAVINFOWEST ICW Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC) PAO 
assisted in identifying dependents and service members representing the Navy’s Seabees.  Filming 
took place 18-20Feb to include b-roll of NMCB 3's homecoming and NMCB 5's morning quarters and 
gun range exercise. Interviews included diverse mix of dependents, service members and family 
situations.  Documentary expected completion late 2014 and airing early 2015. (NNTR) 

 
 
 
 
 

DOCUMENTARIES 

HUNTER-KILLER
New sub-plot script in review. Script notes and thematic rewrite recommendations provided to
Director on 4Mar. Expect revised script soon. Project Officer reaching out to Exec Producer for
update. (NNTR)

DOCUMENTARIES

UnSEALed (PBS)
Documentary film on history of UDT/SEALs. OSD production support approved with addendum to
previous research-assisted PAA via NAVINFOWEST and Naval Special Warfare Command. PAA and
Addendum signed. Coordinated rough cut with NSW N2 and Foreign Disclosure Office and
socialized CAPT Fenick’s notes/NAVINFOWEST notes with Carol Fleischer requesting several
changes to content. Reviewed fine cut 19Aug. Edit recommendations incorporated. Received NSW
review notes 22Aug and responded. Airdate scheduled for 11Nov on PBS. (NNTR)

Story of the California Channel Islands (PBS)
Production assistance rescinded due to inappropriate behavior by producer. Historical documentary
on Channel Islands from their creation to present day. Interview took place 17]un on Port Hueneme
base to discuss Navy current ops and environmental stewardship initiatives onboard San Nicolas
Island. No filming on actual island permitted. PAA signed. Following 17]un interview, producer
demanded access to San Nicolas in an unprofessional manner that has prompted indefinite
suspension of further DoD/USN assistance. Received additional correspondence from Sam Tyler
rejecting the notice to rescind support and demanding regrets to higher authority. On 21]ul,
NAVINFOWEST received copy of FOIA letter emailed by CNRSW (NOOPA) re: Correspondence
associate with Sam Tyler and Channel Island Documentary. FOIA request letter, Production PAA, and
rescission letter forwarded to CHINFO IAG for review and guidance on action and response
recommendation. (NNTR)

Millionaires' Unit: America's Pioneer Pilots of the Great War (Smithsonian Air & Space
Museum)
Letter of authorization provided approving use of DoD archival footage. Film tells story of the Yale
college students who formed a private air militia in preparation for America’s entry into World
War One. They became the founding squadron of the US. Naval Air Reserve and were among the
very first to fight for the United States in the Great War. Awaiting rough cut. Link to promo reel:
http: Z [www.millionairesunit.org[home.php (NNTR)

Secrets of the Arsenal (Military Channel)
Explores museums and collections to find interesting and historically-significant stories associated with
them. NHHC supported historian interviews and filming, 19May, regarding trumpet (housed at Navy
Museum) originally found aboard USS Houston. Navy addendum to Army PAA signed. Rough cut
reviewed. Air date TBD. (NNTR)

HOMEFRONT (PBS)
OSD(PA) granted DoD support for the PBS documentary “Homefront” that will explore how military
families deal/cope with deployments. NAVINFOWEST ICW Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC) PAO
assisted in identifying dependents and service members representing the Navy’s Seabees. Filming
took place 18—20Feb to include b-roll of NMCB 3's homecoming and NMCB 5's morning quarters and
gun range exercise. Interviews included diverse mix of dependents, service members and family
situations. Documentary expected completion late 2014 and airing early 2015. (NNTR)



Op Martillo (Univision) 
PAA-supported counter drug ops documentary. Producers circling back with additional embark 
request. NAVINFOWEST ICW SOUTHCOM and C4F reviewing current footage before approving 
additional embarks.  Revision 3 of episodes #1-7 have been reviewed and cleared by 
NAVINFOWEST.  Recommendation to approve Paraiso Pictures post-production phase has been 
forwarded to OSD(PA).  Airdate TBD. (NNTR) 

 
Travel Family with Colleen Kelley (PBS) 
Series showcasing family-friendly locations in the U.S. and abroad.  Filmed at Pensacola Aviation 
Museum highlighting NC-4 flying boat, Apollo program exhibit, and 4D Blue Angel Theater. Blue 
Angels support included b-roll of pilots at autograph session at Aviation Museum, and interviews 
with pilots #2 and #6 shot on the flight line.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
Filmed BMCM Carl Brashear’s Master Diver plaque,15Apr, housed at DC Navy Museum and 
interviewed curator.  Episode highlights Brashear’s career and Master Diver accomplishment.  PAA 
signed.  Rough cut reviewed.  Awaiting air date. (NNTR) 

 

Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation 
Museum.  Filming took place 15Jan.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
SEAL Dog (Smithsonian) 
Film about former SEAL Trevor Maroshek and his relationship with his dog, Chopper, a former 
military working dog.  Vice President Joe Biden interviewed for film as well.  Interview conducted, 
Apr. 7, with NICoE's CAPT. (Dr.) Robert Koffman that discussed treatment of PTSD/TBI and program 
using canines as therapy dogs.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut.  Additional support to film NSW 
multipurpose K-9 unit in Coronado declined. (NNTR) 

 
HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC) 
Filming took place 15Oct at Directorate of Time and 25Oct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's 
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time.  PAA signed.  Rough cut of episode 
on 'time' received.  Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in a 
very professional/capable manner.  Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR) 

 
New Race for Space (Science Channel) 
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration.  Filmed NASA's SIAD rocket and 
parachute test on China Lake, 15Feb.  PAA signed.  Rough cut reviewed.  Awaiting air date. 

 

 
 

  World Access, (Indigo Films for Travel Channel) 
Working with SUBPAC PAO to determine if LA-Class fast-attack submarine is available to support filming 
for World Access to show on The Travel Channel.  Show would highlight the inner workings of a modern 
submarine, various departments that make the ship work, technology and weapons systems aboard as 
well interviews to highlight the crew that operates it.  Tentative filming requested for Sept-Oct.  Working 
through Indigo Films to get an updated request to fwd to SUBPAC. 
 
Climate 25 (Weather Channel.com) 
Documentary film on impact of climate disruption on global security and political stability.  To be aired 
via Weather.com website only.  Request to interview Oceanographer of the Navy RADM White, PACOM 
ADM Locklear and another TBD officer, 16Sep, while Admirals are attending Seapower Symposium at 
Naval War College.  Producers pursuing additional unspecified military leaders from other services.  
Producer's last project was Showtime's Years of Living Dangerously.  Researching support. 
 
 

DOCUMENTARIES (In Production): 

Op Martillo (Univision) 
PAA-supported counter drug ops documentary. Producers circling back with additional embark 
request. NAVINFOWEST ICW SOUTHCOM and C4F reviewing current footage before approving 
additional embarks.  Revision 3 of episodes #1-7 have been reviewed and cleared by 
NAVINFOWEST.  Recommendation to approve Paraiso Pictures post-production phase has been 
forwarded to OSD(PA).  Airdate TBD. (NNTR) 

 
Travel Family with Colleen Kelley (PBS) 
Series showcasing family-friendly locations in the U.S. and abroad.  Filmed at Pensacola Aviation 
Museum highlighting NC-4 flying boat, Apollo program exhibit, and 4D Blue Angel Theater. Blue 
Angels support included b-roll of pilots at autograph session at Aviation Museum, and interviews 
with pilots #2 and #6 shot on the flight line.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
Filmed BMCM Carl Brashear’s Master Diver plaque,15Apr, housed at DC Navy Museum and 
interviewed curator.  Episode highlights Brashear’s career and Master Diver accomplishment.  PAA 
signed.  Rough cut reviewed.  Awaiting air date. (NNTR) 

 

Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation 
Museum.  Filming took place 15Jan.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
SEAL Dog (Smithsonian) 
Film about former SEAL Trevor Maroshek and his relationship with his dog, Chopper, a former 
military working dog.  Vice President Joe Biden interviewed for film as well.  Interview conducted, 
Apr. 7, with NICoE's CAPT. (Dr.) Robert Koffman that discussed treatment of PTSD/TBI and program 
using canines as therapy dogs.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut.  Additional support to film NSW 
multipurpose K-9 unit in Coronado declined. (NNTR) 

 
HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC) 
Filming took place 15Oct at Directorate of Time and 25Oct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's 
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time.  PAA signed.  Rough cut of episode 
on 'time' received.  Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in a 
very professional/capable manner.  Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR) 

 
New Race for Space (Science Channel) 
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration.  Filmed NASA's SIAD rocket and 
parachute test on China Lake, 15Feb.  PAA signed.  Rough cut reviewed.  Awaiting air date. 

 

 
 

  World Access, (Indigo Films for Travel Channel) 
Working with SUBPAC PAO to determine if LA-Class fast-attack submarine is available to support filming 
for World Access to show on The Travel Channel.  Show would highlight the inner workings of a modern 
submarine, various departments that make the ship work, technology and weapons systems aboard as 
well interviews to highlight the crew that operates it.  Tentative filming requested for Sept-Oct.  Working 
through Indigo Films to get an updated request to fwd to SUBPAC. 
 
Climate 25 (Weather Channel.com) 
Documentary film on impact of climate disruption on global security and political stability.  To be aired 
via Weather.com website only.  Request to interview Oceanographer of the Navy RADM White, PACOM 
ADM Locklear and another TBD officer, 16Sep, while Admirals are attending Seapower Symposium at 
Naval War College.  Producers pursuing additional unspecified military leaders from other services.  
Producer's last project was Showtime's Years of Living Dangerously.  Researching support. 
 
 

DOCUMENTARIES (In Production): 

Op Martillo (Univision)
PAA-supported counter drug ops documentary. Producers circling back with additional embark
request. NAVINFOWEST ICW SOUTHCOM and C4F reviewing current footage before approving
additional embarks. Revision 3 of episodes #1-7 have been reviewed and cleared by
NAVINFOWEST. Recommendation to approve Paraiso Pictures post-production phase has been
forwarded to OSD(PA). Airdate TBD. (NNTR)

Travel Family with Colleen Kelley (PBS)
Series showcasing family-friendly locations in the US. and abroad. Filmed at Pensacola Aviation
Museum highlighting NC-4 flying boat, Apollo program exhibit, and 4D Blue Angel Theater. Blue
Angels support included b-roll of pilots at autograph session at Aviation Museum, and interviews
with pilots #2 and #6 shot on the flight line. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel)
Filmed BMCM Carl Brashear’s Master Diver plaque,15Apr, housed at DC Navy Museum and
interviewed curator. Episode highlights Brashear’s career and Master Diver accomplishment. PAA
signed. Rough cut reviewed. Awaiting air date. (NNTR)

Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel)
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation
Museum. Filming took place 15Ian. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

SEAL Dog (Smithsonian)
Film about former SEAL Trevor Maroshek and his relationship with his dog, Chopper, a former
military working dog. Vice President Joe Biden interviewed for film as well. Interview conducted,
Apr. 7, with NICoE's CAPT. (Dr.) Robert Koffman that discussed treatment of PTSD/TBI and program
using canines as therapy dogs. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. Additional support to film NSW
multipurpose K-9 unit in Coronado declined. (NNTR)

HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC)
Filming took place 150ct at Directorate of Time and ZSOct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time. PAA signed. Rough cut of episode
on 'time' received. Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in a
very professional/capable manner. Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR)

New Race for Space (Science Channel)
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration. Filmed NASA's SIAD rocket and
parachute test on China Lake, 15Feb. PAA signed. Rough cut reviewed. Awaiting air date.

DOCUMENTARIES (In Production):

World Access, (Indigo Films for Travel Channel)
Working with SUBPAC PAO to determine if LA-Class fast-attack submarine is available to support filming
for World Access to show on The Travel Channel. Show would highlight the inner workings of a modern
submarine, various departments that make the ship work, technology and weapons systems aboard as
well interviews to highlight the crew that operates it. Tentative filming requested for Sept-Oct. Working
through Indigo Films to get an updated request to fwd to SUBPAC.

Climate 25 (Weather Channel.com)
Documentary film on impact of climate disruption on global security and political stability. To be aired
via Weather.com website only. Request to interview Oceanographer of the Navy RADM White, PACOM
ADM Locklear and another TBD officer, 16Sep, while Admirals are attending Seapower Symposium at
Naval War College. Producers pursuing additional unspecified military leaders from other services.
Producer's last project was Showtime's Years of Living Dangerously. Researching support.



The Trip 2015 (Travel Channel) 
Episode will showcase significant Hawaii destinations (food, lodging, recreation, historical sites). 
Request approved to support filming aboard Pearl Harbor memorial shuttle craft and filming of Ford 
Island/USS Utah.  Filming scheduled for 8Sep.  PAA signed.  
 
Search for the USS Scorpion (Maryland Public TV) 
Story of search for War of 1812-era ship thought to be resting in Patuxent River.  Will showcase Navy-
assisted archeological research efforts and partnerships with civilian research agencies.  Request for 
original b-roll at Navy Museum and interviews with NHHC personnel.  PAA drafted.  Awaiting signature.  
Filming date TBD.  (NNTR) 
 
Brush of Honor (Inspiration Network) 
Letter of authorization provided approving use of DoD-facilitated archival imagery in documentary 
series.  Series will document artist Phil Taylor and his work with the non-profit group American Fallen 
Soldiers Project, whose mission is to provide comfort and healing to grieving families of fallen military. 
The organization makes available at no cost to the family an original portrait of their fallen loved one. 
(NNTR) 
 
Coast (BBC) 
Letter of authorization provided supporting use of DoD-facilitated imagery of WWI-era dazzle ships. 
Documentary series explores UK coastline and tells variety of historical stories related to a particular 
region. Episode will discuss use and effect of dazzle ships in WWI. (NNTR) 
 
THE SMALL COUNTRY (Norwegian TV) 
TV documentary about Norway’s changing position in the world due to climate change, interview 
with RDML White about Navy’s new mission in the Arctic completed 11Jun. NAVINFOWEST 
submitted RFI to staff PAO for AAR. (NNTR) 

 
Newest Technology (Intersport/20 West) 
Early stages of developing series proposal aimed at highlighting Navy’s latest technologies. 
Researching support. (NNTR) 

 
Nat Geo Explorer (Nat Geo) 
New series about military technology that is being used in the civilian sector.  Met with producers 
and provided ideas for potential topics. PAA not yet signed. (NNTR) 

 
Museum Men (possible H2 distribution) 
Documentary series focusing on artists/designers who create historical replicas.  Approved for 
NHHC research assistance and possible interview with historian for episode related to WWII-era 
submarines.  PAA signed. (NNTR) 
 
Monumental Mysteries (Travel Channel) 
Series examines unusual and unexpected stories behind monuments and landmarks across the  
nation.  Broll of USS Squalus memorial captured 21May on Portsmouth Naval Shipyard with local 
PAO escort.  Particular episode will feature USS Squalus disaster in 1939 where the diesel  
submarine  sunk during testing phase, followed by rescue of all 33 crew members aboard due to  
rapid response and use of modern-era technology.  PAA signed.  Awaiting  rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
Virginia Voices (Virginia Historical Society) 
Broll captured on Naval Station Norfolk and interview with Hampton Roads Naval Museum curator, 
16-22May, to highlight Navy in Virginia, past and present. Norfolk PAO escort.  Documentary film is 
the first state-specific, modern historical documentary woven from the video submissions of residents 
and original footage shot with 4K resolution cameras.  Will premiere at the Virginia Historical Society 
center's new 500-seat theater in Richmond, VA, Fall 2014.  It will play for several years accompanied 
by an online interactive experience and database.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 

The Trip 2015 (Travel Channel) 
Episode will showcase significant Hawaii destinations (food, lodging, recreation, historical sites). 
Request approved to support filming aboard Pearl Harbor memorial shuttle craft and filming of Ford 
Island/USS Utah.  Filming scheduled for 8Sep.  PAA signed.  
 
Search for the USS Scorpion (Maryland Public TV) 
Story of search for War of 1812-era ship thought to be resting in Patuxent River.  Will showcase Navy-
assisted archeological research efforts and partnerships with civilian research agencies.  Request for 
original b-roll at Navy Museum and interviews with NHHC personnel.  PAA drafted.  Awaiting signature.  
Filming date TBD.  (NNTR) 
 
Brush of Honor (Inspiration Network) 
Letter of authorization provided approving use of DoD-facilitated archival imagery in documentary 
series.  Series will document artist Phil Taylor and his work with the non-profit group American Fallen 
Soldiers Project, whose mission is to provide comfort and healing to grieving families of fallen military. 
The organization makes available at no cost to the family an original portrait of their fallen loved one. 
(NNTR) 
 
Coast (BBC) 
Letter of authorization provided supporting use of DoD-facilitated imagery of WWI-era dazzle ships. 
Documentary series explores UK coastline and tells variety of historical stories related to a particular 
region. Episode will discuss use and effect of dazzle ships in WWI. (NNTR) 
 
THE SMALL COUNTRY (Norwegian TV) 
TV documentary about Norway’s changing position in the world due to climate change, interview 
with RDML White about Navy’s new mission in the Arctic completed 11Jun. NAVINFOWEST 
submitted RFI to staff PAO for AAR. (NNTR) 

 
Newest Technology (Intersport/20 West) 
Early stages of developing series proposal aimed at highlighting Navy’s latest technologies. 
Researching support. (NNTR) 

 
Nat Geo Explorer (Nat Geo) 
New series about military technology that is being used in the civilian sector.  Met with producers 
and provided ideas for potential topics. PAA not yet signed. (NNTR) 

 
Museum Men (possible H2 distribution) 
Documentary series focusing on artists/designers who create historical replicas.  Approved for 
NHHC research assistance and possible interview with historian for episode related to WWII-era 
submarines.  PAA signed. (NNTR) 
 
Monumental Mysteries (Travel Channel) 
Series examines unusual and unexpected stories behind monuments and landmarks across the  
nation.  Broll of USS Squalus memorial captured 21May on Portsmouth Naval Shipyard with local 
PAO escort.  Particular episode will feature USS Squalus disaster in 1939 where the diesel  
submarine  sunk during testing phase, followed by rescue of all 33 crew members aboard due to  
rapid response and use of modern-era technology.  PAA signed.  Awaiting  rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
Virginia Voices (Virginia Historical Society) 
Broll captured on Naval Station Norfolk and interview with Hampton Roads Naval Museum curator, 
16-22May, to highlight Navy in Virginia, past and present. Norfolk PAO escort.  Documentary film is 
the first state-specific, modern historical documentary woven from the video submissions of residents 
and original footage shot with 4K resolution cameras.  Will premiere at the Virginia Historical Society 
center's new 500-seat theater in Richmond, VA, Fall 2014.  It will play for several years accompanied 
by an online interactive experience and database.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 

The Trip 2015 (Travel Channel)
Episode will showcase significant Hawaii destinations (food, lodging, recreation, historical sites).
Request approved to support filming aboard Pearl Harbor memorial shuttle craft and filming of Ford
Island/USS Utah. Filming scheduled for 85ep. PAA signed.

Search for the USS Scorpion (Maryland Public TV)
Story of search for War of 1812-era ship thought to be resting in Patuxent River. Will showcase Navy-
assisted archeological research efforts and partnerships with civilian research agencies. Request for
original b-roll at Navy Museum and interviews with NHHC personnel. PAA drafted. Awaiting signature.
Filming date TBD. (NNTR)

Brush of Honor (Inspiration Network)
Letter of authorization provided approving use of DOD-facilitated archival imagery in documentary
series. Series will document artist Phil Taylor and his work with the non-profit group American Fallen
Soldiers Project, whose mission is to provide comfort and healing to grieving families of fallen military.
The organization makes available at no cost to the family an original portrait of their fallen loved one.
(NNTR)

Coast (BBC)
Letter of authorization provided supporting use of DOD-facilitated imagery of WWI-era dazzle ships.
Documentary series explores UK coastline and tells variety of historical stories related to a particular
region. Episode will discuss use and effect of dazzle ships in WW1. (NNTR)

THE SMALL COUNTRY (Norwegian TV)
TV documentary about Norway’s changing position in the world due to climate change, interview
with RDML White about Navy’s new mission in the Arctic completed 11]un. NAVINFOWEST
submitted RFI to staff PAO for AAR. (NNTR)

Newest Technology (Intersport/20 West)
Early stages of developing series proposal aimed at highlighting Navy’s latest technologies.
Researching support. (NNTR)

Nat Geo Explorer (Nat Geo)
New series about military technology that is being used in the civilian sector. Met with producers
and provided ideas for potential topics. PAA not yet signed. (NNTR)

Museum Men (possible H2 distribution)
Documentary series focusing on artists/designers who create historical replicas. Approved for
NHHC research assistance and possible interview with historian for episode related to WWII-era
submarines. PAA signed. (NNTR)

Monumental Mysteries (Travel Channel)
Series examines unusual and unexpected stories behind monuments and landmarks across the
nation. Broll of USS Squalus memorial captured 21May on Portsmouth Naval Shipyard with local
PAO escort. Particular episode will feature USS Squalus disaster in 1939 where the diesel
submarine sunk during testing phase, followed by rescue of all 33 crew members aboard due to
rapid response and use of modern-era technology. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

Virginia Voices (Virginia Historical Society)
Broll captured on Naval Station Norfolk and interview with Hampton Roads Naval Museum curator,
16-22May, to highlight Navy in Virginia, past and present. Norfolk PAO escort. Documentary film is
the first state-specific, modern historical documentary woven from the video submissions of residents
and original footage shot with 4K resolution cameras. Will premiere at the Virginia Historical Society
center's new BOO-seat theater in Richmond, VA, Fall 2014. It will play for several years accompanied
by an online interactive experience and database. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)



Ocean Gals (No distribution) 
Documentary film request that aims to highlight SPAWAR/SSC PAC's Navy Marine Ecology 
Consortium and its 75% female staff in order to highlight diversity and Navy's environmental 
compliance, stewardship and readiness mission.  Researching support. (NNTR) 

 
Anthony Bourdain: Parts Unknown (CNN) 
Travel and food show series.  Production request received.  Working with producers to determine 
access requested. (NNTR) 

 
Mighty Ships (Discovery) 
Researching filming opportunities aboard USNS Montford Point, JHSV. (NNTR) 
 
Beyond the Light Switch (PBS) 
Documentary on national security with focus on economic, energy and environmental security. 
Interviews approved for ONR representatives in conjunction with ARPA-E summit. Navy 
addendum added to existing Army PAA. (NNTR) 

 
The History of Carrier Aviation project (Office of Patriots Point and USS Yorktown) 
This is a non-broadcast request for stock footage carrier and carrier based aviation.  The final 
video will be viewed in the USS Yorktown’s new state of the art theatre.  The production release 
date is 15Aug.  Post production began 15Apr.  In research phase. (NNTR) 
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Ocean Gals (No distribution) 
Documentary film request that aims to highlight SPAWAR/SSC PAC's Navy Marine Ecology 
Consortium and its 75% female staff in order to highlight diversity and Navy's environmental 
compliance, stewardship and readiness mission.  Researching support. (NNTR) 

 
Anthony Bourdain: Parts Unknown (CNN) 
Travel and food show series.  Production request received.  Working with producers to determine 
access requested. (NNTR) 

 
Mighty Ships (Discovery) 
Researching filming opportunities aboard USNS Montford Point, JHSV. (NNTR) 
 
Beyond the Light Switch (PBS) 
Documentary on national security with focus on economic, energy and environmental security. 
Interviews approved for ONR representatives in conjunction with ARPA-E summit. Navy 
addendum added to existing Army PAA. (NNTR) 

 
The History of Carrier Aviation project (Office of Patriots Point and USS Yorktown) 
This is a non-broadcast request for stock footage carrier and carrier based aviation.  The final 
video will be viewed in the USS Yorktown’s new state of the art theatre.  The production release 
date is 15Aug.  Post production began 15Apr.  In research phase. (NNTR) 
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Ocean Gals (No distribution)
Documentary film request that aims to highlight SPAWAR/SSC PAC's Navy Marine Ecology
Consortium and its 75% female staff in order to highlight diversity and Navy's environmental
compliance, stewardship and readiness mission. Researching support. (NNTR)

Anthony Bourdain: Parts Unknown (CNN)
Travel and food show series. Production request received. Working with producers to determine
access requested. (NNTR)

Mighty Ships (Discovery)
Researching filming opportunities aboard USNS Montford Point, IHSV. (NNTR)

Beyond the Light Switch (PBS)
Documentary on national security with focus on economic, energy and environmental security.
Interviews approved for ONR representatives in conjunction with ARPA-E summit. Navy
addendum added to existing Army PAA. (NNTR)

The History of Carrier Aviation project (Office of Patriots Point and USS Yorktown)
This is a non-broadcast request for stock footage carrier and carrier based aviation. The final
video will be viewed in the USS Yorktown’s new state of the art theatre. The production release
date is 15Aug. Post production began 15Apr. In research phase. (NNTR)
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NCIS NEW ORLEANS SEASON ONE (CBS) 
PAA signed by CBS and OSD.  
 
SECNAV VISIT 
Responded to SECNAV PAO request to CANX 14Oct set visit and combine NCIS/TLS visits for 13Oct.  
Tentative SOE: 0900-1100/13Oct, (Valencia, CA) “NCIS” studio visit and meet & greet w/Exec. 
Producers and Cast.  1300-1500/13Oct (Culver City, CA) “The Last Ship” studio visit and meet & greet 
with TNT Execs, Producers and TLS Cast.        
 
FOX SPORTS’ 75th COMMEMORATION OF PEARL HARBOR (FOX) 
Location scout completed on 5Sep, follow up questions from Fox Sports will be forwarded to all DoD 
stakeholders to form a strategy for a way ahead.  Strong support from JBPHH PA and CSO, PACFLT PA 
and Navy Region Hawaii RADM Williams for 6-7Dec2015 and 2016 Commemorative events include 
NCAA doubleheader and NFL Sunday pre-game live on USS Missouri.   
 

THE LAST SHIP (TNT) 
NAVINFOWEST Director provided CI Season One ratings results and Season Two projections 10Sep. 
 
LCDR Correa, LT Dulac and LT Hume visited TLS lot in Culver City to view set construction and speak with 
Executive Producers about tentative Season Two themes, story arcs and requested military support. TLS 
Producers are seeking to request three, week-long pier side filming opportunities in tandem with one 
underway period aboard a DDG. 
 
More detailed story line meeting to reveal current arcs and possible scripts is planned with TNT 
executives and creative team at Culver City Monday, 15Sep @ 1030. 
 
NCIS (CBS) 
On 20Aug, the production company has requested DoD support and use of ex-USS Paul Foster (NSWC 
test ship) located in Port Hueneme (PH).   NAVINFOWEST project officer ICW NAVBASE Venture PAO 
and NSWC PA to coordinate location scout (25Aug) and one-day production (mid-Sept).  On 28Aug, 
NAVINFOWEST project officer escorted 20 production company personnel for a one-day tech scout 
onboard the SDTS ship.  PH/NSWC PAO Staff were onsta to assist and respond to production 
requirements.  PAA signed by OSD(PA)/CBS Studios on 3Sep and forwarded to NVBC(PH) CoC.  
Completed equipment pre-stage and set dressing on 4Oct.  One filming scheduled for 5Sep onboard 
NSWC’s Ship Self Defense Test Ship.  NBVC PH to provide 20 Sailors to participate as extras to depict 
ship’s company background.  On 5Sep completed successful execution of production support IAW 
PAA.  Episode expected to air 21Oct.  
 

   AIR WARRIORS: EA-18G Growler 
Documentary on highlighting Air Electronic Warfare from former EA-6B to EA-18G platforms in 
conflicts ranging from Vietnam to Afghanistan.  Filming dates tentatively scheduled for 22 & 23 
Sep.  Draft PAA being created.  Working with USMC office to facilitate an addendum to provide 
tandem support from MCAS Cherry Point for filming of EA-6B Prowlers. 
 
SEAPOWER (IMAX/K2 Comms) 
NAVINFOWEST Director conducted RIMPAC filming debrief with K2 Comm staff on 7Aug.   Meeting 
discussions will also cover future filming opportunities IVO SOCAL/VACAPES OPAREA.  FY-15 filming 
requests ISO “SEAPOWER” will be forwarded to USFF/C3F for feasibility of support.  (NNTR) 
 

SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS: 
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NCIS NEW ORLEANS SEASON ONE (CBS) 
PAA signed by CBS and OSD.  
 
SECNAV VISIT 
Responded to SECNAV PAO request to CANX 14Oct set visit and combine NCIS/TLS visits for 13Oct.  
Tentative SOE: 0900-1100/13Oct, (Valencia, CA) “NCIS” studio visit and meet & greet w/Exec. 
Producers and Cast.  1300-1500/13Oct (Culver City, CA) “The Last Ship” studio visit and meet & greet 
with TNT Execs, Producers and TLS Cast.        
 
FOX SPORTS’ 75th COMMEMORATION OF PEARL HARBOR (FOX) 
Location scout completed on 5Sep, follow up questions from Fox Sports will be forwarded to all DoD 
stakeholders to form a strategy for a way ahead.  Strong support from JBPHH PA and CSO, PACFLT PA 
and Navy Region Hawaii RADM Williams for 6-7Dec2015 and 2016 Commemorative events include 
NCAA doubleheader and NFL Sunday pre-game live on USS Missouri.   
 

THE LAST SHIP (TNT) 
NAVINFOWEST Director provided CI Season One ratings results and Season Two projections 10Sep. 
 
LCDR Correa, LT Dulac and LT Hume visited TLS lot in Culver City to view set construction and speak with 
Executive Producers about tentative Season Two themes, story arcs and requested military support. TLS 
Producers are seeking to request three, week-long pier side filming opportunities in tandem with one 
underway period aboard a DDG. 
 
More detailed story line meeting to reveal current arcs and possible scripts is planned with TNT 
executives and creative team at Culver City Monday, 15Sep @ 1030. 
 
NCIS (CBS) 
On 20Aug, the production company has requested DoD support and use of ex-USS Paul Foster (NSWC 
test ship) located in Port Hueneme (PH).   NAVINFOWEST project officer ICW NAVBASE Venture PAO 
and NSWC PA to coordinate location scout (25Aug) and one-day production (mid-Sept).  On 28Aug, 
NAVINFOWEST project officer escorted 20 production company personnel for a one-day tech scout 
onboard the SDTS ship.  PH/NSWC PAO Staff were onsta to assist and respond to production 
requirements.  PAA signed by OSD(PA)/CBS Studios on 3Sep and forwarded to NVBC(PH) CoC.  
Completed equipment pre-stage and set dressing on 4Oct.  One filming scheduled for 5Sep onboard 
NSWC’s Ship Self Defense Test Ship.  NBVC PH to provide 20 Sailors to participate as extras to depict 
ship’s company background.  On 5Sep completed successful execution of production support IAW 
PAA.  Episode expected to air 21Oct.  
 

   AIR WARRIORS: EA-18G Growler 
Documentary on highlighting Air Electronic Warfare from former EA-6B to EA-18G platforms in 
conflicts ranging from Vietnam to Afghanistan.  Filming dates tentatively scheduled for 22 & 23 
Sep.  Draft PAA being created.  Working with USMC office to facilitate an addendum to provide 
tandem support from MCAS Cherry Point for filming of EA-6B Prowlers. 
 
SEAPOWER (IMAX/K2 Comms) 
NAVINFOWEST Director conducted RIMPAC filming debrief with K2 Comm staff on 7Aug.   Meeting 
discussions will also cover future filming opportunities IVO SOCAL/VACAPES OPAREA.  FY-15 filming 
requests ISO “SEAPOWER” will be forwarded to USFF/C3F for feasibility of support.  (NNTR) 
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SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS:

NCIS NEW ORLEANS SEASON ONE (CBS)
PAA signed by CBS and OSD.

SECNAV VISIT
Responded to SECNAV PAO request to CANX 140ct set visit and combine NCIS/TLS Visits for 130ct.
Tentative SOE: 0900-1100/130ct, (Valencia, CA) "NCIS" studio visit and meet & greet w/Exec.
Producers and Cast. 1300-1500/130ct (Culver City, CA) “The Last Ship" studio visit and meet & greet
with TNT Execs, Producers and TLS Cast.

FOX SPORTS’ 75th COMMEMORATION OF PEARL HARBOR (FOX)
Location scout completed on 5Sep, follow up questions from Fox Sports will be forwarded to all DoD
stakeholders to form a strategy for a way ahead. Strong support from IBPHH PA and C80, PACFLT PA
and Navy Region Hawaii RADM Williams for 6-7Dec2015 and 2016 Commemorative events include
NCAA doubleheader and NFL Sunday pre-game live on USS Missouri.

THE LAST SHIP (TNT)
NAVINFOWEST Director provided CI Season One ratings results and Season Two projections 10Sep.

LCDR Correa, LT Dulac and LT Hume visited TLS lot in Culver City to view set construction and speak with
Executive Producers about tentative Season Two themes, story arcs and requested military support. TLS
Producers are seeking to request three, week-long pier side filming opportunities in tandem with one
underway period aboard a DDG.

More detailed story line meeting to reveal current arcs and possible scripts is planned with TNT
executives and creative team at Culver City Monday, 15Sep @ 1030.

NCIS (CBS)
On 20Aug, the production company has requested DoD support and use of ex-USS Paul Foster (NSWC
test ship) located in Port Hueneme (PH). NAVINFOWEST project officer ICW NAVBASE Venture PAO
and NSWC PA to coordinate location scout (2 5Aug) and one-day production (mid-Sept). On 28Aug,
NAVINFOWEST project officer escorted 20 production company personnel for a one-day tech scout
onboard the SDTS ship. PH/NSWC PAO Staff were onsta to assist and respond to production
requirements. PAA signed by OSD(PA)/CBS Studios on 3Sep and forwarded to NVBC(PH) CoC.
Completed equipment pre-stage and set dressing on 40ct. One filming scheduled for SSep onboard
NSWC’s Ship Self Defense Test Ship. NBVC PH to provide 20 Sailors to participate as extras to depict
ship's company background. On SSep completed successful execution of production support IAW
PAA. Episode expected to air 210ct.

AIR WARRIORS: EA-18G Growler
Documentary on highlighting Air Electronic Warfare from former EA-6B to EA-18G platforms in
conflicts ranging from Vietnam to Afghanistan. Filming dates tentatively scheduled for 22 & 23
Sep. Draft PAA being created. Working with USMC office to facilitate an addendum to provide
tandem support from MCAS Cherry Point for filming of EA-6B Prowlers.

SEAPOWER (IMAX/K2 Comms)
NAVINFOWEST Director conducted RIMPAC filming debrief with K2 Comm staff on 7Aug. Meeting
discussions will also cover future filming opportunities IVO SOCAL/VACAPES OPAREA. FY-15 filming
requests ISO “SEAPOWER" will be forwarded to USFF/C3F for feasibility of support. (NNTR)



 
 
Veterans Health Administration TV spot 
VA-contracted television spot promoting VHA. One-day filming scheduled, 23Sep, at Point Mugu. 
Ventura County PAO escorting.  PAA drafted.  Spot will feature Veteran surfing inter-cut with clips of 
him receiving VA care, at the end it's revealed he has a prosthetic leg to demonstrate that Veterans 
can continue living the life they had before a service-related injury.  
 
JEOPARDY (CBS) 
Letter of authorization provided to use DoD photo of Petty Officer Dorie Miller as part of clue in 
upcoming episode.  Episode set to air 24Oct. (NNTR) 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

   
 
 

 
 
Somebody’s Gotta Do It – (CNN) 
Television series starring Mike Rowe of “Dirty Jobs”, show follows the same format as Dirty Jobs. 
Producers are interested in featuring Navy Seabees and Submarine Culinary Specialists.  
Coordinating with NECC for filming at upcoming FTX.  Working with SUBPAC to determine 
availability for submarine.  PAA not yet signed. (NNTR) 
 
NCIS NOLA (CBS)  
Episode #4 “Breaking Brig” reviewed outline.  Thematic depicts a Tier-1 level terrorist captured and       
transported to USS Princeton for return to CONUS.  A NOLA based LT and a non-rated seaman both  
convicted felons along with the terrorist escape while being transported to the NAS JAX Brig. 
 
Episode #5 “The Recruits” reviewed outline.  Thematic depicts SEAL LT killed by the Russian mob 
operating a prostitution ring in NOLA.  LT Brady is depicted as a squared away officer that was 
assisting a college student escape from the sex industry.   No DoD support has been requested. 
(NNTR) 

 
HAWAII FIVE-O (CBS) 
Reviewed Eps 504, 505, 506, 507, 508, and 512: no USN depicted or support requested.  (NNTR) 
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Television series starring Mike Rowe of “Dirty Jobs”, show follows the same format as Dirty Jobs. 
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Coordinating with NECC for filming at upcoming FTX.  Working with SUBPAC to determine 
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convicted felons along with the terrorist escape while being transported to the NAS JAX Brig. 
 
Episode #5 “The Recruits” reviewed outline.  Thematic depicts SEAL LT killed by the Russian mob 
operating a prostitution ring in NOLA.  LT Brady is depicted as a squared away officer that was 
assisting a college student escape from the sex industry.   No DoD support has been requested. 
(NNTR) 
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SCRIPTED TV / GAME SHOW:

Veterans Health Administration TV spot
VA-contracted television spot promoting VHA. One-day filming scheduled, ZBSep, at Point Mugu.
Ventura County PAO escorting. PAA drafted. Spot will feature Veteran surfing inter-cut with clips of
him receiving VA care, at the end it's revealed he has a prosthetic leg to demonstrate that Veterans
can continue living the life they had before a service-related injury.

IEOPARDY (CBS)
Letter of authorization provided to use DoD photo of Petty Officer Dorie Miller as part of clue in
upcoming episode. Episode set to air 240ct. (NNTR)

Somebody’s Gotta Do It — (CNN)
Television series starring Mike Rowe of "Dirty Jobs”, show follows the same format as Dirty Iobs.
Producers are interested in featuring Navy Seabees and Submarine Culinary Specialists.
Coordinating with NECC for filming at upcoming FTX. Working with SUBPAC to determine
availability for submarine. PAA not yet signed. (NNTR)

NCIS NOLA (CBS)
Episode #4 "Breaking Brig” reviewed outline. Thematic depicts a Tier-1 level terrorist captured and
transported to USS Princeton for return to CONUS. A NOLA based LT and a non-rated seaman both
convicted felons along with the terrorist escape while being transported to the NAS IAX Brig.

Episode #5 "The Recruits” reviewed outline. Thematic depicts SEAL LT killed by the Russian mob
operating a prostitution ring in NOLA. LT Brady is depicted as a squared away officer that was
assisting a college student escape from the sex industry. No DoD support has been requested.
(NNTR)

HAWAII FIVE-O (CBS)
Reviewed Eps 504, 505, 506, 507, 508, and 512: no USN depicted or support requested. (NNTR)

| FEATURE FILMS
b) (4)



 
 
 

 

 
HUNTER-KILLER 
New sub-plot script in review. Script notes and thematic rewrite recommendations provided to 
Director on 4Mar.  Expect revised script soon. Project Officer reaching out to Exec Producer for 
update. (NNTR) 

 

 
 

  UnSEALed (PBS) 
Documentary film on history of UDT/SEALs. OSD production support approved with addendum to  
previous research-assisted PAA via NAVINFOWEST and Naval Special Warfare Command. PAA and  
Addendum signed. Coordinated rough cut with NSW N2 and Foreign Disclosure Office and 
socialized CAPT Fenick’s notes/NAVINFOWEST notes with Carol Fleischer requesting several 
changes to content.  Reviewed fine cut 19Aug.  Edit recommendations incorporated.  Received NSW 
review notes 22Aug and responded.  Airdate scheduled for 11Nov on PBS. (NNTR) 
 
Story of the California Channel Islands (PBS) 
Production assistance rescinded due to inappropriate behavior by producer.  Historical documentary    
on Channel Islands from their creation to present day. Interview took place 17Jun on Port Hueneme 
base to discuss Navy current ops and environmental stewardship initiatives onboard San Nicolas 
Island. No filming on actual island permitted. PAA signed. Following 17Jun interview, producer 
demanded access to San Nicolas in an unprofessional manner that has prompted indefinite 
suspension of further DoD/USN assistance.  Received additional correspondence from Sam Tyler 
rejecting the notice to rescind support and demanding regrets to higher authority.  On 21Jul, 
NAVINFOWEST received copy of FOIA letter emailed by CNRSW (N00PA) re: Correspondence 
associate with Sam Tyler and Channel Island Documentary.   FOIA request letter, Production PAA, and 
rescission letter forwarded to CHINFO JAG for review and guidance on action and response 
recommendation.  (NNTR) 
 
Millionaires' Unit: America's Pioneer Pilots of the Great War (Smithsonian Air & Space 
Museum) 
Letter of authorization provided approving use of DoD archival footage.  Film tells story of the Yale 
college students who formed a private air militia in preparation for America’s entry into World 
War One. They became the founding squadron of the U.S. Naval Air Reserve and were among the 
very first to fight for the United States in the Great War.  Awaiting rough cut.  Link to promo reel: 
http://www.millionairesunit.org/home.php (NNTR) 

 
Secrets of the Arsenal (Military Channel) 
Explores museums and collections to find interesting and historically-significant stories associated with 
them. NHHC supported historian interviews and filming, 19May, regarding trumpet (housed at Navy 
Museum) originally found aboard USS Houston. Navy addendum to Army PAA signed. Rough cut 
reviewed.  Air date TBD. (NNTR) 
 
HOMEFRONT (PBS) 
OSD(PA) granted DoD support for the PBS documentary “Homefront” that will explore how military 
families deal/cope with deployments. NAVINFOWEST ICW Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC) PAO 
assisted in identifying dependents and service members representing the Navy’s Seabees.  Filming 
took place 18-20Feb to include b-roll of NMCB 3's homecoming and NMCB 5's morning quarters and 
gun range exercise. Interviews included diverse mix of dependents, service members and family 
situations.  Documentary expected completion late 2014 and airing early 2015. (NNTR) 

 

DOCUMENTARIES 
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HUNTER-KILLER 
New sub-plot script in review. Script notes and thematic rewrite recommendations provided to 
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previous research-assisted PAA via NAVINFOWEST and Naval Special Warfare Command. PAA and  
Addendum signed. Coordinated rough cut with NSW N2 and Foreign Disclosure Office and 
socialized CAPT Fenick’s notes/NAVINFOWEST notes with Carol Fleischer requesting several 
changes to content.  Reviewed fine cut 19Aug.  Edit recommendations incorporated.  Received NSW 
review notes 22Aug and responded.  Airdate scheduled for 11Nov on PBS. (NNTR) 
 
Story of the California Channel Islands (PBS) 
Production assistance rescinded due to inappropriate behavior by producer.  Historical documentary    
on Channel Islands from their creation to present day. Interview took place 17Jun on Port Hueneme 
base to discuss Navy current ops and environmental stewardship initiatives onboard San Nicolas 
Island. No filming on actual island permitted. PAA signed. Following 17Jun interview, producer 
demanded access to San Nicolas in an unprofessional manner that has prompted indefinite 
suspension of further DoD/USN assistance.  Received additional correspondence from Sam Tyler 
rejecting the notice to rescind support and demanding regrets to higher authority.  On 21Jul, 
NAVINFOWEST received copy of FOIA letter emailed by CNRSW (N00PA) re: Correspondence 
associate with Sam Tyler and Channel Island Documentary.   FOIA request letter, Production PAA, and 
rescission letter forwarded to CHINFO JAG for review and guidance on action and response 
recommendation.  (NNTR) 
 
Millionaires' Unit: America's Pioneer Pilots of the Great War (Smithsonian Air & Space 
Museum) 
Letter of authorization provided approving use of DoD archival footage.  Film tells story of the Yale 
college students who formed a private air militia in preparation for America’s entry into World 
War One. They became the founding squadron of the U.S. Naval Air Reserve and were among the 
very first to fight for the United States in the Great War.  Awaiting rough cut.  Link to promo reel: 
http://www.millionairesunit.org/home.php (NNTR) 

 
Secrets of the Arsenal (Military Channel) 
Explores museums and collections to find interesting and historically-significant stories associated with 
them. NHHC supported historian interviews and filming, 19May, regarding trumpet (housed at Navy 
Museum) originally found aboard USS Houston. Navy addendum to Army PAA signed. Rough cut 
reviewed.  Air date TBD. (NNTR) 
 
HOMEFRONT (PBS) 
OSD(PA) granted DoD support for the PBS documentary “Homefront” that will explore how military 
families deal/cope with deployments. NAVINFOWEST ICW Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC) PAO 
assisted in identifying dependents and service members representing the Navy’s Seabees.  Filming 
took place 18-20Feb to include b-roll of NMCB 3's homecoming and NMCB 5's morning quarters and 
gun range exercise. Interviews included diverse mix of dependents, service members and family 
situations.  Documentary expected completion late 2014 and airing early 2015. (NNTR) 

 

DOCUMENTARIES 

(b) (4)

HUNTER-KILLER
New sub-plot script in review. Script notes and thematic rewrite recommendations provided to
Director on 4Mar. Expect revised script soon. Project Officer reaching out to Exec Producer for
update. (NNTR)

DOCUMENTARIES

UnSEALed (PBS)
Documentary film on history of UDT/SEALs. OSD production support approved with addendum to
previous research-assisted PAA via NAVINFOWEST and Naval Special Warfare Command. PAA and
Addendum signed. Coordinated rough cut with NSW N2 and Foreign Disclosure Office and
socialized CAPT Fenick’s notes/NAVINFOWEST notes with Carol Fleischer requesting several
changes to content. Reviewed fine cut 19Aug. Edit recommendations incorporated. Received NSW
review notes 22Aug and responded. Airdate scheduled for 11Nov on PBS. (NNTR)

Story of the California Channel Islands (PBS)
Production assistance rescinded due to inappropriate behavior by producer. Historical documentary
on Channel Islands from their creation to present day. Interview took place 17]un on Port Hueneme
base to discuss Navy current ops and environmental stewardship initiatives onboard San Nicolas
Island. No filming on actual island permitted. PAA signed. Following 17]un interview, producer
demanded access to San Nicolas in an unprofessional manner that has prompted indefinite
suspension of further DoD/USN assistance. Received additional correspondence from Sam Tyler
rejecting the notice to rescind support and demanding regrets to higher authority. On 21]ul,
NAVINFOWEST received copy of FOIA letter emailed by CNRSW (NOOPA) re: Correspondence
associate with Sam Tyler and Channel Island Documentary. FOIA request letter, Production PAA, and
rescission letter forwarded to CHINFO IAG for review and guidance on action and response
recommendation. (NNTR)

Millionaires' Unit: America's Pioneer Pilots of the Great War (Smithsonian Air & Space
Museum)
Letter of authorization provided approving use of DoD archival footage. Film tells story of the Yale
college students who formed a private air militia in preparation for America’s entry into World
War One. They became the founding squadron of the US. Naval Air Reserve and were among the
very first to fight for the United States in the Great War. Awaiting rough cut. Link to promo reel:
http: Z [www.millionairesunit.org[home.php (NNTR)

Secrets of the Arsenal (Military Channel)
Explores museums and collections to find interesting and historically-significant stories associated with
them. NHHC supported historian interviews and filming, 19May, regarding trumpet (housed at Navy
Museum) originally found aboard USS Houston. Navy addendum to Army PAA signed. Rough cut
reviewed. Air date TBD. (NNTR)

HOMEFRONT (PBS)
OSD(PA) granted DoD support for the PBS documentary “Homefront” that will explore how military
families deal/cope with deployments. NAVINFOWEST ICW Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC) PAO
assisted in identifying dependents and service members representing the Navy’s Seabees. Filming
took place 18—20Feb to include b-roll of NMCB 3's homecoming and NMCB 5's morning quarters and
gun range exercise. Interviews included diverse mix of dependents, service members and family
situations. Documentary expected completion late 2014 and airing early 2015. (NNTR)



Op Martillo (Univision) 
PAA-supported counter drug ops documentary. Producers circling back with additional embark 
request. NAVINFOWEST ICW SOUTHCOM and C4F reviewing current footage before approving 
additional embarks.  Revision 3 of episodes #1-7 have been reviewed and cleared by 
NAVINFOWEST.  Recommendation to approve Paraiso Pictures post-production phase has been 
forwarded to OSD(PA).  Airdate TBD. (NNTR) 

 
Travel Family with Colleen Kelley (PBS) 
Series showcasing family-friendly locations in the U.S. and abroad.  Filmed at Pensacola Aviation 
Museum highlighting NC-4 flying boat, Apollo program exhibit, and 4D Blue Angel Theater. Blue 
Angels support included b-roll of pilots at autograph session at Aviation Museum, and interviews 
with pilots #2 and #6 shot on the flight line.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
Filmed BMCM Carl Brashear’s Master Diver plaque,15Apr, housed at DC Navy Museum and 
interviewed curator.  Episode highlights Brashear’s career and Master Diver accomplishment.  PAA 
signed.  Rough cut reviewed.  Awaiting air date. (NNTR) 

 

Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel) 
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation 
Museum.  Filming took place 15Jan.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
SEAL Dog (Smithsonian) 
Film about former SEAL Trevor Maroshek and his relationship with his dog, Chopper, a former 
military working dog.  Vice President Joe Biden interviewed for film as well.  Interview conducted, 
Apr. 7, with NICoE's CAPT. (Dr.) Robert Koffman that discussed treatment of PTSD/TBI and program 
using canines as therapy dogs.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut.  Additional support to film NSW 
multipurpose K-9 unit in Coronado declined. (NNTR) 

 
HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC) 
Filming took place 15Oct at Directorate of Time and 25Oct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's 
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time.  PAA signed.  Rough cut of episode 
on 'time' received.  Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in a 
very professional/capable manner.  Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR) 

 
New Race for Space (Science Channel) 
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration.  Filmed NASA's SIAD rocket and 
parachute test on China Lake, 15Feb.  PAA signed.  Rough cut reviewed.  Awaiting air date.  (NNTR) 

 

 
 

  World Access, (Indigo Films for Travel Channel) 
Working with SUBPAC PAO to determine if LA-Class fast-attack submarine is available to support filming 
for World Access to show on The Travel Channel.  Show would highlight the inner workings of a modern 
submarine, various departments that make the ship work, technology and weapons systems aboard as 
well interviews to highlight the crew that operates it.  Tentative filming requested for Sept-Oct.  Working 
through Indigo Films to get an updated request to fwd to SUBPAC. (NNTR) 
 
The Trip 2015 (Travel Channel) 
Episode will showcase significant Hawaii destinations (food, lodging, recreation, historical sites). 
Request approved to support filming aboard Pearl Harbor memorial shuttle craft and filming of Ford 
Island/USS Utah.  Filmed 8Sep with Region Hawaii escort.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. 
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PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation 
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Film about former SEAL Trevor Maroshek and his relationship with his dog, Chopper, a former 
military working dog.  Vice President Joe Biden interviewed for film as well.  Interview conducted, 
Apr. 7, with NICoE's CAPT. (Dr.) Robert Koffman that discussed treatment of PTSD/TBI and program 
using canines as therapy dogs.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut.  Additional support to film NSW 
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Filming took place 15Oct at Directorate of Time and 25Oct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's 
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on 'time' received.  Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in a 
very professional/capable manner.  Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR) 
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Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration.  Filmed NASA's SIAD rocket and 
parachute test on China Lake, 15Feb.  PAA signed.  Rough cut reviewed.  Awaiting air date.  (NNTR) 

 

 
 

  World Access, (Indigo Films for Travel Channel) 
Working with SUBPAC PAO to determine if LA-Class fast-attack submarine is available to support filming 
for World Access to show on The Travel Channel.  Show would highlight the inner workings of a modern 
submarine, various departments that make the ship work, technology and weapons systems aboard as 
well interviews to highlight the crew that operates it.  Tentative filming requested for Sept-Oct.  Working 
through Indigo Films to get an updated request to fwd to SUBPAC. (NNTR) 
 
The Trip 2015 (Travel Channel) 
Episode will showcase significant Hawaii destinations (food, lodging, recreation, historical sites). 
Request approved to support filming aboard Pearl Harbor memorial shuttle craft and filming of Ford 
Island/USS Utah.  Filmed 8Sep with Region Hawaii escort.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. 
 
 
 
 

DOCUMENTARIES (In Production): 

Op Martillo (Univision)
PAA-supported counter drug ops documentary. Producers circling back with additional embark
request. NAVINFOWEST ICW SOUTHCOM and C4F reviewing current footage before approving
additional embarks. Revision 3 of episodes #1-7 have been reviewed and cleared by
NAVINFOWEST. Recommendation to approve Paraiso Pictures post-production phase has been
forwarded to OSD(PA). Airdate TBD. (NNTR)

Travel Family with Colleen Kelley (PBS)
Series showcasing family-friendly locations in the US. and abroad. Filmed at Pensacola Aviation
Museum highlighting NC-4 flying boat, Apollo program exhibit, and 4D Blue Angel Theater. Blue
Angels support included b-roll of pilots at autograph session at Aviation Museum, and interviews
with pilots #2 and #6 shot on the flight line. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel)
Filmed BMCM Carl Brashear’s Master Diver plaque,15Apr, housed at DC Navy Museum and
interviewed curator. Episode highlights Brashear’s career and Master Diver accomplishment. PAA
signed. Rough cut reviewed. Awaiting air date. (NNTR)

Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel)
PAA signed to authorize archival footage assistance and filming of outside of Pensacola Aviation
Museum. Filming took place 15Ian. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

SEAL Dog (Smithsonian)
Film about former SEAL Trevor Maroshek and his relationship with his dog, Chopper, a former
military working dog. Vice President Joe Biden interviewed for film as well. Interview conducted,
Apr. 7, with NICoE's CAPT. (Dr.) Robert Koffman that discussed treatment of PTSD/TBI and program
using canines as therapy dogs. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. Additional support to film NSW
multipurpose K-9 unit in Coronado declined. (NNTR)

HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC)
Filming took place 150ct at Directorate of Time and ZSOct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time. PAA signed. Rough cut of episode
on 'time' received. Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in a
very professional/capable manner. Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR)

New Race for Space (Science Channel)
Series exploring technological innovations of space exploration. Filmed NASA's SIAD rocket and
parachute test on China Lake, 15Feb. PAA signed. Rough cut reviewed. Awaiting air date. (NNTR)

DOCUMENTARIES (In Production):

World Access, (Indigo Films for Travel Channel)
Working with SUBPAC PAO to determine if LA-Class fast-attack submarine is available to support filming
for World Access to show on The Travel Channel. Show would highlight the inner workings of a modern
submarine, various departments that make the ship work, technology and weapons systems aboard as
well interviews to highlight the crew that operates it. Tentative filming requested for Sept-Oct. Working
through Indigo Films to get an updated request to fwd to SUBPAC. (NNTR)

The Trip 2015 (Travel Channel)
Episode will showcase significant Hawaii destinations (food, lodging, recreation, historical sites).
Request approved to support filming aboard Pearl Harbor memorial shuttle craft and filming of Ford
Island/USS Utah. Filmed 8Sep with Region Hawaii escort. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut.



Search for the USS Scorpion (Maryland Public TV) 
Story of search for War of 1812-era ship thought to be resting in Patuxent River.  Will showcase Navy-
assisted archeological research efforts and partnerships with civilian research agencies.  Request for 
original b-roll at Navy Museum and interviews with NHHC personnel.  PAA drafted.  Awaiting signature.  
Filming date TBD.  (NNTR) 
 
Coast (BBC) 
Letter of authorization provided supporting use of DoD-facilitated imagery of WWI-era dazzle ships. 
Documentary series explores UK coastline and tells variety of historical stories related to a particular 
region. Episode will discuss use and effect of dazzle ships in WWI. (NNTR) 
 
THE SMALL COUNTRY (Norwegian TV) 
TV documentary about Norway’s changing position in the world due to climate change, interview 
with RDML White about Navy’s new mission in the Arctic completed 11Jun. NAVINFOWEST 
submitted RFI to staff PAO for AAR. (NNTR) 

 
Newest Technology (Intersport/20 West) 
Early stages of developing series proposal aimed at highlighting Navy’s latest technologies. 
Researching support. (NNTR) 

 
Nat Geo Explorer (Nat Geo) 
New series about military technology that is being used in the civilian sector.  Met with producers 
and provided ideas for potential topics. PAA not yet signed. (NNTR) 

 
Museum Men (H2) 
Documentary series focusing on artists/designers who create historical replicas.  Approved for 
NHHC research assistance and possible interview with historian for episode related to WWII-era 
submarines.  PAA signed. (NNTR) 
 
Monumental Mysteries (Travel Channel) 
Series examines unusual and unexpected stories behind monuments and landmarks across the  
nation.  Broll of USS Squalus memorial captured 21May on Portsmouth Naval Shipyard with local 
PAO escort.  Particular episode will feature USS Squalus disaster in 1939 where the diesel  
submarine  sunk during testing phase, followed by rescue of all 33 crew members aboard due to  
rapid response and use of modern-era technology.  PAA signed.  Awaiting  rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
Virginia Voices (Virginia Historical Society) 
Broll captured on Naval Station Norfolk and interview with Hampton Roads Naval Museum curator, 
16-22May, to highlight Navy in Virginia, past and present. Norfolk PAO escort.  Documentary film is 
the first state-specific, modern historical documentary woven from the video submissions of residents 
and original footage shot with 4K resolution cameras.  Will premiere at the Virginia Historical Society 
center's new 500-seat theater in Richmond, VA, Fall 2014.  It will play for several years accompanied 
by an online interactive experience and database.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
Anthony Bourdain: Parts Unknown (CNN) 
Travel and food show series.  Production request received.  Working with producers to determine 
access requested. (NNTR) 
 
Beyond the Light Switch (PBS) 
Documentary on national security with focus on economic, energy and environmental security. 
Interviews approved for ONR representatives in conjunction with ARPA-E summit. Navy 
addendum added to existing Army PAA. (NNTR) 

 
 
 

Search for the USS Scorpion (Maryland Public TV) 
Story of search for War of 1812-era ship thought to be resting in Patuxent River.  Will showcase Navy-
assisted archeological research efforts and partnerships with civilian research agencies.  Request for 
original b-roll at Navy Museum and interviews with NHHC personnel.  PAA drafted.  Awaiting signature.  
Filming date TBD.  (NNTR) 
 
Coast (BBC) 
Letter of authorization provided supporting use of DoD-facilitated imagery of WWI-era dazzle ships. 
Documentary series explores UK coastline and tells variety of historical stories related to a particular 
region. Episode will discuss use and effect of dazzle ships in WWI. (NNTR) 
 
THE SMALL COUNTRY (Norwegian TV) 
TV documentary about Norway’s changing position in the world due to climate change, interview 
with RDML White about Navy’s new mission in the Arctic completed 11Jun. NAVINFOWEST 
submitted RFI to staff PAO for AAR. (NNTR) 

 
Newest Technology (Intersport/20 West) 
Early stages of developing series proposal aimed at highlighting Navy’s latest technologies. 
Researching support. (NNTR) 

 
Nat Geo Explorer (Nat Geo) 
New series about military technology that is being used in the civilian sector.  Met with producers 
and provided ideas for potential topics. PAA not yet signed. (NNTR) 

 
Museum Men (H2) 
Documentary series focusing on artists/designers who create historical replicas.  Approved for 
NHHC research assistance and possible interview with historian for episode related to WWII-era 
submarines.  PAA signed. (NNTR) 
 
Monumental Mysteries (Travel Channel) 
Series examines unusual and unexpected stories behind monuments and landmarks across the  
nation.  Broll of USS Squalus memorial captured 21May on Portsmouth Naval Shipyard with local 
PAO escort.  Particular episode will feature USS Squalus disaster in 1939 where the diesel  
submarine  sunk during testing phase, followed by rescue of all 33 crew members aboard due to  
rapid response and use of modern-era technology.  PAA signed.  Awaiting  rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
Virginia Voices (Virginia Historical Society) 
Broll captured on Naval Station Norfolk and interview with Hampton Roads Naval Museum curator, 
16-22May, to highlight Navy in Virginia, past and present. Norfolk PAO escort.  Documentary film is 
the first state-specific, modern historical documentary woven from the video submissions of residents 
and original footage shot with 4K resolution cameras.  Will premiere at the Virginia Historical Society 
center's new 500-seat theater in Richmond, VA, Fall 2014.  It will play for several years accompanied 
by an online interactive experience and database.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
Anthony Bourdain: Parts Unknown (CNN) 
Travel and food show series.  Production request received.  Working with producers to determine 
access requested. (NNTR) 
 
Beyond the Light Switch (PBS) 
Documentary on national security with focus on economic, energy and environmental security. 
Interviews approved for ONR representatives in conjunction with ARPA-E summit. Navy 
addendum added to existing Army PAA. (NNTR) 

 
 
 

Search for the USS Scorpion (Maryland Public TV)
Story of search for War of 1812-era ship thought to be resting in Patuxent River. Will showcase Navy-
assisted archeological research efforts and partnerships with civilian research agencies. Request for
original b-roll at Navy Museum and interviews with NHHC personnel. PAA drafted. Awaiting signature.
Filming date TBD. (NNTR)

Coast (BBC)
Letter of authorization provided supporting use of DOD-facilitated imagery of WWI-era dazzle ships.
Documentary series explores UK coastline and tells variety of historical stories related to a particular
region. Episode will discuss use and effect of dazzle ships in WW1. (NNTR)

THE SMALL COUNTRY (Norwegian TV)
TV documentary about Norway’s changing position in the world due to climate change, interview
with RDML White about Navy’s new mission in the Arctic completed 11]un. NAVINFOWEST
submitted RFI to staff PAO for AAR. (NNTR)

Newest Technology (Intersport/20 West)
Early stages of developing series proposal aimed at highlighting Navy’s latest technologies.
Researching support. (NNTR)

Nat Geo Explorer (Nat Geo)
New series about military technology that is being used in the civilian sector. Met with producers
and provided ideas for potential topics. PAA not yet signed. (NNTR)

Museum Men (H2)
Documentary series focusing on artists/designers who create historical replicas. Approved for
NHHC research assistance and possible interview with historian for episode related to WWII-era
submarines. PAA signed. (NNTR)

Monumental Mysteries (Travel Channel)
Series examines unusual and unexpected stories behind monuments and landmarks across the
nation. Broll of USS Squalus memorial captured 21May on Portsmouth Naval Shipyard with local
PAO escort. Particular episode will feature USS Squalus disaster in 1939 where the diesel
submarine sunk during testing phase, followed by rescue of all 33 crew members aboard due to
rapid response and use of modern-era technology. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

Virginia Voices (Virginia Historical Society)
Broll captured on Naval Station Norfolk and interview with Hampton Roads Naval Museum curator,
16-22May, to highlight Navy in Virginia, past and present. Norfolk PAO escort. Documentary film is
the first state-specific, modern historical documentary woven from the video submissions of residents
and original footage shot with 4K resolution cameras. Will premiere at the Virginia Historical Society
center's new BOO-seat theater in Richmond, VA, Fall 2014. It will play for several years accompanied
by an online interactive experience and database. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

Anthony Bourdain: Parts Unknown (CNN)
Travel and food show series. Production request received. Working with producers to determine
access requested. (NNTR)

Beyond the Light Switch (PBS)
Documentary on national security with focus on economic, energy and environmental security.
Interviews approved for ONR representatives in conjunction with ARPA-E summit. Navy
addendum added to existing Army PAA. (NNTR)



 
 
Blue Angels (Indigo Films) 
Declined due to unavailability of squadron support until after Jan 2015. 
 
Uranium: Twisting the Dragon's Tail (PBS) 
No ROI. 

 
  Man Down 
No distribution/ROI. 

 

 
 
    NFAAS verification in progress. 
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Blue Angels (Indigo Films)
Declined due to unavailability of squadron support until after Jan 2015.

Uranium: Twisting the Dragon's Tail (PBS)
No ROI.
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No distribution/ROI.
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19Sep14 
Updated Items in Blue 

 

 
 
 SECNAV VISIT 
Draft SECNAV SOE submitted to CHINFO (OI-6) and SECNAV PAO for upcoming LA visit 13Oct14. 
AM crew/cast visit to NCIS studios in Valencia.  PM visit to TNT in Studio City to include a “line” cameo 
appearance for a future episode. 
 
CLIMATE 25 WEATHER CHANNEL DOCUMENTARY 
Referred producer to OSD for top cover interview DoD-level policy on effects of climate change.  If 
approved will coord RADM White interview as follow-on Navy Arctic roadmap strategy. 
 
NCIS (LOS ANGELES)  
NCIS Communications Directorate responded to NCIS-LA episode “Black Budget” depicting highly 
objectionable scenes reminiscent of the NAVSEA WNY shooting.  On 12Sep, NCIS Communications 
Director requested significant changes from CBS and NCIS-LA Producer that resulted in mitigating what 
could have been “reliving” the incident for the audience.   
 
NCIS NEW ORLEANS SEASON ONE (CBS) 
PAA signed by CBS and OSD.  Coordinating kick-off meeting week of 29Sep between NAVINFOWEST, 
OSD(PA), CBS NCIS NOLA, and NAS JRB NOLA CoC to discuss PAA and what to expect ISO NCIS NOLA 
production. Meeting date TBD pending leadership availability dates.     

 
   AIR WARRIORS: EA-18G Growler (Smithsonian) 

NAVINFOWEST Project Officer LT Mike Hume is escorting production company Red Rock Films 
reps to NAS Whidbey Island, WA 22-23Sep.  PAOs for the base and squadron are assisting.  AIRPAC 
coord with VAQ-136 for support.  PAA signed by OSD.  Documentary on highlighting Air Electronic 
Warfare from former EA-6B to EA-18G platforms in conflicts ranging from Vietnam to Afghanistan.  
USMC office to provide tandem support from MCAS Cherry Point for filming of EA-6B Prowlers.  
 
NOTE:  Acknowledged CI note to coord footage of Growler OPS in 5th Flt/CENTCOM AOR.  Wilco.  VFR to 
CDR Kevin Stevens for news footage. 
 

THE LAST SHIP (TNT) 
NAVINFOWEST visited TLS lot in Culver City Monday with TNT Executives, Production leaders and 
Creative team regarding Season Two themes, story arcs and requested military support.  TNT provided 
outlines for the first two episodes of Season Two, forwarded to SURFPAC PAO for notes.  
 - Location scout to Naval Weapons Station Seal Beach on 17Sep to look at possible areas that could depict 
Miami laboratories or abandoned military installations. 
- Working with Mr. Adam Baldwin’s agents to acquire audio shout out for Navy Birthday Ball.  Tentative 
recording date set for 25Sep.  
- Tentative visit by RDML Andrews (Navy Recruiting Command, CDR) to TLS at Culver City, Fri 26Sep.  
Time TBD.  Visit estimated for one hour to show the film set and meet with Production executives. 

    
    HUNTER-KILLER 
    New sub-plot script in review.  Script notes and thematic rewrite recommendations provided to 
    Director on 4Mar.  On 18Sep, NAVINFOWEST Director/Deputy met with producers from Original Film    
    and Relativity Studios, President of Post Production.  Discussion topics included feedback notes on        
    script (v2/04Aug), character arc development, DoD Production Assistance Agreement, and general  
    overview of USN submarine force.  Way Ahead: Once script (v3) is received will assess USN ROI and  
    forward to COMSUPAC/COMSUBLANT/NSWC for feedback and feasibility of support. Production    
    tentatively scheduled for Feb 2015. 

SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS: 
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approved will coord RADM White interview as follow-on Navy Arctic roadmap strategy.

NCIS (LOS ANGELES)
NCIS Communications Directorate responded to NCIS-LA episode "Black Budget" depicting highly
objectionable scenes reminiscent of the NAVSEA WNY shooting. On 12$ep, NCIS Communications
Director requested significant changes from CBS and NCIS-LA Producer that resulted in mitigating what
could have been "reliving" the incident for the audience.
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CDR Kevin Stevens for news footage.

THE LAST SHIP (TNT)
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Creative team regarding Season Two themes, story arcs and requested military support. TNT provided
outlines for the first two episodes of Season Two, forwarded to SURFPAC PAO for notes.
- Location scout to Naval Weapons Station Seal Beach on 17Sep to look at possible areas that could depict
Miami laboratories or abandoned military installations.
- Working with Mr. Adam Baldwin’s agents to acquire audio shout out for Navy Birthday Ball. Tentative
recording date set for 25Sep.
- Tentative visit by RDML Andrews (Navy Recruiting Command, CDR) to TLS at Culver City, Fri 26Sep.
Time TBD. Visit estimated for one hour to show the film set and meet with Production executives.

HUNTER-KILLER
New sub-plot script in review. Script notes and thematic rewrite recommendations provided to
Director on 4Mar. On 18Sep, NAVINFOWEST Director/Deputy met with producers from Original Film
and Relativity Studios, President of Post Production. Discussion topics included feedback notes on
script (v2/04Aug), character arc development, DoD Production Assistance Agreement, and general
overview of USN submarine force. Way Ahead: Once script (v3) is received will assess USN ROI and
forward to COMSUPAC/COMSUBLANT/NSWC for feedback and feasibility of support. Production
tentatively scheduled for Feb 2015.



   Veterans Health Administration TV spot 
VA-contracted television spot promoting VHA.  One-day filming scheduled, 23Sep, at Point Mugu. 
Ventura County PAO escorting.  Spot will feature Veteran surfing inter-cut with clips of him receiving 
VA care, at the end it's revealed he has a prosthetic leg to demonstrate that Veterans can continue 
living the life they had before a service-related injury.  PAA signed. 
 
FOX SPORTS’ 75th COMMEMORATION OF PEARL HARBOR (FOX) 
Location scout completed on 5Sep, follow up questions from Fox Sports will be forwarded to all DoD 
stakeholders to form a strategy for a way ahead.  Strong support from JBPHH PA and CSO, PACFLT PA 
and Navy Region Hawaii RADM Williams for 6-7Dec2015 and 2016 commemorative events include 
NCAA doubleheader and NFL Sunday pre-game live on USS Missouri. 
 
SEAPOWER (IMAX/K2 Comms) 
NAVINFOWEST Director conducted RIMPAC filming debrief with K2 Comm staff on 7Aug.   Meeting 
discussions will also cover future filming opportunities IVO SOCAL/VACAPES OPAREA.  FY-15 filming 
requests ISO “SEAPOWER” will be forwarded to USFF/C3F for feasibility of support.  (NNTR) 
 

 
 
JEOPARDY (CBS) 
Letter of authorization provided to use DoD photo of Petty Officer Dorie Miller as part of clue in 
upcoming episode.  Episode set to air 24Oct. (NNTR) 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

   
 
 

 
 
Somebody’s Gotta Do It – (CNN) 
Television series starring Mike Rowe of “Dirty Jobs”, show follows the same format as Dirty Jobs. 
Producers are interested in featuring Navy Seabees and Submarine Culinary Specialists.  
Coordinating with NECC for filming at upcoming FTX.  Working with SUBPAC to determine 
availability for submarine.  PAA not yet signed. (NNTR) 
 
NCIS NOLA (CBS)  
Episode #4 “Breaking Brig” reviewed outline.  Thematic depicts a Tier-1 level terrorist captured and       
transported to USS Princeton for return to CONUS.  A NOLA based LT and a non-rated seaman both  
convicted felons along with the terrorist escape while being transported to the NAS JAX Brig. 
 
Episode #5 “The Recruits” reviewed outline.  Thematic depicts SEAL LT killed by the Russian mob 
operating a prostitution ring in NOLA.  LT Brady is depicted as a squared away officer that was 
assisting a college student escape from the sex industry.   No DoD support has been requested. 
(NNTR) 

 
HAWAII FIVE-O (CBS) 
Reviewed Eps 504, 505, 506, 507, 508, and 512: no USN depicted or support requested.  (NNTR) 

 
 
 

SCRIPTED TV / GAME SHOW: 

(b) (4)

(b) (4)
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VA care, at the end it's revealed he has a prosthetic leg to demonstrate that Veterans can continue
living the life they had before a service-related injury. PAA signed.
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discussions will also cover future filming opportunities IVO SOCAL/VACAPES OPAREA. FY-15 filming
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Letter of authorization provided to use DoD photo of Petty Officer Dorie Miller as part of clue in
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availability for submarine. PAA not yet signed. (NNTR)

NCIS NOLA (CBS)
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transported to USS Princeton for return to CONUS. A NOLA based LT and a non-rated seaman both
convicted felons along with the terrorist escape while being transported to the NAS IAX Brig.

Episode #5 "The Recruits” reviewed outline. Thematic depicts SEAL LT killed by the Russian mob
operating a prostitution ring in NOLA. LT Brady is depicted as a squared away officer that was
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The Tennesseans (Tennessee Public Television) 
Highlights Tennessee's legacy of military service.  Requesting research/interview support via NHHC 
and filming at Navy Museum.  Film date requested: Half-day in mid-October.  Researching support.  

   
  UnSEALed (PBS) 
Documentary film on history of UDT/SEALs. OSD production support approved with addendum to  
previous research-assisted PAA via NAVINFOWEST and Naval Special Warfare Command. PAA and  
Addendum signed. Coordinated rough cut with NSW N2 and Foreign Disclosure Office and 
socialized CAPT Fenick’s notes/NAVINFOWEST notes with Carol Fleischer requesting several 
changes to content.  Edit recommendations incorporated.  Airdate scheduled for 11Nov on PBS. 
(NNTR) 

 
Op Martillo (Univision) 
PAA-supported counter drug ops documentary. Producers circling back with additional embark 
request. NAVINFOWEST ICW SOUTHCOM and C4F reviewing current footage before approving 
additional embarks.  Revision 3 of episodes #1-7 have been reviewed and cleared by 
NAVINFOWEST.  Recommendation to approve Paraiso Pictures post-production phase has been 
forwarded to OSD(PA).  Airdate TBD. (NNTR) 

 
SEAL Dog (Smithsonian) 
Film about former SEAL Trevor Maroshek and his relationship with his dog, Chopper, a former 
military working dog.  Vice President Joe Biden interviewed for film as well.  Interview conducted, 
Apr. 7, with NICoE's CAPT. (Dr.) Robert Koffman that discussed treatment of PTSD/TBI and program 
using canines as therapy dogs.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut.  Additional support to film on 
Lackland AF base at local Army vet clinic to discuss military working dog training/treatment being 
reviewed by services. 

 
The Trip 2015 (Travel Channel) 
Episode will showcase significant Hawaii destinations (food, lodging, recreation, historical sites). 
Request approved to support filming aboard Pearl Harbor memorial shuttle craft and filming of Ford 
Island/USS Utah.  Filmed 8Sep with Region Hawaii escort.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
Search for the USS Scorpion (Maryland Public TV) 
Story of search for War of 1812-era ship thought to be resting in Patuxent River.  Will showcase Navy-
assisted archeological research efforts and partnerships with civilian research agencies.  Request for 
original b-roll at Navy Museum and interviews with NHHC personnel.  PAA drafted.  Awaiting signature.  
Filming date TBD.  (NNTR) 
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(b) (4)

(b) (4)
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The Tennesseans (Tennessee Public Television)
Highlights Tennessee's legacy of military service. Requesting research/interview support Via NHHC
and filming at Navy Museum. Film date requested: Half-day in mid-October. Researching support.

UnSEALed (PBS)
Documentary film on history of UDT/SEALS. OSD production support approved with addendum to
previous research-assisted PAA via NAVINFOWEST and Naval Special Warfare Command. PAA and
Addendum signed. Coordinated rough cut with NSW N2 and Foreign Disclosure Office and
socialized CAPT Fenick’s notes/NAVINFOWEST notes with Carol Fleischer requesting several
changes to content. Edit recommendations incorporated. Airdate scheduled for 11Nov on PBS.
(NNTR)

Op Martillo (Univision)
PAA-supported counter drug ops documentary. Producers circling back with additional embark
request. NAVINFOWEST ICW SOUTHCOM and C4F reviewing current footage before approving
additional embarks. Revision 3 of episodes #1-7 have been reviewed and cleared by
NAVINFOWEST. Recommendation to approve Paraiso Pictures post-production phase has been
forwarded to OSD(PA). Airdate TBD. (NNTR)

SEAL Dog (Smithsonian)
Film about former SEAL Trevor Maroshek and his relationship with his dog, Chopper, a former
military working dog. Vice President Joe Biden interviewed for film as well. Interview conducted,
Apr. 7, with NICoE's CAPT. (Dr.) Robert Koffman that discussed treatment of PTSD/TBI and program
using canines as therapy dogs. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. Additional support to film on
Lackland AF base at local Army vet clinic to discuss military working dog training/treatment being
reviewed by services.

The Trip 2015 (Travel Channel)
Episode will showcase significant Hawaii destinations (food, lodging, recreation, historical sites).
Request approved to support filming aboard Pearl Harbor memorial shuttle craft and filming of Ford
Island/USS Utah. Filmed 8Sep with Region Hawaii escort. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

Search for the USS Scorpion (Maryland Public TV)
Story of search for War of 1812-era ship thought to be resting in Patuxent River. Will showcase Navy-
assisted archeological research efforts and partnerships with civilian research agencies. Request for
original b-roll at Navy Museum and interviews with NHHC personnel. PAA drafted. Awaiting signature.
Filming date TBD. (NNTR)



Secrets of the Arsenal (Military Channel) 
Explores museums and collections to find interesting and historically-significant stories associated with 
them. NHHC supported historian interviews and filming, 19May, regarding trumpet (housed at Navy 
Museum) originally found aboard USS Houston. Navy addendum to Army PAA signed. Rough cut 
reviewed.  Air date TBD. (NNTR) 
 
HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC) 
Filming took place 15Oct at Directorate of Time and 25Oct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's 
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time.  PAA signed.  Rough cut of episode 
on 'time' received.  Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in a 
very professional/capable manner.  Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR) 

 
THE SMALL COUNTRY (Norwegian TV) 
TV documentary about Norway’s changing position in the world due to climate change, interview with 
RDML White about Navy’s new mission in the Arctic completed 11Jun. NAVINFOWEST submitted RFI 
to staff PAO for AAR. (NNTR) 
 
HOMEFRONT (PBS) 
OSD(PA) granted DoD support for the PBS documentary “Homefront” that will explore how military 
families deal/cope with deployments. NAVINFOWEST ICW Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC) PAO 
assisted in identifying dependents and service members representing the Navy’s Seabees.  Filming 
took place 18-20Feb to include b-roll of NMCB 3's homecoming and NMCB 5's morning quarters and 
gun range exercise. Interviews included diverse mix of dependents, service members and family 
situations.  Documentary expected completion late 2014 and airing early 2015. (NNTR) 

 
  World Access, (Indigo Films for Travel Channel) 

Working with SUBPAC PAO to determine if LA-Class fast-attack submarine is available to support 
filming for World Access to show on The Travel Channel.  Show would highlight the inner workings of 
a modern submarine, various departments that make the ship work, technology and weapons systems 
aboard as well interviews to highlight the crew that operates it.  Tentative filming requested for Sept-
Oct.  Working through Indigo Films to get an updated request to fwd to SUBPAC. (NNTR) 

 

 
 
   (NNTR) 
 

 
 
    NFAAS verification complete.  
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ADMIN: 

(b) (6)
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    NFAAS verification complete.  
 

RESERVE UNIT 
 

 
 
 

DECLINES: 

ADMIN: 

(b) (6)

Secrets of the Arsenal (Military Channel)
Explores museums and collections to find interesting and historically-significant stories associated with
them. NHHC supported historian interviews and filming, 19May, regarding trumpet (housed at Navy
Museum) originally found aboard USS Houston. Navy addendum to Army PAA signed. Rough cut
reviewed. Air date TBD. (NNTR)

HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC)
Filming took place 150ct at Directorate of Time and ZSOct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time. PAA signed. Rough cut of episode
on 'time' received. Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in a
very professional/capable manner. Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR)

THE SMALL COUNTRY (Norwegian TV)
TV documentary about Norway’s changing position in the world due to climate change, interview with
RDML White about Navy’s new mission in the Arctic completed 11]un. NAVINFOWEST submitted RFI
to staff FAQ for AAR. (NNTR)

HOMEFRONT (PBS)
OSD(PA) granted DoD support for the PBS documentary "Homefront" that will explore how military
families deal/cope with deployments. NAVINFOWEST ICW Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC) PAO
assisted in identifying dependents and service members representing the Navy’s Seabees. Filming
took place 18—20Feb to include b-roll of NMCB 3's homecoming and NMCB 5's morning quarters and
gun range exercise. Interviews included diverse mix of dependents, service members and family
situations. Documentary expected completion late 2014 and airing early 2015. (NNTR)

World Access, (Indigo Films for Travel Channel)
Working with SUBPAC FAQ to determine if LA-Class fast-attack submarine is available to support
filming for World Access to show on The Travel Channel. Show would highlight the inner workings of
a modern submarine, various departments that make the ship work, technology and weapons systems
aboard as well interviews to highlight the crew that operates it. Tentative filming requested for Sept-
Oct. Working through Indigo Films to get an updated request to fwd to SUBPAC. (NNTR)

DECLINES: |

(NNTR)

ADMIN: |

NFAAS verification complete.

RESERVE UNIT
(b) (6)
—



NAVINFOWEST Weekly Report 

26Sep14 
Updated Items in Blue 

 

 
 
 SECNAV VISIT (13OCT) 
Draft SECNAV SOE submitted to CHINFO (OI-6) and SECNAV PAO for upcoming LA visit 13Oct14. 
AM crew/cast visit to NCIS studios in Valencia and a “line” cameo appearance.  PM visit to TNT in 
Studio City to include a “line” cameo appearance for a future episode.  SOE approved by SECNAV PAO 
on 22Sep. 
 
CLIMATE 25 WEATHER CHANNEL DOCUMENTARY 
Referred producer to OSD for top cover interview DoD-level policy on effects of climate change.  If 
approved will coord RADM White interview as follow-on Navy Arctic roadmap strategy.  Early 
indications of a “non-concur” from OSD to support response.  USN will align with AOSD response.   
 

   Drug Wars (Paraiso Pics) 
   On 23Oct responded to request from USCG Motion Picture Liaison Office for assistance in allowing 2nd   
   unit documentary film access to Naval Base San Diego on 6Oct to film arrival of CGC BOUTWELL. CGC   
   BOUTWELL is returning from a three-month security patrol that included numerous drug interdictions   
   at sea and seizure of an estimated 30K lbs. of cocaine.  NAVINFOWEST will assign Project Officer;  
   CNRSW PA will coordinate base access for Paraiso Pics camera team and interested media.  
   NOTE: DHS/USCG is PA lead.   

 
NCIS NEW ORLEANS SEASON ONE (CBS) 
PAA signed by CBS and OSD.  Coordinating kick-off meeting 21-22Oct between NAVINFOWEST, 
OSD(PA), CBS NCIS NOLA, and NAS JRB NOLA CoC to discuss PAA and what to expect ISO NCIS NOLA 
production.  JRB NOLA PA to included site visits to base locations that may be depicted as background 
in future episodes.  All stakeholders to be present in NOLA to ensure ROE are clear. 
 

   AIR WARRIORS: EA-18G Growler (Smithsonian) 
NAVINFOWEST Project Officer LT Mike Hume escorted production company Red Rock Films reps to     
NAS Whidbey Island, WA 22-23Sep.  PAOs for the base and squadron assisted during filming.  AIRPAC 
coord with VAQ-132 for support.  USMC office provided tandem support from MCAS Cherry Point for 
filming of EA-6B Prowlers.  Requesting footage of Growler OPS in 5th Flt/CENTCOM AOR.  ICW C5F PA for 
access to released footage of Growler aircraft conducting current operations.   
 

THE LAST SHIP (TNT) 
TNT provided script 201 which encompassed both previously submitted outlines.  Currently working 
recommendations to writers for technical accuracy and character development. 
- Adam Baldwin provided VO support at Larson sound stage in Hollywood for Navy Birthday Ball.  
Audio clips provided digitally to CI-9 representative and Mr. Rob Newell. 
- TNT requesting addl scouts in San Diego (coord through SURFPAC PA) 
- TNT requested access to Ready Reserve Force salvage ship parts for sets.  Referred to DRMO in Texas. 

       
Together We Make Football (NFL Films) 
NFL Films has approached NAVINFOWEST to provide supported filming and interviews aboard USS 
Green Bay to highlight the crews’ professional integrity as an organization while also recognizing ties 
to the Green Bay Packers that bears its namesake.  Working approval and availability via SURFPAC and 
ESG 3.  Scheduled to air on NBC Today show and NFL Live in November.  Sent proposal with thematics 
to SURFPAC and ESG3.  Drafing PAA, pending approval. 
 
 
 

SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS: 
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coord with VAQ-132 for support.  USMC office provided tandem support from MCAS Cherry Point for 
filming of EA-6B Prowlers.  Requesting footage of Growler OPS in 5th Flt/CENTCOM AOR.  ICW C5F PA for 
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Together We Make Football (NFL Films) 
NFL Films has approached NAVINFOWEST to provide supported filming and interviews aboard USS 
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I SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS:

SECNAV VISIT (13OCT)
Draft SECNAV SOE submitted to CHINFO (OI-6) and SECNAV PAO for upcoming LA visit 130ct14.
AM crew/cast visit to NCIS studios in Valencia and a ”line” cameo appearance. PM visit to TNT in
Studio City to include a"1ine" cameo appearance for a future episode. SOE approved by SECNAV PAO
on 22Sep.

CLIMATE 25 WEATHER CHANNEL DOCUMENTARY
Referred producer to OSD for top cover interview DoD-level policy on effects of climate change. If
approved will coord RADM White interview as follow-on Navy Arctic roadmap strategy. Early
indications of a "non-concur" from OSD to support response. USN will align with AOSD response.

Drug Wars (Paraiso Pics)
On 230ct responded to request from USCG Motion Picture Liaison Office for assistance in allowing 2nd
unit documentary film access to Naval Base San Diego on 60ct to film arrival of CGC BOUTWELL. CGC
BOUTWELL is returning from a three-month security patrol that included numerous drug interdictions
at sea and seizure of an estimated 30K lbs. of cocaine. NAVINFOWEST will assign Project Officer;
CNRSW PA will coordinate base access for Paraiso Pics camera team and interested media.
NOTE: DHS/USCG is PA lead.

NCIS NEW ORLEANS SEASON ONE (CBS)
PAA signed by CBS and OSD. Coordinating kick-off meeting 21-ZZOct between NAVINFOWEST,
OSD(PA), CBS NCIS NOLA, and NAS IRB NOLA CoC to discuss PAA and what to expect ISO NCIS NOLA
production. IRB NOLA PA to included site visits to base locations that may be depicted as background
in future episodes. All stakeholders to be present in NOLA to ensure ROE are clear.

AIR WARRIORS: EA-18G Growler (Smithsonian)
NAVINFOWEST Project Officer LT Mike Hume escorted production company Red Rock Films reps to
NAS Whidbey Island, WA 22-23Sep. PAOs for the base and squadron assisted during filming. AIRPAC
coord with VAQ-132 for support. USMC office provided tandem support from MCAS Cherry Point for
filming of EA-6B Prowlers. Requesting footage of Growler OPS in 5th Flt/CENTCOM AOR. ICW CSF PA for
access to released footage of Growler aircraft conducting current operations.

THE LAST SHIP (TNT)
TNT provided script 201 which encompassed both previously submitted outlines. Currently working
recommendations to writers for technical accuracy and character development.
- Adam Baldwin provided VO support at Larson sound stage in Hollywood for Navy Birthday Ball.
Audio clips provided digitally to CI-9 representative and Mr. Rob Newell.
- TNT requesting addl scouts in San Diego (coord through SURFPAC PA)
- TNT requested access to Ready Reserve Force salvage ship parts for sets. Referred to DRMO in Texas.

Together We Make Football (NFL Films)
NFL Films has approached NAVINFOWEST to provide supported filming and interviews aboard USS
Green Bay to highlight the crews’ professional integrity as an organization while also recognizing ties
to the Green Bay Packers that bears its namesake. Working approval and availability via SURFPAC and
ESG 3. Scheduled to air on NBC Today show and NFL Live in November. Sent proposal with thematics
to SURFPAC and ESG3. Drafing PAA, pending approval.



FOX SPORTS’ 75th COMMEMORATION OF PEARL HARBOR (FOX) 
Coordinating follow-up logistics Qs with PAO JPBHH to provide FOX Sports enough detail on BLOCH 
Arena planning.  Location scout completed on 5Sep, follow up questions from Fox Sports will be 
forwarded to all DoD stakeholders to form a strategy for a way ahead.  Strong support from JBPHH PA 
and CSO, PACFLT PA and Navy Region Hawaii RADM Williams for 6-7Dec2015 and 2016 
commemorative events include NCAA doubleheader and NFL Sunday pre-game live on USS Missouri. 
 
SEAPOWER (IMAX/K2 Comms) 
NAVINFOWEST Director conducted RIMPAC filming debrief with K2 Comm staff on 7Aug.   Meeting 
discussions will also cover future filming opportunities IVO SOCAL/VACAPES OPAREA.  FY-15 filming 
requests ISO “SEAPOWER” will be forwarded to USFF/C3F for feasibility of support.  (NNTR) 
 

 
 
JEOPARDY (CBS) 
Letter of authorization provided to use DoD photo of Petty Officer Dorie Miller as part of clue in 
upcoming episode.  Episode set to air 24Oct. (NNTR) 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 
Somebody’s Gotta Do It – (CNN) 
Television series starring Mike Rowe of “Dirty Jobs”, show follows the same format as Dirty Jobs. 
Producers are interested in featuring Navy Seabees and Submarine Culinary Specialists.  
Coordinating with NECC for filming at upcoming FTX.  Working with SUBPAC to determine 
availability for submarine.  PAA not yet signed. (NNTR) 
 
NCIS NOLA (CBS)  
Episode #6 “Watch Over Me” reviewed script.  Thematic depicts CDR assigned to NRL found dead at      

     home with signs that he was targeted to gain classified information on new technologies.  No DoD  
     support requested at this time.   
 

HAWAII FIVE-O (CBS) 
Reviewed Eps 504, 505, 506, 507, 508, and 512: no USN depicted or support requested.  (NNTR) 

 
 
 

 
 

     HUNTER-KILLER 
     New sub-plot script in review.  Script notes and thematic rewrite recommendations provided to 
     Director on 4Mar.  On 18Sep, NAVINFOWEST Director/Deputy met with producers from Original Film    
     and Relativity Studios, President of Post Production.  Discussion topics included feedback notes on        
     script (v2/04Aug), character arc development, DoD Production Assistance Agreement, and general  
     overview of USN submarine force.  Way Ahead: Once script (v3) is received will assess USN ROI and  
     forward to COMSUPAC/COMSUBLANT/NSWC for feedback and feasibility of support. Production    
     tentatively scheduled for Feb 2015. 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

SCRIPTED TV / GAME SHOW: 

FEATURE FILMS 

(b) (4)

(b) (4)

FOX SPORTS’ 75th COMMEMORATION OF PEARL HARBOR (FOX) 
Coordinating follow-up logistics Qs with PAO JPBHH to provide FOX Sports enough detail on BLOCH 
Arena planning.  Location scout completed on 5Sep, follow up questions from Fox Sports will be 
forwarded to all DoD stakeholders to form a strategy for a way ahead.  Strong support from JBPHH PA 
and CSO, PACFLT PA and Navy Region Hawaii RADM Williams for 6-7Dec2015 and 2016 
commemorative events include NCAA doubleheader and NFL Sunday pre-game live on USS Missouri. 
 
SEAPOWER (IMAX/K2 Comms) 
NAVINFOWEST Director conducted RIMPAC filming debrief with K2 Comm staff on 7Aug.   Meeting 
discussions will also cover future filming opportunities IVO SOCAL/VACAPES OPAREA.  FY-15 filming 
requests ISO “SEAPOWER” will be forwarded to USFF/C3F for feasibility of support.  (NNTR) 
 

 
 
JEOPARDY (CBS) 
Letter of authorization provided to use DoD photo of Petty Officer Dorie Miller as part of clue in 
upcoming episode.  Episode set to air 24Oct. (NNTR) 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 
Somebody’s Gotta Do It – (CNN) 
Television series starring Mike Rowe of “Dirty Jobs”, show follows the same format as Dirty Jobs. 
Producers are interested in featuring Navy Seabees and Submarine Culinary Specialists.  
Coordinating with NECC for filming at upcoming FTX.  Working with SUBPAC to determine 
availability for submarine.  PAA not yet signed. (NNTR) 
 
NCIS NOLA (CBS)  
Episode #6 “Watch Over Me” reviewed script.  Thematic depicts CDR assigned to NRL found dead at      

     home with signs that he was targeted to gain classified information on new technologies.  No DoD  
     support requested at this time.   
 

HAWAII FIVE-O (CBS) 
Reviewed Eps 504, 505, 506, 507, 508, and 512: no USN depicted or support requested.  (NNTR) 

 
 
 

 
 

     HUNTER-KILLER 
     New sub-plot script in review.  Script notes and thematic rewrite recommendations provided to 
     Director on 4Mar.  On 18Sep, NAVINFOWEST Director/Deputy met with producers from Original Film    
     and Relativity Studios, President of Post Production.  Discussion topics included feedback notes on        
     script (v2/04Aug), character arc development, DoD Production Assistance Agreement, and general  
     overview of USN submarine force.  Way Ahead: Once script (v3) is received will assess USN ROI and  
     forward to COMSUPAC/COMSUBLANT/NSWC for feedback and feasibility of support. Production    
     tentatively scheduled for Feb 2015. 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

SCRIPTED TV / GAME SHOW: 

FEATURE FILMS 

(b) (4)

(b) (4)

FOX SPORTS’ 75th COMMEMORATION OF PEARL HARBOR (FOX)
Coordinating follow-up logistics Qs with PAO IPBHH to provide FOX Sports enough detail on BLOCH
Arena planning. Location scout completed on 5Sep, follow up questions from Fox Sports will be
forwarded to all DoD stakeholders to form a strategy for a way ahead. Strong support from IBPHH PA
and CS0, PACFLT PA and Navy Region Hawaii RADM Williams for 6-7Dec2015 and 2016
commemorative events include NCAA doubleheader and NFL Sunday pre-game live on USS Missouri.

SEAPOWER (IMAX/K2 Comms)
NAVINFOWEST Director conducted RIMPAC filming debrief with K2 Comm staff on 7Aug. Meeting
discussions will also cover future filming opportunities IVO SOCAL/VACAPES OPAREA. FY-15 filming
requests ISO “SEAPOWER" will be forwarded to USFF/C3F for feasibility of support. (NNTR)

l SCRIPTED TV / GAME SHOW:

IEOPARDY (CBS)
Letter of authorization provided to use DoD photo of Petty Officer Dorie Miller as part of clue in
upcoming episode. Episode set to air 240ct. (NNTR)

Somebody’s Gotta Do It — (CNN)
Television series starring Mike Rowe of "Dirty Jobs”, show follows the same format as Dirty Iobs.
Producers are interested in featuring Navy Seabees and Submarine Culinary Specialists.
Coordinating with NECC for filming at upcoming FTX. Working with SUBPAC to determine
availability for submarine. PAA not yet signed. (NNTR)

NCIS NOLA (CBS)
Episode #6 "Watch Over Me" reviewed script. Thematic depicts CDR assigned to NRL found dead at
home with signs that he was targeted to gain classified information on new technologies. No DoD
support requested at this time.

HAWAII FIVE-O (CBS)
Reviewed Eps 504, 505, 506, 507, 508, and 512: no USN depicted or support requested. (NNTR)

FEATURE FILMS |
HUNTER-KILLER
New sub-plot script in review. Script notes and thematic rewrite recommendations provided to
Director on 4Mar. On 18Sep, NAVINFOWEST Director/Deputy met with producers from Original Film
and Relativity Studios, President of Post Production. Discussion topics included feedback notes on
script (V2/04Aug), character arc development, DoD Production Assistance Agreement, and general
overview of USN submarine force. Way Ahead: Once script (V3) is received will assess USN ROI and
forward to COMSUPAC/COMSUBLANT/NSWC for feedback and feasibility of support. Production
tentatively scheduled for Feb 2015.

b) (4)



 
 
 

 
 

 
 

The Tennesseans (Tennessee Public Television) 
Highlights Tennessee's legacy of military service.  Requesting research/interview support via NHHC 
and filming at Navy Museum.  Film date requested: Half-day in mid-October.  Addendum to existing 
Army-led PAA drafted.  Coordinating with NHHC. 

   
House Hunters International - Rota, Spain (HGTV) 
Episode tracked newly-arriving civilian principal of David Glasgow Farragut (DGF), the DOEDA school on 
NAVSTA Rota, during his search for a house out on the economy.  Filming support approved solely to 
highlight his job as principal of DGF with access to filming exterior/interior shots of DGF, 17Jul.  PAA 
signed.  Rough cut reviewed, 24Sep.  Awaiting air date.  

        
  UnSEALed (PBS) 
Documentary film on history of UDT/SEALs. OSD production support approved with addendum to  
previous research-assisted PAA via NAVINFOWEST and Naval Special Warfare Command. PAA and  
Addendum signed. Coordinated rough cut with NSW N2 and Foreign Disclosure Office and 
socialized CAPT Fenick’s notes/NAVINFOWEST notes with Carol Fleischer requesting several 
changes to content.  Edit recommendations incorporated.  Airdate scheduled for 11Nov on PBS. 
(NNTR) 

 
Op Martillo (Univision) 
PAA-supported counter drug ops documentary. Producers circling back with additional embark 
request. NAVINFOWEST ICW SOUTHCOM and C4F reviewing current footage before approving 
additional embarks.  Revision 3 of episodes #1-7 have been reviewed and cleared by 
NAVINFOWEST.  Recommendation to approve Paraiso Pictures post-production phase has been 
forwarded to OSD(PA).  Airdate TBD. (NNTR) 
 
HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC) 
Filming took place 15Oct at Directorate of Time and 25Oct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's 
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time.  PAA signed.  Rough cut of episode 
on 'time' received.  Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in a 
very professional/capable manner.  Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR) 

 
THE SMALL COUNTRY (Norwegian TV) 
TV documentary about Norway’s changing position in the world due to climate change, interview with 
RDML White about Navy’s new mission in the Arctic completed 11Jun. NAVINFOWEST submitted RFI 
to staff PAO for AAR. (NNTR) 

 
  World Access, (Indigo Films for Travel Channel) 

Working with SUBPAC PAO to determine if LA-Class fast-attack submarine is available to support 
filming for World Access to show on The Travel Channel.  Show would highlight the inner workings of 
a modern submarine, various departments that make the ship work, technology and weapons systems 
aboard as well interviews to highlight the crew that operates it.  Tentative filming requested for Sept-
Oct.  Working through Indigo Films to get an updated request to fwd to SUBPAC. (NNTR) 

 
 
 
 
 

DOCUMENTARIES 

(b) (4)  
 
 

 
 

 
 

The Tennesseans (Tennessee Public Television) 
Highlights Tennessee's legacy of military service.  Requesting research/interview support via NHHC 
and filming at Navy Museum.  Film date requested: Half-day in mid-October.  Addendum to existing 
Army-led PAA drafted.  Coordinating with NHHC. 

   
House Hunters International - Rota, Spain (HGTV) 
Episode tracked newly-arriving civilian principal of David Glasgow Farragut (DGF), the DOEDA school on 
NAVSTA Rota, during his search for a house out on the economy.  Filming support approved solely to 
highlight his job as principal of DGF with access to filming exterior/interior shots of DGF, 17Jul.  PAA 
signed.  Rough cut reviewed, 24Sep.  Awaiting air date.  

        
  UnSEALed (PBS) 
Documentary film on history of UDT/SEALs. OSD production support approved with addendum to  
previous research-assisted PAA via NAVINFOWEST and Naval Special Warfare Command. PAA and  
Addendum signed. Coordinated rough cut with NSW N2 and Foreign Disclosure Office and 
socialized CAPT Fenick’s notes/NAVINFOWEST notes with Carol Fleischer requesting several 
changes to content.  Edit recommendations incorporated.  Airdate scheduled for 11Nov on PBS. 
(NNTR) 

 
Op Martillo (Univision) 
PAA-supported counter drug ops documentary. Producers circling back with additional embark 
request. NAVINFOWEST ICW SOUTHCOM and C4F reviewing current footage before approving 
additional embarks.  Revision 3 of episodes #1-7 have been reviewed and cleared by 
NAVINFOWEST.  Recommendation to approve Paraiso Pictures post-production phase has been 
forwarded to OSD(PA).  Airdate TBD. (NNTR) 
 
HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC) 
Filming took place 15Oct at Directorate of Time and 25Oct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's 
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time.  PAA signed.  Rough cut of episode 
on 'time' received.  Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in a 
very professional/capable manner.  Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR) 

 
THE SMALL COUNTRY (Norwegian TV) 
TV documentary about Norway’s changing position in the world due to climate change, interview with 
RDML White about Navy’s new mission in the Arctic completed 11Jun. NAVINFOWEST submitted RFI 
to staff PAO for AAR. (NNTR) 

 
  World Access, (Indigo Films for Travel Channel) 

Working with SUBPAC PAO to determine if LA-Class fast-attack submarine is available to support 
filming for World Access to show on The Travel Channel.  Show would highlight the inner workings of 
a modern submarine, various departments that make the ship work, technology and weapons systems 
aboard as well interviews to highlight the crew that operates it.  Tentative filming requested for Sept-
Oct.  Working through Indigo Films to get an updated request to fwd to SUBPAC. (NNTR) 

 
 
 
 
 

DOCUMENTARIES 

(b) (4)

DOCUMENTARIES |

The Tennesseans (Tennessee Public Television)
Highlights Tennessee's legacy of military service. Requesting research/interview support via NHHC
and filming at Navy Museum. Film date requested: Half-day in mid-October. Addendum to existing
Army-led PAA drafted. Coordinating with NHHC.

House Hunters International - Rota, Spain (HGTV)
Episode tracked newly-arriving civilian principal of David Glasgow Farragut (DGF), the DOEDA school on
NAVSTA Rota, during his search for a house out on the economy. Filming support approved solely to
highlight his job as principal of DGF with access to filming exterior/interior shots of DGF, 17]ul. PAA
signed. Rough cut reviewed, 24Sep. Awaiting air date.

UnSEALed (PBS)
Documentary film on history of UDT/SEALs. OSD production support approved with addendum to
previous research-assisted PAA via NAVINFOWEST and Naval Special Warfare Command. PAA and
Addendum signed. Coordinated rough cut with NSW N2 and Foreign Disclosure Office and
socialized CAPT Fenick’s notes/NAVINFOWEST notes with Carol Fleischer requesting several
changes to content. Edit recommendations incorporated. Airdate scheduled for 11Nov on PBS.
(NNTR)

Op Martillo (Univision)
PAA-supported counter drug ops documentary. Producers circling back with additional embark
request. NAVINFOWEST ICW SOUTHCOM and C4F reviewing current footage before approving
additional embarks. Revision 3 of episodes #1-7 have been reviewed and cleared by
NAVINFOWEST. Recommendation to approve Paraiso Pictures post-production phase has been
forwarded to OSD(PA). Airdate TBD. (NNTR)

HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC)
Filming took place 150ct at Directorate of Time and ZSOct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time. PAA signed. Rough cut of episode
on 'time' received. Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in a
very professional/capable manner. Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR)

THE SMALL COUNTRY (Norwegian TV)
TV documentary about Norway’s changing position in the world due to climate change, interview with
RDML White about Navy’s new mission in the Arctic completed 11]un. NAVINFOWEST submitted RFI
to staff PAO for AAR. (NNTR)

World Access, (Indigo Films for Travel Channel)
Working with SUBPAC PAO to determine if LA-Class fast-attack submarine is available to support
filming for World Access to show on The Travel Channel. Show would highlight the inner workings of
a modern submarine, various departments that make the ship work, technology and weapons systems
aboard as well interviews to highlight the crew that operates it. Tentative filming requested for Sept-
Oct. Working through Indigo Films to get an updated request to fwd to SUBPAC. (NNTR)



 
 
  40 Weeks (Documentary) - No ROI 
  Nail Clipper Romance (Feature Film) - No ROI 
 
 

 
 
    Hollywood to the Navy 
    Next HTTN scheduled for late October.  Exact date and commands to be visited TBD.   
 

RESERVE UNIT 
 

 
 

DECLINES: 

ADMIN: 

(b) (6)
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DECLINES:

40 Weeks (Documentary) - No ROI
Nail Clipper Romance (Feature Film) - No ROI

ADMIN:

Hollywood to the Navy
Next HTTN scheduled for late October. Exact date and commands to be Visited TBD.

RESERVE UNIT
(b) (6)
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 SECNAV VISIT (13Oct) 
SECNAV SOE and cameo lines finalized for NCIS and TNT visits.  SOE coordinated thru SECNAV 
PAO/Security Detail.  
 

   Drug Wars (Paraiso Pics) 06OCT NBSD 
   BOUTWELL is returning from a three-month security patrol that included numerous drug interdictions 
   at sea and seizure of an estimated 30K lbs. of cocaine.  NAVINFOWEST Project Officer, CNRSW PA will 
   coordinate base access for Paraiso Pics camera team and interested media on Monday.  
   NOTE: USCG is PA lead.  PAA signed by OSD(PA) and forwarded to CNRSW PA for follow coordination. 

 
NCIS NEW ORLEANS SEASON ONE (CBS) 
After first two episodes aired following NCIS on Tuesday nights, NCIS New Orleans captured 16.4 
million viewers and continues CBS dominate position for drama Tuesday nights. 
Coordinating kick-off meeting 21-22Oct between NAVINFOWEST, OSD(PA), CBS NCIS NOLA, and 
NAS JRB NOLA CoC to discuss PAA and what to expect ISO NCIS NOLA production.  JRB NOLA PA to 
included site visits to base locations that may be depicted as background in future episodes.  All 
stakeholders to be present in NOLA to ensure ROE are clear.  Coordinating SOE with JRB PAO.  
 
NCIS (CBS)  
Executive producer requested USN assistance ISO eps #266 “Semper Fortis.”  Thematic depicts 
former Hospital Corpsman (female) providing life-saving first aid to two victims of a car accident.  A 
flashback in the episode will also show a scene having the HM(FMF) saving lives of injured Marines 
victims of a VBIED in AFG.  IAW OSD(PA) approved PAA, Naval Base Ventura (Port Hueneme Medical 
Clinic) will provide 1x HMC with FMF experience to provide on-set technical assistance on 9-10Oct.    

    
   AIR WARRIORS: EA-18G Growler (Smithsonian) 

NAVINFOWEST Project Officer LT Mike Hume escorted production company Red Rock Films reps to     
NAS Whidbey Island, WA 22-23Sep.  PAOs for the base and squadron assisted during filming.  AIRPAC 
coord with VAQ-132 for support.  USMC office provided tandem support from MCAS Cherry Point for 
filming of EA-6B Prowlers.  Requesting footage of Growler OPS in 5th Flt/CENTCOM AOR.  ICW C5F PA for 
access to released footage of Growler aircraft conducting current operations.   
 

THE LAST SHIP (TNT) 
TNT provided script revision for episode 201 and outlines for 202/203.  Coordinated kick-off 
meetings in San Diego 15-16Oct with SURFPAC, DESRON, Destroyer and PA from AIRPAC/3rd Flt 
with TNT executives.  Requested new senior technical advisor from SURFPAC PA. 
- TNT provided script for SECNAV’s visit and on camera cameo. 
- Drafting PAA for season. 

    

GHOST HUNTERS: USS CONSTITUTION (SyFy Channel) 

Coordinating with Ghost Hunters and CO/PAO USS Constitution to feature the history of the ship and 
her many sea battles which may have contributed to current command personnel testimonials of the 
ship having strange occurrences. 

- Requesting interviews with crew who’ve experienced strange occurrences aboard ship 

- Requesting interview with the CO and PAO about the history of the ship. 

- Tentative film dates requested are for December 2014, though reassessing as Constitution will be 
approaching a yard period and likely be in varied states of disassembly. 
 

SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS: 

NAVINFOWEST Weekly Report 

03Oct14 
Updated Items in Blue 

 

 
 
 SECNAV VISIT (13Oct) 
SECNAV SOE and cameo lines finalized for NCIS and TNT visits.  SOE coordinated thru SECNAV 
PAO/Security Detail.  
 

   Drug Wars (Paraiso Pics) 06OCT NBSD 
   BOUTWELL is returning from a three-month security patrol that included numerous drug interdictions 
   at sea and seizure of an estimated 30K lbs. of cocaine.  NAVINFOWEST Project Officer, CNRSW PA will 
   coordinate base access for Paraiso Pics camera team and interested media on Monday.  
   NOTE: USCG is PA lead.  PAA signed by OSD(PA) and forwarded to CNRSW PA for follow coordination. 

 
NCIS NEW ORLEANS SEASON ONE (CBS) 
After first two episodes aired following NCIS on Tuesday nights, NCIS New Orleans captured 16.4 
million viewers and continues CBS dominate position for drama Tuesday nights. 
Coordinating kick-off meeting 21-22Oct between NAVINFOWEST, OSD(PA), CBS NCIS NOLA, and 
NAS JRB NOLA CoC to discuss PAA and what to expect ISO NCIS NOLA production.  JRB NOLA PA to 
included site visits to base locations that may be depicted as background in future episodes.  All 
stakeholders to be present in NOLA to ensure ROE are clear.  Coordinating SOE with JRB PAO.  
 
NCIS (CBS)  
Executive producer requested USN assistance ISO eps #266 “Semper Fortis.”  Thematic depicts 
former Hospital Corpsman (female) providing life-saving first aid to two victims of a car accident.  A 
flashback in the episode will also show a scene having the HM(FMF) saving lives of injured Marines 
victims of a VBIED in AFG.  IAW OSD(PA) approved PAA, Naval Base Ventura (Port Hueneme Medical 
Clinic) will provide 1x HMC with FMF experience to provide on-set technical assistance on 9-10Oct.    

    
   AIR WARRIORS: EA-18G Growler (Smithsonian) 

NAVINFOWEST Project Officer LT Mike Hume escorted production company Red Rock Films reps to     
NAS Whidbey Island, WA 22-23Sep.  PAOs for the base and squadron assisted during filming.  AIRPAC 
coord with VAQ-132 for support.  USMC office provided tandem support from MCAS Cherry Point for 
filming of EA-6B Prowlers.  Requesting footage of Growler OPS in 5th Flt/CENTCOM AOR.  ICW C5F PA for 
access to released footage of Growler aircraft conducting current operations.   
 

THE LAST SHIP (TNT) 
TNT provided script revision for episode 201 and outlines for 202/203.  Coordinated kick-off 
meetings in San Diego 15-16Oct with SURFPAC, DESRON, Destroyer and PA from AIRPAC/3rd Flt 
with TNT executives.  Requested new senior technical advisor from SURFPAC PA. 
- TNT provided script for SECNAV’s visit and on camera cameo. 
- Drafting PAA for season. 

    

GHOST HUNTERS: USS CONSTITUTION (SyFy Channel) 

Coordinating with Ghost Hunters and CO/PAO USS Constitution to feature the history of the ship and 
her many sea battles which may have contributed to current command personnel testimonials of the 
ship having strange occurrences. 

- Requesting interviews with crew who’ve experienced strange occurrences aboard ship 

- Requesting interview with the CO and PAO about the history of the ship. 

- Tentative film dates requested are for December 2014, though reassessing as Constitution will be 
approaching a yard period and likely be in varied states of disassembly. 
 

SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS: 

NAVINFOWEST Weekly Report
030ct14

Updated Items in Blue

I SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS:

SECNAV VISIT (130ct)
SECNAV SOE and cameo lines finalized for NCIS and TNT visits. SOE coordinated thru SECNAV
PAO/Security Detail.

Drug Wars (Paraiso Pics) 06OCT NBSD
BOUTWELL is returning from a three-month security patrol that included numerous drug interdictions
at sea and seizure Of an estimated 30K lbs. Of cocaine. NAVINFOWEST Project Officer, CNRSW PA will
coordinate base access for Paraiso Pics camera team and interested media on Monday.
NOTE: USCG is PA lead. PAA signed by OSD(PA) and forwarded to CNRSW PA for follow coordination.

NCIS NEW ORLEANS SEASON ONE (CBS)
After first two episodes aired following NCIS on Tuesday nights, NCIS New Orleans captured 16.4
million viewers and continues CBS dominate position for drama Tuesday nights.
Coordinating kick-Off meeting 21-220ct between NAVINFOWEST, OSD(PA), CBS NCIS NOLA, and
NAS IRB NOLA COC to discuss PAA and what to expect ISO NCIS NOLA production. IRB NOLA PA tO
included site visits to base locations that may be depicted as background in future episodes. All
stakeholders to be present in NOLA tO ensure ROE are clear. Coordinating SOE with IRB PAO.

NCIS (CBS)
Executive producer requested USN assistance ISO eps #266 "Semper Fortis.” Thematic depicts
former Hospital Corpsman (female) providing life-saving first aid to two victims Of a car accident. A
flashback in the episode will also show a scene having the HM(FMF) saving lives Of injured Marines
victims Of a VBIED in AFG. IAW OSD(PA) approved PAA, Naval Base Ventura (Port Hueneme Medical
Clinic) will provide 1x HMC with FMF experience tO provide on-set technical assistance on 9-100ct.

AIR WARRIORS: EA-18G Growler (Smithsonian)
NAVINFOWEST Project Officer LT Mike Hume escorted production company Red Rock Films reps to
NAS Whidbey Island, WA 22-238ep. PAOS for the base and squadron assisted during filming. AIRPAC
coord with VAQ-132 for support. USMC office provided tandem support from MCAS Cherry Point for
filming Of EA-6B Prowlers. Requesting footage Of Growler OPS in 5th Flt/CENTCOM AOR. ICW CSF PA for
access to released footage Of Growler aircraft conducting current operations.

THE LAST SHIP (TNT)
TNT provided script revision for episode 201 and outlines for 202/203. Coordinated kick-Off
meetings in San Diego 15-160ct with SURFPAC, DESRON, Destroyer and PA from AIRPAC/3rd Flt
with TNT executives. Requested new senior technical advisor from SURFPAC PA.
- TNT provided script for SECNAV’S visit and on camera cameo.
- Drafting PAA for season.

GHOST HUNTERS: USS CONSTITUTION (SyFy Channel)
Coordinating with Ghost Hunters and CO/PAO USS Constitution to feature the history Of the Ship and
her many sea battles which may have contributed to current command personnel testimonials Of the
Ship having strange occurrences.

- Requesting interviews with crew who’ve experienced strange occurrences aboard Ship
- Requesting interview with the CO and PAO about the history Of the ship.
- Tentative film dates requested are for December 2014, though reassessing as Constitution will be

approaching a yard period and likely be in varied states Of disassembly.



Together We Make Football (NFL Films) (9-10Oct) 
PAA submitted for NFL films and USS GREEN BAY to highlight the crews’ CO, XO, CMC missions/roles 
while also recognizing ties to the Green Bay Packers that bears its namesake.  

- Approval for filming granted by SURFPAC, ESG3 and USS GREEN BAY. 
- Pre-scout 8Oct. 

- Working logistics with NBSD PAO and Security as well as USS GREEN BAY. 
 
FOX SPORTS’ 75th COMMEMORATION OF PEARL HARBOR (FOX) 
Coordinating follow-up logistics Qs with PAO JPBHH to provide FOX Sports enough detail on BLOCH 
Arena planning.  Location scout completed on 5Sep, follow up questions from Fox Sports will be 
forwarded to all DoD stakeholders to form a strategy for a way ahead.  Strong support from JBPHH PA 
and CSO, PACFLT PA and Navy Region Hawaii RADM Williams for 6-7Dec2015 and 2016 
commemorative events include NCAA doubleheader and NFL Sunday pre-game live on USS Missouri. 
 

 
 
JEOPARDY (CBS) 
Letter of authorization provided to use DoD photo of Petty Officer Dorie Miller as part of clue in 
upcoming episode.  Episode set to air 24Oct. (NNTR) 

 

 
 

 
 

 
Somebody’s Gotta Do It – (CNN) 
Television series starring Mike Rowe of “Dirty Jobs”, show follows the same format as Dirty Jobs. 
Producers are interested in featuring Navy Seabees and Submarine Culinary Specialists.  
Coordinating with NECC for filming at upcoming FTX.  Working with SUBPAC to determine 
availability for submarine.  PAA not yet signed. (NNTR) 
 
NCIS NOLA (CBS)  
Episode #6 “Watch Over Me” reviewed script.  Thematic depicts CDR assigned to NRL found dead at      

     home with signs that he was targeted to gain classified information on new technologies.  No DoD  
     support requested at this time.   
 

HAWAII FIVE-O (CBS) 
Reviewed Eps #515: no USN depicted or support requested.  

 
 
 

 
 

     HUNTER-KILLER 
     New sub-plot script in review.  Script notes and thematic rewrite recommendations provided to 
     Director on 4Mar.  On 18Sep, NAVINFOWEST Director/Deputy met with producers from Original Film    
     and Relativity Studios, President of Post Production.  Discussion topics included feedback notes on        
     script (v2/04Aug), character arc development, DoD Production Assistance Agreement, and general  
     overview of USN submarine force.  Way Ahead: Once script (v3) is received will assess USN ROI and  
     forward to COMSUPAC/COMSUBLANT/NSWC for feedback and feasibility of support. Production    
     tentatively scheduled for Feb 2015. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

SCRIPTED TV / GAME SHOW: 

FEATURE FILMS 

(b) (4)

Together We Make Football (NFL Films) (9-10Oct) 
PAA submitted for NFL films and USS GREEN BAY to highlight the crews’ CO, XO, CMC missions/roles 
while also recognizing ties to the Green Bay Packers that bears its namesake.  

- Approval for filming granted by SURFPAC, ESG3 and USS GREEN BAY. 
- Pre-scout 8Oct. 

- Working logistics with NBSD PAO and Security as well as USS GREEN BAY. 
 
FOX SPORTS’ 75th COMMEMORATION OF PEARL HARBOR (FOX) 
Coordinating follow-up logistics Qs with PAO JPBHH to provide FOX Sports enough detail on BLOCH 
Arena planning.  Location scout completed on 5Sep, follow up questions from Fox Sports will be 
forwarded to all DoD stakeholders to form a strategy for a way ahead.  Strong support from JBPHH PA 
and CSO, PACFLT PA and Navy Region Hawaii RADM Williams for 6-7Dec2015 and 2016 
commemorative events include NCAA doubleheader and NFL Sunday pre-game live on USS Missouri. 
 

 
 
JEOPARDY (CBS) 
Letter of authorization provided to use DoD photo of Petty Officer Dorie Miller as part of clue in 
upcoming episode.  Episode set to air 24Oct. (NNTR) 

 

 
 

 
 

 
Somebody’s Gotta Do It – (CNN) 
Television series starring Mike Rowe of “Dirty Jobs”, show follows the same format as Dirty Jobs. 
Producers are interested in featuring Navy Seabees and Submarine Culinary Specialists.  
Coordinating with NECC for filming at upcoming FTX.  Working with SUBPAC to determine 
availability for submarine.  PAA not yet signed. (NNTR) 
 
NCIS NOLA (CBS)  
Episode #6 “Watch Over Me” reviewed script.  Thematic depicts CDR assigned to NRL found dead at      

     home with signs that he was targeted to gain classified information on new technologies.  No DoD  
     support requested at this time.   
 

HAWAII FIVE-O (CBS) 
Reviewed Eps #515: no USN depicted or support requested.  

 
 
 

 
 

     HUNTER-KILLER 
     New sub-plot script in review.  Script notes and thematic rewrite recommendations provided to 
     Director on 4Mar.  On 18Sep, NAVINFOWEST Director/Deputy met with producers from Original Film    
     and Relativity Studios, President of Post Production.  Discussion topics included feedback notes on        
     script (v2/04Aug), character arc development, DoD Production Assistance Agreement, and general  
     overview of USN submarine force.  Way Ahead: Once script (v3) is received will assess USN ROI and  
     forward to COMSUPAC/COMSUBLANT/NSWC for feedback and feasibility of support. Production    
     tentatively scheduled for Feb 2015. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

SCRIPTED TV / GAME SHOW: 

FEATURE FILMS 

(b) (4)

Together We Make Football (NFL Films) (9-100ct)
PAA submitted for NFL films and USS GREEN BAY to highlight the crews’ CO, XO, CMC missions/roles
while also recognizing ties to the Green Bay Packers that bears its namesake.

- Approval for filming granted by SURFPAC, ESG3 and USS GREEN BAY.
- Pre-scout 80ct.
- Working logistics with NBSD PAO and Security as well as USS GREEN BAY.

FOX SPORTS’ 75th COMMEMORATION OF PEARL HARBOR (FOX)
Coordinating follow-up logistics Qs with PAO IPBHH to provide FOX Sports enough detail on BLOCH
Arena planning. Location scout completed on SSep, follow up questions from Fox Sports will be
forwarded to all DoD stakeholders to form a strategy for a way ahead. Strong support from IBPHH PA
and CS0, PACFLT PA and Navy Region Hawaii RADM Williams for 6-7Dec2015 and 2016
commemorative events include NCAA doubleheader and NFL Sunday pre-game live on USS Missouri.

‘ SCRIPTED TV / GAME SHOW:

IEOPARDY (CBS)
Letter of authorization provided to use DoD photo of Petty Officer Dorie Miller as part of clue in
upcoming episode. Episode set to air 240ct. (NNTR)

b) (4)

Somebody’s Gotta Do It — (CNN)
Television series starring Mike Rowe of "Dirty Jobs”, show follows the same format as Dirty Iobs.
Producers are interested in featuring Navy Seabees and Submarine Culinary Specialists.
Coordinating with NECC for filming at upcoming FTX. Working with SUBPAC to determine
availability for submarine. PAA not yet signed. (NNTR)

NCIS NOLA (CBS)
Episode #6 "Watch Over Me” reviewed script. Thematic depicts CDR assigned to NRL found dead at
home with signs that he was targeted to gain classified information on new technologies. No DoD
support requested at this time.

HAWAII FIVE-O (CBS)
Reviewed Eps #515: no USN depicted or support requested.

FEATURE FILMS

HUNTER-KILLER
New sub-plot script in review. Script notes and thematic rewrite recommendations provided to
Director on 4Mar. On 18Sep, NAVINFOWEST Director/Deputy met with producers from Original Film
and Relativity Studios, President of Post Production. Discussion topics included feedback notes on
script (v2/04Aug), character arc development, DoD Production Assistance Agreement, and general
overview of USN submarine force. Way Ahead: Once script (VB) is received will assess USN ROI and
forward to COMSUPAC/COMSUBLANT/NSWC for feedback and feasibility of support. Production
tentatively scheduled for Feb 2015.



 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

  CLIMATE 25 WEATHER CHANNEL DOCUMENTARY 
Referred producer to OSD for top cover interview DoD-level policy on effects of climate change.  If 
approved will coord RADM White interview as follow-on Navy Arctic roadmap strategy.  Early 
indications of a “non-concur” from OSD to support response.  USN will align with AOSD response.  
(NNTR) 

 
  SEAPOWER (IMAX/K2 Comms) 
NAVINFOWEST Director conducted RIMPAC filming debrief with K2 Comm staff on 7Aug.   Meeting   
discussions will also cover future filming opportunities IVO SOCAL/VACAPES OPAREA.  FY-15 filming 
requests ISO “SEAPOWER” will be forwarded to USFF/C3F for feasibility of support.  (NNTR) 
 
The Tennesseans (Tennessee Public Television) 
Highlights Tennessee's legacy of military service.  Requesting research/interview support via NHHC 
and filming at Navy Museum.  Film date requested: Half-day in mid-October.  Navy addendum added 
to existing Army-led PAA.  Coordinating filming dates.  
 
House Hunters International - Rota, Spain (HGTV) 
Episode tracked newly-arriving civilian principal of David Glasgow Farragut (DGF), the DOEDA school on 
NAVSTA Rota, during his search for a house out on the economy.  Filming support approved solely to 
highlight his job as principal of DGF with access to filming exterior/interior shots of DGF, 17Jul.  PAA 
signed.  Rough cut reviewed, 24Sep.  Awaiting air date. (NNTR) 

        
  UnSEALed (PBS) 
Documentary film on history of UDT/SEALs. OSD production support approved with addendum to  
previous research-assisted PAA via NAVINFOWEST and Naval Special Warfare Command. PAA and  
Addendum signed. Coordinated rough cut with NSW N2 and Foreign Disclosure Office and 
socialized CAPT Fenick’s notes/NAVINFOWEST notes with Carol Fleischer requesting several 
changes to content.  Edit recommendations incorporated.  Airdate scheduled for 11Nov on PBS. 
(NNTR) 
 
Op Martillo (Univision) 
PAA-supported counter drug ops documentary. Producers circling back with additional embark 
request. NAVINFOWEST ICW SOUTHCOM and C4F reviewing current footage before approving 
additional embarks.  Revision 3 of episodes #1-7 have been reviewed and cleared by 
NAVINFOWEST.  Recommendation to approve Paraiso Pictures post-production phase has been 
forwarded to OSD(PA).  Airdate TBD. (NNTR) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DOCUMENTARIES 

(b) (4)

(b) (4)

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

  CLIMATE 25 WEATHER CHANNEL DOCUMENTARY 
Referred producer to OSD for top cover interview DoD-level policy on effects of climate change.  If 
approved will coord RADM White interview as follow-on Navy Arctic roadmap strategy.  Early 
indications of a “non-concur” from OSD to support response.  USN will align with AOSD response.  
(NNTR) 

 
  SEAPOWER (IMAX/K2 Comms) 
NAVINFOWEST Director conducted RIMPAC filming debrief with K2 Comm staff on 7Aug.   Meeting   
discussions will also cover future filming opportunities IVO SOCAL/VACAPES OPAREA.  FY-15 filming 
requests ISO “SEAPOWER” will be forwarded to USFF/C3F for feasibility of support.  (NNTR) 
 
The Tennesseans (Tennessee Public Television) 
Highlights Tennessee's legacy of military service.  Requesting research/interview support via NHHC 
and filming at Navy Museum.  Film date requested: Half-day in mid-October.  Navy addendum added 
to existing Army-led PAA.  Coordinating filming dates.  
 
House Hunters International - Rota, Spain (HGTV) 
Episode tracked newly-arriving civilian principal of David Glasgow Farragut (DGF), the DOEDA school on 
NAVSTA Rota, during his search for a house out on the economy.  Filming support approved solely to 
highlight his job as principal of DGF with access to filming exterior/interior shots of DGF, 17Jul.  PAA 
signed.  Rough cut reviewed, 24Sep.  Awaiting air date. (NNTR) 

        
  UnSEALed (PBS) 
Documentary film on history of UDT/SEALs. OSD production support approved with addendum to  
previous research-assisted PAA via NAVINFOWEST and Naval Special Warfare Command. PAA and  
Addendum signed. Coordinated rough cut with NSW N2 and Foreign Disclosure Office and 
socialized CAPT Fenick’s notes/NAVINFOWEST notes with Carol Fleischer requesting several 
changes to content.  Edit recommendations incorporated.  Airdate scheduled for 11Nov on PBS. 
(NNTR) 
 
Op Martillo (Univision) 
PAA-supported counter drug ops documentary. Producers circling back with additional embark 
request. NAVINFOWEST ICW SOUTHCOM and C4F reviewing current footage before approving 
additional embarks.  Revision 3 of episodes #1-7 have been reviewed and cleared by 
NAVINFOWEST.  Recommendation to approve Paraiso Pictures post-production phase has been 
forwarded to OSD(PA).  Airdate TBD. (NNTR) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DOCUMENTARIES 

(b) (4)

(b) (4)

| DOCUMENTARIES |

CLIMATE 25 WEATHER CHANNEL DOCUMENTARY
Referred producer to OSD for top cover interview DoD-level policy on effects of climate change. If
approved will coord RADM White interview as follow-on Navy Arctic roadmap strategy. Early
indications of a "non-concur" from OSD to support response. USN will align with AOSD response.
(NNTR)

SEAPOWER (IMAX/K2 Comms)
NAVINFOWEST Director conducted RIMPAC filming debrief with K2 Comm staff on 7Aug. Meeting
discussions will also cover future filming opportunities IVO SOCAL/VACAPES OPAREA. FY-15 filming
requests ISO “SEAPOWER" will be forwarded to USFF/C3F for feasibility of support. (NNTR)

The Tennesseans (Tennessee Public Television)
Highlights Tennessee's legacy of military service. Requesting research/interview support via NHHC
and filming at Navy Museum. Film date requested: Half-day in mid-October. Navy addendum added
to existing Army-led PAA. Coordinating filming dates.

House Hunters International - Rota, Spain (HGTV)
Episode tracked newly-arriving civilian principal of David Glasgow Farragut (DGF), the DOEDA school on
NAVSTA Rota, during his search for a house out on the economy. Filming support approved solely to
highlight his job as principal of DGF with access to filming exterior/interior shots of DGF, 17]ul. PAA
signed. Rough cut reviewed, 24Sep. Awaiting air date. (NNTR)

UnSEALed (PBS)
Documentary film on history of UDT/SEALs. OSD production support approved with addendum to
previous research-assisted PAA via NAVINFOWEST and Naval Special Warfare Command. PAA and
Addendum signed. Coordinated rough cut with NSW N2 and Foreign Disclosure Office and
socialized CAPT Fenick’s notes/NAVINFOWEST notes with Carol Fleischer requesting several
changes to content. Edit recommendations incorporated. Airdate scheduled for 11Nov on PBS.
(NNTR)

Op Martillo (Univision)
PAA-supported counter drug ops documentary. Producers circling back with additional embark
request. NAVINFOWEST ICW SOUTHCOM and C4F reviewing current footage before approving
additional embarks. Revision 3 of episodes #1-7 have been reviewed and cleared by
NAVINFOWEST. Recommendation to approve Paraiso Pictures post-production phase has been
forwarded to OSD(PA). Airdate TBD. (NNTR)



HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC) 
Filming took place 15Oct at Directorate of Time and 25Oct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's 
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time.  PAA signed.  Rough cut of episode 
on 'time' received.  Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in a 
very professional/capable manner.  Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR) 
 
THE SMALL COUNTRY (Norwegian TV) 
TV documentary about Norway’s changing position in the world due to climate change, interview with 
RDML White about Navy’s new mission in the Arctic completed 11Jun. NAVINFOWEST submitted RFI 
to staff PAO for AAR. (NNTR) 

 
  World Access, (Indigo Films for Travel Channel) 

Working with SUBPAC PAO to determine if LA-Class fast-attack submarine is available to support 
filming for World Access to show on The Travel Channel.  Show would highlight the inner workings of 
a modern submarine, various departments that make the ship work, technology and weapons systems 
aboard as well interviews to highlight the crew that operates it.  Tentative filming requested for Sept-
Oct.  Working through Indigo Films to get an updated request to fwd to SUBPAC. (NNTR) 

 
World Access: USS Constitution (Indigo Films for Travel Channel) 
Expect rough cut of 4th of July harbor sail aboard USS Constitution on or around 20Oct.   Air 
date tentatively set for January 2015. 
 

 
 
   FMT Visuals Documentary  
   “100 Black Men” – No distribution or active duty thematics portrayed.  Notified by NAVREGION  
    SOUTHWEST PAO that SURFPAC VADM Moore (Ret) is an interviewee for the show.  Advised production 
    to possibly film with Midway as backdrop. 
 

 
 
    Navy Birthday Shout-out with Adam Baldwin reviewed/completed. 
     
    Hollywood to the Navy 
    Next HTTN scheduled for late October.  Exact date and commands to be visited TBD.  (NNTR) 
 

RESERVE UNIT 
(NNTR) 
 
 

DECLINES: 

ADMIN: 

HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC) 
Filming took place 15Oct at Directorate of Time and 25Oct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's 
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time.  PAA signed.  Rough cut of episode 
on 'time' received.  Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in a 
very professional/capable manner.  Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR) 
 
THE SMALL COUNTRY (Norwegian TV) 
TV documentary about Norway’s changing position in the world due to climate change, interview with 
RDML White about Navy’s new mission in the Arctic completed 11Jun. NAVINFOWEST submitted RFI 
to staff PAO for AAR. (NNTR) 

 
  World Access, (Indigo Films for Travel Channel) 

Working with SUBPAC PAO to determine if LA-Class fast-attack submarine is available to support 
filming for World Access to show on The Travel Channel.  Show would highlight the inner workings of 
a modern submarine, various departments that make the ship work, technology and weapons systems 
aboard as well interviews to highlight the crew that operates it.  Tentative filming requested for Sept-
Oct.  Working through Indigo Films to get an updated request to fwd to SUBPAC. (NNTR) 

 
World Access: USS Constitution (Indigo Films for Travel Channel) 
Expect rough cut of 4th of July harbor sail aboard USS Constitution on or around 20Oct.   Air 
date tentatively set for January 2015. 
 

 
 
   FMT Visuals Documentary  
   “100 Black Men” – No distribution or active duty thematics portrayed.  Notified by NAVREGION  
    SOUTHWEST PAO that SURFPAC VADM Moore (Ret) is an interviewee for the show.  Advised production 
    to possibly film with Midway as backdrop. 
 

 
 
    Navy Birthday Shout-out with Adam Baldwin reviewed/completed. 
     
    Hollywood to the Navy 
    Next HTTN scheduled for late October.  Exact date and commands to be visited TBD.  (NNTR) 
 

RESERVE UNIT 
(NNTR) 
 
 

DECLINES: 

ADMIN: 

HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC)
Filming took place 150ct at Directorate of Time and ZSOct aboard USS Asheville based on episode's
focus of modern society's use and management of artificial time. PAA signed. Rough cut of episode
on 'time' received. Extremely well done and showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in a
very professional/capable manner. Set to air Oct. 2014. (NNTR)

THE SMALL COUNTRY (Norwegian TV)
TV documentary about Norway’s changing position in the world due to climate change, interview with
RDML White about Navy’s new mission in the Arctic completed 11]un. NAVINFOWEST submitted RFI
to staff PAO for AAR. (NNTR)

World Access, (Indigo Films for Travel Channel)
Working with SUBPAC PAO to determine if LA-Class fast-attack submarine is available to support
filming for World Access to show on The Travel Channel. Show would highlight the inner workings of
a modern submarine, various departments that make the ship work, technology and weapons systems
aboard as well interviews to highlight the crew that operates it. Tentative filming requested for Sept-
Oct. Working through Indigo Films to get an updated request to fwd to SUBPAC. (NNTR)

World Access: USS Constitution (Indigo Films for Travel Channel)
Expect rough cut of 4th of July harbor sail aboard USS Constitution on or around ZOOct. Air
date tentatively set for Ianuary 2015.

| DECLINES:

FMT Visuals Documentary
“100 Black Men" — No distribution or active duty thematics portrayed. Notified by NAVREGION
SOUTHWEST PAO that SURFPAC VADM Moore (Ret) is an interviewee for the show. Advised production
to possibly film with Midway as backdrop.

ADMIN:

Navy Birthday Shout-out with Adam Baldwin reviewed/completed.

Hollywood to the Navy
Next HTTN scheduled for late October. Exact date and commands to be visited TBD. (NNTR)

RESERVE UNIT
(NNTR)



NAVINFOWEST Weekly Report 

10Oct14 
Updated Items in Blue 

 

 
 
 SECNAV VISIT (13Oct) 
Final details coordinated with SECNAV PAO for Monday.  SOE is SECNAV to Valencia (AM) for NCIS 
Cast/Crew/Visit/Cameo Line and TNT (PM) for The Last Ship Cast/Crew and Cameo Lines. 
 

   Drug Wars (Paraiso Pics) 06OCT NBSD 
   BOUTWELL returned from a three-month security patrol that included numerous drug interdictions 
   at sea and seizure of an estimated 30K lbs. of cocaine.  NAVINFOWEST Project Officer, CNRSW PA  
   coordinated base access for Paraiso Pics camera team and interested media on Monday.  
   NOTE: USCG is PA lead.  PAA signed by OSD(PA) and forwarded to CNRSW PA for follow coordination. 

PAA executed with the successful documentation of arrival, off load and interviews with BOUTWELL XO, 
WEPS and OPSO.  No further assistance required. 
 
NCIS NEW ORLEANS SEASON ONE (CBS) 
After first two episodes aired following NCIS on Tuesday nights, NCIS New Orleans captured 16.4 
million viewers and continues CBS dominate position for drama Tuesday nights. 
Coordinating kick-off meeting 21-22Oct between NAVINFOWEST, OSD(PA), CBS NCIS NOLA, and 
NAS JRB NOLA CoC to discuss PAA and what to expect ISO NCIS NOLA production.  JRB NOLA PA to 
included site visits to base locations that may be depicted as background in future episodes.  All 
stakeholders to be present in NOLA to ensure ROE are clear.  Coordinating SOE with JRB PAO.  
 
NCIS (CBS)  
Executive producer requested USN assistance ISO eps #266 “Semper Fortis.”  Thematic depicts 
former Hospital Corpsman (female) providing life-saving first aid to two victims of a car accident.  A 
flashback in the episode will also show a scene having the HM(FMF) saving lives of injured Marines 
victims of a VBIED in AFG.  IAW OSD(PA) approved PAA, Naval Base Ventura (Port Hueneme Medical 
Clinic) will provide 1x HMC with FMF experience to provide on-set technical assistance on 9-10Oct.  
Filming in progress with the technical assistance of an HMC from Naval Base Ventura Medical Clinic.  
First day scenes showcased the Navy Core Values of an HM3 saving multiple lives in a combat 
situation.   

    
   AIR WARRIORS: EA-18G Growler (Smithsonian) 

NAVINFOWEST Project Officer LT Mike Hume escorted production company Red Rock Films reps to     
NAS Whidbey Island, WA 22-23Sep.  PAOs for the base and squadron assisted during filming.  AIRPAC 
coord with VAQ-132 for support.  USMC office provided tandem support from MCAS Cherry Point for 
filming of EA-6B Prowlers.  Requesting footage of Growler OPS in 5th Flt/CENTCOM AOR.  ICW C5F PA for 
access to released footage of Growler aircraft conducting current operations.   
 

THE LAST SHIP (TNT) 
TNT provided script revision for episode 201 and outlines for 202/203.  Coordinated kick-off 
meetings in San Diego 15-16Oct with SURFPAC, DESRON, Destroyer and PA from AIRPAC/3rd Flt 
with TNT executives.  Requested new senior technical advisor from SURFPAC PA. 
- TNT provided script for SECNAV’s visit and on-camera cameo. 
- Drafting PAA for season. 
- On 8Oct, facilitated scout to NBSD, NASNI and USS Pinckney for TNT creative and art teams to help 

look for locations to film for episodes 202 and 203 simulating the air field and shipyard of Norfolk 
NAVSTA. 

    
 
 

SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS: 
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| SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS:

SECNAV VISIT (130ct)
Final details coordinated with SECNAV PAO for Monday. SOE is SECNAV to Valencia (AM) for NCIS
Cast/Crew/Visit/Cameo Line and TNT (PM) for The Last Ship Cast/Crew and Cameo Lines.

Drug Wars (Paraiso Pics) 06OCT NBSD
BOUTWELL returned from a three-month security patrol that included numerous drug interdictions
at sea and seizure of an estimated 30K lbs. of cocaine. NAVINFOWEST Project Officer, CNRSW PA
coordinated base access for Paraiso Pics camera team and interested media on Monday.
NOTE: USCG is PA lead. PAA signed by OSD(PA) and forwarded to CNRSW PA for follow coordination.
PAA executed with the successful documentation of arrival, off load and interviews with BOUTWELL XO,
WEPS and OPSO. No further assistance required.

NCIS NEW ORLEANS SEASON ONE (CBS)
After first two episodes aired following NCIS on Tuesday nights, NCIS New Orleans captured 16.4
million viewers and continues CBS dominate position for drama Tuesday nights.
Coordinating kick-off meeting 21-220ct between NAVINFOWEST, OSD(PA), CBS NCIS NOLA, and
NAS IRB NOLA CoC to discuss PAA and what to expect ISO NCIS NOLA production. IRB NOLA PA to
included site visits to base locations that may be depicted as background in future episodes. All
stakeholders to be present in NOLA to ensure ROE are clear. Coordinating SOE with IRB PAO.

NCIS (CBS)
Executive producer requested USN assistance ISO eps #266 "Semper Fortis.” Thematic depicts
former Hospital Corpsman (female) providing life-saving first aid to two victims of a car accident. A
flashback in the episode will also show a scene having the HM(FMF) saving lives of injured Marines
victims of a VBIED in AFG. IAW OSD(PA) approved PAA, Naval Base Ventura (Port Hueneme Medical
Clinic) will provide 1x HMC with FMF experience to provide on-set technical assistance on 9-100ct.
Filming in progress with the technical assistance of an HMC from Naval Base Ventura Medical Clinic.
First day scenes showcased the Navy Core Values of an HM3 saving multiple lives in a combat
situation.

AIR WARRIORS: EA-18G Growler (Smithsonian)
NAVINFOWEST Project Officer LT Mike Hume escorted production company Red Rock Films reps to
NAS Whidbey Island, WA 22-238ep. PAOs for the base and squadron assisted during filming. AIRPAC
coord with VAQ-132 for support. USMC office provided tandem support from MCAS Cherry Point for
filming of EA-6B Prowlers. Requesting footage of Growler OPS in 5th Flt/CENTCOM AOR. ICW C5F PA for
access to released footage of Growler aircraft conducting current operations.

THE LAST SHIP (TNT)
TNT provided script revision for episode 201 and outlines for 202/203. Coordinated kick-off
meetings in San Diego 15-160ct with SURFPAC, DESRON, Destroyer and PA from AIRPAC/31‘d Flt
with TNT executives. Requested new senior technical advisor from SURFPAC PA.
- TNT provided script for SECNAV’s visit and on-camera cameo.
- Drafting PAA for season.
- On 80ct, facilitated scout to NBSD, NASNI and USS Pinckney for TNT creative and art teams to help
look for locations to film for episodes 202 and 203 simulating the air field and shipyard of Norfolk
NAVSTA.



GHOST HUNTERS: USS CONSTITUTION (SyFy Channel) 

Coordinating with Ghost Hunters and CO/PAO USS CONSTITUTION to feature the history of the ship 
and her many sea battles which may have contributed to current command personnel testimonials of 
the ship having strange occurrences. 

- Requesting interviews with crew who’ve experienced strange occurrences aboard ship 

- Requesting interview with the CO and PAO about the history of the ship. 

- Tentative film dates requested are for December 2014, though reassessing as Constitution will be 
approaching a yard period and likely be in varied states of disassembly. 
 
Together We Make Football (NFL Films) (9-10Oct) 

- Commenced scout on 8Oct, and completed principal photography 9-10Oct. 
- Filming included:  interviewed eight crewmembers; football game on flight deck; watching the crew 

enjoy the game on the mess decks; many b-rolls and sweeping hero shots of the ship; and the Green 
Bay memorabilia. 
 
FOX SPORTS’ 75th COMMEMORATION OF PEARL HARBOR (FOX) 
Coordinating follow-up logistics Qs with PAO JPBHH to provide FOX Sports enough detail on BLOCH 
Arena planning.  Location scout completed on 5Sep, follow up questions from Fox Sports will be 
forwarded to all DoD stakeholders to form a strategy for a way ahead.  Strong support from JBPHH PA 
and CSO, PACFLT PA and Navy Region Hawaii RADM Williams for 6-7Dec2015 and 2016 
commemorative events include NCAA doubleheader and NFL Sunday pre-game live on USS MISSOURI. 
 

 
 
JEOPARDY (CBS) 
Letter of authorization provided to use DoD photo of Petty Officer Dorie Miller as part of clue in 
upcoming episode.  Episode set to air 24Oct. (NNTR) 

 

 
 

 
 

 
Somebody’s Gotta Do It – (CNN) 
Television series starring Mike Rowe of “Dirty Jobs”, show follows the same format as Dirty Jobs. 
Producers are interested in featuring Navy Seabees and Submarine Culinary Specialists.  
Coordinating with NECC for filming at upcoming FTX.  Working with SUBPAC to determine 
availability for submarine.  PAA not yet signed. (NNTR) 
 
NCIS NOLA (CBS)  
Episode #6 “Watch Over Me” reviewed script.  Thematic depicts CDR assigned to NRL found dead at      

     home with signs that he was targeted to gain classified information on new technologies.  No DoD  
     support requested at this time.  (NNTR) 
 

HAWAII FIVE-O (CBS) 
Reviewed Eps #515: no USN depicted or support requested. (NNTR) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SCRIPTED TV / GAME SHOW: 

(b) (4)

GHOST HUNTERS: USS CONSTITUTION (SyFy Channel) 

Coordinating with Ghost Hunters and CO/PAO USS CONSTITUTION to feature the history of the ship 
and her many sea battles which may have contributed to current command personnel testimonials of 
the ship having strange occurrences. 

- Requesting interviews with crew who’ve experienced strange occurrences aboard ship 

- Requesting interview with the CO and PAO about the history of the ship. 

- Tentative film dates requested are for December 2014, though reassessing as Constitution will be 
approaching a yard period and likely be in varied states of disassembly. 
 
Together We Make Football (NFL Films) (9-10Oct) 

- Commenced scout on 8Oct, and completed principal photography 9-10Oct. 
- Filming included:  interviewed eight crewmembers; football game on flight deck; watching the crew 

enjoy the game on the mess decks; many b-rolls and sweeping hero shots of the ship; and the Green 
Bay memorabilia. 
 
FOX SPORTS’ 75th COMMEMORATION OF PEARL HARBOR (FOX) 
Coordinating follow-up logistics Qs with PAO JPBHH to provide FOX Sports enough detail on BLOCH 
Arena planning.  Location scout completed on 5Sep, follow up questions from Fox Sports will be 
forwarded to all DoD stakeholders to form a strategy for a way ahead.  Strong support from JBPHH PA 
and CSO, PACFLT PA and Navy Region Hawaii RADM Williams for 6-7Dec2015 and 2016 
commemorative events include NCAA doubleheader and NFL Sunday pre-game live on USS MISSOURI. 
 

 
 
JEOPARDY (CBS) 
Letter of authorization provided to use DoD photo of Petty Officer Dorie Miller as part of clue in 
upcoming episode.  Episode set to air 24Oct. (NNTR) 

 

 
 

 
 

 
Somebody’s Gotta Do It – (CNN) 
Television series starring Mike Rowe of “Dirty Jobs”, show follows the same format as Dirty Jobs. 
Producers are interested in featuring Navy Seabees and Submarine Culinary Specialists.  
Coordinating with NECC for filming at upcoming FTX.  Working with SUBPAC to determine 
availability for submarine.  PAA not yet signed. (NNTR) 
 
NCIS NOLA (CBS)  
Episode #6 “Watch Over Me” reviewed script.  Thematic depicts CDR assigned to NRL found dead at      

     home with signs that he was targeted to gain classified information on new technologies.  No DoD  
     support requested at this time.  (NNTR) 
 

HAWAII FIVE-O (CBS) 
Reviewed Eps #515: no USN depicted or support requested. (NNTR) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SCRIPTED TV / GAME SHOW: 

(b) (4)

GHOST HUNTERS: USS CONSTITUTION (SyFy Channel)
Coordinating with Ghost Hunters and CO/PAO USS CONSTITUTION to feature the history of the Ship
and her many sea battles which may have contributed to current command personnel testimonials of
the Ship having strange occurrences.

- Requesting interviews with crew who’ve experienced strange occurrences aboard Ship
- Requesting interview with the CO and FAQ about the history of the Ship.
- Tentative film dates requested are for December 2014, though reassessing as Constitution will be

approaching a yard period and likely be in varied states of disassembly.

Together We Make Football (NFL Films) (9-100ct)
- Commenced scout on 80ct, and completed principal photography 9-100ct.
- Filming included: interviewed eight crewmembers; football game on flight deck; watching the crew

enjoy the game on the mess decks; many b-rollS and sweeping hero Shots of the ship; and the Green
Bay memorabilia.

FOX SPORTS’ 75th COMMEMORATION OF PEARL HARBOR (FOX)
Coordinating follow-up logistics QS with PAO )PBHH to provide FOX Sports enough detail on BLOCH
Arena planning. Location scout completed on 5Sep, follow up questions from FOX Sports will be
forwarded to all DOD stakeholders to form a strategy for a way ahead. Strong support from )BPHH PA
and CS0, PACFLT PA and Navy Region Hawaii RADM Williams for 6-7Dec2015 and 2016
commemorative events include NCAA doubleheader and NFL Sunday pre-game live on USS MISSOURI.

| SCRIPTED TV / GAME SHOW:

IEOPARDY (CBS)
Letter Of authorization provided to use DOD photo of Petty Officer Dorie Miller as part of clue in
upcoming episode. Episode set to air 240ct. (NNTR)

Somebody’s Gotta DO It — (CNN)
Television series starring Mike Rowe of "Dirty Jobs”, Show follows the same format as Dirty IobS.
Producers are interested in featuring Navy SeabeeS and Submarine Culinary Specialists.
Coordinating with NECC for filming at upcoming FTX. Working with SUBPAC to determine
availability for submarine. PAA not yet Signed. (NNTR)

NCIS NOLA (CBS)
Episode #6 "Watch Over Me” reviewed script. Thematic depicts CDR assigned to NRL found dead at
home with Signs that he was targeted to gain classified information on new technologies. No DOD
support requested at this time. (NNTR)

HAWAII FIVE-O (CBS)
Reviewed EpS #515: no USN depicted or support requested. (NNTR)



 
 

     HUNTER-KILLER 
     New sub-plot script in review.  Script notes and thematic rewrite recommendations provided to 
     Director on 4Mar.  On 18Sep, NAVINFOWEST Director/Deputy met with producers from Original Film    
     and Relativity Studios, President of Post Production.  Discussion topics included feedback notes on        
     script (v2/04Aug), character arc development, DoD Production Assistance Agreement, and general  
     overview of USN submarine force.  Way Ahead: Once script (v3) is received will assess USN ROI and  
     forward to COMSUPAC/COMSUBLANT/NSWC for feedback and feasibility of support. Production    
     tentatively scheduled for Feb 2015. (NNTR) 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

  CLIMATE 25 WEATHER CHANNEL DOCUMENTARY 
Referred producer to OSD for top cover interview DoD-level policy on effects of climate change.  If 
approved will coord RADM White interview as follow-on Navy Arctic roadmap strategy.  Early 
indications of a “non-concur” from OSD to support response.  USN will align with AOSD response.  
(NNTR) 

 
  SEAPOWER (IMAX/K2 Comms) 
NAVINFOWEST Director conducted RIMPAC filming debrief with K2 Comm staff on 7Aug.   Meeting   
discussions will also cover future filming opportunities IVO SOCAL/VACAPES OPAREA.  FY-15 filming 
requests ISO “SEAPOWER” will be forwarded to USFF/C3F for feasibility of support.  (NNTR) 
 
The Tennesseans (Tennessee Public Television) 
Highlights Tennessee's legacy of military service.  Requesting research/interview support via NHHC 
and filming at Navy Museum.  Film date requested: Half-day in mid-October.  Navy addendum added 
to existing Army-led PAA.  Coordinating filming dates. (NNTR) 
 
House Hunters International - Rota, Spain (HGTV) 
Episode tracked newly-arriving civilian principal of David Glasgow Farragut (DGF), the DOEDA school on 
NAVSTA Rota, during his search for a house out on the economy.  Filming support approved solely to 
highlight his job as principal of DGF with access to filming exterior/interior shots of DGF, 17Jul.  PAA 
signed.  Rough cut reviewed, 24Sep.  Awaiting air date. (NNTR) 

        
  UnSEALed (PBS) 
Documentary film on history of UDT/SEALs. OSD production support approved with addendum to  
previous research-assisted PAA via NAVINFOWEST and Naval Special Warfare Command. PAA and  
Addendum signed. Coordinated rough cut with NSW N2 and Foreign Disclosure Office and 
socialized CAPT Fenick’s notes/NAVINFOWEST notes with Carol Fleischer requesting several 
changes to content.  Edit recommendations incorporated.  Airdate scheduled for 11Nov on PBS. 
(NNTR) 
 
 
 

DOCUMENTARIES 

FEATURE FILMS 

(b) (4)

(b) (4)

 
 

     HUNTER-KILLER 
     New sub-plot script in review.  Script notes and thematic rewrite recommendations provided to 
     Director on 4Mar.  On 18Sep, NAVINFOWEST Director/Deputy met with producers from Original Film    
     and Relativity Studios, President of Post Production.  Discussion topics included feedback notes on        
     script (v2/04Aug), character arc development, DoD Production Assistance Agreement, and general  
     overview of USN submarine force.  Way Ahead: Once script (v3) is received will assess USN ROI and  
     forward to COMSUPAC/COMSUBLANT/NSWC for feedback and feasibility of support. Production    
     tentatively scheduled for Feb 2015. (NNTR) 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

  CLIMATE 25 WEATHER CHANNEL DOCUMENTARY 
Referred producer to OSD for top cover interview DoD-level policy on effects of climate change.  If 
approved will coord RADM White interview as follow-on Navy Arctic roadmap strategy.  Early 
indications of a “non-concur” from OSD to support response.  USN will align with AOSD response.  
(NNTR) 

 
  SEAPOWER (IMAX/K2 Comms) 
NAVINFOWEST Director conducted RIMPAC filming debrief with K2 Comm staff on 7Aug.   Meeting   
discussions will also cover future filming opportunities IVO SOCAL/VACAPES OPAREA.  FY-15 filming 
requests ISO “SEAPOWER” will be forwarded to USFF/C3F for feasibility of support.  (NNTR) 
 
The Tennesseans (Tennessee Public Television) 
Highlights Tennessee's legacy of military service.  Requesting research/interview support via NHHC 
and filming at Navy Museum.  Film date requested: Half-day in mid-October.  Navy addendum added 
to existing Army-led PAA.  Coordinating filming dates. (NNTR) 
 
House Hunters International - Rota, Spain (HGTV) 
Episode tracked newly-arriving civilian principal of David Glasgow Farragut (DGF), the DOEDA school on 
NAVSTA Rota, during his search for a house out on the economy.  Filming support approved solely to 
highlight his job as principal of DGF with access to filming exterior/interior shots of DGF, 17Jul.  PAA 
signed.  Rough cut reviewed, 24Sep.  Awaiting air date. (NNTR) 

        
  UnSEALed (PBS) 
Documentary film on history of UDT/SEALs. OSD production support approved with addendum to  
previous research-assisted PAA via NAVINFOWEST and Naval Special Warfare Command. PAA and  
Addendum signed. Coordinated rough cut with NSW N2 and Foreign Disclosure Office and 
socialized CAPT Fenick’s notes/NAVINFOWEST notes with Carol Fleischer requesting several 
changes to content.  Edit recommendations incorporated.  Airdate scheduled for 11Nov on PBS. 
(NNTR) 
 
 
 

DOCUMENTARIES 

FEATURE FILMS 

(b) (4)

(b) (4)

FEATURE FILMS

HUNTER-KILLER
New sub-plot script in review. Script notes and thematic rewrite recommendations provided to
Director on 4Mar. On 18Sep, NAVINFOWEST Director/Deputy met with producers from Original Film
and Relativity Studios, President of Post Production. Discussion topics included feedback notes on
script (v2/04Aug), character arc development, DoD Production Assistance Agreement, and general
overview of USN submarine force. Way Ahead: Once script (v3) is received will assess USN ROI and
forward to COMSUPAC/COMSUBLANT/NSWC for feedback and feasibility of support. Production
tentatively scheduled for Feb 2015. (NNTR)

| DOCUMENTARIES |
CLIMATE 25 WEATHER CHANNEL DOCUMENTARY
Referred producer to OSD for top cover interview DoD-level policy on effects of climate change. If
approved will coord RADM White interview as follow-on Navy Arctic roadmap strategy. Early
indications of a "non-concur" from OSD to support response. USN will align with AOSD response.
(NNTR)

SEAPOWER (IMAX/K2 Comms)
NAVINFOWEST Director conducted RIMPAC filming debrief with K2 Comm staff on 7Aug. Meeting
discussions will also cover future filming opportunities IVO SOCAL/VACAPES OPAREA. FY-15 filming
requests ISO “SEAPOWER" will be forwarded to USFF/C3F for feasibility of support. (NNTR)

The Tennesseans (Tennessee Public Television)
Highlights Tennessee's legacy of military service. Requesting research/interview support via NHHC
and filming at Navy Museum. Film date requested: Half-day in mid-October. Navy addendum added
to existing Army-led PAA. Coordinating filming dates. (NNTR)

House Hunters International - Rota, Spain (HGTV)
Episode tracked newly-arriving civilian principal of David Glasgow Farragut (DGF), the DOEDA school on
NAVSTA Rota, during his search for a house out on the economy. Filming support approved solely to
highlight his job as principal of DGF with access to filming exterior/interior shots of DGF, 17]ul. PAA
signed. Rough cut reviewed, 24Sep. Awaiting air date. (NNTR)

UnSEALed (PBS)
Documentary film on history of UDT/SEALs. OSD production support approved with addendum to
previous research-assisted PAA via NAVINFOWEST and Naval Special Warfare Command. PAA and
Addendum signed. Coordinated rough cut with NSW N2 and Foreign Disclosure Office and
socialized CAPT Fenick’s notes/NAVINFOWEST notes with Carol Fleischer requesting several
changes to content. Edit recommendations incorporated. Airdate scheduled for 11Nov on PBS.
(NNTR)



Op Martillo (Univision) 
PAA-supported counter drug ops documentary. Producers circling back with additional embark 
request. NAVINFOWEST ICW SOUTHCOM and C4F reviewing current footage before approving 
additional embarks.  Revision 3 of episodes #1-7 have been reviewed and cleared by 
NAVINFOWEST.  Recommendation to approve Paraiso Pictures post-production phase has been 
forwarded to OSD(PA).  Airdate TBD. (NNTR) 
 
HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC) 
Filmed at Directorate of Time/Naval Observatory and aboard USS ASHEVILLE in Oct2013.   
Episode focuses on modern society's use and management of artificial time.  PAA signed.  Rough cut  
reviewed.  Showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in highly professional/capable manner.  
Series premieres, 15Oct2014, at 10pm (EST). 

 
THE SMALL COUNTRY (Norwegian TV) 
TV documentary about Norway’s changing position in the world due to climate change, interview with 
RDML White about Navy’s new mission in the Arctic completed 11Jun. NAVINFOWEST submitted RFI 
to staff PAO for AAR. (NNTR) 

 
  World Access, (Indigo Films for Travel Channel) 

Working with SUBPAC PAO to determine if LA-Class fast-attack submarine is available to support 
filming for World Access to show on The Travel Channel.  Show would highlight the inner workings of 
a modern submarine, various departments that make the ship work, technology and weapons systems 
aboard as well interviews to highlight the crew that operates it.  Tentative filming requested for Sept-
Oct.  Working through Indigo Films to get an updated request to fwd to SUBPAC. (NNTR) 

 
World Access: USS CONSTITUTION (Indigo Films for Travel Channel) 
Expect rough cut of 4th of July harbor sail aboard USS CONSTITUTION on or around 20Oct.   
Air date tentatively set for January 2015. (NNTR) 
 

 
 
 Resurgence 
 No distribution.  Low-budget fiction film requesting support on NAS Pensacola.  No valued  
 thematic.  
 
 In A Mess (Food Network) 
 Series proposal to take over galleys and cook for Sailors.  No ROI.  
 

 
 
    Hollywood to the Navy 
    Next HTTN scheduled for late October.  Exact date and commands to be visited TBD.  (NNTR) 
 

RESERVE UNIT 
(NNTR) 
 
 

ADMIN: 

DECLINES: 

Op Martillo (Univision) 
PAA-supported counter drug ops documentary. Producers circling back with additional embark 
request. NAVINFOWEST ICW SOUTHCOM and C4F reviewing current footage before approving 
additional embarks.  Revision 3 of episodes #1-7 have been reviewed and cleared by 
NAVINFOWEST.  Recommendation to approve Paraiso Pictures post-production phase has been 
forwarded to OSD(PA).  Airdate TBD. (NNTR) 
 
HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC) 
Filmed at Directorate of Time/Naval Observatory and aboard USS ASHEVILLE in Oct2013.   
Episode focuses on modern society's use and management of artificial time.  PAA signed.  Rough cut  
reviewed.  Showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in highly professional/capable manner.  
Series premieres, 15Oct2014, at 10pm (EST). 

 
THE SMALL COUNTRY (Norwegian TV) 
TV documentary about Norway’s changing position in the world due to climate change, interview with 
RDML White about Navy’s new mission in the Arctic completed 11Jun. NAVINFOWEST submitted RFI 
to staff PAO for AAR. (NNTR) 

 
  World Access, (Indigo Films for Travel Channel) 

Working with SUBPAC PAO to determine if LA-Class fast-attack submarine is available to support 
filming for World Access to show on The Travel Channel.  Show would highlight the inner workings of 
a modern submarine, various departments that make the ship work, technology and weapons systems 
aboard as well interviews to highlight the crew that operates it.  Tentative filming requested for Sept-
Oct.  Working through Indigo Films to get an updated request to fwd to SUBPAC. (NNTR) 

 
World Access: USS CONSTITUTION (Indigo Films for Travel Channel) 
Expect rough cut of 4th of July harbor sail aboard USS CONSTITUTION on or around 20Oct.   
Air date tentatively set for January 2015. (NNTR) 
 

 
 
 Resurgence 
 No distribution.  Low-budget fiction film requesting support on NAS Pensacola.  No valued  
 thematic.  
 
 In A Mess (Food Network) 
 Series proposal to take over galleys and cook for Sailors.  No ROI.  
 

 
 
    Hollywood to the Navy 
    Next HTTN scheduled for late October.  Exact date and commands to be visited TBD.  (NNTR) 
 

RESERVE UNIT 
(NNTR) 
 
 

ADMIN: 

DECLINES: 

Op Martillo (Univision)
PAA-supported counter drug ops documentary. Producers circling back with additional embark
request. NAVINFOWEST ICW SOUTHCOM and C4F reviewing current footage before approving
additional embarks. Revision 3 of episodes #1-7 have been reviewed and cleared by
NAVINFOWEST. Recommendation to approve Paraiso Pictures post-production phase has been
forwarded to OSD(PA). Airdate TBD. (NNTR)

HOW WE GOT TO NOW (PBS/BBC)
Filmed at Directorate of Time/Naval Observatory and aboard USS ASHEVILLE in Oct2013.
Episode focuses on modern society's use and management of artificial time. PAA signed. Rough cut
reviewed. Showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in highly professional/capable manner.
Series premieres, 150ct2014, at 10pm (EST).

THE SMALL COUNTRY (Norwegian TV)
TV documentary about Norway’s changing position in the world due to climate change, interview with
RDML White about Navy’s new mission in the Arctic completed 11]un. NAVINFOWEST submitted RFI
to staff PAO for AAR. (NNTR)

World Access, (Indigo Films for Travel Channel)
Working with SUBPAC PAO to determine if LA-Class fast-attack submarine is available to support
filming for World Access to show on The Travel Channel. Show would highlight the inner workings of
a modern submarine, various departments that make the ship work, technology and weapons systems
aboard as well interviews to highlight the crew that operates it. Tentative filming requested for Sept-
Oct. Working through Indigo Films to get an updated request to fwd to SUBPAC. (NNTR)

World Access: USS CONSTITUTION (Indigo Films for Travel Channel)
Expect rough cut of 4th oqly harbor sail aboard USS CONSTITUTION on or around ZOOct.
Air date tentatively set for January 2015. (NNTR)

| DECLINES:

Resurgence
No distribution. Low-budget fiction film requesting support on NAS Pensacola. No valued
thematic.

In A Mess (Food Network)
Series proposal to take over galleys and cook for Sailors. No ROI.

ADMIN: |

Hollywood to the Navy
Next HTTN scheduled for late October. Exact date and commands to be Visited TBD. (NNTR)

RESERVE UNIT
(NNTR)



NAWNFOWEST Weekly Report
1'7 Oct 14

Updated Items in Blue

SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS:

SECNA‘IIr VISIT
Successful visit to studios in Valencia and Culver City. SE CNAV led discussions with Exec Producers
re: Military themes and roles in future episodes. Also filmed cameo appearances on both sets of
NCIS [episode Semper Fortis] and The last Ship [episode 202).

CHINFO VISIT
Drafting SOE in support of CI’s visit on 7NOV. Tentative SOE will include studio visits to NCIS
(Valencia, CA] and The Last Ship (Culver City, CA]; working lunch with NAVINFOWEST AC/RC staff.

MAKERS: WOMEN 8r. WAR (PBS)
Vice Adm. Howard (N SN 5] interviewed for documentary series, 09]an, about the integration of women
in the Navy since the 1970s. Episode will air 210CT/Bpm(PST] on PBS and will also feature interviews
with both active and retired senior women leaders in the Army and Marines. The "Women 8: War"
segment is one of six episodes that will look at the evolution of women in six different career fields and
is a follow-up to PBS's 2012 series that detailed the history of the women's movement.
Air date: 21 Oct / 8:00pm (PST)

CLIMATE 25 WEATHER CHANNEL DOCUMENTARY
Referred producer to OSD for top cover interview DoD-level policy on effects of climate change. If
approved will coord RADM White interview as follow-on Navy Arctic roadmap strategy. On Oct 16,
notified by CHINFO NewsDesk that OSD PAO re-classified Climate 25 as news and approved a
interview with SECDEF. CHINFO NewsDesk has taken PA lead and will facilitate interview with RADM
White (Oceanographer of the Navy]. Climate 25 will be a televised, town hall-style special featuring
expert panelists and 25 pre-recorded interviews with business execs, political figures and
active/former military leaders to explore global security issues related to climate change.

NCIS NEWr ORLEANS SEASON ONE (CBS)
Kick-offmeeting scheduled for 2 1-220ct between NAVINFOWEST, OSD(PA], CBS NCIS NOLA, and
NAS IRB NOLA CoC to discuss PAA and what to expect ISO NCIS NOLA production. IRB NOLA PA to
included site visits to base locations that may be depicted as background in future episodes. All
stakeholders to be present in NOLA to ensure ROE are clear. SOE provided by ]RB FAQ will include
visits VII-54, VFA-204 and NCIS NOLA set.

THE LAST SHIP (TNT)
TNT provided script revision for episode 201 and outlines for 202/203. Coordinated kick-off
meetings in San Diego 15-160ct with SURFPAC, DESRON. Destroyer and PA from AIRPAC/31“d Flt
with TNT executives. Requested new senior technical advisor from SURFPAC PA.
- Draft PAA for season two under review. Addendum 1 to include support for episodes 201-203.
- On BOct, facilitated scout to NBSD, NASNI and USS Pinckney for TNT creative and art teams to help
look for locations to film for episodes 202 and 203 simulating the air field and shipyard of Norfolk
NAVSTA.

- Received updated script for 201 highlighting revised changes requested.
- On 170ct, NAVINFOWEST/TNT conducted film production fam briefwith USS William P.

Lawrence, DESRON.
- Begin principle photography at Culver City studios on 200ct.
- Briefed CO NBSD on TNT request for 3-week basecamp post Thanksgiving.
- Brief NSWC PAC on SPECFOR portrayals in first few episodes of Season II.
- Toured USNS Mercy and briefed MSC and Medical unit officials on TNT's requested portrayal.



brief to VADM Rowden and CNSP Staff.

INDIANAPOLIS “Men of Courage”
On 15Oct, held meeting with Writer and Creative Producer and informed that Nicholas Cage was
selected to play the character of CAPT McVay (CO INDIANAPOLIS). Revised script based on
NAVINFOWEST notes has not been received. Initial DoD support identified includes WWII
footage of South Pacific battles, archive footage of INDIANAPOLIS, and use of NAVSEA water tank
trainer located in AL.

TogetherWeMake Football (NFL Films) (9-‐10Oct)
-‐ Commenced scout on 8Oct, and completed principal photography 9-‐10Oct.
-‐ Filming included: interviewed eight crewmembers; football game on flight deck; watching the crew
enjoy the game on the mess decks; many b-‐rolls and sweeping hero shots of the ship; and the Green
Bay memorabilia.

FOX SPORTS’ 75th COMMEMORATIONOF PEARLHARBOR (FOX)
Coordinating follow-‐up logistics Qs with PAO JPBHH to provide FOX Sports enough detail on BLOCH
Arena planning. Location scout completed on 5Sep, follow up questions from Fox Sports will be
forwarded to all DoD stakeholders to form a strategy for a way ahead. Strong support from JBPHH PA
and CSO, PACFLT PA andNavy Region Hawaii RADMWilliams for 6-‐7Dec2015 and 2016
commemorative events include NCAA doubleheader and NFL Sunday pre-‐game live on USSMISSOURI.

AIRWARRIORS: EA-‐18GGrowler (Smithsonian)
NAVINFOWEST Project Officer LT Mike Hume escorted production company Red Rock Films reps to
NAS Whidbey Island, WA 22-‐23Sep. PAOs for the base and squadron assisted during filming. AIRPAC
coord with VAQ-‐132 for support. USMC office provided tandem support from MCAS Cherry Point for
filming of EA-‐6B Prowlers. Requesting footage of Growler OPS in 5th Flt/CENTCOMAOR. ICW C5F PA
for access to released footage of Growler aircraft conducting current operations.

JEOPARDY (CBS)
Letter of authorization provided to use DoD photo of Petty Officer Dorie Miller as part of clue in
upcoming episode. Episode set to air 24Oct.

FIRST TAKE (ESPN2)
Live sports event to take place 10Nov at Joint Base Lewis-‐McChord in VR-‐64 hangar. USAF has PA lead.

GHOST HUNTERS: USS CONSTITUTION (SyFy Channel)
Coordinating with Ghost Hunters and CO/PAO USS CONSTITUTION to feature the history of the ship
and her many sea battles which may have contributed to current command personnel testimonials of
the ship having strange occurrences.
-‐ Requesting interviews with crew who’ve experienced strange occurrences aboard ship
-‐ Requesting interview with the CO and PAO about the history of the ship.
-‐ Tentative film dates requested are for December 2014, though reassessing as Constitution will
be approaching a yard period and likely be in varied states of disassembly.

(b) (4)

(b) (4)

brief to VADM Rowden and CNSP Staff.

INDIANAPOLIS “Men of Courage”
On 15Oct, held meeting with Writer and Creative Producer and informed that Nicholas Cage was
selected to play the character of CAPT McVay (CO INDIANAPOLIS). Revised script based on
NAVINFOWEST notes has not been received. Initial DoD support identified includes WWII
footage of South Pacific battles, archive footage of INDIANAPOLIS, and use of NAVSEA water tank
trainer located in AL.

TogetherWeMake Football (NFL Films) (9-‐10Oct)
-‐ Commenced scout on 8Oct, and completed principal photography 9-‐10Oct.
-‐ Filming included: interviewed eight crewmembers; football game on flight deck; watching the crew
enjoy the game on the mess decks; many b-‐rolls and sweeping hero shots of the ship; and the Green
Bay memorabilia.

FOX SPORTS’ 75th COMMEMORATIONOF PEARLHARBOR (FOX)
Coordinating follow-‐up logistics Qs with PAO JPBHH to provide FOX Sports enough detail on BLOCH
Arena planning. Location scout completed on 5Sep, follow up questions from Fox Sports will be
forwarded to all DoD stakeholders to form a strategy for a way ahead. Strong support from JBPHH PA
and CSO, PACFLT PA andNavy Region Hawaii RADMWilliams for 6-‐7Dec2015 and 2016
commemorative events include NCAA doubleheader and NFL Sunday pre-‐game live on USSMISSOURI.

AIRWARRIORS: EA-‐18GGrowler (Smithsonian)
NAVINFOWEST Project Officer LT Mike Hume escorted production company Red Rock Films reps to
NAS Whidbey Island, WA 22-‐23Sep. PAOs for the base and squadron assisted during filming. AIRPAC
coord with VAQ-‐132 for support. USMC office provided tandem support from MCAS Cherry Point for
filming of EA-‐6B Prowlers. Requesting footage of Growler OPS in 5th Flt/CENTCOMAOR. ICW C5F PA
for access to released footage of Growler aircraft conducting current operations.

JEOPARDY (CBS)
Letter of authorization provided to use DoD photo of Petty Officer Dorie Miller as part of clue in
upcoming episode. Episode set to air 24Oct.

FIRST TAKE (ESPN2)
Live sports event to take place 10Nov at Joint Base Lewis-‐McChord in VR-‐64 hangar. USAF has PA lead.

GHOST HUNTERS: USS CONSTITUTION (SyFy Channel)
Coordinating with Ghost Hunters and CO/PAO USS CONSTITUTION to feature the history of the ship
and her many sea battles which may have contributed to current command personnel testimonials of
the ship having strange occurrences.
-‐ Requesting interviews with crew who’ve experienced strange occurrences aboard ship
-‐ Requesting interview with the CO and PAO about the history of the ship.
-‐ Tentative film dates requested are for December 2014, though reassessing as Constitution will
be approaching a yard period and likely be in varied states of disassembly.

(b) (4)

(b) (4)

brief to VADM Rowden and CNSP Staff.

(b) (4)

INDIANAPOLIS “Men of Courage"
On 150ct, held meeting with Writer and Creative Producer and informed that Nicholas Cage was
selected to play the character of CAPT McVay (CO INDIANAPOLIS). Revised script based on
NAVINFOWEST notes has not been received. Initial DoD support identified includes WWII
footage of South Pacific battles, archive footage of INDIANAPOLIS, and use of NAVSEA water tank
trainer located in AL.

Together We Make Football (NFL Films) (9-100ct)
- Commenced scout on 80ct, and completed principal photography 9-100ct.
- Filming included: interviewed eight crewmembers; football game on flight deck; watching the crew

enjoy the game on the mess decks; many b-rolls and sweeping hero shots of the ship; and the Green
Bay memorabilia.

FOX SPORTS’ 75th COMMEMORATION OF PEARL HARBOR (FOX)
Coordinating follow-up logistics Qs with PAO IPBHH to provide FOX Sports enough detail on BLOCH
Arena planning. Location scout completed on SSep, follow up questions from Fox Sports will be
forwarded to all DoD stakeholders to form a strategy for a way ahead. Strong support from IBPHH PA
and CSO, PACFLT PA and Navy Region Hawaii RADM Williams for 6-7Dec2015 and 2016
commemorative events include NCAA doubleheader and NFL Sunday pre-game live on USS MISSOURI.

AIR WARRIORS: EA-18G Growler (Smithsonian)
NAVINFOWEST Project Officer LT Mike Hume escorted production company Red Rock Films reps to
NAS Whidbey Island, WA 22-23Sep. PAOs for the base and squadron assisted during filming. AIRPAC
coord with VAQ-132 for support. USMC office provided tandem support from MCAS Cherry Point for
filming of EA-6B Prowlers. Requesting footage of Growler OPS in 5th Flt/CENTCOM AOR. ICW CSF PA
for access to released footage of Growler aircraft conducting current operations.

IEOPARDY (CBS)
Letter of authorization provided to use DoD photo of Petty Officer Dorie Miller as part of clue in
upcoming episode. Episode set to air 240ct.

FIRST TAKE (ESPN2)
Live sports event to take place 10Nov at Ioint Base Lewis-McChord in VR-64 hangar. USAF has PA lead.

GHOST HUNTERS: USS CONSTITUTION (SyFy Channel)
Coordinating with Ghost Hunters and CO/PAO USS CONSTITUTION to feature the history ofthe ship
and her many sea battles which may have contributed to current command personnel testimonials of
the ship having strange occurrences.
- Requesting interviews with crew who’ve experienced strange occurrences aboard ship
- Requesting interview with the CO and PAO about the history of the ship.
- Tentative film dates requested are for December 2014, though reassessing as Constitution will

be approaching a yard period and likely be in varied states of disassembly.

(b) (4)



Somebody’5 Gotta Do It - [CNN]
Television series starring Mike Rowe of ”Dirty Jobs". show follows the same format as Dirty Iobs.
Producers are interested in featuring Navy Seabees and Submarine Culinary Specialists.
Coordinating with NECC for filming at upcoming FTX. Working with SUBPAC to determine
availability for submarine. PAA not yet signed. [NNTR]

HAWAII FIVE- 0 [CBS]
NNTR

NCIS NOLA [CBS]
Episode #6 "Watch Over Me” reviewed script. Thematic depicts CDR assigned to NFL found dead at
home with signs that he was targeted to gain classified information on new technologies. No DoD
support requested at this time. {NNTR}

FEATURE FILMS

HUNTER-KILLER
Script notes and thematic rewrite recommendations provided to Director on 4Mar. 0n 18Sep.
NAVINFOWEST Director/Deputy met with producers from Original Film and Relativity Studios.
President of Post Production. Discussion topics included feedback notes on script [v2/04Aug].
character arc development, DoD Production Assistance Agreement, and general overview of USN
submarine force. Way Ahead: Once script [v3] is received will assess USN ROI and forward to
COMSUPAC/COMSUBLANT/NSWC for feedback and feasibility of support. Production tentatively
scheduled for Feb 2015. [CW SUBPAC PAO requesting for three actors/director from Relativity to visit
with fast attack SSN CD for SME engagement neat Ti-veek .

(b) (4)

DOCUMENTARIES

SEAPOWER [IMAX/K2 Comma]
NAVINFOWEST Director conducted RIMPAC filming debriefwith K2 Comm staff on 7Aug. Meeting
discussions will also cover future filming opportunities 1V0 S0 CAL/VACAPES DPAREA. FY-15 filming
requests ISO "SEAPOWER" will be forwarded to USFF/C3F for feasibility ofsupport. [NNTR]

The Tennesseans [Tennessee Public Television}
Highlights Tennessee's legacy of military service. Requesting research/interview support. via NHHC
and filming at Navy Museum. Film date requested: Half-day in mid-October. Navy addendum added
to existing Army-led PAA. Coordinating filming dates. [NNTR]

House Hunters International - Rota, Spain [HGTV)
Episode tracked newly-arriving civilian principal of David Glasgow Farragut [D GF]. the DOE DA school on
NAVSTA Rota. during his search for a house out on the economy. Filming support approved solely to
highlight his job as principal of DGF with access to filming exterior/interior shots of DGF. 1711.11. PAA

II. 'I'l-rII'l-u‘s



UnSEALed [PBS]
Documentary film on history of UDT/SEALs. OSD production support approved with addendum to
previous research-assisted PAA via NAVINFDWEST and Naval Special Warfare Command. PAA and
Addendum signed. Coordinated rough cut with NSW N2 and Foreign Disclosure Office and
socialized CAPT Fenick’s notes/NAVINFOWEST notes with Carol Fleischer requesting several
changes to content. Edit recommendations incorporated. Airdate scheduled for 11Nov on PBS.

Op Martillo [Univision]
PAA-supported counter drug ops documentary. Producers circling back with additional embark
request. NAVINFOWEST ICW SOUTHCOM and C4F reviewing current footage before approving
additional embarks. Revision 3 of episodes #1-7 have been reviewed and cleared by
NAVINFOWEST. Recommendation to approve Paraiso Pictures post-production phase has been
forwarded to OSD[PA]. Airdate TBD. [NNTR]

HOW WE GOT TO NOW [PBS/BBC]
Filmed at Directorate ofTime/Naval Observatory and aboard USS ASHEVILLE in Oct2013.
Episode focuses on modern society's use and management of artificial time. PAA signed. Rough cut
reviewed. Showcases Naval Observatory and Asheville assets in highly professional]capable manner.
Series premieres, 150ct20 14, at 10pm [E ST].

THE SMALL COUNTRY {Norwegian TV]
TV documentary about Norway's changing position in the world due to climate change, interview with
RDML White about Navy’s new mission in the Arctic completed 11]un. NAVINFOWEST submitted RFI
to staff PAO for AAR. [NNTR]

World Access, [Indigo Films for Travel Channel}
Working with SUBPAC PAO to determine if LA-Class fast-attack submarine is available to support
filming for World Access to show on The Travel Channel. Show would highlight the inner workings of
a modern submarine, various departments that make the ship work, technology and weapons systems
aboard as well interviews to highlight the crew that operates it. Tentative filming requested for Sept-
Oct. Working through Indigo Films to get an updated request to fwd to SUBPAC. [NNTR]

World Access: USS CONSTITUTION [Indigo Films for Travel Channel]
Expect rough cut of 4th of July harbor sail aboard USS CONSTITUTION on or around ZOOct.
Air date tentatively set for January 2 0 15. [NNTR]

| DECLINES:

NNTR

ADMIN:

Hollywood to the Navy
Next HTTN scheduled for late October. Date and commands to be visited TED. [NNTR]

RESERVE UNIT
NNTR



NAVINFOWEST Weekly Repo rt
24- Oct 14-

Updated Items in Blue

SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS:

CHINFO VISIT
Drafting SOE in support of CPS visit on 6-7Nov. Tentative SOE will include studio visits to NCIS
(Valencia, CA] and The Last Ship [Culver City, CA]; working hmch with NAVINFOWEST AC/RC staff;
SEA breakout with MCs.

NCIS NEW ORLEANS SEASON ONE (CBS)
Successful kick-off meeting and base tour held on 2'1-220ct between NAVINFOWEST, OSD[PA], CBS
NCIS NOLA, and NAS IRB NOLA CoC to discuss PAA and what to expect ISO NCIS NOLA production.
Base tour included visits to KER-54, VISA-204, Base Galley, F-18 Simulator, Airfield and additional
sites to be considered as background B-roll or film sets in future episodes. NAVINFOWEST
Director briefed IRE NOLA CO/XO and tenant command reps stakeholders on DoD resource support
for film production, NAVINFOWEST Project Officer liaison support to base, No impact to mission/
No cost to USG ISO film production. Way-Ahead: Director /Deputy will hold meeting with NCIS
NOLA [Danni Productions] Executive Producers to discuss USN support for remaining nine episodes
of Season One and future depiction of USN themes, messages, and Navy Core Values.

THE LAST SHIP [TNT]
TNT provided Goldenrod script revision [v5] ZZOct for episode 201, draft scripts for ZOZXZ 03 and outline
for 205. Technical comments for 201-203 provided to the film crew for revision consideration.
-- PAA for season two under review at OSD level;

Addendum 1 to include support for episodes 201-203 with Director NAVINFOWEST for review;
-- Principal photography at Culver City studios began on ZDOct;

Providing escorted technical scout aboard USNS Mercy, San Diego 2 rP'Oct;
Filming aboard USNS Mercy slated for 10-14 November;
Filming aboard USS WILLIAM P. LAWRENCE [DDG 110] slated for 8-13 December;
SURFPAC provided senior SWO subject matter expert CAPT Sean Mclaren to provide tech advise to

writers/creative in replace of CAPT Quin.

(b) (4)

DRUG WARS [FUSION]
FAA-supported counter drug ops documentary. Producers circling back with additional embark
request. NAVINFOWEST ICW SOUTHCOM and C413 reviewing current footage before approving
additional embarks. Revision 3 of episodes #1-7 have been reviewed and cleared by
NAVINFOWEST. Recommendation to approve Paraiso Pictures post-production phase has been
forwarded to OSD[PA]. Season One featuring USS RENTZ currently airing Thursday @ 2200 on
FUSION network. http://fusion.net/show/drug-wars/

TogetherWe Make Football (NFL Films) [9-100ct}
Awaiting rough cut of clip that will air 7Nov.
Coordinating with SURFOR and USS GREEN BAY to conduct follow up filming aboard ship for the Today

Show that will prelude the ship football montage. Tentative date for filming is week of 3Nov. SU RFOR and
USS GREEN BAY have both accepted approval of filming.



FOX SPORTS' 75th COMMEMORATION OF PEARL HARBOR [FOX]
Coordinating follow-up logistics Qs with PAO IPBHH to provide FOX Sports enough detail on BLOCH
Arena planning. Location scout completed on SSep, follow up questions from Fox Sports will be
forwarded to all DoD stakeholders to form a strategy for a way ahead. Strong support from IBPHH
PA and CSO, PACFLT PA and Navy Region Hawaii RADM Williams for 6-7Dec2015 and 2016
commemorative events include NCAA doubleheader and NFL Sunday pre-game live on USS MISSOURI.

SCRIPTED TV / GAME SHOW:

IEOPARDY (CBS)
Letter of authorization provided to use DoD photo of Petty Officer Dorie Miller as part of clue in
upcoming episode. Episode set to air 240ct. [NNTR)

FIRST TAKE [ESPNZ]
Live sports event to take place 10Nov at Joint Base Lewis-McChord in VR-64 hangar. USAF has PA lead.
[NNTR]

GHOST HUNTERS: USS CONSTITUTION [SyFy Channel]
Coordinating with Ghost Hunters and CO/PAO USS CONSTITUTION to feature the history of the ship
and her many sea battles which may have contributed to current command personnel testimonials
of the ship having strange occurrences.

Requesting interviews with crew who've experienced strange occurrences aboard ship
Requesting interview with the CO and PAO about the history of the ship.
Tentative film dates requested are for December 2014, though reassessing as Constitution will

be approaching a yard period and likely be in varied states of disassembly.

(b) (4}

Somebody’s Gotta Do It — (CNN)
Television series starring Mike Rowe of "Dirty Jobs”, show follows the same format as Dirty Iobs.
Producers are interested in featuring Navy Seabees and Submarine Culinary Specialists.
Coordinating with NECC for filming at upcoming FTX. Working with SUBPAC to determine
availability for submarine. PAA not yet signed. [NNTR]

HAWAII FIVE-O (CBS)
Received episode #512. Reviewed with no USN support requested or depicted.

NCIS (CBS)
Reviewing episode #270 “The Enemy Within."

NCIS NOLA [CBS]
Reviewing episode #110 “Stolen Valor.”

FEATURE FILMS

HUNTER---KILLER
Script notes and thematic rewrite recommendations provided to Director on 4Mar. On 18Sep,
NAVINFOWEST Director/Deputy met with producers from Original Film and Relativity Studios,
President of Post Production. Discussion topics included feedback notes on script [v2/O4Aug],
character arc development, DoD Production Assistance Agreement, and general overview of USN
submarine force. Way Ahead: Once script [v3] is received will assess USN ROI and forward to
COMSUPAC/COMSUBLANT/NSWC for feedback and feasibility of support. Production



tentatively scheduled for Feb 2015. ICW SUB PAC PAO requesting for three actors/director from
Relativity to visit with fast attack SSN CD for SME engagement next week. SSN CO meeting
scheduled for 24OCT with Director, Producer, and Principal Actor CANX due to production
company change of schedule. ICW SUBPAC PAO to schedule scout onboard Los Angeles/Virginia
Class sub, awaiting availability windows from producers to proceed with scheduling.

INDIANAPOLIS “Men of Courage"
On 150 ct, held meeting with Writer and Creative Producer and informed that Nicholas Cage was
selected to play the character of CAPT McVay [CO INDIANAPOLIS]. Revised script based on
NAVINFOWEST notes has not been received. Initial DoD support identified includes WWII
footage of South Pacific battles, archive footage of INDIANAPOLIS, and use of NAVSEA water tank
trainer located in AL.

(bll4)

l DOCUMENTARIES

(b)(4)

leff Dunham Comedy Performance (Comedy Central)
Ieff Dunham's free USO performance scheduled for Nov. 1 at Admiral Prout Field on NBSD. Coordinating
support. Drafting PAA.

CLIMATE 25 WEATHER CHANNEL DOCUMENTARY
Referred producer to OSD for top cover interview DoD-level policy on effects of climate change. If
approved will coord RADM White interview as follow-on Navy Arctic roadmap strategy. On léOct,
notified by CHINFO NewsDesk that OSD PAO re-classified Climate 25 as news and approved an
interview with SE CDE F. CHINFO NewsDesk has taken PA lead and will facilitate interview with
RADM V‘Jhite [Oceanographer of the Navy]. Climate 25 will be a televised, town hall-style special
featuring expert panelists and 25 pre-recorded interviews with business execs, political figures and
active/former military leaders to explore global security issues related to climate change. (NNTR]

AIR WARRIORS: EA- 18G Growler [Smithsonian]
NAVINFOWEST Project Officer LT Mike Hume escorted production company Red Rock Films reps to
NAS Whidbey Island, WA 22-23Sep. FAQs for the base and squadron assisted during filming. AIRPAC
coord with VAQ-132 for support. USMC office provided tandem support from MCAS Cherry Point for
filming of EA-EB Prowlers. Requesting footage of Growler OPS in 5th Flt/CENTCOM AOR. ICW CSF PA
for access to released footage of Growler aircraft conducting current operations. [NNTR)

SEAPOWER [IMAX/KZ Comms]
NAVINFOWEST Director conducted RIMPAC filming debrief with K2 Comm staff on 7Aug. Meeting
discussions will also cover future filming opportunities IVO SOCAL/VACAPES OPAREA. FY-lS filming
requests ISO "SEAPOWER" will be forwarded to USFF/CSF for feasibility of support. [NNTR]



The Tennesseans (Tennessee Public Television]
Highlights Tennessee's legacy of military service. Requesting research/interview support via NHHC
and filmn at Navy Museum. Film date requested: Half-day in mid-October. Navy addendum added to
existing Army-led PAA. Coordinating filming dates. [NNTR]

UnSEALed [PBS]
Documentary film on history of UDT/SEALs. OSD production support approved with addendum to
previous research-assisted FAA via NAVINFOWEST and Naval Special Warfare Command. FAA and
Addendum signed. Coordinated rough cut with NSW N2 and Foreign Disclosure Office and
socialized CAPT Fenick’s notes/NAVINFOWEST notes with Carol Fleischer requesting several
changes to content. Edit recommendations incorporated. Airdate scheduled for 11Nov on PBS.

THE SMALL COUNTRY [Norwegian TV)
TV documentary about Norway’s changing position in the world due to climate change, interview with
RDML INhite about Navy's new mission in the Arctic completed 11]un. NAVINFOWEST submitted RFI
to staff PAD for AAR [NNTR]

World Access (Indigo Films for Travel Channel]
Working with SUBPAC PAO to determine if LA-Class fast-attack submarine is available to support filming
for World Access to show on The Travel Channel. Show would highlight the inner workings of a
modern submarine, various departments that make the ship work, technology and weapons systems
aboard as well as interviews to highlight the crew that operates it. Working through Indigo Films to get
an updated request to fwd to SUBPAC. [NNTPJ

World Access: USS CONSTITUTION [Indigo Films for Travel Channel}
Expect rough cut of4th of Iuly harbor sail aboard USS CONSTITUTION on or around ZOOct. Air date
tentatively set for Ianuary 20 15. {NNTR}

DECLINES:

Demolition Ranch
No distribution or ROI.

Fall Seven Times, Get up Eight: The Japanese War Brides
No distribution or ROI.

ADMIN:

Hollywood to the Navy
Scheduling for November. Date and commands to be visited TED.

RESERVE UNIT

('3) (6)



NAVINFOWEST Weekly Report
-. .4' ':-°- . +- ':-°- .. "s:

31 Oct 14- L"
Updated Items in Blue

SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS:

SECNAV: ARMY-NAVY
NCIS cast shout-out submitted to CBS/Gary Glasberg for filming. Awaiting feedback coord w/ SECNAV
PAD.

CHINFO VISIT
Ready to support CI’s visit on 6-7Nov. SOE finalised for CI review and approval.

FOX SPORTS’ 75th COMMEMORATION OF PEARL HARBOR [FOX]
Coordinating BLOCH Arena site visit 06Nov for FOX Sports civilian-contracted Engineer to assess
structural weight limits for ceiling-hung equipment [approx 6000 lbs]. This analysis is coordinated
through IBPHH CoS, Public Works, NAVFAC and PAO. Additionally the MWR contract needs to be
scrubbed and approved by all stakeholders if FOX Sports greenlights the NCAA events.

HUNTER---KILLER
Provided draft script from Relativity Pictures to SUBPAC PAO for staff Fast Attack CO/XO SME
review. Coordinating future scout requests with SUBPAC PAO.

[eff Dunham Comedy Performance [Comedy Central]
Ieff Dunham's free USO performance scheduled for UlNov at Admiral Prout Field on NBSD. PAA signed.
NAVINFOWEST escorting.

SUPER CARRIER [3D [MAX FILM]
Script received for review from Peter Tobyansen and Heartland Entertainment.

NCIS NEWr ORLEANS SEASON ONE [CBS]
On 27Oct, Danni Productions requested DoD support for access to NAS IRB New Orleans for filming of
b-roll footage of exterior buildings [front gate, hangars, galley, air field, MWR, etc]. On ZQOct, IRB XO
approved access and filming on 18-20Nov. NAVINFOWEST Project Officer ICW IRB NOLA PAD will
provide escorted access on filming days and ensure no impact to operations.

THE LAST SHIP [TNT]
TNT provided revised scripts for episodes 201-203. Providing technical and thematic inputs.
- SURFOR Technical Advisor CAPT Sean McLaren and two NPASE LTs visited the set in Culver City Thur
30 Oct, to view the sets and meet with creative and executive producers.
- Technical Scout to USNS MERCY [T-AH-lg) confirmed for morning of Monday, 3Nov.
- Confirmed dates with MTF/ MSC for filming aboard USNS Mercy between 13-18 Nov. Requesting for base
camp NBSD.
- Drafting PAA Addendum for Episodes 201-203.
- Request pending from C3F PAO regarding possible at-sea training availabilities between Dec- May.

TogetherWe Make Football (NFL Films) [9-100ct)
Rough cut received 310ct.
Coordinating with SURFOR and USS GREEN BAY (LPD-ZO] to conduct follow up filming aboard ship for

the Today Show that will prelude the ship football montage. Tentative date for filming is week of 3Nov.
SURFOR and USS GREEN BAY have both accepted approval offilming.



Rachael Ray Show [CBS]
Daytime, cooking/talk show will feature military food service professionals from Navy and supporting
services. Each SM will cook a chosen signature dish showcasing military culinary skills. CS1 Stephanie
Cooper ofUSS FORREST SHERMAN [DOG-98] identified by NAVSUF FAO leadership as Navy
representative. At production’s expense, service members will travel to NYC for pre-recorded
interview and set tour, 5Nov. Pro-recorded interview will be shown as part of SM's introduction
during actual appearance on the show's taping, 6Nov. NAVSUF and NAVINFO EAST assisting in
coordination. FAA drafted, all services participating. Episode will air '11Nov.

Sunday Night NFL Football Bus [NBC]
Interactive NFL bus will visit Naval Station Great Lakes, 6Nov, inviting fans to come aboard. Bus
features giant interactive touch screen, a replica Lombardi Trophy, and signed memorabilia. Awaiting
FAA signature from NBC that will approve filming of event. Local FAO coordinating.

SCRIPTED TV / GAME SHOW:

FIRST TAKE [ESFNZ]
Episode taping sports show in Navy VR-64 hangar, lflNov, on ]oint Base Lewis-McChord. Military
members invited to fill audience. [approx 500 service members and their families]. AF leading
coordination. Drafting FAA.

GHOST HUNTERS: USS CONSTITUTION [SyFy Channel]
Coordinating with Ghost Hunters and CO/FAO USS CONSTITUTION to feature the history of the ship
and her many sea battles which may have contributed to current command personnel testimonials
of the ship having strange occurrences.
- Requesting interviews with crew who’ve experienced strange occurrences aboard ship
- Requesting interview with the CO and FAD about the history of the ship.
-- Tentative film dates requested are for December 2014, though reassessing as Constitution will

be approaching a yard period and likely be in varied states of disassembly.

(b) (4)

Somebody's Gotta Do It — [CNN]
Television series starring Mike Rowe of "Dirty Jobs”, show follows the same format as Dirty ]obs.
Producers are interested in featuring Navy Seabees and Submarine Culinary Specialists.
Coordinating with NECC for filming at upcoming FTX. Working with SUBFAC to determine
availability for submarine. FAA not yet signed. [NNTR]

HAWAII FIVE-O [CBS]
Received episode #5 12. Reviewed with no USN support requested or depicted. [NNTR]

NCIS [CBS]
Reviewing episode #270 "The Enemy Within." [NNTR]

NCIS NOLA [CBS]
Reviewing episode #110 “Stolen Valor.” [NNTR]



I FEATURE FILMS
(b) (4)

INDIANAPOLIS “Men of Courage"
On 150ct, held meeting with Writer and Creative Producer and informed that Nicholas Cage was
selected to play the character of CAPT McVay [CO INDIANAPOLIS]. Revised script based on
NAWNFOWEST notes has not been received. Initial DoD support identified includes W11
footage of South Pacific battles, archive footage of INDIANAPOLIS, and use of NAVSEA water tank
trainer located in AL.

(b) (4)

(b) (4)

DOCUMENTARIES

Time Traveling with Brian Unger [Travel Channel}
PAA signed to support small-scale broll support on ]oint Expeditionary Base Little Creek-Fort Story, SNov.
Local PAD escorting. Episode will discuss original settlers arrival to historical Fort Story landmark
responsible for founding of Jamestown colony.

The Little Family (TLC)
Show following non-Navy family that lives in Annapolis. Requesting to film US NA hockey game on '16Nov.
Production request sent. USNA and NAIHNFD WEST coordinating.

Real Sports with Bryant Gumble [HBO]
Series producing episode on use of supplements. Requesting initial phone call with Navy doctor for factual
verification. No filming requested at this time.

(b) (4)

DRUG WARS {FUSION}
FAA-supported counter drug ops documentary. Producers circling back with additional embark
request. NAVINFOWEST ICW SOUTHCOM and C41: reviewing current footage before approving
additional embarks. Revision 3 of episodes #1-7 have been reviewed and cleared by
NAVINFOWEST. Recommendation to approve Paraiso Pictures post-production phase has been
forwarded to OSD[PA]. Season One featuring USS RENTZ currently aired Thursday @ 2200 on
FUSION network. http:Hfusion.11et/show/drug-wars/



 
CLIMATE 25 WEATHER CHANNEL DOCUMENTARY 
Referred producer to OSD for top cover interview DoD-level policy on effects of climate change.  If   
approved will coord RADM White interview as follow-on Navy Arctic roadmap strategy.  On 16Oct, 
notified by CHINFO NewsDesk that OSD PAO re-classified Climate 25 as news and approved an 
interview with SECDEF.  CHINFO NewsDesk has taken PA lead and will facilitate interview with 
RADM White (Oceanographer of the Navy).   Climate 25 will be a televised, town hallstyle special 
featuring expert panelists and 25 pre-recorded interviews with business execs, political figures and 
active/former military leaders to explore global security issues related to climate change.   (NNTR) 
 
AIR WARRIORS: EA-18G Growler (Smithsonian) 
NAVINFOWEST Project Officer LT Mike Hume escorted production company Red Rock Films reps to 
NAS Whidbey Island, WA 2223Sep.  PAOs for the base and squadron assisted during filming.  AIRPAC 
coord with VAQ132 for support.  USMC office provided tandem support from MCAS Cherry Point for 
filming of EA6B Prowlers.  Requesting footage of Growler OPS in 5th Flt/CENTCOM AOR. ICW C5F PA 
for access to released footage of Growler aircraft conducting current operations. (NNTR) 
 
SEAPOWER (IMAX/K2 Comms) 
NAVINFOWEST Director conducted RIMPAC filming debrief with K2 Comm staff on 7Aug.   Meeting 
discussions will also cover future filming opportunities IVO SOCAL/VACAPES OPAREA. FY15 filming 
requests ISO “SEAPOWER” will be forwarded to USFF/C3F for feasibility of support.  (NNTR) 

 
The Tennesseans (Tennessee Public Television) 
Highlights Tennessee's legacy of military service. Requesting research/interview support via NHHC 
and filming at Navy Museum. Navy addendum added to existing Armyled PAA. Coordinating filming 
dates. (NNTR) 
 

UnSEALed (PBS) 
Documentary film on history of UDT/SEALs.  OSD production support approved with addendum to 
previous researchassisted PAA via NAVINFOWEST and Naval Special Warfare Command.  PAA and 
Addendum signed. Coordinated rough cut with NSW N2 and Foreign Disclosure Office and 
socialized CAPT Fenick’s notes/NAVINFOWEST notes with Carol Fleischer requesting several  

changes to content.  Edit recommendations incorporated.  Airdate scheduled for 11Nov on PBS. 

 
THE SMALL COUNTRY (Norwegian TV) 
TV documentary about Norway’s changing position in the world due to climate change, interview with 
RDML White about Navy’s new mission in the Arctic completed 11Jun.  NAVINFOWEST submitted RFI 
to staff PAO for AAR. (NNTR) 

 
World Access (Indigo Films for Travel Channel) 
Working with SUBPAC PAO to determine if LA-Class fast-attack submarine is available to support filming 
for World Access to show on The Travel Channel.  Show would highlight the inner workings of a 
modern submarine, various departments that make the ship work, technology and weapons systems 
aboard as well as interviews to highlight the crew that operates it.  Working through Indigo Films to get 
an updated request to fwd to SUBPAC. (NNTR) 

 
World Access: USS CONSTITUTION (Indigo Films for Travel Channel) 

Expect rough cut of 4th of July harbor sail aboard USS CONSTITUTION on or around 20Oct. Air date 

tentatively set for January 2015. (NNTR) 
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Referred producer to OSD for top cover interview DoD-level policy on effects of climate change.  If   
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AIR WARRIORS: EA-18G Growler (Smithsonian) 
NAVINFOWEST Project Officer LT Mike Hume escorted production company Red Rock Films reps to 
NAS Whidbey Island, WA 2223Sep.  PAOs for the base and squadron assisted during filming.  AIRPAC 
coord with VAQ132 for support.  USMC office provided tandem support from MCAS Cherry Point for 
filming of EA6B Prowlers.  Requesting footage of Growler OPS in 5th Flt/CENTCOM AOR. ICW C5F PA 
for access to released footage of Growler aircraft conducting current operations. (NNTR) 
 
SEAPOWER (IMAX/K2 Comms) 
NAVINFOWEST Director conducted RIMPAC filming debrief with K2 Comm staff on 7Aug.   Meeting 
discussions will also cover future filming opportunities IVO SOCAL/VACAPES OPAREA. FY15 filming 
requests ISO “SEAPOWER” will be forwarded to USFF/C3F for feasibility of support.  (NNTR) 

 
The Tennesseans (Tennessee Public Television) 
Highlights Tennessee's legacy of military service. Requesting research/interview support via NHHC 
and filming at Navy Museum. Navy addendum added to existing Armyled PAA. Coordinating filming 
dates. (NNTR) 
 

UnSEALed (PBS) 
Documentary film on history of UDT/SEALs.  OSD production support approved with addendum to 
previous researchassisted PAA via NAVINFOWEST and Naval Special Warfare Command.  PAA and 
Addendum signed. Coordinated rough cut with NSW N2 and Foreign Disclosure Office and 
socialized CAPT Fenick’s notes/NAVINFOWEST notes with Carol Fleischer requesting several  

changes to content.  Edit recommendations incorporated.  Airdate scheduled for 11Nov on PBS. 

 
THE SMALL COUNTRY (Norwegian TV) 
TV documentary about Norway’s changing position in the world due to climate change, interview with 
RDML White about Navy’s new mission in the Arctic completed 11Jun.  NAVINFOWEST submitted RFI 
to staff PAO for AAR. (NNTR) 

 
World Access (Indigo Films for Travel Channel) 
Working with SUBPAC PAO to determine if LA-Class fast-attack submarine is available to support filming 
for World Access to show on The Travel Channel.  Show would highlight the inner workings of a 
modern submarine, various departments that make the ship work, technology and weapons systems 
aboard as well as interviews to highlight the crew that operates it.  Working through Indigo Films to get 
an updated request to fwd to SUBPAC. (NNTR) 

 
World Access: USS CONSTITUTION (Indigo Films for Travel Channel) 

Expect rough cut of 4th of July harbor sail aboard USS CONSTITUTION on or around 20Oct. Air date 

tentatively set for January 2015. (NNTR) 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CLIMATE 25 WEATHER CHANNEL DOCUMENTARY
Referred producer to OSD for top cover interview DoD-level policy on effects of climate change. If
approved will coord RADM White interview as follow-on Navy Arctic roadmap strategy. On 160ct,
notified by CHINFO NewsDesk that OSD PAO re-classified Climate 25 as news and approved an
interview with SECDEF. CHINFO NewsDesk has taken PA lead and will facilitate interview with
RADM White (Oceanographer of the Navy). Climate 25 will be a televised, town hall-style special
featuring expert panelists and 25 pre-recorded interviews with business execs, political figures and
active/former military leaders to explore global security issues related to climate change. (NNTR)

AIR WARRIORS: EA-18G Growler (Smithsonian)
NAVINFOWEST Project Officer LT Mike Hume escorted production company Red Rock Films reps to
NAS Whidbey Island, WA 22-238ep. PAOs for the base and squadron assisted during filming. AIRPAC
coord with VAQ-132 for support. USMC office provided tandem support from MCAS Cherry Point for
filming of EA-6B Prowlers. Requesting footage of Growler OPS in 5th Flt/CENTCOM AOR. ICW CSF PA
for access to released footage of Growler aircraft conducting current operations. (NNTR)

SEAPOWER (IMAX/KZ Comms)
NAVINFOWEST Director conducted RIMPAC filming debrief with K2 Comm staff on 7Aug. Meeting
discussions will also cover future filming opportunities IVO SOCAL/VACAPES OPAREA. FY-15 filming
requests ISO “SEAPOWER" will be forwarded to USFF/C3F for feasibility of support. (NNTR)

The Tennesseans (Tennessee Public Television)
Highlights Tennessee's legacy of military service. Requesting research/interview support via NHHC
and filming at Navy Museum. Navy addendum added to existing Army-led PAA. Coordinating filming
dates. (NNTR)

UnSEALed (PBS)
Documentary film on history of UDT/SEALs. OSD production support approved with addendum to
previous research-assisted PAA via NAVINFOWEST and Naval Special Warfare Command. PAA and
Addendum signed. Coordinated rough cut with NSW N2 and Foreign Disclosure Office and
socialized CAPT Fenick’s notes/NAVINFOWEST notes with Carol Fleischer requesting several
changes to content. Edit recommendations incorporated. Airdate scheduled for 11Nov on PBS.

THE SMALL COUNTRY (Norwegian TV)
TV documentary about Norway’s changing position in the world due to climate change, interview with
RDML White about Navy’s new mission in the Arctic completed 11]un. NAVINFOWEST submitted RFI
to staff PAO for AAR. (NNTR)

World Access (Indigo Films for Travel Channel)
Working with SUBPAC PAO to determine if LA-Class fast-attack submarine is available to support filming
for World Access to show on The Travel Channel. Show would highlight the inner workings of a
modern submarine, various departments that make the ship work, technology and weapons systems
aboard as well as interviews to highlight the crew that operates it. Working through Indigo Films to get
an updated request to fwd to SUBPAC. (NNTR)

World Access: USS CONSTITUTION (Indigo Films for Travel Channel)
Expect rough cut of 4th of July harbor sail aboard USS CONSTITUTION on or around ZOOct. Air date
tentatively set for January 20 1 5. (NNTR)



DECLINES:

Aloha Vet [NatGeo]
Support-able thematies, but required film dates did not match up.

('3) (4)

ADMIN:

Hollywood to the Navy
Scheduling for November. Date and commands to be visited TED. [NNTR]

RESERVE UNIT

b) (6)



NAVINFOWEST Weekly Report
07 Nov 14

Updated Items in Blue

SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS:

SECNAV: ARMY-NAVY
NCIS cast shout-out submitted to CBS/Gary Glasberg for filming. Awaiting feedback coord w,’ SE CNAV
PAO. On 3Nov, CBSfNCIS Executive Producer provided unable to support response, SECNAV PAD notified.

CHINFO VISIT
Supported successful CI/CHINFO SEA visit to LA. RDML Cutler/ MCCM McMillan participated in the
following events:
flfiNov
- NAVINFOWEST provided command brief, tour of spaces, and escorted meet and greet with USMC,
USA, USAF entertainment liaison offices.
- The Last Ship studio visit and meeting with TNT/Production Company Executives, walkthrough of
USS NATHAN JAMES [DDG-151] sets (galley, CIC, bridge, hangar bay], meet and greet with
NAVINFOWEST project officers, principal actors, cast and crew.
D7Nov
- NCIS studio visit and meeting with NCIS Production Executives to include discussion on future
USN episode support and themes. Wall-{through of NCIS HQ sets [MTAQ Abbey's lab, autopsy/morgue,
watch floor], meet and greet with principal actors, cast and crew.

FOX SPORTS" 75th COMMEMORATION OF PEARL HARBOR [FOX]
BLOCH Arena site visit 06Nov for FOX Sports conducted by civilian-contracted Engineer to assess
structural weight limits for ceiling-hung equipment [approx 6000 lbs]. Escorted by IBPHH PAO.
UnSEALed [PBS]
Documentary film on history of UDT/SEALs. OSD production support approved with addendum to
previous research-assisted FAA via NAVINFOWEST and Naval Special Warfare Command. FAA and
Addendum signed. Coordinated rough cut with NSW N2 and Foreign Disclosure Office and
socialized CAPT Fenick’s notes/NAVINFOWEST notes with Carol Fleischer requesting several
changes to content. Edit recommendations incorporated. Airdate scheduled for 11Nov on PBS.

HUNTER---KILLER
On 6Nov, Director/Deputy hosted meeting w/Relativity Executives (Director, Producer, Writers,
Location Manager] to include participation via PHDN CON w/COMSUBPAC PAO and SSN SME
[former CO]. Discussion topics included showcasing the Virginia class SSN, COMSUBPAC feasibility
of support for filming o/a spring of 2015, and depiction of female submarine warfare officers. Next
revision of script expected to be released week of ZDNov.

SUPER CARRIER (3]) [MAX FILM]
Script received for review from Peter Tobyansen and Heartland Entertainment. Meeting scheduled with
EXE Producer on Wed, 12 Nov to discuss way-ahead.

NCIS NEWr ORLEANS SEASON ONE [CBS]
On 2?Oct, Danni Productions requested DoD support for access to NAS IRE New Orleans for filming of
b-roll footage of exterior buildings [front gate, hangars, galley, air field, MWR, etc]. On 290ct, IRB XO
approved access and filming on 18-20Nov. NAVINFOWEST Project Officer ICW IRE NOLA FAQ will
provide escorted access on filming days and ensure no impact to operations. B-roll shot list
development in progress by production company.



THE LAST SHIP [TNT]
NAVINFOWEST reviewed and updates scripts for episodes 202-203. TNT has provided scripts for 204-205
and outlines for 206 and 208. Reviewing for accuracy and providing inputs to SURFOR technical advisor.
- Technical Scout to USNS MERCY (T-AH-lg] conducted, 3Nov from 0900-1400. Team encompassed 12
personnel that visited multiple MSC and MTF controlled spaces.
- Confirmed new dates for filming aboard USNS MERCY between 17-21Nov. Base camp to be established
from 14-23Nov to support filming on NBSD.
- Confirmed dates for filming aboard USS WILLIAM P. LAWRENCE [DDG 110] between 8-12Dec. Base camp
to be established from 6-14Dec to support filming on NBSD.
- Exploring possibility to film at NASNI 22Nov for aviation pick up shots for episode 202. Working with
AIRPAC and base PAC) to coordinate.
- Revising PAA Addendum for Episodes 201-203.
- Request pending from C3F PAD regarding possible at-sea training availabilities between Dec- May.

TogetherWe Make Football (NFL Films) [9-100ct]
- Rough cut reviewed and approved.
- SURFOR and USS Green Bay PAO, facilitated follow up filming aboard ship for the ‘Today Show' 6-?
November to prelude the ship football montage. Live recording and follow on pre-recorded clip from
October aired 0830 PST, 7Nov on NBC.

Rachael Ray Show [CBS]
Daytime, cooking/talk show will feature military food service professionals from Navy and supporting
services. Each SM cooked a chosen signature dish showcasing military culinary skills. (:51 Stephanie
Cooper of USS FORREST SHERMAN [DDG-EJB) identified by NAVSUP PAO leadership as Navy
representative. Pre-recorded interview occurred SNov. Pre-recorded interview shown as part of SM's
introduction during actual appearance on the show's taping, 6Nov. NAVSUP and NAVINFO EAST
assisted in coordination and escort. PAA signed. Rough cut reviewed. Episode will air 11Nov.

Sunday Night NFL Football Bus [NBC]
Interactive NFL bus will visit Naval Station Great Lakes, fiNov, inviting fans to come aboard. Bus
features giant interactive touch screen, a replica Lombardi Trophy, and signed memorabilia. Filming
primarily intended for NBCfNFL social media reach with potential for footage to air on NBC before
Sunday, 9Nov, Bears vs. Packers game. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. Local PAO coordinating.

I SCRIPTED Tv / GAME snow: I

[eff Dunham Comedy Performance [Comedy Central)
Free USO 'Tour for the Troops' performance, 01Nov, at Admiral Prout Field on NB SD. Over 2,500 Active Duty
and dependents in attendance. FAA signed. Awaiting rough cut.

FIRST TAKE [ESPNZ]
Episode taping sports show in Navy VR-64 hangar, 10Nov, on loint Base Lewis-McChord. Military
members invited to fill audience. (approx. 500 service members and their families]. AF leading
coordination. Drafting PAA. [NNTR]

GHOST HUNTERS: USS CONSTITUTION [SyFy Channel]

Coordinating with Ghost Hunters and CO/FAO USS CONSTITUTION to feature the history of the ship
and her many sea battles which may have contributed to current command personnel testimonials
of the ship having strange occurrences.
- Requesting interviews with crew who’ve experienced strange occurrences aboard ship
- Requesting interview with the CO and PAO about the history of the ship.
- Tentative film dates requested are for December 2014, though reassessing as Constitution will

be approaching a yard period and likely be in varied states of disassembly. [NNTR]



(b) (4}

Somebody’s Gotta Do It — (CNN)
Television series starting Mike Rowe of "Dirtylobs", show follows the same format as Dirty Iobs.
Producers are interested in featuring Navy Seabees and Submarine Culinary Specialists.
Coordinating with NECC for filming at upcoming FTX. Working with SUBPAC to determine
availability for submarine. PAA not yet signed. [NNTR]

HAWAII FIVE-O [CBS]
Received episode #512, 513. Reviewed with no USN support requested or depicted.

NCIS [CBS]
Reviewed and provided notes on episodes
#2 70 "The Enemy Within”
#271 ”We build, We Fight"

NCIS NOLA [CBS]
Reviewed and provided notes on episodes
#108 “Love Hurts”
#110 “Stolen Valor”
#112 “The Abyss”

I FEATURE FILMS
(b) (4)

INDIANAPOLIS “Men of Courage"
On 15-Oct, held meeting with Writer and Creative Producer and informed that Nicholas Cage was
selected to play the character of CAPT MCVQ}? [CO INDIANAPOLIS]. Revised script based on
NAVINFOWEST notes has not been received. Initial DoD support identified includes WWII
footage of South Pacific battles, archive footage of INDIANAPOLIS, and use of NAVSEA water tank
trainer located in AL.

(b) {4)

(b) (4)



DOCUMENTARIES

Master Chef [Fox]
Request to docmnent homecoming unit in Ian/Feb 2015 and then feed service members and families at a
later date. Researching support.

SEAL Dog {Smithsonian}
Film about former SEAL Trevor Maroshek and his relationship with his dog, a former military working dog.
Vice President Joe Biden interviewed for film as well. Interview conducted '?Apr, with NICoE's CAPT. [Dr.]
Robert Koffinan discussing treatment of PTSD/TBI and canine therapy program. FAA signed. Rough cut
received, 0 5 Nov. Reviewing.

Time Traveling with Brian Unger (Travel Channel}
FAA signed to support small-scale broll support on Ioint Expeditionary Base Little Creek-Fort Story. Episode
will discuss original settlers arrival to historical Fort Story landmark responsible for founding of Jamestown
colony. Filming occurred 5Nov. Local FAD escort. FAA signed. Awaiting rough cut.

The Little Family (TLC)
Show following non-Navy family that lives in Annapolis. Requesting to fihn USNA hockey game on 14Nov.
FAA sent to producers for signature. USNA and NAVINFO WEST coordinating.

(b) (4}

DRUG WARS [FUSION]
PAA-supported counter drug ops documentary. Producers circling back with additional embark
request. NAVINFO‘WEST ICWr SOUTHCOM and C4F reviewing current footage before approving
additional embarks. Revision 3 of episodes #1-7 have been reviewed and cleared by
NAVINFOWEST. Recommendation to approve Paraiso Pictures post-production phase has been
forwarded to OSD[PA]. Season One featuring USS RENTZ currently aired Thursday @ 2200 on
FUSION network. htt : fusion.net show dru -wars [NNTR]

CLIMATE 25 WEATHER CHANNEL DOCUMENTARY
Referred producer to OSD for top cover interview DoD-level policy on effects of climate change. If
approved will coord RADM 1Ullhite interview as follow-on Navy Arctic roadmap strategy. [in 160ct,
notified by CHINFO NewsDesk that 05D FAD re-classified Climate 25 as news and approved an
interview with SE CDE F. CHINFO NewsDesk has taken PA lead and will facilitate interview with
RADM INhite [Oceanographer of the Navy). Climate 25 will be a televised, town hall-style special
featuring expert panelists and 25 pre-recorded interviews with business execs, political figures and
active/former military leaders to explore global security issues related to climate change. [NNTR]

AIR WARRIORS: EA- 18G Growler [Smithsonian]
NAVINFOWEST Project Officer LT Mike Hume escorted production company Red Rock Films reps to
NAS Whidbey Island, WA 22-235ep. FAQs for the base and squadron assisted during filming. AIRFAC
coord with FAQ-132 for support. USMC office provided tandem support from MCAS Cherry Point for
filming of EA-fiB Frowlers. Requesting footage of Growler 0PS in 5th FltENTCOM AOR [CW CSF PA
for access to released footage of Growler aircraft conducting current operations. [NNTR)

SEAPOWER [IMAX/KZ Comms}
NAVINFDWEST Director conducted RIMFAC filming debrief with K2 Comm staff on TAug. Meeting
discussions will also cover future filming opportunities 1V0 SDCAL/VACAFES OFAREA. FY-15 filming
requests ISO "SEAFOWER" will be forwarded to USFF/C3F for feasibility of support. [NNTR]



The Tennesseans (Tennessee Public Television]
Highlights Tennessee's legacy of military service. Requesting research/interview support via NHHC
and filming at Navy Museum. Navy addendum added to existing Army-led PAA. Coordinating filming
dates. [NNTR]

THE SMALL COUNTRY [Norwegian TV]
TV documentary about Norway’s changing position in the world due to climate change, interview with
RDML White about Navy's new mission in the Arctic completed 11]un. NAVINFOWEST submitted RFI
to staff PAD for AAR [NNTR]

World Access [Indigo Films for Travel Channel}
Working with SUBPAC PAC to determine if LA-Class fast-attack submarine is available to support filming
for World Access to show on The Travel Channel. Show would highlight the inner workings of a
modern submarine, various departments that make the ship work, technology and weapons systems
aboard as well as interviews to highlight the crew that operates it. Working through Indigo Films to get
an updated request to fwd to SUBPAC. [NNTPJ

World Access: USS CONSTITUTION [Indigo Films for Travel Channel}
Received, reviewed and approved rough cut of World Access: USS Constitution. Awaiting input from
ship PAO prior to giving the go ahead for further production. Air date tentatively set for January’ 2015.

I DECLINES:

[NNTR]

I ADMIN:

Hollywood to the Navy
Scheduling for November. Date and commands to be visited TB D. [NNTR]

RESERVE UNIT

'0) (6)



NAVINFOWEST Weekly Report
14 Nov 14

Updated Items in Blue

SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS:

FOX SPORTS’ 75th COMMEMORATION OF PEARL HARBOR [FOX]
FOX Sports contracted Hawaii-based KAI Structural and Forensics Engineers Erian Murdock to conduct
ELOCH Arena structural analysis of ceiling for support of 6000 lbs of lights, rigging cameras etc. 06Nov at
IPEHH. The engineering results were provided to NAVPAC through IPEHH CoS for validation. The
analysis by the firm states the structure is adequate to support a max load of 6,500 lbs.

HUNTER---KILLER
On fiNov, Director!Deputy hosted meeting w/Relativity Executives (Director, Producer, Writers,
Location Manager] to include participation via PHONCON w/COMSUEPAC PAO and SSN SME
[former CO]. Discussion topics included showcasing the Virginia class SSN, COMSUBPAC feasibility
ofsupport for filming oIa spring of 2015, and depiction of female submarine warfare officers. Next
revision of script expected to be released week of ZDNov. Received SUEPAC review/comments for
current draft script and forwarded to studiofwriter. Will schedule calls after 19Nov for writer
Q/A with CDR Kerr.

NCIS NEWr ORLEANS SEASON ONE [CBS]
On 270ct, Danni Productions requested DoD support for access to NAS IRE New Orleans for filming of
b-roll footage of exterior buildings [front gate, hangars, galley, air field, MWR, etc.]. On 290ct, IRE X0
approved access and filming on 18-20Nov. NAVINFOWEST Project Officer ICW IRE NOLA PAO will
provide escorted access on filming days and ensure no impact to operations. IRE NOLA scouting
scheduled for 17Nov followed by primary filming scheduled on 18-20Nov. On 14Nov, PAA Addendum
was endorsed by Danni Prods and approved by AOSD [PA].

THE LAST SHIP [TNT]
NAVINFOWEST reviewed and updates scripts for episodes 202-205. Currently reviewing thematics for
episodes 206 and 208. Coord with waterfront TYCOM leads fully engaged. OSD signed PAA for major
basecamp and filming aboard USNS MERCY (T-AH-19] between 17-21Nov. Ease camp to be established
from 14-23Nov to support filming on NESD. NASNI filming sched 21Nov. NAVINFOWEST Director/NESD
CO to kick-off filming with safety brief 0?00 17Nov at base camp.
- Confirmed dates for filming aboard USS WILLIAM P. LAWRENCE [DDG 110] between E-12Dec. Ease camp
to be established from 6-14Dec to support filming on NBSD.
- Completed Army-Navy game shout-outs on set crew for forwarding to 01-2.
- C3F PAO provided at sea filming dates in April aboard WILLIAM P. LAWRENCE. Production Company
currently reviewing for logistical support.

I SCRIPTED Tv / GAME snow: I
[eff Dunham Comedy Performance (Comedy Central)
Free USO 'Tour for the Troops' performance, 01Nov, at Admiral Prout Field on NB SD. Over 2,5 00 Active Duty
and dependents in attendance. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR]

FIRST TAKE [ESPNZ]
Episode taping sports show in Navy VR-64 hangar, 10Nov, on loint Ease Lewis-McChord. Military
members invited to fill audience (approx. 500 service members and their families]. AF leading
coordination. Drafting PAA. [NNTR]



GHOST HUNTERS: USS CONSTITUTION [SyFy Channel]
Coordinating with Ghost Hunters and CO/PAO USS CONSTITUTION to feature the history of the ship
and her many sea battles which may have contributed to current command personnel testimonials
of the ship having strange occurrences.
- Requesting interview with CO as primary interviewee as well as crew who've experienced strange
occurrences aboard ship.
- History of ship and significant battles, such as War of ”1812, will be woven in throughout hour-long episode.
- Film dates proposed for first two weeks in Dec 20 14 during yard period.

(b) (4)

Somebody’s Gotta Do It — [CNN]
Television series starring Mike Rowe of "Dirty Jobs”, show follows the same format as Dirty Iobs.
Producers are interested in featuring Navy Seabees and Submarine Culinary Specialists.
Coordinating with NECC for filming at upcoming FTX. Worldng with SUBPAC to determine
availability for submarine. PAA not yet signed. [NNTR]

HAWAII FIVE-O [CBS]
Received episode # 513, 514, 5 '15. Reviewed with no USN support requested or depicted.

NCIS [CBS]
Reviewed and provided notes on episodes
#2 7 0 "The Enemy Within”
#271 ”We Build, We Fight"

NCIS NOLA [CBS]
Reviewed and provided notes on episodes
# 1 1 I} “Stolen Valor"
#1 1 1 “Bait Fish"
#112 “The Abyss”
# 11 5 "Dead Man Walldng”

I FEATURE FILMS
(b) (4)

INDIANAPOLIS “Men of Courage"
On 150 ct, held meeting with Writer and Creative Producer and informed that Nicholas Cage was
selected to play the character of CAPT McVay [CD INDIANAPOLIS]. Revised script based on
NAVINFOWEST notes has not been received. Initial DoD support identified includes WWII
footage of South Pacific battles, archive footage of INDIANAPOLIS, and use of NAVSEA water tank
trainer located in AL. [NNTR]



DOCUMENTARIES

SUPER CARRIER (3]) [MAX FILM]
Script received for review from Peter Tobyansen and Heartland Entertainment. After meeting to discuss
with producers at NAVINFOWEST, recalibrated themes to pursue to “SUPER SHIPS” vice ”SUPER CARRIER”
for further research and rewrite of script concept/outline.

Master Chef [Fox]
Request to document homecoming unit in Jan/Feb 20 15 and then feed service members and families at a
later date. Researching support. [NNTR]

SEAL Dog {Smithsonian}
Film about former SEAL Trevor Maroshek and his relationship with his dog, a former military working dog.
Vice President Joe Biden interviewed for film as well. Interview conducted '?Apr, with NICoE's CAPT. [Dr.]
Robert Koffman discussing treatment of PTSD/TBI and canine therapy program. FAA signed. Rough cut
reviewed, providing notes to producer.

Time Traveling with Brian Unger [Travel Channel]
PAA signed to support small-scale broll support on Ioint Expeditionary Base Little Creek-Fort Story. Episode
will discuss original settlers arrival to historical Fort Story landmark responsible for founding of Jamestown
colony. Filming occurred 5Nov. Local PAO escort. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR)

The Little Family [TLC]
Show following non-Navy family that lives in Annapolis. Requesting to film USNA hockey game on '14Nov.
FAA sent to producers for signature. USNA and NAVINFD WEST coordinating. "Little Family explores the
everyday lives of a 'little' family that approaches every challenge with a unique perspective and uses
positivity and inner strength to make each day bigger and better than average." FAA signed.

(b) (4)

DRUG WARS [FUSION]
PAA-supported counter drug ops documentary. Producers circling back with additional embark
request. NAWNFOWST ICW SOUTHCOM and C41: reviewing current footage before approving
additional embarks. Revision 3 of episodes #1-7 have been reviewed and cleared by
NAVINFOWEST. Recommendation to approve Paraiso Pictures post-production phase has been
forwarded to DSD[PA]. Season One featuring USS RENTZ currently aired Thursday @ 2200 on
FUSION network. htto:.I’I’fusion.net/showfdrug-wars,f [NNTR]



CLIMATE 25 WEATHER CHANNEL DOCUMENTARY
Referred producer to OSD for top cover interview DoD-level policy on effects of climate change. If
approved will coord RADM 1White interview as follow-on Navy Arctic roadmap strategy. [In 160ct,
notified by CHINFD NewsDesk that 05D PAD re-classified Climate 25 as news and approved an
interview with SE CDE F. CHINFO NewsDesk has taken PA lead and will facilitate interview with
RADM ‘White [Oceanographer of the Navy]. Climate 25 will be a televised, town hall-style special
featuring expert panelists and 25 pre-recorded interviews with business execs, political figures and
active/former military leaders to explore global security issues related to climate change. [NNTR]

AIR WARRIORS: EA-IBG Growler [Smithsonian]
NAVINFOWEST Project Officer LT Mike Hume escorted production company Red Rock Films reps to
NAS Whidbey Island, WA 22-23Sep. PAOs for the base and squadron assisted during filming. AIRPAC
coord with VAQ-132 for support. USMC office provided tandem support from MCAS Cherry Point for
filming of EA-fiB Prowlers. Rough cut reviewed by NAVINFOWEST, USMC and VAQ-13 2, no concerns
found, awaiting air date.

SEAPOWER [IMAXIIQ Comms)
NAVINFDWEST Director conducted RIMPAC filming debrief with K2 Comm staff on TAug. Meeting
discussions will also cover future filming opportunities 1V0 SOCAL/VACAPES OPAREA. FY-15 filming
requests ISO "SEAPOWER" will be forwarded to USFF/CBF for feasibility of support. (NNTR)

THE SMALL COUNTRY [Norwegian TV]
TV documentary about Norway’s changing position in the world due to climate change, interview with
RDML White about Navy's new mission in the Arctic completed 11]un. NAVINFOW’EST submitted RFI
to staff RAG| for AAR. [NNTR]

World Access [Indigo Films for Travel Channel]
Working with SUBPAC PAD to determine if LA-Class fast-attack submarine is available to support filming
for World Access to show on The Travel Channel. Show would highlight the inner workings of a
modern submarine, various departments that make the ship work, technology and weapons systems
aboard as well as interviews to highlight the crew that operates it. Working through Indigo Films to get
an updated request to fwd to SUBPAC. [NNTIU

World Access: USS CONSTITUTION [Indigo Films for Travel Channel]
Received , reviewed and approved rough cut ofWorld Access: USS Constitution. Awaiting input from
ship PAD prior to giving the go ahead for further production. Air date tentatively set for January 2015.
[NNTR]

I oscunss:

F-35C [Galileo]
Galileo a German based news magazine style program requested filming opportunities of F-35C.
Request was declined due to low ROI, foreign distribution and F-35 currently still undergoing test 8.:
evaluation.

ADMIN:

Hollywood to the Navy
Scheduling for November. Date and commands to be visited TB D. [NNTR]
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NAVINFOWEST Weekly Report
21 Nov 14

Updated Items in Blue

SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS:

FDX SPORTS’ 75th COMMEMDRATIDN OF PEARL HARBDR [FDX]
FOX Sports contracted Hawaii-based KAI Structural and Forensics Engineers Brian Murdock to conduct
BLOCH Arena structural analysis of ceiling for support of 6000 lbs of lights, rigging, cameras etc. 06Nov at
IPBHH. The engineering results were provided to NAVFAC through IPBHH CoS for validation. The
analysis by the firm states the structure is adequate to support a max load of 6,5 00 lbs. Coordinating FOX
Sports payment to NAVFAC for engineer review. Established contact with MWR Director Tom Iones to
review OSD draft MWR contract on JPBHH support. FOX executive will visit Dec 7, 2014 commemorative
events accompanied by IPBHH PAD. Conducted a conference call with Rob Newell and Adrian Starks to
chart way ahead. CNIC PAO Wendy Snyder briefed. Conducted CI brief phonecon for flag level SA.

HUNTER---KILLER
0n fiNov, Director}Deputy hosted meeting w/Relativity Executives (Director, Producer, Writers,
Location Manager] to include participation via PHON CON w/COMSUBPAC PAO and SSN SME
[former C0]. Discussion topics included showcasing the Virginia class SSN, COMSUBPAC feasibility
of support for filming o/a spring of 2015, and depiction of female submarine warfare officers. Next
revision of script expected to be released week of 20Nov. Received SUBPAC review/comments for
current draft script and forwarded to studiofwriter. Will schedule calls after 19Nov for writer
Q/A with CDR Kerr.

NCIS (CBS)
011 18NOV, SECNA‘vr appeared in a cameo scene as a Special Agent. Episode titled "Semper Fortis"
focused on the "Good Samaritan Law" as it applies to a former Hospital Corpsman and was highlighted
in this week's edition ofTV Guide. htt : WIV ide.com News NCIS-Sneak—Peek—E isode-B-
Samaritan- Law- Gary-Glasberg- 1 089 3 69.aspx

NCIS NEW DRLEANS SEASDN ONE [CBS]
0n 19Nov, NAVINFOWEST Deputy Director with the assistance of the NAS IRE New Orleans PAD, escorted a
2nd unit camera team on base to film B-roll footage ofVII-54 [C-130 squadron], Air Traffic Control Tower,
flag detail performing evening colors and front gate F-18 static display. Footage will serve as stock footage
for future episodes. Additional footage of non-USN units included: USCG HH—65 helo squadron and Louisiana
Air National Guard F-15 launches.

THE LAST SHIP [TNT]
Filming on location at NBSD, USNS MERCY and NASNI between 15-23Nov. Main and second units all week.
Safe evolutions of pyrotechnics. No is sues reported w/ basecamp, ship, pier, logistics, security, safety or
disruption of ongoing ship’s activities.
- Tandem filming at Naval Air Station North Island highlighted naval air power with various flight line
footage of C-ZA, NIH-603 and F-18E take-offs. Coordination between VRC 30, AIRPAC, Base OPS, Base PAD,
Flight Terminal and Flight Line Managers was established during a meeting on 19Nov and executed 2 1
Nov.
- Confirmed dates for filming aboard USS WILLIAM F. LAWRENCE [DDG 110) between 8-12Dec. Base camp
to be established from 6-14Dec to support filming on NBSD.
- - C3F PAD provided at sea filming dates in April aboard WILLIAM F. LAWRENCE. Production Company
currently reviewing for logistical support.
NAVINFOWEST reviewed updated scripts for episodes 202-2 05. Currently reviewing draft release of
episode 206.



SEAL Dog (Smithsonian)
Film about former SEAL Trevor Maroshek and his relationship with his dog. a former military working dog.
Vice President Joe Biden interviewed for film as well. Interview conducted '7Apr, with NICoE's CAPT. [Dr.]
Robert Koffman discussing treatment of PTSD/TBI and canine therapy program. PAA signed. Rough cut
reviewed, providing notes to producer. Upon rough cut review, engaged NSW PAO Iason Salata for SME
review of dog TTPs, equipment and re-enactments to mitigate any potential sensitive information release.
Provided producer]network notes.

AIR WARRIORS: EA- 18G Growler [Smithsonian]
NAVINFOWEST Project Officer LT Mike Hume escorted production company Red Rock Films reps to
NAS Whidbey Island, WA 22-23Sep. FAQs for the base and squadron assisted during filming. AIRPAC
coord with VAQ-132 for support. USMC office provided tandem support from MCAS Cherry Point for
filming of EA-fiB Prowlers. Rough cut reviewed by NAVINFOWEST, USMC and VAQ-132, no concerns
found. Scheduled to air Sunday, 23Nov on the Smithsonian Channel.

SCRIPTED TV / GAME SHOW:

FIRST TAKE [ESPN2)
Episode taping sports show in Navy VR-64 hangar, lflNov, on Ioint Base Lewis-McChord. Military
members invited to fill audience (approx. 500 service members and their families]. AF leading
coordination. Drafting PAA. [NNTR]

GHOST HUNTERS: USS CONSTITUTION [SyFy Channel]
Coordinating with Ghost Hunters and CO/PAO USS CONSTITUTION to feature the history of the ship
and her many sea battles which may have contributed to current command personnel testimonials
of the ship having strange occurrences. Requesting interview with CD as primary interviewee as well
as crew who've experienced strange occurrences aboard ship. History of ship and significant battles,
such as War of 1812, will be woven in throughout hour-long episode. Filming scheduled for first two
weeks in Dec 2014 during yard period. PAA sent to producer. LT Papadakis from reserve unit has been
identified as Project Officer.

(13) (4)

Somebody's Gotta Do It — (CNN)
Television series starring Mike Rowe of "Dirty Jobs”, show follows the same format as Dirty Iobs.
Producers are interested in featuring Navy Seabees and Submarine Culinary Specialists.
Coordinating with NECC for filming at upcoming FTX. Working with SUEPAC to determine
availability for submarine. PAA not yet signed. [NNTR]

HAWAII FIVE-O [CBS]
Received episode # 513, 514, 515. Reviewed with no USN support requested or depicted. [NNTR]

NCIS NOLA [CBS]
Reviewed and provided notes on episodes
#11 0 "Stolen Valor”
# 1 1 1 "Bait Fish”
#112 "The Abyss"
#115 “Dead Man Walking” [NNTR]



I FEATURE FILMS
(b) (4)

INDIANAPDLIS “Men of Courage"
On 15-Oct, held meeting with Writer and Creative Producer and informed that Nicholas Cage was
selected to play the character of CAPT McVay [CO INDIANAPOLIS]. Revised script based on
NAVINFOWEST notes has not been received. Initial DoD support identified includes W11
footage of South Pacific battles, archive footage of INDIANAPOLIS, and use of NAVSEA water tank
trainer located in AL. [NNTR]

(b) {4)

(b) (4}

I DOCUMENTARIES
(b) (4}

(b) (4)

SUPER CARRIER [3D [MAX FILM]
Script received for review from Peter Tobyansen and Heartland Entertainment. After meeting to discuss
with producers at NAVINFOWEST, recalibrated themes to pursue to ”SUPER SHIPS” vice "SUPER CARRIER”
for further research and rewrite of script concept/outline. [NNTR]

Time Traveling with Brian Unger [Travel Channel}
PAA signed to support small-scale broll support on Ioint Expeditionary Base Little Creek-Fort Story. Episode
will discuss original settlers arrival to historical Fort Story landmark responsible for founding of Jamestown
colony. Filming occurred 5Nov. Local PAD escort. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR]

The Little Family (TLC)
Show following non-Navy family that lives in Annapolis. Requesting to film USNA hockey game on 14Nov.
PAA sent to producers for signature. USNA and NAVINFO WEST coordinating. "Little Family explores the
everyday lives of a 'little' family that approaches every challenge with a unique perspective and uses
positivity and inner strength to make each day bigger and better than average." PAA signed. Awaiting rough
cut. [NNTR]



DRUG WARS [FUSION]
FAA-supported counter drug ops documentary. Producers circling back with additional embark
request. NAVINFOWEST ICW SOUTHCOM and CAF reviewing current footage before approving
additional embarks. Revision 3 of episodes #1-7 have been reviewed and cleared by
NAVINFOWEST. Recommendation to approve Paraiso Pictures post-production phase has been
forwarded to OSD[PA]. Season One featuring USS RENTZ currently aired Thursday @ 2200 on
FUSION network.WW1[NNTR]

CLIMATE 25 WEATHER CHANNEL DOCUMENTARY
Referred producer to OSD for top cover interview DoD-level policy on effects of climate change. If
approved will coord RADM White interview as follow-on Navy Arctic roadmap strategy. 011 léOct,
notified by CHINFO NewsDesk that OSD PAD re-classified Climate 25 as news and approved an
interview with SE CDE F. CHINFO NewsDesk has taken FA lead and will facilitate interview with
RADM INhite [Oceanographer of the Navy). Climate 25 will be a televised, town hall-style special
featuring expert panelists and 25 pre-recorded interviews with business execs, political figures and
active/former military leaders to explore global security issues related to climate change. (NNTR]

SEAPOWER [IMAX/KZ Comms}
NAVINFOWEST Director conducted RIMPAC filming debrief with K2 Comm staff on TAug. Meeting
discussions will also cover future filming opportunities IVO SOCAL/VACAPES OPAREA. FY-15 filming
requests ISO “SEAPOWER” will be forwarded to USFFXCSF for feasibility of support. [NNTR]

THE SMALL COUNTRY [Norwegian TV)
TV documentary about Norway’s changing position in the world due to climate change, interview with
RDML White about Navy's new mission in the Arctic completed 11]un. NAVINFOWEST submitted RFI
to staff FAQ for AAR. [NNTR]

World Access (Indigo Films for Travel Channel}
Working with SUBPAC PAO to determine if LA-Class fast-attack submarine is available to support filming
for World Access to show on The Travel Channel. Show would highlight the inner workings of a
modern submarine, various departments that make the ship work, technology and weapons systems
aboard as well as interviews to highlight the crew that operates it. Working through Indigo Films to get
an updated request to fwd to SUBPAC. [NNTR]

World Access: USS CONSTITUTION [Indigo Films for Travel Channel}
Received , reviewed and approved rough cut ofWorld Access: USS Constitution. Awaiting input from
ship PAO prior to giving the go ahead for further production. Air date tentatively set for January 2015.
[NNTR]

I DECLINES:

Expedition Unknown [Travel Channel}
Declined due to short-fused request and additional lead time required to properly vet request and
episode's focus on disarmament of Japan.



ADMIN:

Hollywood tn the Navy
Scheduling for January. Date and commands to be visited TBD.

RESERVE UNIT

(b) (6)



NAVINFOWEST Weekly Report
05 Dec 14

Updated Items in Blue

SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS:

FDX SPORTS’ 75th COMMEMDRATIDN OF PEARL HARBDR [FDX]
FOX Sports contracted Hawaii-based KAI Structural and Forensics Engineers Brian Murdock to conduct
BLOCH Arena structural analysis of ceiling for support of 6000 lbs of lights, rigging, cameras etc. 06Nov at
IPBHH. The engineering results were provided to NAVFAC through IPBHH CoS for validation. The
analysis by the firm states the structure is adequate to support a max load of 6,5 00 lbs. Coordinating FOX
Sports payment to NAVFAC for engineer review. Established contact with MWR Director Tom Iones to
review OSD draft MWR contract on JPBHH support FOX executive will visit Dec 7, 2014 commemorative
events accompanied by IPBHH PAD. Conducted a conference call with Rob Newell and Adrian Starks to
chart way ahead. CNIC PAO Wendy Snyder briefed. Notified that USNA team not available to participate
in 2015. Awaiting feedback from Missouri foundation for proposed Fox Sports NFL Live broadcast
footprint and equipment laydown planned for 06Dec2015.

HUNTER---KILLER
0n 6Nov, DirectorfDeputy hosted meeting w/Relativity Executives (Director, Producer, Writers,
Location Manager] to include participation via PHON CON w/COMSUBPAC PAO and SSN SME
[former CD]. Discussion topics included showcasing the Virginia class SSN, CDMSUBPAC feasibility
of support for filming o/a spring of 2015, and depiction of female submarine warfare officers.
Received SUBPAC review/comments for current draft script and forwarded to studio/writer.
Script #USS7 received on 02Dec and forwarded to OSD[PA], CHINFD (01-6) and COMSUBPAC for
review and comment. Way-ahead: provide Relativity collective notes from DoD stakeholders to
incorporate into next script revision. Coordinate with production team and COMSUBPAC future
tech scout site visit on SSN at PH.

THE LAST SHIP [TNT]
- Underway filming opportunity aboard USS WILLIAM P. LAWRENCE [DDS-110] declined by TNT as all
training to be conducted during FIREX already exists in their archives recorded aboard other DDGs in
2013-2014.
- USS WAYNE E. MEYER [DDS-108] to provide pier side filming during the week of 08-12Dec.
- TNT to embark NESD and begin rigging equipment aboard USS WAYNE E. MEYER [DDS-108], OBDec
following a half-day offilming in LA. Time TBD.
- Principal photography to be conducted as half day/half night filming evolutions aboard WEM 09-12 Dec.
With pier side filming requested on 08Dec.
- TNT to offload base camp, clean up Pier 2 and ship, and depart NBSD 13Dec.
- Scripts and updated revisions for episodes 204-206 are current for review and inputs to production.
- Addendum to PAA signed by OSD and TNT for WAYNE E. MEYER.

SEAPOWER [lMAX/KZ Comms)
NAVINFOWEST Director conducted RIMPAC filming debriefwith K2 Comm staff on TAug. Meeting
discussions will also cover future filming opportunities 1V0 SOCAL/VACAPES OPAREA. FY-15 filming
requests ISO "SEAPOWER" will be forwarded to USFF[C313 for feasibility of support. Received revised
production and distribution plan from K2. Requested access to USS Zumwalt sea trials FY15 Bath, ME;
access to Patuxent River, MD; NAS Oceana and Naval Base Norfolk, VA April 2 015.

NCIS [CBS]
Responded to request from Production Company seeking access to the Seabee Memorial [DC] to
photograph memorial statue and surrounding area to replicate as set design for upcoming episode "We
Build, We Fight." NAVINFOWEST providing coordination assistance between CBS studios and National
Parks Service [NPS] to grant permission to gain access and approve filming. Provided escorted access to
NPS property on 01Dec [Tech Scout] and 03Dec [Photography].



NCIS NOLA [CBS]
[AW AOSD[PA] approved PAA Addendum, NAS IRB NOLA will providing Danni Productions base access ofa
12Dec, ISO filming episode #11 3 “The Wallo'ng Dead.” Additional USN resources to be used include one
C-130T assigned to Fleet Logistical Support Squadron Five Four (UR-54). C-130T will be spotted in
squadron hangar bay and staged to depict a simulated para-drop. NAVINFOWEST ICW IRB PAD fVR-Sf-l
complete location scout on '1Dec and pre-designated base camp/equipment staging locations. 011 10Dec,
LCDR Mark Correa [DoD Project Officer) will provide VR-54's leadership, a brief on television production
support and production company expectations and SUE. NAVINFDWEST coord USCG liaison and access for
production to shoot onboard local cutter.

SEAL Dog {Smithsonian}
Film about former SEAL Trevor Maroshek and his relationship with his dog, a former military working dog.
Vice President Ioe Biden interviewed for film as well. Interview conducted 7Apr, with NICoE's CAPT. [Dr.]
Robert Koffman discussing treatment of PTSD/TBI and canine therapy program. PAA signed. Conference
call with NAVIN FOWE ST and Smithsonian Channel took place 24Nov to discuss required revisions.
Revised rough cut to be delivered OlDec addressing adjustments to TTPs, equipment and re-enactments to
mitigate any potential sensitive information release.

GHOST HUNTERS: USS CONSTITUTIUN [SyFy Channel]
Coordinating with Ghost Hunters and CO/PAO USS CONSTITUTION to feature the history of the ship
and her many sea battles which may have contributed to current command personnel testimonials
of the ship having strange occurrences. Requesting interview with CD as primary interviewee as well
as crew who've experienced strange occurrences aboard ship. History of ship and significant battles,
such as War of 1812, will be woven in throughout hour-long episode. Filming aboard Constitution
O'l-OSDec complete and without incident. Episode to demonstrate historical heritage and significant
battles woven throughout, paired with on board investigation of possible paranormal
activity. Constitution CO served as primary interviewee. Several crew members serving as secondary
interviewees. Core values demonstrated on camera. PAA signed. Expecting rough cut Ianuary 2015.
Show tentatively scheduled to air June 2 O '15.

SCRIPTED TV / GAME SHOW:

FIRST TAKE [ESPNZ]
Episode taping sports show in Navy VR-64 hangar, lflNov, on loint Base Lewis-McChord. Military
members invited to fill audience (approx. 500 service members and their families]. AF leading
coordination. Drafting PAA. [NNTR]

(b) {4)

Somebody’s Gotta Do It — (CNN)
Television series starring Mike Rowe of "Dirty Jobs”, show follows the same format as Dirty lobs.
Producers are interested in featuring Navy Seabees and Submarine Culinary Specialists.
Coordinating with NECC for filming at upcoming FTX. Working with SUBPAC to determine
availability for submarine. PAA not yet signed. [NNTR]

HAWAII FIVE-CI (CBS)
Received episode # 518. Reviewed with no USN support requested or depicted.



I FEATURE FILMS
(b) (4}

INDIANAPOLIS “Men of Courage"
On 150ct, held meeting with Writer and Creative Producer and informed that Nicholas Cage was
selected to play the character of CAPT McVay [CO INDIANAPOLIS]. Initial DoD support identified
includes WWII footage of South Pacific battles, archive footage of INDIANAPOLIS, and use of
NAVSEA water tank trainer located in AL. Revised script based on NAVINFOWEST notes
received on D'lDec and distributed to AOSD[PA) and CHINFD 01-6, script review in progress by
NAVINFOWEST and NHHC.

(b) (4)

(b) (4)

DDCUMENTARIES

Happening [HBO]
Documentaiy request on current renewable energies and green tech used in various industries referred from
CHINFO Newsdesk. Redford Center [Robert Redford's son] producing with HBO broadcast. Seeking Navy
support to showcase green technology currently active in the Fleet as well as ongoing research initiatives.
Researching support.

Homefront [PBS]
Researching with SURFPAC to identify mid-level officer stationed aboard San Diego-based amphib or LCS to
be interviewed. In same vein of PAA-approved thematics previously supported with Naval Base Ventura
County Seabees to discuss how military families cope with deployments and what militaIy support systems
they utilize. Film dates flexible through Dec and into Ian 2015.

The Tennesseans (Tennessee Public Television]
Highlights Tennessee's legacy of honorable military service. Coordinated with NHHC to provide official
interviews, 04Dec, discussing significant past Navy members with TN heritage. Navy addendum added to
existing Army-led PAA. Awaiting rough cut.

0?) (4)

SUPER CARRIER [3D [MAX FILM]
Script received for review from Peter Tobyansen and Heartland Entertainment. After meeting to discuss
with producers at NAVINFOWEST, recalibrated themes to pursue to ”SUPER SHIPS” vice ”SUPER CARRIER"
for further research and rewrite of script concept/outline. [NNTR]



Time Traveling with Brian Unger (Travel Channel) 
PAA signed to support small-scale broll support on Joint Expeditionary Base Little Creek-Fort Story. Episode 
will discuss original settlers arrival to historical Fort Story landmark responsible for founding of Jamestown 
colony.  Filming occurred 5Nov.  Local PAO escort.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut.  (NNTR) 
 
The Little Family (TLC) 
Show following non-Navy family that lives in Annapolis.  Requesting to film USNA hockey game on 14Nov. 
PAA sent to producers for signature.  USNA and NAVINFO WEST coordinating.  "Little Family explores the 
everyday lives of a 'little' family that approaches every challenge with a unique perspective and uses 
positivity and inner strength to make each day bigger and better than average."  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough 
cut. (NNTR) 
 

 
 

 
  

 
 
DRUG WARS (FUSION) 
PAA-supported counter drug ops documentary.  Producers circling back with additional embark 
request. NAVINFOWEST ICW SOUTHCOM and C4F reviewing current footage before approving 
additional embarks. Revision 3 of episodes #1‐7 have been reviewed and cleared by 
NAVINFOWEST.  Recommendation to approve Paraiso Pictures post‐production phase has been 
forwarded to OSD(PA).  Season One featuring USS RENTZ currently aired Thursday @ 2200 on 
FUSION network.  http://fusion.net/show/drug-wars/ (NNTR) 
 
CLIMATE 25 WEATHER CHANNEL DOCUMENTARY 
Referred producer to OSD for top cover interview DoD-level policy on effects of climate change.  If   
approved will coord RADM White interview as follow-on Navy Arctic roadmap strategy.  On 16Oct, 
notified by CHINFO NewsDesk that OSD PAO re-classified Climate 25 as news and approved an 
interview with SECDEF.  CHINFO NewsDesk has taken PA lead and will facilitate interview with 
RADM White (Oceanographer of the Navy).   Climate 25 will be a televised, town hall‐style special 
featuring expert panelists and 25 pre-recorded interviews with business execs, political figures and 
active/former military leaders to explore global security issues related to climate change.   (NNTR) 
 
THE SMALL COUNTRY (Norwegian TV) 
TV documentary about Norway’s changing position in the world due to climate change, interview with 
RDML White about Navy’s new mission in the Arctic completed 11Jun. NAVINFOWEST submitted RFI 
to staff PAO for AAR. (NNTR) 

 
World Access (Indigo Films for Travel Channel) 
Working with SUBPAC PAO to determine if LA-Class fast-attack submarine is available to support filming 
for World Access to show on The Travel Channel.  Show would highlight the inner workings of a 
modern submarine, various departments that make the ship work, technology and weapons systems 
aboard as well as interviews to highlight the crew that operates it.  Working through Indigo Films to get 
an updated request to fwd to SUBPAC. (NNTR) 

 
World Access: USS CONSTITUTION (Indigo Films for Travel Channel) 

Received , reviewed and approved rough cut of World Access: USS Constitution.  Awaiting input from 

ship PAO prior to giving the go ahead for further production.  Air date tentatively set for January 2015.  

(NNTR) 
 
 
 
 
 

(b) (4)

Time Traveling with Brian Unger (Travel Channel) 
PAA signed to support small-scale broll support on Joint Expeditionary Base Little Creek-Fort Story. Episode 
will discuss original settlers arrival to historical Fort Story landmark responsible for founding of Jamestown 
colony.  Filming occurred 5Nov.  Local PAO escort.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut.  (NNTR) 
 
The Little Family (TLC) 
Show following non-Navy family that lives in Annapolis.  Requesting to film USNA hockey game on 14Nov. 
PAA sent to producers for signature.  USNA and NAVINFO WEST coordinating.  "Little Family explores the 
everyday lives of a 'little' family that approaches every challenge with a unique perspective and uses 
positivity and inner strength to make each day bigger and better than average."  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough 
cut. (NNTR) 
 

 
 

 
  

 
 
DRUG WARS (FUSION) 
PAA-supported counter drug ops documentary.  Producers circling back with additional embark 
request. NAVINFOWEST ICW SOUTHCOM and C4F reviewing current footage before approving 
additional embarks. Revision 3 of episodes #1‐7 have been reviewed and cleared by 
NAVINFOWEST.  Recommendation to approve Paraiso Pictures post‐production phase has been 
forwarded to OSD(PA).  Season One featuring USS RENTZ currently aired Thursday @ 2200 on 
FUSION network.  http://fusion.net/show/drug-wars/ (NNTR) 
 
CLIMATE 25 WEATHER CHANNEL DOCUMENTARY 
Referred producer to OSD for top cover interview DoD-level policy on effects of climate change.  If   
approved will coord RADM White interview as follow-on Navy Arctic roadmap strategy.  On 16Oct, 
notified by CHINFO NewsDesk that OSD PAO re-classified Climate 25 as news and approved an 
interview with SECDEF.  CHINFO NewsDesk has taken PA lead and will facilitate interview with 
RADM White (Oceanographer of the Navy).   Climate 25 will be a televised, town hall‐style special 
featuring expert panelists and 25 pre-recorded interviews with business execs, political figures and 
active/former military leaders to explore global security issues related to climate change.   (NNTR) 
 
THE SMALL COUNTRY (Norwegian TV) 
TV documentary about Norway’s changing position in the world due to climate change, interview with 
RDML White about Navy’s new mission in the Arctic completed 11Jun. NAVINFOWEST submitted RFI 
to staff PAO for AAR. (NNTR) 

 
World Access (Indigo Films for Travel Channel) 
Working with SUBPAC PAO to determine if LA-Class fast-attack submarine is available to support filming 
for World Access to show on The Travel Channel.  Show would highlight the inner workings of a 
modern submarine, various departments that make the ship work, technology and weapons systems 
aboard as well as interviews to highlight the crew that operates it.  Working through Indigo Films to get 
an updated request to fwd to SUBPAC. (NNTR) 

 
World Access: USS CONSTITUTION (Indigo Films for Travel Channel) 

Received , reviewed and approved rough cut of World Access: USS Constitution.  Awaiting input from 

ship PAO prior to giving the go ahead for further production.  Air date tentatively set for January 2015.  

(NNTR) 
 
 
 
 
 

(b) (4)

Time Traveling with Brian Unger (Travel Channel)
PAA signed to support small-scale broll support on Ioint Expeditionary Base Little Creek-Fort Story. Episode
will discuss original settlers arrival to historical Fort Story landmark responsible for founding of Jamestown
colony. Filming occurred 5Nov. Local PAO escort. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

The Little Family (TLC)
Show following non-Navy family that lives in Annapolis. Requesting to film USNA hockey game on 14Nov.
PAA sent to producers for signature. USNA and NAVINFO WEST coordinating. "Little Family explores the
everyday lives of a 'little' family that approaches every challenge with a unique perspective and uses
positivity and inner strength to make each day bigger and better than average." PAA signed. Awaiting rough
cut. (NNTR)

(b) (4)
—
—
—
-
DRUG WARS (FUSION)
FAA-supported counter drug ops documentary. Producers circling back with additional embark
request. NAVINFOWEST ICW SOUTHCOM and C4F reviewing current footage before approving
additional embarks. Revision 3 of episodes #1-7 have been reviewed and cleared by
NAVINFOWEST. Recommendation to approve Paraiso Pictures post-production phase has been
forwarded to OSD(PA). Season One featuring USS RENTZ currently aired Thursday @ 2200 on
FUSION network. http://fusion.net/show/drug-wars/ (NNTR)

CLIMATE 25 WEATHER CHANNEL DOCUMENTARY
Referred producer to OSD for top cover interview DoD-level policy on effects of climate change. If
approved will coord RADM White interview as follow-on Navy Arctic roadmap strategy. On 160ct,
notified by CHINFO NewsDesk that OSD PAO re-classified Climate 25 as news and approved an
interview with SECDEF. CHINFO NewsDesk has taken PA lead and will facilitate interview with
RADM White (Oceanographer of the Navy). Climate 25 will be a televised, town hall-style special
featuring expert panelists and 25 pre-recorded interviews with business execs, political figures and
active/former military leaders to explore global security issues related to climate change. (NNTR)

THE SMALL COUNTRY (Norwegian TV)
TV documentary about Norway’s changing position in the world due to climate change, interview with
RDML White about Navy’s new mission in the Arctic completed 11]un. NAVINFOWEST submitted RFI
to staff FAQ for AAR. (NNTR)

World Access (Indigo Films for Travel Channel)
Working with SUBPAC PAC to determine if LA-Class fast-attack submarine is available to support filming
for World Access to show on The Travel Channel. Show would highlight the inner workings of a
modern submarine, various departments that make the ship work, technology and weapons systems
aboard as well as interviews to highlight the crew that operates it. Working through Indigo Films to get
an updated request to fwd to SUBPAC. (NNTR)

World Access: USS CONSTITUTION (Indigo Films for Travel Channel)
Received , reviewed and approved rough cut of World Access: USS Constitution. Awaiting input from
ship PAO prior to giving the go ahead for further production. Air date tentatively set for January 2015.
(NNTR)



I DECLINES:

(b) (4)

Guy's Grocery Games (Food Network]
Unable to support clue to DoD policy restrictions.

ADMIN:

Hollywood to the Navy
Scheduling for January. Date and commands to be Visited TED. [NNTPJ



NAVINFOWEST Weekly Report
12 Dec 14

Updated Items in Blue

SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS:

FOX SPORTS’ 75th COMMEMORATION OF PEARL HARBOR [FOX]
FOX Sports contracted Hawaii-based KAI Structural and Forensics Engineers Brian Murdock to conduct
BLOCH Arena structural analysis of ceiling for support of 6000 lbs of lights, rigging, cameras etc. 06Nov at
IPBHH. The engineering results were provided to NAVFAC through IPBHH CoS for validation. The
analysis by the firm states the structure is adequate to support a max load of 6,500 lbs. Coordinating FOX
Sports payment to NAVFAC for engineer review. Established contact with MWR Director Tom Iones to
review OSD draft MWR contract on IPBHH support Awaiting feedback from Missouri foundation for
proposed Fox Sports NFL Live broadcast footprint and equipment laydown planned for 06Dec2 015. On
10Dec, the OSD MWR contract was forwarded to FOX Sports Attorneys and IBPI—IH IAG for review of
Federal Acquisition Register requirements.

THE LAST SHIP [TNT]
- USS WAYNE E. MEYER [DDG-108] provided pier side filming during the week of 08-12Dec.
- TNT embarked NBSD and began rigging aboard USS WAYNE E. MEYER [DDG-108], 08Dec. Filming was
conducted on Pier 2 with permission from NBSD CO;
- TNT permitted approximately six actors from The Last Ship to volunteer and participate in Balboa
Hospital’s Annual Wounded Warrior luncheon. The actors were on hand to shake hands, and share a meal
Thursday llDec;
- TNT Marine unit conducted safety dive near WEM Thursday 1 1Dec with subsequent stunt dive performed
safely that evening;
- TNT to offload base camp, clean up Pier 2 and ship, and depart NBSD 13Dec.

SEAL Dog [Smithsonian]
Film about former SEAL Trevor Maroshek and his relationship with his dog, a former military working dog.
Vice President Ioe Biden interviewed for film as well. Interview conducted 7Apr, with NICoE's CAPT. [Dr]
Robert Koffman discussing treatment of PTSD/TBI and canine therapy program. PAA signed. Conference
call with NAVINFOWE ST and Smithsonian Channel took place 24Nov to discuss required revisions.
Revised rough cut to be delivered 01Dec addressing adjustments to TTPs, equipment and re-enactments to
mitigate any potential sensitive information release. On SDec, updated rough-cut was provided to
NAVINFOWEST and NSW PAO for review and comment.

NCIS NOLA (CBS)
IAW AOSD[PA] approved PAA Addendum, NAS IRB NOLA will providing Danni Productions base access o/a
12Dec, ISO filming episode #113 "The Walking Dead.” Additional USN resources to be used include one
C-130T assigned to Fleet Logistical Support Squadron Five Four [VR-Stl]. C-130T will be spotted in
squadron hangar bay and staged to depict a simulated para-drop. NAVINFOWEST ICW IRB PAO/VR-SA
complete location scout on 1Dec and pre-designated base camp/equipment staging locations. 0n 10Dec,
LCDR Mark Correa [DoD Project Officer] will provide VR-S4's leadership, a brief on television production
support and production company expectations and SO E. NAVINFOWEST coord USCG liaison and access for
production to shoot onboard local cutter. On EDec, Danni Productions IRT funding costs rescinded DoD
production support request to filming at VR-S4. DoD Project Officer immediately contacted USN
stakeholders and no resources were expended in preparation for production day.

SEAPOWER [IMAX/K2 Comms)
NAVINFOWEST Director conducted RIMPAC filming debriefwith K2 Comm staff on 7Aug. Meeting
discussions will also cover future filming opportunities 1V0 SO CAL[VACAPES OPAREA. FY-15 filming
requests ISO “SEAPOWER” will be forwarded to USFF/CSF for feasibility of support. Received revised
production and distribution plan from K2. Requested access to USS Zumwalt sea trials FY15 Bath, ME;
access to Patuxent River, MD; NAS Oceana and Naval Base Norfolk, VA April 2015. [NNTR]



HUNTER---KILLER
On (Nov, Director/Deputy hosted meeting w/Relativity Executives (Director, Producer, Writers,
Location Manager] to include participation via PHDNCDN w/CDMSUB PAC PAD and SSN SME
[former CD]. Discussion topics included showcasing the Virginia class SSN, CDMSUBPAC feasibility
of support for filming o/a spring of 2015, and depiction of female submarine warfare officers.
Received SUBPAC review/comments for current draft script and forwarded to studio/writer.
Script #USS? received on DZDec and forwarded to DSD[PA], CHINFD [DI-6] and CDMSUBPAC for
review and comment. Way-ahead: provide Relativity collective notes from DoD stakeholders to
incorporate into next script revision. Coordinate with production team and CDMSUBPAC future
tech scout site visit on SSN at PH. [NNTR]

SCRIPTED TV / GAME SHOW:

FIRST TAKE [ESPNZ]
Episode taping sports show in Navy VR-64 hangar, 10Nov, on Ioint Base Lewis-McChord. Military
members invited to fill audience (approx. 500 service members and their families]. AF leading
coordination. Drafting PAA. [NNTR]

Somebody’s Gotta Do It — [CNN]
Television series starring Mike Rowe of "Dirty Jobs”, show follows the same format as Dirty Iobs.
Producers are interested in featuring Navy Seabees and Submarine Culinary Specialists.
Coordinating with NECC for filming at upcoming FTX. Worldng with SUBPAC to determine
availability for submarine. PAA not yet signed. [NNTR]

NCIS [CBS]
Reviewed episode #272 ”Cadence." No USN scenes portrayed and no USN support request.

HAWAII FIVE-ID [CBS]
Received episode # 518. Reviewed with no USN support requested or depicted. [NNTR]

I FEATURE FILMS
(b) (4)

INDIANAPOLIS "Men of Courage"
On 150 ct, held meeting with Writer and Creative Producer and informed that Nicholas Cage was
selected to play the character of CAPT McVay [CO INDIANAPOLIS]. Initial DoD support identified
includes WWII footage of South Pacific battles, archive footage of INDIANAPOLIS, and use of
NAVSEA water tank trainer located in AL. Revised script based on NAVINFOWEST notes
received on UlDec and distributed to AOSD [PA] and CHINFD 01-6, script review in progress by
NAVINFDWEST and NHHC. [NNTR]



DOCUMENTARIES

Happening (HBO)
Documentary request on current renewable energies and green tech used in various industries referred from
CHINFO Newsdesk Redford Center [Robert Redford's son] producing with HBO broadcast. Seeking Navy
support to showcase green technology currently active in the Fleet as well as ongoing research initiatives.
Researching support. [NNTR]

Homefront [PBS]
Researching with SURFPAC to identify mid-level officer stationed aboard San Diego-based amphib or LCS to
be interviewed. In same vein of FAA-approved thematics previously supported with Naval Base Ventura
County Seabees to discuss how military families cope with deployments and what military support systems
they utilize. Film dates flexible through Dec and into Ian 2015.

The Tennesseans (Tennessee Public Television]
Highlights Tennessee's legacy of honorable military service. Coordinated with NHHC to provide official
interviews, D4Dec, discussing significant past Navy members with TN heritage. Navy addendum added to
existing Army-led FAA. Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR]

GHOST HUNTERS: USS CONSTITUTION [SyFy Channel)
Coordinating with Ghost Hunters and CO/PAO USS CONSTITUTION to feature the history of the ship
and her many sea battles which may have contributed to current command personnel testimonials
of the ship having strange occurrences. Requesting interview with CD as primary interviewee as well
as crew who've experienced strange occurrences aboard ship. History of ship and significant battles,
such as War of 1812, will be woven in throughout hour-long episode. Filming aboard Constitution
01-05 Dec complete and without incident. Episode to demonstrate historical heritage and significant
battles woven throughout, paired with on board investigation of possible paranormal
activity. Constitution CO served as primary interviewee. Several crew members serving as secondary
interviewees. Core values demonstrated on camera. PAA signed. Expecting rough cut January 2015.
Show tentatively scheduled to air June 2 D 15. [NNTR]

SUPER CARRIER [3D [MAX FILM]
Script received for review from Peter Tobyansen and Heartland Entertainment. After meeting to discuss
with producers at NAVINFOWEST, recalibrated themes to pursue to “SUPER SHIPS” vice ”SUPER CARRIER"
for further research and rewrite of script concept/outline. [NNTR]

Time Traveling with Brian Unger [Travel Channel]
PAA signed to support small-scale broll support on Ioint Expeditionary Base Little Creek-Fort Story. Episode
will discuss original settlers arrival to historical Fort Story landmark responsible for founding of Jamestown
colony. Filming occurred 5Nov. Local PAO escort. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR]



The Little Family (TLC)
Show following non-Navy family that lives in Annapolis. Requesting to film USNA hockey game on 14Nov.
PAA sent to producers for signature. USNA and NAVINFO WEST coordinating. "Little Family explores the
everyday lives of a 'little' family that approaches every challenge with a unique perspective and uses
positivity and inner strength to make each day bigger and better than average." FAA signed. Awaiting rough
cut. [NNTR]

(b) (4)

DRUG WARS [FUSION]
FAA-supported counter drug ops documentary. Producers circling back with additional embark
request. NAVINFOWEST ICW SOUTHCOM and C4F reviewing current footage before approving
additional embarks. Revision 3 of episodes #1-? have been reviewed and cleared by
NAVINFOWEST. Recommendation to approve Paraiso Pictures post-production phase has been
forwarded to OSD[PA]. Season One featuring USS RENTZ currently aired Thursday @ 2200 on
FUSION network. httpnf [filsionnetgshowgdrug-warsg [NNTR]

CLIMATE 25 WEATHER CHANNEL DOCUMENTARY
Referred producer to OSD for top cover interview DoD-level policy on effects of climate change. If
approved will coord RADM 1White interview as follow-on Navy Arctic roadmap strategy. On 160ct,
notified by CHINFO NewsDesk that OSD PAD re-classified Climate 25 as news and approved an
interview with SE CDE F. CHINFO NewsDesk has taken PA lead and will facilitate interview with
RADM White [Oceanographer of the Navy]. Climate 25 will be a televised, town hall-style special
featuring expert panelists and 25 pre-recorded interviews with business execs, political figures and
active/former military leaders to explore global security issues related to climate change. [NNTR]

THE SMALL COUNTRY [Norwegian TV]
TV documentary about Norway’s changing position in the world due to climate change, interview with
RDML White about Navy's new mission in the Arctic completed 11]un. NAVINFOWEST submitted RFI
to staff PAO for AAR. [NNTR]

World Access [Indigo Films for Travel Channel}
Working with SUBPAC PAO to determine if LA-Class fast-attack submarine is available to support filming
for World Access to show on The Travel Channel. Show would highlight the inner workings of a
modern submarine, various departments that make the ship work, technology and weapons systems
aboard as well as interviews to highlight the crew that operates it. Working through Indigo Films to get
an updated request to fwd to SUBPAC. [NNTR]

World Access: USS CONSTITUTION [Indigo Films for Travel Channel}
Received , reviewed and approved rough cut ofWorld Access: USS Constitution. Awaiting input from
ship PAO prior to giving the go ahead for further production. Air date tentatively set for January 2015.
[NNTR]

I DECLINES:

(b) (4)



ADMIN:

Hollywood to the Navy
Scheduling for January. Date and commands to be visited TBD. [NNTPQ

RESERVE UNIT

(b) (6)



NAVINFOWEST Weekly Report
9 [AN 15

Updated Items in Blue

W_
FOX SPORTS 75th COMMEMORATION OF PEARL HARBOR [FOX Sports]
- Daily comms with FOX Sports and IBPHH officials to finalise MWR contract.
- Stakeholder meeting to be held atJBPHH upon approval ofProduction Assistance Agreement [FAA].
- Developing CI brieffor Senior Leader engagement
- NAVFAC endorsed engineering analysis received on DEC14

THE LAST SHIP [TNT]
- Future San Diego filming anticipated to include mid-February 2015 for an underway period and April 2015
for pier side filming. Ships identified for filming are TBD pending final schedule and operational
availability.

- TLS has resluned filming at Culver Studios and the Seaport Marina Hotel for episode 206.
- Episodes 208 and 213 [201 part 2] are next in line for filming in the following weeks.
- Coordination established with NBSD PAO to facilitate casting call on NESD at the Recreational Center,
Tuesday 13 January in anticipation of needed extras for February or April filming.

SUPER BOWL XLIX [NFL]
On 17 Dec, received production assistance requests from Sam Howard, NFL Advertising Producer seeking
support in producing 60 sec. promo spot to air at the end of the 3rd quarter of the Super Bowl. Current
thematic depicts USN personnel aboard USS in formation doing a rally yell.
- IRT CI/OI-fi approving support request, CNSP/CDS 2 1 designated WAYNE E. MEYER (DDS-108] as
platform supporting.
- OSD[PA] Production Assistance Agreement signed BJAN 15 and distributed to all stakeholders.

E l . E . I" l'

12 JAN: NAVINFOWEST Project Officer briefs WEM leadership.
13 ]AN: NAVINFOWEST Project Officer escorts 9 production company personnel for WEM location scout.
14 IAN: Filming commences onboard WEM to include 75-100 crewmembers.
1 5 JAN: Alternate filming [if required) IRT inclement WK

HUNTER-KILLER [Relativity]
- 05]) [PA] film Director Phil Strub confirmed DASD and Russian Policy Desk affirmed
DoD/USN participation in the production of Hunter-Killer. NAWNFO‘WEST Director ICW
SUPBAC [N01 P] staffing COMSUBPAC flag support memo to OSD/CI to incorporate into PAA
and SLE briefing package. ICW SUBPAC [N01P] for upcoming scouts of VA—class fast attack sub
located in JBPHH and base camp for Relativity at Whittier, Alaska [W0 Anchorage).
- Filming scheduled for main unit on 13 Apr for approximately 2 months.
- Additional DoD support request pending for filming opportunities of Sub-Ops in CBF ADR and
Army/USAF/USC G installations in Alaska.
- Obtaining authorization from DVIDS for Relativity to conduct submarine footage search.

SEAL Dog (Smithsonian)
Awaiting revised rough cut expected to be
delivered Ianuary 2015. Latest cut will address adjustments to re-enactments and mitigate any potential
sensitive information release.

SEAPOWER [lMAX/KZ Comms]
On Elan, K2 reached out to OPNAV [N45, Energy and Enviromnental Div.) to determine possible
filming opportunities to highlight OPNAV N45 initiatives that demonstrate naval forces training for
combat and supporting current operations while minimizing impacts to the environment.
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NCIS [CBS]
Reviewed episode #273 script "Cabin Fever," no USN support requested.
Received episode #274 writers draft “One More Kiss." minimal USN depicted.
Reviewed episode #275 outline "Artful Dodger," no USN support requested.

NCIS NOLA (CBS)
Received episode #115 outline "Point Break Le Carnivale."
Reviewed episode #114 script "Careful What You Wish For.”
Received episode #1 16 script. “My Brother‘s Keeper," review in progress.

HAWAII FIvE-o (CBS)
NNTR

INDIANAPOLIS "Men of Courage"
Provided detailed decline letter on 15 Dec. RFI submitted to Nl-[HC for script feedback notes.

W— 3.]
Flip My Food [NBC]
Cooking show interested in showcasing Navy culinary specialists in NOLA area. Reviewing feasibility
of support.



       When War Comes Home (MPA)   
       Documentary film exploring Veteran experiences and treatment of PTSD/TBI which received PAA   
       support in 2012 for filming at NICoE. NAVINFO WEST assisting with archival broll. Request for  
       NAS Jacksonville interviews declined due to short-fused nature, lack of details, and lack of intent  
       to highlight Navy Medicine programs. Producer referred to VA to support Veteran-focused    
       narrative. 
 
       Betty White’s Smartest Animals in America (ICON Films) 
       Great American Country Channel scheduled to broadcast an episode Jan 17, 2015 8-9PMEST  
       featuring the Navy’s Marine Mammal program. Support provided for the show included liaison  
       work between San Diego based Marine Mammal program Public Affairs  and Icon Films to grant  
       permission for use of open source imagery. Review of clips provided and approved in Sep14.    
  

Air Warriors: UAV (Smithsonian Channel) 
Interested in showcasing Navy UAV in upcoming episode.  Show was previously granted official 
support for episode on Prowler/Growler.  Researching feasibility of support. 
 

       Most Wanted List (Sportsman Channel) 
       Kristy Lee Cook, show's host and former American Idol contestant, interested in riding in a Hornet and  
      documenting her experience.  Awaiting details from production company.  Most Wanted List follows Kristy,     
      an avid hunter, and her two best friends as they seek out new challenging adventures (hunting, fishing, scuba  
      diving, etc.) Filming requested in April 2015. Potential ROI to reach niche demographic through positive     
      female role model while showcasing Navy assets. Researching support with CNAP.  

Happening (HBO) 
Documentary request on current renewable energies and green tech used in various industries referred from 
CHINFO Newsdesk. Redford Center (Robert Redford's son) producing with HBO broadcast. Seeking Navy 
support to showcase green technology currently active in the Fleet as well as ongoing research initiatives. 
Researching support.  (NNTR) 

 
Homefront (PBS) 
Researching with SURFPAC to identify mid-grade officer or senior enlisted stationed aboard San Diego-
based amphib or LCS to be interviewed. In same vein of PAA-approved thematics previously supported with 
Naval Base Ventura County Seabees to discuss how military families cope with deployments and what 
military support systems they utilize.  Film dates flexible through Dec and into Jan 2015.  ON 29 Dec, 
CNSP/CDS21 identified CMDCM Veronica Holliday (CMC, WAYNE E. MEYER) as senior enlisted leader 
designated to participate for filming.  

 
The Tennesseans (Tennessee Public Television) 
Highlights Tennessee's legacy of honorable military service. Coordinated with NHHC to provide official 
interviews, 04Dec, discussing significant past Navy members with TN heritage. Navy addendum added to 
existing Army-led PAA.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
GHOST HUNTERS: USS CONSTITUTION (SyFy Channel) 
Expecting rough cut January 2015. Show tentatively scheduled to air June 2015. (NNTR) 

 
SUPER CARRIER (3D IMAX FILM) 
Script received for review from Peter Tobyansen and Heartland Entertainment. After meeting to discuss 
with producers at NAVINFOWEST, recalibrated themes to pursue to “SUPER SHIPS” vice “SUPER CARRIER” 
for further research and rewrite of script concept/outline. (NNTR) 

 
Time Traveling with Brian Unger (Travel Channel) 
PAA signed to support small-scale broll support on Joint Expeditionary Base Little Creek-Fort Story. Episode 
will discuss original settlers arrival to historical Fort Story landmark responsible for founding of Jamestown 
colony.  Filming occurred 5Nov.  Local PAO escort.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut.  (NNTR) 

 

 

       When War Comes Home (MPA)   
       Documentary film exploring Veteran experiences and treatment of PTSD/TBI which received PAA   
       support in 2012 for filming at NICoE. NAVINFO WEST assisting with archival broll. Request for  
       NAS Jacksonville interviews declined due to short-fused nature, lack of details, and lack of intent  
       to highlight Navy Medicine programs. Producer referred to VA to support Veteran-focused    
       narrative. 
 
       Betty White’s Smartest Animals in America (ICON Films) 
       Great American Country Channel scheduled to broadcast an episode Jan 17, 2015 8-9PMEST  
       featuring the Navy’s Marine Mammal program. Support provided for the show included liaison  
       work between San Diego based Marine Mammal program Public Affairs  and Icon Films to grant  
       permission for use of open source imagery. Review of clips provided and approved in Sep14.    
  

Air Warriors: UAV (Smithsonian Channel) 
Interested in showcasing Navy UAV in upcoming episode.  Show was previously granted official 
support for episode on Prowler/Growler.  Researching feasibility of support. 
 

       Most Wanted List (Sportsman Channel) 
       Kristy Lee Cook, show's host and former American Idol contestant, interested in riding in a Hornet and  
      documenting her experience.  Awaiting details from production company.  Most Wanted List follows Kristy,     
      an avid hunter, and her two best friends as they seek out new challenging adventures (hunting, fishing, scuba  
      diving, etc.) Filming requested in April 2015. Potential ROI to reach niche demographic through positive     
      female role model while showcasing Navy assets. Researching support with CNAP.  

Happening (HBO) 
Documentary request on current renewable energies and green tech used in various industries referred from 
CHINFO Newsdesk. Redford Center (Robert Redford's son) producing with HBO broadcast. Seeking Navy 
support to showcase green technology currently active in the Fleet as well as ongoing research initiatives. 
Researching support.  (NNTR) 

 
Homefront (PBS) 
Researching with SURFPAC to identify mid-grade officer or senior enlisted stationed aboard San Diego-
based amphib or LCS to be interviewed. In same vein of PAA-approved thematics previously supported with 
Naval Base Ventura County Seabees to discuss how military families cope with deployments and what 
military support systems they utilize.  Film dates flexible through Dec and into Jan 2015.  ON 29 Dec, 
CNSP/CDS21 identified CMDCM Veronica Holliday (CMC, WAYNE E. MEYER) as senior enlisted leader 
designated to participate for filming.  

 
The Tennesseans (Tennessee Public Television) 
Highlights Tennessee's legacy of honorable military service. Coordinated with NHHC to provide official 
interviews, 04Dec, discussing significant past Navy members with TN heritage. Navy addendum added to 
existing Army-led PAA.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
GHOST HUNTERS: USS CONSTITUTION (SyFy Channel) 
Expecting rough cut January 2015. Show tentatively scheduled to air June 2015. (NNTR) 

 
SUPER CARRIER (3D IMAX FILM) 
Script received for review from Peter Tobyansen and Heartland Entertainment. After meeting to discuss 
with producers at NAVINFOWEST, recalibrated themes to pursue to “SUPER SHIPS” vice “SUPER CARRIER” 
for further research and rewrite of script concept/outline. (NNTR) 

 
Time Traveling with Brian Unger (Travel Channel) 
PAA signed to support small-scale broll support on Joint Expeditionary Base Little Creek-Fort Story. Episode 
will discuss original settlers arrival to historical Fort Story landmark responsible for founding of Jamestown 
colony.  Filming occurred 5Nov.  Local PAO escort.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut.  (NNTR) 

 

 

When War Comes Home (MPA)
Documentary film exploring Veteran experiences and treatment of PTSD/TBI which received PAA
support in 2012 for filming at NICoE. NAVINFO WEST assisting with archival broll. Request for
NAS Jacksonville interviews declined due to short-fused nature, lack of details, and lack of intent
to highlight Navy Medicine programs. Producer referred to VA to support Veteran-focused
narrative.

Betty White’s Smartest Animals in America (ICON Films)
Great American Country Channel scheduled to broadcast an episode Jan 17, 2015 8-9PMEST
featuring the Navy’s Marine Mammal program. Support provided for the show included liaison
work between San Diego based Marine Mammal program Public Affairs and Icon Films to grant
permission for use of open source imagery. Review of clips provided and approved in Sep14.

Air Warriors: UAV (Smithsonian Channel)
Interested in showcasing Navy UAV in upcoming episode. Show was previously granted official
support for episode on Prowler/Growler. Researching feasibility of support.

Most Wanted List (Sportsman Channel)
Kristy Lee Cook, show's host and former American Idol contestant, interested in riding in a Hornet and
documenting her experience. Awaiting details from production company. Most Wanted List follows Kristy,
an avid hunter, and her two best friends as they seek out new challenging adventures (hunting, fishing, scuba
diving, etc.) Filming requested in April 2015. Potential R01 to reach niche demographic through positive
female role model while showcasing Navy assets. Researching support with CNAP.

Happening (HBO)
Documentary request on current renewable energies and green tech used in various industries referred from
CHINFO Newsdesk. Redford Center (Robert Redford's son) producing with HBO broadcast. Seeking Navy
support to showcase green technology currently active in the Fleet as well as ongoing research initiatives.
Researching support. (NNTR)

Homefront (PBS)
Researching with SURFPAC to identify mid-grade officer or senior enlisted stationed aboard San Diego-
based amphib or LCS tobe interviewed. In same vein of PAA-approved thematics previously supported with
Naval Base Ventura County Seabees to discuss how military families cope with deployments and what
military support systemsthey utilize. Film dates flexible through Dec and into Jan 2015. ON 29 Dec,
CNSP/CDSZl identified CMDCM Veronica Holliday (CMC, WAYNE E. MEYER) as senior enlisted leader
designated to participate for filming.

The Tennesseans (Tennessee Public Television)
Highlights Tennessee's legacy of honorable military service. Coordinated with NHHC to provide official
interviews, O4Dec, discussing significant past Navy members with TN heritage. Navy addendum added to
existing Army-led PAA. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

GHOST HUNTERS: USS CONSTITUTION (SyFy Channel)
Expecting rough cut January 2015.Show tentatively scheduled to air June 2015. (NNTR)

SUPER CARRIER (3D IMAX FILM)
Script received for review from Peter Tobyansen and Heartland Entertainment. After meeting to discuss
with producers at NAVINFOWEST, recalibrated themes to pursue to “SUPER SHIPS” vice “SUPER CARRIER”
for further research and rewrite of script concept/outline. (NNTR)

Time Traveling with Brian Unger (Travel Channel)
PAA signed to support small-scale broll support on Joint Expeditionary Base Little Creek-Fort Story. Episode
will discuss original settlers arrival to historical Fort Story landmark responsible for founding of Jamestown
colony. Filming occurred 5Nov. Local PAO escort. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)



The Little Family (TLC)
Show following non-Navy family that lives in Annapolis. Requesting to film USNA hockey game on 14Nov.
PAA sent to producers for signature. USNA and NAVINFD WEST coordinating. "Little Family explores the
everyday lives of a 'little' family that approaches every challenge with a unique perspective and uses
positivity and inner strength to make each day bigger and better than average." PAA signed. Awaiting rough
cut [NNTR]

USS CONSTITUTION [Indigo Films for Travel Channel)
Received, reviewed and approved rough cut of World Access: USS Constitution. Awaiting input from
ship PAD prior to giving the go ahead for further production- Air date tentatively set for lanuary 20 '1 5-

b

Arms and The Dudes (Warner Bros]
Filming assistance declined due to lack of ROI. Filming set to take place in vicinity of NAP El Centro in mid
january. El Centro PAD coordinating with WE producer to define DoD land status boundaries.

OKE Productions
Declined assistance to research marine mammal program for potential filming of reality show.

Hollywood to the Navy
RC unit 01C to provide CY-15 HTTN engagement plan.

RESERVE UNIT

(b) (6)
RESFDR Centennial Anniversary
Received support request from RESFDR FAQ to conduct Hollywood significant interest level actor
shout outs for upcoming USNR Centennial Anniversary events. Coordinating with unit for
execute.



.NAVINFOWEST Weekly Report
16 IAN 15

Updated Items in Blue

SUPER BOWL XLIX [NFL]
- On 14lan, HSI Productions completed successful filming as support by USS Wayne E. Meyer. Ship CO, CDR
Randy Van Rossum led the crew in a rally cheer supporting a NFL promo spot that will be aired during the
3rd quarter of this year's Super Bowl. The promo spot will include similar cheers from iconic spots around
the country.
- On 17Dec, received production assistance requests from Sam Howard, NFL Advertising Producer seeking
support in producing 60 sec promo spot to air at the end ofthe 3rd quarter of the Super Bowl. Current
thematic depicts USN personnel aboard USS in formation doing a rallyyell.

- IRT Cl/01-6 approving support request, CNSP/CDS 21 designated WAYNE E. MEYER [DDS-108] as
platform supporting.

- OSD [PA] Production Assistance Agreement signed BIan 15 and distributed to all stakeholders-

HUNTER-KILLER {Relativity}
- Production Assistance Agreement submitted lfijan to OSD[PA]/Relativity for signature.
Project Officer escorting four-person scout coord by COMSUBPAC PAD in Pearl Harbor,
2 1-22lan. Scout includes VA-class fast attack submarine, Los Angeles-class fast attack
submarine, meetings with SUBPAC officials, creative discussions for Director/Art Director
and base facilities.
- Additional scouts TBA at DoD bases near Anchorage, AK. Base camp scheduled 13Apr 1la'll'hittier, AK.

Betty White's Smartest Animals in America [ICON Films]
Great American Country Channel scheduled to broadcast an episode 17]an15, B—BPM EST.
Support provided for the show included liaison work between San Diego based Marine Mammal
program Public Affairs and Icon Films to grant permission for use of Marine Mammal program
open source imagery. Review of clips provided and approved in Sep14.

NCIS [CBS]
NCIS Director visits CBS NCIS Set
On 14]an, NCIS Director Andrew Traver and NCIS Communications Director Mrs. MaryAnn
Cummings conducted a site visit to NCIS set in Valencia, CA and held a meeting with series
Executive Producers Gary Glasberg and Mark Horowitz to discuss ongoing SME support and SA
portrayal.

NCIS NOLA (CBS)
- IRT viewer ratings and TV ranking as #1 new drama, CBS Network has approved NCIS NOLA for
a second season. Show posts a first season rating of 18.1 million viewers.
- On 15]an, NAWNFOWEST Director/Deputy conducted PHONCON w/Eaecutive Producers and Senior
Writer to discuss future DoD support in the region to include filming opportunities during New Orleans
Navy Week 2015. Will coord with NAVREG PAD Mike Andrews visiting ships filming request.

USAF Liaison Visit
At the request of the USAF Liaison Office, escorting USAF Brigadier General Kathleen Cook, HQ AF
Public Affairs to filming stage visit at WB back lot. No briefwith TNT officials, just set visit meet and
greet cast.

FOX SPORTS 75th COMMEMORATION OF PEARL HARBOR (FOX Sports]
- IPBI—IH ofiicials coordinating MW'R/Base contract details to finalize input to Fox Sports.



THE LAST SHIP (TNT]
ROLL-OUT: TNT Marketing in Atlanta is beginning ramp up to 2'1]un launch of 13 episodes Season Two
run. Coordination with NAVINFG EAST on two events for collaborative promotion with TNT cast:
1} 15 Feb NBA-Ali Star Game media event;
2) Fleet Week NYC April.
TNT will likely sponsor a Season Two premiere for the lune launch in Wash DC-
- Coordinating with SURFPAC SME and TNT creative on Navy thematics and warfighting opportunities for
Episodes 207-213.
-Future San Diego filming anticipated to include mid-February 2015 for an underway period and April
2015 for pier side filming. Ships identified for filming are TED pending final schedule and operational
availability.
- Ongoing filming for Season Dpener that has been expanded to include two episodes.
- Pick up filming for episodes 204 and 206 slated for end oflanuary
- Conducted a casting call on NBSD at the Recreational Center Tuesday 13 January. More than 90 walk-in
Sailors attended the event fro n1 local commands with over 100 email applications also received.

SEAPOWER [IMAX/KZ Comms)
- On 10lan. NAVINFWOEST Director responded to CHINFO RFI regarding K2/OPNAV coordination.
On Elan, K2 reached out to OPNAV [N45, Energy and Environmental Div) to determinepossible
filming opportunities to highlight OPNAV N45 initiatives that demonstrate naval forces training for
combat and supportn current operations while minimizing impacts to the environment.

SEAL Dog [Smithsonian]
Awaiting revised rough cut expected to be delivered Ianuary 2015. Latest cut will address
adjustments to re-enact'ments and mitigate anypotential sensitive information release. [N NTR}

NCIS [CBS]
- Reviewed episode #275 outline "Artful Dodger." No USN support requested.
- Reviewed episode #278 script "Cabin Fever.” No USN support requested.
- Received episode #214 writers draft "One More Kiss.” Minimal USN depicted.

NCIS NDLA [CBS]
- Received episode #1 16 script “My Brother’s Keeper." Review in progress.
- Received episode #115 outline "Point Break Le Carnivale."
- Reviewed episode #1 14 script "Careful What You Wish For.”

HAWAII FIVE-D [CBS]
- Received episode #519 "Close Shave." Review in progress.

I ; |



INDIANAPDLIS "Men of Courage"
Provided detailed decline letter on lSDec- RFI submitted to NHHC for script feedback notes. [NNTR]

13) (4}

M

Mike Rowe's "Somebody's Gotta Do It" (CNN)
Contacted by producers with renewed request to coordinate with NECC to identify Seabee FTX for
feature in episode Feb-fiprlS.

Brush ofHonor [INSP Network]
Episode 104 rough cut reviewed, 14Jan, discussing fallen service member EDDl Sean Carson. DoD
archival b-roll assistance provided via letter of authorization. Docu-series produced with Gold Star
families and told through prism of the nonprofit 'American Fallen Soldiers Project,’ which serves to
provide comfort and healing to Gold Star families by creating original portraits of the fallen at their
family’s request. Awaiting air date.

Flip My Food (NBC)
Cooking show interested in showcasing Navy culinary specialists in NOLA area. Reviewing
feasibilityof support. [NNTR]

When War Comes Home (MFA)
Documentary film exploring Veteran experiences and treatment of PTSD/TBI which received
PAH support in 2012 for filming at NICoE. NAVINFOWEST assisting with archival broll.
Request for NAS Jacksonville interviews declined due to short-fused nature, lack of details, and
lack of intent to highlight Navy Medicine programs. Producer referred to VA to support
Veteran-focused narrative. [NNTR]

Air Warriors: DAV [Smithsonian Channel]
Interested in showcasing Navy DAV in upcoming episode. Show was previously granted official
support for episode on Prowler/Growler. Researching feasibility of support. [NNTR]

Most Wanted List (Sportsman Channel]
Kristy Lee Cook, show's host and former American Idol contestant. interested in riding in a Hornet and
documenting her experience. Awaiting details from production company. Most Wanted List follows
Kristy,an avid hunter, and her two best friends as they seek out new challenging adventures [hunting
fishing, scuba diving, etc.) Filming requested in April 20 15. Potential R01 to reach niche demographic
throughpositive female role model while showcasing Navy assets. Researching sup port with CNAP-
[NNTR]

Happening (HBO)
Doctnnentary request on current renewable energies and green tech used in various industries referred from
CHINFU Newsdesk Redford Center {Robert Redford's son) producing with HBO broadcast. Seeking Navy
support to showcase green technolog; currently active in the Fleet as well as ongoing research initiatives.
Researching support. [NNTR]



Homefront [PBS]
(in 29Dec,CNSP/CDSZI identified CMDCM Veronica Holliday [CMC, WAYNE E. MEYER] as senior
enlistedleader designated to participate forfilming. Documentary support in same vein of PAA—
approved thematics previously supported withNaval Base Ventura County Seabees to discuss how
militaiy families cope with deployments and what military support systems they utilize. ZB-BDIanZDIS
identified to support filming aboard WAYNE E. MEYER and off-base broll and interviews with CMC
and family members.

The Tennesseans [Tennessee Public Television]
Highlights Tennessee's legacy of honorable military service. Coordinated with NHHC to provide official
interviews, O4Dec, discussing significant past Navy members with TN heritage. Navy addendum added to
existing Army-led PAA. Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR]

GHOST HUNTERS: USS CDNSTITUTIDN [SyFy Channel)
Expecting rough cut Ianuary 2015. Show tentatively scheduled to air June 2015. [NNTR)

SUPER CARRIER (3|) [MAX FILM}
Script received for review from Peter Tobyansen and Heartland Entertainment. After meeting to discuss
with producers at NAWNFOWEST, recalibrated themes to pursue to "SUPER SHIPS” vice "SUPER
CARRIER" for further research and rewrite of script concept/outline. [NNTR]

Time Traveling with Brian [Inger [Travel Channel}
PAA signed to support small-scale b-roll support on loint Expeditionary Base Little Creek-Fort Story.
Episodewill discuss original settlers arrival to historical Fort Story landmark responsible for foimding of
Jamestowncolony. Filming occurred 5Nov. Local PAD escort. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR]

The Little Family (TLC)
Show following non-Navy family that lives in Annapolis. Requesting to film USNA hockey game on 14Nov.
PAA sent to producers for signature. USNA and NAVI NFO WEST coordinating. " Little Family explores the
everyday lives of a 'littie' family that approaches every challenge with a unique perspective and uses
positivity and inner strength to make each day bigger and better than average." PAA signed. Awaiting
roughcut. [NNTR]

USS CONSTITUTION [Indigo Films for Travel Channel]
Received, reviewed and approved rough cut of World Access: USS Constitution. Awaiting input
from ship PAD prior to giving the go ahead for further production. Air date tentatively set for
IanuaryZD 15. [NNTR]

b
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Hollywood to the Navy
RC unit 01C to provide CY-15 HTTN engagementplan. [NNTR]

RESERVE UNIT

(b) (5)
RESFOR Centennial Anniversary
Received support request from RESFDR PAC to conduct Hollywood significant interest level actor
shout outs for upcoming USNR Centennial Anniversary events. Coordinating with unit for
execution. [NNTR]
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DV visit: Brigadier General Kathleen Cook (Director, USAF PA]
- On 20]an, NAVINFOWEST Deputy provided escorted tour for BG Cook and CMS Eiring to the set ofThe
Last Ship filming at the Warner Brothers studios. BC Cook and CMS were greeted by the Director, UPM,
Charles Parnell [CMC leter] and IP [Tex]. After observing filming a few scenes, BG Cook [CMS were briefed
by the DoD/'USN Project Officer on NAVINFOWEST CONOPS ISO productions supported by approved PAAs.
- At the request of the USAF Liaison Office, escorting USAF Brigadier General Kathleen Cook, HQ AF
Public Affairs to filming stage visit at WB back lot. No briefwith TNT officials, just set visit meet and
greet cast.

Hornetront [PBS]
On 29Dec. CNSP/CD321 identified CMDCM Veronica Holliday [CMC. WAYNE E. MEYER] as senior enlisted
leader designated to participate for filming. Documentary support in same vein of FAA-approved thematics
previously supported with Naval Base Ventura County Seabees to discuss how military families cope with
deployments and what military support systems they utilize. 28-30]an2{)15 identified to support filming
aboard WAYNE E. MEYER and off-base broll and interviews with CMC and family members. PAA addendum
signed. Drafting SOE.

SUPER BOWL XLIK {NFL}
- On 14]an, HSI Productions completed successful filming as support by USS Wayne E. Meyer. Ship CO, CDR
Randy Van Rossum led the crew in a rally cheer supporting 3 NFL promo spot that will be aired during the
'3rd quarter of this year's Super Bowl. The promo spot will include similar cheers from iconic spots around
the country.
- On 17Dec, received production assistance requests from Sam Howard, NFL Advertising Producer seeking
support in producing 60 sec promo spot to air at the end ofthe 3"l quarter of the Super Bowl. Current
thematic depicts USN personnel aboard USS in formation doing a rallyyell.

— IRT Cl/OI-fi approving support request, CNSP/CDS 21 designated WAYNE E. MEYER [DOG-108] as
platform supporting.

- OSD [PA] Production Assistance Agreement signed B]an 15 and distributed to all stakeholders.
- Awaiting rough cut review.

HUNTER-KILLER (Relativity)
- Production Assistance Agreement submitted lfijan to OSD[PA] /Relativity for signature.
Project Officer escorting four-person scout coord by COMSUBPAC PAO in Pearl Harbor,
21-22]an. Scout includes VA-class fast attack submarine, Los Angeles-class fast attack
submarine, meetings with SUBPAC officials, creative discussions for Director/Art Director
and base facilities.
- Additional scouts TBA at DoD bases near Anchorage, AK. Base camp scheduled 13Apr Whittier, AK.

FOX SPORTS 75th COMMEMORATION OF PEARL HARBOR (FOX Sports)
- IPBHH officials coordinating MWR/Base contract details to finalise input to Fox. Sports. (NNTR)

THE LAST SHIP [TNT]
ROLL-OUT: TNT Marketing in Atlanta is beginning ramp up to 21]un launch of 13 episodes Season Two
run. Coordination with NAVINFO EAST on two events for collaborative promotion with TNT cast:
1] 15 Feb NBA-All Star Game media event;
2] Fleet Week NYC April.
TNT will likely sponsor a Season Two premiere for the lune launch in Wash DC.
- Coordinating with SURFPAC SME and TNT creative on Navy thematics and warfighting opportunities for
Episodes 207-2 13.
-Future San Diego filming anticipated to include mid-February 2015 for an underway period and April
20 15 for pier side filming. Ships identified for fihning are TBD pending final schedule and operational
availability.



- Ongoing filming for Season Opener that has been expanded to include two episodes.
- Pick up filming for episodes 204 and 206 slated for end of Ianuary

- TLS scheduled to film at Long Beach and San Pedro 26-301an.
- Received Writer's Draft script of episode 207'". Currently reviewing by SURFDR and NAWNFDWEST.

SEAPDWER (IMAX/KZ Comms)
- Dn 101311, NAVINFWOEST Director responded to CHINFO RFI regarding K2/OPNAV coordination-
0n 5]an, K2 reached out to OPNAV [N45, Energy and Environmental Div] to determinepossible
filming opportunities to highlight OPNAV N45 initiatives that demonstrate naval forces training for
combat and supporting current operations while minimizing impacts to the environment. [NNTPJ

SEAL Dog [Smithsonian]
Awaiting revised rough cut expected to be delivered Ianuary 2015. Latest cut will address
adjustments to re-enactments and mitigate anypotential sensitive information release. [N NTR}

lb} (4}

NCIS [CBS]
- Reviewed episode #2?6 outline "Blast from the Past.“
- Reviewed episode #2?5 outline "Artful Dodger.” No USN support requested.
- Reviewed episode #273 script "Cabin Fever.” No USN support requested.
- Received episode #274 writers draft "One More Kiss." Minimal USN depicted.

NCIS NOLA (CBS)
- Received episode #1 16 script "My Brother's Keeper.” Review in progress.
- Received episode #115 outline "Point Break Le Carnivale.” [NNTR)

HAWAII FIVE-0 (CBS)
- Received episode #519 “Close Shave." Review in progress. (NNTR)

.=. —_==J

INDIANAPOLIS "Men of Courage"
Provided detailed decline letter on 15Dec. RFI submitted to NHHC for script feedback notes. (NNTR)



Animals Gone Wild [NatGeo)
Doctnnentary series seeking archival broil of Marina Mammal Program for use in episode on
intelligence and capabilities of seals. Researching feasibility ofsupport with SPAWAR

Mike Rowe's "Somebody's Gotta Do It" [CNN]
Contacted by producers with renewed request to coordinate with NECC to identify Seabee FTX for
feature in episode Feb-Apr15.

Brush ofHonor [INSP Network}
Episode 104 rough cut reviewed, 14]an, discussing fallen service member EDDl Sean Carson DoD
archival b-roll assistance provided via letter ofauthorization Docu-series produced with Gold Star
families and told through prism of the nonprofit 'American Fallen Soldiers Project,’ which serves to
provide comfort and healing to Gold Star families by creating original portraits of the fallen at their
family's request. Awaiting air date. [NNTR]

Flip My Food [NBC]
Cooking show interested in showcasing Navy culinary specialists in NOLA area. Reviewing
feasibilityof support. [NNTR]

When War Comes Home (MFA)
Documentary film exploring Veteran experiences and treatment of PTSD/TBI which received
PAA support in 2012 for filming at NICoE. NAVINFOWEST assisting with archival broll.
Request for NAS Jacksonville interviews declined due to short-fused nature, lack of details, and
lack of intent to highlight Navy Medicine programs. Producer referred to VA to support
Veteran-focused narrative. [NNTR]

Air Warriors: DAV [Smifllsonian Channel]
Interested in showcasing Navy UAV in upcoming episode. Show was previously granted official
support for episode on Prowler/Growler. Researching feasibility of support [NNTR]

Most Wanted List (Sportsman Channel}
Kristy Lee Cook, show's host and former American Idol contestant. interested in riding in a Hornet and
doctmienting her experience. Awaiting details from production company. Most Wanted List follows
Kristy,an avid hunter, and her two best friends as they seek out new challenging adventures (hunting,
fishing, scuba diving, etc.) Filming requested in April 2015. Potential R01 to reach niche demographic
throughpositive female role model while showcasing Navy assets. Researching support with CNAP.
[NNTR]

Happening [HBO]
Documentary request on current renewable energies and green tech used in various industries referred from
CHINFU Newsdesk Redford Center [Robert Redford's son] producing with HBO broadcast. Seeking Navy
support to showcase green technology currently active in the Fleet as well as ongoing research initiatives.
Researching support. [NNTR]

The Tennesseans (Tennessee Public Television]
Highlights Tennessee's legacy of honorable military service. Coordinated with NHHC to provide oflicial
interviews, D4Dec, discussing significant past Navy members with TN heritage. Navy addendum added to
existing Army-led FAA. Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR]



GHOST HUNTERS: USS CDNSTITUTIDN [SyFy Channel]
Expecting rough cut Ianuary 20 15. Show tentatively scheduled to air lune 20 15. [NNTR)

SUPER CARRIER (30 [MAX FILM}
Script received for review from Peter Tobyansen and Heartland Entertainment. After meeting to discuss
with producers at NAVINFDWEST. recalibrated themes to pursue to "SUPER SHIPS" vice "SUPER
CARRIER" for further research and rewrite of script concept/outline. [NNTR)

Time Travelingwith Brian Unger [Travel Channel]
PAA signed to support small-scale b-roll support on loint Expeditionary Base Little Creek-Fort Story.
Episodewill discuss original settlers arrival to historical Fort Storyr landmark responsible for foimding of
Iarnestowncolony. Filming occurred 5Nov. Local PAD escort. PAA signed Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR]

The Little Family (TLC)
Show following non-Navy family that lives in Annapolis. Requesting to film USNA hockey game on 14Nov.
FAA sent to producers for signature. USNA and NAVINFO WEST coordinating. "Little Family explores the
everyday lives of a 'little' family that approaches every challenge with a unique perspective and uses
positivity and inner strength to make each day bigger and better than average." PAA signed- Awaiting
roughcut [NNTR]

USS CONSTITUTION [Indigo Films for Travel Channel]
Received, reviewed and approved rough cut of World Access: USS Constitution. Awaiting input
from ship PAD prior to giving the go ahead for further production. Air date tentatively set for
IanuaryZO 15. [NNTR)

[NNTR]

Hollywood to the Navy
RC unit DIC to provide CY-15 HTTN engagement plan. [NNTR]

RESFOR Centennial Anniversary
Received support request from RESFOR PAD to conduct Hollywood significant interest level actor
shout outs for upcoming USNR Centennial Anniversary events. Coordinating with unit for
execution. [NNTR]



NAVINFOWEST Weekly Report
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Updated Items in Blue

SUPER BOWL 1(l [NFL]
- Fifty five second rough cut promo spot depicting WEM crew reviewed by NAVIN FO‘WEST and approved
by 05]) and CHINFO [OI-6]. WEM sailors appear twice in the promo scheduled to air at the end ofthe third
quarter.
- OSD[PA) Production Assistance Agreement signed Elan 15 and distributed to all stakeholders.

Homefront [PBS]
On 29Dec, CNSP/CDSZ 1 identified CMDCM Veronica Holliday (CMC, WAYNE E. MEYER) as senior enlisted
leader designated to participate for filming. Documentary support in same vein of FAA-approved thematics
previously supported with Naval Base Ventura County Seabees to discuss how military families cope with
deployments and what militaryT support systems they utilize. On 301ml, NAVINFOWEST project officer will
be escorting a 3-man film crew to film CMDCM Holliday conducting day-to-day operations and interaction
with crew on WEM. Additional filming and family interviews will take place off-base. OSD(PA) Production
Assistance Agreement and Addendum signed and forwarded to all stakeholders.

INDIANAPOLIS "Men of Courage"
NHHC provided detailed review notes. Coordinating with concerned reps from the USS Indianapolis
Survivor's Association.

HUNTER-KILLER [Relativity]
- Production Assistance Agreement submitted lfilan to OSD[PA] /Relativity for signature.
Project Officer escorted four-person scout coord by COMSUBPAC PAD in Pearl Harbor, 2 1-221an. Scout
included VA-class fast attack submarine, Los Angeles-class fast attack submarine, meetings with SUBPAC
officials. creative discussions for Director/Art Director and base facilities.
- Additional scouts TBA at DoD bases near Anchorage, AK. Base camp scheduled 13Apr W’hittier, AK.
- COR Dewalt [SUBPAC PAO] will be in SoCalnext week for ICEEX Planning Conf in SD, will conduct
familiariation tour on TLS sets and meeting with Relativity.

FOX SPORTS 75th COMMEMORA'I'ION OF PEARL HARBOR (FOX Sports]
- IPBHH officials coordinating MWR/Base contract details to finalize input to Fon Sports. (NNTR)

THE LAST SHIP [TNT]
ROLL-OUT: TNT Marketing in Atlanta is coordinating with NAVINFO EAST on two events for collaborative
promotion with TNT cast:
1) 15 Feb NBA-All Star Game media event;
2] Fleet Week NYC April.
-Future San Diego filming identified by TNT for pier side work the week of 13-18 April, 2015- Available
ships are TBD pending SURFOR operational availability.

— Future New Orleans Fleet Week filming 23-28Apr in planning.
- SURFPAC SME CAPT Mclaren visiting TLS set M-W next week for creative discussions with writers and
CIC scenes.



NCIS (CBS)
- Reviewed episode #276 outline "Status Update.” Review in progress-
- Reviewed episode #275 outline "Artful Dodger." No USN support requested.
- Reviewed episode #2?3 script "Cabin Fever.” No USN support requested.

NCIS NOLA (CBS)
- Received episode #1 16 script "My Brother’s Keeper." Review in progress.
- Received episode #115 outline "Point Break Le Carnivale."
- Reviewed episode #1 18 outline "The List." NAVINFDWEST working with Executive
Producer and Senior Writer for revision to script to include and demonstrate Navy Core
Values of ship crew on liberty conducting port visit in NOLA

HAWAII FIVE-O [CBS]
- Received episode #519 "Close Shave.” Review in progress. [NNTR]

SEAPOWER (lMAX/KZ Comms]
- 0n 10]an,NAVINFOWEST Director responded to CHINFO RFI regarding KZ/OPNAV coordination.
On 5]an, K2 reached out to DPNAV (N45, EIIEI‘fl and Environmental Div] to determinepossible
filming opportunities to highlight OPNAV N45 initiatives that demonstrate naval forces training for
combat and supporting current operations while minimizing impacts to the environment. [NN TR)

{bl {4)

SEAL Dog [Smithsonian]
Awaiting revised rough cut expected to be delivered lanuary 2D 15. Latest cut will address
adjustments to re-enactments and mitigate anypotential sensitive information release. [NNTR]

Animals Gone Wild [NatGeo]
Documentary series seeking archival broil of Marina Mammal Program for use in episode on
intelligence and capabilities of seal lions. Coordinated approval through SPAWAR. NAVINFDWEST
provided letter authorizing use ofarchival DoD footage for use in episode. Awaiting rough cut.



Mike Rowe's "Somebody's Gotta Do It" (CNN) 
Conducted 29Jan conference call with show producers, NECC (N00P), NCG-2 (PAO) and NMCB-1 
(PAO) to discuss coordination for proposed 24-25Feb filming of Seabee FTX.  Drafting PAA. 
 
Brush of Honor (INSP Network) 
Episode 104 rough cut reviewed, 14Jan, discussing fallen service member EOD1 Sean Carson.  DoD 
archival b-roll assistance provided via letter of authorization.  Docu-series produced with Gold Star 
families and told through prism of the nonprofit 'American Fallen Soldiers Project,' which serves to 
provide comfort and healing to Gold Star families by creating original portraits of the fallen at their 
family’s request.  Awaiting air date. (NNTR) 
 
Flip My Food (NBC) 
Cooking show interested in showcasing Navy culinary specialists in NOLA area.  Reviewing 
feasibility  of support. (NNTR) 
 
When War Comes Home (MPA) 
Documentary film exploring Veteran experiences and treatment of PTSD/TBI which received 
PAA support in 2012 for filming at NICoE.  NAVINFOWEST assisting with archival broll.  
Request for NAS Jacksonville interviews declined due to short-fused nature, lack of details, and 
lack of intent to highlight Navy Medicine programs.  Producer referred to VA to support 
Veteran-focused narrative. (NNTR) 

 
Air Warriors: UAV (Smithsonian Channel) 
Interested in showcasing Navy UAV in upcoming episode. Show was previously granted official 
support for episode on Prowler/Growler.  Researching feasibility of support. (NNTR) 

 
Most Wanted List (Sportsman Channel) 
Kristy Lee Cook, show's host and former American Idol contestant, interested in riding in a Hornet and 
documenting her experience. Awaiting details from production company.  Most Wanted List follows 
Kristy, an avid hunter, and her two best friends as they seek out new challenging adventures (hunting, 
fishing, scuba diving, etc.)  Filming requested in April 2015.  Potential ROI to reach niche demographic 
through positive female role model while showcasing Navy assets.  Researching support with CNAP. 
(NNTR) 

Happening (HBO) 
Documentary request on current renewable energies and green tech used in various industries referred from 
CHINFO Newsdesk.  Redford Center (Robert Redford's son) producing with HBO broadcast.  Seeking Navy 
support to showcase green technology currently active in the Fleet as well as ongoing research initiatives. 
Researching support.  (NNTR) 

 
The Tennesseans (Tennessee Public  Television) 
Highlights Tennessee's legacy of honorable military service.  Coordinated with NHHC to provide official 
interviews, 04Dec, discussing significant past Navy members with TN heritage.  Navy addendum added to 
existing Army-led PAA.  Awaiting rough cut.  (NNTR) 

 
GHOST HUNTERS: USS CONSTITUTION (SyFy Channel) 
Expecting rough cut January 2015.  Show tentatively scheduled to air June 2015. (NNTR) 

 
 

SUPER CARRIER (3D IMAX FILM) 
Script received for review from Peter Tobyansen and Heartland Entertainment.  After meeting to discuss 
with producers at NAVINFOWEST, recalibrated themes to pursue to “SUPER SHIPS” vice “SUPER 
CARRIER” for further research and rewrite of script concept/outline. (NNTR) 

 
Time Traveling with Brian Unger (Travel  Channel) 
PAA signed to support small-scale b-roll support on Joint Expeditionary Base Little Creek-Fort Story. 
Episode will discuss original settlers arrival to historical Fort Story landmark responsible for founding of 
Jamestown   colony.  Filming occurred 5Nov.  Local PAO escort.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut.  (NNTR) 
 
 

Mike Rowe's "Somebody's Gotta Do It" (CNN) 
Conducted 29Jan conference call with show producers, NECC (N00P), NCG-2 (PAO) and NMCB-1 
(PAO) to discuss coordination for proposed 24-25Feb filming of Seabee FTX.  Drafting PAA. 
 
Brush of Honor (INSP Network) 
Episode 104 rough cut reviewed, 14Jan, discussing fallen service member EOD1 Sean Carson.  DoD 
archival b-roll assistance provided via letter of authorization.  Docu-series produced with Gold Star 
families and told through prism of the nonprofit 'American Fallen Soldiers Project,' which serves to 
provide comfort and healing to Gold Star families by creating original portraits of the fallen at their 
family’s request.  Awaiting air date. (NNTR) 
 
Flip My Food (NBC) 
Cooking show interested in showcasing Navy culinary specialists in NOLA area.  Reviewing 
feasibility  of support. (NNTR) 
 
When War Comes Home (MPA) 
Documentary film exploring Veteran experiences and treatment of PTSD/TBI which received 
PAA support in 2012 for filming at NICoE.  NAVINFOWEST assisting with archival broll.  
Request for NAS Jacksonville interviews declined due to short-fused nature, lack of details, and 
lack of intent to highlight Navy Medicine programs.  Producer referred to VA to support 
Veteran-focused narrative. (NNTR) 

 
Air Warriors: UAV (Smithsonian Channel) 
Interested in showcasing Navy UAV in upcoming episode. Show was previously granted official 
support for episode on Prowler/Growler.  Researching feasibility of support. (NNTR) 

 
Most Wanted List (Sportsman Channel) 
Kristy Lee Cook, show's host and former American Idol contestant, interested in riding in a Hornet and 
documenting her experience. Awaiting details from production company.  Most Wanted List follows 
Kristy, an avid hunter, and her two best friends as they seek out new challenging adventures (hunting, 
fishing, scuba diving, etc.)  Filming requested in April 2015.  Potential ROI to reach niche demographic 
through positive female role model while showcasing Navy assets.  Researching support with CNAP. 
(NNTR) 

Happening (HBO) 
Documentary request on current renewable energies and green tech used in various industries referred from 
CHINFO Newsdesk.  Redford Center (Robert Redford's son) producing with HBO broadcast.  Seeking Navy 
support to showcase green technology currently active in the Fleet as well as ongoing research initiatives. 
Researching support.  (NNTR) 

 
The Tennesseans (Tennessee Public  Television) 
Highlights Tennessee's legacy of honorable military service.  Coordinated with NHHC to provide official 
interviews, 04Dec, discussing significant past Navy members with TN heritage.  Navy addendum added to 
existing Army-led PAA.  Awaiting rough cut.  (NNTR) 

 
GHOST HUNTERS: USS CONSTITUTION (SyFy Channel) 
Expecting rough cut January 2015.  Show tentatively scheduled to air June 2015. (NNTR) 

 
 

SUPER CARRIER (3D IMAX FILM) 
Script received for review from Peter Tobyansen and Heartland Entertainment.  After meeting to discuss 
with producers at NAVINFOWEST, recalibrated themes to pursue to “SUPER SHIPS” vice “SUPER 
CARRIER” for further research and rewrite of script concept/outline. (NNTR) 

 
Time Traveling with Brian Unger (Travel  Channel) 
PAA signed to support small-scale b-roll support on Joint Expeditionary Base Little Creek-Fort Story. 
Episode will discuss original settlers arrival to historical Fort Story landmark responsible for founding of 
Jamestown   colony.  Filming occurred 5Nov.  Local PAO escort.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut.  (NNTR) 
 
 

Mike Rowe's "Somebody's Gotta Do It" (CNN)
Conducted 29Ian conference call with show producers, NECC (NOOP), NCG-Z (PAO) and NMCB-1
(PAC) to discuss coordination for proposed 24-25Feb filming of Seabee FTX. Drafting PAA.

Brush of Honor (INSP Network)
Episode 104 rough cut reviewed, 14Ian, discussing fallen service member EOD1 Sean Carson. DoD
archival b-roll assistance provided via letter of authorization. Docu-series produced with Gold Star
families and told through prism of the nonprofit 'American Fallen Soldiers Project,’ which serves to
provide comfort and healing to Gold Star families by creating original portraits of the fallen at their
family’s request. Awaiting air date. (NNTR)

Flip My Food (NBC)
Cooking show interested in showcasing Navy culinary specialists in NOLA area. Reviewing
feasibilityof support. (NNTR)

When War Comes Home (MPA)
Documentary film exploring Veteran experiences and treatment of PTSD/TBI which received
PAA support in 2012 for filming at NICoE. NAVINFOWEST assisting with archival broll.
Request for NAS Jacksonville interviews declined due to short-fused nature, lack of details, and
lack of intent to highlight Navy Medicine programs. Producer referred to VA to support
Veteran-focused narrative. (NNTR)

Air Warriors: UAV (Smithsonian Channel)
Interested in showcasing Navy UAV in upcoming episode. Show was previously granted official
support for episode on Prowler/Growler. Researching feasibility of support. (NNTR)

Most Wanted List (Sportsman Channel)
Kristy Lee Cook, show's host and former American Idol contestant, interested in riding in a Hornet and
documenting her experience. Awaiting details from production company. Most Wanted List follows
Kristy,an avid hunter, and her two best friends as they seek out new challenging adventures (hunting,
fishing, scuba diving, etc.) Filming requested in April 2015. Potential R01 to reach niche demographic
through positive female role model while showcasing Navy assets. Researching support with CNAP.
(NNTR)

Happening (HBO)
Documentary request on current renewable energies and green tech used in various industries referred from
CHINFO Newsdesk. Redford Center (Robert Redford's son) producing with HBO broadcast. Seeking Navy
support to showcase green technology currently active in the Fleet as well as ongoing research initiatives.
Researching support. (NNTR)

The Tennesseans (Tennessee Public Television)
Highlights Tennessee's legacy of honorable military service. Coordinated with NHHC to provide official
interviews, O4Dec, discussing significant past Navy members with TN heritage. Navy addendum added to
existing Army-led PAA. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

GHOST HUNTERS: USS CONSTITUTION (SyFy Channel)
Expecting rough cut January 2015. Show tentatively scheduled to air June 2015. (NNTR)

SUPER CARRIER (3D IMAX FILM)
Script received for review from Peter Tobyansen and Heartland Entertainment. After meeting to discuss
with producers at NAVINFOWEST, recalibrated themes to pursue to “SUPER SHIPS" vice “SUPER
CARRIER” for further research and rewrite of script concept/outline. (NNTR)

Time Traveling with Brian Unger (Travel Channel)
PAA signed to support small-scale b-roll support on Joint Expeditionary Base Little Creek-Fort Story.
Episodewill discuss original settlers arrival to historical Fort Story landmark responsible for founding of
Iamestowncolony. Filming occurred 5Nov. Local PAO escort. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)



The Little Family (TLC)
Show following non-Navy family that lives in Almapolis. Requesting to film USNA hockey game on 14Nov.
PAA sent to producers for signature. USNA and NAWNFD WEST coordinating. "Little Family explores the
everyday lives of a 'little' family that approaches every challenge with a unique perspective and uses
positivity and inner strength to make each day bigger and better than average." PAA signed. Awaiting
roughcut. [NN‘I‘R]

USS CDNSTITUTIUN [Indigo Films for Travel Channel]
Received, reviewed and approved rough cut of World Access: USS Constitution. Awaiting input
from ship PAD prior to giving the go ahead for further production. Air date tentatively set for
Ianuary 2D 15. (NNTR)

[NNTR]

Hollywood to the Navy
RC unit DIC to provide CY-15 HTTN engagement plan. [NNTR]

RESFOR Centennial Anniversary
Received support request from RESFDR PAC to conduct Hollywood significant interest level actor
shout outs for upcoming USNR Centennial Anniversary events. Coordinating with unit for
execution. [NNTR]
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Updated Items in Blue

| mm,“Healer-mar I
Homefront [PBS]
0n 29Dec, CNSP/CDSZ 1 identified CMDCM Veronica Holliday USMC, WAWE E. MEYER) as senior enlisted
leader designated to participate for filming. Documentary support in same vein of FAA-approved thematics
previously supported with Naval Base Ventura County Seabees to discuss how military families cope with
deployments and what military support systems they utilise. 011 30-3 llan, NAVINFUWEST Project Officer
escorted a 3-person film crew to fihn CMDCM Holliday conducting day-to-day operations and interaction
with crew on WEM. Additional filming and family interviews took place off-base.

Happening (HBO)
70-min documentary film currently in production by Redford Center [Robert Redford's son's production
company] for delivery to HBO in late 20 16.
Redford Center creates doctunenta'ries that focus on social issues, particularly those dealing with natural
resources and the environment Docu film will highlight current innovations in renewable energies industry in
the US illustrating importance of becoming more energy independent.
- Redford Center producers discussed with NAVINFO WEST their narrative and interest of Navy's ’storage'
capabilities, which they define as solar, wind, hydro, geo and smart—grid programs.
- Requesting two filming days in DC[Virginia Beach region between late February and mid-May 2015 to gather
broil and interviews with program SMEs- Requesting SECNAV interview to discuss Navy's renewable energy
initiatives.
- NAVINFG WEST coordinating through N45 PAD. PAA pending.

HUNTER-KILLER [Relativity]
Production Assistance Agreement signed DSFeb by DSD[PA}/Relativity.
Forward approved PAA to Coast Guard and Air Force Liaison offices for support coord.
- Coord thru AP to conduct scout at 1B ElmendorfAnchorage, AK in the next few weeks.

FOX SPORTS 75th COMMEMORA’I‘ION OF PEARL HARBOR (FOX Sports]
- IPBHH officials coordinating MWR/Base contract details to finalize input to Fox Sports.
- Conf call with USU, CNIC and NAWNFOWEST today to walk through contract details.

THE LAST SHIP [TNT]
ROLL-OUT: TNT Marketing in Atlanta is coordinating with NAWNFO EAST on two events for collaborative
promotion with TNT cast:
1) 15Feb NBA-All Star Game media event;
2) Fleet Week NYC April.
- San Diego filming identified by TNT for pier side work the week of 13-17 April, 2015. USS William P.
Lawrence is slated as in port ship to support.
- Future New Orleans Fleet Week filming 23-28Apr in planning.
- SURFPAC SME CAPT Mclaren visited TLS set providing creative insights for future scripts as well as
overseeing pivotal CIC submarine hunting scenes.
— SUB PAC PAD visited TLS set during his trip to LA becoming fainiliarized with production team scale and
operation.



NCIS [CBS]
- Reviewed episode #277 script “Pat1ence." Review 111 progress.
- Reviewed episode #2376 outline "Status Update.“ Review in progress.
- Reviewed episode #275 outline "Artful Dodger.” No USN support requested.

NCIS NOLA (CBS)
- Received episode a 119 outline "The insider." Review in progress.
- Reviewed episode #1 18 outline "The List.” NAVINFOWEST working with Executive
Producer and Senior Writer for revision to script to include and demonstrate Navy Core
Values of ship crew on liberty conducting port visit in NOLA. NNTR
- Received episode #116 script ”My Brother’s Keeper." Review in progress.

HAWAII FIVE-0 (CBS)
- Received episode #519 “Close Shave." Review in progress. [NNTPJ

INDIANAPOLIS "Men of Courage"
NHHC provided detailed review notes. Coordinating with concerned reps from the USS Indianapolis
Survivor's Association. [NNTR]

SEAPDWER [IMAX/KZ Comms)
- 011 101311, NAWNFDWEST Director responded to CHINFD RFI regarding KZ/DPNAV coordination.
Dn EIan, K2 reached out to OPNAV [N45, Energy and Environmental Div] to determinepossihle
filming opportunities to highlight DPNAV N45 initiatives that demonstrate naval forces training for
combat and supportn current operations while minimizing impacts to the environment. [N NTR)



SEAL Dog [Smithsonian]
Awaiting revised rough cut expected to he delivered Ianuary 2015. Latest cut will address
adjustments to re-enactments and mitigate anypotential sensitive information release. [NNTR]

Animals Gone Wild [NatGeo]
Documentary series seeking archival broil of Malina Mammal Program for use in episode on
intelligence and capabilities of seal lions. Coordinated approval through SPAWAR. NAVWFOWEST
provided letter authorizing use ofarchival DoD footage for use in episode. Awaiting rough cut.
[NNTR]

Mike Rowe's "Somebody‘s Gotta Do It" [CNN]
Conducted 29]an conference call with show producers, NECC [NDOP], NCO-2. [PAD] and NMCB-l
[PAC] to discuss coordination for proposed filming of Seabee FI'X on Camp Shelby. Scout and filming
scheduled from 23-25 Feb. Coordinating additional filming and access approvals to Camp Shelby
through National Guard. Drafting PAA.

Brush ofHonor [INSP Network}
Rough cut received and reviewed for Episode 103 on HMS James Layton. DoD archival b-roll
assistance provided via letter ofauthorization. Docu-series produced with Gold Star families and told
through prism ofthe nonprofit 'AmeIican Fallen Soldiers Project,‘ which serves to provide comfort
and healing to Gold Star families by creating original portraits ofthe fallen at their family's request.
Awaiting air date.

Flip My Food (NBC)
Cooking show interested in showcasing Navy culinary specialists in NOLA area. Reviewing
feasibilityof support. [NNTR]

When War Comes Home [MFA]
Documentary film exploring Veteran experiences and treatment of PTSD/TBI which received
PAA support in 2012 for filming at NICoE. NAVTNFDWEST assisting with archival broll.
Request for NAS Iacksonville interviews declined due to short-fused nature, lack of details, and
lack of intent to highlight Navy Medicine programs. Producer referred to VA to support
Veteran-focused narrative. [NNTR]

Air Warriors: DAV [Smithsonian Channel]
Interested in showcasing Navy DAY in upcoming episode. Show was previous granted official
support for episode on Prowler/Growler. Researching feasibility of support [NNTR]

MostWanted List (Sportsman Channel]
Kristy Lee Cook, show's host and former American Idol contestant, interested in riding in a Hornet and
documenting her experience. Awaiting details from production company. Most Wanted List follows
Kristy,an avid hunter, and her two best friends as they seek out new challenging adventures (hunting,
fishing, scuba diving, etc.) Filming requested in April 2015. Potential R01 to reach niche demographic
throughpositive female role model while showcasing Navy assets. Researching support with CNAP.
[NNTR)

The Tennesseans (Tennessee Public Television]
Highlights Tennessee's legacy ofhonorable military service. Coordinated with NHHC to provide official
interviews, 04Dec, discussing significant past Navy members with TN heritage. Navy addendmn added to
existing Army-led PAA. Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR]

GHOST HUNTERS: USS CDNSTITUTIDN [SyFy Channel]
Provided feedback on names and titles of Navy personnel interviewed. Awaiting rough cut. Show
tentatively scheduled to air June 20 15.



SUPER CARRIER (3|) [MAX FILM}
Script received for review from Peter Tobyansen and Heartland Entertainment. After meeting to discuss
with producers at NAVINFOWEST, recalibra'ted themes to pursue to "SUPER SHIPS” vice ”SUPER
CARRIER" for further research and rewrite of script concept/outline. [NNTR]

Time Traveling with Brian linger [Travel Channel]
PAA signed to support small-scale b-roll support on Joint Expeditionary Base Little Creek-Fort Story.
Episodewill discuss original settlers arrival to historical Fort Story landmark responsible for foimding of
Iamestowncolony. Filming occurred 5Nov. Local PAD escort. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR]

The Little Family (TLC)
Show following non-Navy family that lives in Armapolis. Requesting to film USNA hockey game on 14Nov.
PAA sent to producers for signature. USNA and NAVINFO WEST coordinating. "Little Family explores the
everyday lives of a 'little' family that approaches every challenge with a unique perspective and uses
positivity and inner strength to make each day bigger and better than average." Rough cut reviewed by
USNA and NAWNFOWEST, SDlan. No issues. Awaiting air date.

USS CONSTITUTION [Indigo Films for Travel Channel]
Received, reviewed and approved rough cut of World Access: USS Constitution. Awaiting input
from ship PAO prior to giving the go ahead for further production. Air date tentatively set for
Ianuary 2015. (NNTR)

Battle ofArchipelagos [ARTE]
French-language, magazine-style documentary film for European distribution designed to discuss
tension in China Sea. Referred to DSD Documentary Officer for review and follow-on.

Sea Rescue [ABC]
Seeking support to feature 15IAN sea turtle rescue by NAS Corpus Christi firefighters. Classified as
media request. Referred to regional PAD.

Galileo (German TV]
Magazine-style news feature show. NAVINFOWST declined request to film SPAWAR Marine Mammal
Program. Determined filture requests to be treated as media.

(b) (4)

itflmflt I

(b) (5)
Hollywood to the Navy
RC unit OIC to provide CY-15 HTTN engagement plan. [NNTR]

RESFOR Centennial Anniversary
Received support request from RESFOR PAD to conduct Hollywood significant interest level actor
shout outs for upcoming USNR Centennial Anniversary events. Coordinating with unit for
execution. Weekend coord wf NOSC CO planned 7Feb15 for Los Angeles visit and Hollywood
engagement for shout outs.
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Updated Items in Blue

THE LAST SHIP [TNT]
ROLL-OUT: TNT Marketing in Atlanta is coordinating with NAVINFO EAST on two events for collaborative
promotion with TNT cast:
1] 15Feb NBAAll-Star Game media event - TNT's The Last Ship will host an NBA All-Star Game viewing
party at Clyde Frazier's near Madison Square Garden, and over 150 local Sailors and their guests have
RSVP'd. Show talent will be present. TNT will tape a shot of the viewing party for use in their nationally
broadcasted pre-game show between 1900 and 2000. USO performing. NAVINFO East coordinating with
local commands for support. OIAG approved. Internal coverage plan coordinated previously with 01-2.
2] Fleet Week NYC April, planning in progress.
3] WASH DC - Lead actor, Eric Dane to appear as guest speaker and award presenter for CNO TAPS award
presentation IBMar. Precursory publicity events and media availabilities highlighting TLS and TAPS
scheduled with CNN, FOX, Pentagon Channel and other outlets 1TMar.
4] San Diego filming identified by TNT for pier side work the week of 13-17Apr. USS WILLIAM P.
LAWRENCE [DEG-110) is slated as in port ship to support.
5) Future New Orleans Fleet Week filming 23-28Apr in planning.
6) Technical Scout scheduled for 13Feb at NAVWEPSTA Seal Beach for filming consideration
tentatively for 28Feb. Scenes on base would depict RHIB boats arriving ashore in Louisiana outside
New Orleans.

HUNTER-KILLER (Relativity)
Production Assistance Agreement signed 05 Feb by OSD[PA] [Relativity Forward approved PAA to Coast
Guard and Air Force Liaison offices for support coord.
- Coord tbru AF to conduct scout at [B ElmendorfAnchorage, AK in the next few weeks.
- Provided detailed 'maneuver' notes from SUB PAC to new writer.

FOX SPORTS 75th COMMEMORA'I'ION OF PEARL HARBOR (FOX Sports]
USS MISSOURI scout scheduled 24-26Feb IPBHH. Awaiting signed contract fi'om CNIC-

INDIANAPOLIS "Men of Courage"
- On 12Feb, received version 5 of script from Hannibal Classics. Director responded to Cam Cameron and
reiterated USN position the recommendation too film on museum ships, using industry representatives to
portray the period-piece thematics of USN forces in WWII, and direct contact with the CA-35 Survivor’s
Association to ensure their equities are protected in the storyline.

Mike Rowe's "Somebody's Gotta Do It" (CNN)
Conducted IOFEB follow-up conference call with show producers, NCG-Z [PAO and FTX
Coordinator) and NMCB-l (PAC!) to discuss proposed FTX SOE and coordination for filming of
Seabee FTX on Camp Shelby. Scout and filming scheduled from 23-25Feb. Coordinating filming
and access approvals to Camp Shelby through National Guard.
- PAA signed. NAVINFOWEST providing Project Officer escort.



NCIS: NOLA [CBS]
NAVINFGWEST responded to 10 Feb request from Danni Productions to use USNS SHUGHART [T-
AKE-295] as location set depicting 3 DUB conducting a PVST in NOLA ISO episode 118 “The List." 011
11Feb, Military Sealift Command HQ (MSCHQJ authorized a one-day filming opportunity on ZBFeb.
NAVINFUWEST initiated a Production Assistance Agreement for BSD review and approval.
- 051) approved FAA on 12Feb and designated NAWNFDWEST Deputy as DoD Project Officer in
charge of escorting production personnel and production oversight.

NCIS [CBS]
Responded to 11Feb request from Belisarius Productions Executive Producer requesting feasibility of
support to film USN (3-130 as background at NAS Point Mugu o/a 23Apr. NAVINFOWEST Project Officer
coordinating A/C feasibility of support and alternate platform availability with CNAP [NOOPAJ prior to
follow-on coordination with additional stakeholders for base access.

SEAL Dog (Smithsonian)
Revised rough cut received 10Feb15. Project officer review in progress to ensure latest version has
incorporated NSW/NAVINFDWEST changes to re-enactments to mitigate any potential disclosure of
sensitive information.

NCIS [CBS]
- Reviewed episode #277 script "Patience." Review in progress.
- Reviewed episode #276 outline “Status Update." No USN depicted or support requested.
- Reviewed episode #275 outline “Artful Dodger.” No USN support requested.

NCIS NOLA [CBS]
— Received episode #119 outline "The Insider." Review in progress.
- Reviewed episode #1 18 outline "The List." NAVINFOWEST working with Executive
Producer and Senior Writer for revision to script to include and demonstrate Navy Core
Values of ship crew on liberty conducting port visit in NOLA. Script review in progress.

HAWAII FIVE-O [CBS]
— Received episode #519 ”Close Shave." Review in progress. [NNTR]



SEAPOWER (lMAX/KZ Comma]
- On Milan, NAVINFOWEST Director responded to CHINFD RFI regarding KZ/OPNAV coordination.
Dn SIan, K2 reached out to DPNAV (N45, Energ and Environmental Div] to determine possible
filming opportunities to highlight DPNAV N45 initiatives that demonstrate naval forces training for
combat and supporting current operations while minimizing impacts to the environment. [NNTR]

Magnum—— =4
Daily Planet [Discovery Canada]
Researching feasibility of support with NETC PAD. Show interested in potential five-minute segment
on Navy Diving Salvage and Training Center. Production request sent to producer.

Happening [HBO]
NAVINFOWEST coordinating through N45 FAG and producers to develop storyline of renewable energies
in PACNORWEST [Puget Sound). May time frame. Potential SECNAV interview.

Homefront [PBS]
0n ZQDec, CNSP/CDSZl identified CMDCM Veronica Holliday (CIVIC, WAYNE E. MEYER] as senior enlisted
leader designated to participate for filming. Documentary support in same vein of FAA-approved thematics
previously supported with Naval Base Ventura County Seabees to discuss how military families cope with
deployments and what military support systems they utilize. Filming completed waiting for rough cut
review link.

Animals Gone Wild {NatGeo}
Documentary series seeking archival broll of Marina Mammal Program for use in episode on
intelligence and capabilities of seal lions. Coordinated approval through SPAWAR NAVINFDWEST
provided letter authorizing use ofarchival DoD footage for use in episode. Awaiting rough cut.
[NNTR]



Brush of Honor (INSP Network) 
Rough cut received and reviewed for Episode 103 on HM3 James Layton.  DoD archival b-roll 
assistance provided via letter of authorization.  Docu-series produced with Gold Star families and told 
through prism of the nonprofit 'American Fallen Soldiers Project,' which serves to provide comfort 
and healing to Gold Star families by creating original portraits of the fallen at their family’s request.  
Awaiting air date. (NNTR) 
 
When War Comes Home (MPA) 
Documentary film exploring Veteran experiences and treatment of PTSD/TBI which received 
PAA support in 2012 for filming at NICoE.  NAVINFOWEST assisting with archival broll.  
Request for NAS Jacksonville interviews declined due to short-fused nature, lack of details, and 
lack of intent to highlight Navy Medicine programs.  Producer referred to VA to support 
Veteran-focused narrative. (NNTR) 

 
Air Warriors: UAV (Smithsonian Channel) 
Interested in showcasing Navy UAV in upcoming episode. Show was previously granted official 
support for episode on Prowler/Growler.   Reached out to COMNAVAIRFOR (N00P) to 
investigate availability of Fire Scout assets and support personnel for interview and filming.   

 
Most Wanted List (Sportsman Channel) 
Kristy Lee Cook, show's host and former American Idol contestant, interested in riding in a Hornet and 
documenting her experience. Awaiting details from production company.  Most Wanted List follows 
Kristy, an avid hunter, and her two best friends as they seek out new challenging adventures (hunting, 
fishing, scuba diving, etc.)  Filming requested in April 2015.  Potential ROI to reach niche demographic 
through positive female role model while showcasing Navy assets.  Researching support with CNAP. 
(NNTR) 

 
The Tennesseans (Tennessee Public  Television) 
Highlights Tennessee's legacy of honorable military service.  Coordinated with NHHC to provide official 
interviews, 04Dec, discussing significant past Navy members with TN heritage.  Navy addendum added to 
existing Army-led PAA.  Awaiting rough cut.  (NNTR) 

 
GHOST HUNTERS: USS CONSTITUTION (SyFy Channel) 
Provided feedback on names and titles of Navy personnel interviewed.  Awaiting rough cut.  Show 
tentatively scheduled to air June 2015. (NNTR) 

 
SUPER CARRIER (3D IMAX FILM) 
Script received for review from Peter Tobyansen and Heartland Entertainment.  After meeting to discuss 
with producers at NAVINFOWEST, recalibrated themes to pursue to “SUPER SHIPS” vice “SUPER 
CARRIER” for further research and rewrite of script concept/outline. (NNTR) 

 
Time Traveling with Brian Unger (Travel  Channel) 
PAA signed to support small-scale b-roll support on Joint Expeditionary Base Little Creek-Fort Story. 
Episode will discuss original settlers arrival to historical Fort Story landmark responsible for founding of 
Jamestown   colony.  Filming occurred 5Nov.  Local PAO escort.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut.  (NNTR) 
 
The Little Family (TLC) 
Show following non-Navy family that lives in Annapolis. Requesting to film USNA hockey game on 14Nov. 
PAA sent to producers for signature.  USNA and NAVINFO WEST coordinating. "Little Family explores the 
everyday lives of a 'little' family that approaches every challenge with a unique perspective and uses 
positivity and inner strength to make each day bigger and better than average."  Rough cut reviewed by 
USNA and NAVINFOWEST, 30Jan.  No issues.  Awaiting air date. (NNTR) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Brush of Honor (INSP Network) 
Rough cut received and reviewed for Episode 103 on HM3 James Layton.  DoD archival b-roll 
assistance provided via letter of authorization.  Docu-series produced with Gold Star families and told 
through prism of the nonprofit 'American Fallen Soldiers Project,' which serves to provide comfort 
and healing to Gold Star families by creating original portraits of the fallen at their family’s request.  
Awaiting air date. (NNTR) 
 
When War Comes Home (MPA) 
Documentary film exploring Veteran experiences and treatment of PTSD/TBI which received 
PAA support in 2012 for filming at NICoE.  NAVINFOWEST assisting with archival broll.  
Request for NAS Jacksonville interviews declined due to short-fused nature, lack of details, and 
lack of intent to highlight Navy Medicine programs.  Producer referred to VA to support 
Veteran-focused narrative. (NNTR) 

 
Air Warriors: UAV (Smithsonian Channel) 
Interested in showcasing Navy UAV in upcoming episode. Show was previously granted official 
support for episode on Prowler/Growler.   Reached out to COMNAVAIRFOR (N00P) to 
investigate availability of Fire Scout assets and support personnel for interview and filming.   

 
Most Wanted List (Sportsman Channel) 
Kristy Lee Cook, show's host and former American Idol contestant, interested in riding in a Hornet and 
documenting her experience. Awaiting details from production company.  Most Wanted List follows 
Kristy, an avid hunter, and her two best friends as they seek out new challenging adventures (hunting, 
fishing, scuba diving, etc.)  Filming requested in April 2015.  Potential ROI to reach niche demographic 
through positive female role model while showcasing Navy assets.  Researching support with CNAP. 
(NNTR) 

 
The Tennesseans (Tennessee Public  Television) 
Highlights Tennessee's legacy of honorable military service.  Coordinated with NHHC to provide official 
interviews, 04Dec, discussing significant past Navy members with TN heritage.  Navy addendum added to 
existing Army-led PAA.  Awaiting rough cut.  (NNTR) 

 
GHOST HUNTERS: USS CONSTITUTION (SyFy Channel) 
Provided feedback on names and titles of Navy personnel interviewed.  Awaiting rough cut.  Show 
tentatively scheduled to air June 2015. (NNTR) 

 
SUPER CARRIER (3D IMAX FILM) 
Script received for review from Peter Tobyansen and Heartland Entertainment.  After meeting to discuss 
with producers at NAVINFOWEST, recalibrated themes to pursue to “SUPER SHIPS” vice “SUPER 
CARRIER” for further research and rewrite of script concept/outline. (NNTR) 

 
Time Traveling with Brian Unger (Travel  Channel) 
PAA signed to support small-scale b-roll support on Joint Expeditionary Base Little Creek-Fort Story. 
Episode will discuss original settlers arrival to historical Fort Story landmark responsible for founding of 
Jamestown   colony.  Filming occurred 5Nov.  Local PAO escort.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut.  (NNTR) 
 
The Little Family (TLC) 
Show following non-Navy family that lives in Annapolis. Requesting to film USNA hockey game on 14Nov. 
PAA sent to producers for signature.  USNA and NAVINFO WEST coordinating. "Little Family explores the 
everyday lives of a 'little' family that approaches every challenge with a unique perspective and uses 
positivity and inner strength to make each day bigger and better than average."  Rough cut reviewed by 
USNA and NAVINFOWEST, 30Jan.  No issues.  Awaiting air date. (NNTR) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Brush of Honor (INSP Network)
Rough cut received and reviewed for Episode 103 on HM3 Iames Layton. DoD archival b-roll
assistance provided via letter of authorization. Docu-series produced with Gold Star families and told
through prism of the nonprofit 'American Fallen Soldiers Project,’ which serves to provide comfort
and healing to Gold Star families by creating original portraits of the fallen at their family’s request.
Awaiting air date. (NNTR)

When War Comes Home (MPA)
Documentary film exploring Veteran experiences and treatment of PTSD/TBI which received
PAA support in 2012 for filming at NICoE. NAVINFOWEST assisting with archival broll.
Request for NAS Jacksonville interviews declined due to short-fused nature, lack of details, and
lack of intent to highlight Navy Medicine programs. Producer referred to VA to support
Veteran-focused narrative. (NNTR)

Air Warriors: UAV (Smithsonian Channel)
Interested in showcasing Navy UAV in upcoming episode. Show was previously granted official
support for episode on Prowler/Growler. Reached out to COMNAVAIRFOR (NOOP) to
investigate availability of Fire Scout assets and support personnel for interview and filming.

Most Wanted List (Sportsman Channel)
Kristy Lee Cook, show's host and former American Idol contestant, interested in riding in a Hornet and
documenting her experience. Awaiting details from production company. Most Wanted List follows
Kristy,an avid hunter, and her two best friends as they seek out new challenging adventures (hunting,
fishing, scuba diving, etc.) Filming requested in April 2015. Potential R01 to reach niche demographic
through positive female role model while showcasing Navy assets. Researching support with CNAP.
(NNTR)

The Tennesseans (Tennessee Public Television)
Highlights Tennessee's legacy of honorable military service. Coordinated with NHHC to provide official
interviews, O4Dec, discussing significant past Navy members with TN heritage. Navy addendum added to
existing Army-led PAA. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

GHOST HUNTERS: USS CONSTITUTION (SyFy Channel)
Provided feedback on names and titles of Navy personnel interviewed. Awaiting rough cut. Show
tentatively scheduled to air June 2015. (NNTR)

SUPER CARRIER (3D IMAX FILM)
Script received for review from Peter Tobyansen and Heartland Entertainment. After meeting to discuss
with producers at NAVINFOWEST, recalibrated themes to pursue to “SUPER SHIPS" vice “SUPER
CARRIER” for further research and rewrite of script concept/outline. (NNTR)

Time Traveling with Brian Unger (Travel Channel)
PAA signed to support small-scale b-roll support on Joint Expeditionary Base Little Creek-Fort Story.
Episodewill discuss original settlers arrival to historical Fort Story landmark responsible for founding of
Iamestowncolony. Filming occurred 5Nov. Local PAO escort. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

The Little Family (TLC)
Show following non-Navy family that lives in Annapolis. Requesting to film USNA hockey game on 14Nov.
PAA sent to producers for signature. USNA and NAVINFO WEST coordinating. "Little Family explores the
everyday lives of a 'little' family that approaches every challenge with a unique perspective and uses
positivity and inner strength to make each day bigger and better than average." Rough cut reviewed by
USNA and NAVINFOWEST, 30]an. No issues. Awaiting air date. (NNTR)



Military Battle Challenge
Non-televised physical fitness challenge seeking regional support in SoCal to host competition. Referred
to CNRSW Public Affairs.

Galileo (Pro 7/German Network]
German-language. news feature-style format. Classified as media request and referred to CHINFD
Newsdesk.

lb
Hollywood to the Navy
RC unit DIC to provide CY—15 HTTN engagement plan. [NNTPJ

05D DOCUMENTARY LEAD
Met with (bl {.5} new DSD Docmnentary Lead here in LA CHINFD direction discussed for
documentaries, CNG tenants, SECNAV talking points keyr drivers. Discussed All Warrior Network
[HULU], a key to future younger-generation distribution.
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GUEST SPEAKER CNO’S NAVY BALL IOOCT15
Responded to request from Deputy Director Navy Staff to reach out to Bradley Cooper’s publicist as a CNO
by- name-request to attend the Washington, DC CNO's Navy Ball 100ct2015. Working.

Mike Rowe's "Somebody's Gotta Do It" [CNN]
Coordinating support with NEG-2 (PAD and FTX Coordinator] and NMCB-l [PAD] for filming of
NMCB-‘l FTX on Camp Shelby, MS. Scout and filming scheduled from 23-25Feb. Filming approval
and base access for Camp Shelby approved via MS National Guard. PAA signed. NAWNFOWEST
providing Project Officer escort.
SOE
23Feb, 0000: DoD Project Officer arrives to Camp Shelby and briefs NCO-2 and NMCB-l
Leadership.

1500: Project Officer, NCO-2 PAO rendezvous with producers for FTX location tour/scout.
24Feb, 0700: Production crew arrives to begin 2-day filming.

0800: Commence broll capture of NMCB-l FTX daytime and evening events.
25Feb, 07'30: Mike Rowe arrives to participate in day's events (convoy, bridging, entrenching,
camp lay-down). Mike Rowe to discuss events with various SMEs identified by NMCB-l PAO-

1430: Mike Rowe to meet on camera with NCO-2 Commodore to discuss intent of FTX and
how it preps Seabees for real-world ops-

17’00: Wrap filming. Depart Camp Shelby.

NCIS: NOLA [CBS]
NAVINFOWEST responded to '10 Feb request from Danni Productions to use USNS SHUGHART [T—
AKE-295) as location set depicting a DDG conducting a PVST in NOLA ISO episode 1 18 "The List." On
11Feb, Military Sealift Command HQ [MSCHQ] authorized a one-day filming opportunity on 23Feb.
NAVTNFOWEST initiated a Production Assistance Agreement for OSD review and approval.
— OSD approved FAA on 12Feb and designated NAVINFOWEST Deputy as DoD Project Officer in
charge of escorting production personnel and production oversight.
SOE
27Feb, 1500: DoD Project Officer arrives NOLA and briefs USNS SHUGHART Leadership.
28Feb, 0700: Production crew arrives and setups up for I-day filming.

1000: Commence filming onboard USNS SHUGHART
1500: Wrap and breakdown

THE LAST SHIP [TNT]
DIR/DEP met with CO, Naval Weapons Station and PAC to discuss emergent Season Three opportunities
to showcase weapons load-out of destroyer/LCS.
1] 15 Feb NBA All—Star Game media event - TNT's The Last Ship hosted an NBA All-Star Game viewing
party at Clyde Frazier’s near Madison Square Garden, and over 150 local Sailors and their guests
attended. NAVTNFO East coordinated events and managed oversight.
2] Fleet Week NYC April, planning in progress.
3} WASH DC - Lead actor, Eric Dane to appear as guest speaker and award presenter for CNO TAPS award
presentation lflMar. Precursory publicity events and media availabilities highlighting TLS and TAPS
scheduled with CNN, FOX, Pentagon Channel and other outlets 17Mar.
4) San Diego filming identified by TNT for pier side work the week of 13-17Apr. USS WILLIAM P-
LAWRENCE [DDS-1 10] is slated as in port ship to support.



5] Future New Orleans Navy Week filming 23Apr in planning.
6] Technical Scout conducted 13Feb at NAVWPSTA Seal Beach for filming opportunities slated for March.
Scenes on base would depict RHIB boats arriving ashore in Louisiana outside New Orleans for episode 2 10-
Per location manager request and PAD approval, follow-up scout for 35 personnel to take place at the
beach area 20Feb15.

HUNTER-KILLER (Relafivity)
Production Assistance Agreement signed 05Feb by DSD[PA] fRelativity. Forward approved PM to Coast
Guard and Air Force Liaison offices for support coord.
- Coord tbru AF to conduct scout at 18 ElmendorfAnchorage, AK in the next few weeks.
- Coordinating with costumes, props, locations, script review units. Base camp team assembling in
Whittier, AK. Director in LA storyboarding film by scenes. Producijon scheduled to begin 15Apr-15]un,
Provided casting breakdown of submarine crew recommendations for members/ages.

FOX SPORTS 75th COMMEMORATION OF PEARL HARBOR {FOX Sports]
Project Officer is escorting USS MISSOURI scout with FOX Sports eseattives of “NFL Live" scheduled 25-
27Feb IPBHH. Awaiting signed contract from CNIC.

NCIS [CBS]
Responded to 1 lFeb request from Belisarius Productions Executive Producer requesting feasibility of
support to film USN (2-130 as backgroimd at NAS Point Mugu o/a 23Apr. NAVINFOWEST Project Officer
coordinating A/C feasibility of support and alternate platform availability with NAWCWD [NDUPA] prior to
follow-on coordination with additional stakeholders for base access.

SEAL Dog [Smithsonian]
Rough cut received lflFeb 15. Project Officer provided additional follow-on notes to latest version to
mitigate any potential disclosure of sensitive information. Producers making adjustments as per notes.
Awaiting revised rough cut.

NCIS [CBS]
- Reviewed episode #27? scrlpt “Patlence.” Contacted Executive Producer to discuss appropnate shipboard
attire for government civilians embarked on underway CVNs.
- Reviewed episode #276 outline “Status Update." No USN depicted or support requested.
- Reviewed episode #275 outline ”Artful Dodger." No USN support requested.

NCIS NOLA {CBS}
— Received episode #119 outline ”The Insider. " No USN depiction.
- Reviewed episode #118 outline "The List." NAWNFDWEST working with Executive
Producer and Senior Writer for revision to script to include and demonstrate Navy Core
Values of ship crew on liberty conducting port visit in NOLA. .

HAWAII FIVE-U [CBS]
- Received episode #519 "Close Shave." Review in progress. [NNTR)

W._—_—_l



(b) (4)

INDIANAPOLIS "Men of Courage"
- On 12Feb, received version 5 of script from Hannibal Classics. Director responded to Cam Cameron and
reiterated USN position the recommendation too film on museum ships, using industry representatives to
portray the period-piece thematics of USN forces in WWII, and direct contact with the Cit-35 Survivor’s
Association to ensure their equities are protected in the storyline. [NNTR]

SEAPDWER [lMAX/KZ Comms)
- On 10]an, NAWNFDWEST Director responded to CHINFG RFI regarding KZ/OPNAV coordination.
Dn 5]an, K2 reached out to OPNAV [N45, Energy and Environmental Div) to determinepossihle
filming opportunities to highlight DPNAV N45 initiatives that demonstrate naval forces training for
combat and supporting current operations while minimizing impacts to the environment. [NNTR]

Mighty Ships [Discovery Canada/Smithsonian US]
Docu-series interested in developing 45-minute episode on USNS Comfort during its participation in
Continuing Promise 2015. Coordinating research for support through MSC and CP-15 PADs.

Happening [HBO]
NAWNFUMST coordinating through N45 PAD and producers to develop storyline of renewable energies in
PACNORWEST [Puget Sound). Filming flexible from March through mid -]un e. Potential SECNAV interview.

Daily Planet [Discovery Canada]
Researching feasibility of support with NETC PAD. Show interested in potential five-minute segment
on Navy Diving Salvage and Training Center. Production request sent to producer. [NNTR]

(b) (4)



   
    
    
    
   

 
Homefront (PBS) 
 On 29Dec, CNSP/CDS21 identified CMDCM Veronica Holliday (CMC, WAYNE E. MEYER) as senior enlisted   
 leader designated to participate for filming.  Documentary support in same vein of PAA-approved thematics  
 previously supported with  Naval Base Ventura County Seabees to discuss how military families cope with  
 deployments and what military support systems they utilize.  Navy-specific filming complete.  Awaiting  
 rough cut. 

 
Animals Gone Wild (NatGeo) 
Documentary series seeking archival broll of Marina Mammal Program for use in episode on 
intelligence and capabilities of seal lions.  Coordinated approval through SPAWAR.  NAVINFOWEST 
provided letter authorizing use of archival DoD footage for use in episode.  Awaiting rough cut.  
(NNTR) 
 
Brush of Honor (INSP Network) 
Rough cut received and reviewed for Episode 103 on HM3 James Layton.  DoD archival b-roll 
assistance provided via letter of authorization.  Docu-series produced with Gold Star families and told 
through prism of the nonprofit 'American Fallen Soldiers Project,' which serves to provide comfort 
and healing to Gold Star families by creating original portraits of the fallen at their family’s request.  
Awaiting air date. (NNTR) 
 
When War Comes Home (MPA) 
Documentary film exploring Veteran experiences and treatment of PTSD/TBI which received 
PAA support in 2012 for filming at NICoE.  NAVINFOWEST assisting with archival broll.  
Request for NAS Jacksonville interviews declined due to short-fused nature, lack of details, and 
lack of intent to highlight Navy Medicine programs.  Producer referred to VA to support 
Veteran-focused narrative. NAVINFOWEST assisting with archival broll.   Awaiting rough cut. 

 
Air Warriors: UAV (Smithsonian Channel) 
Interested in showcasing Navy UAV in upcoming episode. Show was previously granted official 
support for episode on Prowler/Growler.   Reached out to COMNAVAIRFOR (N00P) to 
investigate availability of Fire Scout assets and support personnel for interview and filming.  
(NNTR) 

 
Most Wanted List (Sportsman Channel) 
Kristy Lee Cook, show's host and former American Idol contestant, interested in riding in a Hornet and 
documenting her experience. Awaiting details from production company.  Most Wanted List follows 
Kristy, an avid hunter, and her two best friends as they seek out new challenging adventures (hunting, 
fishing, scuba diving, etc.)  Filming requested in April 2015.  Potential ROI to reach niche demographic 
through positive female role model while showcasing Navy assets.  Researching support with CNAP. 
(NNTR) 

 
The Tennesseans (Tennessee Public  Television) 
Highlights Tennessee's legacy of honorable military service.  Coordinated with NHHC to provide official 
interviews, 04Dec, discussing significant past Navy members with TN heritage.  Navy addendum added to 
existing Army-led PAA.  Awaiting rough cut.  (NNTR) 

 
GHOST HUNTERS: USS CONSTITUTION (SyFy Channel) 
Provided feedback on names and titles of Navy personnel interviewed.  Awaiting rough cut.  Show 
tentatively scheduled to air June 2015. (NNTR) 
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Homefront (PBS) 
 On 29Dec, CNSP/CDS21 identified CMDCM Veronica Holliday (CMC, WAYNE E. MEYER) as senior enlisted   
 leader designated to participate for filming.  Documentary support in same vein of PAA-approved thematics  
 previously supported with  Naval Base Ventura County Seabees to discuss how military families cope with  
 deployments and what military support systems they utilize.  Navy-specific filming complete.  Awaiting  
 rough cut. 

 
Animals Gone Wild (NatGeo) 
Documentary series seeking archival broll of Marina Mammal Program for use in episode on 
intelligence and capabilities of seal lions.  Coordinated approval through SPAWAR.  NAVINFOWEST 
provided letter authorizing use of archival DoD footage for use in episode.  Awaiting rough cut.  
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Rough cut received and reviewed for Episode 103 on HM3 James Layton.  DoD archival b-roll 
assistance provided via letter of authorization.  Docu-series produced with Gold Star families and told 
through prism of the nonprofit 'American Fallen Soldiers Project,' which serves to provide comfort 
and healing to Gold Star families by creating original portraits of the fallen at their family’s request.  
Awaiting air date. (NNTR) 
 
When War Comes Home (MPA) 
Documentary film exploring Veteran experiences and treatment of PTSD/TBI which received 
PAA support in 2012 for filming at NICoE.  NAVINFOWEST assisting with archival broll.  
Request for NAS Jacksonville interviews declined due to short-fused nature, lack of details, and 
lack of intent to highlight Navy Medicine programs.  Producer referred to VA to support 
Veteran-focused narrative. NAVINFOWEST assisting with archival broll.   Awaiting rough cut. 

 
Air Warriors: UAV (Smithsonian Channel) 
Interested in showcasing Navy UAV in upcoming episode. Show was previously granted official 
support for episode on Prowler/Growler.   Reached out to COMNAVAIRFOR (N00P) to 
investigate availability of Fire Scout assets and support personnel for interview and filming.  
(NNTR) 

 
Most Wanted List (Sportsman Channel) 
Kristy Lee Cook, show's host and former American Idol contestant, interested in riding in a Hornet and 
documenting her experience. Awaiting details from production company.  Most Wanted List follows 
Kristy, an avid hunter, and her two best friends as they seek out new challenging adventures (hunting, 
fishing, scuba diving, etc.)  Filming requested in April 2015.  Potential ROI to reach niche demographic 
through positive female role model while showcasing Navy assets.  Researching support with CNAP. 
(NNTR) 

 
The Tennesseans (Tennessee Public  Television) 
Highlights Tennessee's legacy of honorable military service.  Coordinated with NHHC to provide official 
interviews, 04Dec, discussing significant past Navy members with TN heritage.  Navy addendum added to 
existing Army-led PAA.  Awaiting rough cut.  (NNTR) 

 
GHOST HUNTERS: USS CONSTITUTION (SyFy Channel) 
Provided feedback on names and titles of Navy personnel interviewed.  Awaiting rough cut.  Show 
tentatively scheduled to air June 2015. (NNTR) 
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Homefront (PBS)
On 29Dec, CNSP/CDSZl identified CMDCM Veronica Holliday (CMC, WAYNE E. MEYER) as senior enlisted
leader designated to participate for filming. Documentary support in same vein of PAA-approved thematics
previously supported with Naval Base Ventura County Seabees to discuss how military families cope with
deployments and what military support systems they utilize. Navy-specific filming complete. Awaiting
rough cut.

Animals Gone Wild (NatGeo)
Documentary series seeking archival broll of Marina Mammal Program for use in episode on
intelligence and capabilities of seal lions. Coordinated approval through SPAWAR. NAVINFOWEST
provided letter authorizing use of archival DoD footage for use in episode. Awaiting rough cut.
(NNTR)

Brush of Honor (INSP Network)
Rough cut received and reviewed for Episode 103 on HM3 Iames Layton. DoD archival b-roll
assistance provided via letter of authorization. Docu-series produced with Gold Star families and told
through prism of the nonprofit 'American Fallen Soldiers Project,’ which serves to provide comfort
and healing to Gold Star families by creating original portraits of the fallen at their family’s request.
Awaiting air date. (NNTR)

When War Comes Home (MPA)
Documentary film exploring Veteran experiences and treatment of PTSD/TBI which received
PAA support in 2012 for filming at NICoE. NAVINFOWEST assisting with archival broll.
Request for NAS Jacksonville interviews declined due to short-fused nature, lack of details, and
lack of intent to highlight Navy Medicine programs. Producer referred to VA to support
Veteran-focused narrative. NAVINFOWEST assisting with archival broll. Awaiting rough cut.

Air Warriors: UAV (Smithsonian Channel)
Interested in showcasing Navy UAV in upcoming episode. Show was previously granted official
support for episode on Prowler/Growler. Reached out to COMNAVAIRFOR (NOOP) to
investigate availability of Fire Scout assets and support personnel for interview and filming.
(NNTR)

Most Wanted List (Sportsman Channel)
Kristy Lee Cook, show's host and former American Idol contestant, interested in riding in a Hornet and
documenting her experience. Awaiting details from production company. Most Wanted List follows
Kristy,an avid hunter, and her two best friends as they seek out new challenging adventures (hunting,
fishing, scuba diving, etc.) Filming requested in April 2015. Potential R01 to reach niche demographic
through positive female role model while showcasing Navy assets. Researching support with CNAP.
(NNTR)

The Tennesseans (Tennessee Public Television)
Highlights Tennessee's legacy of honorable military service. Coordinated with NHHC to provide official
interviews, 04Dec, discussing significant past Navy members with TN heritage. Navy addendum added to
existing Army-led PAA. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

GHOST HUNTERS: USS CONSTITUTION (SyFy Channel)
Provided feedback on names and titles of Navy personnel interviewed. Awaiting rough cut. Show
tentatively scheduled to air June 20 15. (NNTR)



SUPER CARRIER (3|) [MAX FILM}
Script received for review from Peter Tobyansen and Heartland Entertainment. After meeting to discuss
with producers at NAVINFDWEST, recalibrated themes to pursue to "SD PER SHIPS” vice ”SUPER
CARRIER" for further research and rewrite of script concept/outline. [NNTR]

Time Traveling with Brian linger [Travel Channel]
FAA signed to support small-scale b-roll support on joint Expeditionary Base Little Creek-Fort Story.
Episodewill discuss original settlers arrival to historical Fort Story landmark responsible for foimding of
Iamestowncolony. Filming occurred 5Nov. Local PAD escort PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR]

The Little Family (TLC)
Show following non-Navy family that lives in Annapolis. Requesting to film USNA hockey game on 14Nov.
FAA sent to producers for signature. USNA and NAWNFD WEST coordinating. "Little Family explores the
everyday lives of a 'little' family that approaches every challenge with a unique perspective and uses
positivity and inner strength to make each day bigger and better than average." Rough cut reviewed by
USNA and NAVTNFDWEST, SOIan. No issues. Awaiting air date. [NNTR]

I Bittflial-Eimma I
[Nare)

RESERVE UNIT

(b) (5)
Hollywood to the Navy
RC unit DIC to provide CY-IS HTTN engagement plan. [NNTR]

RESFOR Centennial Anniversary

(b) (6)
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FOX SPORTS 75th COMMORA‘I‘ION OF PEARL HARBOR [FOX Sports)
FOX Sports executives made office calls with PACFLT ADM Harris and NAVREG HI RDML Williams 26Feb. A
wide range of discussions and IPBHH support to the four-day commemorative events of Dec 7‘11 weekend 20 15.
Executive scout included two-hour Admiral’s gig tour of PH with a historical narrative, theWball fields and
BLOCH arena. Extensive visit with USS MISSOURI reps for the NFL broadcast COMREL discussions led by
PACFLT CAPT Darryl] James to tell the story ofthe survivors, the events and the Navy today. Air support
discussed included flyovers and serials as well as fleet concentration areas and camera positions to highlight the
scope of the Navy’5 presence. FOX requested Sailors and their families attend the broadcast An opfion to split
the attendance of the double-header game would allow more Sailors to attend as an option discussed by RDML
Williams.
Next steps:
1] BLOCH arena engineering scout end ofMarch;
2] COMREL committee to be established to identify stories and storytellers for luly production by FOX in order
to have the vignettes in the can before the events.
Fantastic coordination and cooperation by all!

- 0n 26Feb, CNO acknowledged email sent from CI to SECNAV/CNO providing SA on upcoming OSD
approved FOX Sports 75m commemoration events taking place to include universities participating and
planning efforts between USN stakeholders.

Mike Rowe's "Some-body's Gotta Do It" [CNN]
All events had Mike Rowe engaging with diverse range ofpersonnel, junior and senior leadership, both enlisted
and officer, several women in leadership roles. Weather was brutal with freezing rain, wind and very muddy
conditions. While the event presented challenges, the Seabees thoroughly demonstrated unwavering can-do
attitude to complete the mission no matter the obstacle. Mike Rowe posted his experience with the Seabees on
his Facebook page. Follow the link on ht;tps:( Znifacebookcom[TheRealMikeRowe NCO-2 and NMCB-l PAOs
were critical component of mission success through highly responsive and flexible throughout
escort/planning/coordination between training elements and film crew. Awaiting date for expected rough cut.
Soft air date proposed for May/lune 2015, but dependent on where episode falls into final Season 2 line-up.
Season 2 airs April 2015-

NCIS: NOLA [CBS]
Completed successful filming opportunity onboard USNS SHUGHART on ZBFeb. NAVINFOWEST ICO MSC
HQ provided Danni Productions escorted access to the SHUGHART bridge depicted as background of USS
ABIGAIL ADAMS, episode 118 "The List." Upon completion of filming, Project Officer and SHUGHART
CHENG conducted walk-through inspection of spaces utilized. Episode air date: 24Apri115

INDIANAPOLIS “Men of Courage"
- 0n 12Feb, received version 5 ofscript from Hannibal Classics. Director responded to Cam Cameron and
reiterated USN position the recommendation too film on museum ships, using industry representatives to
portray the period-piece thematics of USN forces in WWII, and direct contact with the CA-35 Survivor's
Association to ensure their equities are protected in the storyline. On ZEFeb, NAWNFOWEST Director
received email from Cam Cameron discussing Hannibal Classics efforts in reaching out to select CA-35
survivor's and families to gather support for the film. NAVINFOWE ST Director forwarded to OSD [PA] and
CHINFO OI-fi for SA.

GUEST SPEAKER CNO'S NAVY HALL 100CT15
Responded to request from Deputy Director Navy Staff to reach out to Bradley Cooper’s publicist as a CNO
by-name-request to attend the Washington, DC CNO's Navy Ball 100ct2015. Working. [NNTR]



THE LAST SHIP [TNT]
1] Fleet Week NYC April, planning in progress.
2) WASH DC - Lead actor, Eric Dane to appear as guest speaker and award presenter for CNO TAPS award
presentation lfiMar. Precursory publicity events and media availabilities highlighting TLS and TAPS
scheduled with CNN, FOX, Pentagon Channel and other outlets 17Mar.
3) San Diego filming identified by TNT for pier side work the week of 13-17Apr. USS WILLIAM P.
LAWRENCE [DOG-1 10] is slated as in port ship to support.
4) Future New Orleans Navy Week filming 23Apr in planning.
5) Filming slated for Naval Weapons Station Seal Beach, CA 9Mar to depict RHIB boats arriving ashore
in Louisiana outside New Orleans for episode 2 10.

HUNTER-KILLER [Relativity]
Relativity/Original Films shifting primary filming from Wluttier, Alaska to New Orleans, LA due to issues
with state tax-credits and hiring/access to qualified production personnel. Production is now scouting
new studios, sets and base camp in New Orleans, LA. Primary filmn is still planned to start 20Apr with
the special forces surveillance and rescue "Polyarny scenes" in Whitter, AK for 2-3 weeks. Base camp
would then shift for all to New Orleans from mid-May to July- Pearl Harbor is still on the docket for mid—
luly.

Continuing to look at tentative exercise opportunities May - Sept for second unit filming. Awaiting
storyboards and one-lines to see when and where the "fighting the sub" scenes break out timeline-wise to
map out a good schedule for time and travel for SUB PAC PAO.

The production shift from Alaska could also open up some possibilities and a wider DoD /Navy base of
support as we look through a wider lens at possible support from locations to units with Navy assets in the
region, as well as museum ships for production to simulate our adversaries. Coordinating with NRSE PAO
Mike Andrews.

SEAL Dog [Smithsonian]
Rough cut received 10Peb15. Project Officer provided additional follow-on notes to latest version to
mitigate any potential disclosure of sensitive information. Producers making adjustments as per notes.
Awaiting revised rough cut.

NCIS [CBS]
- Reviewed episode #27”? script "Patience." Contacted Executive Producer to discuss appropriate shipboard
attire for govermnent civilians embarked on underway CVNs. Updated script released 23Feb corrects
shipboard attire concerns flagged by NAVINFOWEST leadership.
- Reviewed episode #276 outline "Status Update." No USN depicted or support requested.
- Reviewed episode #275 outline "Artful Dodger." No USN support requested.

NCIS NOLA [CBS]
- Received episode #119 outline "The Insider." No USN depiction.
— Reviewed episode #1 18 outline "The List." NAVINFOWEST working with Executive
Producer and Senior Writer for revision to script to include and demonstrate Navy Core
Values of ship crew on liberty conducting port visit in NOLA.

NCIS [CBS]
Responded to 1 1Feb request from Belisarius Productions Executive Producer requesting feasibility of
support to film USN C-130 as background at NAS Point Mugu o/a 23Apr. NAVIN FOWEST Project Officer
coordinating AfC feasibility of support and alternate platform availability with NAWCWD [NOOPA] prior to
follow-on coordination with additional stakeholders for base access. On Feb 23, NAWC PAO submitted
feasibility of support request. to ROI-30.



HAWAII FIVE-0 [CBS]
- Received episode #519 "Close Shave.” Review in progress. (NNTR)

J1TL_-LJL.. El .91. '

SEAPOWER [lMAX/KZ Comms]
- 0n lfllan, NAWNFOWEST Director responded to CHINFD RF] regarding KZ/DPNAV coordination.
Dn Elan, K2 reached out to DPNAV [N45, Energy and Environmental Div] to determinepossihle
filming opportunities to highlight OPNAV N45 initiatives that demonstrate naval forces trai ning for
combat and supporting current operations while minimizing impacts to the environment. [N NTR]

Mighty Ships (Discovery Canada]Smithsonian US]
Docu-series interested in developing 45-minute episode on USNS Comfort during its participation in
Continuing Promise 2015. Coordinating research for support through MSC and CP-lS PAOs. [N NTR]

Happening [HBO]
NAVINFDWEST coordinating through N45 PAD and producers to develop storyline of renewable energies in
PACNORWEST (Puget Sound). Filming flexible from March through mid-lune. Potential SECNAV interview.
[NNTR]



  Daily Planet (Discovery Canada) 
  Researching feasibility of support with NETC PAO. Show interested in potential five-minute segment  
  on Navy Diving Salvage and Training Center.  Production request sent to producer. (NNTR) 
 
   
    
   
 
  NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC/51 MINDS 
  Preliminary discussions conducted with SUBPAC PAO and 51 Minds on feasibility ROE for documentary  
  series featuring first women assigned to nuclear submarines (O/E)s.  High interest in showcasing the  
  sacrifices and professionalism of the current members of the silent service and the successful integration  
  of women.  (NNTR) 

 
Homefront (PBS) 
 On 29Dec, CNSP/CDS21 identified CMDCM Veronica Holliday (CMC, WAYNE E. MEYER) as senior enlisted   
 leader designated to participate for filming.  Documentary support in same vein of PAA-approved thematics  
 previously supported with  Naval Base Ventura County Seabees to discuss how military families cope with  
 deployments and what military support systems they utilize.  Navy-specific filming complete.  Awaiting  
 rough cut.  (NNTR) 

 
Animals Gone Wild (NatGeo) 
Documentary series seeking archival broll of Marina Mammal Program for use in episode on 
intelligence and capabilities of seal lions.  Coordinated approval through SPAWAR.  NAVINFOWEST 
provided letter authorizing use of archival DoD footage for use in episode.  Awaiting rough cut.  
(NNTR) 
 
Brush of Honor (INSP Network) 
Rough cut received and reviewed for Episode 103 on HM3 James Layton.  DoD archival b-roll 
assistance provided via letter of authorization.  Docu-series produced with Gold Star families and told 
through prism of the nonprofit 'American Fallen Soldiers Project,' which serves to provide comfort 
and healing to Gold Star families by creating original portraits of the fallen at their family’s request.  
Awaiting air date. (NNTR) 
 
When War Comes Home (MPA) 
Documentary film exploring Veteran experiences and treatment of PTSD/TBI which received 
PAA support in 2012 for filming at NICoE.  NAVINFOWEST assisting with archival broll.  
Request for NAS Jacksonville interviews declined due to short-fused nature, lack of details, and 
lack of intent to highlight Navy Medicine programs.  Producer referred to VA to support 
Veteran-focused narrative. NAVINFOWEST assisting with archival broll.   Awaiting rough cut.  
(NNTR) 

 
Air Warriors: UAV (Smithsonian Channel) 
Interested in showcasing Navy UAV in upcoming episode. Show was previously granted official 
support for episode on Prowler/Growler.   Reached out to COMNAVAIRFOR (N00P) to 
investigate availability of Fire Scout assets and support personnel for interview and filming.  
(NNTR) 

 
Most Wanted List (Sportsman Channel) 
Kristy Lee Cook, show's host and former American Idol contestant, interested in riding in a Hornet and 
documenting her experience. Awaiting details from production company.  Most Wanted List follows 
Kristy, an avid hunter, and her two best friends as they seek out new challenging adventures (hunting, 
fishing, scuba diving, etc.)  Filming requested in April 2015.  Potential ROI to reach niche demographic 
through positive female role model while showcasing Navy assets.  Researching support with CNAP. 
(NNTR) 

 
The Tennesseans (Tennessee Public  Television) 
Highlights Tennessee's legacy of honorable military service.  Coordinated with NHHC to provide official 
interviews, 04Dec, discussing significant past Navy members with TN heritage.  Navy addendum added to 
existing Army-led PAA.  Awaiting rough cut.  (NNTR) 

(b) (4)

  Daily Planet (Discovery Canada) 
  Researching feasibility of support with NETC PAO. Show interested in potential five-minute segment  
  on Navy Diving Salvage and Training Center.  Production request sent to producer. (NNTR) 
 
   
    
   
 
  NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC/51 MINDS 
  Preliminary discussions conducted with SUBPAC PAO and 51 Minds on feasibility ROE for documentary  
  series featuring first women assigned to nuclear submarines (O/E)s.  High interest in showcasing the  
  sacrifices and professionalism of the current members of the silent service and the successful integration  
  of women.  (NNTR) 

 
Homefront (PBS) 
 On 29Dec, CNSP/CDS21 identified CMDCM Veronica Holliday (CMC, WAYNE E. MEYER) as senior enlisted   
 leader designated to participate for filming.  Documentary support in same vein of PAA-approved thematics  
 previously supported with  Naval Base Ventura County Seabees to discuss how military families cope with  
 deployments and what military support systems they utilize.  Navy-specific filming complete.  Awaiting  
 rough cut.  (NNTR) 

 
Animals Gone Wild (NatGeo) 
Documentary series seeking archival broll of Marina Mammal Program for use in episode on 
intelligence and capabilities of seal lions.  Coordinated approval through SPAWAR.  NAVINFOWEST 
provided letter authorizing use of archival DoD footage for use in episode.  Awaiting rough cut.  
(NNTR) 
 
Brush of Honor (INSP Network) 
Rough cut received and reviewed for Episode 103 on HM3 James Layton.  DoD archival b-roll 
assistance provided via letter of authorization.  Docu-series produced with Gold Star families and told 
through prism of the nonprofit 'American Fallen Soldiers Project,' which serves to provide comfort 
and healing to Gold Star families by creating original portraits of the fallen at their family’s request.  
Awaiting air date. (NNTR) 
 
When War Comes Home (MPA) 
Documentary film exploring Veteran experiences and treatment of PTSD/TBI which received 
PAA support in 2012 for filming at NICoE.  NAVINFOWEST assisting with archival broll.  
Request for NAS Jacksonville interviews declined due to short-fused nature, lack of details, and 
lack of intent to highlight Navy Medicine programs.  Producer referred to VA to support 
Veteran-focused narrative. NAVINFOWEST assisting with archival broll.   Awaiting rough cut.  
(NNTR) 

 
Air Warriors: UAV (Smithsonian Channel) 
Interested in showcasing Navy UAV in upcoming episode. Show was previously granted official 
support for episode on Prowler/Growler.   Reached out to COMNAVAIRFOR (N00P) to 
investigate availability of Fire Scout assets and support personnel for interview and filming.  
(NNTR) 

 
Most Wanted List (Sportsman Channel) 
Kristy Lee Cook, show's host and former American Idol contestant, interested in riding in a Hornet and 
documenting her experience. Awaiting details from production company.  Most Wanted List follows 
Kristy, an avid hunter, and her two best friends as they seek out new challenging adventures (hunting, 
fishing, scuba diving, etc.)  Filming requested in April 2015.  Potential ROI to reach niche demographic 
through positive female role model while showcasing Navy assets.  Researching support with CNAP. 
(NNTR) 

 
The Tennesseans (Tennessee Public  Television) 
Highlights Tennessee's legacy of honorable military service.  Coordinated with NHHC to provide official 
interviews, 04Dec, discussing significant past Navy members with TN heritage.  Navy addendum added to 
existing Army-led PAA.  Awaiting rough cut.  (NNTR) 

(b) (4)

Daily Planet (Discovery Canada)
Researching feasibility of support with NETC PAO. Show interested in potential five-minute segment
on Navy Diving Salvage and Training Center. Production request sent to producer. (NNTR)

b) (4)

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC/51 MINDS
Preliminary discussions conducted with SUBPAC PAO and 51 Minds on feasibility ROE for documentary
series featuring first women assigned to nuclear submarines (O/E)s. High interest in showcasing the
sacrifices and professionalism of the current members of the silent service and the successful integration
ofwomen. (NNTR)

Homefront (PBS)
On 29Dec, CNSP/CDSZl identified CMDCM Veronica Holliday (CMC, WAYNE E. MEYER) as senior enlisted
leader designated to participate for filming. Documentary support in same vein of PAA-approved thematics
previously supported with Naval Base Ventura County Seabees to discuss how military families cope with
deployments and what military support systems they utilize. Navy-specific filming complete. Awaiting
rough cut. (NNTR)

Animals Gone Wild (NatGeo)
Documentary series seeking archival broll of Marina Mammal Program for use in episode on
intelligence and capabilities of seal lions. Coordinated approval through SPAWAR. NAVINFOWEST
provided letter authorizing use of archival DoD footage for use in episode. Awaiting rough cut.
(NNTR)

Brush of Honor (INSP Network)
Rough cut received and reviewed for Episode 103 on HM3 Iames Layton. DoD archival b-roll
assistance provided via letter of authorization. Docu-series produced with Gold Star families and told
through prism of the nonprofit 'American Fallen Soldiers Project,’ which serves to provide comfort
and healing to Gold Star families by creating original portraits of the fallen at their family’s request.
Awaiting air date. (NNTR)

When War Comes Home (MPA)
Documentary film exploring Veteran experiences and treatment of PTSD/TBI which received
PAA support in 2012 for filming at NICoE. NAVINFOWEST assisting with archival broll.
Request for NAS Jacksonville interviews declined due to short-fused nature, lack of details, and
lack of intent to highlight Navy Medicine programs. Producer referred to VA to support
Veteran-focused narrative. NAVINFOWEST assisting with archival broll. Awaiting rough cut.
(NNTR)

Air Warriors: UAV (Smithsonian Channel)
Interested in showcasing Navy UAV in upcoming episode. Show was previously granted official
support for episode on Prowler/Growler. Reached out to COMNAVAIRFOR (NOOP) to
investigate availability of Fire Scout assets and support personnel for interview and filming.
(NNTR)

Most Wanted List (Sportsman Channel)
Kristy Lee Cook, show's host and former American Idol contestant, interested in riding in a Hornet and
documenting her experience. Awaiting details from production company. Most Wanted List follows
Kristy,an avid hunter, and her two best friends as they seek out new challenging adventures (hunting,
fishing, scuba diving, etc.) Filming requested in April 2015. Potential R01 to reach niche demographic
through positive female role model while showcasing Navy assets. Researching support with CNAP.
(NNTR)

The Tennesseans (Tennessee Public Television)
Highlights Tennessee's legacy of honorable military service. Coordinated with NHHC to provide official
interviews, O4Dec, discussing significant past Navy members with TN heritage. Navy addendum added to
existing Army-led PAA. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)



GHOST HUNTERS: USS CONSTITUTIDN [SyFy Channel)
Rough cut received and reviewed. Overall positive portrayal of the USS Consn'tntion. C0 and crew.
Notes on minor changes provided to production company. Show tentatively scheduled to air lune
2 D 15 .

SUPER CARRIER [SD [MAX FILM}
Script received for review from Peter Tobyansen and Heartland Entertainment. After meeting to discuss
with producers at NAVINFDWEST, recalibrated themes to pursue to "SUPER SHIPS” vice ”SUPER
CARRIER" for further research and rewrite of script concept/outline. [NNTR]

Time Traveling with Brian [Inger [Travel Channel}
FAA signed to support small-scale b-roll support on loint Expeditionary Base Little Creek-Fort Story.
Episodewill discuss original settlers arrival to historical Fort Story landmark responsible for foimding of
Iamestowncolony. Filming occurred SNov. Local PAD escort. PAA signed Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR]

The Little Family (TLC)
Show following non-Navy family that lives in Annapolis. Requesting to film USP-IA hockey game on 14h]ov.
FAA sent to producers for signature. USNA and NAWNFO WEST coordinating. "Little Family explores the
everyday lives of a 'little' family that approaches every challenge with a unique perspective and uses
positivity and inner strength to make each day bigger and better than average." Rough cut reviewed by
USNA and NAVINFOWEST, 30]an. No issues. Awaiting air date. [NNTR]

MYTH BUSTERS [Discovery]
Background: NAWNFD West facilitated Blue Angeles support for a Myth Buster episode about breaking
the sound barrier in 2008. The experimental science program currently seeks production support to
help answer the question. "Do jets only make a vapor cone when they break the sound barrier?" The
production company was most interested in working with the Blue Angels, capturing air-to-air footage,
and securing a ride along for one of the program's main host. NAVINFD West recommends that Myth
Busters pursue a different a new airframe - the F-BSC. No decision has been reached as of the date of
this report.
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NAWNFOWEST Weekly Report
06 MAR 15

Updated Items in Blue

FOX SPORTS 75th COMMEMORATION OF PEARL HARBOR [FOX Sports)
Briefed CI today on the status of the FOX Sports 7451 commemorative event over the Dec 7”] 2f} 15 weekend.
Final contract pending, logistics scout scheduled for BLOCH arena vendors through IBPl-IH MWR reps with
NAVINFOWEST escort 23-25Mar-

1li'eterans Day 2016 NCAA Basketball Game IBPHH [ESPN]
Briefed by 01-6 today that OSD is moving forward with MWR contract for national broadcast of IBPHH
in Nov 2016. NAWNFOWEST Project Officer has lead to coordinate with [BPHH PA, PACFLT PA and
WE.

NEW ORLEANS NAVY WEEK 2015
- IRT CTF BO PLANORD [DTG 2317322 OCT 14) "New Orleans Navy Week 2015," NAVINFOWEST on
behalf of Danni Productions submitted feasibility of support to USFF/ESG-Z requesting to embark a five-
pax film crew plus NAVINFOWEST escort officer onboard USS COLE [DOG-67] on 23Apr. Purpose of
filming is to capture B-roll footage for future use in NCIS: New Orleans Season Two ofDDG conducting at
sea operations, setting navigation detail and manning watch stations. Project Officer tentatively scheduled
to attend FPC on 1 1-12Mar to brief OCE planners as required.

- IRT CTF BO PLANORD [OTC 2317322 OCT '14] "New Orleans Navy Week 2015," NAVINFOWEST on
behalf of Turner North Center Productions submitted feasibility of support to USFF/ESG-E requesting to
embark a five-pas film crew plus NAVINFOWEST escort officer onboard USS IAMES E. WLLIAMS
[DOG-‘35] on 23Apr. Purpose of filming is to capture footage of DDG transiting Mississippi river with NOLA
downtown in foreground to support The Last Ship: Season Two scenes of USS NATHAN IAMES heading to
Missouri to establish COOP for POTUS. Project Officer tentatively scheduled to attend FPC on 1 1-12Mar to
brief OCE planners as required.

THE LAST SHIP [TNT]
1] Filming concluded for episode 209 and started for episode 210.
2] Fleet Week NYC April, planning in progress.
3] Filming slated for Naval Weapons Station Seal Beach, CA 9Mar to depict RHIB boats arriving ashore
in Louisiana outside New Orleans for episode 210. Set up Fri fihlar. filming Monday QMar and tear down
10Mar.
4] WASH DC - Lead actor, Eric Dane to appear as guest speaker and award presenter for CNO TAPS award
presentation '18Mar. Precursory publicity events and media availabilities highlighting TLS and TAPS
scheduled with CNN, FOX, Pentagon Channel and other outlets 17Mar.



5] DESRDN Commodore approves shift through SURFPAC from NBSD filming in San Diego on
USS WLLIAM P. LAWRENCE [DDG-l 10] to filming on USS KlDD[DDG-1{}D] 23-24Mar. NAVINFDWEST
Project Officer is coordinating the changes through SURFPAC PAD and NBSD PAD.
6) Writer’s draft of script 2 1 1 received and reviewed. Dne script [2 12) remaining.
7] Director meeting scheduled with TNT executives next Friday 1 3Mar to review episodes 3 and 4 and
discuss the remainder of the season.

INDLANAPDLIS "Men of Courage"
- On 12Feb, received version five of script from Hannibal Classics. Director responded to Cam Cameron and
reiterated USN position the recommendation too film on museum ships, using industry representatives to
portray the period-piece thematics of USN forces in W11, and direct contact with the CA-35 Survivor's
Association to ensure their equities are protected in the storyline. Dn 26Feb, NAVINFDWEST Director
received email from Cam Cameron discussing Hannibal Classics efforts in reaching out to select CA-35
survivor's and families to gather support for the film. NAVINFDWEST Director forwarded to DSD [PA] and
CHINFD 01-6 for SA. [NNTR]

GUEST SPEAKER CND'S NAVY BALL 100CT15
Responded to request from Deputy Director Navy Staff to reach out to Bradley Cooper's publicist as 3 END
by-name-request to attend the Washington, DC CNO's Navy Ball 100ct2015. Working. Sending follow-up
e-mail today and will brief status to CI VFR.

HUNTER-KILLER (Relativity)
Notified DfiMar that HK has shut down production in Alaska and is reestablishing base camp in NDLA
beginning in lune. Executive Producer Toby Iaffe and NAVINFDWEST Director to meet next week in LA to
review the schedule changes and impact. Contact PAD and CDR Kerr requested to remain engaged VFR
with the writers as the storyline develops.

SEAPDWER [lMAX/KZ Comma)
- Coordinating with CNAP PAD filming opportunity in SD for F-35C simulator during press availability.
More details pending.
- Coordinating with SUBPAC PAD March 2016 ICEX filming.

NCIS [CBS]
Responded to 1 lFeb request from Belisarius Productions Executive Producer requesting feasibility of
support to film USN C-lSD as background at NAS Point Mugu o/a 23Apr. NAVINFDWEST Project Officer
coordinating A/C feasibility of support and alternate platform availability with NAWCWD (NDOPA) prior to
follow-on coordination with additional stakeholders for base access. Dn 23Feb, NAWC PAD submitted
feasibility of support request to Vii-30.
- Reviewed episode #277 script "Patience." Contacted Executive Producer to discuss appropriate shipboard
attire for government civilians embarked on underway CVNs. Updated script released 23Feb corrects
shipboard attire concerns flagged by NAWNFDVVEST leadership.
- Reviewed episode #276 outline "Status Update." No USN depicted or support requested.



NCIS NOLA (CBS)
- Received episode #119 outline ”The Insider." No USN depiction.

HAWA]I FIVE-ID [CBS]
- Received episode #523 "Sharing Traditions" review in progress.
- Received episode #522 ”Chasing Yesterday” Review complete with no USN depicted or support
requested.

IEOPARDY [SONY]
Episode will feature Navy Reserve logo during ‘spotliglit' segment. Scheduled to air EBMay.

PRICE IS RIGHT (CBS)
Show seeking seven Sailors accompanied by their spouses to fill audience with chance to play
during joint service 'l'ie'lilitaryr Spouse Appreciation' episode. Filming scheduled for 17Mar. AF has
lead. NAVINFGWEST coordinating Navyr support.

WHEEL OF FORTUNE
Informed by DIAG Public Affairs that LT Adam Sitte, of RLSU MW Great Lakes, is scheduled to
appear on Wheel of Fortune as a contestant. Filming takes place Thursday 12Mar15. Air date
scheduled for mid-April. No FAA required.



WWW—
Mike Rowe's "Somehody's Gotta Do It" [CNN]
Filming took place 24-25 FEB to feature NMC B-1 FI'X and Mike Rowe's participation in various training
events alongside Seabees- Primary events included Rowe riding along in convoy and participating in
bridging exercise- Awaiting rough cut. Soft air date proposed for May/June 20 15, but dependent upon
Season 2 episode line-up. Season 2 airs April 2015.

SEAL Dog [Smithsonian]
Revised rough cut received 13 Feb 15.. Latest version satisfies requested changes to mitigate any potential
disclosure of sensitive information. Awaiting air date.

Mighty Ships [Discovery Canada/Smithsonian US]
[loco-series interested in developing 45 -minute episode on USNS Comfort during its participation in
Continuing Promise 20 15. Coordinating research for support through MSC and CP-15 PAOs. [NNTR]

Happening {HEB}
NAVINFGWEST coordinating through N45 PAD and producers to support documentary film on renewable
energy initiatives in various public and private industries. Film being produced for HBD by San Fransisco-
based Redford Center [Robert Redford's son's production company.)
-Producers would like to dedicate 2-8 minutes of 60-min docu-filln highlighting Navy Energy programs
[broll and interviews] that demonstrate an off-the-grid “closed system" - from generation and transmission
to storage and efficiency in PACNORWEST [Puget Sound] region.
-CHINFO Newsdesk requesting producers consider San Diego as more suitable location. Awaiting San
Diego-centric proposal from Newsdesk's Navy Energy SME.
-Additional SECNA‘Jr interview proposed, but awaiting confirmation of final decision on filming location and
specific dates before pursuing high-level interview request
-Producers still in script development phase. No hard filming dates requested.

Daily Planet [Discovery Canada]
Researching feasibility of support with NETC PAD. Show interested in potential five-minute segment
on Navy Diving Salvage and Training Center. Production request sent to producer. [NNTR]

Homefront [PBS]
(in 29Dec, CNSP/CDSZ 1 identified CMDCM Veronica Holliday (CIVIC, WAYNE E. MEYER) as senior enlisted
leader designated to participate for filming. Documentary support in same vein of FAA-approved thematics
previously supported with Naval Base Ventura County Seabees to discuss how military families cope with
deployments and what military support systems they utilise. Navy-specific filming complete. Awaiting
rough cut. [NNTR)

Animals Gone Wild [NatGeo)
Dociunentary series seeking archival broll of Marina Mammal Program for use in episode on
intelligence and capabilities of seal lions. Coordinated approval through SPAWAR. NAWNFDWEST
provided letter authoriamg use ofarchival DoD footage for use in episode. Awaiting rough cut.
[NNTR)

Brush ofHonor [INSP Network]
Rough cut received and reviewed for Episode 103 on HMS ]ames Layton. DoD archival b-roll
assistance provided via letter ofauthorization. Docu-series produced with Gold Star families and told
through prism ofthe nonprofit 'American Fallen Soldiers Project: which serves to provide comfort
and healing to Gold Star families by creating original portraits of the fallen at their family’5 request.
AWaiting air date. [NNTR]



When War Comes Home [MFA]
Documentary film exploring Veteran experiences and treatment of PTSD/TBI which received
PAA support in 2012 for filming at NICoE. NAVINFOWEST assisting with archival broll.
Request for NAS Jacksonville interviews declined due to short-fused nature, lack of details, and
lack of intent to highlight Navy Medicine programs. Producer referred to VA to support
Veteran-focused narrative. NAWNFOWEST assisting with archival broil. Awaiting rough cut.
[NNTR]

Most Wanted List [Sportsman Channel]
Kristy Lee Cook, show's host: and former American Idol contestant, interested in riding in a Hornet and
documenting her experience. Awaiting details from production company. Most Wanted List follows Kristy,
an avid hunter, and her two best friends as they seek out new challenging adventures (hunting, fishing,
scuba diving, etc.) Filming requested in April 2015. Potential R01 to reach niche demographic through
positive female role model while showcasing Navy assets. Researching support with Blue Angels.

The Tennesseans [Tennessee Public Television]
Highlights Tennessee's legacy of honorable military service. Coordinated with NHHC to provide official
interviews, 04Dec, discussing significant past Navy members with TN heritage. Navy addendum added to
eaistingArmy—led PAA. Awaiting rough cut. [N NTR]

GHOST HUNTERS: USS CONSTITUTION [SyFy Channel]
Rough cut received and reviewed Notes on minor changes provided to and accepted by the
production company. Overall positive portrayal of the USS Constitution, CO and crew. Notes on
minor changes provided to production company. Show tentatively scheduled to air June 2015.

SUPER CARRIER (3]) [MAX FILM]
Script received for review from Peter Tobyansen and Heartland Entertainment. After meeting to discuss
with producers at NAVINFOWEST, recalibrated themes to pursue to "SUPER SHIPS” vice "SUPER
CARRIER" for further research and rewrite of script concept/outline. [NNTR]

Time Traveling with Brian Unger [Travel Channel]
PAA signed to support small-scale b-roll support on loint Expeditionary Base Little Creek-Fort Story.
Episodewill discuss original settlers arrival to historical Fort Story landmark responsible for founding of
Iamestowncolony. Filming occurred 5Nov. Local PAD escort PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR]

The Little Family [TLC]
Show following non-Navy family that lives in Aimapolis. Requesting to film USNA hoclcey game on 14Nov.
PAA sent to producers for signature. USNA and NAWNFD WEST coordinating. "Little Family explores the
everyday lives of a 'little' family that approaches every challenge with a unique perspective and uses
positivity and inner strength to make each day bigger and better than average." Rough cut reviewed by
USNA and NAVINFOWEST, 301311. No issues. Awaiting airdate. [NNTR]



PARTS UNKNDWN — Anthony Bonrdain (CNN)
Executive producer reached out to NAVINFOWEST for assistance with an episode shooting in Okinawa
in late March, early April. Specifically interested in featuring US. military bases in Okinawa for a portion
of the episode. Referred to USMC and USAF representatives for assistance regarding their Gkinawan
installations.

Air Warriors: UAV [Smithsonian Channel)
Interested in showcasing Navy UAV in upcoming episode. Show was previously granted official
support for episode on Prowler/Growler. Reached out to COMNAVAIRFOR (NUUP) to
investigate availability of Fire Scout assets and support personnel for interview and filming.
NDDP reported that the Fire Scout will not be available for filming until 2016. Production
company was notified of Navy's inability to support.

RESERVE UNIT
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NAVINFOWEST Weekly Report
13 MAR 15

Updated Items in Blue

FOX SPORTS 74th COMMEMORATION OF PEARL HARBOR BROADCAST 8: EVENT
Final contract pending, logistics scout scheduled for BLOCH arena vendors through IBPHH MWR reps with
NAVINFOWEST escort 23-25Mar.

Veterans Day 2016 NCAA Basketball Game IBPHH [ESPN]
NAVINFOWEST Project Officer ICW OI-E- will coordinate with IBPHH PA, PAC FLT PA and MWR.

NEW ORLEANS NAVY WEEK 2015
- IRT CTF 80 PLANORD [DTG 2317322 OCT 14] “New Orleans Navy Week 2015," NAWNFOWST on
behalf of Danni Productions submitted feasibility of support to USFF/ESG-Z requesting to embark a five-
pas: film crew plus NAVINFOWEST escort officer onboard USS COLE [DDG-67] on 23Apr. Purpose of
filming is to capture B-roll footage for future use in NCIS: New Orleans Season Two of DDG conductn at
sea operations, setting navigation detail and manning watch stations. Update: FPC planners have
scheduled helo embark for 4/2 2, Project Officer has notified production company.

— IRT CTF BO PLANORD [DTG 2317322 OCT 14) "New Orleans Navy Week 2015," NAVINFOWEST on
behalf of Turner North Center Productions submitted feasibility of support to USFF/ESG-Z requesting to
embark a five-pa}: film crew plus NAVINFOWEST escort officer onhoard USS JAMES E. WILLLAMS.
Update: IRT budgetary constraints TNT has rescinded DDG embark request, project oflicer attending FPC
has notified USN stakeholders.

THE LAST SHIP (TNT)
1] WASH DC — Cl office call with Eric Dane 17Mar15 Pentagon. Lead actor, Eric Dane to appear as guest
speaker and award presenter for CNO TAPS award presentation 18Mar. Precursor}? publicity events and
media availabilities highlighting TLS and TAPS scheduled with CNN, FOX, Pentagon Channel and other
outlets 17Mar. Phil Strub developing 17Mar SOE to include office calls with RDML Cutler and CICS-
Complete/approved SOE pending.
2] Fleet Week NYC April, planning in progress with TNT Marketing and NAVINFOEAST.
3] Successful filming event concluded at Naval Weapons Station Seal Beach, CA 9M3}: Unload, filming and
clean-up were handled professionally and left a positive impression with the base PAO and environmental
team.
4) Director meeting scheduled with TNT executives today 13Mar to review episodes 3 and 4 and
discuss the remainder of the season. Postponed.
5] DESRON Commodore approves shift through SURFPAC from NBSD filming in San Diego on
on USS lflDD [DOG-100) 23-24Mar. NOLA shoot cancelled.
6] Fourth version of script 2 11 received and reviewed. One script [2'12] remaining.



INDIANAPOLIS "Men of Courage"
- 0n 12Peb, received version five of script from Hannibal Classics. Director responded to Cam Cameron and
reiterated USN position the recommendation too film on museum ships. using industry representatives to
portray the period-piece thematics of USN forces in WWII, and direct contact with the CA-35 Survivor's
Association to ensure their equities are protected in the storyline. 0n 26Peb, NAWNFDWEST Director
received email from Cam Cameron discussing Hannibal Classics efforts in reaching out to select CA-35
survivor's and families to gather support for the film. NAVINFOWEST Director forwarded to DSD [PA] and
CHINFO {ll-6 for SA. NAVINFOWEST Director responded to NRL PAD queryr re: USN production assistance
ISO INDIANAPOLIS.

GUEST SPEAKER CND’S NAVY BALL IDOCTIS
Responded to request from Deputy Director Navy Staff to reach out to Bradley Cooper’s publicist as a GNU
by-nanie-request to attend the Washington, DC CND's Navy Ball 100ct2015. Awaiting response.

HUNTER-KILLER [Relativity]
Notified DfiMar that HK has shut down production in Alaska and is reestablishing base camp in NOLA
beginning in June. Executive Producer Toby Iaffe and NAVINFOWEST Director to meet next week in LA to
review the schedule changes and impact. Contact PAD and CDR Kerr requested to remain engaged VFR
with the writers as the storyline develops. [NNTR]

(b) (4)

SEAPCIWER [IMAX/KZ Comms]
- Coordinating with CNAP PAD filming opportunity in SD for F-35C simulator during press availability.
More details pending.
- Coordinating with SUBPAC PAD March 2016 ICEX filming. [NNTR]

NCIS [CBS]
Responded to 1 1Feb request from Belisarius Productions Executive Producer requesting feasibility of
support to film USN (3-130 as background at NAS Point Mugu ofa 23Apr. NAVINFDWEST Project Officer
coordinating VR-SS A/C feasibility of support and alternate platform availability with CNAP [NOIPA].

- Reviewed episode #2?9 "Translation Lost"
- Received outline #280 "Troll" review in progress.
- Received outline #281 "Lost Boys" review in progress.

NCIS NOLA [CBS]
- Received episode #119 outline “The Insider." No USN depiction.
- Reviewed episode #120 "Rock A Bye Baby"



HAWAII FIVE-0 [CBS]
- Received episode #523 "Sharing Traditions" review in progress.
- Received episode #522 "Chasing Yesterday" Review complete with no USN depicted or support
requested.

[EDPARDY [SONY]
Episode will feature Navy Reserve logo during 'spotlight' segment. Scheduled to air ZfiMay.

PRICE IS RIGHT (CBS)
Fourteen Sailors accompanied by one guest each are confirmed to fill audience with chance to
play during joint service ‘Military Couples' episode. Taping scheduled for 17Mar- AF has lead-
NAVINFDWEST coordinating with NRD LA for local Navy support.

WHEEL OF FORTUNE
Informed by DIAG Public Affairs that LT Adam Sitte, of RLSD MW Great Lakes, is scheduled to
appear on Wheel of Fortune as a contestant. Filming takes place Thursday 12Mar15. Air date
scheduled for mid-April. No PAA required.

Mike Rowe's "Some-body's Gotta Do It" (CNN)
Filming took place 24-25 FEB to feature NMCB-l FTK and Mike Rowe's participation in various training
events alongside Seabees. Primary events included Rowe riding along in convoy and participating in
bridging exercise. Awaiting rough cut. Soft air date proposed for May/lune 20 15, but dependent upon
Season 2 episode line-up- Season 2 airs April 2015. [NNTR]

SEAL Dog (Smithsonian)
Revised rough cut received 13Feb15. Latest version satisfies requested changes to mitigate any potential
disclosure of sensitive information. Awaiting air date. [NNTR]

Mighty Ships [Discovery Canada/Smithsonian US]
Docu-series interested in developing 45-minute episode on USNS Comfort during its participation in
Continuing Promise 2015. Coordinating research for support through MSC and CP-lS PADs. [NNTR]



 

 

 Happening (HBO) 
        NAVINFOWEST coordinating through N45 PAO and producers to support documentary film on renewable    
        energy initiatives in various public and private industries. Film being produced for HBO by San Fransisco- 
        based Redford Center (Robert Redford's son's production company.) 

-Producers would like to dedicate 2-8 minutes of 60-min docu-film highlighting Navy Energy programs 
(broll and interviews) that demonstrate an off-the-grid “closed system” - from generation and transmission 
to storage and efficiency in PACNORWEST (Puget Sound) region.  
-CHINFO Newsdesk requesting producers consider San Diego as more suitable location.  Awaiting San 
Diego-centric proposal from Newsdesk's Navy Energy SME.  
-Additional SECNAV interview proposed, but awaiting confirmation of final decision on filming location and 
specific dates before pursuing high-level interview request.   
-Producers still in script development phase.  No hard filming dates requested.  (NNTR) 

 
  Homefront (PBS) 
 On 29Dec, CNSP/CDS21 identified CMDCM Veronica Holliday (CMC, WAYNE E. MEYER) as senior enlisted   
 leader designated to participate for filming.  Documentary support in same vein of PAA-approved thematics  
 previously supported with  Naval Base Ventura County Seabees to discuss how military families cope with  
 deployments and what military support systems they utilize.  Navy-specific filming complete.  Awaiting  
 rough cut.  (NNTR) 

 
Animals Gone Wild (NatGeo) 
Documentary series seeking archival broll of Marina Mammal Program for use in episode on 
intelligence and capabilities of sea lions.  Coordinated approval through SPAWAR.  
NAVINFOWEST provided letter authorizing use of archival DoD footage for use in episode.  
Awaiting rough cut.  (NNTR) 
 
Brush of Honor (INSP Network) 
Rough cut received and reviewed for Episode 103 on HM3 James Layton.  DoD archival b-roll 
assistance provided via letter of authorization.  Docu-series produced with Gold Star families and 
told through prism of the nonprofit 'American Fallen Soldiers Project,' which serves to provide 
comfort and healing to Gold Star families by creating original portraits of the fallen at their 
family’s request.  Rough cuts reviewed. 
Air dates: 6/18, 9pm and 6/21, 6pm: James Layton, Hospital Corpsman 3rd Class 
7/2, 9pm and 7/5, 6pm: Sean Carson, Explosive Ordnance Disposal Technician 1st Class 
 
When War Comes Home (MPA) 
Documentary film exploring Veteran experiences and treatment of PTSD/TBI which received 
PAA support in 2012 for filming at NICoE.  NAVINFOWEST assisting with archival broll.  
Request for NAS Jacksonville interviews declined due to short-fused nature, lack of details, and 
lack of intent to highlight Navy Medicine programs.  Producer referred to VA to support 
Veteran-focused narrative. NAVINFOWEST assisting with archival broll.   Awaiting rough cut.  
(NNTR) 

 
Most Wanted List (Sportsman Channel) 
Kristy Lee Cook, show's host and former American Idol contestant, interested in riding in a Hornet and 
documenting her experience.  Awaiting details from production company.  Most Wanted List follows Kristy, 
an avid hunter, and her two best friends as they seek out new challenging adventures (hunting, fishing, 
scuba diving, etc.)  Filming requested in April 2015.  Potential ROI to reach niche demographic through 
positive female role model while showcasing Navy assets.  Researching support with Blue Angels. (NNTR) 

 
The Tennesseans (Tennessee Public  Television) 
Highlights Tennessee's legacy of honorable military service.  Coordinated with NHHC to provide official 
interviews, 04Dec, discussing significant past Navy members with TN heritage.  Navy addendum added to 
existing Army-led PAA.  Awaiting rough cut.  (NNTR) 

 
 

 

 

 Happening (HBO) 
        NAVINFOWEST coordinating through N45 PAO and producers to support documentary film on renewable    
        energy initiatives in various public and private industries. Film being produced for HBO by San Fransisco- 
        based Redford Center (Robert Redford's son's production company.) 

-Producers would like to dedicate 2-8 minutes of 60-min docu-film highlighting Navy Energy programs 
(broll and interviews) that demonstrate an off-the-grid “closed system” - from generation and transmission 
to storage and efficiency in PACNORWEST (Puget Sound) region.  
-CHINFO Newsdesk requesting producers consider San Diego as more suitable location.  Awaiting San 
Diego-centric proposal from Newsdesk's Navy Energy SME.  
-Additional SECNAV interview proposed, but awaiting confirmation of final decision on filming location and 
specific dates before pursuing high-level interview request.   
-Producers still in script development phase.  No hard filming dates requested.  (NNTR) 

 
  Homefront (PBS) 
 On 29Dec, CNSP/CDS21 identified CMDCM Veronica Holliday (CMC, WAYNE E. MEYER) as senior enlisted   
 leader designated to participate for filming.  Documentary support in same vein of PAA-approved thematics  
 previously supported with  Naval Base Ventura County Seabees to discuss how military families cope with  
 deployments and what military support systems they utilize.  Navy-specific filming complete.  Awaiting  
 rough cut.  (NNTR) 

 
Animals Gone Wild (NatGeo) 
Documentary series seeking archival broll of Marina Mammal Program for use in episode on 
intelligence and capabilities of sea lions.  Coordinated approval through SPAWAR.  
NAVINFOWEST provided letter authorizing use of archival DoD footage for use in episode.  
Awaiting rough cut.  (NNTR) 
 
Brush of Honor (INSP Network) 
Rough cut received and reviewed for Episode 103 on HM3 James Layton.  DoD archival b-roll 
assistance provided via letter of authorization.  Docu-series produced with Gold Star families and 
told through prism of the nonprofit 'American Fallen Soldiers Project,' which serves to provide 
comfort and healing to Gold Star families by creating original portraits of the fallen at their 
family’s request.  Rough cuts reviewed. 
Air dates: 6/18, 9pm and 6/21, 6pm: James Layton, Hospital Corpsman 3rd Class 
7/2, 9pm and 7/5, 6pm: Sean Carson, Explosive Ordnance Disposal Technician 1st Class 
 
When War Comes Home (MPA) 
Documentary film exploring Veteran experiences and treatment of PTSD/TBI which received 
PAA support in 2012 for filming at NICoE.  NAVINFOWEST assisting with archival broll.  
Request for NAS Jacksonville interviews declined due to short-fused nature, lack of details, and 
lack of intent to highlight Navy Medicine programs.  Producer referred to VA to support 
Veteran-focused narrative. NAVINFOWEST assisting with archival broll.   Awaiting rough cut.  
(NNTR) 

 
Most Wanted List (Sportsman Channel) 
Kristy Lee Cook, show's host and former American Idol contestant, interested in riding in a Hornet and 
documenting her experience.  Awaiting details from production company.  Most Wanted List follows Kristy, 
an avid hunter, and her two best friends as they seek out new challenging adventures (hunting, fishing, 
scuba diving, etc.)  Filming requested in April 2015.  Potential ROI to reach niche demographic through 
positive female role model while showcasing Navy assets.  Researching support with Blue Angels. (NNTR) 

 
The Tennesseans (Tennessee Public  Television) 
Highlights Tennessee's legacy of honorable military service.  Coordinated with NHHC to provide official 
interviews, 04Dec, discussing significant past Navy members with TN heritage.  Navy addendum added to 
existing Army-led PAA.  Awaiting rough cut.  (NNTR) 

 
 

Happening (HBO)
NAVINFOWEST coordinating through N45 PAO and producers to support documentary film on renewable
energy initiatives in various public and private industries. Film being produced for HBO by San Fransisco-
based Redford Center (Robert Redford's son's production company.)
-Producers would like to dedicate 2-8 minutes of 60-min docu-film highlighting Navy Energy programs
(broll and interviews) that demonstrate an off-the-grid “closed system" - from generation and transmission
to storage and efficiency in PACNORWEST (Puget Sound) region.
-CHINFO Newsdesk requesting producers consider San Diego as more suitable location. Awaiting San
Diego-centric proposal from Newsdesk's Navy Energy SME.
-Additional SECNAV interview proposed, but awaiting confirmation of final decision on filming location and
specific dates before pursuing high-level interview request.
-Producers still in script development phase. No hard filming dates requested. (NNTR)

Homefront (PBS)
On 29Dec, CNSP/CDS21 identified CMDCM Veronica Holliday (CMC, WAYNE E. MEYER) as senior enlisted
leader designated to participate for filming. Documentary support in same vein of PAA-approved thematics
previously supported with Naval Base Ventura County Seabees to discuss how military families cope with
deployments and what military support systems they utilize. Navy-specific filming complete. Awaiting
rough cut. (NNTR)

Animals Gone Wild (NatGeo)
Documentary series seeking archival broll of Marina Mammal Program for use in episode on
intelligence and capabilities of sea lions. Coordinated approval through SPAWAR.
NAVINFOWEST provided letter authorizing use of archival DoD footage for use in episode.
Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

Brush of Honor (INSP Network)
Rough cut received and reviewed for Episode 103 on HM3 James Layton. DoD archival b-roll
assistance provided via letter of authorization. Docu-series produced with Gold Star families and
told through prism of the nonprofit 'American Fallen Soldiers Project,’ which serves to provide
comfort and healing to Gold Star families by creating original portraits of the fallen at their
family’s request. Rough cuts reviewed.
Air dates: 6/18, 9pm and 6/21, 6pm: Iames Layton, Hospital Corpsman 3rd Class
7/2, 9pm and 7/5, 6pm: Sean Carson, Explosive Ordnance Disposal Technician 1st Class

When War Comes Home (MPA)
Documentary film exploring Veteran experiences and treatment of PTSD/TBI which received
PAA support in 2012 for filming at NICoE. NAVINFOWEST assisting with archival broll.
Request for NAS Jacksonville interviews declined due to short-fused nature, lack of details, and
lack of intent to highlight Navy Medicine programs. Producer referred to VA to support
Veteran-focused narrative. NAVINFOWEST assisting with archival broll. Awaiting rough cut.
(NNTR)

Most Wanted List (Sportsman Channel)
Kristy Lee Cook, show's host and former American Idol contestant, interested in riding in a Hornet and
documenting her experience. Awaiting details from production company. Most Wanted List follows Kristy,
an avid hunter, and her two best friends as they seek out new challenging adventures (hunting, fishing,
scuba diving, etc.) Filming requested in April 2015. Potential R01 to reach niche demographic through
positive female role model while showcasing Navy assets. Researching support with Blue Angels. (NNTR)

The Tennesseans (Tennessee Public Television)
Highlights Tennessee's legacy of honorable military service. Coordinated with NHHC to provide official
interviews, O4Dec, discussing significant past Navy members with TN heritage. Navy addendum added to
existing Army-led PAA. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)



GHOST HUNTERS: USS CONSTITUTION [SyFy Channel]
Rough cut received and reviewed. Notes on minor changes provided to and accepted by the
production company. Overall positive portrayal of the USS Constitution, CO and crew. Notes
on minor changes provided to production company. Show tentatively scheduled to air lune
2015. [NNTR]

SUPER CARRIER (3|) [MAX FILM)
Script received for review from Peter Tobyansen and Heartland Entertainment. After meeting to discuss
with producers at NAWNFOWEST, recalibrated themes to pursue to “SUPER SHIPS" vice "SUPER
CARRIER" for further research and reunite of script concept/outline. [NNTR]

Time Traveling with Brian Unger [Travel Channel]
FAA signed to support small-scale b-roll support on ]oint Expeditionary Base Little Creek-Fort Story.
Episode will discuss original settlers arrival to historical Fort Story landmark responsible for foimding
of Jamestown colony. Filming occurred SNov. Local PAD escort. FAA signed. Awaiting rough cut.
[NNTR]

The Little Family [TLC]
Show following non-Navy family that lives in Annapolis. Requesting to film USNA hockey game on
14Nov. PAA sent to producers for signature. USNA and NAVINFO WEST coordinating. "Little Family
explores the everyday lives of a 'little' family that approaches every challenge with a unique perspective
and uses positivity and inner strength to make each day bigger and better than average." Rough cut
reviewed by USNA and NAVINFOWEST, 301an. No issues. Awaiting air date. [NNTR]

WW
Animal RSLR [PBS]
Requesting to document potential animal rescue on Naval Base in San Diego region as part of
docu-series that films animal rescues. Classified as media and referred producer to CNRSW
Public Affairs for coordinationfapproval.

WI—
RESERVE UNIT

(b) (5)
Hollywood to the Navy
LCAC visit with ACE-5 tentatively scheduled for 1 1Apr.



NAVINFOWEST Weekly Report
10 APR 15

Updated Items in
Blue

- :4
SURVIVAL [N THE SKIES (ARROW MEDIA/SMITHSUNIAN)
Documentary interested in filming three 60-minute episodes focusing on aviation safety technology and
how they have developed over the years. Request has also been extended to USAF and USMC.
Requesting access to NAS Patuxent River's ejection seat laboratory to interview iab engineers and
technicians and film testing. Also requesting interviews with Navy pilots who have successfully eiected
from aircraft. Request. is currently being evaluated by NAVA] R/FAX FAQs for value proposition of
showcasing the Navy's investment in this life-saving technology for the safety ofits aviators.

THE PRICE IS RIGHT {CBS}
Coordinating support for 4th of [uiy military episode to be taped 2 lApril in Culver City, CA.
NAVINFDWEST ICW CNRSW (N00?) to identify Sailors to participate in uniform. US. Anny Film
Liaison Office designated as project lead.

GERMAN PUBLIC TELEVISION VIEQUES DOCUMENTARY
Coordinating traps with 01-6 and CNIC PAOs/stakeholder commands on documentary request for
interviews regarding the Navy’s withdrawal and ongoing clean-up efforts for the munitions training
weapons range in Vieques, Puerto Rico.
- NAVINFDWEST/CHINFD 01-6 coordinating with UPNAV [N45] in order to identify USN environmental

SME in order to support production request and highlight UXD clean-up efforts and history ofisland ISO
USN training.

('3) (41

THE LAST SHIP [TNT]
- TNT is scheduling Washington, DC premiere for Season Two, Friday 12]un at the Newseum. Invite

list/Navy activities to be coordinated with Ol-fi/TNT.
- Season Two has wrapped up filming on set and will wrap up for the season at the conclusion ofthe WPL

shoot.
- April 2 1 and 22 designated as in port pier-side filming for TLS at NBSD aboard USS William P. Lawrence.
- DSD Entertainment Media Director, Phil Strub, proposing site visit [dates TBD] to the set ofThe

Last Ship. 1Visit would entail reviewing existing rough cuts of prepared episodes.
- TNT marketing in Atlanta will have representatives on the WPL escorted by NAVINFDWST to conduct

interviews and behind the scenes footage of the cast, ship and project SMEs. SURFPAC's CDR Elders
has agreed to be interviewed as a senior leader SME.

- Fleet Week NYC April, planning in progress with TNT Marketing and NAVIN FDEAST.



NCIS (CBS)
Responded to 1 1Feb request from Eelisarius Productions Executive Producer requesting feasibility of
support to film VR-SE {3-130 aircraft as background at Naval Base Ventura County [NBVC].
Vii-55 OPS confirmed feasibility of support with the followingtimeline:
- 13Apr [Scout]: Project officer escorts E PAH for location scout ofVii-55 flight line and C-130aircraft.
— 1 EApr [Tech Scout]: Project officer escorts 25 PM for technical scout of Vii-55 flight line, hangar, C-

130 aircraft. Production Company request to change tech scout date change from 16Apr to lSApr
approved with no impact to NBVC or VR—SS operations.

- 24Apr [Filming]: Project Officers escort 125 FAX for fill] day offilming.

HUNTER-KILLER [Relativity]
Producers re-established base in Los Angeles. Scouting in NOLA. Production requesting dates and
locations of exercise maneuvers to film with second unit. Coordinating with COMSUBPAC [NOUP].
Primary production scheduled Iuly-October in NOLA. Pearl Harbor scheduled late October.
NAWNFOWEST received PAA v2 of script on 19Mar.
- Way-ahead meeting between NAWNFOWEST 3: Relativity Execs scheduled for 23Apr.
- Received one-line for fall production. Scout requested for NOLA IRE Belle Chase. Continue to provide
SME updates to the latest script.

NEW ORLEANS NAVY WEEK 2015
IRT CTF BO PLANORD [DTG 2312322 OCT 14] "New Orleans Navy Week 2015," NAWNFOWEST on
behalf of Danni Productions submitted feasibility of support to USFF/‘ESG-Z requesting to embark a five-
pas film crew plus NAVINFOWEST escort officer onboard USS COLE [DDG 67] on 22Apr. Purpose of
filming is to capture B-roll footage for future use in NCIS: New Orleans Season Two of BBC conductn at
sea operations. setting navigation detail and manning watch stations. On 26Mar, completed PAworking
group PHONCON with USFF/ ESE-2. REC-26 designated as the squadron supporting production crew
embark: [NNTR]

SEAPOWER [IMAX/KZ Comms)
- Held conference call with director/producer to discuss progress and timeline ofthe show and how

that fits in with Navy operational/training schedules. Reemphasiaed the importance ofincorporating
surface and subsurface assets as a major portion ofthe film [including the DOG-1000 and/or LCS] to
comply with the PAA.

- Held conference call 25Mar with CNAP PAO to discuss filming East and West coast opportunities
for F-35C, E/A-lflfl and FRSIVT CO in 2015/2016. Hard dates and details pending.

- Coordinating with SUBPAC PAO March 2016 ICEX filming.
- Coordinating with NAVSEA PAO new CVN/DDG East Coast Fall 2015 filming opportunities.

NCIS NOLA [CBS]
Received outline for #123 "My City" script review in progress. End of season production hiatus
tentatively scheduled for AprZ 5 — lunZD. [NNTR]



HAWAII FIVE-0 [CBS]
Received episode #523 "Sharing Traditions " review in progress. [NNTR]

WHEEL 0F FORTUNE
Informed by OIAG Public Affairs that LT Adam Sitte, of RLSD MW Great Lakes, is scheduled to
appear on Wheel of Fortune as a contestant. Filming takes place Thursday lZMarlS. Air date
scheduled for mid-April. No FAA required. [NNTR]

HDMEFRDNT [PBS]
On 29Dec, CNSP/CDSZl identified CMDCM Veronica Holliday [USS WAYNE E. MEYER] as senior
enlisted leader designated to participate for filming. Documentary support in same vein ofFAA-
approved thematics previously supported with Naval Base Ventura County Seabees to discuss how
military families cope with deployments and what military support systems they utilize. Rough -cut
received 3 lMarfor review. CMDCM Holliday is depicted as a strong and committed leader in both her
family and professional life. Airdate scheduled for 25May [Memorial Day). Will forward segment to
CHINFO for review and SA prior to airdate. Excellent depiction of female CMDCM juggling work,
home, kids and deployment. [NNTR]

(hi (4)

YDUR HEALTH A SACRED MATTER [AUTEUR PRUDUCTIDNS LTD.)
Received production assistance request via USMC/DSD for a 2-hour public television documentary on
Religion, Spirituality, and Health. Producer specifically requests to cover Navy Chaplain LCDRMunoa’s
psycho-educational workshop with Sailors dealing with PTSD related issues at the Navy Hospital
onboard USMC base, Camp Pendleton. Request forwarded to Chief of Chaplains and BUMED FAQs for
guidance. Chief of Chaplains and BUMED PADS are vetting and evaluating additional candidates to serve
as SMEs in addition to LCDR Munoz to provide a diverse and balanced perspective.



 
          Mike Rowe's "Somebody's Gotta Do It" (CNN) 

Rough cut reviewed by NECC, NCG2 and NMCB1.  Segment showcases Seabees in professional 'can do' 
light.  Awaiting official air date of episode.  Filming took place 24-25Feb to feature NMCB-1 FTX and 
Mike Rowe's participation in various training events alongside Seabees.  Primary events included 
Rowe riding along in convoy and participating in bridging exercise.  Awaiting rough cut.  Soft air date 
proposed for May/June 2015, but dependent upon Season 2 episode line-up.  Season 2 airs April 2015. 
(NNTR) 

 
Mighty Ships (Discovery Canada/Smithsonian US) 
Docu-series interested in developing 45-minute episode on USNS Comfort during its participation in 
Continuing Promise 2015.  Coordinating research for support through stakeholder PAOs.  Producer 
generating formal request and episode proposal for consideration. (NNTR) 
 

Happening (HBO) 
- NAVINFOWEST coordinating through N45 PAO to support documentary film on renewable 

energy initiatives in various public and private industries. 
- Film being produced for HBO by San Fransisco-based Redford Center (Robert Redford's 

son's production company.) 
- Producers plan to dedicate 2-8 minutes of 60-min docu-film highlighting Navy Energy programs (broll 

and interviews) that demonstrate an off-the-grid “closed system” - from generation and transmission 
to storage and efficiency. 

- NAVINFOWEST shifting producers' attention to Energy programs in CNRSW as best area of 
opportunity. 

- Producers currently on Spring production hiatus and still in script development phase.  Will circle 
back when they resume work. 

- Additional SECNAV interview proposed, but awaiting confirmation on filming location and specific 
dates before pursuing high-level interview request. (NNTR) 

 
Most Wanted List (Sportsman Channel) 
Kristy Lee Cook, show's host and former American Idol contestant, interested in riding in a Hornet and 
documenting her experience.  Show follows Kristy, an avid hunter, and her two best friends as they seek 
out new and challenging adventures (hunting, fishing, scuba diving, etc).  Potential ROI to reach niche 
demographic through positive female role model while showcasing Navy assets.  Blue Angels willing to 
support.  Current filming date targeted for November 2015. (NNTR) 

 
SEAL Dog (Smithsonian) 
Revised rough cut received 13Feb15. Latest version satisfies requested changes to mitigate any potential 
disclosure of sensitive information.  Awaiting air date. (NNTR) 

 
Animals Gone Wild (NatGeo) 
Documentary series seeking archival broll of Marina Mammal Program for use in episode on intelligence 
and capabilities of sea lions. Coordinated approval through SPAWAR.  NAVINFOWEST provided letter 
authorizing use of archival DoD footage for use in episode.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
Brush of Honor (INSP Network) 
Rough cut received and reviewed for Episode 103 on HM3 James Layton. DoD archival b-roll 
assistance provided via letter of authorization.  Docu-series produced with Gold Star families and 
told through prism of the nonprofit 'American Fallen Soldiers Project,' which serves to provide 
comfort and healing to Gold Star families by creating original portraits of the fallen at their 
family’s request.  Rough cuts reviewed. 
Air dates: 6/18, 9pm and 6/21, 6pm: James Layton, Hospital Corpsman 3rd Class 
7/2, 9pm and 7/5, 6pm: Sean Carson, Explosive Ordnance Disposal Technician 1st Class 
(NNTR) 

 
When War Comes Home (MPA) 
Documentary film exploring Veteran experiences and treatment of PTSD/TBI which received 
PAA support in 2012 for filming at NICoE.  Request for NAS Jacksonville interviews declined due 
to short-fused nature, lack of details, and lack of intent to highlight Navy Medicine programs.  
Producer referred to VA to support Veteran-focused narrative.  NAVINFOWEST assisting with 

 
          Mike Rowe's "Somebody's Gotta Do It" (CNN) 

Rough cut reviewed by NECC, NCG2 and NMCB1.  Segment showcases Seabees in professional 'can do' 
light.  Awaiting official air date of episode.  Filming took place 24-25Feb to feature NMCB-1 FTX and 
Mike Rowe's participation in various training events alongside Seabees.  Primary events included 
Rowe riding along in convoy and participating in bridging exercise.  Awaiting rough cut.  Soft air date 
proposed for May/June 2015, but dependent upon Season 2 episode line-up.  Season 2 airs April 2015. 
(NNTR) 

 
Mighty Ships (Discovery Canada/Smithsonian US) 
Docu-series interested in developing 45-minute episode on USNS Comfort during its participation in 
Continuing Promise 2015.  Coordinating research for support through stakeholder PAOs.  Producer 
generating formal request and episode proposal for consideration. (NNTR) 
 

Happening (HBO) 
- NAVINFOWEST coordinating through N45 PAO to support documentary film on renewable 

energy initiatives in various public and private industries. 
- Film being produced for HBO by San Fransisco-based Redford Center (Robert Redford's 

son's production company.) 
- Producers plan to dedicate 2-8 minutes of 60-min docu-film highlighting Navy Energy programs (broll 

and interviews) that demonstrate an off-the-grid “closed system” - from generation and transmission 
to storage and efficiency. 

- NAVINFOWEST shifting producers' attention to Energy programs in CNRSW as best area of 
opportunity. 

- Producers currently on Spring production hiatus and still in script development phase.  Will circle 
back when they resume work. 

- Additional SECNAV interview proposed, but awaiting confirmation on filming location and specific 
dates before pursuing high-level interview request. (NNTR) 

 
Most Wanted List (Sportsman Channel) 
Kristy Lee Cook, show's host and former American Idol contestant, interested in riding in a Hornet and 
documenting her experience.  Show follows Kristy, an avid hunter, and her two best friends as they seek 
out new and challenging adventures (hunting, fishing, scuba diving, etc).  Potential ROI to reach niche 
demographic through positive female role model while showcasing Navy assets.  Blue Angels willing to 
support.  Current filming date targeted for November 2015. (NNTR) 

 
SEAL Dog (Smithsonian) 
Revised rough cut received 13Feb15. Latest version satisfies requested changes to mitigate any potential 
disclosure of sensitive information.  Awaiting air date. (NNTR) 

 
Animals Gone Wild (NatGeo) 
Documentary series seeking archival broll of Marina Mammal Program for use in episode on intelligence 
and capabilities of sea lions. Coordinated approval through SPAWAR.  NAVINFOWEST provided letter 
authorizing use of archival DoD footage for use in episode.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
Brush of Honor (INSP Network) 
Rough cut received and reviewed for Episode 103 on HM3 James Layton. DoD archival b-roll 
assistance provided via letter of authorization.  Docu-series produced with Gold Star families and 
told through prism of the nonprofit 'American Fallen Soldiers Project,' which serves to provide 
comfort and healing to Gold Star families by creating original portraits of the fallen at their 
family’s request.  Rough cuts reviewed. 
Air dates: 6/18, 9pm and 6/21, 6pm: James Layton, Hospital Corpsman 3rd Class 
7/2, 9pm and 7/5, 6pm: Sean Carson, Explosive Ordnance Disposal Technician 1st Class 
(NNTR) 

 
When War Comes Home (MPA) 
Documentary film exploring Veteran experiences and treatment of PTSD/TBI which received 
PAA support in 2012 for filming at NICoE.  Request for NAS Jacksonville interviews declined due 
to short-fused nature, lack of details, and lack of intent to highlight Navy Medicine programs.  
Producer referred to VA to support Veteran-focused narrative.  NAVINFOWEST assisting with 

Mike Rowe's "Somebody's Gotta Do It" (CNN)
Rough cut reviewed by NECC, NCGZ and NMCB1. Segment showcases Seabees in professional 'can do'
light. Awaiting official air date of episode. Filming took place 24-25Feb to feature NMCB-1 FTX and
Mike Rowe's participation in various training events alongside Seabees. Primary events included
Rowe riding along in convoy and participating in bridging exercise. Awaiting rough cut. Soft air date
proposed for May/June 2015, but dependent upon Season 2 episode line-up. Season 2 airs April 2015.
(NNTR)

Mighty Ships (Discovery Canada/Smithsonian US)
Docu-series interested in developing 45-minute episode on USNS Comfort during its participation in
Continuing Promise 2015. Coordinating research for support through stakeholder PAOs. Producer
generating formal request and episode proposal for consideration. (NNTR)

Happening (HBO)
- NAVINFOWEST coordinating through N45 PAC to support documentary film on renewable

energy initiatives in various public and private industries.
- Film being produced for HBO by San Fransisco-based Redford Center (Robert Redford's

son's production company.)
- Producers plan to dedicate 2-8 minutes of 60-min docu-film highlighting Navy Energy programs (broll

and interviews) that demonstrate an off-the-grid “closed system" - from generation and transmission
to storage and efficiency.

- NAVINFOWEST shifting producers' attention to Energy programs in CNRSW as best area of
opportunity.

- Producers currently on Spring production hiatus and still in script development phase. Will circle
back when they resume work.

- Additional SECNAV interview proposed, but awaiting confirmation on filming location and specific
dates before pursuing high-level interview request. (NNTR)

Most Wanted List (Sportsman Channel)
Kristy Lee Cook, show's host and former American Idol contestant, interested in riding ina Hornet and
documenting her experience. Show follows Kristy, an avid hunter, and her two best friends as they seek
out new and challenging adventures (hunting, fishing, scuba diving, etc). Potential R01 to reach niche
demographic through positive female role modelwhile showcasing Navy assets. Blue Angels willing to
support. Current filming date targeted for November 2015. (NNTR)

SEAL Dog (Smithsonian)
Revised rough cut received 13Feb15. Latest version satisfies requested changes to mitigate any potential
disclosure of sensitive information. Awaiting air date. (NNTR)

Animals Gone Wild (NatGeo)
Documentary series seeking archival broll of Marina Mammal Program for use in episode on intelligence
and capabilities of sea lions. Coordinated approval through SPAWAR. NAVINFOWEST provided letter
authorizing use of archival DoD footage for use in episode. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

Brush of Honor (INSP Network)
Rough cut received and reviewed for Episode 103 on HM3 Iames Layton. DoD archivalb-roll
assistance provided via letter of authorization. Docu-series produced with Gold Star families and
told through prism of the nonprofit 'American Fallen Soldiers Project,’ which serves to provide
comfort and healing to Gold Star families by creating original portraits of the fallen attheir
family’s request. Rough cuts reviewed.
Air dates: 6/18, 9pm and 6/21, 6pm: Iames Layton, Hospital Corpsman 3rd Class
7/2, 9pm and 7/5, 6pm: Sean Carson, Explosive Ordnance Disposal Technician lstClass
(NNTR)

When War Comes Home (MPA)
Documentary film exploring Veteran experiences and treatment of PTSD/TBI which received
PAA support in 2012 for filming at NICoE. Request for NAS Jacksonville interviews declined due
to short-fused nature, lack of details, and lack of intent to highlight Navy Medicine programs.
Producer referred to VA to support Veteran-focused narrative. NAVINFOWEST assisting with



archival broll. Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR]

The Tennesseaus (Tennessee Public Television]
Highlights Tennessee's legacy of honorable military service. Coordinated with NHHC to provide official
interviews, 04Dec, discussing significant past Navy members with TN heritage. Navy addendum added to
em'sting Army-led PAA. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

GHOST HUNTERS: USS CONSTITUTION [SyFy Channel}
Rough cut received and reviewed. Notes on minor changes provided to and accepted bythe production
company. Overall positive portrayal of the USS Constitution, CO and crew. Notes on minor changes
provided to production company. Show tentatively schedided to air June 2015. [NNTR]

SUPER CARRIER [31] IMAX FILM]
Script received for review from Peter Tobyansen and Heartland Entertainment. After meeting to discuss
with producers at NAVINFO‘WEST, recalibrated themes to pursue to "SUPER SHIPS" vice "SUPER CARRlER"
for further research and rewrite of script concept]outline. [NNTR)

Time Traveling with Brian Unger [Travel Channel]
PAA signed to support small-scale b-roll support on Joint Expeditionary Base Little Creek-Fort Story.
Episode will discuss original settlers arrival to historical Fort Story landmark responsible for founding
of lamestown colony. Filmed on 5Nov w/ local PAD escort. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR]

The Little Family [TLC]
Show following non-Navy family that lives in Annapolis. Requesting to film USNA hockey game on
14Nov. PAA sent to producers for signature. USNA and NAWNFOWEST coordinating. "LittleFamily
explores the everyday lives of a 'little' family that approaches every challenge with aunique
perspective and uses positivity and inner strength to make each day bigger and better than average."
Rough cut reviewed by USNA and NAVINFOWEST, 30]an. No issues. Awaiting air date. [NNTR]

w
Veterans Day 2016 NCAA Basketball Game IEPHH {ESPN}
Made initial contacts reviewing timelines with IBPHH. Held conference call with Pacific AirMuseum
officials to discuss timeline, SOE. [NNTR]

FOX SPORTS 74th COMMEMORATION OF PEARL HARBOR BROADCAST 3: EVENT
CNIC officials and Fox Sports signed the 2015 contract with an option to execute in 2016. Successful scout
with Mike Rowe's team and ~20 potential vendors at IBPHH Bloch Arena 23-26 MAR. Estimates for
temporary rental and permanent leave behind improvements to the facility being coordinated and will be
submitted to Fox for recommended COAs to IBPHH, PACFLT, NAVY REGION Hawaii, NAVFAC andm
Excellent collaborative effort by all stakeholder commands. COMPACFLT and CNRH PAOs providing
criijcal guidance and senior leader top cover to map us to a successfiil commemorative eventand
broadcast. [NNTR]

The Lake
Feature film declined due to unrealistic US Navy SEAL narrative.

w

RESERVE UNIT

(b) (6)
Hollywood to the Navy
LCAC visit with ACU-S for 1 lApr.



NAVINFOWEST Weekly Report
17 APR 15

Updated Items in
Blue

THE LAST SHIP [TNT]
- 01-6 to arrive NBSD Tues ZlApr for meetings with NAUINFOWEST Director and CNAP PAO at AIRPAC

NASNI. SUE also includes ship visit with TNT TLS cast and crew onboard USS WILLIAM P. LAWRENCE
[DDS-1 10) and TYCOM PAD discussions.

- April 2 1 and 22 designated as in port pier-side filming for TLS at NBSD aboard USS William P. Lawrence.
- DSD Entertainment Media Director, Phil Strub coordinating dates for episode 201-204 screening at

TNT on 27Apr15.
TNT is scheduling Washington, DC premiere for Season Two, Friday 12]un at the Newseum. Invite
list/Navy activities to be coordinated with Dl-fi/TNT.

- TNT marketing in Atlanta will have representatives on the WPL escorted by NAVINFDWEST to conduct
interviews and behind the scenes footage of the cast, ship and project SMEs. Local media coord with
SURFPAC and NBSD PAOs.

- Fleet Week NYC April, planning in progress with TNT Marketing and NAVINFDEAST.

VITAL SIGNS {CNNNCONTINUING PROMISE '15
Medical-oriented news magazine show hosted by Dr. Sanjay Gupta features Navy medical professionals
onboard USNS COMFORT [T-AH-ZD) and MEDCAP locations at Continuing Promise 2015. NAVINFD is
coordinating with all parties, SDUTHCUM and 4th Fleet PADs as well as the CNN crew to find the
examples that highlight the spirit of CP-15. Drafting a FAA. CNN crew will arrive in Guatemala 1May,
embark on the US NS Comfort to Jamaica where they will be met by Dr. Sanjay Gupta and two additional
crew members. The shoot will wrap on 7 May. The show usually airs one month after the physical shoot.

MIGHTY SHIPS [Discovery Canada/SmithsonianUS]/CDNT[NUING PRUMISE ‘15
Docu-series interested in developing 45-minute episode on USNS CD MFORT [T-AH-ZO] during its
participation in Continuing Promise 2015. Received formal request and episode proposal for
consideration. After conference call with the producer and stakeholder PAOs. the shoot would take place in
Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic 22-23Aug. embark with the USNS Comfort arrive in Puerto Castilla.
Honduras to finish shooting 28Aug to 65ep. Coord with SOUTHCDM PAO, 4th FLT PAD, BUMED, CHINFO
and OSD for approval.

CNAP/CW EDITIDN MIKE ROWE'S "SDMEBODY’S GDTTA DO IT" ON CNN
NAVTNFG coord with CNAP for upcoming CVN availability to feature Mike Rowe on the flight deck during
CQs showcasing the roles our men/women serve in colored jerseys-



SURVIVAL [N THE SKIES [ARROW MEDIA/'SMITHSONIAN]
Documentary interested in filming three fill-minute episodes focusing on aviation safety technology and
how they have developed over the years. Request has also been extended to USAF and USMC.
Requesting access to NAS Patuxent River's ejection seat laboratory to interview lab engineers and
technicians and film testing. Also requesting interviews with Navy pilots who have successfully ejected
from aircraft. NAVAI R/Program Office/NAS PAOs have reviewed the request and are interested and
willing to support the project. Value proposition is to highlight Navy's advanced STEM work being done
in ejection seat testing/development. Also shows the Navy's dedication to the safety of its service men
and women. Request currently under review by OSD-

(b) (4)

(bl (4)

NCIS [CBS)/FILMING PT MUGU 23-24APR
Responded to '11Feb request from Belisarius Productions Executive Producer requesting feasibility of
support to film VR-SS (1—130 aircraft as background at Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC).
VR-5 5{Base OPS confirmed feasibility of support with the followingtimeline:
- 13Apr [Scout]: Project officers escorted 8 PAX for location scout ofVR-SS flight line, hangars and C-

130 aircraft, and vacant. BOQ housing areas.
— 15Apr [Tech Scout]: Project officer escorted 2 5 PART for technical scout of VR-SE flight line, hangars, C-

130 aircraft and vacant BOQ housing areas.
- 17Apr [Filming]: Project Officer escorts 11 FAX for half day of second unit B-roll filming.
— 23-24Apr {Filming]: Project Olficers escort 175 FAX for full day of filming.

NEW ORLEANS NAVY WEEK 2015/FILMING NOLA 23-25APR
IRT CTF 80 PLANORD [DTG 2317322 OCT '14] “New Orleans Navy Week 2015,” NAWNFOW’EST on
behalf of Danni Productions submitted feasibility of support to USFF/ESG-E requesting to embark a
five-pas film crew plus NAVINFOWEST escort officer onboard USS COLE (DDG 67] on EEApr. Purpose
of filming isto capture B-roll footage for future use in NCIS: New Orleans Season Two of DOG
conducting at sea operations. setting navigation detail and manning watch stations. On ZfiMar,
completed PAworking group PHONCON with USFF/ESG-Z. HSC-Efi designated as the squadron
supporting production crew embark.

THE PRICE IS RIGHT [CBS]
CNRSW coordinated approx 60 Sailors from various co nunands to attend 2 1Apr special episode
saluting the military 4]ul in Culver City. CA.



NCIS NOLA [CBS]
Received outline for #123 "My City” script review in progress. End of season production hiatus
tentative scheduled for AprES — lunZD. [NNTR]

HAWAII FIVE-D (CBS)
Received episode #523 "Sharing Traditions" review in progress. [NNTR]

WmL__—_l
HUNTER—KILLER [Relativity]
Producers re-established base in Los Angeles. Scouting in N0 LA. Production requesting dates and
locations of exercise maneuvers to film with second unit. Coordinating with COMSUBPAC (NDGP).
Primary production scheduled filly-October in NOLA. Pearl Harbor scheduled late October.
NAWNFOWEST received PAA v2 of script on 19Mar.
- Way-ahead meeting between NAVIN FOWEST 8: Relativity Execs scheduled for 23Apr.
- Received one-line for fall production Scout requested for NOLA JRB Belle Chase. Continue to
provide SME updates to the latest script

SEAPOWER [lMAX/KZ Comms)
- Held conference call with Director/Producer to discuss progress and timeline ofthe show and how
that fits in with Navy operational[training schedules. Reemphasized the importance ofincorporating
surface and subsurface assets as a major portion of the film [including the DEG-1000 and/or LES] to
comply with the PAA
- Held conference call ESMar with CNAP PAD to discuss filming East and West coast opportunities for
F-35C, E/A-lEG and FRS/VT CQ in 2015/2016. Hard dates and details pending.
- Coordinating with SUBPAC PAD March 2016 ICEX filming.
- Coordinating with NAVSEA PAO| new CVN/DDG East Coast Fall 2015 filming opportunities.



HOMEFRONT [PBS]
On 29Dec, CNSP/CDSZl identified CMDCM Veronica Holliday [USS WAYNE E. MEYER] as senior
enlisted leader designated to participate for filming. Documentary support in same vein ofPAA-
approved thematics previously supported with Naval Base Ventura County Seabees to discuss how
military families cope with deployments and what military support systems they utilise. Rough-cut
received 3 lMar for review. CMDCM Holliday is depicted as a strong and committed leader in both her
family and professional life. Airdate scheduled for ESMay [Memorial Day]. Will forward segment to
CHINFO for review and SA prior to airdate. Excellent depiction of female CMDCM juggling work,
home, kids and deployment. [NNTR]

(b) (4)

YOUR HEALTH A SACRED MATTER [AUTEUR PRODUCTIONS LTD.)
Received production assistance request via USMCfOSD for a 2-hour public television documentary on
Religion, Spirituality, and Health. Producer specifically requests to cover Navy Chaplain LCDR Munoa's
psycho-educational workshop with Sailors and Marines dealing with PTSD related issues at the Navy
Hospital onboard USMC base, Camp Pendleton. Chief of Chaplains and BUMED PADS are interested in
supporting and have selected an additional chaplain to serve as SMEs in addition to LCDR Munoz to
provide a diverse and balanced perspective. Request is currently with USMC and Wounded Warrior
Battalion.

NECC/SEABEE EPISODE Mike Rowe's "Somebody's Gotta Do It" [CNN]
Rough cut reviewed by NECC, NCGZ and NMCE 1. Segment showcases Seabees in professional 'can do'
light. Awaiting official air date of episode. Filming took place 24-25 Feb to feature NMCB-l FT): and
Mike Rowe's participation in various training events alongside Seabees. Primary events included
Rowe riding along in convoy and participating in bridging exercise. Awaiting rough cut. Soft air date
proposed for May/lune 2015, but dependent upon Season 2 episode line-up. Season 2 airs April 20 15.
[NNTR]

Happening [HBO]
- NAVINFDWEST coordinating through N45 PAD to support documentary film on renewable

energy initiatives in various public and private industries.
- Film being produced for HBD by San Fransisco-based Redford Center [Robert Redford's

son's production company.)
- Producers plan to dedicate 2-8 minutes of 60-min docu-film highlighting Navy Energy programs [broll

and interviews] that demonstrate an off-the-grid "closed system" - from generation and transmission
to storage and efficiency.

- NAVINFOWEST shifting producers' attention to Energy programs in CNRSW as best area of
opportunity.

- Producers currently on Spring production hiatus and still in script development phase. Will circle
back when they resume work.

- Additional SECNAV interview proposed, but awaiting confirmation on filmn location and specific
dates before pursuing high -level interview request. [NNTR]

Most Wanted List [Sportsman Channel]
Kristy Lee Cook, show's host and former American Idol contestant, interested in riding ina Hornet and
documenting her experience. Show follows Kristy, an avid hunter, and her two best friends as they seek
out new and challenging adventures (hunting, fishing, scuba diving, etc]. Potential R01 to reach niche
demographic through positive female role modelwhile showcasing Navy assets. Blue Angels willing to



support.  Current filming date targeted for November 2015. (NNTR) 
 
 

SEAL Dog (Smithsonian) 
Revised rough cut received 13Feb15. Latest version satisfies requested changes to mitigate any potential 
disclosure of sensitive information.  Awaiting air date. (NNTR) 

 
Animals Gone Wild (NatGeo) 
Documentary series seeking archival broll of Marina Mammal Program for use in episode on intelligence 
and capabilities of sea lions. Coordinated approval through SPAWAR.  NAVINFOWEST provided letter 
authorizing use of archival DoD footage for use in episode.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
Brush of Honor (INSP Network) 
Rough cut received and reviewed for Episode 103 on HM3 James Layton. DoD archival b-roll 
assistance provided via letter of authorization.  Docu-series produced with Gold Star families and 
told through prism of the nonprofit 'American Fallen Soldiers Project,' which serves to provide 
comfort and healing to Gold Star families by creating original portraits of the fallen at their 
family’s request.  Rough cuts reviewed. 
Air dates: 6/18, 9pm and 6/21, 6pm: James Layton, Hospital Corpsman 3rd Class 
7/2, 9pm and 7/5, 6pm: Sean Carson, Explosive Ordnance Disposal Technician 1st Class 
(NNTR) 

 
When War Comes Home (MPA) 
Documentary film exploring Veteran experiences and treatment of PTSD/TBI which received 
PAA support in 2012 for filming at NICoE.  Request for NAS Jacksonville interviews declined due 
to short-fused nature, lack of details, and lack of intent to highlight Navy Medicine programs.  
Producer referred to VA to support Veteran-focused narrative.  NAVINFOWEST assisting with 
archival broll.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
The Tennesseans (Tennessee Public Television) 
Highlights Tennessee's legacy of honorable military service. Coordinated with NHHC to provide official 
interviews, 04Dec, discussing significant past Navy members with TN heritage. Navy addendum added to 
existing Army-led PAA.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
GHOST HUNTERS: USS CONSTITUTION (SyFy Channel) 
Rough cut received and reviewed. Notes on minor changes provided to and accepted by the production 
company.  Overall positive portrayal of the USS Constitution, CO and crew.  Notes on minor changes 
provided to production company.  Show tentatively scheduled to air June 2015. (NNTR) 
 

SUPER CARRIER (3D IMAX FILM) 
Script received for review from Peter Tobyansen and Heartland Entertainment. After meeting to discuss 
with producers at NAVINFOWEST, recalibrated themes to pursue to “SUPER SHIPS” vice “SUPER CARRIER” 
for further research and rewrite of script concept/outline. (NNTR) 

 
Time Traveling with Brian Unger (Travel Channel) 
PAA signed to support small-scale b-roll support on Joint Expeditionary Base Little Creek-Fort Story. 
Episode will discuss original settlers arrival to historical Fort Story landmark responsible for founding 
of Jamestown colony.  Filmed on 5Nov w/ local PAO escort.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
The Little Family (TLC) 
Show following non-Navy family that lives in Annapolis. Requesting to film USNA hockey game on 
14Nov.  PAA sent to producers for signature.  USNA and NAVINFOWEST coordinating. "Little Family 
explores the everyday lives of a 'little' family that approaches every challenge with a unique 
perspective and uses positivity and inner strength to make each day bigger and better than average." 
Rough cut reviewed by USNA and NAVINFOWEST, 30Jan.  No issues.  Awaiting air date. (NNTR) 

 
 
 
 
 

support.  Current filming date targeted for November 2015. (NNTR) 
 
 

SEAL Dog (Smithsonian) 
Revised rough cut received 13Feb15. Latest version satisfies requested changes to mitigate any potential 
disclosure of sensitive information.  Awaiting air date. (NNTR) 

 
Animals Gone Wild (NatGeo) 
Documentary series seeking archival broll of Marina Mammal Program for use in episode on intelligence 
and capabilities of sea lions. Coordinated approval through SPAWAR.  NAVINFOWEST provided letter 
authorizing use of archival DoD footage for use in episode.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
Brush of Honor (INSP Network) 
Rough cut received and reviewed for Episode 103 on HM3 James Layton. DoD archival b-roll 
assistance provided via letter of authorization.  Docu-series produced with Gold Star families and 
told through prism of the nonprofit 'American Fallen Soldiers Project,' which serves to provide 
comfort and healing to Gold Star families by creating original portraits of the fallen at their 
family’s request.  Rough cuts reviewed. 
Air dates: 6/18, 9pm and 6/21, 6pm: James Layton, Hospital Corpsman 3rd Class 
7/2, 9pm and 7/5, 6pm: Sean Carson, Explosive Ordnance Disposal Technician 1st Class 
(NNTR) 

 
When War Comes Home (MPA) 
Documentary film exploring Veteran experiences and treatment of PTSD/TBI which received 
PAA support in 2012 for filming at NICoE.  Request for NAS Jacksonville interviews declined due 
to short-fused nature, lack of details, and lack of intent to highlight Navy Medicine programs.  
Producer referred to VA to support Veteran-focused narrative.  NAVINFOWEST assisting with 
archival broll.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
The Tennesseans (Tennessee Public Television) 
Highlights Tennessee's legacy of honorable military service. Coordinated with NHHC to provide official 
interviews, 04Dec, discussing significant past Navy members with TN heritage. Navy addendum added to 
existing Army-led PAA.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
GHOST HUNTERS: USS CONSTITUTION (SyFy Channel) 
Rough cut received and reviewed. Notes on minor changes provided to and accepted by the production 
company.  Overall positive portrayal of the USS Constitution, CO and crew.  Notes on minor changes 
provided to production company.  Show tentatively scheduled to air June 2015. (NNTR) 
 

SUPER CARRIER (3D IMAX FILM) 
Script received for review from Peter Tobyansen and Heartland Entertainment. After meeting to discuss 
with producers at NAVINFOWEST, recalibrated themes to pursue to “SUPER SHIPS” vice “SUPER CARRIER” 
for further research and rewrite of script concept/outline. (NNTR) 

 
Time Traveling with Brian Unger (Travel Channel) 
PAA signed to support small-scale b-roll support on Joint Expeditionary Base Little Creek-Fort Story. 
Episode will discuss original settlers arrival to historical Fort Story landmark responsible for founding 
of Jamestown colony.  Filmed on 5Nov w/ local PAO escort.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
The Little Family (TLC) 
Show following non-Navy family that lives in Annapolis. Requesting to film USNA hockey game on 
14Nov.  PAA sent to producers for signature.  USNA and NAVINFOWEST coordinating. "Little Family 
explores the everyday lives of a 'little' family that approaches every challenge with a unique 
perspective and uses positivity and inner strength to make each day bigger and better than average." 
Rough cut reviewed by USNA and NAVINFOWEST, 30Jan.  No issues.  Awaiting air date. (NNTR) 

 
 
 
 
 

support. Current filming date targeted for November 2015. (NNTR)

SEAL Dog (Smithsonian)
Revised rough cut received 13Feb15. Latest version satisfies requested changes to mitigate any potential
disclosure of sensitive information. Awaiting air date. (NNTR)

Animals Gone Wild (NatGeo)
Documentary series seeking archival broll of Marina Mammal Program for use in episode on intelligence
and capabilities of sea lions. Coordinated approval through SPAWAR. NAVINFOWEST provided letter
authorizing use of archival DoD footage for use in episode. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

Brush of Honor (INSP Network)
Rough cut received and reviewed for Episode 103 on HM3 Iames Layton. DoD archivalb-roll
assistance provided via letter of authorization. Docu-series produced with Gold Star families and
told through prism of the nonprofit 'American Fallen Soldiers Project,’ which serves to provide
comfort and healing to Gold Star families by creating original portraits of the fallen attheir
family’s request. Rough cuts reviewed.
Air dates: 6/18, 9pm and 6/21, 6pm: Iames Layton, Hospital Corpsman 3rd Class
7/2, 9pm and 7/5, 6pm: Sean Carson, Explosive Ordnance Disposal Technician lstClass
(NNTR)

When War Comes Home (MPA)
Documentary film exploring Veteran experiences and treatment of PTSD/TBI which received
PAA support in 2012 for filming at NICoE. Request for NAS Jacksonville interviews declined due
to short-fused nature, lack of details, and lack of intent to highlight Navy Medicine programs.
Producer referred to VA to support Veteran-focused narrative. NAVINFOWEST assisting with
archival broll. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

The Tennesseans (Tennessee Public Television)
Highlights Tennessee's legacy of honorable military service. Coordinated with NHHC to provide official
interviews, 04Dec, discussing significant past Navy members with TN heritage. Navy addendum added to
existing Army-led PAA. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

GHOST HUNTERS: USS CONSTITUTION (SyFy Channel)
Rough cut received and reviewed. Notes on minor changes provided to and accepted bythe production
company. Overall positive portrayal of the USS Constitution, CO and crew. Notes on minor changes
provided to production company. Show tentatively scheduled to air June 2015. (NNTR)

SUPER CARRIER (3D IMAX FILM)
Script received for review from Peter Tobyansen and Heartland Entertainment. After meeting to discuss
with producers at NAVINFOWEST, recalibrated themes to pursue to “SUPER SHIPS" vice “SUPER CARRIER"
for further research and rewrite of script concept/outline. (NNTR)

Time Traveling with Brian Unger (Travel Channel)
PAA signed to support small-scale b-roll support on Joint Expeditionary Base Little Creek-Fort Story.
Episode will discuss original settlers arrival to historical Fort Story landmark responsible for founding
of Jamestown colony. Filmed on 5Nov w/ local PAO escort. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

The Little Family (TLC)
Show following non-Navy family that lives in Annapolis. Requesting to film USNA hockey game on
14Nov. PAA sent to producers for signature. USNA and NAVINFOWEST coordinating. "Little Family
explores the everyday lives of a 'little' family that approaches every challenge with aunique
perspective and uses positivity and inner strength to make each day bigger and better than average."
Rough cut reviewed by USNA and NAVINFOWEST, 30]an. No issues. Awaiting air date. (NNTR)



tum—J
Veterans Da}r 2016 NCAA Basketball Game [BPHH [ESPN]
Made initial contacts reviewing timelines with IBPHH. Held conference call with Pacific AirMuseum
officials to discuss fin1eline,50E. [N NTR]

FDX SPURTS 74th COMMEMDRA'I‘IDN 0F PEARL BARBER BROADCAST 8; EVENT
CNIC officials and FOX Sports signed the 2015 contract with an option to execute in 2016. Successful
scout with Mike Rowe's team and ~20 potential vendors at IBPHH Bloch Arena 23-26 MAR. Estimates for
temporary rental and permanent leave behind improvements to the facility being coordinated and will be
submitted to Fox for recommended COAs to IBPHH, PACFLT, NAVY REGION Hawaii, NAVFAC and MW
Excellent collaborative effort by all stakeholder commands. COMPACFLT and CNRH PAOs providing
critical guidance and senior leader top cover to map us to a successful commemorative event and
broadcast. FOX Sports press release announcing 2015 events reviewed with input from USD, CHINFD and
PACFLT.

RESERVE U NITb) (6
Hollywood to the Navy
NAVINFOWEST escorted seven Hollywood visitors on a tour ofACU-S in Camp Pendleton ILApr.
Representative discussed ACU-S's mission and explained the importance of the LCAC to the Navy's mission.
Multiple visitors expressed interest in further researching the LCAC to feature in future projects.



NAVINFOWEST Weekly Report
01 May 15

Updated Items in
Blue

THE LAST SHIP [TNT]
- OSD Entertainment Media Director visited LA, 27Apr to screen episodes 201-205, 2 13 with

NAVINFOWEST at Culver City Studio
- Post production team is still working at the studio producing rough cut versions of episodes 206-

2 12. NAVINFOWEST viewing approval is TBD.
TNT is scheduling Washington, DC premiere for Season Two, Friday 12]un at the Newseum. Invitation
currently under review by NAVINFOWEST. TNT is offering 300 seats [150 +1 seats] for Navy and
possibly more if there is interest by other Military personnel in DC to attend.

- TNT marketing met with NAWNFOWEST Action Officer BOApr in Los Angeles discussing details for
Season Two marketing platforms, mediums and dates to include:

r Partnering directly with USO during Fleet Week 20-25 by having advertising space in Time
Square. TNT has been named by USO as the Official “USO" sponsor of Fleet Week

- Having Sailors meet and greet with cast members Adam Baldwin and Iocko Sims in NYC
. Launching #Selfiewithasailor donation campaign that contributes $1 per picture submitted

to the Selfie hash-tag to USO. Donations have a minimum and maximum limit by TNT.
. Launching a six- issue weekly prequel series of digital motion comics highlighting side

stories that take place before the events in Season One beginning around 1 lMay.
- USO select screenings of Season Opener 4]un [N orfolk], ”121ml (DC), 15]1u1, [San Diego],

16]un [Brooklyn]. All screenings are put on by USO with TNT not local base commanders.
- COMICON Virtual reality interactive booth B-lEIul.

- TNT to run Memorial Day weekend marathon of 'The Last Ship’ Season One prior to Season Two
Launch 21 jun.

VITAL SIGNS (CNN]/CONTINUING PROMISE '15
- Thirty minute medical-oriented news magazine show hosted by Dr. Sanjay Gupta.
- NAWNFOWEST coordinating b-roll and interview support through PA Staffs form CAP/COMUSNAVSO

and USNS COMFORT with intent to highlight USNS COMFORT's [T-Al-I-ZO] (SP-15 deployment.
Episode will highlight CP-lS MEDCAP/DENCAP missions through b-roll and interviews with CAPT Sam
Hancock [CF-15 Mission Commander) and CAPT Christine Sears [CF-15 MTF CO).

- DoD project officer and CNN film crew scheduled to arrive Kingston on 3May.
- OSD approved the PAA. Signed copies will be forwarded to all stakeholders and briefed to CP-IS
Advance Coordination Element Team Lead on 3May by DoD Project Officer.

MIGHT}r SHIPS [Discovery Canada{Smithsonian US]/CONTINUING PROMISE '15
Docu-series interested in developing 45-minute episode on USNS COMFORT [T-AH-ZO] during its
participation in Continuing Promise 2015. Received formal request and episode proposal for
consideration. After conference call with the producer and stakeholder PAOs, the shoot would take place
in Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic 22-2 3Aug, embark with the USNS Comfort arrive in Puerto Castilla,
Honduras to finish shooting ZBAug to fiSep. Coordination in progress with PA Stas from USSOUTHCOM,
C4F/COMUSNAVSO, BUMED, CHINFO and OSD for approval. [NNTIU

CNAP/CVN EDITION MIKE RO‘WE'S "SOMEBODY’S GOTTA DO IT" ON CNN
NAVINFO coord with CNAP for upcoming CVN availability to feature Mike Rowe on the flight deck during
flight deck operations showcasing the different roles our men/women serve in colored jerseys. Production
company will present formal request once dates are determined by CNAP. Held (3/C with CNAP NOOPA to
discuss CVN availability and FLT-DK opportunities for Mike Rowe to participate in without impacting
operations or jeopardizing safety.



SPIKE CHOICE AWARDS (Spike TV)
- Annual awards show seeking joint service support for '1 50 service members to appear on

stage and assist in delivering 'Guy’s Choice Award' to nominated celebrity.
- NAVINFDWEST coordinating attendance of 4D Sailors through CNRSW.
- Show will tape at Sony Pictures Studios in Culver City, CA Saturday. Ofijune from 1730-2130.
- Army film office has lead for primary DoD coordination and is drafting DSD PAA. [NNTR]

THE PRICE IS RIGHT (CBS)
CNRSW coordinated 48 Sailors from various San Diego-based commands to attend 2 1Apr taping of
joint services ’43-! of luly Military Appreciation' special episode. 200+ service members from all
branches attended. Episode will air illul. DSD FAA signed. [NNTR]

(b) (4)

NCIS [CBS]/FILMING PT MUGU 23-24APR
Responded to 11Feb request from Belisarius Productions Executive Producer requesting feasibility of
support to film VR-SS C- 130 aircraft as background at Naval Base Ventura County (NBVC)-
VR-SS /Base OPS confirmed feasibility of support.
- 23-24Apr [Filming]: Project Officers escort 17S FAX for full day ofprep/filming/vvrap. [NNTR]

NCIS NOLA [CBS]
- Du IMay. Danni Productions will commence an 8-week hiatus. [NNTR]

HAWAII FIVE-O [CBS]
[N NTR)



HUNTER-KILLER [Relativity]
Producers re-established base in Los Angeles. Scouting in NOLA. Production requesting dates and
locations of exercise maneuvers to film with second unit. Coordinating with CDMSUBPAC (NDGP)-
Primary production scheduled luly-Uctober in NOLA. Pearl Harbor scheduled late October.
NAWNFOWEST received FAA v2 ofscript on 19Mar.
- Way-ahead meeting between NAVIN FUWEST 8: Relativity Execs scheduled for 23Apr.
- Received one-line for fall production. Scout requested for NOLA IRB Belle Chase. Continue to
provide SME updates to the latest script. [NNTR]

ssarowcn (IMAX/KZ Comms]
- Held conference call with Director/Producer to discuss progress and timeline of the show and how
that fits in with Navy operational/ training schedules. Reemphasiaed the importance ofincorporating
surface and subsurface assets as a major portion of the film [including the DEG-1000 and/or LCS] to
complyr with the FAA.
- Held conference call 29Apr with CNAP PAD to discuss filming East and West coast opportunities for
F—BSC, E/A-IBG and FREE/VT CQ in 2015/2016. Hard dates and details pending.
- Coordinating with SUBPAC PAD March 2016 ICEX filming.
- Coordinating with NAVSEA PAD new CVN/DDG East Coast. Fall 2015 filming opportunities. [NNTR]



{b} {'4}

Happening [HBO]
- NAVINFDWEST coordinating through N45 PAD to support documentary film on renewable

energy initiatives in various public and private industries.
- Film being produced for HBO by San Fransisco-based Redford Center [Robert Redford's

son's production company.)
- Producers plan to dedicate 2-8 minutes of60-min docu-film highlighting Navy Energy programs [broll

and interviews).
- Redford Center interested in filmn Navy Mobile Utilities Support Equipment facility on Naval Base

Ventura County. NAWNFDWEST researching feasibility of support.
- SECNAV or Mr. Dennis McGinn [Assistant Secretary of the Navy - Energy, Installations 81 Environment]

interview proposed, but awaiting specific confirmation on filming location and dates before pursuing
high-level interview request. (N NTR]

Most Wanted List [Sportsman Channel]
Kristy Lee Cook, show's host and former American Idol contestant, interested in riding ina Hornet and
documenting her experience. Show follows Kristy, an avid hunter, and her two best friends as they seek
out new and challenging adventures (hunting, fishing, scuba diving, etc). Potential R01 to reach niche
demographic through positive female role modelwhile showcasing Navy assets. Blue Angels willing to
support. Current filming date targeted for November 2015. [NNTPJ

Animals Gone Wild (NatGeo)
Documentary series seeking archival broll of Marina Mammal Program for use in episode on intelligence
and capabilities of sea lions. Coordinated approval through SPAWAR. NAVINFOWEST provided letter
authorizing use of archival DoD footage for use in episode. Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR]

When War Comes Home [MFA]
Documentary film exploring Veteran experiences and treatment of PTSD/TEI which received
PAA support in 2012 for filming at NICoE. Request for NAS Iacksonville interviews declined due
to short-fused nature, lack of details, and lack of intent to highlight Navy Medicine programs.
Producer referred to VA to support Veteran-focused narrative. NAVINFOWEST assisting with
archival broll. Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR]

The Tennesseans (Tennessee Public Television]
Highlights Tennessee's legacy ofhonorable military service. Coordinated with NHHC to provide official
interviews, 04Dec, discussing significant past Navy members with TN heritage. Navy addendum added to
existing Army-led PAA Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR]

SUPER CARRIER (3D [MAX FlLM)
Script received for review from Peter Tobyansen and Heartland Entertainment. After meeting to discuss
with producers at NAVINFDWEST, recalibrated themes to pursue to "SUPER SHIPS" vice "SUPER CARRIER"
for further research and rewrite of script concept/outline. [NNTR]

NECC/SEABEE EPISODE Mike Rowe's "Somehody's Gotta Do It" [CNN]
Rough cut reviewed by NECC, NCGZ and NMCEL Segment showcases Seabees in professional 'can do' light.
Awaiting official air date of episode- Filming took place 24-25Feh to feature NMCE-l FTX and Mike Rowe's
participation in various training events alongside Seabees. Primary events included Rowe riding along in
convoy and participating in bridging exercise. Awaiting rough cut. Soft air date proposed for Mayflune
2015, but dependent upon Season 2 episode line-up. Season 2 airs April 2015. [NNTR]

HDMEFRDNT (PBS)
Dn 29Dec, CNSP/CDS21 identified CMDCM Veronica Holliday [USS WAYNE E. MEYER] as senior
enlisted leader designated to participate for filming. Documentary support in same vein ofPAA-
approved thematics previously supported with Naval Base Ventura County Seabees to discuss how
military families cope with deployments and what military support systems they utilise. Rough-cut
received 31Mar for review. CMDCM Holliday is depicted as a strong and committed leader in both her



family and professional life. Airdate scheduled for 25May [Memorial Day]. Will forward segment to
CHINFO for review and SA prior to airdate. Excellent depiction of female CMDCM juggling work,
home, kids and deployment. [NNTPJ

SEAL Dog [Smithsonian]
Revised rough cut received 13Feb15. Latest version satisfies requested changes to mitigate any potential
disclosure of sensitive information. Awaiting air date. [NNTPJ

Brush of Honor [INSP Network]
Rough cut received and reviewed for Episode 103 on HMS James Layton. DoD archivalb-roll
assistance provided via letter of authorization. Docu-series produced with Gold Star families and
told through prism of the nonprofit 'American Fallen Soldiers Project.‘ which serves toprovide
comfort and healing to Gold Star families by creating original portraits of the fallen attheir
family's request. Rough cuts reviewed.
Air dates: 6/ 18, 9pm and 6/21, 6pm: James Layton, Hospital Corpsman 3rd Class
7/2, 9pm and 7/5, 6pm: Sean Carson, Explosive Ordnance Disposal Technician 1stClass
[NNTR]

GHOST HUNTERS: USS CONSTITUTION [SyFy Channel]
Rough cut received and reviewed. Notes on minor changes provided to and accepted bythe production
company. Overall positive portrayal of the USS Constitution, CO and crew. Notes on minor changes
provided to production company. Show tentatively scheduled to air June 2015. [NNTR]

Time Traveling with Brian Unger [Travel Channel}
PAA signed to support small-scale b-roll support on loint Expeditionary Base Little Creek-Fort Story.
Episode will discuss original settlers arrival to historical Fort Story landmark responsible for founding of
lamestowu colony. Filmed on 5Nov w/ local PAD escort. Rough cut reviewed Episode will air 25May at
2200 [EST]. [NNTR]

The Little Family [TLC]
Show following non-Navy family that lives in Annapolis. Requesting to film USNA hockey gameon
14Nov. PAA sent to producers for signature. USNA and NAVINFOWEST coordinating. "Little Family
explores the everyday lives of a 'little' family that approaches every challenge with aunique
perspective and uses positivity and inner strength to make each day bigger and better than average."
Rough cut reviewed by USNA and NAVINFDWEST, 30]an. No issues. Awaiting air date. [NNTR]

fih—J
Veterans Day 2016 NCAA Basketball Game [BPHH (ESPN)
Made initial contacts reviewmg timelines with IBPHH. Held conference call with Pacific AirMuseum
oflicials to discuss timeline, SOE. [NNTR)

FOX SPORTS 74th COWEMORATION OF PEARL HARBOR BROADCAST 8; EVENT
CNIC officials and FOX Sports signed the 2015 contract with an option to execute in 2016. Successful
scout with Mike Rowe's team and ~20 potential vendors at IBPHH Bloch Arena 23-26 MAR. Estimates for
temporary rental and permanent leave behind improvements to the facility being coordinated and will be
submitted to Fox for recommended COAs to IBPHH, PACFLT, NAVY REGION Hawaii, NAVFAC and WE.
Excellent collaborative effort by all stakeholder commands. COMPACFLT and CNRH PAOs providing
critical guidance and senior leader top cover to map us to a successful commemorative eventand
broadcast. FOX Sports press release announcing 2015 events reviewed with input from OSD, CHINFO and
PACFLT. [NNTR]

NAVY DAYS [LA Fleet Week]
NAVINFOWEST rep attended planning meeting 22Apr with C3F PAD on the USS IOWA for laydown of
Navy Days Los Angeles. (NNTR)



YOUR HEALTH A SACRED MATTER [AUTEUR PRODUCTIONS LTD.)
Received production assistance request via USMC[OSD for a 2-hour public television documentaryr on
Religion, Spirituah'w, and Health. Following BUMED/Chief of Chaplains thorough vetting and evaluation
of project treatment and Navy SMEs, Navy support declined due to project's inconsistencies with
standard Navy practices.

ENDGAME ENTERTAINMENT
Requesting access to NAS Fallon solely for use offilming desert landscape rather than promotion of
Navy platforms/personnel. Feature film request declined due to lack of value proposition.

BBC CURRENT AFFAIRS
Declined documentary request to showcase SERE school.

RESERVE UNIT

(b) (6)
Hollywood to the Navy
NAVINFOWST escorted seven Hollywood visitors on a tour of ACU-S in Camp Pendleton llApr.
Representative discussed ACU-S’s mission and explained the importance of the LCAC to the Navy’5 mission.
Multiple visitors expressed interest in further researching the LCAC to feature in future projects. [NNTPJ



NAVINFOWEST Weekly Report
08 May 15

Updated Items in
Blue

THE LAST SHIP [TNT]
- Post production team is still working at the studio producing rough cut versions of episodes 206-2 12.

NAVINFOWEST viewing approval is TBD.
- TNT is scheduling Washington, DC premiere for Season Two, Friday 12]un at the Newseum. Invitation

has been reviewed and is awaiting revision by TNT. TNT is offering 400 seats (200 +1 seats] for Navy
and 50 seats (25 +1 seats] if there is interest by other Military personnel in DC to attend.

- TNT marketing campaign for TLS currently includes:
- Partnering directly with USO during Fleet Week ZG-ESMay by having advertising space in Time Square.

TNT has been named by USD as the Official "USO" sponsor of Fleet Week;
- Having Sailors meet and greet with cast members Adam Baldwin and Iocko Sims in NYC;
- Launching #Selfiewithasailor donation campaign that contributes $1 per picture submitted to the Selfie

hash-tag to USD. Donations have a minimum and maximum limit by TNT;
- Launching a five-issue weekly prequel series of digital motion comics highlighting side stories that take

place before the events in Season One beginning around 17May;
- USO select screenings of Season Opener 4Iun [Norfolk], 12]un [DC], 15]un, [San Diego], 16]un

[Brooklyn]. All screenings are put on by USO with TNT not local base commanders;
- CUMICON Virtual reality interactive booth 8-12]ul;
- TNT to run Memorial Day ZSMay 1000- 2000 marathon of ‘The Last Ship’ Season One prior to Season

Two Launch 21]un.

VITAL SIGNS [CHM/CONTINUING PROMISE '15
Dr. Sanjay Gupta, CNN medical correspondent and neurosurgeon, completed 4 days offilming in
Kingston, Jamaica aboard USNS Comfort [T-AH 20] for the weekly CNN medical series "Vital Signs."
- Episode, scheduled to air worldwide in late June, will highlight a combined USN/Iamaican surgical team
performing surgery on a Jamaican elderly woman aboard USNS Comfort
- The episode will also showcase mission successes throughout the communities in Iamaica ISD C4F
"Continuing Promise '15" and the combined efforts of the host nation and embarked DESRDN 40 staff,
N(303 and allied partners led by Mission Commander, CAPT Sam Hancock and Military Treatment Facility
Commander, CAPT Christine Sears.

Happening [HBO]
- NAVINFOWEST coordinating through N45 PAC to support documentary film on renewable

energy initiatives in various public and private industries with interest to highlight Navy Energy
program.

- Film being produced for HBO by San Fransisco-based Redford Center [Robert Redford's
son's production company.)

- fill-min docu-film will dedicate 4-8 minutes highlighting Navy Energy programs through broil and
interviews.

- Conference call took place with Port Hueneme's Navy Mobile Utilities Support Equipment facility
representatives, UfiMay, to discuss programs and research involving microgrids/storage-based energy
solutions.

- Additional phone conferences with Navy Energy stakeholders as well as potential scout visits expected
to follow.

- SECNAV or Mr. Dennis McGinn [Assistant Secretary of the Navy - Energy, Installations 8;: Environment]
interview proposed. NAWNFD WEST awaiting producer's final decision on specific Navy Energy
narrative before pursuing high-level interviews.

MICHT‘Ir SHIPS (Discovery Canada]Smithsonian US]/CDNTINUING PRDMISE '15
Planning Aug/Sept 2015 filming to feature USNS Comfort and CP-15 mission. Coordinating with key
stakeholders. [NNTR]



CNAP/CVN EDITION MIKE ROWE'S “SOMEBODY'S GOTTA DO IT" ON CNN
NAVINFD coord with CNAP for upcoming CVN availability to feature Mike Rowe on the flight deck during
flight deck operations showcasing the different roles our men/women serve in colored jerseys. Production
company will present formal request once dates are determined by CNAP. Held C/C with CNAP NGGPA to
discuss CVN availability and FLT-[3K opportunities for Mike Rowe to participate in without impacting
operations or jeopardizing safety. CNAP currently exploring dates for an RO2N onboard a CVN out of San
Diego in August.

HO) (4)

Ellen Degeneres Show (NBC)
(SNAP and USS John C. Stennis coordinated pre-recorded Mother's Day surprise shout-out video from
deployed Sailor whose wife was in the audience during taping of episode. No PAA required. Episode
aired Friday, OBMay at 1500 [PST].

SPIKE CHOICE AWARDS [Spike TV]
Ioint services coordinating support for attendance. CNRSW coordinating 35 Sailors to attend Ofilnne
filming. [N NTR]

THE PRICE IS RIGHT [CBS]
Forty eight Sailors attended 2 LApr taping of joint services ‘4th oflnly Military Appreciation' special
episode. Air date: D4]nly. [NNTR]

NCIS [CBS]
- GEE-day: Episode 282, "The Lost Boys" on CBS depicting sailors rendering honors on a funeral detail for

a fallen NCiS agent. Sailors were shown as honorable, respectful professionals.
— 12 May: Episode 283. Season 12 finale, airs on CBS 8/?c, also with scenes shot at NBVC NAS PL Mngn.

NCIS NOLA [CBS]
- 0n lMay, Danni Productions will connnence an 8-week hiatus. (NNTR)

HAWAII FIVE-o (CBS)
[NNTR]



Webm‘l
HUNTER-KILLER [Relativity]
Producers re-established base in Los Angeles. Scouting in NOLA. Production requesting dates and
locations of exercise maneuvers to film with second unit. Coordinating with CDMSUBPAC [NDGP].
Primary production scheduled Iuly-Uctober in NOLA. Pearl Harbor scheduled late October.
NAVINFOWEST received FAA v2 ofscript on 19Mar.
- Received one-line for fall production. Coordinating scout with ”113 NOLA PAD. tentatively scheduled
for EDMay.
- Received latest script revision tWMay. Will continue to provide SME updates.

SEAPDWER (IMAX/KZ Comms]
Coordinating with SURFPAC/BRD Flt PAD LCS/fiunphib live FlREX/MISSLEX for Iul-Sep 2015.

(bit-4}
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Most Wanted List (Sportsman Channel]
Coordinating support with Blue Angels. Filming targeted for November 2015. [N NTR]

The Tennesseans [Tennessee Public Television)
Coordinated support with NHHC to for film highlighting Tennessee’s legacy of honorable military service.
Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR]



NECC/SEABEE EPISODE Mike Rowe's "Somebody's Gotta Do It" [CNN]
Episode coordinated through NECC featuring NMCB-l FTX in Hattieshurg, MS. Air date narrowed to either
14 or ZlMay. Awaiting official confirmation from CNN.

HOMEFRONT (PBS)
Film about military families features NBVC Seabees and USS WAWE. MEYER CMDCM. Airdate
scheduled for 25May [Memorial Day]. [NNTR]

SEAL Dog [Smithsonian]
Revised rough cut received 13Feb15. Latest version satisfies requested changes to mitigate any potential
disclosure of sensitive information. Awaiting air date. [NNTR]

GHOST HUNTERS: USS CONSTITUTION (SyFy Channel]
Episode will feature USS Constitution CO and crew discussing ship's history and strange happenings.
Air date tentatively scheduled for lune 20 15. [NNTR]

Time Traveling with Brian Unger (Travel Channel]
IEB Little Creek-Fort Storyr supported filming for episode discussing original settlers' arrival to
historical Fort Story landmark, responsible for founding of Jamestown colony. Air date: ZSMay at 22 DD
[EST]. [NNTR]

The Little Family (TLC)
USNA supported filming of cast members' attendance of USNA hockey game. Awaiting air date. [NNTR]

W
Veterans Day 2016 NCAA Basketball Game IBPHH [ESPN]
Made initial contacts reviewing timelines with IBPHH. Held conference call with Pacific AirMuseum
officials to discuss timeline, SOE. [NNTR]

FOX SPORTS 74th COWEMORATION OF PEARL HARBOR BROADCAST 8L EVENT
CNIC officials and FOX Sports signed the 2015 contract with an option to execute in 2016. Successful
scout with Mike Rowe's team and ~20 potential vendors at IBPHH Bloch Arena 23-26 MAR. Estimates for
temporary rental and permanent leave behind improvements to the facility being coordinated and will be
submitted to Fox for recommended COAs to IBPHH, PACFLT, NAVY REGION Hawaii, NAVFAC and MWR.
Excellent collaborative effort by all stakeholder commands. COMPACFLT and CNRH PAOs providing
critical guidance and senior leader top cover to map us to a successful commemorative event and
broadcast FOX Sports press release announcing 2015 events reviewed with input from OSD, CHINFO and
PACFLT. Meeting to discuss progress at FOK OBMayIS.

NAVY DAYS [LA Fleet Week]
NAVINFOWEST rep attended planning meeting 22Apr with CBF PAO on the USS IOWA for laydown of
Navy Days Los Angeles. [NNTR]

| .. I
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Big Blue [BBC]
Nature docu-film seeking two weeks of continuous access on San Nicholas Island to
document sea lion rookery. Unable to support due to length of stay requested and LOE required for
military transport and Doll escort resources required. Referred to the National Park Service for
access to NPS-run Channel Islands.



Top Chef [Bravo]
Discussed possible episode with Nair}:r tie, but unable to reach mutually-beneficial value
proposition. Producer referred to other services for potential support.

Lone WolfMedia
Production company seeking potential of filming activities related to possible
exhumation and identification of USS Oklahoma [BB-37] service members buried as "unl-mowns.”
Referred to Defense POW} MIA Accounting Agency.

W
RESERVE UNIT
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Hollywood to the Navy
NAWNFOWEST escorted seven Hollywood visitors on a tour of ACU-S in Camp Pendleton liApr.
Representative discussed ACU-S’s mission and explained the importance of the LCAC to the Navy’s mission.
Multiple visitors expressed interest in further researching the LCAC to feature in future projects. [NNTR]



NAVINFOWEST Weekly Report
15 May 15

Updated Items in
Blue

THE LAST SHIP [TNT] — NETWORK TELEVISION SERIES
— All filming complete Season Two Episodes 201-2 13. Episodes 201/213, EOE-205 screened for accuracy
and portrayal by OSD/NAVINFOWEST. Episodes 206—2 12 pending review-
- Premier set in Washington DC '12lun at NEWSEU M. USO/TNT scheduled additional screenings 04]un
Norfolk; 15]un San Diego. Coord DC invite lists w/ Ol-6. Coord Norfolk/San Diego w/ SURFPAC PAO.

HUNTER-KILLER (Relativity)
- Per DCI request, P4 submitted to 01-6 15Ma32r from CDR Kerr. SUBPAC updating progress of film
prep.
- Coordinating scout of Naval Air Station, Belle Chase, NOLA IAW - Ioint Regional Base New Orleans
PAD/Mr. Andrew Thomas, for ZOMay. Scout with eight high-level production representatives. Scout
to include Operations Center, Air Control Center and base facilities.
- Coordinating with Arm};r Film and Television Office for use of MH—4?s.
- Coordinating with Army National Guard [Washington DC] representative Mr. Russ Maheras for
use of 1/244th Aviation Helicopter Squadron UH-fifls.

SEAPOWER [IMAX/KZ Comma) Phase II Production (CVN, LCS, CG and DOG}
Held conference call with K2 to discuss filming objectives off SoCal for air/surface/amphibious
operations. Coordinating with CNAP, CNSP and CSF PA staffs to identify available assets and filming
opportunities 15-3IIIul SoCal ops.

FOX SPORTS 74th COMMEMORATION OF PEARL HARBOR BROADCAST 8: EVENT
- On site meeting with Larry Jones.
- Bloch Arena prep in progress with FOX Sports officials and IPBH H. Proposal pending for Bloch Arena
upgrades [draft received 15May).
- FOX broadcast team scheduling 20-311ulw/PACFLT PAO [CAPT lames] to film vignettes at IBPI—IH.

{130(4)

MIGHTY SHIPS (Discovery Canada]/CONTINUINC PROMISE '15
Planning Iul/Aug 2015 filming to feature USNS Comfort and CP-15 mission. Coordinating with C4F
[NDDPA] for embark opportunities in Colombia or Dominica.

Happening [HBO] / Redford Productions
- NAVINFOWEST coordinating through N45 PAO to support documentary film on renewable energyr
initiatives in various public and private industries with interest to highlight Navy Energy program.
- Recent discussion with Redford expanded filming aperture lune/July to NBSD waterfront.

SPIKE CHOICE AWARDS (Spike TV)
loint services coordinating support for attendance on 6]un live airing. CNRSW (NDOPA) led office for
escort and coordination for identifying 35 USN personnel attending.

THE PRICE IS RIGHT [CBS]
48 Sailors attended 2 1Apr taping of joint services '4th of Iulv Military Appreciation’ special episode.
Air date: DAIuly. [NNTR]



NCIS [CBS]
- Eight week hiatus in progress. Production scheduled to commence on 7Jul.

NCIS NDLA (CBS)
- Eight week hiatus in progress. Production scheduled to commence on Tjui.

HAWAII FIVE-D [CBS]
- Production hiatus in progress. Return to production schedule has not. been provided.

In An Instant (ABC)
Series that retells harrowing survival stories through first-person accounts. Series interested in
interviewing Seabees that rescued family from car crash in 2012- Coordinating support through NECC and
NEG-1-

The Sea Battle that Changed the Fate of Korean War (Korean Broadcasting System]
Request. to interview NHHC historian to discuss sea battles during Korean War era. Coordination through
NHHC to support 19Mav interview.

"SDMEBUDY'S GOTTA DD IT" [CNN]: CVN edition
NAWNFOWST ICW CNAP [NDDPA] and CW '74 (NOOPA) will feature Mike Rowe on the flight deck during
FLT-(J PS USS STENNIS [mid-August] showcasing the different roles our men/women serve in colored
jerseys. 0n '14May, production assistance request forwarded to 05]) [PA] for staffing and approval.



The Tennesseans (Tennessee Public Television]
Coordinated support with NH HG to for film highlighting Tennessee's legacy of honorable military service.
Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR}

VITAL SIGNS [CNNHGDNTINUING PROMISE '15
Dr. Sanjay Gupta, CNN medical correspondent and neurosurgeon, completed 4 days of filming on 7May in
Kingston, Iamaica aboard USNS Comfort (T-AH 20] for the weekly CNN medical series "Vital Signs."

NECC/SEABEE EPISDDE Mike Rowe's "Somebody's Gotta Do It" (CNN)
Episode coordinated through NECC featuring NMCB-l FTX in Hattieshurg, MS. Air date: 2 1May @ 9PM EST
onCNN.

HOMEFRONT (PBS)
Film about military families coping with deployments. Episode will feature NBVC Seabees and USS
WAYINIE. MEYER CMDCM Veronica Holliday. Air date: 25May (E11 2100 EST on PBS.

SEAL Dog [Smithsonian]
Revised rough cut received 13Feb15- Latest version satisfies requested changes to mitigate any potential
disclosure of sensitive information. Awaiting air date. [NNTFU

GHOST HUNTERS: USS CONSTITUTION (SyFy Channel}
Episode will feature USS Constitution CO and crew discussing ship's history and strange happenings.
Air date tentatively scheduled for lune 2015. [NNTR]

Time Traveling with Brian Huger [Travel Channel]
[EB Little Creek-Fort Story supported filming for episode discussing original settlers' arrival to
historical Fort Story landmark, responsible for founding of Jamestown colony. Air date: ZSMay at 2.200
[EST]. [NNTR]

The Little Family [TLC]
USNA supported filming of cast members‘ attendance of USNA hockey game. Awaiting air date. [NNTR]

Lama—..______ __.J
Veterans Day 2.016 NCAA Basketball Game [BPHH [ESPN]
Made initial contacts reviewing timelines with [BPHH Held conference call with Pacific Air Museum
officials to discuss timeline, SOE. [NNTR]



NAVY DAYS [LA Fleet Week]/2-10Aug15
NAVINFOWEST rep attended planning meeh'ng 22Apr with C3F FAQ on the USS IOWA for laydown of
Navy Days Los Angeles. [NNTR]

_
Tonight Show Starring limmy Fallon
NAVINFD EAST coordinating lead support through UASD-PA to provide uniformed Sailors in audience.

American Ninja Warrior
No official DoD support provided. SM participation based on local command approval while on
leave,’liberty status. Wear of official uniform items NOT authorized.

M—
AT/FP Security Review [NUS]
IRT recent elevation of FPCON, the joint service film/entertainment liaison office Directors requested a
courtesy site visit by CNRSW NCIS field office to conduct a building security assessment. On 13 May, two
senior NCIS AT/FP security representatives conducted a building assessment walkthrough and office call
with the building physical security officer to discuss physical security. Debrief also held with USN, USMC.
and Army Directors and Deputies. NPASE HQ assisting with purchase of CCTV security system to help
eliminate soft target vulnerabilities.

PUBLIC AFFAIRS CONFERENCE GUEST SPEAKER
Provided Bruce Cole with contact for Disney/Pisar President Dr. Ed Catmull as possible PAD conference
inspirational guest speaker.

RESERVE UNIT
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NAVINFOWEST Weekly Report
21 May 15

Updated Items in
Blue

SEABEE Episode Mike Rowe's "Somebody's Gotta Do It" [CNN]
Episode coordinated through NECC featuring NMCB-l FTX in Hattiesburg, MS. Air date: '2 1May (Ev 2100
EST on CNN. Note: Episode will re-run multiple times throughout the week.

HOMEFRONT [PBS]
Documentary about military families coping with deployments. Episode will highlight families from
all services and feature the family and Master Chief Veronica Holliday [CMDCM USS Wayne E.
Meyer]. Scheduled to air on: 25May @ 2100 EST on PBS.

THE LAST SHIP (TNT) — NETWORK TELEVISION SERIES
- All filming complete Season Two Episodes 201-2 13. Episodes 201K213, EOE-205 screened for accuracy
and portrayal by 0513/NAVI NFOWEST. Episodes 206-2 12 pending review.
- Premier set in Washington DC 12]un at NEWSEUM. USO/TNT scheduled additional screenings Dillun
Norfolk; 15]un San Diego. Coord DC invite lists w/ 01-6. Coord Norfolkan Diego w/ SURFPAC PAO.
- TNT and USO engaged in Fleet Week activities promoting #selfiewithasailor and TLS Season Two.
- TNT marketing will release TLS behind the scenes clips on social media showcasing USN support
for Season two.

HUNTER-KILLER [Relativity]
- Scout at Naval Air Station, Belle Chase, NOLA completed. IRE New Orleans PAO/Mr. Andrew Thomas
took the group on a windshield tour of the base, stopping at a few hangars and areas of the flight line
as well as the radar/operations room and air control tower.
- Per DCI request, P4 submitted to OHS 15May from CDR Kerr. SUEPAC updating progress offilm
prep.

SEAPO‘WER (lMAX/KZ Comms] Phase II Production [EVA], LCS, CG and DOE)
Held conference call with K2 to discuss filming objectives off SoCal for air/surface/amphibious
operations. Coordinating with CNAP, CNSP and CSF PA staffs to identify available assets and filming
opportunities 15-301ul SoCal ops.

FOX SPORTS 74th COMMEMORATION OF PEARL HARBOR BROADCAST 8L EVENT
- Bloch Arena prep in progress with FOX Sports officials and IPBHH. Proposal pending for Bloch Arena
upgrades [draft received 15May).
- FOX broadcast team scheduling 20-31111] wACFLT PAO [CAPT lames] to film vignettes at lBPHH.

MIGHT?r SHIPS [Discovery Canada]/CONTINUING PROMISE '15
Planning Iul/Aug 2015 filming to feature USNS Comfort and CP-15 mission. Coordinating with C413
[NDDPA] for embark opportunities in Colombia or Dominica.

Happening [HBO] / Redford Productions
NAVINFOWEST coordinating through N45 PAO to support documentary film on renewable energy
initiatives in various public and private industries with interest to highlight Navy Energy program.
- Potential SEC NAV interview on NBSD in early lune or late August. Coordinating through SEC NAV PAO.



Time Traveling with Brian Unger [Travel Channel]
[EB Little Creek-Fort Story supported filming for episode discussing original settlers” arrival to
historical Fort Storyr landmark, responsible for founding of lamestown colony. Air date: EBB-lay at 2200
[EST].

SPIKE CHOICE AWARDS [Spike TV)
loint services coordinating support for attendance on 611m live airing. CNRSW [NUOPA] led office for
escort and coordination for identifying 35 USN personnel attending.

THE PRICE IS RIGHT (CBS)
48 Sailors attended 2 lApr taping of joint services '4th of July Military Appreciation' special episode.
Air date: UAIuly. [NNTPJ

NCIS [CBS]
- Eight week hiatus in progress. Production scheduled to commence on Tlul. [N NTR)

NCIS NOLA [CBS]
- Eight week hiatus in progress. Production scheduled to commence on T’Iul. [N NTR)

HAWAII FIVE-D (CBS)
- Production hiatus in progress. Return to production schedule has not been provided. [NNTR]



In An Instant [ABC]
Series that retells harrowing survival stories through first-person accounts. Series interested in
interviewing Seabees that rescued family from car crash in 2012. Coordinating support through NECC and
NCG-l. [NNTR]

The Sea Battle that Changed the Fate of Korean War [Korean Broadcasting System]
Request to interview NHHC historian to discuss sea battles during Korean War era. NHHC-facilitated
interview conducted, 19May. Awaiting rough cut.

"SOMEBODY’S GOTTA DO IT" (CNN): CVN edition
NAVINFOWEST ICW CNAP [NOOPA] and CVN 74 [NOOPA] will feature Mike Rowe on the flight deck during
FLT-OPS USS STENNIS [mid-August] showcasing the different roles our men/women serve in colored
jerseys. 0o IBMay. production assistance request approved by 05D [PA]. PAA development in progress.

The Tennesseans [Tennessee Public Television)
Coordinated support with NHHC to for film highlighting Tennessee's legacy of honorable military service.
Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR]

VITAL SIGNS [CNN]/CONTINUING PROMISE '15
Dr. Sanjay Gupta, CNN medical correspondent and neurosurgeon, completed 4 days of filming on 7M3]; in
Ifingston,]a1naica aboard USNS Comfort [T-AH 20) for the weekly CNN medical series "Vital Signs."
- Provided U/W aerial footage of USNS Comfort to producers for use in episode.
- Provided ]amaica mission statistics compiled by C4F PAD.

SEAL Dog [Smithsonian]
Revised rough cut received 13Feh15. Latest version satisfies requested changes to mitigate any potential
disclosure of sensitive information. Awaiting air date. [NNTR]

GHOST HUNTERS: USS CDNSTITUTIDN [SyFy Channel}
Episode will feature USS Constitution CO and crew discussing ship's history and strange happenings.
Air date tentatively scheduled for Iune 2015. [NNTR]

The Little Family (TLC)
USNA supported filming of cast members' attendance of USNA ho eke}? game. Awaiting air date. [NNTR]

WW

Veterans Day 2016 NCAA Basketball Game ]BPHH [ESPN]
Made initial contacts reviewing timelines with ]BPHI—L Held conference call with Pacific AirMuseum
officials to discuss timeline, SCIE. [NNTR]



NAVY DAYS [LA Fleet Week]/2-10Aug15
NAVINFGWEST rep attended planning meeting ZZApr with CBF PAD on the USS IOWA for laydown of
Navy Days Los Angeles. [NNTR]

AMERICAN NINIA WARRIDR [Esquire]
No official DASD[PA] support provided due to lack of ROI and theme of competition between military
services. Various commands reaching out to NAWNFGWEST for guidance on personnel wishing to
participate as individuals and not representing the DoD. OSD[PA] has authorized individuals to participate
based on CoC approval and approved leave. Wear of official uniform items or use of rank NOT authorized.

w
ATIFP Security Review [NCIS]
IRT recent elevation of FPCDN, the joint service film/entertainment liaison office Directors requested a
courtesy site visit by CNRSW NCIS field office to conduct a building security assessment. 0n 13May, two
senior NCIS AT/FP security representatives conducted a building assessment walkthrough and office call
with the building physical security officer to discuss physical security. Debrief also held with USN. USMC.
and Anny Directors and Deputies. CCTV security system scheduled for installation next week.

PUBLIC AFFAIRS CDNFERENCE GUEST SPEAKER
Provided Bruce Cole with contact for Disney/Pisar President Dr. Ed Catmull as possible PAD conference
inspirational guest speaker. [NNTR]

RESERVE UNIT

(b) (5)
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Happening [HBO] / Redford Productions
- Film: "The Happening" explores renewable energy initiatives already 'happening‘ in public and private
sectors to lessen reliance on fossil fuels. Estimated 4-8 minutes ofair time dedicated to Navy Energy.
- Navy's role: Coordinating through N45 and CNRSW for San Diego regional support to showcase Navy
Energy initiatives.
NBSD SECNAV Visit. Coord with SECNAV PAO and NAVREGSW PAO for 711111, SECNAV interview in
conversati onal-style walk and talk on NBSD waterfront as Jaime and SECNA“v1r discuss Navy
Energy mission/vision and ongoing Navy Energy initiatives/innovations.
- Secondary effort: ]tme 2015 NBSD b-roll of ships, Hybrid Propulsion System aboard ship, solar panels on
parking structures, etc. Supporting interviews with additional SM Es. Archival footage of biofuels use in
RIMPAC 2012.

THE LAST SHIP (TNT) — NETWORK TELEVISION SERIES
- All filming complete Season Two Episodes 20 1-2 13. Episodes 206—208 screened for accuracy and
portrayal by NAVINFOWE ST 29May. Episodes 209-2 12 pending review.
- Premier set in Washington DC 12]un at NEWSEUM. USO/TNT scheduled additional screenings 04111n
Norfolk; 15Iun San Diego. Coord DC invite lists w] 01-6. Coord Norfolk/Sail Diego w} SURFPAC PAD.
CHINFD SDE with Eric Dane approved.

AMERICAN NINIA WARRIOR [Esquire]
No official OASD[PA] support provided due to lack of ROI and theme of competition between military
services. Various commands reaching out to NAVINFOWEST for guidance on personnel wishing to
participate as individuals and not representing the DoD. OSD[PA] has authorized individuals to participate
based on CoC approval and approved leave. Wear of official uniform items or use of rank NOT authorized.
Per DIAS, four Navy members [active duty] are requesting to attend and participate in filun taping of all
mil segment. OJAG Code 13 reviewed and advised 5/29 MILPERSMAN 5370/“010 requires staffing VCNO
memo recommendation. NAVINFOWEST/OI-fi continues to affirm no value proposition and GED
docimlentary office declined support.

HUNTER-KILLER (Relativity)
— Coordinating scout ofArmy National Guard 1/244 Aviation Helicopter Battalion in Hammond, LA
with Mr. Russ Maheras, awaiting availability of unit.
- Received new draft of script 29May, reviewing changes.
- Per DCI request, P4 submitted to 01-6 15 May from CDR Kerr. SUBPAC updating progress offilm
prep. Primary filming scheduled mid July-Sep NOLA; Oct Hawaii.

SEAPOWER [IMAKIKE Comma] Phase 1] Production (GUN, LCS, CG and DDG}
Held conference call with K2 to discuss filming objectives off SoCal for airIsurface/amphibious
operations. Coordinating with CNAP, CNSP and C313 PA staffs to identify available assets and filming
opportunities 15-30]ul SoCal ops. Coordinating through CNAP advance squadron scout visits to NAS
Lemoore and NAS Fallon 3-51un.

FOX SPORTS 74th COWEMORATION OF PEARL HARBOR BROADCAST 8L EVENT
- Bloch Arena prep in progress with FOX Sports officials and IPBHH. Proposal pending for Bloch Arena
upgrades [draft received 15May].
- FOX broadcast team scheduling 20-311u1w/PACFLT PAD [CAPT Iames] to film vignettes at IBPHH.
[NNTR]



SPIKE CHOICE AWARDS [Spike TV]
]oint services coordinating support for attendance on 6]un live airing. CNRSW [N 0013A] led oflice for
escort and coordination for identifying 35 USN personnel attending. Awaiting official OASD[PA]
approval to participate.

THE PRICE IS RIGHT [CBS]
48 Sailors attended 2 lApr taping of joint services '4th oqly Military Appreciation' special episode.
Air date: U4]uly. [NNTR]

N(315 [CBS]
- Eight week hiatus in progress. Production scheduled to commence on 7]ul. [NNTR]

NCIS NDLA (CBS)
- Eight week hiatus in progress. Production scheduled to commence on 7]ul. [NNTR]

HAWAII FIVE-O (CBS)
- Production hiatus in progress. Return to production schedule has not been provided. [NNTR]

| Egg-mm” .|
(b) {4)

UNUSUAL SUSPECTS [Discovery Investigative Channel]
- Doc-series features stories of past. crimes as told through interviews and re-enactments. Requesting
interview with NCIS agent to discuss involvement in past case. Coordinating through NCIS PAD. Reviewing
feasibility of support.

Impossible Engineering [Discovery Channel]
- Docu-series episode discusses history of submarines. Show is seeking support from SUBASE New
London to film b-roll at the USS Nautilus museum and interview resident historian fez-{pert to illustrate
history of submarine development.
- NAVINFO WEST and SUBASE New London see value in showcasinghistorica] US Navy contributions to
submarine advancement and development. Local PAD will escort film crew for a filming date targeted one
day between 8-18]un. Drafting FAA.



 
Hello Goodbye (NBC) 
 - Docu-series interviews people as they depart or return from trips at national airports.  Show requesting 
Navy support to document homecomings/departures for deployments.  Reviewing feasibility of support.  
 
In An Instant (ABC) 
Series that retells harrowing survival stories through first-person accounts.  Series interested in 
interviewing Seabees that rescued family from car crash in 2012.   Coordinating support through NECC and 
NCG-1.  One service member identified to support.  Production company approving concept for episode 
through network.  NAVINFO WEST on standby for further action. 
 
MIGHTY SHIPS (Discovery Canada)/CONTINUING PROMISE ‘15 
Planning Jul/Aug 2015 filming to feature USNS Comfort and CP-15 mission.  Coordinating with C4F 
(N00PA) for embark opportunities in Colombia or Dominica. (NNTR) 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
In An Instant (ABC) 
Series that retells harrowing survival stories through first-person accounts. Series interested in 
interviewing Seabees that rescued family from car crash in 2012.  Coordinating support through NECC and 
NCG-1. (NNTR) 
 
The Sea Battle that Changed the Fate of Korean War (Korean Broadcasting System)  
Request to interview NHHC historian to discuss sea battles during Korean War era.  NHHC-facilitated 
interview conducted, 19May.  Awaiting rough cut.  (NNTR) 
 
“SOMEBODY’S GOTTA DO IT” (CNN): CVN edition 
NAVINFOWEST ICW CNAP (N00PA) and CVN 74 (N00PA) will feature Mike Rowe on the flight deck during 
FLT-OPS USS STENNIS (mid-August) showcasing the different roles our men/women serve in colored 
jerseys.  On 18May, production assistance request approved by OSD (PA).  PAA development in progress. 
(NNTR) 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

          
 The Tennesseans (Tennessee Public Television) 
 Coordinated support with NHHC to for film highlighting Tennessee's legacy of honorable military service.  
 Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
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Series that retells harrowing survival stories through first-person accounts.  Series interested in 
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NCG-1.  One service member identified to support.  Production company approving concept for episode 
through network.  NAVINFO WEST on standby for further action. 
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In An Instant (ABC) 
Series that retells harrowing survival stories through first-person accounts. Series interested in 
interviewing Seabees that rescued family from car crash in 2012.  Coordinating support through NECC and 
NCG-1. (NNTR) 
 
The Sea Battle that Changed the Fate of Korean War (Korean Broadcasting System)  
Request to interview NHHC historian to discuss sea battles during Korean War era.  NHHC-facilitated 
interview conducted, 19May.  Awaiting rough cut.  (NNTR) 
 
“SOMEBODY’S GOTTA DO IT” (CNN): CVN edition 
NAVINFOWEST ICW CNAP (N00PA) and CVN 74 (N00PA) will feature Mike Rowe on the flight deck during 
FLT-OPS USS STENNIS (mid-August) showcasing the different roles our men/women serve in colored 
jerseys.  On 18May, production assistance request approved by OSD (PA).  PAA development in progress. 
(NNTR) 
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 Coordinated support with NHHC to for film highlighting Tennessee's legacy of honorable military service.  
 Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
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Hello Goodbye (NBC)
- Docu-series interviews people as they depart or return from trips at national airports. Show requesting
Navy support to document homecomings/departures for deployments. Reviewing feasibility of support.

In An Instant (ABC)
Series that retells harrowing survival stories through first-person accounts. Series interested in
interviewing Seabees that rescued family from car crash in 2012. Coordinating support through NECC and
NCG-1. One service member identified to support. Production company approving concept for episode
through network. NAVINFO WEST on standby for further action.

MIGHTY SHIPS (Discovery Canada)/CONTINUING PROMISE ‘15
Planning Jul/Aug 2015 filming to feature USNS Comfort and CP-15 mission. Coordinating with C4F
(NOOPA) for embark opportunities in Colombia or Dominica. (NNTR)
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In An Instant (ABC)
Series that retells harrowing survival stories through first-person accounts. Series interested in
interviewing Seabees that rescued family from car crash in 2012. Coordinating support through NECC and
NCG-1. (NNTR)

The Sea Battle that Changed the Fate of Korean War (Korean Broadcasting System)
Request to interview NHHC historian to discuss sea battles during Korean War era. NHHC-facilitated
interview conducted, 19May. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

“SOMEBODY’S GOTTA DO IT" (CNN): CVN edition
NAVINFOWEST ICW CNAP (NOOPA) and CVN 74 (NOOPA) will feature Mike Rowe on the flight deck during
FLT-OPS USS STENNIS (mid-August) showcasing the different roles our men/women serve in colored
jerseys. On 18May, production assistance request approved by OSD (PA). PAA development in progress.
(NNTR)

A CT v A .[s v

The Tennesseans (Tennessee Public Television)
Coordinated support with NHHC to for film highlighting Tennessee's legacy of honorable military service.
Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)



VITAL SIGNS [CNNUCDNTINUING PROMISE ‘15
Dr. Sanjay Gupta, CNN medical correspondent and neurosurgeon, completed 4 days of filming on 7May in
Kingston, Iamaica aboard USNS Comfort [T-AH 20] for the weekly CNN medical series "Vital Signs."
- Provided U[W aerial footage of USNS Comfort to producers for use in Episode.
- Provided Iamaica mission statistics compiled by C4F PAD. [NNTR]

SEAL Dog [Smithsonian]
Revised rough cut received 13Feb15. Latest version satisfies requested changes to mitigate any potential
disclosure of sensitive information. Awaiting air date. [NNTR]

GHDST HUNTERS: uss CDNSTITUTIDN (SyFy Channel}
Episode will feature USS Constitution CD and crew discussing ship's history and strange happenings.
Air date tentatively scheduled for lune 20 15. [NNTR]

The Little Family [TLC]
USNA supported filming of cast members' attendance of USNA hockey game. Awaiting air date. [NNTR]

Veterans Day 2016 NCAA Basketball Game IBPHH {ESPN}
Made initial contacts reviewing timelines with ]BPHH. Held conference call with Pacific AirMuseum
officials to discuss timeline, 50E. [NNTR]

NAVY DAYS [LA Fleet Week]/2-10Aug15
NAVINFOWEST rep attended planning meeting 22Apr with C3F PAD on the USS IOWA for laydown of
Navy Days Los Angeles. Next major meeting sched 24]1'1n.

[NNTR]

W
AT/FP Security Review (NETS)
IRT recent elevation of FPCUN. the joint service film/entertainment liaison office Directors requested a
courtesy site visit by CNRSW NCIS field office to conduct a building security assessment. On 13May, two
senior NCIS AT/FP security representatives conducted a building assessment walkthrough and office call
with the building physical security officer to discuss physical security. Debrief also held with USN, USMC.
and Army Directors and Deputies. CCTV security system installed.

PUBLIC AFFAIRS CONFERENCE GUEST SPEAKER
Provided Bruce Cole with contact for Disney/Pisa]: President Dr. Ed Catmull as possible PAO conference
inspirational guest speaker. [NNTR]

RESERVE UNIT

[CDC
Notified by 01-6 to provide recommendations from "industry as candidates. Working.



NAVINFOWEST Weekly Report
(15]un 15

Updated Items in
Blue

Happening [HBON Redford Productions [UPDATE DTIun INTVW NBSD/USS AMERICA [LHA-fi]
Documentary support coordinated through N45, CNRSW, NBSD, SURFOR and ESGS to feature Navy Energy
initiatives. USS AMERICA (LI-IA-6], which has Hybrid Propulsion System, will host SECNA‘Ivr for interview
with Iames Redford [Robert Redford's son] to discuss Navy's Green Fleet and ongoing Navy Energy
programs and missions. "Happening" will explore renewable energy initiatives already 'happening' in
public and private sectors designed to lessen reliance on fossil fuels. Air date expected in Spring 20 16.

THE LAST SHIP [TNT] — NETWORK TELEVISION SERIES
- All filming complete Season Two Episodes 20 1-2 13. Episodes 206-208 screened for accuracy and
portrayal by NAVINFOW'E ST 29 May. Episodes 209-2 12 pending review.
— Premier set in Washington DC 12Iun at NEWSEUM. Coord DC invite lists w/ 01-6. USO/TNT scheduled
additional screenings 15]un San Diego. Coord San Diego w] SURFPAC, CNRSW and NBSD PAO. CHINFO
SOE with Eric Dane approved.

- USO/ TNT held screening of Episode 201 a&b at Nautica Theater in Norfolk VA, 41ml.

"SOMEBODY’S GOTTA DO IT" [CNN]: CVN edition
NAVINFOWEST ICW CNAP [NDOPA] and CVN 74 [NOOPA] will feature Mike Rowe on the flight deck during
FLT-OPS USS STENNIS [mid-August] showcasing the different roles our men/women serve in colored
jerseys. On 'lBMay, production assistance request approved by OSD [PA]. PAA development in progress.
Scout scheduled through CNAP on USS CARL VINSON [CW-'70] 1 1]un. Embark scheduled through CNAP
on USS IOHN C- STENNIS [CW-74] 27-29jun.

(b) (4)

SEAPOWER {IMAX/KZ Comms) Phase II Production (GUN, LCS, CG and DDG)
Held conference call with K2 to discuss filming objectives off SoCal for air/surface/amphibious
operations. Coordinating with CNAP, CNSP and CSF PA staffs to identify available assets and filming
opportunities 15-301111 SoCal ops. Completed scout NAS Fallon 3]un. Scout scheduled at NAS Lemoore
today, 05]un. Scout scheduled through CNAP on USS RONALD REAGAN [DIN-76] 17lun.

FOX SPORTS 74th COMMEMORATION OF PEARL HARBOR BROADCAST 8:. EVENT
FOX Sports proposal pending. FOX broadcast team scheduling 20-31111] w/PACFLT PAO [CAPT Iames] to
film vignettes at IBPHH.
- Scheduling phone conference with major stakeholders 15]un.
- DSD scheduling update call lfijun.

SUPER SHIPS 3D
Notified by NSWC PAD that NSWC received info pitch for funding from EXE Studio Global on “Super Ships —
3D” film. No funding or distribution in place at this time.



AMERICAN NINJA WARRIOR [Esquire]
No official OASD[PA] support provided due to lack of ROI and theme of competition between military
services. Various commands reaching out to NAWNFDWEST for guidance on personnel wishing to
participate as individuals and not representing the DoD. DSD[PA] has authorized individuals to participate
based on (Soil approval and approved leave. Wear of official uniform items or use of rank NOT authorised.
Per OIAG, five Navy members [active duty] are requesting to attend and participate in 6]un taping of all mil
segment. GIAG Code 13 reviewed and advised 5/29 MILPERSMAN 53701010 requires staffing VCNU
memo recommendation. VCND approved participation.

SPIKE CHGICE AWARDS [Spike TV]
Ioint services coordinating support for attendance on 6Iun filming. CNRSW [NGUPA] identified 31
USN personnel to attend. Names provided to Army for consolidation.
- Ioint FAA approved by DSD.

THE PRICE IS RIGHT (CBS)
48 Sailors attended 2 1Apr taping of joint services “filth of Iuly Military Appreciation' special episode.
Air date: {14]uly. [NNTR]

NCIS [CBS]
- Eight week hiatus in progress. Production scheduled to commence on 'i’Iul. (N NTR]

NCIS NOLA [CBS]
- Eight week hiatus in progress. Production scheduled to commence on 7]ul. (N NTR]

HAWAII FIVE-D (CBS)
- Production hiatus in progress. Return to production schedule has not been provided. [NNTR]

HUNTER-KILLER [Relativity]
- Filming start date delayed three weeks [August].
- Received new draft of script 29May, reviewing changes.

UNUSUAL SUSPECTS [Discoveryr Investigative Channel]
Doc-series features stories of past crimes as told through interviews and re-enactments. Requesting
interview with NCIS agent to discuss involvement in past case. Coordinating through NCIS PAD. Reviewing
feasibility of support. [NNTR]



Impossible Engineering [Discovery Channel]
- Docu-series episode discusses history of submarines. Show is seeking support from SUBASE New
London to film b-roll at the USS Nautilus museum and interview resident historian [expert to illustrate
history of submarine development.
- NAWNFO WEST and SUBASE New London see value in showcasing historical US Navy contributions to
submarine advancement and development. Local PAD will escort film crew for a filming date targeted one
day between B-lBIun. Drafting PAA. [NNTR]

Hello Goodbye [NBC]
Docu-series interviews people as they depart or return from trips at national airports. Show requesting
Navy support to document homecomings/departures for deployments. Reviewing feasibility of support.
[NNTR]

In An Instant [ABC]
Series that retells harrowing survival stories through first-person accounts. Series interested in
interviewing Seabees that rescued family from car crash in 2012. Coordinating support through NECC and
NCC-l. Cine service member identified to support. Production company approving concept for episode
through network NAVINFOWE ST on standby for further action. [NNTR]

MIGHT?r SHIPS [Discovery Canada]/CONTINUING PROMISE '15
Plamiing [ill/Aug 2015 filming to feature USNS Comfort and CP- 15 mission. Coordinating with C413
(NDOPA) for embark opportunities in Colombia or Dominica. [NNTR]

The Sea Battle that Changed the Fate of Korean War [Korean Broadcasting System]
Request to interview NHHC historian to discuss sea battles during Korean War era. NHHC-facilitated
interview conducted. 19May. Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR)

(b) (4)

The Tennesseans [Tennessee Public Television)
Coordinated support with NHHC to for film highlighting Tennessee's legacy of honorable military service.
Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR]I

VITAL SIGNS [CNNVCGNTINUING PRGMISE '15
Dr. Sanjay Gupta, CNN medical correspondent and neurosurgeon, completed 4 days of filming on 7May in
Kingston, Iamaica aboard USNS Comfort [T-AH 20] for the weekly CNN medical series "Vital Signs."
- Provided U/W aerial footage of USNS Comfort to producers for use in episode.
- Provided Iamaica mission statistics compiled by C413 PAC). [NNTR]



SEAL Dog [Smithsonian]
Revised rough cut received 13Feb15. Latest version satisfies requested changes to mitigate any potential
disclosure of sensitive information. Awaiting air date. [NNTRJ

GHDST HUNTERS: USS CDNSTITUTIDN {SyFy Channel]
Episode will feature USS Constitution CD and crew discussing ship's history and strange happenings.
Air date tentatively scheduled for June 20 15. [NNTR]

Veterans Day 2016 NCAA Basketball Game IEPHH {ESPN}
Made initial contacts reviewing timelines with IBPHH. Held conference call with Pacific AirMuseum
officials to discuss timeline, SDE. [NNTR)

NAVY DAYS [LA Fleet Week}/2-10Aug15
NAVINFOWEST rep attended planning meeting 22Apr with C3F PAD on the USS IOWA for laydown of
Navy Days Los Angeles. Next major meeting sched Eillun.

Mississippi Delta Chinese WWII Veterans (Heritage Series]
After NAVINFDWEST'S discussion with the Naval History and Heritage Command, there are no specific
historical accounts that could be talked to by interview or testimonial by their organization highlighting
servicemembers of the proposed project. Referred to ONE Trademark Licensing for follow-up support
request.

Lam-———l
PUBLIC AFFAIRS CONFERENCE GUEST SPEAKER
Provided Bruce Cole with contact for Disney/Piaar President Dr. Ed Catmull as possible PAD conference
inspirational guest speaker. [NNTR]

RESERVE UNIT

(b) (5)
[CBC
Notified by 01-6 to provide recommendations from industry as candidates. Working.

OFFICE CALL with Cl/Director 1100 11]un
CI, 01-6 and NAVIN FOWEST to discuss manning, significant projects.



NAVINFOWEST Weekly Report
12]un 15

Updated Items in
Blue

Happening [HBO] / Redford Productions (UPDATE OTIun INTV‘W NBSD/USS AMERICA (LHA-fi)
Documentary support coordinated through N45, CNRSW, NBSD, SURFOR and E503 to feature Navy Energy
initiatives. USS AMERICA (LHA-fi) hosted SECNAV, 07lun, for interview with lames Redford on flight deck
and bridge to discuss Navy's Green Fleet inifiatives and AMERICA'S hybrid propulsion system. On 0811.111.
secondary interview took place with CNRSW Navy Energy program manager to discuss regional Energy
initiatives such as solar power and electrical vehicles on NBSD. "Happening" will explore renewable
energy initiatives already 'happen ing' in public and private sectors designed to lessen reliance on fossil
fuels. Rough cut: November 2015. Air date: Spring 2016-

THE LAST SHIP [TNT] — NETWORK TELEVISION SERIES
- All filming complete Season Two Episodes 20 1-2 13. Episodes 206-208 screened for accuracy and
portrayal by NAVINFOWEST 29May. Episodes 209-2 12 pending review.
- Screening for TLS Season opener to be held 12Iun at Washington DC at NEWSEUM. SECNAV will be in
attendance along with other Washington leadership. Coord DC invite lists W/ 01-6. USO/TNT scheduled
additional screenings 15]un San Diego. Coord San Diego w/ SURFPAC, CNRSW and NBSD PAO. CHINFO
SOE with Eric Dane approved.
— Awaiting hard copy prints of Season Two show posters for Phil Strub, NAVINFOWEST and SURFOR.

"SOMEBODY’S GOTTA DO IT" [CNN]: CVN edition
NAVINFOWEST ICW CNAP [NOOPA] and CVN 74 [NOOPA] will feature Mike Rowe on the flight deck during
FLT-OPS USS IOHN C. STENNIS [mid-August) showcasing the different roles our menfwomen serve in
colored jerseys. On 18May, production assistance request approved by OSD (PA). PAA development in
progress. NAVINFOWEST project officer scouted the USS CARL 1VIN SON [CW-'70] pier-side with
production team to identify segments with Mike Rowe during luly embark on USS IOHN C. STENNIS [CUN-
74]. CNAP and STENNIS PAOs also attended scout to speak on the behalf of the STENN IS interests and to
relay requests back to STEN N15 to prepare for filming during embark.

AMERICAN NINIA WARRIOR [Esquire]
No official OASD[PA] support provided due to lack of ROI and theme of competition between military
services. Various commands reached out to NAVINFOWEST for guidance on personnel wishing to
participate as individuals and not representing the DoD. OSD[PA) has authorized individuals to participate
based on CoC approval and approved leave. Wear of official uniform items or use of rank NOT authorized.
Per OIAG. five Navy members [active duty] requested to attend and participate in 6]un taping of all mil
segment. OIAG Code 13 reviewed and advised 5/29 MILPERSMAN 53 70/010 requires staffing VCNO
memo recommendation. VCNO approved participation. [NNTR]

Warrior Games 2015 [Universal Sports]
Documentary that follows active, reserve, retired and veteran Wounded Warriors participating in the 2015
Warrior Games in Quantico VA 19-28 Inn. This particular feature will follow the basketball games between
services. Marine Corps liaison office has lead and an approved PAA by OS D. Navy has provided Addendum
covering b-roll footage for coverage and interviews as applicable.



DREAMWORKS/UNIVERSAL TV SERIES [APPROACH MTG]
Dreamworks television producers Darryl Frank and justin Falvey met with NAVINFOWEST 0 111m to
request general support [research, site visits. SMEs] in the Virginia Tidewater area to develop a new TV
series “fictional" pilot highlighting Navy special forces "family-left behind" drama. Approach pending. Will
discuss any level of interest with Navy SpecWar, CHIN PO and OSD. [NNTFJ

SEAPOWER {IMAXIKZ Comms} Phase I] Production (CW, LCS, CG and DDG)
Held conference call with K2 "to discuss filming objectives off SoCal for air/surface/amphibious
operations. Coordinating with CNAP, CNSP and CBF PA staffs to identify available assets and filming
opportunities 15-30]ul SoCal ops. Completed scout NAS Fallon 3]un. Scout completed at NAS
Lemoore. 05jun. Scout scheduled through CNAP on [153 RONALD REAGAN [CW-76] 1?]un.

FOX SPORTS '74th COMMEMORATION OF PEARL HARBOR BROADCAST 8; EVENT
FOX Sports proposal pending. FOX broadcast team scheduling Bil-311111 w/PAC FLT PAO [CAPT Iames] to
film vignettes at IBPHH.
- Add Fox Sports EVP Larry Iones forwarded formal coordination and support request letter/email to
RDML Williams, Commander Navy Region Hawaii. Awaiting REG/IBPHH discussion and responses.
- Scheduling phone conference with major stakeholders 15]un.
- OSO scheduling update call lfijun-

THE PRICE IS RIGHT [CBS]
48 Sailors attended 2 lApr taping of joint services “filth of july Military Appreciation' special episode-
Air date: {14]ul. [NNTR]

NCIS [CBS]
- Eight week hiatus in progress. Production scheduled to commence on ’?]ul. [N NTR]

NCIS NOLA {CBS}
On 9jun, NAVINFOWEST Director and NCIS series project officer held conference call with show's
Executive Producer to discuss Season Two production assistance opportunities, that include
increased USN depictions of personnel and platforms showcasing new technologies currently
used in the fleet. Season Two production will kick-off 29Iun for pre-production and ’Fjul for filming.

HAWAII FIVE-O (CBS)
- Production hiatus in progress. Return to production schedule has not been provided. [NNTR]

HUNTER-KILLER [Relativity]
- Filming start date delayed three weeks [August].
- Received new draft of script 29May, reviewing changes. [NNTR]



SUPER SHIPS 3D
Notified by NSWC PAD that NSWC received info pitch for funding from EXE Studio Global on "Super Ships —
3])" film. No funding or distribution in place at this time. [NNTR]

Lamb J
Lone Woman ofSan Nicholas (Documentary Educational Resources]
Documentary about the Lone Woman of San Nicholas. Requesting access to SNI to film scenic shots. As per
NBVC, filming access not available at this time.

UNUSUAL SUSPECTS [Discovery Investigative Channel)
Doc-series features stories of past crimes as told through interviews and re-enactments. Requesting
interview with NCIS agent to discuss involvement in past case. Coordinating through NCIS PAD. FAA sent
to producer for signature.

Impossible Engineering [Discovery Channel]
- Docu-series episode discusses history of submarines. Show is seeking support from SUBASE New
London to film b-roll at the USS Nautilus museum and interview resident historian/expert to illustrate
history of submarine development.
- NAVINFO WEST and SUBASE New London see value in showcasing historical US Navy contributions to
submarine advancement and development. Local PAD will escort film crew for a filming date targeted one
day on or about EEIun. FAA sent to producer for signature-

Hello Goodbye [Travel Channel)
Docu-series interviews people as they depart or return from trips at national airports. Show requesting
Navy support to document Navy unit homecoming and interview Sailor and family member[s]. Reviewing
feasibility of support through CNRSW and SURFOR

In An Instant (ABC)
Series that retells harrowing survival stories through first-person accounts. Series interested in
interviewing Seabees that rescued family from car crash in. 2012. Coordinating support through NECC and
NEG-1. One service member identified to support. Production company approving concept for episode
through network. NAVINFOWE ST on standby for further action. [NNTR]

MIGHTY SHIPS [Discovery Canada)/CDNTINUING PRDMISE '15
Planning lid/Aug 2015 filming to feature USNS Comfort and CP-15 mission. Coordinating with (3412
[NDDPPQ and [SP-15 PAD for embark opportunities in Colombia and Dominica. Conference call held Illun
with production staff and NAWNFO ‘WEST. Produce rs requesting follow-on conference call with CP-lS
stakeholders to discuss filming opportunities and lay groundwork for film crew arrival.

(b) (4)



The Sea Battle that Changed the Fate of Korean War [Korean Broadcasting System]
Request to interview NHHC historian to discuss sea battles during Korean War era. NHHC-facilitated
interview conducted, 19May. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

The Tennesseans [Tennessee Public Television] _
Coordinated support with NH HC to for film highlighting Tennessee's legacy of honorable military service.
Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR]

VITAL SIGNS [CNNNCDNTINUING PRDMISE '15
Dr. Sanjay Gupta, CNN medical correspondent and neurosurgeon, completed 4 days of filming on 7M3}! in
Kingston, Jamaica aboard USNS Comfort [T-AH 20] for the weekly CNN medical series "Vital Signs."
- Provided U/W aerial footage of USNS Comfort to producers for use in episode.
- Provided lamaica mission statistics compiled by C41? PAD. (NNTR)

SEAL Dog (Smithsonian)
Revised rough cut received 13Feb15. Latest version satisfies requested changes to mitigate any potential
disclosure of sensitive information. Awaiting air date. [NNTFD

GHDST HUNTERS: USS CDNSTITUTIDN {SyFy Channel}
Episode will feature USS Constitution C0 and crew discussing ship's history and strange happenings.
Air date tentatively scheduled for lune 2015. [NNTR]

W——_——J
Veterans Day 2016 NCAA Basketball Game IBPHH [ESPN]
Made initial contacts reviewing timelines with ]BPHH. Held conference call with Pacific AirMuseum
officials to discuss timeline, SDE. [NNTR]

NAVY DAYS [LA Fleet Week][2-10Aug15
NAVINFOWEST rep attended planning meeting 22Apr with CBF PAC) on the USS IOWA for laydown of
Navy Days Los Angeles. Neat major meeting sched 24km. (NNTR)

[NNTR]

W

PUBLIC AFFAIRS CONFERENCE GUEST SPEAKER
Provided Bruce Cole with contact for Disney/Pisar President Dr. Ed Catmull as possible PAD conference
inspirational guest speaker. [NNTR]

RESERVE UNIT
[NNTPJ

ICDC
Provided two candidates to 01-6.
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THE LAST SHIP [TNT] — NETWORK TELEVISION SERIES [KICKS OFF SUNDAY NlTE!)
- Screening for TLS Season opener held 1511111 by USO/TNT at Reading Cinema Gas Lamp in San Diego.
SURFPAC, CNRSW and NBSD PAD were present with 300 guests.
- Season Two launch of TLS on TNT this weekend 2 lion. Sunday nights, 9PM on TNT-

VITAL SIGNS {CNNi}/CDNTINUING PROMISE '15
Dr. Sanjay Gupta. CNN medical correspondent and neurosurgeon, completed 4 days offilming on 7May in
Kingston, ]amaica aboard USNS Comfort [T-AH 20) for the weekly CNN medical series "VitalSigns."
C413 and NAWNFO WEST reviewed rough cut on 16l11n. No issues. Positively portrays mission and staff.
Episode aired 'l7lun. Future air dates with ET time zone: 20]un at 0130 and 1430; 2 lion at 1183!]; 2?]un at.
0830; 28]un at [1130 and 1430.
11 . : www.cmLcom videos world 20 15 06 1'? 11sns-comfort-vital-si

F0X SPURTS 74th COMMEMDRATIUN OF PEARL HARBOR BROADCAST 3: EVENT
- Coordinated FOX Sports contractor "Positive Impact”-led initial collaboration call for BLOCH arena
refurbishment plans 15]un. Key stakeholders from IBPHH present. [BPHH confirmed major planning/
response to FOX Sports letter. Bi-weekly calls scheduled to update.
- Participated in 05]) 2015-2016 ComRel outreach call lfijun including status of FOX Sports and ESPN
approaches.
- BLOCI—l arena site visits begin 2 11111 for vendor actions.
- Broadcast schedule for filming vignettes coord with PACFLT FAQ and NAVREG PAD end of 1111 [80E
firming-action NAVINFOWE ST]
- Teams "agenda" SUE during Hawaii to visits forwarded to NAVREG HI PAID for action.



SCDRPION {CBS TV SERIES)
EV Producer Sam Hill requested Navy support for upcoming episode regarding saving US satellite NW5
Seal Beach hangars. Evaluating Navy value proposition for NWS Seal Beach and NSWC Corona Division
before recommending support.

TEENAGE MUTANT NINIA TURTLES (PLATINUM DUNES/DSD]
Received script from 03]) for possible small portrayal of Navy ships conducting "salvage" ops in
upcoming TMNT movie by Michael Bay. Reviewing.

SEAPDWER [IMAX/K2 Comma] Phase II Production (CVN. LCS, CG and DDG)
Held conference call with K2 to discuss filming objectives off SoCal for air/surface/amphibious
operations. Coordinating with CNAP, CNSP and CSF PA staffs to identify available assets and filming
opportunities 15-301ul SoCal ops. Completed scout NAS Fallon 311m. Scout completed at NAS
Lemoore, DSIun. On 17Jun, NAWNFOWEST proiect officer and CNAP/REAGAN PADs scouted USS
RC! NALD REAGAN [CVN-Tfi] pier-side with production team to identify filming opportunities during
luly 11-14 embark on CVN-F’Ei. Follow-up meeting scheduled for 23]un onboard CVN-76 to discuss
operating a civilian [MAX camera-equipped helicopter on and around the flight deck of CVN-Tfi.
CNAP PAD will lead a meeting attended by the [MAX-equipped helicopter civilian pilot,
NAVINFOWEST. CVN-76. CNAP and CVW-E UPS and PA staff. Follow-up scout scheduled for 24Iun
at NAS Lemoore to explore cockpit camera mounting and personnel interviews. NAVIN FDWE ST
continues to urge K2 to expand projected filming window with Spacecam in SoCal to opportunities
presented by CNSP between Aug-Dec 2015-

AMERICAN NINJA WARRIOR (Esquire)
No official OASD[PA] support provided due to lack of ROI and theme of competition between military
services. Various commands reached out to NAWNFD‘WEST for guidance on personnel wishingto
participate as individuals and not representing the DoD. DSD[PA] has authorized individuals to
participate based on CoC approval and approved leave. Wear of official uniform items or use of rank NOT
authorized. Per DIAG, five Navy members [active duty] requested to attend and participate in Elun taping
ofall mil segment. DIAG Code 13 reviewed and advised 5/29 MILPERSMAN 5370/01!) requires staffing
VCND memo recommendation. VCND approved participation. [NNTR]

THE PRICE IS RIGHT (CBS)
48 Sailors attended 2 lApr taping of ioint services r4th of Iuly Military Appreciation’ special episode.
Air date: O4]ul. [NNTR]



N(:15 (CBS)
- Eight week hiatus in progress. Production scheduled to commence on 7Iul. (NNTR)

NCIS NflLA [CBS]
On 1711111, reviewed and provided input on outline 201-24 "Sic Semper Tyranis." Season Two production
will kick-off 2911111 for pre-production and '7_lul for filming.

HAWAII FIVE-O [CBS]
- Production hiatus in progress. Return to production schedule has not been provided. [NNTR]

W; ——————‘——__=J! ——
HUNTER-KlLIER [Relativity]
- Filming start date delayed three weeks [August].
- Received new draft of script EQMay, reviewing changes. [N NTR]

(b) (4)

SUPER SHIPS 3D
Notified by NSWC PAD that NSWE received info pitch for fimding from EXE Studio Global on "Super Ships
— 3D" film. No funding or distribution in place at this time. [NNTR]

Happening [HBO}/ Redford Productions [UPDATE 0711111 [NTVW NBSD/USS AMERICAflHA-fi]
Documentary support coordinated through N45, CN RSW, NBSD, SURFOR and ESGS to feature Navy
Energy initiatives. USS AMERICA [LHA-fi] hosted SECNAV, 0?]11n, for interview with James Redford on
flight deck and bridge to discuss Navy's Green Fleet initiatives and AMERICA's hybrid propulsion system.
On 0811111, secondary interview took place with CNRSW Navy Energy program manager to discuss regional
Energy initiatives such as solar power and electrical vehicles on NBSD. "Happening" will explore
renewable energy initiatives already 'happening' in public and private sectors designed to lessen reliance
onfossil fuels. Rough cut: November 2015. Air date: Spring 20 16. (NNTR)

“SOMEBDDY’S GOTTA DO IT" [CNN]: [IVN edition
NAVINFOWEST ICW CNAP [NDUPA) and CVN 74 [NODPA] will feature Mike Rowe on the flight deck
during FLT-DPS USS IOHN C. STENNIS [mid-August] showcasing the different roles our men/women
serve in colored jerseys. 0n 18May, production assistance request approved by USD (PA). 011 1'1] un,
NRVINFOWEST project officer and CNAP/ STENNTS PADS scouted the USS CARL WNSON [CW-70) pier-
side with production team to identify segments with Mike Rowe during July embark on USS IUHN C.
STENNIS (CVN- 74].



 
Warrior Games 2015 (Universal Sports) 
Documentary that follows active, reserve, retired and veteran Wounded Warriors participating in the 
2015 Warrior Games in Quantico VA 19-28 Jun.  This particular feature will follow the basketball games 
between services. Marine Corps liaison office has lead and an approved PAA by OSD.  Navy PAA 
addendum signed covering b-roll footage for coverage and interviews as applicable. 
 
Lone Woman of San Nicholas (Documentary Educational Resources) 
Documentary about the Lone Woman of San Nicholas.  Requesting access to SNI to film scenic shots.  As 
per NBVC, filming access not available at this time. (NNTR) 

 
UNUSUAL SUSPECTS (Discovery Investigative Channel) 
Doc-series features stories of past crimes as told through interviews and re-enactments.  Requesting 
interview with NCIS agent to discuss involvement in past case.  Coordinating through NCIS PAO.  PAA 
sent to producer for signature. (NNTR) 

 
Impossible Engineering (Discovery Channel) 
- Docu-series episode discusses history of submarines.  Show is seeking support from SUBASE New 
London to film b-roll at the USS Nautilus museum and interview resident historian/expert to 
illustrate history of submarine development. 
- NAVINFO WEST and SUBASE New London see value in showcasing historical US Navy contributions to 
submarine advancement and development.  Local PAO will escort film crew for a filming date targeted 
one day on or about 22Jun.  PAA signed. 

 
Hello Goodbye (Travel Channel) 
Docu-series interviews people as they depart or return from trips at national airports. Show requesting 
Navy support to document Navy unit homecoming and interview Sailor and family member(s).  
Reviewing feasibility of support through CNRSW and SURFOR. (NNTR) 

 
In An Instant (ABC) 
Series that retells harrowing survival stories through first-person accounts. Series interested in 
interviewing Seabees that rescued family from car crash in 2012.  Production company seeking two 
Seabee members to be interviewed about their experience.  Coordinating support through NECC and NCG-
1. Drafting PAA. 
 
MIGHTY SHIPS (Discovery Canada)/CONTINUING PROMISE ‘15 
Planning Jul/Aug 2015 filming to feature USNS Comfort and CP-15 mission.  Coordinating with C4F 
(N00PA) and CP-15 PAO for embark opportunities in Colombia and Dominica.  Conference call held 
11Jun with production staff and NAVINFO WEST.  Conference call with C4F PAO and Mighty Ships staff 
scheduled for Friday, 19Jun to discuss day-to-day CP-15 activities and lay groundwork for film crew 
arrival. 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

The Sea Battle that Changed the Fate of Korean War (Korean Broadcasting System) 
Request to interview NHHC historian to discuss sea battles during Korean War era.  NHHC-facilitated 
interview conducted, 19May.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
 
 
 

(b) (4)

(b) (4)

 
Warrior Games 2015 (Universal Sports) 
Documentary that follows active, reserve, retired and veteran Wounded Warriors participating in the 
2015 Warrior Games in Quantico VA 19-28 Jun.  This particular feature will follow the basketball games 
between services. Marine Corps liaison office has lead and an approved PAA by OSD.  Navy PAA 
addendum signed covering b-roll footage for coverage and interviews as applicable. 
 
Lone Woman of San Nicholas (Documentary Educational Resources) 
Documentary about the Lone Woman of San Nicholas.  Requesting access to SNI to film scenic shots.  As 
per NBVC, filming access not available at this time. (NNTR) 

 
UNUSUAL SUSPECTS (Discovery Investigative Channel) 
Doc-series features stories of past crimes as told through interviews and re-enactments.  Requesting 
interview with NCIS agent to discuss involvement in past case.  Coordinating through NCIS PAO.  PAA 
sent to producer for signature. (NNTR) 

 
Impossible Engineering (Discovery Channel) 
- Docu-series episode discusses history of submarines.  Show is seeking support from SUBASE New 
London to film b-roll at the USS Nautilus museum and interview resident historian/expert to 
illustrate history of submarine development. 
- NAVINFO WEST and SUBASE New London see value in showcasing historical US Navy contributions to 
submarine advancement and development.  Local PAO will escort film crew for a filming date targeted 
one day on or about 22Jun.  PAA signed. 

 
Hello Goodbye (Travel Channel) 
Docu-series interviews people as they depart or return from trips at national airports. Show requesting 
Navy support to document Navy unit homecoming and interview Sailor and family member(s).  
Reviewing feasibility of support through CNRSW and SURFOR. (NNTR) 

 
In An Instant (ABC) 
Series that retells harrowing survival stories through first-person accounts. Series interested in 
interviewing Seabees that rescued family from car crash in 2012.  Production company seeking two 
Seabee members to be interviewed about their experience.  Coordinating support through NECC and NCG-
1. Drafting PAA. 
 
MIGHTY SHIPS (Discovery Canada)/CONTINUING PROMISE ‘15 
Planning Jul/Aug 2015 filming to feature USNS Comfort and CP-15 mission.  Coordinating with C4F 
(N00PA) and CP-15 PAO for embark opportunities in Colombia and Dominica.  Conference call held 
11Jun with production staff and NAVINFO WEST.  Conference call with C4F PAO and Mighty Ships staff 
scheduled for Friday, 19Jun to discuss day-to-day CP-15 activities and lay groundwork for film crew 
arrival. 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

The Sea Battle that Changed the Fate of Korean War (Korean Broadcasting System) 
Request to interview NHHC historian to discuss sea battles during Korean War era.  NHHC-facilitated 
interview conducted, 19May.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
 
 
 

(b) (4)

(b) (4)

Warrior Games 2015 (Universal Sports)
Documentary that follows active, reserve, retired and veteran Wounded Warriors participating in the
2015 Warrior Games in Quantico VA 19-28 Jun. This particular feature will follow the basketball games
between services. Marine Corps liaison office has lead and an approved PAA by OSD. Navy PAA
addendum signed covering b-roll footage for coverage and interviews as applicable.

Lone Woman of San Nicholas (Documentary Educational Resources)
Documentary about the Lone Woman of San Nicholas. Requesting access to SNI to film scenic shots. As
per NBVC, filming access not available at this time. (NNTR)

UNUSUAL SUSPECTS (Discovery Investigative Channel)
Doc-series features stories of past crimes as told through interviews and re-enactments. Requesting
interview with NCIS agent to discuss involvement in past case. Coordinating through NCIS PAO. PAA
sent to producer for signature. (NNTR)

Impossible Engineering (Discovery Channel)
- Docu-series episode discusses history of submarines. Show is seeking support from SUBASE New
London to film b-roll at the USS Nautilus museum and interview resident historian/expert to
illustrate history of submarine development.
- NAVINFO WEST and SUBASE New London see value in showcasing historical US Navy contributions to
submarine advancement and development. Local PAO will escort film crew for a filming date targeted
one day on or about ZZIun. PAA signed.

Hello Goodbye (Travel Channel)
Docu-series interviews people as they depart or return from trips at national airports. Showrequesting
Navy support to document Navy unit homecoming and interview Sailor and family member(s).
Reviewing feasibility of support through CNRSW and SURFOR. (NNTR)

In An Instant (ABC)
Series that retells harrowing survival stories through first-person accounts. Series interested in
interviewing Seabees that rescued family from car crash in 2012. Production company seeking two
Seabee members to be interviewed about their experience. Coordinating support through NECC and NCG-
1. Drafting PAA.

MIGHTY SHIPS (Discovery Canada)/CONTINUING PROMISE ‘15
Planning Jul/Aug 2015 filming to feature USNS Comfort and CP-15 mission. Coordinating with C4F
(NOOPA) and CP-15 PAO for embark opportunities in Colombia and Dominica. Conference call held
11]un with production staff and NAVINFO WEST. Conference call with C4F PAO and Mighty Ships staff
scheduled for Friday, 19Iun to discuss day-to-day CP-15 activities and lay groundwork for film crew
arrival.
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The Sea Battle that Changed the Fate of Korean War (Korean Broadcasting System)
Request to interview NHHC historian to discuss sea battles during Korean War era. NHHC-facilitated
interview conducted, 19May. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)



The Tennesseans (Tennessee Public Television}
Coordinated support with NHHC to for film highlighting Tennessee's legacy ofhonorable military service.
Awaiting rough cut. [N NTR)

SEAL Dog (Smithsonian)
Revised rough cut received 13Feb15. Latest version satisfies requested changes to mitigate anypotential
disclosure of sensitive information. Awaiting air date.[NNTR]

GHoST HUNTERS: oss CONSTITUTION [SyFyChannel]
Episode will feature USS Constitution CD and crew discussing ship's history and strange happenings.
Air date tentatively scheduled for lune 2015. [NNTR]

b

Veterans Day 2016 NCAA Basketball Game [BPHH [ESPN]
Made initial contacts reviewing timelines with ]BPHH. Held conference call with FacificAirMuseum
officials to discuss timeline, SOE. [NNTFJ

NAVY DAYS [LA Fleet Week}/2-10Aug15
NAWNFOWEST rep attended planning meeting 22Apr with C3F PAD on the USS IOWA for laydouoiof
Navy Days Los Angeles. Next major meeting sched 24]un. [NNTR]

FINDING MY FATHER
Declined support of the show requesting to record a Skype/Face Time chat between dependent and
deployed Sailor due to inability to Skype while deployed and no value proposition.

PERSONAL FILM
Declined support of a personal film showcasing the sinking of a WI ship and the survivor’s story due
to lack of distribution, no return on investment and lack of being able to provide permission to use a
civilian commissioned painting ”Destination Omaha Beach" by Alexander Rosso.

b

RESERVE UNIT

('3) (5)
SLEP
Mr. Larry lones accepted nomination to attend SLEF'.
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THE LAST SHIP [TNT] — NETWORK TELEVISION SERIES
Season Two launch of TLS on TNT 2 111m. Awaiting TNT's audience assessment.

VITAL SIGNS [CNN1/CDNTINUING PRflMlSE '15
Dr. Sanjay Gupta, CNN medical correspondent and neurosurgeon, completed 4 days of filming on TMay in
Kingston, 1amaica aboard USNS Comfort [T-AH 2D) for the weekly CNN medical series "Vital Signs."
CAF and NAVINFOWEST reviewed rough cut on 161un. Positively portrays mission and staff.
Episode aired 1711m. Future air dates with ET time zone: 2711m at 0331}; 2811111 at 0130 and ”1430-
11 . : tntom videos world 2015 06 17 usns-comfort-vital-si ns-a-s

FOX SPORTS 74th COMMEMORATION 0F PEARL HARBOR BROADCAST 8: EVENT
NAVREG Hl responded to FOX Sports with outstanding letter of collaboration commitment to
commemorate events in Dec 2015.
- BLOCH arena site visits begin 2 1111] for vendor actions/vignettes.

(b) {4)

TEENAGE MUTANT NINIA TURTLES (PLATINUM DUNESIDSD]
Received script from DSD for possible small portrayal of Navy ships conducting “salvage" ops in
upcoming TMNT movie by Michael Bay. Reviewing and coordinating with EMS? for support.

SEAPDWER [IMAX/KZ Comms) Phase 11 Production [CVN, LES, CG and DDG]
Held conference call with K2 to discuss filming objectives off SoCal forair/surface/amphibious
operations. Coordinating with CNAP, CNSP and CSF PA staffs to identify available assets and filming
opportunities 15-301ul SoCal ops. Completed scout NAS Fallon 311m. Scout completed at NAS
Lemoore, 051un. Held meeting on 2311111 onboard CVN-76 to discuss operating a civilian lMAX
camera-equipped helicopter on and around the flight deck of [SUN-76. CNAP PAD led the meeting
attended by the lMAX-equipped helicopter civilian pilot, NAVINFOWEST, (KW-'76, CNAP and (KW-2
UPS and PA staff. Results of meeting were positive, pending radio antenna discontinuity issues
(troubleshooting currently underway). Scout on 2411111 interviewed {SW-2 pilots/NFDs at NAS
Lemoore and explore cockpit camera mounting. NAVINFDWEST working with SURFPAC/‘Srd
FLEET to identify surface exercises to be captured by [MAX helicopter between now and October-



SCORPION [CBS TV SERIES)
EV Producer Sam Hill requested Navy support for upcoming episode regarding saving US satellite NW5
Seal Beach hangars. Evaluating Navyr value proposition for NW5 Seal Beach and NSWC Corona Division
before recommending support. [NNTR]

AMERICAN NINJA WARRIOR (Esquire)
No official DASD[PA] support provided due to lack of ROI and theme of competition between military
services. Various commands reached out to NAVINFOWEST for guidance on personnel wishing to
participate as individuals and not representing the DoD. DSD[PA] has authorized individuals to
participate based on [lot approval and approved leave. Wear of official uniform items or use of rank NOT
authorized. Per GIAG, five Navyr members [active duty) requested to attend and participate in filun taping
ofall mil segment. DIAG Code 13 reviewed and advised 5/29 MILPERSMAN 5370/018 requires staffing
VCNO memo recommendation. VCND approved participation.[NNTR]

THE PRICE IS RIGHT (CBS)
48 Sailors attended 21Apr taping of joint services '4th of IuIy Military Appreciation’ special episode.
Air date: {)4Iul. [NNTR]

NCIS (CBS)
- Received outline #283 “Stop the Bleeding" on 2 i lune.
- Received outline $284 "Personal Day” on 22 lune.
- Received outline #285 "Incognito" on 25 June.

NCIS NOLA [CBS]
On 17]].111. reviewed and provided input on outline 201-24 "Sic Semper Tyranis." Season Two production
will kick-off 29]un for pre-production and 7]ul for filming.
- Received outline #282 “Shadow Unit" on June 25- Worldng with OSD[PA] and Danni Productions for
alternate portrayal of NEW forces.

HAWAII FIVE-D {CBS}
- Production hiatus in progress. Return to production schedule has not been provided. [NNTR]

Lb

HUNTER-KILLER [Relativity]
- Filming start date delayed three weeks [August].
- Received new draft of script 28May, reviewing changes. (N NTR]



SUPER SHIPS 3D
Notified by NSWC PAD that NSWC received info pitch for funding from EXE Studio Global on "Super Ships
— 31)" film. No funding or distribution in place at this time. [NNTR]

Happening (HBO]/ Redford Productions
Documentary support coordinated through N45, CNRSW, NBSD, SURFDR and ESG3 to feature Navy
Energy initiatives. USS AMERICA [LHA-fi] hosted SEC NAV, U7]un, for interview with James Redford on
flight deck and bridge to discuss Navy's Green Fleet initiatives and AMERICA's hybrid propulsion system.
On OBIun, secondary interview took place with CNRSW Navy Energy program manager to discuss regional
Energy initiatives such as solar power and electrical vehicles on NBSD. "Happening" will explore
renewable energy initiatives already 'happening' in public and private sectors designed to lessen reliance
onfossil fuels. Rough cut: November 2015. Air date: SpringZDlfi. [N NTR)

"SDMEBDDY’S GOTTA DO IT" [CNN]: GUN Edition
NAVINFDWEST ICW CNAP [N{JD PA] and CVN 74 [NDUPA] will feature Mike Rowe on the flight deck
during FLT-DPS USS ]DHN C. STENNIS [mid-August] showcasing the different roles our men/women
serve in colored jerseys. 0n 18May, production assistance request approved by DSD [PA]. On lljun,
NAVINFDWEST project officer and CNAP/STENNIS PAOs scouted the USS CARL VINSDN [CW-70] pier-
side with production team to identify segments with Mil-1e Rowe during July embark on USS [DHN C-
STENNIS [CVN- 74].

Warrior Games 2015 [Universal Sports}
Documentary that follows active, reserve, retired and veteran Wounded Warriors participating in the
2015 Warrior Games in Quantico VA 19-28 ]un. This particular feature will follow the basketball games
between services. Marine Corps liaison office has lead and an approved PAA by 05D. Navy FAA
addendum signed covering b-roll footage for coverage and interviews as applicable.

Lone Woman of San Nicholas [Documentary Educational Resources]
Documentary about the Lone Woman of San Nicholas. Requesting access to SNI to film scenic shots. As
per NBVC, filming access not available at this time. [NNTR]

UNUSUAL SUSPEC‘I‘S [Discovery Investigative Channel)
Doc-series features stories of past crimes as told through interviews and re-enactments. Requesting
interview with NCIS agent to discuss involvement in past case. Coordinating through NCIS PAD for
support and local escort. FAA signed. Interview with NCIS Special Agent conducted, ZEIun, in DC.
Awaiting rough cut.

Impossible Engineering (Discovery Channel]
Navy historian interview and location b-roll conducted, 2211111, at USS Nautilus museum to support docu~
series episode on history of submarine engineering. NAWNFUWEST coordinated through SUBASE New
London for support and local escort. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut.

Hello Goodbye [Travel Channel]
Docu-series interviews people as they depart or return from trips at national airports. Showrequesting
Navy support to document Navy unit homecoming and interview Sailor and family member[s].
Reviewing feasibility of support through CNRSW and SURFDR. (NNTR)

In An Instant [ABC]
Series that retells harrowing survival stories through first-person accounts. Series interested in
interviewing Seabees that rescued family from car crash in 2012. Production company seeking two
Seabee members to be interviewed about their experience. Coordinating support through NE CC and
NEG-1- Drafting PAA.



MIGHTY SHIPS [Discovery CanadaiDNTlNUlNG PRDMISE '15
Planning Iul/Aug 2015 filming to feature USNS Comfort and CP- 15 mission. Coordinating wittlF
[NDOPA] and CP-‘lS PAD for embark opportunities in Colombia and Dominica. Conference call held
1 llun with production stafi' and NAVINFD WEST. Conference call with C413 FAQ and Mighty Ships staff
held 19]un to discuss day-to-day CP-15 activities and lay groundwork for film crew arrival. FAA sent to
producer for signature.

The Sea Battle that Changed the Fate of Korean War [Korean Broadcasting System]
Request to interview NHHC historian to discuss sea battles during Korean War era. NHHC-facilitated
interview conducted, 19May. Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR]

(b) (4)

The Tennesseans (Tennessee Public Television}
Coordinated support with NHHC to for film highlightingTennessee's legacy ofhonorable military service.
Awaiting rough cut. [N NTR)

SEAL Dog (Smithsonian)
Revised rough cut received 13Feb15. Latest version satisfies requested changes to mitigate anypotential
disclosure of sensitive information. Awaiting air date.[N NTR]

GHDST HUNTERS: USS CONSTITUTION [SyFyChanneD
Episode will feature USS Constitution CD and crew discussing ship's history and strange happenings.
Air date tentatively scheduled for luly 2t} 15.

Veterans Day 2016 NCAA Basketball Game [BPHH [ESPN]
Made initial contacts reviewing timelines with IBPHH. Held conference call with FacificAirMuseum
officials to discuss timeline, SIDE. [NNTR]

NAVY DAYS [LA Fleet Week}/2-10Aug1 5
NAVINFOWEST reps attended planning meeting 2411111 with C3F PAD for laydownof Navy Days Los
Angeles.



Cyberwar (VICE)
Docu-series requesting interview and b-roll support from all services‘ cyber commands. NAWNFOWEST
declined participation based on US Cyher Command's decline to participate.

In An Instant (ABC)
Series that retells harrowing survival stories through first-person accounts. Request to interview Seabees
that rescued family from SoCal car crash in 2012. Deferred to SVMs' local commands for coordination and
approval to participate while on unofficial capacity/leave status. pending local JAG review. No PM
required.

PORTSMOUTH PEACE TREATY (Korean Broadcasting System, New York Bureau)
Documentary on the Russo — Iapanese war. BIBS seeking to get film footage of Portsmouth Naval Yard,
particularly Building 86. for reenactment of Portsmouth Peace Treaty signing. Declined support due
to limited ROI for the Navy.

RETIREMENT CEREMONY

(b) (5)
OFFICE LEASE NEGOTIATIONS
Extension pending GSA/NM! Liaison SD approval and submission to NAVINFOWST and other service
tenants any day.

RESERVE UNIT
(b) (5)
SLEP
Mr. Larry [ones [FOX Sports EVP] accepted nomination to attend SLEP.



NAVINFOWEST Weekly Report
02 In] 15

Updated Items
in Blue

TOP GUN TWO/PARAMOUNT PICTURES [PRELIMINARY]
Contacted by David Ellison/Jerry Bruckheimer for initial meetings mid-July with OSD and
NAWNFOWEST/C NAP PA to discuss scouting and research to produce Top Gun Two.
Early indications from producers are Navy Air to be requested for full support throughout the film.
P4 provided to CHINFO earlier this week.

COMIC-CON HTTN [LOCAL AIR/SURFACE DEMOS NBSD/NASNI)
Coordinating with SURFPAC and AIRPAC PA to conduct demonstrations of helo simulator and LCS bridge
trainer for the “geeky" writers and producers attending COMIC-CON 9-12Iul. NAVINFOWEST providing
escort officers and transportation to shuttle industry reps from the SD convention center to the Naval
Base on multi-hour intervals to maximize their interest in Navy technology. Confirmed demo visits with
producers of Mission Impossible Five, CBS, NBC and cable drama producers. Anticipate 25+ industry
professionals.

Ol-fi OUTREACH CONFERENCE
Prepared outreach brief for Ol-fi conference in the Pentagon. NAVINFOWEST Director attending.
Provided updated mission statement to CHINFO COS.

THE LAST SHIP [TNT] - NETWORK TELEVISION SERIES
Second episode aired 281ml with 3.3 million viewers- TLS currently ranks second in its Sunday night time
slot. Episode One numbers saw a 56% increase in viewing numbers [from 2.94 to 4.6 million] in the three
days following its premier- Awaiting word from TNT on renewal for TLS Season Three.

FOX SPORTS 74th COMMEMORATION OF PEARL HARBOR BROADCAST 3: EVENT
NAVREG Hl responded to FOX Sports with outstanding letter of collaboration commitment to
commemorate events in Dec 2015.
- BLOCH arena site visits begin 2 1]ul for vendor actions/vignettes.
- Confirmed with FOX sports broadcasting unit vignettes and scenic shots to be filmed with small
production unit Bil-311111. IBPHH PA has the lead for coordination, PACFLT PA and NAWNFOWEST
supporting.

NCIS NOLA [CBS]
DoD production assistance request received from production company for 2sF-18s from reserve
squadron YEA-204 [homeported IRB NOLA] to conduct multiple fly-over's for scene depicting military
convoy. Requested staffed with CNAF [NUDPA] for feasibility of support.



TEENAGE MUTANT NINIA TURTLES [PLATINUM DUNES[BSD]
Received script from DSD for possible small portrayal of Navy ships conducting "salvage" ops in
upcoming TMNT movie by Michael Bay. Reviewing and coordinating with CNSP for support. [NNTR]

SEAPDWER [IMAX/KZ Comma} Phase 11 Production (CW, LCS. CG and DDG)
Held conference call with K2 to discuss filming objectives off SoCal forair/surface/amphibious
operations. Coordinating with CNAP, CNSP and CBF PA. staffs to identify available assets and filming
opportunities 15-30]ul SoCal ops. Completed scout NAS Fallon 3]1m. Scout completed at NAS
Lemoore, DSIun. Held meeting on 23|un onboard CVN-‘i’fi to discuss operating a civilian IMAX
camera-equipped helicopter on and arolmd the flight deck of CVN-Tfi. CNAP PAD led the meeting
attended by the IBM-equipped helicopter civilian pilot, NAVl NFOWEST, Elm-76, CNAP and (CW-2
UPS and PA staff. Results of meeting were positive, pending radio antenna discontinuity issues
[troubleshooting currently underway]. Scout on 241ml interviewed CVW-Z pilots/NFDs at NAS
Lemoore and explore cockpit camera mounting. NAVINFDWEST working with SD RFPAC/3 rd
FLEET to identify surface exercises to be captured by IMAX helicopter between now and October.
Working with CNAP to coordinate final scout in San Diego to test and fit F-18 cockpit camera
mounts.

THE PRICE IS RIGHT [CBS]
48 Sailors attended 2 lApr taping of joint services '48] of Iuly Military Appreciation“ special episode.
Air date: Diljul.

| same In mmmm. |
SCDRPIDN {CBS TV SERIES]
EV Producer Sam Hill requested Navy support for upcoming episode regarding saving US satellite NW5
Seal Beach hangars. Evaluating Navy value proposition for NW5 Seal Beach and NSWC Corona Division
before recommending support. [NNTR]

AMERICAN NINJA WARRIOR (Esquire)
No official DASD[PA] support provided due to lack of R01 and theme of competition between military
services. Various commands reached out to NAVINFDWEST for guidance on personnel wishingto
participate as individuals and not representing the DoD. DSD[PA] has authorized individuals to
participate based on CoC approval and approved leave. Wear of official uniform items or use of rank NOT
authorized. Per DIAG, five Navy members {active duty] requested to attend and participate in EIun taping
of all mil segment. OIAG Code 13 reviewed and advised 5/29 MILPERSMAN 5370/010 requires staffing
VCNO memo recommendation. VCND approved parljcipation.[NNTR]

N(313 (CBS)
- Received outline #283 "Stop the Bleeding” on 21 lune.
- Received outline $2811L "Personal Day" on 22 lune.
- Received outline #285 "Incognito" on 25 lune.

NCIS NOLA [CBS]
Dn 1?]un, reviewed and provided input on outline 201-24 "Sic Semper Tyranis." Season Two production
will kick-off 29Jun for pre-production and 7]ul for filming. DoD production assistance request received
from production company for 2aF-183 from reserve squadron VFA-284 [homeported IRB ND LA] to
conduct multiple fly-over's for scene depicting military convoy. Requested staffed with CNAF [NDOPA]
for feasibility of support.
— Received outline #202 " Shadow Unit" on Iune 25. Inputs provided to writer to change NSW portrayal.



HAWAII FIVE-D {CBS}
- No outlines or scripts received this reporting period

Wm—_—.J
HUNTER-KILLER [Relativity]
- Filming start date delayed three weeks [August].
- Received new draft of script 29May. reviewing changes. [N NTR]

(b) {4)

(b) (4)

SUPER SHIPS 3D
Notified by NSWC PAD that NSWC received info pitch for funding from EXE Studio Global on "Super Ships
— 3D" film. No funding or distribution in place at this time. [NNTR]

| 2m[ETEE'I _ __|

Battle of Lake Erie [Distribution unknown]
Production request sent to producer requesting broll and interviews with NAWARCOL and USNA to
discuss Battle of Lake Erie. Awaiting contact from producer.

('3) (4)

ALIEN SHARKS 3 (Discovery Ehannel]
Received query from producer to license megamouth shark photos for the Discovery Channel's Alien
Sharks 3 program as part of the network's Shark Week 20 15. Sent request to Paul Taylor at Naval History
and Heritage Command on Efilun for help sourcing the original high resolution imagery.



 
 

 
 

 

 

Happening (HBO)/ Redford Productions  
Documentary support coordinated through N45, CNRSW, NBSD, SURFOR and ESG3 to feature Navy 
Energy initiatives.  USS AMERICA (LHA-6) hosted SECNAV, 07Jun, for interview with James Redford on 
flight deck and bridge to discuss Navy's Green Fleet initiatives and AMERICA's hybrid propulsion system.  
On 08Jun, secondary interview took place with CNRSW Navy Energy program manager to discuss regional 
Energy initiatives such as solar power and electrical vehicles on NBSD.  "Happening" will explore 
renewable energy initiatives already 'happening' in public and private sectors designed to lessen reliance 
on fossil fuels.  Rough cut: November 2015.  Air date: Spring 2016. (NNTR) 
 
“SOMEBODY’S GOTTA DO IT” (CNN): CVN Edition 
NAVINFOWEST ICW CNAP (N00PA) and CVN 74 (N00PA) will feature Mike Rowe on the flight deck during 
FLT-OPS USS JOHN C. STENNIS (mid-August) showcasing the different roles our men/women serve in 
colored jerseys.  On 11Jun, NAVINFOWEST project officer and CNAP/STENNIS PAOs scouted the USS 
CARL VINSON (CVN-70) pier-side with production team to identify segments with Mike Rowe during July 
embark on USS JOHN C. STENNIS (CVN- 74).  PAA signed by both production and OSD.  Originally planned 
to have production crew embarked 27-29 July.   Due to CVN-74 schedule change, planned dates of embark 
are shifting to the right.  NAVINFOWEST currently working with production, CNAP and CVN-74 to identify 
new embark dates. 
 
Warrior Games 2015 (Universal Sports) 
Documentary that follows active, reserve, retired and veteran Wounded Warriors participating in the 
2015 Warrior Games in Quantico VA 19-28 Jun.  This particular feature will follow the basketball games 
between services. Marine Corps liaison office has lead and an approved PAA by OSD.  Navy PAA 
addendum signed covering b-roll footage for coverage and interviews as applicable. (NNTR) 
 
Lone Woman of San Nicholas (Documentary Educational Resources) 
Documentary about the Lone Woman of San Nicholas.  Requesting access to SNI to film scenic shots.  As 
per NBVC, filming access not available at this time. (NNTR) 

 
UNUSUAL SUSPECTS (Discovery Investigative Channel) 
Doc-series features stories of past crimes as told through interviews and re-enactments.  Requesting 
interview with NCIS agent to discuss involvement in past case.  Coordinating through NCIS PAO for 
support and local escort.  PAA signed.  Interview with NCIS Special Agent conducted, 26Jun, in D.C. 
Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
  
Impossible Engineering (Discovery Channel) 
Navy historian interview and location b-roll conducted, 22Jun, at USS Nautilus museum to support docu-
series episode on history of submarine engineering.  NAVINFOWEST coordinated through SUBASE New 
London for support and local escort. PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 
Hello Goodbye (Travel Channel) 
Docu-series interviews people as they depart or return from trips at national airports. Show requesting 
Navy support to document Navy unit homecoming and interview Sailor and family member(s).  
Reviewing feasibility of support through CNRSW and SURFOR. (NNTR) 

 
In An Instant (ABC) 
Series that retells harrowing survival stories through first-person accounts.  Series interested in 
interviewing Seabees that rescued family from car crash in 2012.  Production company seeking two 
Seabee members to be interviewed about their experience.  Coordinating support through NECC and  
NCG-1.  Drafting PAA. (NNTR) 
 
 
 
 

(b) (4)  
 

 
 

 

 

Happening (HBO)/ Redford Productions  
Documentary support coordinated through N45, CNRSW, NBSD, SURFOR and ESG3 to feature Navy 
Energy initiatives.  USS AMERICA (LHA-6) hosted SECNAV, 07Jun, for interview with James Redford on 
flight deck and bridge to discuss Navy's Green Fleet initiatives and AMERICA's hybrid propulsion system.  
On 08Jun, secondary interview took place with CNRSW Navy Energy program manager to discuss regional 
Energy initiatives such as solar power and electrical vehicles on NBSD.  "Happening" will explore 
renewable energy initiatives already 'happening' in public and private sectors designed to lessen reliance 
on fossil fuels.  Rough cut: November 2015.  Air date: Spring 2016. (NNTR) 
 
“SOMEBODY’S GOTTA DO IT” (CNN): CVN Edition 
NAVINFOWEST ICW CNAP (N00PA) and CVN 74 (N00PA) will feature Mike Rowe on the flight deck during 
FLT-OPS USS JOHN C. STENNIS (mid-August) showcasing the different roles our men/women serve in 
colored jerseys.  On 11Jun, NAVINFOWEST project officer and CNAP/STENNIS PAOs scouted the USS 
CARL VINSON (CVN-70) pier-side with production team to identify segments with Mike Rowe during July 
embark on USS JOHN C. STENNIS (CVN- 74).  PAA signed by both production and OSD.  Originally planned 
to have production crew embarked 27-29 July.   Due to CVN-74 schedule change, planned dates of embark 
are shifting to the right.  NAVINFOWEST currently working with production, CNAP and CVN-74 to identify 
new embark dates. 
 
Warrior Games 2015 (Universal Sports) 
Documentary that follows active, reserve, retired and veteran Wounded Warriors participating in the 
2015 Warrior Games in Quantico VA 19-28 Jun.  This particular feature will follow the basketball games 
between services. Marine Corps liaison office has lead and an approved PAA by OSD.  Navy PAA 
addendum signed covering b-roll footage for coverage and interviews as applicable. (NNTR) 
 
Lone Woman of San Nicholas (Documentary Educational Resources) 
Documentary about the Lone Woman of San Nicholas.  Requesting access to SNI to film scenic shots.  As 
per NBVC, filming access not available at this time. (NNTR) 

 
UNUSUAL SUSPECTS (Discovery Investigative Channel) 
Doc-series features stories of past crimes as told through interviews and re-enactments.  Requesting 
interview with NCIS agent to discuss involvement in past case.  Coordinating through NCIS PAO for 
support and local escort.  PAA signed.  Interview with NCIS Special Agent conducted, 26Jun, in D.C. 
Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
  
Impossible Engineering (Discovery Channel) 
Navy historian interview and location b-roll conducted, 22Jun, at USS Nautilus museum to support docu-
series episode on history of submarine engineering.  NAVINFOWEST coordinated through SUBASE New 
London for support and local escort. PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 
Hello Goodbye (Travel Channel) 
Docu-series interviews people as they depart or return from trips at national airports. Show requesting 
Navy support to document Navy unit homecoming and interview Sailor and family member(s).  
Reviewing feasibility of support through CNRSW and SURFOR. (NNTR) 

 
In An Instant (ABC) 
Series that retells harrowing survival stories through first-person accounts.  Series interested in 
interviewing Seabees that rescued family from car crash in 2012.  Production company seeking two 
Seabee members to be interviewed about their experience.  Coordinating support through NECC and  
NCG-1.  Drafting PAA. (NNTR) 
 
 
 
 

(b) (4)(b) (4)
—
—
—

Happening (HBO)/ Redford Productions
Documentary support coordinated through N45, CNRSW, NBSD, SURFOR and ESG3 to feature Navy
Energy initiatives. USS AMERICA (LHA-6) hosted SECNAV, O7Jun, for interview with James Redford on
flight deck and bridge to discuss Navy's Green Fleet initiatives and AMERICA'S hybrid propulsion system.
On 08Jun, secondary interview took place with CNRSW Navy Energy program manager to discuss regional
Energy initiatives such as solar power and electrical vehicles on NBSD. "Happening" will explore
renewable energy initiatives already 'happening' in public and private sectors designed to lessen reliance
onfossil fuels. Rough cut: November 2015. Air date: Spring 2016. (NNTR)

“SOMEBODY’S GOTTA DO IT" (CNN): CVN Edition
NAVINFOWEST ICW CNAP (NOOPA) and CVN 74 (NOOPA) will feature Mike Rowe on the flight deck during
FLT-OPS USS JOHN C. STENNIS (mid-August) showcasing the different roles our men/women serve in
colored jerseys. On 11Jun, NAVINFOWEST project officer and CNAP/STENNIS PAOs scouted the USS
CARL VINSON (CVN-70) pier-side with production team to identify segments with Mike Rowe during July
embark on USS JOHN C. STENNIS (CVN- 74). FAA signed by both production and OSD. Originally planned
to have production crew embarked 27-29 July. Due to CVN-74 schedule change, planned dates of embark
are shifting to the right. NAVINFOWEST currently working with production, CNAP and CVN-74 to identify
new embark dates.

Warrior Games 2015 (Universal Sports)
Documentary that follows active, reserve, retired and veteran Wounded Warriors participating in the
2015 Warrior Games in Quantico VA 19-28 Jun. This particular feature will follow the basketball games
between services. Marine Corps liaison office has lead and an approved PAA by OSD. Navy PAA
addendum signed covering b-roll footage for coverage and interviews as applicable. (NNTR)

Lone Woman of San Nicholas (Documentary Educational Resources)
Documentary about the Lone Woman of San Nicholas. Requesting access to SNI to film scenic shots. As
per NBVC, filming access not available at this time. (NNTR)

UNUSUAL SUSPECTS (Discovery Investigative Channel)
Doc-series features stories of past crimes as told through interviews and re-enactments. Requesting
interview with NCIS agent to discuss involvement in past case. Coordinating through NCIS PAO for
support and local escort. PAA signed. Interview with NCIS Special Agent conducted, 26Jun, in DC.
Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

Impossible Engineering (Discovery Channel)
Navy historian interview and location b-roll conducted, 22Jun, at USS Nautilus museum to support docu-
series episode on history of submarine engineering. NAVINFOWEST coordinated through SUBASE New
London for support and local escort. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

Hello Goodbye (Travel Channel)
Docu-series interviews people as they depart or return from trips at national airports. Showrequesting
Navy support to document Navy unit homecoming and interview Sailor and family member(s).
Reviewing feasibility of support through CNRSW and SURFOR. (NNTR)

In An Instant (ABC)
Series that retells harrowing survival stories through first-person accounts. Series interested in
interviewing Seabees that rescued family from car crash in 2012. Production company seeking two
Seabee members to be interviewed about their experience. Coordinating support through NECC and
NCG-1. Drafting PAA. (NNTR)



MIGHTY SHIPS [Discovery CanadaNCONTINUING PROMISE '15
Planning Iul/Aug 2015 filming to feature USNS Comfort and CP- 15 mission. Coordinating with C413
[NOUPA] and CP-‘lS PAO for embark opportunities in Colombia and Dominica. Conference call held
1 llun with production staff and NAWNFO WEST. Conference call with C41? FAQ and Mighty Ships staff
held 19]un to discuss day-to-da}r CP-15 activities and lay groundwork for film crew arrival. FAA sent to
producer for signature. [NNTR)

(b) (4)

The Sea Battle that Changed the Fate of Korean War [Korean Broadcasting System]
Request to interview NHHC historian to discuss sea battles during Korean War era. NHHC-facilitated
interview conducted, 19May. Awaiting rough cut. [N NTR]

(b) (4)

The Tennesseans [Tennessee Public Television}
Coordinated support with NHHC to for film highlightingTennessee's legacy ofhonorable military service.
Awaiting rough cut. [N NTR)

SEAL Dog [Smithsonian]
Revised rough cut received 13Feb15. Latest version satisfies requested changes to mitigate anypotential
disclosure of sensitive information. Awaiting air date.[N NTR]

GHOST HUNTERS: USS CONSTITUTION [SyFyChannel]
Episode will feature USS Constitution CO and crew discussing ship's history and strange happenings.
Air date tentative scheduled for July 2015. [NNTR]

m—_—____J
Veterans Dag.r 2016 NCAA Basketball Game [BPHH [ESPN]
Made initial contacts reviewing timelines with IBPHH. Held conference call with Pacific AirMuseum
officials to discuss timeline. SOE. [NNTR]

NAVY DAYS [LA Fleet Week)I2-IOAng15
NAVINFOWEST reps attended planning meeting 241131 with C3F PAO for laydown of Navy Days Los
Angeles. Reserve team working on Hollywood-to-the-Navy outreach tour timed with the event. [NNTR]



Flip My Food [Regional NBC affiliates]
Request to have Navy Reserve Culinary Specialist appear on show and cook 1with host deferred to
local command for approval.

W

RETIREMENT CEREMONY

OFFICE LEASE NEGOTIATIUNS
Extension pending GSA/NAV Liaison SD approval and submission to NAWNFOWEST and other service
tenants any day. [NNTR]

RESERVE UNIT
(N NTR)

SLEP
Mr. Larry lones [FOX Sports EVP) accepted nomination to attend SLEP. [NNTRJ
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Updated Items
in Blue

TOP GUN TWO/PARAMOUNT PICTURES [PRELIMINARY]
Contacted by David Ellison/]erry Bruckheimer for initial meetings mid-Iuly with GED and
NAVI NFOWEST/CNAP PA to discuss scouting and research to produce Top Gun Two.
Early indications from producers are Navy Air to be requested for full support throughout the film.
CNAP [NDDP] prepared to support Production Company CVN familiarization embark with possible dates
4-6Aug or 13-"15Aug. Working feasibility of scouting Fallon, NV or Eglin AFB.

SEAPOWER [IMAX/K2 Comms} Phase 11 Production (CW, LCS. CG and DOG)
NAVINFOWEST escorting crew of seven K2 Communications members during CVN-76 filming
embark from ll-ltflul. All coord executed by CNAP PAO/CVN-Tfi/CAG 11. Extensive risk
mitigation plan collaborated and approved by all stake holders. Filming to take place onboard CW-
76 with production crew as well as from civilian operated IMAX film helicopter. COMTHIRDFLT
approval for civilian helicopter operations COMTHIRDFLT 082 102Zlu115 message released
approving operation of civilian IMAX camera on and around CVN-7fi for purposes of filming flight
operations. Filming during embark to include CVN-76 spaces, flight deck operations and an HVBSS
exercise.

COMIC-CON HTTN [LOCAL AIR/SURFACE DEMOS NBSD/NASNI]
Coordinated with SURFPAC and AIRPAC PA to conduct demonstrations of helo simulator and ship visits
for writers and producers attending COMIC-CON 9-12lul. NAVINFOWEST providing escort officers and
transportation to shuttle industry reps from the SD Convention Center to the Naval Base on multi-hour
intervals to maximize their interest in Navy technology. Participants will visit l-ISC-23 simulator, USS
WILLIAM P. LAWRENCE [DOG-”110] and USS BOXER [LED-4]. Confirmed demo visits with producers of
Mission Impossible Five, Walt Disney, ABC, CBS, NBC and the Producer's Guild. Anticipate 40+ industry
professionals.

THE LAST SHIP [TNT] — NETWORK TELEVISION SERIES
Third episode aired ZBIun with 2.6 million viewers. Reviewing Ep. 209-212 Tue 14]ul.

"SOMEBODY’S GOTTA DO IT" (CNN): CVN Edition
NAVINFOWEST ICW CNAP [NODPA] and CVN 74 [NDOPAJ will feature Mike Rowe on the flight deck during
FLT-OPS USS IOHN C. STENNIS [mid-August) showcasing the different roles our men/women serve in
colored jerseys. PAA signed by both production and 05D. Originally planned to have production crew
embark 2'?-29]ul. Due to GUN-74 schedule change, CNAF/CVN-74/NAVINFOWEST proposed embark
dates 28-30111]. NAVINFOWEST awaiting production company’s response to new timeline proposal.

FOX SPORTS 74th COMMEMORATION OF PEARL HARBOR BROADCAST 8c EVENT
Coordinating with NAVREG HI PAO and PACFLT PAO FOX Sports Broadcasting unit vignettes and scenic
shots to be filmed 20-311ul. Advance SOE provided to CHINFO/OSD for review-

NCIS NOLA (CBS)
DoD production assistance request received from production company for ZKF-lfis from reserve
squadron YEA-204 [homeported IRB NOLA] to conduct multiple fly-overs for scenes ISO episode 201 St
2 05. Request staffed with CNAF [NGDPA] for feasibility of support.



THE VIEW [ABC]
Responded to DSD[PA] request to provide USN audience participation in uniform for 2 Hill taping of
show. NAVINFDWEST lCW NAVINFOWEAST will provide 20 Sailors from local area conunands to
support

USS INDIANAPOLIS PBY USE REQUEST
Received follow-up request for DoD support at the Naval Air Aviation Museum. Initial script review and
comments provided to Hannibal Productions. CHINFO asked NAWNFOWEST to cease further production
support on the basis of inaccuracies in the portTayals. No PM was signed with OSD.
Reiterated that no PAA means no production support is authorized with active duty facilities, bases,
platforms or personnel. Ifthe museum is on Navy property, then the answer is no support to the film is
authorised. If the museum operates as a charter by a foundation or association and has the express
authority to conduct business without the approvals of the host government agency, then
recommendation is to submit the request for a legal review and approval prior to proceeding.

MIGHTY SHIPS [Discovery Canada]/CDNTINUING PROMISE '15
Planning Iul/Aug 2815 filming to feature USNS Comfort and CP-15 mission. Coordinating with C4F
[NDDPA] and CP-15 PAD for embark opportunities in Colombia and Dominica. OSD[PA] approved and
signed the Production Assistance Agreement on 0?]ul and forwarded to all stakeholders. Project Officer:
LCDR Mark Correa scheduled to arrive in Buenaventura, Colombia on lfilul and embark USNS Comfort
on 1'?lul. RTE: SAug

NCIS [CBS]
- Received outline #283 “Stop the Bleeding” on 21 lune.
- Received outline #2 84 "Personal Day” on 22 lune.
- Received outline #285 "Incognito" on 25 June. [NNTR]

NCIS NOLA [CBS]
On 17Iun, reviewed and provided input on outline 201-24 "Sic Semper Tyranis." Season Two production
will kick-off 29]un for pre-production and ?]ul for filming. DoD production assistance request received
from production company for 2xF-18s from reserve squadron VFA-204 [home ported IRE NDLA] to
conduct multiple fly-over’s for scene depicting military convoy. Requested staffed with CNAF [NOOPA]
for feasibility of support.
- Received outline #202 "Shadow Unit" on lime 25. Inputs provided to writer to change NSW portrayal.
[NNTR]

w
TEENAGE MUTANT NINIA TURTLE-ZS (PLATINUM DUNES/DSD]
Received script from DSD for possible small portrayal of Navy ships conducting "salvage" ops in
upcoming TMNT movie by Michael Bay. Reviewing and coordinating with CNSP for support. [NNTR]

HUNTER-KILLER [Relativity]
- Filming start date delayed three weeks [August].
- Received new draft of script 29May, reviewing changes. (NNTR)

U?) (4)



SUPER SHIPS 3D
Notified by NSWC PAD that NSWC received info pitch for funding from EXE Studio Global on “Super Ships
- 31)" film. No funding or distribution in place at this time. [NNTR]

(b) (4'!

Battle of Lake Erie [Distribution unknown}
Production request sent to producer requesting broll and interviews with NAVWARCOL and USNA to
discuss Battle of Lake Erie. Awaiting contact from producer. (NNTR)

ALIEN SHARKS 3 (Discovery Channel)
Received query from producer to license megamouth shark photos for the Discovery Channel's Alien
Sharks 3 program as part of the network's Shark Week 2fl15. Sent request to Paul Taylor at Naval History
and Heritage Command on 26km for help sourcing the original high resolution imagery. [NNTR]

Happening (HBD]/ Redford Productions
Documentary support coordinated through N45, CNRSW, NBSD, SURFOR and E863 to feature Navy
Energy initiatives. USS AMERICA (LHA-é] hosted SECNAV, 0711111, for interview with James Redford on
flight deck and bridge to discuss Navy's Green Fleet initiatives and AME RICA's hybrid propulsion system.
On OBIun, secondary interview took place with CNRSW Navy Energy program manager to discuss regional
Energy initiatives such as solar power and electrical vehicles on NBSD. "Happening" will explore
renewable energy initiatives already 'happening' in public and private sectors designed to lessen reliance
on fossil fuels. Rough cut: November 2015- Air date: Spring 20 16. (NNTR)

Warrior Games 2015 [Universal Sports]
Documentary that follows active. reserve, retired and veteran Wounded Warriors participating in the
2015 Warrior Games in Quantico VA 19-28 Inn. This particular feature will follow the basketball games
between services. Marine Corps liaison office has lead and an approved PM by 03D. Navy FAA
addendum signed covering b-roll footage for coverage and interviews as applicable. (NNTR)



Lone Woman ofSan Nicholas {Documentary EducationalResources)
Dommentary about the Lone Woman of San Nicholas. Requesting access to EN] to film scenic shots. As
per NBVC, filming access not available at this time- [N NTR]

UNUSUAL SUSPECTS [Discovery Investigative Channel]
Doc-series features stories of past crimes as told through interviews and re-enactments. Requesting
interview with NCIS agent to discuss involvement in past case. Coordinating through NCIS PAD for
support and local escort FAA signed Interview with NCIS Special Agent conducted, Zfilun, in D.LZ
Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR]

Impossible Engineering [Discovery Channel)
Navy historian interview and location b-roll conducted, 22]un, at USS Nautilus museum to support docu~
series episode on historyr of submarine engineering. NAWNFDWEST coordinated through SUBASE New
London for support and local escort. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR]

Hello Goodbye [Travel Channel]
Docu-series interviews people as theyr depart or return from trips at national airports. Show requesting
Navy support to document l‘iavyr unit. homecoming and interview Sailor and family member[s].
Reviewing feasibility of support through CNRSW and SURF0R. [NNTR]

In An Instant [ABC]
Series that retells harrowing survival stories through first-person accounts. Series interested in
interviewing Seabees that rescued familyr from car crash in 2012. Production company seeking two
Seabee members to be interviewed about their experience. Coordinating support through NECC and
NEG-1. Drafting PAA [NNTR]

The Sea Battle that Changed the Fate of Korean War [Korean Broadcasting System]
Request to interview NHHC historian to discuss sea battles during Korean War era NHHC-facilitated
interview conducted, 19May. Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR]

The Tennesseans [Tennessee Public Television}
Coordinated support with NHHC to for film highlighting Tennessee's legacy ofhonorable military service.
Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR)

SEAL Dog [Smithsonian]
Revised rough cut received 13Feb15. Latest version satisfies requested changes to mitigate any potential
disclosure of sensitive information- Awaiting air date.(N NTR]



GHOST HUNTERS: USS CONSTITUTION (SyFyChannefl
Episode will feature USS Constitution CO and crew discussing ship's history and strange happenings. Air
date tentatively scheduled for July 2015. (NNTR)

Veterans Dayr 2016 NCAA Basketball Game [BPHH [ESPN]
Made initial contacts reviewing timelines with IBPHH. Held conference call with PacificfiirMuseum
officials to discuss timeline, SOE. [NNTR]

NAVY DAYS [LA Fleet Week]/2-10Aug15
NAVINFOWEST reps attended planning meeting 241un with C3F PAD for laydown of Navy Days Los
Angeles. Reserve team working on Hollywood-to-the-l‘wlavyr outreach tour timed with the event.
Compiling a guest invite list1 in response to CSF PAO request, for a dinner reception on one of the visiting
ships.

OFFICE LEASE NEGOTIATIONS
Extension pending GSA/NAIF Liaison SD approval and submission to NAWNFOWEST and other service
tenants any day. [NNTR]

RESERVE UNIT

(b) (6)
SLEP
Mr. Larry lones [FOX Sports EVP) accepted nomination to attend SLEP. [NNTR]

OI-fi Outreach Mtg - Pentagon
Director attended one day FY-lfi outreach brief at CHINFO DTIullS.

CI Directed Manpower Assessment
Wilco CI directive to provide three year “trend" assessment of demand signal growth for FF, TV and
documentaries for staffing future billet requirements.



NAVINFOWEST Weekly Report
17 In] 15

Updated Items
in Blue

TOP GUN TWDjrIPARAMOUNT PICTURES [PRELIMINARY]
Contacted by David Ellison/Ierry Bruckheimer for initial meetings mid-July with BSD and
NAWNFDWEST/CNAP PA to discuss scouting and research to produce Top Gun Two.
Early indications from producers are Navy Air to he requested for full support throughout the film.
CNAP [NDDP] prepared to support Production Company CW familiarization embark with possible dates
4-6Aug or 13-‘15Aug. Working feasibility of scouting Fallon, NV or Eglin AFB.

SEAPOWER (IMAK/KZ Comma} Phase 11 Production (CW, LCS, CG and BBC]
NAWNFOWEST escorted crew of seven K2 Communications members during USS RONALD
REAGAN [CVN-‘FBJ filming embark from 11-14jul. All coord executed by CNAP PAWr CVN-Tfi/CAG
1 1. Extensive risk mitigation plan collaborated and approved by all stake holders. Filming took
place onboard CUM-76 with production crew as well as from civilian operated IMAX film helicopter.
CDMTHIRDFLT approval for civilian helicopter operations COMTHIRDPLT 0821022111115 message
released approving operation of civilian IMAX camera on and around GUN-76 for purposes of
filming flight operations. Filming during embark included CVN-‘F’fi spaces, hangar bay and flight
deck operations. The film embarkation was a great success as a result of excellent coordination and
teamwork between all stake holders. NAVINFDWEST planning for future filming opportunities
with SURFPAC/SUBPAC.

COMIC-CON HTTN [LOCAL AIR/SURFACE DEMOS NBSD/NASNI)
Coordinated with SURFPAC and AIRPAC PA to conduct demonstrations of helo simulator and ship visits
for writers and producers attending COMIC-CON 9-12lul- NAVINFUWEST provided escort officers and
transportation to shuttle industry reps from the SD Convention Center to the Naval Base on multi-hour
intervals to maximize their interest in Navy technology. Participants visited HSC-23 and spent 90 mins on
two full-motion MH60 simulators, USS WILLIAM F. LAWRENCE [BUG-110) and USS BUXER [LED-4).
Demo visits included executives of Mission Impossible Five, Walt Disney, ABC, CBS, NBC and the
Producer’s Guild.
Total Guests: 27
Most well-lmouui: Geoff Stults [Actor)
Biggest influencer: Praveen Pandian (CAA) or Russ Taylor [screenwriter]
Best New Leads: Lionsgate [Hunger Games), Team Downey (Avengers, Iron Man], and Amblin

THE LAST SHIP [TNT] - NETWORK TELEVISION SERIES
NAWNFOWEST Director and project officers reviewed Ep. 209-212 Tue 14jul. No remarks were made and
the rough cut of each was approved for further completion.
LT Dulac attended COMICON 9-10]ul and provided AAR to CI on TLS panel highlighting ongoing themes in
Season 2, as well as viewing the TNT marketed interactive oculus rift floor display to draw in new viewers.
TNT Marketing released rating statics that stated:
"The two-hour season 2 premiere ofThe Last Ship has reached 8.3 million viewers across TNT's multiple
platforms. That includes 6.2 million viewers in Live + 7 delivery for the 2'1]un launch and encore, with 2
million adults 18-49 and 2.5 million adults 25-54 for the premiere and encore- Dn the competitive front,
The Last Ship ranked as basic cable's #1 scripted program for the week among adults 25-54.

"SUMEBDDY’S GOTTA DO IT" [CNN]: CVN Edition
NAWNFOWEST ICW CNAP [NDOPA] and CVN 74 [NDDPA] will feature Mike Rowe on the flight deck during
FLT-UPS USS IDHN C. STENNIS [mid-August] showcasing the different roles our men/women serve in
colored jerseys. PAA signed by both production and DSD. Originally planned to have production crew
embark 2?~29]ul. Due to CVN-74 schedule change, CNAF/CVN-74/NAWNFOWEST embark dates adjusted
to 28-30111]. NAVINFOWEST working with CNAF/CVN-74 to coordinate final details and itinerary for
embark.



FOX SPORTS 74th COMMEMORA’I'ION OF PEARL HARBOR BROADCAST 3: EVENT
Coordinating with NAVREG HI PAO and PACFLT PAO FOX Sports Broadcasting imit vignettes and scenic
shots to be filmed 20-31Iul. Advance SOE provided to CHINFO/OSD for review.

NCIS NOLA (CBS)
DoD production assistance request received from production company for EXP-18s from reserve
squadron VFA-204 [homeported ]RB NOLA] to conduct multiple fly-overs for scenes ISO episode 201 S:
205. Request staffed with CNAF [NO0PA] for feasibility of support.

USS INDIANAPOLIS PBY USE REQUEST
Received follow-up request for DoD support at the Naval Air Aviation Museum. Initial script review and
comments provided to Hannibal Productions. CHINFO asked NAVINFO‘WEST to cease further production
support on the basis of inaccuracies in the portrayals. No PAA was signed with OSD.
Reiterated that no PAA means no production support is authorized with active duty facilities, bases,
platforms or personnel. Ifthe museum is on Navy property, then the answer is no support to the film is
authorized. If the museum operates as a charter by a foundation or association and has the express
authority to conduct business without the approvals of the host government agency, then
recommendation is to submit the request for a legal review and approval prior to proceeding.

MlCHT‘iIr SHIPS [Discovery Canada]/CONTINUING PROMISE '15
]ul/Aug 2015 filming to feature USNS Comfort and CP-15 mission. Coordinated with CAP [NO0PA] and
CP-15 PAO for embark opportunities in Colombia and Dominica. OSD(PA] approved and signed the
Production Assistance Agreement on 0?]ul and forwarded to all stakeholders. Project Officer: LCDR
Mark Correa arrived in Buenaventura, Colombia on 16]ul and embarked USNS Comfort on 17"]ul. RTE:
5Aug.

Who Wants to be a Millionaire?
Show producing Armed Forces episode. DoD not officially supporting. Individual SVM participation
based on local CoC approval. SVM should be in off-duty/ leave status.

NCIS [CBS]
- Received outline #283 "Stop the Bleeding" on 21 lune.
- Received outline #284 "Personal Day” on 22 ]une.
- Received outline #285 "Incognito" on 25 ]une. [NNTR]

NCIS NOLA [CBS]
On 121ml, reviewed and provided input on outline 201-24 "Sic Seniper Tyranis." Season Two production
will kick-off 29]un for pre-production and Tlul for filming. DoD production assistance request received
from production company for 2aF—1Els from reserve squadron UTA-204 [home ported ]RB NOLA) to
conduct multiple fly-over’s for scene depicting military convoy. Requested staffed with CNAF [NOOPA]
for feasibility of support.
- Received outline #2 02 "Shadow Unit" on ]une 25. Inputs provided to writer to change NSW portrayal.
[NNTR]



Wm==.==l
TEENAGE MUTANT NINIA TURTLES [PLATINUM DUNES/OSD)
Received script from DEB for possible small portrayal of Navy ships conducting "salvage" ops in
upcoming TMNT movie by Michael Bay. Reviewing and coordinating with CNSP for support. [NNTPJ

HUNTER-EILLER [Relativity]
- Filming start date delayed three weeks [August].
- Received new draft of script 29May, reviewing changes. (N NTR]

(b) {4)

SUPER SHIPS 3D
Notified by NSWC PAD that NSWC received info pitch for funding from EXE Studio Global on ”Super Ships
— 3D" film. No funding or distribution in place at this time. [NNTR]

_ _ _J

Battle of Lake Erie {Distribution unknown]
Production request sent to producer requesting broll and interviews with NAVWARCOL and USNA to
discuss Battle of Lake Erie. Awaiting contact from producer. (NNTR)

Happening [HBD}/ Redford Productions
Documentary support coordinated through N45, CNRSW. N BSD, SURFOR and E563 to feature Navy
Energy initiatives. USS AMERICA (LHA-fi] hosted SECNAV, i]?]un, for interview with Iames Redford on
flight deck and bridge to discuss Navy's Green Fleet initiatives and AMERICHs hybrid propulsion system.
On 081ml, secondary interview took place with CNRSW Navy Energy program manager to discuss regional
Energy initiatives such as solar power and electrical vehicles on NBSD. "Happening" will explore
renewable energy initiatives already 'happening' in public and private sectors designed to lessen reliance
onfossil fuels. Rough cut: November 2015. Air date: Spring 20 16. [NNTR]



Warrior Games 2015 [Universal Sports}
Documentary that follows active, reserve, retired and veteran Wounded Warriors participating in the
2015 Warrior Games in Quantico VA 19-28 Iun. This particular feature will follow the basketball games
between services. Marine Corps liaison office has lead and an approved PAA by 050. Navy FAA
addendum signed covering b-roll footage for coverage and interviews as applicable. [NNTR]

Lone Woman of San Nicholas {Documentary EducationalResonrces)
Documentary about the Lone Woman of San Nicholas. Requesting access to SNI to film scenic shots. As
per NBVC, filming access not available at this time. [N NTR]

UNUSUAL SUSPECTS [Discovery Investigative Channel]
Doc-series features stories of past crimes as told through interviews and re-enactments. Requesting
interview with NCIS agent to discuss involvement in past case. Coordinating through N(315 PAC} for
support and local escort. FAA signed Interview with NCIS Special Agent conducted, 26]un_ in DC.
Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR]

Impossible Engineering [Discovery Channel]
Navy historian interview and location b-roll conducted. 221un, at USS Nautilus museum to support docu-
series episode on history of submarine engineering. NAVINFDWEST coordinated through SUBASE New
London for support and local escort. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR]

The Sea Battle that Changed the Fate of Korean War [Korean Broadcasting System]
Request to interview NHHC historian to discuss sea battles during Korean War era. NHHC-facilitated
interview conducted, 19May. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

(b) {4)

The Tennesseans [Tennessee Public Television}
Coordinated support with NHHC to for film highlighting Tennessee's legacy ofhonorable military service.
Awaiting rough cut. [N NTR)

SEAL Dog [Smithsonian]
Revised rough cut received 13Feb15. Latest version satisfies requested changes to mitigate any potential
disclosure of sensitive information- Awaiting air date.(N NTR]

GHOST HUNTERS: USS CDNSTITUTIDN (SyFyChannel)
Episode will feature USS Constitution CO and crew discussing ship's history and strange happenings. Air
date tentative scheduled for IuIy 2015. [NNTR]



NAVY DAYS [LA Fleet Week]I2- 10Aug15
NAVINFOWEST reps attended planning meeting 24lun with C3F PAD for laydown of Navy Days Los
Angeles. Reserve team working on Hollywood-to-the-Navy outreach tour timed with the event. Initial
guest invite list for a dinner reception on one of the visiting ships sent to C313 PAO 17Iul. NAVINFO‘WEST
coordinating shows, tours and visits to various Hollywood studios.

Veterans Dal].r 2016 NCAA Basketball Game [BPHH (ESPN)
Made initial contacts reviewing timelines with IBPHH. Held conference call with PacificAirMuseum
oflicials to discuss timeline, SOE. [NNTR]

THE VIEW [ABC]
OSD[PA] request to provide USN audience parficipation in uniform for 2 llul taping of show.
NAVINFOWEST lCW NAVIN FOWEAST will provide 20 Sailors from local area commands to sopport.

What On Earth (WAG TV]
Requesting to film on minesweeper off coast of South Korea. Declined. No ROI. High LOE.

In A Galaxy [Warrior Poets.com}
Requesting base access to highlight SVM that is life-long Star Wars fan. Declined due to sole online-
distribution and lack of ROI.

w
OFFICE LEASE NEGOTIATIONS
Extension pending GSA/NAV Liaison SD approval and submission to NAVINFOWEST and other service
tenants any day. [NNTR]

RESERVE UNIT

(b) (5)
SLEP
Mr. Lang; Jones [FOX Sports EVP) accepted nomination to attend SLE P. [NNTBJ

Cl Directed Manpower Assessment
Wilco CI directive to provide three year "trend" assessment of demand signal growth for FF, TV and
documentaries for staffing future hillet requirements.



NAVINFOWEST Weekly Report
31 In] 15

Updated Items in Blue

SPECIAL OUTREACH - NAVY DAYS (LA FleetWeek)/4-10Aug15
COMMANDER THIRD FLEET will kick off NAVY DAYS LA. [LA Fleet Week} with the arrival of USS
HALSEY [DEG-97], USS BUNKER HILL [CG-52] and USS CAPE ST. GEORGE [CG-71] in San Pedro, CA.

Tours offered to visiting ships are as follows:
Fox Studios - Wed 8/5, Thurs 8/6, Fri 8/7
Disney Studio Lot - Thurs 8/6
TVTapings - Mom [CBS] on Fri 8/7
Waiting on: Conan; Price is Right

DV Ship tours scheduled are as follows:
Science/Entertainment Exchange: Thursday 816 [expecting about 15 Writers/Directors, primarily
interested in new Navy technology]
Creative Artists Agency: Saturday 8/8 [mostly executives and Directors from the feature film side - focus
on daily lives of Sailors)
Disney Feature Films: Sunday 8f9 [currently all executives, but they may bring a director or two who
are looking for ways to do a Navy picture along the lines of USCGs "The Finest Hours")
Still waiting confirmation on: ABC Television, Activision, Fox Features, Fox TV, NBC Universal and
Universal Cable Productions

Top Gun Two/Paramount Pictures [Preliminary]
NAVINFO WEST/(SNAP PA coordinating writing team CVN familiarization embark for research and
information gathering 12-14Aug. Paramount kick-off discussion with DSD requested.

The Last Ship (TNT) — Network Television Series
- Sixth episode aired Efilul with 3 million viewers, episodes are averaging 9.5 million viewers over the
course of each week. Awaiting announcement of season three renewal.
- Escorted writers and TNT executives on waterfront barge tour hosted by VADM Rowden on SUIul,
discussing possible themes and Navy support for a third season.

Mike Rowe’s "Somebody's Gotta Do It” (CNN): [LVN Edition
NAWNFOWEST ICW CNAP [NODPA] and CVN 74 [NDDPA] will feature Mike Rowe on the flight deck
during FLT-DPS USS IOHN C. STENNIS {mid-August] showcasing the different roles our men/women
serve in colored jerseys. FAA signed by both production and 03D. CNAF/CVN-Ttl/NAVINFOWEST
personnel escorted Mike Rowe and SGDI crew during 28-301ul onboard filming. Rough cut review
expected in the next two months. Episode expected to air late fall/early winter.

Fox Sports 74th Commemoration of Pearl Harbor BroadcastE: Event
NAVINFDWEST Director working onsite JBPHH with NAVREG HI FAQ and PACFLT PAD FGE Sports
Broadcasting unit vignettes and scenic shots filming 28-31Iul. Executing SUE and on schedule.

Mighty Ships (Discovery Canada] /Continu'mg Promise'lS
USNS Comfort and CP-‘lS mission. LCDR Mark Correa arrived in Buenaventura, Colombia on lfilul and
embarked USNS Comfort on 17-3'1]ul in Dominica. Coordinated through C4F [NDOPA] and (SP-15 PAD.
DSD[PA] approved and signed the Production Assistance Agreement on U'Hul and forwarded to all
stakeholders. [NTTIU



leopardy! [Sony]
Game show interested in capturing b-roll ofUSNS Comfort for use during show's "video clue" segment.
Requesting halfday of in port filming in Norfolk mid to late October 2015. Coordinating support through
MSC.

Who Wants to be a Millionaire?
Show producing Armed Forces episode. But) not officially supporting. Individual SUM participation
based on local CoC approval. SVM should be in off-dutyIleave status. [N'I'I'R]

NCIS [CBS]
- Received updated outline #283 “Stop the Bleeding" on 14lul.
- Received updated script #284 “Personal Day" on EBIul.
- Received script #285 “Incognito" on 271111.

NCIS NOLA [CBS]
Coordinated with IRB NOLA PAD for filming scheduled for 5-6Aug. FAA Addendum signed- LT Htune to be
on-site for filming.

- Received outline #205. No notes provided, limited Navy portrayal.

Ml

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles [Platinum Dunes]
Received script from USD for possible small portrayal of Navy ships conducting "salvage" ops in
upcoming TMNT movie by Michael Bay. Reviewing and coordinating with CNSP for support. [NNTR]

Hunter-Killer [Relativity]
Production currently on hold, awaiting further information from producers.

Super Ships 3D
Notified by NSWC PAD that NSWC received info pitch for funding from EXE Studio Global on "Super
Ships— 3D” film. No funding or distribution in place at this time. [NNTR)

l Explore [Travel Channel}
Docu-series with each episode featuring a different celebrity that explores their cultural or historical
personal passion. Navy-related episode would feature Eric Stone-street of Modern Family and historical
subject matter surroundingWI and the two [1.5. territories in 1941 that were attacked and/or
occupied by the Iapanese Navy. Filming requested at Ford Island and battleship row. Coordinating
with Pearl Harbor PA. Reviewing feasibility of support. Filming requested for 23-24Aug.



Seapower (IMAX/K2 Comms) Phase II Production (CVN, LCS, CG and DDG) 
          (NNTR) 

 
We Have Met The Enemy (Pending distribution) 
Docu-film on Oliver Hazard Perry, the Battle of Lake Erie and the War of 1812. NAVINFOWEST and 
NHHC supportive of request, but awaiting secured network distribution before moving forward. 
NAVINFOWEST drafting letter of support to assist production company with distribution. (NNTR) 

 
Great American Railway Journeys (BBC) 
Requesting 14Aug site visit to Naval Base Norfolk with potential for follow-on filming and interviews to 
showcase the history of the region/base and current ops.  Filming requested for 24Sept.  Drafting PAA. 
 
Heroes in Training (PBS) 
Docu-film seeking 03Aug interview with NHHC historian to discuss Navy's WWII carrier qual program 
in Lake Michigan in 1940s.  NHHC supportive of request.  Drafting PAA. (NNTR) 

 

 
 

 
 

  
 

Happening (HBO)/Redford Center Productions 
Documentary that discusses Navy's Green Fleet initiatives and AMERICA's hybrid propulsion system. 
Rough cut: November 2015.  Air date: Spring 2016. (NNTR) 

 
Warrior Games 2015 (Universal Sports) 
Documentary that follows active, reserve, retired and veteran Wounded Warriors participating in the 
2015 Warrior Games in Quantico VA 19-28 Jun. This particular feature will follow the basketball games 
between services. Marine Corps liaison office has lead and an approved PAA by OSD. Navy PAA addendum 
signed covering b-roll footage for coverage and interviews as applicable. (NNTR) 

 

Lone Woman of San Nicholas (Documentary Educational Resources) 
Documentary about the Lone Woman of San Nicholas. Requesting access to SNI to film scenic shots. As 
per NBVC, filming access not available at this time. (NNTR) 

 

Unusual Suspects (Discovery Investigative Channel) 
Doc-series features stories of past crimes as told through interviews and re-enactments. Requesting 
interview with NCIS agent to discuss involvement in past case. Coordinating through NCIS PAO for 
support and local escort. PAA signed. Interview with NCIS Special Agent conducted, 26Jun, in D.C. 
Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 

Impossible Engineering (Discovery Channel) 
Navy historian interview and location b-roll conducted, 22Jun, at USS Nautilus museum to support docu- 
series episode on history of submarine engineering. NAVINFOWEST coordinated through SUBASE New 
London for support and local escort. PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
  

 

(b) (4)

(b) (4)

(b) (4)

Seapower (IMAX/K2 Comms) Phase II Production (CVN, LCS, CG and DDG) 
          (NNTR) 

 
We Have Met The Enemy (Pending distribution) 
Docu-film on Oliver Hazard Perry, the Battle of Lake Erie and the War of 1812. NAVINFOWEST and 
NHHC supportive of request, but awaiting secured network distribution before moving forward. 
NAVINFOWEST drafting letter of support to assist production company with distribution. (NNTR) 

 
Great American Railway Journeys (BBC) 
Requesting 14Aug site visit to Naval Base Norfolk with potential for follow-on filming and interviews to 
showcase the history of the region/base and current ops.  Filming requested for 24Sept.  Drafting PAA. 
 
Heroes in Training (PBS) 
Docu-film seeking 03Aug interview with NHHC historian to discuss Navy's WWII carrier qual program 
in Lake Michigan in 1940s.  NHHC supportive of request.  Drafting PAA. (NNTR) 

 

 
 

 
 

  
 

Happening (HBO)/Redford Center Productions 
Documentary that discusses Navy's Green Fleet initiatives and AMERICA's hybrid propulsion system. 
Rough cut: November 2015.  Air date: Spring 2016. (NNTR) 

 
Warrior Games 2015 (Universal Sports) 
Documentary that follows active, reserve, retired and veteran Wounded Warriors participating in the 
2015 Warrior Games in Quantico VA 19-28 Jun. This particular feature will follow the basketball games 
between services. Marine Corps liaison office has lead and an approved PAA by OSD. Navy PAA addendum 
signed covering b-roll footage for coverage and interviews as applicable. (NNTR) 

 

Lone Woman of San Nicholas (Documentary Educational Resources) 
Documentary about the Lone Woman of San Nicholas. Requesting access to SNI to film scenic shots. As 
per NBVC, filming access not available at this time. (NNTR) 

 

Unusual Suspects (Discovery Investigative Channel) 
Doc-series features stories of past crimes as told through interviews and re-enactments. Requesting 
interview with NCIS agent to discuss involvement in past case. Coordinating through NCIS PAO for 
support and local escort. PAA signed. Interview with NCIS Special Agent conducted, 26Jun, in D.C. 
Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 

Impossible Engineering (Discovery Channel) 
Navy historian interview and location b-roll conducted, 22Jun, at USS Nautilus museum to support docu- 
series episode on history of submarine engineering. NAVINFOWEST coordinated through SUBASE New 
London for support and local escort. PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
  

 

(b) (4)

(b) (4)

(b) (4)

Seapower (IMAX/K2 Comms) Phase 11 Production (CVN, LCS, CG and DDG)
(NNTR)

We Have Met The Enemy (Pending distribution)
Docu-film on Oliver Hazard Perry, the Battle of Lake Erie and the War of 1812. NAVINFOWEST and
NHHC supportive of request, but awaiting secured network distribution before moving forward.
NAVINFOWEST drafting letter of support to assist production company with distribution. (NNTR)

Great American Railway Iourneys (BBC)
Requesting 14Aug site visit to Naval Base Norfolk with potential for follow-on filming and interviews to
showcase the history of the region/base and current ops. Filming requested for 24Sept. Drafting PAA.

Heroes in Training (PBS)
Docu-film seeking 03Aug interview with NHHC historian to discuss Navy's WWII carrier qual program
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Documentary that discusses Navy's Green Fleet initiatives and AMERICA'S hybrid propulsion system.
Rough cut: November 2015. Air date: Spring 2016. (NNTR)

Warrior Games 2015 (Universal Sports)
Documentary that follows active, reserve, retired and veteran Wounded Warriors participating in the
2015 Warrior Games in Quantico VA 19-28 Jun. This particular feature will follow the basketball games
between services. Marine Corps liaison office has lead and an approved PAA by OSD. Navy PAA addendum
signed covering b-roll footage for coverage and interviews as applicable. (NNTR)

Lone Woman of San Nicholas (Documentary Educational Resources)
Documentary about the Lone Woman of San Nicholas. Requesting access to SNI to film scenic shots. As
per NBVC, filming access not available at this time. (NNTR)

Unusual Suspects (Discovery Investigative Channel)
Doc-series features stories of past crimes as told through interviews and re-enactments. Requesting
interview with NCIS agent to discuss involvement in past case. Coordinating through NCIS PAO for
support and local escort. PAA signed. Interview with NCIS Special Agent conducted, 26Iun, in DC.
Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

Impossible Engineering (Discovery Channel)
Navy historian interview and location b-roll conducted, 22]un, at USS Nautilus museum to support docu-
series episode on history of submarine engineering. NAVINFOWEST coordinated through SUBASE New
London for support and local escort. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

b) (4)
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SEAL Dog (Smithsonian)
Revised rough cut received 13Feh15. Latest version satisfies requested changes to mitigate any potential
disclosure of sensitive information. Awaiting airdate.[N NTR)

Ghost Hunters: USS CDNSTITUTIDN (SyFy Channel]
Episode will feature USS Constitution CD and crew discussing ship's history and strange happenings. Air
date tentatively scheduled for Aug 2015. [NNTR]

b

Veterans Day 2016 NCAA Basketball Game lBPHHUEISPN}
Made initial contacts reviewing timelines with IBPHH. Held conference call with Pacific Air Museum
officials to discuss timeline, SUE. [NNTR]

CMA/Toby Keith [non-televised)
Video shout-outs from uniformed service members to honor Toby Keith during in-house awards
ceremony. 05D declined official support based on lack of ROI and potential for implied endorsement.

Daily Planet [Discovery Canada]
Request to film at Naval Surface Warfare Center Panama City Division to feature their ability to rapidly
prototype using 3]) laser scanners, 3D printers. Classified as media request due to show's 24-48 hr
production cycle and short [5-6 min] docu-features. Referred to local command for approval and
coordination.

Kiehl's commercial
- Requesting filming on Point Mugu. Declined as per DoD policy.

M&Ms commercial
- Requesting filming on Port Hueneme. Declined as per Do!) policy.

W

Dffice Lease Negotiations
Occupancy agreement signed by NAVFAC SW Regional Contracting Officer and forwarded to GSA for
approval. Addendum for additional parking in progress.

SLEP
Mr. Larry Jones [FOX Sports EVP] has received invitation to attend SLEP.

Cl Directed Manpower Assessment
Wilco CI directive to provide three year "trend" assessment of demand signal growth for FF, TV and
documentaries for staffing future billet requirements. [NNTR]



NAVINFOWEST Weekly Report
0'7 Aug 15

Updated Items in Blue

SPECIAL OUTREACH - NAVY DAYS (LA FleetWeek)/4-10Aug15
COMMANDER THIRD FLEET kicked off wavr eArs LA. {LA Fleet Week] mm the arrival of ass HALssv
[DOG-97). oss seams HILL [co-52) and U55 CAPE ST. GEORGE [cc-71] in San Pedro, cA.

Continuing to escort Sailors from all three ships to Hollywood studies: For: Sports Studies — today;
TV Taping - Mom (CBS) -- tonight; CSF Reception — tonight; Creative Artists Agency ship visits: Sat.
Bring

SECNAV VISITS NCIS Valencia. CA [2 1 AUG)
Developing SUE for SECNAU requested visit to the set to meet with Executive Producer and cast.

Top Gun Two/Paramount Pictures [Preliminary]
Waved Off proposed mid-August CW embark set by CNAP PA until Paramount kick-off discussion with
USD/NAVINFO WST/CNAP.

Hunter-Killer [Relativity]
Relativity has filed Chapter 1 1 hanlo'uptcy, and put production on hold indefinitely. Producers advise
that the sunk cost. and high quality nature of the script should enable the production to continue neat
Spring under a new studio. Likely the director will move on.

NCIS NOLA {CBS}
Coordinated filming this weelc with Belle Chase and NRB/REGICIN NOLA FAQ for NCIS NOLA on jRB S —
Bhug. FAA Addendum. signed by GSD. LT Hume on-site for filming.

The Last Ship (TNT) - Network Television Series
- TNT continues to see nearly lflm viewers weekly for TLS Sunday evenings. Anticipate green lit season lll
neat weelt. Writers group assembling.
- Escorted writers and TNT executives on waterfront barge tour hosted by VADM Rowden on 301111.
discussed possible themes. ships. aircraft. new technology, TTPs for Season III.

Fox Sports 74th Conunemoration ofPearl Harbor Broadcast 8: Event
Fox Sports announced World Champion Women's Soccer team will play a “friendly” match versus
Iceland in Aloha Stadium 06 Dec 15 as the 74th Commemorative week-end live broadcast continues to
expand. Navy Region Hawaii will receive a large hloclt oftickets for Sailors and their families-

Mighty Ships [Discovery Canada] fCoutinuiug Promise'15
USNS Comfort and CP- 15 mission. LCDR Marl: Correa escorted Discovery Canada film crew to the
international airport and disembarhed USNS Comfort 06 AUG in Dominica- Mission complete.

Mike Rowe’s “Somebody's Gotta Do It" [CNN]: CW 74 STENNIS
CNAF/CVN-‘F’tl/NAVINFOWEST personnel escorted Mike Rowe and SGDI crew during 28-30}ul onboard
filming. Rough cut review expected in the next two months. Episode expected to air late fall/early winter.
Ofnote. feedback from the STENNIS CO and PAD is that the visit had an oven-vhehningly positive effect on
crew morale thanks to Mike Rowe's generous enthusiasm to sign autographs and take pictures with the
Sailors.



leopardy! [Sony]
Game show interested in capturing b-roll of USNS Comfort for use during show's "video clue" segment
Requesting half day of in port filming in Norfolk mid to late October 2015. Coordinating support through
MSC. [N NTR)

SCORPIUN {CBS}
NAVINEG WEST received and reviei-ve d script for Season _ Episode 4. Unable to support due to short
notice to filming, but held a meeting with Scorpion Director and Production ifioordinator to discuss the
possibility ofNavv support for future episodes

LEW—_——_—_J
Seapower [lMAX/KZ Comms} Phase II Production (INN, LES, CG and DDG]

Coordinating with C3F Future filming opportunities in SGCAL September/October. [NNTR]

We Have Met The Enemyr [Pending distribution]
Docu-film on Oliver Hazard Perry, the Battle of Lake Erie and the War of 1812. NAVINFOWEST and
NHHC supportive of request, but awaiting secured network distribution before moving forward.
NAVINFOWEST drafting letter of support to assist production company with distribution. [NNTR]

('3) {4)

Happening [HBO]/Redford Center Productions
Documentary that discusses Navy's Green Fleet initiatives and AMERICA's hybrid propulsion system.
Rough cut: November 2015. Air date: Spring 2016. (NNTR)

Warrior Games 2015 [UniversalSports)
Documentary that follows active, reserve, retired and veteran Wotmded Warriors participating in the
2015 Warrior Games in Quantico VA 19-28 Inn. This particular feature will follow the basketball games
between services. Marine Corps liaison office has lead and an approved PAA by 050. Navy FAA addendum
signed covering b-roll footage for coverage and interviews as applicable. [NNTR]

Lone Woman of San Nicholas [Documentary Educational Resources]
Documentary about the Lone Woman of San Nicholas. Requesting access to SN] to film scenic shots. As
per NBVC, filming access not available at this time. [NNTR]

Unusual Suspects [Discovery Investigative Channel]
Doc-series features stories of past crimes as told through interviews and re-enactments. Requesting
interview with NCIS agent to discuss involvement in past case. Coordinating through N (215 FAQ for
support and local escort. PAA signed. Interview with NCIS Special Agent conducted, 26km, in D.C.
Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR]



Impossible Engineering [DiscoveryChannel]
Navy historian interview and location b-roll conducted, 22]un, at USS Nautilus museum to support docu-
series episode on history of submarine engineering. NAVINFOWEST coordinated through SUBASE New
London for support and local escort. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR)

SEAL Dog [Smithsonian]
Revised rough cut received 13Feb15. Latest version satisfies requested changes to mitigate any potential
disclosure of sensitive information. Awaiting airdate.[NNTR]

Ghost Hunters: USS CONSTITUTION [SyFy Channel]
Episode will feature USS Constitution CD and crew discussing ship's historyr and strange happenings. Air
date tentatively scheduled for Aug 201 5. (N NTR]

W

Veterans Day 2016 NCAA Basketball Game ]BPHH[ESPN]
Made initial contacts reviewing timelines with ]BPHH. Held conference call with Pacific Air Museum
officials to discuss timeline, SOE. [NNTR]

I Explore [Travel Channel)
Referred to Pearl Harbor PA to treat as media request due to limited Navy narrative.

Great American Railway journey [BBC]
Referred to Region Mid-Atlantic PA to treat as media request due to limited Navy narrative and lack of US
distribution.

Dffice Lease Negotiations
Occupancy agreement signed by NAVFAC SW Regional Contracting Officer and forwarded to GSA for
approval. Addendum for additional parking in progress. [NNTR)

Reserve Unit

'0) (6)
SLEP
Mr. Larry ]ones [FOX Sports EVP] has received invitation to attend SLEP. [NNTR]

Cl Directed Manpower Assessment
Wilco CI directive to provide three year "trend" assessment of demand signal growth for FF, TV and
documentaries for staffing future billet requirements. [NNTR]



NAVINFOWEST Weekly Report
14 Aug 15

Updated Items in Blue

SECNAV VISITS NCIS Valencia. CA [2 Mug]
Developing SDE for SECNAV visit to the set in Valencia

NCIS NOLA [CBS]
Coordinating SECNlllJr visit 115ep to New Orleans set.

SPECIAL OUTREACH - NAVY DAYS [LA FleetWeek)/4-10Aug15
COMMANDER THIRD FLEET kicked off NAVY DAYS LA. [LA Fleet Week] with the arrival of USS
HALSEY [DOG-9?], USS BUNKER HILL [CG-52] and USS CAPE ST. GEORGE [CG-T1] in San Pedro,CA.
- Seventy five [75] Sailors toured Fox/Disney/Activision/CBS/Warner Bros studios. Six Sailors
went on [AFB ride-alongs.
- Eighteen [1 B] senior entertainment industry professionals attended CSF reception on USS
BUNKER HILL.
- CM and Disney Feature Film Executives tour USS HALSEY and USS CAPE ST. GEORGE expressing
interest in finding a story similar to the CG’s pic “The Finest Hours." Mid-level execs will find
relevant stories to pitch to their bosses and would like to arrange for additional tours of
ships/aircraft to capitalise on new energy to work with the Navy.

Top Gun Two/Paramount Pictures (Preliminary)
Waved all proposed mid-August CVN embark set by CNAP PA until Paramount kick-off discussion with
OSD/NAVINFO WEST/CNAP. Waiting on meeting date from Paramoimt.

Hunter-Killer [Relativity]
Relativity has filed Chapter 1 1 bankruptcy, and put production on hold indefinitely. Producers advise
that the sunk cost and high quality nature of the script should enable the production to continue next
Spring under a new studio. Likely the Director will move on.

The Last Ship [TNT] — Network Television Series (Green Light Season III!)
- Season Three ordered by TNT, production for '13 episodes to air next summer ramping up now.
- TNT continues to see nearly 10m viewers weekly for TLS Sunday evenings.

Fox Sports 74th Commemoration of Pearl Harbor Broadcast 81 Event
Fox Sports announced World Champion Women's Soccer team will play a "friendly" match versus
Iceland in Aloha Stadium 06 Dec 15 as the 7'4‘11 Commemorative week-end live broadcast continues to
expand. Navy Region Hawaii will receive a large block oftickets for Sailors and their families.

Who Wants to he a Millionaire [ABC]
]oint service military appreciation episode scheduled to tape in Stamford, CT. ZDAug. OSD negotiating
FAA with producers. Sailors advised on required local CoC approval, IAG review and uniform wear.
[NNTR]

jeopardy! [Sony]
Game show interested in capturing b-roll of USNS Comfort for use during show's "video clue" segment.
Requesting half day of in port filming in Norfolk mid to late October 2015. Coordinating support through
MSC. [NNTRl



SCORPION [CBS]
NAWNFO WEST received and reviewed script for Season 2 Episode 4. Unable to support due to short
notice to filming, but held a meeting with Scorpion Director and Production Coordinator to discuss the
possibility of Navy support for future episodes. [N NTR]

NEIS NOLA (CBS)
Received script #205- No notes provided, limited Navy portrayal.

Seapower {lMAX/KZ Comms] Phase I] Production (GYM, LCS, CG and DDS)
Coordinating with C3F future filming opportunities in SDCAL September/October. [N NTR]

We Have Met The Enemy (Pendingdistrihution)
Docu-film on Oliver Hazard Perry, the Battle of Lake Erie and the 1War of 1812. NAVINFOWEST and NHHC
supportive of request, but awaiting secured network distribution before moving forward. NAWNFUWEST
drafting letter of support to assist production company with distribution. [NNTR]

Warrior Games 2015 [Universal Sports]
Documentary that follows active. reserve, retired and veteran Wounded Warriors participating in the 2015
Warrior Games in Quantico VA 19-28 Inn. This particular feature will follow the basketball games between
services. Marine Corps liaison office has lead and an approved PAA by USU. Navy PAA addendtun signed
covering b-roll footage for coverage and interviews as applicable. [NNTID

Lone Woman of San Nicholas [Documentary Educational Resources)
Documentary about the Lone Woman of San Nicholas. Requesting access to SN] to film scenic shots.As
per NBVC, filming access not available at this time. [NNTR)

Unusual Suspects [Discovery Investigative Channel]
Doc-series features stories of past crimes as told through interviews and re-enactments. Requesting
interview with NCIS agent to discuss involvement in past case. Coordinating through NCIS FAQ for
support and local escort. FAA signed. Interview with NCIS Special Agent conducted, 26]un, in D.C.
Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR]

Impossible Engineering [Discoveryflhannel]
Navy historian interview and location b-roll conducted, 22]un, at USS Nautilus museum to support docu-
series episode on history of submarine engineering. NAVTNFDWEST coordinated through SUBASE New
London for support and local escort. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR]

Hello Goodbye [Travel Channel)
Docu-series that interviews people coming and going through national airports. Enlisted Sailor in
miiform interviewed with family members in Charlotte airport while en route to San Diego for A-school.
General Navy topics discussed. [why he joined, what to expect in the Fleet, etc.) No DPSEC violations.



No issues. Army adding Navy to 050 PAA Rough cut reviewed, 10Aug. Awaiting air date.

Mighty Ships [Discovery Canada] /Continuing Promise‘15
USNS Comfort and [IF-15 mission. Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR]

Mike Rowe's "Somehody’s Gotta Do It" (CNN): CW 74 STENNIS
CNAF/CVN-?4/NAVINFOWEST personnel escorted Mike Rowe and SGDI crew during 28-301ul onboard
filming. Rough cut review expected in the next two months. Episode expected to air late fall/early winter.
Of note, feedback from the STENNIS CO and PAD is that the visit had an overwhehningiy positive effect on
crew morale thanks to Mike Rowe’s generous enthusiasm to sign autographs and take pictures with the
Sailors. [NNTR]

Happening (HBO}/Redford CenterProductions
Documentaryr that discusses Navy's Green Fleet initiatives and AMERICA's hybrid propulsion system.
Rough cut: November 2015. Air date: Spring 2016. [NNTR)

SEAL Dog (Smithsonian)
Revised rough cut received 13Feb15. Latest version satisfies requested changes to mitigate any potential
disclosure of sensitive information. Awaiting air date.[NNTR)

Ghost Hunters: USS CONSTITUTION (SyFy Channel]
Episode will feature USS Constitution CO and crew discussing ship's history and strange happenings. Air
date tentatively scheduled for Winter 201 5.

[W
Veterans Day 2016 NCAA Basketball GarneIBPHH [ESPN]
Made initial contacts reviewing timelines with IBPHH. Held conference call with Pacific Air Museum
officials to discuss timeline, SOE. [NNTR]

Music Video
Music video producer for artist, Halsey. requesting to film aboard active Navy ship. Declined due to
questionable narrative, short-fused request, and lack of confirmed distribution.

Office Lease Negotiations
Two year occupancy agreement signed by NAVFAC SW Regional Contracting Officer and GSA with
provision for parking for eight vehicles.

Reserve Unit

10) (6)
SLEP
Mr. Larry lones [FOX Sports EVP] has received invitation to attend SLEP. [NNTR]

Cl Directed ManpowerAssessment
Wilco CI directive to provide three year "trend" assessment of demand signal growth for FF, TV and
documentaries for staffing future billet requirements. [NNTR]



NAVINFOWEST Weekly Report
21 Aug 15

Updated Items in Blue

SECNAV visit to CBS "NCIS" studio in Valencia, CA
On 21Aug, NAVINFDWEST Director 8:. Deputy successfillly completed escort for Sec. Mabus and
SECNAV Staff visit to CBS television studios and set ofTV series “NCIS.” Purpose ofvisit was for Sec.
Mabus to present "The Department of the Navy, Distinguished Public Service Award" to Mr. Gary
Glasberg [Executive Producer] on behalf of the Producers, Cast and Crew for completing over 282
episodes in the last 13 years which helped educate viewers on Navy culture and depicted our of Navy
Core Values.

Top-Gun Two [Paramount Pictures)
Kick-off meeting will be held between OSD, 01—6, CNAF, NAVINFDWEST and production team to include
Ierry Bruckheinier and his team timing the week of 215ep. Specific date TBD pending stakeholder
availability.

NCIS: NOLA{CBS)
Ongoing coordination with NAS IRE NOLA and “FA-204 ISO production assistance request to film F/A-
18 flight demo at NAS IRE NOLA on 27Aug and low-level pass by 2aF 18's IVO Crescent City Bridge on
23Aug. Production Assistance Agreement drafted and forwarded to Danni Productions for signature
and DSD[PA) for approval. DoD project officer: LCDR Correa

The Last Ship {TNT}
Season Three ordered by TNT, production for 13 episodes to air next summer ramping up now. TNT
continues to see nearly 10m viewers weekly for TLS Sunday evenings. NAVINFOWEST meeting with
producers 24Aug to discuss Season 3 thematics.

SECNAV visit to NCIS:NOLA (CBS)
Coordinating with Danni Productions staff ISO SECNAV visit scheduled for 1'ISep to the NCIS: New
Orleans studio in Harahan, LA.

Who Wants to be a Millionaire (ABC)
loint service military appreciation episode taping held at Stamford, CT, 20Aug. Sailors advised on
required local CoC approval. IAG review and uniform wear. PAA signed

jeopardy! [Sony]
Game show interested in capturing b-roll of USNS Comfort for use during show's "video clue" segment.
Requesting half day of in port filming in Norfolk mid to late October 2015. Coordinating support through
MSC. [NNTR]

NCIS NOLA (CBS)
Received script #205. No notes provided, limited Navy portrayal.

N(215 [CBS]
On 19Aug, received script #285 ”Incognito." Script. review in progress.
On 2 1 Aug, received script #2 86 "Double Trouble.” Script review in progress.



_
Seapower [lMAX/KZ Comms] Phase 1] Production (CW, LCS, CG and DDC]
Coordinating with C3F future filming opportunities in SOCAL September/October. [NNTR]

We Have Met The Enemy [Pendingdistribution]
Docu-film on Oliver Hazard Perry, the Battle of Lake Erie and the War of 1812. NAVINFDWEST and NH HC
supportive of request, but awaiting secured network distribution before moving forward. NAWNFDWEST
drafting letter of support to assist production company with distribution. (NNTR)

Warrior Games 2015 (Universal Sports]
Documentary that follows active, reserve, retired and veteran Wounded Warriors participating in the 2015
Warrior Games in Quantico VA 19-28 Inn- This particular feature will follow the basketball games between
services. Marine Corps liaison office has lead and an approved PAA by 05D. Navy PAA addendiun signed
covering b-roll footage for coverage and interviews as applicable. [NNTR]

Lone Woman of San Nicholas [DocumentaryEducational Resources]
Documentary about the Lone Woman of San Nicholas. Requesting access to SNI to film scenic shots.As
per NBVC, filming access not available at this time. [NNTR]

Unusual Suspects (Discovery.Jr Investigative Channel)
Doc-series features stories of past crimes as told through interviews and re-enactments. Requesting
interview with NCIS agent to discuss involvement in past case. Coordinating through NC18 FAQ for
support and local escort. PAA signed. Interview with NC15 Special Agent conducted, Zfilun, in DC.
Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR]

Impossible Engineering (DiscoveryChannel)
Navy historian interview and location b-roll conducted, 22lun, at USS Nautilus museum to support docu-
series episode on history of submarine engineering. NAVINFOWEST coordinated through SUBASE New
London for support and local escort. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR]

Hello Goodbye [Travel Channel)
Docu-series that interviews people coming and going through national airports. Enlisted Sailor in
imiform interviewed with family members in Charlotte airport while en route to San Diego for A—school.
General Navy topics discussed. [why he joined, what to expect in the Fleet, etc.) No OPSEC violations.
No issues. Army adding Navy to DSD PAA. Rough cut reviewed, 10A11g. Awaiting air date. [NNTR]

Mighty Ships (Discovery Canada] /Continuing Promise'lfi'
USNS Comfort and CP-15 mission. Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR)

Mike Rowe's "Somebody's Gotta Do It" [CNN]: CW 74 STENNIS
CNAF/CVN—T’4/NAVINFOWEST personnel escorted Mike Rowe and SGDI crew during 28-301111 onhoard
filming. Rough cut review expected in the next two months. Episode expected to air late fall/early winter.
Of note, feedback from the STENNIS C0 and PAD is that the visit had an overwhelmingly positive effect on
crew morale thanks to Mike Rowe’s generous enthusiasm to sign autographs and take pictures with the
Sailors. [NNTR]



Happening [HBO]fRedford CenterProductions
Documentary that discusses Navy's Green Fleet initiatives and MfERICA's hybrid propulsion system.
Rough cut: November 2015. Air date: Spring 2016. [NNTR]

SEAL Dog(Smithsonian)
Revised rough cut received 13Feb15. Latest version satisfies requested changes to mitigate any potential
disclosure of sensitive information. Awaiting air date. [NNTR]

Ghost Hunters: USS CDNSTITUTIDN (SyFy Channel]
Episode will feature USS Constitution C0 and crew discussing ship's history and strange happenings. Air
date tentative scheduled for Winter 2015. [NNTR]

Fox Sports 74th Commemoration of Pearl Harbor Broadcast 3: Event
Ongoing regular communication with PACFLT and NR HI. [NNTR]

Veterans Day 2016 N(3AA Basketball GamelBPHH [ESPN]
Made initial contacts reviewing timelines with IBPHH. Held conference call with Pacific Air Museum
officials to discuss timeline, SUE. [NNTR]

Reserve Unitb) 6
SLEP
Mr. Larry Iones [FOX Sports EVP] has received invitation to attend SLEP. [NNTR]

Cl Directed ManpowerAssessment
Provide three year “trend" assessment of demand signal growth for FF. TV and documentaries for staffing
future billet requirements. Brief staffed and routed through C1 C05 awaiting feedback.



NAVINFOWEST Weekly Report
2'7 Aug 15

Updated Items in Blue

SECNAV visit to NCIS: NDLA (CBS)
Responding to SECNAV request for NCIS: NOLA visit. Coordinating with Danni Productions staff for
1 lSep visit to the NCIS: New Orleans studio in Harahan, LA. Director to escort.

NCIS: NOLAHIBS}
Coordinating with NAS IRE NOLA and VITA-204 ISO production assistance request to film F/A-18 flight
demo at NAS [RB NOLA on 27Aug and low-level pass by 2313185 1V0 Crescent City Bridge on EBAug.
FAA signed. DoD Project Officer: LCDR Correa

The Last Ship [TNT]
TLS Season Three, writers currently developing potential storyliues.
- NAVINFOWEST met with producers to discuss Season Three storyline and potential platforms, locations
and demand signals for waterfront support.
- Coordinating with NSWC Port Hueneme to scout Self-Defense Test Ship for possible filming.
- Coordinating with SURFPAC for Season Three filming in San Diego, Seal Beach and Port Hueneme.
- TLS continues to see nearly 10m viewers weeklyr for TLS Sunday evenings.

Top-Gun Two [Paramount Pictures)
Kick-off meeting will be held between 030, 01-6, CNAF, NAVINFD WEST and Paramount Pictures, lerry
Bruckheimer and David Ellison at 1500, ZZSep in Los Angeles.

WWfln———l
Botched (E!)
Notified of Sailor requesting to appear in an episode as private citizen without reference to Navy
service. NAVINFO WEST provided standard guidance to local command on approval process and
Sailors' appearance on television show in an off-duty status.

Amazing Race [CBS]
Notified of Sailor requesting to audition for upcoming 2016 season. NAVINFD WEST provided
standard guidance to local command on approval process and Sailors' appearance on television shows
in an off-duty status.

Who Wants to he a Millionaire (ABC)
Ioint service military appreciation episode taping held at Stamford, CT, 20Aug. Sailors advised on
required local CoC approval, IAG review and uniform wear. PAA signed. [NNTPJ



leopardy! [Sony]
Game show interested in capturing b-roll of USNS Comfort for use during show's "video clue" segment.
Requesting half day of in port filming in Norfolk mid to late October 2015. Coordinating support through
MSC. [NNTR]

NCIS NDLA (CBS)
Received script #205. No notes provided, limited Navy portrayal. [N NTR]

N(315 [CBS]
On 191mg, received script #285 "Incognito." Script review in progress. [NNTR]
0n 2 1 Aug, received script #2 86 "Double Trouble.” Script review in progress. [NNTR]

_

Pivot to Asia {Pending distribution)
Documentary focusing on "President Obama's re-balancing of US strategic interests and forces toward
Asia-Pacific region." Request to document NAVWARCDL war gaming. Initial request submitted. but
awaiting full treatment and distribution details in order to fully assess request

Mega Shippers: MIRT [Discovery Channel]
Docu-series following "complex workings of some of the world's biggest and most highly-skilled
shippers." Coast Guard leading request to document 2 1-24Sept MIRT exercise in Port of Virginia.
NAVSTA Norfolk providing limited support. Navy to be included on Coast Guard PM as addendum.
Coordinating base access through NAVSTA Norfolk PAD.

Mega Shippers: MSC [Discovery Channel}
Docu-series also interested in producing episode on MSC in-port loading [delivery/resupply] in a US
mainland port with focus on one main vessel and interviews with 1-2 MSC personnel. Filming
availability open from now until early 20 16. Coordinating feasibility of support through MSC PAD.

Lower Keys Marsh Rabbit (PBS)
Documentary to focus on wildlife restoration and conservation in Florida Keys with focus on NAS Key
West. PARF sent. Coordinating with CNRSE and NASKW PADs.

Seapower {lMAX/KZ Comms] Phase I] Production [CVN, LCS. CG and BBC]
Coordinating with C3F future filming opportunities in SDCAL September/October. [NNTR]

We Have Met The Enemy [Pendingdistribution]
Docu-film on Oliver Hazard Perry. the Battle of Lake Erie and the War of 18 12. NEW] NFOWEST and NH HC
supportive of request, but awaiting secured network distribution before moving forward. NAVINFUWEST
drafting letter of support to assist production company with distribution. [NNTR]

Lone Woman of San Nicholas [DocumentaryEducational Resources]
Documentary about the Lone Woman of San Nicholas. Requesting access to SNI to film scenic shots. As
per NBVC, filming access not available at this time. [N NTR]



Warrior Games 2015 (Universal Sports]
Documentary that follows active, reserve, retired and veteran Wounded Warriors participating in the 2015
Warrior Games in Quantico VA 19-28 Inn. This particular feature will follow the basketball games between
services. Marine Corps liaison office has lead and an approved PAA by OSD. Navy PAA addendmn signed
covering b-roll footage for coverage and interviews as applicable. [NNTR]

Unusual Suspects [Discovery Investigafive Channel)
Doc-series features stories of past crimes as told through interviews and re-enactments. Requesting
interview with NCIS agent to discuss involvement in past case. Coordinating through NCIS PAD for
support and local escort. PAA signed. Interview with NCIS Special Agent conducted, Zfilun, in D.C.
Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR)

Impossible Engineering [DiscoveryChannel]
Navy historian interview and location h-roll conducted, 22]un, at USS Nautilus museum to support docu-
series episode on history of submarine engineering. NAVINFOWEST coordinated through SUBASE New
London for support and local escort. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. [NNTPJ

Hello Goodbye [Travel Channel]
Docu-series that interviews people coming and going through national airports. Enlisted Sailor in
uniform interviewed with family members in Charlotte airport while en route to San Diego for A—school.
General Navy topics discussed. [why he joined, what to expect in the Fleet, etc.) No DPSEC violations.
No issues. Army adding Navy to DSD PAA. Rough cut reviewed, 10Ang. Awaiting air date. [NN'I‘R]

Mighty Ships [Discovery Canada] /Continuing Promise‘15'
USNS Comfort and (JP-15 mission. Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR]

Mike Rowe's "Somebody s Gotta Do It" (CNN): CVN 74 STENNIS
CNAF/CVN--74/NAVINFOWEST personnel escorted Mike Rowe and SGDI crew during 28601111 onboard
filming. Rough cut review expected in the next two months. Episode expected to air late fall/early winter.
Of note, feedback from the STENNIS C0 and PAD is that the visit had an overwhelmingly positive effect on
crew morale thanks to Mike Rowe’s generous enthusiasm to sign autographs and take pictures with the
Sailors. [NNTR]

Happening [HBO]/Redford Center Productions
Documentary that discusses Navy's Green Fleet initiatives and AMERlCA's hybrid propulsion system.
Rough cut: November 2015. Air date: Spring 2016. [NNTR]

SEAL Dog (Smithsonian)
Revised rough cut received 13 Feh15. Latest version satisfies requested changes to mitigate any potential
disclosure of sensitive information. Awaiting air date. [NNTR]

Ghost Hunters: USS CONSTITUTION (SyFy Channel]
Episode will feature USS Constitution CD and crew discussing ship's history and strange happenings. Air
date tentatively scheduled for Winter 2015- [NNTRJ

25May2015 "The Homefront: Stories ofService" [PBS]-W1
25May2015- "Rachael Ray: Armed Forces Cook-Off (Syndicated)-
httou" fwwrachaelrayshowrom(celebs!19024 an armed forces cook off to honor our veteranslr
21May2015- "Mike Rowe's Somebody's Gotta Do It" [CNN] -
h s: .outuhe.com watch?v=LUVtLOtX11
11Nov2014- "Navy SEALs: Their Untold Stories" (PBSJ-WW



210d: 2014—-:"Makers WomeninWar" [PBS]-MAW
22Apr2014- "Rise of the Machines: Aircraft Carrier" [History Channel]-
h s: W. outube.com watch?v:M29r NlG Zk
27Feb2013 - "Inside: 2 lst Century Warship" [NatGeo] -
h s: w. outube.com watch?v=XDAM 1TP7bc

2309'? 2010 - "Pirate Hunters: USN" {Spike} -W

Fon: Sports 74th Commemoration of Pearl Harbor Broadcast 8: Event
Ongoing regular communication with PACFLT and NR HI. [NNTR)

Veterans Day 2016 NCAA Basketball GamejBPHH [ESPN]
Made initial contacts reviewing timelines with JBPHH. Held conference call with Pacific Air Museum
officials to discuss timeline, SUE. [NNTR]

America w} Iorge Ramos - [Fusion]
Interest to document COMFORT's visit to Haiti cancelled due to production schedule conflict.

Great American Railway lourney - [BBC]
Request to film at Naval Observatory in late September. Classified as media request, deferred to local
command due to limited support requested and straight-stick interview topics on 'time.'

House Hunters International - [HGTV]
Participating member in Upcoming episode is retired Navy. No active support requested. No action
required.

Crime Watch Bailyr
Request to document Navy's marine mammal program. Declined. No ROI.

w
Reserve Unit
Reserve side is actively pursuing funding sources to enable FAQs and Willis to spend extended training time
at the office to provide support when lmdermanned.

(b) (5)
SLEP
Mr. Larry Iones [FOX Sports EVP] is attending SLEP.

Cl Directed ManpowerAssessment
Provide three year “trend" assessment ofdemand signal growth for FF. TV and documentaries for staffing
future billet requirements. Brief staffed and routed through C1 C08 awaiting feedback. [NNTR]



NAVINFOWEST Weekly Report
03 Sep 15

Updated Items in Blue

***NEW FEATURE - WEB LINKS TO RECENT FLEET VIDEOS ON DEMAND INSIDE***

NCIS (CBS)
- On ZSep, Director and Deputy held C/C with series Executive Producer and episode Writer IRT
episode #288 “Viral" depicting negative portrayal of women integration on SSNs, sexual harassment by
numerous crewmembers and ineffective leadership by the command Triad. OSD [PA Media Director] 3.:
CHINFO [OI-6] informed for SA.
- On BSep, Executive Producer called to notify us that script #288 revision was in progress based on
feedback provided. Episode #283 will now take place on a BBC and will depict Sailor by-stander
intervention, perpetrator adjudication, and timely and effective engagement by the Triad.

SECNAV visit to NCIS: NOLA (CBS)
Responded to SECNAV request for NCIS: NOLA visit.
- Read-ahead SOE provided to SECNAV PAO for 1 15ep visit to the NCIS: NOLA studio in Harahan, LA
- NAVINFO WEST Escort Officer: CAPT Coons {CHINFO-funded TAD]

FOX SPORTS IBPHH
- Mitigation plan in place to counter "monsoon" rainfall and potential water damage to the Bloch Arena
finished basketball floor.
- Operations team visit planned to lBPHH/USS Missouri 6-8 Oct. Coordinating meetings for FOX Sports
EVP Larry Jones to engage new leadership w/ executive oflice calls requested with Navy Region
Hawaii; PACFLT and PACOM.

NHHC visit to NAVINFOWEST
Responded to Naval History Heritage Command (NDOPA) request ISO Mr. Samuel Cox [NHHC Director,
SES] visit o/a 215ep to NAVlNFO WEST. Purpose ofvisit is to discuss NHHC researcher/archivists SME
assistance [SO ongoing and future USN documentaries and period pieces showcasing USN forces. SOE
development in progress.

The Last Ship [TNT]
TNT writers working Season Three character development. Production staff forming in Culver City.
Scouting Seal Beach for Flight 11 Arleigb Burke Destroyer one-day shoots post ammo offloads.
- Escorted new Director (Mr. Cattleman] to view Spruance-class Self Defense Test Ship at NSWC Pt.
Hueneme for possible reveal /waterside filming.
- Coordinating w/ SURFPAC PAD ships schedules — Oct-Dec/Ian-Apr pierside; Air/Helo ops with CNAP;
simulators/exercises.
- Stationed LT Hume in Culver City to coordinate Navy logistics.

Top-Gun Two [Paramount Pictures)
Kick-off meeting will be held between OSD, OI-fi, CNAF, NAVINFO WEST and Paramount Pictures, Jerry
Bruckheimer and David Ellison tentatively scheduled for 225ep in Los Angeles-

(bl f4}

Mega Shippers: MIRT [Discovery Channel}
Docu-series following "complex workings of some of the world's biggest and most highly-skilled
shippers." Navy and Coast Guard leading request to document Navy-led and hosted 21-24Sept MIRT
exercise in Port oflfirginia. Coordinating support with Region Mid-Atlantic, NAVSTA Norfolk
Conference call TBD to discuss filming and plan of events next Tuesday.



leopardy! [Sony]
Game show interested in capturing b-roll of USNS Comfort for use during show's "video clue" segment.
Requesting half day of in port filming in Norfolk mid to late October 2015. Coordinating support through
MSC-HQ and C413. [NNTR]

NCIS NDLA (CBS)
- Screened episode #203 “Touched by the Sun.” Favorable depiction of female FLA-18 combat pilot and
test pilot. Additional notes provided to correct background scenes.
- Reviewed script #206 “Insane in the Membrane." Minor depiction of 2 sailors involved with illegal
narcotics. Notes provided to Producer/Writer in order to accurately portray USN policy and
adjudication for violation of UCM]. [No USN resources requested lSO production)
- Reviewed script #207 “Heart Fight." Minor depiction ofUSN security forces providing escort duties
and HM's providing MEDVAC transport. C/C held with wardrobe dept.

NCIS [CBS]
- Reviewed script #288 "18 Years.” Minor depiction of USN forces. [No USN resources requested ISD
production]
- Reviewed script #288 "Viral" (see note listed in "Significant Development" section] [No USN resources
requested ISO production]
- Reviewed script #28? "Locked Down" Minor depiction ofUSN 0-6. [No USN resources requested ISO
production]

Mega Shippers: MSC [Discovery Channel]
Docu-series also interested in producing episode on MSC in-port loading [delivery/resupply] in a US
mainland port with focus on one main vessel and interviews with 1-2 MSC personnel. USMC's MPF in
Elount lsland/IAX, Fl identified for support. Coordinating support through MSC and USMC. Marines
taking lead as it is Marine command and ship. Filming TED.

Lower Keys Marsh Rabbit [PBS]
Documentary to focus on wildlife restoration and conservation in Florida Keys with focus on NAB Key
West. PARF sent. Coordinating with CNRSE and NASKW PADS. [NNTR]

Seapower [lMAX/KZ Comms] Phase 1] Production (CVN, LCS. CG and DDG)
Coordinating with C3F future filming opportunities in SOCAL September/October. [NNTR]



We Have Met The Enemy [Pendingdistribution]
Docu-film on Oliver Hazard Perry, the Battle of Lake Erie and the War of 1812. NAVINFD WEST and NHHC
supportive of request, but awaiting secured network distribution before moving forward. NAVINFO WEST
drafting letter of support to assist production company with distribution. [NNTR]

Warrior Games 2015 (Universal Sports]
Documentary that follows active, reserve, retired and veteran Wounded Warriors participating in the 2015
Warrior Games in Quantico VA 19-28 Inn. This particular feature will follow the basketball games between
services. Marine Corps liaison office has lead and 'an approved PM by OSD. Navy FAA addendum signed
covering b-roll footage for coverage and interviews as applicable. [NNTR)

Unusual Suspects [Discovery InvestigativeChannel)
Doc-series features stories of past crimes as told through interviews and re~enactments. Requesting
interview with NCIS agent to discuss involvement in past case. Coordinating through NCIS PAD for
support and local escort. FAA signed. Interview with NCIS Special Agent conducted, 26]un, in D.C.
Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR]

Impossible Engineering [DiscoveryChannel]
Navy historian interview and location b-roll conducted, 22]un, at USS Nautilus museum to support docu-
series episode on history of submarine engineering. NAVINFO WEST coordinated through SUBASE New
London for support and local escort. FAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR]

Hello Goodbye fl'ravel Channel)
Docu-series that interviews people coming and going through national airports. Enlisted Sailor in
uniform interviewed with family members in Charlotte airport while en route to San Diego for A-school.
General Navy topics discussed. [why he joined, what to expect in the Fleet, etc.) No OPSEC violations.
No issues. Army adding Navy to OSD FAA. Rough cut reviewed, IDAug. Awaiting air date. [NNTR]

Mighty Ships [Discovery Canada] [Continuing Promise‘ 15
USNS Comfort and CP-‘15 mission. Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR]

Mike Rowe's "Somebody's Gotta Do It" [CNN]: CVN 74 STENNIS
CNAF/CVN-‘i’fiifNAVINFO ‘WEST personnel escorted Mike Rowe and SGDI crew during 28-30]ul onboard
filming Rough cut review expected in the next two months. Episode expected to air late fall/early winter.
Of note, feedback from the STENNIS C0 and PAD is that the visit had an overwhelmingly positive effect on
crew morale thanks to Mike Rowe’s generous enthusiasm to sign autographs and take pictures withthe
Sailors. [NNTR]

Happening [HBO]/Redford CenterProductions
Documentary that discusses Navy's Green Fleet initiatives and AMERICA’s hybrid propulsion system.
Rough cut: November 2015. Air date: Spring 2016. [NNTR]

SEAL Dog (Smithsonian)
Revised rough cut received 13 Feb15. Latest version satisfies requested changes to mitigate any potential
disclosure of sensitive information. Awaiting air date. [NNTR)

Ghost Hunters: USS CUNSTITUTIDN (SyFy Channel]
Episode will feature USS Constitution CO and crew discussing ship's history and strange happenings. Air
date tentatively scheduled for Winter 20 1 5. [NNTR]

17Iun2015 - "Vital Signs w/ Sanjay Gupta" [CNN]
IuI um .II III .ll.‘l .I I I' I. llllll-'I.I II
25May2015 - "The Homefront: Stories of Service" [PBS]
h : video. bs.or video 2365487435



25May2015 - "Rachael Ray: Armed Forces Cook-Off" [Syndicated]
IIII 1&111 -I-' -. III. III " 'I ‘-I -'III I ' IInI IIIII I “-I

21May2015- "Mike Rowe's Somebody'5 Gotta Do It" [CNN]
:3 _

11Nov2014 - "Navy SEALS: Their Untold Stories" [PBS]
h : video. bs.or video 2365359070
210ct 20 14 - "Makers: Women in War" [PBS]
h : www.makerscom documents ' womeninwar
16May2014 - "Godzilla" [Warner Bros]
ht_tps: ( [www.youtubecomflwatch?v=§2il{01011KtYw
22Apr2014 - "Rise of the Machines: Aircraft Carrier" [History Channel]
h s: www. outuhecom watch?v=M29r N 1G Zk
1013n2014 - "Lone Survivor" [Film 44]
hEmLUmamaaammhaoamdnadfisamafikflflJua
17Nov2013- "Bizarre Foods wf Andrew ZimJnern: USS Arlington" [Travel Channel]
IIII 1‘11; l- ‘ III II I'Ii I .. ‘-III .II‘ I - -. I Hi!

1 10ct201 3 - " Captain Phillips" [Sony]
h s: www. outube.com wa ch?v= BASoBrFGlc
09Aug201’3 - "Planes" [Disney]
hips: Z [www.facehookcomZNAWNFflmlEST(videosfvb39249404367/101523 655 77404368f?tsme=2fl
23E!
27Feb20 13 - "Inside: 2 1st Century Warship" [NatGeo]
ht_tps: Z {mryoutuhecomg watch?v=XOAMg1TP7bc
18May201 2 - "Battleship" [Universal]
h s: www.facehoolccon1 NAWNFDWEST videos vb.89249404367 10152368210999368 ? e=2&th
eater
220(12010- "Pirate Hunters: USN" [Spike]
WWW
{13]1112007-"Transfor1ners" [Dreamworks]

Veterans Day 2.016 NCAA Basketball Game [BPHH [ESPN]
Made initial contacts reviewing timelines with ]BPHH. Held conference call with Pacific Air Museum
officials to discuss timeline, SUE. [NNTR]

[NNTR]

_

Reserve Unit
Reserve side is actively pursuing funding sources to enable FAQs and MCs to spend extended training time
at the office to provide support when undermanned. [NNTR]

SLEP
Mr. Larry Jones [FOX Sports EVP] attended SLEP. [NNTR]

Cl Directed ManpowerAssessment
Provide three year "trend" assessment ofdemand signal growth for FF, TV and documentaries for staffing
future billet requirements. BriefstaffEd and routed through C1 C03 awaiting feedback [NNTR]



NAVINFOWEST Weekly Report
10 Sep 15

Updated Items in Blue

“*NEW FEATURE - WEB LINKS TO RECENT FLEET VIDEOS ON DEMAND INSIDE***

SECNAV visit to NCIS: NOLA (CBS)
Responded to SECNA‘EFr request for NCIS: NOLA visit.
- Read-ahead SOE provided to SECNAV PAO for llSep visit to the NCIS: NOLA studio in Harahan, LA.
- On 095ep CAPT Coons arrived onsta and prepared to escort Sec. Mabus.

FOX SPORTS IBPHH
- Operations team visit planned to IBPHH/USS Missouri E-BOct. Coordinating meetings for FOX Sports
EVP Larry Iones to engage new leadership w/ executive office calls requested with Navy Region
Hawaii; PACFLT and PACOM.
- Mitigation plan in place to counter "monsoon" rainfall and potential water damage to the Bloch Arena
finished basketball floor.
-On BSep and IRT consulting engineer’s recommendation, NAVFAC HI has positioned fans and blower
to dry underneath court. NAVFAC acquiring additional fans IOT speed-up drying process expected to
be complete on 19Sep.

NHl-IC visit to NAVINFOWEST
Responded to Naval History Heritage Command (NDOPA) request 150 Mr. Samuel Cos [NHHC Director,
SES] visit o/a 2 ISep to NAVINFO WEST. Purpose of visit is to discuss NHHC researcher/archivists SME
assistance [SO ongoing and future USN documentaries and period pieces showcasing USN forces. SOE
development in progress.
- Draft visit SOE submitted to Dave Werner [NHHC Outreach Asst. Dir.) for review and comment.

The Last Ship [TNT]
TNT writers working Season Three character development Production staff forming in Culver City.
Scouting Seal Beach for Flight 11 Arleigh Burke Destroyer one-day shoots post ammo offloads.
- Coordinating w/ SURFPAC PAO ships schedules — Oct-Dec/Ian-Apr pierside; Air/Helo ops with CNAP;
simulators/exercises.
- IOSep submitted feasibility of support request to CNAFR [N0 1P] ISO VR-SS scouting request o/a 165ep at
NAS Point Mugu to survey VR-SS resources [C-130, hangar 34 and flight-line].

Top-Gun Two [Paramount Pictures]
Kick-off meeting will he held between OSD, OI-fi, CNAF [Nil 1P], NAVINFO WEST, Jerry Bruckheimer and
David Ellison tentatively scheduled for ZZSep in Los Angeles. Meeting aims to identify general story
outline, desired research areas and rough production timeline.

%
Ieopardy! [Sony]
Game show interested in capturing b-roll of USNS Comfort for use during show's "video clue" segment.
Requesting half day of in port filming in Norfolk mid to late October 2015. Coordinating support through
MSC-HQ and C4F. [NNTR]

NCIS NOLA (CBS)
- Reviewed script #206 "Insane in the Membrane.” Minor depiction of 2 sailors involved with illegal
narcotics. Notes provided to Producer/Writer in order'to accurately portray USN policy and
adjudication for violation of UCM]. [No USN resources requested ISO production]
- Reviewed script #207 "Heart Fight." Minor depiction of USN security forces providing escort duties
and HM's providing MEDVAC transport. C/C held with wardrobe dept. Production in progress.
- Reviewed outline #209 "Darkest Hour." Minor depiction of MM2 involved in art heist. No USN
resources or production assistance requested ISO #209.



NCIS [CBS]
- Reviewed script #289 "16 Years.” Minor depiction of USN forces. (No USN resources requested ISO
production]
- Reviewed script #288 "Viral" [see note listed in "Significant Development" section] [No USN resources
requested [50 production]
- Reviewed script. #287 ”Locked Down" Minor depiction ofUSN 0-6. [No USN resources requested ISO
production]

Mega Shippers: MSC [Discovery Channel]
Docu-series also interested in producing episode on MSC in-port loading [delivery/resupply] in a US
mainland port with focus on one main vessel and interviews with 1-2 MSC personnel. USMC's MPF in
Blount Island/IAX, Fl identified for support. Coordinating support through MSC and USMC- Marines
taking lead as it is Marine command and ship. Filming TBD. [NNTF‘J

Lower Keys Marsh Rabbit (PBS)
Documentary to focus on wildlife restoration and conservation in Florida Keys with focus on NAS Key
West. PARF sent. Coordinating with CNRSE and NASKW PAOs. [NNTFJ

Seapower {lMAX/KZ Comms} Phase II Production (CW. LCS, CG and BBC]
Coordinating with C3F future filming opportunities in SDCAL Septeniber/Dctober. [NNTB’J

We Have Met The Enemy [Pendingdistribution]
Docu-film on Oliver Hazard Perry, the Battle of Lake Erie and the War of 1812. NAVINFO WEST and NHHC
supportive of request, but awaiting secured network distribution before moving forward. NAVINFO WEST
drafting letter of support to assist production company with distribution. [NNTR]

Warrior Games 2015 (Universal Sports)
Documentary that follows active, reserve, retired and veteran Wounded Warriors participating in the 2815
Warrior Games in Quantico VA 19-28 Inn. This particular feature will follow the basketball games between
services. Marine Corps liaison office has lead and an approved PAA by DSD. Navy PAA addendum signed
covering b-roll footage for coverage and interviews as applicable. [NNTID

Impossible Engineering [DiscoveryChannel]
Navy historian interview and location b-roll conducted, 22]un, at USS Nautilus museum to support docu-
series episode on history ofsubmarine engineering. NAVINFD WEST coordinated through SUBASE New
London for support and local escort. FAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR)



Hello Goodbye [Travel Channel]
Docu-series that interviews people coming and going through national airports. Enlisted Sailor in
uniform interviewed with family members in Charlotte airport while en route to San Diego for A-school.
General Navy topics discussed. [why he joined. what to expect in the Fleet, etc.) No OPSEC violations.
No issues. Army adding Navy to OSD FAA Rough cut reviewed. lflAug. Awaiting air date. [NNTR]

Mighty Ships [Discoveryr Canada] /Continuing Promise‘ 15
USNS Comfort and {SP-'15 mission. Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR]

Mike Rowe’s "Somebody'5 Gotta Do It" [CNN]: CVN 74 STENNIS
CNAF/CVN-74/NAWNFO WEST personnel escorted Mike Rowe and SGDI crew dining 28-301ulonboard
filming. Rough cut review expected in the next two months. Episode expected to air late fall/early winter.
Of note, feedback from the STENNIS' CD and PAD is that the visit had an overwhelmine positive effect on
crew morale thanks to Mike Rowe’s generous enthusiasm to sign autographs and take pictures with the
Sailors. [NNTR]

Happening (HBO)/Redford CenterProductions
Documentary that discusses Navy's Green Fleet initiatives and AMERICAis hybrid propulsion system.
Rough cut: November 2015. Air date: Spring 2016. [NNTR]

SEAL Dog [Smithsonian]
Revised rough cut received 13Feb15. Latest version satisfies requested changes to mitigate any potential
disclosure of sensitive information. Awaiting air date. [NNTR]

Ghost Hunters: USS CONSTITUTION [SyFy Channel]
Episode will feature USS Constitution CD and crew discussing ship's history and strange happenings. Air
date tentative scheduled for 1 1Nov15-

25May2015 "The Homefront: Stories of Service" [PBS]
WWW
25May2015 - "Rachael Ray: Armed Forces Cook-Off" [Syndicated]
litto:Ifwnmvrachaelragshowcomzcelebs[19024 an armed forces took off to hon_or our veterans!
21May2015 - "Mike Rowe's Somebody's Gotta Do It" [CNN]
h s: w. outube.com watch?v=LUVtLDtX11
11NovZD 14 - "Navy SEALS: Their Untold Stories" [PBS]
11 : video. bs.or video 23653590170
210d 20 14 - "Makers: Women in War" [PBS]
h : www.makerscom documents womeninwar
06]uly2014 - "Empowerment Project: ADM Michelle Howard" [lndieFli‘s]
httos: / fwxmv.voutube.comlwatch?v=saEk1EE6HI—Ig
O4Iuly2014- "Urban Oasis: USS Constitution" [HGTV]

16May2014- "Godzilla" [Warner Bros]
WWW
22Apr2014- "Rise of the Machines: Aircraft Carrier" [History Channel]
Wk
IDIan2014 - 'Lone Survivor" [Film 44]
h s: w. outube.com watch?v= oLFk4 K RM
17Nov2013 - "Bizarre Foods w/ Andrew Zimmern: USS Arlington" [Travel Channel]
11 : www.travelchannel.com shows bizarre-foods video tour-uss-arlin on
290ct2013 - "How We Got to Now: USS Asheville" [BBC]
ht_tt_l: Z [www.bbcnordiecom [video!?v=49916[}
110ct2013 - "Captain Phillips" [Sony]
httos:ffmvw.voutube.comiwa_-.tch?v= SASoBrFCic



D9Aug2013 -- "Planes" [Disney]
h s: wwwfacebookcom NAVINFOWEST videos vb.B9249404367 101523655?74D4368 ? e=2&th
LET
27Feb2013 - "Inside: lt Century Warship" [NatGeo]
WWW
18May2012 - "Battleship" [Universal]
h s: wwwfacebookcom NAWNFDWEST videos vb.B9249404367 10152363210999368 . e=2&th
w
22 Dct20 10 - " Pirate Hunters: USN" [Spike]
ht_tps: fl [www.goutubenom(watch?v=iFETiZMRGOw
D3]ulBUD7 - "Transformers" [Dreamworks]
h s: wuuvfacebookcom NAWNFOWEST videos vb.B9249404367 10152363556203.4368 ? e=23zth
eater

_
Veterans Day 2016 NCAA Basketball GamelBPHH (ESPN)
Made initial contacts reviewing timelines with IBPHH. Held conference call with Pacific Air Museum
oflicials to discuss timeline, SOE. [NNTID

Mega Shippers: MIRT [lliiscoveryr Channel]
Docu-series support declined based on NAVSTA Norfolk concerns with MIRT training sensitivities and short—
fused timeline to sufficientlyr coordinate filming support Researching alternatives with production company.

Reserve Unit
Reserve side is actively pursuing funding sources to enable FAQs and Wills to spend extended training time
at the office to provide support when undermanned. [NNTR]

Hollywood to the Navy [HTTN]
Next HTTN scheduled for ZESep. Awaiting confirmation for a BMD based CG/DDG and Helo Squadron.
Navyr to Hollywood: Working an EDD show and tell for late October or earl},Jr November. As with past
SPAWAR event, there is strong interest coming from the top production companies in town, including Bad
Robot [I] Abrams) ; Invisible Ink [Chris McQuarrie/Mission Impossible V]; Lin Pictures [Lego Movie).
Looking to get two large events plus 3-5 office calls. Likely 200-3 00 attendees-



NAVINFOWEST Weekly Report
18 Sep 15

Updated Items in Blue

***NEW FEATURE — WEB LINKS TO RECENT FLEET VIDEOS ON DEMAND INSIDE***

FOX SPORTS [BPHH
- Operations team visit planned to IBPHH/USS Missouri 5-BOct. Coordinating meetings for FOX Sports
EVP Larry Iones to engage new leadership w/ executive office calls requested with Navy Region
Hawaii; PACFLT and PACOM week of BNov.
— Participated in FOX Sports logistics and protocol planning session 17Sep. Established POCs/Events
Ops plans.
- Notified by Positive Impact that Bloch Arena rain damage assessment could have risen from 2% to
30% of the basketball court surface. Requesting NAVFAC/OPS validation. Further refurbishment
plaJming repairs/mitigation plan for further rain.

NHHC visit to NAVINFOWEST
Responded to Naval History Heritage Command [NUOPA] request 130 Mr. Samuel Cox [NHHC Director,
SE5] visitWeNAVINFO WEST. Purpose of visit is to discuss NH HC researcher/archivists SME
assistance ongoing and future USN documentaries and period pieces showcasing USN forces. Visit
SOB submitted to and approved by Dave Werner (NHHC Outreach Asst. Dir]-

[MAX SEAPOWER/K2 COM UPDATE
Viewed five minute “clip" of museum aircraft carrier launch/recovery flight ops 24-minute piece.
Highest quality imagery. Four to six production days funded and prep for NAS Lemoore; NAS Pas;
River; NBSD San Diego; fall/spring.

The Last Ship [TNT]
TNT writers working Season Three character development. Production staff forming in Culver City.
Scouting Seal Beach for Flight 11 Arleigh Burke Destroyer one-day shoots post ammo offloads.
- Coordinating wj SURFPAC PAO ships schedules — Oct-Dec/Ian-Apr pierside: Air/Halo ops with (SNAP;
simulators/exercises.
- 17Sep conducted VR-SE scout at NAB Point Mugu to survey VR-SS resources [C430, hangar 34
and flight-line]. Producers are interested in featuring VR-SS in Season Three, currently writing up
detailed request for submission.

Top-Gun Two [Paramount Pictures]
Kick-off meeting will be held between 03]), 01-6, CNAF [ND 1P], NAVINFO WEST, ]erry Bruckheimer and
David Ellison tentatively scheduled for EZSep in Los Angeles. Meeting aims to identify general story
outline, desired research areas and rough production timeline. [NNTR]

Come Hell or High Water]Battle of Leyte Gulf WWII Period Piece Feature film/IMAX
Provided NHHC Director with advance copy of proposed feature film period piece requesting Navy
support. Requested accuracy of portrayal review.

leopardy! [Sony]
Game show interested in capturing b-roll of USNS Comfort for use during show's "video clue" segment.
Requesting half day of in port filming in Norfolk mid to late October 2015. Coordinating support through
MSC-HQ and C4F. (NNTR)



NCIS NOLA (CBS)
- Reviewed script #206 "Insane in the Membrane." Minor depiction oftwo sailors involved with illegal
narcotics. Notes provided to Producer/Writer in order to accurately portray USN policy and
adjudication for violation of UCM]. [No USN resources requested ISO production)
- Reviewed script #207 “Heart Fight." Minor depiction ofUSN security forces providing escort duties
and HM's providing MEDVAC transport. C/C held with wardrobe dept. Production in progress.
- Reviewed outline #288 "Darkest Hour. " Minor depiction of MM2 involved in art heist. No USN
resources or production assistance requested ISO #289. [NNTR]

NC15 ([288)
- Reviewed script #289 "16 Years." Minor depiction of USN forces. [No USN resources requested ISO
production)
- Reviewed script #288 "Viral” (see note listed in "Significant Development" section] [No USN resources
requested ISO production]
- Reviewed script #28? ”Locked Donal” Minor depiction ofUSN 0-6. [No USN resources requested ISO
production] [NNTR)

Mega Shippers: MSC (Discovery Channel]
Docu-series also interested in producing episode on MSC in-port loading [deliveryfresupply] in a US
mainland port with focus on one main vessel and interviews with 1-2 MSC personnel. USMC's MPF in
Bloom Island/IAX, Fl identified for support. Coordinating support through MSC and USMC. Marines
taking lead as it is Marine command and ship. Filming TBD. [NNTR]

Lower Keys Marsh Rabbit [PBS]
Documentary to focus on wildlife restoration and conservation in Florida Keys with focus on NAS Key
West. PARF sent. Coordinating with CNRSE and NASKW PADS. [NNTR]

Seapower [lMAX/KZ Comms] Phase 1] Production (GUN, LES. CG and DDG]
Coordinating with C3F future filming opportunities in SDCAL September/October. {NNTR}

We Have Met The Enemy [Pendingdistribntion]
[loco-film on Oliver Hazard Perry. the Battle of Lake Erie and the War of 18 12. NAVINFO WEST and NHHC
supportive of request, but awaiting secured network distribution before moving forward. NAVINFO WEST
drafting letter of support to assist production company with distribution. [N NTR]



Air Warriors: ProwlerfGrowler [Smithsonian Channel]
Documentary episode showcasing Prowler and Growler. Air date scheduled for 04 Oct.
Preview: http :f/www.smithsonianchannel.con1/shows/air-warriors/prowl er—-
growlerf1003487/3418203

Warrior Games 2015 [Universal Sports]
Documentary that follows active, reserve, retired and veteran Wounded Warriors participating in the 2015
Warrior Games in Quantico VA 19-28 Inn. This particular feature will follow the basketball games between
services. Marine Corps liaison office has lead and an approved FAA by OSD. Navy PAA addendum signed
covering b-roll footage for coverage and interviews as applicable. [NNTR]

Impossible Engineering [DiscoveryChannel]
Navy historian interview and location b-roll conducted, 22]1m, at USS Nautilus museum to support docu-
series episode on history of submarine engineering. NAVINFO WEST coordinated through SUBASE New
London for support and local escort. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR]

Hello Goodbye [Travel Channel]
Docu-series that interviews people coming and going through national airports. Enlisted Sailor in
imiform interviewed with family members in Charlotte airport while en route to San Diego for A—school.
General Navy topics discussed. [why he joined, what to expect in the Fleet, etc.) No DPSEC violations.
No issues. Army adding Navy to OSD FAA. Rough cut reviewed, IDAug. Awaiting air date. [NNTR]

Mighty Ships [Discovery Canada] [Continuing Promise'15
USNS Comfort and (JP-15 mission. Awaiting rough cut. [N NTR]

Mike Rowe's "Somebody s Gotta Do It" [CNN]: CVN 745TENNIS
CNAFXCVN-74/NAWNFO WEST personnel escorted Mike Rowe and SGDI crew during 28-3 Olul onboard
filming. Rough cut review expected in the next two months. Episode expected to air late fall/early winter.
Of note, feedback from the STENNIS C0 and PAD is that the visit had an overwhehningly positive effect on
crew morale thanks to Mike Rowe’s generous enthusiasm to sign autographs and take pictures withthe
Sailors. [NNTR]

Happening [HBO]/Redford CenterProductions
Documentary that discusses Navy's Green Fleet initiatives and AMERICA's hybrid propulsionsystem.
Rough cut: November 2015. Air date: Spring 2016. [NNTR]

SEAL Dog[Smithsonian]
Revised rough cut received 13 Feb15. Latest version satisfies requested changes to mitigate any potential
disclosure of sensitive information. Awaiting air date. [NNTR]

Ghost Hunters: USS CDNSTITUTIDN [SyFy Channel]
Episode will feature USS Constitution C0 and crew discussing ship's history and strange happenings. Air
date tentatively scheduled for I 1Nov15.

D4Uct20 1 5 - "Air Warriors: Prowler/Growler [Smithsonian Channel]
IIII' an. II'. II'...II ' III Ii ._-. -III IIi*'--:II1' I'll- Jil
17]un2015- "Vital Signs w/ Sanjay Gupta" [CNN]

25May2015- "The Homefr'ont: Stories of Service. CMDCM ofWayne E Meyer" [PBS]
hm: Z (videopbsorgflvideo Z 23654874351
25May20 1 5 - “Rachael Ray: Armed Forces Cook-Ufl“ [Syndicated]
IIII' ililil‘fil- II. II; II ".I I ‘-I :‘III I ‘ Ila. II IIIII I "-|

21May2015- "Mike Rowe's Somebody'5 Gotta Do It" [CNN]
WWW



11Nov2014 - "Navy SEALS: Their Untold Stories" [PBS]

210ct 20 14 - "Makers: Women in War" [PBS]
Milnmmakccsmmtmulmembammcnimat
flfijulyz014 - "Empowerment Project: ADM Michelle Howard" [IndieFlix]
11 WW. outube.com watch?v=szEk‘1EE6HH
D4JnSly201-il- "Urban Oasis: USS Constitution" [HG’I‘V].

16May2014- "Godzilla" Warner Bros]
h 5: www. outube.coni watch?v='K010tYw
22Apr2014 - "Rise of the Machines: Aircraft Carrier" [History Channel]
h 5: www. outube.com watch?v=Ma9r N 1G Zk
10]an2014 - "Lone Survivor" [Film 44]
WW
17Nov2013 - "Bizarre Foods wf Andrew Zimmern: USS Arlington" [Travel Channel]

29Dct2013 - "How We Got to Now: USS Asheville" [BBC]
ht1_.1:_l: Z [www.bbcnordiocom(video!?v=499160
1 1DtD1 3 - "Captain Phillips" [Sony]
WWW
D9Aug2013- "Planes" [Disney]

27Feb20 13 - "Inside: 2 lst Century Warship" [NatGeo]
h 5: www. outube.com watch?v=XOAM 1TP7bc
18May20 1 2 - "Battleship" [Universal]
httos:Hunvwfacebookcomz NAWNFOWESTfivideos (vb.B9249404367(10 1523682 109993 681 Lupe=281th
BREE
ZEDct2010"P1rate Hunters: USN" [Spike]

Veterans Day 20 16 N[1AA Basketball Game IBPHH [ESPN]
Made initial contacts reviewing timelines with IBPHH. Held conference call with Pacific Air Museum
officials to discuss timeline. SUE. [NNTR]

The Wall (NBC)
Participation of Univ. of Illinois NRDTC M01 in official capacity and at-work vignettes for game show
declined. Advised member's participation must be in off-duty, leavefliber'ty status fullyr separate from
official duties.

Time Beings (History Channel]
Declined. No ROI. Narrative theorizes US government conducted time travel tests.

|_
Reserve Unit

(D) (6)
Hollywood to the Navyr [HTTN]
Next HTTN scheduled for 'ZBSep. Helicopter Sea Combat Squadron Eight [HSC-B] and USS Mobile Day [CG-
53] confirmed.
Navy to Hollywood: Working an EDD show and tell for late October or early November.



NAVINFOWEST Weekly Report
25 Sep 15

Updated Items in Blue

***NEW FEATURE - WEB LINKS TO RECENT FLEET VIDEOS ON DEMAND INSIDE***

FOX SPORTS [BPHH
- Operations team visit planned to lBPHl—I/USS Missouri 5-80ct. Coordinating meetings for FOX Sports
EVP Larry Iones to engage new leadership w/ executive office calls requested with Navy Region
Hawaii; PACFLT and PACOM week of 8Nov.
IBPHH operations and NAVFAC repair plan briefed and accepted by base and region leaders. Further
mitigation in effect for monsoon level rain. FOX Sports briefed.

(bl (4}

Hollywood to the Navy [HTTN]
NAWNFOWEST will be conducting a Hollwood-to-the-Navy outreach tour of the guided missile
cruiser USS Mobile Bay [CG 53) and Helicopter Sea Squadron B [HSC-B] on Saturday, Sept. 26. We will
visit Mobile Bay first at 1030 followed by HSC-B at 1400. We have nine confirmed guests, two ofwhom
are key industry influencers: Ieffrey Nachmanoff, a TV/feature writer and director who recently sold
the TVpilot "Behind Enemy Lines" to Fox, and David Kendall, a TV director who is Disney Channel‘s go-
to director for non-animated productions. In addition, we have one TV writer from TNT's Secret
Service drama "Legends", two fairly junior feature film writers, two story editors from "Call of Duty",
and two guests.

NHHC visit to NAVINFOWEST
NHHC Director Samuel Cos visited NAVINFOWEST Ofl(b-) (6) Discussed NH Hc researcher{archivists
SME assistance ISO ongoing and future USN documentaries and period pieces showcasing USN forces.
Visit was successfully esecuted [AW SOE to include a meeting with W'll'llll era film producers; way-
ahead discussion on improving/optimizing NHHC SME's ISO historic documentaries production
support and research assistance: visit to the sets of "The Last Ship."



[MAX SEAPOWER/KZ COM UPDATE
Viewed five minute "clip" of museum aircraft carrier launch/' recovery flight ops 24—minute piece.
Highest quality imagery. Four to six production days funded and prep for NAS Lemoore; NAS Pas;
River; NBSD San Diego; fall/spring. Evaluating potential F-35 filming opportunities during October DT—
2 with CNAF/AIRLANT PA.

The Last Ship [TNT]
TNT writers working Season Three character development. Production staff forming in Culver City.
Scouting Seal Beach for Flight 11 Arleigh Burke Destroyer one-day shoots post ammo offloads.
- Coordinating wf SURFPAC PAO ships schedules — Oct-Dec/]an-Apr pierside: Air/Helo ops with CNAP;
simulators/exercises.
- Received request to film at VR-55 on Point Mugu in late October. Evaluating request and
determining feasibility with local commands.
- On 2 ISep hosted set tour ISO visit by Dir. Samuel Cox [NHHC Director]
- On ZSSep received script #30 1 network draft. Project Officer review in progress.

93 Days [Michelangelo/BAP Productions]
- On BESep, responded to BUMED PAO assistance request on process to allow CDR David Brett-Major
[USN Medical Corp] currently assigned to Naval Medical Research Center and provided character
background development ISO 93 Days. NAVINFOWE ST determined screenplay did not portray USN
forces ISO Ebola Response and recommended to BUMED approval to allow CDR Brett-Maj or
DIRLAUTH with Alastair Mackenzie [Actor portraying CDR Brett-Major].
Film Background: 93 Days is based on the true story ofthe men and women assigned to the UN/WHO
and risked their lives IRT the Ebola virus outbreak in Nigeria. COR Brett-Major deployed as member of
the UN,1WHO team that responded to the outbreak.

Come Hell or High Water/Battle of Leyte Gulf WWI] Period Piece Feature film/IMAX
Provided NHHC Director and OSD PA with advance copy of proposed feature film period piece
requesting Navy support. Requested accuracy of portrayal review. NHHC Director has expressed
interest in providing project officer support from NHHC due to the historical Navy material portrayed.

Steve Harvey Show
Seeking uniformed services as audience for ZUOct taping in Chicago. OCPA West has lead coordination
for services as per OSD PA. Dress [miform for all services.

jeopardy! [Sony]
Game show interested in capturing b-roll of USNS Comfort for use during show's "video clue" segment.
Requesting half day of in port filming in Norfolk mid to late October 2015. Coordinating support through
MSC-HQ and C4F. [NNTR]

N(318 NOLA (CBS)
- Reviewed script #206 “Insane in the Membrane." Minor depiction of two sailors involved with illegal
narcotics. Notes provided to Producer/Writer in order to accurately portray USN policy and
adjudication for violation of UCM]. [No USN resources requested ISO production)
- Reviewed script #207 “Heart Fight." Minor depiction of USN security forces providing escort duties
and HM's providing MEDVAC transport. CjC held with wardrobe dept. Production in progress.
- Reviewed outline #209 "Darkest Hour." Minor depiction of MMZ involved in art heist. No USN
resources or production assistance requested ISO #209. [NNTR]



NCIS [CBS]
- Reviewed script #289 "16 Years.” Minor depiction of USN forces. [No USN resources requested ISO
production]
- Reviewed script #288 "Viral" (see note listed in "Significant Development" section] [No USN resources
requested ISO production]
- Reviewed script #287 ”Locked Down” Minor depiction ofUSN 0-6. [No USN resources requested ISO
production] [NHTR]

Hell Below [Smithsonian]
Docn-series exploring Wl-era submarine warfare. Letter ofAssistance provided supporting use of
DoD archival imagery- Coordinating support through NHHC and Nautilus Museum.

Mega Shippers: MSC [Discovery Channel]
Docu-series also interested in producing episode on MSC in-port loading [delivery/resupply] in a US
mainland port with focus on one main vessel and interviews with 1 -2 MSC personnel. USMC's MPF in
Blount Island/IAX, F1 identified for support. Coordinating support through MSC and USMC. Marines
taking lead as it is Marine command and ship. Filming TED. [NNTRJ

Lower Keys Marsh Rabbit [PBS]
Documentary to focus on wildlife restoration and conservation in Florida Keys with focus on NAS Key
West. PARF sent. Coordinating with CNRSE and NASKW PAOs. [NNTR]

Seapower {lMAK/KZ Comms] Phase I] Production (GYM, LCS, CG and EDS]
Coordinating with C3F future filming opportunities in SOCAL September/October. {NNTR}

We Have Met The Enemy (Pendingdistribution)
Docu-film on Oliver Hazard Perry, the Battle of Lake Erie and the War of 18 12. NAWNFU WEST and NHHC
supportive of request, but awaiting secured network distribution before moving forward. NAVINFO WEST
drafting letter of support to assist production company with distribution. [NNTR]



Air Warriors: ProwlerfGrowler [Smithsonian Channel)
Documentary episode showcasing Prowler and Growler. Air date scheduled for 04 Oct.
Preview: http ://www.sn1ithsonianchannelcom/shows/air-warriors,“prowl er—-
growler/IOOSAB'F/BAIBZOS

Warrior Games 2015 [Universal Sports]
Documentary that follows active, reserve, retired and veteran Wounded Warriors participating in the 2015
Warrior Games in Quantico VA 19-28 Inn. This particular feature will follow the basketball games between
services. Marine Corps liaison office has lead and an approved PAA by DSD. Navy PAA addendmn signed
covering b-roll footage for coverage and interviews as applicable. [NNTR]

Impossible Engineering [DiscoveryChanneD
Navy historian interview and location b-roll conducted, 22]1m, at USS Nautilus museum to support docu-
series episode on history of submarine engineering. NAVINFD WEST coordinated through SUBASE New
London for support and local escort. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR]

Hello Goodbye [Travel Channel)
Docu-series that interviews people coming and going through national airports. Enlisted Sailor in
uniform interviewed with family members in Charlotte airport while en route to San Diego for A—school.
General Navy topics discussed. [why he joined, what to expect in the Fleet, etc.) No DPSEC violations.
No issues. Army adding Navy to GSD FAA. Rough cut reviewed, 10Aug. Awaiting air date. [NNTR]

Mighty Ships [Discovery Canada] [Continuing Promise'15
USNS Comfort and (JP-15 mission. Awaih'ng rough cut. [N NTR]

Mike Rowe's "Somebody s Gotta Do It" [CNN]: CVN 745TENNIS
CNAFXCVN-74/NAWNFO WEST personnel escorted Mike Rowe and SGDI crew during 28-3 Olul onboard
filming. Rough cut review expected in the next two months. Episode expected to air late fall/early winter.
Of note, feedback from the STENNIS C0 and PAD is that the visit had an overwhehningly positive effect on
crew morale thanks to Mike Rowe’s generous enthusiasm to sign autographs and take pictures withthe
Sailors. [NNTR]

Happening [HBO]/Redford CenterProductions
Documentary that discusses Navy's Green Fleet initiatives and AMERICA's hybrid propulsionsystem.
Rough cut: November 20 15. Air date: Spring 2016. [NNTR]

SEAL Dog[Smithsonian)
Revised rough cut received 13 Feb15. Latest version satisfies requested changes to mitigate any potential
disclosure of sensitive information. Awaiting air date. [NNTR]

Ghost Hunters: USS CDNSTITUTIDN [SyFy Channel]
Episode will feature USS Constitution C0 and crew discussing ship's history and strange happenings. Air
date tentatively scheduled for 11Nov15. [NNTR]

D40ct20 1 5- A"ir Warriors. Prowler/Growler" [Smithsonian Channel]
IIII' an. II. II .I.I ' III Ii ..-1.II IIi*'--:II1' IIJI ill
17]un2015- "Vital Signs w/ Sanjay Gupta" [CNN]

25May2015- "The Homefront: Stories of Service. CMDCM ofWayne E Meyer" [PBS]
hm: Z (videopbsorgflvideo Z 23 654B 743 5 Z
25May20 1 5 - “Rachael Ray: Armed Forces Cook-DE“ [Syndicated]
IIII' Ililil‘fil- I: II1 II ".I l1 .I .'III I - II.I I IIII I :-.I

21May2015- "Mike Rowe's Somebody'5 Gotta Do It" [CNN]
WWW



11Nov2014 - "Navy SEALS: Their Untold Stories" [PBS]

210ct 20 14 - "Makers: Women in War" [PBS]
nonlinmmakemmmmnummmnmma:
flfijulyz014 - "Empowerment Project: ADM Michelle Howard" [IndieFlix]
l1 WWW. outube.com watchhzsaEk'lEEEHH
04]uly2014- "Urban Oasis: USS Constitution" [HGTV].

16May2014- "Godzilla" [Warner Bros]
h 5: www. outube.coni watch?v= KOIDtYw
22Apr2014 - "Rise of the Machines: Aircraft Carrier" [History Channel]
h 5: www. outuhe.com watch?v=Ma9r N 1G Zk
10]an21114-"Lone Survivor" [Film 44]
WW
17Nov2013 - "Bizarre Foods wf Andrew Zimmern: USS Arlington" [Travel Channel]

29Dct2013 - "How We Got to Now: USS Asheville" [BBC]
ht1_:p: Z [www.hbcnordiccom(video!?v=499160
1 1DtU1 3 - "Captain Phillips" [Sony]
WWW
D9Aug2013- "Planes" [Disney]

27Feb20 13 - "Inside: 2 1st Century Warship" [NatGeo]
h 5: www. outube.com watch?v=XDAM 1TP7bc
18May20 1 2 - "Battleship" fllniversal]
httos:wwfacebookcomzNAWNFOWESTZvideosfivb.89249404367 g 10 1523682 109993681 fitmez'ZELth
2.3m
22DtO1fl- " Pirate Hunters: USN" [Spike]

Veterans Day 20 16 NCAA Basketball Game IBPHH [ESPN]
Made initial contacts reviewing timelines with IBPHH. Held conference call with Pacific Air Museum
officials to discuss timeline. SUE. [NNTR]

The Wall
Game show requesting to film at Univ of Illinois NRDTC Mfll's Workplace. Request declined.
Advised local command on parameters of individual SW participating in game shows not covered by a
DoD PAA.

Fast and Furious 8
Requesting location assistance to film action sequences on a I‘ilavyr base. Declined/no script to review/no
ROI.

hm———J



NAVINFOWEST Weekly Report
02 Oct 15

Updated Items in Blue

***NEW FEATURE - WEB LINKS TO RECENT FLEET VIDEOS ON DEMAND INSIDE“

Top Gun Two [Paramount Pictures]
- On UlOct, NAVI NFO‘WEST Director signed a letter of research assistance authorizing Skydance
Productions the opportunity to be escorted by a DoD project Officer to USN bases/units and meet with
personnel with the intent to help develop character arcs and better understand how platforms operate
and how our Sailors demonstrate our Navy Core Values.
30E:
140m: [VPA-IO 1] Writer]Producer]Project Ofiicer meet with Commanding Officer, VFA-lOl IOT gain
background knowledge on F-35C Aviator training pipeline and close-up look at the aircraft. Note: no
interior photography of interior components/avionics or access to cockpit by CIVs will be authorised
without prior approval by CNAF[WA-101. Developing SOE.
{HS-OB Nov [CVN-74] Skydance CEO/ Writer/Project Officer embark USS john C. Stennis [CW-74] for a
ROZN IOT experience life-at-sea, Flt Ops, and meet with VFA CQ det.

FOX SPORTS IBPHH
- Operations team visit planned to JBPHH/USS Missouri S-BOct (SOE provided to 01-6] escorted by
Director NAVIN FOWEST.
- IBPHH operations and NAVFAC repair plan briefed and accepted by base and region leaders. Further
mitigation plan in effect IRT monsoon level rain.

WWII Mega Weapons [PBS]
Docu-series tells story of the biggest battleships the Japanese ever built during WWII and the
challenges they posed to the US Navy tasked with destroying them. Coordinating assistance through
NH HC to support archival broil and historical SME interviews. Identifying one day in mid-October for
filming. PAA sent to producers for review.

[MAX SEAPOWER/KZ COM UPDATE
- On DlOct, conference call held between NAVINFOMFEST 3:. IMAX to discuss production way-ahead
plan and future opportunities that will capture multiple USN warfare capabilities.

The Last Ship [TNT]
TNT writers working Season Three character development. Production staff forming in Culver City.
Scouting Seal Beach for Flight 11 Arleigh Burke Destroyer one-day shoots post ammo offloads.
- Coordinating w/ SURFPAC PAO ships schedules — Oct-Dec/Ian—Apr pierside; Air/Helo ops with (SNAP;
simulators/exercises.
- Received request to film VR-55 aircraft on Naval Base Ventura County in late October. Project
officer evaluating request and determining feasibility with Point Mugu FAQ and CNAFR [NDDP].
- On 258ep received script #301 network draft. Feedback notes to be submitted later this week.
- On OlOct received script #302 draft. Project officer review in progress.

Come Hell or High Water]Battle of Leyte GulfWWII Period Piece Feature film/IMAX
Provided NHHC Director and OSD PA with advance copy ofproposed feature film period piece
requesting Navy support. Requested accuracy of portrayal review. NHHC Director has expressed
interest in providing project officer support from NHHC due to the historical Navy material portrayed.

Steve Harvey Show
Seeking uniformed services as audience for 'ZOOct taping in Chicago. OCPA West has lead coordination
for services as per OSD PA. Dress uniform for all services. [NNTR]



jeopardy! (Sony)
Game show interested in capturing b-roll ofUSNS Comfort for use during show's "video clue" segment.
Requesting half day of in port filming in Norfolk mid to late October 2015. Coordinating support through
MSC-HQ and C413. [NNTR]

NCIS NOLA (CBS)
— Received and reviewed script #210-33. Submitted script change request to writers to improve a
depiction of one of the service-members. Writers accepted the change and should have it included in
the next iteration.
- Reviewed script #206 "Insane in the Membrane.” Minor depiction of two sailors involved with illegal
narcotics. Notes provided to Producer/Writer in order to accuratelyr portray USN policy and
adjudication for violation of UCM]. [No USN resources requested ISO production)
- Reviewed script #20? "Heart Fight." Minor depiction ofUSN security forces providing escort duties
and HM's providing MEDVAC transport. C/C held with wardrobe dept Production in progress.
- Reviewed outline #209 "Darkest Hour." Minor depiction of MME involved in art heist. No USN
resources or production assistance requested ISO #209. [NNTR]

NCIS (CBS)
Received and reviewed script #290. No negative depiction of Navy/Doll forces or assets, no assistance
currently requested.
- Reviewed script #289 "16 Years." Minor depiction of USN forces. [No USN resources requested ISD
production)
- Reviewed script #288 "Viral" (see note listed in "Significant Development” section) [No USN resources
requested ISO production]
- Reviewed script #28? "Locked Down" Minor depiction ofUSN 0-6. [No USN resources requested ISO
production] [NNTR]

Hell Below [Smithsonian]
Docu-series exploring WIl-era submarine warfare. Letter of Assistance provided supporting use of
Do!) archival imagery. Coordinating support through NHHC and Nautilus Museum. [NNTR)

Mega Shippers: MSC [Discovery Channel]
Docu-series also interested in producing episode on MSC in-port loading [delivery/resupply] in a US
mainland port with focus on one main vessel and interviews with 1-2 MSC personnel. USMC's MPF in
Blount Island/JAR, Fl identified for support. Coordinaljng support through MSC and USMC. Marines
taking lead as it is Marine command and ship. Filming TED. [NNTR]



Lower Keys Marsh Rabbit [PBS]
Documentary to focus on wildlife restoration and conservation in Florida Keys with focus on NAS Key
West. PARF sent. Coordinating with CNRSE and NASKW PADs. [NNTR]

Air Warriors: Prowler!Growler [Smithsonian Channel]
Documentary episode showcasing Prowler and Growler. Air date scheduled for 04 Oct.
Preview: http :/fwwwsmithsonianchannel.com/shows/air-warriors/prowler--
growler/1003487/34182D3

Warrior Games 2015 [Universal Sports)
Documentary that follows active, reserve, retired and veteran Wounded Warriors participating in the 2015
Warrior Games in Quantico VA 19-28 Inn. This particular feature will follow the basketball games between
services. Marine Corps liaison office has lead and an approved PAA by OSD. Navy PAA addendum signed
covering b-roll footage for coverage and interviews as applicable. [NNTR]

Impossible Engineering [DiscoveryChannel]
Navy historian interview and location b-roll conducted, 22]un, at USS Nautilus museum to support docu-
series episode on history of submarine engineering. NAVINFO WEST coordinated through SUBASE New
London for support and local escort. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR)

Hello Goodbye [Travel Channel]
Docu-series that interviews people coming and going through national airports. Enlisted Sailor in
uniform interviewed with family members in Charlotte airport while en route to San Diego for A-school.
General Navy topics discussed. [why he joined, what to expect in the Fleet, etc.) No DPSEC violations.
No issues. Army adding Navy to USD PAA. Rough cut reviewed, 10Aug. AWaiting air date. [NNTR]

Mighty Ships [Discovery Canada] {Continuing Promise‘15
USNS Comfort and CP-15 mission. Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR]

Mike Rowe's "Somebody’5 Gotta Do It" [CNN]: CVN 74 STENNIS
CNAF/CVN-74fNAWNFD WEST personnel escorted Mike Rowe and SGDI crew during 28-301ul onboard
filming. Rough cut review expected in the next two months. Episode expected to air late fall/early winter.
Df note, feedback from the STENNIS CD and PAD is that the visit had an overwhelmingly positive effect on
crew morale thanks to Mike Rowe’s generous enthusiasm to sign autographs and take pictures with the
Sailors. [NNTR]

Happening [HBO]/Redford CenterProductions
Documentary that discusses Navy's Green Fleet initiatives and AMERICA's hybrid propulsion system.
Rough cut: November 2015. Air date: Spring 2016. [NNTR]

SEAL Dog (Smithsonian)
Revised rough cut received 13 Feb 15. Latest version satisfies requested changes to mitigate any potential
disclosure of sensitive information. Awaiting air date. [NNTPJ

Ghost Hunters: USS CDNSTITUTION (SyFy Channel]
Episode will feature USS Constitution C0 and crew discussing ship's history and strange happenings. Air
date tentatively scheduled for 11Nov15. [NNTRJ

25May2015 "The Homefront: Stories of Service: CMDCM ofWayne E Meyer" [PBS]
hmiZvideopbsnrglvideoz2365487435z



25May2015 - "Rachael Ray: Armed Forces Cook-Off" [Syndicated]
I“! Illll -l-' -. III III " II. ‘-t -'III I ' ..I.' III'III l “.I

21May2015- "Mike Rowe's Somebody's Gotta Do It" [CNN]
'31 _

11Nov2014 - "Navy SEALs: Their Untold Stories" [PBS]
h : video. bs.or video 2365359070
210ct 20 14 - "Makers: Women in War" [PBS]
h : www.makerscom documenta womeninwar
061u1y2014 - "Empowerment Project: ADM Michelle Howard" [IndieFlix]
WW
04]uly2014- "UrbanoOasis: USS Constitution" [HGTV]
h vieod h lr1nas video on
16May2014- "Godmllam" [Warner Bros]
h s: w. outube.com watch?v= KUIDtYw
22Apr2014 - "Rise of the Machines: Aircraft Carrier" [History Channel]
h 3: www. outube.com watch?v=M29r N 1G Zk
10]an2014 - "Lone Survivor" [Film 44]

17Nov2013 - "Bizarre Foods w/ Andrew Zimmern: USS Arlington" [Travel Channel]
hm: Z (wwwtravelchanneltom Z shows (bizarre-foods [video [tour-uss -arling1on
290d2013 - "How We Got to Now: USS Asheville" [BBC]
hm:Zfiwwwbbcnordiccom[videof?v=499160
110ct2013 - "Captain Phillips" [Sony]
h 5: www. outube.com watch?v= BASoBrFGlc
09Aug2013 - "Planes" [Disney]
IuI an. .‘III; III till. I” ll‘l It}: I'll' I I I all i: 'Hv-i

LET
27Feb20 13 - "Inside: 2 lst Century Warship" [NatGeo]
h s: w. outube.com watch?v=XDAM 1TP7bc
18May2012 - "Battleship" [Universal]
IIII an. ..‘III. III tilt III .ll‘l It' .1.“ I I It I " l: '3’uI-_:..I
in?!“
220ct2010 - "Pirate Hunters: USN" [Spike]
httos: I lwwwvoutubecom/watch?v=iFETiZMRGOw
D3Iu12007 - "Transformers" [Dreamworks]
IIII an. aunt III hilt It] .II‘I uh: .I... I I I u I 4 I: up .1
ELI“

W—_——J
Veterans Day 2016 NCAA Basketball GameIBPHH [ESPN]
Made initial contacts reviewing timelines with IBPHH. Held conference call with Pacific Air Museum
oflicials to discuss timeline, SOE. [NNTR)

| Immflwm I
Warner Bros producing Navy SEAL docu-film to accompany special edition release ofAmerican Sniper. No DoD
sopport provided. Sought guidance on use of 'Navy SEAL' in title of docu-film. Referred to Navy's Trademark
office.

NHK docu-film about Pluto and its moons requesting to capture broil of telescope that took the discovery
images of Pluto's large moon Charon. Telescope is housed at Naval Observatory detachment in Flagstaff, AZ.
Classified as standard media request due to limited request and scope of narrative. METOC and Naval
Dbservatory PA coordinating support.





NAVINFOWEST Weekly Report
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Updated Items in Blue

***NEW FEATURE - WEB LINKS TO RECENT FLEET VIDEOS ON DEMAND INSIDE***

Top Gun Two (Paramount Pictures]
- Dn UlUct, NAVINFOWEST Director signed a letter of research assistance authorising Skydance
Productions the opportunity to be escorted by a DoD project Officer to USN bases[units and meet with
personnel with the intent to help develop character arcs and better understand how platforms operate
and how our Sailors demonstrate our Navy Core Values.
SUE:
140ct [VFA-lfl1] Writer/Producer]Project Officer meet with Commanding Officer, VFA-lfll IDT gain
backgro knowledge on F-35C Aviator training pipeline and close-up look at the aircraft. Note: no
interior photography of interior components/avionics or access to cockpit by CIVs will be authorised
without prior approval by CNAFNFA—lfl 1. Developing SUE.
06-08 Nov [CVN-74] Writer}rProject Officer embark USS John C. Stennis [CW-'74] for a RUZN IDT
experience life-at-sea, Flt Ups, and meet with VFA CQ det.

FOX SPORTS IBPHH
- Successful meeting with Navy Region/IBPHH leadership and operations with key For. Sports
personnel [4-80ct]. Nest scheduled meeting for For. President and CFO are office calls 12-13Nov with
PACOM/PACFLT and Navy Region Hawaii. Coordinating and updating PUAEzM from
NAVFAC/NAVREGHI/JBPHH to all parties that lays out the remaining schedule for BLOCH Arena
vendors up until game time.

The Last Ship [TNT]
TNT writers working Season Three character development. Production staff forming in Culver City.
Scouting Seal Beach for Flight 11 Arleigh Burke Destroyer one-day shoots post ammo offloads.
- Coordinating w/ SURFPAC PAD ships schedules — Oct-Dec/Ian-Apr pierside; Air/Helo ops with CNAP;
simulatorsleaercises.
- 0n O?Oct, received script 304. Project Officer review in progress and will provide notes to all USN
stakeholders.
- On OBUct, completed tech scout with VR-SS and department representatives from NBVC. TNT has
identified the following DoD resources ISO filming Ep 1 scheduled for 5-6Nov:
3) Aircraft Hangar and Flight Line;
b] Equipment: 1 Jr (1—130 static aircraft with power to support interior/exterior scenes;
c) Personnel: VR—55 Maintenance Dept. Liaison, maintenance crew to support towing of AfC to
desired spot; (3-130 flight crew to portray infiight scenes.
- Communicated script assessment of foreign government portrayal of script 30 1 with Phil Strub.
Provided notes and follow-up discussion with writers regarding script .301 to address issues that were
identified.
— Received copy of decline note from NAVSEA regarding TNT request to consider a ship donation of a
combat cruiser/frigate to LA. Counseled TNT that none are or will be available during the run of the
show.

Come Hell or High Water-{Battle of Leyte Gulf WWII Period Piece Feature film/IMAX
Provided NHHC Director and 08D PA with advance copy ofproposed feature film period piece
requesting Navy support Requested accuracy of portrayal review. NAVINFDWEST will provide
consolidated BSD and NHHC notes to producer upon receipt of historical accuracy review.

Steve Harvey Show
Seeking uniformed services as audience for 'ZGOct taping in Chicago. DCPA West has lead coordination
for services as per DSD PA. Dress uniform for all services. [NNTR]



jeopardy! [Sony]
Game show interested in capturing b-roll ofUSNS Comfort for use during show's "video clue" segment.
Requesting half day of in port filming in Norfolk mid to late October 2015. Coordinating support through
MSG-HQ and (341?. FAA provided to producers for review.

NCIS NULA [CBS]
- Reviewed draft script otfiED‘}. Minor depiction ofa petty officer victim, portrayal turns out to be very
positive. [No USN resources requested ISO production].
- Reviewed draft script of#210. Previously submitted NAWNFD/GSD notes were mostly
accommodated, improving the depiction of the DoD characters depicted. [No USN resources requested
ISO production].
- Reviewed outline of #2 1 1. Minor depiction of an Admiral as the victim of a robbery. NAWNFO/OSD
notes provided to Producer/Writer in order to accurately portray USN OPSEC procedures. [No USN
resources requested ISO production].

NCIS [CBS]
- Received and reviewed script #291. Mostly positive depiction of NavyxfloD forces.
USD/NAVINFOW 5T notes on negative depictions submitted to writers. [No USN resources requested
ISO production)
- Received and reviewed script #292. Minor depictions of Navy/DoD characters. OSDXNAVINFOWEST
notes submitted to writers. [No USN resources requested ISO production]

| u-amsnm— I
IMAX SEAPOWER/KZ COM UPDATE
- On UlOct, conference call held between NAVINFDWEST 8: IMAX to discuss production way-ahead
plan and future opportunities that will capture multiple USN warfare capabilities. [NNTR]

WWII Mega Weapons [PBS]
Docu-series tells story ofthe biggest battleships the Japanese ever built during WW1 and the
challenges they posed to the US Navy tasked with destroying them. Coordinating assistance through
NH HC to support archival broll and historical SME interviews. Identifying one day in mid-October for
filming. FAA sent to producers for review. [NNTR]

Hell Below [Smithsonian]
[loco-series exploring Wl-era submarine warfare. Letter of Assistance provided supporting use of
DoD archival imagery. Coordinating support through NHHC and Nautilus Museum. Awaiting rough cut
review.



Mega Shippers: MSC [Discovery Channel)
Docu-series also interested in producing episode on MSC in-port loading [delivery/resupply) in a US
mainland port with focus on one main vessel and interviews with 1-2 MSC personnel. USMC's MPF in
Blount Island/IAX, Fl identified for support. Coordinating support through MSC and USMC. Marines
talring lead as it is Marine command and ship. Filming TBD. [NNTR]

Lower Keys Marsh Rabbit [PBS]
Documentary to focus on wildlife restoration and conservation in Florida Keys with focus on NAS Key
West. PARF sent. Coordinaling with CNRSE and NASKJN PAOs. [NNTR]

Warrior Games 2015 [Universal Sports)
Documentary that follows active, reserve, retired and veteran Wounded Warriors participating in the 2015
Warrior Games in Quantico VA 19-28 ]un. This particular feature will follow the basketball games between
services. Marine Corps liaison office has lead and an approved PAA by OSD. Navy FAA addendum signed
covering b-roll footage for coverage and interviews as applicable. [NNTR]

Impossible Engineering [DiscoveryChannel]
Navy historian interview and location b-roll conducted, 22]un, at USS Nautilus museum to support docu-
series episode on history of submarine engineering. NAVINFO WEST coordinated through SUBASE New
London for support and local escort. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR)

Hello Goodbye [Travel Channel)
Docu-series that interviews people coming and going through national airports. Enlisted Sailor in
uniform interviewed with family members in Charlotte airport while en route to San Diego for A-school.
General Navy topics discussed. [why he joined, what to expect in the Fleet, etc.) No OPSEC violations.
No issues. Army adding Navy to OSD PAA. Rough cut reviewed, 10Aug. Awaiting air date. [NNTR]

Mighty Ships [Discovery Canada) [Continuing Promise'15
USNS Comfort and CP-‘lS mission. Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR]

Mike Rowe’s "Somebody‘s Gotta Do It" (CNN): CVN 74 STENNIS
CNAF/CVN-74/NAVINFO “TEST personnel escorted Mike Rowe and SGDI crew during 28-301ul onboard
filming. NAVINFOWEST and stake holders working with producers to provide accurate voiceover
content. Rough cut expected mid-late November. Episode expected to air late fall/early winter.

Happening [HBO]/Redford CenterProductions
Documentary that discusses Navy's Green Fleet initiatives and AMERICA's hybrid propulsion system.
Rough cut: November 2015. Air date: Spring 2016. [NNTR]

SEAL Dog (Smithsonian)
Revised rough cut received 13Feb15. Latest version satisfies requested changes to mitigate any potential
disclosure of sensitive information. Awaiting air date. [NNTR]

Ghost Hunters: USS CONSTITUTION [SyFy Channel]
Episode will feature USS Constitution C0 and crew discussing ship's history and strange happenings. Air
date tentatively scheduled for 11Nov15. [NNTR]

O4Dct20 1 5 - "Air Warriors: Prowler/Growler" [Smithsonian Channel)
IIII mu II II.II..II' III I; ,-..uI lli‘".lli' III. I I I
17Iun2015 - "Vital Signs wf Sanjay Gupta" [CNN]
III Ihh I.I III .ll'l ii I I' II I-IIIIII'-'.I.:II-- II
25May2015 - "The Homefront: Stories of Service: CMDCM ofWayne E Meyer" [PBS]



25 May2015 - "Rachael Ray: Armed Forces Cook-Off" [Syndicated]
III! IIIII Il-' -. III III " "II -'III I ' IIII IIIII I “II

21May201 5- "Mike Rowe s Somebody's Gotta Do It" [CNN]
1: _

11Nov2014 - "Navy SEALS: Their Untold Stories" [PBS]
11 : video. bs.or video 2365359070
210ct 20 14 - "Makers: Women in War" [PBS]
h www.makers.com documenta womeninwar
06]uly2014- "Empowerment Project: ADM Michelle Howard" [IndieFlix]
WNW
D4]nly2014- "UrbanflOasis: USS Constitution" [HGTV]
h vieod h lr1no.s viedeo or1
16May2014- "Godzfllam" [Warner Bros]
h 5. www. outuhe.com watch?v= KGIDtYw
22Apr2014 - "Rise of the Machines: Aircraft Carrier" [History Channel]
hips: Z {www.youtubecomz watch?v= M29rnN 1 GvZk
10]an2014 — "Lone Survivor" [Film 44]

17Nov2013 - "Bizarre Foods w/ Andrew Zimmern: USS Arlington" [Fravel Channel]
hm}:g[www.travelchanneLcom[showsfibiaarre-foods [video[tour-uss-arlington
ZQDct2013 - "How We Got to Now: USS Asheville" [BBC]
h : www.hhcnordic.com video ?v=499160
110ct2013 - "Captain Phillips" [Sony]
h 5: www. outuhe.com watch?v= BASoBrFGlc
09Aug2013 - "Planes" [Disney]
IIII IAILI . ‘IIII. III III-II. III ll‘l I“? 'II I I I all II III‘ .1 I

LUST
27Feh20 13 - "Inside: 2 1st Century Warship" [NatGeo]
h. s: W. outubecom watch?v=XDAM 1TP7bc
IBMayZG 1 2 - "Battleship" [Universal]
IIII IIIII I.‘IIII III IIII III .ll‘l II' I‘ll! I I II I " II '3’uI-_ 11.!
LR?!“
22DtfllD - "Pirate Hunters: USN" [Spike]
h s: w. outuhe.com watch?v='FET'2MRGOw
DSIHIZDDC’ - "Transformers" [Dreamworks]
IIII IIIII ..-III. III IIII III .l'I‘I III‘ I" I I I I I I 4 II “I: .1
w

W—
Veterans Day 2016 NCAA Basketball GameIBPHH [ESPN]
Made initial contacts reviewing timelines with IBPHH. Held conference call with Pacific Air Museum
oflicials to discuss timeline. SOE. [NNTR]

_
Stand Up for the Troops [Workaholic Productions]
ReqUesting to film on NBSD. Declined due to lack of network distribution and short-fused mid-Oct filming
request.

kw
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NAVINFOWEST Weekly Report
16 Oct 15

Updated Items in Blue

***NEW FEATURE - WEB LINKS TO RECENT FLEET VIDEOS ON DEMAND INSIDE***

Top Gun Two (Paramount Pictures)
- On Olflct, NAWNFOWEST Director signed a letter of research assistance authorizing Skydance
Productions the opportunity to be escorted by a DoD project Officer to USN bases/units and meet with
personnel with the intent to help develop character arcs and better understand how platforms operate
and how our Sailors demonstrate our Navy Core Values.
SOB:
140d: (VITA-101] Writer/Producer;lProject Ofiicer met with Executive Officer, VFA-lfll [OT gain
background knowledge on F-35C aviator training pipeline and close-up look at the aircraft
Additional meeting and interview took place with NFWD instructors to provide background
information on Top Glm school and method of instruction on Strike Fighter Tactics. Note: No interior
photography of interior components, avionics or sensitive areas was conducted.
06-08 Nov [DIN-74) Writer/Project Officer will embark USS john C. Stennis [CW-74] for a ROZN
IOT experience life-at—sea, Flt Ops, and meet with CA6 82. VFA embarked squadron.

FOX SPORTS IBPHH
- Successful meeting with Navy Region/JBPHH leadership and operations with key Fox Sports
personnel (4-80ct]. Next scheduled meeting for Fox President and CFO are office calls '12-'13Nov with
PACOM/PACFLT and Navy Region Hawaii. Coordinating and updating POABzM from
NAVFAC/NAVREGHI[JBPHH to all parties that lays out the remaining schedule for BLOCH Arena
vendors up until game time.

The Last Ship (TNT)
TNT writers working Season Three character development. Production staff forming in Culver City.
Scouting Seal Beach for Flight 11 Arleigh Burke Destroyer one-dayshoots post ammo offloads.
- Coordinating w/ SURFPAC PAD ships schedules — Oct-Decflan-Apr pierside; Air/Helo ops with (SNAP;
simulators/exercises.
- On 070ct, received script .3 04. Project Officer review in progress and will provide notes to all USN
stakeholders.
- On 140ct, completed follow-Up tech scout with VR-SS and department representatives from
NBVC. TNT has identified the following DoD resources ISO filming Ep 1 scheduled for 5-6Nov:
a] Aircraft Hangar and Flight Line;
b] Equipment: 1 1-: (2-130 static aircraft with power to support interior]exterior scenes;
c) Personnel: Vii-55 Maintenance Dept. Liaison, maintenance crew to support towing ofA/C to
desired spot; (3-130 flight crew to portray inflight scenes.
- Communicated script assessment of foreign government portrayal of script 30 1 with Phil Strub.
Provided notes and follow-up discussion with writers regarding script 301 to address issues that were
identified.

Come Hell or High Water/Battle of Leyte Gulf WWI! Period Piece Feature film/IMAX
Provided NHHC Director and OSD PA with advance copy ofproposed feature film period piece
requesting Navy support. Requested accuracy ofportrayal review. NAVINFOWEST will provide
consolidated BSD and NHHC notes to producer upon receipt ofhistorical accuracy review.
On 140ct, NHHC Dep. Director responded with positive feedback and willingness to provide
script research assistance and SME advisor ISO production.

Steve Harvey Show
Seeking uniformed services as audience for ZOOct taping in Chicago. OCPA West has lead coordination
for services as per OSD PA Dress uniform for all services. [NNTPJ



leopardy! [Sony]
Game show interested in capturing b-roll of USNS Comfort for use during show's "video clue" segment.
Requesting half day of in port filming in Norfolk mid to late October 2015. Coordinating support through
MSG-HQ and C4F. FAA provided to producers for review.

NCIS NULA [CBS]
- Reviewed outline of #2 11. Minor depiction of an Admiral as the victim of a robbery. NAVINFD/OSD
notes provided to Producer]Writer in order to accurately portray USN DPSEC procedures. [No USN
res ources requested ISO production].
- Reviewed draft script of #2 ll]. Previously submitted NAVINFD/DSD notes were mostly
accommodated, improving the depiction of the DoD characters depicted. [No USN resources
requested ISO production].
- Reviewed draft script of #2 09. Minor depiction of a petty officer victim, portrayal turns out to be very
positive. [No USN resources requested ISO production]. [NNTR]

N(:15 [CBS]
- Received and reviewed script #292. Minor depictions of Navy/Do!) characters. Previous
USU/NAVINFGWEST notes incorporated. (No USN resources requested ISO production]
- Received and reviewed script #291. Mostly positive depiction of Navy/Doll forces.
USU/NAV1NFOWE ST notes have been incorporated into new script. (No USN resources requested ISD
production]

[MAX SEAPOWER/KZ COM UPDATE
- 0n 150ct, K2 provided updated status on all footage collected and potential for future filming
opportunity requirements that will capture multiple USN warfare capabilities.

WM] Mega Structures [PBS]
Docu-series tells story of the biggest battleships the Iapanese ever built during WWII and the
challenges they posed to the US Navy tasked with destroying them. Coordinating assistance through
NHHC to support archival broll and historical SME interviews. Identifying one day in mid-Dctober for
filming. Final PAA sent to producers for signature.

Hell Below {Smithsonian}
Docu-series exploring WWI-era submarine warfare. Letter ofAssistance provided supporting use of
DoD archival imagery. Coordinating support through NHHC and Nautilus Museum. Awaiting rough cut
review.

!!,!'."11.i-'JITI._-e who. . i-. no:

Warrior Games 2015 [Universal Sports]
Doclunentary that follows active, reserve, retired and veteran Wounded Warriors participating in the 2015
Warrior Games in Quantico VA 19-28 Inn. This particular feature will follow the basketball games between
services. Marine Corps liaison office has lead and an approved FAA by OSD. Navy PAA addendum signed
covering b-roll footage for coverage and interviews as applicable. fNNTR]



[mpossibIe Engineering [DiscoveryChannel]
Navy historian interview and location b-roll conducted, 22]un, at USS Nautilus museum to support docu-
series episode on history of submarine engineering. NAVINFO WEST coordinated through SUBASE New
London for support and local escort. FAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR]

Hello Goodbye [Travel Channel]
Docu-series that interviews people coming and going through national airports. Enlisted Sailor in
1u1iform interviewed with family members in Charlotte airport while en route to San Diego for A-school.
General Navy topics discussed. [why he joined, what to expect in the Fleet, etc.) No DPSEC violations.
No issues. Army adding Navy to |DSD PAA. Rough cut reviewed, lflAug. Awaiting air date. [NNTR]

Mighty Ships [Discovery Canada]/ContinuingPromise'l 5
USNS Comfort and {SP-15 mission. Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR]

Mike Rowe's "Somebody's Gotta Do It" [CNN]: CVN 74 STENNIS
NAVINFOWEST personnel escorted Mike Rowe and SGDI crew during 28-3 Djul onboard CVN 7’4 for
filming of episode. NAVINFGWEST and stakeholders working with producers to provide accurate
voiceover content. Rough cut expected mid-late November. Episode expected to air late fall!early
winter. [NNTR]

Happening [H80]/Redford CenterProductions
Documentary that discusses Navy's Green Fleet initiatives and AMERICA's hybrid propulsionsystem.
Rough cut: November 2015. Air date: Spring 2016. [NNTR]

SEAL Dog[Sn1ithsonian)
Revised rough cut received 13 Febl 5. Latest version satisfies requested changes to mitigate any potential
disclosure of sensitive information. Awaiting air date. [NNTR)

Ghost Hunters: USS CDNSTITUTIDN [SyFy Channel]
Episode will feature USS Constitution CO and crew discussing ship's history and strange happenings. Air
date tentatively scheduled for 1‘1Nov15. [NNTR]

040d20 15 - "Air Warriors: Prowler/Growler" [Smithsonian Channel)
II 1111. II ”.1 . I' II In '1'.UIH-. II1‘m-u11: III- . . I

17]un2015- "Vital Signs w/ Sanjay Gupta" [CNN]
1:]. 1d

25May2015- "The Homefront: Stories of Service. CMDCM ofWayne E Meyer" [PBS]
MW
25 May2015 - "Rachael Ray: Armed Forces Cook-Off" [Syndicated]
hm. :Z[mvwrachaelrayshowcom(celebs:19024 an armed forces cook off to honor our veterans:
21May2015 - "Mike Rowe's Somebody's Gotta Do It" [CNN]
h 5: www. outubecom watch?v=LUVtLOtX11
11Nov2014 - "Navy SEALs: Their Untold Stories" [PBS]

210ct 20 14 - "Makers: Women in War" [PBS]
11 : www.makerscom documen woineninwar
{16111132014 - "Empowerment Project: ADM Michelle Howard" [IndieFlin]
WW2
04Iuly2CIl-ii- "Urban Dasis: USS Constitution" [HGTV]

16May2014- "Godzilla" [Warner Bros]
h www. outube.com watch?v= KOIDtYw
22Apr2014- "Rise of the Machines. Aircraft Carrier" [History Channel]
Wk
10]an2014 - L"one Survivor" [Film 44]
h s: www. outube.com watch?v= oLFkA K RM



1'?Nov2013 - "Bizarre Foods w/ Andrew Zimmern: USS Arlington" [Travel Channel]

29Dct2013 - "How We Got to Now: USS Asheville" [BBC]
httn: I fwbbcnordiccomfvideo !?V=499 160
110ct2013 - " Captain Phillips" [Sony]

09Aug20'13 - "Planes" [Disney]
h S:

27Feb2013 - "Inside: 2 lst Century Warship" [NatGeo]
h s: W. outuhecoln watclflv=XOAM 1TP?bc
18May20 1 2 - "Battleship" [Universal]
hm;s:ZgwwwfaceboolcconlZNAWNFOWESTifideos!vb.89249404367f1i}152368210999368/i’tvne=2&th
E
22DtDID - " Pirate Hunters: USN" [Spike]
h s: W. outubecorn watch?v='FET‘2MRGOw
03]ul2flfl? - "Transformers" [Dreamworks]
Illl um .uut Illill. Ill 1m 1- ”III a I u c, I : .: Lav—7’:
fl

Veterans Day 2016 NCAA Basketball GameIBPHH[ESPN]
Made initial contacts reviewing timelines with ]BPHH. Held conference call with Pacific Air Museum
officials to discuss timeline, SDE. [NNTR]

(NNTR)
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NAVINFOWEST Weekly Report

23 Oct 15
Updated Items in Blue

”*NEW FEATURE — WEB LINKS TO RECENT FLEET VIDEOS ON DEMAND INSIDE‘“*

Top Gun Two (Paramount Pictures]
06-08 Nov [GIN-74] Writer/Project Officer will embark USS John C. Stennis [CW-74] for a
ROEN IOT experience life-at-sea, Flt Ops, and meet with CA3 81 VFA embarked squadron-

FOX SPORTS [BPHH
- Coordinating travel with FOX Sports executives for site survey 1 1-14Nov including office call with
PACOM/Deputy PACFLT and NAVREG HI.
- Held CW planning meeting yesterday with JBPHH PAO.

The Last Ship [TNT]
- Providing daily sitrep for key stakeholders.
- On ZOOct, TNT productions kicked-off Season 3 filming in Culver City, CA
The new season depicts Nathan lames operating forward in the CTF AOR conducting HA missions
and protecting the maritime domain against pirates. Ongoing coordination with CNSP/CNAP for
TYCOM support and regional PA staffs ISO scoutingffilming opportunities at NWS Seal Beach for
Flight 11 Arleigh Burke DDG.

Come Hell or High Water/Battle of Leyte Gulf WWII Period Piece Feature film/IMAK
AWaiting feedback from the production company for changes provided by NHHC and OSD.

Ieopardy! (Sony)
Quiz show Clue Crew team will capture b-roll ofUSNS Comfort for use during a future episode's "video clue"
segment. Half day of filming scheduled for October 23, 2015. Coordinating support through MSC~HQ. FAA
signed.

NClS NOLA [CBS]
- Reviewed outline of #2 12. Minor depiction of Navy Intel Officer as the murder victim of a
government contractor trying to secretly sell technology to Russia. [No USN resources requested ISO
production]
- Reviewed concept draft of #211. Minor depiction of an Admiral as the victim of a robbery.
NAVINFO/OSD notes provided to Producer/Writer in order to accurately portray USN OPSEC
procedures. [No USN resources requested ISO production].
— Reviewed draft script of #210. Previously submitted NAVINFDfOSD notes were mostly
accommodated, improving the depiction of the Bel) characters depicted. [No USN resources
requested ISO production].

NCIS [CBS]
- Received and reviewed outline #294. Minor depiction of Navy Intel Officer as the murder victim of a
government contractor trying to secretly sell technology to Russia. [No USN resources requested ISO
production)
- Received and reviewed outline #293. Minor depictions of a Marine as a murder victim. Marine
killed as a result of his attempts to help a character being kidnapped. [No USN resources requested
ISO production]
— Received and reviewed script #292. Minor depictions of Navy/DoD characters. Previous
OSO/NAVINFOWE ST notes incorporated. [No USN resources requested ISOproduction]



W_l
IMAX SEAPOWER/KZ COM UPDATE
- On 15Uct, K2 provided updated status on all footage collected and potential for future filming
opportunity requirements that will capture multiple USN warfare capabilities. [N NTR]

WWII Mega Structures [PBS]
Docu-series tells story of the biggest battleships the Japanese ever built during WWII and the
challenges they posed to the US Navy tasked with destroying them. Coordinating assistance through
NHHC to support archival broll and historical SME interviews. Filming completed, Oct 20. FAA signed.
Awaiting rough cut.

Hell Below [Smithsonian]
Docu-series exploring WIl-EI‘EI submarine warfare. Letter ofAssistance provided supporting use of
DoD archival imagery. Coordinating support through NHHC and Nautilus Museum Awaiting rough cut
review. [NNTR]

Warrior Games 2015 [Universal Sports]
Dociunentary that follows active, reserve, retired and veteran Wounded Warriors participating in the 2015
Warrior Games in Quantico VA 19-2811n]. This particular feature will follow the basketball games between
services. Marine Corps liaison office has lead and an approved FAA by OSD. Navy PAA addendum signed
covering b-roll footage for coverage and interviews as applicable. [NNTR]

Impossible Engineering [DiscoveryChannel]
Navy historian interview and location b-roll conducted, 22]un, at USS Nautilus museum to support docu-
series episode on history of submarine engineering. NAVINFD WEST coordinated through SUBASE New
London for support and local escort. FAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR]

Hello Goodbye [Travel Channel]
Docu-series that interviews people coming and going through national airports. Enlisted Sailor in
uniform interviewed with family members in Charlotte airport while en route to San Diego for A-schooL
General Navy topics discussed. [why he joined, what to expect in the Fleet, etc.) No DPSEC violations.
No issues. Army adding Navy to DSD PAA Rough cut reviewed, 10Aug. Awaiting air date. [NNTR]

Mighty Ships [Discovery Canada)[Continuing Promise '15
USNS Comfort and [SP-'15 mission. Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR)

Mike Rowe's "Somebody's Gotta Do It" [CNN]: CVN 74 STENNIS
NAVINFDWEST personnel escorted Mike Rowe and SGDI crew during 28-301ul onboard CNN 74 for
filming of episode. NAVINFOWEST and stakeholders working with producers to provide accurate
voiceover content. Rough cut expected mid-late November. Episode expected to air late fall/early
winter. [NNTR]

Happening [HBO]/Redford Center Productions
Documentary that discusses Navy's Green Fleet initiatives and AMERICA's hybrid propulsion system.
Rough cut: November 2015. Air date: Spring 2016. [NNTR]



SEAL Dog[Smithsonian]
Revised rough cut received 13Feb1 5. Latest version satisfies requested changes to mitigate an}:r potential
disclosure of sensitive information. Awaiting air date. [NNTR]

Ghost Hunters: USS CDNSTITUTIDN [SyFy Channel]
Episode will feature USS Constitution CO and crew discussing ship's history and strange happenings. Air
date tentative scheduled for 1'1Nov15..[NNTR]

040d20 15 - "Air Warriors: Prowler/Growler" [Smithsonian Channel]
httn:wwsmithsonianchaunel.com .{ shows (air-warriors]! growlerugrowlerf100348734 18203
17lun2015 - "Vital Signs w/ Sanjay Gupta" [CNN]
IuI um .II III .II‘I Al I I I. l-I-Illll.§ll--. II
25May2015 - "The Homefront: Stories of Service: CMDCM ofWayne E Meyer" [PBS]
WW
25May2015 - "Rachael Ray: Armed Forces Cook-Off" [Syndicated]
hfigqj[unvwrachaelragshowcomficelebsfi19024 an armed forces cook off to honor our veterans I'
21May2015 - "Mike Rowe's Somehody's Gotta Do It" [CNN]
h s: WT. outube.com watch?v=LUVtLUtX11
11Nov2014 - "Navy SEALS: Their Untold Stories" [PBS]
hfig: g fivideogbsnrgflvideo { 23 653 59070
2 10ct 20 14 - "Makers: Women in War" [PBS]

06]uly2014 - "Empowerment Project: ADM Michelle Howard" [IndieFlis]
h s: w. outube.corn watch?v=ssEk1EE6HH
04Iuly2014- "Urban Oasis: USS Constitution".[HGTV]

16May2014- "Godzilla" [Warner Bros]
h 5. WT. outube.com watch?v= KOIDtYw
22Apr2014 - “Rise of the Machines: Aircraft Carrier" [History Channel]
h s: w. outube.com watch?v=Ma9r NIG Zk
10]an2014 - "Lone Survivor" [Film 44]
h s: www. outube.com watclflvz oLFk4 K RM
17Nov2013 - "Bizarre Foods w} Andrew Zimmern: USS Arlington" [Travel Channel]
hfig:1(wwtravelchannelcom[showsZhiaarre-foodsfivideo[tour-uss-arling’gon
29Uct2013 - "How We Got to Now: USS Asheville" [BBC]
11 : tcnordjccom video ?v=499160
110ct2013 - " Captain Phillips" [Sony]
hfigs:z (W.goutuhe-comfwatch?v= SASoBrFGlg
09Aq20 1 3- "Planes" [Disney]

eater
27Feb20 1 3 - "Inside: 2 1st Century Warship" [NatGeo]
hfigs: [ [Wagoutuhecomflwatch?v=XOAMg1TP7bc
18May20 1 2 - "Battleship" [Universal]
hfig. s: g ZWfacehookcomfNAVINFDWESTivitLeos fvb.892494043 6'?! 10 1 523682 1 0999368 l?tvoe=2&th
ea_ter
22UtD1 0- 'P'irate Hunters: USN" [Spike]

03]u1200?- "Transformers" [Dreamworks]
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Veterans Day 2016 NCAA Basketball Game ]BPHH[ESPN]
Made initial contacts reviewing timelines with IBPHH. Held conference call with Pacific Air Museum
officials to discuss timeline, SOE. (NNTR)

_
Ghost Asylum [Destination America)
Paranormal series requesting to film at Portsmouth Naval Shipyard Prison. No ROI.

Erica Hanson, TV Producer
Requesting to interview EDD service member for potential SEAL training docu-series. Declined as per NSW
guidance.

Andy Symonds, Producer
Seeking assistance for SEAL documentary. Declined as per NSW guidance.

b
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NAVINFOWEST Weekly Report

30 Oct 15
Updated Items in Blue

***NEW FEATURE - WEB LINKS TO RECENT FLEET VIDEOS ON DEMAND INSIDE***

Top Gun Two [ParamountPictures}
06-08 Nov - Writer/Project Officer will embark USS John C. Stennis (CVN 74] for a ROEN IOT
experience life-at-sea, Flt Ops, and meet. with CAB 3.: WA embarked squadron.

FOK SPORTS [BPHH
CAPT James has arranged office calls with ADM Harris, ADM Fargo [Bet] meet with Larry lones.
- Attend 1 lNov Veteran’s Day ceremony with PACOM.
- 1'2Nov, Fox Sports President and CFO will have an office call with ADM Fuller and site survey
Bloch Arena.
- 13Nov, the President and CFO will meet at PACOM with ADM Harris. All preparations for the
Combined Information Bureau [CIB) are in place. NAVINFOWEST Reserve Unit OIC CDR Games will
be supporting the Fox Sports team, general media, distinguished visitors and sports media 1-10Dec
with five unit members and augmentation from the PACFLT Reserve Unit. The reserve team will be
supporting IBPHH FAQ.

The Last Ship (TNT)
- Meeting held on 260ct between OSD[PA), NAVINFOWEST and TNT Leadership re: Season 3 PAA and USN
resource opportunities and planning discussion for a stakeholder meeting tentatively scheduled for Nov.
- On 2-3Nov, Naval Base Ventura Country 8:. Vii-55 will be providing DoD resources ISO filming episodes
301/302. A Production Assistance Agreement [PAA] Addendum was submitted to OSD[PA] on 300d for
review and approval.
Three NAVINFOWEST Project Officers will be assigned to oversee the following DoD support:
1. Access to NBVC on 1Nov for pre-staging ofprep materials and vendor equipment [portable heads,
forklifts];
2. Access to NBVC and Hangar 34 to stage production vehicles, equipment trucks and trailers;
3. Use of laC-IBO assigned to Vii-55 to film exterior/ interior scenes;
4. NBVC volunteers on leave/liberty to portray C-130 flight crew and background personnel.
- Providing daily DoD production support sitrep for key BSD/USN stakeholders.
- The new season depicts Nathan James operating forward in the C7F AOR conducting HA missions and
protecting the maritime domain against pirates. Ongoing coordination with CNSP/CNAP for TYCOM support
and regional PA staffs ISO scouting/fihning opportunities at NW3 Seal Beach for Flight ll Arleigh Burke
DDG.

EODMU-ll Industry Outreach Day in LA
EODMU-‘ll and NAVINFO WEST meeting with Hollywood industry exec leadership from Activision,
Studio B and CAA, on Tuesday, 2Nov, for familiarization and discussion of future partnerships.
Activision - Traditionally loiown for video games. Now aggressively entering narrative programming.
Studio B - Backed by Sony to deliver several feature films over next three years. High potential for feature
film partnership within next 24-36 months.
Creative Artists Agency [CAA] - IMDB ranked them most powerful entertainment company in the world.
Meeting with 20 development executives and 20 writers.



NCIS NOLA (CBS)
Reviewed outline of #2 1 3. Depiction of two immigrant Navy Petty Officers, one a murder victim. the
other his brother. Sailor is murdered due to his connection to an illegal immigration ring, in an effort
to smuggle his sister into the United States. NAVINFDWES'I‘ consolidating notes to be sent to
writers. [No USN resources requested ISO production].
- Reviewed outline of #2 12. Minor depiction of Navy Intel Officer as the murder victim of a
government contractor trying to secretly sell technology to Russia. [No USN resources requested ISO
production)
- Reviewed concept draft of #211. Minor depiction of an Admiral as the victim of a robbery.
NAWNFDXDSD notes provided to Producer/Writer in order to accurately portray USN OPSEC
procedures. [No USN resources requested ISO production].

NCIS [CBS]
- Received and reviewed outline #294. Minor depiction of Navy Intel Officer as the murder victim of a
government contractor trying to secretly sell technology to Russia. [No USN resources requested lSO
production)
- NAVINFOWEST working with BUMED to coordinate filming of b-roll establishing exterior shots of
Walter Reedethesda.

_
[MAX SEAPOWER/KZ COM UPDATE
- On 'ISOct, K2 provided updated status on all footage collected and potential for future filming
opportunity requirements that will capture multiple USN warfare capabilities. [N NTR)

Come Hell or High Water/Battle of Leyte Gulf WWII/{MAX
- Awaiting feedback from the production company for changes provided by NHHC and OSD.
[NNTR]

WI] Mega Structures (PBS)
Docu-series tells story of the biggest battleships the Japanese ever built duringWI and the
challenges they posed to the US Navy tasked with destroying them. Coordinating assistance through
NHHC to support archival broil and historical SME interviews. Filming completed, Oct 20. FAA signed.
Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR]

Hell Below (Smithsonian)
Docu-series exploring WI-era submarine warfare. Letter of Assistance provided supporting use of
DoD archival imagery. Coordinating support through NHHC and Nautilus Museum. Awaiting rough cut
review. [NNTR]

Warrior Games 2015 [Universal Sports)
Documentary that follows active, reserve, retired and veteran Wounded Warriors participating in the 2015
Warrior Games in Quantico VA 19-28 Iun This particular feature will follow the basketball games
between services. Marine Corps liaison office has lead and an approved FAA by OSD. Navy FAA addendum
signed covering b-roll footage for coverage and interviews as applicable. [NNTR]



Impossible Engineering [DiscoveryChnnnel]
Navy historian interview and location b-roll conducted, 22]un, at USS Nautilus museum to support docu-
series episode on history of submarine engineering. NAVINFO WEST coordinated through SUBASE New
London for support and local escort. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. [N NTR]

Hello Goodbye [Travel Channel]
Docu-series that interviews people coming and going through national airports. Enlisted Sailor in
uniform interviewed with familyr members in Charlotte airport while en route to San Diego for A-school.
General Navy topics discussed. [why he joined, what to expect in the Fleet, etc.) No DPSEC violations.
No issues. Army adding Navyr to DSD PAA. Rough cut reviewed, lflAug. Awaiting air date. [NNTR]

Mighty Ships [Discovery Canada]/Continuing Promise '15
USNS Comfort ISO CP-15 mission. Rough cut received, 28 Oct. Gathering feedback notes from C4F, MSCHQ
and embarked COMFORT PAO.

Mike Rowe's "Somehody's Gotta Do It" [CNN]: CVN 74 STENNIS
NAVINFOWEST personnel escorted Mike Rowe and SGDI crew during 28-301ul onboard CVN 74 for
filming of episode. NAVINFDWEST and stakeholders working with producers to provide accurate
voiceover content. Rough cut expected late November. Episode expected to air late fall/early winter.
[NNTR]

Happening [HBO]/Redford Center Productions
Documentary that discusses Navy's Green Fleet initiatives and AMERICA's hybrid propulsion system.
Rough cut: November 2015. Air date: Spring 2016. [NNTR]

SEAL Dog [Smithsonian]
Revised rough cut received 13 Febl 5. Latest version satisfies requested changes to mitigate anyr potential
disclosure of sensitive information. Awaiting air date. [NNTR]

Ghost Hunters: USS CONSTITUTION [SyFy Channel]
Episode will feature USS Constitution C0 and crew discussing ship's histo and strange happenings- Air
date tentative scheduled for 11Nov15. [NNTR]

jeopardy! [Sony]
Quiz show Clue Crew team captured b-roll of USNS Comfort, 230d; for use during a future
episode's "video clue" segment. Coordinated support through MSC--HQ. FAA signed. Awaiting air
date.

17]un2[}15- "Vital Signs w/ Sanjay Gupta" [CNN]
h novwcnn.com videos world 2015 06 17 usns-comfort-vital-si s-a-s ccnn
25May2015- "The Homefront: Stories of Service: CMDCM of Wayne E Meyer" [PBS]
ht_tp:[ [videopbsorgflvideo (23654874351
25 MayZO 1 5 - "Rachael Ray: Armed Forces Cook-Off" [Syndicated]
htto:lfwrachaelragshowcom(celebsg19024 an armed forces cook off to honor our veterans;
21May2015 - "Mike Rowe's Somebody's Gotta Do It" [CNN]

11Nov2014 - "Navy SEALs: Their Untold Stories" [PBS]
ht_tp: ( (videopbsorgfivideo [2365359070
210ct 20 14 - "Makers: Women in War" [PBS]
h : www.makers.com documenta womeninwar
DGIuly2014 - "Empowerment Project: ADM Michelle Howard" [1 ndieFlix]
MAW



04luly2014- "Urban Oasis: USS Constitution" [HGTV]

16May2014- "Godzilla" [Warner Bros]
h w. outube.com watcli?v= K0 1011KtYw
22Apr2014 - "Rise of the Machines: Aircraft Carrier" [History Channel]
h s: W. outube.com watc11?v= M29 NlG Zk
ifl]an2014"Lone Survivor" [Film 44]
WW
17Nov2013 - "Bizarre Foods wf Andrew Zimmern: USS Arlington" [Travel Channel]
h : wvnvtravelchannelrom shows bizarre-foods video tour-uss-arlin on
290ct2013 - "How We Got to Now: USS Asheville" [BBC]
mm: X!W.bbcnordjc.con1 (video!?v=499 160
1 lfltD1 3 - "Captain Phillips" [5ony]
11 s: www. outubeconi watclflv: SASoBrFGlc
09Aug2013 - "Planes" [Disney]
1m .1111 .. '11... u t; 1. I11 “-I 13' 1-1.1 . I . 1... .3 7ul'- LI
sate;
27Feb2013 - "Inside: 215t Century Warship" [NatGeo]
hips: Z {W.1out11be.coniz watch?v=XUAMg1TP7bc
18May20 1 2 - "Battleship" [Universal]
1m .1111 .. 'III.. In H L In ll'l In' 1-1.. I n l‘” .: 'HJV— {I

_e_ater
220ct2010- "Pirate Hunters: USN" [Spike]
WW
OSJUIZDDT-"Transforn1ers"[Drea1nworks]

. .f b

Veterans Day 2016 NCAA Basketball Game lBPHHfliSPN]
Made initial contacts reviewing timelines with IBPHH. Held conference call with Pacific Air Museum
officials to discuss timeline, SUE. [NNTR]

|.. . l
Ieopardy! [Sony]
Standard guidance provided to ESG-Z PAD regarding appearance of Sailor from USS CARTER HALL
[LSD-50]. Referred to regional CoC for approval.



NAVINFOWEST Weekly Report

13 Nov 15
Updated Items in Blue

***NEW FEATURE - WEB LINKS TO RECENT FLEET VIDEOS ON DEMAND INSIDE***

Transformers Five
Conducted conference call, with OSD approval, with the Executive Producer of Michael Bay's
production of Transformers Five’ and SUBPAC PAO. Initial effort is research to determine
feasibility of submersible rescue.

Top Gun Two (Paramount Pictures)
06-08 Nov - Writer/Project Officer embarked on USS Iohn C. Stennis [CVN 74] for a ROZN IOT
experience life-at—sea, Flt Ops, and meeting with CAG 8.: VFA embarked squadron. Escorted by
NAVINFOWEST Project Oflicer. Writer currently revising screenplay based on recent ROZN
underway on board STENNIS.

Untitled NCIS (loco-series (CBS News]
Would showcase actual cases through interviews with NCIS agents, law enforcement, etc. Working in
close coordination with NCIS PAOs.
- NCIS Communications Director MaryAnn Cummings to meet with NAVINFOWEST Director on 18Nov.

FOX SPORTS [BPHH
— Office calls at PACOM with ADM Harris, ADM Fargo [Ret] and Larr_v lones;
- Attended '11Nov Veteran’s Day ceremonies;
- 12Nov, Fox Sports President and CFO had an office call with ADM Fuller and site surveyed Bloch
Arena;
— 13Nov, the President and CFO met ADM Harris at PACO M. All preparations for the Combined
Information Bureau [CIB] are in place. NAWNFOWEST Reserve Unit OIC CDR Carnes will be
supporting the Fon Sports team, general media, distinguished visitors and sports media 1-10Dec
with five unit members and augmentation from the PACFLT Reserve Unit- The Reserve team will be
supporting ]BPHH FAQ.

The Last Ship (TNT)
- Submitted feasibility of support to NECC {NOOP} requesting EOD Tech to provide dive/mine disposal
SME support for scenes depicting N] divers conducting dive ops ISO episode 305. Dates of support: TBD:
Location: San Pedro, CA
- Project Officers continue on-set engagement ISO filming episodes 301/302, scenes primari depict
POTUS in the St. Louis WH and President Peng at the presidential palace in Hong Kong.
Reviewing the following draft scripts:
Episode 303: Pres. Michener [POTUS] 8: CAPT Chandler [CNO] attempt to located N] crew that has been
taken hostage by pirates;
Episode 304: CNO uses regional allies and resources to locate missing N] crew. N] triad upholds Code of
Conduct while held captive.
Episode 305: CNO embarks N] and directs watch team to locate missing N] crew; N] navigates through
waters laden with mines.
- The new season depicts Nathan ]a1nes operating forward in the C7F AOR conducting HA missions and
protecting the maritime domain against pirates. Ongoing coordination with CNSP/CNAP for TYCOM support
and regional PA staffs ISO scouting/filming opportunities at NW3 Seal Beach for Flight II Arleigh Burke
DDG.



Wm—
NCIS NOLA [CBS]
- Reviewed outline of #214. Depiction of Navy LT and HM who, together, heroically stop a public
shooting. The HM also turns out to be working for the CIA. to uncover a terrorist plot. (No USN
resources requested ISO production).
- Reviewed script of #2 13. Depiction of a Navy Petty Officer as a murder victim. As a response to
NAWNFOWEST/OSD notes, Sailor is now shown to be a model Sailor. [No USN resources requested
ISO production].
- Reviewed script of #212. Minor depiction of Navy Intel Officer as the murder victim of a
government contractor trying to secretly sell technology to Russia. [No USN resources requested ISO
production]

NCIS [CBS]
- Received and reviewed shooting script #294. Minor depiction of Navy Intel Ofiicer as the murder
victim of a government contractor trying to secretly sell technology to Russia. Directed production
team to DVIDS and Navy Imagery Service for access to b-roll of Navy aircraft.
- NAWNFOWEST working with Walter Reed{Bethesda PA staff to coordinate filming ofb-roll
establishing exterior shots of Walter Reed/Bethesda for episode #292 on Wednesday, 18Nov. FAA in
progress.

_
[MAX SEAPOWERIKZ COM UPDATE
On 150ct, K2 provided updated status on all footage collected and potential for future filming opportunity
requirements that will capture multiple USN warfare capabilities. Received request from K2
Communications for filming in Dec/Ian at east coast locations Groton, Pas River and Norfolk. Coordinating
with NAVSEA and TYCOM PAO for support.

Come Hell or High Water]Battle of Leyte GulfWWII/[MAX
- Awaiting feedback from the production company for changes provided by NHHC and GED.
[NNTR]

How to Build a Rocket Ship [Discovery]
New sci/tech docu-series that will focus on one piece oftechnology per episode and explain how it
works. Drafting research letter to assist writers in identifying available Navy tech. Potential ideas:
Ejector seat; LCAC; LaWS; Railgun; LCS. NAVINFO West researching with respective commands on
feasibility of support. Army executing PAA. Navy to provide addendum once assets are identified.

Mysteries at the Museum [Travel Channel]
PAA signed authorisingb-roll at Pensacola's National Naval Aviation Museum, scheduled for 16Nov.
Episode will tell story of Vietnam-era POW, USN aviator Deter Dengler. Coordinating through NHHC and
Aviation Museum. [NNTR]

What History Forgot (American Heroes Channel)
PAP. signed to authorise b-roll at Navy Yard and Navy Mnsemn in support of episode focusing on USS
Kirk's role during Operation Eagle Pull's humanitarian evac mission. Filming scheduled for 14Nov.
Coordinating through NHHC. [NNTR]

WWII Mega Structures [PBS]
Docu-series tells story of the biggest battleships the japanese ever built duringWI and the
challenges they posed to the US Navy tasked with destroying them. Coordinating assistance through
NHHC to support archival b-roll and historical SME interviews. Filming completed, Oct 20. PM
signed. Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR]



Hell Below {Smithsonian}
Docu-series exploring WWII-era submarine warfare. Letter of Assistance provided supporting use of
DoD archival imagery. Coordinating support through NHHC and Nautilus Museum. Awaiting rough cut
review. (NNTR)

Warrior Games 2015 [Universal Sports]
Documentary that follows active, reserve, retired and veteran Wounded Warriors participating in the 2015
Warrior Games in Quantico VA 19-28 Inn. This particular feature will follow the basketball games
between services. Marine Corps liaison office has lead and an approved PAA by DSD. Navy PAA addendum
signed covering b-roll footage for coverage and interviews as applicable. [NNTR]

Impossible Engineering [DiscoveryChannel]
Navy historian interview and location b-roll conducted, 22]un, at USS Nautilus museum to support docu-
series episode on history of submarine engineering. NAVINFD WEST coordinated through SUBASE New
London for support and local escort. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. [N NTR]

Hello Goodbye [Travel Channel}
Docu-series that interviews people coming and going through national airports. Enlisted Sailor in
uniform interviewed with family members in Charlotte airport while en route to San Diego for A-school.
General Navy topics discussed. [why he joined, what to expect in the Fleet, etc.) No DPSEC violations.
No issues. Army adding Navy to USD PAA. Rough cut reviewed, lflAug. Awaiting air date. [NNTR]

Mighty Ships [Discovery Canada)/Continuing Promise '15
USNS Comfort ISO CP-15 mission. Rough cut received, 28 Oct. Feedback provided from C4F, MSCHQ
and embarked COMFORT PAD. All notes delivered to Mighty Ships, 2Nov. Awaiting air date. [NNTR]

Mike Rowe's "Somebody's Gotta Do It" [CNN]: CVN 74 STENNIS
NAVINFOWEST personnel escorted Mike Rowe and SGDI crew during ZB-BOIul onboard CW 74 for
filming of episode. NAWNFOWEST and stakeholders working with producers to provide accurate
voiceover content. Reviewed rough cut. Expected to air as an entire episode, potentially as Season 4-
premiere, in the early Spring.

Happening [HBO]/Redford Center Productions
Documentary that discusses Navy's Green Fleet initiatives and AMERICA's hybrid propulsion system-
Rough cut: November 2015. Air date: Spring 2016. [NNTR]

leopardy! [Sony]
Quiz show Clue Crew team captured b-roll of USNS Comfort, 230ct, for use during a future
episode's "video clue" segment. Coordinated support through MSC-HQ. FAA signed. Awaiting air
date. [NNTR]

1?]u112015- "Vital Signs w/ Sanjay Gupta" (CNN)
Illl IIIIII I.I III .II' II I l' I. I-.I II-'-'.II.:II--. II
25May2015 - "The Homefront: Stories of Service: CMDCM ofWayne E Meyer" [PBS]
httD:f{videopbsora/videoj'E365487435f



25May2015 - "Rachael Ray: Armed Forces Cook-Off" [Syndicated]
1m 11111:: .- . In I: "I 'I‘.I.III‘I I - n.1i IIIII I 1:.1
21May2015 - "Mike Rowe's Somebody's Gotta Do It" [CNN]
11 s: W. outube.corn watcl1?v=LUVtLUtX11
11Nov2014 - "Navy SEALS: Their Untold Stories" [PBS]
hm1: Maiden11hs.orgfifideog2365359070
2 10ct 20 14- "Makers: Women 1n.War" [PBS]

06]nly2014-"En1powern1ent Project: ADM Michelle Howard" [IndieFli‘s]
h s: W. outube.co1n watch?v=szEk1EE6HH
04]uly2014 - "Urban Oasis: USS Constitution" [HGTV]

16May2014 - "Godzilla" [Warner Bros]
hflnaAflnnmnammnunnMnanmnEflflfiuflhfiflnz
22Apr2014 - “Rise of the Machines: Aircraft Carrier" [History Channel]
h . s: W. outube.coro watch?v=M29 NlG Zk
10]an2014 - "Lone Survivor" [Film 44]
11 s:11r1w.outube con1 watcl1?v= oLFk4 K RM
1'?Nov2013- "Bizarre Foods W/ Andrew Zin1n1ern:USS Arlington" [Travel Channel]
Ill I‘lllla. ' II‘ III II. .-l'-'III. II' I I '. -- Iglll

290ct2013- "How We Got to Now: USS Asheville" [BBC]
E1111[tcnordiccorn(videol'hrz499 160

1 1UtD1 3 - " Captain Phillip3" [Sony]
hmmaUaanaHomMEunndannmbenflflmfldim;
09Aug20 1 3 - "Planes" [Disney]
ht_t113: Z ZWfacehookconflNAVINFUWESTXVidfl Ivb.892494043 67 j 10 1 523655 77404368 /?tvoe=2&th
flatfl
27Feb20 1 3 - "Inside: 2 1st Century Warship" [NatGeo]
h s: m outuhe.co1:n watcl1?v=XUAM 1TP7bc
18May2012- "Battleship" [Universal]

22Dct2010 " P1rate Hunters: USN" [Spike]
h s: W. outuhe.con1 watcll?v= FET BMRGOW
0311112007 - "Transformers" [Dreaniworks]
httos:wwfacebookcom{NAVINFUWESTlfidfl fvb.89249404367! 10 152365562034368 f?tvne=2&th
eater

hiNEiHiIIIlIIllIlIIllllllllIlllllllllllllIllllllllllllllllllllllllld
Veterans Day 2016 NCAA Basketball Game JBPHHUESPN]
Made initial contacts reviewing timelines with IBPHH. Held conference call with Pacific Air Museum
officials to discuss timeline, SUE. [NNTR]

[NNTR]
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NAVINFOWEST Weekly Report

2 0 Nov 15
Updated Items in Blue

MuirNEW’ FEATURE — WEB LINKS TO RECENT FLEET VIDEOS DN DEMAND INSIDE***

Transformers Five
Michael Bay's Transformers Five executives will tour HOS Dominator at 1000 in 30Nov in San
Diego. This is the mothership for the rescue system that Navy uses for training.

NClS Deco-Series [CBS News] (Fact not. Fiction)
- NCIS Communications Director MaryAnn Cummings met with NAWNFOWEST Director on 18Nov.
- NAVINFO West Research Letter of Support will be submitted to CHIN F0 for signature, endorsing series
proposal and supporting official assistance to identify suitable NCIS cases and interview candidates.
Series would focus on successfully prosecuted cases of espionage, cybercrime, and international
partnerships to achieve adjudication. No open cases. No cold cases. No Navy Times headlines.
Proposed sin-part mini-series.

Top Gun Two [Paramount Pictures)
06-08 Nov - Writer/Project Officer embarked on USS john C. Stennis [CVN 74] for a ROZN IOT
experience life-at—sea, Flt Ops, and meeting with CAG 81 VFA embarked squadron. Escorted by
NAVINFOWEST Project Oflicer. Writer currently revising screenplay based on recent ROZN
underway on board STENNIS. [N NTR]

FOX SPORTS IBPHH
All prep on final approach with IBPHH for For; Sports Commemoration 4-7Dec. Daily
phonecons/SITREPS with all stakeholder commands.
- *Fox Sports Press Release attached.

The Last Ship [TNT]
- Coordinating january ship avail with CNSP PAD.
- Ongoing coordination with NECC [HOOP] and COMEODGRU—l on feasibility of support requesting EDD
Tech to provide dive/mine disposal SME support for scenes depicting N] divers conducting dive ops ISO
episode 305. Dates of support: mid-IAN; location: San Pedro, CA.
- Project Officers continue on-set engagement ISO filming episodes 301 /302, scenes primarily depict
POTUS in the St. Louis WH and President Peng at the presidential palace in Hong Kong.
- Requested CNSP 06 SME support reiterated.

Top Gear [BBC]
NAWNFO West received request from Top Gear producers to film “tribute to Top Gun” episode at NAS
Fallon. Episode centered on test/evaluation of Dodge Viper STR, with vignettes featuring Fallon facilities,
training, etc. NAVINFO West project officer working through TYCOM to determine project feasibility.
Exploring possibility of a site visit during the week of 30Nov. If approved by CHINFO/OSD, tentative dates
to film the episode Q-Iljan.

Come Hell or High Water/Battle of Leyte Gulf WWII/[MAX
Feedback from the production company based on NHHC/OSD notes received. Writer reassured
Navy/DoD of their intentions to create an accurate and honorable portrayal. Offers are out to
various prospective cast members. N HHC providing Project Officer for primary liaison, production
and logistics.



How to Build 51 Rocket Ship (Discovery)
New sci/tech docu-series that will focus on one piece of technology per episode and explain h ow it
works.
- Army PAA signed.
- Navy drafting addendum to support potential ideas: Ejector seat; LCAC; LaWS.
- NAVINPO West researching with respective commands on feasibility of support.

NCIS mom (cs5)
- Reviewed outline of #2 14. Depiction of Navy LT and HM who, together, heroically stop a public
shooting. The HM also turns out to be working for the C.I.A. to uncover a terrorist plot. [No USN
resources requested ISO production).
- Reviewed script of #2 1 3. Depiction of a Navy Petty Officer as a murder victim. As a response to
NAWNFOWEST/OSD notes, Sailor is now shown to be a model Sailor. (No USN resources requested
ISO production].

NUS [CBS]
- Received and reviewed outline of #295. Minor depiction of female midshipman depicted as a
murder victim in an abduction/trafficking ring. Perpetrator is not within the Navy/DoD. [No USN
resources requested ISO production].
- Received and reviewed shooting script #294. Minor depiction of Navy Intel Officer as the murder
victim of a government contractor trying to secretly sell technology to Russia. Directed production
team to DVIDS and Navy Imagery Service for access to b-roll of Navy aircraft.
- NAWNFO‘NEST worked with Walter Reed/Bethesda PA staff to coordinate and execute filming of b-
roll establishing exterior shots of Walter Reed/Bethesda for episode #292 on Wednesday, 18Nov.

[MAX SEAPOWERIK2 COM UPDATE
On 150ct, [(2 provided updated status on all footage collected and potential for future filming opportunity
requirements that will capture multiple USN warfare capabilities. Received request from K2
Commimications for filming in Dec/ [an at east coast locations Groton, Pas River and Norfolk Coordinating
with NAVSEA and TYCOM PAD for support.

Mysteries at the Museum [Travel Channel]
Episode will tell story of Vietnam-era POW, USN aviator Deter Dengler. PAA signed authorising 16Nov,
b-roll at Pensacola's National Naval Aviation Museum. Coordinated through NHHC and Aviation
Museum. Awaiting rough cut.

What History Forgot (American Heroes Channel]
PAA signed authorizing, 14 Nov, b-roll at Navy Yard and Navy Museum in support of episode focusing on
USS Kirk's role during Operation Eagle Pull's humanitarian evac mission. Coordinated through NH HC.
Awaiting rough cut.

WWII Mega Structures [PBS]
Docu-series tells story of the biggest battleships the Japanese ever built during WM] and the
challenges they posed to the US Navy tasked with destroying them. Coordinating assistance through
NHHC to support archival b-roll and historical SME interviews. Filming completed. Oct 20. FAA
signed. Awaiting rough cut. [N NTR]

(b) Ml



Hell Below [Smithsonian]
Docu-series exploring WWII-era submarine warfare. Letter of Assistance provided supporting use of
Del) archival imagery. Coordinating support through NHHC and Nautilus Museum. Awaiting rough cut
review. [NNTR]

Warrior Games 2015 [Universal Sports]
Docmnentary that follows active, reserve, retired and veteran Wounded Warriors participating in the 2015
Warrior Games in Quantico VA 19-28 ]un. This particular feature will follow the basketball games
between services. Marine Corps liaison office has lead and an approved PM by OSI}. Navy PAA addendum
signed covering b-roll footage for coverage and interviews as applicable. [NNTR]

Impossible Engineering [DiscoveryChannel]
Navy historian interview and location b-roll conducted, 22]un, at USS Nautilus museum to support docu-
series episode on history of submarine engineering. NAWNFO WEST coordinated through SUBASE New
London for support and local escort. FAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR]

Hello Goodbye [Travel Channel]
Docu-series that interviews people coming and going through national airports. Enlisted Sailor in
uniform interviewed with family members in Charlotte airport while en route to San Diego for A-school.
General Navy topics discussed. [why he joined, what to expect in the Fleet, etc.) No OPSEC violations.
No issues. Army adding Navy to 080 PAA. Rough cut reviewed, 10Aug. Awaiting air date. [NNTR]

Mighty Ships [Discovery Canada]/Continuing Promise '15
USNS Comfort ISO CP-15 mission. Rough cut received, 28 Oct. Feedback provided from C4F, MSCHQ
and embarked COMFORT PAO. All notes delivered to Mighty Ships, 2Nov. Awaiting air date. [NNTR]

Mike Rowe's "Somebody's Gotta Do It" [CNN]: CVN 74 STENNIS
NAVINFOWEST personnel escorted Mike Rowe and 5001 crew during 23-30lul onboard CVN 74 for
filming of episode. NAVINFOWEST and stakeholders working with producers to provide accurate
voiceover content. Reviewed rough cut. Expected to air as an entire episode, potentially as Season 4
premiere, in the early Spring.

Happening [HBO]/Redford Center Productions
Documentary that discusses Navy's Green Fleet initiatives and AMERICA's hybridpropulsion system.
Rough cut: late February 2016. Air date: Spring 2016. (NNTR)

leopardy! [Sony]
Quiz show Clue Crew team captured b-roll of USNS Comfort, 230ct, for use during a future
episode's "video clue" segment. Coordinated support through MSC-HQ. PAA signed. Awaiting air
date. [NNTR]

25may2015- "The Homefront Stories of Service: CMDCM of Wayne E Meyer" [PBS]
ht_tp:[ (videopbsbrnideo (2365482435z
25May2015 - "Rachael Ray: Armed Forces Cook-Off" [Syndicated]
httDJInnvwrachaelravshowcomiceleb5119024 an armed forces cook off to honor our veterans[
21May2015 — "Mike Rowe's Somebody's Gotta Do It" [CNN]
h s: w. outube.com watch?v=LUVtLOtX11
11Nov2014 - "Navy SEALs: Their Untold Stories" [PBS]



210ct 2014 - "Makers: Women in War" [PBS]

O6Iuly2014 - "Empowerment Project: ADM Michelle Howard" [lfldlEFllJ-I]
h s: w. outube.corn watcli?v=ssEk1E EEHH
04July2014- "Urban Oasis: USS Constitution" [HGTV]

16May2014- "Godzilla" [Warner Bros]
WNW
22Apr2014 - "Rise of the Machines: Aircraft Carrier" [Historyr Channel]
h s: W outube.coni watch?v= Magr N 1G Zk
10]an2014- "Lone Survivor" [Film 44]
WW
17Nov2013 - "Bizarre Foods w/ Andrew Zinnnern: USS Arlington" [Travel Channel]
h . : wwwtravelchannelcom shows bizarre-foods video tour-uss-arlin on
290ct2013 - "How We Got to Now: USS Asheville" [BBC]
h . : wmvbbcnordiccoin video ?v:499160
1 1DtU1 3 - " Captain Phillips" [Sony]
lJIIDS' ! {izfiznltfitflllfllhfl can] [maid]??? gaggfipfigflg
09A11g2013 - "Planes" [Disney]
hipsnf [mfacebookconiz NAWNFOWESTZvideosi/vbBQZEIQ-fl04367/1015236557?4D4368/?hme=2&th
MEI
27Feh2013 - "Inside: lt Century Warship" [NatGeo]
h 5: www. outuhe.con1 watclflvzl-{ClAM 1TP7bc
IBMayZG 1 2 - "Battleship" [Universal]
httDsJ/WfacebookconizNAWNFOWEST(fideosflvbfl‘92494fl4357110152368210999368£i3t5me=281th
.Lfltfl'
220ct2010 - " Pirate Hunters: USN" [Spike]
httns: Hmvwvoutube.con1/watch?v=iFETi2 MRGDw
DSIuIBOD? - "Transformers" [Dreamworks]
um um .. - In” Lilk I11 u-I E‘T’Jhll - I . u I I I: uI-_ ._
LET

W
Veterans Day 2016 NCAA Basketball Game IBPHHUZSPN]
Made initial contacts reviewing tilnelines with IBPHH. Held conference call with Pacific Air Museum
oflicials to discuss tinieline. 50E. [NNTR]

Conversation with Dolphins [Canadian Broadcasting Corps]
- Declined- No US distribution. SPAWAR Pacific/MMP also declined to support request.

W
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NAVINFOWEST Weekly Report

04 Dec 15
Updated Items in Blue

***NEW FEATURE - WEB LINKS TO RECENT FLEET VIDEOS ON DEMAND INSIDE***

im_

FOX SPORTS IBPHH
FOX Sports, in collaboration with U.S. Pacific Fleet, are hosting several events throughout the
weekend to commemorate the attack's Tilth anniversary. On SUNDAY, FOX NFL Sunday will
broadcast live from the USS Missouri Memorial and Ford Island Pier, and FOX Sports will broadcast
USA Women's Soccer vs Trinidad 81 Tobago game at Aloha Stadium. Navy Sailors will be involved in
band performances, coin toss, half time ceremonies, and various FOX Sports interviews. On
MONDAY, FOX Sports will broadcast NCAA basketball double-headers from Bloch Arena of
Oklahoma vs. Villanova and Oregon vs. Naval Academy, with much ofthe same Navy Sailor
involvement including a FOX Sports interview with Rear Adm. Sawyer [Deputy PACFLT] courtside.
All schools' basketball teams and FOX personalities will tour ships at joint Base Pearl Harbor-
Hickani and Pearl Harbor memorials and visit with Sailors throughout the weekend.

Transformers Five
Michael Bay’s Transformers Five executives toured HOS Dominator at 1000 on 30Nov in San
Diego with NAWNFO West escort. This is the mothership for the deep sea rescue system that
Navy uses for training. Follow-up request from Transformers team pending.

The Last Ship (TNT)
- On 30Nov, CNSP PAO confirmed USS PINCKNEY availability ISO filming support pier-side NBSD on]31131-
Feb3. NAVINFOWEST project ofi—icers will commence coordination with USN stakeholders once specific
requirements have been identified.
- Project Officers continue on-set engagement ISO filming episodes 304/305, scenes primarily CAPT
Chandler working with regional allies to attempting to locate and rescue N] crew being held hostage by
pirates.
- Ongoing coordination with NECC [N00F] and COMEODGRU-l [NDOP] on feasibility of support requesting
EOD Tech to provide dive/mine disposal SME support for scenes depicting N] divers conducting dive ops
ISO episode 305. Dates of support: mid~]AN; Location: San Pedro, CA.
- Requested CNSP 06 SME support reiterated.

Top Gear [BBC]
NAVINFO West received request. from Top Gear producers to film "tribute to Top Gun" episode at NAS
Fallon. Episode centered on test/evaluation of Dodge Viper STR, with vignettes featuring Fallon facilities,
training, etc. Site visit scheduled for 07Dec to evaluate project feasibility. NAVINFO West project officer to
escort. If approved by CHINFO/OSD, tentative dates to film the episode 9-11Ian.

Top Gun Two (Paramount Pictures)
06-08 Nov - Writer/Project Officer embarked on USS john C. Stennis [CVN 74] for a ROZN IDT
experience life-at—sea, Flt Ops, and meeting with CAG 8; VFA embarked squadron. Escorted by
NAWNFOWEST Project Ofi'icer. Writer currently revising screenplay based on recent ROEN
underway on board STENNIS. [N NTR]

NClS Deon-Series [CBS News] (Fact not Fiction)
- NCIS Communications Director MaryAnn Cummings met with NAVINFOWEST Director on BMW.
- NAVINFO West Research Letter of Support will be submitted to CHINFO for signature, endorsing series
proposal and supporting official assistance to identify suitable NCIS cases and interview candidates.
Series would focus on successfully prosecuted cases of espionage, cybercrime, and international
partnerships to achieve adjudication. No open cases. No cold cases. No Navy Times headlines.
Proposed sis-part mini-series.
[NNTR)



Come Hell or High Water/Battle of Leyte Gulf WWII/[MAX
Feedback from the production company based on NHHC/OSD notes received. Writer reassured
Navy/DoD of their intentions to create an accurate and honorable portrayal. Offers out to various
prospective cast. NHHC providing Project Officer for primary liaison, production and logistics.

How to Build a Rocket Ship [Discovery]
New sci/tech docu-series that will focus on one piece of technology per episode and explain how it
works.
- Army PAA signed.
- Navy drafting addendum to support potential ideas: Ejector seat; LCAC: LaWS.
- NAVINFO West researching with respective commands on feasibility of support.

I {mmm m“filllli" l
NCIS NOLA (CBS)
- Reviewed outline of #2 15. Minimal depiction of DoD assets. [No USN resources requested ISO
production).
- Reviewed script of #2 14. Depiction of Navy LCDR and HMZ who, together, heroically stop a public
shooting. The HMZ also 1111113 out to be working with the C.I.A. to uncover a terrorist plot. [No USN
resources requested ISO production).

NCIS (CBS)
- Reviewed script of #296. Minor depiction of retired Navy Senior Chief diver as murder victim.
Senior Chief character is shown to be an expert and courageous diver. [No USN resources requested
ISO production).
- Reviewed script of #295. Minor depiction of female sailor depicted as a murder victim in an
abduction/trafficking ring. Perpetrator is not within the Navy/Doll. [No USN resources requested
ISO production).
- Reviewed script #2 94. Minor depiction of Navy Intel Officer as the murder victim of a government
contractor trying to secretly sell teclmology to Russia. Directed production team to DVIDS and Navy
Imagery Service for access to h-roll of Navy aircraft.
- NAWNFOWEST worked with Walter Reed/Bethesda PA staff to coordinate and execute filming of b-
roll establishing exterior shots of Walter Reed for episode #292 on Wednesday, '18Nov. Episode aired
24Nov, opening with an exterior night shot ofWRNMMC.

| mm. min- I
[MAX SEAPOWER/KZ COM UPDATE
On 150ct, [(2 provided updated status on all footage collected and potential for future filming opportunity
requirements that. will capture multiple USN warfare capabilities. Received request from K2
Communications for filming in Dec/Ian at east coast locations Groton, Pas River and Norfolk Coordinating
with NAVSEA and TYCOM PAO for support.

No Man Left Behind [NatGeo]
Docu-series featuring stories of POWs. Episode supported will feature former POW and naval aviator
Charles Klusmann whose plane was shot down during the Vietnam War. Broll ofNational Naval
Aviation Museum approved. Scheduled for Dec. 16. Local PAO escorting. PAA sent to producer.



Mysteries at the Museum [Travel Channel]
Episode will tell story of Vietnam-era POW, USN aviator Deter Dengler. PAA signed authorizing 16Nov,
b-roll at Pensacola's National Naval Aviation Museum. Coordinated through NHHC and Aviation
Museum. Awaiting rough cut.

What History Forgot [American Heroes Channel]
PAA signed authorizing, 14 Nov, b-roll at Navy Yard and Navy Museum in support of episode focusing on
USS Kirk's role during Operation Eagle Pull's humanitarian evac mission. Coordinated through NH HC.
Awaiting rough cut.

WWII Mega Structures [PBS]
Docu-series tells story of the biggest battleships the Japanese ever built during WWII and the
challenges they posed to the US Navy tasked with destroying them. Coordinating assistance through
NHHC to support archival b-roll and historical SME interviews. Filming completed. Oct 20. FAA
signed. Awaiting rough cut. [N NTR]

Hell Below [Smithsonian]
Deco-series exploring WIl-era submarine warfare. Letter ofAssistance provided supporting use of
DoD archival imagery. Coordinating support through NHHC and Nautilus Museum. Awaiting rough cut
review. [N NTR]

Warrior Games 2015 [Universal Sports]
Documentary that follows active, reserve, retired and veteran Wounded Warriors participating in the 2015
Warrior Games in Quantico VA 19-28 11m. This particular feature will follow the basketball games
between services. Marine Corps liaison office has lead and an approved FAA by 08D. Navy PAA
addendum signed coveringb-roll footage for coverage and interviews as applicable. [NNTR]

Impossible Engineering [DiscoveryChannel]
Navy historian interview and location h-roll conducted, 22]un, at USS Nautilus museum to support docu-
series episode on history of submarine engineering. NAVINFD WEST coordinated through SUBASE New
London for support and local escort. FAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR]

Hello Goodbye [Travel Channel]
Docu-series that interviews people coming and going through national airports. Enlisted Sailor in
uniform interviewed with family members in Charlotte airport while en route to San Diego for A-school.
General Navy topics discussed. [why he joined, what to expect in the Fleet, etc.) No DPSEC violations.
No issues. Army adding Navy to 051) PAA. Rough cut reviewed, lflAug. Awaiting air date. [NNTR]

Mighty Ships [Discovery Canada){Continuing Promise '15
USNS Comfort ISO CP-15 mission. Rough cut received, 28 Oct. Feedback provided from C413, MSCHQ
and embarked COMFORT FAQ. All notes delivered to Mighty Ships, ZNov. Awaiting air date. [NNTR]

Mike Rowe's “Somehody's Gotta Do It" [CNN]: CVN 74STENNIS
NAVINFDWEST personnel escorted Mike Rowe and SGDI crew during ZB-BDlul onboard CVN 74 for
filming of episode. NAWNFDWEST and stakeholders working with producers to provide accurate
voiceover content. Reviewed rough cut. Expected to air as an entire episode, potentially as Season 4
premiere, in the early Spring.



Happening [HBO]/Redford Center Productions
Documentaryr that discusses Navy's Green Fleet initiatives and AMERICA's hybrid propulsion system.
Rough cut: late February 2016. Air date: Spring 2016. [NNTR]

leopardy! [Sony]
Quiz show Clue Crew team captured b-roll of USNS Comfort, 230ct, for use during a future
episode‘s "video clue" segment. Coordinated support through MSC-HQ. FAA signed. Awaiting air
date. [NNTR]

25May2015 "The Homefront: Stories of Service: CMDCM ofWayne E Meyer" [PBS]
ht . video. bs.or video 2365487435
25May2015 - "Rachael Ray: Armed Forces Cook-Off" [Syndicated]
l1 : unwrachaelra show.com celebs 19024 an armed forces cook off to honor our veterans
21May2015 - "Mike Rowe's Somebody's Gotta Do It" [CNN]
h s: wuwv. outuhe.com watch?v=LUVtLOtX11
11Nov2014- "Navy SEALS: Their Untold Stories" [PBS]
WW
Zlflct 21114 "Makers: Women In War" [PBS]
h . www.makerscom docmnenta womeninwar
Ufiluly2014 - "Empowerment Project: ADM Michelle Howard" [IndieFlix]
h s: w. outube.com watch?v=szEk1EE6HH
DillulyZUI-tt - "Urban Oasis: USS Constitution" [HGTV]

16May2014- "Godzilla" [Warner Bros]
mqmaLam
22Apr2014 — “Rise of the Machines: Aircraft Carrier" [History Channel]
hms: Z (wwwxoumbecomz watchW=M3913N 16.1214:
10]an2014 - "Lone Survivor" [Film 44]
h 3: www. outuhe.com watch?v= oLFk4 K RM
17Nov2013 - "Bizarre Foods w/ Andrew Zimmern: USS Arlington" [Travel Channel]
ht_tp: Z [www.travelchannelrom (showsfibiaarre-foods [video [tour-uss-arlington
290ct2013 - "How We Got to Now: USS Asheville" [BBC]
ht_tp. :g (wobbcnordiccom {videof?v=499 16D
110ct2013 — " Captain Phillips" [Sony]
h 3: WW. outube.com watcl]?v= SASoBrFGlc
09Aug2013 - "Planes" [Disney]
III' “In; .‘III...III Li It In! II'I I:" I'JIJ - . I 7*. III n 7w:
w
27Feb20 13 - "Inside: 2 lst Century Warship" [NatGeo]
h 5: www. outuhe.com watch?v=XDAM 1TP7bc
18May2012- "Battleship" [Universal]

L138!
220ct2010 - " Pirate Hunters: USN" [Spike]
h s: w. outube.coin watch'hrz'FET'ZMRGDw
GSIuIZUDT - "Transformers" [Dreamworks]

III ' ilili 1 'III». .II Lu"- i. '11 JI'I :" ‘"".‘ I- I' I? I a l' " I: ljl'— :_ I
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W
Veterans Day 2016 NCAA Basketball Game IBPHH[ESPN]
Made initial contacts reviewing timelines with IBPHH. Held conference call with Pacific Air Museum
officials to discuss timeline, SOE. (NNTR)

|- ._ _ '
100 Things (Verizon 6090]
- Declined. No RDI.
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***NEW FEATURE - WEB LINKS TO RECENT FLEET VIDEOS ON DEMAND INSIDE***

m_

FOX SPORTS IBPHH
Mission complete. Highly successful 74th Commemorative weekend featuring live Fon Sports
sports events broadcast to a national audience. PACOM, PACFLT, IBPHH, CHINFO and OSD AARS
in progress. By all metrics, PA objectives are met!

The Last Ship [TNT]
- On 08 Dec, CNSP [HOOP] approved pre-scont visit request for 'lfiDec aboard PIN CKNEY.
NAWNFOWEST Project Officer will escort TLS Locations Manager 8:. First Asst. Director in order to
conduct preliminary survey of resources to be requested for production.
- On 30Nov, CNSP PAD confirmed USS PINCKNEY availability ISO filming support pier-side NBSD on
]an31- FebS. NAVINFOWEST project officers will commence coordination with USN stakeholders once
specific requirements have been identified.
—- Project Officers continue on-set engagement ISO filming episodes 304/305, scenes primarily CAPT
Chandler working with regional allies to attempting to locate and rescue N] crew being held hostage
by pirates.
- Ongoing coordination with NECC (HOOP) and COMEODGRU-l [NDDP] on feasibility of support
requesting EOD Tech to provide divefmine disposal SME support for scenes depicting N] divers
conducting dive ops ISO episode 305. Dates of support: mid-IAN; Location: San Pedro, CA.

Top Gear [BBC]
HAW NFD West received request. from Top Gear producers to film "tribute to TOPGUN” Episode at NAS
Fallon. Currently awaiting script lfapproved by CNAF/CHINFO/OSD, tentative dates to film the episode
9-1 llan. Phonecon with Director and Producers scheduled for Monday.

Years of Living Dangerously [NatGeo - Season 2/ Season 1 was Showtime)
01-6/Newsdesk coordinated initial discussion of request for interview and broll assistance ISO climate
change documentary series.
- Newsdesk Info Paper provided, D7Dec. giving snapshot ofdesired b-roll and interviews such as:
Navy: ASN McGinn interview in Hampton Roads; Green Fleet programs; Makin Island]USS America hybrid
systems
Marines: 2'9 Palms; Potential FOB where renewable energy is used
PACUM: Potential filming of HA}DR or mil-to-mil ops
- Awaiting OASD[PA] prelim guidance and production company contact information to begin coordinating
support
- No filming dates requested or planned. Series expects to air in Fall 20 16

Top Gun 2 [ParamountPictures]
06-08 Nov - Writer/Project Officer embarked on USS John C. Stennis [CVN 74] for a ROZN
IOT experience life-at—sea, Flt Ops, and meeting with CAG 3: VFA embarked squadron.
Escorted by NAVINFOWEST Project Oflicer. Writer currently revising screenplay based on
recent ROZN underway on board STENNIS. [NNTR]

NCIS Docu-Series [CBS News) [Fact notFiction]
- NCIS Communications Director MaryAnn Cummings met with NAVINFOWEST Director on lBNov.
[NNTR]



[MAX SEAPDWER/K2 COM
Received request from K2 Communications ”for next stage of filming in Jan in San Diego and at east coast
locations Groton, Pa}: River and Norfolk. Coordinating with NAVSEA and TYCOM FAQs for support.

How to Build a Rocket Ship [Discovery]
New sci/tech docu-series that focuses on one piece ofequipment or technology per episode and
explain how it works through SME interviews and engineering breakdown.
- Army FAA signed. Navy addendum signed ISO LCAC episode.
- Three members from ACU-S (craft master and 2 engineers] provided on-camera interviews,
9Dec, to discuss LCAC mission/capabilities.
- Coordinating broll opportunities with ACU-S in ]an 2016.
- NAWNFO West researching with CNAP on potential interview support for carrier episode.

mas NDLA [c135]
- Reviewed outline of #2 ‘16. Minor depiction of two Navy officers, one being a murder victim.
No negative depiction, minor USD/NAWNFD notes consolidated and sent to production for
incorporation into script. [No USN resources requested ISO production].
- Reviewed script of #215. Minimal depiction of DoD assets. [No USN resources requested ISO
production].
- Reviewed script of #2 ‘14. Depiction of Navy LCDR and HMZ who, together, heroically stop a
public shooting. The HMZ also turns out to be Working with the C.I.A. to uncover a terrorist plot.
[No USN resources requested ISO production].

NC[5 [CBS]
- Reviewed outline of #297. Minor depiction of SECNAV and a retired Navy CDR who was relieved
of command. DSD/NAVINF0 consolidated notes improving themes surrounding CDR character
sent to writers for incorporation into script. [No USN resources requested ISO production).
- Reviewed script of #296. Minor depiction of retired Navy Senior Chief diver as murder victim.
Senior Chief’s character is shown to be an expert and courageous diver. DSD/NAVINFD notes
incorporated to improve authenticity. [No USN resources requested ISO production].
- Reviewed script of #295. Minor depiction of female sailor depicted as a murder victim in an
abduction/trafficking ring. Perpetrator is not within the Navy/DoD. [No USN resources
requested ISO production].

|_._ I
Come Hell or High Water/Battle of Leyte GulfWI/IMAX
Feedback from the production company based on NHHC/DSD notes received. Writer reassured
Navy/DoD of their intentions to create an accurate and honorable portrayal. Offers out to various
prospective cast. NHHC providing Project Dfficer for primary liaison, production and logistics.
[NNTR)

Hunter Killer
Awaiting revised script. [NNTR]

Transformers Five
Michael Bay’s Transformers Five executives toured HOS Dominator at 1000 on 30Nov in San
Diego with NAVINFO West escort. This is the mothership for the deep sea rescue system that
Navy uses for training. Follow-up request from Transformers team pending. [NNTR]



No Man Left Behind (NatGeo)
Docu-series featuring stories of PD‘Ws. Episode supported will feature former POW and naval aviator
Charles [{lusmann whose plane was shot down during the Vietnam War. Broll of National Naval
Aviation Museum approved. Scheduled for 16Dec. Local PAD escorling. FAA sent to producer-

“3) (4)

Mysteries at the Museum [Travel Channel]
Episode will tell story of Vietnam-era POW, USN aviator Deter Dengler. FAA signed authorising
16Nov. b-roll at Pensacola's National Naval Aviation Museum. Coordinated through NHHC and
Aviation Museum. Awaiting rough cut.

What History Forgot [American Heroes Channel]
FAA signed authorizing, '14 Nov, b-roll at Navy Yard and Navy Museum in support of episode focusing
on USS Kirk's role during Operation Eagle Pull's humanitarian evac mission. Coordinated through
NHHC. Awaiting rough cut.

WWII Mega Structures [PBS]
Docu-series tells story of the biggest battleships the ]apanese ever built during WI] and the
challenges they posed to the US Navy tasked with destroying them. Coordinating assistance
through NHHC to support archival b-roll and historical SME interviews. Filming completed, Oct 20.
FAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR]

(b) (4)

Warrior Games 2015 [Universal Sports]
Documentary that follows active, reserve, retired and veteran Wounded Warriors participating in the
2015 Warrior Games in Quantico VA 19-28 11111. This particular feature will follow the basketball games
between services. Marine Corps liaison oflice has lead and an approved PAA by 08D. Navy PAA
addendum signed covering b-roll footage for coverage and interviews as applicable. [NNTR]

Impossible Engineering [DiscoveryChannel]
Navy historian interview and location b-roll conducted, EZIun, at USS Nautilus museum to support
docu- series episode on history of submarine engineering. NAVINFOWEST coordinated through
SUBASE New London for support and local escort. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR]

Hello Goodbye [Travel Channel]
Docu-series that interviews people coming and going through national airports. Enlisted Sailor in
uniform interviewed with family members in Charlotte airport while en route to San Diego for A-
school. General Navy topics discussed. [why he joined, what to expect in the Fleet, etc.) No OPSEC
violations. No issues. Army adding Navy to 03]) FAA. Rough cut reviewed, IOAug. Awaiting air date.
[NNTR]

Mighty Ships (Discovery Canada] /Continuing Promise '15
USNS Comfort [50 CP-15 mission. Rough cut received, 28 Oct. Feedback provided from C413, MSCHQ
and embarked CDMFDRT PAD. All notes delivered to Mighty Ships, 2Nov. Awaiting air date. [NNTR]



Mike Rowe's "Somebody's Gotta Do It" [CNN]: CVN 74 STENNIS
NAW NFOWEST personnel escorted Mike Rowe and SGDI crew during 28-30jul onboard CVN 74 for
filming of episode. NAVINFDWEST and stakeholders working with producers to provide accurate
voiceover content. Reviewed rough cut. Expected to air as an entire episode, potentially as Season 4
premiere, in the early Spring. [NNTR]

Hell Below[Smithsonian]
Docu-seri‘es exploring Will-era submarine warfare. Letter ofAssistance provided supporting use of
DoD archival imagery. Coordinating support through NHHC and Nautilus Museum. Rough cut
received, DQDEC. No issues. Awaiting air date.

Happening [HBO]/Redford CenterProductions
Documentary that discusses Navy's Green Fleet initiatives and AMERICA'S hybrid propulsion system.
Rough cut: late February 2016. Air date: Spring 2016. [NNTR]

leopardy! [Sony]
Quiz show Clue Crew team captured b-roll of USNS Comfort 23 Oct, for use during a future
episode's "video clue" segment. Coordinated support through MSC-HQ. PAA signed. Awaiting air
date. [NNTR]

04Dct20 1 5 - "Air Warriors: Prowler/Growler" [Smithsonian Channel]
ht_tp:z imsmithsonianchannetcom (shows Zair—warriors Z prowler—-arowler .I' 1003487I34 182 03
17]u112015 - "Vital Signs w/ Sanjay Gupta" [CNN]
I!" “I...“ II III ll‘l .I I I III I-.-'-'--IIIIII.I..=II..I II
25May2015 - "The Homefront: Stories of Service: CMDCM of Wayne E Meyer" [PBS]
h :' video. bs.or video 2365487435
25 May2015 - "Rachael Ray: Armed Forces Cook-Off" [Syndicated]
ht_tp:z fivnvwrachaeh'afihowromzcelebs[19024 an armed forces cook off to honor our veteransg
21May2015 - "Mike Rowe‘s Somebody's Gotta Do It" [CNN]
h 3: www. outube.com watch?v=LUVtL0tXl'1
11Nov2014 - "Navy SEALs: Their Untold Stories " [PBS]
hind [videopbsnrgzvideo 2 23653 59070
2 10ct 2014 - "Makers: Women in War" [PBS]
WWW
06]uly2014 - “Empowerment Project: ADM Michelle Howard" [IndieFlix]
h s: W. outube.com watch2v:s2Ek1EE6HH
04July2014- "Urban Dasis: USS Constitution“ [HGTV]
h d. l l
16May2014- "Godzilla" [Warner Bros]
h. s. w. outube.com watch?v= KOIOtYw
22Apr2014- "Rise of the Machines: Aircraft Carrier" [History Channel]

"} _

10]an2014 - "Lone Survivor" [Film 44]
h 3: www. outubecom watclflv: oLFk4 K RM
17Nov2013 - "Bizarre Foods w) Andrew Zimmern: USS Arlington" [Travel Channel]

290(12013 - "How We Got to Now: USS Asheville" [BBC]
h wmvbbcnordic.com video ?v=499160
110ct2013- "Captain Phillips" [Sony]
WWW
09Aug2013- P"l"anes [Disney]

27Feb2013 - "Inside: 21st Century Warship" [NatGeo]
h s: W. outubecom watch?v=XDAM 1TP7bc



18May201 2 - "Battleship" (Universal)
um um . 'Illt .uu halt m “-u I.
e_ater
22 0ct2010 "Pirate Hunters: USN" [Spike]
MW
DBIuIZDD’P- "Transformers" [Dreamwnrks]

f b
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Veterans Day 2016 NCAA Basketball GameIBPl-[H [ESPN]
Made initial cuntacts reviewing timelines with ]BPHH. Held conference call with Pacific Air
Museum officials to discuss timeline, 80E. [NNTR]

_
Master Chef [FOX]
Unable to reach mutually-beneficial narrative.

w
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***NEW FEATURE - WEB LINKS TO RECENT FLEET VIDEOS ON DEMAND INSIDE***

FOX SPORTS IBPHH
OSD conducted a conference call with 01-6, IBPHH, NAVREG HI, PACOM and NAWNFOWEST to review
results and develop a lessons-learned after action report Feedback was positive. For: Sports has not
made a determination to conduct a similar event for next year's 'F’Sth anniversary.

Top Gear [BBC]
OSD signed the FAA and we will be in full execution B-lZIan with a 23-1nbr BBC production team-
Extensive coordination with CNAP, NAS Fallon and BBC during ramp-up. Ol-fi briefed CI.

OSD Entertainment and Documentary Directors met with representatives ofall the
services here in LA {11103) (.6)

[MAX SEAPOWER/KZ COM
Received request from K2 Commmiications for next stage offilming in ]an in San Diego. Phone conference
held with film director, producer, CNAF PA, NAVINFO West and CAPT Clapperton [USS THEODORE
ROOSEVELT CO). Topic ofdiscussion was K2's request to film a scene onboard the TR with CAPT
Clapperton and other senior leaders to discuss the "big picture" of the modern CSG and Navy at large.
CNAF and TR PA staff looking for potential time-window to film proposed scene in january. Coordination
still underway for East coast filming opportunities at Groton, PAX River and Norfolk.

The Last Ship [TNT]
On 16 Dec, NAVINFOWEST Project Officer escorted TLS First Assistant Director, Production Supervisor
and Locations Manager and conducted a locations scout aboard USS PINCKNEY. Purpose of the scout was
to identify available PKN/NBSD resources available ISO episode 305 scheduled to be filmed in Feb.
Ongoing coordination with NECC [HOOP] and COMEODGRU-l [NOOP] on feasibility of support requesting
EOD Tech to provide dive/mine disposal SME support for scenes depicting N] divers conducting dive ops
ISO episode 305. Dates of support: ]an 12 [Tank One; Signal Hill, CA]; jan 13 [Harbor Inlet; San Pedro,
CA].
Project Officers reviewing script #306 "Dog Day."
Production Company hiatus scheduled for Dec 2 1—]an 3-
On 30Nov, CNSP PAO confirmed USS PINCKNEY availability ISO filming support pier-side NBSD on ]an31-
Feb3. NAWNFOWEST project officers will commence coordination with USN stakeholders once specific
requirements have been identified.
Project Officers continue on-set engagement ISO filming episodes 304/30 5, scenes primarily CAPT
Chandler working with regional allies to attempting to locate and rescue N] crew being held hostage by
pirates.

Years of Living Dangerously [NatGeo - Season 2] Season 1 was Showtime)
OI-EfNewsdesk coordinated initial discussion of request for interview and broll assistance ISO climate
change documentary series.
- Newsdesk Info Paper provided, 07Dec, giving snapshot of desired b-roll and interviews such as:
Navy: ASN McGinn interview in Hampton Roads; Green Fleet programs; Makin Island/USS America hybrid
systems;
Marines: 29 Palms; Potential FOB where renewable energy is used;
PACOM: Potential filming of HA/DR or rnil-to-mil ops.
- Awaiting OASD[PA] prelim guidance and production company contact information to begin coordinating
support
- No filming dates requested or planned. Series expects to air in Fall 2016.
- Awaiting OASD[PA]/OI-6 prelim guidance and production company POC info to begin coordinating
support
— NAWNFO West has yet to receive contact from production company.



Top Gun 2 [ParamountPictures]
06-08 Nov - Writer/Project Officer embarked on USS John C. Stennis [CVN '74] for a RDZN
IGT experience life-at-sea, Flt Ups, and meeting with CAG 3a VFA embarked squadron.
Escorted by NAVINFDWEST Project Dflicer. Writer currently revising screenplay based on
recent ROZN underway on board STENNIS. [NNTR]

How to Build a Rocket Ship [Discovery]
New sci/ tech docu-series that focuses on one piece of equipment or technology per episode and
explain how it works through SME interviews and engineering breakdown.
- Anny PAA signed. Navy addendum signed ISO LCAC episode.
- Three members from ACU-S [craft master and 2 engineers] provided on-camera intervieWs,
9Dec, to discuss LCAC mission/capabilities.
- Coordinating broll opportunities with ACU-5 in Jan 2016.
- NAWNFU West researching with CNAP on potential interview support for carrier episode.
[NNTR]

NClS NOLA (CBS)
- Reviewed script of #2 16. New episode replacing previously reviewed outline has minor
depiction of a Navy Chief SEABEE murder victim. No negative DoD depiction. [No USN
resources requested ISO production].
- Reviewed script of #215. Minimal depiction of DoD assets. [No USN resources requested ISO
production].

NC[S {CBS}
- Reviewed Script of #297. Minor depiction of SECNAV and a retired Navy CDR who was relieved of
command. USDXNAVINFD consolidated notes improving themes surrounding CUR character
previously sent were incorporated into the script [No USN resources requested ['50 production].
- Reviewed script of #296. Minor depiction of retired Navy Senior Chief diver as murder victim.
Senior Chief’s character is shown to be an expert and courageous diver. OSDINAVTNFD notes
incorporated to improve authenticity. [No USN resources requested [SCI production].

Come Hell or High Water/Battle of Leyte GulfWMI/IMAX
Feedback from the production company based on NHHC/USD notes received. Writer reassured
Navy/DoD of their intentions to create an accurate and honorable portrayal. Offers out to various
prospective cast. NHHC providing Project Officer for primary liaison, production and logistics.
[NNTR]

Hunter Killer
AWaiting revised script. [NNTR]

Transformers Five
Michael Bay’s Transformers Five executives toured HUS Dominator at 1000 on 30Nov in San
Diego with NAVINFO West escort. This is the mothership for the deep sea rescue system that
Navy uses for training. Follow-up request from Transformers team pending. [NNTR]

l H“ “I i, I
No Man Left Behind [Natfieo]
Uocu-series featuring stories of PDWs. Episode supported will feature former POW and naval aviator
Charles Klusmann whose plane was shot down during the Vietnam War. Broll of National Naval
Aviation Museum approved. Scheduled for 16Dec. Local PAD escorting. PAA sent to producer.
[NNTR]



Mysteries at the Museum [Travel Channel)
Episode will tell story of Vietnam-era POW, USN aviator Deter Dengler. FAA signed authorizing
16Nov, b-roll at Pensacola's National Naval Aviation Museum. Coordinated through NHHC and
Aviation Mus emu. Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR]

What History Forgot [American Heroes Channel]
FAA signed authorizing, ‘14 Nov, b-roll at Navy Yard and Navy Museum in support of episode focusing
on USS Kirk's role during Operation Eagle Pull's humanitarian evac mission. Coordinated through
NHHC. Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR]

WWII Mega Structures [PBS]
Docu-series tells story of the biggest battleships the Japanese ever built during WWII and the
challenges they posed to the US Navy tasked with destroying them. Coordinating assistance
through NHHC to support archival b-roll and historical SME interviews. Filming completed, Oct 20.
FAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR]

Warrior Games 2015 [Universal Sports]
Documentary that follows active, reserve, retired and veteran Wounded Warriors participating in the
2015 Warrior Games in Quantico VA 19-28 Jun. This particular feature will follow the basketball games
between services. Marine Corps liaison office has lead and an approved PAA by DSD. Navy PAA
addendum signed covering b-roll footage for coverage and interviews as applicable. [NNTR]

Impossible Engineering [Discovery Channel)
Navy historian interview and location b-roll conducted, 22km, at USS Nautilus museum to support
docu- series episode on history of submarine engineering. NAWNFOWEST coordinated through
SUBASE New London for support and local escort. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR]

Hello Goodbye [Travel Channel)
Docu-series that interviews people coming and going through national airports. Enlisted Sailor in
uniform interviewed with family members in Charlotte airport while en route to San Diego for A-
school. General Navy topics discussed [why he joined, what to expect in the Fleet, etc.) No OPSEC
violations. No issues. Army adding Navy to 05]) FAA. Rough cut reviewed, 10Aug. Awaiting air date.
[NNTR]

Mighty Ships [Discovery Canada]/Continuing Promise '15
USNS Comfort lSD CP-15 mission. Rough cut received, 28 Oct. Feedback provided from C413, MSCHQ
and embarked COMFORT PAD. All notes delivered to Mighty Ships, ZNov. Awaiting air date. [NNTR)

Mike Rowe’s "Somebody's Gotta Do It" [CNN): CW 74 STENNIS
NAVINFOWEST personnel escorted Mike Rowe and SGDI crew during 28-30]ul onboard CVN F4 for
filming of episode. NAVINFDWEST and stakeholders working with producers to provide accurate
voiceover content. Reviewed rough cut. Expected to air as an entire episode, potentially as Season 4
premiere, in the early Spring. [NNTR}



Hell Below [Smithsonian]
[loco-series exploring WWII-era submarine warfare. Letter ofAssistance provided supporting use of
DoD archival imagery. Coordinating support through NHHC and Nautilus Museum. Rough cut
received, OQDEC. No issues. Awaiting air date. [NNTR]

Happening [HBD]/Redford CenterProductions
Documentary that discusses Navy's Green Fleet initiatives and AMERICA's hybrid propulsion system-
Rough cut: late February 2016. Air date: Spring 2016.[NNTR]

Ieopardy! [Sony]
Quizr show Clue Crew team captured b—roll of USNS Comfort, 23 Oct, for use during a future
episode's "video clue" segment Coordinated support through MSC-HQ. PAA signed Awaiting air
date. [NNTR]

04Dct2f] 1 5 - "Air Warriors: Prowler/Growler" [Smithsonian Channel]
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17]un2015- "Vital Signs w/ Sanjay Gupta" [CNN]

25M'ay2015- "The Homefront: Stories of Service: CMDCM ofWayne E Meyer" [PBS]
h . video. bs.or video 2365487435
25 MayZG 15 - "Rachael Ray: Armed Forces Cook-Off" [Syndicated]
htto: f fwww.rachaelrayshow.comicelebsfl19024 an armed forces cooii off to ho_nor our veterans 1'
21May2015- "Mike Rowe s Somebody'3 Gotta Do It" [CNN]
WWW
11Nov2014 - "Navy SEALs: Their Untold Stories " [PBS]
11 : video. bs.or video 2365359070
Zlflct 20 14 - "Makers: Women in War" [PBS]
h . : www.makers.com doclunenta womeninwar
06]uly2014 - "Empowerment Project: ADM Michelle Howard" [IndieFlis]
WMWAW
D4July2014- "Urban Oasis. USS Constitution" [HGTV]

16May2014- "Godzilla" [Warner Bros]
h 5: www. outube.com watch?v= KO 1011KtYw
22Apr2014 - "Rise of the Machines: Aircraft Carrier" [History Channel]
11 3: www. out11be.com watch?v=M29 NIG 2k
10]an2014 - "Lone Survivor" [Film 44]
h . s: W. outube.com watch?v= oLFk4 K RM
17Nov2013 - "Bizarre Foods w/ Andrew Zimmern: USS Arlington" [Travel Channel]
ht_tp: [ [www.travelchanneLcon1 (showsflbiaarre-foods {video fitour—uss-arlington
290ct2013 - "How We Got to Now: USS Asheville" [BBC]
ht_tp : Z (wwwbbcnordicrom [videof?v=499 160
110tD1 3 - " Captain Phillips" [Sony]
h s: W. outube.com watch?v= 3ASoBrFGlc
09Aug2013 - "Planes" [Disney]
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27Feb20 13 - "Inside: 2 lst Century Warship" [NatGeo]
h s: W. outube.com watch?v=XDAM 1TP7bc
18May2012 - "Battleship" [Universal]
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220ct2010 - " Pirate Hunters: USN" [Spike]
h 5: www‘. outube.com watchhz'FET'ZMRGOw
03Iu12007 - "Transformers" [Dreamworks]
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_
Veterans Day 2016 NCAA Basketball GameIBPHH [ESPN]
Made initial contacts reviewing timelines with IBPHH. Held conference call with Pacific Air
Museum officials to discuss timeline, 50E. [NNTR]

Supergirl [CBS]
- Requesting location filming on Navy property to support non-Navy narrative. Declined. No ROI.

W
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***NEW FEATURE - WEB LINKS TO RECENT FLEET VIDEOS ON DEMAND INS]DE***

Top Gear (BBC) NAS Fallen NV
Principal filming for the BBC Top Gear episode at Top Gun school begins Friday, OBIan with the production
kick-off meeting and concludes 12]an. NAVINFOWEST coordinated the USU-approved PAA thru CNAP, Top
Gun school and NAS Fallon officials and provided an approved NAWDC CONOPS to Cl. Episode to air this
summer, potential viewers 350 million.

The Last Ship {TNT}
Renewed request to SURFPAC PA proposed Destroyer Command OS or OS SWO to serve as Technical
Advisor for scripts 306-3 13.
Producfion company hiatus scheduled to end lfljan and immediately commence filming of episode 306 on
1 llan.
Project officers reviewing episode outline #307 "In the Dark"
Project officers reviewing episode outline #308 "Sea Change"
Ongoing coordination with COMEODGRU-l [NODP] providing EOD Tech to provide dive/mine disposal
SME support for scenes depicting N] divers conducting dive ops ISO episode 305. Dates of sopport: 12Jan
[Tank One; Signal Hill, CA]; 13]an [Harbor Inlet; San Pedro, CA].
On SONov, CNSP PAD confirmed USS PINCKNEY availability ISO filming support pier-side NBSD on ]an31—
Feb3. NAVINFOWEST project officers will commence coordination with USN stakeholders once specific
requirements have been identified.
Project Officers continue on-set engagement ISO filming episodes 304/ 305, scenes primarily CAPT
Chandler working with regional allies to attempting to locate and rescue N] crew being held hostage by
pirates.

Hunter Killer
Milleniiun Films advised NAWNFOWEST, OSD and SUBPAC that principal filming will commence
in July for fast-attack scenes in Pearl Harbor, HI.

History Channel announces Navy Seal Docu-drama series.
No NAWNFOWEST contact plan. Navy SPECWAR continues to request deferring all requests for
entertainment industry support.

[MAX SEAPOWER/KZ COM
Received request from K2 Communications for next stage offilming in Jan in San Diego. Phone conference
held with film director, producer, CNAF PA, NAWNFO West and CAPT Clapperton [USS THEODORE
ROOSEVELT CO). Topic ofdiscussion Was KZ's request to film a scene onboard the TR with CAPT
Clapperton and other senior leaders to discuss the "big picture" of the modern (ISO and Navy at large.
CNAF and TR PA staff looking for potential time-window to film proposed scene in January. Coordination
still underway for East coast filming opportunities at Groton, FAX River and Norfolk. [NNTR]

Years of Living Dangerously (NatGeo - Season 2/ Season 1 was Showtime]
Ol-fi/Newsdesk coordinated initial discussion of request for interview and broll assistance ISO climate
change documentary series.
- Newsdesk Info Paper provided, 07Dec, giving snapshot ofdesired b-roll and interviews such as:
Navy: ASN McGinn interview in Hampton Roads; Green Fleet programs; Makin Island/USS America hybrid
systems;
Marines: 29 Palms; Potential FOB where renewable energy is used;
PACOM: Potential filming of HA/DR or mil-to-mil ops.



- Awaiting OASD[PA] prelim guidance and production company contact information to begin coordinating
support
- No filming dates requested or planned. Series expects to air in Fall 2016.
- Awaiting OASD[PA] [OI-6 prelim guidance and production company POC info to begin coordinating
support.
- NAVTNFO West has yet to receive contact from production company. [NNTR]

Top Gun 2 [ParamountPictures]
06-08 Nov - Writer/Project Officer embarked on USS John C. Stennis [CVN 174] for a ROZN
IOT experience life-at—sea, Flt Ups, and meeting with CAG 3: WA embarked squadron.
Escorted by NAWNFOWEST Project Officer. Writer currently revising screenplay based on
recent ROZN underway on board STENNIS. [NNTR]

How to Build a Rocket Ship [Discovery]
New sci/ tech docu-series that focuses on one piece ofequipment or technology per episode and
explain how it works through SME interviews and engineering breakdown.
- Army FAA signed. Navy addendum signed ISO LCAC episode.
- Three members from ACU-S [craft master and 2 engineers] provided oil-camera interviews,
9Dec, to discuss LCAC mission/capabilities.
- Coordinating LCAC broil opportunities with ACU-S in late Jan 2016.

NClS NOLA [CBS]
- Reviewed script of #2 16. New episode replacing previously reviewed outline has minor
depiction of a Navy Chief SEABEE murder victim. No negative DoD depiction. [No USN
resources requested ISO production].
- Reviewed script of #2 15. Minimal depiction of DoD assets. [No USN resources requested ISO
production]. [N NTR)

NCIS [CBS]
- Reviewed Script of #297. Minor depiction of SECNAV and a retired Navy CDR who was relieved of
command. OSD/NA‘UINFO consolidated notes improving themes surrounding CDR character
previously sent were incorporated into the script. [No USN resources requested ISO production).
- Reviewed script of #296. Minor depiction of retired Navy Senior Chief diver as murder victim.
Senior Chiefs character is shown to be an expert and courageous diver. OSD/NAVINFD notes
incorporated to improve authenticity. [No USN resources requested ISO production]. [NNTR]

_
Come Hell or High Water/Battle ofLeyte GulfWI/IMAX
Feedback from the production company based on NHHC/OSD notes received. Writer reassured
Navy/DoD of their intentions to create an accurate and honorable portrayal. Offers out to various
prospective cast. NHHC providing Project Officer for primary liaison, production and logistics.
[NNTR]

Transformers Five
Michael Bay’s Transformers Five executives toured HOS Dominator at 1000 on 30Nov in San
Diego with NAVINFO West escort. This is the mothership for the deep sea rescue system that
Navy uses for training. Follow-up request from Transformers team pending. [NNTR]



Mysteries at the Museum [Travel Channel]
Episode will tell story ofVietnam-era POW, USN aviator Deter Dengler. PAA signed authorizing
16Nov, b-roll at Pensacola's National Naval Aviation Museum. Coordinated through NHHC and
Aviation Musetun. Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR]

What History Forgot [American Heroes Channel]
PAA signed authorizing, 14Nov, b-roll at Navy Yard and Navy Museum in support of episode focusing on
USS Kirk's role during Operation Eagle Pull's humanitarian evac mission. Coordinated through NHHC.
Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR]

WWII Mega Structures [PBS]
Docu-series tells story of the biggest battleships the Japanese ever built during WWII and the
challenges they posed to the US Navy tasked with destroyn them. Coordinating assistance
through NHHC to support archival b-roll and historical SME interviews. Filming completed, Oct 20.
FAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR]

Warrior Games 2015 [Universal Sports)
Documentary that follows active, reserve. retired and veteran Wounded Warriors participating in the
2015 Warrior Games in Quantico VA 19-28 Iun. This particular feature will follow the basketball games
between services. Marine Corps liaison office has lead and an approved PAA by 051). Navy PAA
addendum signed coveringb-roll footage for coverage and interviews as applicable. [NNTR]

Impossible Engineering [Discovery Channel)
Navy historian interview and location b-roll conducted, 22Iun, at USS Nautilus museum to support docu-
series episode on history of submarine engineering. NAVINFOWEST coordinated through SUBASE New
London for support and local escort. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR]

Hello Goodbye [Travel Channel)
Docu-series that interviews people coming and going through national airports. Enlisted Sailor in
uniform interviewed with family members in Charlotte airport while en route to San Diego for A-
school. General Navy topics discussed. [why he joined, what to expect in the Fleet, etc.) No OPSEC
violations. No issues. Army adding Navy to OSD PAA. Rough cut reviewed, 10Aug. Awaiting air date.
[NNTR]

Mighty Ships [Discovery Canada] /Continuing Promise " 15
USNS Comfort ISO (SP-'15 mission. Rough cut received, 28 Oct. Feedback provided from C4F, MSCHQ
and embarked COMFORT FAO. All notes delivered to Mighty Ships, ZNov. Awaiting air date. [NNTR]

Mike Rowe’s “Somebody’s Gotta Do It" (CNN): CVN 74 STENNIS
NAVINFOWEST persomiel escorted Mike Rowe and SGDI crew during 28-30111] onboard CVN 74 for
filming of episode. NAVINFO‘WEST and stakeholders working with producers to provide accurate
voiceover content. Reviewed rough cut. Expected to air as an entire episode, potentially as Season 4
premiere, in the early Spring. [NNTR]

Hell Below [Smithsonian]
Docu-series exploring WWII-era submarine warfare. Letter ofAssistance provided supporting use of
Del) archival imagery. Coordinating support through NHHC and Nautilus Museum. Rough cut
received, D9DEC. No issues. Awaiting air date. [NNTR]



Happening [HBO][Redford CenterProductions
Documentary that discusses Navy's Green Fleet initiatives and AMERICA'S hybrid propulsion system-
Rough cut: late February 2016. Air date: Spring 2016. [NNTR]

leopardy! [Sony]
Quiz show Clue Crew team captured b-roll of USNS Comfort, 23011, for use during a future
episode's "video clue" segment. Coordinated support through MSC-HQ. PAA signed. Awaiting air
date. [NNTR]

040ct20 1 5 - "Air Warriors: Prowler/Growler" [Smithsonian Channel]
1%: Z (w.smithsonianchannel.com Z shows flair-warriors flprowlernarowler!r 1003487i34 182 03
17]un2015-"Vita1 Signs w/ Sanjay Gupta" [CNN]
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25May2015 - "Rachael Ray: Armed Forces Cook-Off" [Syndicated]
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21May2015 - "Mike Rowe's Somebody's Gotta Do It" [CNN]
h 3: www. outube.com watch?v=LUVtLDtXll
11Nov2014- "Navy SEALS: Their Untold Stories" [PBS]

210ct 20 14- "Makers: Women in War" [PBS]
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06]uly2014 - "Empowerment Project: ADM Michelle Howard"[1ndieFlix]
ht1_:ps:[zwwwgoutubecomzwatc11?v=ssEk1EE6HHg
04]uly2014- "Urban Oasis: USS Constitution" [HGTV]

16May2014- "Godzilla" [Warner Bros]
h s: w. outube.com watch?v= K0 lfltYw
22Apr2014 - "Rise of the Machines: Aircraft Carrier" [History Channel]
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10]an2014 - "Lone Survivor" [Film 44]
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2901:3013 - "How We Got to Now: USS Asheville" [BBC]
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1 10ct20 1 3 - " Captain Phillip3" [Sony]
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Veterans Day 2016 NCAA Basketball GameIBPl-IH [ESPN]
Made initial contacts reviewing timelines with JBPHH. Held conference call with Pacific Air
Museum officials to discuss timeline, SUE. [NNTR]

Sea Rescue (ABC)
Seeking to film sea lion pups and discuss Navy environmental stewardship activities on San
Clemente. Classified as national news request and referred to CNRSW.

Americarna [Velocity Channel]
Car enthusiast deco-series seeking to film on Naval Air Warfare Center Aircraft Division Lake-burst.
Due to short-fused and limited request, classified as national news for local coordination

Hollywood to the Navy
RDML Kilby (Commander, Naval Surface and Mine Warfighfing Development Center] and his mam are
scheduled to visit producers and writers as our next Hollywood to the Navy event on 19Feh.

RESERVE UNIT
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***NEW FEATURE - WEB LINKS TO RECENT FLEET VIDEOS ON DEMAND INSIDE***

Top Gear [BBC] NAS Fallon NV
Filming for the BBC Top Gear episode at NAS Fallon successfully completed. Crew arrived on site late on
OBJan, began filming on the morning of GQIan, wrapped filming early evening 11]an, and departed NAS
Fallon morning of 12]an. Thanks to outstanding support and oversight from CNAF, NAS Fallon and
NAWDC representatives, all evolutions were safely executed as planned. Segment will highlight the
impressive capabilities of the F/A-IB as well as the training completed at NAS Fallon. Episode to air this
summer, potential viewers 350 million.

The Last Ship [TNT]
Renewed request to SURFPAC PA proposed Destroyer Command OS or OE: SWO to serve as Technical
Advisor for scripts 306-3 13.
12IAN COMEODGRU-l [NUOP] provided EDD SME to for on set divefmine disposal SME advising scenes
depicting N] divers conducting dive ops ISO episode 305.
On 30Nov, CNSP PAO confirmed USS PINCKNEY availability ISO filming support pier-side NBSD on Ian31-
Feb3. NAVINFOWEST project officers coordinating with USS PINKNEY and NBSD.
Project Officers continue on-set engagement ISO filming episodes 306f30 17.

Hunter Killer
Millenilun Films advised NAVINFO'WEST, OSD and SUBPAC that principal filming will commence
in Iul'y for fast-attack scenes in Pearl Harbor, HI.

History Channel announces Navy Sea] Docu-dramaseries.
No NAVINFOWEST contact plan. Navy SPECWAR continues to request deferring all requests for
entertainment industry support.

NCIS [Actual] Docu—Series proposal [CBS News]
CBS News presented list of NCIS-approved and adjudicated cases for focus. Docu-series would highlight
work of NCIS agents in similar style to "48 Hours" type production. CBS legal team reviewing FAA
guidelines. NAVINFO West coordinating with NCIS Communications Director on best way forward. No
filming scheduled. No PM signed

[MAX SEAPOWER/K2 COM
NAVINFO West project officer working with CNAF and USS THEODORE ROOSEVELT PA stafi' to coordinate
a scout visit to the TR on 2 1]an and filming scheduled for 27-29Jan. Filmed scenes to take place onboard
the TR with RDML Franchetti, CAPT Clapperton and other senior leaders to discuss the "big picture" ofthe
modern CSG and Navy at large.
Coordination still underway for East coast filming opportunities at Groton, FAX River and Norfolk.

Years ofLiving Dangerously [NatGeo — Season 2 / Season 1 was Showtime]
OI-fi{Newsdesk coordinated initial discussion of request for interview and broll assistance ISO climate
change documentary series.
- Newsdesk Info Paper provided, 07Dec, giving snapshot of desired b-roll and interviews such as:
Navy: ASN McGinn interview in Hampton Roads; Green Fleet programs; Makin Island/USS America hybrid
systems;
Marines: 29 Palms; Potential FOB where renewable energy is used;
PACOM: Potential filming of HA/DR or mil-to-mil ops.



- Awaiting OASD[PA) prelim guidance and production company contact information to begin
coordinating support
- No filming dates requested or planned. Series expects to air in Fall 2016.
- Awaiting OASD[PA)/Ol—6 prelim guidance and production company POC info to begin
coordinating support.
- NAWNFO West has yet to receive contact from production company. [NNTR]

Top Gun 2 [Paramount Pictures]
06-08 Nov - Writer/Project Officer embarked on USS ]ohn C. Stennis [CVN 74] for a
ROZN IOT experience life-at-sea, Flt Ops, and meeting with CAG 8e VFA embarked
squadron. Escorted by NAWNFOWEST Project Officer. Writer currently revising
screenplay based on recent ROZN underway on board STENNIS. [NNTR]

How to Build a Rocket Ship [Discovery]
New sci/tech docu-series that focuses on one piece ofequipment or technology per episode
and explain how it works through SME interviews and engineering breakdown.
- Army FAA signed Navy addendum signed ISO LCAC episode.
- Three members from ACU-S [craft master and 2 engineers] provided on-camera
interviews, 9Dec, to discuss LCAC mission/capabilities.
- Coordinating LCAC hroll opportunities with ACU-S in late 131120 16.

NCIS NOLA (CBS)
- Reviewed outline of #2 18. Minor depiction of Sailor parti cipating in the Career Intermission Program as a

newspaper journalist. No negative DoD depiction. [No USN resources requested ISO production].
- Reviewed script of#217. Episode depicts Navy officer and sailor with a "budding" romantic relationship.
Writing team has agreed to change MC character to a retired Navy civilian at request of OSDjNAVINFO
West [No USN resources requested ISO production).

- Reviewed script of #2 16. New episode replacing previously reviewed outline has minor
depiction

of a Navy Chief SEAEEE murder victim. No negative DoD depiction. [No USN resources
requested

ISO production].

NCIS [CBS]
- Reviewed Script of #299. Minor depiction of an MA involved in a murder. The MA is a good sailor caught

up in the crime after the fact. No story changes needed. [No USN resources requested ISO production].
- Reviewed Script of #298. Minor depiction of two Navy Petty Officer MAs, one a murder victim. No

negative depiction of DoD. [No USN resources requested ISO production].
- Reviewed Script of #297. Minor depiction of SECNAV and a retired Navy CUR who was relieved of

command. OSD/NAVINFO consolidated notes improving themes surrounding COR character previously
sent were incorporated into the script. [No USN resources requested ISO production].

_
Come Hell or High Water/Battle of Leyte GulfWWIl/IMAX
Feedback from the production company based on NHHC[OSD notes received. Writer reassured
Navy/DoD of their intentions to create an accurate and honorable portrayal. Offers out to
various prospective cast. NHI-IC providing Project Officer for primary liaison, production and
logistics. [NNTR]

Transformers Five
Michael Bay’s Transformers Five executives toured HOS Dominator at 1000 on SONov in
San Diego with NAVINFO West escort. This is the mothership for the deep sea rescue
system that Navy uses for training. Follow-up request from Transformers team pending.
[NNTR]



Mysteries at the Museum [Travel Channel]
Episode will tell story of Vietnam-era POW, USN aviator Deter Dengler. FAA signed authorizing
16Nov, b-roll at Pensacola's National Naval Aviation Museum. Coordinated through NHHC and
Aviation Muselun. Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR]

What History Forgot [American Heroes Channel]
PAA signed authorizing, '14Nov, b-roll at Navy Yard and Navy Museum in support of episode focusing on
USS Kirk's role during Operation Eagle Pull's humanitarian evac mission. Coordinated through NHHC.
Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR]

WW1] Mega Structures [PBS]
Docu-series tells story of the biggest battleships the Japanese ever built during WWII and the
challenges they posed to the US Navy tasked with destroying them. Coordinating assistance
through NHHC to support archival b-roll and historical SME interviews. Filming completed, Oct 20.
FAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR]

Warrior Games 2015 (UniversalSports)
Documentary that follows active, reserve, retired and veteran Wounded Warriors participating in the
2015 Warrior Games in Quantico VA 19-28 Jun. This particular feature will follow the basketball games
between services. Marine Corps liaison office has lead and an approved FAA by OSD. Navy PAA
addendum signed covering b-roll footage for coverage and interviews as applicable. [NNTR]

Impossible Engineering (DiscoveryChannel)
Docu-series focused on modern engineering marvels seeking to highlight 1Virginia-class sub through
General Dynamics Electric Boat and US Navy. Coordinating request through SUEIANT PAO to facilitate
interview[s] and filming support in Grotton with potential to film USS Illinois [SSN-TEE). Proposed filming
in early February. Drafting addendum to previous FAA provided in lune 20 15.

Hello Goodbye [TravelChanneH
Docu-series that interviews people coming and going through national airports. Enlisted Sailor in
uniform interviewed with family members in Charlotte airport while enroute to San Diego for A-
school. General Navy topics discussed. [why he joined, what to expect in the Fleet, etc.) No OPSEC
violations. No issues. Army adding Navy to OSD FAA Rough cut reviewed, lflAog. Awaiting air date.
[NNTR]

Mighty Ships [Discovery Canada]/ContinuingPromise '15
USNS Comfort ISO (SP-15 mission. Rough cut received, 28 Oct. Feedback provided from C4F, MSCHQ
and embarked COMFORT PAO. All notes delivered to Mighty Ships, ENov. Awaiting air date.[NNTR)



Mike Rowe's “Somebody's Gotta Do It" [CNN]: CVN 74 S'I‘ENNIS
NAVINFOWEST personnel escorted Mike Rowe and 5601 crew during 28-301nl onboard CW '74 for
filming of episode. NAVINFDWEST and stakeholders working with producers to provide accurate
voiceover content. Reviewed rough cut. Expected to air as an entire episode, potentially as Season 4
premiere, in the early Spring. [NNTR]

Hell Below(Sn1ithsonian]
Docu-series exploring WWI-era submarine warfare. Letter ofAssistance provided supporting use of
Del) archival imagery. Coordinating support through NHHC and Nautilus Museum. Rough cut
received, 09DEC. No issues. Awaiting air date. [NNTR]

Happening [HBO] [Redford CenterProdnctions
Documentary that discusses Navy's Green Fleet initiatives and AMERICA's hybridpropulsion system.
Rough cut: late February 2016- Air date: Spring 2016.[NNTR]

jeopardy! [Sony]
Quiz show Clue Crew team captured b-roll of USNS Comfort, 230ct, for use during a future
episode's "video clue" segment. Coordinated support through MSG-HQ. PAA signed. Awaiting air
date. [NNTR]

04Dct20 1 5 - "Air Warriors: Prowler/Growler" [Smithsonian Channel)
11 t_tp. : Zz1.11;".1rw.s11iithsonianchannel.con1[showsZair-iivarriorszprowlerngrowler,f1003487 I3418203
17111112015 - "Vital Signs w/ Sanjay Gupta" [CNN]
II" 11111 II III .lI.‘l 1| I I' I. I-I----IIIIJ..5II..I II
25May2015 - "The Homefront: Stories of Service: CMDCM of Wayne E Meyer" [PBS]
ht_tp:z (videopbsnrgflvideo [23654874351
25May2015 - "Rachael Ray: Armed Forces Cook-Off" [Syndicated]
hEp:[vwrachaelrafihowcomzcelebsfi19024 an armed forces cook off to honor our veterans[
21May2015 - "Mike Rowe’s Somebody's Gotta DoIt" [CNN]
hflps: Z (Wynutube.com( watch?v=LUVtL0t): 1 19
11Nov2014 - "Navy SEALS: Their Untold Stories"[PBS]
ht_tp: ,{ [videopbsorgfivideoflB653 59070
210d 2014 - "Makers: Women in War" [PBS]

06]nly2014 - "Empowerment Project: ADM Michelle Howard"[1ndieFlis]
h s. w. ontube.com watch'hrzszEklEEfiHH
04]uly2014- "Urban Oasis: USS Constitution" [HGTV]

16May2014- "Godzilla" [Warner Bros]
W
22Apr2014 - "Rise of the Machines: Aircraft Carrier" [History Channel]
h s: w. ontube.con1 watch?v= Magr N1G 2k
10]an2014 - "Lone Survivor" [Film 44]

17Nov2013 - "Bizarre Foods w/ Andrew Zimmern: USS Arlington" [Travel Channel]
11 : www.travelchannel.com shows bizarre-foods video tour-oss-arlin on
290d2013 - "How We Got to Now: USS Asheville" [BBC]
h : wmvhbcnordiccom video ?v=499160
110ct2013 - "Captain Phillips" [Sony]
hulls: I 1"www.voutube.com(watch?v= 3ASoBrFGlc
09A11g2013 - "Planes " [Disney]
IIII 11.11. . ‘III. III kiln I11"! JI‘I It' .I... I I' i 1h .- 'i’uI-_ {.1
fl
27Feb2013 - "Inside: 21st Century Warship" [NatGeo]
W



18May2012 -"Battles]1ip"[Universal]
h s: wuovfacebookcom NAVINFOWEST videos vb.89249404367 10152368210999368 ? e=2&th
e_ater
22DtD1 0- "Pirate Hunters: USN" [Spike]

{13]11512007- "Transformers" [Dreamworks]
h s: wwwfaceboolccom NAVINFOWEST videos vh.89249404367 10152365562034368 . e=2&th

Veterans Day 2016 NCAA Basketball GamEIBPHH [ESPN]
Made initial contacts reviewing timelines with IBPHI—L Held conference call with Pacific Air
Museum officials to discuss timeline, SUE. [NNTR]

Kleenex commercial requesting to film Sailor returning home to his dog.
Declined. Nonstarter due to commercial endorsement.

Suicide: The Ripple Effect [No distribution)
Request to film Navy—hired suicide awareness presentation at Atsugi and Yokosuka Naval
bases. Request to film presentation treated as national news. Declined Navyr interviews. but
are willing to coordinate FAA once production secures distribution.

RARE: One Man’s Mission to Save the World, One Species at a Time [PBS]
Do cu-film focused on various sensitive animal species. Request to film Lower Keys Marsh
Rabbit in its natural habitat on NAS Keyr West property and highlight local environmental
stewardship efforts. Classified as national news. Referred to local coimnand for coordination
and support.

Chicago Med [NBC]
Request to borrow Navy recruiting items for use in scene of scripted episode referred to
regional NRD command for support. No FAA required.

Hollywood to the Navy
RDML Kilby (Commander, Naval Surface and Mine Warfighting Development Center] and his team are
confirmed to visit producers and writers as our next Hollywood to the Navy event on 19Feb. CAA and
Science 8: Entertainment Exchange to host events. Currently scheduling meetings.

RESERVE UNIT
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***NEW FEATURE — WEB LINKS TO RECENT FLEET VIDEOS ON DEMAND INSIDE***

ICEX '16/MISSIDN IMPOSSIBLE fi
Coordinating with SUBPAC/ SUBLANT and UWDC for scout to the North Pole to infuse scenics into
M16 feature film. NAVI NFOWEST to escort 18-22March.

[MAX SEAPOWER/KZ COM
NAVINFO West project officer escorted K2 to scout USS THEODORE ROOSEVELT for filming locations
onboard on 21]an. Working with CNAF and [CVN 7 1] PA staffs to coordinate filming scheduled for 27-
29]an. Filmed scenes to take place onboard the TR with RDML Franchetti, CAPT Clapperton and other
senior leaders to discuss the "big picture" of the modern CSG and Navy at large. Coordination still
underway for East coast filming other opportunities at Groton, San Diego and Pearl Harbor.

The Last Ship [TNT]
Coordination meeting scheduled for filming 3'1]an-3Feb with NBSD CO, Port Ops, Security, CNSP PA and
NPASE West.
- IRT action officer support request, NPASE West 8: NAVINFOWEST [reserve unit] to provide
additional personnel ISO filming at NBSD.
- Coordinating with PINCKNEY, NBSD PAD and NBSD Security for detailed planning.
- Project Officers continue on-set engagement ISO filming episodes 306/30 7.

NCIS [Actual] Docu—Series proposal [CBS News]
Coordinating phase tWo on the 8 cases with NCIS Comms Director and CHINFD.

How to Build a Rocket Ship [Discovery]
New sci/tech docu-series that focuses on one piece of equipment or technology per episode
and explain how it works through SME interviews and engineering breakdown.
- Army FAA signed. Navy addendum signed ISO LCAC episode.
- Three members from ACU-S [craft master and 2 engineers] provided on-camera
interviews, 9Dec, to discuss LCAC mission/capabilities.
- Coordinating LCAC b-roil opportunities with ACU-S ZBIan.

%
NCIS NOLA (CBS)
— Reviewed outline of #218. Minor depiction ofSailor participating in the Career Intermission Program as a

newspaper journalist. No negative DoD depiction. [No USN resources requested ISO production.)
- Reviewed script of #217. Episode depicts Navy officer and sailor with a "budding“ romantic relationship.
Writing team has changed MC character to a civilian at request of OSD/NAVINFO West. [No USN
resources requested ISO production.)

NCIS (CBS)
- Reviewed Script of #297. Minor depiction of SECNAV and a retired Navy CDR who was relieved of

command. OSD/NAVINFO consolidated notes improving themes surrounding CDR character previously
sent were incorporated into the script [No USN resources requested ISO production.)
[NNTR]



MW
Hunter Killer
Milleniinn Films informed NAVINFOWEST, GED and SUBPAC that principal filming will
commence in July for SSN scenes in Pearl Harbor, HI. [NNTR]

Top Gun 2 (Paramount Pictures)
06-08 Nov - Writer/Project Officer embarked on USS John C. Stennis [CW-74) for a ROZN IOT
experience life-at—sea, Flt Ops, and meeting with CAG 8: VFA embarkedsquadron. Escorted by
NAVINFOWEST Project Dfiicer. Writer currently revising screenplay based on recent ROZN
underway on board STENNIS. [NNTR)

Come Hell or High Water]Battle of Leyte Gulf‘WWll/IMAX
Feedback from the production company based on NHHC/OSD notes received. Writer reassured
Navy/DoD of their intentions to create an accurate and honorable portrayal. Offers out to
various prospective cast. NHHC providing Project Officer for primary liaison, production and
logistics. [NNTR]

Years of Living Dangerously [NatGeo — Season 2f Season 1 was Showtime)
OI-fi/Newsdesk coordinated initial discussion of request for interview and b-roll assistance ISO
climate change documentary series.
- Newsdesk Info Paper provided, O7Dec, giving snapshot of desired b-roll and interviews such as:
Navy: ASN McGinn interview in Hampton Roads; Green Fleet programs; Makin Island/USS America
hybrid systems;
Marines: 29 Palms; Potential FOB where renewable energy is
used; PACOM: Potential filming of HA/DR or mil-to-mil ops.
- Awaiting OASD[PA) prelim guidance and production company contact information to begin
coordinating support
- No filming dates requested or planned. Series expects to air in Fall 2016.
- Awaiting OASD[PA)/OI-6 prelim guidance and production company POC info to begin
coordinating support.
- NAVINFO West has yet to receive contact from production company. [NNTR]

The Detectives Club [Discovery]
Docu-series seeking to interview NCIS agents who handled the David Mars case and how they
worked with local law enforcement to solve the case. Coordinating with NCIS. Interviews
proposed for March 20 16.

Mysteries at the Museum [Travel Channel)
Episode will tell story of Vietnam-era POW, USN aviator Deter Dengler. PAA signed authorising
16Nov, b-roll at Pensacola's National Naval Aviation Museum. Coordinated through NHHC and
Aviation Museum. Awaiting rough cut [NNTR]

What History Forgot [American Heroes Channel)
PAA signed authorising, 14Nov, b-roll at Navy Yard and Navy Museum in support of episode focusing on
USS Kirk's role during Operation Eagle Pull's humanitarian evac mission. Coordinated through NHHC.
Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR]



WI] Mega Structures [PBS]
Docu-series tells story of the biggest battleships the ]apanese ever built during WWII and the
challenges they posed to the US Navy tasked with destroying them. Coordinating assistance
through NHHC to support archival b-roll and historical SME interviews. Fihning completed, Oct 21].
PAA signed- Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR]

Warrior Games 2015 [UniversalSports)
Documentary that follows active, reserve, retired and veteran Wounded Warriors participating in the
2015 Warrior Games in Quantico VA 19-28 Inn. This particular feature will follow the basketball games
between services. Marine Corps liaison office has lead and an approved PAA by OSD. Navy FAA
addendum signed covering b-roll footage for coverage and interviews as applicable. [NNTR]

Impossible Engineering [Discovery Channel)
Docu-series focused on modern engineering marvels seeking to highlight Virginia-class sub through
General Dynamics Electric Boat and US Navy. Coordinating request through SUBLANT PAO to facilitate
interview[s] and filming support in Groton with potential to film USS Illinois [SSN-786]. Scheduled filming
for 8-1013eb. FAA addendum sent to producer for signature.

Hello Goodbye [TravelChannel]
Docu-series that interviews people coming and going through national airports. Enlisted Sailor in
uniform interviewed with family members in Charlotte airport while enroute to San Diego for A-
school. General Navy topics discussed [why he joined, what to expect in the Fleet, etc]. No OPSEC
violations. No issues. Army adding Navy to OSD PAA. Rough cut reviewed, 10Aug. Awaiting air date.
(NNTR)

Mighty Ships [Discovery Canada]/ContinuingPromise '15
USNS Comfort ISO CP-15 mission. Rough cut received, 28 Oct. Feedback provided from C4F, MSCHQ
and embarked COMFORT PAO. All notes delivered to Mighty Ships, 2Nov. Awaiting airdate. [NNTR]

Mike Rowe's “Somebody's Gotta Do It" (CNN): CVN-74 STENNIS
NAVINFOWEST personnel escorted Mike Rowe and 561)] crew during 28-3 Ujul onboard {FIN-74 for
filming of episode. NAVINFOWEST and stakeholders working with producers to provide accurate
voiceover content. Reviewed rough cut. Expected to air as an entire episode, potentially as Season 4
premiere, in the early Spring. [NNTR]

Hell Below (Smithsonian)
Docu-series exploring WWI-era submarine warfare. Letter of Assistance provided supporting use
of DoD archival imagery. Coordinating support through NHHC and Nautilus Museum. Rough cut
received, OQDEC. No issues. Awaiting air date. [NNTR]

Happening [HBO] /Redford Center Productions
Documentary that discusses Navy's Green Fleet initiatives and AMERICA's hybrid propulsion system.
Rough cut: late February 2016. Air date: Spring 2016. [NNTR]

leopardy! [Sony]
Quiz show Clue Crew team captured b-roll of USNS Comfort, 230d, for use during a future
episode's "video clue" segment. Coordinated support through MSC-HQ. PAA signed. Awaiting air
date. [NNTR]



040ct20 1 5 - "Air Warriors: Prowler/Growler" [Smithsonian Channel]
1m mu "7111'...'1111 n 1111.. ' .Illh 111.1*--..111- II I: J it
1?]un2015- "Vital Signs W/ Sanjay Gupta" [CNN]

25May2015 "The Homefront: Stories of Service CMDCM ofWayneE Meyer" [PBS]
h . video. bs.ol video 2365487435
25May2015 - "Rachael Ray: Armed Forces Cook-Off" [Syndicated]
htto:/fWWw rachaelrafihow.comicelehs(19024 an armed forces cook off to honor our veterans!
21May2015 "Mike Rowe's Somehody's Gotta DoIt" [CNN]

1} _

11Nov2014 - "Navy SEALS: Their Untold Stories"[PBS]
hm}: Z (videopbsorgflvideo {2365359070
ZIDct 20 14 - "Makers: Women in War" [PBS]
h : www.makerscom documen womeninwar
06]uly2014 - "Empowerment Project: ADM MicheHe Howard"[111dieF1i1-:]
h 5: WWW. outuhe.com watch?v=ssEk1EE6HH
04]u]y2014- "Urhan Oasis: USS Constitution" [HGTV]

16May2014- "Godzilla" [Warner Bros].
11 _

22Apr2014 - "Rise of the Machines: Aircraft Carrier" [History Channel]
h 3: www. outube.com watch?v=MzB N 1G Zk
10]an2014 - "Lone Survivor" [Film 44]
WW
17Nov2013 - "Bizarre Foods W/ Andrew Zimmern: USS Arlington" [Travel Channel]
h . : wwwtravelchannelcom shows bizarre-foods video tour-uss-arlin on
290ct2013 - "How We Got to Now: USS Asheville" [BBC]

110ct2013 - " Captain Phillips" [Sony]
ht_tps: Z (movxoutuhecomfwatclflvz 3ASoBrFGlc
09A11g2013 - "Planes" [Disney]
h s: wmvfacehookcom NAWNFDWST videos vh.89249404367 10152365577404368 ? e=2&th
L133
27Feh20 13 - "Inside: lt Century Warship" [NatGeo]
WMWWWQAMM
18May2012- "Battleship" [Universal]

fa h 11..
eater
22 Dct201 D - " Pirate Hunters: USN" [Spike]
WWW
DSIUI'EDDT- "Transformers" [Dreamworks]

Veterans Dayr 2016 NCAA Basketball GameIBPHH [ESPN]
Made initial contacts reviewing timelines with IBPHH. Held conference call with Pacific Air
Museum officials to discuss timeline, SUE. [NNTR]

_
Grease: Live [FOX]
Seeking 20-40 uniformed Sailors to appear as extras in USO dance hall scene. Too short-fused
to execute PAA. Referred to CNRSW PA for potential coordination of Sailors to participate in an
off-duty capacity.



W
Hollywood to the Navy
RDML Kflby (Commander, Naval Surface and Mine Warfighting Development Center] and his team are
confirmed to visit producers and writers as our next Hollywood to the Navy event on 19Feb. (3AA and
Science 3: Entertainment Exchange to host events. Currently scheduling meetings. [NNTF'J
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The Last Ship [TNT]
Naval Base San Diego/USS PINCKNEY [DOG-91] ISO episodes #3 06/#307.

(311“)
0700-0800: TNT production [cast/crew/equipment] depart Culver City travel to San Diego
0800: NAWNFOWEST Project Officers and escorts report NBSD for duty.
103 0-13 30: Essential personnel 8!. equipment arrive NBSD gate #9 for access 101' commence rigging on
PNK, base camp set-up and trailer/crane preps on pier.
1700: Production team departs PNK/NBSD once cleared by PNK COO and NAVINFOWEST Project
Officer.

[0 IFEB ]
0445: TNT production (Cast/Crew] arrive NBSD Gate #9 and escorted by NAWNFOWEST escort officer
from gate to base camp.
0530: N351) CO invited to base camp to provide welcome aboard remarks and safety brief.
05 45: Crew Call report to PNK and prep for first scenes on PNK
0615: Commence filming forecastle, missile deck, boat deck areas
0755: Filming will pause in order to observe morning colors.
0801: Commence filming forecastle, missile deck and enlisted berthing.
Sunset: Filming will pause in order to observe evening colors.
NTBO: Wrap filming.
NTBD: On order from UPM commence clean-up and removal of equipment.
mTBD: PNK COO/NAWNFOW'EST Project Officer conduct walk-through of PNK, NESD pierflot to
ensure all production vehicles, filming equipment and trash is removed and all DoD property is
restored.
wTBD: NAVINFOVVEST Project Officer releases email SITREP to all stakeholders.

Notes
1. NBSD Base Access List submitted Zdjan
2. FAA addendum submitted to TNT/OED 29]an
3- PAO escort augmentation provided by NPASE West/NAWNFOWEST RC unit.

ICEX 'lfi/MISSION IMPOSSIBLE fi
Coordinating with SUB PAC/ SUBLANT and UWDC for scout to the North Pole to infuse scenics into
M16 feature film. NAWNFOWEST to escort 18-22March.

IAY LENO'S GARAGE
Shifted episode requests for support from Navy SPECWAR to EOD, LCS, LCAC and SPAWAR.
Initiating contact next week to develop Navy value proposition and socialize with TYCOMs.

FOX SPORTS
Director met with FS-l esecufives today to scope All Star Game [Iull3] Military Salute
opportunities in San Diego.

[MAX SEAPOWER/KZ COM
Worked with CNAP and CVN 71 PA staffs to execute filming 27-291an.
Shoot Day One:
- met with CNAP CoS;
- filmed RDML Franchetti, CAPT Clapperton and four officers in Wardroom Lounge;
- filmed interview with flight crew members/activities near tower.



Shoot Day Two:
- filmed interview in waist shooter shack;
- filmed CAPT Clapperton, four Flag Staff Officers and the Navigator on the Navigation Bridge;
— filmed CAPT Clapperton and three Officers in CDC with background OPS crew.
Shoot Day Three:
- filmed flight crew interview in forecastle anchor chain room;
- filmed flight crew interview in engine maintenance bay.

Coordination still underway for filming other opportunities at San Diego and Pearl Harbor.

NCIS [Actual] Docu-Series proposal [CBS News]
Holding firm w/ OI-fi to insist on rough cut review prior to Phase [I execution.

How to Build a Rocket Ship [Discovery]
New sci/tech docu-series that focuses on one piece of equipment or technology per episode
and explain how it works through SME interviews and engineering breakdown.
- Army PAA signed. Navy addendum signed ISO LCAC episode.
- Three members from ACU-S [craft master and 2 engineers) provided on-camera
interviews, 9Dec, to discuss LCAC mission/capabilities.
- Coordinated LCAC b-roll opportunities with ACU-S on ZBlan.

W—
NCIS NOLA (CBS)
- Reviewed outline of #2 19. Minor depiction of Navy SEALs receiving awards. No negative DoD depiction.

[No USN resources requested ISO production.)
— Reviewed outline of #2 18. Minor depiction of Sailor participating in the Career Intermission Program as a

newspaper journalist. No negative DoD depiction. [No USN resources requested ISO production.)

NCIS (CBS)
- Reviewed Script of #298. Minor depiction of a Sailor involved in a murder case. [No USN resources

requested ISO production.)
- Reviewed Script of #297. Minor depiction of SECNAV and 'a retired Navy CDR who was relieved of

command. OSDfNAVlNFO consolidated notes improving themes surrounding CDR character previously
sent were incorporated into the script. [No USN resources requested ISO production.)

_
Hunter Killer
Millenium Films informed NAVINFOWEST, OSD and SUBPAC that principal filming will
commence in ]uly for SSN scenes in Pearl Harbor;.HI. [NNTR]

Top Gun 2 (Paramount Pictures)
Writer currently revising screenplay based on recent ROZN underway on board STENNIS.

Come Hell or High Water/Battle of Leyte GulfWWIl/IMAX
Feedback from the production company based on NHHC/OSD notes received. Writer reassured
Navy/DoD of their intentions to create an accurate and honorable portrayal. Offers out to
various prospective cast. NHHC providing Project Officer for primary liaison, production and
logistics. [NNTR]

Years of Living Dangerously [NatGeo - Season 2 /Season 1 was Showtime)
OI-fifNewsdesk coordinated initial discussion of request for interview and b-roll assistance ISO
climate change documentary series.
- Newsdesk Info Paper provided, OTDec, giving snapshot of desired b-roll and interviews such as:
Navy: ASN McGinn interview in Hampton Roads; Green Fleet programs; Makin Island/USS America
hybrid systems;



Marines: 29 Palms; Potential FOB where renewable energy is
used; FACOM: Potential filming of HA/DR or mil-to-mil ops.
- Awaiting DASD[PA] prelim guidance and production company contact information to begin
coordinating support
- No filming dates requested or plamied. Series expects to air in Fall 2.016.
- Awaiting DASD[FA]/DI-6 prelim guidance and production company FDC info to begin
coordinating support.
- NAWNFO West has yet to receive contact from production company. [N NTR]

The Detectives Club [Discovery]
Docu-series seeking to interview NCIS agents who handled the David Mars case and how they
worked with local law enforcement to solve the case. Coordinating with NCIS. Interviews
proposed for March 20 16. [NNTR]

(b) ('4)

Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel)
Episode will tell story of Vietnam-era FGW, USN aviator Deter Dengler. FAA signed authorising
16Nov, b-roll at Fensacola's National Naval Aviation Museum. Coordinated through NHHC and
Aviation Museum. Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR]

WWII Mega Structures (PBS)
Docu-series tells story of the biggest battleships the Iapanese ever built during WWII and the
challenges they posed to the US Navy tasked with destroying them. Coordinating assistance
through NHHC to support archival b-roll and historical SME interviews. Filming completed, Oct 20.
FAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR]

Warrior Games 2015 [Universal Sports]
Documentary that follows active, reserve, retired and veteran Wounded Warriors participating in the
2015 Warrior Games in Quantico VA 19-28 Inn. This particular feature will follow the basketball games
between services. Marine Corps liaison oflice has lead and an approved FAA by DSD. Navy FAA
addendum signed covering b-roll footage for coverage and interviews as applicable. [NNTR]

Impossible Engineering (Discovery Channel)
Docu-series focused on modern engineering marvels seeking to highlight Virginia-class sub through
General Dynamics Electric Boat and US Navy. Coordinating request through SUBLANT PAD to facilitate
interview(s] and filming support in Groton with potential to film USS Illinois [SEN-786]. Scheduled filming
for 8-10Feb. FAA addendum sent to producer for signature.

Hello Goodbye [TravelChannel]
Docu-series that interviews people coming and going through national airports. Enlisted Sailor in
uniform interviewed with family members in Charlotte airport while enroute to San Diego for A-
school. General Navy topics discussed [why he 1‘ oined, what. to expect in the Fleet, etc.]. No DPSEC
violations. No issues. Army adding Navy to 05D FAA. Rough cut reviewed, 10Aug. Awaiting air date.
[NNTR]



Mighty Ships [Discovery Carlada]/ContinuingPromise ' 15
USNS Comfort ISO CF-15 mission Rough cut received, 28 Oct. Feedback provided from C4F, MSCHQ
and embarked CDMFDRT FAQ. All notes delivered to Mighty Ships, ZNov. Awaiting air date. [NNTR]

Mike Rowe's "Somebody”s Gotta Do It" [CNN]: CVN-74STENNIS
NAVINFOWEST personnel escorted Mike Rowe and SGDI crew during ZB-BDIul onhoard CVN-74 for
filming of episode. NAVINFDWEST and stakeholders working with producers to provide accurate
voiceover content. Reviewed rough cut. Expected to air as an entire episode, potentially as Season 4
premiere, in the early Spring. [NNTR]

Hell Below [Smithsonian]
[loco-series exploring “WWI-era submarine warfare. Letter of Assistance provided supporting use
of Do]?! archival imagery. Coordinating support through NHHC and Nautilus Museum. Rough cut
received, DQDEC. No issues. Awaiting air date. [NNTR]

Happening [HBO]/Redford CenterProductions
Documentary that discusses Navy's Green Fleet initiatives andAMERICA's hybridpropulsion system.
Rough cut: late February 2016. Air date: Spring 2016. [NNTR]

leopardy! [Sony]
Quiz show Clue Crew team captured b-roll of USNS Comfort, 23 Oct, for use during a future
episode's "video clue" segment. Coordinated support through MSC-HQ. PAA signed. Awaiting air
date. [NNTR]

What History Forgot [American Heroes Channel]
PAA signed authorising, 14Nov, b-roll at Navy Yard and Navy Museum in support of episode focusing on
USS Kirk's role during Operation Eagle Pull's humanitarian evac mission. Coordinated through NHHC.
Rough cut reviewed. Awaiting air date.

1?]un2015- "Vital Signs w/ Sanjay Gupta" [CNN]
llll um II III J'tII 1I I I I. I-II II-'-'.1.=II-- II_
25May2015 - "The Homefront: Stories of Service: CMDCM of Wayne E Meyer" [PBS]
h : video. bs.or video 2365487435
25 MayZD 15 - "Rachael Ray: Armed Forces Cook-Off" [Syndicated]
httozflnnvwrachaelrayshowromZcelebsZ19024 an armed forces cook off to honor our veteransz
21May2015 - "Mike Rowe’s Some-body's Gotta Bolt" [CNN]
httos:/fwww.voutube.com1'watch?v=LUVtLDtXl 1;}
11Nov2014 - "Navy SEALs: Their Untold Stories"[PBS]

210ct 20 14 - "Makers: Women in War" [PBS]
h : www.makerscom documen womeninwar
06]uly2014 - "Empowerment Project: ADM MicheHe Howard" [lndieFlii-r]
WW
{)4Iuly2014- "Urban Oasis. USS Constitution" [HGTV]

16May20 14— " Godzilla" Warner Bros]
WW
22Apr2014- "Rise of the Machines: Aircraft Carrier" [History Channel]
11 s: W. outube.com watch'hrzMz‘Ei N1G Zk
10]an2014 - "Lone Survivor" [Film 44]
h 3: WW. outube.com watch?V= oLFk4 K RM
17Nov2013 - "Bizarre Foods w/ Andrew Zimmern: USS Arlington" [Travel Channel]
ht_tp. : ( Znntravelchannelromz shows (bizarre-foods [video [tour-uss-arlington



290(12013 - "Howr We Got to Now: USS Asheville" [BBC]
hm}: Z (tcnordiccom{video f?v=499 160
1 1UtO1 3 - "Captain Phillips" (Sony)
ht_tps:ZZWWW.goutube.conrlwatclflvz BASoBrFGlc
09Aug2013- ""Planes [Disney]

. .fa b k.

2'?Feb20 13 - "Inside: 21st Century Warship" [NatGeo]

18May20 1 2- "Battleship" [Universal]

eater
22GtD1 D - "Pirate Hunters: USN" [Spike]
ht_tps Ii{vvv'rw1|.goutu'oe comfiwatchhtEjljZMRGOw
D3Iul'2007- "Transformers" [Dreamworks]

Veterans Day 2016 N[1AA Basketball GameIBPHH [ESPN]
Made initial contacts reviewing timelines with ]BPHH. Held conference call with Pacific Air
Museum officials to discuss timeline, SUE. [NNTR]

_
[NNTR]

_
Hollywood to the Navy
RDML Kilhy (Commander, Naval Surface and Mine Warfighting Development Center] and his team are
confirmed to visit producers and writers as our next Hollywood to the Navy event on 19Feb. CM and
Science 8: Entertainment Exchange to host events. Meetings confirmed with senior executives at
HutchParker and StudioB. Additional office calls being scheduled over the next two Weeks.

RESERVE UNIT
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Updated Items in Blue

*“NEW FEATURE — WEB LINKS TO RECENT FLEET VIDEOS ON DEMAND INSIDE***

imam—l
Breakthrough [NATEEU]
As a follow-up to RDML Kilby’s engagement with Producers in Hollywood, NAVINFOWEST
responding to documentary support request for NatGeo's "Breakthrough" science and engineering
docu-series. Coordinating discussions with SURFPAC PAD to support an episode surrounding how
Navy is researching]combating terrorist threats via air defense/asymmetric warfare.
"Breakthrough" is exec-produced by Ron Howard and Brain Grazer and features top-tier star power
as episodes delve into cutting-edge innovations that are addressing critical, real-world issues.
Season 2 will air 19Nov16. Website: ht_tp: Z (breakthroughnationalgeographiccomz

Hunter Killer [Update]
SURFPAC PAD provided game plan for Millenium cast/crew orientation visits March-April to SUB
BASE Pearl Harbor. Coordinating security requirements and schedules.
Original Films/Millenium confirmed 55—day production schedule beginning on 251111 in London,
Bulgaria and Pearl Harbor. SUBPAC PAD coordination scout/familiarization visits Mar/Apr in Pearl
Harbor for primary cast submarine 101 orientation. Updating the PAA for CHINFO/OSD.

ICEX '16/MISSION IMPOSSIBLE 6 [Director Visit to Ice Camp)
Coordinating with SUBPAC/SUBLANT and UWDC for scout to the North Pole for Universal Pictures M16
feature film director Chris McQuarrie. Confirmed Universal funding travel for Chris McQuarrie and
director. LT Daitch flies 19Mar to Anchorage/Deadhorse COMMAIR. MILAIR to compound and return
22Mar.

The Last Ship [TNT]
- Coordinating introductory meeting with CNSP Senior Advisor, NAWNFDWEST and TLS Producer for
29Feb.
- The following filming opportunity request submitted to CNSP for feasibility of support;
BBC for la day underway, March-April, .SDCAL OPAREA, 10-15 FAX [splinter unit];
BBC for 31%: days pier side, April, NBSD, ~25!) FAX [full production crew].
- Filming ISO episode #309.

NCIS NOLA[CBS)
- Reviewed outline of #221. Depiction ofArmy General being investigated for an inappropriate

relationship with a Navy LT and leaking "classified” documents. NAVlNFO West/05D addressed all
negative issues with showrunners and writers. Showrunners have assured that the script will reflect the
changes discussed to eliminate/minimize negative depictions. (No USN resources requested ISO
production]

— Reviewed script of #220. Depiction ofNavy LT CACD character exemplifying Navy Core Values as a
murder victim. Murdered by a troubled petty officer struggled to negotiate life challenges. [No USN
resources requested ISU production]

Mega Shippers [Discovery]
Concept approved for episode to showcase UNREP off coast of SoCal during week of March 14. Hour-long
episode will capture perspectives from both supplyr ship and replenished warship, demonstrating
specialized evolution and the personnel involved Coordinating through C3F/MSC. PAA sent to producer
for signature.

IAY LEND'S GARAGE
Met with producer, U4Feb, to discuss proposal for LCAC episode showcasing engineering/capabilities
with potential transit to and from amphibious ship off SoCal coast. One day of filming scheduled for
ZflApril. Coordinating through SURFPAC, E563 and ACU-5. PAA sent to producer for signature.



NCIS [CBS]
- Reviewed outline of #303. Minimal Navy/DoD depiction. Episode to be centered around a previous

criminal put away by the "NCIS" team escaping from prison. (No USN resources requested ISO
production)

- Reviewed script of #302. Minimal Navy/DoD depiction. Episode to be centered around US. Senators
being blackmailed by corrupt aides. [No USN resources requested ISO production]

- Reviewed script of #301. Character who commits suicide changed from active duty Chief to civilian
working at a low level job on the Navy base after NAVINFO West/DSD discussion with show
runner/writers. Civilian character's suicide is a result ofhim losing his lottery windfall and being
caught by his wife in an affair. [No USN resources requested ISO production]

- Reviewed script of #300. Minor depiction of a Marine recovering from battle wounds at WRNMMC.
Woimded Warrior group "MusiCorps" possibly to be featured as a positive therapeutic activity for
the wounded Marine character. Actual Marine and Soldier veterans from MusiCorps possibly
featured as extras. WRNMMC exterior shots from previous filming to be used as establishing shots
for WRNMMC scenes, PAA Addendum in progress.

Top Gun 2 [Paramount Pictures)
(NNTR)

Come Hell or High Water/Battle ofLeyte GulfWWlI/IMAX
[NNTR]

[MAX SEAPDWERIKZ COM
Update brief 10Feb in LA. [NNTR]

NCIS [Actual] Donn-Series proposal (CBS News]
NAWNFD West delivered draft PAA to 01-6. PAA signed. FAA cites NCIS Communications Director as DoD
Project Officer lead.

How to Build a Rocket Ship (Discovery)
Awaiting rough cut. No air date confirmed
New sciftech docu-series that focuses on one piece ofequipment or technology per
episode and explain how it works through SME interviews and engineering breakdown.
- Army PAA signed. Navy addendum signed ISO LCAC episode.
- Three members from ACU-S [craft master and 2 engineers] provided on-camera interviews,
QDec, to discuss LCAC mission/capabilities.
- Coordinated, escorted LCAC b-roll opportunities with ACU-S on ZBlan. [NNTR]

American Rifleman [Outdoor Channel]
Requesting to shoot broll on IBPHH and Ford Island 14-15Mar. Episode will discuss weaponry used
during WWII Pacific battles. Coordinating through lBPl—IH. PAA signed.

Impossible Engineering [Discovery]
Proposal to film Virginia-class sub at Electric Boat and interview Navy spokesperson ISO episode that will
highlight Virginia-class sub capabilities, while respecting inherent security policies. Tentative filming date
requested for BFeb. PAA signed. Submitted to SUBIANT for coordination. [NNTR]



Mysteries at the Museum [TravelChannel]
B-roll shot at Pensacola's National Naval Aviation Museum on EZFeb ISO episode showcasing mystery of L-8
blimp that disappeared in 1942. Coordinated through Aviation Museum. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut.

Years ofLiving Dangerously (NatGeo — Season 2/Season 1 was Showtime]
01-6INewsdesk coordinated initial discussion of request for interview and b-roll assistance ISO
climate change documentary series.
- Newsdesk Info Paper provided, 07Dec, giving snapshot of desired b-roll and interviews such as:
ASN McGinn interview in Hampton Roads; Green Fleet; Makin Island/USS America hybrid systems:
- No filming dates requested or planned. Series expects to air in Fall 2016.
- NAVINFO West has yet to receive formal request or contact from production company. [NNTR]

The Detectives Club (Discovery)
Docu-series seeking to interview NCIS agents who handled the David Mars. case and how they
worked with local law enforcement to solve the case. Coordinating with NCIS. Interviews
proposed for March 2016. Drafting PAA.

WW1] Mega Structures [PBS]
[loco-series tells story of the biggest battleships the Japanese ever built during WWII and the
challenges they posed to the US Navy tasked with destroying them. Coordinating assistance
through NHHC to support archival b-roll and historical SME interviews. Filming completed, Oct 20.
FAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR]

Mysteries at the Museum (TravelChannel)
B-roll captured, 16Nov, at Pensacola's National Naval Aviation Museum 150 episode that will tell story of
Vietnam-era POW, USN aviator Deter Dengler. PAA signed. Coordinated through NI-IHC and Aviation
Museum. Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR]

Warrior Games 2015 [Universal Sports}
Documentary that follows active, reserve, retired and veteran Wounded Warriors participating in the
2015 Warrior Games in Quantico VA 19-28 Inn. This particular feature will follow the basketball games
between services. Marine Corps liaison office has lead and an approved PAA by DSD. Navy PAA
addendum signed covering b-roll footage for coverage and interviews as applicable. [NNTR]

Impossible Engineering {Discovery Channel)
Docu-series focused on modern engineering marvels seeking to highlight Virginia-class sub through
General Dynamics Electric Boat and US Navy. Coordinating request through SUBLANT PAC to facilitate
interview[s) and filming support in Groton with potential to film USS Illinois (SSN-786]. Scheduled filming
for B-lDFeb. PAA addendum sent to producer for signature. [NNTR]

Hello Goodbye (Travel Channel}
Docu-series that interviews people coming and going through national airports. Enlisted Sailor in
uniform interviewed with family members in Charlotte airport while enroute to San Diego for A-
school. General Navy topics discussed [why he joined, what to expect in the Fleet, etc]. No OPSEC
violations. No issues. Army adding Navy to OSD PAA. Rough cut reviewed, 10Aug. Awaiting air date.
[NNTR]

Mighty Ships [Discovery Canada]/Continuing Promise ' 15
USNS Comfort ISO CP-15 mission. Rough cut received, 28 Oct. Feedback provided from C4F, MSCHQ
and embarked COMFORT PAD. All notes delivered to Mighty Ships, 2Nov. Awaiting air date. [NNTR]



Mike Rowe's "Somehody's Gotta Do It" (CNN): CVN-74STENNIS
NAWNFOWEST personnel escorted Mike Rowe and SGDI crew during 28-301111 onhoard CVN-74 for
filming of episode. NAVINFOWEST and stakeholders working with producers to provide accurate
voiceover content. Reviewed rough cut. Expected to air as an entire episode, potentially as Season 4
premiere, in the early Spring. [NNTR]

Hell Below {Smithsonian}
Docu-series exploring WWI-era submarine warfare. Letter ofAssistance provided supporting use
of DoD archival imagery. Coordinating support through NHHC and Nautilus Museum. Rough cut
received, DQDec. No issues. Awaiting air date. [NNTR]

Happening [HBO]/Redford Center Productions
Documentarythat discusses Navy's Green Fleet initiatives andAMERICA's hybridpropulsion system.
Rough cut: late February 2016. Air date: Spring 2016. [NNTR]

leopardy! [Sony]
Quiar show Clue Crew team captured h—roll of USNS Comfort, ZSDct, for use during a future
episode's "video clue" segment. Coordinated support through MSC-HQ. FAA signed. Awaiting air
date. [NNTR]

WhatHistory Forgot [American HeroesChannel]
FAA signed authorizing, 14Nov, b-roll at Navy Yard and Navy Museum in support of episode focusing on
USS Kirk's role during Operation Eagle Pull's humanitarian evac mission. Coordinated through NHHC
Rough cut reviewed. Awaiting air date. [NNTR]

04Dct2015 - "Air Warriors: Prowler/Growler" [Smithsonian Channel]
ht_tp' :gzWsmithsonianchannelcomflshows[air-warriorslnrowLernerowLer/1003487/3418203
17]un2.015 - 'Tital Signs w/ Sanjay Gupta" [CNN]
llll “Inn II III .ll'l iI I I III I-'-'.II-III.I.:.II--. II
25May2015 - "The Homefront: Stories of Service: CMDCM ofWayne E Meyer" [PBS]
WW1
25May2015 - "Rachael Ray: Armed Forces Cook-Off" [Syndicated]
11mm(wwwrachaehafihowcomficelehsfllSDZél an armed forces cook off to honor our veterans:
21May2015 - "Mike Rowe's Somebody's Gotta Dolt" (CNN)
httpsi zwwwyoutubecomzwatch?v=LUVtLDtX1 1:1
1 lNov20 14 - " Navy SEALS: Their Untold Stories " [PBS]
http:/hideopbsnre/video[2365359070
210ct 20 14- - "Makers: Women in War" [PBS]
ht_tp:[ {nmvwmakerscom{documentaggflwomeninwar
flfilulyZ D 1 4 - "Empowerment Project: ADM Michelle Howard" [IndieFlix]
h s: w. outube.com watch?v=szEk1EE6HH
04Iuly2014 - "Urban Oasis: USS Constitution" [HGTV]
h : videosh .com video es lorin -the-uss-constitution-02 12583
16May20 14 - "Godzilla" [Warner Bros)
WW
22Apr20 14 - "Rise of the Machines: Aircraft Carrier" [History Channel]
httns: I fmvw.voutube.comiwatch?v=MagrpN1(1k
10]an2014 - "Lone Survivor" [Film 44]

17Nov2013 - "Bizarre Foods w/ Andrew Zimmern: USS Arlington" [Travel Channel]
big: 3 (Wiravelchannelrom[shows (bizarre-foods [video [tour-uss -arlington
290ct2013 - "How We Got to Now: USS Asheville" [BBC]
h : wwwhbcnordiecom video ?v:499160



110112013 - " Captain Phillips" [Sony]
h s: W. outubecom watch?v= 3ASoBrFGlc
DQAugZDlB - "Planes"[Disney)

' mvwfacebookcom NAVTNFDMST videos vb.89249404367 10152365577404363 .
eater
27Feb2i} 13 - "Inside: 2 1st Century Warship" [NatGeo]

18May2012- "Battleship''[Universal]

PBS NOVA - ICEX
Despite their high level of interest, PBS NOVA does not have a film far along enough in
development that fits ICEX '16 subject matter. As a result, they are unable to provide full
documentary treatment proposal for filming at ICEX ’16. NAWNFDWEST and SUBLANT PA
working with NOVA producers to coordinate long-term planning for filming at ICEX '13.

Celebrity Name Game
Casting director seeking regional Navy support to spread word of open casting call for SUM participation.
Show not interested in pursuing official DoD PAA support through NAVINFO West.

God Bless the Broken Road
Declined faith-based feature film request for equipment support due to very limited depiction of Navy/DoD
forces.

London Has Fallen [Millennium Films]
Request for uniformed personnel to attend LA premiere and red carpet event DECLINED. DoD did not
support movie. Viewed as marketing ploy for press event. Commands advised NOT to support requests for
on-camera comment or an},r appearance that could be perceived as official USN endorsement.

Wolverine [20th Century Fon)
Request to film scene in military hangar. No narrative ROI for Navy. Declined.

Meals Ready to Eat [We Are The Mighty]
Declined...again. BOLD: Production staff continues to go VFR to individual Navy commands rather than
cooperatively discuss feasible way ahead with NAWNFD West and 030.

W
l LLI
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Updated Items in Blue

***NEW FEATURE — WEB LINKS TO RECENT FLEET VIDEOS ON DEMAND INSIDE***

Mm—
Breakthrough [NATGED)
Met with Executive Producers of breakthrough and conducted conference call with SMEs from
SURFPAC. Treatment forwarded to SURFPAC PAD and 01-6.
"Breakthrough" is exec-produced by Ron Howard and Brain Grazer and features top-tier star power
as episodes delve into cutting-edge innovations that are addressing critical, real-world issues.
Season 2 will air 19Nov16. Website: hflz Z (breakthrough.nationalgeographicromZ

Hunter Killer [Update]
Met with President ofMillenium Productions John Thompson. Detailed discussion with Phil Strub
and SUBPAC PAD on film schedule, scouts, locations requirements, revised FAA and Pentagon visit.
SUBPAC PAO discussed game plan for Millenium cast/crew orientation visits March-April to SUB
BASE Pearl Harbor. Coordinating security requirements and schedules.
Original Films/Millenium confirmed 55—day production schedule beginning on 25]ul in London,
Bulgaria and Pearl Harbor. SUBPAC PAD coordination scout;rfamiliarization visits Mar/Apr in Pearl
Harbor for primary cast submarine 101 orientation. Updating the PAA for CHINFO/OSD.

ICEX '16/MISSION IMPOSSIBLE 6 [Director Visit to Ice Camp)
Coordinating with SUBPAC/SUBLANT and UWDC for scout to the North Pole for Universal Pictures M16
feature film director Chris McQuarrie. Confirmed Universal funding travel for Chris McQuarrie and
director. LT Daitch flies 26-28Mar to Anchorage/Deadhorse COMMAIR. MILAIR to compound and
return.

FOX Sports
Fon Sports provided year-long approach to salute the troops broadcast events. Forwarded to 01-6 for
review/socialize with 05]) conceptually.

The Last Ship [TNT]
- CNSP Senior Advisor, CAPT Ruiz on set. 29Feb for introductory meeting with producers and on set
familiarization.
- The following filming opportunity request submitted to CNSP for feasibility of support;
DDG for 1a day underway, March-April, SOCAL GPAREA, 10-15 PAX [splinter unit];
BBC for 3:: days pier side, April, NBS D, ~250 PAX [full production crew];
LCS/LCS Trainer 1-21: days pier side, April, NBSD, ~250 PAX (full production crew).
Coord TNT officials episode #3 10 extensive revisions to blue on blue mutiny-like actions onboard
Nathan ]anles.

Splash (PBS Kids)
"Splash" is a co-production between ]im Henson Company, Herschend Enterprises and PBS Kids
premiering fall 2016 on PBS Kids. Program has two year on-air commitment of 4D half-hour episodes per
season. Target audience is ages 4-7. Educational/entertaining ocean-science related stories told will
communicate core ideas to include diversity, interconnectedness/conservation, individuality and the
celebration of science and learning. NAVINFO West in communication with ]im Hens on Co. to develop
ways to communicate the importance of U.S. Navy's significant positive contributions to ocean-science and
the marine environment world-wide. Requested studio visit and coord with 01-6.

NCIS NULA[CBS]
- NAWNFG West working closely with showrunner and writers to develop season finale showcasing the

capabilities of U.S. Navy ships in Maritime Interdiction Operations. Navy support TBD, dependent on
value proposition developed by creative team.



- Reviewed script of #221. Original Depiction ofArmy General being investigated for an inappropriate
relationship with a Navy LT and leaking ”classified" documents. NAWNFO West/BSD addressed all
negative issues with showrunners and writers. Concept draft has incorporated changes including the
General/LT relationship changed to innocent family friend mentorship. [No USN resources requested
ISO production)

- Reviewed script of #220. Depiction of Navy LT CACO character exemplifying Navy Core Values as a
murder victim. Murdered by a troubled petty ofiicer struggled to negotiate life challenges. [No USN
resources requested ISO production]

Mega Shippers (Discovery)
Concept approved for episode to showcase UNREP off coast of SoCal during week of 14Mar. Hour-long
episode will capture perspectives from both supply ship and replenished warship, demonstrating
specialized evolution and the personnel involved. Coordinating through CSFXMSC. PM sent to producer
for signature. [NNTR]

[AV LENO’S GARAGE
Conf call held, 03Mar, with ESG-3, NAWNFO West, and Leno production staff to discuss prelim ACU-B'
site visit and proposal for episode showcasing LCAC engineering]capabilities with transit to and from
amphibious ship off SoCal coast. One day of filming scheduled for 09May. Coordinating through
SURFPAC, ESGS and ACU-S. PM in work.

”mm” mm In“. I
NCIS (CBS)

- Reviewed outline of #3 04. Marine Corps character's family defends against home invasion. CBS
Working with White House staff to feature First Lady as herself highlighting the merits of joining
Forces program. NAVINFO West not involved with White House coordination, NAVINFO/OSD notes
sent to writers for incorporation. [No USN resources requested ISO production]

- Reviewed outline of #303. Minimal Navy/Dob depiction. Episode to be centered around a previous
criminal put away by the "NCIS" team escaping from prison. [No USN resources requested ISO
production)

- Reviewed script of #302. Minimal Navy/Doll depiction. Episode to be centered around US. Senators
being blackmailed by corrupt aides. [No USN resources requested ISO production)

- Reviewed script of #301. Character who commits suicide changed from active duty Chief to civilian
working at a low level job on the Navy base after NAVINFO West/USU discussion with show
runner/writers. Civilian character’s suicide is a result of him losing his lottery windfall and being
caught by his wife in an affair. (No USN resources requested ISO production]

- Reviewed script of #300. Minor depiction of a Marine recovering from battle wounds at WRNMMC.
WRNMMC exterior shots from previous filming to be used as establishing shots for WRNMMC scenes,
FAA Addendum in progress.

Top Gun 2 [Paramount Pictures]
[NNTR)

Come Hell or High Water/Battle of Leyte GulfWWII/1m
[NNTFJ

[MAX SEAPOWER/KZ COM
Update brief 10Feb in LA. [NNTR]

Mysteries at the Museum/OSHA (Travel Channel)
Production support requested for filming at USNA on 21Mar. Production request form sent to producer.
Coordinating through USNA public affairs.



 
Mysteries at the Museum/ National Naval Aviation Museum (Travel Channel) 
B-roll shot at Pensacola's National Naval Aviation Museum on 22Feb ISO episode showcasing mystery of L-8 
blimp that disappeared in 1942.  Coordinated through Aviation Museum.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. 
(NNTR) 
 
Mysteries at the Museum/National Naval Aviation Museum (Travel Channel) 
B-roll captured, 16Nov, at Pensacola's National Naval Aviation Museum ISO episode that will tell story of 
Vietnam-era POW, USN aviator Deter Dengler.  PAA signed.  Coordinated through NHHC and Aviation 
Museum.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 
NCIS (Actual) Docu-Series proposal (CBS News) 
NAVINFO West delivered draft PAA to OI-6.  PAA signed.  PAA cites NCIS Communications Director as DoD 
Project Officer lead. (NNTR) 
 

 
 

 
 

 
How to Build a Rocket Ship  (Discovery) 
Awaiting rough cut.  No air date confirmed. 
New sci/tech docu-series that focuses on one piece of equipment or technology per 
episode and explain how it works through SME interviews and engineering breakdown. 
- Army PAA signed.  Navy addendum signed ISO LCAC episode. 
- Three members from ACU-5 (craft master and 2 engineers) provided on-camera interviews, 
9Dec, to discuss LCAC mission/capabilities. 
- Coordinated, escorted LCAC b-roll opportunities with ACU-5 on 28Jan. (NNTR) 

 
American Rifleman (Outdoor Channel) 
Requesting to shoot broll on JBPHH and Ford Island 14-15Mar.  Episode will discuss weaponry used 
during WWII Pacific battles.  Coordinating through JBPHH.  PAA signed. (NNTR) 

 
Impossible Engineering (Discovery) 
Proposal to film Virginia-class sub at Electric Boat and interview Navy spokesperson ISO episode that will 
highlight Virginia-class sub capabilities, while respecting inherent security policies.  Tentative filming date 
requested for 8Feb. PAA signed.  Submitted to SUBLANT for coordination.  (NNTR) 

 
Years of Living Dangerously (NatGeo – Season 2/Season 1 was Showtime) 
OI-6/Newsdesk coordinated initial discussion of request for interview and b-roll assistance ISO 
climate change documentary series. 
- Newsdesk Info Paper provided, 07Dec, giving snapshot of desired b-roll and interviews such as: 
ASN McGinn interview in Hampton Roads; Green Fleet; Makin Island/USS America hybrid systems; 
- No filming dates requested or planned.  Series expects to air in Fall 2016. 
- NAVINFO West has yet to receive formal request or contact from production company.  (NNTR) 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

WWII Mega Structures (PBS) 
Docu-series tells story of the biggest battleships the Japanese ever built during WWII and the 
challenges they posed to the US Navy tasked with destroying them.  Coordinating assistance 
through NHHC to support archival b-roll and historical SME interviews.  Filming completed, Oct 20. 
PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 

(b) (4)

(b) (4)

 
Mysteries at the Museum/ National Naval Aviation Museum (Travel Channel) 
B-roll shot at Pensacola's National Naval Aviation Museum on 22Feb ISO episode showcasing mystery of L-8 
blimp that disappeared in 1942.  Coordinated through Aviation Museum.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. 
(NNTR) 
 
Mysteries at the Museum/National Naval Aviation Museum (Travel Channel) 
B-roll captured, 16Nov, at Pensacola's National Naval Aviation Museum ISO episode that will tell story of 
Vietnam-era POW, USN aviator Deter Dengler.  PAA signed.  Coordinated through NHHC and Aviation 
Museum.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 
NCIS (Actual) Docu-Series proposal (CBS News) 
NAVINFO West delivered draft PAA to OI-6.  PAA signed.  PAA cites NCIS Communications Director as DoD 
Project Officer lead. (NNTR) 
 

 
 

 
 

 
How to Build a Rocket Ship  (Discovery) 
Awaiting rough cut.  No air date confirmed. 
New sci/tech docu-series that focuses on one piece of equipment or technology per 
episode and explain how it works through SME interviews and engineering breakdown. 
- Army PAA signed.  Navy addendum signed ISO LCAC episode. 
- Three members from ACU-5 (craft master and 2 engineers) provided on-camera interviews, 
9Dec, to discuss LCAC mission/capabilities. 
- Coordinated, escorted LCAC b-roll opportunities with ACU-5 on 28Jan. (NNTR) 

 
American Rifleman (Outdoor Channel) 
Requesting to shoot broll on JBPHH and Ford Island 14-15Mar.  Episode will discuss weaponry used 
during WWII Pacific battles.  Coordinating through JBPHH.  PAA signed. (NNTR) 

 
Impossible Engineering (Discovery) 
Proposal to film Virginia-class sub at Electric Boat and interview Navy spokesperson ISO episode that will 
highlight Virginia-class sub capabilities, while respecting inherent security policies.  Tentative filming date 
requested for 8Feb. PAA signed.  Submitted to SUBLANT for coordination.  (NNTR) 

 
Years of Living Dangerously (NatGeo – Season 2/Season 1 was Showtime) 
OI-6/Newsdesk coordinated initial discussion of request for interview and b-roll assistance ISO 
climate change documentary series. 
- Newsdesk Info Paper provided, 07Dec, giving snapshot of desired b-roll and interviews such as: 
ASN McGinn interview in Hampton Roads; Green Fleet; Makin Island/USS America hybrid systems; 
- No filming dates requested or planned.  Series expects to air in Fall 2016. 
- NAVINFO West has yet to receive formal request or contact from production company.  (NNTR) 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

WWII Mega Structures (PBS) 
Docu-series tells story of the biggest battleships the Japanese ever built during WWII and the 
challenges they posed to the US Navy tasked with destroying them.  Coordinating assistance 
through NHHC to support archival b-roll and historical SME interviews.  Filming completed, Oct 20. 
PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 

(b) (4)

(b) (4)

Mysteries at the Museum/ National Naval Aviation Museum (Travel Channel)
B-roll shot at Pensacola's National Naval Aviation Museum on 22Feb ISO episode showcasing mystery of L-8
blimp that disappeared in 1942. Coordinated through Aviation Museum. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut.
(NNTR)

Mysteries at the Museum/National Naval Aviation Museum (Travel Channel)
B-roll captured, 16Nov, at Pensacola's National Naval Aviation Museum ISO episode that will tell story of
Vietnam-era POW, USN aviator Deter Dengler. PAA signed. Coordinated through NHHC and Aviation
Museum. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

NCIS (Actual) Docu-Series proposal (CBS News)
NAVINFO West delivered draft PAA to 01-6. PAA signed. PAA cites NCIS Communications Director as DoD
Project Officer lead. (NNTR)

A CT v A .1; v

How to Build a Rocket Ship (Discovery)
Awaiting rough cut. No air date confirmed.
New sci/tech docu-series that focuses on one piece of equipment or technology per
episode and explain how it works through SME interviews and engineering breakdown.
- Army PAA signed. Navy addendum signed ISO LCAC episode.
- Three members from ACU-S (craft master and 2 engineers) provided on-camera interviews,
9Dec, to discuss LCAC mission/capabilities.
- Coordinated, escorted LCAC b-roll opportunities with ACU-S on 28Ian. (NNTR)

American Rifleman (Outdoor Channel)
Requesting to shoot broll on IBPHH and Ford Island 14-15Mar. Episode will discuss weaponry used
during WWII Pacific battles. Coordinating through IBPHH. PAA signed. (NNTR)

Impossible Engineering (Discovery)
Proposal to film Virginia-class sub at Electric Boat and interview Navy spokesperson ISO episode that will
highlight Virginia-class sub capabilities, while respecting inherent security policies. Tentative filming date
requested for 8Feb. PAA signed. Submitted to SUBLANT for coordination. (NNTR)

Years of Living Dangerously (NatGeo — Season 2/Season 1 was Showtime)
OI-6/Newsdesk coordinated initial discussion of request for interview and b-roll assistance ISO
climate change documentary series.
- Newsdesk Info Paper provided, 07Dec, giving snapshot of desired b-roll and interviews such as:
ASN McGinn interview in Hampton Roads; Green Fleet; Makin Island/USS America hybrid systems;
- No filming dates requested or planned. Series expects to air in Fall 2016.
- NAVINFO West has yet to receive formal request or contact from production company. (NNTR)

WWII Mega Structures (PBS)
Docu-series tells story of the biggest battleships the Japanese ever built during WWII and the
challenges they posed to the US Navy tasked with destroying them. Coordinating assistance
through NHHC to support archival b-roll and historical SME interviews. Filming completed, Oct 20.
PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)



Warrior Games 2015 [Universal Sports]
Documentary that follows active, reserve, retired and veteran Wounded Warriors participating in the
2015 Warrior Games in Quantico VA 19-28 Inn. This particular feature will follow the basketball games
between services. Marine Corps liaison ofiice has lead and an approved PAA by DSD. Navy PAA
addendum signed covering b-roll footage for coverage and interviews as applicable. [NNTR]

Impossible Engineering [Discovery Channel)
Docu-series focused on modern engineering marvels seeking to highlight Virginia-class sub through
General Dynamics Electric Boat and US Navy. Coordinating request through SUBLANT PAD to facilitate
interview[s] and filming support in Groton with potential to film USS Illinois [SSH-736). Scheduled filming
for 8-10Feb. PAA addendum sent to producer for signature. [NNTR]

Hello Goodbye [Travel Channel}
Docu-series that interviews people coming and going through national airports. Enlisted Sailor in
uniform interviewed with family members in Charlotte airport while enroute to San Diego for A-
school. General Navy topics discussed [why he joined, what to expect in the Fleet, etc]. No DPSEC
violations. No issues. Army adding Navy to DSD PAA. Rough cut reviewed, lflAug- Awaiting air date.
[NNTR]

MightyShips (Discovery Canada]IContinuing Promise ‘ 15
USNS Comfort ISO CP-lS mission. Rough cut received, 28 Oct. Feedback provided from C4F, MSCHQ
and embarked CDMFDRT PAD. All notes delivered to Mighty Ships, ZNov. Awaiting air date. [NNTR)

Mike Rowe's "Somebody's Gotta Do It" [CNN]: CVN-74STENNIS
NAVINFDWEST personnel escorted Mike Rowe and 561)] crew during ZB-BDIUI onboard CVN-74 for
filming of episode. NAVINFDWEST and stakeholders working with producers to provide accurate
voiceover content. Reviewed rough cut. Expected to air as an entire episode, potentially as Season 4
premiere, in the early Spring. (NNTR)

Hell Below {Smithsonian}
Docu-series exploring WWII-era submarine warfare. Letter ofAssistance provided supporting use
of DoD archival imagery. Coordinating support through NHHC and Nautilus Museum. Rough cut
received, 09Dec. No issues. Awaiting air date. [NNTR]

Happening [HBO]/Redford Center Productions
Documentary that discusses Navy's Green Fleet initiatives and AMERICA's hybrid propulsion system.
Rough cut: late February 2016. Air date: Spring 2016. [NNTR]

jeopardy! [Sony]
Quiz show Clue Crew team captured b-roll of USNS Comfort, 23 Oct, for use during a future
episode's "video clue" segment. Coordinated support through MSC-HQ. PAA signed. Awaiting air
date. [NNTR]

What History Forgot [American HeroesChannel]
PAA signed authorizing, 14Nov, b-roll at Navy Yard and Navy Museum in support of episode focusing on
USS Kirk's role during Operation Eagle Pull's humanitarian evac mission. Coordinated through NHHC.
Rough cut reviewed. Awaiting air date. [NNTR]

25May2015 "The Homefront: Stories of Service. CMDCM of Wayne E Meyer" [PBS]



25 M33120 15 - "Rachael Ray: Armed Forces Cook-Off" [Syndicated]
httmffWWWIachaeh‘a hoW.com celebs 19024 an armed forces cook off to honor our veterans/
211143372015 - "Mike Rowe's Somehodv's Gotta Dolt" [CNN]
h. 3: WWW. outuhe.com watch?v=LUVtLDtX1 1
11Nov2014- "Navy SEALs: Their Untold Stories"[PBS]
Wm
ZIDct 20 14- "Makers: Women 1n War" [PBS]
h W.makers.com documenta woniemnuer
06luly2014- "Empowerment Project: ADM Michelle flower(1" [IndieFlix]
WW
04]uly2014- "Urban Gas-is: USS Constitution" [HG-TV]

16May2014- "Godzilla" [Warner Bros]
h . s. W. outuhe.com watch?v= KOIUtYW
22Apr2014 - "Rise of the Machines: Aircraft Carrier" [Historyr Channel]
httos:ffv.voutube.com!W:-1_tch?v=MagroNIGvZk
10]an2014 - "Lone Survivor" [Film 44]
httDs: f 1'W'1vwvoutubecomfiwatchhzgoLFkME RM
17Nov2013- "Bizarre Foods W/ Andrew Zimmern: USS Arlington" [Travel Channel]
IIII Milli! ‘ «I ‘ III II; I ..I‘.-III .II' I I - - I11 I

2901:12013 - "How We Got to Now: USS Asheville" [BBC]
h : WWW.hhcnordjc.com video ?v:499160
110ct2013 - " Captain Phillips" [Sony]
WW1:
D9Aug2013 - "Planes"[Disney]
Illl' 11111 .‘IJnIuI L: II. Ill"! JI‘I II‘ "III a I u 'I‘ n: ur- {I

LEI“
2?Feb2013 - "Inside: 2'1st Century Warship" [NatGeo]
hflJlE' i from liflllfllhfi £211] {IIIaI-Eh"li=KQEMEI“32m-
IBMayZG 1 2 - "Battleship" [Universal]
ht_t1:_1s:g {www.facebookcomZNAVINFDWEST(videosgvb.89249404367g10152368210999363£ .7153; =Efluth
e_ater
220(12010- "Pirate Hunters: USN" [Spike]
WW
DSIuIZOD 7- "Transformers" [Dreamworks]
h s: mvwfacebookcom NAVII'JFOWEST videos vb.892494fl4367 101523655620343 68 . e2281th

_
[NNTR]

_
Granger Smith Pledge Tour [Broken Bow Records]
Country musician,- Granger Smith, requesting to film himself reciting the Pledge ofAllegiance aboard USS
Constitution for his music video. DECLINED based on short-fused, 07’Mar, filming request.

NHK lapan
Request to film P-3Cs and E-2Cs at Davis-Monthan AFB classified as national news. Referred to local
conunand stakeholders for coordination/approval.

W

RESERVE UNIT
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Updated Items in Blue

***NEW FEATURE — WEB LINKS TO RECENT FLEET VIDEOS ON DEMAND INSIDE***

m_
Breakthrough [NATGED)
Met with Executive Producers of breakthrough and conducted conference call with SMEs from
SURFPAC. Treatment forwarded to SURFPAC PAD and 01-6.
"Breakthrough" is exec-produced by Ron Howard and Brain Grazer and features top-tier star power
as episodes delve into cutting-edge innovations that are addressing critical, real-world issues.
Season 2 will air 19Nov16. Coordinating research visit in San Diego with SURFPAC. Website:
tMbmakthcmmhhananalgeogcanmmnmL

Hunter Killer [Update]
Met with President ofMillenium Productions Iohn Thompson. Detailed discussion with Phil Struh
and SUBPAC PAD on film schedule, scouts, locations requirements, revised PAA and Pentagon visit.
SUBPAC PAD discussed game plan for Millenium cast/crew orientation visits March-April to SUB
BASE Pearl Harbor. Coordinating security requirements and schedules.
Original Films/Millenium confirmed 55-day production schedule beginning on 251111 in London,
Bulgaria and Pearl Harbor. SUBPAC PAO coordination scout/familiarization visits Mar/Apr in Pearl
Harbor for primary cast submarine 101 orientation. Updating the PAA for CHINFO[081).

[CEK '16/MISSION IMPOSSIBLE 6 {Director Visit to Ice Camp)
Coordinating with SUBPAC/SUBLANT and UWDC for scout to the North Pole for Universal Pictures M16
feature film director Chris McQuarrie. Confirmed Universal funding travel for Chris McQuarrie and
director. CDR Dewalt 26-28Mar to Anchorage/Deadhorse COMMAIR. MILAJR to compoimd and return.

FOX Sports
Fox Sports provided year-long approach to salute the troops broadcast events. Forwarded to OHS for
review/socialize with 050 conceptually.

The Last Ship [TNT]
The following filming opportunity request submitted to ENSP for feasibility of support:
- BBC for 13 day underway, March-April, SGCAL DPAREA, 10-15 PAX [splinter unit];
- DDG for 33. days pier side, April, NBSD, ~250 PAX [full production crew};
- LCS/LCS Trainer 1-2:: days pier side, April, NBSD, ~250 PAX [full production crew].
Currently filming episode #310.

Splash [PBS Kids]
"Splash" is a co-production between Jim Henson Company, Herschend Enterprises and PBS Kids
premiering fall 2016 on PBS Kids. Program has two year on-air commitment of 40 half-hour episodes per
season. Target audience is ages 4-7. Educational/entertaining ocean-science related stories told will
communicate core ideas to include diversity, interconnectedness/conservation, individuality and the
celebration of science and learning. NAVLNFD West in communication with Jim Henson Co. to develop
ways to communicate the importance of US. Navy's significant positive contributions to ocean-science and
the marine environment world-wide. Conference call scheduled with Jim Henson Co. on 16Mar.

NCIS NOLA [CBS]
- NAVINFU West working closely with showrunner and writers to develop season finale showcasing the

capabilities of 11.8. Navy ships in Maritime Interdiction Operations. Navy support TBD, dependent on
value proposition developed by creative team.

- Reviewed outline of #222. Navy CS character depicted trying to help her mother escape a domestic
abusive relationship. Worked with NCIS/OSD family counseling SMEs to guide writer in the narrative
ofhow the Navy would support a Sailor under those circumstances. Expect Deployed Resiliency
Counselor to be a character written into the concept draft. [No USN resources requested [50
production)



- Reviewed script of #22 1. Original Depiction ofArmy General being investigated for an inappropriate
relationship with a Navy LT and leaking "classified" documents. NAVINFO West/08D addressed all
negative issues with showrunners and writers. Concept draft has incorporated changes including the
General/LT relationship changed to innocent family friend mentorship. [No USN resources requested
150 production)

Mega Shippers (Discovery)
Concept approved for episode to showcase UNREP off coast of SoCal during week. of 21Mar. Hour-long
episode will capture perspectives from both supply ship and replenished warships, demonstrating
specialized evolution and the personnel involved Coordinating through CNAP/LCSRON/CSFIMSC. FAA
sent to producer for signature.

IAY LEND’S GARAGE
Conf call held, 03Mar, with ESE-3, NAWNFO West, and Leno production staff to discuss prelim ACU-S
site visit and proposal for episode showcasing LCAC engineering/capabilities with transit to and from
amphibious ship off SoCaI coast. One day of filming scheduled for 09May. Coordinating through
SURFPAC, E563 and ACU-S'. PM in work

%
NCIS {CBS}
- Reinewed outline of #3 04. Marine Corps character's family defends against home invasion. CBS
working with White House staff to feature First Lady as herself highlighijng the merits of Ioining
Forces program. NAVINFO West not involved with White House coordination, NAVINFO/OSD notes
sent to writers for incorporation. [No USN resources requested ISO production)

- Reviewed script of #303. Minimal Navy/DoD depiction. Episode to be centered around a previous
criminal put away by the "NCIS" team escaping from prison. [No USN resources requested ISO
production]

- Reviewed script of #302. Minimal Navy/DoD depiction. Episode to be centered aroimd U.S. Senators
being blackmailed by corrupt aides. [No USN resources requested ISO production)

- Reviewed script of #301. Character who commits suicide changed from active duty Chief to civilian
working at a low level job on the Navy base after NAVINFU West/05D discussion with show
runner]writers. WRNMMC exterior shots from previous filming to be used as establishing shots for
WRNMMC scenes, PAA Addendum in progress. [No USN resources requested ISO production]

- Reviewed script of #300. Minor depiction of a Marine recovering from battle wounds at WRNMMC.
WRNMMC exterior shots from previous filming to be used as establishing shots for WRNMMC scenes,
FAA Addendum signed by CBS and OSD.

_
Top Gun 2 fl’araniount Pictures]
[NNTR]

Come Hell or High Water}Battle of Leyte GulfWWII/IMAX
[NNTR]

[MAX SEAPCIWER/K2 CUM
Update brief 10Feb in LA. [NNTR]

Mysteries at the Museum/USNA [Travel Channel]
Production support requested for filming at USNA on 21Mar. PAA sent to producer for signature which
will approve broll of USNA Musemn arfifacts. Coordinating through USNA public affairs.



Mysteries at the Museum/ National Naval Aviation Museum (Travel Channel) 
B-roll shot at Pensacola's National Naval Aviation Museum on 22Feb ISO episode showcasing mystery of L-8 
blimp that disappeared in 1942.  Coordinated through Aviation Museum.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. 
(NNTR) 
 
Mysteries at the Museum/National Naval Aviation Museum (Travel Channel) 
B-roll captured, 16Nov, at Pensacola's National Naval Aviation Museum ISO episode that will tell story of 
Vietnam-era POW, USN aviator Deter Dengler.  PAA signed.  Coordinated through NHHC and Aviation 
Museum.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 
NCIS (Actual) Docu-Series proposal (CBS News) 
NAVINFO West delivered draft PAA to OI-6.  PAA signed.  PAA cites NCIS Communications Director as DoD 
Project Officer lead. (NNTR) 
 

 
 

 
 

 
How to Build a Rocket Ship  (Discovery) 
Awaiting rough cut.  No air date confirmed. 
New sci/tech docu-series that focuses on one piece of equipment or technology per 
episode and explain how it works through SME interviews and engineering breakdown. 
- Army PAA signed.  Navy addendum signed ISO LCAC episode. 
- Three members from ACU-5 (craft master and 2 engineers) provided on-camera interviews, 
9Dec, to discuss LCAC mission/capabilities. 
- Coordinated, escorted LCAC b-roll opportunities with ACU-5 on 28Jan. (NNTR) 

 
American Rifleman (Outdoor Channel) 
Requesting to shoot broll on JBPHH and Ford Island 14-15Mar.  Episode will discuss weaponry used 
during WWII Pacific battles.  Coordinating through JBPHH.  PAA signed. (NNTR) 

 
Impossible Engineering (Discovery) 
Proposal to film Virginia-class sub at Electric Boat and interview Navy spokesperson ISO episode that will 
highlight Virginia-class sub capabilities, while respecting inherent security policies.  Tentative filming date 
requested for 8Feb. PAA signed.  Submitted to SUBLANT for coordination.  (NNTR) 

 
Years of Living Dangerously (NatGeo – Season 2/Season 1 was Showtime) 
OI-6/Newsdesk coordinated initial discussion of request for interview and b-roll assistance ISO 
climate change documentary series. 
- Newsdesk Info Paper provided, 07Dec, giving snapshot of desired b-roll and interviews such as: 
ASN McGinn interview in Hampton Roads; Green Fleet; Makin Island/USS America hybrid systems; 
- No filming dates requested or planned.  Series expects to air in Fall 2016. 
- NAVINFO West has yet to receive formal request or contact from production company.  (NNTR) 

 

 
 

 
 

 
WWII Mega Structures (PBS) 
Docu-series tells story of the biggest battleships the Japanese ever built during WWII and the 
challenges they posed to the US Navy tasked with destroying them.  Coordinating assistance 
through NHHC to support archival b-roll and historical SME interviews.  Filming completed, Oct 20. 
PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
 
 

(b) (4)

(b) (4)

Mysteries at the Museum/ National Naval Aviation Museum (Travel Channel) 
B-roll shot at Pensacola's National Naval Aviation Museum on 22Feb ISO episode showcasing mystery of L-8 
blimp that disappeared in 1942.  Coordinated through Aviation Museum.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. 
(NNTR) 
 
Mysteries at the Museum/National Naval Aviation Museum (Travel Channel) 
B-roll captured, 16Nov, at Pensacola's National Naval Aviation Museum ISO episode that will tell story of 
Vietnam-era POW, USN aviator Deter Dengler.  PAA signed.  Coordinated through NHHC and Aviation 
Museum.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
 
NCIS (Actual) Docu-Series proposal (CBS News) 
NAVINFO West delivered draft PAA to OI-6.  PAA signed.  PAA cites NCIS Communications Director as DoD 
Project Officer lead. (NNTR) 
 

 
 

 
 

 
How to Build a Rocket Ship  (Discovery) 
Awaiting rough cut.  No air date confirmed. 
New sci/tech docu-series that focuses on one piece of equipment or technology per 
episode and explain how it works through SME interviews and engineering breakdown. 
- Army PAA signed.  Navy addendum signed ISO LCAC episode. 
- Three members from ACU-5 (craft master and 2 engineers) provided on-camera interviews, 
9Dec, to discuss LCAC mission/capabilities. 
- Coordinated, escorted LCAC b-roll opportunities with ACU-5 on 28Jan. (NNTR) 

 
American Rifleman (Outdoor Channel) 
Requesting to shoot broll on JBPHH and Ford Island 14-15Mar.  Episode will discuss weaponry used 
during WWII Pacific battles.  Coordinating through JBPHH.  PAA signed. (NNTR) 

 
Impossible Engineering (Discovery) 
Proposal to film Virginia-class sub at Electric Boat and interview Navy spokesperson ISO episode that will 
highlight Virginia-class sub capabilities, while respecting inherent security policies.  Tentative filming date 
requested for 8Feb. PAA signed.  Submitted to SUBLANT for coordination.  (NNTR) 

 
Years of Living Dangerously (NatGeo – Season 2/Season 1 was Showtime) 
OI-6/Newsdesk coordinated initial discussion of request for interview and b-roll assistance ISO 
climate change documentary series. 
- Newsdesk Info Paper provided, 07Dec, giving snapshot of desired b-roll and interviews such as: 
ASN McGinn interview in Hampton Roads; Green Fleet; Makin Island/USS America hybrid systems; 
- No filming dates requested or planned.  Series expects to air in Fall 2016. 
- NAVINFO West has yet to receive formal request or contact from production company.  (NNTR) 

 

 
 

 
 

 
WWII Mega Structures (PBS) 
Docu-series tells story of the biggest battleships the Japanese ever built during WWII and the 
challenges they posed to the US Navy tasked with destroying them.  Coordinating assistance 
through NHHC to support archival b-roll and historical SME interviews.  Filming completed, Oct 20. 
PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
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Mysteries at the Museum/ National Naval Aviation Museum (Travel Channel)
B-roll shot at Pensacola's National Naval Aviation Museum on 22Feb ISO episode showcasing mystery of L-8
blimp that disappeared in 1942. Coordinated through Aviation Museum. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut.
(NNTR)

Mysteries at the Museum/National Naval Aviation Museum (Travel Channel)
B-roll captured, 16Nov, at Pensacola's National Naval Aviation Museum ISO episode that will tell story of
Vietnam-era POW, USN aviator Deter Dengler. PAA signed. Coordinated through NHHC and Aviation
Museum. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

NCIS (Actual) Docu-Series proposal (CBS News)
NAVINFO West delivered draft PAA to 01-6. PAA signed. PAA cites NCIS Communications Director as DoD
Project Officer lead. (NNTR)

A CT v A .1; v

How to Build a Rocket Ship (Discovery)
Awaiting rough cut. No air date confirmed.
New sci/tech docu-series that focuses on one piece of equipment or technology per
episode and explain how it works through SME interviews and engineering breakdown.
- Army PAA signed. Navy addendum signed ISO LCAC episode.
- Three members from ACU-S (craft master and 2 engineers) provided on-camera interviews,
9Dec, to discuss LCAC mission/capabilities.
- Coordinated, escorted LCAC b-roll opportunities with ACU-S on 28Ian. (NNTR)

American Rifleman (Outdoor Channel)
Requesting to shoot broll on IBPHH and Ford Island 14-15Mar. Episode will discuss weaponry used
during WWII Pacific battles. Coordinating through IBPHH. PAA signed. (NNTR)

Impossible Engineering (Discovery)
Proposal to film Virginia-class sub at Electric Boat and interview Navy spokesperson ISO episode that will
highlight Virginia-class sub capabilities, while respecting inherent security policies. Tentative filming date
requested for 8Feb. PAA signed. Submitted to SUBLANT for coordination. (NNTR)

Years of Living Dangerously (NatGeo — Season 2/Season 1 was Showtime)
OI-6/Newsdesk coordinated initial discussion of request for interview and b-roll assistance ISO
climate change documentary series.
- Newsdesk Info Paper provided, 07Dec, giving snapshot of desired b-roll and interviews such as:
ASN McGinn interview in Hampton Roads; Green Fleet; Makin Island/USS America hybrid systems;
- No filming dates requested or planned. Series expects to air in Fall 2016.
- NAVINFO West has yet to receive formal request or contact from production company. (NNTR)

WWII Mega Structures (PBS)
Docu-series tells story of the biggest battleships the Japanese ever built during WWII and the
challenges they posed to the US Navy tasked with destroying them. Coordinating assistance
through NHHC to support archival b-roll and historical SME interviews. Filming completed, Oct 20.
PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)



Warrior Games 2015 [Universal Sports]
Documentary that follows active, reserve, retired and veteran Wounded Warriors participating in the
2015 Warrior Games in Quantico VA 19-28 Inn. This particular feature will follow the basketball games
between services. Marine Corps liaison ofiice has lead and an approved PAA by DSD. Navy FAA
addendum signed covering b—roll footage for coverage and interviews as applicable. [NNTR]

Impossible Engineering [Discovery Channel)
Docu-series focused on modern engineering marvels seeking to highlight Virginia-class sub through
General Dynamics Electric Boat and US Navy. Coordinating request through SUBLANT PAC to facilitate
interview[s] and filming support in Groton with potential to film USS Illinois [SSH-786). Scheduled filming
for 8-10Feb. PAA addendum sent to producer for signature. [NNTR]

Hello Goodbye [Travel Channel}
Docu-series that interviews people coming and going through national airports. Enlisted Sailor in
uniform interviewed with family members in Charlotte airport while enroute to San Diego for A-
school. General Navy topics discussed [why he joined, what to expect in the Fleet, etc]. No DPSEC
violations. No issues. Army adding Navy to DSD PAA. Rough cut reviewed, 10Aug- Awaiting air date.
[NNTR]

MightyShips (Discovery Canada]IContinuing Promise ‘ 15
USNS Comfort ISO CP-lS mission. Rough cut received, 28 Oct. Feedback provided from C4F, MSCHQ
and embarked CDMFDRT PAD. All notes delivered to Mighty Ships, ZNov. Awaiting air date. [NNTR)

Mike Rowe's "Somehody's Gotta Do It" [CNN]: CVN-74STENNIS
NAVINFDWEST personnel escorted Mike Rowe and 561)] crew during 28-SDIul onboard CVN-74 for
filming of episode. NAVINFDWEST and stakeholders working with producers to provide accurate
voiceover content. Reviewed rough cut. Expected to air as an entire episode, potentially as Season 4
premiere, in the early Spring. [NNTR)

Hell Below {Smithsonian}
Deco-series exploring WWII-era submarine warfare. Letter ofAssistance provided supporting use
of DoD archival imagery. Coordinating support through NHHC and Nautilus Museum. Rough cut
received, 09Dec. No issues. Awaiting air date. [NNTR]

Happening [HBO]/Redford Center Productions
Documentary that discusses Navy's Green Fleet initiatives and AMERICA's hybrid propulsion system.
Rough cut: late February 2016. Air date: Spring 2016. [NNTR]

jeopardy! [Sony]
Quiz show Clue Crew team captured b-roll of USNS Comfort, 23 Oct, for use during a future
episode's "video clue" segment. Coordinated support through MSC-HQ. PAA signed. Awaiting air
date. [NNTR]

What History Forgot [American HeroesChannel]
PAA signed authorizing, 14Nov, b-roll at Navy Yard and Navy Museum in support of episode focusing on
USS Kirk's role during Operation Eagle Pull's humanitarian evac mission. Coordinated through NH HC.
Rough cut reviewed. Awaiting air date. [NNTR]

D40ct2015 - "Air Warriors: Prowler/Growler" [Smithsonian Channel)
nu um IIII--...'Illl no u .'- -III lul'nau.‘ H I: . t I
17lun2015- "Vital Signs wf Sanjay Gupta" [CNN]

25May2015- "The Homefront. Stories of Service. CMDCM ofWayne E Meyer" [PBS]
h . video. bs.or video 2365483'435



25May2015 - "Rachael Ray: Armed Forces Cook-Off" [Syndicated]
httDJvrachaelrafihowcomgcelebs:19024 an armed forces cook off to honor our veterans[
ZlMayZGIS - "Mike Rowe's Somebody's Gotta Dolt" [CNN]
11 s: w. outube.com watch?v=LUVtLUt}-{1 I
11Nov2014 - "Navy SEALs: Their Untold Stories"[PBS]

2 IDct 20 14 - "Makers: Women in War" [PBS]
h w.makers.com documenta womeninwar
06]uly2014- "Empowerment Project: ADM Michelle Howard" [lndieFlis]
WWW
D4]uly2014- "Urban Gas-is: USS Constitution" [HGTV]

16May2014- "Godzilla" [Warner Bros)
l1s. www. outube.com watch?v= KO 1011KtYw
22Apr2014 - "Rise of the Machines: Aircraft Carrier" [History Channel]
WW
10]an2014 — "Lone Survivor" [Film 44]
litres:w.voutcom(watchjflzyoLFkflfi RM
17Nov2013- "Bizarre Foods w/ Andrew Zimmern: USS Arlington" [Travel Channel]
I!" 111I1I.- III II II1 I . -_-III .I'-II I - -._1.1II
290d2013- "How We Got to Now: 1155 Asheville" [BBC]
h . . wwwbbcnordiccom video ?v=499160
110ct2013 - "Captain Phillips" [Sony]
WW
09A11g2013- "Planes"[Disney)

eater
27’Feb20 1 3 - "Inside: 2 1st Century Warship" [NatGeo]
ht_tps: Z (wwutyoutubecomz watch?v=XOAMg1TPc
18112133120 1 2 - "Battleship" [Universal]
Il_l ' 1IIILH.‘III.ILII Lilli. It]? JI‘I l=" "'J' I I' I: l'“ I: luv—1|

LET
220ct2010 - " Pirate Hunters: USN" [Spike]
h : www. outubecom watchhz'FET'ZMRGflw
031u12 007 -"Transforn1ers"[Dreamworks]
httDs: f funvwfacebookcomZNAVINFDWSTZvideoszvbfl‘3‘249404367 (10 1 52365562034368Z .Me228zfi1

[NNTR]

Nature Knows Best (SRP)
Media request to interview submarine "expert" on basic submarine capabilities and how they are built.
Also requested tour of submarine if possible to go with the interview. Request forwarded to SUBPAC,
SUBLANT to handle as a media request.

w

(b) (6)
(b) (5)
HOLLYWOOD to the NAVY
HTTN now set for 26Mar. DDG confirmed, waiting on other asset. Senior guest confirmed is TV
producer Adam Fierro [24, Dexter. Wall-ting Dead).
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***NEW FEATURE — WEB LINKS TO RECENT FLEET VIDEOS ON DEMAND INSIDE***

Mm—
BOLD: Ricky Schroeder’s "The Fighting Season": Soldier Edition
Navy declined to support docu-series on Direct TV that solicits raw battlefield footage from service
members in a variety of conflicts to develop stories which could compromise Navy and DoD TTPs.
Website offers monetary compensation to military members who submit footage [like America's
Funniest Home Videos]. This type imagery did not clear public release, was not authorized and may
violate standing general orders. Briefed 01-6. 05]) has engaged in a rough-cut review PAA with the
show's producers. Briefed OSD Navy is not supporting at this time pending CI guidance.
NAVINFOVFEST advises PAOsfcommands not to engage or support. Website is
thefightingseasoncom.

SECNAV “The Last Ship" Visit
SECNAV PAD request set visit with TNT "The Last Ship" cast]crew 13Apr. Coord with writers and
senior officials.

Breakthrough (HATCH!)
Met with Executive Producers of breakthrough and conducted conference call with SMEs from
SURFPAC. Treatment forwarded to SURFPAC FAQ and 01-6.
"Breakthrough" is exec-produced by Ron Howard and Brain Grazer and features top-tier star power
as episodes delve into cutting-edge innovations that are addressing critical, real-world issues.
Season 2 will air 19Nov16. Coordinating research visit in San Diego with SURFPAC. Website:
hfip: [ {breakthrough.nationalgeographiccoinz

Hunter Killer [Update]
CDR Kerr coord scout for talent/director mid-April to SUBPAC.
Coordinating security requirements and schedules.
Original Films/Millenium confirmed 55-day production schedule beginning on 25]ul in London,
Bulgaria and Pearl Harbor. Updating the PAA for CHINFO/OSD.

ICEX 'lfi/MlSSION IMPOSSIBLE 6 (Director Visit to Ice Camp)
Coordinating with SUBPAC/SUBLANT and UWDC for scout to the North Pole for Universal Pictures M16
feature film director Chris McQuarrie. Confirmed Universal funding travel for Chris McQuarrie and
director. CDR Dewalt ZE-ZBMar to Anchorage/Deadhorse COMMAIR. MILAIR to compound and return.

The Last Ship TINT]
CAPT Ruiz visited set and engaged writers this week on 3 12/313.
The following filming opportunity request submitted to CNSP for feasibility of support:
- DDG for in day underway, March-April, SDCAL DPAREA, 10-15 PAX [splinter unit]:
— DDG for 3:: days pier side, April, NBSD, ~250 FAX [full production crew);
- Received Ep 3 12 script, NAWNFOWEST currently reviewing;
- Currently filming episode #3 11.

Splash [PBS Kids]
"Splash" is a co-production between Jim Henson Company, Herschend Enterprises and PBS Kids
premiering fall 2016 on PBS Kids. Program has two year on-air commitment of 4D half—hour episodes per
season. Target audience is ages 4-7. Educational[entertaining ocean-science related stories told will
communicate core ideas to include diversity, interconnectedness/conservation, individuality and the
celebration of science and learning. NAVLNFO West in communication with ]im Henson Co. to develop
ways to communicate the importance of [1.5. Navy's significant positive contributions to ocean-science and
the marine environment world-wide. Conducted conference call with Jim Henson Co. 16Mar.



Chopped (Food Network]
- SECNAV PA staff received request for a {351 assigned to SECNAV dining facility to appear]compete ”for
cash prize in unoflicial, non-uniform capacity. NAVIN F0 West determined no DoD PAA required for
show appearance and advised to route request IAW MILPERSMAN 53 70-010.
- Secondary request to gather prerecorded broll of CS 1 at work, in uniform as part of show's standard
background story for contestants. Conferring with stakeholders to determine appropriate CDA to approve
or decline.

NCIS NOLA [CBS]
- NAVINFD West working closely with showrunner and writers to develop season finale showcasing the

capabilities of 0.5. Navy ships in Maritime Interdiction Operations. NAVINFOWEST coordinating
conference calls with SURFPAC, AIRPAC and NCIS NOLA staffs to discuss possible surface/aviation
support via N380 and NASNI.

- Reviewed outline of #223. Navy Diver character accidentally killed while night diving off the coast of
Louisiana. Throughout NCIS investigation, diver character is shown to be a model Sailor and citizen.
[No USN resources requested ISO production)

- Reviewed script of #222. Navy CS character depicted trying to help her mother escape a domestic
abusive relationship. Worked closely with N CIS creative team and NCIS family counseling SMEs to
work CNIC family advocacy program talking points into the script, to include references to the Navy's
Deployed Resiliency Coimselor program. Dflicial CNIC DRC informational tri-fold to be featured as a
piece of evidence in the episode.

Mega Shippers (Discovery) [CANE]
Concept approved for episode to showcase UNREP off coast of SoCal during week of 2 lMar. Hour-long
episode will capture perspectives from both supply ship and replenished warships, demonstrating
specialised evolution and the personnel involved. Coordinated through CNAP/LCSRUN/C3 F/MSC.
PAA completed. Production team, due to deadline and scheduling conflicts, cancelled the production.
BackZ Back Productions has mentioned they would like to try and film for season two.

MY LENU'S GARAGE
Conf call held, 03Mar, with EEG-.3, NAVINFO West, and Leno production staff to discuss prelim ACU-5
site visit and proposal for episode showcasing LCAC engineeringfcapabilities with transit to and from
amphibious ship off SoCal coast. One day of filming scheduled for 09May. Coordinating through
SURFPAC, ESGS and ACU—S. PAH sent to Producer for signature.

%
N(:15 (CBS)
- Reviewed outline of #305. Minimal Navy/Doll depiction. Episode a continuation of #303 storyline.

[No USN resources requested ISO production]
- Reviewed script of #304. Marine Corps character's family defends against home invasion. CBS
working with White House staff to feature First Lady as herself highlighting the merits of Ioining
Forces program. NAVINFD West not involved with White House coordination, NAVINFO/DSD notes
sent to writers for incorporation. [No USN resources requested ISO production]

- Reviewed script of #303. Minimal Navy/Doi} depiction. Episode to be centered around a previous
criminal put away by the "NCIS" team escaping from prison. {No USN resources requested 150
production)

- Reviewed script of #301. Character who commits suicide changed from active duty Chief to civilian
working at a low level job on the Navy base after NAVINFU West/051) discussion with show
runnerfwriters. WRNWC exterior shots from previous filming to be used as establishing shots for
WRNMMC scenes, FAA Addendum signed by CBS and 05]). [No USN resources requested ISO
production)

[-- l
Top Gun 2 [Paramount Pictures]
[NNTR]



Come Hell or High Water/Battle of Leyte GnllI/IMAX
[NNTPJ

[MAX SEAFOWER/KZ CUM
Update brief IDFeb in LA. [NNTR]

BUNNY TIME [flutdoor Channel]
Received and forwarded to 03]) Dave Evans for review. Navy will forward addendum when show
proposals are decided as the Army has lead on FAA. Request was forwarded to SURFPAC, 3rd Fit and
ESG-3 to figure ship's schedules and coordinate possible gun-shoot and embarking for film crew.

Mysteries at the Museum/USNA [Travel Channel]
Broll request to film USNA Museum artifacts approved for filming on 21 Mar. Coordinating through USNA
public affairs. FAA signed.

Mysteries at the Museum] National Naval Aviation Museum [Travel Channel]
B-roll shot at Fensacola's National Naval Aviation Museum on 22Feb ISO episode showcasing mystery of L-B
blimp that disappeared in 1942. Coordinated through Aviation Museum. FAA signed. Awaiting rough cut.
[NNTR]

Mysteries at the Museum]National Naval Aviation Museum {TravelChanneD
B-roll captured, lfiNov, at Fensacola‘s National Naval Aviation Museum [50 episode that will tell story of
Vietnam-era POW, USN aviator Deter Dengler. FAA signed. Coordinated through NI-IHC and Aviation
Museum. Rough cut reviewed, 15 Mar. No issues. Awaiting air date.

N(315 [Actual] Docu-Series proposal [CBS News]
NAVINFO West delivered draft FAA to 01-6. FAA signed. FAA cites NCIS Communications Director as DoD
Project Officer lead. [NNTR]

(bl (4}

How to Build a Rocket Ship (Discovery)
Awaiting rough cut. No air date confirmed.
New sci/ tech docu-series that focuses on one piece of equipment or technology per
episode and explain how it works through SME interviews and engineering breakdown.
- Army FAA signed. Navy addendum signed ISO LCAC episode.
- Three members from ACU-S [craft master and 2 engineers] provided on-camera interviews,
9Dec, to discuss LCAC mission/capabilities.
- Coordinated, escorted LCAC b-roll opportunities with ACU-S on ZBIan. [NNTR]

American Rifleman [Outdoor Channel]
Broll supported on [BPHH and Ford Island, 14-15Mar, to support episode discussing weaponry used during
WI Pacific battles. Coordinated through IBPHH. FAA signed. Awaiting rough cut.

Years ofLiving Dangerously [NatGeo — Season 2 /Season 1 was Showtime]
01-5/Newsdesk coordinated initial discussion of request for interview and b-roll assistance ISO
climate change documentary series.
- Newsdesk Info Paper provided, {17Dec, giving snapshot of desired b-roll and interviews such as:
ASN McGinn interview in Hampton Roads; Green Fleet; Makin Island/USS America hybrid systems:
- No filming dates requested or planned. Series expects to air in Fall 20 16.
- NAVINFD West has yet to receive formal request or contact from production company. [NNTR]



WW1] Mega Structures [PBS]
Docu-series tells story of the biggest battleships the Japanese ever built during WWII and the
challenges they posed to the US Navy tasked with destroying them. Coordinating assistance
through NHHC to support archival b-roll and historical SME interviews. Filming completed, Oct 20.
FAA signed- Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR]

Warrior Games 2015 [Universal Sports}
Documentary that follows active, reserve, retired and veteran Wounded Warriors participating in the
2015 Warrior Games in Quantico VA 19-28 ]un. This particular feature will follow the basketball games
between services. Marine Corps liaison office has lead and an approved PAA by OSD. Navy FAA
addendum signed covering b-roll footage for coverage and interviews as applicable- [NNTR]

Hello Goodbye [Travel Channel)
Docu-series that interviews people coming and going through national airports. Enlisted Sailor in
uniform interviewed with family members in Charlotte airport while enroute to San Diego for A-
school. General Navy topics discussed [why he joined, what to expect in the Fleet, etc]. No OPSEC
violations. No issues. Anny adding Navy to OS!) PAA. Rough cut reviewed, 10Aug. Awaiting air date.
(NNTR)

Impossible Engineering [Discovery]
Proposal to film Virginia-class sub at Electric Boat ISO episode that will highlight Virginia-class sub
capabilities, while respecting inherent security policies. Broil captured, BFeb, with SUBLANT PA escort.
FAA signed. Awaiting rough cut-espected to be delivered in next two weeks. Air date scheduled for 04 May
at 2 100 [EST].

Mighty Ships (Discovery Canada]/Continuing Promise ‘ 15
USNS Comfort ISO (IF-15 mission. Rough cut received, 28 Oct. Feedback provided from C4F, MSCHQ
and embarked COMFORT PAO. All notes delivered to Mighty Ships, 2Nov. Awaiting air date. [NNTR]

Mike Rowe’s "Somebody’s Gotta Be It" [CNN]: CVN-74STENNIS
NAVINFOWEST persomiel escorted Mike Rowe and SGDI crew during 28-301111 onboard {SUN-'74 for
filming of episode. NAVINFOWEST and stakeholders working with producers to provide accurate
voiceover content. Reviewed rough cut. Expected to air as an entire episode, potentially as Season 4
premiere, in the early Spring. [NNTR]

Hell Below {Smithsonian}
Docu-series exploring WWII-era submarine warfare. Letter ofAssistance provided supporting use
of DoD archival imagery. Coordinating support through NHHC and Nautilus Museum. Rough cut
received, 09Dec. No issues. Awaiting air date. [NNTR]

Happening [HBO]/Redford Center Productions
Documentarythat discusses Navy's Green Fleet initiatives and AMERICA'S hybrid propulsion system.
Rough cut: late February 2016. Air date: Spring 2016. [NNTR]

]eopardy! {Sony}
Quiz show Clue Crew team captured b-roll of USNS Comfort, 23 Oct, for use during a future

I video clue" segment. Coordinated support through MSC-HQ. FAA signed. Awaiting airepisode's "
date. (NN TR]



What Historyr Forgot [American HeroesChannel]
FAA signed authorizing, 14Nov, h-rol] at Navy Yard and Navy Museum in support of episode focusing on
USS Kirk's role during Operation Eagle Pull's humanitarian evac mission. Coordinated through NH HC.
Rough cut reviewed. Awaiting air date. [NNTR]

040ct2015 - "Air Warriors: Prowler]Growler" [Smithsonian Channel]
IIII ilili‘illll II.I I.. I‘. III II. .'-';.III no.L ---..IIII. - H I: . i I
17]un2015 - "Vital Signs w/ Sanjay Gupta" [CNN]
h : www.cmLcom videos world 2015 06 17 usns-comfort-vital-si s-a-s c.cnn_
25May2015 - "The Homefront: Stories of Service: CMDCM ofWayne E Meyer" [PBS]
11 : video. bs.or video 2365487435
25 MayZG 15 - "Rachael Ray: Armed Forces Cook-Off" [Syndicated]
ht_tp: [[wwwrachaelrayshow comgceleb3119024 an armed forces cook ofi" to honor our veterans]
21May2015 "Mike Rowe's Somebody's Gotta Dolt" [CNN]

';.I _

1 INovZD 14 - " Navy SEALS: Their Untold Stor'ies''[PBS]
h : video. bs.or video 2365359070
Zlflct 20 14 - "Makers: Women in War" [PBS]
WWW
flfiluiyZ D 14 - "Empowerment Project: ADM Michelle Howard" [IndieFlix]
h s: w. outube.com watch?v=saEkl EE6HH
D4]uly201‘4- "Urban Oasis: USS Constitution" [HGTV]

16May20 14 "Godzil'la" [Warner Bros]
h s: w. outube.com wa ch?v= KO lflliKtYw
22Apr2014 - "Rise of the Machines: Aircraft Carrier" [History Channel]
WWW]:
10]an2014 - "Lone Survivor" [Film 44]
ht_tps“([mvwmutubacon1flwatch?v=yoLFk4|E RM
17Nov2013- "Bizarre Foods w/ Andrew Zimmern: USS Arlington" [Travel Channel]

290d2013- "How We Got to Now. USS Asheville" [BBC]

110ct2013 - " Captain Phillips" [Sony]
h s- w. utube.com watch?v= BASoBrF 1c
DSAugZD 1 3- "Planes " [Disney]

27Feb2013 - "Inside: '2 1st Century Warship" [NatGeo]
h 5: www. outube.com watch?v=XDAM 1TP7bc
18May20 1 2 - "Battleship"[Universal]
II.II inhe_:III.IIIII L: It In II-I I3‘ .I... . I d I'” -: uv- {I

eater
220ct2010 - " Pirate Hunters: USN" [Spike]
h s: w. outube.com watch?v='FET'2MRGUw
DSIuIZDD 7 - "Transformers" [Dreamworks]
ll." ' um I-: ‘III.IIII tillh III III-I I.‘ "‘I' I I I I I ' u lull“ {I

_
FOX Sports
Fox Sports provided year-long approach to salute the troops broadcast events. Forwarded to 01-6 for
reviewlsocialize with GSI} conceptually. [NNTR]



PERSONNEL

(b) (6)
RESERVE UNIT

(b) (5)
HOLLYWGOD to the NAVY
HTTN now set for 26 Mar. DDG confirmed, waiting on other asset. Senior guest confirmed is TV
producer Adam Fierro [24, Dexter, Walking Dead).
SUE for 3/26 visit is as follows:
- 1030-1100: Naval Base Pt. Loma - ASW/SUW WTI classroom tour (b) (6)

1100-1200: Naval Base Pt. Lorna - M[W demonstration with potential static displays [LCDR Martin]
- 1200-1300: Naval Base Pt. Lorna -- Lunch at Point Lorna Galley
- 1300-1320: Commute to NBSD



NAVINFOWEST Weekly Report
24 Mar16,r

Updated Items in Blue

***NEW FEATURE — WEB LINKS TO RECENT FLEET VIDEOS ON DEMAND INSIDE***

BOLD: Ricky Schroeder’s "The Fighting Season": Soldier Edition
Navy declined to support docu-series on Direct TV that solicits raw battlefield footage from service
members in a variety of conflicts to develop stories which could compromise Navy and DoD TTPs.
Website offers monetary compensation to military members who submit footage [like America's
Funniest Home Videos]. This type imagery did not clear public release, was not authorized and may
violate standing general orders. Briefed Dl-fi. DSD has engaged in a rough-cut review PM with the
show’s producers. Briefed 051) Navy is not supporting at this time pending CI guidance.
NAVINFOWEST advises PADS}commands not to engage or support. Website is thefightingseason.com.

HOLLYWOOD to the NAVY
HTTN set for 26Mar. DDG confirmed. Senior guest confirmed is TV producer Adam Fierro [24, Dexter.
Walking Dead].
SOE for 26Mar visit is as follows:
- 1030-1100: Naval Base Pt. Loma - ASW/SUW WTI classroom tour [CAPT Shipman and LCDR
Whitman - MTF]
- 1 100-1200: Naval Base Pt Loma - MI‘W demonstration with potential static displays [LCDR
Martin]
- 1200-1300: Naval Base Pt. Loma -- Lunch at Point Loma Galley
- 1300-1320: Commute to NBSD
- 1330-1530: NBSD - CIC WTI scenario on USS Wayne E. Meyer with ASW/SUW and IAMD WTIs
(CAPT Shipman, LCDR Trubilla, LT Goodrich-Houska, LT Iochinisen, and LT Mattson (TD.

SECNAV "The Last Ship" Visit
SECNAV PAD request set visit with TNT “The Last Ship" castfcrew 12Apr. Coord with writers and
senior officials.

Breakthrough [NATEED]
Met with Executive Producers of breakthrough and conducted conference call with SMEs from
SURFPAC. Treatment forwarded to SURFPAC PAD and 01-6.
"Breakthrough" is exec-produced by Ron Howard and Brain Grazer and features top-tier star power
as episodes delve into cutting-edge innovations that are addressing critical, real-world issues.
Season 2 will air 19Nov16. Coordinating research visit in San Diego with SURFPAC and SMWDC
SMES. Websitezhttilsflhneakthmiighnahnnalgeographmmml

Hunter Killer [Update]
CDR Kerr coord scout for talent/director late April and technical scout 14-15Apr for
designer/technical.
Coordinating security requirements and schedules.
Original Films/Millenium confirmed 55-day production schedule beginning on ZSIul in London,
Bulgaria and Pearl Harbor. Updating the PM for CHINFO/USD.

ICEK '16/MISSION IMPDSSIBLE 6 [Director Visit to Ice Camp) (CANX TODAY]
Coordinating with SUBPAC/SUBLANT and UWDC for scout to the North Pole for Universal Pictures M16
feature film director Chris McQuarrie. Confirmed Universal funding travel for Chris McQuarrie and
director. Ice station closed early due to emergent cracks[weather



The Last Ship (TNT) 

CNSP confirmed WEM will be host ship for 25-27Apr pier side filming.  Coordinating with CNSP, WEM & 
NBSD. CHINFO/OI-6 to visit set onboard during TLS shoot. 
- Received request for scout of Naval Weapons Station Seal beach ISO Ep 312.  Coordinating with NWSSB 
PAO. 
- Coordinating SECNAV visit to TLS studios 12Apr. 
- Received Ep 312 script, NAVINFOWEST currently reviewing.  Currently filming Ep 311. 
 
Splash (PBS Kids) 

- OI-6 coordinating meeting with Navy Recruiting marketing next week. 
“Splash” is a co-production between Jim Henson Company, Herschend Enterprises and PBS Kids 
premiering fall 2016 on PBS Kids.   Program has two year on-air commitment of 40 half-hour episodes per 
season.  Target audience is ages 4-7.  Educational/entertaining ocean-science related stories told will 
communicate core ideas to include diversity, interconnectedness/conservation, individuality and the 
celebration of science and learning.  NAVINFO West in communication with Jim Henson Co. to develop 
ways to communicate the importance of U.S. Navy’s significant positive contributions to ocean-science and 
the marine environment world-wide.  Conducted conference call with Jim Henson Co. 16Mar. 
 
NCIS NOLA (CBS) 
- Reviewed script of #222.  Navy CS character depicted trying to help her mother escape a domestic 

abusive relationship.  NAVINFO West project officer to travel to NOLA 28-31Mar in support of filming 
onboard MSC ship USNS Yano.  Scene to be filmed onboard Yano to depict CS character’s ship CO 
discussing the Deployed Resiliency Counseling Program with NCIS characters.  PAA addendum 
complete, routing in progress.  Official CNIC DRC informational tri-fold to be featured as a piece of 
evidence in the episode.   

- NAVINFO West working closely with showrunner and writers to develop season finale, episode #224, 
showcasing the capabilities of U.S. Navy ships in Maritime Interdiction Operations.   NAVINFOWEST  
held conference calls with SURFPAC, AIRPAC and NCIS NOLA staffs to discuss possible surface/aviation 
support via NBSD and NASNI.  Standing by for episode outline from NCIS NOLA writers. 

- Reviewed script of #223.  Navy Diver character accidentally killed while night diving off the coast of 
Louisiana.  Throughout NCIS investigation, diver character is shown to be a model Sailor and citizen.  
(No USN resources requested ISO production) 

 

Chopped (Food Network) 
- SECNAV PA staff received request for a CS1 assigned to SECNAV dining facility to appear/compete for 
cash prize in unofficial, non-uniform capacity.  NAVINFO West determined no DoD PAA required for 
show appearance and advised to route request IAW MILPERSMAN 5370-010.  
- Secondary request to gather prerecorded broll of CS1 at work, in uniform as part of show's standard 
background story for contestants.  Conferring with stakeholders to determine appropriate COA to approve 
or decline.    
 
Mega Shippers (Discovery) (CANX) 
Concept approved for episode to showcase UNREP off coast of SoCal during week of 21Mar.  Hour-long 
episode will capture perspectives from both supply ship and replenished warships, demonstrating 
specialized evolution and the personnel involved.  Coordinated through CNAP/LCSRON/C3F/MSC.  
PAA completed.  Production team, due to deadline and scheduling conflicts, cancelled the production.  
Back2Back Productions has mentioned they would like to try and film for season two.  
 
JAY LENO’S GARAGE 
Conf call held, 03Mar, with ESG-3, NAVINFO West, and Leno production staff to discuss prelim ACU-5 
site visit and proposal for episode showcasing LCAC engineering/capabilities with transit to and from 
amphibious ship off SoCal coast.  One day of filming scheduled for 09May.  Coordinating through 
SURFPAC, ESG3 and ACU-5.  PAA signed. 
 
REMEMBER PEARL HARBOR (PBS) 
PA request submitted for a local company to gather drone footage of USS ARIZONA and USS MISSOURI.  
Footage is for a documentary that will be shown during 75th Pearl Harbor Anniversary weekend.  
JBPHH PAO is coordinating FAA approval.  Details for filming request being finalized prior to PAA 
being submitted. 

The Last Ship (TNT) 

CNSP confirmed WEM will be host ship for 25-27Apr pier side filming.  Coordinating with CNSP, WEM & 
NBSD. CHINFO/OI-6 to visit set onboard during TLS shoot. 
- Received request for scout of Naval Weapons Station Seal beach ISO Ep 312.  Coordinating with NWSSB 
PAO. 
- Coordinating SECNAV visit to TLS studios 12Apr. 
- Received Ep 312 script, NAVINFOWEST currently reviewing.  Currently filming Ep 311. 
 
Splash (PBS Kids) 

- OI-6 coordinating meeting with Navy Recruiting marketing next week. 
“Splash” is a co-production between Jim Henson Company, Herschend Enterprises and PBS Kids 
premiering fall 2016 on PBS Kids.   Program has two year on-air commitment of 40 half-hour episodes per 
season.  Target audience is ages 4-7.  Educational/entertaining ocean-science related stories told will 
communicate core ideas to include diversity, interconnectedness/conservation, individuality and the 
celebration of science and learning.  NAVINFO West in communication with Jim Henson Co. to develop 
ways to communicate the importance of U.S. Navy’s significant positive contributions to ocean-science and 
the marine environment world-wide.  Conducted conference call with Jim Henson Co. 16Mar. 
 
NCIS NOLA (CBS) 
- Reviewed script of #222.  Navy CS character depicted trying to help her mother escape a domestic 

abusive relationship.  NAVINFO West project officer to travel to NOLA 28-31Mar in support of filming 
onboard MSC ship USNS Yano.  Scene to be filmed onboard Yano to depict CS character’s ship CO 
discussing the Deployed Resiliency Counseling Program with NCIS characters.  PAA addendum 
complete, routing in progress.  Official CNIC DRC informational tri-fold to be featured as a piece of 
evidence in the episode.   

- NAVINFO West working closely with showrunner and writers to develop season finale, episode #224, 
showcasing the capabilities of U.S. Navy ships in Maritime Interdiction Operations.   NAVINFOWEST  
held conference calls with SURFPAC, AIRPAC and NCIS NOLA staffs to discuss possible surface/aviation 
support via NBSD and NASNI.  Standing by for episode outline from NCIS NOLA writers. 

- Reviewed script of #223.  Navy Diver character accidentally killed while night diving off the coast of 
Louisiana.  Throughout NCIS investigation, diver character is shown to be a model Sailor and citizen.  
(No USN resources requested ISO production) 

 

Chopped (Food Network) 
- SECNAV PA staff received request for a CS1 assigned to SECNAV dining facility to appear/compete for 
cash prize in unofficial, non-uniform capacity.  NAVINFO West determined no DoD PAA required for 
show appearance and advised to route request IAW MILPERSMAN 5370-010.  
- Secondary request to gather prerecorded broll of CS1 at work, in uniform as part of show's standard 
background story for contestants.  Conferring with stakeholders to determine appropriate COA to approve 
or decline.    
 
Mega Shippers (Discovery) (CANX) 
Concept approved for episode to showcase UNREP off coast of SoCal during week of 21Mar.  Hour-long 
episode will capture perspectives from both supply ship and replenished warships, demonstrating 
specialized evolution and the personnel involved.  Coordinated through CNAP/LCSRON/C3F/MSC.  
PAA completed.  Production team, due to deadline and scheduling conflicts, cancelled the production.  
Back2Back Productions has mentioned they would like to try and film for season two.  
 
JAY LENO’S GARAGE 
Conf call held, 03Mar, with ESG-3, NAVINFO West, and Leno production staff to discuss prelim ACU-5 
site visit and proposal for episode showcasing LCAC engineering/capabilities with transit to and from 
amphibious ship off SoCal coast.  One day of filming scheduled for 09May.  Coordinating through 
SURFPAC, ESG3 and ACU-5.  PAA signed. 
 
REMEMBER PEARL HARBOR (PBS) 
PA request submitted for a local company to gather drone footage of USS ARIZONA and USS MISSOURI.  
Footage is for a documentary that will be shown during 75th Pearl Harbor Anniversary weekend.  
JBPHH PAO is coordinating FAA approval.  Details for filming request being finalized prior to PAA 
being submitted. 

The Last Ship (TNT)
CNSP confirmed WEM will be host ship for 25-27Apr pier side filming. Coordinating with CNSP, WEM &
NBSD. CHINFO/OI-6 to visit set onboard during TLS shoot.
- Received request for scout of Naval Weapons Station Seal beach ISO Ep 312. Coordinating with NWSSB
PAO.
- Coordinating SECNAV visit to TLS studios 12Apr.
- Received Ep 312 script, NAVINFOWEST currently reviewing. Currently filming Ep 311.

Splash (PBS Kids)
- OI-6 coordinating meeting with Navy Recruiting marketing next week.
“Splash" is a co-production between Jim Henson Company, Herschend Enterprises and PBS Kids
premiering fall 2016 on PBS Kids. Program has two year on-air commitment of 40 half-hour episodes per
season. Target audience is ages 4-7. Educational/entertaining ocean-science related stories told will
communicate core ideas to include diversity, interconnectedness/conservation, individuality and the
celebration of science and learning. NAVINFO West in communication with Jim Henson Co. to develop
ways to communicate the importance of US. Navy’s significant positive contributions to ocean-science and
the marine environment world-wide. Conducted conference call with Jim Henson Co. 16Mar.

NCIS NOLA (CBS)
- Reviewed script of #222. Navy CS character depicted trying to help her mother escape a domestic

abusive relationship. NAVINFO West project officer to travel to NOLA 28-31Mar in support of filming
onboard MSC ship USNS Yano. Scene to be filmed onboard Yano to depict CS character’s ship CO
discussing the Deployed Resiliency Counseling Program with NCIS characters. PAA addendum
complete, routing in progress. Official CNIC DRC informational tri-fold to be featured as a piece of
evidence in the episode.

- NAVINFO West working closely with showrunner and writers to develop season finale, episode #224,
showcasing the capabilities of US. Navy ships in Maritime Interdiction Operations. NAVINFOWEST
held conference calls with SURFPAC, AIRPAC and NCIS NOLA staffs to discuss possible surface/aviation
support via NBSD and NASNI. Standing by for episode outline from NCIS NOLA writers.

- Reviewed script of #223. Navy Diver character accidentally killed while night diving off the coast of
Louisiana. Throughout NCIS investigation, diver character is shown to be a model Sailor and citizen.
(No USN resources requested ISO production)

Chopped (Food Network)
- SECNAV PA staff received request for a C81 assigned to SECNAV dining facility to appear/compete for
cash prize in unofficial, non-uniform capacity. NAVINFO West determined no DoD PAA required for
show appearance and advised to route request IAW MILPERSMAN 5370-010.
- Secondary request to gather prerecorded broll of C81 at work, in uniform as part of show's standard
background story for contestants. Conferring with stakeholders to determine appropriate COA to approve
or decline.

Mega Shippers (Discovery) (CANX)
Concept approved for episode to showcase UNREP off coast of SoCal during week of 21Mar. Hour-long
episode will capture perspectives from both supply ship and replenished warships, demonstrating
specialized evolution and the personnel involved. Coordinated through CNAP/LCSRON/C3F/MSC.
PAA completed. Production team, due to deadline and scheduling conflicts, cancelled the production.
BackZBack Productions has mentioned they would like to try and film for season two.

)AY LENO’S GARAGE
Conf call held, O3Mar, with ESG-3, NAVINFO West, and Leno production staff to discuss prelim ACU-S
site visit and proposal for episode showcasing LCAC engineering/capabilities with transit to and from
amphibious ship off SoCal coast. One day of filming scheduled for 09May. Coordinating through
SURFPAC, ESG3 and ACU-S. PAA signed.

REMEMBER PEARL HARBOR (PBS)
PA request submitted for a local company to gather drone footage of USS ARIZONA and USS MISSOURI.
Footage is for a documentary that will be shown during 75th Pearl Harbor Anniversary weekend.
IBPHH PAO is coordinating FAA approval. Details for filming request being finalized prior to PAA
being submitted.



NCIS [CBS]
- Reviewed script of #305. Minimal Navy/Doll depiction. Episode a continuation of #303 storyline. [No

USN resources requested ISO production]
- Reviewed script of #304. Marine Corps character's family defends against home invasion. CBS

working with White House staff to feature First Lady as herself highlighting the merits of loining
Forces program. NAVINFO West not involved with White House coordination, NAVINFO/OSD notes
sent to writers for incorporation. [No USN resources requested ISO production]

- Reviewed script of #303. Minimal Navy/Dot} depiction. Episode to be centered around a previous
criminal put away by the "NCIS" team escaping from prison. (No USN resources requested ISCI
production)

WW
Top Gun 2 [Paramount Pictures]
[NNTR)

Come Hell or High Water/Battle of Leyte GulfWWII/1M
(NNTR)

IMAK SEAPDWERXK2 COM
Update brief 10Feb in LA [NNTR]

(SUNNY TIME [Outdoor Channel]
Received and forwarded to 080 Dave Evans for review. Navy will forward addendum when show
proposals are decided as the Army has lead on FAA. Request was forwarded to SURFPAC, 3rd Flt and
ESQ-3 to figure ship's schedules and coordinate possible gun-shoot and embarking for film crew. [NNTR]

Mysteries at the Museum/USNA [Travel Channel]
Broll request to film USNA Museum artifacts approved for filming on 2'1Mar. Coordinating through USNA
public affairs. FAA signed. Awaiting rough cut.

Mysteries at the Museum/ National Naval Aviation Museum [Travel Channel}
B-roll shot at Pensacola's National Naval Aviation Museum on 22 Feb [50 episode showcasing mystery of L-B
blimp that disappeared in 1942. Coordinated through Aviation Museum. FAA signed. Awaiting rough cut.
[NNTR]

Mysteries at the Museum/National Naval Aviation Museum {TravelChannel}
B-roll captured, '16Nov, at Pensacola's National Naval Aviation Museum [50 episode that will tell story of
Vietnam-era POW. USN aviator Deter Dengler. FAA signed. Coordinated through NHHC and Aviation
Museum. Rough cut reviewed. 15 Mar. No issues. Awaiting air date. [NNTR]

NCIS [Actual] [loco-Series proposal [CBS News]
NAVINFD West delivered draft FAA to 01-6. FAA signed. FAA cites NCIS Communications Director as DoD
Project Officer lead. (NNTR)

(b) (4)



How to Build a Rocket Ship [Discovery]
Awaiting rough cut. No air date confirmed.
New sci/tech docu-series that focuses on one piece of equipment or technology per
episode and explain how it works through SME interviews and engineering breakdown.
- Army FAA signed. Navy addendum signed ISO LCAC episode.
- Three members from ACU-S [craft master and 2 engineers] provided oil-camera interviews,
9Dec, to discuss LCAC mission/capabilities.
- Coordinated, escorted LEAC b—roll opportunities with ACU-S on 28]an. [NNTR]

American Rifleman [Outdoor Channel]
Broll supported on ]BPHH and Ford Island, 14-15Mar, to support episode discussing weaponry used during
WI Pacific battles. Coordinated through [E PHH. FAA signed. Awaiting rough cut.

Years ofLiving Dangerously (Natfieo — Season 2 /Season 1 was Showtime]
OI-fi/Newsdesk coordinated initial discussion of request for interview and b-roll assistance ISO
climate change documentary series.
- Newsdeslt Info Paper provided, OTDec, giving snapshot of desired b-roll and interviews such as:
ASN McGinn interview in Hampton Roads; Green Fleet; Makin Island/USS America hybrid systems;
- No filming dates requested or planned. Series expects to air in Fall 2016.
- NAVINFO West has yet to receive formal request or contact from production company. [N NTR]

WW1] Mega Structures [PBS]
Docu-series tells story of the biggest battleships the Japanese ever built during WWII and the
challenges they posed to the US Navy tasked with destroying them. Coordinating assistance
through NHHC to support archival b-roll and historical SME interviews. Filming completed, Oct 20.
FAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. [N NTR]

Warrior Games 20 15 (Universal Sports]
Documentary that follows active, reserve, retired and veteran Wounded Warriors participating in the
2015 Warrior Games in Quantico VA 19-28 ]un. This particular feature will follow the basketball games
between services. Marine Corps liaison office has lead and an approved PAA by OSD. Navy PAA
addendum signed covering b-roll footage for coverage and interviews as applicable. [NNTR]

Hello Goodbye [Travel Channel}
Docu-series that interviews people coming and going through national airports. Enlisted Sailor in
uniform interviewed with family members in Charlotte airport while enroute to San Diego for A-
school. General Navy topics discussed [why he joined, what to expect in the Fleet, etc]. No DPSEC
violations. No issues. Army adding Navy to OSD PAA. Rough cut reviewed, 10Aug. Awaiting air date.
[NNTR]

Impossible Engineering (Discovery)
Proposal to film Virginia-class sub at Electric Boat ISO episode that will highlight Virginia-class sub
capabilities, while respecting inherent security policies. Broll captured, BFeb, with SUBLANT PA escort.
PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut-eapected to be delivered in next two weeks. Air date scheduled for 04May
at 2100 [EST].

MightyShips [Discovery Canada]/Continuing Promise '15
USNS Comfort ISO {IF-15 mission. Rough cut received, 28 Oct. Feedback provided from C4F, MSCHQ
and embarked COMFORT PAO. All notes delivered to Mighty Ships, 2Nov. Awaiting air date. [NNTR]



Mike Rowe's "Somehody's Gotta Do It" [CNN]: CVN-74STENNIS
NAWNFOWEST personnel escorted Mike Rowe and SGDI crew during 28-301111 onhoard CVN-74 for
filming of episode. NAVINFOWEST and stakeholders working with producers to provide accurate
voiceover content. Reviewed rough cut. Expected to air as an entire episode, potentially as Season 4
premiere, in the early Spring. [NNTR]

Hell Below [Smithsonian]
Docu-series exploring WWI-era submarine warfare. Letter ofAssistance provided supporting use
of DoD archival imagery. Coordinating support through NHHC and Nautilus Museum. Rough cut
received, DQDec. No issues. Awaiting air date. [NNTR]

Happening [HBO]/Redford Center Productions
Documentarythat discusses Navy's Green Fleet initiatives andAMERICA's hybridpropulsion system.
Rough cut: late February 2016. Air date: Spring 2016. [NNTR]

leopardy! [Sony]
Quinr show Clue Crew team captured b-roll of USNS Comfort, 230ct, for use during a future
episode's "video clue" segment. Coordinated support through MSC-HQ. PAA signed. Awaiting air
date. [NNTR]

WhatHistory Forgot [American HeroesChannel]
PAA signed authorizing, 14Nov, h-roll at Navy Yard and Navy Museum in support of episode focusing on
USS Kirk's role during Operation Eagle Pull's humanitarian evac mission. Coordinated through NHHC.
Rough cut reviewed. Awaiting air date. [NNTR]

D4Dct201 5 - "Air Warriors: Prowler/Growler" [Smithsonian Channel)
ht_tp: g fimvwsmithsoniancharmelcomfishows zair-warriors/orowler—erowleri1003487{3418203
17]un2[}15 - "Vital Signs w/ Sanjay Gupta" [CNN]
llll um II III 11'! .il I I h . III lll_..!.ll -- II
25May2015 - "The Homefront: Stories of Service: CMDCM ofWayne E Meyer" [PBS]
h : video. hs.or video 23654B'I435
25May2015 - "Rachael Ray: Armed Forces Cook-Off" [Syndicated]
http:/jnwrachaeh'azshownom[celehsl'19024 an armed forces cook off to honor our veteransz
21May2015 - "Mike Rowe's Somehody's Gotta Dolt" [CNN]
11 s: W. outuhe.com watch?v=LUVtLUtXl 1
1 1Nov2014 - "Navyr SEALS: Their Untold Stories"[PBS]
l «2.! l ,1 TZSEESEEUZC

ZIDct 20 14 - "Makers: Women in War" [PBS]
h : www.makerscom doclm1enta womeninwar
DGIulyZDI-‘i - "Empowerment Project ADM Michelle Howar " [IndieFlin]
hfipsi {www.goumhecomzwatchhzssEklEEfiHHg
04]uly2014 - "Urban Oasis: USS Constitution" [HG’I‘V]
ht_tp. II (videoshgflcomgvideogogglering-flie-uss-constitution—D2 12583
16May2014 - "Godzilla" [Warner Bros]
WWW
22Apr2014 - "Rise of the Machines: Aircraft Carrier" [History Channel]
h . 5: www. outuhecom watclflsaElr N 1G Zk
10]an2i]14 - "Lone Sunrivor" [Film 44]
WW
17Nov2013 - "Bizarre Foods w/ Andrew Zimmern: USS Arlington" [Travel Channel]
http: Z [wmvtravelchanneLcom[shows/bizarre-foods Ivid_eo 1'tour-uss-arlington
290d2013 - "How We Got to Now: USS Asheville" [BBC]

110ct2013 - "Captain Phillips" [Sony]
h s: w. outuhe.com watch?v= SASoBrFGlc



09Aug20'1 3 - "Planes " [Disney]
httns:/fmvvv.facebookcom(NAVINFDWESTfivideosfivbflQZALQ-tl-OLISB’?Z101523655774043681.Mezflzfli
ELF
27Feb20 13 - "Inside: 2 1st Century Warship" {NatGeo}
h s: W. outube.co1n watchW=XUAM 1TP7bc
13May2012 - "Battleship"[Universal]
Mil'mvwfacebookconi NAWNFOW’EST videos vb.89249404367 10 1523682 10999368 .
m
22DtO1 D - " Pirate Hunters: USN" [Spike]
h s: W. outube.coin watc11?v='FET'2MRGOvv
031n12007- "Transformers" (Dreamworks)

FOX Sports
Fox Sports provided year-long approach to salute the troops broadcast events- Forwarded to 01-6 for
review/socialize with OSD conceptually. [NMTR]

PERSUNNEL

(b) (5)
RESERVE UNIT

(b) (5)



NAVINFOWEST Weekly Report
01 Apr 16

Updated Items in Blue

***NEW FEATURE — WEB LINKS TO RECENT FLEET VIDEOS ON DEMAND INSIDE***

HOLLYWOOD to the NAVY [AAR]
Significant leveraging opportunities gained from HTTN ZfiMar are as follows:
'1] Immediate Development Potential:
- Adam Fierro, Co-Executive Producer on SHOOTER (USA, premiers ldlul] expressed specific
interest in new 5" rounds being used by the USN. There is opportunity to showcase new
ammunition and gunnery technology developed by the USN in dialog this season.
- Andy Dahm, Feature Film Producer expressed specific interest in EOD capabilities for a film he is
currently developing. Formerly of Red Wagon Entertainment, he is new independent, and working
on two projects with CAA attached to package.
2] Intermediate Term Development Potential:
- Adam Foshko, Head of Story at Activision sees a place for integrating USN tactics into
Activision Studios products once the studio is fully up and rtmning, likely end of summer.
- loe Sacks, Consulting Producer on NCIS: LA is interested in brining LCS MIW missions to the show
next season.
3) Long Term Development Prospects:
- Ioe Sachs, in addition to his position at NCIS: LA, he is actively developing future TV projects for
the 2016—17 network development season. Recommend including him on future visits and
opportunities to support his inclusion of USN themes and stories within any new pilots.
- Kimberly Barrante is a Blacklist featured screenwriter who has recently become a go -to for feature
film reunites. She is actively pursuing her own projects, and specifically saw this visit [and others like it] as
a means to increase her expertise before pitching in the fall 2016 development cycle.

NCIS NOLAHIBS]
- NAWNFO West project officer travelled to NOLA 28-3 1Mar in support of filming episode #222 onboard

MSC ship USNS Yano. Filmed scenes from episode 222-45 onboard USNS YANO in Violet, Louisiana on
BUMar. Scenes depicted NCIS character discussing the Navy's Deployed Resiliency Counselor program
with the ship C0 character onboard the ship. Overall, episode is centered on a Navy CS character
depicted trying to help her mother escape a domestic abusive relationship. NAVINFOWEST Project
Officer working with MSC HQ/ MSC Atlantic to facilitate production company reimbursement of any
contract mariner overtime incurred as a direct result ofproduction support.

BDMar SOE onboard USNS YANG:
- 0930-1330: Prepped ship spaces for filming
- 1200: Cast/crew welcome/safety brief with ship Captain
- 1330-1530: Filmed exterior bridge wing scene
- 1600-1800: Filmed interior galley scene
- 1800-1930: Wrap/clean up

- Reviewed outline of #2 24. Following conference calls with AIRPAC/SURFPAC/Coast Guard, NCIS, NCIS
NOLA writers developed story based on USCG assets supporting maritime interdiction in the
Mississippi river against a corrupt DHS agent. [No USN resources requested ISO production]

- Reviewed script of #2 23. Navy Diver character accidentally killed while night diving off the coast
of Louisiana. Throughout NCIS investigation, diver character is shown to be a model Sailor and
citizen. [No USN resources requested ISO production)



 
  

 
BOLO:  Ricky Schroeder’s “The Fighting Season”: Soldier Edition 
Navy declined to support docu-series on Direct TV that solicits raw battlefield footage from service 
members in a variety of conflicts to develop stories which could compromise Navy and DoD TTPs.  
Website offers monetary compensation to military members who submit footage (like America’s 
Funniest Home Videos).  This type imagery did not clear public release, was not authorized and may 
violate standing general orders.  Briefed OI-6.  OSD has engaged in a rough-cut review PAA with the 
show’s producers.  Briefed OSD Navy is not supporting at this time pending CI guidance.  
NAVINFOWEST advises PAOs/commands not to engage or support.  Website is thefightingseason.com.   
 
SECNAV “The Last Ship” Visit (CANX) 
SECNAV PAO request set visit with TNT “The Last Ship” cast/crew 12Apr.  Coord with writers and 
senior officials.  No line available.  Visit cancelled.  
 
Breakthrough (NATGEO) 
Met with Executive Producers of breakthrough and conducted conference call with SMEs from 
SURFPAC.  Treatment forwarded to SURFPAC PAO and OI-6. 
"Breakthrough" is exec-produced by Ron Howard and Brain Grazer and features top-tier star power 
as episodes delve into cutting-edge innovations that are addressing critical, real-world issues. 
Season 2 will air 19Nov16.  Coordinating research visit in San Diego with SURFPAC and SMWDC 
SMEs.  Website: http://breakthrough.nationalgeographic.com/ 
 
Hunter Killer (Update) 
CDR Kerr coord scout for talent/director late April and technical scout 14-15Apr for 
designer/technical. 
Coordinating security requirements and schedules. 
Original Films/Millenium confirmed 55-day production schedule beginning on 25Jul in London, 
Bulgaria and Pearl Harbor.  Updating the PAA for CHINFO/OSD. 

 
The Last Ship (TNT) 

CNSP confirmed WEM will be host ship for 25-27Apr pier side filming.  Coordinating with CNSP, WEM & 
NBSD. CHINFO/OI-6 to visit set onboard during TLS shoot. 
- Received request for single-day filming at Naval Air Station North Island ISO Ep 313 to 
film concurrently with NBSD/WEM shoot.  Coordinating with CNAP & NASNI PAO. 
- Received Ep 313 script, NAVINFOWEST currently reviewing.  Currently filming Ep 312. 
 
Splash (PBS Kids) 

- OI-6 coordinating meeting with Navy Recruiting marketing next week. 
“Splash” is a co-production between Jim Henson Company, Herschend Enterprises and PBS Kids 
premiering fall 2016 on PBS Kids.   Program has two year on-air commitment of 40 half-hour episodes per 
season.  Target audience is ages 4-7.  Educational/entertaining ocean-science related stories told will 
communicate core ideas to include diversity, interconnectedness/conservation, individuality and the 
celebration of science and learning.  NAVINFO West in communication with Jim Henson Co. to develop 
ways to communicate the importance of U.S. Navy’s significant positive contributions to ocean-science and 
the marine environment world-wide.  Conducted conference call with Jim Henson Co. 16Mar. 
 
Chopped (Food Network) 
- SECNAV PA staff received request for a CS1 assigned to SECNAV dining facility to appear/compete for 
cash prize in unofficial, non-uniform capacity.  NAVINFO West determined no DoD PAA required for 
show appearance and advised to route request IAW MILPERSMAN 5370-010.  
- Secondary request to gather prerecorded broll of CS1 at work, in uniform as part of show's standard 
background story for contestants.  Conferring with stakeholders to determine appropriate COA to approve 
or decline.    
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BOLO: Ricky Schroeder’s “The Fighting Season”: Soldier Edition
Navy declined to support docu-series on Direct TV that solicits raw battlefield footage from service
members in a variety of conflicts to develop stories which could compromise Navy and DoD TTPs.
Website offers monetary compensation to military members who submit footage (like America’s
Funniest Home Videos). This type imagery did not clear public release, was not authorized and may
violate standing general orders. Briefed 01-6. OSD has engaged in a rough-cut review PAA with the
show’s producers. Briefed OSD Navy is not supporting at this time pending CI guidance.
NAVINFOWEST advises PAOs/commands not to engage or support. Website is thefightingseason.com.

SECNAV “The Last Ship” Visit (CANX)
SECNAV PAO request set visit with TNT "The Last Ship" cast/crew 12Apr. Coord with writers and
senior officials. No line available. Visit cancelled.

Breakthrough (NATGEO)
Met with Executive Producers of breakthrough and conducted conference call with SMEs from
SURFPAC. Treatment forwarded to SURFPAC PAO and 01-6.
"Breakthrough" is exec-produced by Ron Howard and Brain Grazer and features top-tier star power
as episodes delve into cutting-edge innovations that are addressing critical, real-world issues.
Season 2 will air 19Nov16. Coordinating research visit in San Diego with SURFPAC and SMWDC
SMEs. Website: http: [ ZbreakthroughnationalgeographiccomZ

Hunter Killer (Update)
CDR Kerr coord scout for talent/director late April and technical scout 14-15Apr for
designer/technical.
Coordinating security requirements and schedules.
Original Films/Millenium confirmed 55-day production schedule beginning on 25]ul in London,
Bulgaria and Pearl Harbor. Updating the PAA for CHINFO/OSD.

The Last Ship (TNT)
CNSP confirmed WEM will be host ship for 25-27Apr pier side filming. Coordinating with CNSP, WEM &
NBSD. CHINFO/OI-6 to visit set onboard during TLS shoot.
- Received request for single-day filming at Naval Air Station North Island ISO Ep 313 to
film concurrently with NBSD/WEM shoot. Coordinating with CNAP & NASNI PAO.
- Received Ep 313 script, NAVINFOWEST currently reviewing. Currently filming Ep 312.

Splash (PBS Kids)
- 01-6 coordinating meeting with Navy Recruiting marketing next week.
“Splash” is a co-production between Jim Henson Company, Herschend Enterprises and PBS Kids
premiering fall 2016 on PBS Kids. Program has two year on-air commitment of 40 half-hour episodes per
season. Target audience is ages 4-7. Educational/entertaining ocean-science related stories told will
communicate core ideas to include diversity, interconnectedness/conservation, individuality and the
celebration of science and learning. NAVINFO West in communication with Jim Henson Co. to develop
ways to communicate the importance of US. Navy’s significant positive contributions to ocean-science and
the marine environment world-wide. Conducted conference call with Jim Henson Co. 16Mar.

Chopped (Food Network)
- SECNAV PA staff received request for a CS1 assigned to SECNAV dining facility to appear/compete for
cash prize in unofficial, non-uniform capacity. NAVINFO West determined no DoD PAA required for
show appearance and advised to route request IAW MILPERSMAN 5370-010.
- Secondary request to gather prerecorded broll of C81 at work, in uniform as part of show's standard
background story for contestants. Conferring with stakeholders to determine appropriate COA to approve
or decline.



IAY LEN0'5 GARAGE
[2o call held, 03Mar, with ESG-3, NAVINFO West, and Leno production staff to discuss prelim ACU-5
site visit and proposal for episode showcasing LCAC engineering/capabilities with transit to and from
amphibious ship off SoCal coast. fine day of filming scheduled for 09May. Coordinating through
SURFPAC, E503 and ACU-S. PAA signed.

REMEMBER PEARL HARBOR [PBS]
PA request submitted for a local company to gather drone footage of USS ARIZONA and USS MISSOURI.
Footage is for a documentary that will be shown during 75th Pearl Harbor Anniversary weekend.
IBPHH PAD is coordinating FAA approval. Details forfilming request being finalized prior to PAA
being submitted.

NCIS (CBS)
- Reviewed script of #305. Minimal Navy/Don depiction. Episode a continuation of #303 storyline. (No

USN resources requested ISO production]
- Reviewed script of #304. Marine Corps character’s family defends against home invasion. CBS
working with White House staff to feature First Lady as herself highlighting the merits of Ioining
Forces program. NAVlNFO West not involved with White House coordination, NAVINFO/OSD notes
sent to writers for incorporation. [No USN resources requested ISO production]

- Reviewed script of #303. Minimal Navy/Doll depiction. Episode to be centered around a previous
criminal put away by the "NCIS" team escaping from prison. (No USN resources requested ISO
production) [NNTR]

Top Gun 2 [Paramount Pictures]
[NNTR]

Come Hell or High Water/Battle of Leyte Gulf WWII/[MAX
[NNTR]

[MAX SEAPOWER/KZ COM
Update brief 10Feb in LA. [NNTR]

GUNNY TIME (Outdoor Channel]
Received and forwarded to 08]) Dave Evans for review. Navy will forward addendum when show
proposals are decided as the Army has lead on PAA ESG-3 and 3rd Fleet schedules reflect a potential live-
fire exercise on-board an LHD in early lune for filming

Mysteries at the Museum/USNA [Travel Channel]
Broll request to film USNA Museum artifacts approved for filming on '21Mar. Coordinating through USNA
public affairs. PAA signed. AWaiting rough cut. [NNTR]

Mysteries at the Museum/ National Naval Aviation Museum (Travel Channel]
B-roll shot at Pensacola‘s National Naval Aviation Museum on 22Feb ISO episode showcasing mystery of L-B
blimp that disappeared in 1942. Coordinated through Aviation Museum. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut.
[NNTR]

Mysteries at the Museum/National Naval Aviation Museum [Travel Channel]
B-roll captured, 16Nov, at Pensacola's National Naval Aviation Museum ISO episode that will tell story of
Vietnam-era POW, USN aviator Deter Dengler. PAA signed. Coordinated through NHHC and Aviation
Museum. Rough cut reviewed, 15Mar. No issues. Awaiting air date. [NNTR]



NCIS [Actual] Docu-Series proposal (CBS News]
NAVINFO West delivered draft FAA to 01-6. FAA signed. FAA cites NCIS Communications Director as DoD
Project Officer lead. [NNTR]

How to Build a Rocket Ship (Discovery)
Awaiting rough cut. No air date confirmed
New sci/tech docu-series that focuses on one piece of equipment or technology per
episode and explain how it works through SME interviews and engineering breakdown.
- Army FAA signed. Navy addendum signed ISO LCAC episode.
- Three members from ACU-S [craft master and 2 engineers) provided on-caniera interviews,
9Dec, to discuss LCAC Inission/capabilities.
- Coordinated, escorted LCAC b-roll opportunities with ACU-E on EBlan. [NNTR]

American Riflenlan [Dntdoor Channel]
Broll supported on [BPHH and Ford Island, 14-15Mar, to support episode discussing weaponry used during
WWI Pacific battles. Coordinated through IBFI—IH. FAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. [NNTFJ

Years ofLiving Dangerously [NatGeo — Season 2 /Season 1 was Showtime]
Ell—6/Newsdesk coordinated initial discussion of request for interview and b-roll assistance ISO
climate change documentaiy series.
- Newsdeslt Info Paper provided, GTDec, giving snapshot of desired b-roll and interviews such as:
ASN McGinn interview in Hampton Roads,- Green Fleet; Makin Island/USS America hybrid systems;
- No filming dates requested or planned. Series expects to air in Fall 20 16.
- NAVINFG West has yet to receive formal request or contact from production company. [N NTR]

WWII Mega Structures [PBS]
[loco-series tells story of the biggest battleships the Japanese ever built during WWII and the
challenges they posed to the US Navy tasked with destroying them. Coordinating assistance
through NHHC to support archival b-roll and historical SME interviews. Filming completed, Oct 20.
FAA signed- Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR]

Warrior Games 2015 [Universal Sports}
Documentary that follows active, reserve, retired and veteran Wounded Warriors participating in the
2015 Warrior Games in Quantico VA 19-28 Inn. This particular feature will follow the basketball games
between services. Marine Corps liaison office has lead and an approved FAA by 03D. Navy FAA
addendum signed covering b-roll footage for coverage and interviews as applicable. [NNTR]

Hello Goodbye [Travel Channel}
[loco-series that interviews people coming and going through national airports. Enlisted Sailor in
uniform interviewed with family members in Charlotte airport while enroute to San Diego for A-
school. General Navy topics discussed [why he joined, what to expect in the Fleet, etc.) N o DFSEC
violations or issues. Army adding Navy to FAA. Rough cut reviewed lflAug, awaiting air date. [NNTR]



Impossible Engineering [Discovery]
Rough cut received, 30Mar. SUBLANT and NAVINFO West reviewing cut. With SUBIANT PA escort, brol]
captured, BFeb, of Virginia-class sub under construction, USS Coronado, housed at GDEE. Virginia-class
portion episode segment highlights innovative features, while respecting inherent security policies. Full
episode discusses variety of Navy/non-Naw submarine engineering topics. PAA signed. Air date scheduled
for 04May on Discovery Channel at 2100 [EST].

MightyShips (Discoveryr Canada]/Continuing Promise '15
USNS Comfort ISO CP-15 mission. Rough cut received, 28 Oct. Feedback provided from C4F, MSCHQ
and embarked COMFORT PAO. All notes delivered to Mighty Ships, ZNov. Awaiting air date. [NN‘I'R]

Mike Rowe's "Somebody's Gotta Do It" [CNN]: CVN-T4S'I‘ENNIS
NAVI NFOWEST persormel escorted Mike Rowe and SGDI crew during 28-30]ul onboard DIN-74 for
filming of episode. NAWNFOWEST and stakeholders working with producers to provide accurate
voiceover content. Reviewed rough cut. Expected to air as an entire episode, potentially as Season 4
premiere, in the early Spring. [NNTR]

Hell Below [Smithsonian]
Docu-series exploring WWII-era submarine warfare. Letter ofAssistance provided supporting use
of DoD archival imagery. Coordinating support through NHHC and Nautilus Museum. Rough cut
received, 09Dec. No issues. Awaiting air date. [NNTR]

Happening [HBO]/Redford Center Productions
Documentarythat discusses Navy's Green Fleet initiatives andAMERICA's hybrid propulsion system.
Rough cut: late February 2016. Air date: Spring 2016. [NNTR]

leopardy! [Sony]
Quizr show Clue Crew team captured b-roll of USNS Comfort, 23 Oct, for use during a future
episode's "video clue" segment. Coordinated support through MSG-HQ. PAA signed. Awaiting air
date. [NNTR]

WhatHistory Forgot [American HeroesChannel]
PAA signed authorising, 14Nov, b-roll at Navy Yard and Navy Museum in support ofepisode focusing on
USS Kirk's role during Operation Eagle Pull's humanitarian evac mission. Coordinated through NHHC.
Rough cut reviewed. Awaiting air date. [NNTR]

040ct20 1 5 - "Air Warriors: Prowler/Growler" [Smithsonian Channel]
ht_tp:£(wwwsmidisonianchannelcomzshowsfair-warriorslnrowler--grow1erf10034878418203
17lun2015- "Vital Signs w/ Sanjay Gupta" [CNN]

25May2015- "The Homefront: Stories of Service. CMDCM of Wayne E Meyer" [PBS]
WWW.
25May2015 - "Rachael Ray: Armed Forces Cook-Off" [Syndicated]
ht_tp:g {wrachaeh‘agshowcom[celebs119024 an armed forces cook off to honor our veterans[
21May2015 - "Mike Rowe's Somebody's Gotta Dolt" [CNN]
ht_tps: Z {www.goutubecomg watch?v=LUVtLOtXl 1g;
11Nov2014 - "Navyr SEALs: Their Untold Stories"[PBS]
ht_tp:g fivideopbsnrglvideo Z 23 653 59070
ZlOct 2014 - "Makers: Women in War" [PBS]
h : wwwnlakerscom documen womeninwar
06]ulv2 01 4 - "Empowerment Project: ADM Michelle Howard" [IndieFlis]
WHEELER
04]uly2014- "Urban Oasis: USS Constitution" [HGTV]



22Apr2014 - "Rise of the Machines: Aircraft Carrier" [History Channel]
h . s: W. outube.con1 watcli?v=M29 N1 G Zk
11]]an20 14 - "Lone Survivor" [Film 44)
h s: W. outube.con1 watch?v= oLFk4 K RM
17Nov2013 - "Bizarre Foods vv/ Andrew Zimmern: USS Arlington" [Travel Channel]
hfl: ( (f 1luvvmt.trarvelcliannelcom Z shows (bizarre-toods Lvideo (tour-uss-ar1ington
290ct2013 - "How We Got to Now: USS Asheville" [BBC]
httDJ/tcnordiccomfvideof'r‘v=499 160
1 1OtG1 3 - " Captain Phillips" [Sony]
MMWW
09Aug20 1 3- "Planes" [Disney]

1". b k.

27Feb20 13 - "Inside: 2 1st Century Warship" [NatGeo]
WWW
18May20 1 2- "Battleship"[Universal]

.53. b k.
eater
220ct2010 - " Pirate Hunters: USN" (Spike)

OSJuIZOfl 7 - "Transformers" [Drean1works)
h s: wmvfacebookcorn NAir'lNFOWEST videos vb.89249404367 10152365562034368 . e=2&ti1

W
FOX Sports
Fox Sports provided year-long approach to salute the troops broadcast events. Forwarded to 01-6 for
review/socialize with USU conceptually. [NNTR]

W—
(more)

“W

Working SUBPAC visit for April 29. Next HTTN is THE) May.

PERSONNEL

(b) (6)
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NAVINFOWEST Weekly Report
[)8 Apr16

Updated items in Blue

***NEW FEATURE — WEB LINKS TO RECENT FLEET VIDEOS ON DEMAND INSIDE***

NCIS NOLA{CBS)
Filmed scenes from episode 222-45 onboard USNS YANG in Violet, Louisiana on SDMar. Scenes
depicted NCIS character discussing the Navy's Deployed Resiliency Counselor program with the ship
CD character onboard the ship. NAVINFOWEST Project Officer working with MSC HQ/MSC Atlantic to
facilitate production company reimbursement of any contract mariner overtime incurred as a direct
result of productionsupport.

Breakthrough (NATGED)
NAVINFD West escorted [So-executive producer and production manager to SD RFPAC HQ and USS
ESSEX [LHD-Z] on EAPR to meet with EU RFPAC PA and SMEs to discuss surface community
participation in round table discussion format.

Next Steps:
- Work w/ SURFPAC to identify potential live-fire/simulated LSF opportunities
- Work w/ SURFPAC/ONR to identify potential LAWS/rail gun testing
- Evaluate/coordinate research visits/'PHDNCONs with ONR/NRL/NPS RSzD teams working on
drone/drone defense technology.

"Breakthrough" is exec-produced by Ron Howard and Brain Grazer and features top-tier star
power as episodes delve into cutting-edge innovations that are addressing critical, real-world
issues.
Season 2 will air 19Nov16. Website: ht_tp:g Zbreakthroughnationalgeographiccomg

(b) (4)

BOLD: Ricky Schroeder's “The Fighting Season": Soldier Edition
Navy declined to support docu-series on Direct TV that solicits raw battlefield footage from service
members in a variety of conflicts to develop stories which could compromise Navy and DoD TTPs.
Website offers monetary compensation to military members who submit footage [like America's
Funniest Home Videos]. This type imagery did not clear public release, was not authorised and may
violate standing general orders. Briefed 01-6. 05D has engaged in a rough-cut review FAA with the
show's producers. Briefed DSD Navy is not supporting at this time pending Cl guidance.
NAVINFOWEST advises PAOs/conunands not to engage or support. Website is thefightingseason.com.

Hunter Killer (Update)
- CDR Kerr coord scout for talent/director late April and technical scout 14-15Apr for
designerftechnical. Coordinating security requirements and schedules.
- Original Films/Millenium confirmed 55-day production schedule beginning on 251111 in
London, Bulgaria and Pearl Harbor. Updating the PM for CHINFO/DSD.



The Last Ship (TNT)
VADM Rowden scheduled 25Apr for EPK filming with TNT.
CNSP confirmed WEM will be host ship for 25-2 TApr pier side filming. Coordinating with CNSP, WEM 3a
NBSD. CHINFO/DI-fi to visit set onboard diu'ing TLS shoot.
- Received request for single-day filming at Naval Air Station North Island [80 Ep 3 13 to
film concurrently with NBSD/WEM shoot. Coordinating with CNAP 3:. NASNI PAO.
- Received Ep 313 script, NAVINFOWEST currently reviewing. Currently filming Ep 312.
- Marketing meeting for Season Three premiere and rollout with TNT Atlanta reps scheduled 29Apr in
Burbank.

Splash [PBS Kids)
01-6 coordinating meeting with Navy Recruiting marketing nextweek.
"Splash" is a co-production between Jim Henson Company, Herschend Enterprises and PBS Kids
premiering fall 2016 on PBS Kids. Program has two year on-air commitment of 4D half-hour episodes per
season. Target audience is ages 4-7. Educafional/entertaining ocean-science related stories told will
communicate core ideas to include diversity, interconnectedness/conservation, individuality and the
celebration of science and learning. NAVINFO West in communication with Jim Henson Co. to develop
ways to communicate the importance of U.S. Navy's significant positive contributions to ocean-science and
the marine environment world-wide. Conducted conference call with Iim Henson Co. lfiMar.

IAY LENU'S GARAGE
Conf call held, DSMar, with ESG-S, NAVINFO West, and Leno production staff to discuss prelim ACU-
5 site visit and proposal for episode showcasing LCAC engineering]capabilities with transit to and
from amphibious ship off SoCal coast. One day offilming scheduled for OQMay. Coordinating
through SURFPAC, ESG3 and ACU-S- PAA signed.

NCIS (CBS)
- Reviewed script of #305. Minimal Navy/DoD depiction. Episode a continuation of #303 storyline. [No

USN resources requested ISO production]
- Reviewed script of #304. Marine Corps character's family defends against home invasion. CBS
working with White House staff to feature First Lady as herself highlighting the merits of Joining
Forces program. NAVINFO West not involved with White House coordination, NAVINFO/USD
notes sent to writers for incorporation. [No USN resources requested ISO production)
[NNTR]

Top Gun 2 [Paramount Pictures)
[NNTR]

Come Hell or High Water/Battle of Leyte Gulf WWII/[MAX
[NNTR]

[MAX SEAPDWER/KZ CUM
Update brief scheduled 19Apr. Planning in process for SUBPAC filming support in Pearl Harbor
early May.

REMEMBER PEARL HARBOR (PBS)
PA request submitted for a local company to gather drone footage of USS ARIZONA and USS
MISSOURI. Footage is for a documentary that will be shown during 75th Pearl Harbor Anniversary
weekend.
IBPHH PAD is coordinating FAA approval. Details for filming request being finalized prior to FAA
being submitted. [NNTR]



GUNNY TIME (Outdoor Channel) 
Received and forwarded to OSD Dave Evans for review.  Navy will forward addendum when show 
proposals are decided as the Army has lead on PAA. ESG-3 and 3rd Fleet schedules reflect a potential live- 
fire exercise on-board an LHD in early June for filming. 

 
Mysteries at the Museum/USNA (Travel Channel) 
Broll request to film USNA Museum artifacts approved for filming on 21Mar. Coordinating through USNA 
public affairs.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
Mysteries at the Museum/ National Naval Aviation Museum (Travel Channel) 
B-roll shot at Pensacola's National Naval Aviation Museum on 22Feb ISO episode showcasing mystery of L-
8 blimp that disappeared in 1942. Coordinated through Aviation Museum.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough 
cut. (NNTR) 

 
Mysteries at the Museum/National Naval Aviation Museum (Travel Channel) 
B-roll captured, 16Nov, at Pensacola's National Naval Aviation Museum ISO episode that will tell story 
of Vietnam-era POW, USN aviator Deter Dengler. PAA signed.  Coordinated through NHHC and Aviation 
Museum.  Rough cut reviewed, 15Mar.  No issues.  Awaiting air date. (NNTR) 

 

NCIS (Actual) Docu-Series proposal (CBS News) 
NAVINFO West delivered draft PAA to OI-6. PAA signed. PAA cites NCIS Communications Director as DoD 
Project Officer lead. (NNTR) 

 

 
 

 
 

  
 

 
How to Build a Rocket Ship (Discovery) 
Awaiting rough cut.  No air date confirmed. 
New sci/tech docu-series that focuses on one piece of equipment or technology per 
episode and explain how it works through SME interviews and engineering 
breakdown. 
- Army PAA signed.  Navy addendum signed ISO LCAC episode. 
- Three members from ACU-5 (craft master and 2 engineers) provided on-camera 
interviews, 9Dec, to discuss LCAC mission/capabilities. 
- Coordinated, escorted LCAC b-roll opportunities with ACU-5 on 28Jan. (NNTR) 

 
American Rifleman (Outdoor Channel) 
Broll supported on JBPHH and Ford Island, 14-15Mar, to support episode discussing weaponry used 
during WWII Pacific battles.  Coordinated through JBPHH.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
Years of Living Dangerously (NatGeo – Season 2/Season 1 was Showtime) 
OI-6/Newsdesk coordinated initial discussion of request for interview and b-roll assistance 
ISO climate change documentary series. 
- Newsdesk Info Paper provided, 07Dec, giving snapshot of desired b-roll and interviews such as: 
ASN McGinn interview in Hampton Roads; Green Fleet; Makin Island/USS America hybrid systems; 
- No filming dates requested or planned. Series expects to air in Fall 2016. 
- NAVINFO West has yet to receive formal request or contact from production company. (NNTR) 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

(b) (4)

(b) (4)

GUNNY TIME (Outdoor Channel) 
Received and forwarded to OSD Dave Evans for review.  Navy will forward addendum when show 
proposals are decided as the Army has lead on PAA. ESG-3 and 3rd Fleet schedules reflect a potential live- 
fire exercise on-board an LHD in early June for filming. 

 
Mysteries at the Museum/USNA (Travel Channel) 
Broll request to film USNA Museum artifacts approved for filming on 21Mar. Coordinating through USNA 
public affairs.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
Mysteries at the Museum/ National Naval Aviation Museum (Travel Channel) 
B-roll shot at Pensacola's National Naval Aviation Museum on 22Feb ISO episode showcasing mystery of L-
8 blimp that disappeared in 1942. Coordinated through Aviation Museum.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough 
cut. (NNTR) 

 
Mysteries at the Museum/National Naval Aviation Museum (Travel Channel) 
B-roll captured, 16Nov, at Pensacola's National Naval Aviation Museum ISO episode that will tell story 
of Vietnam-era POW, USN aviator Deter Dengler. PAA signed.  Coordinated through NHHC and Aviation 
Museum.  Rough cut reviewed, 15Mar.  No issues.  Awaiting air date. (NNTR) 

 

NCIS (Actual) Docu-Series proposal (CBS News) 
NAVINFO West delivered draft PAA to OI-6. PAA signed. PAA cites NCIS Communications Director as DoD 
Project Officer lead. (NNTR) 

 

 
 

 
 

  
 

 
How to Build a Rocket Ship (Discovery) 
Awaiting rough cut.  No air date confirmed. 
New sci/tech docu-series that focuses on one piece of equipment or technology per 
episode and explain how it works through SME interviews and engineering 
breakdown. 
- Army PAA signed.  Navy addendum signed ISO LCAC episode. 
- Three members from ACU-5 (craft master and 2 engineers) provided on-camera 
interviews, 9Dec, to discuss LCAC mission/capabilities. 
- Coordinated, escorted LCAC b-roll opportunities with ACU-5 on 28Jan. (NNTR) 

 
American Rifleman (Outdoor Channel) 
Broll supported on JBPHH and Ford Island, 14-15Mar, to support episode discussing weaponry used 
during WWII Pacific battles.  Coordinated through JBPHH.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
Years of Living Dangerously (NatGeo – Season 2/Season 1 was Showtime) 
OI-6/Newsdesk coordinated initial discussion of request for interview and b-roll assistance 
ISO climate change documentary series. 
- Newsdesk Info Paper provided, 07Dec, giving snapshot of desired b-roll and interviews such as: 
ASN McGinn interview in Hampton Roads; Green Fleet; Makin Island/USS America hybrid systems; 
- No filming dates requested or planned. Series expects to air in Fall 2016. 
- NAVINFO West has yet to receive formal request or contact from production company. (NNTR) 
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GUNNY TIME (Outdoor Channel)
Received and forwarded to OSD Dave Evans for review. Navy will forward addendum when show
proposals are decided as the Army has lead on PAA. ESG-3 and 3rd Fleet schedules reflect a potential live-
fire exercise on-board an LHD in early June for filming.

Mysteries at the Museum/USNA (Travel Channel)
Broll request to film USNA Museum artifacts approved for filming on 21Mar. Coordinating through USNA
public affairs. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

Mysteries at the Museum/ National Naval Aviation Museum (Travel Channel)
B-roll shot at Pensacola's National Naval Aviation Museum on 22Feb ISO episode showcasing mystery of L-
8 blimp that disappeared in 1942. Coordinated through Aviation Museum. PAA signed. Awaiting rough
cut. (NNTR)

Mysteries at the Museum/National Naval Aviation Museum (Travel Channel)
B-roll captured, 16Nov, at Pensacola's National Naval Aviation Museum ISO episode that will tell story
of Vietnam-era POW, USN aviator Deter Dengler. PAA signed. Coordinated through NHHC and Aviation
Museum. Rough cut reviewed, 15Mar. No issues. Awaiting air date. (NNTR)

NCIS (Actual) Docu-Series proposal (CBS News)
NAVINFO West delivered draft PAA to 01-6. PAA signed. PAA cites NCIS Communications Director as DoD
Project Officer lead. (NNTR)

How to Build a Rocket Ship (Discovery)
Awaiting rough cut. No air date confirmed.
New sci/tech docu-series that focuses on one piece of equipment or technology per
episode and explain how it works through SME interviews and engineering
breakdown.
- Army PAA signed. Navy addendum signed ISO LCAC episode.
- Three members from ACU-S (craft master and 2 engineers) provided on-camera
interviews, 9Dec, to discuss LCAC mission/capabilities.
- Coordinated, escorted LCAC b-roll opportunities with ACU-S on 28]an. (NNTR)

American Rifleman (Outdoor Channel)
Broll supported on IBPHH and Ford Island, 14-15Mar, to support episode discussing weaponry used
during WWII Pacific battles. Coordinated through IBPHH. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

Years of Living Dangerously (NatGeo — Season 2/Season 1 was Showtime)
01-6/Newsdesk coordinated initial discussion of request for interview and b-roll assistance
ISO climate change documentary series.
- Newsdesk Info Paper provided, 07Dec, giving snapshot of desired b-roll and interviews such as:
ASN McGinn interview in Hampton Roads; Green Fleet; Makin Island/USS America hybrid systems;
- No filming dates requested or planned. Series expects to air in Fall 2016.
- NAVINFO West has yet to receive formal request or contact from production company. (NNTR)

A CT v A .1; v



WWII Mega Structures (PBS)
Docu-series tells story of the biggest battleships the Iapanese ever built during WWII and the
challenges they posed to the US Navy tasked with destroying them. Coordinating assistance
through NHHC to support archival b-roll and historical SME interviews. Filming completed, Oct 20.
PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR]

Warrior Games 2015 (Universal Sports)
Documentary that follows active, reserve, retired and veteran Wounded Warriors participating in the
2015 Warrior Games in Quantico VA 19-28 Inn. This particular feature will follow the basketball games
between services. Marine Corps liaison office has lead and an approved FAA by OSD. Navy PAA
addendum signed covering b-roll footage for coverage and interviews as applicable. [NNTR]

Hello Goodbye [Travel Channel]
Docu-series that interviews people coming and going through national airports. Enlisted Sailor in
uniform interviewed with family members in Charlotte airport while enroute to San Diego for A-
school. General Navy topics discussed [why he joined, what to expect in the Fleet, etc]. No OPSEC
violations or issues. Army adding Navy to PAA. Rough cut reviewed 10Aug, awaiting air date. [NNTR]
Impossible Engineering (Discovery)
Rough cut received, BOMar. SUBLANT and NAVINFO West reviewing cut. With SUBLANT PA escort, broll
captured, BFeb, ofVirginia-class sub imder construction, USS Coronado, housed at GDEB. Virginia-class
portion episode segment highlights innovative features, while respecting inherent security policies. Full
episode discusses variety of Navy/non-Navy submarine engineering topics. FAA signed. Air date
scheduled for D4May on Discovery Channel at 2 100 [EST].

Mighty Ships {Discovery Canada]/Continuing Promise '15
USNS Comfort ISO CF-15 mission Rough cut received, 28 Oct. Feedback provided from C4F, MSCHQ
and embarked COMFORT PAO. All notes delivered to Mighty Ships, ZNov. Awaiting air date. [NNTR]

Mike Rowe's "Somebody's Gotta Do It" (CNN): CVN-74STENNIS
NAVINFOWEST personnel escorted Mike Rowe and SGDI crew during Bil-SDIul onboard GUN-74 for
filming of episode. NAVINFO‘WEST and stakeholders working with producers to provide accurate
voiceover content. Reviewed rough cut. Expected to air as an entire episode, potentially as Season ii
premiere, in the early Spring. [NNTR]

Hell Below [Smithsonian]
Docu—series exploring WWII-era submarine warfare. Letter of Assistance provided supporting
use of Do!) archival imagery. Coordinating support through NH HC and Nautilus Museum. Rough
cut received, 09Dec. No issues. Awaiting air date. [N NTR]

Happening [HBO]/Redford Center Productions
Docunientarythat discusses Navy's Green Fleet initiatives and AMERICA’S hybridpropulsion system.
Rough cut: late February 2016. Air date: Spring 20 16. [NNTR]

leopardy! [Sony]
Quiz show Clue Crew team captured b-roll of USNS Comfort, 23 Oct, for use during a future
episode's "video clue" segment Coordinated support through MSC-HQ. PAA signed. Awaiting
air date. [NNTR]

What History Forgot [American Heroes Channel]
PAA signed authorising, 14Nov, b-roll at Navy Yard and Navy Museum in support of episode focusing
on USS Kirk's role during Operation Eagle Pull's humanitarian evac mission. Coordinated through
NHHC. Rough cut reviewed. Awaiting air date. [NNTR]



040ct20 15 - "Air Warriors: Prowler/Growler" [Smithsonian Channel]
hfipzz Ewwwsmiflisonianchannelcomzshowsfiair-wan'iors fiprowler—_
aimlerz 1003487 3 3418203 1 7]u112 0 1 5 - "Vital Signs w/ Sanjay Gupta" [CNN]
”II 1111. .II III_ .ll‘l .- I. I I. I-l--IIIliJ-.‘_JI--. II
25May2015 - "The Homefront: Stories of Service: CMDCM of Wayne E Meyer" [PBS]
hflii [videopbsorgbrideo £2365487435Z
25May20 1 5 — "Rachael Ray: Armed Forces Cook-Off" [Syndicated]
ht_tp:g(wmvrachaelrafihowrom[celebsfl19024 an armed forces cook off to honor our veteransz
21May2015 - "Mike Rowe's Somebody's GottaDolt" [CNN]
WW
11Nov2014 - "Navy SEALs: Their Untold Stories"[PBS]
hm: Z [videopbsorgfivideo[2365359070
210ct 2014 - "Makers: Women in War" [PBS]

061u1y2014 — "Empowerment Project: ADM Michelle
Howard"[lndieFljx]
h 5: www. outube.com watch?v=saBk1EE6HH
041111372014- "Urban Oasis: USS Constitution" [HGTV]

16May20 14— "Codziilla" [Warner Bros]
h s: w. ontube.com watch?v= KDIUtYw
22Apr2014 — "Rise of the Machines: Aircraft Carrier“ [History Channel]
11 s: W. outuhe.com watch'hrzMaQr N 10 El:
1013112014 - "Lone Survivor" [Film 44]

17Nov2013 - "Bizarre Foods w/ Andrew Zimmern: USS Arlington" [Travel Channel]
htto: I fwww.travelchannel.comfishowsfibiaarre-foods [video {tour-113s -arli11g1on
290ct2013- "How We Got to Now: USS Asheville" [BBC]
WW
110ct2013 - "Captain Phillips" [Sony]
h s: w. outube.com watch‘hr: 3ASoBrFGlc
09Ang20 13 - "Planes" [Disney]
h s: Wfacebookcom VINFOWEST videos vb.89249404367 1 15236557?404368 . e=2&theater
27Feb20 13 - "Inside: 2 151: Century Warship"[NatGeo]
WW
18May2012- "Battlesl1ip"[Universal]

.f h k
220ct2010- "Pirate Hunters: USN" [Spike]
W
03]n1200?- "Transformers"[Dreamworks]
l]- s: wwwfacehookcom NAVINFOWEST videos vh.89249404367 10152365562034368 . e=2&tl1eater

_
FOX Sports
For: Sports provided year-long approach to salute the troops broadcast events. Forwarded to 01-6 for
review]socialize with 050 conceptually. [N NTR]

W—
[NNTR]



lam—d
Hollywood to the Navy
Working SUBPAC visit for April 29.
Schedule: We are building RADM Roegge's schedule around two large events. A lunch at Creative
Artists Agency [arguably the most powerful company in Hollywood, and the folks behind Mission
Impossible, Fast 3: Furious, and countless other movie franchises] and an evening reception hosted
by the National Academy of Sciences at the home of Oscar-nominated Director jerry Zucker.
Between those, we expect to have 2-4 meetings with top producers and executives who warrant
flag level attention.

Confirmed:
A] Creative Artists Agency. This will be a gathering of 20-30 guests who have expressed specific
interest in making a movie or TV show about the US Navy, and in many cases, don't know where to
start. Would like to do a "Submarines 101" brief [we will have AV equipment available] and then
open it up for RADM and anybody else to tell some personal stories about their experiences. If
someone can get a feel for a character, a challenge, and a great piece of technology or something
else that makes for a good set piece, then we have a movie.

B) Science and Entertainment Exchange. This will be our biggest group of the night, likely
numbering 60-100. These are the science nerds of Hollywood, so any presentation [I would
recommend doing a slight alteration on SubsiO 1] should focus on the science aspects of what we
do. A vast majority of this audience caters to those 14-22 year old kids who will be the next
generation of submarine sailors. At our last event with this group, we were able to get two
episodes of BREAKTHROUGH [a new prime time doc on Nat Geo that Ron Howard is producing] to
focus on the surface navy.

C] Call of Duty [The Movie]. This was just announced a couple of months ago, and is likely going to
be the biggest budget action movie of 2017-18, depending on how development goes. They've
hired a few very senior writers to craft a story, and we have confirmed a meeting with the creative
team and likely the studio head.

PERSONNEL
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NAVINFOWEST Weekly Report
15Apr16

Updated items in Blue

***NEW FEATURE — WEB LINKS TO RECENT FLEET VIDEOS ON DEMAND INSIDE***

THE LAST SHIP [TNT]
VADM Rowden scheduled 27Apr for EPK filming with TNT.
- CNSP confirmed WEM will be host ship for 25-26Apr pier side filming. Coordinating with CNSP, WEM 82
NBSD. CHINFO/OI-fi to visit set onbeard during TLS shoot.
- Currently filming Ep 3 1 3.
- Marketing meeting for Season Three premiere and rolleut with TNT Atlanta reps scheduled 29Apr
in Burbank

(hi {4)

BREAKTHRUUGH [NATGEU)
NAVINFO West escorted [Io-executive producer and production manager to SURFPAC HQ and USS
ESSEX (LHD-Z] on EAPR to meet with SURFPAC PA and SMEs to discuss surface community
participation in round table discussion format. Working with ONR/NRL/NPS to identify subject
matter experts as well as new teclmelogies net yet covered in proposed treatment.
"Breakthrough" is exec-produced by Ron Howard and Brain Grazer and features top-tier star
power as episodes delve into cutting-edge innovations that are addressing critical, real-world
issues. Season 2 will air 19Nev16. Website:WWW“

Next Steps:
- Work w/ SURFPAC to identify potential live-fire/simulated LSF opportunities
- Work w/ SURFPAC/NAVSEA to identify potential LAWS

(b) {4)

HUNTER KILLER (Update)
- CDR Kerr ceerd scout for talent/director late April and technical scout 14-15Apr for
designer/technical. Coordinating security requirements and schedules.
- NAVINFOWEST Director will escert Millenium President and several Executive Producers.
the Director and Gerald Butler [lead cast] to SUBPAC Pearl Harbor S-BMay for submarine visit
and orientation. Mr. Butler will stay thru lflMay for a two-day embark/underway escorted by
SUBPAC.
Original Films/Milieuium confirmed 55-day production schedule beginning on 25]ul in
London, Bulgaria and Pearl Harbor- Updating the FAA fer CHINFD/OSD.

SPLASH [PBS Kids}
01-6 coordinating meeting with Navy Recruiting marketing.
"Splash" is a ce-preduction between Iim Hensen Company, Herschend Enterprises and PBS Kids
premiering fall 2016 on PBS Kids. Program has two year en-air commitment of 40 half-hour episodes per
season. Target audience is ages 4-? Educational/entertaining ocean-science related stories told will
communicate core ideas to include diversity, interconnectednessfcenservation. individuality and the



celebration of science and learning. NAWNFU West in cormnunication with ]im Henson Co. to develop
ways to communicate the importance of U.S. Navy's significant positive contributions to ocean-science and
the marine environment world-wide. Conducted conference call with Iim Henson Co. 16Mar.

JAY LEND'S GARAGE
Conf call held, DSMar, with EEG-3, NAVINFD West, and Leno production staff to discuss prelim ACU-
5 site visit and proposal for episode showcasing LCAC engineering/capabilities with transit to and
from amphibious ship off SoCal coast. One day offilming scheduled for DQMay. Coordinating
through SURFPAC, ESG3 and ACU-S. FAA signed.
- Conference call held 13Apr. Initial SOE includes a meet-and-greet and dinner with the crew of USS
COMSTOCK.

LAWLESS OCEANS (NATEED)
Request received from Wall to Wall productions for embed in the 5th fleet ADR onboard a US Navy
vessel to film a maritime drug interdiction, counter-piracy, or international training operation. The
focus of the show would be to display our mission capabilities of enforcing international maritime
law. The crew is available to embed until Sept 2016 for 5-10 days based on operational availability.
4th and 5th fleet PAD have been contacted to discuss possibility of support.

N[218 [CBS]
Reviewed script of #305. Minimal Navy/Doll! depiction. Episode a continuation of #303 storyline. [No
USN resources requested ISO production]
Reviewed script of #304. Marine Corps character's family defends against home invasion. CBS
worked with White House staff to feature First Lady as herself highlighting the merits of Joining
Forces program. NAVINFU West not involved with White House coordination. White House scenes
filmed with FLOTUS Monday, 1 1Apr. [No USN resources requested [50 production]

NCIS NULA[CBS]
Filmed scenes from episode 222-45 onboard USNS YANG in Violet, Louisiana on EDMar. Scenes
depicted NCIS character discussing the Navy's Deployed Resiliency Counselor program with the ship
CD character onboard the ship. NAVIN FOWEST Project Dflicer working with MSC HQ/MSC Atlantic to
facilitate production company reimbursement of any contract mariner overtime incurred as a direct
result of production support. [NNTR]

Top Gun 2 [Paramount Pictures)
[NNTR)

Come Hell or High Water/Battle of Leyte GulfWWII/[MAX
[NNTR]

[MAX SEAPOWER/K2 COM
Update brief scheduled 19Apr. Planning in process for SUBPAC filming support in Pearl Harbor 10-
12 May. Filming to consist of 1-2 days underway filming and one day of interviews with submarine
personnel.



REMEMBER PEARL HARBOR (PBS)
PA request submitted for a local company to gather drone footage of USS ARIZONA and USS
MISSOURI. Footage is for a documentary that will be shown during 75th Pearl Harbor Anniversary
weekend.
IBPHH PAD is coordinating FAA approval. Details for filming request being finalized prior to PAA
being submitted. (NNTR)

GUNNY TIME [Outdoor Channel]
Received and forwarded to 05D Dave Evans for review. Navy will forward addendum when show
proposals are decided as the Army has lead on PAA. An LHD is available during 0 1-031un for filming of
live-fire exercises. Film crew transport mayr require MH-fii] pair. transfer to meet the ship underway.

Mysteries at the Museum/USNA [Travel Channel]
Broll request to film USNA Museum artifacts approved for filming on 21 Mar. Coordinating through USNA
public affairs. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR]

Mysteries at the Museum/ National Naval Aviation Museum [Travel Channel]
B-roll shot at Pensacola's National Naval Aviation Museum on 22 Feb ISO episode showcasing mysteryr of L-
8 blimp that disappeared in 1942. Coordinated through Aviation Museum. PAA signed. Awaiting rough
cut. (NNTR)

Mysteries at the Museum/National Naval Aviation Museum [Travel Channel)
B-roll captured, 16Nov, at Pensacola's National Naval Aviation Museum ISO episode that will tell story
ofVietnam-era POW, USN aviator Deter Dengler. PAA signed. Coordinated through NHHC and Aviation
Museum. Rough cut reviewed, 15 Mar. No issues- Awaiting air date. [NNTR]

NCIS [Actual] Donn-Series proposal [CBS News]
NAVINFO West delivered draft PAA to 01-6. PAA signed. PAA cites NCIS Communications Director as DoD
Project Officer lead. [NNTR]

How to Build a Rocket Ship (Discovery)
Awaiting rough cut. No air date confirmed.
New sci/tech docu-series that focuses on one piece of equipment or technologyr per
episode and explain how it works through SME interviews and engineering
breakdown.
- Army PAA signed. Navy addendum signed ISO LCAC episode.
- Three members from ACU-S [craft master and 2 engineers) provided on-camera
interviews, 9Dec, to discuss LCAC mission/capabilities.
- Coordinated, escorted LCAC b-roll opportunities with ACU-S on 28]an.(NNTR]

American Rifleman [Outdoor Channel]
Broll supported on [BPHH and Ford Island, 14-15Mar, to support episode discussing weaponry used
during WWII Pacific battles. Coordinated through IBPHH. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. [N NTR]



Years of Living Dangerously [NatGeo - Season Z/Season 1 was Showtime]
01-6/Newsdesk coordinated initial discussion of request for interview and b-roll assistance
ISO climate change documentary series.
- Newsdesk Info Paper provided, DTDec, giving snapshot of desired b-roll and interviews such as:
ASN McGinn interview in Hampton Roads; Green Fleet; Maldn IslandfUSS America hybrid systems;
- No filming dates requested or planned. Series expects to air in FallZOlfi.
- NAWNFG West has yet to receive formal request or contact from production company. [NNTR]

WW1] Mega Structures [PBS]
Docu-series tells story of the biggest battleships the Japanese ever built during WWII and the
challenges they posed to the US Navy tasked with destroying them. Coordinating assistance
through NHHC to support archival b-roll and historical SME interviews. Filming completed, Oct 20.
FAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR]

Warrior Games 2015 (Universal Sports)
Documentary that follows active, reserve, retired and veteran Wounded Warriors participating in the
2015 Warrior Games in Quantico VA 19-28 Inn. This particular feature will follow the basketball games
between services. Marine Corps liaison office has lead and an approved FAA by 03D. Navy FAA
addendum signed covering b-roll footage for coverage and interviews as applicable. [NNTR]

Hello Goodbye [Travel Channel]
Docu-series that interviews people coming and going through national airports. Enlisted Sailor in
uniform interviewed with family members in Charlotte airport while enroute to San Diego for A-
school. General Navy topics discussed [why he 1' oined, what to expect in the Fleet, etc]. No DFSEC
violations or issues. Army adding Navy to FAA. Rough cut reviewed lflAug, awaiting air date. [NNTR]

Impossible Engineering (Discovery)
Rough cut received, BDMar. SUELANT and NAVINFD West reviewing out With SUBLANT FA escort, broll
captured, BFeb, ofVirginia-class sub under construction, USS Coronado, housed at GDEB. Virginia-class
portion episode segment highlights innovative features, while respecting inherent security policies. Full
episode discusses variety of Navy/non-Navy submarine engineering topics. FAA signed. Air date
scheduled for OAMay on Discovery Channel at 2 100 [EST].

Mighty Ships {Discovery Canada]/Continuing Promise '15
USNS Comfort ISO CF-15 mission. Rough cut received, 28 Oct. Feedback provided from C4F, MSCHQ
and embarked COMFORT FAD. All notes delivered to Mighty Ships, ZNov. Awaiting air date. [NNTFJ

Mike Rowe's “Somebody's Gotta Do It" [CNN]: CVN-74STENNIS
NAVINFDWEST personnel escorted Mike Rowe and SGDI crew during 23-30111] onboard DIN-74 for
filming of episode. NAVINFDWEST and stakeholders working with producers to provide accurate
voiceover content. Reviewed rough cut. Expected to air as an entire episode, potentially as Season 4
premiere, in the early Spring. [NNTR)

Hell Below [Smithsonian]
Docu-series exploring WWII-era submarine warfare. Letter of Assistance provided supporting
use of Do!) archival imagery. Coordinating support through NHHC and Nautilus Museum. Rough
cut received, DSDec. No issues- Awaiting air date. [N NTR]

Happening [HBO]/Redford Center Productions
Documentarythat discusses Navy’s Green Fleet initiatives and AMERICA's hybridpropulsion system.
Rough cut: late February 2016. Air date: Spring 2016. [NNTR]



leopardy! [Sony]
Quiz show Clue Crew team captured b-roll of USNS Comfort, 23 Get, for use during a future
episode's "video clue" segment. Coordinated support through MSC-HQ. FAA signed. Awaiting
air date. [NNTR]

What History Forgot [American Heroes Channel]
FAA signed authorizing, 14Nov, b-roll at Navy Yard and Navyr Museum in support of episode focusing
on USS Kirk's role during Operation Eagle Pull's humanitarian evac mission. Coordinated through
NHHC. Rough cut reviewed. Awaiting air date. [NNTR]

D4Dct2015 - "Air Warriors: Prowler/Growler" [Smithsonian Channel)
11 ' 1wwwsmithsonianchanneLcom shows air-warrio1s rowler—
W17]un2015 "VitalElSigns w/ Sanjayr Gupta" [CNN]

25May2015"Tl1e Homefront: Stories of Service. CMDCM of Wayne E Meyer" [PBS]
tp:{ I1'video.pbs.org,{video £23654BT4BSZ
25May2015 - "Rachael Ray: Armed Forces Cook-Off" [Syndicated]
h : Wmchaeira how.com celebs 19024 an armed forces cook off to honor our veterans
21May201 5 - "Mike Rowe's Somebody's GottaDoIt" [CNN]
h 3: www. outube.com watch?v=LUVtLUtX11
11Nov2014 - "Navy SEALS: Their Untold Stories"[PBS]
hm: Z gvideopbscraffideo/ZBGSB59070
210ct 20 14 - "Makers: Women in War" [PBS]
We:
06]111y2014 - "Empowerment Project: ADM Michelle
Howar "'[lndieFliz]
h s: wnnv. outube.com watch?v=szEk1EE6HH
D4J111y2014-"Urban Gasis: USS Constitution" [HGTV]

16May2014- " Godz1lla" [Warner Bros]
httns: / [www.voutube.com/wa_;tch?v=0i1{0 1OtYw
22Apr2014 - “Rise of the Machines: Aircraft Carrier" [History Channel]
h 3: www. outube.com watch?v=Mz91 NlG Zk
lfljan2014 - "Lone Survivor" [Film 44]

1'?Nov2{} 13 — "Bizarre Foods w/ Andrew Zimmern: USS Arlington" [Travel Channel]
h : www.travelcl1annel.com shows bizarre-foods video tour-uss-arlin on
29Dct2013 - "How We Got to Now: USS Ashevflle" [BBC]
httn://W.bbcnordic.com (video1?v=499160
110ct2013 - " Captain Phillips" [Sony]
hfigsi {mvwxoutubenomfiwatchl’vz 3ASoBrFGlc
09Aug201 3 -- "Planes" [Disney]
h s: wwwfacebookcom AVINFOWEST videos vb.89249404367 1015236557?4D4368 ? e=2&theater
2'?Feb2013 - "Inside: 2 lst Century Warsh1p"[NatGeo)
MAW
18May2012- "Battlesh1p"[Un1versal]
h s. Wfacebookcom VINFOWEST videos vb.E9249404367 10152368210999368 . e=2&tl1eater
22DtOlD - " Pirate Hunters: USN" [Spike]
ht_tps:( [wuovygutubecom{watch'i’vflFETiZMRGOw
03]ulZDD7 - "Transformers"[[}reamworks]
um. um .Iruh ”111;“. .1] Hal .' 1-1.1 - I - - I 1 .5 uv- it '

_
FOK Sports
Fox Sports provided year—long approach to salute the troops broadcast events. Forwarded to 01-6 for



review/socialize with GSD conceptually. [NNTR]

[NNTR]

Hm_——I
Hollywood to the Navy
SUBPAC SDE for April 29.
0830-0930: Meeting with Studio President ofActivision along with Untitled Call of Duty feature
film writing staff. Five guests total. Topics to discuss are brief overview of submarine operations,
with specific interest in any new technologies to include unmanned systems and the future of the
SSN/SSGN fleet.
0930-1000: Transit to ‘The Last Ship' stages.
1000-1100: Set visit with ‘The Last Ship.’ Schedule is in the air on their end, with principle
photography finished for the season earlier in the week. Possible for reshoots, in which case we
will set a brief meeting with on-set producer for submarine integration. In the event they are not
shooting at the time, we will do a more extensive tour with focus on how a set is run, so we can
prepare everybody for when HK shoots.
1 100-1130: Transit to CAA.
1 130-1200: Writer meeting at GM. This will be an informal meeting with 2-3 writers who work
closely withIfor director Chris McQuarrie. All will likely have some role in Mission Impossible V1
and his passion project of remaking Ice Station Zebra. None have extensive military knowledge, so
this is a basic Sull chat, combined with meet and greet. Goal in this is simply to ensure we're
the first call when either project gets off the ground and military elements start getting added.
1200-1400: can presentation. (3AA is the largest agency and often considered the most powerful
company in the entertainment industry, and will have about 20-30 high profile clients (writers,
directors, producers] attending, with the goal to educate/inform about the USN with specifics on
the submarine service. This is Subs'lfll on PowerPoint. Plan on about a 30-40 minute
presentation, followed by 20 minutes of QSzA Will likely wrap a little early, so this is also our
scheduled down time for the Admiral.
1400-1430: Meeting with creative team from Breakthrough on Nat Geo. From RDML Kilby's visit
to Los Angeles in February, they were able to develop an episode about surface ship air defense,
and they are interested in finding some new technologies in the submarine service to feature.
1430-1445: Transit to Fox Studio [NOT CONFIRMED)
1445-1530: Meeting with Genre Films [NOT CONFIRMED]
1530-1600: Transit to NAVINFU West.
1600-1700: Hunter Killer meeting at N] West.
1700-1745: Down time at NAVINFD West.
1745-183 [1: Transit to home ofJerry Zucker in Brentwood for evening reception.
1830-2030: Evening reception hosted by National Academy of Sciences and Oscar Nominated
Director lerry Zucker. This is Subs 101, with a specific interest in the science behind it [how sonar
works, how we make our own air, etc]. These are affectionately the top science nerds in
Hollywood, and past attendees at events we've done with them included Bob Cochran [creator of
24], Will Staples [writer of Call of Duty Modern Warfare, did rewrites on Mission Impossible V] and
the heads of production for Robert Downy Ir and ]] Abrams. Assume similar time for presentation.

BOLD: Ricky Schroeder's "The Fighting Season": Soldier Edition
Navy declined to support docu-series on Direct TVthat solicits raw battlefield footage from service
members in a variety of conflicts to develop stories which could compromise Navy and DoD TTPs.
Website offers monetary compensation to military members who submit footage [like America’s
Funniest Home Videos]. This type imagery did not clear public release, was not authorized and
may violate standing general orders. Eriefed 01-6. DSD has engaged in a rough-cut review PM
with the show’s producers. Eriefed DSD Navy is not supporting at this time pending CI guidance.
NAWNFDWEST advises PADS/commands not to engage or support. Website is thefightingseasonrom.
[NNTR]
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NAVINFOWEST Weekly Report
28 Aprlfi

Updated
Items in Blue

***NEW FEATURE — WEB LINKS TO RECENT FLEET VIDEOS ON DEMAND INSIDEH‘

SUBPAC NAVY TD HDLLYWDDD
RADM F. Roegge, COMSUBPAC and escorts to brief producers on current state of
submarine forces. Visits planned to TNT TLS, CAA, Hunter-Killer, and National Academy of
Sciences.

TRANSFORMERS FIVE
Received script from Michael Bay via 05D film office for review and coordination of
potential Navyr assets in film. High concentration of CVN Strike Group operations
represented. NAVINFOWEST notes and recommendations to improve thematics and
overall military representation sent to OSD for consolidation with other branches'
recommendations.

THE LAST SHIP [TNT]
Successfully conducted two day filming onboard USS WAYNE E. MEYER [BUG-108), no
safety issues to report.
- Coordinated with TNT to conduct interviews with WEM CO, Senior CNSP Advisor and
VADM Rowden for behind the scenes EPK.
- Season Three filming has wrapped, premieres 12lun16 [TNT].

— Marketing meeting for Season Three premiere and rollout with TNT Atlanta reps scheduled
12May in Burbank.
- Coordinating with TLS Production for review of episodes 301-3 13.

[MAX SEAPUWER/KZ CUM
Held conference call ZTApr with SUBPAC PAISUBPAC Dperations/NSSC and K2 to discuss
the upcoming filming support in Pearl Harbor 8-12 May. Filming to consist of 1-2 days
underway filming and one day of interviews with submarine personnel. Working with Navy
Region Hawaii to identify Surface Warfare persormel interview opportunities that fit into
the 10-12May window.

BREAKTHROUGH (NATEEO)
NAWNFO West escorted {Io-executive producer and production manager to SURFPAC HQ
and USS ESSEX [LHD-Z] on EApr to meet with SURFPAC PA and SMEs to discuss surface
community participation in round table discussion format. Working with 01-6 to
determine which, if any, areas of Navy research and development involving drone
technology are available to highlight in the episode. "Breakthrough" is exec-produced by
Ron Howard and Brain Grazer and features top-tier star power as episodes delve into
cutting-edge innovations that are addressing critical, real-world issues. Season 2 will air
19Nflv16. Websitezhttuiihmakflmushnamnalseosmnhicmm
HUNTER KILLER [Update]
NAWNFUWEST Director will escort Millenium President and several Executive Producers, the
Director and Gerald Butler [lead cast] to SUBPAC Pearl Harbor S-BMay for submarine visit and
orientation. Mr. Butler will stay thru IOMa‘y for a two-day embark/underwrite}?r escorted by
SUBPAC. Original Films/Millenium confirmed 55-day production schedule beginning on 25]u1
in London, Bulgaria and Pearl Harbor. Updating the PAA for CHINFD/DSD.

SPLASH (PBS Kids]
01-5 coordinating meeting with Navy Recruiting marketing.
"Splash” is a co-production between ]in1 Henson Company, Herschend Enterprises and PBS Kids
premiering fall 2016 on PBS Kids. Program has two year on-air commitment of 4D half-hour
episodes per season. Target audience is ages 4-?. Educational/entertaining ocean-science related
stories told will communicate core ideas to include diversity, interconnectedness/conservation,



 
individuality and the celebration of science and learning.  NAVINFO West in communication with 
Jim Henson Co. to develop ways to communicate the importance of U.S. Navy’s significant positive 
contributions to ocean-science and the marine environment world-wide. Conducted conference 
call with Jim Henson Co. 16Mar. 

 
JAY LENO’S GARAGE 
Conf call held, 03Mar, with ESG-3, NAVINFO West, and Leno production staff to discuss 
prelim ACU- 5 site visit and proposal for episode showcasing LCAC 
engineering/capabilities with transit to and from amphibious ship off SoCal coast. One day 
of filming scheduled for 09May. Coordinating through SURFPAC, ESG3 and ACU-5.  PAA 
signed. 
- Conference call held 13Apr. Initial SOE includes a meet-and-greet and dinner with the crew of 
USS COMSTOCK. 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

LAWLESS OCEANS (NATGEO) 
Request received from Wall to Wall productions for embed in the 5th fleet AOR onboard a 
US Navy vessel to film a maritime drug interdiction, counter-piracy, or international 
training operation. The focus of the show would be to display our mission capabilities of 
enforcing international maritime law. The crew is available to embed until Sept 2016 for 5-
10 days based on operational availability. 4th and 5th fleet PAO have been contacted to 
discuss possibility of support. Producers were updated with a possibility of filming in South 
America with a DDG.  No response has been received. 

 
MISSION RESOLVE (DISCOVERY SCIENCE) 
PAR received to film the annual Damage Control Olympics at the Resolve Maritime Academy 
during Ft. Lauderdale Fleet Week on 03May16. The show will display Sailors competing and 
learning, in conjunction with Resolve Maritime Academy, advanced damage control 
procedures. Admiral Thebaud has been requested for an interview as well as Sailors 
competing in the Olympics. PAA signed by all parties.    

 
SUSTAINABLE ENERGY (CNBC) 
Production request received to film at Naval Research Laboratory regarding Seawater-
to-Jet Fuel science and technology. Forwarded to CHINFO News Desk for further 
guidance regarding production assistance. CHINFO News Desk verifying with ONR if 
technology is available for filming. 

 
NBC Sports Group (Paralympics) 
Request to use archival footage from "Surviving the Cut." Approval memo executed. 

 
The Voice (NBC) 
Official request for military audience members for show taping. No official NAVINFO West support 
provided. Referred to CNSRW for Sailor participation in unofficial capacity. 
 
Impossible Engineering (Discovery) 
With SUBLANT PA escort, broll captured, 8Feb, of Virginia-class sub under construction, USS 
Coronado, housed at GDEB. Virginia-class portion episode segment highlights innovative features, 
while respecting inherent security policies. Full episode discusses variety of Navy/non-Navy 
submarine engineering topics. PAA signed.  Air date scheduled for 27Apr on Discovery Channel at 
2100 (EST). 
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individuality and the celebration of science and learning. NAVINFO West in communication with
Jim Henson Co. to develop ways to communicate the importance of US. Navy’s significant positive
contributions to ocean-science and the marine environment world-wide. Conducted conference
call with Jim Henson Co. 16Mar.

]AY LENO’S GARAGE
Conf call held, 03Mar, with ESG-3, NAVINFO West, and Leno production staff to discuss
prelim ACU- 5 site visit and proposal for episode showcasing LCAC
engineering/capabilities with transit to and from amphibious ship off SoCal coast. One day
of filming scheduled for O9May. Coordinating through SURFPAC, ESG3 and ACU-5. PAA
signed.
- Conference call held 13Apr. Initial SOE includes a meet-and-greet and dinner with the crew of
USS COMSTOCK.
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LAWLESS OCEANS (NATGEO)
Request received from Wall to Wall productions for embed in the 5th fleet AOR onboard a
US Navy vessel to film a maritime drug interdiction, counter-piracy, or international
training operation. The focus of the show would be to display our mission capabilities of
enforcing international maritime law. The crew is available to embed until Sept 2016 for 5-
10 days based on operational availability. 4th and 5th fleet PAO have been contacted to
discuss possibility of support. Producers were updated with a possibility of filming in South
America with a DDG. No response has been received.

MISSION RESOLVE (DISCOVERY SCIENCE)
PAR received to film the annual Damage Control Olympics at the Resolve Maritime Academy
during Ft. Lauderdale Fleet Week on 03May16. The show will display Sailors competing and
learning, in conjunction with Resolve Maritime Academy, advanced damage control
procedures. Admiral Thebaud has been requested for an interview as well as Sailors
competing in the Olympics. PAA signed by all parties.

SUSTAINABLE ENERGY (CNBC)
Production request received to film at Naval Research Laboratory regarding Seawater-
to-Iet Fuel science and technology. Forwarded to CHINFO News Desk for further
guidance regarding production assistance. CHINFO News Desk verifying with ONR if
technology is available for filming.

NBC Sports Group (Paralympics)
Request to use archival footage from "Surviving the Cut." Approval memo executed.

The Voice (NBC)
Official request for military audience members for show taping. No official NAVINFO West support
provided. Referred to CNSRW for Sailor participation in unofficial capacity.

Impossible Engineering (Discovery)
With SUBLANT PA escort, broll captured, 8Feb, of Virginia-class sub under construction, USS
Coronado, housed at GDEB. Virginia-class portion episode segment highlights innovative features,
while respecting inherent security policies. Full episode discusses variety of Navy/non-Navy
submarine engineering topics. PAA signed. Air date scheduled for 27Apr on Discovery Channel at
2100(EST)



NCIS (CBS)
Reviewed script of #305. Minimal Navy/Doll depiction. Episode a continuation of #303
storyline. [No USN resources requested ISO production]
Reviewed script of #304. Marine Corps character's family defends against home invasion.
CBS worked with White House staff to feature First Lady as herself highlighting the merits
of joining Forces program. NAVINFD West not involved with White House coordination.
White House scenes filmed with FLOTUS Monday, 1 lApr. [No USN resources requested ISO
production)[NNTR]

NCIS NOLA(CBS]
Filmed scenes from episode 222-45 onhoard USNS YANG in Violet, Louisiana on 30Mar.
Scenes depicted NCIS character discussing the Navy's Deployed Resiliency Counselor
program with the ship CD character onboard the ship. NAWNFDWEST Project Officer
working with MSC HQ/MSE Atlantic to facilitate production company reimbursement of any
contract mariner overtime incurred as a direct result of production support. [N NTR]

WW
Top Gun 2 [Paramount Pictures]
[NNTR]

Come Hell or High WaterfBattle of Leyte Gulf WWII/[MAX
[NNTR]

REMEMBER PEARL HARBOR [PBS]
PA request submitted for a local company to gather drone footage of USS ARIZONA and USS
MISSOURI. Footage is for a documentary that will be shown during '75th Pearl Harbor
Anniversary weekend.
JBPHI—l PAD is coordinating FAA approval. Details for filming request being finalized prior to
PAA being submitted. [NNTR]

GUNNY TIME [Outdoor Channel]
Received and forwarded to 05]) Dave Evans for review. Navy will forward addendum when
show proposals are decided as the Army has lead on PAA. An LHD is available during ill-
0311111 for filming of live-fire exercises. Film crew transport may require MH-fifl pas transfer
to meet the ship underway.
Conference call held to discuss technical aspects of filming. Tech scout to the USS MARIN ISLAND
is scheduled for IBMay. PAA signed by producers and sent to Dave Evans for final signature.



Mysteries at the Museum/USNA (Travel Channel) 
Broll request to film USNA Museum artifacts approved for filming on 21Mar. Coordinating 
through USNA public affairs.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
Mysteries at the Museum/ National Naval Aviation Museum (Travel Channel) 
B-roll shot at Pensacola's National Naval Aviation Museum on 22Feb ISO episode showcasing 
mystery of L- 8 blimp that disappeared in 1942.  Coordinated through Aviation Museum.  PAA 
signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 

NCIS (Actual) Docu-Series proposal (CBS News) 
NAVINFO West delivered draft PAA to OI-6.  PAA signed.  PAA cites NCIS Communications 
Director as DoD Project Officer lead. (NNTR) 

 

 
 

 
 

 
  

 
 

How to Build a Rocket Ship (Discovery) 
Awaiting rough cut.  No air date confirmed. 
New sci/tech docu-series that focuses on one piece of equipment or 
technology per episode and explain how it works through SME interviews 
and engineering breakdown. 
- Army PAA signed.  Navy addendum signed ISO LCAC episode. 
- Three members from ACU-5 (craft master and 2 engineers) provided on-
camera interviews, 9Dec, to discuss LCAC mission/capabilities. 
- Coordinated, escorted LCAC b-roll opportunities with ACU-5 on 28Jan.(NNTR) 

 
American Rifleman (Outdoor Channel) 
Broll supported on JBPHH and Ford Island, 14-15Mar, to support episode discussing 
weaponry used during WWII Pacific battles. Coordinated through JBPHH.  PAA signed.  
Awaiting rough cut.  (NNTR) 

 
Years of Living Dangerously (NatGeo – Season 2/Season 1 was Showtime) 
OI-6/Newsdesk coordinated initial discussion of request for interview and b-roll 
assistance ISO climate change documentary series. 
- Newsdesk Info Paper provided, 07Dec, giving snapshot of desired b-roll and interviews 
such as: ASN McGinn interview in Hampton Roads; Green Fleet; Makin Island/USS America 
hybrid systems; 
- No filming dates requested or planned. Series expects to air in Fall 2016. 
- NAVINFO West has yet to receive formal request or contact from production company. (NNTR) 

 
 

 
 

 
 

WWII Mega Structures (PBS) 
Docu-series tells story of the biggest battleships the Japanese ever built during WWII and 
the challenges they posed to the US Navy tasked with destroying them.  Coordinating 
assistance through NHHC to support archival b-roll and historical SME interviews.  Filming 
completed, Oct 20. PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
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Years of Living Dangerously (NatGeo – Season 2/Season 1 was Showtime) 
OI-6/Newsdesk coordinated initial discussion of request for interview and b-roll 
assistance ISO climate change documentary series. 
- Newsdesk Info Paper provided, 07Dec, giving snapshot of desired b-roll and interviews 
such as: ASN McGinn interview in Hampton Roads; Green Fleet; Makin Island/USS America 
hybrid systems; 
- No filming dates requested or planned. Series expects to air in Fall 2016. 
- NAVINFO West has yet to receive formal request or contact from production company. (NNTR) 

 
 

 
 

 
 

WWII Mega Structures (PBS) 
Docu-series tells story of the biggest battleships the Japanese ever built during WWII and 
the challenges they posed to the US Navy tasked with destroying them.  Coordinating 
assistance through NHHC to support archival b-roll and historical SME interviews.  Filming 
completed, Oct 20. PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
 
 
 

(b) (4)

(b) (4)

Mysteries at the Museum/USNA (Travel Channel)
Broll request to film USNA Museum artifacts approved for filming on 21Mar. Coordinating
through USNA public affairs. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

Mysteries at the Museum/ National Naval Aviation Museum (Travel Channel)
B-roll shot at Pensacola's National Naval Aviation Museum on 22Feb ISO episode showcasing
mystery of L- 8 blimp that disappeared in 1942. Coordinated through Aviation Museum. PAA
signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

NCIS (Actual) Docu-Series proposal (CBS News)
NAVINFO West delivered draft PAA to 01-6. PAA signed. PAA cites NCIS Communications
Director as DoD Project Officer lead. (NNTR)

How to Build a Rocket Ship (Discovery)
Awaiting rough cut. No air date confirmed.
New sci/tech docu-series that focuses on one piece of equipment or
technology per episode and explain how it works through SME interviews
and engineering breakdown.
- Army PAA signed. Navy addendum signed ISO LCAC episode.
- Three members from ACU-S (craft master and 2 engineers) provided on-
camera interviews, 9Dec, to discuss LCAC mission/capabilities.
- Coordinated, escorted LCAC b-roll opportunities with ACU-S on 28]an.(NNTR)

American Rifleman (Outdoor Channel)
Broll supported on IBPHH and Ford Island, 14-15Mar, to support episode discussing
weaponry used during WWII Pacific battles. Coordinated through IBPHH. PAA signed.
Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

Years of Living Dangerously (NatGeo — Season 2/Season 1 was Showtime)
OI-6/Newsdesk coordinated initial discussion of request for interview and b-roll
assistance ISO climate change documentary series.
- Newsdesk Info Paper provided, O7Dec, giving snapshot of desired b-roll and interviews
such as: ASN McGinn interview in Hampton Roads; Green Fleet; Makin Island/USS America
hybrid systems;
- No filming dates requested or planned. Series expects to air in Fa112016.
- NAVINFO West has yet to receive formal request or contact from production company. (NNTR)

WWII Mega Structures (PBS)
Docu-series tells story of the biggest battleships the Japanese ever built during WWII and
the challenges they posed to the US Navy tasked with destroying them. Coordinating
assistance through NHHC to support archival b-roll and historical SME interviews. Filming
completed, Oct 20. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)



Top Gear (BBC)
Rough cut being prepared for NAVINFO West/CNAP review. Expected air date 22May.

Warrior Games 2015 [Universal Sports)
Docmnentary that follows active, reserve, retired and veteran Wounded Warriors participating
in the 2015 Warrior Games in Quantico VA 19-28 jun. This particular feature will follow the
basketball games between services. Marine Corps liaison office has lead and an approved PAA
by OSD. Navy PAA addendum signed covering b-roll footage for coverage and interviews as
applicable. [NNTR]

Hello Goodbye [Travel Channel]
Docu-series that interviews people coming and going through national airports. Enlisted Sailor
in uniform interviewed with family members in Charlotte airport while enroute to San Diego
for A- school. General Navy topics discussed [why he joined, what to expect in the Fleet, etc.).
No OPSEC violations or issues. Army adding Navy to PAA. Rough cut reviewed IDAug, awaiting
air date. [NNTR]

Mysteries at the Museum/National Naval Aviation Museum [Travel Channel]
B-roll captured, 16Nov, at Pensacola's National Naval Aviation Museum 130 episode that will
tell story ofVietnam-era POW. USN aviator Deter Dengler. PAA signed. Coordinated through
NHHC and Aviation Museum. Rough cut reviewed, 15Mar. No issues. Awaiting air date.
[NNTR]

Mighty Ships [Discovery Canada]/Continuing Promise '15
USNS Comfort ISO [SP-15 mission. Rough cut received, 28 Oct. Feedback provided from C4F,
MSCHQ and embarked COMFORT PAO. All notes delivered to Mighty Ships, 2Nov. Awaiting air
date. [NNTR]

Mike Rowe's "Somebody’s Gotta Do It" (CNN): GUN-'74 STENNIS
NAWNFOWEST personnel escorted Mike Rowe and SGDI crew during ZB-BUjul onboard CUN-
74 for filming of episode. NAVINFOWEST and stakeholders working with producers to provide
accurate voiceover content. Reviewed rough cut. Expected to air as an entire episode,
potentially as Season 4 premiere, in the early Spring. [NNTR)

Hell Below [Smithsonian]
Docu-series exploring WWII-era submarine warfare. Letter ofAssistance provided supporting
use of DoD' archival imagery. Coordinating support through NHHC and Nautilus Museum
Rough cut received, OQDec. No issues. Awaiting air date. [NNTR]

Happening [HBO]/Redford Center Productions
Documentary that discusses Navy's Green Fleet initiatives and AMERICA's hybrid propulsion
system. Rough cut; late February 20 16. Air date: Spring 2016. [NNTR]

leopardy! [Sony]
Quiz show Clue Crew team captured b-roll of USNS Comfort, 230ct, for use during a future
episode's "video clue" segment. Coordinated support through MSG-HQ, PAA signed. Awaiting
air date. [NNTR]

What History Forgot [American Heroes Channel]
PAA signed authorising, 14Nov, b-roll at Navy Yard and Navy Museum in support of episode
focusing on USS Kirk's role during Operation Eagle Pull's humanitarian evac mission.
Coordinated through NHHC. Rough cut reviewed. Awaiting air date. [NNTR]



growler1100348fl3418203
17lun2015 - I"Vital Signs w/ Sanjay Gupta" [CNN]
11 : www.cnn.con1 videos world 2015 06 17 usns-comfort-vital-si s-a-s econ
25Ma3r2015 - "The Homefront: Stories of Service: CMDCM ofWayne E Meyer" [PBS]

2 SMayZ 0 1 5 - "Rachael Ray: Armed Forces Cook-Off“ [Syndicated]
l1t_t[:_1:g[www.rachaelragshowcom(celebs{19024 an armed forces cook off to honor our vete
Lanai
21May2015 - "Mike Rowe's Somebody's Gotta Dolt" [CNN]
ht_tps: g [wgoutuhecorn[watch'i'sUVtLOtX1 lg
1 1Nov2 0 14 - "Navy SEALs: Their Untold Stories" [PBS]
11;n (videopbsorg [video123653590‘70
210ct 2014 - "Makers: Women in War" [PBS]
11 . : www.makersconl documenta womeninwar
Ofiluly2014 - "Empowerment Project ADM Michelle Howard"[lndieFlix]
h s: W. outuhe.corn watch?v=saEk1 EEfiHH
D4]111y2014 - "Urban Oasis: USS Constitution" [HGTV]MW
the-uss-constitution-D212583
16May2014- "Godzilla“[Warner Bros]l11t_tpss:.{£www yontube.comiwatchwzfljKD lfll1KtYw
22Apr2014- "Rise of the Machines: Aircraft Carrier" [History Channel]

10]an2014-"Lo11e Survivor" [Film 44]11st_tps:g(www jg.o.umbe con1Zwatch?v:EoLFk4|K RM
1?Nov2013- "Bizarre Foods w/ Andrew Zimnlern: USS Arlington" [Travel Channel]

290ct2013- "How we Got to Now: USS Asheville" [BBC]
11 . wwbbcnordiecom video ?v:499 160
110ct2013 — "Captain Phillips" [Sony] ht_tp. s:Hmvw.}{outube.co1n(watch?v= BASoBrFGlc
0911111352013 — "Planes" [Disney]
11 s: ww'wfaceboolccom NAWNFOWEST videos vb.892494[}4367 101523655?T4fl4368
v :
27Feb2013- “Inside: 2 1st Century Warsh1p"[NatGeo]
l1 3: www. outuhe.com watch?v=XOAM 1TP7bc
18May2012 - "Battleship" [Universal]
tpsuf gmowfacebookcomfflAVINFOWEST/videosfvb.8924940436?f 10 152368210999368/
?ggpe=2&theater
220ct2010 — "Pirate Hunters: USN" [Spike]
h 3: www. outube.com watcl1?v= 'FET'ZMRGDw
0311112007 - "Transformers"[Drean1works]
Inn 11111 . 'III. 1111: 1 I1! 11-1 13' J'JIJ - I n .11 .:

?flpe=2&theater

F0K Sports
Fox Sports provided year-long approach to salute the troops broadcast events. Forwarded to
01-15 for review/socialize with DSD conceptually. [NNTR]

m—
[NNTR]



W
BOLD: Ricky Schroeder's "The Fighting Season": Soldier Edition
Navy declined to support docu-series on Direct TV that solicits raw battlefield footage from
service members in a variety of conflicts to develop stories which could compromise Navy and
DoD TTPs. Website offers monetary compensation to military members who submit footage
[like America's Funniest Home Videos]. This type imagery did not clear public release, was not
authorized and may violate standing general orders. Briefed 01-6. 05D has engaged in a rough-
cut review FAA with the show's producers. Briefed DSD Navy is not supporting at this time
pending CI guidance. NAWNFOWEST advises PADs/commands not to engage or support.
Website is thefightingseason.com. [NNTR]

PERSONNEL

(b) (5)
RESERVE UNIT

(b) (6)
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***NEW FEATURE — WEB LINKS TO RECENT FLEET VIDEOS ON DEMAND INSIDEH“

[AY LENO'S GARAGE
[In 9May, Jay Leno and the production team for “lay Leno's Garage" visited with the crew of
ACU-S and USS Comstock [LSD 45). The production team filmed at ACU-S [Camp
Pendleton] on an LCAC en route to USS Comstock and on board the ship. The filming was
for second season episode called, "Just Add Water," which will be aired in Fall 2016.
Overall a very organized, professional and safe evolution with all personnel involved.

Upon Jay Leno's arrival to ACU-S, he and the production crew received a safety brief from
the ACU—S C0 and members of the LCAC crew. lay toured ofthe ACU-S compound, spent
time in the LCAC simulator and ate lunch in the galley. Following his visit at ACU-S', lay got
u/w on an LCAC and drove the craft in open waters. The craft later entered the well deck of
USS Comstock While on board Comstock, lay met with the crew and toured the bridge and
mess decks.

They discussed ACU-S as a whole, including its history, typical deployment
schedule/routine and command mission. He was briefed on the purpose ofthe LCAC,
components of its engine, as well as its capabilities and limitations. There was brief
conversation regarding Comstock's namesake and command history. lay spoke with Sailors
and Marines stationed at ACU-S and on board Comstock. He was curious about why they
joined the service and their hometowns. He also graciously thanked the crews for their
service.

TRANSFORMERS FWE
Received revised script from Michael Bay via DSD film office for review and coordination of
potential Navy assets in film- High concentration of CVN Strike Group operations
represented.

THE LAST SHIP [TNT]
Season Three filming has wrapped, premieres 12]un16 [TNT].
- NI West Director, CAPT Ruiz and LT Hume attended marketing meeting for'Season Three
premiere and rollout with TNT Atlanta reps 12 May in Burbank.
- DC premiere June 7th at Newseum. 125 DoD invites. 01-6 assisting with coord.
- Coordinating with TLS Production for review of episodes 30 1-313-
- Investigating RIMPAC 2016 filming ISO future episodes.

[MAX SEAPOWER/KZ COM
Sustained outstanding support from SUBPAC and Navy Region Hawaii has provided us
with very productive and successful filming days in Pearl Harbor. Great interview with
Force Master Chief and interviews with a submarine CO, the CD of USS IOHN PAUL IONES,
RADM Fuller and SUBPAC Chief of Staff.

50E:
Monday, 09May:
0400: K2 crew call
0430:1{2 crew depart to IBPHH
0500-0600: Stage gear on TWR/support vessel
0600-0630: Submarine K2 crew transit via TWR to embark sub in harbor
0630: Support vessel departs with additional K2 crew
0700-0900: Filming surfaced exteriors



0900-1 130: Filming exterior/ interior dive and surface evolutions from support vessel and
submarine
1 130-1300: Filming C0 and DHs briefing exercise scenarios around NAV table in control
room
1300-1 330: Filming Angles and Dangles
14-30-1600: Filming additional surface exterior filming from bridge
1430-1730: Audio/Video OPSEC review with security manager
1745: Disembark

Tuesday, IUMay:
0845: Arrive JBPHH
0900-1200: Footage OPSEC review with SUBPAC Security Manager
1200-1300: Lunch
1400-1430: Force Master Chief Mason Interview
1500-1630: Filming control room exercises onboard Los Angeles class submarine pier side
HOD: Depart IBPHH

Wednesday 11May:
0820: Arrive JBPHH
0900-1 100: Split crew filming Los Angeles class sub and DDG in-port operations
1 1 15-1230: USS IDHN PAUL IONES C0 interview
1245-1315: RADM Fuller interview
1330-1400: Lunch
1430-1500: SUBPAC COS interview
1530: Depart IBPHH

BREAKTHROUGH (NATGEO)
"Breakthrough" is exec-produced by Ron Howard and Brain Grazer and features top-tier
star power as episodes delve into cutting-edge innovations that are addressing critical,
real-world issues. Season 2 will air 19Nov16. Website:
11 . : breakthrou h.national en a hic.com
Specifically, we have narrowed the topic for this episode:
- A sit down interview with SMWDC Commander;
- Opportunity to capture b-roll of RDML Kilby;
- Interviews with Air Warfare WTIs and Instructors;
- Coverage of the INTI graduation in Dahlgren at the end of May;
- Observing simulated air defense exercises.

was (c135)
[NNTR]

nus NDLAUIBS]
[NNTR]

WW
Top Gun 2 [Paramount Pictures)
(NNTR)

Come Hell or High Water/Battle ofLeyte Gulf WWII/IMAX
[NNTR]



SPLASH [PBS Kids)
01-6 coordinating meeting with Navy Recruiting marketing.
“Splash" is a co-production between ]im Henson Company, Herschend Enterprises and PBS Kids
premiering fall 2016 on PBS Kids. Program has two year on-air coimnitment of 40 half-hour
episodes per season. Target audience is ages 4-7. Educational/entertaining ocean-science related
stories told will communicate core ideas to include diversity, interconnectedness/conservation.
individuality and the celebration of science and learning. NAVINFO West in communication with
]im Henson Co. to develop ways to communicate the importance of U.S. Navy’s significant positive
contributions to ocean-science and the marine environment world-wide. Conducted conference
call with Iim Henson Co. lfiMar. [NNTR]

MISSION RESULVE [DISCOVERY SCIENCE)
PAR received to film the annual Damage Control Olympics at the Resolve Maritime Academy
during Ft. Lauderdale Fleet Week on OSMaylfi. The show will display Sailors competing and
learning, in conjunction with Resolve Maritime Academy. advanced damage control
procedures. PAA signed. Filming completed with several interviews of Sailors to include
Admiral Thebaud. Awaiting rough cut.

REMEMBER PEARL HARBOR (PBS)
PA request submitted for a local company to gather drone footage of USS ARIZONA and USS
MISSOURI. Footage is for a documentary that will be shown during 75th Pearl Harbor
Anniversary weekend.
IBPHH PAD is coordinating FAA approval. Details for filming request being finalized prior to
PAA being submitted. [NNTR]

GUNNY TIME [Dutdoor Channel)
Received and forwarded to OSD Dave Evans for review. Navy will forward addendum when
show proposals are decided as the Army has lead on PAA. An LHD is available during 01-
U3Iun for filming of live-fire exercises. Film crew transport may require NIH-60 pan transfer
to meet the ship underway.
Conference cal] held to discuss technical aspects offilming. Tech scout to the USS MAlflN ISLAND
is scheduled for IBMay. PAA completed. Working with ESE-3 and AlRPAC to determine PAX and
equipment offload when filming has been completed.
Filming schedule is from [i l-USIun with crew on/offload at NBSD with USS MAKIN ISLAND.

Mysteries at the Museum/USNA [Travel Channel]
Broll request to film USNA Museum artifacts approved for filming on ElMar. Coordinating
through USNA public affairs. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR]

Mysteries at the Museum] National Naval Aviation Museum [Travel Channel]
B-roll shot at Pensacola's National Naval Aviation Museum on 22Feh ISO episode showcasing
mystery of L— B blimp that disappeared in 1942. Coordinated through Aviation Museum. PAA
signed. Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR]
NCIS [Actual] Dom-Series proposal [CBS News]
NAVI NFD West delivered draft PAA to 01-6. PAA signed. PAA cites NCIS Communications
Director as DoD Project Officer lead. [NNTR]



How to Build a Rocket Ship [Discovery]
Awaiting rough cut. No air date confirmed.
New sci/tech docu-series that focuses on one piece of equipment or technology per episode
and explain how it works through SME interviews and engineering breakdown.
- Army PAA signed. Navy addendum signed ISO LCAC episode.
- Three members from AC U-S [craft master and 2 engineers] provided on—
camera interviews, 9Dec, to discuss LCAC mission/capabilities.
- Coordinated, escorted LCAC b-roll opportunities with ACU-S on 281ml. [NNTR]

American Rifleman [Dutdoor Channel]
Broll supported on IBPHH and Ford Island, 14-15Mar, to support episode discussing
weaponry used during WI] Pacific battles. Coordinated through IBPH H. PAA signed.
Awaiting rough cut. [N NTR]

1Years of Living Dangerously [NatGeo - Season Z/Season 1 was Showtime]
01-6/Newsdesk coordinated initial discussion of request for interview and b-roll
assistance ISO climate change documentary series.
- Newsdesk Info Paper provided, D7Dec, giving snapshot of desired b-roll and interviews
such as: ASN McGinn interview in Hampton Roads; Green Fleet; Makin Island/USS America
hybrid systems;

- No filming dates requested or planned. Series expects to air in Fall 2016.
- NAWNFO Westhas yet to receive formal request or contact from production company. [NNTR]

WWII Mega Structures (PBS)
Docu-series tells story of the biggest battleships the Iapanese ever built during WWII and
the challenges they posed to the US Navy tasked with destroying them. Coordinating
assistance through NH HC to support archival b-roll and historical SME interviews. Filming
completed, Oct 20. FAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. [NNTRJ

Top Gear (BBC)
Rough cut being prepared for NAVINFO West/(SNAP review. Expected air date ZZMay.
(NNTR)

Warrior Games 2015 (Universal Sports)
Documentary that follows active, reserve, retired and veteran Wounded Warriors participating
in the 2015 Warrior Games in Quantico VA 19-28 Inn. This particular feature will follow the
basketball games between services. Marine Corps liaison office has lead and an approved PAA
by 051). Navy PAA addendum signed covering b-roll footage for coverage and interviews as
applicable. (NNTR)

Hello Goodbye [Travel Channel]
Docu-series that interviews people coming and going through national airports. Enlisted Sailor
in uniform interviewed with family members in Charlotte airport while enroute to San Diego
for A- school. General Navy topics discussed [why he joined, what to expect in the Fleet, etc).
No UPSEC violations or issues. Army adding Navyr to PAA. Rough cut reviewed lflAug, awaiting



air date. [NNTR]

Mysteries at the Museum[National Naval Aviation Museum [Travel Channel]
B-roll captured, 16Nov, at Pensacola's National Naval Aviation Museum ISO episode that will
tell story ofVietnam-era POW, USN aviator Deter Dengler. FAA signed Coordinated through
NHHC and Aviation Museum. Rough cut reviewed, 15Mar. No issues. Awaiting air date-
[NNTR]

Mighty Ships (Discovery Canada][Continuing Promise '15
USNS Comfort ISO CP-15 mission. Rough cut received, 28 Oct. Feedback provided from C4F,
MSCHQ and embarked COMFORT PAD. All notes delivered to Mighty Ships, ZNov. Awaiting air
date. [NNTR]

Mike Rowe's "Somehody’s Gotta Do It" [CNN]: CVN- '74- STENNIS
NAVINFGWEST personnel escorted Mike Rowe and SGDI crew during 28-301ul onboard CW—
?4 for filming of episode. NAVINFOWEST and stakeholders working with producers to provide
accurate voiceover content. Reviewed rough cut. Expected to air as an entire episode,
potentially as Season 4 premiere, in the early Spring. [NNTR)

Hell Below (Smithsonian)
Docu-series exploring WI-era submarine warfare. Letter of Assistance provided supporting
use of DoD archival imagery. Coordinating support through NHHC and Nautilus Museum.
Rough cut received, OQDec. No issues. Awaiting air date. [NNTR]

Happening [HBD][Redford Center Productions
Documentary that dis cusses Navy's Green Fleet initiatives and AMERICA's hybrid propulsion
system. Rough cut: late February 20 16. Air date: Spring 2016. [NNTR]

jeopardy! [Sony]
Quiz show Clue Crew team captured b-roll of USNS Comfort, 230ct, for use during a future
episode's "video clue" segment. Coordinated support through MSC-HQ. FAA signed. Awaiting
air date. [NNTR]

What History Forgot [American Heroes Channel]
FAA signed authorizing, 14Nov, b-roll at Navy Yard and Navy Museum in support of episode
focusing on USS Kirk's role during Operation Eagle Pull's humanitarian evac mission.
Coordinated through NHHC. Rough cut reviewed. Awaiting air date. [NNTR]

2SMay2015 "The Homefront: Stories of Service: CMDCM ofWayne E Meyer" [PBS]
ht_tp. :g(video.pbs.org(video(2365487435z
25May2015 - "Rachael Ray: Armed Forces Cook-Off“ [Syndicated]
h ..: wwumachaelra show.com celebs 19024 an armed forces cook off to honor our vete
ransg
21May2015 - "Mike Rowe's Somebody's Gotta Dolt" [CNN]

. v :
11Nov2014 - "Navy SEALs: Their Untold Stories"[PBS)
h : video. bs.or video 236535907fl
210ct 2014 - "Makers: Women in War" [PBS]
11 W.makers.com documenta womeninwar
06]u1y2014- "Empowerment Project: ADM Michelle Howard"[lnd1eFlot]

9 _

fl4]u1y20 14 - "Urban Oasis: USS Constitufion" [HGTV]h : videosh
the-uss-constitution-OZ12583

.com video e lorin -



16Mav2014- "Godzilla"[Warner Erna] MMMWMLLQW
22Apr2014- "Rise of the Machines: Aircraft Carrier" [History Channel]
11 3: www. outuhe.com watch'hizlvla'} NlG Zk
10121112014 "Lane Survivor" [Film 44)WWW
1TNov2013- "Bizarre Foods wf Andrew Zimmern: USS Arlington" [Travel Channel]
11 . eavelchannelconi shows bizarre-foods video tour-uss-arlin on
290ct2013 - "How We Got to Now: USS Asheville" [BBC]
h : wwxvhbcuordiocotu video ?v= 499160
110ct2013 - "Captain Phillips" (Sony) httus:fluw.voutube.coni/watch?v= BASoBrFGlc
09A11g2013 - "P1anes"[Disney]
u" um . ‘III. it till. It] “*I I3' ""‘ . " ' "' '=

1mm. e=2&theater
2 7Feb2 D 13 - "Inside: 2 1st Centuryr Warship" [NatGeo]
ht_tps: Z [mamutuhe.co1u {watch?v=XOAMa1 TP7hc
18May2 D 1 2 - "Battleship" [Universal]
h s: Wfacebookcom NAVINFOWEST videos vb.892494fl4367 10152368210999368
W
220ct2010 - "Pirate Hunters: USN" [Spike]
h . s: www. outube.cou1 watch?v='FET'2MRGOw
0 3]u12{}fl7 - "Transformers" [Dreamworks]
lit_tp. 5:1 [www.facebookcomZNAWNFOWEST(videosfvb.89249404367l 10152365 562 03 43 68/
?§Lpe=2&theater

_
FOX Sports
Fox Sports provided year-long approach to salute the troops broadcast events. Forwarded to
01-6 for review/socialize with 081) conceptually. [NNTR]

_
[NNTR]

w
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(b) (5)
RESERVE UNIT

(b) (5)
HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAVY
HTTN scheduled for 21May. Visiting Naval Base Point Loma with approx 18 guests.
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Top Gear {BBC}
Rough cut received and reviewed by NAS Fallon, NAWDC, CNAF and NAVINFOWEST. No
OPSEC concerns, minor notes passed to series editor/producer for consideration and
incorporation into the final segment. Segment expected to air during the season premiere
on Monday, BUMay at 9/8c on BBC America.

HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAVY
HTTN this Saturday, visiting SSN and URC from SUBRON 1 1- Seventeen guests confirmed,
senior guests include: Eric Fineman [VP Columbia Pictures]: Coco Prancini [#2 executive
charged with Call of Duty feature films] and Katie Zucker [Exec @ Zucker Productions, sold two
TV pilots in the past year].

TRANSFORMERS FIVE
Received revised script from Michael Bay via DSD film office for review and coordination of
potential Navy assets in film. High concentration of CVN Strike Group operations
represented. Coordinating with other services/BSD and TF5 executive producer to set up
meeting to discuss conflicting themes.

THE LAST SHIP [TNT]
Season Three filming has wrapped, premieres 121111116 [TNT].
- Nl West Director, CAPT Ruiz and LT Hume attended marketing meeting for Season Three
premiere and rollout with TNT Atlanta reps 12May in Burbank.
- DC premiere June 7th at Newseum. 125 DoD invites. 01-6 assisting with coord.
- Investigating RIMPAC 2016 filming ISO future episodes.
- NI West Director, CAPT Ruiz, LCDR Correa, LT H1m1e and LT Flores reviewed episodes 301-309.

(*3) (4)

GUNNY TIME [Outdoor Channel]
Received and forwarded to OSD Dave Evans for review. Navy will forward addendum when
show proposals are decided as the Army has lead on PAA. An LHD is available during 01-
DBIun for filming of live-fire exercises. Film crew transport may require NIH-60 pax transfer
to meet the ship underway.
Conference call held to discuss technical aspects of filming. PAA completed. Working with EEG-3
and AIRPAC to determine PAX and equipment offload when filming has been completed.
Successful tech scout to the USS MARIN ISLAND on 18May.
Filming schedule is from i] l-fl3lun with crew on/off load at NBSD with USS MARIN ISLAND.

[MAX SEAPOWER/KZ COM
Sustained outstanding support from SUBPAC and Navy Region Hawaii has provided as
NAVINFOWEST/K2 with very productive and successful filming days in Pearl Harbor.
Embarked VACL submarine for two separate days of underway filming. Great interview
with Force Master Chief and interviews with a submarine CO, the CD of USS JOHN PAUL
ION ES, RADM Fuller and SUBPAC Chief of Staff.



BREAKTHROUGH [NATGEO]
"Breakthrough" is exec-produced by Ron Howard and Brain Grazer and features top-tier
star power as episodes delve into cutting-edge innovations that are addressing critical,
real-world issues. Season 2 will air 19Nov16. Website:
11 : breakthrou h.national eo a hic.com
Specifically, we have narrowed the topic for this episode:
- A sit down interview with SMWDC Commander;
- Opportunity to capture b-roll of RDML Kilby;
- Interviews with Air Warfare WTIs and Instructors;
- Coverage of the WT] graduation in Dahlgren at the end of May-
- Observing simulated air defense exercises.
New treatment pending.

NCIS [CBS]
[NNTR]

NCIS NOLAUIBS]
[NNTR]

luminous l
Top Gun 2 [Paramount Pictures)
[NNTR)

Come Hell or High Water/Battle of Leyte Gulf WWII/IMAX
[NNTR)

SPLASH [PBS Kids)
Ol-fi coordinating meeting with Navy Recruiting marketing.
"Splash” is a co-production between Iim Henson Company, Herschend Enterprises and PBS Kids
premiering fall 2016 on PBS Kids. Program has two year on-air coimnitment of 4D half-hour
episodes per season. Target audience is ages 4-7. Educational/entertaining ocean-science related
stories told will communicate core ideas to include diversity, interconnectedness/conservation,
individuality and the celebration of science and learning. NAVINFO West in communication with
Jim Henson Co. to develop ways to communicate the importance of US. Navy's significant positive
conIIibutions to ocean-science and the marine environment world-wide. Conducted conference
call with Iim Henson Co. 16Mar. [NNTR]

MISSION RESOLVE [DISCOVERY SCIENCE}
PAR received to film the annual Damage Control Olympics at the Resolve Maritime Academy
during Ft. Lauderdale Fleet Week on 03May16. The show will display Sailors competing and
learning, in conjunction with Resolve Maritime Academy, advanced damage control
procedures. PAA signed. Filming completed with several interviews of Sailors to include
Admiral Thebaud. Awaiting rough cut

REMEMBER PEARL HARBOR [PBS]
PA request submitted for a local company to gather drone footage of USS ARIZONA and USS
MISSOURI. Footage is for a documentary that will be shown during ?5th Pearl Harbor
Anniversaiy weekend.



JBPHH PAO is coordinating FAA approval. Details for filming request being finalized prior to 
PAA being submitted. (NNTR) 
 
Mysteries at the Museum/USNA (Travel Channel) 
Broll request to film USNA Museum artifacts approved for filming on 21Mar.  Coordinating 
through USNA public affairs.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
Mysteries at the Museum/ National Naval Aviation Museum (Travel Channel) 
B-roll shot at Pensacola's National Naval Aviation Museum on 22Feb ISO episode showcasing 
mystery of L- 8 blimp that disappeared in 1942.  Coordinated through Aviation Museum.  PAA 
signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
NCIS (Actual) Docu-Series proposal (CBS News) 
NAVINFO West delivered draft PAA to OI-6.  PAA signed.  PAA cites NCIS Communications 
Director as DoD Project Officer lead. (NNTR) 

 

 
 

 
 

 
  

 
 

How to Build a Rocket Ship (Discovery) 
Awaiting rough cut.  No air date confirmed. 
New sci/tech docu-series that focuses on one piece of equipment or technology per episode 
and explain how it works through SME interviews and engineering breakdown. 
- Army PAA signed.  Navy addendum signed ISO LCAC episode. 
- Three members from ACU-5 (craft master and 2 engineers) provided on-
camera interviews, 9Dec, to discuss LCAC mission/capabilities. 
- Coordinated, escorted LCAC b-roll opportunities with ACU-5 on 28Jan.(NNTR) 

 
American Rifleman (Outdoor Channel) 
Broll supported on JBPHH and Ford Island, 14-15Mar, to support episode discussing 
weaponry used during WWII Pacific battles.  Coordinated through JBPHH.  PAA signed.  
Awaiting rough cut.  (NNTR) 

 
Years of Living Dangerously (NatGeo – Season 2/Season 1 was Showtime) 
OI-6/Newsdesk coordinated initial discussion of request for interview and b-roll 
assistance ISO climate change documentary series. 
- Newsdesk Info Paper provided, 07Dec, giving snapshot of desired b-roll and interviews 
such as: ASN McGinn interview in Hampton Roads; Green Fleet; Makin Island/USS America 
hybrid systems; 
- No filming dates requested or planned. Series expects to air in Fall 2016. 
- NAVINFO West has yet to receive formal request or contact from production company. (NNTR) 

 
 

 
 

 
 

WWII Mega Structures (PBS) 
Docu-series tells story of the biggest battleships the Japanese ever built during WWII and 
the challenges they posed to the US Navy tasked with destroying them.  Coordinating 
assistance through NHHC to support archival b-roll and historical SME interviews.  Filming 
completed, Oct 20. PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
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JBPHH PAO is coordinating FAA approval. Details for filming request being finalized prior to 
PAA being submitted. (NNTR) 
 
Mysteries at the Museum/USNA (Travel Channel) 
Broll request to film USNA Museum artifacts approved for filming on 21Mar.  Coordinating 
through USNA public affairs.  PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
Mysteries at the Museum/ National Naval Aviation Museum (Travel Channel) 
B-roll shot at Pensacola's National Naval Aviation Museum on 22Feb ISO episode showcasing 
mystery of L- 8 blimp that disappeared in 1942.  Coordinated through Aviation Museum.  PAA 
signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
NCIS (Actual) Docu-Series proposal (CBS News) 
NAVINFO West delivered draft PAA to OI-6.  PAA signed.  PAA cites NCIS Communications 
Director as DoD Project Officer lead. (NNTR) 

 

 
 

 
 

 
  

 
 

How to Build a Rocket Ship (Discovery) 
Awaiting rough cut.  No air date confirmed. 
New sci/tech docu-series that focuses on one piece of equipment or technology per episode 
and explain how it works through SME interviews and engineering breakdown. 
- Army PAA signed.  Navy addendum signed ISO LCAC episode. 
- Three members from ACU-5 (craft master and 2 engineers) provided on-
camera interviews, 9Dec, to discuss LCAC mission/capabilities. 
- Coordinated, escorted LCAC b-roll opportunities with ACU-5 on 28Jan.(NNTR) 

 
American Rifleman (Outdoor Channel) 
Broll supported on JBPHH and Ford Island, 14-15Mar, to support episode discussing 
weaponry used during WWII Pacific battles.  Coordinated through JBPHH.  PAA signed.  
Awaiting rough cut.  (NNTR) 

 
Years of Living Dangerously (NatGeo – Season 2/Season 1 was Showtime) 
OI-6/Newsdesk coordinated initial discussion of request for interview and b-roll 
assistance ISO climate change documentary series. 
- Newsdesk Info Paper provided, 07Dec, giving snapshot of desired b-roll and interviews 
such as: ASN McGinn interview in Hampton Roads; Green Fleet; Makin Island/USS America 
hybrid systems; 
- No filming dates requested or planned. Series expects to air in Fall 2016. 
- NAVINFO West has yet to receive formal request or contact from production company. (NNTR) 

 
 

 
 

 
 

WWII Mega Structures (PBS) 
Docu-series tells story of the biggest battleships the Japanese ever built during WWII and 
the challenges they posed to the US Navy tasked with destroying them.  Coordinating 
assistance through NHHC to support archival b-roll and historical SME interviews.  Filming 
completed, Oct 20. PAA signed.  Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
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IBPHH PAO is coordinating FAA approval. Details for filming request being finalized prior to
PAA being submitted. (NNTR)

Mysteries at the Museum/USNA (Travel Channel)
Broll request to film USNA Museum artifacts approved for filming on 21Mar. Coordinating
through USNA public affairs. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

Mysteries at the Museum/ National Naval Aviation Museum (Travel Channel)
B-roll shot at Pensacola's National Naval Aviation Museum on 22Feb ISO episode showcasing
mystery of L- 8 blimp that disappeared in 1942. Coordinated through Aviation Museum. PAA
signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

NCIS (Actual) Docu-Series proposal (CBS News)
NAVINFO West delivered draft PAA to 01-6. PAA signed. PAA cites NCIS Communications
Director as DoD Project Officer lead. (NNTR)
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How to Build a Rocket Ship (Discovery)
Awaiting rough cut. No air date confirmed.
New sci/tech docu-series that focuses on one piece of equipment or technology per episode
and explain how it works through SME interviews and engineering breakdown.
- Army PAA signed. Navy addendum signed ISO LCAC episode.
- Three members from ACU-S (craft master and 2 engineers) provided on-
camera interviews, 9Dec, to discuss LCAC mission/capabilities.
- Coordinated, escorted LCAC b-roll opportunities with ACU-S on 28]an.(NNTR)

American Rifleman (Outdoor Channel)
Broll supported on IBPHH and Ford Island, 14-15Mar, to support episode discussing
weaponry used during WWII Pacific battles. Coordinated through IBPHH. PAA signed.
Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

Years of Living Dangerously (NatGeo — Season 2/Season 1 was Showtime)
OI-6/Newsdesk coordinated initial discussion of request for interview and b-roll
assistance ISO climate change documentary series.
- Newsdesk Info Paper provided, O7Dec, giving snapshot of desired b-roll and interviews
such as: ASN McGinn interview in Hampton Roads; Green Fleet; Makin Island/USS America
hybrid systems;
- No filming dates requested or planned. Series expects to air in Fa112016.
- NAVINFO West has yet to receive formal request or contact from production company. (NNTR)

WWII Mega Structures (PBS)
Docu-series tells story of the biggest battleships the Japanese ever built during WWII and
the challenges they posed to the US Navy tasked with destroying them. Coordinating
assistance through NHHC to support archival b-roll and historical SME interviews. Filming
completed, Oct 20. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)



JAY LENO'S GARAGE
On 9May, lay Leno and the production team for "Jay Leno's Garage" visited with the crew ofACU-
5 and USS Comstock [LSD 45]. The production team filmed at ACU-S [Camp Pendleton) on an
LCAC en route to USS Comstock and on board the ship. The filming was for second season
episode called, "lust Add Water," which will be aired in Fall 2016- [NNTR]

Warrior Games 2015 (Universal Sports]
Docmnentary that follows active, reserve, retired and veteran Wounded Warriors participating
in the 2015 Warrior Games in Quantico VA 19-28 jun. This particular feature will follow the
basketball games between services. Marine Corps liaison office has lead and an approved PAA
by OSD. Navy PAA addendum signed covering b-roll footage for coverage and interviews as
applicable. [NNTRJ

Hello Goodbye [Travel Channel]
Docu-series that interviews people coming and going through national airports. Enlisted Sailor
in uniform interviewed with family members in Charlotte airport while enroute to San Diego
for A- school. General Navy topics discussed [why he joined, what to expect in the Fleet, etc).
No OPSEC violations or issues. Army adding Navy to PAA. Rough cut reviewed 10Aug, awaiting
air date. [NNTR]

Mysteries at the Museum]National Naval Aviation Museum [Travel Channel)
B-roll captured, 16Nov, at Pensacola's National Naval Aviation Museum ISO episode that will
tell story ofVietnam-era POW, USN aviator Deter Dengler. PAA signed Coordinated through
NHHC and Aviation Museum. Rough cut reviewed, 15Mar. No issues. Awaiting air date.
[NNTR]

Mighty Ships [Discovery Canada)/Continuing Promise '15
USN8 Comfort ISO CP-15 mission. Rough cut received, 28 Oct. Feedback provided from C4F,
MSCHQ and embarked COMFORT PAO. All notes delivered to Mighty Ships, ZNov. Awaiting air
date. [NNTR]

Mike Rowe's "Somebody's Gotta Do It" [CNN]: GUN-74 STENNIS
NAVI NFOWEST personnel escorted Mike Rowe and SGDI crew during ZB-BUIUI onboard CW-
74 for filming of episode. NAWNFOWEST and stakeholders working with producers to provide
accurate voiceover content. Reviewed rough cut. Expected to air as an entire episode,
potentially as Season 4 premiere, in the early Spring. [NNTR]

Hell Below (Smithsonian)
Docu-series exploring WWII-era submarine warfare. Letter of Assistance provided supportn
use of DoD archival imagery. Coordinating support through NHHC and Nautilus Museum.
Rough cut received, OQDec. No issues. Awaiting air date. [NNTR]

Happening [HBO]/Redford Center Productions
Documentary that dis cusses Navy's Green Fleet initiatives and AMERICA's hybrid propulsion
system. Rough cut: late February 20 16. Air date: Spring 2016. [NNTR]

jeopardy! [Sony]
Quiz show Clue Crew team captured b-roll of USNS Comfort, 230ct, for use during a future
episode's "video clue" segment. Coordinated support through MSC-HQ. PAA signed. Awaiting
air date. [NNTR]

What History Forgot [American Heroes Channel]
FAA signed authorizing, 14Nov, b-rol] at Navy Yard and Navy Museum in support of episode
focusing on USS Kirk's role during Operation Eagle Pull's humanitarian evac mission.
Coordinated through NHHC. Rough cut reviewed. Awaiting air date. [NNTR]



growler1100348fl3418203
17lun2015 - I"Vital Signs w/ Sanjay Gupta" [CNN]
11 : www.cnn.con1 videos world 2015 06 17 usns-coufiort-vital-si s-a-s c.cn11
25May2015 - "The Homefront: Stories of Service: CMDCM ofWayne E Meyer" [PBS]

2 SMayZ 0 1 5 - "Rachael Ray: Armed Forces Cook-Off“ [Syndicated]
ht_t[:_1:gZwmvrachaelragshowcom(celebs{19024 an ar111ed forces cook off to honor our vete
Lanai
21May2015 - "Mike Rowe's Somebody's Gotta Dolt" [CNN]
ht_tps: g {www.},{outube.corn [watch'i'sUVtLOtXl 1Q
1 INovZ 0 14 - "Navy SEALs: Their Untold Stories" [PBS]
11;n (videopbsorg [video123653590‘70
210ct 2014 - "Makers: Women in War" [PBS]
11 . : www.makersconl documents womeninwar
Ofiluly2014 - "Empowerment Project: ADM Michelle Howard"[lndieFlix]
h s: W. outube.corn watcl1?v=saEk1EE6HH
D4]uly2014 - "Urban Oasis: USS Constitution" [HGTV]MW
the-uss-constitution-D212583
16May2014- "Godzilla“[Warner Bros]l11t_tps5:1 [www.goutubecom(watch?v=fljKDlDl1KtYw
22Apr2014- "Rise of the Machines: Aircraft Carrier" [History Channel]

10]an2014-"Lo11e Survivor" [Film 44]11st_tps:g(www E.o.umbe con1Zwatch?v:EoLFk4|K RM
1TNov2013- "Bizarre Foods w/ Andrew Zimnlern: USS Arlington" [Travel Channel]

290ct2013- "How We IGot to Now: lJSS Asheville" [BBC]
11 . ww1v.bbcnordic.con1 video ?v:499 160
110ct2013 — "Captain Phillips" [Sony] ht_tp. s: g [mvwgoutubecomgwatchi'vz BASoBrFGIc
DSAugZDlS — "Planes" [Disney]
11 s: ww'wfaceboolccom NAWNFOWEST videos vb.892494[}4367 1015236557T4fl4363
v :
27Feb2013- “Inside: 2 1st Century Warsh1p"[NatGeo]
l1 3: www. outube.com watch?v:XOAM 1TP7bc
181143312012 - "Battleship" [Universal]
tpsuf ,1vwvwfacebook.com{flfiht'i‘lfll‘xlF0‘U’v"EST[videos.r’v11139241:940436'?1Hr 10 1523 682 10999368/
?ggpe=2&theater
220ct2010 — "Pirate Hunters: USN" [Spike]
h 3: www. outube.corn watcl1?v= 'FET'ZMRGDw
DSIuIEDG'? -"Transfor1:ners"[Drean1works]
Inn 11111 . ""~ in L; L I” 11-. 13' J'JIJ - I n .11 .:

?flpe=2&theater

F0K Sports
Fox Sports provided year-long approach to salute the troops broadcast events. Forwarded to
01-15 for review/socialize with DSD conceptually. [NNTR]

m—
[NNTR]
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NAVINFOWEST WEBPAGE
Official webpage overhaul completed. WWWnow ready for use.
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Updated Items in
Blue

***NEW FEATURE — WEB LINKS TO RECENT FLEET VIDEOS ON DEMAND INSIDEM‘“I

NAVY TO HOLLYWOOD
SES ]ilI V. Loftus (Director, DON-SAPRO] to visit entertainment industry professionals
Thursday,2]un16 for meetings focusing on women in combat roles. Currently set for Activision
[feature film and game divisions - meeting with (Io-President of the former, and head of story for
the latter]; Appian Way [DiCaprio] and CAA [meeting with top dozen or so female executives]. We
have two openings left in the schedule [0800-0930, 1530-1630) and have reached out to our
second tier list.

TRANSFORMERS FIVE
NAWNFOWEST and other service branches met with Michael Bay at Bay Films to discuss
DoD concerns with current script. New script in development to incorporate DoD
requirements to enable official DoD support. Script revision expected NLT Friday, 27May.
Navy assets to be featured include the DOG-1000, LCS, Virginia Class submarine and
Carrier Strike Group.

THE LAST SHIP [TNT]
Season Three premieres 7Iun at Newseum. 125 DoD invites. Ol—E assisting with coord.
- SBCI'NIAVr confirms attendance.
- SECNAV to receive Steven Kane in office call 0945 7]un in Pentagon, then tour Ering, call with
RDML Cutler.
- Mailing list wave one expedited by TNT Atlanta to SECNAV/CHINFO/OSD guests for TIun
premiere.
- RIMPAC: Coord w/ C3F for escorting TNT film crew to RIMPAC 16-2 'llun in Hawaii for b-roll

Season IV.

HUNTER-KILLER [FEATURE FILM)
Coordination meetings continuing with key Millenium officials, Original Films, SUB PAC and
CHINFO/O SD. Revised script anticipated Friday, 27May. SUB PAC SME CDR Kerr approved
for tech advisory support until end of Aug 2016. Casting and coaching support ]un/]uly.
Primary production London, UK 25jul-1Sep; Bulgaria 1-215ep; Honolulu, HI 22-ZBSep. PAA
pending approval of revised script.

TOP GEAR [BBC]
NAS Fallon Top Gun School segment expected to air season premiere Monday, SOMay at
9,!3c on BBC America. Rough cut received and reviewed by NAS Fallon, NAWDC, CNAF and
NAVINFOWEST. No OPSEC concerns, minor notes passed to series editorfproducer for
consideration and incorporation into the final segment. Navy assets to be featured include
NAWDC, TOP GUN, F/A-lB as well as two TOP GUN instructor pilots. Potential viewership
300M.

BREAKTHROUGH [NATGEO]
Will escort Ron Howard Productions film crew to Surface and Mine Warfighting
Development Center [SMWDC] Detachment at Dalilgren, VA, TOMORROW for a Season 2
Episode. Nat Geo will cover the graduation of SWOs from SMWDC's EMU/AW course.
RDML Kilby will be speaking at the ceremony. PAA signed based on new treatment.
"Breakthrough" is exec-produced by Ron Howard and Brain Grazer and features top-tier
star power as episodes delve into cutting-edge innovations that are addressing critical,
real-world issues. Season 2 will air 19Nov16. Website:
htfl: Z (breakthrough.nationalgeographiccomz



AAR/Z 1May2016 HDLLYWDUD TD THE NAVY SAN DIEGO
Following RADM Roegge's successful Los Angeles visit on 29Apr16, NAVINFD West invited
entertainment industry professionals to visit Submarine Squadron Eleven and learn more about
the submarine service. Fifteen industry professionals attended visit to USS ALEXANDRIA [SSN-
75?]. Guests were divided into small groups of 5-6 [highly recommended for future visits]
allowing for a more customised visit and time to ask specific questions. The crew [especially those
in the torpedo room] provided an in-depth look at life underway and allowed for writers and
directors to understand the types of people who "double volunteer” for submarine duty.

Undersea Rescue Command provided a detailed briefing of the procedures and dangers involved in
submarine rescue, as well as current and past technologies. Guests were provided the opportunity
to climb inside a rescue chamber, and control sections of decompression equipment.

GUNNY TIME (Outdoor Channel] SAN DIEGO USS MARIN ISLAND
Escorting embark 01- 03]un for filming oflive-fire exercises. Coord by ESG3 and SURFPAC.
Filming schedule is from 01-O3Iun with crew on/offload. LT Papadakis and MC! Ponder will be
onboard USS Makin Island [LHD-B].

[MAX SEAPOWER/KZ COM
Sustained outstanding support from SUBPAC and Navy Region Hawaii provided
MAW NFOWEST]K2 with very productive and successful filming days in Pearl Harbor.
Embarked VACL submarine for two separate days of underway filming. Great interview
with Force Master Chief and interviews with a submarine CO, the CD of USS IDHN PAUL
JONES [DDG-SS), RADM Fuller and SUBPAC Chief of Staff. Rough cut ofshort, 24-minute
version expected to be available for NAVINFDWEST review Wednesday, 3]un.

Virginia International Tattoo
An annual event with performing bands held in Norfolk. They're looking to host 2017's
event. on the USS Dwight D. Eisenhower [CVN-fig). PBS and Virginia Arts have been in
contact with USFF and they are willing to support. Awaiting contact information from USFF
for PBS to send them an official request form.

Rock the Troops [Dwayne "The Rock" johnson]
Event scheduled to take place November 2016. Spike TV has an interest in recording and
airing on 4 Declfi. CNRH PAD coordinating since it‘s mainly an MWR concert-style event.
It is still in the formative stages as MWR continues planning the event. CNRH anticipates
being able to support.

Years of Living Dangerously [NatGeo - Season Z/Season 1 was Showtime}
01-6/Newsdesk coordinated initial discussion of request for interview and b-roll
assistance ISO climate change documentary series.
- Newsdesk Info Paper provided, D7Dec, giving snapshot of desired b-roll and interviews
such as: ASN McGinn interview in Hampton Roads; Green Fleet; Makin lsland/ USS America
hybrid systems.
Newsdesk action officer assigned as Project Officer at CHINFD for lead coordination with
Hampton Roads area commands, base escort of ASN and Arnold Schwarzenegger, CNIC
spokesperson[s] interviews and b-roll on NavSta Norfolk on or around fijun.



REMEMBER PEARL HARBDR [PBS]
PA request submitted for a local company to gather drone footage of USS ARIZONA and USS
MISSOURI. Footage is for a documentary that will be shown during 75th Pearl Harbor
Anniversary weekend.
JBPHH PAD is coordinating FAA approval. Details for filming request being finalized prior to
PAA being submitted. [NNTR]

NCIS [Actual] Docu-Series proposal (CBS News]
NAVINFD West delivered draft PAA to 01-6. PAA signed. FAA cites NCIS Communications
Director as DoD Project Officer lead. [NNTR]

NCIS [CBS]
(NNTR)

nus Mommas)
[NNTR]

‘__ I
Top Gun 2 [Paramount Pictures)
[NNTR)

Come Hell or High Water/Battle ofLeyte Gulf WWII/[MAX
[NNTR)

| .- . I
SPLASH [PBS Kids]
DI-fi coordinating meeting with Navy Recruiting marketing.
"Splash" is a co-production between Iim Henson Company, Herschend Enterprises and PBS Kids
premiering fall 2016 on PBS Kids. Program has two year on-air commitment of 40 half-hour
episodes per season. Target audience is ages 4-7. Educationalfentertaining ocean-science related
stories told will communicate core ideas to include diversity. interconnectedness/conservation.
individuality and the celebration of science and learning. NAVINFO West in communication with
lim Henson Co. to develop ways to communicate the importance of U.S. Navy's significant positive
contributions to ocean-science and the marine environment world-wide. Conducted conference
call with ]im Henson Co. 16Mar. [NNTR]

MISSION RESDLVE [DISCOVERY SCIENCE]
FAR received to film the annual Damage Control Olympics at the Resolve Maritime Academy
during Ft. Lauderdale Fleet Week on 03May16. The show will display Sailors competing and
learning. in conjimction with Resolve Maritime Academy, advanced damage control
procedures. PAA signed Filming completed with several interviews of Sailors to include
Admiral Thebaud. Awaiting rough cut.

Mysteries at the Museum/USNA [Travel Channel)
Broll request to film USNA Museum artifacts approved for filming on 21Mar. Coordinating
through USNA public affairs. PAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR]



How to Build a Rocket Ship (Discovery)
Awaiting rough cut. No air date confirmed.
New sci/tech docu-series that focuses on one piece ofequipment or technology per episode
and explain how it works through SME interviews and engineering breakdown.
— Army PAA signed. Navy addendum signed [SCI LCAC episode.
- Three members from ACU-S [craft master and 2 engineers) provided on-
camera interviews, 9Dec, to discuss LCAC mission/capabilities.
- Coordinated, escorted LCAC b-roll opportunities with ACU-S on 281311. [NNTR]

American Rifleman [Outdoor Channel)
Broll supported on IBPHH and Ford Island, 14-15Mar, to support episode discussing
weaponry used during WWII Pacific battles. Coordinated through IBPH H. PAA signed.
Awaiting rough cut. [N NTR}

WWII Mega Structures (PBS)
Docu-series tells story of the biggest battleships the Iapanese ever built during WI and
the challenges they posed to the US Navy tasked with destroying them. Coordinating
assistance through NH HC to support archival b-roll and historical SME interviews. Filming
completed, Oct 20. FAA signed. Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR]

[AY LENO'S GARAGE
0n 9May, Jay Leno and the production team for "Jay Leno’s Garage” visited with the crew of ACU-
S and USS Comstock [LSD 45]. The production team filmed at ACU-S [Camp Pendleton) on an
LCAC en route to USS Comstock and on board the ship. The filming was for second season
episode called, "lust Add Water,” which will be aired in Fall 2016. [NNTR]

Hello Goodbye [Travel Channel]
Docu-series that interviews people coming and going through national airports. Enlisted Sailor
in uniform interviewed with family members in Charlotte airport while enroute to San Diego
for A- school. General Navy topics discussed [why he joined, what to expect in the Fleet, etc.].
No OPSEC violations or issues. Army adding Navy to FAA. Rough cut reviewed lflAug, awaiting
air date. [NNTR]

Mysteries at the Museum]National Naval Aviation Museum (Travel Channel]
B-roll captured, 16Nov, at Pensacola's National Naval Aviation Museum [80 episode that will
tell story ofVietnam-era POW, USN aviator Deter Dengler. PAA signed. Coordinated through
NH HC and Aviation Mnsemn. Rough cut reviewed, 15Mar. No issues. Awaiting air date.
[NNTR]

Mighty Ships [Discovery Canada]/Continuing Promise '15
Episode aired on Discovery Canada on Sunday, 15May. U.S. air date with Smithsonian will be
later this year. DVD copies received and provided to MSC.

Mike Rowe’s "Somebody's Gotta Do it" (CNN): GUN-74 STENNIS
NAWNFOWEST personnel escorted Mike Rowe and SGDI crew during 28-30]ul onboard CW-
74 for filming of episode. NAWNFOWEST and stakeholders working with producers to provide
accurate voiceover content. Reviewed rough cut. Expected to air as an entire episode,
potentially as Season 4 premiere, in the early Spring. (NNTR)



Hell Below [Smithsonian]
Docu-series exploring WWII-era submarine warfare. Letter ofAssistance provided supporting
use of [lot] archival imagery. Coordinating support through NHHC and Nautilus Museum.
Rough cut received, UBDec. No issues. Awaiting air date. [NNTR]

Happening [HBD]/Redford Center Productions
Documentary that discusses Navy's Green Fleet initiatives and AMERICA'S hybrid propulsion
system. Rough cut: late February 20 16. Air date: Spring 2016. [NNTR]

What History Forgot [American Heroes Channel]
FAA signed authorising, 14Nov, b-roll at Navy Yard and Navy Museum in support of episode
focusing on USS Kirk's role during Operation Eagle Pull's humanitarian evac mission.
Coordinated through NHHC. Rough cut reviewed. Awaiting air date. [NNTR]

(EDGE 015 - "Air Warriors: Prowler/Growler" [Smithsonian Channel]
ht_tp. : g [Wysmithsonianchannelcomfshowsfair-warriorsfnrowlern
Erowler/10034B7I3418203
17]un2015- "Vital Signs w/ Sanjay Gupta" [CNN]

d 1d
ZSMayZUlfi- "The Homefront: Stories of Service: CMDCM ofWayne E Meyer" [PBS]
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25May2015 - "Rachael Ray: Armed Forces Cook-Off“ [Syndicated]
11$.:1[wrachaelragshowcom,{celebsfl19024 an armed forces cook off to honor our vete
rans
21May2015 - "Mike Rowe's Somebody's Gotta Dolt" [CNN]
l1t_tp. s: f fwwwvoutuberomfwatch?v=LUVtL0tX1 10
1 1Nov2014 - "Navy SEALs: Their Untold Stories" [PBS]
hfip: g [videopbsorg [video365 35 9070
210ct 21114 - "Makers: Women in War" [PBS]
11 : www.makerscom documenta womeninwar
DfilulyZD 14 — "Empowerment Project: ADM Michelle Howard"[lndieF111:]
h 3: www. outube.com watch?v=szEk1EE6HH
fl4]uly21]14- "Urban Oasis: USS Constitution" [HGTV]

16May2014- "Godailla"[War11er Bros]
mmmwnnmmfinmhm
22Apr2014 - "Rise of the Machines: Aircraft Carrier" [History Chaimel]
l1 3: www. outube.com watch?v=Mai-Jr NIG Eli
1013112014- "LDHE 51mm?" [Film441W
17Nov2013- "Bizarre Foods wf Andrew Zimmern: USS Arlington" [Travel Channel]
11%: g [Wiravelchannelcon1 (shows [bizarre-foods (video [tour-uss-arlington
290ct2013 - "How We Got to Now: USS Asheville" [BBC]
hm; : g (Wbbcnordiccom[video f?v= 499 1 60
110ct2013 - "Captain Phillips" [Sony] h 5: www. outube.com watch?v= 3ASoBrFGlc
09Aug2013 - "Planes"[Disney]
lll' 11111 ._ ‘.III.. I" till. I1 11:! 13' .-.|. n I' - -'l-l .-

?ggpe:2&theater
2 TFebZ 0 13 - "Inside: 2 1st Century Warship" [NatGeo]
Wilma;—
18May2012- "Battleship"[Universal]
h. s: wwwfaceboolccom NAVINFOWEST videos vb.892494fl4367 10152368210999368 _
W
220GB 0 111 - "Pirate Hunters: USN" [Spike]
tps:[ gmvoutube.comg watcl1?v=jFETj BMRG0w
0 3]u12{}{}7 - "Transformers" [Dreamworks]
l1t_tp. s:Z[mvwfaceboolccomJNAVINFOWESThideosfvb.892494fl4367/1015236556203436§L
?type=2&theater



FGK Sports
Fon Sports provided advance notice of intent to OSD/CHINFO intentions to execute Year ll 75th
Anniversary Invitational tournament in IPBHH 6—7Dec16. Conf call scheduled with 08D next
week.

PROMISE!) LAND [PBS]
Denied due to the narrative of Elvis's departure from Brooklyn Navy yards to Germany did not
correlate with the idea of interviewing Fleet Week Navy Sailors regarding their military service
and deployment experiences. The treatment also included connotations that topics relating to
the election year would be included in the overall theme of the movie.

MCI NAVINFDWEST STAKEHOLDER VISIT

b) (6
RESERVE UNIT
(b) (5)
NAVINFOWEST WEBPAGE
Official webpage overhaul completed.Wnow ready for use.



NAVINFOWEST Weekly Report
02 lune 16

Updated Items in
Blue

***NEW FEATURE — WEB LINKS TO RECENT FLEET VIDEOS ON DEMD INSIDEH‘

NAVY TD HULLYWODD
SES Jill V. Loftus (Director, DON-SAPRD] to visit entertainment industry professionals
Thursday,2]un'16 for meetings focusing on women in combat roles. SUE below:
0315: Breakfast with "Call of Duty" narrative director.
1000: Meeting with Activision Feature Films.
1215: Meeting with Appian Way production company to discuss one of their prospective
films featuring a female lead.
1330: Lunch with Adam Foshko, director ofStory Development at Activision.
1500: Meeting with di Bonaventura productions/Paramount studios.
1630: Meeting at CAA with Women's Issues Collective. made up of prominent female
leaders within CAA working to increase the roles for women in Hollywood.

TRANSFORMERS FIVE
NAWNFDWEST and other service branches met with Michael Bay at Bay Films to discuss
DoD concerns with current script. DoD notes were incorporated into a new script revision
to feature Navy and DoD forces in more of a protagonist role. DoD/Navy currently
evaluating script rewrite to identify remaining issues and overall value proposition.
NAVINFOWEST working with SURFPAC/THIRD FLEET to target all potential filming
opportunities, including 2016 RIMPAC operations. Navy assets requested by Bay Films
include the DDS-1000, LCS, Virginia Class submarine and Carrier Strike Group.

THE LAST SHIP [TNT]
Season Three premieres Tlun at Newseum. 125 DoD invites. 01-6 assisting with coord.
- SECNAV confirms attendance.
- SECNAV to receive Steven Kane in office call 0945 Thin in Pentagon, then tour Ering, call with
RDML Cutler.
- Mailing list wave one expedited by TNT Atlanta to SECNAV/CHI NFC!f05D guests for 711m
premiere.
- RIMPAC: 16-17]uly are proposed dates for TLS to film RJMPAC events. Coordinating details with
C3F for assets and transport.

HUNTER-IGLLER [FEATURE FILM)
Coordination meetings continuing with key Millenium officials, Original Films, SUBPAC and
CHINFDj0 SD. Script revision received and currently under review.
NAVINFDWESTJSUBPAC notes to he submitted upon review completion. SUBPAC SME
CDR Kerr approved for tech advisory support until end of Aug 2016. Casting and coaching
support Jun/July. Primary producfion London, UK 25]ul-1Sep; Bulgaria '1-2 lSep; Honolulu,
HI ZZ-ZBSep. FAA pending approval of revised script.

[MAX SEAPDWER/KZ COM
Screening of short, 24-minute version intended for museum IMAX theaters scheduled for
NAWNFDWEST review on Saturday, Mon at 093 0. Applicable TYCDM PA/SME notified for
final OPSEC/accuracy review.

BREAKTHROUGH [NATGEO]
SMWDC Graduation and b-roll filmed onboard NB Dahlgren 27May to include RADM Boxell
and RADM Kilby speaking about the SMWDC program. Currently coordinating additional
filming dates in Iuly for in-depth interviews with RADM Kilby and other WTI's.
"Breakthrough" is exec-produced by Ron Howard and Brain Grazer and features top-tier
star power as episodes delve into cutting-edge innovations that are addressing critical,
real-world issues. Season 2 will air 19Nov16. Website:
http://hrealcthroughnationalgeographic.com/



TOP GEAR (BBC)
NAS Fallon Top Gun School segment aired during the season premiere on Monday, 30May
at 9/8c on BBC America. Navyr assets featured included NAWDC,TDPGUN,F/A-18 as well
as two TDPGUN instructor pilots. Potential worldwide viewership 300M.

GUNNY TIME [Outdoor Channel]
NAVINFOWST project officers escorting embark onboard USS MAIGN ISLAND [LHD-B].
Crew arrival and embark executed on 3 lMay. 01- 03Iun filming window currently in
progress, covering live-fire exercises onboard LHD-B.

(hi (4)

Virginia International Tattoo
An annual event with performing bands held in Norfolk. They're looking to host 2017‘s
event on the USS Dwight D. Eisenhower [CVN-EQ). PBS and Virginia Arts have been in
contact with USFF and they are willing to support. Awaiting contact information from USFF
for PBS to send them an official request form.

Rock the Troops [Dwayne "The Rock" Iohnson]
Event scheduled to take place November 20 16. Spike TV has an interest in recording and
airing on 4 Declfi. CNRH PAD coordinating since it's mainly an MWR concert-style event.
It is still in the formative stages as MWR continues planning the event. CNRH anticipates
being able to support.

Years of Living Dangerously (NatGeo - Season 2/Season 1 was Showtime]
01-6/Newsdesk coordinated initial discussion of request for interview and b-roll
assistance [50 climate change documentary series.
- Newsdesk Info Paper provided, D7Dec, giving snapshot of desired b-roll and interviews such
as: ASN McGinn interview in Hampton Roads; Green Fleet; Makin IslandXUSS America hybrid
systems.
- Newsdesk action officer assigned as Project Officer at CHINFO for lead coordination
with Hampton Roads area commands, base escort of ASN and Arnold Schwarzenegger.
CNIC spokesperson [s] interviews/ b-roll on NavSta Norfolk on or around filun. [N NTR]

REMEMBER PEARL HARBDR [PBS]
PA request submitted for a local company to gather drone footage of USS ARIZONA and USS
MISSOURI. Footage is for a documentary that will be shown during 'P'Sth Pearl Harbor
Anniversary weekend.
IBPI-II-I PAD is coordinating FAA approval. Details for filming request being finalized prior to
PAA being submitted. [NNTPJ



NCIS {Actual} Deco-Series proposal (CBS News]
NAWNFO West delivered draft PAA to 01-6. PAA signed. PAA cites NCIS Communications
Director as DoD Project Officer lead. [NNTR]

W
NCIS [CBS]
On summer hiatus. [NNTR]

NCIS NULAHIBS]
On summer hiatus. [NNTR]

_
105 and Rising [Black Label Media}
Received request for support for feature film project based on the final evacuation of Saigon
at the end of the Vietnam War. Script review in progress.

Top Gun 2 [Paramount Pictures]
[NNTRJ

Come Hell or High Water]Battle ofLeyte Gulf WWII/[MAX
[NN‘I‘R)

%
How to Build a Rocket Ship [Discovery]
Rough cut link for a carrier episode we DID NOT officially support received DIIUN. No FAA
exists and no official interviews or b-roll were provided. Requesting NAVINFD
.and/or CNAP to review for a fact-check.

Mysteries at the Museum/USNA [Travel Channel)
Broil request to film USNA Museum artifacts approved for filming on 21Mar. Coordinating
through USNA public affairs. PAA signed. Rough cut received UiIUN. Pending review.

W‘Wll Mega Structures (PBS)
[loco-series tells story of the biggest battleships the Japanese ever built during WWII and
the challenges they posed to the US Navy tasked with destroying them. Current title is
WWII Mega Weapons. Email sent requesting rough cnt 2?MAY.

SPLASH [PBS Kids]
01-6 coordinating meeting with Navy Recruiting marketing.
"Splash” is a co-production between ]im Henson Company, Herschend Enterprises and PBS Kids
premiering fall 2016 on PBS Kids. Program has two year on-air commitment of 40 half-hour
episodes per season. Target audience is ages 4-7. Educational/entertaining ocean-science related
stories told will communicate core ideas to include diversity, interconnectedness/conservation,
individuality and the celebration of science and learning. [NNTR]

MISSION RESDLVE (DISCOVERY SCIENCE)
PAR received to film the annual Damage Control Olympics at the Resolve Maritime Academy
during Ft. Lauderdale Fleet Week on flSMaylfi. The show will display Sailors competing and
learning, in conjunction with Resolve Maritime Academy, advanced damage control
procedures. PAA signed Filming completed with several interviews of Sailors to include
Admiral Thebaud. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)



How to Build a Rocket Ship (Discovery)
Awaiting rough cut. No air date confirmed.
- Three. members from AC U-E [craft master and 2 engineers] provided on-
camera interviews, 9Dec, to discuss LCAC mission/capabilities. (NNTR]

American Rifleman [Outdoor Channel)
Broll supported on IBPHH and Ford Island, 14-15Mar, to support episode discussing
weaponry used duringWI Pacific battles. Coordinated through IBPH H. FAA signed
Awaiting rough cut. [N NTR]

Mysteries at the Museum/National Naval Aviation Museum [Travel Channel]
B-roll captured, 16Nov, at Pensacola's National Naval Aviation Musemn ISU episode that will
tell story of Vietnam-era POW, USN aviator Deter Dengler. Air date is 23IUN at 9 pm. EST-
Once episode airs will email request for 5 DVDs.

IAY LEND'S GARAGE
Dn 9May, Jay Leno and the production team for "lay Leno's Garage" visited with the crew ofACU-
5 and USS Comstock [LSD 45]. The production team filmed at ACU-5 [Camp Pendleton] on an
LCAC en route to USS Comstock and on board the ship. The filming was for second season
episode called, "lust Add 1itir’ater,” which will be aired in Fall 2016. [NNTR]

Mighty Ships [Discovery Canada]IContinuing Promise '15
Episode aired on Discoveryr Canada on Simday, 15May. U.S. air date with Smithsonian will be
later this year. DVD copies received and provided to MSG. [NNTR]

Mike Rowe’s "Somebody'5 Gotta Do It” [CN N]: CVN-74 STENNlS
NAWNFOWEST personnel escorted Mike Rowe and SGDI crew during ZB-BUlul onboard CW-
74 for filming of episode. NAWNFOWEST and stakeholders working with producers to provide
accurate voiceover content. Reviewed rough cut. Expected to air as an entire episode,
potentially as Season 4 premiere, in the early Spring. [NNTR]

Hell Below [Smithsonian]
Docu-series exploring WI-era submarine warfare. Letter of Assistance provided supporting
use of DoD archival imagery. Email requesting air date sent 27MAY.

Happening [HBO]/Redford Center Productions
Documentary that discusses Navy's Green Fleet initiatives and AMERICA's hybrid propulsion
system. Rough cut: late February 20 16. Air date: Spring Zfllfi. [NNTR]

040ct2 D 15 - "Air Warriors: Prowler/Growler" {Smithsonian Channel]
‘

erovvler/10034BT/3418203
1?]un2015- "Vital Signs w/ Saniay Gupta" [CNN]

[1 Id 5
25May2015- "The Homefi ont: Stories of Service. CMDCM of Wayne E Meyer" [PBS]
WA
2 SMayE i] 1 5 — "Rachael Ray: Armed Forces Cook-Off“ [Syndicated]
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ransz
21May2015 - "Mike Rowe's Somebody's Gotta Oolt" [CNN]

. 7 _

11Nov2014 - "Navy SEALs: Their Untold Stories" [PBS]
11%;! avideo.pbs.orggvideo[2365359070
210ct 2014 - "Makers: Women in War" [PBS]
11 . : www.makersrom documenta womeninwar
06]u1y2014- "Empowerment Project. ADM Michelle Howard"[lndieFlix]
h. 3: WWW. outube.com watclflv=saEk1EE6HH
Odiju-lyZOl-ii- "Urban Oasis: USS Constitution" [HGTV]

16May2014- "Godzilla"[Warner Bros]
h s: W. outube.com watch?v= KOtKtYw
22Apr2014 - "Rise of the Machines: Aircraft Carrier" [History Channel]
11mg. s:[ [mvoutuberomZwatclflssQrpNlZk
10121112014 - "LURE 511MVUI‘" [Film 44]WWW
1TNov2013 - "Bizarre Foods w/ Andrew Zimmern: USS Arlington" [Travel Channel)
h . : wwtravelchannelcom shows isarre-foods video tour-uss-arl'm on
ZQOct2013 - "How We Got to Now: USS Asheville" [BBC]
11mg: 5 (unvwbbcnordicromIvideo f?v=499160
1 10ct2 0 13 — "Captain Phillips" [Sony] ht_tps: Z (wwwyoumbecom Z watch?v= BASoBrFGlc
DQAugZ D 13 - "Planes" [Disney]
ht_tps:z (wwwfacebookcom[NAVINFOWESTzvideos(vb.89249404367(101523655?7404368[
I’Mezzifitheater
2 7Feb2 D 13 - "Inside: 2 1 st Century Warship" [NatGeo]
h . s: ' www. outuberom watch?v=XOAM lTP7hc
18May2012 - "Battleship"[Universal)
11. s: wwwIaceboocom NAWNFOWEST videos vb.89249404367 10152368210999368
W
220ct2010- "Pirate Hunters: USN" [Spike]
W
DSJHIZOOT- "Transformers"[Dreamworks]
h s: www.faceboolccom NAVINFOWEST videos vb.892494{}4367 10152365562034368
?flpe=2&theater

_
FOX Sports
Fox Sports provided advance notice of intent to 0513/CHINFO intentions to execute Year II 75“]
Anniversary Invitational tournament in IPBHH 6-7Dec16. OSD convened conference call with
FOX, CHINFO and PACOM transferring lead for 7'5‘1'1 Anniversary project coordination to
PACOM.

"Produced By" Panel Discussion
NAWNFOWEST to attend panel discussion with Army, Air Force and Coast Guard film liaison
offices at "Produced By" conference held at Sony Studios on 5]“11. Panel to discuss the DoD
policies and procedures for producers and their production companies to request and receive
official OSD Production Assistance.

AAR/ZlMayZOlfi HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAVY SAN DIEGO
Following RADM Roegge‘s successful Los Angeles visit on 29Apr16, NAVINFO West invited
entertainment industry professionals to visit Submarine Squadron Eleven and learn more about
the submarine service. Fifteen industry professionals attended visit to USS ALEXANDRIA [SEN-
757]. Guests were divided into small groups of 5-6 [highly recommended for future visits)
allowing for a more customised visit and time to ask specific questions. The crew [especially those
in the torpedo room] provided an in-depth look at life underway and allowed for writers and
directors to understand the types ofpeople who "double volunteer" for submarine duty.

Undersea Rescue Command provided a detailed briefing of the procedures and dangers involved in



submarine rescue, as well as current and past technologies. Guests were provided the opportunity
to climb inside a rescue chamber, and control sections of decompression equipment. [N NTR]

PRDMISED LAND (PBS)
Denied due to the narrative of Elvis's departure from Brooklyn Navy yards to Germany did not
correlate with the idea of ulterviewing Fleet Week Navy Sailors regarding their military service
and deployment experiences. The treatment also included connotations that topics relating to
the election year would be included in the overall theme of the movie.

MCI NAVINFDWEST STAKEHOLDER VISIT

b) 6)
RESERVE UNIT

(b) (5)
NAVINFDWEST WEBPAGE
Official Webpage overhaul completed. Wna .mil local navinfowest now ready for use.



NAVINFOWEST Weekly Report
09 lune 16
Updated Items in

Blue

***NEW FEATURE — WEB LINKS TO RECENT FLEET VIDEOS ON DEMAND INSIDEH"

THE LAST SHIP [TNT]
- TNT hosted reception and premiere of Season Three Episode 1/2 at Newseum Theater in Wash DC
7luu. SECNAV attended and awarded 'The Last Ship’ producers and cast the Distinguished Public
Service Award for depicting the men and women of the modern Navy with accuracy, dignity, culture
and core values.
-RIMPAC: Coordination focus has shifted to possible 6th fleet AOR. Currently reaching out to
determine available assets and exercises.

NAVY TD HOLLYWOOD
SES Iill V. Loftus (Director, DON-SAPRO] visited entertainment industry professionals
Thursdayfllunlfi for meetings focusing on women in combat roles- SOE below:

Lunch with Adam Foshko, Director of Story Development at Activision. He will be meeting
to discuss story direction for COD 2018 and COD 2019 in the coming weeks, and will be
taking Ms. Loftus's communications priorities to that mtg. Expect he may want us to
provide a USN visit to some executives, so we can show first-hand how women are in
leadership roles throughout the fleet.

Meeting with di Bonaventure productions/Paramotmt studios. This is a good check in the
box to have, so they'll come to us for future projects. Was expecting company President to
attend in hopes of shorter term benefits.

Meeting at CAA with Women's Issues Collective. made up of prominent female leaders
within CAA working to increase the roles for women in Hollywood. Following up to see if
CAA can help introduce Ms. Loftus to NFL contacts.

TRANSFORMERS FIVE
USAF designated lead Project Officer. DoD FAA signed supporting filming in Phoenix at
Luke AFB next week.
NAVTNFOWEST working with SURFPAC/CSF to target all potential filming opportunities,
including 2016 RIMPAC operations. New assets requested by Bay Films include the BBC-
1000, LCS, Virginia Class submarine and Carrier Strike Group.



HUNTER-KILLER [FEATURE FILM]
Coordination meetings continuing with key Millenium officials. Original Films, SUBF’AC and
CHINF0 /0 SD. Script revision received and currently under review.
NAVINFDWEST/SUBPAC notes to be submitted upon review completion. SUBPAC SME
CDR Kerr approved for tech advisory support until end ofAug 2016. Casting and coaching
support Iuauly. Primary production London, UK 25]ul-'15ep; Bulgaria 1-2 15ep; Honolulu,
HI EZ-EBSep. FAA pending approval of revised script.

[MAX SEAPOWER/KZ COM
TYCDM PA/SME screening of short, 24 minute version, for OPSEC /accuracy review
currently in progress. Short version expected limited rolling release beginning mid-late
lune to museums with IMAX theaters in the US. Progress continues on the 42-minute
documentary version.

BREAKTHROUGH {NATGED}
SWDC Graduation and b-roll filmed onboard NB Dahlgren ETMay to include RADM Boxell
and RADM Kilby speaking about the SMWDC program. In] 1 1-15 are available dates for
final filming and interview with RADM Kilby- Coordinating with SURFPAC available asset
for training exercise with WTI and shipboard C0.
" Breakthrough" is exec-produced by Ron Howard and Brain Grazer and features top-tier
star power as episodes delve into cutting-edge innovations that are addressing critical,
real-world issues. Season 2 will air 19Nov16. Website:

(SUNNY TIME [Outdoor Channel]
NAVINFOWEST project officers escorted production crew onboard USS MARIN ISLAND
[LHD-B] 1-3lun covering live-fire exercises.

{bl {4)

Virginia International Tattoo
An annual event with performing hands held in Norfolk. They're looking to host 2017‘s
event on the USS Dwight D. Eisenhower [CVN-EQ]. PBS and Virginia Arts have been in
contact with USFF and they are willing to support. Awaiting contact information from USFF
for PBS to send them an official request form.

Rock the Troops [Dwayne r'The Rock" Iohnson]
Event requested to take place November 20 16. Spike TV has an interest in recording and
airing on 4 Dec16. CNRH PAD coordinating since it's mainly an M concert-style event.
It is still in the formative stages as MWR continues planning the event. CNRH anticipates
being able to support.

Years of Living Dangerously (NatGeo - Season 2/Season 1 was Showtime]
01-6/Newsdesk coordinated initial discussion of request for interview and h-roll
assistance ISO climate change documentary series.
- Newsdesk Info Paper provided, D7Dec, giving snapshot of desired b-roll and interviews such
as: ASN McGinn interview in Hampton Roads; Green Fleet; Makin Island/USS America hybrid
systems.



- Newsdeslt action officer assigned as Project Officer at CHINFO for lead coordination
with Hampton Roads area commands, base escort of ASN and Arnold Schwarzenegger.
CNIC spokesperson[s] interviews/ b-roll on NavSta Norfolk on or around filun. (NNTR)

REMEMBER PEARL HARBDR [PBS]
PA request submitted for a local company to gather drone footage of USS ARIZONA and USS
MISSOURI. Footage is for a documentary that will be shown during 75th Pearl Harbor
Anniversary weekend.
IBPHH PAD is coordinating FAA approval. Details for filming request being finalized prior to
PAA being submitted.
— Drone footage completed with final approval from IBPHI-I. No PAA completed as Navy
Assets were not requested or on-base access required.

NClS [Actual] Docu-Series proposal [CBS News]
NAVINFD West delivered draft PAA to 01-6. FAA signed. FAA cites NCIS Communications
Director as DoD Project Officer lead. [NNTR]

WI
NCIS [CBS]
On summer hiatus. [NNTR]

NClS NULA[CBS]
(In summer hiatus. [NNTR]

_
105 and Rising [Black Label Media]
Received request for support for feature film project based on the final evacuation of Saigon
at the end of the Vietnam War. Script review in progress.

Top Gun 2 [Paramount Pictures]
[NNTR]

Come Hell or High Water]Battle of Leyte GulfWW1][IMAX
[NNTRJ

How to Build a Rocket Ship [Discovery]
Rough cut link for a carrier episode we DID NDT officially support received DIJUN. No FAA
exists and no official interviews or b-roll were provided. Requesting NAWNFD and/or CNAP to
fact-check.

Mysteries at the MuseumIUSNA [Travel Channel]
Broil request to film USNA Museum artifacts approved for filming on 21Mar. Coordinating
through USNA public affairs. PAA signed. Rough cut received Hun. Pending review.

WM] Mega Structures {PBS}
Docu-series tells story of the biggest battleships the Japanese ever built during WM] and
the challenges they posed to the US Navy tasked with destroying them. Current title is
WWI Mega Weapons. Email sent requesting rough cut 27May.

TOP GEAR [BBC]
NAS Fallon Top Gun School segment aired during the season premiere on Monday, 30May
at 9/8c on BBC America Navy assets featured included NAWDC, TDPGUN, F/A-lB as well
as two TDPGUN instructor pilots. Potential worldwide viewership 300M. [NNTR]



SPLASH [PBS Kids)
01-5 coordinating meeting with Navy Recruiting marketing.
“Splash" is a co-production between Iim Henson Company, Herschend Enterprises and PBS Kids
premiering fall 2016 on PBS Kids. Program has two year on-air commitment of 4D half-hour
episodes per season. Target audience is ages 4-7. Educational/entertaining ocean-science related
stories told will comnnmicate core ideas to include diversity, interconnectedness/conservation.
individuality and the celebration of science and learning. [NNTR]

MISSION RESDLVE [DISCOVERY SCIENCE]
PAR received to film the annual Damage Control Olympics at the Resolve Maritime Academy
during Ft. Lauderdale Fleet Week on DSMaylfi. The show will display Sailors competing and
learning, in conjunction with Resolve Maritime Academy, advanced damage control
procedures. PAA signed. Filming completed with several interviews of Sailors to include
Admiral Thebaud. Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

How to Build a Rocket Ship [Discovery]
Awaiting rough cut. No air date confirmed.
- Three members from ACU-S [craft master and 2 engineers] provided on-
camera interviews, 9Dec, to discuss LCAC mission[capabilities. [NNTR]

American Rifleman [Outdoor Channel)
Broll supported on IBPHH and Ford Island, 14-15Mar, to support episode discussing
weaponry used during WWII Pacific battles. Coordinated through IBPH H. PAA signed.
Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR]

Mysteries at the Museum[National Naval Aviation Museum (Travel Channel)
B-roll captured, 16Nov, at Pensacola's National Naval Aviation Mus emn ISO episode that will
tell story of Vietnam-era POW, USN aviator Deter Dengler. Air date is 23_Iun at 9 pm. EST. Once
episode airs will email request for five DVDs.

IAY LEND'S GARAGE
Dn IBilVIay, lay Leno and the production team for "Jay Leno's Garage" visited with the crew of ACU-
5 and USS Comstock [LSD 45]. The production team filmed at ACU-S [Camp Pendleton] on an
LCAC en route to USS Comstock and on board the ship. The filming was for second season
episode called, ”Inst Add Water," which will be aired in Fall 2016. [NNTR]

Mighty Ships [Discovery Canada]/Continuing Promise '15
Episode aired on Discovery Canada on Sunday, 15May. U.S. air date with Smithsonian will be
later this year. DVD copies received and provided to MSC. [NNTR]

Mike Rowe's "Somehody's Gotta Do It" (CNN): GUN-'74 STENNIS
NAV] NFUWEST personnel escorted Mike Rowe and SSH] crew during EB-BOIUI onboard CW—
74 for filming of episode. NAWNFUWEST and stakeholders working with producers to provide
accurate voiceover content. Reviewed rough cut. Expected to air as an entire episode,
potentially as Season 4 premiere, in the early Spring. [NNTR]



Hell Below [Smithsonian]
Docu-series exploring WWII-era submarine waifare. Letter ofAssistance provided supporting
use of DoD archival imagery. Air date: Fall 2016.

Happening [HBD]/Redford Center Productions
Documentary that discusses Navy's Green Fleet initiatives and AMERICA'S hybrid propulsion
system. Rough cut: late February 20 16. Air date: Spring 2016. [NNTR]

25May2015 "The Homefront: Stories of Service: CMDCM ofWayne E Meyer" [PBS]
l1t_tp: “video..pbs orgivideof2365487'435/
25May2015 — “Rachael Ray: Armed Forces Cook-Off“ [Syndicated]
l1 ..: WIachaelra show.com celebs 19024 an armed forces cook off to honor our vete
Lanai
2 1May2015 - "Mike Rowe's Somebody's Gotta Dolt" [CNN]
WWW
11Nov20'14 - "Navy SEALs: Their Untold Stories" [PBS]
11 : video. bs.or video 2365359070
210ct 2014 - "Makers: Women in War" [PBS]
11 : www.makerstom documents womeninwar
06]uly2014 - "Empowerment Project: ADM Michelle Howard"[lndieFlix]
l1 3: www. outube.com watch?v=szEk1EE6HI-l
04]uly2014- "Urban Oasis: USS Constitution" [HGTV]

16May2014— "Godzilla"[Warner Bros]

22Apr2014 - "Rise of the Machines: Aircraft Carrier" [History Channel]
11 s: ' WW. outube.com watch?v=Ma‘3 N 16 2k
10131901410118 Survival” [Film 44]WW
17Nov2013- "Bizarre Foods w/ Andrew Zimmern: USS Arlington" [Travel Charmel]

290ct2013- "How We Got to Now: USS Asheville" [BBC]
'3 _WWW

110ct2013- "Captain Phillips' [Sony] hflpss:.[flwwwyoutubecomiwatch?v= SASoBrFGlc
09Ang2013- "Planes"[Disney]
h. s: anwaceboolccom NAVINFOWTEST videos vb.39249404367 10152365577404363!
?g§pe=2&theater
2 17Feb2 0 13 - "Inside: 2 1st Century Warship" [NatGeo]
hfips: g {anywyoutuhacomfiwatch?v=XOAMg1TP7bc
18May2012 - "Battleship"[Universal]
httos:f[Wfacebookcom{NAVINFO‘WEST[videosfvb.892494043671’ 101523682 109993 681’
Wheaten
220ct2010 - "Pirate Hunters: USN" [Spike]
hEQsJ {movyoutubecomfiwatclflvsETjZMRGOW
03]u12007 - "Transforn1ers"[Dreamworks]
11mg: [www.facebookcom[NAWNFUWESTZvideos (vb.09249404367( 10152365 562 03 43 GEM
?§me=2&theater



b

FOX Sports
Fox Sports provided advance notice of intent to OSD/CHINFO intentions to execute Year 11 75th
Anniversary Invitational tournament in IPBHH 6-7Dec16. DSD convened conference call with
FOX. CHINFO and PACUM transferring lead for 75th Anniversary project coordination to
PACDM.

"Produced By" Panel Discussion
NAWNFOWEST to attend panel discussion with Army, Air Force and Coast Guard film liaison
offices at “Produced By" conference held at Sony Studies on 511111. Panel to discuss the DoD
policies and procedures for producers and their production companies to request and receive
official 051) Production Assistance.

“NH
All Girls Garage [Velocity]
Received request Friday, 3]un for sailor to participate in filming b-roll onboard USS HARRY S.
TRUMAN. Filming scheduled to begin 711m. Declined official PAA support due to insufficient
time to review and process request. Reconnnended referral to local [AG to explore Sailor's
participation as a private citizen in accordance with SECNAVINST 5720.44c section 0306.

W

NAWNFOWEST WEBPAGE
Official webpage overhaul completed.WWnow ready for use.



NAVINFOWEST Weekly Report
16 lune 16

Updated Items in
Blue

***NEW FEATURE — WEB LINKS TO RECENT FLEET VIDEOS ON DEMAND INSIDEH“

THE LAST SHIP [TNT]
- Season Three premiere postponed in honor of Florida victims.
-RIMPAC: Coordination focus has shifted to possible 6th fleet ADR. Currently reaching out to
determine available assets and exercises.

TRANSFORMERS FIVE
USAF designated lead Proiect Officer. DoD PAA signed supporting filming in Phoenix at
Luke AFB next week.
NAVINFOWEST working with SURFPAC/CSF to target all potential filming opportunities,
including 2 0 16 RIMPAC operations. Navy assets requested by Bay Films include the DDG-
1000, LCS, Virginia Class submarine, Firescout UAV, Pressurized Rescue Module and Carrier
Strike Group.

HUNTER-KILLER [FEATURE FILM]
Coordination meetings continuing with key Millenium officials, Original Films, SUB PAC and
CHIN F0/0 SD. Script revision received and currently under review.
NAVINFOWEST/SUBPAC notes to be submitted upon review completion. SUBPAC SME
CDR Kerr approved for tech advisory support until end of Aug 2016. Casting and coaching
support Iun/Iuly. Primary production London, UK 25]ul-lSep; Bulgaria ”1-2 lsep; Honolulu,
HI EZ-ZBSep. FAA pending approval of revised script.

[MAX SEAPOWER/KZ COM
TYCOM PA/SME screening of short, 24- minute version, for DPSEC/accuracy review
complete, no concerns. Various public focus group screenings now in progress to receive
audience surveys to combine with Navy feedback to create a revision early-mid July.
Progress continues on the 42 -n1inute documentary version.

BREAKTHROUGH [NATGEO]
SMWDC Graduation and b-roll filmed onboard NB Dahlgren ZTMay to include RADM Bosell
and RADM Kilby speaking about the SMWDC program. [111 1 1-15 are available dates for
final filming and interview with RADM Kilby. Coordinating with SURFPAC available asset
for training exercise with WTI and shipboard C0.
"Breakthrough" is exec-produced by Ron Howard and Brain Grazer and features top-tier
star power as episodes delve into cutting-edge innovations that are addressing critical,
real-world issues. Season 2 will air 19Nov16. Website:
11 : breakthrou h.national eo a hic.com

Virginia International Tattoo
An annual event with performing bands held in Norfolk. They're looking to host 2017's
event on the USS Dwight D. Eisenhower [CVN-B‘J). PBS and Virginia Arts have been in
contact with USFF and they are willing to support. Awaiting contact information from USFF
for PBS to send them an official request form. [NNTR]



Rock the Troops [Dwayne "The Rock" Iohnson]
Event requested to take place November 2016. Spike TV has an interest in recording and
airing on 4 Declfi. CNRH PAD coordinating since it's mainly an MWR concert-style event.
It is still in the formative stages as MWR continues planning the event. CNRH anticipates
being able to support. [NNTR]

(b) (4)

Years of Living Dangerously (NatGeo — Season Z/Season 1 was Showtime]
01-6,’Newsdesk coordinated initial discussion of request for interview and h-roll
assistance ISO climate change documentary series.
- Newsdesk Info Paper provided, fl'FDec, giving snapshot of desired b-roll and interviews such
as: ASN McGinn interview in Hampton Roads; Green Fleet; Makin Island/USS America hybrid
systems.
- Newsdesk action officer assigned as Project Officer at CHINFO for lead coordination
with Hampton Roads area commands, base escort ofASN and Arnold Schwarzenegger.
CNIC spokesperson[s] interviews/ b-roll on NavSta Norfolk on or around 6]un. [NNTR]

REMEMBER PEARL HARBOR [PBS]
PA request submitted for a local company to gather drone footage of USS ARIZONA and USS
MISSOURI. Footage is for a documentary that will be shown during 'FSth Pearl Harbor
Anniversary weekend.
IBPHH PAD is coordinating FAA approval. Details for filming request being finalized prior to
PAA being submitted.
- Drone footage completed with final approval from IBPH H. No PAA completed as Navy
assets were not requested or on-base access required.

N[218 [Actual] Dow-Series proposal [CBS News]
NAVINFO West delivered draft FAA to 01-6. PAA signed. PAA cites NCIS Communications
Director as Do!) Project Officer lead. [NNTR]

NCIS [CBS]
011 summer hiatus. [NNTR]

NCIS NDLAHIBS]
On summer hiatus. (NNTR)

hmn——————J
1GB and Rising [Black Label Media]
Received request for support for feature film project based on the final evacuation of Saigon
at the end of the Vietnam War. Script forwarded to USMC Film Office for
review/consideration due to high level of USMC depiction.

Top Gun 2 (Paramount Pictures]
[NNTR]

Come Hell or High Water/Battle of Leyte Gulf WW1]/IMAX
[NNTR]



GUNNY TIME (Outdoor Channel]
NAVINFDWEST project officers escorted production crew onboard USS MAICIN ISLAND
[LHD-B) i-3]un covering live-fire exercises. [NNTR]

How to Build a Rocket Ship [Discovery]
Rough cut link for a carrier episode we DID NOT officially support received DIIUN. No PAA
exists and no official interviews or b-roll were provided. Requesting NAVINFD and/or CNAP to
fact-check. [NNTR]

Mysteries at the Museum,1USNA [Travel Channel]
Broll request to film USNA Museum artifacts approved for filming on 2 lMar. Coordinating
through USNA public affairs. PAA signed. Rough cut received 111m. Pending review. [NNTR]

WWII Mega Structures [PBS]
Docu-series tells story of the biggest battleships the Japanese ever built during WWII and
the challenges they posed to the US Navy tasked with destroying them. Current title is
WWII Mega Weapons. Email sent requesting rough cut '2 TMay.

TOP GEAR. (BBC)
NAS Fallon Top Gun School segment aired during the season premiere on Monday, 30May
at 9/8c on BBC America Navy assets featured included NAWDC, TOPGUN, PIA-18 as well
as two TDPGUN instructor pilots. Potential worldwide viewership 300M. [NNTPU

SPLASH [PBS Kids]
01-6 coordinating meeting with Navy Recruiting marketing.
"Splash" is a co-production between Iim Henson Company, Herschend Enterprises and PBS Kids
premiering fall 2016 on PBS Kids. Program has two year on-air commitment of 40 half-hour
episodes per season. Target audience is ages 4-7. Educational/entertaining ocean-science related
stories told will communicate core ideas to include diversity, interconnectedness/conservation,
individuality and the celebration of science and learning. [NNTR]

MISSION RESDLVE [DISCOVERY SCIENCE}
PAR received to film the annual Damage Control Olympics at the Resolve Maritime Academy
during Ft. Lauderdale Fleet Week on 03 May16. The show will display Sailors competing and
learning, in conjunction with Resolve Maritime Academy, advanced damage control
procedures. PAA signed Filming completed with several interviews of Sailors to include
Admiral Thebaud. Awaiting rough cut. [NNTFJ

How to Build a Rocket Ship [Discovery]
Awaiting rough cut. No air date confirmed.
- Three members from AC U-S [craft master and 2 engineers) provided on-
camera interviews, 9Dec, to discuss LCAC mission/capabilities. [NNTK]

American Rifleman [Outdoor Channel)
Broll supported on IBPHH and Ford Island, 14-15Mar, to support episode discussing
weaponry used during WWII Pacific battles. Coordinated through IBPH H. PAA signed.
Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)



Mysteries at the Museum/National Naval Aviation Museum [Travel Channel)
B-roll captured, 16Nov, at Pensacola's National Naval Aviation Museum 180 episode that will
tell story ofVietnam-era POW, USN aviator Deter Dengler. Air date is 2 3]un at 9 pm. EST. Once
episode airs will email request for five DVDs.

[AY LENO'S GARAGE
Du 9May, lay Leno and the production team for "Iay Leno's Garage" visited with the crew ofACU-
5 and USS Comstock [LSD 45]. The production team filmed at ACU-S [Camp Pendleton] on an
LCAC en route to USS Comstock and on board the ship. The filming was for second season
episode called, "Just Add Water," which will be aired in Fall 2016. [NNTR]

Mighty Ships (Discovery Canada)/Continuing Promise '15
Episode aired on Discovery Canada on Sunday, 15May. US. air date with Smithsonian will be
later this year. DVD copies received and provided to MSC. [NNTR]

Mike Rowe's "Somebody 5 Gotta Do It" [CNN]: GVN-74 STENNIS
NAWNFOWEST personnel escorted Mike Rowe and SGDI crew during 28-30111] onboard CW-
74 for filming of episode. NAVINFOWEST and stakeholders working with producers to provide
accurate voiceover content. Reviewed rough cut. Expected to air as an entire episode,
potentially as Season 4 premiere, in the early Spring. [NNTR]

Hell Below [Smithsonian]
Docu-series exploring WWII-era submarine warfare. Letter of Assistance provided supporting
use of DoD archival imagery. Air date: Fall 2016. [NNTR)

Happening [HBO]/Redford Center Productions
Documentary that discusses Navy's Green Fleet initiatives and AMERICA'S hybrid propulsion
system. Rough cut: late February 2016. Air date: Spring 2016. [NNTR]

040d2015 - "Air Warriors: Prowler/Growler" [Smithsonian Channel]
11 : wwrvsmithsoniauchannel.com shows air-warriors rowler--
Howler/10034878418203
1?]un2015- "Vital Signs w/ Sanjay Gupta" [CNN]

25May2015- "The Homefront: Stories of Service: CMDCM ofWayne E Meyer" [PBS]
WWW
25May2015 - "Rachael Ray: Armed Forces Cook-OE" [Syndicated]
h . : mrachaelra showcom celebs 19024 an armed forces cook off to hon or our vete
rans (
21May2015 - "Mike Rowe's Somebody's Gotta Dolt" [CNN]
11 3: www. outubecom watch?v=LUVtLOtX1 1
11Nov2014 - "Navy SEALS: Their Untold Stories"[PBS)
ht_tp:{ [videopbaorglvideo3653590 70
210ct 2014 - "Makers: Women in War" [PBS]
WWW
06]uly2014 — "Empowerment Project: ADM Michelle Howard"[lndieFlix]
h s: wuwv. outube.com watch?v=saEk1EE6HH
04]uly2014- "Urban Oasis: USS Constitution" [HGTV]

22Apr2014- "Rise of the Machines: Aircraft Carrier" [History Charmel]
11 s: w. outubecom watch?v=M29 NlG 2k
10]an2014 - "Lone Survivor" [Film 44] htlp. SIZZWWW.EOUIIUDE.CDII1ZWEtChWZIflLFkilIK RM
17Nov20 13 - "Bizarre Foods w/ Andrew Z‘immern: USS Arlington" (Travel Channel]



I .. I I ' II .I. I . . "

290ct 013 - "How We Got to Now: USS Ashevi le" (BBC)
11 : Wbbcnordiccom video W2499160
1100132013 - "Captain PhilliPS" [5011?]MW
DBAugEDlB — "P1anes"[Disney]
WWW
Wheeler
27Feb2 0 13 - "Inside: 2 1st Century Warship" [NatGeo]
h_ttp_s:f/mvwvoujuberom/watchW2X0AMa1TP7bc
18May2 0 12 - "Battleship" [Universal]
“I Lilli. . ‘Ini I" kill Ill 11‘! I. in}. u I u

?me=2&thEfltET
220ct2010 - "Pirate Hunters: USN" [Spike]
h s: mow. outube.corn watch?v='FET'2MRGDw
OBIuIZDfl'? - "Transforiners"[DreaInworks)
l1. s: wwwfacebookcom NAVINFOWEST videos vb.89249404367 10152365562034368
'1 _

FOX Sports
Fox Sports provided advance notice of intent to USD/CHINFG intentions to execute Year II 75“]
Anniversary Invitational tournament in IPBHH fi-7Dec16. DSD convened conference call with
F0K, CHINFD and PACDM transferring lead for T5131 Anniversary project coordination to
PACDM.

”Produced By" Panel Discussion
NAWNFOWEST attended panel discussion with Army, Air Force and Coast Guard film liaison
offices at "Produced By” conference held at Sony Studios on 5]un. Panel discussed the DoD
policies and procedures for producers and their production companies to request and receive
official OSD Production Assistance.

_
"Six" (History Channel]
Received reqtiest to support scripted TV series about SEAL Team Six. Declined support due to
focus on NSW community.

NAVINFOWEST WEBPAGE
Official webpage overhaul completed. wwwnaumilllocalflnavinfowest now ready for'use.



NAVINFOWEST Weekly Report
30 lune 16
Updated Items in

Blue

”*NEW FEATURE - WEB LINKS TO RECENT FLEET VIDEOS ON DEMAND INSIDE“

NCIS [CBS]
Production team slowly returning from hiatus.
- Reviewed outline ofepisode #307. Minimal Navy/DoD depiction. Navy CDR collateral
victim of an attempted murder aimed at the sister, a USMC Maior, of an undercover NCIS
agent. [No USN resources requested [50 production]

NCIS NOLA [CBS]
NAVINFOWEST meeting with writers scheduled to discuss overall Navy involvement/depiction
in Season 3.
- Reviewed outline of #301. Episode depicts Navy Master Chief who dies heroically trying to
save public citizens during a public shooting event. {)SD/Navy notes submitted to writers for
consideration[incorporation into the script. [No USN resources requested ISO production]
- Reviewed outline of #302. Episode depicts a LCDR computer analyst as an innocent
murder victims. [No USN resources requested ISO production]
- Reviewed outline of #303. Two Navy Petty Officers depicted, one as a murder victim
protecting a friend during a botched hostage exchange, the other a hostage kidnapped by
cartel during his vacation. [No USN resources requested ISO production)
- Reviewed outline of #304. Minimal Navy/DoD depiction. Navy LT depicted as murder
victim for refusing to assist criminals in a prison break, maintaining his honor and integrity.
[No USN resources requested lSDproduction]

HUNTER-KILLER [FEATURE FILM]
PAR signed by production company and OSD 24Iun. Script revision received and currently
under review, working with production on all notes. NAVINFOWEST/SUBPAC/CNRH
coordinating logistics for tentatively scheduled September filming at IBPHH. SUBPAC SME
CDR Kerr approved for tech advisory support until end ofAug 2016. Casting and coaching
support lun/luly. Primary production London, UK 25]ul-29Aug; Honolulu, HI 30Aug-
025ep; Bulgaria 035ep-Wrap. Extensive coord ramping up.

COMIC-CON - San Diego/HTTN NBSD
NAVINFOWEST Director to attend panel with other service film liaison office Directors
to discuss procedures related to DoD support of external media productions.
Simultaneous HTTN efforts will be conducted to educate and inform entertainment industry
executives while they are in San Diego attending the convention. NAWNFOWEST coordinating
with San Diego TYCUMs to schedule orientation visits.

BREAKTHROUGH [NATGEO]
SWDC Graduation and b-roll filmed ouboard NB Dahlgren ZTMay to include RADM Boxell
and RADM Kilby speaking about the SMWDC program. Coordinating with SURFPAC
available asset for training exercise with WTI and shipboard CO.
Final film dates are 11-15 1111 onboard the USS LAKE EERIE [CG 70] and at CNSP
conference areas. Admiral Kilby has been requested for an hour offilming on July 14th.
"Breakdrrough" is exec-produced by Ron Howard and Brain Grazer and features top-tier
star power as episodes delve into cutting-edge innovations that are addressing critical,
real-world issues. Season 2 will air 19Nov16. Website:] _,,l H l . l l' I



Master Chef [FOX]
Production assistance request received 2 llun to film two teams of home cooks serving
500+ Seabees at Naval Base Port Hueneme. NAVINFO West, Naval Base 1".lentura County
FAQs and producers did a scout at Port Hueneme 24Iun. Production company would like to
look at alternate filming location. PM on hold 28]un.

Mighty Planes [DISCOVERY CANADA]
Two episodes featuring the CZA Greyhound/ E-2 Hawkeye and V—ZZ Osprey.
Received production assistance request lun. Forwarded request to CNAF for
consideration.

Mysteries at the Museum (TRAVEL)
Production company filming episode on sonar and a W Hydrophone used at the Naval
Undersea Museum. PA request received 22]11n. PM signed Zfllun. Filming at Naval
Undersea Museum 15]ul.

Pearl Harbor at 75 - Last Words [PBS]
Documentary follows two families who are receiving the identification and the remains of
their loved ones from the USS Oklahoma. They are requesting to film the arrival of Paul
Nash's casket with his family at the airport in Indianapolis on {IBJul and funeral on DQIul.
Received production assistance request 22]un. Family approved filming. Production
assistance request states no filming on military property. Emailed CACD 23]un to verify
whether military personnel will be involved in rendering funeral honors. Spoke with
CACO and production company and it was determined that no PM was required since
they would not be filming on military property and no service members would be
interviewed. Filming will take place during burial ceremony for b-roll; CACO PAO was
notified offilming 28]un.

Lidia Celebrates America [PBS]
PAR submitted for a "holiday" episode of active duty Navy Sailors enjoying a meal with
the host at NAVSTA Norfolk galley. Lidia has a well-established cooking show on PBS and
will be honoring seven veterans during the show. NAVINFO, in concurrence with (ISO,
does not support the current treatment due to lack of ROI and lack of mission focus for
active duty personnel. It was suggested to the production company that more emphasis
must be placed on active-duty Sailors[missions and also that other services should be
involved, five of the seven veterans were in the U.S. Army.

HEROES OF PEARL HARBOR [Discovery] - 360 Productions
Production request submitted to utilize the USS MISSOURI, Pacifica Aviation Museum.
and USS Oklahoma memorial to interview civilian SME regarding heroic actions of
personnel on Dec. 7, 1941- The treatment and factual content is being reviewed by NHHC,
access to Ford Island will be given based upon approval from NHHC. No FAA required.

INDIANAPOLIS - SURVIVOR STORIES (Smithsonian) - 360 Productions
360 Productions requested to interview an SME at the Navy Yard in Washington D.C.
regarding the survival story of the crew onboard the USS Indianapolis. NHHC is
reviewing the content and treatment for historical accuracy and will name an SME.
Access/support is dependent upon their approval, due diligence is being given to ensure
that the Navy Core Values are at the center of the project and display the courage and
sacrifice the CO and crew made. FAA will be required.

A Navy Chaplain's Road to Sainthood (EWTN)
Documentary on Father Vincent Capodanno's life, death and path to Canoniaation- Production will
travel to Vietnam with CDR Daniel Mode to show the link between Father Capodanno, the many



other Naval Chaplains, and their dedicated support to the Marine Corps - then and now. Tentative
filming dates are 29Aug — 7Sep. Received Production Assistance Request 28]un. Awaiting word
from FACOM for name ofFroject Officer to draft FAA 30]un.

Virginia International Tattoo {WHRO/FBS]
An annual event with performing bands held in Norfolk. They're looking to host 2017's
event on the USS Dwight D. Eisenhower [CVN-69). PBS and Virginia Arts have been in
contact with USFF and they are willing to support. Sent production information request
form Ellun. Form received form ETIun. Request states no funding and only verbal
distribution from PBS.

Rock the Troops [Dwayne "The Rock" Iohnson]
Event requested to take place November 20 16. Spike TV has an interest in recording and
airing on 4Dec16. CNRH FAD coordinating since it's mainly an MWR concert-style event.
It is still in the formative stages as MWR continues planning the event. OSD has
recommended that IBFHH hold the event off-base and ensure that all expenses to DoD were
reimbursed. JBPHH currently has decided to retain the event on-base, negotiations still
underway.

Years of Living Dangerously [NatGeo — Season Z/Season 1 was Showtime]
OI-6/Newsdesk coordinated initial discussion of request for interview and b-roll
assistance ISO climate change documentary series.
- Newsdesk Info Paper provided, [17 Dec, giving snapshot of desired b-roll and interviews such
as: ASN McGinn interview in Hampton Roads; Green Fleet; Makjn Island/USS America hybrid
systems.
- Newsdesk action officer assigned as Project Officer at CHINFO for lead coordination with
Hampton Roads area commands, base escort ofASN and Arnold Schwarzenegger. CNIC
spokesperson(s] interviewsf b-roll on NavSta Norfolk on or around filun. [NNTR]

REMEMBER PEARL HARBOR [PBS]
PA request submitted for a local company to gather drone footage of USS ARIZONA and USS
MISSOURI. Footage is for a documentary that will be shown during 75th Pearl Harbor
Anniversary weekend. Drone footage completed with final approval from IBPH H. No FAA
completed as Navy assets were not requested or on-base access required. [NNTR]

N(215 (Actual) Docu-Series proposal [CBS News)
NAVINFO West delivered draft FAA to 01-6. FAA signed. FAA cites NCIS Communications
Director as DoD Project Officer lead. [NNTR]



TRANSFORMERS FIVE
USAF designated lead Project Officer. DoD PAA signed supporting filming in Phoenix at
Luke AFB.
NAVINFDWEST working with CNAFfSURFPAC/CSF to target all potential filming
opportunities, including 2016 RlMPAC operations, DDS-1000, LCS, Virginia Class
submarine, Firescout UAV, Pressurized Rescue Module and Carrier Strike Group.
RIMPAC PhotoEx filming is currently being planned with CSF. suggested dates for travel
are 25-301ul.

105 and Rising [Black Label Media)
Received request for support for feature film project based on the final evacuation of
Saigon at the end of the Vietnam War. Script forwarded to USMC Film Office for
review!consideration due to high level of USMC depiction. [NNTR]

Top- Gun 2 [Paramount Pictures)
[NNTR]

Come Hell or High Water]Battle of Leyte GulfWW1][IMAX
[NNTR]

IMAX SEAPOWER/KZ COM
TYCOM PA/SME screening of short, 24 minute version, for OPSEC/accuracy review
complete, no concerns. Various public focus group screenings in progress to receive
audience surveys. Progress continues on the 42-minute documentary version. Working
with CNAF/SUB PAC to provide recommendations for voice-over script to improve narration
of Navy sequences for mid-Iuly 24min revision.

GUNNY TIME [Outdoor Channel)
NAVINFGWEST project officers escorted production crew onboard USS MARIN
ISLAND [LHD-B) 1-3]un covering live-fire exercises. {N NTR]

WWII Mega Structures [PBS]
Docu-series tells story of the biggest battleships the lapanese ever built during WW1 and
the challenges they posed to the US Navy tasked with destroying them. Current title is
WWII Mega Weapons. Email sent requesting rough cut 27May. (NNTR)

TOP GEAR [BBC]
NAS Fallon Top Gun School segment aired during the season premiere on Monday, BDMay
at 9/8c on BBC America. Navy assets featured included NAWDC, TOPGUN, F/A-IB as well
as two TOPGUN instructor pilots. Potential worldwide viewership 300M. [NNTR]

SPLASH [PBS Kids]
01-6 coordinating meeting with Navy Recruiting marketing.
"Splash" is a co-production between jim Henson Company, Herschend Enterprises and PBS Kids
premiering fall 2016 on PBS Kids. Program has two year on-air commitment of40 half-hour episodes
per season. Target audience is ages 4-7. Educational1'entertaining ocean-science related stories told
will communicate core ideas to include diversity, interconnectedness/conservation, individuality and
the celebration of science and learning. [NNTR]

MISSIDN RESDLVE [DISCDVERY SCIENCE)
PAR received to film the annual Damage Control Olympics at the Resolve Maritime Academy
during Ft Lauderdale Fleet Week on OSMaylfi. The show will display Sailors competing and
learning, in conjunction with Resolve Maritime Academy, advanced damage control procedures.
PAA signed. Filming completed with several interviews of Sailors to include Admiral Thebaud.



Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR]

RIVERINE DOCU-SERIESIARCADIA ENTERTAINMENT
- Introductory phone call held, 17Feb. Company does not have funding or distribution support.
- Producer developing formal treatmentfproposal that focuses on training. Once formal
proposal is received, will coordinate further development and coordination through
FFC/NECC.
- NECC PAD contacted, current support is limited to CDNUS training evolutions.
Awaiting school details to forward to Producer. [NNTR]

American Rifleman [Outdoor Channel)
Broll supported on IBFHH and Ford Island, 14-15Mar, to support episode discussing
weaponry used during WWII Pacific battles. Coordinated through IBPHH. FAA signed.
Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR]

How to Build a Rocket Ship [Discovery]
Rough cut link for a carrier episode we DID NOT officially support received OllUN. No PAA
exists and no ofiicial interviews or b-roll were provided. CNAP notes on rough cut
forwarded to production company 15]un. Episode will air lflAug.

How to Build a Rocket Ship [Discovery]
Three members from ACU—S (craft master and 2 engineers) provided on- camera interviews,
9Dec, to discuss LCAC missionIcapabilities.
Rough cut reviewed 29]un. Air date 24Aug.

Mysteries at the Museum/USNA [Travel Channel]
Broll request to film USNA Museum artifacts approved for filming on 21Mar.
Coordinating through USNA public affairs. PAA signed. Rough cut received 1]un.
Awaiting air date.

IAY LENO'S GARAGE
[in 9May, lay Leno and the production team for "Jay Leno’s Garage" visited with the crew ofACU-
5 and USS Comstock [LSD 45]. The production team filmed at ACU-S [Camp Pendleton] on an
LCAC en route to USS Comstock and on board the ship. The filming was for second season episode
called, "lust Add Water," which will be aired in Fall 2016. [NNTR]

Mighty Ships [Discovery Canada]IContinuing Promise '15
Episode aired on Discovery Canada on Sunday, 15May. U.S. air date with Smithsonian will be
later this year. DVD copies received and provided to MSC. [NNTR]

Mike Rowe's "Somehody's Gotta Do It" [CNN]: CVN-74 STENNIS
NAWNFOWEST personnel escorted Mike Rowe and SGDI crew during 28-3 Olul onboard CVNF
74 for filming of episode. NAVINFUWEST and stakeholders working with producers to provide
accurate voiceover content. Reviewed rough cut. Expected to air as an entire episode,
potentially as Season 4 premiere, in the early Spring. (NNTR)

Hell Below [Smithsonian]
Docu-series exploring WI—era submarine warfare. Letter ofAssistance provided
supporting use of Del] archival imagery. Air date: Fall 2016. [NNTR]

Happening [HBO]/Redford Center Productions
Domimentary that dis cusses Navy's Green Fleet initiatives and AMERICA's hybrid propulsion
system. Rough cut: late February 20 16. Air date: Spring 2016. [NHTR]



04032015- "Air Warriors: Prowler/Growler" [Smithsonian Channel]

- growler11003487fl3418203
17]un2{}15 - "Vital Signs w/ Sanjay Gupta" [CNN]

spc.cnn 25May2015- "The Homefront: Stories of Service: CMDCM ofWayne E Meyer"
[PBS] 1113111[videopbsorgflvideoz23654874351
25Mav2015 - "Rachael Ray: Armed Forces Cook-Off" [Syndicated]
l1t_l:p:.r_‘[wrachaelraflhowrom(celebs!19024 an armed forces cook oil" to ho_nor our vete
ransz
21May2015 - "Mike Rowe's Somehody's Gotta Dolt" [CNN]
hmgs: Z ZWEDUUJIJEL‘DH] (watch?v=LUVtLOtX1 1 Q
1 1Nov2014 - "Navy SEALs: Their Untold Stories" [PBS]
h video. bs.or video 2365359DTD
Elflct 2014- "Makers: Women 111 War" [PBS]

Ufi]uly2{l 14 "Empowerment Project ADM Michelle Howard"[lndjeFl.ix}
h. 3: www. outube.com watch?v=szEk1EE6HH
D4]ul_v2014- "Urban Oasis: USS Constitution" [HGTV]
h. d .h l
0212583 16May2014- "Godzilla"[Warner Bros]
WW
22Apr2014"R1se of the Machines: Aircraft Carrier" [History Channel]
11 3: www. outuhe.com watch?v:M29 NIG 2k
lfllan2fl14 - "Lone Survivor" [Film 44]
ham;s:.{wnoutube comiwatch?v:2oLFk4|K RM 17Nov2013 - "Bizarre Foods w/
Andrew Zimmern: USS Arlington" [Travel Channel)

290ct2013- "How We Got to Now: USS Asheville" [BBC]
WWW
110112013- "Captain Phillipfi" (5011.?)W
DQAugZD 13 ""Planes [Disney]

ul 1111. .- n. n 1111 l1] “-1 II‘ 1'III I I' I 1'1 -.
?g{pe=2&theater
27Feb20 13 - "Inside: lt Centuryr Warship"[NatGeo]
WWW181113172012 - "Battleship"[Universal]
11 s: wwwfacebookcom NAWNFUWEST videos 14339249404367 10152368210999363
?Epe=2&theater
220112010 - "Pirate Hunters: USN" [Spike]
l1 5: www. outuherom watch'hrz‘FET‘ZMRGDw
03]u12007 - "Transformers"[Dreamworks]
Ill ' 1111.. Jenn III 1111 I1! “:1 II‘ 1-... n I' l I I . .:

?g{pe=2&theater

FUR Sports
Fox Sports provided advance notice of intent to USD/CHINFO intentions to execute Year 11 75th
Anniversary Invitational tournament in IPBHH fi-7Dec 16. USD convened conference call with
FOX, CHINFD and PACUM transferring lead for 75131Anniversary project coordination to
PACDM. [NNTR]



_
011 The Wave Productions [Reef Guardians Hawaii)
Received inquiry EBlun regarding filming and discussing the environmental impacts of RIMPAC.
Forwarded request to the Newsdesk Zflluu.

_
NAVINFDWEST WEBPAGE
Official webpage overhaul completed. wwwnaflmflflocal‘flnavinfowest now readyr for use.
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*“NEW FEATURE - WEB LINKS TO RECENT FLEET VIDEOS ON DEMAND INSIDE***

HUNTER-KILLER [FEATURE FILM]
PAA signed by production company and OSD 24Jun. SUBPAC SME CDR Kerr approved for
tech advisory support until end ofAug 2016, travels to UK 11Iul to begin on -sight support
as support requirements ramp-up. NAVl NFOWEST/SUBPAC/CNRH coordinating logistics
for tentatively scheduled October filming at IBPHH. Primary production London, UK 25]ul-
26Aug; Bulgaria Sep; Honolulu, HI Oct. Extensive coord with props/wardrobefsets. From
LA to London. Pentagon tour for actors requested.

COMBAT SHIPS [HISTORY CHANNEL] NEW
Production request submitted to film multiple ships from the fleet past and present.
Requests include: USS NAUTILUS, USS CONSTITUTION, USNS COMFORT, USS ENTERPRISE,
and USS FORD. TYCOMs are being contacted to determine support availability to the current
conditions of the ships and if support is feasible.

COMIC-CON - San Diego/HTTN NBSD 21-24IUL
NAVINFOWEST Director to attend panel with other service film liaison office Directors
to discuss procedures related to DoD support of external media productions.
Simultaneous HTTN efforts will be conducted to educate and inform entertainment industry
executives while they are in San Diego attending the convention. NAVINFOWEST coordinating
with San Diego TYCOMs to schedule orientation visits. Friday [Helo Sim]; Saturday [Fast Attack],-
Sunday [Cruiser/Destroyer]

TRANSFORMERS FIVE
USAF designated lead Project Officer. DoD PAA signed supporting filming in Phoenix at
Luke AFB.
NAVINFOWEST working with CNAF/SURFPAC/CSF to target all potential filming
opportunities, including 2016 RIMPAC operations, DDG-lflflfl, LCS, Virginia Class submarine,
Firescout UAV, Pressurized Rescue Module and Carrier Strike Group.
RlMPAC PhotoEx filming is currently being planned with C3 F, suggested dates for travel are
25-30jul.

BREAKTHROUGH {NATGEO}
BMWDC Graduation and b-roll filmed onboard NB Dahlgren 27May to include RADM Boxell
and RADM Kilby speaking about the SMWDC program. Coordinating with SURFPAC
available asset for training exercise with WTI and shipboard CO.
Shooting schedule being condensed to 13-15 In] onboard the USS LAKE EERIE [CG 7D] and
at CNSP conference areas. Admiral Kilby has been requested for an hour offilming on
14Iul.
"Breakthrough" is exec-produced by Ron Howard and Brain Grazer and features top-tier
star power as episodes delve into cutting-edge innovations that are addressing critical,
real-world issues. Season 2 will air 19Nov16. Website:
h : breakthrou .national eo a hic.com

Mysteries at the Museum (TRAVEL)
Production company filming episode on sonar and a W Hydrophone used at the Naval
Undersea Museum. PA request received 22]1m. PAA signed Zfilun. Filming at Naval
Undersea Museum 15]ul.

Pearl Harbor at 75 - Last Words [PBS]
Documentary follows two families who are receiving the identification and the remains of
their loved ones from the USS Oklahoma. They are requesting to film the arrival of Paul



Nash's casket with his family at the airport in Indianapolis on 08Jul and funeral on 09Jul. 
Received production assistance request 22Jun. Family approved filming.  Production 
assistance request states no filming on military property.  Emailed CACO 23Jun to verify 
whether military personnel will be involved in rendering funeral honors.  Spoke with 
CACO and production company and it was determined that no PAA was required since 
they would not be filming on military property and no service members would be 
interviewed.  Filming will take place during burial ceremony for b-roll; CACO PAO was 
notified of filming 28Jun. 
 
Lidia Celebrates America (PBS) 
PAR submitted for a "holiday" episode of active duty Navy Sailors enjoying a meal with 
the host at NAVSTA Norfolk galley.  Lidia has a well-established cooking show on PBS and 
will be honoring seven veterans during the show.  NAVINFO, in concurrence with OSD, 
does not support the current treatment due to lack of ROI and lack of mission focus for 
active duty personnel.  It was suggested to the production company that more emphasis 
must be placed on active-duty Sailors/missions and also that other services should be 
involved, five of the seven veterans were in the U.S. Army. 
- A new treatment has been submitted that has more involvement and would highlight CS 
rates on base, carrier, or an LHD.  Working with TYCOMS to determine support.  
Requested filming date mid-August 2016. 
 
HEROES OF PEARL HARBOR (Discovery) - 360 Productions 
Production request submitted to utilize the USS MISSOURI, Pacifica Aviation Museum, 
and USS Oklahoma memorial to interview civilian SME regarding heroic actions of 
personnel on Dec. 7, 1941.  The treatment and factual content is being reviewed by NHHC, 
access to Ford Island will be given based upon approval from NHHC.  No PAA required.  
 
INDIANAPOLIS - SURVIVOR STORIES (Smithsonian) - 360 Productions 
360 Productions requested to interview an SME at the Navy Yard in Washington D.C. 
regarding the survival story of the crew onboard the USS Indianapolis.  NHHC is 
reviewing the content and treatment for historical accuracy and will name an SME.  
Access/support is dependent upon their approval, due diligence is being given to ensure 
that the Navy Core Values are at the center of the project and display the courage and 
sacrifice the CO and crew made.  NHHC has approved the treatment and made 
recommendations for the SME.  PAA with OSD for approval. 
 
Reverse Care Package (NFCU) NEW 
PARF received 06Jul for a short documentary on recently deployed Sailors giving back to 
those who helped take care of their family and loved ones on the home front.  Navy Federal 
Credit Union is sponsoring up to $10,000 for gifts the Sailors will give.  Distribution would 
only be on the NFCU website and YouTube channel.  They are looking to begin filming end of 
July to early August.  Recommend JAG review, local command approval. 
 

 
  

 
 

 
 

 
SAY YES TO THE DRESS (TLC) NEW 
Production request to film a Petty Officer from the USS Truman being proposed to after 
returning to base.  Currently there is no request to access the base to film or get B-roll.   
Currently contacting the TRUMAN PAO to determine level of support, the recommendation is 
to have command level approval for participation.   
 
 
 

 

(b) (4)
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assistance request states no filming on military property.  Emailed CACO 23Jun to verify 
whether military personnel will be involved in rendering funeral honors.  Spoke with 
CACO and production company and it was determined that no PAA was required since 
they would not be filming on military property and no service members would be 
interviewed.  Filming will take place during burial ceremony for b-roll; CACO PAO was 
notified of filming 28Jun. 
 
Lidia Celebrates America (PBS) 
PAR submitted for a "holiday" episode of active duty Navy Sailors enjoying a meal with 
the host at NAVSTA Norfolk galley.  Lidia has a well-established cooking show on PBS and 
will be honoring seven veterans during the show.  NAVINFO, in concurrence with OSD, 
does not support the current treatment due to lack of ROI and lack of mission focus for 
active duty personnel.  It was suggested to the production company that more emphasis 
must be placed on active-duty Sailors/missions and also that other services should be 
involved, five of the seven veterans were in the U.S. Army. 
- A new treatment has been submitted that has more involvement and would highlight CS 
rates on base, carrier, or an LHD.  Working with TYCOMS to determine support.  
Requested filming date mid-August 2016. 
 
HEROES OF PEARL HARBOR (Discovery) - 360 Productions 
Production request submitted to utilize the USS MISSOURI, Pacifica Aviation Museum, 
and USS Oklahoma memorial to interview civilian SME regarding heroic actions of 
personnel on Dec. 7, 1941.  The treatment and factual content is being reviewed by NHHC, 
access to Ford Island will be given based upon approval from NHHC.  No PAA required.  
 
INDIANAPOLIS - SURVIVOR STORIES (Smithsonian) - 360 Productions 
360 Productions requested to interview an SME at the Navy Yard in Washington D.C. 
regarding the survival story of the crew onboard the USS Indianapolis.  NHHC is 
reviewing the content and treatment for historical accuracy and will name an SME.  
Access/support is dependent upon their approval, due diligence is being given to ensure 
that the Navy Core Values are at the center of the project and display the courage and 
sacrifice the CO and crew made.  NHHC has approved the treatment and made 
recommendations for the SME.  PAA with OSD for approval. 
 
Reverse Care Package (NFCU) NEW 
PARF received 06Jul for a short documentary on recently deployed Sailors giving back to 
those who helped take care of their family and loved ones on the home front.  Navy Federal 
Credit Union is sponsoring up to $10,000 for gifts the Sailors will give.  Distribution would 
only be on the NFCU website and YouTube channel.  They are looking to begin filming end of 
July to early August.  Recommend JAG review, local command approval. 
 

 
  

 
 

 
 

 
SAY YES TO THE DRESS (TLC) NEW 
Production request to film a Petty Officer from the USS Truman being proposed to after 
returning to base.  Currently there is no request to access the base to film or get B-roll.   
Currently contacting the TRUMAN PAO to determine level of support, the recommendation is 
to have command level approval for participation.   
 
 
 

 

(b) (4)

Nash's casket with his family at the airport in Indianapolis on 08]ul and funeral on 09]ul.
Received production assistance request 22]un. Family approved filming. Production
assistance request states no filming on military property. Emailed CACO 23Iun to verify
whether military personnel will be involved in rendering funeral honors. Spoke with
CACO and production company and it was determined that no PAA was required since
they would not be filming on military property and no service members would be
interviewed. Filming will take place during burial ceremony for b-roll; CACO PAO was
notified of filming 28]un.

Lidia Celebrates America (PBS)
PAR submitted for a "holiday" episode of active duty Navy Sailors enjoying a meal with
the host at NAVSTA Norfolk galley. Lidia has a well-established cooking show on PBS and
will be honoring seven veterans during the show. NAVINFO, in concurrence with OSD,
does not support the current treatment due to lack of ROI and lack of mission focus for
active duty personnel. It was suggested to the production company that more emphasis
must be placed on active-duty Sailors/missions and also that other services should be
involved, five of the seven veterans were in the US. Army.
- A new treatment has been submitted that has more involvement and would highlight CS
rates on base, carrier, or an LHD. Working with TYCOMS to determine support.
Requested filming date mid-August 2016.

HEROES OF PEARL HARBOR (Discovery) - 360 Productions
Production request submitted to utilize the USS MISSOURI, Pacifica Aviation Museum,
and USS Oklahoma memorial to interview civilian SME regarding heroic actions of
personnel on Dec. 7, 1941. The treatment and factual content is being reviewed by NHHC,
access to Ford Island will be given based upon approval from NHHC. No PAA required.

INDIANAPOLIS - SURVIVOR STORIES (Smithsonian) - 360 Productions
360 Productions requested to interview an SME at the Navy Yard in Washington D.C.
regarding the survival story of the crew onboard the USS Indianapolis. NHHC is
reviewing the content and treatment for historical accuracy and will name an SME.
Access/support is dependent upon their approval, due diligence is being given to ensure
that the Navy Core Values are at the center of the project and display the courage and
sacrifice the CO and crew made. NHHC has approved the treatment and made
recommendations for the SME. PAA with OSD for approval.

Reverse Care Package (NFCU) m
PARF received 06]ul for a short documentary on recently deployed Sailors giving back to
those who helped take care of their family and loved ones on the home front. Navy Federal
Credit Union is sponsoring up to $10,000 for gifts the Sailors will give. Distribution would
only be on the NFCU website and YouTube channel. They are looking to begin filming end of
July to early August. Recommend IAG review, local command approval.

SAY YES TO THE DRESS (TLC)fl
Production request to film a Petty Officer from the USS Truman being proposed to after
returning to base. Currently there is no request to access the base to film or get B-roll.
Currently contacting the TRUMAN PAC to determine level of support, the recommendation is
to have command level approval for participation.



A Navy Chaplain’s Road to Sainthood [EWTN]
Documentary on Father 1v'incent Capodanno's life, death and path to Canoniaation. Production will
travel to Vietnam with CDR Daniel Mode to show the link between Father Capodanno, the many
other Naval Chaplains, and their dedicated support to the Marine Corps - then and now. Tentative
filming dates are 29Aug — YSep. Received Production Assistance Request ZBIun. Awaiting word
from PACOM for name of Project Officer to draft PAA 30lun.

Virginia International Tattoo [WHRD/PBS]
An annual event with performing bands held in Norfolk. They're looking to host 2017's
event on the USS Dwight D. Eisenhower [CW-59]. PBS and Virginia Arts have been in
contact with USFF and they are willing to support. Sent production information request
form 21]un. Form received form 27lun. Request states no funding and only verbal
distribution from PBS. Requested proof of funding/distribution EBlun.

Rock the Troops [Dwayne "The Rock" Iohnson]
Event requested to take place November 2016. Spike TV has an interest in recording and
airing on 4Dec16. CNRH PAO coordinating since it's mainly an M‘WR concert-style event.
It is still in the formative stages as MWR continues planning the event. OSD has
recommended that lBPHI—I hold the event off-base and ensure that all expenses to DoD were
reimbursed. IBPHH currently has decided to retain the event on-base, negotiations still
underway.

Years of Living Dangerously [NatGeo — Season Z/Season 1 was Showtime]
OI-EfNewsdesk coordinated initial discussion of request for interview and b-roll
assistance ISO climate change documentary series.
Newsdesk Info Paper provided, O7Dec, giving snapshot of desired h-rol] and interviews such
as: ASN McGinn interview in Hampton Roads; Green Fleet; Makin Island/USS America hybrid
systems.
Newsdesk action officer assigned as Project Officer at CPHNFO for lead coordination with
Hampton Roads area commands, base escort ofASN and Arnold Schwarzenegger, CNIC
spokesperson[s] interviews/ b-roll on NavSta Norfolk on or around 6]un. [N NTR]

REMEMBER PEARL HARBOR [PBS]
PA request submitted for a local company to gather drone footage of USS ARIZONA and USS
MISSOURI. Footage is for a documentary that will be shown during 75th Pearl Harbor
Anniversary weekend. Drone footage completed with final approval from IBPHH. No PAA
completed as Navy assets were not requested or on-base access required. [NNTR]

NCIS [Actual] Docu-Series proposal [CBS News]
NAVINFO West delivered draft PAA to 01-6. PAA signed. PAA cites NCIS Communications
Director as DoD Project Officer lead. [NNTR]

NCIS NOLA [CBS]
- Reviewed script of #301. Episode depicts Navy Master Chief who dies heroically trying to save
public citizens during a public shooting event. OSD/Navy notes submitted to writers for
consideration/incorporation into the script. [No USN resources requested ISO production]
- Reviewed outline of #302. Episode depicts a LCDR computer analyst as an innocent
murder victims. [No USN resources requested ISO production]



- Reviewed outline of #303. Two Navy Petty Officers depicted, one as a murder victim
protecting a friend during a botched hostage exchange, the other a hostage kidnapped by
cartel during his vacation. (No USN resources requested ISO production]
- Reviewed outline of #304. Minimal Navy/Dot) depiction. Navy LT depicted as murder
victim for refusing to assist criminals in a prison break, maintaining his honor and
integrity. (No USN resources requested ISO production]

NCIS {CBS}
Production team slowly returning from hiatus.

- Reviewed outline of episode #307. Minimal Navy/Dot) depiction. Navy CDR collateral
victim of an attempted murder aimed at the sister, a USMC Major, of an undercover NCIS
agent. [No USN resources requested ISO production] (N NTR]

MIMI—
105 and Rising [Black Label Media]
Received request for support for feature film project based on the final evacuation of
Saigon at the end of the Vietnam War. Requests for support being reviewed by UMSC
Film Office and NAVINFOWEST. Production tentatively scheduled to begin late
November.

Top Gun 2 {Paramount Pictures]
[NNTR]

Come Hell or High Water/Battle of Leyte GulfWWIl/IMAX
[NNTR]

[MAX SEAPOWERIKZ CUM
T‘r’COM PAISME screening of short, 24 minute version, for OPSEC ,r accuracy review
complete, no concerns. Various public focus group screenings in progress to receive
audience surveys. Progress continues on the 42-minute documentary version. Working
with CNAF/SUB PAC to provide reconnnendations for voice-over script to improve narration
of Navy sequences for mid-luly 24-min revision.

SUNNY TIME (Outdoor Channel]
NAWNFGWEST project officers escorted production crew onboard USS MARIN
[ELAND [LHD-B] 1-3]u.n covering live-fire exercises. Awaiting rough cut review.

WWII Mega Structures [PBS]
Docu-series tells story of the biggest battleships the Iapanese ever built during WI] and
the challenges they posed to the US Navy tasked with destroying them. Current title is
WWII Mega Weapons. Email sent requesting rough cut 27May. [NNTR]



SPLASH (PBS Kids]
(ll-6 coordinating meeting with Navy Recruiting marketing.
"Splash” is a co-production between Iim Henson Company, Herschend Enterprises and PBS Kids
premiering fall 2016 on PBS Kids. Program has two year on-air conmiitment of 40 half-hour episodes
per season. Target audience is ages 4-7. Educational/entertaining ocean-science related stories told
will communicate core ideas to include diversity, interconnectedness/conservation, individuality and
the celebration of science and learning. [NNTR]

MISSION RESOLVE (DISCOVERY SCIENCE]
PAR received to film the aimual Damage Control Olympics at the Resolve Maritime Academy
during Ft. Lauderdale Fleet Week on 03May16. The show will display Sailors competing and
learning, in conjunction with Resolve Maritime Academy. advanced damage control procedures.
FAA signed. Filming completed with several interviews of Sailors to include Admiral Tliebaud.
Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR]

American Rifleman (Outdoor Channel)
Broll supported on IBPHH and Ford Island, 14-15Mar, to support episode discussing
weaponry used during WWII Pacific battles. Coordinated through IBPHH. FAA signed.
Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

IAY LEND'S GARAGE
[in 9May, lay Leno and the production team for "Jay Leno’s Garage" visited with the crew of ACU-
5 and USS Comstock [LSD 45]. The production team filmed at ACU-S [Camp Pendleton) on an
LCAC en route to USS Comstock and on board the ship. The filming was for second season episode
called, "Just Add Water," which will be aired in Fall 2016. Awaiting rough cut review.

Happening [HBO]/Redford Center Productions
Documentary that discusses Navy's Green Fleet initiatives and AMERICA'S hybrid propulsion
system. Air date: Spring 2016. Editing process back in progress after production was
postponed for 8 months. Awaiting rough cut. Projected air date early 2017’.

How to Build a Rocket Ship [Discovery]
Rough cut link for a carrier episode we DID NOT officially support received 01IUN. No PAA
exists and no official interviews or b-roll were provided. CNAP notes on rough cut
forwarded to production company 15]un. Episode will air 10Aug.

How to Build a Rocket Ship [Discovery]
Three members from ACU-E [craft master and 2 engineers] provided on- camera interviews.
9Dec, to discuss LCAC mission/capabilities.
Rough cut reviewed 29pm. Air date 24Aug.

Mysteries at the Museum/USNA [Travel Channel]
Eroll request to film USNA Museum artifacts approved for filming on 21Mar.
Coordinating through USNA public affairs. PAA signed. Rough cut received 111m.
Awaiting air date.



Mighty Ships [IllisI'ioveryr Canada]/Continuing Promise ‘15
Episode aired on Discovery Canada on Sunday, 15May. US. air date with Smithsonian will be
later this year. DVD copies received and provided to MSC. [NNTR]

Mike Rowe’s "Somebody‘s Gotta Do It” [CNN]: CVN-74 STENNIS
NAVINFG‘WEST personnel escorted Mike Rowe and SGDI crew during 28-301ul ouboard CVNI
74 for filming of episode. NAVINFUWEST and stakeholders working with producers to provide
accurate voiceover content. Reviewed rough cut. Expected to air as an entire episode,
potentially as Season 4 premiere, in the early Spring. [NNTR]

Hell Below [Smithsonian]
[loco-series exploring WI-era submarine warfare. Letter ofAssistance provided
supporting use of Do!) archival imagery. Air date: Sis episode scries premieres Sunday,
1?]uly at 9 pm. ET/PT.

-g10wler£11103487fl3418203
17]u-n2015 "Vital Signs w/ Sanjay Gupta" [CNN]

d ld 5 0
s c.cn11
25May2015 - "The Homefront: Stories of Service: CMDCM of Wayne E Meyer" [PBS]
ht_tp:fi [videopbsorg [videoIZ 3654874351’
25May2015 - "Rachael Ray: Armed Forces Cook-Off" [Syndicated]
IuI mu.‘ I. II ".I 'II. .II'I I - II.Ii I III I”
ransz
21May2015 - "Mike Rowe's Somehody's Gotta Dolt" [CNN]
11 s: ' www. outuhe.com watch2sUVtLOtX11
11Nov2014 - "Navy SEALS: Their Untold Stories"[PBS]l {2'} l :1 2315353112]

210ct 2014 - "Makers: Women in War" [PBS]
h . : www.makers.com documenta womeninwar
061u1y2014 - "Empowerment Project: ADM Michelle Howard"[1ndieFIii-1]
l1t_tps:z [www.youtuherom(watch?v=szEk1 EE6HH g
04luly2014 — "Urban Oasis: USS Constitution" [HGTV]

0212583 16May2014- "Godzilla'TWarner Bros]?
11 _

22Apr2014 - "Rise of the Machines: Aircraft Carrier" [History Channel]
11 3: www. outuhe.com watch?v=M29r N 1G 2k
10]an2014 - "Lone Survivor" [Film 44]
h . s. w. outube.com watclflvz oLFkéln K RM
‘17Nov2013-"Bizarre Foods w/ Andrew Zimmern: USS Arlington" [Travel Channel]

290C1I2013- "How We G'ot to Now: lJSS Asheville" [BBC]
11t_tp:fi [www.bhcnordic.con1 {video /?v=499 160
llflct2013 - "Captain Phillipa" [Sony]MW
09Aug2013 - "Planes"[Disney]
u' 111;. .‘JIII II LIIL I1 11‘! I:' "ll: I I I -'l-l II

?g[pe=2&theater
2 7Feh2 D 13 - “Inside: 2 lst Century Warship" [NatGeo]



18May2012 -"Eatt1eship"[Universa]]
h s: Wfacebookcom NAVINFOWE T vi eos vb.89249404367 101 2368210999363
?gme=2&theater
220ct201fl — "Pirate Hunters: USN" (Spike)

v :' '
D3]u120[}7 - "Transforrners"[D1-eamworks]
In: an. .‘Ill. ”IL: L Id 11-: I:' I‘ll: - l . .li .:
?Q{pe:2&theater

_
F0K Sports
Fos Sports provided advance notice of intent to DSD/CHINFD intentions to execute Year II 75fll
Anniversary Invitational tournament in IPBHH 6-7Dec16. DSD convened conference can with
FOX, CHINFO and PACOM transferring lead for 75mAIIDjVEI'S-Elt'y project coordination to
PACUM. [NNTR]

[more]

Havmsowesr WEBPAGE
Official Webpase overhaul mmpleted.WWDWready for use.
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”*NEW FEATURE - WEB LINKS TO RECENT FLEET VIDEOS ON DEMAND INSIDE“

HUNTER-KILLER [FEATURE FILM]
PAA signed by production company and OSD 24Jun. SUBPAC SME CDR Kerr approved for
tech advisory support until end of Aug 2016, traveled to UK 12]ul to begin on-sight support
as support requirements ramp-up. NAVINFOWEST/SUBPAC/CNRH coordinating logistics
for tentatively scheduled October filming at IBPH H. Primary production London, UK 25]ul-
26Aug; Bulgaria Sep; Honolulu, HI Oct. Extensive coord with props/wardrobefsets. From
LA to London. Pentagon tour for actors requested.

COMBAT SHIPS [HISTORY CHANNEL)
Production request submitted to film multiple ships from the fleet past and present.
Requests include: USS NAUTILUS, USS CONSTITUTION, USNS COMFORT, USS ENTERPRISE,
and USS FORD. TYCOMs are being contacted to determine support availability to the current
conditions of the ships and if support is feasible.

COMIC-CON - San Diego/HTTN NBSD 21-24IUL
NAVINFOWEST Director to attend panel with other service film liaison office Directors
to discuss procedures related to DoD support of external media productions.
Simultaneous HTTN efforts will be conducted to educate and inform entertainment industry
executives while they are in San Diego attending the convention. NAVINFOWEST coordinating
with San Diego TYCOMs to schedule orientation visits. Friday [Helo Sim]; Saturday [Fast Attack];
Sunday [Cruiser]

TRANSFORMERS FIVE
USAF designated lead Project Officer. DoD PAA signed supporting filming in Phoenix at
Luke AFB.
NAVINFOWEST working with CNAF/SURFPAC/CBF to target all potential filming
opportunities, including 2016 RIMPAC operations, DOG-1000, LCS, Virginia Class submarine,
Firescout UAV, Pressurized Rescue Module and Carrier Strike Group.
RlMPAC PhotoEs filming is currently being planned with C3 F, suggested dates for travel are
25-3iljul. Target timeframe for support of remaining requests is Nov-Dec 2016.

BREAKTHROUGH [NATGEO]
On site filming at NAB Coronado and Naval Base SanDiego. Will complete 14Jul.
SWDC Graduation and b-roll filmed onboard NB Dahlgren 27May to include RADM Bosell
and RADM Kilby speaking about the SMWDC program. Coordinating with SURFPAC
available asset for training exercise with WT] and shipboard CO.
Shooting schedule has been condensed to 12-14 Jul onboard the USS LAKE EERIE [CG 7D]
and at CNSP conference areas. Admiral Kilby has been requested for an hour offilming on
14Iul.
" Breakthrough" is exec-produced by Ron Howard and Brain Grazer and features top-tier
star power as episodes delve into cutting-edge innovations that are addressing critical,
real-world issues. Season 2 will air 19Nov16. Website:

Hell Below [Smithsonian]
Docu-series exploring WWII-era submarine warfare. Letter of Assistance provided
supporting use of DoD archival imagery. Air date: Six episode series premieres Sunday,
17Iuly at 9 p.m. ETfPT.



Lidia Celebrates America [PBS]
PAR submitted for a ”holiday" episode of active duty Navy Sailors enjoying a meal with
the host at NAVSTA Norfolk galley. Lidia has a well-established cooking show on PBS and
will be honoring seven veterans during the show. NAVINFO, in concurrence with OSD,
does not support the current treatment due to lack of ROI and lack of mission focus for
active dutyr personnel. It was suggested to the production company that more emphasis
must be placed on active-duty Sailors /missions and also that other services should be
involved, five of the seven veterans were in the US. Army.
- A new treatment has been submitted that has more involvement and would highlight CS
rates on base, carrier, or an LHD. Requested filming date mid-August 2016. 01-6
forwarded to PFC PAD for review/COAs.

INDIANAPOLIS - SURVIVOR STORIES [Smithsonian] - 360 Productions
360 Productions requested to interview an SME at the Navy Yard in Washington D.C.
regarding the survival story of the crew onboard the USS Indianapolis. NHHC is
reviewing the content and treatment for historical accuracy and will name an SME.
Access/support is dependent upon their approval, due diligence is being given to ensure
that the Navy Core Values are at the center of the project and display the courage and
sacrifice the CO and crew made. NHHC has approved the treatment and made
recommendations for the SME. PAA with OSD for approval.

SAY YES TO THE DRESS (TLC)
Production request to film a Petty Officer from the USS Truman being proposed to after
returning to base. There is no request to film on base or while the Sailor is in uniform,
determined no PAA is required. Contacted USS TRUMAN's PAO 08]u[ to delegate level of
support and approval of participation to the command.

Mysteries at the Museum [Travel Channel} Iohn Paul Jones - (NEW)
Received PARF to film at the Naval Academy Museum for an episode on John Paul Jones and
the creation of the Serapis, or Franklin flag. Tentative film date of 251111. NHHC confirmed
support lllul. PAA draft in progress.

jeopardy! - [NEW]
Received request 1 1]ul for 1] fluoroscopy procedure and 2] a U.S. Navy photograph of a
model of the ship showing the hull shape, for a category titled ”USNS COMFORT.” Contacted
BUMED 12]ul.

Mysteries at the Museum [TRAVEL]
Production company filming episode on sonar and a WWI Hydrophone used at the Naval
Undersea Museum. PA request received 2211111. PAA signed 281un. Filming at Naval
Undersea Museum 15lul.

A Navy Chaplaiu's Road to Sainthood (EWTN)
Documentary on Father 1v'incent Capodanno's life, death and path to Canoniaation. Production will
travel to Vietnam with CDR Daniel Mode to show the link between Father Capodanno, the many
other Naval Chaplains, and their dedicated support to the Marine Corps - then and now. Tentative
filming dates are 29Aug — TSep. Received Production Assistance Request 28]un. PAA completed



121111. Awaiting rough cut.

Virginia International Tattoo [WHRO/PBS]
An annual event with performing bands held in Norfolk. They're looking to host 2017's
event on the USS Dwight D. Eisenhower [CW-69]. PBS and 1ifirginia Arts have been in
contact with USFF and they are willing to support. Sent production information request
form 21]un. Form received form 27]un. Request states no funding and only verbal
distribution from PBS. Requested proof of funding/distribution 28pm.

Rock the Troops [Dwayne "The Rock" Iohnson]
Event requested to take place November 20 16. Spike TV has an interest in recording and
airing on 4Dec16. CNRH PAO coordinating since it's mainly an M‘WR concert-style event.
It is still in the formative stages as M‘WR continues planning the event. OSD has
recommended that IBPHH hold the event off-base and ensure that all expenses to DoD were
reimbursed. IBPHH currently has decided to retain the event on-base, negotiations still
underway.

Years of Living Dangerously [NatGeo - Season Z/Season 1 was Showtime]
OI-B/Newsdesk coordinated initial discussion of request for interview and b-roll
assistance ISO climate change documentary series.
Newsdesk Info Paper provided, 07Dec, giving snapshot ofdesired b-roll and interviews such
as: ASN McGinn interview in Hampton Roads; Green Fleet; Makin lsland/USS America hybrid
systems.
Newsdesk action officer assigned as Project Officer at CHIN F0 for lead coordination with
Hampton Roads area commands, base escort ofASN and Arnold Schwarzenegger, CNIC
spokesperson[s] interviews/ b-roll on NavSta Norfolk on or around 6]un. [N NTR]

REMEMBER PEARL HARBOR [PBS]
PA request submitted for a local company to gather drone footage of USS ARIZONA and USS
MISSOURI. Footage is for a documentary that will be shown during 75th Pearl Harbor
Anniversary weekend. Drone footage completed with final approval from JBPHH. No PAA
completed as Navy assets were not requested or on-base access required. [NNTR]

NCIS [Actual] Donn-Series proposal {CBS News]
NAVINFO West delivered draft PAA to 01-6. PAA signed PAA cites NCIS Communications
Director as DoD Project Oflicer lead. [NNTR]

NCIS NOLA [CBS]
- Reviewed script of #301. Episode depicts Navy Master Chief who dies heroically

trying to save public citizens during a public shooting event. OSD/Navy notes
submitted to writers for consideration[incorporation into the script. [No USN
resources requested ISO production]

- Reviewed script of #302. Episode depicts a LCDR computer analyst as an
innocent murder victims. [No USN resources requested ISO production)

- Reviewed outline of #303. Two Navy Petty Officers depicted, one as a murder
victim protecting a friend during a botched hostage exchange, the other a
hostage kidnapped by cartel during his vacation. [No USN resources requested
ISO production]

- Reviewed outline of #3 04. Minimal Navy/rDoD depiction. Navy LT depicted as
murder victim for refusing to assist criminals in a prison break, maintaining his
honor and integrity. [No USN resources requested ISO production]



- Reviewed outline of #305. Navy Petty Officer depicted to die during a heroic
attempt to prevent a (3-130 hijacking. Production requests to film a static (3-130
and hangar at NAS IRB New Orleans [Belle Chasse].

NCIS {CBS}
- Reviewed outline of episode #307. Minimal NavnoD depiction. Navy CDR collateral

victim of an attempted murder aimed at the sister, a USMC Major, of an undercover
NCIS agent. [No USN resources requested ISO production]

- Reviewed outline of episode #308. No Navy/DoD depiction. NClS only involved
because a murder happens on Quantico Marine Base. [No USN resources
requested ISO production]

- Reviewed outline of episode #309. Minimal DoD depiction. USMC Sergeant
depicted as a murder victim. [No USN resources requested ISO production]

105 and Rising (Black Label Media)
Received request for support for feature film project based on the final evacuation of
Saigon at the end of the Vietnam War. Requests for support being reviewed by UMSC
Film Ofiice and NAVINFOWEST. Production tentatively scheduled to begin late
November. [NNTR]

Top Gun 2 [Paramount Pictures)
[NNTR]

Come Hell or High Water/Battle of Leyte GulfWIl/IMAX
[NNTR]

IMAX SEAPOWER/KZ COM
TYCUM PA/SME screening of short, 24 minute version, for OPSEC/accuracy review
complete, no concerns. Various public focus group screenings in progress to receive
audience surveys. Progress continues on the 42-minute documentary version. Working
with CNAF/SUBPAC to provide recommendations for voice-over script to improve narration
of Navy sequences for mid-[uly 24min revision

BUNNY TIME [Outdoor Channel]
NAVI NFOWEST project officers escorted production crew onboard USS MAKIN
ISLAND [LHD-B] '1-3]im covering live-fire exercises. Awaiting rough cut review.
[NNTR]

WWII Mega Structures [PBS]
Docu-series tells story of the biggest battleships the Japanese ever built duringWI and
the challenges they posed to the US Navy tasked with destroying them. Current title is
WWII Mega Weapons. Email sent requesting rough cut ETMay. [NNTR]

Pearl Harbor at '75 - Last Words (PBS)
Documentary follows two families who are receiving the identification and the
remains of their loved ones from the USS Oklahoma. They are requesting to film the
arrival of Paul Nash's casket with his family at the airport in Indianapolis on O8lul and



funeral on 09Jul. Received production assistance request 22Jun. Family approved 
filming.  Production assistance request states no filming on military property.  Emailed 
CACO 23Jun to verify whether military personnel will be involved in rendering funeral 
honors.  Spoke with CACO and production company and it was determined that no PAA 
was required since they would not be filming on military property and no service 
members would be interviewed.  Filming will take place during burial ceremony for b-
roll; CACO PAO was notified of filming 28Jun. 
 
HEROES OF PEARL HARBOR (Discovery) - 360 Productions 
Production request submitted to utilize the USS MISSOURI, Pacifica Aviation Museum, 
and USS Oklahoma memorial to interview civilian SME regarding heroic actions of 
personnel on Dec. 7, 1941.  The treatment and factual content is being reviewed by 
NHHC, access to Ford Island will be given based upon approval from NHHC.  No PAA 
required.  

                 
SPLASH (PBS Kids) 

OI-6 coordinating meeting with Navy Recruiting marketing. 
“Splash” is a co-production between Jim Henson Company, Herschend Enterprises and PBS Kids 
premiering fall 2016 on PBS Kids.  Program has two year on-air commitment of 40 half-hour episodes 
per season.  Target audience is ages 4-7.  Educational/entertaining ocean-science related stories told 
will communicate core ideas to include diversity, interconnectedness/conservation, individuality and 
the celebration of science and learning. (NNTR) 

 
MISSION RESOLVE (DISCOVERY SCIENCE) 
PAR received to film the annual Damage Control Olympics at the Resolve Maritime Academy 
during Ft. Lauderdale Fleet Week on 03May16.  The show will display Sailors competing and 
learning, in conjunction with Resolve Maritime Academy, advanced damage control procedures. 
PAA signed.  Filming completed with several interviews of Sailors to include Admiral Thebaud.  
Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
                 
                 
                   
                   
                 
                  
                 
 
                American Rifleman (Outdoor Channel) 

Broll supported on JBPHH and Ford Island, 14-15Mar, to support episode discussing 
weaponry used during WWII Pacific battles. Coordinated through JBPHH. PAA signed. 
Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
JAY LENO’S GARAGE 
On 9May, Jay Leno and the production team for “Jay Leno’s Garage” visited with the crew of ACU-   
5 and USS Comstock (LSD 45). The production team filmed at ACU-5 (Camp Pendleton) on an  
LCAC en route to USS Comstock and on board the ship. The filming was for second season episode  
called, “Just Add Water,” which will be aired in Fall 2016.  Awaiting rough cut review. 

 
Happening (HBO)/Redford Center Productions 
Documentary that discusses Navy's Green Fleet initiatives and AMERICA's hybrid propulsion 
system. Air date: Spring 2016. Editing process back in progress after production was 
postponed for 8 months.  Awaiting rough cut.  Projected air date early 2017. 
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funeral on 09Jul. Received production assistance request 22Jun. Family approved 
filming.  Production assistance request states no filming on military property.  Emailed 
CACO 23Jun to verify whether military personnel will be involved in rendering funeral 
honors.  Spoke with CACO and production company and it was determined that no PAA 
was required since they would not be filming on military property and no service 
members would be interviewed.  Filming will take place during burial ceremony for b-
roll; CACO PAO was notified of filming 28Jun. 
 
HEROES OF PEARL HARBOR (Discovery) - 360 Productions 
Production request submitted to utilize the USS MISSOURI, Pacifica Aviation Museum, 
and USS Oklahoma memorial to interview civilian SME regarding heroic actions of 
personnel on Dec. 7, 1941.  The treatment and factual content is being reviewed by 
NHHC, access to Ford Island will be given based upon approval from NHHC.  No PAA 
required.  

                 
SPLASH (PBS Kids) 

OI-6 coordinating meeting with Navy Recruiting marketing. 
“Splash” is a co-production between Jim Henson Company, Herschend Enterprises and PBS Kids 
premiering fall 2016 on PBS Kids.  Program has two year on-air commitment of 40 half-hour episodes 
per season.  Target audience is ages 4-7.  Educational/entertaining ocean-science related stories told 
will communicate core ideas to include diversity, interconnectedness/conservation, individuality and 
the celebration of science and learning. (NNTR) 

 
MISSION RESOLVE (DISCOVERY SCIENCE) 
PAR received to film the annual Damage Control Olympics at the Resolve Maritime Academy 
during Ft. Lauderdale Fleet Week on 03May16.  The show will display Sailors competing and 
learning, in conjunction with Resolve Maritime Academy, advanced damage control procedures. 
PAA signed.  Filming completed with several interviews of Sailors to include Admiral Thebaud.  
Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
                 
                 
                   
                   
                 
                  
                 
 
                American Rifleman (Outdoor Channel) 

Broll supported on JBPHH and Ford Island, 14-15Mar, to support episode discussing 
weaponry used during WWII Pacific battles. Coordinated through JBPHH. PAA signed. 
Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
JAY LENO’S GARAGE 
On 9May, Jay Leno and the production team for “Jay Leno’s Garage” visited with the crew of ACU-   
5 and USS Comstock (LSD 45). The production team filmed at ACU-5 (Camp Pendleton) on an  
LCAC en route to USS Comstock and on board the ship. The filming was for second season episode  
called, “Just Add Water,” which will be aired in Fall 2016.  Awaiting rough cut review. 

 
Happening (HBO)/Redford Center Productions 
Documentary that discusses Navy's Green Fleet initiatives and AMERICA's hybrid propulsion 
system. Air date: Spring 2016. Editing process back in progress after production was 
postponed for 8 months.  Awaiting rough cut.  Projected air date early 2017. 
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funeral on 09]ul. Received production assistance request 22]un. Family approved
filming. Production assistance request states no filming on military property. Emailed
CACO 23]un to verify whether military personnel will be involved in rendering funeral
honors. Spoke with CACO and production company and it was determined that no PAA
was required since they would not be filming on military property and no service
members would be interviewed. Filming will take place during burial ceremony for b-
roll; CACO PAO was notified of filming 28Iun.

HEROES OF PEARL HARBOR (Discovery) - 360 Productions
Production request submitted to utilize the USS MISSOURI, Pacifica Aviation Museum,
and USS Oklahoma memorial to interview civilian SME regarding heroic actions of
personnel on Dec. 7, 1941. The treatment and factual content is being reviewed by
NHHC, access to Ford Island will be given based upon approval from NHHC. No PAA
required.

SPLASH (PBS Kids)
01-6 coordinating meeting with Navy Recruiting marketing.
“Splash" is a co-production between Jim Henson Company, Herschend Enterprises and PBS Kids
premiering fall 2016 on PBS Kids. Program has two year on-air commitment of 40 half-hour episodes
per season. Target audience is ages 4-7. Educational/entertaining ocean-science related stories told
will communicate core ideas to include diversity, interconnectedness/conservation, individuality and
the celebration of science and learning. (NNTR)

MISSION RESOLVE (DISCOVERY SCIENCE)
PAR received to film the annual Damage Control Olympics at the Resolve Maritime Academy
during Ft. Lauderdale Fleet Week on 03May16. The show will display Sailors competing and
learning, in conjunction with Resolve Maritime Academy, advanced damage control procedures.
PAA signed. Filming completed with several interviews of Sailors to include Admiral Thebaud.
Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)
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American Rifleman (Outdoor Channel)
Broll supported on IBPHH and Ford Island, 14-15Mar, to support episode discussing
weaponry used during WWII Pacific battles. Coordinated through IBPHH. PAA signed.
Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

JAY LENO’S GARAGE
On 9May, Jay Leno and the production team for “Jay Leno’s Garage" visited with the crew of ACU-
5 and USS Comstock (LSD 45). The production team filmed at ACU-S (Camp Pendleton) on an
LCAC en route to USS Comstock and on board the ship. The filming was for second season episode
called, "Just Add Water," which will be aired in Fall 2016. Awaiting rough cut review.

Happening (HBO)/Redford Center Productions
Documentary that discusses Navy's Green Fleet initiatives and AMERICA'S hybrid propulsion
system. Air date: Spring 2016. Editing process back in progress after production was
postponed for 8 months. Awaiting rough cut. Projected air date early 2017.



How to Build a Rocket Ship [Discovery]
Rough cut link for a carrier episode we DID NOT officially support received OljUN. No PAA
exists and no official interviews or b-roll were provided. CNAP notes on rough cut
forwarded to production company 15]un. Episode will air 10Aug.

How to Build a Rocket Ship [Discovery]
Three members from ACU-S [craft master and 2 engineers] provided on- camera
interviews, 9Dec, to discuss LCAC mission/capabilities.
Rough cut reviewed 29]un. Air date 24Aug.

Mysteries at the Museum/USNA (Travel Channel}
Broll request to film USNA Museum artifacts approved for filming on 21Mar.
Coordinating through USNA public affairs. PAA signed. Rough cut received 1]un.
Awaiting air date.

Mighty Ships [Discovery Canada)/Continuing Promise '15
Episode aired on Discovery Canada on Sunday, 15May. US. air date with Smithsonian will be
later this year. DVD copies received and provided to MSC. [NNTR]

Mike Rowe's "Somebody's Gotta Do It" (CNN): EVN-74 STENNIS
NAWNFOWEST personnel escorted Mike Rowe and SGDI crew during 28-3fllul onboard CW—
?4 for filming of episode. NAWNFOWEST and stakeholders working with producers to provide
accurate voiceover content. Reviewed rough cut. Expected to air as an entire episode,
potentially as Season 4 premiere, in the early Spring. [NNTR]

D40ct2015- "Air Warriors: Prowler/Growler" [Smithsonian Channel]
h : msmithsoni nchannel.com shows air-warriors rowler—

g;-owler[100348713418203
17lurn2015- "Vital Signs w/ Sanjay Gupta" [CNN]

s c.cnn
25May2015 - "The Homefront: Stories of Service: CMDCM ofWayne E Meyer" [PBS]
WWW
25May2015- "Rachael Ray: Armed Forces Cook-Off" [Syndicated)
IuI mm“ .. . I. II '.'I 'I‘. .IIII ' II.I'I' I IIII
ransz
21May2015- "Mike Rowe's Somebody'5 Gotta DoIt" [CNN]
WW
1 1Nov2014 - "Navy SEALs: Their Untold Stories" [PBS]
ht_tp:[ [videopbsornideoZZSES 35 9070
210ct 2014 - "Makers: Women in War" [PBS]
h : www.makerscom documenta womeninwar
[161111312014 - "Empowerment Project: ADM Michelle Howard"[lndieFliJ-z]
11 I 3: www. outube.com watch?v=szEk1EE6HH
D4lu-ly2014- "Urban Oasis: USS Constitution' [HGTV]

0212583 16May2014- "Godzilla'TWarner Bros]
h 3: www. ontube.com watclflvz KO lflliKtYw
22Apr2014 - "Rise of the Machines: Aircraft Carrier" (History Channel]
11 s: w. outube.com watch?v=M29 N IG 2k
lfllanZD 14 - "Lone Survivor" [Film 44]

. ?
17Nov2013 - "Bizarre Foods wf Andrew Zimmern: USS Arlington" [Travel Channel)



I ._ 1 I ' ' II ' . '
29flct 013 - "How We Got to Now: USS Asheville" [BBC]
hm;:fl(wwwbbcnordicromfvideof?v=499160
1106152013 - "Captain Phillipa" [Sony]MAW
09Ang2013 - "Planes" [Disney]

All mh . ‘IIIt in lt Ill 11*- I3' ”JP . l - .I. .:
?§r_pe=2&theater
2 Z7Feb2 0 13 — "Inside: '2 lst Centuryr Warship" [NatGeo]
h s: new. outuberom watch?v=XOAM 1TP7bc
13May2012 -"Eattleship"[Universal)
h s: wwwfacebookcom NAVINFOWEST videos vb.89249404367 10152363210999368 .
?tgpe:2&theater
2 20ct2 0 10 - "Pirate Hunters: USN" [Spike]
h. 3: www. outube.com watch?v='FET'2MRGOw
0 3]u12007 - "Transformers" [Dreamworks]
um um .'Iu. Illkilk Id ll'l I=' I'll: u I a v I . .3
?§[pe=2&theater

_
F{1X Sports
Fon Sports provided advance notice of intent to USU/CHINFD intentions to execute Year 11 '7'5m
Anniversary Invitational tournament in IPBHH 6-?Dec16. USD convened conference call with
FOX, CHINFO and PACOM transferring lead for 7551Anniversary project coordination to
PACOM. [NNTR]

Reverse Care Package [NFCU]
PARF received 061111 for a short documentary on recentlyr deployed Sailors giving back to
those who helped take care of their familyr and loved ones on the home front. Navy
Federal Credit Union wants to sponsor up to $10,000 for gifts the Sailors will give.
Declined request in accordance with UJAG recommendation.

I' IIIE l
NAVINFOWEST WEBPAGE
Official webpage overhaul completed. wwwnaflmilflocal [navinfowest now read};r for use.



NAVINFOWEST Weekly Report
21 Jul 16

Updated Items in
Blue

*“NEW FEATURE - WEB LINKS TO RECENT FLEET VIDEOS ON DEMAND INSIDE***

COMIC-CON - San Diego/HTTN NBSD 21-24JUL
NAVINFOWEST Director to attend panel with other service film liaison ofiice Directors
to discuss procedures related to DoD support of external media productions.
Simultaneous HTTN efforts will be conducted to educate and inform entertainment industryr
executives while they are in San Diego attending the convention.
SOE:
Thursdsay, 2 1 July:
Comic-Con Panel - DoD, DHS and Entertainment Media
Friday, 22 July:
HSC-2 1 tour - capabilities/ limitations, static display, SIM orientation
Saturday, 23 July:
Los Angeles Class Submarine tour pier-side Navy Base Point Loma
Sunday 24 July:
Cruiser tour — USS LAKE ERIE pier-side Navy Base San Diego

HUNTER-KILLER [FEATURE FILM]
FAA signed by production company and OSD 24Jun. SUBPAC SME CDR Kerr approved for
tech advisory support until end ofAug 2016, traveled to UK 12Jul to begin on—site support
as support requirements ramp-up. NAWNFOWEST Director will be on-site 23Jul — O2Aug.
NAWNFOWEST/SUBPAC/CNRH coordinating logistics for tentatively scheduled October
filming at JBPHI—l. Primary production London, UK 25Jul-26Aug; Bulgaria Sep; Honolulu, HI
Oct. Extensive coord with props{wardrobe/sets. From LA to London. Pentagon tour for
actors requested.

COMBAT SHIPS (HISTORY CHANNEL)
Production request submitted to film multiple ships from the fleet past and present.
Requests include: USS NAUTILUS, USS CONSTITUTION, USNS COMFORT, USS ENTERPRISE,
and USS FORD. TYCOMs are being contacted to determine support availability to the current
conditions of the ships and if support is feasible.
— TYCOM approval was not obtained within the production company's shortened Emeline
due to shipyard environment for the USS CONSTITUTION. The production company
cancelled the Comfort, Enterprise, and Ford requests. Based on no production agreement,
Woodcut Media was informed to work with on-site civilian museum and NHHC for archival
footage and B-roll. NAVINFO will provide on-site project officer for the USS NAUTILUS
portion and interviews in Groton, CT.

TRANSFORMERS FIVE
USAF designated lead Project Officer. DoD PAA signed supporting filming in Phoenix at
Luke AFB.
NAVINFOWEST working with CNAF/SURFPAC/CSF to target all potential filming
opportunities, including 2016 RIMPAC operations, DOG—1000, LCS, Virginia Class submarine,
Firescout UAW, Pressurized Rescue Module and Carrier Strike Group.
RIMPAC PhotoE‘s filming is currently being planned with CSF. Travel secured for project
officer to Honolulu, HI. NAWNFO will escort tvvo-person crew onboard USS Stennis to film
Photoex on July 28th.
FAA Addendum draft with production for review/signature. Target timeframe for support
of remaining requests is Nov-Dec 2016.



BREAKTHROUGH {NATEEO}
On site filming at NAB Coronado and Naval Base SanDiego.
SMWDC Graduation and b-roll filmed onboard NB Dahlgren 2 7May to include RADM Bosell
and RADM Kilby speaking about the SMWDC program. Coordinating with SURFPAC
available asset for training exercise with WT] and shipboard CU.
Shooting schedule was condensed to 12-14 Jul onboard the USS LAKE EERIE (CG T0] and at
CNSF‘ conference areas. Admiral Kilhy requested for an hour offilming on 14Jul. Filming
completed. Awaiting rough cut.
"Breakthrough" is exec-produced by Ron Howard and Brain Grazer and features top-tier star
power as episodes delve into cutting-edge innovations that are addressing critical, real-world
issues. Season 2 will air '19Nov16. Website: hm}: g Zbreakthroughnationalgeographiccomg

lb) {4)

Lidia Celebrates America (PBS)
PAR submitted for a "holiday" episode of active duty Navy Sailors enjoying a meal with
the host at NAVSTA Norfolk galley. Lidia has a well-established cooking show on PBS and
will be honoring seven veterans during the show. NAVINFO, in concurrence with OSD,
does not support the current treatment due to lack of ROI and lack of mission focus for
active duty personnel. It was suggested to the production company that more emphasis
must be placed on active-duty Sailors]missions and also that other services should be
involved, five of the seven veterans were in the 11.5. Army.
- A new treatment has been submitted that has more involvement and would highlight CS
rates on base, carrier, or an LHD. Requested filming date mid-August 2016. 01-6 forwarded
to FFC PAD for review/ CUE-ts. Awaiting FFC review.

SAY YES TO THE DRESS [TLC]
Production request to film 3 Petty Dfficer from the USS Truman being proposed to after
returning to base. There is no request to film on base or while the Sailor is in uniform.
determined no PM is required. Contacted USS TRUMAN's PAD 08Jul to delegate level of
support and approval of participation to the command.

Mysteries at the Museum [Travel Channel} John Paul Jones — [NEW]
Received PARF to film at the Naval Academy Museum for an episode on John Paul Jones and
the creation ofthe Serapis, or Franklin flag. Tentative film date ofESJul. NHHC confirmed
support 11Jul. PAA drafted and sent to production company 20 Jul.

Mysteries at the Museum [TRAVEL]
Production company filming episode on sonar and a WWI Hydrophone used at the Naval
Undersea Museum. PA request received 22Jun. FAA signed 28Jun. Filming at Naval
Undersea Museum 15Jul completed. Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR]



A Navy Chaplain's Road to Sainthood (EWTN)
Documentary on Father Vincent Capodanno's life, death and path to Canoniaation. Production will
travel to Vietnam with CDR Daniel Mode to sh ow the link between Father Capodanno, the many
other Naval Chaplains, and their dedicated support to the Marine Corps - then and now. Tentative
filming dates are 29Aug — 7Sep. Received Production Assistance Request ZBIun. PAA completed
12]ul. Awaiting rough cut. Waiting on US Embassy in Vietnam approval 20]ul.

Virginia International Tattoo (WHRO/PBS)
An annual event with performing bands held in Norfolk. They're looking to host 2017's
event on the USS Dwight D. Eisenhower [CW-69). PBS and Virginia Arts have been in
contact with USFF and they are willing to support. Sent production information request
form 21]un. Form received form 27]un. Request states no funding and only verbal
distribution from PBS. Requested proofof funding}distribution 28lun. [N NTR]

Rock the Troops [Dwayne "The Rock" lohnson]
Event requested to take place November 2016. Spike TV has an interest in recording and
airing on 4Dec16. CNRH PAO coordinating since it's mainly an M'WR concert-style event.
It is still in the formative stages as MWR continues planning the event. OSD has
recommended that ]BPHH hold the event off-base and ensure that all expenses to DoD were
reimbursed. ]BPI-IH currently has decided to retain the event on-base, negotiations still
underway. [N NTR]

Years of Living Dangerously (NatGeo - Season Z/Season 1 was Showtime]
01-6/Newsdesk coordinated initial discussion of request for interview and b-roll
assistance ISO climate change documentary series.
Newsdesk Info Paper provided, 07Dec, giving snapshot of desired b-roll and interviews such
as: ASN McGinn interview in Hampton Roads; Green Fleet; Makin Island/USS America hybrid
systems.
Newsdesk action officer assigned as Project Officer at CHIN F0 for lead coordination with
Hampton Roads area commands, base escort of ASN and Arnold Schwarzenegger, CNIC
spokesperson [5] interviewsf b-roll on NavSta Norfolk on or around 6]un. (N NTR]

REMEMBER PEARL HARBOR [PBS]
PA request submitted for a local company to gather drone footage of USS ARIZONA and USS
MISSOURI. Footage is for a documentary that will be shown during 75th Pearl Harbor
Anniversary weekend. Drone footage completed with final approval from IBPHH. No FAA
completed as Navy assets were not requested or on-base access required. [NNTR]

NCIS (Actual) Boon-Series proposal {CBS News)
NAVINFO West delivered draft PAA to OHS. PAA signed. PAA cites NCIS Communications
Director as Do!) Project Officer lead. [NNTIU

NCIS NOLA [CBS]
- Reviewed script of #301. Episode depicts Navy Master Chief who dies heroically

trying to save public citizens during a public shooting event. BSD/Navy notes
submitted to writers for considerationIincorporation into the script. (No USN
resources requested ISO production}

- Reviewed script of #302. Episode depicts a LCDR computer analyst as an
innocent murder victims. [No USN resources requested ISO production)

- Reviewed outline of #303. Two Navy Petty Officers depicted, one as a murder
victim protecting a friend during a botched hostage exchange. the other a
hostage kidnapped by cartel during his vacation. [No USN resources requested



ISO production]
- Reviewed outline of #3 04. Minimal Navy/DoD depiction. Navy LT depicted as

murder victim for refusing to assist criminals in a prison break, maintaining his
honor and integrity. [No USN resources requested ISO production]

- Reviewed outline of #305. Navy Petty Officer depicted to die during a heroic
attempt to prevent a {3-130 hijacking. Production requests to film a static [3-130
and hangar at NAS IRE New Orleans [Belle Chasse]. [NNTR]

NCIS [CBS]
- Reviewed script of episode #307. Minimal Navy/Do!) depiction. Navy CDR collateral

victim of an attempted murder aimed at the sister, a USMC Major, of an undercover
NCIS agent. (No USN resources requested ISO production}

- Reviewed outline of episode #3 08. No NavDoD depiction. NCIS only involved
because a murder happens on Quantico Marine Base. [No USN resources
requested ISO production)
Reviewed outline of episode #3 09. Minimal DoD depiction. USMC Sergeant
depicted as a murder victim. [No USN resources requested ISO production]
Reviewed outline of episode #310. Depicts murder ofa Navy LT during DDG
Tiger Cruise. NAWNFOWEST/DUD notes submitted to writers. [No USN
resources requested ISO production]

105 and Rising (Black Label Media]
Received request for support for feature film project based on the final evacuation of
Saigon at the end of the Vietnam War. Requests for support being reviewed by UMSC
Film Office and NAVINFOWEST. Production tentatively scheduled to begin late
November. [NNTR]

Top Gun 2 [Paramount Pictures]
[NNTR]

Come Hell or High Water/Battle ofLeyte Gulf WWII/[MAX
[NNTR]

INDIANAPOLIS - SURVIVOR STORIES [Smithsonian] - 360 Productions
360 Productions requested to interview an SME at the Navy Yard in Washington D.C.
regarding the survival story of the crew onboard the USS Indianapolis. NHHC is
reviewing the content and treatment for historical accuracy and will name an SME.
Access/support is dependent upon their approval, due diligence is being given to
ensure that the Navy Core Values are at the center of the project and display the
courage and sacrifice the CO and crew made. NHHC has approved the treatment and
made recommendations for the SME. PM with 050 for approval. Filming completed
in Hawaii and Washington DC. Awaiting rough cut review. [NNTR)

IMAX SEAPOWER/KZ COM
TYCOM PAjSME screening of short, 24 minute version, for OPSEC/accuracy review
complete, no concerns. Various public focus group screenings in progress to receive
audience surveys. Progress continues on the 42-minute documentary version. Working



with CNAF/SUBPAC to provide recommendations for voice-over script to improve narration 
of Navy sequences for mid-July 24min revision.  (NNTR) 
 
GUNNY TIME (Outdoor Channel) 
NAVINFOWEST project officers escorted production crew onboard USS MAKIN 
ISLAND (LHD-8) 1-3Jun covering live-fire exercises.  Awaiting rough cut review. 
(NNTR) 

 

                WWII Mega Structures (PBS) 
Docu-series tells story of the biggest battleships the Japanese ever built during WWII and 
the challenges they posed to the US Navy tasked with destroying them. Current title is 
WWII Mega Weapons.  Email sent requesting rough cut 27May. (NNTR) 

 
Pearl Harbor at 75 - Last Words (PBS) 
Documentary follows two families who are receiving the identification and the 
remains of their loved ones from the USS Oklahoma. They are requesting to film the 
arrival of Paul Nash's casket with his family at the airport in Indianapolis on 08Jul and 
funeral on 09Jul. Received production assistance request 22Jun. Family approved 
filming.  Production assistance request states no filming on military property.  Emailed 
CACO 23Jun to verify whether military personnel will be involved in rendering funeral 
honors.  Spoke with CACO and production company and it was determined that no PAA 
was required since they would not be filming on military property and no service 
members would be interviewed.  Filming will take place during burial ceremony for b-
roll; CACO PAO was notified of filming 28Jun. (NNTR) 
 
HEROES OF PEARL HARBOR (Discovery) - 360 Productions 
Production request submitted to utilize the USS MISSOURI, Pacifica Aviation Museum, 
and USS Oklahoma memorial to interview civilian SME regarding heroic actions of 
personnel on Dec. 7, 1941.  The treatment and factual content is being reviewed by 
NHHC, access to Ford Island will be given based upon approval from NHHC.  No PAA 
required. (NNTR) 

                 
SPLASH (PBS Kids) 

OI-6 coordinating meeting with Navy Recruiting marketing. 
“Splash” is a co-production between Jim Henson Company, Herschend Enterprises and PBS Kids 
premiering fall 2016 on PBS Kids.  Program has two year on-air commitment of 40 half-hour episodes 
per season.  Target audience is ages 4-7.  Educational/entertaining ocean-science related stories told 
will communicate core ideas to include diversity, interconnectedness/conservation, individuality and 
the celebration of science and learning. (NNTR) 

 
MISSION RESOLVE (DISCOVERY SCIENCE) 
PAR received to film the annual Damage Control Olympics at the Resolve Maritime Academy 
during Ft. Lauderdale Fleet Week on 03May16.  The show will display Sailors competing and 
learning, in conjunction with Resolve Maritime Academy, advanced damage control procedures. 
PAA signed.  Filming completed with several interviews of Sailors to include Admiral Thebaud.  
Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
                 
                 
                   
                   
                 
                  
                 
 
                American Rifleman (Outdoor Channel) 

Broll supported on JBPHH and Ford Island, 14-15Mar, to support episode discussing 
weaponry used during WWII Pacific battles. Coordinated through JBPHH. PAA signed. 
Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

(b) (4)

with CNAF/SUBPAC to provide recommendations for voice-over script to improve narration 
of Navy sequences for mid-July 24min revision.  (NNTR) 
 
GUNNY TIME (Outdoor Channel) 
NAVINFOWEST project officers escorted production crew onboard USS MAKIN 
ISLAND (LHD-8) 1-3Jun covering live-fire exercises.  Awaiting rough cut review. 
(NNTR) 

 

                WWII Mega Structures (PBS) 
Docu-series tells story of the biggest battleships the Japanese ever built during WWII and 
the challenges they posed to the US Navy tasked with destroying them. Current title is 
WWII Mega Weapons.  Email sent requesting rough cut 27May. (NNTR) 

 
Pearl Harbor at 75 - Last Words (PBS) 
Documentary follows two families who are receiving the identification and the 
remains of their loved ones from the USS Oklahoma. They are requesting to film the 
arrival of Paul Nash's casket with his family at the airport in Indianapolis on 08Jul and 
funeral on 09Jul. Received production assistance request 22Jun. Family approved 
filming.  Production assistance request states no filming on military property.  Emailed 
CACO 23Jun to verify whether military personnel will be involved in rendering funeral 
honors.  Spoke with CACO and production company and it was determined that no PAA 
was required since they would not be filming on military property and no service 
members would be interviewed.  Filming will take place during burial ceremony for b-
roll; CACO PAO was notified of filming 28Jun. (NNTR) 
 
HEROES OF PEARL HARBOR (Discovery) - 360 Productions 
Production request submitted to utilize the USS MISSOURI, Pacifica Aviation Museum, 
and USS Oklahoma memorial to interview civilian SME regarding heroic actions of 
personnel on Dec. 7, 1941.  The treatment and factual content is being reviewed by 
NHHC, access to Ford Island will be given based upon approval from NHHC.  No PAA 
required. (NNTR) 

                 
SPLASH (PBS Kids) 

OI-6 coordinating meeting with Navy Recruiting marketing. 
“Splash” is a co-production between Jim Henson Company, Herschend Enterprises and PBS Kids 
premiering fall 2016 on PBS Kids.  Program has two year on-air commitment of 40 half-hour episodes 
per season.  Target audience is ages 4-7.  Educational/entertaining ocean-science related stories told 
will communicate core ideas to include diversity, interconnectedness/conservation, individuality and 
the celebration of science and learning. (NNTR) 

 
MISSION RESOLVE (DISCOVERY SCIENCE) 
PAR received to film the annual Damage Control Olympics at the Resolve Maritime Academy 
during Ft. Lauderdale Fleet Week on 03May16.  The show will display Sailors competing and 
learning, in conjunction with Resolve Maritime Academy, advanced damage control procedures. 
PAA signed.  Filming completed with several interviews of Sailors to include Admiral Thebaud.  
Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
                 
                 
                   
                   
                 
                  
                 
 
                American Rifleman (Outdoor Channel) 

Broll supported on JBPHH and Ford Island, 14-15Mar, to support episode discussing 
weaponry used during WWII Pacific battles. Coordinated through JBPHH. PAA signed. 
Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

(b) (4)

with CNAF/SUBPAC to provide recommendations for voice-over script to improve narration
of Navy sequences for mid-Iuly 24min revision. (NNTR)

GUNNY TIME (Outdoor Channel)
NAVINFOWEST project officers escorted production crew onboard USS MAKIN
ISLAND (LHD-8) 1-3]un covering live-fire exercises. Awaiting rough cut review.
(NNTR)

WWII Mega Structures (PBS)
Docu-series tells story of the biggest battleships the Japanese ever built during WWII and
the challenges they posed to the US Navy tasked with destroying them. Current title is
WWII Mega Weapons. Email sent requesting rough cut 27May. (NNTR)

Pearl Harbor at 75 - Last Words (PBS)
Documentary follows two families who are receiving the identification and the
remains of their loved ones from the USS Oklahoma. They are requesting to film the
arrival of Paul Nash's casket with his family at the airport in Indianapolis on 08]u1 and
funeral on 09Iul. Received production assistance request 22]un. Family approved
filming. Production assistance request states no filming on military property. Emailed
CACO 23]un to verify whether military personnel will be involved in rendering funeral
honors. Spoke with CACO and production company and it was determined that no PAA
was required since they would not be filming on military property and no service
members would be interviewed. Filming will take place during burial ceremony for b-
roll; CACO PAO was notified of filming 28]un. (NNTR)

HEROES OF PEARL HARBOR (Discovery) - 360 Productions
Production request submitted to utilize the USS MISSOURI, Pacifica Aviation Museum,
and USS Oklahoma memorial to interview civilian SME regarding heroic actions of
personnel on Dec. 7, 1941. The treatment and factual content is being reviewed by
NHHC, access to Ford Island will be given based upon approval from NHHC. No PAA
required. (NNTR)

SPLASH (PBS Kids)
01-6 coordinating meeting with Navy Recruiting marketing.
“Splash" is a co-production between Jim Henson Company, Herschend Enterprises and PBS Kids
premiering fall 2016 on PBS Kids. Program has two year on-air commitment of 40 half-hour episodes
per season. Target audience is ages 4-7. Educational/entertaining ocean-science related stories told
will communicate core ideas to include diversity, interconnectedness/conservation, individuality and
the celebration of science and learning. (NNTR)

MISSION RESOLVE (DISCOVERY SCIENCE)
PAR received to film the annual Damage Control Olympics at the Resolve Maritime Academy
during Ft. Lauderdale Fleet Week on 03May16. The show will display Sailors competing and
learning, in conjunction with Resolve Maritime Academy, advanced damage control procedures.
PAA signed. Filming completed with several interviews of Sailors to include Admiral Thebaud.
Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

A 0' v A .1; v

American Rifleman (Outdoor Channel)
Broll supported on IBPHH and Ford Island, 14-15Mar, to support episode discussing
weaponry used during WWII Pacific battles. Coordinated through IBPHH. PAA signed.
Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)



LAY LENO'S GARAGE
0n 9May, Jay Leno and the production team for “lay Leno’s Garage" visited with the crew of ACU-
5 and USS Comstock [LSD 45]. The production team filmed at ACU—S {Camp Pendleton] on an
LCAC en route to USS Comstock and on board the ship. The filming was for second season episode
called, "Just Add Water." which will be aired in Fall 2016. Rough cut reviewed. awaiting review
from ACU-S.

Happening [HBO] /Redford Center Productions
Documentary that discusses Navy's Green Fleet initiatives and AMERICA's hybrid propulsion
system. Air date: Spring 2016. Editing process back in progress after production was
postponed for 8 months. Awaiting rough cut. Projected air date early 2017. [NNTR]

|_ _. I
How to Build a Rocket Ship [Discovery]
Rough cut link for a carrier episode we DID NUT officially support received fliIUN. No FAA
exists and no oflicial interviews or b-roll were provided. CNAP notes on rough cut
forwarded to production company 15]un. Episode will air lflAug.

How to Build a Rocket Ship [Discovery]
Three members from ACU-S [craft master and 2 engineers] provided on- camera
interviews, 9Dec, to discuss LCAC mission/capabilities.
Rough cut reviewed 29lun. Air date 24Aug.

Mysteries at the Museum/USNA [Travel Channel}
Broll request to film USNA Museum artifacts approved for filming on 21Mar.
Coordinating through USNA public affairs. PAA signed Rough cut received 1]un.
Awaiting air date.

Mighty Ships [Discovery Canada) /Continuing Promise '15
Episode aired on Discovery Canada on Sunday, 15May. US. air date with Smithsonian will be
later this year. DVD copies received and provided to MSC. [NNTR]

Mike Rowe's "Somebody’s Gotta Do It" [CNN]: INN-74 STENNIS
NAWNFDWEST personnel escorted Mike Rowe and SGDI crew during 28-30]ul onboard CVNF
7'4 for filming of episode. NAVINFOWEST and stakeholders working with producers to provide
accurate voiceover content Reviewed rough cut. Expected to air as an entire episode,
potentially as Season 4 premiere, in the early Spring. [NNTR]

1?]un2015 - "Vital Signs w/ Sanjay Gupta" [CNN]
11 : wwwcnncom videos world 2015 06 17 usns-comfort-vital-si s-a-

25May2015 - "The Homefront: Stories of Service: CMDCM ofWayne E Meyer" [PBS]
hgn(video.pbs.org[video£2365481435,:
25May2015 - "Rachael Ray: Armed Forces Cook-Off“ [Syndicated]
ht_tp: g zwmvmachaelrayshowcom[celebs[19024 an armed forces cook off to honor our vete
ransfi
21May2015 - "Mike Rowe's Somebody's Gotta Dolt" [CNN]
bt_tps:g {www.youtube.com [watch'i'sUVtLOtXI 19
1 1Nov2014 - "Navy SEALs: Their Untold Stories" [PBS]
ht_tp:,r_‘ [videopbsorg [videof23653590m



210ct 2U 14 — "Makers: Women in War" [PBS]
h WWW.makers.com documeuta womeniuWar
06]u1y2014 "Empowerment Project: ADM Michelle Howard"[1ndieFIix]
WNW
04]u1y2014- "Urban Oasis: USS Constitution" [HGTV]

02.12583 16Mav2014- "Godzilla"[Warner Bros]
h s: W. outuhe.corn watch?v= KfllfltYW
22Apr2014 - "Rise of the Machines: Aircraft Carrier" [History Channel]
ht_tp. s: I [Wivwgoutuberom (watch?v=M29§pN 1G12k
10]an2014 - "Lone Survivor" [Film 44]
11 3: WWW. outube.com watch?v= oLFk4 K RM
17Nov2013 — "Bizarre Foods W/ Andrew Zimmern: USS Arlington" [Travel Channel]
ht_tp. : Z (WWIravelchaunelcoIn Z shows g bizarre-foods [video [tour-uss-arlington
290ct2013 - "HoW We Got to Now: USS Asheville" [BBC]
ht_tp. :[Zvvivwbbcnordiecom!video f?v=499 160
11061320 13- "Captain PhilliPS" [5011?]WWW
DQAugZDlS- Planes" [Disney]
11 s: mvwfacehook.com NAWNFOWEST videos vb.89249404367 1015236557?404363
v :
27Feb2013 - "Inside: 21st Centuryr Warship"[NatGeo]
li . s: W. outuherom watch?v2X0AM lTP7bc
18Mav2012 -"Battleship"[Universal]
III" um . *III. III hilllfl 11-! I.‘ in}; a l' u I'“ .-

?t_vpe=2&theater '
2 20ct2 D 10 - "Pirate Hunters: USN" [Spike]

fl3]u120[17 - “Transformers" [Dreamworks]

F0K Sports
Fon Sports provided advance notice of intent to USDXCHINFG intentions to execute Year [I 75th
Anniversary Invitational tournament in IPBHH 6-7Dec16. OSD convened conference call with
FOX, CHINFO and PACOM transferring lead for 75131Anniversary project coordination to
PACOM. [NNTR]

| _ _ |
[NNTR]

NAVINFOWEST WEBPAGE
Official webpage overhaul completed. WWW.nafl.milflocalgnavinfowest now read}:r for use.
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Updated Items in

Blue

”*NEW FEATURE - WEB LINKS TO RECENT FLEET VIDEOS ON DEMAND INSIDE“

HUNTER-KILLER [FEATURE FILM]
NAVINFOWEST Director and SUBPAC SME CDR Kerr are on-site in the UK to ensure that
core Navy and submarine values are maintained throughout filming of 1White House,
Pentagon and submarine scenes. UK filming will extend through the end ofAugust
Filming in Bulgaria will follow. The last piece of filming will include approximately 2 days
offilming in Pearl Harbor in late October to include brief filming internal to a VACL
submarine and images ofthe ship submerging and surfacing. Expected release in Summer
of 20 17 .

TRANSFORMERS FIVE
NAWNFOWEST project officer escorting two person camera team onboard (SUN-74 26-
ZBIul to conduct filming of multi-national ship formation PHOTOEK Target timeframe for
support of DDS-1000, LCS, Virginia Class submarine and Pressurized Rescue Module
filming requests is Nov-Dec 2016. DoD PAA signed for DOD support with USAF as project
lead. Navy Addendum supporting filming of RIMPAC operations signed and completed.

COMBAT SHIPS (HISTORY CHANNEL)
- Production request submitted to film multiple ships from the fleet past and present, to

include USS NAUTILUS, USS CONSTITUTION
- TYCOM approval was not obtained within the production company's shortened timeline

due to shipyard environment for the USS CONSTITUTION. Woodcut Media was advised
to work with on-site civilian museum and NHHC for archival footage and B-roll.

— PAA signed 25111]. Travel secured for NI WEST project officer to escort three-person crew
onboard USS Nautilus in Groton, CT to film interview and b-roll 28Jul.

COMIC-CON - San Diego/HTTN NBSD 21-24IUL
NAVINFOWEST Director attended panel with other service film liaison office Directors to
discuss procedures related to DoD support of external media productions.
Simultaneous HTTN efforts were conducted to educate and inform entertainment industry
executives while they were in San Diego attending the convention.
SOE:
Thursdsay, 2 1 July:
Comic-Con Panel - DoD, DHS and Entertainment Media
Friday, 22 July:
HSC-Zl tour - capabilities/limitations, static display, SIM orientation
Saturday, 23 Iuly:
Los Angeles Class Submarine tour pier-side Navy Base Point Loma

BREAKTHROUGH [NATGEO]
Filmed training exercise 12-14 In] onboard the USS LAKE EERIE [CG 70] and at CNSP
conference areas. Admiral Kilby requested for an hour of filming on léllul. All filming
completed. Awaiting rough cut.
"Breakthrough" is exec-produced by Ron Howard and Brain Grazer and features top-tier star
power as episodes delve into cutting-edge innovations that are addressing critical, real-world
issues. Season 2 will air 19Nov16. Website: hm;:ZZbreakthroughnationalgeomphicnomg

The Fighting Season: Soldier Edition
NAVINFOWEST continues to recommend to all Navy units to decline any requests for
support of this project The series solicits any combat footage obtained by [1.5. Armed
Forces service members while deployed overseas.



Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel} lohn Paul Iones - (NEW)
Received FARE to film at the Naval Academy Museum for an episode on Iohn Paul [ones and
the creation of the Serapis, or Franklin flag. Tentative film date of 25]ul. NHHC confirmed
support lllul. FAA signed 25]ul. Filming completed. Awaiting rough cut.

Ships ofHonor: USN
Sent letter of support dated OBDecltl. Emailed ZUIul asking for an updated letter. Series
will feature different ships and vessels with historical background on namesake.
Episodes will include a combination of historical footage, modern graphics, computer
generated effects, family and comrade interviews [when available] along with a filmed
reenactment of the harrowing events. It will also feature current Sailors on each vessel.

Lidia Celebrates America (PBS)
FAR submitted for a "holiday" episode of active duty Navy Sailors enjoying a meal with
the host at NAVSTA Norfolk galley. Lidia has a well-established cooking show on PBS and
will be honoring seven veterans during the show. A new treatment has been submitted
that has more involvement and would highlight CS rates on base, carrier, or an LHD.
Requested filming date mid-August 2016. 01-6 forwarded to FFC FAQ for review/CDAs.
Awaiting FFC review.

Mighty Planes [DISCOVERY CANADA]
Episodes featuring the CZA Greyhound and E-‘Z Hawkeye. Received production assistance
request 2 111111. Contacted CNAF who directed request to AIRLAN T. They have approved
request and will take project lead. Emailed VAW-lZU and VRC-AD FADs Zfilul to work out
final details and film dates. FAA draft in progress.

SAY YES TO THE DRESS (TLC)
Production request to film 3 Petty Officer from the USS Truman being proposed to after
returning to base. There is no request to film on base or while the Sailor is in uniform,
determined no FAA is required. Contacted USS TRUMAN's FAD {18]ul to delegate level of
support and approval of participation to the command. [NNTR]

Mysteries at the Museum [TRAVEL]
Production company filming episode on sonar and 3 WI Hydrophone used at the Naval
Undersea Museum. PA request received ZZIun. FAA signed Zfilun. Filming at Naval
Undersea Museum 15[ul completed. Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR]

A Navy Chaplain‘s Road to Sainthood [EWTN)
Documentary on Father Vincent Capodanno's life, death and path to Canonisation. Production will
travel to Vietnam with CDR Daniel Mode to show the link between Father Capodanno, the many
other Naval Chaplains, and their dedicated support to the Marine Corps - then and now. Tentative
filming dates are 29Aug - 75ep. Received Production Assistance Request EBIun. FAA completed
12]ul. Awaiting rough cut. Waiting on US Embassy in Vietnam approval 201111.

Virginia International Tattoo [WHRD/FBS]
A11 annual event with performing bands held in Norfolk. They're looking to host 2017's
event on the USS Dwight D. Eisenhower [CW-69]. PBS and Virginia Arts have been in
contact with USFF and they are willing to support. Sent production information request



form 21]un. Form received form 27jun. Request states no funding and only verbal
distribution from PBS. Requested proof of funding/distribution 281m]. (NNTR)

Rock the Troops [Dwayne "The Rock" Iohnson]
Event requested to take place November 2016. Spike TV has an interest in recording and
airing on 4Dec16. CNRH PAO coordinating since it's mainly an M‘WR concert-style event.
It is still in the formative stages as MWR continues planning the event. 051) has
recommended that ]BPHH hold the event off-base and ensure that all expenses to DoD were
reimbursed. IBPHH currently has decided to retain the event on-base, negotiations still
underway. [N NTR]

Years of Living Dangerously [NatGeo — Season Z/Season '1 was Showtime]
OI-fi/Newsdesk coordinated initial discussion of request for interview and b-roll
assistance ISO climate change documentary series.
Newsdesk Info Paper provided, OTDec, giving snapshot ofdesired b-roll and interviews such
as: ASN McGinn interview in Hampton Roads: Green Fleet; Makin Island/USS America hybrid
systems.
Newsdesk action officer assigned as Project Officer at CHINFO for lead coordination with
Hampton Roads area commands, base escort of ASN and Arnold Schwarzenegger, CNIC
spokesperson[s] interviews/ b-roll on NavSta Norfolk on or around 6]un. [NNTR]

REMEMBER PEARL HARBOR [PBS]
PA request submitted for a local company to gather drone footage of USS ARIZONA and USS
MISSOURI. Footage is for a documentary that will be shown during 75th Pearl Harbor
Anniversary weekend. Drone footage completed with final approval from IBPHH. No PAA
completed as Navy assets were not requested or on-base access required. [NNTR]

NCIS (Actual) Docu-Series proposal [CBS News]
NAVINFO West delivered draft PM to 01-6. FAA signed PAA cites NCIS Communications
Director as DoD Project Officer lead. [NNTR]

NCIS NOLA [CBS]
- Reviewed script of #302. Episode depicts a LCDR computer analyst as an

innocent murder victims. [No USN resources requested ISO production)
- Reviewed outline of #303. Two Navy Petty Officers depicted, one as a murder

victim protecting a friend during a botched hostage exchange, the other a
hostage kidnapped by cartel during his vacation. [No USN resources requested
ISO production]

- Reviewed outline of #3 04. Minimal Navy/DoD depiction. Navy LT depicted as
murder victim for refusing to assist criminals in a prison break, maintaining his
honor and integrity. [No USN resources requested ISO production]

- Reviewed outline of #305. Navy Petty Officer depicted to die during a heroic
attempt to prevent a (3-130 hijacking. Production requests to film a static (3-130
and hangar at NAS ]RB New Orleans [Belle Chasse].

- Reviewed outline of #306. BUD [5 candidate depicted as murder victim after
courageously confronting an abuser from his past. Navy/03D notes provided to
writers. [No USN resources requested [50 production)

NCIS {CBS}
- Reviewed script of episode #307. Minimal Navy/DoD depiction. Navy CDR collateral

victim of an attempted murder aimed at the sister, a USMC Major, of an undercover
NCIS agent. [No USN resources requested ISO production]



- Reviewed outline of episode #308. No Navy/DoD depiction. NCIS only involved
because a murder happens on Quantico Marine Base. [No USN resources
requested ISO production)

- Reviewed outline of episode #309. Minimal DoD depiction. USMC Sergeant
depicted as a murder victim. [No USN resources requested ISO production)

- Reviewed outline of episode #310. Depicts murder of a Navy LT during DDG
Tiger Cruise. NAWNFDWEST/DDD notes submitted to writers. [No USN
resources requested ISO production) [NNTR]

105 and Rising [Black Label Media)
Received request for support for feature film project based on the final evacuation of
Saigon at the end of the Vietnam War. Requests for support being reviewed by UMSC
Film Office and NAVINFOWEST. Production tentatively scheduled to begin late
November. [NNTR)

Top Gun 2 {Paramount Pictures)
[NNTR]

Come Hell or High Water/Battle of Leyte Gulf WWII/IMAX
[NNTR]

Packers Life [Time Warner)
Received production assistance request EZIul. Series will be distributed on Time
Warner |Cable Regional Packers Network Channel and packerscom. Each episode
features the story of a die-hard Green Bay packers fan. The purpose of the episode they
would lilte to film on the USS Green Bay is to show the relationship between the city
and team with the crew and ship- They would like to film for three days around 14-
2 lSep. Pending

The Grand Tour [Amazon Prime)
Received production assistance request 26Iul. Production requesting the Blue Angels
for a flyover in Lucerne Valley, CA on 24-Sept for the opening sequence of their series
premiere episode. ”The Grand Tour" is a new show with the same cast from the
original BBC series, “Top Gear." Requested treatment for the series 2?]ul.

INDIANAPULIS - 5U RVIVDR STDRIES (Smithsonian) - 360 Productions
360 Productions requested to interview an SME at the Navy Yard in Washington D.C.
regarding the survival story of the crew onboard the USS Indianapolis. NH HC is
reviewing the content and treatment for historical accuracy and will name an SME.
Access/support is dependent upon their approval, due diligence is being given to
ensure that the Navy Core Values are at the center of the project and display the
courage and sacrifice the CO and crew made. NHHC has approved the treatment and
made recommendations for the SME. FAA with OSD for approval. Filming completed
in Hawaii and Washington DC. Awaiting rough cut review. [N NTR)



IMAX SEAPOWER/K2 COM 
TYCOM PA/SME screening of short, 24 minute version, for OPSEC/accuracy review 
complete, no concerns. Various public focus group screenings in progress to receive 
audience surveys.  Progress continues on the 42-minute documentary version.  Working 
with CNAF/SUBPAC to provide recommendations for voice-over script to improve narration 
of Navy sequences for mid-July 24min revision.  (NNTR) 
 
GUNNY TIME (Outdoor Channel) 
NAVINFOWEST project officers escorted production crew onboard USS MAKIN 
ISLAND (LHD-8) 1-3Jun covering live-fire exercises.  Awaiting rough cut review. 
(NNTR) 

 

                WWII Mega Structures (PBS) 
Docu-series tells story of the biggest battleships the Japanese ever built during WWII and 
the challenges they posed to the US Navy tasked with destroying them. Current title is 
WWII Mega Weapons.  Email sent requesting rough cut 27May. (NNTR) 

 
Pearl Harbor at 75 - Last Words (PBS) 
Documentary follows two families who are receiving the identification and the 
remains of their loved ones from the USS Oklahoma. They are requesting to film the 
arrival of Paul Nash's casket with his family at the airport in Indianapolis on 08Jul and 
funeral on 09Jul. Received production assistance request 22Jun. Family approved 
filming.  Production assistance request states no filming on military property.  Emailed 
CACO 23Jun to verify whether military personnel will be involved in rendering funeral 
honors.  Spoke with CACO and production company and it was determined that no PAA 
was required since they would not be filming on military property and no service 
members would be interviewed.  Filming will take place during burial ceremony for b-
roll; CACO PAO was notified of filming 28Jun. (NNTR) 
 
HEROES OF PEARL HARBOR (Discovery) - 360 Productions 
Production request submitted to utilize the USS MISSOURI, Pacifica Aviation Museum, 
and USS Oklahoma memorial to interview civilian SME regarding heroic actions of 
personnel on Dec. 7, 1941.  The treatment and factual content is being reviewed by 
NHHC, access to Ford Island will be given based upon approval from NHHC.  No PAA 
required. (NNTR) 

                 
SPLASH (PBS Kids) 

OI-6 coordinating meeting with Navy Recruiting marketing. 
“Splash” is a co-production between Jim Henson Company, Herschend Enterprises and PBS Kids 
premiering fall 2016 on PBS Kids.  Program has two year on-air commitment of 40 half-hour episodes 
per season.  Target audience is ages 4-7.  Educational/entertaining ocean-science related stories told 
will communicate core ideas to include diversity, interconnectedness/conservation, individuality and 
the celebration of science and learning. (NNTR) 

 
MISSION RESOLVE (DISCOVERY SCIENCE) 
PAR received to film the annual Damage Control Olympics at the Resolve Maritime Academy 
during Ft. Lauderdale Fleet Week on 03May16.  The show will display Sailors competing and 
learning, in conjunction with Resolve Maritime Academy, advanced damage control procedures. 
PAA signed.  Filming completed with several interviews of Sailors to include Admiral Thebaud.  
Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 
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IMAX SEAPOWER/K2 COM 
TYCOM PA/SME screening of short, 24 minute version, for OPSEC/accuracy review 
complete, no concerns. Various public focus group screenings in progress to receive 
audience surveys.  Progress continues on the 42-minute documentary version.  Working 
with CNAF/SUBPAC to provide recommendations for voice-over script to improve narration 
of Navy sequences for mid-July 24min revision.  (NNTR) 
 
GUNNY TIME (Outdoor Channel) 
NAVINFOWEST project officers escorted production crew onboard USS MAKIN 
ISLAND (LHD-8) 1-3Jun covering live-fire exercises.  Awaiting rough cut review. 
(NNTR) 

 

                WWII Mega Structures (PBS) 
Docu-series tells story of the biggest battleships the Japanese ever built during WWII and 
the challenges they posed to the US Navy tasked with destroying them. Current title is 
WWII Mega Weapons.  Email sent requesting rough cut 27May. (NNTR) 

 
Pearl Harbor at 75 - Last Words (PBS) 
Documentary follows two families who are receiving the identification and the 
remains of their loved ones from the USS Oklahoma. They are requesting to film the 
arrival of Paul Nash's casket with his family at the airport in Indianapolis on 08Jul and 
funeral on 09Jul. Received production assistance request 22Jun. Family approved 
filming.  Production assistance request states no filming on military property.  Emailed 
CACO 23Jun to verify whether military personnel will be involved in rendering funeral 
honors.  Spoke with CACO and production company and it was determined that no PAA 
was required since they would not be filming on military property and no service 
members would be interviewed.  Filming will take place during burial ceremony for b-
roll; CACO PAO was notified of filming 28Jun. (NNTR) 
 
HEROES OF PEARL HARBOR (Discovery) - 360 Productions 
Production request submitted to utilize the USS MISSOURI, Pacifica Aviation Museum, 
and USS Oklahoma memorial to interview civilian SME regarding heroic actions of 
personnel on Dec. 7, 1941.  The treatment and factual content is being reviewed by 
NHHC, access to Ford Island will be given based upon approval from NHHC.  No PAA 
required. (NNTR) 

                 
SPLASH (PBS Kids) 

OI-6 coordinating meeting with Navy Recruiting marketing. 
“Splash” is a co-production between Jim Henson Company, Herschend Enterprises and PBS Kids 
premiering fall 2016 on PBS Kids.  Program has two year on-air commitment of 40 half-hour episodes 
per season.  Target audience is ages 4-7.  Educational/entertaining ocean-science related stories told 
will communicate core ideas to include diversity, interconnectedness/conservation, individuality and 
the celebration of science and learning. (NNTR) 

 
MISSION RESOLVE (DISCOVERY SCIENCE) 
PAR received to film the annual Damage Control Olympics at the Resolve Maritime Academy 
during Ft. Lauderdale Fleet Week on 03May16.  The show will display Sailors competing and 
learning, in conjunction with Resolve Maritime Academy, advanced damage control procedures. 
PAA signed.  Filming completed with several interviews of Sailors to include Admiral Thebaud.  
Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR) 

 
                 
                 
                   
                   
                 
                  
                 
 

(b) (4)

IMAX SEAPOWER/K2 COM
TYCOM PA/SME screening of short, 24 minute version, for OPSEC/accuracy review
complete, no concerns. Various public focus group screenings in progress to receive
audience surveys. Progress continues on the 42-minute documentary version. Working
with CNAF/SUBPAC to provide recommendations for voice-over script to improve narration
of Navy sequences for mid-Iuly 24min revision. (NNTR)

GUNNY TIME (Outdoor Channel)
NAVINFOWEST project officers escorted production crew onboard USS MAKIN
ISLAND (LHD-8) 1-3]un covering live-fire exercises. Awaiting rough cut review.
(NNTR)

WWII Mega Structures (PBS)
Docu-series tells story of the biggest battleships the Japanese ever built during WWII and
the challenges they posed to the US Navy tasked with destroying them. Current title is
WWII Mega Weapons. Email sent requesting rough cut 27May. (NNTR)

Pearl Harbor at 75 - Last Words (PBS)
Documentary follows two families who are receiving the identification and the
remains of their loved ones from the USS Oklahoma. They are requesting to film the
arrival of Paul Nash's casket with his family at the airport in Indianapolis on O8]ul and
funeral on 09]ul. Received production assistance request 22]un. Family approved
filming. Production assistance request states no filming on military property. Emailed
CACO 23]un to verify whether military personnel will be involved in rendering funeral
honors. Spoke with CACO and production company and it was determined that no PAA
was required since they would not be filming on military property and no service
members would be interviewed. Filming will take place during burial ceremony for b-
roll; CACO PAO was notified of filming 28]un. (NNTR)

HEROES OF PEARL HARBOR (Discovery) - 360 Productions
Production request submitted to utilize the USS MISSOURI, Pacifica Aviation Museum,
and USS Oklahoma memorial to interview civilian SME regarding heroic actions of
personnel on Dec. 7, 1941. The treatment and factual content is being reviewed by
NHHC, access to Ford Island will be given based upon approval from NHHC. No PAA
required. (NNTR)

SPLASH (PBS Kids)
OI-6 coordinating meeting with Navy Recruiting marketing.
“Splash" is a co-production between Jim Henson Company, Herschend Enterprises and PBS Kids
premiering fall 2016 on PBS Kids. Program has two year on-air commitment of 40 half-hour episodes
per season. Target audience is ages 4-7. Educational/entertaining ocean-science related stories told
will communicate core ideas to include diversity, interconnectedness/conservation, individuality and
the celebration of science and learning. (NNTR)

MISSION RESOLVE (DISCOVERY SCIENCE)
PAR received to film the annual Damage Control Olympics at the Resolve Maritime Academy
during Ft. Lauderdale Fleet Week on 03May16. The show will display Sailors competing and
learning, in conjunction with Resolve Maritime Academy, advanced damage control procedures.
PAA signed. Filming completed with several interviews of Sailors to include Admiral Thebaud.
Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

A 0' v A .1; v



American Rifleman [Outdoor Channel]
Broll supported on IBPHH and Ford Island, '14-15Mar, to support episode discussing
weaponry used during WII Pacific battles. Coordinated through IBPHH. PAA signed.
Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR]

IAY LEND'S GARAGE
0n 9May, jay Leno and the production team for "lay Leno’s Garage" visited with the crew ofACU-
5 and USS Comstock [LSD 45]. The production team filmed at ACU-S [Camp Pendleton] on an
LCAC en route to USS Comstock and on board the ship. The filming was for second season episode
called, "Just Add Water," which will be aired in Fall 2016. Rough cut reviewed, awaiting review
from ACU-S.

Happening [HBD] fRedford Center Productions
Documentary that discusses Navy's Green Fleet initiatives and AME RICA's hybrid propulsion
system. Air date: Spring 2016. Editing process back in progress after production was
postponed for 8 months. Awaiting rough cut. Projected air date early 2017. [NNTR]

How to Build 3 Rocket Ship [Discovery]
Rough cut link for a carrier episode we DID NOT officially support received 01IUN. No PAA
exists and no official interviews or b-roll were provided. CNAP notes on rough cut
forwarded to production company 15]un. Episode will air 10Aug-

How to Build a Rocket Ship [Discovery]
Three members from ACU-S [craft master and 2 engineers] provided on- camera
interviews, 9Dec, to discuss LCAC mission/capabilities.
Rough cut reviewed 29]un. Air date 24Aug.

Mysteries at the Museum/USNA (Travel Channel}
Broll request to film USNA Museum artifacts approved for filming on 2 lMar.
Coordinating through USNA public affairs. PAA signed Rough cut received llun.
fiwaiting air date.

Mighty Ships [Discovery Canada) IContinuing Promise ' 15
Episode aired on Discovery Canada on Sunday, 15May. US. air date with Smithsonian will be
later this year. DVD copies received and provided to MSC. [NNTR]

Mike Rowe's "Somebody’s Gotta Do It" (CNN): [NH-'74 STENNIS
NAWNFGWEST personnel escorted Mike Rowe and SGDI crew during 23-301111 onboard CW-
74 for filming of episode. NAVINFOWEST and stakeholders working with producers to provide
accurate voiceover content. Reviewed rough cut. Expected to air as an entire episode,
potentially as Season 4 premiere. in the early Spring. (NNTR)

04Dct2015- "Air Warriors: Prowler/Growler" [Smithsonian Channel]
11 : mnvwsmithsonianchannelcom shows air-warriors rowler-
- g1owler£1003487fi3418203

s c.cnn
25May2015 - "The Homefront: Stories of Service: CMDCM ofWayne E Meyer" [PBS]
WA
25May2015 - "Rachael Ray: Armed Forces Cook-Off“ [Syndicated]
lll' amt: Ic.‘ ., II: |II ." 1" 1., .ill‘l. I ‘ ..|.i .l IIII I “_

ransz
21May2015 - "Mike Rowe's Somebody's Gotta DoIt" [CNN]



WW
1 1Nov2014 - "Navy SEALs: Their Untold Stories"[PBS]
ligpz1 1video.pbs.org1video12365359070

210ct 2014- "Makers: Women in War" [PBS]
11 WWW.makers.com documenta womeninwar
Dfilulyflfl14 - "Empowerment Project: ADM Michelle Howard"[lndieFlix]
h s: W. outuhe.com WEItCll?V=SZEl{1EE6HH
G4]ul_v2014 - "Urban Oasis: USS Constitution" [HGTV]

02 12583 16Mav2014 - "Godzilla“ [Warner Bros]
11 . 3: www. outube.com watch?v= 'KOtKtYw
22Apr2014 - "Rise of the Machines: Aircraft Carrier" [History Channel]
h . s: W. outuhe.com watch?v=Mz9 NlG Zk
10]an2014 - "Lone Survivor" [Film 44]
hfips3:1 1W.goutuhe.com1watch?v=31oLFk4|K RM
17Nov2013- "Bizarre Foods w/ Andrew Zimmern: USS Arlington" [Travel Channel]

290ct2013— "How We Got to Now: USS Asheville" [BBC]
h . W.bbcnordic.com video ?v= 499 1 60
110€t20 13 - "Captain PhillipS" [5011?)WWW
09Aug2 D 13 - "Planes" [Disney]
ht_tps:11Wfacebookcom{NAVINFOWSTIvideosfvb.892494{]4367{1015 2365 5717404368!
wipe:231theater
2 7Feb2 D 13 - "Inside: 2 lst Century Warship" [NatGeo]
hula. i {llfllflll Imlllfllhfl can] {JIIBIEh"1E=XQfiMElIEZhC

18Mav2 (l 1 2 - "Battleship" [Universal)
h s: wwwfacehoolccom NAWNFOWEST videos vb.89249404367 10152368210999368
I’Me:2&theater
2 20ct2 D 10 - "Pirate Hunters: USN" [Spike]
11 3: vvww. outuhe.com watch?v= ‘FET‘ZMRGOW
0 3]u12007 - "Transformers "[0reamworks]
um ' 11.1. . *III. In till. Ill ll‘l I:' "ill a I n l I . .:

‘E'ggpe228ztheater

_
FOX Sports
Fox Sports provided advance notice of intent to USD/CHINF0 intentions to execute Year II 7591
Anniversary Invitational tournament in IPBHH 6-7Dec16. BSD convened conference call with
FOX, CHINFO and PACDM transferring lead for '7591Anniversarv project coordination to
PACUM. [NNTR]

_
(NNTR)

(b) [6)

NAVINFDWEST WEBPAGE
Official webpage overhaul completed.Wowread}:r for use.



NAVINFOWEST Weekly Report
04 Aug 16
Updated Items

in Blue

*“NEW FEATURE - WEB LINKS TO RECENT FLEET VIDEOS ON DEMAND INSIDE***|___ ._ _. _ |
FLEET WEEK LA/CBF COORD (FAM 1VISITS]
- Coordinating NatGeo “Women to Sea" documentary site visit onboard visiting Fleet week ships
between Fos/paramount Exec Producer Gail Berman and CSF VADM Tyson. Goal: Scoping NatGeo
series featuring successful Navy women in a wide variety of roles and communities.
- Coordinating series producers for "Behind Enemy Lines" pilot fam visit to visiting ships.

THE LAST SHIP [TNT] SEASON IV Approved!
TNT announced renewal of its number one primetime drama "The Last Ship" on Sunday nights at
9PM will begin production in Sept for a 13-episode Season Four. TNT reports average weekly
viewership of more than seven million.

HUNTER-KILLER [FEATURE FlLM]/Filming daily in the UK
SUBPAC SME CDR Kerr is on-site in the UK to ensure that core Navy and submarine values
are maintained for submarine scenes. NMCC and WH sit room filming completed.
Filming in Bulgaria will follow. The last piece of filming will include approximately two days
offilming in Pearl Harbor in late October to include brief filming internal to a VACL submarine
and images of the ship submerging and surfacing. Expected release in Summer of 2017.

TRANSFORMERS FIVE [Feature Film)
NAVINFOWEST project officer escorted two person camera team onboard CVN-74 26- 29]ul to
conduct filming of multi-national ship formation PHOTOEX. Target timeframe for support of BBC-
1000, LCS, Virginia Class submarine and Pressurized Rescue Module filming requests is Nov-Dec
2016. DoD PAA signed for DOD support with USAF as project lead. Navy Addendum supporting
filming of RIMPAC operations signed and completed.

COMBAT SHIPS [HISTORY CHANNEL/WOODCIJT MEDIA]
PAA signed 25]ul. NAVINFOWEST Project Officer escorted three-person crew onboard
USS Nautilus in Groton, CT to film interview and b-roll ZBlul. Filming onboard Nautilus
completed EBIul. Awaiting rough cut.

Lidia Celebrates America [PBS]
PAR submitted for a "holiday" episode of active duty Navy Sailors enjoying a meal
with the host at NAVSTA Norfolk galley. Lidia has a well-established cooking show
on PBS and will be honoring seven veterans during the show. A new treatment has
been submitted that has more involvement and would highlight CS rates on base,
carrier, or an LHD. Requested filming date mid-August 2016. 01-6 forwarded to FFC
PAO for reviewOAs. Awaiting FFC review.

NCIS NOLA [CBS]/PRODDCTIDN #305
Reviewed outline of #305. Navy Petty Officer depicted to die during a heroic attempt to
prevent a C-130 hijacking. Production requests to film a static C-130 and hangar at NAS IRE
New Orleans {Belle Chasse]. Scout scheduled 19Aug in NOLA. Production scheduled first week
of September.

Mighty Planes {DISCOVERY CANADA]
Episodes featuring the CZA Greyhound and E-Z Hawkeye. Received production
assistance request 2 llun. Contacted CNAF who directed request to AIRLANT. They
have approved request and will take project lead. Emailed VAW-120 and VRC-40
PAOs 26lul to work out final details and film dates. PAA draft in progress.



Mysteries at the Museum [TRAVEL]
Production company filming episode on sonar and a W Hydrophone used at the
Naval Undersea Museum. PA request received 22]un. FAA signed 28km. Filming at
Naval Undersea Museum 151111 completed Awaiting rough cut. (NNTR)

A Navy Chaplain's Road to Sainthood (EWTN)
Documentary on Father Vincent Capodanno's life, death and path to Canoniaation. Production
will travel to Vietnam with CDR Daniel Mode to show the link between Father Capodanno, the
many other Naval Chaplains, and their dedicated support to the Marine Corps - then and now.
Tentative filming dates are 29Aug — rPSep. Received Production Assistance Request 28]un. PAA
completed 12]ul. Awaiting rough cut. Waiting on US Embassy in Vietnam approval 201111.

Virginia International Tattoo [WEED/PBS}
An annual event with performing bands held in Norfolk They're looking to host 201Ts
event on the USS Dwight D. Eisenhower [CW-69]. PBS and Virginia Arts have been in
contact with USFF and they are willing to support. Sent production information request
form 2 1]un. Form received form 27lun. Request states no funding and only verbal
distribution from PBS. Requested proof of funding]distribution ZBIun. [NNTR]

Rock the Troops [Dwayne "The Rock" Iohnson)
Event requested to take place November 20 16. Spike TV has an interest in recording and
airing on 4Dec16. CNRH PAD coordinating since it's mainly an MWR concert-style event.
It is still in the formative stages as MWR continues planning the event. 03D has
recommended that IBPHH hold the event off-base and ensure that all expenses to DoD
were reimbursed IBPHH currently has decided to retain the event on-base, negotiations
still underway. [NNTR]

NCIS (Actual) Docu-Series proposal [CBS News)
NAVINFD West delivered draft FAA to 01-6. FAA signed. PAA cites NCIS
Communications Director as DoD Project Officer lead. [NNTR]

NCIS NOLA [CBS]
- Reviewed outline of #306. BUD/s candidate depicted as murder victim

after courageously confronting an abuser from his past. Navy/BSD notes
provided to writers to be incorporated into script. [No USN resources
requested ISO production]

NCIS [CBS]
- Reviewed script of episode #307. Minimal Navy/DoD depiction. Navy CDR

collateral victim of an attempted murder aimed at the sister, a USMC Major.
of an undercover NCIS agent. (No USN resources requested [SD production]

- Reviewed script of episode #308. No Navy/DoD depiction. NCIS only
involved because a murder happens on Quantico Marine Base. [No USN
resources requested ISO production)

- Reviewed script of episode #3 09. Minimal DoD depiction. USMC
Sergeant depicted as a murder victim. (No USN resources requested
ISO production]

- Reviewed outline of episode #3 10. Depicts murder of a Navy LT during
DDG Tiger Cruise. NAVINFDWEST/DoD notes submitted to writers. [No
USN resources requested [50 production] [NNTR]



HTTN [APPIAN WAY] FEMALE HELD PILOTS VISIT NBSD
NAVINFOWEST escorted Appian Wag;F [Leonardo DiCaprio production company] executives to
NAB North Island and Navy Submarine Base Point Loma on 17]un. Purpose of visit was to
educate and inform creative team as they develop two Navy-related projects. [N NTR]

105 and Rising (Black Label Media]
Received request for support for feature film project based on the final evacuation of
Saigon at the end of the Vietnam War. Requests for support being reviewed by UMSC Film
Office and NAVINFOWE ST. Production tentatively scheduled to begin late November.
[NNTR]

Top Gun 2 (Paramount Pictures]
[NNTR]

Come Hell or High Water]Battle of Leyte GulfWWII{IMAX
[NNTR]

W

Packers Life [Time Warner]
Received production assistance request 22Iul. Series will be distributed on Time Warner
Cable Regional Packers Network Channel and packerscom. Each episode features the
story of a die-hard Green Bay packers fan. The purpose ofthe episode they would like to
film on the USS Green Bay is to show the relationship between the city and team with the
crew and ship. They would like to film for three days around 14- 215ep. Pending
distribution review. [NNTR]

The Grand Tour (Amazon Prime]
Received production assistance request 26Iul. Production requesting the Blue Angels
for a flyover in Lucerne Valley, CA on 24Sept for the opening sequence of their series
premiere episode. "The Grand Tour" is a new show with the same cast from the original
BBC series, "Top Gear." Requested treatment for the series 27]ul. (NNTR)

INDIANAPOLIS - SURVIVOR STORIES [Smithsonian] - 360 Productions
360 Productions requested to interview an SME at the Navy Yard in Washington 131:.
regarding the survival storyr of the crew onboard the USS Indianapolis. NHHC is
refiewing the content and treatment for historical accuracy and will name an SME.
Access/support is dependent upon their approval, due diligence is being given to
ensure that the Navy Core Values are at the center of the project and displayr the
courage and sacrifice the CO and crew made. NHHC has approved the treatment and
made recommendations for the SME. PAA with 05]] for approval. Filming completed in
Hawaii and Washington D.C. Awaiting rough cut review. (NNTR)



IMAX SEAPOWER/KZ COM
TYCOM PA/SME screening of short, 24 minute version, for OPSE C/accuracy review complete,
no concerns. Various public focus group screenings in progress to receive audience surveys.
Navy media team to capture footage of [SF testing at-sea in coming weeks expected to be made
available for incorporation into the short andfor long versions.

GUNNY TIME [Outdoor Channel]
NAVINFDWEST project officers escorted production crew onboard USS MAKIN
ISLAND [LHD-B) 1-3]un covering live-fire exercises. Awaiting rough cut review.
[NNTR]

MISSION RESULVE [DISCOVERY SCIENCE}
PAR received to film the armual Damage Control Olympics at the Resolve Maritime Academy during
Ft. Lauderdale Fleet Week on 03May16. The show will display Sailors competing and learning, in
conjunction with Resolve Maritime Academy, advanced damage control procedures. PAA signed.
Filming completed with several interviews of Sailors to include Admiral Thebaud Awaiting rough
cut. [NNTR]

American Rifleman [Dutdoor Channel]
Broll supported on ]BPHH and Ford Island, 14-15Mar, to support episode discussing
weaponry used during WWII Pacific battles. Coordinated through IEPHH. PAA signed.
Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR]

IAY LENO'S GARAGE
0n 9May, lay Leno and the production team for "Jay Leno's Garage" visited with the crew ofACU- 5
and USS Comstock [LSD 45]. The production team filmed at ACU-S [Camp Pendleton] on an LCAC
en route to USS Comstock and on board the ship. The filming was for second season episode called
"Inst Add Water," which will be aired in Fall 2016. Rough cut reviewed by ACU—S [I 1Aug- Awaiting
air date.

Happening [HBO][Redford Center Productions
Documentary that discusses Navy's Green Fleet initiatives and AMERICA's hybrid propulsion
system. Air date: Spring 2016. Editing process back in progress after production was
postponed for 8 months. Awaiting rough cut. Projected air date early 2017. [NNTR)

Years of Living Dangerously (Natfieo — Season 2/Season 1 was Showtime]
DI-fi/Newsdesk coordinated initial discussion of request for interview and b-roll
assistance ISO climate change documentary series.
Newsdesk Info Paper provided, 07Dec, giving snapshot of desired b-roll and interviews
such as: ASN McGinn interview in Hampton Roads; Green Fleet; Makin Island/USS
America hybrid systems.
Newsdesk action officer assigned as Project Officer at CHINFD for lead coordination
with Hampton Roads area commands, base escort ofASN and Arnold
Schwarzenegger, CNIC spokesperson[s] interviews/ b-roll on NavSta Norfolk on or
around filun. [NNTR]

Mysteries at the Museum (Travel Channel] - John Paul Iones - [NEW]
Received PARF to film at the Naval Academy Museum for an episode on lohn Paul
Jones and the creation of the Serapis, or Franklin flag. Tentative film date of 25]ul
NHHC confirmed support 11]ul. PAA signed 25]ul. Filming completed. Awaiting
rough cut. [NNTR]



BREAKTHRDUGH [NATEEO]
Filmed training exercise 12-14lul onboard the USS LAKE EERJE [CG 70] and at CNSP conference areas.
Admiral Kilby requested for an hour of filming on 14]ul. All filming completed. Awaiting rough cut.
"Breakthrough" is exec-produced by Ron Howard and Brain Grazer and features top-tier star
power as episodes delve into cutting-edge innovations that are addressing critical, real-world
issues. Season 2 will air 19Nov15. Website: ht_tp. . :flibreakthrough.nationalgeogzapl1ic.comg [NNTR]

Mysteries at the Museum/USNA [Travel Channel]
Broll request to film USNA Museum artifacts approved for filming on 2 1Mar.
Coordinating through USNA public affairs. FAA signed. Rough cut received 1]un.
Awaiting air date.

Mike Rowe's "Somebody”s Gotta Do It" [CNN]: CVN-74 STENNIS
NAVINFDWEST personnel escorted Mike Rowe and SGDI crew during 23-301ul onboard CVN- 74
for filming of episode. NAVINFOWEST and stakeholders working with producers to provide
accurate voiceover content. Reviewed rough cut. Expected to air as an entire episode, potentially
as Season 4 premiere, in the early Spring. [NNTR]

- growlerr’1003487/3418203
17]u-n2{}15 "Vital Signs w/ Sanjay Gupta" [CNN]

a- spccnn
25Mav2015 - "The Homefront: Stories of Service: CMDCM ofWayne E Meyer" [PBS]
h : video. bs.or video 2365487435
25May2015 - "Rachael Ray: Armed Forces Cook-OB" [Syndicated]
hfipmfiwmvrachaelragshowcom[celehsfl19024 an armed forces cook off to honor our vete
rans Z
21May2015 - "Mike Rowe's Somehody's Gotta Dolt" [CNN]
hmgs:f [www.vouruhe.comfwatc11?sUVtLOti-ll 10
1 1Nov2 D 14 — "I‘nlavjr SEALs: Their Untold Stories " [PBS]
ht_tp. :Zgvideo.pbs.org[video(2365359070

210ct 2014 - "Makers: Women in War" [PBS]
h. WM.makers.com documenta womeninwar
DfilulyZD 14 "Empowerment Project. ADM Michelle Howard"[Ind1eF111-1]
WWW
D4july2014- "Urban Oasis: USS Constitution" [HGTV]

0212583 16May2014- "Godzilla"[Warner Bros]
11 . s: w. outube.com watch?v= K01DI1KtYw
22Apr2014- "Rise of the Machines: Aircraft Carrier" [History Channel]
Wk
10]an2014 - "Lone Survivor" [Film 44]
11 mvw. outube.com watch?v= oLFk4 K RM
17Nov2013- "Bizarre Foods wf Andrew Zimmern: USS Arlington" [Travel Channel]

2110;421:113- "How We Got to Now: USS Asheville" [BBC]
11 . tcnordicrom video ?v=499 160
1 10ct2 D 13 - "Captain Phillips" [Sony] https: Z [wuovxoumbecom (watch?v= BASoBrFGlc
DQAugZD 13 - "Planes"[Disney]
l1 s: mvwfacebookcom NAWNFOWEST videos vb.892494fl43 67 10152 3655724043 68
?Q{pe= 2&tl1eater
22Feb20 13 - "Inside: 21st Centuryr Warship"[NatGeo]
ms: 1' /w1.vvv1.r.voutuherom1fwatch?v=KUAMnP'i



18May2 O 1 2 - “Battleship"[Universal]
httDS: f [Wfacebnnkcem Z NAVINFOWEST [videos fvb.892494fl4367 I10 1523682 10999368 f
?m. e=2&theater
22032010 - "Pirate Hunters: USN" [Spike]

031112097 - "Transfermera"[Dreamwerks]
IuI' “hm . 'III.. in Lilk I” ll'l l=' I'll: I I - . I I .-

?§me=2&theater

_
[NNTR}

_
[NNTR}

NAVINFOWEST WEBPAGE
Dfieial webpage overhaul completed.Wowready for use.
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NAVINFOWEST WEEKLY REPORT
1 1AUG 16

Updated Items in Blue

“*NEW FEATURE — WEB LINKS TO RECENT FLEET VIDEOS ON DEMAND INSIDE***

W_-l

NCIS (CBS)
10 Aug, supported 'NCIS' production executives on initial location scout at NBVC Port Hueneme CA
ISO Episode #3 10 which depicts the murder of a Navy LT during a DDG Tiger Cruise. PAA with
production company for signature. There will be a second scout on Friday, 12Aug and filming on
Friday, 19Aug.

FLEET WEEK LA/CSF COORI} [FAM VISITS]
- Coordinating NatGeo “Women to Sea” documentary site visit onboard visiting Fleet week ships
between Fox/paramount Exec Producer Gail Herman and (BF VADM Tyson. Goal: Scoping NatGeo
series featuring successful Navy women in a wide variety of roles and communities.
- Coordinating series producers for "Behind Enemy Lines" pilot farn visit to visiting ships.

THE LAST SHIP (TNT) SEASON [V Approved!
NAWNFOWEST Deputy Director, LCDR Soltes and CAPT Ruiz (CO, USS Cape St. George] had a meet and
greet with Steven Kane and writers at Culver City Studios yesterday, Wednesday,1i] Aug.

HUNTER-KILLER (FEATURE FILM)/Filming daily in the UK
SUBPAC SME CDR Kerr is on set during filming. Next filming sessions will be in Bulgaria, T31) and
Pearl Harbor in late October. Expected release in Summer of 201?.

TRANSFORMERS FIVE (Feature Film]
Filming support requests for Nov-Dec 2016 to include: DOG—1000, LCS, Virginia Class submarine and
Pressurized Rescue Module. DoD FAA signed for DOD support with USAF as project lead.

COMBAT SHIPS [HISTORY CHANNEL/WOODCUT MEDIA)
Filming complete, awaiting rough cut.

Lidia Celebrates America (PBS)
Episode would highlight Culinary Specialists onboard USS George Washington and footage
around NAVSTA Norfolk Location Scout and walk through scheduled for 18 Sep with
tentative film date of 19 Sep 16. Approved by FFC, PAA being drafted.

NCIS NOLA [CBS] [PRODUCTION
Reviewed outline of episode #305 where a Navy Petty Officer dies during a heroic attempt to
prevent a (2-130 hijacking. Production requests to film a static (2-130 and hangar bay at NAS [RB New
Orleans [Belle Chasse]. Scout tentatively scheduled 19Aug and filming to commence late to early
September pending VII-54 approval.

Mighty Planes [DISCOVERY CANADA]
Episodes featuring the CZA Greyhound and E-Z Hawkeye aircraft. AIRLANT has approved
request and will take project lead FAA being drafted.

Mysteries at the Museum (TRAVEL)
Production company filming episode on sonar and a WWI Hydrophone used at the Naval
Undersea Museum. Filming completed awaiting rough cut.
A Navy Chaplain's Road to Sainthood [EWTN]
Documentary on Father Vincent Capodanno's life, death and path to Canonization. Production will
travel to Vietnam with CUR Daniel Mode to show the link between Father Capodanno, the many other



Naval Chaplains, and their dedicated support to the Marine Corps - then and now. Tentative filming
dates are 29Aug — 7Sep upon US Embassy in Vietnam approval.

Virginia International Tattoo {WH RO/PES)
An annual event with performing bands held in Norfolk. They're looking to host 2017's event
on the USS Dwight D. Eisenhower [CW-69]. PBS and Virginia Arts have been in contact with
USFF and they are willing to support. Awaiting proof of hmding and distribution as of ZBIun.

Rock the Troops [Dwayne "The Rock" Johnson}
Event requested to take place November 2016. Spike TV has an interest in recording and
airing on 4Dec16. CNRH PAO coordinating since it's mainly an MIME concert-style event.
IBPHH Air Force and Navy PAOs are discussing venue details. Air force office is taking the
lead on the project.

(b) (4)

NCIS [Actual] Docu-Series proposal [CBS News]
NCIS Communications Director is the DoD Project Officer lead.

NCIS NOLA [CBS]
- Reviewed outline of #306. BUD/s candidate depicted as murder victim after
courageously confronting an abuser from his past. Navy/OSD notes provided to
writers to be incorporated into script. [No USN resources requested ISO production]
[NNTR]

NCIS [CBS]
- Reviewed script of episode #309. Minimal DoD depiction. USMC Sergeant depicted
as a murder victim. [No USN resources requested ISO production]
- Reviewed outline of episode #3 10. Depicts murder of a Navy LT during DDG Tiger
Cruise. NAVINFOWEST/DoD notes submitted to writers. [NNTPJ

HTTN [APPIAN WAY] FEMALE HELo PILOTS VISIT NBS!)
[N NTR}

105 and Rising (Black Label Media)
Received request for support for feature film project based on the final evacuation of Saigon
at the end of the Vietnam War. Requests for support being reviewed by UMSC Film Office and
NAWNFOWEST. Production tentatively scheduled to begin late November. [NNTR]

H

Top Gun 2 [Paramount Pictures]
[NNTR}

Come Hell or High Water/Battle of Leyte Gulf WWII/[MAX
[N NTR]



Packers Life [Time Warner}
Received production assistance request 22]ul. Series will be distributed on Time Warner
Cable Regional Packers Network Channel and packerscom. Each episode features the story of
a die-hard Green Bay packers fan. The purpose of the episode they would like to film on the
USS Green Bay is to show the relationship between the city and team with the crew and ship.
They would like to film for three days around 14- 2 ISep. Pending distribution review.
[NNTR]

INDIANAPOLIS - SURVIVOR STORIES [Smithsonian] - 360 Productions
360 Productions requested to interview an SME at the Navy Yard in Washington DC.
regarding the survival story of the crew onboard the USS Indianapolis. NHHG is reviewing
the content and treatment for historical accuracy and will name an SME. Access/support is
dependent upon their approval, due diligence is being given to ensure that the Navy Core
Values are at the center of the project and diSplay the courage and sacrifice the CD and crew
made. NHHC has approved the treatment and made recommendations for the SME. PAA
with OSD for approval. Filming completed in Hawaii and Washington DC. Awaiting rough
cut review. [NNTR]

[MAX SEAPOWER/KZ COM
TYGDM PA/SME screening of short, 24 minute version, for'OPSEC/accuracy review complete, no
concerns. Various public focus group screenings in progress to receive audience surveys. Navy media
team to capture footage of ]SF testing at-sea in coming weeks expected to be made available for
incorporation into the short and/or long versions.

GUNNY TIME [Outdoor Channel}
Awaiting rough cut review. [NNTR]

MISSIDN RESULVE {DISCOVERY SCIENCE]
Awaiting rough cut. [N NTR]

American 'Rifleman (Outdoor Channel]
Episode discussing weaponry used during WWII Pacific battles and awaiting rough cut.
[NNTR]

IAY LEND'S GARAGE
Rough cut reviewed by ACU-S DlAug. Episode will air in December.
The production team filmed at ACU-S [Camp Pendleton] on an LCAC en route to USS Comstock and on
board the ship. The filming was for second season episode called ”Just Add Water," which will be aired in
Fall 2016.

Happening [HBO)/Redford Center Productions
Documentary that discusses Navy's Green Fleet initiatives and AMER]CA's hybrid propulsion
system. Air date: Spring 20 16. Editing process back in progress after production was postponed for
8 months. Awaiting rough cut. Projected air date early 2017. [NNTR]

Years of Living Dangerously (NatGeo — Season 2/Season 1 was Showtime)
Ol-fi/Newsdesk coordinated initial discussion of request for interview and b-roll assistance ISO
climate change documentary series. Newsdesk Info Paper provided, U7Dec, giving snapshot of
desired b-roll and interviews such as: ASN McGinn interview in Hampton Roads; Green Fleet;
Makin Island/USS America hybrid systems. Newsdesk action officer assigned as Project Officer
at CHINFD for lead coordination with Hampton Roads area commands, base escort ofASN and
Arnold Schwarzenegger, CNIC spokesperson[s] interviews/ h—roll on NavSta Norfolk on or
around 6]un. [N NTR]



Mysteries at the Museum [Travel Channel] - Iohn Paul Iones - [NEW]
Received PARF to film at the Naval Academy Museum for an episode on John Paul ]ones and
the creation of the Serapis, or Franklin flag. Tentative film date of 25}ul. NH HC confirmed
support lllul. PAA signed 251111. Filming completed. Awaiting rough cut. [NNTR]

BREAKTHROUGH [NATGEU]
Filmed training exercise 12-14Iul onboard the USS LAKE EERlE [CG TD] and at CNSP conference areas. Admiral
Kilhy requested for an hour offilming on 14]ul. All filming completed. Awaiting rough cut
"Breakthrough" is exec-produced by Ron Howard and Brain Grazer and features top-tier star power as
episodes delve into cutting-edge innovations that are addressing critical, real-world issues. Season 2 will
air 19Nov16. Website: ht_tp. :ZZhreakthroughnationalgeographic.comz [NNTR]

Mysteries at the Museum/USNA [Travel Channel]
B-roll request to film USNA Museum artifacts approved for filming on 21Mar. Coordinating
through USNA public affairs. PAA signed. Rough cut received 1]un. Awaiting air date.

Mike Rowe's "Somehody's Gotta Do It" [CNN]: (SYN-74 STENNIS
NAVINFDWEST personnel escorted Mike Rowe and SGDI crew during 28-301111 onboard CVN- 74 for
filming of episode. NAWNFDWEST and stakeholders working with producers to provide accurate
voiceover content. Reviewed rough cut. Expected to air as an entire episode, potentially as Season 4
premiere, in the early Spring. [NNTR]

W
1?]u112015 - "Vital Signs w/ Sanjay Gupta" [CNN]
11 : www.cnncom videos world 2015 06 17 usns-comfort-vital-si s-

25May2015 - "The Homefront: Stories of Service: CMDCM ofWayne E Meyer" [PBS]
ht_tp:[ [videopbsorgflvideoz2365487435z
25May2015 - "Rachael Ray: Armed Forces Cook-Off" [Syndicated]
ht_t1. 22g (wrachaelravshow.comfcelebsf19024 an armed forces cook off to hon or our vete
rans Z
21May2015 - "Mike Rowe's Somehody's Gotta Dolt" [CNN]

1 lNov2 D 14 - "Navy SEALs: Their Untold Stories" [PBS]
h : video. bs.or video 2365359071]
Zlflct 2014 -- "Makers: Women in War" [PBS]
h WM.makers.com documents womeninwar
DfilulyZD 14 "Empowerment Project: ADM Michelle Howard"[lndieFli:-1]
Writing
D4]uly2014- "Urban Oasis: USS Constitution" [HGTV]

MlfiMay2014- "Godzilla" [Warner Bros]
h . s: unvw. out11be.com watc11?v= KOtKtYw
22Apr2014- "Rise of the Machines. Aircraft Carrier" [History Channel]

10]an2014- "Lone Survivor" [Film 44]
h . s: unvw. outuhe.con1 watch?v: oLFk4 K RM
17Nov2013 - "Bizarre Foods w/ Andrew Zimmern: USS Arlington" [Travel Channel]
h . : Wfiavelchannelcom shows iaarre-foods video tour-uss-arlin on
290ct2013 - "How We Got to Now: USS Asheville" [BBC]
11 : wwwbbcnordiocom video ?v=499160
1 10ct2 O 13 - "Captain Phillips" [Sony] httos : f {Wvoutube.comfwatch?v= 3ASoB_rFGlc
09A11g2 D 13 - "Planes" [Disney]
ht_tps: Z (mvwfacehookcom g NAVINFOWEST [videos (vbflg2494043on 10 152 365 57 174043 68{
?l_:3{pe= 281theater



27Feb2013 - "Inside: Elst Century Warship"[NatGee]
h 3: www. nutube.eem watelflv=XOAM 1TP7be
.18May2 012 -"Battleship"(Universal)
um um twin m L: ' I.” jl'l I:' ”III . l o: l'” .3
?g{pe=2&theater
ZZUC'EZDH} "Pirate Hunters: USN" [Spike]-

7 _

DBIHIZDD'F- "Transformers"[Dreamwerks]

(NNTR)

|' _ '|
[NNTFJ

NAVINFDWEST WEBPAGE
Dflieia] webpage overhaul completed. Wnaflmflflec'almavinfnwest new readyr for use.



 

 

NAVINFO West Weekly Report 
15 Sep 16 
**Updated Items in 

Blue** 
 
 
 
 

UPCOMING EVENTS / VISITS 
21 Sep ASN Parker – Coordinating meetings with production companies, such as Appian Way 
and the folks behind the TV series Behind Enemy Lines, that best connect to the Secretary’s 
priorities.  Women in combat roles are a hot topic in Hollywood with numerous producers vying to 
be the first to have a break out feature film or TV series.     

 
FEATURE FILMS 
HUNTER-KILLER (FEATURE FILM) 
- Filming in Pearl Harbor rescheduled for Oct 31 - Nov 1 ICW SUBPAC.  Includes a Virginia 
Class submarine and images of the ship submerging and surfacing.  Expected release date fall 
2017. 

 

TRANSFORMERS FIVE (FEATURE FILM) 
- NSTR.  Next filming request is for DDG-1000, LCS, VA Class subs and the Pressurized 
Rescue Module during Nov-Dec 2016.  USAF is project lead. 

 
IMAX SEAPOWER/K2 COM 
- NSTR. Navy media team captured footage of JSF testing at-sea during week of Aug 15th, 
to be made available for incorporation into the short and/or long versions. 

 
 

SCRIPTED TELEVISION 
THE LAST SHIP (TNT) SEASON IV Approved! 
- SURFPAC providing LT SWO as SME to writer’s group beginning 19 Sep.  Filming to begin in late 
October.  This season will incorporate our Air community, AIRPAC identifying a helo squadron to 
support as SMEs as well as filming. 

 

NCIS 
- Reviewed scripts for three episodes; no DoD support requested.  

• Episode 314 contained minimal DoD depiction, no input provided. 
• Episode 313 – Navy core values communicated through Sailor character who sacrifices his own 

safety for the good of others. 
• Episode 315 – Navy core values represented in Chaplain’s character who fights for justice of 

another character being unlawfully detained.   
 

NCIS NEW ORLEANS 
- Reviewed three episodes; no DoD support requested. 

• Episode 307(script) focuses on Navy core values through Seabee character working to 
rebuild VA facility. 

• Episode 308(outline) minimal DoD depiction, features Navy Jazz Band. 
• Episode 309(outline) minimal DoD depiction, core values are represented through USMC 

Corporal who courageously challenges illegal behavior. 
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UPCOMING EVENTS VISITS
21 Sep ASN Parker — Coordinating meetings with production companies, such as Appian Way
and the folks behind the TV series Behind Enemy Lines, that best connect to the Secretary’s
priorities. Women in combat roles are a hot topic in Hollywood with numerous producers vying to
be the first to have a break out feature film or TV series.

FEATURE FILMS
HUNTER-KILLER (FEATURE FILM)
- Filming in Pearl Harbor rescheduled for Oct 31 - Nov 1 ICW SUBPAC. Includes a Virginia
Class submarine and images of the ship submerging and surfacing. Expected release date fall
2017.

TRANSFORMERS FIVE (FEATURE FILM)
- NSTR. Next filming request is for DDG-lOOO, LCS, VA Class subs and the Pressurized
Rescue Module during Nov-Dec 2016. USAF is projectlead.

IMAX SEAPOWER/KZ COM
- NSTR. Navy media team captured footage of ISF testing at-sea during week of Aug 15th,
to be made available for incorporation into the short and/or long versions.

SCRIPTED TELEVISION
THE LAST SHIP (TNT) SEASON IV Approved!
- SURFPAC providing LT SWO as SME to writer’s group beginning 19 Sep. Filming to begin in late
October. This season will incorporate our Air community, AIRPAC identifying a helo squadron to
support as SMEs as well as filming.

NCIS
- Reviewed scripts for three episodes; no DoD support requested.

0 Episode 314 contained minimal DoD depiction, no input provided.
0 Episode 313 — Navy core values communicated through Sailor character who sacrifices his own
safety for the good of others.

0 Episode 315 — Navy core values represented in Chaplain’s character who fights for justice of
another character being unlawfully detained.

NCIS NEW ORLEANS
- Reviewed three episodes; no DoD support requested.

0 Episode 307(script) focuses on Navy core values through Seabee character working to
rebuild VA facility.

0 Episode 308(outline) minimal DOD depiction, features Navy Jazz Band.
0 Episode 309(outline) minimal DoD depiction, core values are represented through USMC

Corporal who courageously challenges illegal behavior.



DOCUMENTARIES 
LIDIA CELEBRATES AMERICA (PBS) 
- AIRLANT PAO, CDR Hecht designated as project officer.  Filming dates are 18-19 Sep aboard USS 
George Washington and around NAVSTA Norfolk.  Lidia, the host of a well-established cooking show 
on PBS will work alongside CSs to prepare a special "holiday" meal for three veterans and 250 active 
duty Sailors. 
 

ROCK THE TROOPS (DWAYNE "THE ROCK" JOHNSON) 
- Event will be hosted in Pearl Harbor, November 2016.  USAF has project  lead. 

 

A NAVY CHAPLAIN’S ROAD TO SAINTHOOD (EWTN) 
- Filming delayed, awaiting approval of Vietnam Ministry of Foreign Affairs.  Navy Chaplain’s 
Communication director is project officer.  Documentary to travel to Vietnam with Navy Chaplain 
CDR Daniel Mode focusing on Navy Chaplain’s support, past and present, to the Marine Corps. 

 

MIGHTY PLANES (DISCOVERY CANADA) 
- NSTR. AIRLANT has project lead and local PAO’s working details, logistics, and film dates directly 
with the production company.  Film will feature C2A Greyhound and E-2 Hawkeye mission and 
capabilities. 
 

VIRGINIA INTERNATIONAL TATTOO (WHRO/PBS) 
- NSTR. Request for annual event to be hosted on USS Dwight D. Eisenhower (April 2017), USFF has 
approved support.  The event includes military bands, drill teams, bagpipers, drummers, celtic 
dancers, choirs and more from around the globe to create a spectacularperformance. 
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DOCUMENTARIES
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- AIRLANT PAO, CDR Hecht designated as project officer. Filming dates are 18-19 Sep aboard USS
George Washington and around NAVSTA Norfolk. Lidia, the host of a well-established cooking show
on PBS will work alongside CSs to prepare a special "holiday" meal for three veterans and 250 active
duty Sailors.

ROCK THE TROOPS (DWAYNE "THE ROCK" JOHNSON)
- Event will be hosted in Pearl Harbor, November 2016. USAF has projectlead.

A NAVY CHAPLAIN'S ROAD TO SAINTHOOD (EWTN)
- Filming delayed, awaiting approval of Vietnam Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Navy Chaplain’s
Communication director is project officer. Documentary to travel to Vietnam with Navy Chaplain
CDR Daniel Mode focusing on Navy Chaplain’s support, past and present, to the Marine Corps.
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with the production company. Film will feature C2A Greyhound and E-2 Hawkeye mission and
capabilities.
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       **Updated Items in Blue** 
 
 
 
 

FEATURE FILMS 
HUNTER-KILLER (FEATURE FILM) 
- SUBPAC PAO visited NAVINFOWEST 22 Sep to discuss upcoming filming in Pearl Harbor.  
Filming in Pearl Harbor rescheduled for Oct 31 - Nov 1 ICW SUBPAC.  Includes a Virginia 
Class submarine and images of the ship submerging and surfacing.  Expected release date 
fall 2017.  

 

TRANSFORMERS FIVE (FEATURE FILM) 
- NSTR. Next filming request is for DDG-1000, LCS, VA Class subs and the Pressurized Rescue 
Module during Nov-Dec 2016.  USAF is project lead. 

 
IMAX SEAPOWER/K2 COM 
- Navy media team captured footage of F-35C testing at-sea during week of Aug 15th, to be 
made available for incorporation into the short and/or long versions.  OPSEC review of 
footage in progress.  F-35B testing at-sea expected to be filmed by Navy media team late 
October. 

 

COME HELL OR HIGH WATER (FEATURE FILM) 
- Film’s creative team (director, writers) conducted successful research visits on Friday and 

Saturday, 23-24 Sep at USNA, NHHC and NWC.  Main topic of research visits was LCDR Ernest 
Evans’ involvement in the Battle of Leyte Gulf.  Script revisions in progress. 

 

SCRIPTED TELEVISION 
THE LAST SHIP (TNT) SEASON IV Approved! 
- Filming to begin in late October.  This season will incorporate our Air community.  AIRPAC 
identifying a helo squadron to support as SMEs as well as filming.  Scout conducted on the Self 
Defense Test Ship at NBVC Pt Hueneme 23Sep and 29Sep. 

 
NCIS 
- Reviewed three episodes; no DoD support requested. 

• Episode 313 (shooting script) – Navy core values communicated through Sailor character 
who sacrifices his own safety for the good of others. 
• Episode 314 (shooting script) – minimal DoD depiction.  Corroborated notes with OSD 
and provided to production company. 
• Episode 315 (outline) – Navy core values represented in Chaplain’s character who fights for 
justice of another character being unlawfully detained.  Corroborated notes with OSD. 

 

NCIS NEW ORLEANS 
- Navy Jazz Band, “The Commodores” unable to travel to NOLA to support Production Company’s 
request due to schedule conflicts. 
- Reviewed two episodes. 
       • Episode 308 (script) - features Navy Jazz Band, core values represented through a Navy   
       Band member working to justly expose corruption. 

                       • Episode 309 (outline) - minimal DoD depiction, core values are represented through USMC  
                       Corporal who courageously challenges illegal behavior. 
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FEATURE FILMS
HUNTER-KILLER (FEATURE FILM)
- SUBPAC PAO visited NAVINFOWEST 22 Sep to discuss upcoming filming in Pearl Harbor.
Filming in Pearl Harbor rescheduled for Oct 31 - Nov 1 ICW SUBPAC. Includes a Virginia
Class submarine and images of the Ship submerging and surfacing. Expected release date
fall 2017.

TRANSFORMERS FIVE (FEATURE FILM)
- NSTR. Next filming request is for DDG-1000, LCS, VA Class subs and the Pressurized Rescue
Module during Nov-Dec 2016. USAF is project lead.

IMAX SEAPOWER/KZ COM
- Navy media team captured footage of F-35C testing at-sea during week of Aug 15th, to be
made available for incorporation into the short and/or long versions. OPSEC review of
footage in progress. F-3SB testing at-sea expected to be filmed by Navy media team late
October.

COME HELL OR HIGH WATER (FEATURE FILM)
- Film’s creative team (director, writers) conducted successful research visits on Friday and

Saturday, 23-24 Sep at USNA, NHHC and NWC. Main topic of research visits was LCDR Ernest
Evans’ involvement in the Battle of Leyte Gulf. Script revisions in progress.

SCRIPTED TELEVISION
THE LAST SHIP (TNT) SEASON IV Approved!
- Filming to begin in late October. This season will incorporate our Air community. AIRPAC
identifying a helo squadron to support as SMES as well as filming. Scout conducted on the Self
Defense Test Ship at NBVC Pt Hueneme 23Sep and 29Sep.

NCIS
- Reviewed three episodes; no DoD support requested.

0 Episode 313 (Shooting script) — Navy core values communicated through Sailor character
who sacrifices his own safety for the good of others.
0 Episode 314 (Shooting script) — minimal DoD depiction. Corroborated notes with OSD
and provided to production company.
0 Episode 315 (outline) — Navy core values represented in Chaplain’s character who fights for
justice of another character being unlawfully detained. Corroborated notes with OSD.

NCIS NEW ORLEANS
- Navy Jazz Band, “The Commodores" unable to travel to NOLA to support Production Company’s
request due to schedule conflicts.
- Reviewed two episodes.

0 Episode 308 (script) - features Navy Jazz Band, core values represented through a Navy
Band member working to justly expose corruption.
0 Episode 309 (outline) - minimal DoD depiction, core values are represented through USMC
Corporal who courageously challenges illegal behavior.



DOCUMENTARIES 
LIDIA CELEBRATES AMERICA (PBS) 
- AIRLANT PAO, CDR Hecht designated as project officer.  Filmed on 18-19Sep aboard USS 
George Washington and around NAVSTA Norfolk.  Lidia, the host of a well-established 
cooking show on PBS will work alongside CSs to prepare a special "holiday" meal for three 
veterans and 250 active duty Sailors.  Rough cut expected in 2-3 weeks. 

 

ROCK THE TROOPS (DWAYNE "THE ROCK" JOHNSON) 
                - NSTR.  Event will be hosted in Pearl Harbor, November 2016.  USAF has project lead. 
 

A NAVY CHAPLAIN’S ROAD TO SAINTHOOD (EWTN) 
                - NSTR.  Filming delayed, awaiting approval of Vietnam Ministry of Foreign Affairs.  Navy  

Chaplain’s Communication director is project officer.  Documentary to travel to Vietnam with  
Navy Chaplain CDR Daniel Mode focusing on Navy Chaplain’s support, past and present, to the  
Marine Corps. 

 

MIGHTY PLANES (DISCOVERY CANADA) 
                - NSTR.  AIRLANT has project lead and local PAO’s working details, logistics, and film dates  

 directly with the production company.  Film will feature C2A Greyhound and E-2 Hawkeye  
           mission and capabilities. 

 

VIRGINIA INTERNATIONAL TATTOO (WHRO/PBS) 
- NSTR. Request for annual event to be hosted on USS Dwight D. Eisenhower (April 2017), 
USFF has approved support.  The event includes military bands, drill teams, bagpipers, 
drummers, celtic dancers, choirs and more from around the globe to create a spectacular 
performance. 

 

 
 

 
 

MYSTERIES AT THE MUSEUM-OPERATION COLDFEET (TRAVEL CHANNEL) 
Filming to take place 6Oct at the Naval War College.  Episode will center on a poster 
featured in the museum obtained during Operation Coldfeet, a Cold War espionage 
mission conducted by the Navy and CIA. 
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Navy Chaplain CDR Daniel Mode focusing on Navy Chaplain’s support, past and present, to the  
Marine Corps. 

 

MIGHTY PLANES (DISCOVERY CANADA) 
                - NSTR.  AIRLANT has project lead and local PAO’s working details, logistics, and film dates  

 directly with the production company.  Film will feature C2A Greyhound and E-2 Hawkeye  
           mission and capabilities. 

 

VIRGINIA INTERNATIONAL TATTOO (WHRO/PBS) 
- NSTR. Request for annual event to be hosted on USS Dwight D. Eisenhower (April 2017), 
USFF has approved support.  The event includes military bands, drill teams, bagpipers, 
drummers, celtic dancers, choirs and more from around the globe to create a spectacular 
performance. 

 

 
 

 
 

MYSTERIES AT THE MUSEUM-OPERATION COLDFEET (TRAVEL CHANNEL) 
Filming to take place 6Oct at the Naval War College.  Episode will center on a poster 
featured in the museum obtained during Operation Coldfeet, a Cold War espionage 
mission conducted by the Navy and CIA. 
 

(b) (4)

DOCUMENTARIES
LIDIA CELEBRATES AMERICA (PBS)
- AIRLANT PAO, CDR Hecht designated as project officer. Filmed on 18-19Sep aboard USS
George Washington and around NAVSTA Norfolk. Lidia, the host of a well-established
cooking show on PBS will work alongside CSs to prepare a special "holiday" meal for three
veterans and 250 active duty Sailors. Rough cut expected in 2-3 weeks.

ROCK THE TROOPS (DWAYNE "THE ROCK" IOHNSON)
- NSTR. Event will be hosted in Pearl Harbor, November 2016. USAF has project lead.

A NAVY CHAPLAIN'S ROAD TO SAINTHOOD (EWTN)
- NSTR. Filming delayed, awaiting approval of Vietnam Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Navy
Chaplain’s Communication director is project officer. Documentary to travel to Vietnam with
Navy Chaplain CDR Daniel Mode focusing on Navy Chaplain’s support, past and present, to the
Marine Corps.

MIGHTY PLANES (DISCOVERY CANADA)
- NSTR. AIRLANT has project lead and local PAO’s working details, logistics, and film dates
directly with the production company. Film will feature CZA Greyhound and E-2 Hawkeye
mission and capabilities.

VIRGINIA INTERNATIONAL TATTOO (WHRO/PBS)
- NSTR. Request for annual event to be hosted on USS Dwight D. Eisenhower (April 2017),
USFF has approved support. The event includes military bands, drill teams, bagpipers,
drummers, celtic dancers, choirs and more from around the globe to create a spectacular
performance.

b) (4)

MYSTERIES AT THE MUSEUM-OPERATION COLDFEET (TRAVEL CHANNEL)
Filming to take place 60ct at the Naval War College. Episode will center on a poster
featured in the museum obtained during Operation Coldfeet, a Cold War espionage
mission conducted by the Navy and CIA.



 

 

NAVINFO West Weekly Report 
6 Oct 16 

       **Updated Items in Blue** 
 
 
 

*Gary Glasberg the NCIS and NCIS New Orleans Executive Producer and showrunner passed away 
on Wednesday, 28 Sep.  Gary was a long-time friend and advocate for the Navy and DoD.  A 
memorial service is being planned for the end of October. 

 

FEATURE FILMS 
HUNTER-KILLER (FEATURE FILM) 
- Filming in Pearl Harbor rescheduled for Oct 31 - Nov 1 ICW SUBPAC.  Includes a Virginia Class 
submarine and images of the ship submerging and surfacing.  Expected release date fall 2017.  
 

TRANSFORMERS FIVE (FEATURE FILM) 
- Conference call 6Oct with C3F, CNSP, CNAP, ESG-3 and USMC Film Office to discuss San Diego 
filming opportunities.  Next filming request is for LHD/LPD, DDG-1000, LCS, LA Class subs and the 
Pressurized Rescue Module during Nov-Dec 2016.  USAF is project lead. 
 
IMAX SEAPOWER/K2 COM 
- Navy media team captured footage of F-35C testing at-sea during week of Aug 15th, to be made 
available for incorporation into the short and/or long versions.  OPSEC review of footage completed 
by JSF Program Office, no concerns.  Footage enroute to production company for incorporation into 
the 40 minute film.  F-35B testing at-sea expected to be filmed by Navy media team late October. 
 

COME HELL OR HIGH WATER (FEATURE FILM) 
- NSTR. Film’s creative team (director, writers) conducted successful research visits on Friday and 
Saturday, 23-24 Sep at USNA, NHHC and NWC.  Main topic of research visits was LCDR Ernest Evans’ 
involvement in the Battle of Leyte Gulf.  Script revisions in progress. 
 

SCRIPTED TELEVISION 
THE LAST SHIP (TNT) SEASON IV Approved! 
-Two supporting cast members, Kevin Martin (“ENS Miller”) and Jocko Sims (“LT Burk”) will be 
attending Navy Birthday Ball 07Oct16 as dates of two DINFOS students.  Social media coverage plans 
being routed through chain of command.  Filming to begin in late October. 
- Scripts 401, 402 and 403 received. 
- Dir/Dep to attend review screening of Season III EPK at TNT HQ Burbank 11Oct. 

 
NCIS 
- Reviewed three episodes; no DoD support requested. 

 Episode 315 (writer’s draft) – Consolidated notes with OSD, forwarded to detainee affairs for 
thematic review.  Navy core values represented in Chaplain’s character who fights for justice of 
another character being unlawfully detained at GTMO.   

 

NCIS NEW ORLEANS 
- Reviewed two episodes. 

 Episode 310 (outline) – no DoD depiction, “NCIS” only tied to the episode’s case through a 
previous cooperative investigation with the FBI. 

 Episode 309 (network draft) - minimal DoD depiction, core values are represented through USMC 
Corporal who courageously challenges illegal behavior. 
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filming opportunities.  Next filming request is for LHD/LPD, DDG-1000, LCS, LA Class subs and the 
Pressurized Rescue Module during Nov-Dec 2016.  USAF is project lead. 
 
IMAX SEAPOWER/K2 COM 
- Navy media team captured footage of F-35C testing at-sea during week of Aug 15th, to be made 
available for incorporation into the short and/or long versions.  OPSEC review of footage completed 
by JSF Program Office, no concerns.  Footage enroute to production company for incorporation into 
the 40 minute film.  F-35B testing at-sea expected to be filmed by Navy media team late October. 
 

COME HELL OR HIGH WATER (FEATURE FILM) 
- NSTR. Film’s creative team (director, writers) conducted successful research visits on Friday and 
Saturday, 23-24 Sep at USNA, NHHC and NWC.  Main topic of research visits was LCDR Ernest Evans’ 
involvement in the Battle of Leyte Gulf.  Script revisions in progress. 
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-Two supporting cast members, Kevin Martin (“ENS Miller”) and Jocko Sims (“LT Burk”) will be 
attending Navy Birthday Ball 07Oct16 as dates of two DINFOS students.  Social media coverage plans 
being routed through chain of command.  Filming to begin in late October. 
- Scripts 401, 402 and 403 received. 
- Dir/Dep to attend review screening of Season III EPK at TNT HQ Burbank 11Oct. 

 
NCIS 
- Reviewed three episodes; no DoD support requested. 

 Episode 315 (writer’s draft) – Consolidated notes with OSD, forwarded to detainee affairs for 
thematic review.  Navy core values represented in Chaplain’s character who fights for justice of 
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*Gary Glasberg the NCIS and NCIS New Orleans Executive Producer and showrunner passed away
on Wednesday, 28 Sep. Gary was a long-time friend and advocate for the Navy and DoD. A
memorial service is being planned for the end of October.

FEATURE FILMS
HUNTER-KILLER (FEATURE FILM)
- Filming in Pearl Harbor rescheduled for Oct 31 - Nov 1 ICW SUBPAC. Includes a Virginia Class
submarine and images of the ship submerging and surfacing. Expected release date fall 2017.

TRANSFORMERS FIVE (FEATURE FILM)
- Conference call 60ct with C3F, CNSP, CNAP, ESG-3 and USMC Film Office to discuss San Diego
filming opportunities. Next filming request is for LHD/LPD, DDG-1000, LCS, LA Class subs and the
Pressurized Rescue Module during Nov-Dec 2016. USAF is project lead.

IMAX SEAPOWER/KZ COM
- Navy media team captured footage of F-35C testing at-sea during week of Aug 15th, to be made
available for incorporation into the short and/or long versions. OPSEC review of footage completed
by ISF Program Office, no concerns. Footage enroute to production company for incorporation into
the 40 minute film. F-35B testing at-sea expected to be filmed by Navy media team late October.

COME HELL OR HIGH WATER (FEATURE FILM)
- NSTR. Film’s creative team (director, writers) conducted successful research visits on Friday and
Saturday, 23-24 Sep at USNA, NHHC and NWC. Main topic of research visits was LCDR Ernest Evans’
involvement in the Battle of Leyte Gulf. Script revisions in progress.

SCRIPTED TELEVISION
THE LAST SHIP (TNT) SEASON IV Approved!
-Two supporting cast members, Kevin Martin (“ENS Miller") and Iocko Sims ("LT Burk") will be
attending Navy Birthday Ball 070ct16 as dates of two DINFOS students. Social media coverage plans
being routed through chain of command. Filming to begin in late October.
- Scripts 401, 402 and 403 received.
- Dir/Dep to attend review screening of Season III EPK at TNT HQ Burbank 110ct.

NCIS
- Reviewed three episodes; no DoD support requested.

0 Episode 315 (writer’s draft) — Consolidated notes with OSD, forwarded to detainee affairs for
thematic review. Navy core values represented in Chaplain’s character who fights for justice of
another character being unlawfully detained at GTMO.

NCIS NEW ORLEANS
- Reviewed two episodes.

0 Episode 310 (outline) — no DoD depiction, "NCIS" only tied to the episode’s case through a
previous cooperative investigation with the FBI.

0 Episode 309 (network draft) - minimal DoD depiction, core values are represented through USMC
Corporal who courageously challenges illegal behavior.



 
 
DOCUMENTARIES 
ENLISTED (Visionalist Entertainment Productions) 
- NPASE Midwest received request to film USS Detroit (LCS7) commissioning celebration activities.  
Documentary film’s proposed narrative to focus on enlistment in today’s 100% volunteer force across 
all branches.  Project forwarded to OSD, recommended project not ready for support due to 
incomplete funding/limited distribution.  Evaluating with OSD for future support. 
 

YEAR MILLION (NatGeo) 
- Working to coordinate filming during Surface Navigator’s course at SWOs in Newport, RI during week 

of 10 Nov.  This course demonstrates various aspects of the celestial navigation training for officer and 

enlisted ranging from practical, to planetarium, to classroom. The short docu-series discusses human's 

reliance on technology and the impact on their future.  They will be discussing why the Navy has 

returned to teaching Celestial navigation.  They would like to film classroom instruction as well as the 

use of CELNAV underway.  Filming window is now through November. 
 

ROCK THE TROOPS (DWAYNE "THE ROCK" JOHNSON) 
- Event will be hosted in Pearl Harbor, November 2016.  USAF has project lead.  Petty Officer Berumen 
designated as assistant project officer.  Petty Officer Berumen will assist preproduction planning and 
event from 15-23Oct.  Event scheduled to take place 22Oct.  USO-like event will feature various 
performers and is hosted by Dwayne “The Rock” Johnson.  Event will air on Spike TV 7Dec. 
 

A NAVY CHAPLAIN’S ROAD TO SAINTHOOD (EWTN) 
- NSTR.  Filming delayed, awaiting approval of Vietnam Ministry of Foreign Affairs.  Navy Chaplain’s 
Communication director is project officer.  Documentary to travel to Vietnam with Navy Chaplain CDR 
Daniel Mode focusing on Navy Chaplain’s support, past and present, to the Marine Corps. 
 

MIGHTY PLANES (DISCOVERY CANADA) 
- NSTR.  AIRLANT has project lead and local PAO’s working details, logistics, and film dates directly 

with the production company.  Film will feature C2A Greyhound and E-2 Hawkeye mission and 

capabilities. 
 

 
 

 
 

MYSTERIES AT THE MUSEUM-OPERATION COLDFEET (TRAVEL CHANNEL) 
- NSTR. Filming to take place 6Oct at the Naval War College.  Episode will center on a poster 
featured in the museum obtained during Operation Coldfeet, a Cold War espionage mission 
conducted by the Navy and CIA. 
 

 
 

 

(b) (4)

(b) (4)
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DOCUMENTARIES
ENLISTED (Visionalist Entertainment Productions)
- NPASE Midwest received request to film USS Detroit (LCS7) commissioning celebration activities.
Documentary film’s proposed narrative to focus on enlistment in today’s 100% volunteer force across
all branches. Project forwarded to OSD, recommended project not ready for support due to
incomplete funding/limited distribution. Evaluating with OSD for future support.

YEAR MILLION (NatGeo)
- Working to coordinate filming during Surface Navigator’s course at SWOs in Newport, RI during week
of 10 Nov. This course demonstrates various aspects of the celestial navigation training for officer and
enlisted ranging from practical, to planetarium, to classroom. The short docu-series discusses human's
reliance on technology and the impact on their future. They will be discussing why the Navy has
returned to teaching Celestial navigation. They would like to film classroom instruction as well as the
use of CELNAV underway. Filming window is now through November.

ROCK THE TROOPS (DWAYNE "THE ROCK" IOHNSON)
- Event will be hosted in Pearl Harbor, November 2016. USAF has project lead. Petty Officer Berumen
designated as assistant project officer. Petty Officer Berumen will assist preproduction planning and
event from 15-230ct. Event scheduled to take place 220ct. USO-like event will feature various
performers and is hosted by Dwayne "The Rock" Iohnson. Event will air on Spike TV 7Dec.

A NAVY CHAPLAIN’S ROAD TO SAINTHOOD (EWTN)
- NSTR. Filming delayed, awaiting approval of Vietnam Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Navy Chaplain’s
Communication director is project officer. Documentary to travel to Vietnam with Navy Chaplain CDR
Daniel Mode focusing on Navy Chaplain’s support, past and present, to the Marine Corps.

MIGHTY PLANES (DISCOVERY CANADA)
- NSTR. AIRLANT has project lead and local PAO’s working details, logistics, and film dates directly
with the production company. Film will feature C2A Greyhound and E-2 Hawkeye mission and
capabilities.

(b) (4)

MYSTERIES AT THE MUSEUM-OPERATION COLDFEET (TRAVEL CHANNEL)
- NSTR. Filming to take place 60ct at the Naval War College. Episode will center on a poster
featured in the museum obtained during Operation Coldfeet, a Cold War espionage mission
conducted by the Navy and CIA.



 

 

NAVINFO West Weekly Report 
13 Oct 16 

**Updated Items in Blue** 
 
 
 

 

FEATURE FILMS 
 

TRANSFORMERS FIVE (FEATURE FILM) 
- Next filming request targeted for early November in San Diego for LCS, LHD, MH-60S, 
Pressurized Rescue Module and LA Class subs.  USAF is project lead.  Location scout in San Diego 
expected early next week. 

 

IMAX SEAPOWER/K2 COM 
- Footage of F-35C testing at-sea, captured by the JSF Integrated Test Force (ITF) in August 
provided to production company for incorporation into the 40-minute film on 06 Oct 16.   
 

HUNTER-KILLER (FEATURE FILM) 
- 31Oct - 01 Nov filming in Pearl Harbor, coordinated through SUBPAC.  Filming will include a 
Virginia Class submarine and images of the ship submerging and surfacing.  Feature film 
expected release date fall 2017. 

 
 

SCRIPTED TELEVISION 
THE LAST SHIP (TNT) SEASON IV  
- Received and reviewing scripts 401, 402, 403 and 406.  NI West Director and Deputy attended screening 

of Season III EPK on Tuesday, 11 Oct. Coordinating screening for CHINFO and SURPAC leadership. 
Season IV to begin filming in late October. 

 

NCIS 
- Reviewed three episodes; no DoD support requested. 

 Episode 315 (shooting script) – OSD/NAVINFOWEST notes incorporated into shooting script.  
 Episode 316 (outline) – OSD/NAVINFOWEST consolidated notes sent to showrunner. 

 

NCIS NEW ORLEANS 
- NSTR.  Reviewed one episode. 

 Episode 309 (production draft) - minimal DoD depiction, core values are represented through 
USMC Corporal who courageously challenges illegal behavior. 
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TRANSFORMERS FIVE (FEATURE FILM) 
- Next filming request targeted for early November in San Diego for LCS, LHD, MH-60S, 
Pressurized Rescue Module and LA Class subs.  USAF is project lead.  Location scout in San Diego 
expected early next week. 

 

IMAX SEAPOWER/K2 COM 
- Footage of F-35C testing at-sea, captured by the JSF Integrated Test Force (ITF) in August 
provided to production company for incorporation into the 40-minute film on 06 Oct 16.   
 

HUNTER-KILLER (FEATURE FILM) 
- 31Oct - 01 Nov filming in Pearl Harbor, coordinated through SUBPAC.  Filming will include a 
Virginia Class submarine and images of the ship submerging and surfacing.  Feature film 
expected release date fall 2017. 

 
 

SCRIPTED TELEVISION 
THE LAST SHIP (TNT) SEASON IV  
- Received and reviewing scripts 401, 402, 403 and 406.  NI West Director and Deputy attended screening 

of Season III EPK on Tuesday, 11 Oct. Coordinating screening for CHINFO and SURPAC leadership. 
Season IV to begin filming in late October. 

 

NCIS 
- Reviewed three episodes; no DoD support requested. 

 Episode 315 (shooting script) – OSD/NAVINFOWEST notes incorporated into shooting script.  
 Episode 316 (outline) – OSD/NAVINFOWEST consolidated notes sent to showrunner. 

 

NCIS NEW ORLEANS 
- NSTR.  Reviewed one episode. 

 Episode 309 (production draft) - minimal DoD depiction, core values are represented through 
USMC Corporal who courageously challenges illegal behavior. 

NAVINFO West Weekly Report
13 Oct 16

**Updated Items in Blue**

FEATURE FILMS
TRANSFORMERS FIVE (FEATURE FILM)
- Next filming request targeted for early November in San Diego for LCS, LHD, MH-6OS,
Pressurized Rescue Module and LA Class subs. USAF is projectlead. Location scout in San Diego
expected early next week.

IMAX SEAPOWER/K2 COM
- Footage of F-35C testing at-sea, captured by the ISF Integrated Test Force (ITF) in August
provided to production company for incorporation into the 40-minute film on 06 Oct 16.

HUNTER-KILLER (FEATURE FILM)
- 310ct - 01 Nov filming in Pearl Harbor, coordinated through SUBPAC. Filming will include a
Virginia Class submarine and images of the ship submerging and surfacing. Feature film
expected release date fall 2017.

SCRIPTED TELEVISION
THE LAST SHIP (TNT) SEASON IV
- Received and reviewing scripts 401, 402, 403 and 406. N1 West Director and Deputy attended screening
of Season III EPK on Tuesday, 11 Oct. Coordinating screening for CHINFO and SURPAC leadership.
Season IV to begin filming in late October.

NCIS
- Reviewed three episodes; no DoD support requested.

0 Episode 315 (shooting script) — OSD/NAVINFOWEST notes incorporated into shooting script.
0 Episode 316 (outline) — OSD/NAVINFOWEST consolidated notes sent to showrunner.

NCIS NEW ORLEANS
- NSTR. Reviewed one episode.

0 Episode 309 (production draft) - minimal DoD depiction, core values are represented through
USMC Corporal who courageously challenges illegal behavior.



DOCUMENTARIES 
 

ROCK THE TROOPS (DWAYNE "THE ROCK" JOHNSON) 
- USAF has lead.  The event will be hosted by Dwayne “The Rock” Johnson in Pearl Harbor on 22 

Oct 16. Rock the Troops is a music and entertainment event held in memoriam of the 75th 
anniversary of Pearl Harbor to honor the men and women of the United States military and their 
families. Performers include Kevin Hart, Jack Black, Keegan-Michael Key, Rob Riggle, Scott 
Eastwood, Terry Crews, Laird Hamilton, Jeffrey Ross, JB Smoove, George Clooney and music 
performances by Flo Rida, Nick Jonas, Tenacious D, Lynrd Skynrd and Aaron Lewis.  Event will 
air on Spike TV 07 Dec. 
 

 
 

 

ENLISTED (Visionalist Entertainment Productions) 
- Concurred with OSD project could not be supported due to incomplete funding/limited distribution.   

 

MIGHTY PLANES (DISCOVERY CANADA) 
- NSTR. AIRLANT has project lead and local PAO’s working details, logistics, and film dates directly 

with the production company.  Film will feature C2A Greyhound and E-2 Hawkeye mission and 

capabilities. 

 

 
 

 

 

A NAVY CHAPLAIN’S ROAD TO SAINTHOOD (EWTN) 
- NSTR. Filming delayed, awaiting approval of Vietnam Ministry of Foreign Affairs.  Navy Chaplain’s 
Communication director is project officer.  Documentary to travel to Vietnam with Navy Chaplain CDR 
Daniel Mode focusing on Navy Chaplain’s support, past and present, to the Marine Corps. 

 

 

(b) (4)

(b) (4)
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- NSTR. Filming delayed, awaiting approval of Vietnam Ministry of Foreign Affairs.  Navy Chaplain’s 
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DOCUMENTARIES
ROCK THE TROOPS (DWAYNE "THE ROCK" IOHNSON)

- USAF has lead. The event will be hosted by Dwayne "The Rock" Iohnson in Pearl Harbor on 22
Oct 16. Rock the Troops is a music and entertainment event held in memoriam of the 75th
anniversary of Pearl Harbor to honor the men and women of the United States military and their
families. Performers include Kevin Hart, lack Black, Keegan-Michael Key, Rob Riggle, Scott
Eastwood, Terry Crews, Laird Hamilton, Ieffrey Ross, IB Smoove, George Clooney and music
performances by Flo Rida, Nick Ionas, Tenacious D, Lynrd Skynrd and Aaron Lewis. Event will
air on Spike TV 07 Dec.

ENLISTED (Visionalist Entertainment Productions)
- Concurred with OSD project could not be supported due to incomplete funding/limited distribution.

MIGHTY PLANES (DISCOVERY CANADA)
- NSTR. AIRLANT has project lead and local PAO’s working details, logistics, and film dates directly
with the production company. Film will feature CZA Greyhound and E-2 Hawkeye mission and
capabilities.
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A NAVY CHAPLAIN'S ROAD TO SAINTHOOD (EWTN)
- NSTR. Filming delayed, awaiting approval of Vietnam Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Navy Chaplain’s
Communication director is project officer. Documentary to travel to Vietnam with Navy Chaplain CDR
Daniel Mode focusing on Navy Chaplain’s support, past and present, to the Marine Corps.



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NAVINFO West Weekly Report 
20 Oct 16 

**Updated Items in Blue** 

 

EVENT 
LA Dodgers NLCS Game  
- On Tuesday night, 15 Sailors participated in unfurling of the flag. These Sailors were from NRD Los 
Angeles, Naval Weapons Seal Beach and Naval Base Ventura County. 
During Wednesday night's game, Petty Officer First Class Jarrett Zubiate of NRD Los Angeles was 
recognized as their military hero. 

 

FEATURE FILMS 
 

     TRANSFORMERS FIVE (FEATURE FILM) 
      - Location scout in San Diego with LCSRON, URC and SUBPAC scheduled for tomorrow, 21Oct. 
      - Next filming request targeted for early November in San Diego for LCS, LHD, MH-60S. 
      - Pressurized Rescue Module and LA Class subs. USAF is project lead.  

 
  IMAX SEAPOWER/K2 COM 

- JSF Integrated Test Force (ITF) Media Team scheduled to collect footage of F-35B 
developmental and operational testing at-sea next week.  Expect footage to be provided 
to K2 following USN/USMC review for incorporation into the 40-minute   film. 

 
HUNTER-KILLER (FEATURE FILM) 
- 31Oct - 01 Nov filming in Pearl Harbor, coordinated through SUBPAC. Filming will include 
a Virginia Class submarine and images of the ship submerging and surfacing. Feature film 
expected release date fall 2017. 

 

SCRIPTED TELEVISION 
THE LAST SHIP (TNT) SEASON IV 
- Received and reviewing scripts 404 and 405.  Coordinating discussion for Producer Steven Kane and 

Naval War College Faculty and back –up plan visit to D.C. (Mr. Newell has lead on potential D.C. trip) 
Season IV to begin filming next week.  

 

NCIS 
- Reviewed three episodes; no DoD support requested. 

 Episode 315 (shooting script) – OSD/NAVINFOWEST provided a new set of script notes for 
consideration/incorporation. 

 Episode 316 (writer’s draft) – based on OSD/NAVINFOWEST notes, script included the removal of 
a blue on blue assault. 

 Episode 317 (outline) – minimal DoD depiction, no notes needed. 
 

NCIS NEW ORLEANS 
- Reviewed two episodes; no DoD support requested. 

 Episode 311 (outline) - minimal DoD depiction, no notes needed. 
 Episode 312 (outline) - minimal DoD depiction, no notes needed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NAVINFO West Weekly Report 
20 Oct 16 

**Updated Items in Blue** 

 

EVENT 
LA Dodgers NLCS Game  
- On Tuesday night, 15 Sailors participated in unfurling of the flag. These Sailors were from NRD Los 
Angeles, Naval Weapons Seal Beach and Naval Base Ventura County. 
During Wednesday night's game, Petty Officer First Class Jarrett Zubiate of NRD Los Angeles was 
recognized as their military hero. 

 

FEATURE FILMS 
 

     TRANSFORMERS FIVE (FEATURE FILM) 
      - Location scout in San Diego with LCSRON, URC and SUBPAC scheduled for tomorrow, 21Oct. 
      - Next filming request targeted for early November in San Diego for LCS, LHD, MH-60S. 
      - Pressurized Rescue Module and LA Class subs. USAF is project lead.  

 
  IMAX SEAPOWER/K2 COM 

- JSF Integrated Test Force (ITF) Media Team scheduled to collect footage of F-35B 
developmental and operational testing at-sea next week.  Expect footage to be provided 
to K2 following USN/USMC review for incorporation into the 40-minute   film. 

 
HUNTER-KILLER (FEATURE FILM) 
- 31Oct - 01 Nov filming in Pearl Harbor, coordinated through SUBPAC. Filming will include 
a Virginia Class submarine and images of the ship submerging and surfacing. Feature film 
expected release date fall 2017. 

 

SCRIPTED TELEVISION 
THE LAST SHIP (TNT) SEASON IV 
- Received and reviewing scripts 404 and 405.  Coordinating discussion for Producer Steven Kane and 

Naval War College Faculty and back –up plan visit to D.C. (Mr. Newell has lead on potential D.C. trip) 
Season IV to begin filming next week.  

 

NCIS 
- Reviewed three episodes; no DoD support requested. 

 Episode 315 (shooting script) – OSD/NAVINFOWEST provided a new set of script notes for 
consideration/incorporation. 

 Episode 316 (writer’s draft) – based on OSD/NAVINFOWEST notes, script included the removal of 
a blue on blue assault. 

 Episode 317 (outline) – minimal DoD depiction, no notes needed. 
 

NCIS NEW ORLEANS 
- Reviewed two episodes; no DoD support requested. 

 Episode 311 (outline) - minimal DoD depiction, no notes needed. 
 Episode 312 (outline) - minimal DoD depiction, no notes needed. 
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EVENT
LA Dodgers NLCS Game
- On Tuesday night, 15 Sailors participated in unfurling of the flag. These Sailors were from NRD Los
Angeles, Naval Weapons Seal Beach and Naval Base Ventura County.
During Wednesday night's game, Petty Officer First Class Jarrett Zubiate of NRD Los Angeles was
recognized as their military hero.

FEATURE FILMS
TRANSFORMERS FIVE (FEATURE FILM)
- Location scout in San Diego with LCSRON, URC and SUBPAC scheduled for tomorrow, 210ct.
- Next filming request targeted for early November in San Diego for LCS, LHD, MH-60S.
- Pressurized Rescue Module and LA Class subs. USAF is project lead.

IMAX SEAPOWER/K2 COM
- ISF Integrated Test Force (ITF) Media Team scheduled to collect footage of F-3SB
developmental and operational testing at-sea next week. Expect footage to be provided
to K2 following USN/USMC review for incorporation into the 40-minute film.

HUNTER-KILLER (FEATURE FILM)
- 310ct - 01 Nov filming in Pearl Harbor, coordinated through SUBPAC. Filming will include
a Virginia Class submarine and images of the ship submerging and surfacing. Feature film
expected release date fall 2017.

SCRIPTED TELEVISION
THE LAST SHIP (TNT) SEASON IV
- Received and reviewing scripts 404 and 405. Coordinating discussion for Producer Steven Kane and

Naval War College Faculty and back —up plan visit to DC. (Mr. Newell has lead on potential D.C. trip)
Season IV to begin filming next week.

NCIS
- Reviewed three episodes; no DoD support requested.

0 Episode 315 (Shooting script) — OSD/NAVINFOWEST provided a new set of script notes for
consideration/incorporation.

o Episode316 (writer’s draft) — based on OSD/NAVINFOWEST notes, script included the removal of
a blue on blue assault.

0 Episode317 (outline) — minimal DoD depiction, no notes needed.

NCIS NEW ORLEANS
- Reviewed two episodes; no DoD support requested.

0 Episode 311 (outline) - minimal DoD depiction, no notes needed.
0 Episode 312 (outline) - minimal DoD depiction, no notes needed.



 
DOCUMENTARIES 

 

 
 

 
ROCK THE TROOPS (DWAYNE "THE ROCK" JOHNSON) 

- USAF has lead. The event will be hosted by Dwayne “The Rock” Johnson in Pearl Harbor on 22 
Oct 16.  Rock the Troops is a music and entertainment event held in memoriam of the 75th 
anniversary of Pearl Harbor to honor the men and women of the United States military and their 
families. Performers include Kevin Hart, Jack Black, Keegan-Michael Key, Rob Riggle, Scott 
Eastwood, Terry Crews, Laird Hamilton, Jeffrey Ross, JB Smoove, George Clooney and music 
performances by Flo Rida, Nick Jonas, Tenacious D, Lynrd Skynrd and Aaron Lewis.  Event will 
air on Spike TV 07 Dec. 

 

MIGHTY PLANES (DISCOVERY CANADA) 
- NSTR. AIRLANT has project lead and local PAO’s working details, logistics, and film dates directly 

with the production company. Film will feature C2A Greyhound and E-2 Hawkeye mission and 

capabilities. 

 

 
 

 

 
A NAVY CHAPLAIN’S ROAD TO SAINTHOOD (EWTN) 
- NSTR. Filming delayed, awaiting approval of Vietnam Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Navy Chaplain’s 
Communication director is project officer. Documentary to travel to Vietnam with Navy Chaplain CDR 
Daniel Mode focusing on Navy Chaplain’s support, past and present, to the Marine Corps. 

 

(b) (4)

(b) (4)
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families. Performers include Kevin Hart, Jack Black, Keegan-Michael Key, Rob Riggle, Scott 
Eastwood, Terry Crews, Laird Hamilton, Jeffrey Ross, JB Smoove, George Clooney and music 
performances by Flo Rida, Nick Jonas, Tenacious D, Lynrd Skynrd and Aaron Lewis.  Event will 
air on Spike TV 07 Dec. 

 

MIGHTY PLANES (DISCOVERY CANADA) 
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with the production company. Film will feature C2A Greyhound and E-2 Hawkeye mission and 
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A NAVY CHAPLAIN’S ROAD TO SAINTHOOD (EWTN) 
- NSTR. Filming delayed, awaiting approval of Vietnam Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Navy Chaplain’s 
Communication director is project officer. Documentary to travel to Vietnam with Navy Chaplain CDR 
Daniel Mode focusing on Navy Chaplain’s support, past and present, to the Marine Corps. 
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DOCUMENTARIES
(b) (4)

ROCK THE TROOPS (DWAYNE "THE ROCK" IOHNSON)
- USAF has lead. The event will be hosted by Dwayne "The Rock" Johnson in Pearl Harbor on 22

Oct 16. Rock the Troops is a music and entertainment event held in memoriam of the 75th
anniversary of Pearl Harbor to honor the men and women of the United States military and their
families. Performers include Kevin Hart, Jack Black, Keegan-Michael Key, Rob Riggle, Scott
Eastwood, Terry Crews, Laird Hamilton, Jeffrey Ross, IB Smoove, George Clooney and music
performances by Flo Rida, Nick Jonas, Tenacious D, Lynrd Skynrd and Aaron Lewis. Event will
air on Spike TV 07 Dec.

MIGHTY PLANES (DISCOVERY CANADA)
- NSTR. AIRLANT has project lead and local PAO’s working details, logistics, and film dates directly
with the production company. Film will feature CZA Greyhound and E-2 Hawkeye mission and
capabilities.

b) (4)

A NAVY CHAPLAIN'S ROAD TO SAINTHOOD (EWTN)
- NSTR. Filming delayed, awaiting approval of Vietnam Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Navy Chaplain’s
Communication director is project officer. Documentary to travel to Vietnam with Navy Chaplain CDR
Daniel Mode focusing on Navy Chaplain’s support, past and present, to the Marine Corps.



 

 

NAVINFO West Weekly Report 
27 Oct 16 
**Updated Items in 

Blue** 
 

 

FEATURE FILMS 
 

TRANSFORMERS FIVE (FEATURE FILM) 
- Location scout in San Diego with LCSRON, URC and SUBPAC executed 21Oct. 
- Working with San Diego TYCOM PAOs to target filming opportunities for the following requested 

assets: 
• Pier-side: DDG/LCS, CVN, LA Class Sub, Undersea Rescue 
• At-sea: LCS, MH-60S 

 

IMAX SEAPOWER/K2 COM 
- JSF Integrated Test Force (ITF) Media Team collecting footage of F-35B developmental and 
operational testing at-sea during DTIII, currently underway.  Expect footage to be provided to K2 
following USN/USMC review for incorporation into the 40-minute film. 

 
HUNTER-KILLER (FEATURE FILM) 
- CAPT Coons will be on deck during the 31Oct - 01 Nov filming in Pearl Harbor.  Filming 
will include a Virginia Class submarine and images of the ship submerging and surfacing. 
Feature film expected release date fall 2017. 

 

SCRIPTED TELEVISION 
THE LAST SHIP (TNT) SEASON IV 
- Providing feedback on episode 405, coordinated through OSD.  Received and reviewing scripts 405 

and 406.  Coordinating meetings for Producer Steven Kane with NDU and Pentagon Strategy folks 
on 14 & 15 Nov.  Season IV began filming yesterday. 

 

NCIS 
- Reviewed two episodes; no DoD support requested. 

 Episode 316 (blue draft) – no additional notes needed. 

 Episode 317 (outline) – reviewed/discussed with OSD, no notes needed. 
 

NCIS NEW ORLEANS 
- Reviewed one episodes; no DoD support requested. 

 Episode 312 (outline) - Navy core values communicated through strong character traits of Navy 
LT character, reviewed/discussed with OSD, no notes needed. 

 Episode 314 (concept) – no notes needed based on concept, awaiting outline. 

 
NON-SCRIPTED TELEVISION  
 
AMERICAN NINJA WARRIORS – SEASON 9 (NBC) 
- NBC requested to host an episode onboard Mayport Naval Station.  Request is for ten-day taping of a 
segment during April/May timeframe for prime time television.  Series has 7.1 million viewers.  
Awaiting Request for DoD Production Assistance form from producers.    
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TRANSFORMERS FIVE (FEATURE FILM) 
- Location scout in San Diego with LCSRON, URC and SUBPAC executed 21Oct. 
- Working with San Diego TYCOM PAOs to target filming opportunities for the following requested 

assets: 
• Pier-side: DDG/LCS, CVN, LA Class Sub, Undersea Rescue 
• At-sea: LCS, MH-60S 

 

IMAX SEAPOWER/K2 COM 
- JSF Integrated Test Force (ITF) Media Team collecting footage of F-35B developmental and 
operational testing at-sea during DTIII, currently underway.  Expect footage to be provided to K2 
following USN/USMC review for incorporation into the 40-minute film. 

 
HUNTER-KILLER (FEATURE FILM) 
- CAPT Coons will be on deck during the 31Oct - 01 Nov filming in Pearl Harbor.  Filming 
will include a Virginia Class submarine and images of the ship submerging and surfacing. 
Feature film expected release date fall 2017. 

 

SCRIPTED TELEVISION 
THE LAST SHIP (TNT) SEASON IV 
- Providing feedback on episode 405, coordinated through OSD.  Received and reviewing scripts 405 

and 406.  Coordinating meetings for Producer Steven Kane with NDU and Pentagon Strategy folks 
on 14 & 15 Nov.  Season IV began filming yesterday. 

 

NCIS 
- Reviewed two episodes; no DoD support requested. 

 Episode 316 (blue draft) – no additional notes needed. 

 Episode 317 (outline) – reviewed/discussed with OSD, no notes needed. 
 

NCIS NEW ORLEANS 
- Reviewed one episodes; no DoD support requested. 

 Episode 312 (outline) - Navy core values communicated through strong character traits of Navy 
LT character, reviewed/discussed with OSD, no notes needed. 

 Episode 314 (concept) – no notes needed based on concept, awaiting outline. 

 
NON-SCRIPTED TELEVISION  
 
AMERICAN NINJA WARRIORS – SEASON 9 (NBC) 
- NBC requested to host an episode onboard Mayport Naval Station.  Request is for ten-day taping of a 
segment during April/May timeframe for prime time television.  Series has 7.1 million viewers.  
Awaiting Request for DoD Production Assistance form from producers.    
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FEATURE FILMS
TRANSFORMERS FIVE (FEATURE FILM)
- Location scout in San Diego with LCSRON, URC and SUBPAC executed210ct.
- Working with San Diego TYCOM PAOs to target filming opportunities for the following requested

assets:
- Pier-side: DDG/LCS, CVN, LA Class Sub, Undersea Rescue
oAt-sea: LCS, MH-6OS

IMAX SEAPOWER/K2 COM
- ISF Integrated Test Force (ITF) Media Team collecting footage of F-3SB developmental and
operational testing at-sea during DTIII, currently underway. Expect footage to be provided to K2
following USN/USMC review for incorporation into the 40-minute film.

HUNTER-KILLER (FEATURE FILM)
- CAPT Coons will be on deck during the 310ct - 01 Nov filming in Pearl Harbor. Filming
will include a Virginia Class submarine and images of the ship submerging and surfacing.
Feature film expected release date fall 2017.

SCRIPTED TELEVISION
THE LAST SHIP (TNT) SEASON IV
- Providing feedback on episode 405, coordinated through OSD. Received and reviewing scripts 405

and 406. Coordinating meetings for Producer Steven Kane with NDU and Pentagon Strategy folks
on 14 & 15 Nov. Season IV began filming yesterday.

NCIS
- Reviewed two episodes; no DoD support requested.

0 Episode 316 (blue draft) — no additional notes needed.
0 Episode 317 (outline) — reviewed/discussed with OSD, no notes needed.

NCIS NEW ORLEANS
- Reviewed one episodes; no DoD support requested.

0 Episode 312 (outline) - Navy core values communicated through strong character traits of Navy
LT character, reviewed/discussed with OSD, no notes needed.

0 Episode 314 (concept) — no notes needed based on concept, awaiting outline.

NON-SCRIPTED TELEVISION

AMERICAN NINIA WARRIORS - SEASON 9 (NBC)
- NBC requested to host an episode onboard Mayport Naval Station. Request is for ten-day taping ofa
segment during April/May timeframe for prime time television. Series has 7.1 million viewers.
Awaiting Request for DoD Production Assistance form from producers.



 
  
 

 
  

  
 

   
 

DOCUMENTARIES 
 

MIGHTY PLANES (DISCOVERY CANADA) 
- NSTR.  AIRLANT has project lead and local PAO’s working details, logistics, and film dates 

directly with the production company.  Film will feature C2A Greyhound and E-2 Hawkeye 

mission and capabilities. 

 

 
 

 

 
A NAVY CHAPLAIN’S ROAD TO SAINTHOOD (EWTN) 
- NSTR. Filming delayed, awaiting approval of Vietnam Ministry of Foreign Affairs.  Navy Chaplain’s 
Communication director is project officer.  Documentary to travel to Vietnam with Navy Chaplain 
CDR Daniel Mode focusing on Navy Chaplain’s support, past and present, to the Marine Corps. 
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(b) (4)
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- NSTR.  AIRLANT has project lead and local PAO’s working details, logistics, and film dates 

directly with the production company.  Film will feature C2A Greyhound and E-2 Hawkeye 

mission and capabilities. 

 

 
 

 

 
A NAVY CHAPLAIN’S ROAD TO SAINTHOOD (EWTN) 
- NSTR. Filming delayed, awaiting approval of Vietnam Ministry of Foreign Affairs.  Navy Chaplain’s 
Communication director is project officer.  Documentary to travel to Vietnam with Navy Chaplain 
CDR Daniel Mode focusing on Navy Chaplain’s support, past and present, to the Marine Corps. 
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DOCUMENTARIES

MIGHTY PLANES (DISCOVERY CANADA)
- NSTR. AIRLANT has project lead and local PAO’s working details, logistics, and film dates
directly with the production company. Film Will feature C2A Greyhound and E-2 Hawkeye
mission and capabilities.

A NAVY CHAPLAIN'S ROAD TO SAINTHOOD (EWTN)
- NSTR. Filming delayed, awaiting approval of Vietnam Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Navy Chaplain’s
Communication director is project officer. Documentary to travel to Vietnam with Navy Chaplain
CDR Daniel Mode focusing on Navy Chaplain’s support, past and present, to the Marine Corps.
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NAVINFO West Weekly Report 

**Updated Items in blue** 

 

 TRANSFORMERS FIVE (FEATURE FILM) 
o Working with San Diego TYCOM PAOs to target filming opportunities for the following requested 

assets in late November to mid-December: 
- Pier-side: DDG/LCS, CVN, LA Class Sub, Undersea Rescue 
- At-sea: LCS, MH-60S, DDG-1000 

 

 HUNTER-KILLER (FEATURE FILM) 
o All principal filming completed 02Nov. NAVSEA, SUBPAC PAO, COMSUBRON ONE and 

NAVINFOWEST have screened and cleared footage and delivered to production 03Nov.  Aerials 
are epic. 

o Feature film expected release date fall 2017. 
 

 IMAX SEAPOWER/K2 COM 
o NSTR. JSF Integrated Test Force (ITF) Media Team collecting footage of F-35B developmental and 

operational testing at-sea during DTIII, currently underway. 
 

 

SCRIPTED TELEVISION 
 THE LAST SHIP (TNT) SEASON IV 

o Filming episode 401, LT Florez project officer on set. Location scout to Camp Pendleton scheduled 
for 10 Nov to visit combat villages and beaches where we conduct LCAC ops.  Also, Producer Steven 
Kane will visit NDU and Pentagon Strategy folks on 14 & 15 Nov. 

 
 NCIS 

o Reviewed three episodes; no DoD support requested. 
- Episode 317 (shooting script) – no notes needed. 
- Episode 318 (outline) – reviewed/discussed with OSD, no notes needed. 
- Episode 319 (outline) – minimal DoD depiction, no notes needed. 

 

 NCIS NEW ORLEANS 
o Reviewed two episodes; no DoD support requested. 

- Episode 312 (outline) - Navy core values communicated through strong character traits of Navy 
LT character, reviewed/discussed with OSD, no notes needed. 

- Episode 313 (outline) – Notes corroborated with OSD, minimal DoD depiction. 
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 HUNTER-KILLER (FEATURE FILM) 
o All principal filming completed 02Nov. NAVSEA, SUBPAC PAO, COMSUBRON ONE and 

NAVINFOWEST have screened and cleared footage and delivered to production 03Nov.  Aerials 
are epic. 

o Feature film expected release date fall 2017. 
 

 IMAX SEAPOWER/K2 COM 
o NSTR. JSF Integrated Test Force (ITF) Media Team collecting footage of F-35B developmental and 

operational testing at-sea during DTIII, currently underway. 
 

 

SCRIPTED TELEVISION 
 THE LAST SHIP (TNT) SEASON IV 

o Filming episode 401, LT Florez project officer on set. Location scout to Camp Pendleton scheduled 
for 10 Nov to visit combat villages and beaches where we conduct LCAC ops.  Also, Producer Steven 
Kane will visit NDU and Pentagon Strategy folks on 14 & 15 Nov. 

 
 NCIS 

o Reviewed three episodes; no DoD support requested. 
- Episode 317 (shooting script) – no notes needed. 
- Episode 318 (outline) – reviewed/discussed with OSD, no notes needed. 
- Episode 319 (outline) – minimal DoD depiction, no notes needed. 

 

 NCIS NEW ORLEANS 
o Reviewed two episodes; no DoD support requested. 

- Episode 312 (outline) - Navy core values communicated through strong character traits of Navy 
LT character, reviewed/discussed with OSD, no notes needed. 

- Episode 313 (outline) – Notes corroborated with OSD, minimal DoD depiction. 
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FEATURE FILMS
TRANSFORMERS FIVE (FEATURE FILM)
0 Working with San Diego TYCOM PAOs to target filming opportunities for the following requested

assets in late November to mid-December:
- Pier-side: DDG/LCS, CVN, LA Class Sub, Undersea Rescue
- At-sea: LCS, MH-6OS, DDG-1000

HUNTER-KILLER (FEATURE FILM)
o All principal filming completed 02Nov. NAVSEA, SUBPAC PAO, COMSUBRON ONE and

NAVINFOWEST have screened and cleared footage and delivered to production 03Nov. Aerials
are epic.

0 Feature film expected release date fall 2017.

IMAX SEAPOWER/KZ COM
0 NSTR. ISF Integrated Test Force (ITF) Media Team collecting footage of F-35B developmental and

operational testing at-sea during DTIII, currentlyunderway.

SCRIPTED TELEVISION
THE LAST SHIP (TNT) SEASON IV
0 Filming episode 401, LT Florez project officer on set. Location scout to Camp Pendleton scheduled

for 10 Nov to visit combat villages and beaches where we conduct LCAC ops. Also, Producer Steven
Kane will visit NDU and Pentagon Strategy folks on 14 & 15 Nov.

NCIS
0 Reviewed three episodes; no DoD supportrequested.

- Episode 317 (shooting script) — no notes needed.
- Episode 318 (outline) — reviewed/discussed with OSD, no notes needed.
- Episode 319 (outline) — minimal DoD depiction, no notes needed.

NCIS NEW ORLEANS
0 Reviewed two episodes; no DoD supportrequested.

- Episode 312 (outline) - Navy core values communicated through strong character traits of Navy
LT character, reviewed/discussed with OSD, no notes needed.

- Episode 313 (outline) — Notes corroborated with OSD, minimal DoD depiction.
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NON-SCRIPTED TELEVISION  
 

 AMERICAN NINJA WARRIORS – SEASON 9 (NBC) 
o Pending official request from NBC.  NBC requested to host an episode onboard Mayport Naval 

Station.  Request is for ten-day taping of a segment during April/May timeframe for prime time 
television.  Series has 7.1 million viewers. 

 
 

DOCUMENTARIES 
 

 LAWLESS OCEANS (WALL TO WALL MEDIA LIMITED/NATGEO) 
o NAVCENT PAO is project lead.  Film investigates maritime crime, causes, effect, perpetrators and 

the Navy personnel who fight against it.  Will feature a 5th Fleet PCU, possible footage of a Board 
and Visit OP and scheduled interview with CTF-151 Chief of Staff, CDR Thompson.  FYSA, other 
interviewees on stand-by from CTF-151 Deputy Chief of Staff (UK), Planning Officer (Italy) and Ops 
Officer (Australia) and Navy potentials PCU CO and VBSS Team lead.  PAA with OSD for review and 
approval. 

 

 A NAVY CHAPLAIN’S ROAD TO SAINTHOOD (EWTN) 
o Filming to take place in Washington D.C. on 18 Nov, which will include interview with CDR Daniel 

Mode (Active Duty Navy Chaplain).  Navy Chaplain’s Communication director is project officer. 
Navy Chaplain CDR Daniel Mode focusing on Navy Chaplain’s support, past and present, to the 
Marine Corps. . 

 
 MIGHTY PLANES (DISCOVERY CANADA) 

o Filming scheduled for 4-7Dec onboard USS George Washington and Naval Base Norfolk.  Episode 
on C2A Greyhound and the E-2 Hawkeye mission and capabilities. The project will follow pilot 
training on land to qualification at sea.  AIRLANT is project lead. 

 
  

  
 

(b) (4)
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NON-SCRIPTED TELEVISION

0 AMERICAN NINIA WARRIORS - SEASON 9 (NBC)
0 Pending official request from NBC. NBC requested to host an episode onboard Mayport Naval

Station. Request is for ten-day taping of a segment during April/May timeframe for prime time
television. Series has 7.1 million viewers.

DOCUMENTARIES

o LAWLESS OCEANS (WALL TO WALL MEDIA LIMITED/NATGEO)
o NAVCENT PAD is project lead. Film investigates maritime crime, causes, effect, perpetrators and

the Navy personnel who fight against it. Will feature a 5th Fleet PCU, possible footage of a Board
and Visit OP and scheduled interview with CTF-151 Chief of Staff, CDR Thompson. FYSA, other
interviewees on stand-by from CTF-151 Deputy Chief of Staff (UK), Planning Officer (Italy) and Ops
Officer (Australia) and Navy potentials PCU CO and VBSS Team lead. PAA with OSD for review and
approval

0 A NAVY CHAPLAIN'S ROAD TO SAINTHOOD (EWTN)
o Filming to take place in Washington DC. on 18 Nov, which will include interview with CDR Daniel

Mode (Active Duty Navy Chaplain). Navy Chaplain’s Communication director is project officer.
Navy Chaplain CDR Daniel Mode focusing on Navy Chaplain’s support, past and present, to the
Marine Corps. .

O MIGHTY PLANES (DISCOVERY CANADA)
0 Filming scheduled for 4-7Dec onboard USS George Washington and Naval Base Norfolk. Episode

on CZA Greyhound and the E-2 Hawkeye mission and capabilities. The project will follow pilot
training on land to qualification at sea. AIRLANT is projectlead.
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  November 17, 2016 

NAVINFO West Weekly Report 
**Updated Items in Blue** 

 

 
 
 
 

FEATURE FILMS 
 TRANSFORMERS FIVE (FEATURE FILM) 

o CNAP approved: HSC-15 providing MH-60S support Thursday (17Nov) at Van Nuys public 
airport in Los Angeles, actors will be filmed in helos (including Mark Wahlberg). 

o Coordinating with CNAP/SURFPAC/THIRDFLT for additional: 
- Pier-side: DDG/LCS, CVN, LA Class Sub, Undersea Rescue 
- At-sea: LCS, MH-60S, DDG-1000 

 

 HUNTER-KILLER (FEATURE FILM)  
(NSTR) 

 
 

SCRIPTED TELEVISION 
 THE LAST SHIP (TNT) SEASON IV 

o Episodes 401 and 402 completed all studio and location filming 16Nov.  Episode 403 begins 
18Nov.  LT Florez is on set as the Navy advisor. 

o Provided input on to writers on episode 405, Chandler’s return to service. 
o Proposed filming coord in progress mid-Dec. 
o Proposed filming DDG-1000 pierside early January. 
o San Diego CA filming scheduled for mid-Jan aboard USS Sterett (DDG-104).  

  

 NCIS 
- NSTR, no new episodes to review. 

 
 NCIS NEW ORLEANS 

o Reviewed one episode; no DoD support requested. 
- Episode 313 (network draft) – Notes corroborated with OSD, minimal DoD depiction. 

 
 

NON-SCRIPTED TELEVISION  
 

 HOT 20 COUNTDOWN (CMT/BAHRAIN)  
o Filming scheduled for 27-28Nov.  CMT filming includes various locations on Naval Support 

Activity Bahrain.  Filming to include: 
 interviews and b-roll of Sailors; 
 lunch meet and greet with talent; 
 pre-show and AFE/CMT Big and Rich concert. 

 
 

  November 17, 2016 

NAVINFO West Weekly Report 
**Updated Items in Blue** 

 

 
 
 
 

FEATURE FILMS 
 TRANSFORMERS FIVE (FEATURE FILM) 

o CNAP approved: HSC-15 providing MH-60S support Thursday (17Nov) at Van Nuys public 
airport in Los Angeles, actors will be filmed in helos (including Mark Wahlberg). 

o Coordinating with CNAP/SURFPAC/THIRDFLT for additional: 
- Pier-side: DDG/LCS, CVN, LA Class Sub, Undersea Rescue 
- At-sea: LCS, MH-60S, DDG-1000 

 

 HUNTER-KILLER (FEATURE FILM)  
(NSTR) 

 
 

SCRIPTED TELEVISION 
 THE LAST SHIP (TNT) SEASON IV 

o Episodes 401 and 402 completed all studio and location filming 16Nov.  Episode 403 begins 
18Nov.  LT Florez is on set as the Navy advisor. 

o Provided input on to writers on episode 405, Chandler’s return to service. 
o Proposed filming coord in progress mid-Dec. 
o Proposed filming DDG-1000 pierside early January. 
o San Diego CA filming scheduled for mid-Jan aboard USS Sterett (DDG-104).  

  

 NCIS 
- NSTR, no new episodes to review. 

 
 NCIS NEW ORLEANS 

o Reviewed one episode; no DoD support requested. 
- Episode 313 (network draft) – Notes corroborated with OSD, minimal DoD depiction. 

 
 

NON-SCRIPTED TELEVISION  
 

 HOT 20 COUNTDOWN (CMT/BAHRAIN)  
o Filming scheduled for 27-28Nov.  CMT filming includes various locations on Naval Support 

Activity Bahrain.  Filming to include: 
 interviews and b-roll of Sailors; 
 lunch meet and greet with talent; 
 pre-show and AFE/CMT Big and Rich concert. 
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FEATURE FILMS
o TRANSFORMERS FIVE (FEATURE FILM)

o CNAP approved: HSC-15 providing MH-60S support Thursday (17Nov) at Van Nuys public
airport in Los Angeles, actors will be filmed in helos (including Mark Wahlberg).

o Coordinating with CNAP/SURFPAC/THIRDFLT for additional:
- Pier-side: DDG/LCS, CVN, LA Class Sub, Undersea Rescue
- At-sea: LCS, MH-6OS, DDG-1000

- HUNTER-KILLER (FEATURE FILM)
(NSTR)

SCRIPTED TELEVISION
0 THE LAST SHIP (TNT) SEASON IV

0 Episodes 401 and 402 completed all studio and location filming 16Nov. Episode 403 begins
18Nov. LT Florez is on set as the Navy advisor.

0 Provided input on to writers on episode 405, Chandler’s return to service.
0 Proposed filming coord in progress mid-Dec.
0 Proposed filming DDG-1000 pierside early January.
0 San Diego CA filming scheduled for mid-Ian aboard USS Sterett (DDG-104).

o NCIS
- NSTR, no new episodes to review.

0 NCIS NEW ORLEANS
0 Reviewed one episode; no DOD supportrequested.

- Episode 313 (network draft) — Notes corroborated with OSD, minimal DOD depiction.

NON-SCRIPTED TELEVISION
. HOT 20 COUNTDOWN (CMT/BAHRAIN)

o Filming scheduled for 27-28Nov. CMT filming includes various locations on Naval Support
Activity Bahrain. Filming to include:

> interviews and b-rOll Of Sailors;
> lunch meet and greet with talent;
> pre-show and AFE/CMT Big and Rich concert.



  November 17, 2016 

DOCUMENTARIES 
 

 LAWLESS OCEANS (WALL TO WALL MEDIA LIMITED/NATGEO) 
o NAVCENT PAO is project lead.  Film investigates maritime crime, causes, effect, perpetrators 

and the Navy personnel who fight against it.  Will feature a 5th Fleet PCU, possible footage of a 
Board and Visit OP and scheduled interview with CTF-151 Chief of Staff, CDR Thompson.  
Awaiting draft cuts for review.  

 
 MIGHTY PLANES  (WALLOPS ISLAND FLIGHTLINE/DISCOVERY) 

o Filming completed at Wallops Air Field 14-15Nov.   
o NAVINFOWEST Chief Petty Officer Diaz escorted a five-person film crew to film VAW-120 at 

Wallops Island.  LSOs went over safety, training and daily schedule.  Crew took footage of: 
Sailors performing maintenance and routine pre-flight ops; interviewing pilots and enlisted 
personnel; day/night time-lapse of cockpit interiors; and touch and go sequences.  

o Next filming event will take place onboard USS George Washington 3-8Dec. 
       This episode features the C2A Greyhound and the E-2 Hawkeye mission and capabilities. The 
      project will follow pilot training on land to qualification at sea.  AIRLANT is project lead. 
 

  
  

 
 

 

HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAVY 
 

o DVs return home from a successful embark.  All were appreciative of their educational and 
personal experiences with the Navy/Naval Aviation onboard the USS Carl Vinson (CVN-70). 

o Boardwalk Empire creator Terry Winter hints on doing a Navy project next. 
 

(b) (4)
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Wallops Island.  LSOs went over safety, training and daily schedule.  Crew took footage of: 
Sailors performing maintenance and routine pre-flight ops; interviewing pilots and enlisted 
personnel; day/night time-lapse of cockpit interiors; and touch and go sequences.  

o Next filming event will take place onboard USS George Washington 3-8Dec. 
       This episode features the C2A Greyhound and the E-2 Hawkeye mission and capabilities. The 
      project will follow pilot training on land to qualification at sea.  AIRLANT is project lead. 
 

  
  

 
 

 

HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAVY 
 

o DVs return home from a successful embark.  All were appreciative of their educational and 
personal experiences with the Navy/Naval Aviation onboard the USS Carl Vinson (CVN-70). 

o Boardwalk Empire creator Terry Winter hints on doing a Navy project next. 
 

(b) (4)

November 17, 2016

DOCUMENTARIES

o LAWLESS OCEANS (WALL TO WALL MEDIA LIMITED/NATGEO)
o NAVCENT PAD is project lead. Film investigates maritime crime, causes, effect, perpetrators

and the Navy personnel who fight against it. Will feature a 5th Fleet PCU, possible footage of a
Board and Visit OP and scheduled interview with CTF-151 Chief of Staff, CDR Thompson.
Awaiting draft cuts for review.

0 MIGHTY PLANES (WALLOPS ISLAND FLIGHTLINE/DISCOVERY)
o Filming completed at Wallops Air Field 14-15Nov.
o NAVINFOWEST Chief Petty Officer Diaz escorted a five-person film crew to film VAW-120 at

Wallops Island. LSOs went over safety, training and daily schedule. Crew took footage of:
Sailors performing maintenance and routine pre-flight ops; interviewing pilots and enlisted
personnel; day/night time-lapse of cockpit interiors; and touch and go sequences.

0 Next filming event will take place onboard USS George Washington 3-8Dec.
This episode features the C2A Greyhound and the E-2 Hawkeye mission and capabilities. The
project will follow pilot training on land to qualification at sea. AIRLANT is projectlead.

I b) (4)
—
—
-

HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAVY
o DVs return home from a successful embark. All were appreciative of their educational and

personal experiences with the Navy/Naval Aviation onboard the USS Carl Vinson (CVN-70).
o Boardwalk Empire creator Terry Winter hints on doing a Navy project next.
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FEATURE FILMS 
 TRANSFORMERS FIVE (FEATURE FILM) 

o Coordinating with CNAP/LCSRON/SUBPAC/THIRDFLT for additional filming in SD: 
- 30Nov: 
- Embarking LCS-8 while underway with HSC-15 helo support, additional filming support to 

be conducted with Paramount civilian camera helicopter. 
- Filming Pressurized Rescue Module ashore with Undersea Rescue Command 
- 01 DEC: 
- Filming CVN-70 pierside, LA-class submarine pierside. 

o HSC-15 MH-60S support Thursday (17Nov) at Van Nuys public airport in Los Angeles 
successfully executed.  Actors were filmed in helos (including Mark Wahlberg).  CNAF PAO 
communicated Naval Aviation talking points on camera with Paramount Pictures “behind 
the scenes” crew.  All flight hours reimbursed in accordance with FY17 User Rate. 

 

 HUNTER-KILLER (FEATURE FILM) 
(NSTR) 

 

 

SCRIPTED TELEVISION 
 THE LAST SHIP (TNT) SEASON IV 

o Currently filming episode 403.  LT Florez is on set as the Navy advisor. 
o Provided input on to writers on episodes 401-405. 
o Proposed filming coord in progress mid-Dec. 
o Filming/set-up in San Diego is scheduled 18-20 January, 2017; USS Sterett (DDG-104).  

 
 

 NCIS 
-  NSTR, no new episodes to review. 

 
 NCIS NEW ORLEANS 

- NSTR, no new episodes to review. 
 

 

NON-SCRIPTED TELEVISION  
 

 HOT 20 COUNTDOWN (CMT/BAHRAIN) 
o Filming scheduled for 27-28Nov. Petty Officer Berumen will be on site 26-29Nov.  CMT 

filming includes various locations on Naval Support Activity Bahrain.  Filming to include: 
 interviews and b-roll of  Sailors; 
 lunch meet and greet with talent; 
 pre-show and AFE/CMT Big and Rich concert. 
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FEATURE FILMS 
 TRANSFORMERS FIVE (FEATURE FILM) 

o Coordinating with CNAP/LCSRON/SUBPAC/THIRDFLT for additional filming in SD: 
- 30Nov: 
- Embarking LCS-8 while underway with HSC-15 helo support, additional filming support to 

be conducted with Paramount civilian camera helicopter. 
- Filming Pressurized Rescue Module ashore with Undersea Rescue Command 
- 01 DEC: 
- Filming CVN-70 pierside, LA-class submarine pierside. 

o HSC-15 MH-60S support Thursday (17Nov) at Van Nuys public airport in Los Angeles 
successfully executed.  Actors were filmed in helos (including Mark Wahlberg).  CNAF PAO 
communicated Naval Aviation talking points on camera with Paramount Pictures “behind 
the scenes” crew.  All flight hours reimbursed in accordance with FY17 User Rate. 

 

 HUNTER-KILLER (FEATURE FILM) 
(NSTR) 

 

 

SCRIPTED TELEVISION 
 THE LAST SHIP (TNT) SEASON IV 

o Currently filming episode 403.  LT Florez is on set as the Navy advisor. 
o Provided input on to writers on episodes 401-405. 
o Proposed filming coord in progress mid-Dec. 
o Filming/set-up in San Diego is scheduled 18-20 January, 2017; USS Sterett (DDG-104).  

 
 

 NCIS 
-  NSTR, no new episodes to review. 

 
 NCIS NEW ORLEANS 

- NSTR, no new episodes to review. 
 

 

NON-SCRIPTED TELEVISION  
 

 HOT 20 COUNTDOWN (CMT/BAHRAIN) 
o Filming scheduled for 27-28Nov. Petty Officer Berumen will be on site 26-29Nov.  CMT 

filming includes various locations on Naval Support Activity Bahrain.  Filming to include: 
 interviews and b-roll of  Sailors; 
 lunch meet and greet with talent; 
 pre-show and AFE/CMT Big and Rich concert. 

November 23, 2016

NAVINFO West Weekly Report
**Updated Items in Blue**

FEATURE FILMS
o TRANSFORMERS FIVE (FEATURE FILM)

o Coordinating with CNAP/LCSRON/SUBPAC/THIRDFLT for additional filming in SD:
-30Nov:
- Embarking LCS-8 while underway with HSC-15 helo support, additional filming support to

be conducted with Paramount civilian camera helicopter.
- Filming Pressurized Rescue Module ashore with Undersea Rescue Command
-01 DEC:
- Filming CVN-70 pierside, LA-class submarine pierside.

o HSC-15 MH-6OS support Thursday (17Nov) at Van Nuys public airport in Los Angeles
successfully executed. Actors were filmed in helos (including MarkWahlberg). CNAF PAO
communicated Naval Aviation talking points on camera with Paramount Pictures ”behind
the scenes" crew. All flight hours reimbursed in accordance with FY17 User Rate.

- HUNTER-KILLER(FEATUREFILM)
(NSTR)

SCRIPTED TELEVISION
. THE LAST SHIP (TNT) SEASON IV

0 Currently filming episode 403. LT Florez is on set as the Navy advisor.
0 Provided input on to writers on episodes 401-405.
0 Proposed filming coord in progress mid-Dec.
o Filming/set-up in San Diego is scheduled 18-20 January, 2017; USS Sterett (DDG-104).

o NCIS
- NSTR, no new episodes to review.

0 NCIS NEW ORLEANS
- NSTR, no new episodes to review.

NON-SCRIPTED TELEVISION
0 HOT 20 COUNTDOWN (CMT/BAHRAIN)

o Filming scheduled for 27-28Nov. Petty Officer Berumen will be on Site 26-29Nov. CMT
filming includes various locations on Naval Support Activity Bahrain. Filming to include:

> interviews and b-roll of Sailors;
> lunch meet and greet with talent;
> pre-Show and AFE/CMT Big and Rich concert.



November 23, 2016 
 

 
 

DOCUMENTARIES 
 

 LAWLESS OCEANS (WALL TO WALL MEDIA LIMITED/NATGEO) 
o NSTR.  NAVCENT PAO is project lead. Film investigates maritime crime, causes, effect, 

perpetrators and the Navy personnel who fight against it. Will feature a 5th Fleet PCU, 
possible footage of a Board and Visit OP and scheduled interview with CTF-151 Chief of Staff, 
CDR Thompson. Awaiting draft cuts for review. 

 
 MIGHTY PLANES  (DISCOVERY) 

o Filming session at Wallops Air Station completed.  Final filming event will take place onboard 
USS George Washington 2-6 Dec. 

    This episode features the C2A Greyhound and the E-2 Hawkeye mission and capabilities.     
    The project will follow pilot training on land to qualification at sea.  AIRLANT is project 
lead. 

 

  
  

 
 

 

(b) (4)
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possible footage of a Board and Visit OP and scheduled interview with CTF-151 Chief of Staff, 
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o Filming session at Wallops Air Station completed.  Final filming event will take place onboard 
USS George Washington 2-6 Dec. 

    This episode features the C2A Greyhound and the E-2 Hawkeye mission and capabilities.     
    The project will follow pilot training on land to qualification at sea.  AIRLANT is project 
lead. 
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November 23, 2016

DOCUMENTARIES

o LAWLESS OCEANS (WALL TO WALL MEDIALIMITED/NATGEO)
o NSTR. NAVCENT PAD is project lead. Film investigates maritime crime, causes, effect,

perpetrators and the Navy personnel who fight against it. Will feature a 5th Fleet PCU,
possible footage of a Board and Visit OP and scheduled interview with CTF-151 Chief of Staff,
CDR Thompson. Awaiting draft cuts for review.

0 MIGHTY PLANES (DISCOVERY)
o Filming session at Wallops Air Station completed. Final filming event will take place onboard

USS George Washington 2—6Dec.
This episode features the CZA Greyhound and the E-2 Hawkeye mission and capabilities.
The project will follow pilot training on land to qualification at sea. AIRLANT is project

lead.

I b) (4)
—
—
-
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FEATURE FILMS 
 TRANSFORMERS FIVE (FEATURE FILM) 

o 30Nov - Extremely successful day of filming at NBSD, NASNI and SUB BASE.  Tremendous 
support by NBSD, URC, NPASE, HSC-15 and LCSRON. 

o 01Dec - Pierside filming of both USS Carl Vinson (CVN-70) and LA-class submarine  
USS Scranton (SSN-756). 
 

 HUNTER-KILLER (FEATURE FILM) 
(NSTR) 

 

 

SCRIPTED TELEVISION 
 THE LAST SHIP (TNT) SEASON IV 

o Currently filming CIC scenes.  LCDR Daitch is on set as the Navy advisor. 
o San Diego location scout tentatively scheduled for 15Dec onboard USS Sterett (DDG 104) and 

filming schedule for 17-21January, 2017.  
o Working coordination for filming of Seabees and former USS Paul F. Foster (Self Defense Test 

Ship); Port Hueneme 
  

 
 

 

 NCIS 

o NSTR. No new episodes to review. 

 
 NCIS NEW ORLEANS 

o NSTR. No new episodes to review. 

 

 

NON-SCRIPTED TELEVISION  
 

 HOT 20 COUNTDOWN (CMT/BAHRAIN) 

o Filming concluded with coverage including: 
- CO Interview, Capt. Cory Howes 
- Several Servicemember interviews 
• B-roll which capture the mission and diversity of the base and its operations to 

include:  Marines weapons demonstration with Big and Rich and Cowboy Troy; USS 
Sentry tour; EOD bomb suit and robots; 

o Awaiting rough cut.  First episode scheduled to air tentatively on Christmas Eve. 
      

(b) (4)
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o Currently filming CIC scenes.  LCDR Daitch is on set as the Navy advisor. 
o San Diego location scout tentatively scheduled for 15Dec onboard USS Sterett (DDG 104) and 

filming schedule for 17-21January, 2017.  
o Working coordination for filming of Seabees and former USS Paul F. Foster (Self Defense Test 

Ship); Port Hueneme 
  

 
 

 

 NCIS 

o NSTR. No new episodes to review. 

 
 NCIS NEW ORLEANS 

o NSTR. No new episodes to review. 

 

 

NON-SCRIPTED TELEVISION  
 

 HOT 20 COUNTDOWN (CMT/BAHRAIN) 

o Filming concluded with coverage including: 
- CO Interview, Capt. Cory Howes 
- Several Servicemember interviews 
• B-roll which capture the mission and diversity of the base and its operations to 

include:  Marines weapons demonstration with Big and Rich and Cowboy Troy; USS 
Sentry tour; EOD bomb suit and robots; 

o Awaiting rough cut.  First episode scheduled to air tentatively on Christmas Eve. 
      

(b) (4)
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FEATURE FILMS
o TRANSFORMERS FIVE (FEATURE FILM)

o 30Nov - Extremely successful day Of filming at NBSD, NASNI and SUB BASE. Tremendous
support by NBSD, URC, NPASE, HSC-15 and LCSRON.

o 01Dec - Pierside filming ofboth USS Carl Vinson (CVN-70) and LA-class submarine
USS Scranton (SSN-756).

. HUNTER-KILLER(FEATUREFILM)
(NSTR)

SCRIPTED TELEVISION
. THE LAST SHIP (TNT) SEASON IV

0 Currently filming CIC scenes. LCDR Daitch is on set as the Navy advisor.
0 San Diego location scout tentatively scheduled for 15Dec onboard USS Sterett (DDG 104) and

filming schedule for 17-21]anuary, 2017.
0 Working coordination for filming Of Seabees and former USS Paul F. Foster (Self Defense Test

Ship); Port Hueneme
I (b) (4)
—

o NCIS
O NSTR. NO new episodes tO review.

0 NCIS NEW ORLEANS
O NSTR. NO new episodes tO review.

NON-SCRIPTED TELEVISION
. HOT 20 COUNTDOWN (GMT/BAHRAIN)

O Filming concluded with coverage including:
- CO Interview, Capt. Cory Howes
- Several Servicemember interviews
- B-rOll which capture the mission and diversity Of the base and its Operations to

include: Marines weapons demonstration with Big and Rich and Cowboy Troy; USS
Sentry tour; EOD bomb suit and robots;

O Awaiting rough cut. First episode scheduled tO air tentatively on Christmas Eve.



December 1, 2016 
 

 
 

DOCUMENTARIES 
 

 LAWLESS OCEANS (WALL TO WALL MEDIA LIMITED/NATGEO) 
o NSTR.  Awaiting draft cuts for review. 
o NAVCENT PAO is project lead. Film investigates maritime crime, causes, effect, perpetrators 

and the Navy personnel who fight against it. Will feature a 5th Fleet PCU, possible footage of a 
Board and Visit OP and scheduled interview with CTF-151 Chief of Staff, CDR Thompson.  
 

 MIGHTY PLANES  (DISCOVERY) 
o Final filming event will take place onboard USS George Washington 2-6 Dec.  Chief Petty Officer 

Diaz on deck as project officer. 
o This episode features the C2A Greyhound and the E-2 Hawkeye mission and capabilities.    

The project will follow pilot training on land to qualification at sea.  AIRLANT is project lead. 
 

  
  

 
 

 

(b) (4)
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 LAWLESS OCEANS (WALL TO WALL MEDIA LIMITED/NATGEO) 
o NSTR.  Awaiting draft cuts for review. 
o NAVCENT PAO is project lead. Film investigates maritime crime, causes, effect, perpetrators 

and the Navy personnel who fight against it. Will feature a 5th Fleet PCU, possible footage of a 
Board and Visit OP and scheduled interview with CTF-151 Chief of Staff, CDR Thompson.  
 

 MIGHTY PLANES  (DISCOVERY) 
o Final filming event will take place onboard USS George Washington 2-6 Dec.  Chief Petty Officer 

Diaz on deck as project officer. 
o This episode features the C2A Greyhound and the E-2 Hawkeye mission and capabilities.    

The project will follow pilot training on land to qualification at sea.  AIRLANT is project lead. 
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DOCUMENTARIES

o LAWLESS OCEANS (WALL TO WALL MEDIALIMITED/NATGEO)
o NSTR. Awaiting draft cuts for review.
0 NAVCENT PAD is project lead. Film investigates maritime crime, causes, effect, perpetrators

and the Navy personnel who fight against it. Will feature a 5th Fleet PCU, possible footage of a
Board and Visit OP and scheduled interview with CTF-151 Chief of Staff, CDR Thompson.

0 MIGHTY PLANES (DISCOVERY)
0 Final filming event will take place onboard USS George Washington 2-6Dec. Chief Petty Officer

Diaz on deck as project officer.
0 This episode features the CZA Greyhound and the E-Z Hawkeye mission and capabilities.

The project will follow pilot training on land to qualification at sea. AIRLANT is project lead.
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AIRING NEXT WEEK 
 LIDIA CELEBRATES AMERICA 

o 16Dec: 10PM on PBS 
 

 NSA BAHRAIN TOUR/BIG & RICH CONCERT 
o 17/18Dec: 9AM ET/PT on CMT 

 
 MYSTERIES AT THE MUSEUM 

o 22Dec:  9PM ET on Travel Channel 
 

 CMT HOT 20 COUNTDOWN (Requests/Hometown Shout Outs) 
o 24Dec on CMT 

 

EVENTS 
 HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAVY 

o In follow-up to RADM Roegge (COMSUBPAC) visit to Los Angeles in April 2016, we are 
coordinating daylong SSN embark with SUBPAC for the following interested parties: Jon 
Turteltaub (Director, “National Treasure” movies); Terence Winter (Creator/Exec Producer, 
“Boardwalk Empire”) and Milan Popelka (COO FilmNation, financier for upcoming Tom 
Hanks movie “Greyhound”) on Saturday,  January 21.  Will provide official embark list two 
weeks prior to event.   

 

FEATURE FILMS 
 TRANSFORMERS FIVE (FEATURE FILM) 

(NSTR) 
 

 HUNTER-KILLER (FEATURE FILM) 
(NSTR) 

 
SCRIPTED TELEVISION 
 THE LAST SHIP (TNT) SEASON IV 

o Currently filming episode 404.  LCDR Daitch is on set as the Navy advisor. 
o 16 Dec San Diego location scout onboard USS Sterett (DDG-104) 
o 17-21 January first San Diego filming onboard USS Sterett (DDG-104)  

  
 

  
 

 
 

 
 
 

(b) (4)
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Hanks movie “Greyhound”) on Saturday,  January 21.  Will provide official embark list two 
weeks prior to event.   
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AIRING NEXT WEEK
0 LIDIA CELEBRATES AMERICA

0 16Dec: 10PM on PBS

0 NSA BAHRAIN TOUR/BIG & RICH CONCERT
0 17/18Dec: 9AM ET/PT on CMT

o MYSTERIES AT THE MUSEUM
o 22Dec: 9PM ET on Travel Channel

0 CMT HOT 20 COUNTDOWN (Requests/Hometown Shout Outs)
o 24Dec on CMT

EVENTS
0 HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAVY

O In follow-up to RADM Roegge (COMSUBPAC) visit to Los Angeles in April 2016, we are
coordinating daylong SSN embark with SUBPAC for the following interested parties: Ion
Turteltaub (Director, “National Treasure" movies); Terence Winter (Creator/Exec Producer,
“Boardwalk Empire”) and Milan Popelka (COO FilmNation, financier for upcoming Tom
Hanks movie “Greyhound”) on Saturday, January 21. Will provide official embark list two
weeks prior to event.

FEATURE FILMS
. TRANSFORMERS FIVE (FEATURE FILM)

(NSTR)

. HUNTER-KILLER (FEATURE FILM)
(NSTR)

SCRIPTED TELEVISION
0 THE LAST SHIP (TNT) SEASON IV

0 Currently filming episode 404. LCDR Daitch is on set as the Navy advisor.
16 Dec San Diego location scout onboard USS Sterett (DDG-104)
17-21 Ianuary first San Diego filming onboard USS Sterett (DDG-104)

(4)

o
o
I (b)



December 15, 2016 
 

o Coordinating meetings to with between TLS and Air Force and Marines for possible 
inclusion in Season Five. 

 

 NCIS 
o Reviewed one new episode: 

- Episode #322 (outline) – minimal DoD depiction, no notes needed. 
 

 NCIS NEW ORLEANS 
o Reviewed one new episode: 

- Episode #316 (outline) – minimal DoD depiction, no notes needed. 

 

NON-SCRIPTED TELEVISION  
 

 TECH OUTLAWS (SCIENCE)  
o Request for phone interview under review with AIRPAC PAO as of 12Dec.  Docu-series 

episode on USCG Cutter Stratton’s interception of a home-made sub off Mexican coast in 
Aug. 2015.  Production company also working with USCG. 
 

 HAPPENING (HBO) 
o Documentary filmed with PAA in June 2015.  Producer has requested current statistics for 

USN’s renewable/clean energy to use in the credits.  DoN Energy PAO collecting updated 
data as of 14Dec. 
 

  
  

 
 

 LAWLESS OCEANS (WALL TO WALL MEDIA LIMITED/NATGEO) 
o NSTR.  Awaiting draft cuts for review. 
o NAVCENT PAO is project lead.  Film investigates maritime crime, causes, effect, 

perpetrators and the Navy personnel who fight against it.  Will feature a FIFTH FLEET 
PCU, possible footage of a Board and Visit OP and scheduled interview with CTF-151 
Chief of Staff, CDR Thompson.  

 

 MYSTERIES AT THE MUSEUM (TRAVEL)-SHARK REPELLENT  
o PAA signed 15Dec.  Filming to take place 17-18Dec at the National Naval Aviation Museum 

in Pensacola, FL.  Segment highlights life jacket with shark repellent created by Julia Childs 
during her time in OSS/CIA. 

 

 MYSTERIES OF THE MUSEUM (TRAVEL) – USS AKRON  
o PAA signed 15Dec.  Filming to take place 17-18Dec at the National Naval Aviation Museum 

in Pensacola, FL.  Segment highlights invention of USS Akron, the first aircraft carrier of the 
sky, and its fatal crash in 1933. 

 

(b) (4)

December 15, 2016 
 

o Coordinating meetings to with between TLS and Air Force and Marines for possible 
inclusion in Season Five. 

 

 NCIS 
o Reviewed one new episode: 

- Episode #322 (outline) – minimal DoD depiction, no notes needed. 
 

 NCIS NEW ORLEANS 
o Reviewed one new episode: 

- Episode #316 (outline) – minimal DoD depiction, no notes needed. 

 

NON-SCRIPTED TELEVISION  
 

 TECH OUTLAWS (SCIENCE)  
o Request for phone interview under review with AIRPAC PAO as of 12Dec.  Docu-series 

episode on USCG Cutter Stratton’s interception of a home-made sub off Mexican coast in 
Aug. 2015.  Production company also working with USCG. 
 

 HAPPENING (HBO) 
o Documentary filmed with PAA in June 2015.  Producer has requested current statistics for 

USN’s renewable/clean energy to use in the credits.  DoN Energy PAO collecting updated 
data as of 14Dec. 
 

  
  

 
 

 LAWLESS OCEANS (WALL TO WALL MEDIA LIMITED/NATGEO) 
o NSTR.  Awaiting draft cuts for review. 
o NAVCENT PAO is project lead.  Film investigates maritime crime, causes, effect, 

perpetrators and the Navy personnel who fight against it.  Will feature a FIFTH FLEET 
PCU, possible footage of a Board and Visit OP and scheduled interview with CTF-151 
Chief of Staff, CDR Thompson.  

 

 MYSTERIES AT THE MUSEUM (TRAVEL)-SHARK REPELLENT  
o PAA signed 15Dec.  Filming to take place 17-18Dec at the National Naval Aviation Museum 

in Pensacola, FL.  Segment highlights life jacket with shark repellent created by Julia Childs 
during her time in OSS/CIA. 

 

 MYSTERIES OF THE MUSEUM (TRAVEL) – USS AKRON  
o PAA signed 15Dec.  Filming to take place 17-18Dec at the National Naval Aviation Museum 

in Pensacola, FL.  Segment highlights invention of USS Akron, the first aircraft carrier of the 
sky, and its fatal crash in 1933. 

 

(b) (4)

December 15, 2016
o Coordinating meetings to with between TLS and Air Force and Marines for possible

inclusion in Season Five.

0 NCIS
0 Reviewed one new episode:

- Episode #322 (outline) — minimal DoD depiction, no notes needed.

0 NCIS NEW ORLEANS
0 Reviewed one new episode:

- Episode #316 (outline) — minimal DoD depiction, no notes needed.

NON-SCRIPTED TELEVISION

o TECH OUTLAWS (SCIENCE)
0 Request for phone interview under review with AIRPAC PAO as of 12Dec. Docu-series

episode on USCG Cutter Stratton’s interception of a home-made sub off Mexican coast in
Aug. 2015. Production company also working with USCG.

o HAPPENING (HBO)
0 Documentary filmed with PAA in June 2015. Producer has requested current statistics for

USN’s renewable/clean energy to use in the credits. DoN Energy PAO collecting updated
data as of 14Dec.

o LAWLESS OCEANS (WALL TO WALL MEDIALIMITED/NATGEO)
o NSTR. Awaiting draft cuts for review.
0 NAVCENT PAD is project lead. Film investigates maritime crime, causes, effect,

perpetrators and the Navy personnel who fight against it. Will feature a FIFTH FLEET
PCU, possible footage of a Board and Visit OP and scheduled interview with CTF-151
Chief of Staff, CDR Thompson.

0 MYSTERIES AT THE MUSEUM (TRAVEL)-SHARK REPELLENT
o PAA signed 15Dec. Filming to take place 17-18Dec at the National Naval Aviation Museum

in Pensacola, FL. Segment highlights life jacket with shark repellent created by Iulia Childs
during her time in OSS/CIA.

o MYSTERIES OF THE MUSEUM (TRAVEL) — USS AKRON
o PAA signed 15Dec. Filming to take place 17-18Dec at the National Naval Aviation Museum

in Pensacola, FL. Segment highlights invention of USS Akron, the first aircraft carrier of the
sky, and its fatal crash in 1933.
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AIRING THIS WEEK 
 MYSTERIES AT THE MUSEUM 

o 22 Dec – 9PM ET on Travel Channel 
 

 CMT HOT 20 HOLIDAY SALUTE (Episode features Requests / Hometown Shout Outs) 
o 24 Dec- 9AM ET on CMT 

 

FEATURE FILMS 
 TRANSFORMERS FIVE (FEATURE FILM) 

o NSTR 

 

 HUNTER-KILLER (FEATURE FILM) 
o NSTR 

 

SCRIPTED TELEVISION 
 THE LAST SHIP (TNT) SEASON IV 

o NSTR.  
o 18-21 Jan filming onboard USS Sterett (DDG 104) 
o Coordinating opportunities with Seabees and USS Paul F. Foster (Self Defense Test Ship) 

  
 

 NCIS 
o NSTR. No new episodes to review. 

 

 NCIS NEW ORLEANS 
o NSTR. No new episodes to review. 

 

DOCUMENTARIES 
 TECH OUTLAWS (SCIENCE) 

o AIRPAC PAO will review support after the New Year.  Docu-series episode on USCGC Stratton’s 
interception of a home-made sub carrying 12,000 lbs. of drugs off Mexico Coast in August 2015.  
Production company is also working with USCG. 

 

 HAPPENING (HBO) 
o DoN Energy PAO researching request. 
o Producer requesting current statistics for USN’s renewable/clean energy to support 

documentary filmed in June 2015 which had DoD support and PAA. 
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 MYSTERIES AT THE MUSEUM 

o 22 Dec – 9PM ET on Travel Channel 
 

 CMT HOT 20 HOLIDAY SALUTE (Episode features Requests / Hometown Shout Outs) 
o 24 Dec- 9AM ET on CMT 

 

FEATURE FILMS 
 TRANSFORMERS FIVE (FEATURE FILM) 

o NSTR 

 

 HUNTER-KILLER (FEATURE FILM) 
o NSTR 

 

SCRIPTED TELEVISION 
 THE LAST SHIP (TNT) SEASON IV 

o NSTR.  
o 18-21 Jan filming onboard USS Sterett (DDG 104) 
o Coordinating opportunities with Seabees and USS Paul F. Foster (Self Defense Test Ship) 

  
 

 NCIS 
o NSTR. No new episodes to review. 

 

 NCIS NEW ORLEANS 
o NSTR. No new episodes to review. 

 

DOCUMENTARIES 
 TECH OUTLAWS (SCIENCE) 

o AIRPAC PAO will review support after the New Year.  Docu-series episode on USCGC Stratton’s 
interception of a home-made sub carrying 12,000 lbs. of drugs off Mexico Coast in August 2015.  
Production company is also working with USCG. 

 

 HAPPENING (HBO) 
o DoN Energy PAO researching request. 
o Producer requesting current statistics for USN’s renewable/clean energy to support 

documentary filmed in June 2015 which had DoD support and PAA. 
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NAVINFO West Weekly Report
**Updated Items in BIue**

AIRING THIS WEEK
0 MYSTERIES AT THE MUSEUM

o 22 Dec — 9PM ET on Travel Channel

0 CMT HOT 20 HOLIDAY SALUTE (Episode features Requests / Hometown Shout Outs)
o 24 Dec- 9AM ET on CMT

FEATURE FILMS
o TRANSFORMERS FIVE (FEATURE FILM)

o NSTR

0 HUNTER-KILLER (FEATURE FILM)
o NSTR

SCRIPTED TELEVISION
0 THE LAST SHIP (TNT) SEASON IV

0 NSTR.
0 18-21 Ian filming onboard USS Sterett (DDG 104)
o Coordinating opportunities with Seabees and USS Paul F. Foster (Self Defense Test Ship)
I (b) (4)

o NCIS
O NSTR. No new episodes to review.

0 NCIS NEW ORLEANS
O NSTR. No new episodes to review.

DOCUMENTARIES
o TECH OUTLAWS (SCIENCE)

o AIRPAC FAQ will review support after the New Year. Docu-series episode on USCGC Stratton’s
interception of a home-made sub carrying 12,000 lbs. of drugs off Mexico Coast in August 2015.
Production company is also working with USCG.

o HAPPENING (HBO)
o DoN Energy PAO researching request.
0 Producer requesting current statistics for USN’s renewable/clean energy to support

documentary filmed in June 2015 which had DoD support and FAA.



December 22, 2016 
 

 LAWLESS OCEANS (WALL TO WALL MEDIA LIMITED/NATGEO) 
o NSTR.   
o Awaiting draft cuts for review. 
o NAVCENT PAO is project lead. Film investigates maritime crime, causes, effect, perpetrators 

and the Navy personnel who fight against it. Will feature a 5th Fleet PCU, possible footage of a 
Board and Visit OP and scheduled interview with CTF-151 Chief of Staff, CDR Thompson.  

 

 MYSTERIES AT THE MUSEUM (TRAVEL) – SHARK REPELLENT 
o Awaiting rough cuts for review. 
o Filming completed 17-18 Dec at the National Aviation Museum in Pensacola, Fl. Segment 

highlights life jacket with shark repellent created by Julia Childs during her time in OSS/CIA. 
 

 MYSTERIES OF THE MUSEUM (TRAVEL) – USS AKRON 
o Awaiting rough cut for review. 
o Filming completed 17-18 Dec at the National Naval Aviation Museum in Pensacola, Fl. Segment 

highlights invention of USS Akron, the first aircraft carrier of the sky, and its fatal crash in 1933.  

 

 MIGHTY PLANES  (DISCOVERY) 
o Awaiting rough cut for review 
o Final filming completed aboard USS George Washington 2-6Dec. 
o This episode features the C2A Greyhound and the E-2 Hawkeye mission and capabilities.    

The project follows pilot training on land to qualification at sea.  AIRLANT is project lead. 
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 LAWLESS OCEANS (WALL TO WALL MEDIA LIMITED/NATGEO) 
o NSTR.   
o Awaiting draft cuts for review. 
o NAVCENT PAO is project lead. Film investigates maritime crime, causes, effect, perpetrators 

and the Navy personnel who fight against it. Will feature a 5th Fleet PCU, possible footage of a 
Board and Visit OP and scheduled interview with CTF-151 Chief of Staff, CDR Thompson.  

 

 MYSTERIES AT THE MUSEUM (TRAVEL) – SHARK REPELLENT 
o Awaiting rough cuts for review. 
o Filming completed 17-18 Dec at the National Aviation Museum in Pensacola, Fl. Segment 

highlights life jacket with shark repellent created by Julia Childs during her time in OSS/CIA. 
 

 MYSTERIES OF THE MUSEUM (TRAVEL) – USS AKRON 
o Awaiting rough cut for review. 
o Filming completed 17-18 Dec at the National Naval Aviation Museum in Pensacola, Fl. Segment 

highlights invention of USS Akron, the first aircraft carrier of the sky, and its fatal crash in 1933.  

 

 MIGHTY PLANES  (DISCOVERY) 
o Awaiting rough cut for review 
o Final filming completed aboard USS George Washington 2-6Dec. 
o This episode features the C2A Greyhound and the E-2 Hawkeye mission and capabilities.    

The project follows pilot training on land to qualification at sea.  AIRLANT is project lead. 
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December 22, 2016
LAWLESS OCEANS (WALL TO WALL MEDIALIMITED/NATGEO)

o NSTR.
o Awaiting draft cuts for review.
0 NAVCENT PAD is project lead. Film investigates maritime crime, causes, effect, perpetrators

and the Navy personnel who fight against it. Will feature a 5th Fleet PCU, possible footage of a
Board and Visit OP and scheduled interview with CTF-151 Chief of Staff, CDR Thompson.

MYSTERIES AT THE MUSEUM (TRAVEL) - SHARK REPELLENT
o Awaiting rough cuts for review.
0 Filming completed 17-18 Dec at the National Aviation Museum in Pensacola, Fl. Segment

highlights life jacket with shark repellent created by Iulia Childs during her time in OSS/CIA.

MYSTERIES OF THE MUSEUM (TRAVEL) - USS AKRON
o Awaiting rough cut for review.
0 Filming completed 17-18 Dec at the National Naval Aviation Museum in Pensacola, Fl. Segment

highlights invention of USS Akron, the first aircraft carrier of the sky, and its fatal crash in 1933.

MIGHTY PLANES (DISCOVERY)
o Awaiting rough cut for review
0 Final filming completed aboard USS George Washington 2-6Dec.
o This episode features the C2A Greyhound and the E-2 Hawkeye mission and capabilities.

The project follows pilot training on land to qualification at sea. AIRLANT is project lead.

(b) (4)
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NAVINFO West Weekly Report 
**Updated Items in Blue** 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FEATURE FILMS 
 TRANSFORMERS FIVE  

o NSTR 

 

 HUNTER-KILLER  
o NSTR 

 

SCRIPTED TELEVISION 
 THE LAST SHIP (TNT) SEASON IV 

o Prepping for filming in San Diego. 
o 17-21 On location in San Diego and filming 19-20 Jan onboard USS Sterett (DDG 104) 
o Coordinating opportunities with Seabees and USS Paul F. Foster (Self Defense Test Ship) 

  
 

 NCIS 
o NSTR. No new episodes to review. 

 

 NCIS NEW ORLEANS 
o Reviewed one new episode: 

• Episode #319 (story concept) – Conducted phoncon with writer to discuss Navy-related 

themes.  Notes being corroborated with OSD to submit to writer. 

 

 Jeopardy! (ABC) 
o College tournament to be filmed on 10-11 Jan.  Army Cadet Hannah Whisnant and Midshipman 

Gary Tse are participants.  OSD will draft PAA and designated Army as project lead.   

 

 

DOCUMENTARIES 
 TECH OUTLAWS (SCIENCE) 

o AIRPAC PAO will review support after the New Year.  Docu-series episode on USCGC Stratton’s 
interception of a home-made sub carrying 12,000 lbs. of drugs off Mexico Coast in August 2015. 
Production company is also working with USCG. 

 

 HAPPENING (HBO) 
o DoN Energy PAO researching request. 
o Producer requesting current statistics for USN’s renewable/clean energy to support 

documentary filmed in June 2015 which had DoD support and PAA. 

(b) (4)
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FEATURE FILMS 
 TRANSFORMERS FIVE  

o NSTR 

 

 HUNTER-KILLER  
o NSTR 

 

SCRIPTED TELEVISION 
 THE LAST SHIP (TNT) SEASON IV 

o Prepping for filming in San Diego. 
o 17-21 On location in San Diego and filming 19-20 Jan onboard USS Sterett (DDG 104) 
o Coordinating opportunities with Seabees and USS Paul F. Foster (Self Defense Test Ship) 

  
 

 NCIS 
o NSTR. No new episodes to review. 

 

 NCIS NEW ORLEANS 
o Reviewed one new episode: 

• Episode #319 (story concept) – Conducted phoncon with writer to discuss Navy-related 

themes.  Notes being corroborated with OSD to submit to writer. 

 

 Jeopardy! (ABC) 
o College tournament to be filmed on 10-11 Jan.  Army Cadet Hannah Whisnant and Midshipman 

Gary Tse are participants.  OSD will draft PAA and designated Army as project lead.   

 

 

DOCUMENTARIES 
 TECH OUTLAWS (SCIENCE) 

o AIRPAC PAO will review support after the New Year.  Docu-series episode on USCGC Stratton’s 
interception of a home-made sub carrying 12,000 lbs. of drugs off Mexico Coast in August 2015. 
Production company is also working with USCG. 

 

 HAPPENING (HBO) 
o DoN Energy PAO researching request. 
o Producer requesting current statistics for USN’s renewable/clean energy to support 

documentary filmed in June 2015 which had DoD support and PAA. 
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NAVINFO West Weekly Report
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FEATURE FILMS
o TRANSFORMERS FIVE

o NSTR

0 HUNTER-KILLER
o NSTR

SCRIPTED TELEVISION
. THE LAST SHIP (TNT) SEASONIV

o Prepping for filming in San Diego.
0 17-21 On location in San Diego and filming 19-20 Jan onboard USS Sterett (DDG 104)
o Coordinating opportunities with Seabees and USS Paul F. Foster (Self Defense Test Ship)
I (b) (4)

o NCIS
O NSTR. No new episodes to review.

0 NCIS NEW ORLEANS
0 Reviewed one new episode:

0 Episode #319 (story concept) — Conducted phoncon with writer to discuss Navy-related
themes. Notes being corroborated with OSD to submit to writer.

0 Jeopardy! (ABC)
0 College tournament to be filmed on 10-11 Ian. Army Cadet Hannah Whisnant and Midshipman

Gary Tse are participants. OSD will draft PAA and designated Army as project lead.

DOCUMENTARIES
o TECH OUTLAWS (SCIENCE)

o AIRPAC PAO will review support after the New Year. Docu-series episode on USCGC Stratton’s
interception of a home-made sub carrying 12,000 lbs. of drugs off Mexico Coast in August 2015.
Production company is also working with USCG.

o HAPPENING (HBO)
o DoN Energy PAO researching request.
0 Producer requesting current statistics for USN’s renewable/clean energy to support

documentary filmed in June 2015 which had DoD support and PAA.



January 5, 2017 
 

 

 LAWLESS OCEANS (WALL TO WALL MEDIA LIMITED/NATGEO) 
o NSTR. 
o Awaiting draft cuts for review. 
o NAVCENT PAO is project lead.  Film investigates maritime crime, causes, effect, 

perpetrators and the Navy personnel who fight against it.  Will feature a 5th Fleet PCU, 
possible footage of a Board and Visit OP and scheduled interview with CTF-151 Chief of 
Staff, CDR Thompson. 

 

 MYSTERIES AT THE MUSEUM (TRAVEL) – SHARK REPELLENT 
o Awaiting rough cuts for review. 
o Filming completed 17-18 Dec at the National Aviation Museum in Pensacola, Fl.  Segment 

highlights life jacket with shark repellent created by Julia Childs during her time in 
OSS/CIA. 

 

 MYSTERIES OF THE MUSEUM (TRAVEL) – USS AKRON 
o Awaiting rough cut for review. 
o Filming completed 17-18 Dec at the National Naval Aviation Museum in Pensacola, Fl.  

Segment highlights invention of USS Akron, the first aircraft carrier of the sky, and its fatal 
crash in 1933. 

 
 MIGHTY PLANES (DISCOVERY) 

o Awaiting rough cut for review 
o Final filming completed aboard USS George Washington 2-6Dec. 
o This episode features the C2A Greyhound and the E-2 Hawkeye mission and capabilities. 

The project follows pilot training on land to qualification at sea.  AIRLANT is project lead. 
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 LAWLESS OCEANS (WALL TO WALL MEDIA LIMITED/NATGEO) 
o NSTR. 
o Awaiting draft cuts for review. 
o NAVCENT PAO is project lead.  Film investigates maritime crime, causes, effect, 

perpetrators and the Navy personnel who fight against it.  Will feature a 5th Fleet PCU, 
possible footage of a Board and Visit OP and scheduled interview with CTF-151 Chief of 
Staff, CDR Thompson. 

 

 MYSTERIES AT THE MUSEUM (TRAVEL) – SHARK REPELLENT 
o Awaiting rough cuts for review. 
o Filming completed 17-18 Dec at the National Aviation Museum in Pensacola, Fl.  Segment 

highlights life jacket with shark repellent created by Julia Childs during her time in 
OSS/CIA. 

 

 MYSTERIES OF THE MUSEUM (TRAVEL) – USS AKRON 
o Awaiting rough cut for review. 
o Filming completed 17-18 Dec at the National Naval Aviation Museum in Pensacola, Fl.  

Segment highlights invention of USS Akron, the first aircraft carrier of the sky, and its fatal 
crash in 1933. 

 
 MIGHTY PLANES (DISCOVERY) 

o Awaiting rough cut for review 
o Final filming completed aboard USS George Washington 2-6Dec. 
o This episode features the C2A Greyhound and the E-2 Hawkeye mission and capabilities. 

The project follows pilot training on land to qualification at sea.  AIRLANT is project lead. 
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Ianuary 5, 2017
LAWLESS OCEANS (WALL TO WALL MEDIA LIMITED/NATGEO)

o NSTR.
o Awaiting draft cuts for review.
0 NAVCENT PAD is project lead. Film investigates maritime crime, causes, effect,

perpetrators and the Navy personnel who fight against it. Will feature a 5th Fleet PCU,
possible footage of a Board and Visit OP and scheduled interview with CTF-151 Chief of
Staff, CDR Thompson.

MYSTERIES AT THE MUSEUM (TRAVEL) — SHARK REPELLENT
o Awaiting rough cuts for review.
0 Filming completed 17-18 Dec at the National Aviation Museum in Pensacola, Fl. Segment

highlights life jacket with shark repellent created by Iulia Childs during her time in
OSS/CIA.

MYSTERIES OF THE MUSEUM (TRAVEL) — USS AKRON
o Awaiting rough cut for review.
0 Filming completed 17-18 Dec at the National Naval Aviation Museum in Pensacola, Fl.

Segment highlights invention of USS Akron, the first aircraft carrier of the sky, and its fatal
crash in 1933.

MIGHTY PLANES (DISCOVERY)
o Awaiting rough cut for review
0 Final filming completed aboard USS George Washington 2-6Dec.
o This episode features the CZA Greyhound and the E-2 Hawkeye mission and capabilities.

The project follows pilot training on land to qualification at sea. AIRLANT is project lead.

(b) (4)
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FEATURE FILMS 
 GREYHOUND  

o Received new screenplay from Tom Hanks “Greyhound” and forwarded for accuracy review to 
NHHC.  Storyline fully supportable.  Portrays destroyer escort North Atlantic convoys WWII 
and demonstrates Navy core values!  Follows novel The Good Shepherd. 

o Production Mar-May 2017. 
 

 PITCH PERFECT 3  
o Received script from OSD for joint support to screenplay Pitch Perfect 3.  Reviewing. 
o Production request Apr-May 2017. 

 THE LONG WALK  
o Received script for review from CBS Films/Liongate Films starring Michael Keaton requesting 

CVN Strike Group or Amphib HADR CTF.  Reviewing. 
o Production Mar/Apr 2017. 

 TRANSFORMERS FIVE  
o NSTR 

 

 HUNTER-KILLER  
o NSTR 

 

SCRIPTED TELEVISION 
 THE LAST SHIP (TNT) SEASON IV 

o PAA signed for Season IV and V by OSD and TNT on 09Jan2017. 
o Prepping for filming in San Diego. 
o 17-21 On location in San Diego and filming 19-20 Jan onboard USS Sterett (DDG-104) 
o Coordinating opportunities with Seabees and USS Paul F. Foster (Self Defense Test Ship) 

  
 

o On set filming Season 4 episodes 403-405.  
 

 NCIS 
o NSTR.  No new episodes to review. 

 

 NCIS NEW ORLEANS 
o Reviewed one new episode: 

• Episode #319 (story concept) – Conducted phoncon with writer to discuss Navy-related 

themes.  Notes being corroborated with OSD to submit to writer. 
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FEATURE FILMS 
 GREYHOUND  

o Received new screenplay from Tom Hanks “Greyhound” and forwarded for accuracy review to 
NHHC.  Storyline fully supportable.  Portrays destroyer escort North Atlantic convoys WWII 
and demonstrates Navy core values!  Follows novel The Good Shepherd. 

o Production Mar-May 2017. 
 

 PITCH PERFECT 3  
o Received script from OSD for joint support to screenplay Pitch Perfect 3.  Reviewing. 
o Production request Apr-May 2017. 

 THE LONG WALK  
o Received script for review from CBS Films/Liongate Films starring Michael Keaton requesting 

CVN Strike Group or Amphib HADR CTF.  Reviewing. 
o Production Mar/Apr 2017. 

 TRANSFORMERS FIVE  
o NSTR 

 

 HUNTER-KILLER  
o NSTR 

 

SCRIPTED TELEVISION 
 THE LAST SHIP (TNT) SEASON IV 

o PAA signed for Season IV and V by OSD and TNT on 09Jan2017. 
o Prepping for filming in San Diego. 
o 17-21 On location in San Diego and filming 19-20 Jan onboard USS Sterett (DDG-104) 
o Coordinating opportunities with Seabees and USS Paul F. Foster (Self Defense Test Ship) 

  
 

o On set filming Season 4 episodes 403-405.  
 

 NCIS 
o NSTR.  No new episodes to review. 

 

 NCIS NEW ORLEANS 
o Reviewed one new episode: 

• Episode #319 (story concept) – Conducted phoncon with writer to discuss Navy-related 

themes.  Notes being corroborated with OSD to submit to writer. 
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FEATURE FILMS
. GREYHOUND

0 Received new screenplay from Tom Hanks “Greyhound" and forwarded for accuracy review to
NHHC. Storyline fully supportable. Portrays destroyer escort North Atlantic convoys WWII
and demonstrates Navy core values! Follows novel The Good Shepherd.

0 Production Mar-May 2017.

o PITCH PERFECT 3
0 Received script from OSD for joint support to screenplay Pitch Perfect 3. Reviewing.
0 Production request Apr-May 2017.

0 THE LONG WALK
0 Received script for review from CBS Films/Liongate Films starring Michael Keaton requesting

CVN Strike Group or Amphib HADR CTF. Reviewing.
0 Production Mar/Apr 2017.

o TRANSFORMERS FIVE
O NSTR

0 HUNTER-KILLER
O NSTR

SCRIPTED TELEVISION
0 THE LAST SHIP (TNT) SEASONIV

o PAA signed for Season IV and V by OSD and TNT on 09]an2017.
o Prepping for filming in San Diego.
0 17-21 On location in San Diego and filming 19-20 Jan onboard USS Sterett (DDG-104)
o Coordinating opportunities with Seabees and USS Paul F. Foster (Self Defense Test Ship)
I (b) (4)
o On set filming Season 4 episodes 403-405.

0 NCIS
O NSTR. No new episodes to review.

0 NCIS NEW ORLEANS
0 Reviewed one new episode:

0 Episode #319 (story concept) — Conducted phoncon with writer to discuss Navy-related
themes. Notes being corroborated with OSD to submit to writer.
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DOCUMENTARIES 
 THE AGE OF AEROSPACE (DISCOVERY) 

o Request under review by NHHC.  

o Requesting archival footage, photos and primary source documents relating to satellite 

navigation, jet fighters and rotorcraft. 
o Series will discuss early development of carrier-based jet fighters during the 1940s and 

carrier-based operations during the cold war. 

 MIGHTY PLANES – F-35 (SMITHSONIAN CHANNEL) 
o Request under review with AIRPAC. 

o Received request from OSD. Project requests participation from USN, USAF, and USMC. 
Episode will discuss all three variants of the F-35, its capabilities, technology and 
equipment. 

 TECH OUTLAWS (SCIENCE) 
o AIRPAC declined support due to Force Protection, tactical technology and sensitive 

information concerns. 
o Docu-series episode on USCGC Stratton’s interception of a home-made sub carrying 12,000 

lbs. of drugs off Mexico Coast in August 2015. Production company is also working with 
USCG. 

 

 MIGHTY PLANES (DISCOVERY) 
o NAVINFO West will draft addendum to PAA to include filming aircraft wing 

construction at Northrop Grumman tentatively scheduled for 30Jan. 
o This episode features the C2A Greyhound and the E-2 Hawkeye mission and capabilities. 

The project follows pilot training on land to qualification at sea.  AIRLANT is project lead. 
 

 HAPPENING (HBO) 
o NSTR. 
o DoN Energy PAO researching request. 
o Producer requesting current statistics for USN’s renewable/clean energy to 

support documentary filmed in June 2015 which had DoD support and PAA. 
 

 LAWLESS OCEANS (WALL TO WALL MEDIA LIMITED/NATGEO) 
o NSTR. 
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perpetrators and the Navy personnel who fight against it.  Will feature a 5th Fleet PCU, 
possible footage of a Board and Visit OP and scheduled interview with CTF-151 Chief of 
Staff, CDR Thompson. 
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OSS/CIA. 
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crash in 1933. 
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HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAVY/21JAN SUBPAC EMBARK 
SAN DIEGO 
 Upcoming day cruise submarine embark scheduled next week for approx. 20 members of the 

writing and production community in Hollywood out of San Diego 21Jan17. 

 The embark was initiated by COMSUBPAC as a follow-up to his highly successful Hollywood visit 

here last fall.   The effort was coordinated through SUBPAC public affairs by CDR Corey Barker 

and his staff as well as NAVINFOWEST Reserve LCDR David Daitch. 

 All safety, security, chain of command comrel outreach rules of engagement will be adhered to.  

No original photography or filming is allowed.  Orientation and familiarization cruise with a 

glimpse of life and service onboard an underway submarine.  Barker and Daitch escorting. 
 

(b) (4)
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HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAVY/Z 1]AN SUBPAC EMBARK
SAN DIEGO

0 Upcoming day cruise submarine embark scheduled next week for approx. 20 members of the
writing and production community in Hollywood out of San Diego 21]an17.

o The embark was initiated by COMSUBPAC as a follow-up to his highly successful Hollywood visit
here last fall. The effort was coordinated through SUBPAC public affairs by CDR Corey Barker
and his staff as well as NAVINFOWEST Reserve LCDR David Daitch.

o All safety, security, chain of command comrel outreach rules of engagement will be adhered to.
No original photography or filming is allowed. Orientation and familiarization cruise with a
glimpse of life and service onboard an underway submarine. Barker and Daitch escorting.
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NAVINFO West Weekly 
Report 

**Updated Items in Blue** 

 
 
 

FEATURE FILMS 
 GREYHOUND  

o NSTR. 
o Received new screenplay from Tom Hanks’ “Greyhound” and forwarded for accuracy review to 

NHHC.  Storyline fully supportable.  Portrays destroyer escort North Atlantic convoys WWII 
and demonstrates Navy core values!  Follows novel The Good Shepherd. 

o Production Mar-May 2017. 
 

 PITCH PERFECT 3  
o NSTR. 
o Received script from OSD for joint support to screenplay Pitch Perfect 3.  Reviewing. 
o Production request Apr-May 2017. 

 THE LONG WALK  
o NSTR. 
o Received script for review from CBS Films/Liongate Films starring Michael Keaton requesting 

CVN Strike Group or Amphib HADR CTF.  Reviewing. 
o Production Mar/Apr 2017. 

 TRANSFORMERS FIVE  
o NSTR 

 

 HUNTER-KILLER  
o NSTR 

 

SCRIPTED TELEVISION 
 THE LAST SHIP (TNT) SEASON IV 

o 18-21Jan location filming in San Diego 19-20Jan onboard USS Sterett (DDG-104) 
o PAA signed for Season IV and V by OSD and TNT on 09Jan2017. 
o Coordinating opportunities with Seabees and USS Paul F. Foster (Self Defense Test Ship) 

  
 

 
 NCIS 

o Reviewed two new episodes: 
• Episode #324 (outline) – Discussed/consolidated notes with OSD and submitted to writing 

team for inclusion in the script draft. 
• Episode #323 (outline) – Minimal DoD depiction, no notes needed. 

 

 NCIS: NEW ORLEANS 
o Reviewed one new episode: 

• Episode #319 (story concept) – OSD/NAVINFO notes communicated to writers via phone 
conference.  Significant changes to be made in episode outline to accommodate notes. 

 

 

(b) (4)
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0 Received new screenplay from Tom Hanks Greyhound" and forwarded for accuracy review to

NHHC. Storyline fully supportable. Portrays destroyer escort North Atlantic convoys WWII
and demonstrates Navy core values! Follows novel The Good Shepherd.

0 Production Mar-May 2017.
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PITCH PERFECT 3
o NSTR.
0 Received script from OSD for joint support to screenplay Pitch Perfect 3. Reviewing.
0 Production request Apr-May 2017.

THE LONG WALK
o NSTR.
0 Received script for review from CBS Films/Liongate Films starring Michael Keaton requesting

CVN Strike Group or Amphib HADR CTF. Reviewing.
0 Production Mar/Apr 2017.

TRANSFORMERS FIVE
O NSTR

HUNTER-KILLER
O NSTR

SCRIPTED TELEVISION
THE LAST SHIP (TNT) SEASONIV
o 18-21]an location filming in San Diego 19-20]an onboard USS Sterett (DDG-104)
o PAA signed for Season IV and V by OSD and TNT on O9]an2017.
o Coordinating opportunities with Seabees and USS Paul F. Foster (Self Defense Test Ship)
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NCIS
0 Reviewed two new episodes:

0 Episode #324 (outline) — Discussed/consolidated notes with OSD and submitted to writing
team for inclusion in the script draft.

0 Episode #323 (outline) — Minimal DoD depiction, no notes needed.

NCIS: NEW ORLEANS
0 Reviewed one new episode:

0 Episode #319 (story concept) — OSD/NAVINFO notes communicated to writers via phone
conference. Significant changes to be made in episode outline to accommodate notes.
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DOCUMENTARIES 
 IMPOSSIBLE ENGINEERING 

o Meeting scheduled for 20Jan at 1000 with NAVINFOWEST and TYCOMs in San Diego to 
discuss support.  

o Episode will explore both variants of the LCS from the shipyard to underway, as well as its 
mission and capabilities. 

 THE AGE OF AEROSPACE (DISCOVERY) 
o NSTR. 

o NHHC approved support.  PAA draft in progress.  

o Requesting archival footage, photos and primary source documents relating to satellite 

navigation, jet fighters and rotorcraft. 
o Series will discuss early development of carrier-based jet fighters during the 1940s and 

carrier-based operations during the cold war. 

 MIGHTY PLANES – F-35 (SMITHSONIAN CHANNEL) 
o NSTR. 
o Request under review with AIRPAC. 

o Received request from OSD.  Project requests participation from USN, USAF, and USMC. 
Episode will discuss all three variants of the F-35, its capabilities, technology and 
equipment. 

 TECH OUTLAWS (SCIENCE) 
o NSTR. 
o AIRPAC declined support due to Force Protection, tactical technology and sensitive 

information concerns. 
o Docu-series episode on USCGC Stratton’s interception of a home-made sub carrying 12,000 

lbs. of drugs off Mexico Coast in August 2015. Production company is also working with 
USCG. 

 

 MIGHTY PLANES (DISCOVERY) 
o This episode features the C2A Greyhound and the E-2 Hawkeye mission and capabilities. 

The project follows pilot training on land to qualification at sea.  AIRLANT is project lead. 
o Addendum drafted and awaiting signature from production company.  PAA addendum will         

   cover filming for side story about aircraft wing construction at Northrup Grumman  

   tentatively scheduled for 01Feb. 
 

 HAPPENING (HBO) 
o Fine cut received 17Jan and currently under review with DoD Energy PAO, OSD and 

NAVINFOWEST. 
o DoN Energy PAO researching request. 
o Producer requesting current statistics for USN’s renewable/clean energy to 

support documentary filmed in June 2015 which had DoD support and PAA. 
 

 LAWLESS OCEANS (WALL TO WALL MEDIA LIMITED/NATGEO) 
o Rough cut received 18Jan and under review. 
o NAVCENT PAO is project lead.  Film investigates maritime crime, causes, effect, 

perpetrators and the Navy personnel who fight against it.  Will feature a 5th Fleet PCU, 
possible footage of a Board and Visit OP and scheduled interview with CTF-151 Chief of 
Staff, CDR Thompson. 
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DOCUMENTARIES
o IMPOSSIBLE ENGINEERING

0 Meeting scheduled for 20]an at 1000 with NAVINFOWEST and TYCOMs in San Diego to
discuss support.

0 Episode will explore both variants of the LCS from the shipyard to underway, as well as its
mission and capabilities.
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possible footage of a Board and Visit OP and scheduled interview with CTF-151 Chief of
Staff, CDR Thompson.
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      MYSTERIES AT THE MUSEUM (TRAVEL) – SHARK REPELLENT 
o NSTR. 
o Awaiting rough cuts for review. 
o Filming completed 17-18Dec at the National Aviation Museum in Pensacola, Fl.  Segment 

highlights life jacket with shark repellent created by Julia Childs during her time in 
OSS/CIA. 

 

 MYSTERIES OF THE MUSEUM (TRAVEL) – USS AKRON 
o NSTR. 
o Awaiting rough cut for review. 
o Filming completed 17-18 Dec at the National Naval Aviation Museum in Pensacola, Fl.  

Segment highlights invention of USS Akron, the first aircraft carrier of the sky, and its fatal 
crash in 1933. 

 
  

   
  
  
  

 

 

HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAVY/21JAN SUBPAC EMBARK 
SAN DIEGO 
 NSTR. 
 Upcoming day cruise submarine embark scheduled next week for approx. 20 members of the 

writing and production community in Hollywood out of San Diego 21Jan17. 
 The embark was initiated by COMSUBPAC as a follow-up to his highly successful Hollywood visit 

here last fall.   The effort was coordinated through SUBPAC public affairs by CDR Corey Barker 
and his staff as well as NAVINFOWEST Reserve LCDR David Daitch. 

 All safety, security, chain of command comrel outreach rules of engagement will be adhered to.  
No original photography or filming is allowed.  Orientation and familiarization cruise with a 
glimpse of life and service onboard an underway submarine.  Barker and Daitch escorting. 

 

(b) (4)
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MYSTERIES AT THE MUSEUM (TRAVEL) — SHARK REPELLENT
o NSTR.
o Awaiting rough cuts for review.
0 Filming completed 17-18Dec at the National Aviation Museum in Pensacola, Fl. Segment

highlights life jacket with shark repellent created by Julia Childs during her time in
OSS/CIA.

MYSTERIES OF THE MUSEUM (TRAVEL) — USS AKRON
o NSTR.
o Awaiting rough cut for review.
0 Filming completed 17-18 Dec at the National Naval Aviation Museum in Pensacola, Fl.

Segment highlights invention of USS Akron, the first aircraft carrier of the sky, and its fatal
crash in 1933.
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HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAVY/Z 1]AN SUBPAC EMBARK
SAN DIEGO

NSTR.
Upcoming day cruise submarine embark scheduled next week for approx. 20 members of the
writing and production community in Hollywood out of San Diego 21]an17.
The embark was initiated by COMSUBPAC as a follow-up to his highly successful Hollywood visit
here last fall. The effort was coordinated through SUBPAC public affairs by CDR Corey Barker
and his staff as well as NAVINFOWEST Reserve LCDR David Daitch.
All safety, security, chain of command comrel outreach rules of engagement will be adhered to.
No original photography or filming is allowed. Orientation and familiarization cruise with a
glimpse of life and service onboard an underway submarine. Barker and Daitch escorting.
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FEATURE FILMS 
 GREYHOUND  

o NSTR. 
o Received new screenplay from Tom Hanks’ “Greyhound” and forwarded for accuracy review 

to NHHC.  Storyline fully supportable.  Portrays destroyer escort North Atlantic convoys 
WWII and demonstrates Navy core values!  Follows novel The Good Shepherd. 

o Production Mar-May 2017. 

 
 PITCH PERFECT 3  

o NSTR. 
o Received script from OSD for joint support to screenplay Pitch Perfect 3.  Reviewing. 
o Production request Apr-May 2017. 

 
 THE LONG WALK  

o NSTR. 
o Received script for review from CBS Films/Liongate Films starring Michael Keaton requesting 

CVN Strike Group or Amphib HADR CTF.  Reviewing. 
o Production Mar/Apr 2017. 

 
 TRANSFORMERS FIVE  

o NSTR 

 
 HUNTER-KILLER  

o NSTR 

 

SCRIPTED TELEVISION 
 THE LAST SHIP (TNT) SEASON IV 

o Currently filming episodes 405 and 406. 
o Coordinating opportunities with Seabees and USS Paul F. Foster (Self Defense Test Ship) 

  
 

 
 NCIS 

o Former showrunner, Gary Glasberg’s memorial service Sunday, 29Jan. 
o NAVINFOWEST Project Officer to attend as Navy representative. 

 
 NCIS: NEW ORLEANS 

o Reviewed two episodes: 
o Episode #319 (outline) – change requests based on the story concept are incorporated.  No 

DoD support currently being requested. 
o Episode #320 (story concept) – NAVINFOWEST/OSD notes sent to writers for 

consideration/incorporation into the outline. 
 

(b) (4)
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0 Production Mar-May 2017.

Ill

0 PITCH PERFECT 3
o NSTR.
0 Received script from OSD for joint support to screenplay Pitch Perfect 3. Reviewing.
0 Production request Apr-May 2017.

0 THE LONG WALK
o NSTR.
0 Received script for review from CBS Films/Liongate Films starring Michael Keaton requesting

CVN Strike Group or Amphib HADR CTF. Reviewing.
0 Production Mar/Apr 2017.

o TRANSFORMERS FIVE
O NSTR

0 HUNTER-KILLER
O NSTR

SCRIPTED TELEVISION
0 THE LAST SHIP (TNT) SEASONIV

0 Currently filming episodes 405 and 406.
o Coordinating opportunities with Seabees and USS Paul F. Foster (Self Defense Test Ship)
I (b) (4)
-

o NCIS
0 Former showrunner, Gary Glasberg’s memorial service Sunday, 29]an.
o NAVINFOWEST Project Officer to attend as Navy representative.

0 NCIS: NEW ORLEANS
0 Reviewed two episodes:
0 Episode #319 (outline) — change requests based on the story concept are incorporated. N0

DOD support currently being requested.
0 Episode #320 (story concept) — NAVINFOWEST/OSD notes sent to writers for

consideration/incorporation into the outline.



January 26, 2017 
 

 

DOCUMENTARIES 
 IMPOSSIBLE ENGINEERING (DISCOVERT SCIENCE) – Episode explores both variants of 

the LCS from the shipyard to underway as well as its mission and capabilities 
o SURFPAC and LCSRON have agreed to support project, currently discussing possible filming 

dates with producers.  

 
 THE AGE OF AEROSPACE (DISCOVERY) – Series discusses early development of carrier-

based jet fighters during the 1940s and carrier-based operations during the cold war. 
o NSTR. NHHC approved support; PAA draft in progress.  
o Requested archival footage, photos and primary source documents relating to satellite 

navigation, jet fighters and rotorcraft. 

 
 MIGHTY PLANES – F-35 (SMITHSONIAN CHANNEL) – Episode discusses all three 

variants of the F-35; it’s capabilities, technology and equipment. 
o NSTR. Request under review by AIRPAC. 
o Received request from OSD and includes participation from USN, USAF, and USMC. 

 
     MIGHTY PLANES (DISCOVERY) – features the C2Z Greyhound and the E-2 Hawkeye 

mission and capabilities. The project follows pilot training on land to qualification at sea.  
AIRLANT is project lead 
o Addendum for side story about aircraft wing construction at Northrup Grumman  

                     tentatively scheduled for 01Feb cancelled due to wait time to get foreign crew access. 
o Producers are looking at the possibility of filming at FRCSW facility where C-2 maintenance   
   is conducted. 

 
        

 
 

  
   
  
  
    

 
 HAPPENING (HBO) 

o Fine cut reviewed and notes sent to production 25Jan. 

 
 LAWLESS OCEANS (WALL TO WALL MEDIA LIMITED/NATGEO) – Episode 

investigates maritime crime, causes, effects, perpetrators and the Navy personnel who fight against 

it.  
o Rough cut received 18Jan and under review;  
o NAVCENT PAO is project lead. 
o Episode will feature a 5th Fleet PCU and scheduled interview with CTF-151 Chief of Staff, CDR 

Thompson. 
 

      MYSTERIES AT THE MUSEUM (TRAVEL) – SHARK REPELLENT 
o NSTR. 
o Awaiting rough cuts for review. 
o Filming completed 17-18Dec at the National Aviation Museum in Pensacola, Fl.  Segment 

highlights life jacket with shark repellent created by Julia Childs during her time in OSS/CIA. 

 
 
 
 

(b) (4)
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Ianuary 26, 2017

DOCUMENTARIES
0 IMPOSSIBLE ENGINEERING (DISCOVERT SCIENCE) — Episode explores both variants of

the LCS from the shipyard to underway as well as its mission and capabilities
o SURFPAC and LCSRON have agreed to support project, currently discussing possible filming

dates with producers.

0 THE AGE OF AEROSPACE (DISCOVERY) - Series discusses early development of carrier-
based jet fighters during the 19405 and carrier-based operations during the cold war.

0 NSTR. NHHC approved support; PAA draft in progress.
0 Requested archival footage, photos and primary source documents relating to satellite

navigation, jet fighters and rotorcraft.

0 MIGHTY PLANES - F-35 (SMITHSONIAN CHANNEL) — Episode discusses all three
variants of the F-35; it’s capabilities, technology and equipment.

0 NSTR. Request under review by AIRPAC.
0 Received request from OSD and includes participation from USN, USAF, and USMC.

o MIGHTY PLANES (DISCOVERY) - features the CZZ Greyhound and the E-2 Hawkeye
mission and capabilities. The project follows pilot training on land to qualification at sea.
AIRLANT is project lead

0 Addendum for side story about aircraft wing construction at Northrup Grumman
tentatively scheduled for 01Feb cancelled due to wait time to get foreign crew access.

0 Producers are looking at the possibility of filming at FRCSW facility where C-Z maintenance
is conducted.

. HAPPENING (HBO)
0 Fine cut reviewed and notes sent to production 25]an.

o LAWLESS OCEANS (WALL TO WALL MEDIA LIMITED/NATGEO) — Episode
investigates maritime crime, causes, effects, perpetrators and the Navy personnel who fight against
it.

0 Rough cut received 18]an and under review;
0 NAVCENT PAD is project lead.
0 Episode will feature a 5th Fleet PCU and scheduled interview with CTF-151 Chief of Staff, CDR

Thompson.

0 MYSTERIES AT THE MUSEUM (TRAVEL) — SHARK REPELLENT
o NSTR.
o Awaiting rough cuts for review.
0 Filming completed 17-18Dec at the National Aviation Museum in Pensacola, Fl. Segment

highlights life jacket with shark repellent created by Julia Childs during her time in 088/CIA.
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 MYSTERIES OF THE MUSEUM (TRAVEL) – USS AKRON 
o NSTR. 
o Awaiting rough cut for review. 
o Filming completed 17-18 Dec at the National Naval Aviation Museum in Pensacola, Fl.  

Segment highlights invention of USS Akron, the first aircraft carrier of the sky, and its fatal 
crash in 1933. 
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 MYSTERIES OF THE MUSEUM (TRAVEL) – USS AKRON 
o NSTR. 
o Awaiting rough cut for review. 
o Filming completed 17-18 Dec at the National Naval Aviation Museum in Pensacola, Fl.  

Segment highlights invention of USS Akron, the first aircraft carrier of the sky, and its fatal 
crash in 1933. 
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o MYSTERIES OF THE MUSEUM (TRAVEL) — USS AKRON

o NSTR.
o Awaiting rough cut for review.
0 Filming completed 17-18 Dec at the National Naval Aviation Museum in Pensacola, Fl.

Segment highlights invention of USS Akron, the first aircraft carrier of the sky, and its fatal
crash in 1933.
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FEATURE FILMS 
 GREYHOUND - screenplay written by Tom Hanks, portraying destroyer escorts for convoys in 

the North Atlantic during WWII. Script clearly demonstrates Navy core values and is based on the 
novel “The Good Shepherd”. 

  
  

 
 

o Production mid-May 2017. 
o Script forwarded to NHHC for accuracy review. 

 
   

   

 
 PITCH PERFECT 3  

o NSTR. 
o Received script from OSD for joint support to screenplay Pitch Perfect 3.  Reviewing. 
o Production request Apr-May 2017. 

 
 THE LONG WALK  

o NSTR. 
o Received script for review from CBS Films/Lionsgate Films starring Michael Keaton 

requesting CVN Strike Group or Amphib HADR CTF.  Reviewing. 
o Production Mar/Apr 2017. 

 
 TRANSFORMERS FIVE  

o NSTR 

 
 HUNTER-KILLER  

o NSTR 

 

SCRIPTED TELEVISION 
 THE LAST SHIP (TNT) SEASON IV 

o Currently filming episode 407. 
o Filming actor shout-outs in support of Seabee 75th Birthday Balls. 
o Military Officer Association requested interview to discuss our advising role on the set of 

TLS. Lt. Florez will conduct the interview.  
o Coordinating opportunities with Seabees and USS Paul F. Foster (Self-Defense Test Ship) 

  
 

 
 
 

(b) (4)

(b) (4)

(b) (4)
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o Currently filming episode 407. 
o Filming actor shout-outs in support of Seabee 75th Birthday Balls. 
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TLS. Lt. Florez will conduct the interview.  
o Coordinating opportunities with Seabees and USS Paul F. Foster (Self-Defense Test Ship) 
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FEATURE FILMS
o GREYHOUND - screenplay written by Tom Hanks, portraying destroyer escorts for convoys in

the North Atlantic during WWII. Script clearly demonstrates Navy core values and is based on the
novel "The Good Shepherd".

I (b) (4)
—
—
—

0 Production mid-May 2017.
0 Script forwarded to NHHC for accuracy review.

I (W4)—
I—l

o PITCH PERFECT 3
o NSTR.
0 Received script from OSD for joint support to screenplay Pitch Perfect 3. Reviewing.
0 Production request Apr-May 2017.

0 THE LONG WALK
o NSTR.
0 Received script for review from CBS Films/Lionsgate Films starring Michael Keaton

requesting CVN Strike Group or Amphib HADR CTF. Reviewing.
0 Production Mar/Apr 2017.

o TRANSFORMERS FIVE
O NSTR

0 HUNTER-KILLER
O NSTR

SCRIPTED TELEVISION
0 THE LAST SHIP (TNT) SEASONIV

0 Currently filming episode 407.
o Filming actor shout-outs in support of Seabee 75th Birthday Balls.
0 Military Officer Association requested interview to discuss our advising role on the set of

TLS. Lt. Florez will conduct the interview.
0 Coordinating opportunities with Seabees and USS Paul F. Foster (Self-Defense Test Ship)
I (b) (4)
-
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 NCIS 

o Reviewed Episode #324 (script) – OSD/NAVINFOWEST declined production assistance 
request based on themes in conflict with Navy core values. 

o Reviewed Episode #325 (outline) – minor DoD depiction, no notes needed. 

 
 NCIS: NEW ORLEANS 

o Episode #319 (outline) – NAVINFOWEST working with showrunner to incorporate 
OSD/NAVINFOWEST notes.  Production company requesting access to NAS Belle Chasse late 
Feb for filming Belle Chasse scenes.  Script expected early next week for review/evaluation. 

 

DOCUMENTARIES 
 MERCURY 13 (NETFLIX) – Documentary on female pilots who underwent astronaut testing 

in 1960 at Pensacola, FL. 
o NHHC reviewing support.   
o Requesting archival footage, photos, documents and research assistance.  

 
 IMPOSSIBLE ENGINEERING (DISCOVERY SCIENCE) – Episode explores both variants of 

the LCS from the shipyard to underway as well as its mission and capabilities. 
o NSTR. 
o SURFPAC and LCSRON have agreed to support project, currently discussing possible filming 

dates with producers. 

 
 THE AGE OF AEROSPACE (DISCOVERY) – Series discusses early development of carrier-

based jet fighters during the 1940s and carrier-based operations during the cold war. 
o NSTR. NHHC approved support; PAA draft in progress.  
o Requested archival footage, photos and primary source documents relating to satellite 

navigation, jet fighters and rotorcraft. 

 
 MIGHTY PLANES – F-35 (SMITHSONIAN CHANNEL) – Episode discusses all three 

variants of the F-35; its capabilities, technology and equipment. 
o NSTR. Request under review by AIRPAC. 
o Received request from OSD and includes participation from USN, USAF, and USMC. 

 
     MIGHTY PLANES (DISCOVERY) – features the C2Z Greyhound and the E-2 Hawkeye 

mission and capabilities. The project follows pilot training on land to qualification at sea.  
AIRLANT is project lead. 

o Filming of side story cancelled.  No further filming required.  Awaiting rough cut. 

 
         

 
 

  
   
  
  
    

 
 HAPPENING (HBO) 

o Awaiting air date. 

 
 
 

(b) (4)
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o NCIS
0 Reviewed Episode #324 (script) — OSD/NAVINFOWEST declined production assistance

request based on themes in conflict with Navy core values.
0 Reviewed Episode #325 (outline) — minor DoD depiction, no notes needed.

0 NCIS: NEW ORLEANS
0 Episode #319 (outline) — NAVINFOWEST working with showrunner to incorporate

OSD/NAVINFOWEST notes. Production company requesting access to NAS Belle Chasse late
Feb for filming Belle Chasse scenes. Script expected early next week for review/evaluation.

DOCUMENTARIES
0 MERCURY 13 (NETFLIX) - Documentary on female pilots who underwent astronaut testing

in 1960 at Pensacola, FL.
0 NHHC reviewing support.
0 Requesting archival footage, photos, documents and research assistance.

0 IMPOSSIBLE ENGINEERING (DISCOVERY SCIENCE) — Episode explores both variants of
the LCS from the shipyard to underway as well as its mission and capabilities.

o NSTR.
o SURFPAC and LCSRON have agreed to support project, currently discussing possible filming

dates with producers.

0 THE AGE OF AEROSPACE (DISCOVERY) - Series discusses early development of carrier-
based jet fighters during the 19405 and carrier-based operations during the cold war.

0 NSTR. NHHC approved support; PAA draft in progress.
0 Requested archival footage, photos and primary source documents relating to satellite

navigation, jet fighters and rotorcraft.

0 MIGHTY PLANES - F-35 (SMITHSONIAN CHANNEL) — Episode discusses all three
variants of the F-35; its capabilities, technology and equipment.

0 NSTR. Request under review by AIRPAC.
0 Received request from OSD and includes participation from USN, USAF, and USMC.

o MIGHTY PLANES (DISCOVERY) - features the CZZ Greyhound and the E-2 Hawkeye
mission and capabilities. The project follows pilot training on land to qualification at sea.
AIRLANT is project lead.

0 Filming of side story cancelled. No further filming required. Awaiting rough cut.

. HAPPENING (HBO)
o Awaiting air date.
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 LAWLESS OCEANS (WALL TO WALL MEDIA LIMITED/NATGEO) – Episode    
      investigates maritime crime, causes, effects, perpetrators and the Navy personnel who fight   
      against it.  

o Rough cut complete.  Awaiting air date.  
o NAVCENT PAO is project lead. 
o Episode will feature a 5th Fleet PCU and scheduled interview with CTF-151 Chief of Staff, 

CDR Thompson. 

 
 MYSTERIES AT THE MUSEUM (TRAVEL) – SHARK REPELLENT -  Segment highlights 

       life jacket with shark repellent created by Julia Childs during her time in OSS/CIA. 
o NSTR. 
o Awaiting rough cuts for review. 
o Filming completed 17-18Dec at the National Aviation Museum in Pensacola, Fl.   

 
 MYSTERIES OF THE MUSEUM (TRAVEL) – USS AKRON 

o NSTR. 
o Awaiting rough cut for review. 
o Filming completed 17-18Dec at the National Naval Aviation Museum in Pensacola, Fl.  

Segment highlights invention of USS Akron, the first aircraft carrier of the sky and its fatal 
crash in 1933. 
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 LAWLESS OCEANS (WALL TO WALL MEDIA LIMITED/NATGEO) – Episode    
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o NAVCENT PAO is project lead. 
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CDR Thompson. 
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LAWLESS OCEANS (WALL TO WALL MEDIA LIMITED/NATGEO) — Episode
investigates maritime crime, causes, effects, perpetrators and the Navy personnel who fight
against it.

0 Rough cut complete. Awaiting air date.
0 NAVCENT PAD is project lead.
0 Episode will feature a 5th Fleet PCU and scheduled interview with CTF-151 Chief of Staff,

CDR Thompson.

MYSTERIES AT THE MUSEUM (TRAVEL) — SHARK REPELLENT - Segment highlights
life jacket with shark repellent created by Julia Childs during her time in OSS/CIA.

o NSTR.
o Awaiting rough cuts for review.
0 Filming completed 17-18Dec at the National Aviation Museum in Pensacola, Fl.

MYSTERIES OF THE MUSEUM (TRAVEL) — USS AKRON
o NSTR.
o Awaiting rough cut for review.
0 Filming completed 17-18Dec at the National Naval Aviation Museum in Pensacola, Fl.

Segment highlights invention of USS Akron, the first aircraft carrier of the sky and its fatal
crash in 1933.
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CI HIGH INTEREST ITEM 
   

 
 
 

 
 

FEATURE FILMS 
 GREYHOUND - screenplay written by Tom Hanks, portraying destroyer escorts for convoys in 

the North Atlantic during WWII. Script clearly demonstrates Navy core values and is based on the 
novel “The Good Shepherd”. 

  
 

o Production mid-May 2017. 
o Script forwarded to NHHC for accuracy review. 

 

 THE LONG WALK (AKA American Assassin) 
o Reviewed script for CBS Films/Paramount Pictures movie starring Michael Keaton 

requesting CVN Strike Group or Amphib HADR CTF.   
o Reviewing fleet activities in the mid-March to early-April which could meet the production 

company’s assistance requests. 
o 8Feb conference call held with Director to review CVN support request.  Forwarding script 

to OI-6/OSD. 
 

 PITCH PERFECT 3  
o NSTR. 
o Received script from OSD for joint support to screenplay Pitch Perfect 3.  Reviewing. 
o Production request Apr-May 2017. 

 

SCRIPTED TELEVISION 
 THE LAST SHIP (TNT) SEASON IV 

o Currently filming episode 407. 
o Filming actor shout-outs in support of Seabee 75th Birthday Balls on 21 Feb at studios in 

Culver City.  MC’s from Port Hueneme Seabee unit will film the shout-outs. 
o Military Officer Association requested interview to discuss our advising role on the set of 

TLS.  Lt. Florez will participate in a phone interview, on Friday, 10 Feb.  
o Coordinating opportunities with Seabees and USS Paul F. Foster (Self-Defense Test Ship) 

  
 

 
 
 

(b) (4)

(b) (4)

(b) (4)
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 PITCH PERFECT 3  
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o Received script from OSD for joint support to screenplay Pitch Perfect 3.  Reviewing. 
o Production request Apr-May 2017. 
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FEATURE FILMS
GREYHOUND - screenplay written by Tom Hanks, portraying destroyer escorts for convoys in
the North Atlantic during WWII. Script clearly demonstrates Navy core values and is based on the
novel "The Good Shepherd".

I (b) (4)
—

0 Production mid-May 2017.
0 Script forwarded to NHHC for accuracy review.

THE LONG WALK (AKA American Assassin)
0 Reviewed script for CBS Films/Paramount Pictures movie starring Michael Keaton

requesting CVN Strike Group or Amphib HADR CTF.
0 Reviewing fleet activities in the mid-March to early-April which could meet the production

company’s assistance requests.
0 8Feb conference call held with Director to review CVN support request. Forwarding script

to 01-6/OSD.

PITCH PERFECT 3
o NSTR.
0 Received script from OSD for joint support to screenplay Pitch Perfect 3. Reviewing.
0 Production request Apr-May 2017.

SCRIPTED TELEVISION
THE LAST SHIP (TNT) SEASONIV

0 Currently filming episode 407.
o Filming actor shout-outs in support of Seabee 75th Birthday Balls on 21 Feb at studios in

Culver City. MC’s from Port Hueneme Seabee unit will film the shout-outs.
0 Military Officer Association requested interview to discuss our advising role on the set of

TLS. Lt. Florez will participate in a phone interview, on Friday, 10 Feb.
0 Coordinating opportunities with Seabees and USS Paul F. Foster (Self-Defense Test Ship)
I (b) (4)
-
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 BEHIND ENEMY LINES (FOX) 

o Met with show creators to discuss script and potential DoD production assistance. 
   
  

        

 
 NCIS: NEW ORLEANS 

o Episode #319 (script) –OSD/NAVINFOWEST notes incorporated.  Working with NAS Belle 
Chasse PAO to determine feasibility of episode support. 

o Episode #320 (outline) – OSD/NAVINFOWEST notes communicated to showrunners via 
conference call.  Major episode re-write expected in the next week.  Possible support of 
episode by mid-March. 

 
 NCIS 

o NSTR. 

 
DOCUMENTARIES 
 IMAX SEAPOWER (42 min ver)/K2 COMMUNICATIONS 

o Coordinating F-35 filming at NAS Lemoore 
o Coordinating STEM companion package 

 
 IMPOSSIBLE ENGINEERING (DISCOVERY SCIENCE) – Episode explores both variants of 

the LCS from the shipyard to underway to include its mission and capabilities. 
o Filming locations and interview questions under review 
o Filming to take pace 1-3Mar at NBSD / underway and 13-15Mar at Austal located in Mobile, 

Ala. 

 
 THE AGE OF AEROSPACE (DISCOVERY) – Series discusses early development of carrier-

based jet fighters during the 1940s and carrier-based operations during the cold war. 
o Requested archival footage, photos and primary source documents relating to satellite 

navigation, jet fighters and rotorcraft. 
o Interview slated for 17Feb in NYC studio with subject matter expert Hill Goodspeed, 

Historian and Artifact Collection Manager, National Museum of Naval Aviation, Pensacola, 
Fl. 

o NHHC Project lead 

 
 MIGHTY PLANES – F-35 (SMITHSONIAN CHANNEL) – Episode discusses all three 

variants of the F-35; its capabilities, technology and equipment. 
o NSTR. Request under review by AIRPAC. 

o Received request from OSD and includes participation from USN, USAF, and USMC. 
 

 MIGHTY PLANES (DISCOVERY) – features the C2Z Greyhound and the E-2 Hawkeye 
mission and capabilities. The project follows pilot training on land to qualification at sea.  
AIRLANT is project lead. 

o Awaiting rough cut. 
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 BEHIND ENEMY LINES (FOX) 
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Fl.
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0 NSTR. Request under review by AIRPAC.
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mission and capabilities. The project follows pilot training on land to qualification at sea.
AIRLANT is project lead.

0 Awaiting rough cut.
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o Location Scout onboard PCU Ford, April/May to determine support for additional request to 

build a virtual reality flight deck experience.  

 
 MERCURY 13 (NETFLIX) – Documentary on female pilots who underwent astronaut testing 

in 1960 at Pensacola, FL. 
o NSTR. 
o NHHC reviewing support.   
o Requesting archival footage, photos, documents and research assistance.  

 
 HAPPENING (HBO) 

o NSTR.  Awaiting air date. 

 
 LAWLESS OCEANS (WALL TO WALL MEDIA LIMITED/NATGEO) – Episode    

      investigates maritime crime, causes, effects, perpetrators and the Navy personnel who fight   
      against it.  

o Rough cut complete.  Awaiting air date.  
o NAVCENT PAO is project lead. 
o Episode will feature a 5th Fleet PCU and scheduled interview with CTF-151 Chief of Staff, 

CDR Thompson. 
 

HOLLYWOOD TO THE NAVY 
  CNAP  provided NAVINFOWEST CVN embark opportunities for mid-Mar to Mid-May.  Extending 

invites. 
 

ADMIN 
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NAVINFO West Weekly 
Report 

**Updated Items in Blue** 

 
 
 

 

HIGH INTEREST ITEM 
  

 
   

  
 

 
FEATURE FILMS 

 GREYHOUND - screenplay written by Tom Hanks, portraying destroyer escorts for convoys in 
the North Atlantic during WWII. Script clearly demonstrates Navy core values and is based on the 
novel “The Good Shepherd”. 

  
 

o NHHC delivered accuracy review, notes incorporated, Rev 2 provided with followup call 
with historian TBA. 

o Production mid-May 2017 

 

 THE LONG WALK (AKA American Assassin) 
o OSD PA notified NAVINFOWEST script is unsupportable. 

 

SCRIPTED TELEVISION 
 THE LAST SHIP (TNT) SEASON IV 

o Filming actor shout-outs in support of Seabee 75th Birthday Balls on 21 Feb & 27 Feb at 
studios in Culver City.  MC’s from Port Hueneme Seabee unit will film the shout-outs. 

o Prepping for location scout last week of Feb ISO on-location filming in San Diego (19-25 
Mar) 

o Coordinating filming onboard USS Paul F. Foster (Self-Defense Test Ship) 20-22 Mar. 
  

 

 
 BEHIND ENEMY LINES (FOX PILOT) 

o Submitted extensive notes to Fox and creative team.  Discussion planned Friday. 
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FEATURE FILMS
o GREYHOUND - screenplay written by Tom Hanks, portraying destroyer escorts for convoys in

the North Atlantic during WWII. Script clearly demonstrates Navy core values and is based on the
novel "The Good Shepherd".

I (b) (4)
o NHHC delivered accuracy review, notes incorporated, Rev 2 provided with followup call

with historian TBA.
0 Production mid-May 2017

0 THE LONG WALK (AKA American Assassin)
0 OSD PA notified NAVINFOWEST script is unsupportable.

SCRIPTED TELEVISION
0 THE LAST SHIP (TNT) SEASONIV

o Filming actor shout-outs in support of Seabee 75th Birthday Balls on 21 Feb & 27 Feb at
studios in Culver City. MC’s from Port Hueneme Seabee unit will film the shout-outs.

o Prepping for location scout last week of Feb ISO on-location filming in San Diego (19-25
Mar)

0 Coordinating filming onboard USS Paul F. Foster (Self-Defense Test Ship) 20-22 Mar.
I (b) (4)

o BEHIND ENEMY LINES (FOX PILOT)
0 Submitted extensive notes to Fox and creative team. Discussion planned Friday.
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 NCIS: NEW ORLEANS 
o Episode #319– 

• NAVINFOWEST working with NAS JRB Belle Chasse to coordinate base access for 
filming key Navy scenes communicating strength and readiness of Navy security 
forces.  Tentative schedule as follows: 

• 19 Feb – NAVINFOWEST DoD Project Officer arrives New Orleans 
• 20 Feb – Skeleton production crew preps filming areas on base. 
• 21 Feb – Continue prepping / begin filming 
• 22 Feb – Complete filming 
• 23 Feb – Production company tear down / departure 

o Episode #320 (outline) – OSD/NAVINFOWEST notes communicated to showrunners via 
conference call.  Major episode re-write expected in the next week.  Possible support of 
episode by mid-March. 

 
DOCUMENTARIES 

  
 

 
  
  
  

 

 IMPOSSIBLE ENGINEERING (DISCOVERY SCIENCE) – Episode explores both variants of 
the LCS from the shipyard to underway to include its mission and capabilities. 

o Filming locations and interview questions under review 
o Filming to take pace 1-3Mar at NBSD/ underway and 13-15Mar at Austal located in Mobile, 

Ala. 

 
 THE AGE OF AEROSPACE (DISCOVERY) – Series discusses early development of carrier-

based jet fighters during the 1940s and carrier-based operations during the cold war. NHHC is project 
lead. 

o Requested archival footage, photos and primary source documents relating to satellite 
navigation, jet fighters and rotorcraft. 

o No archival footage or documents to support request. On-camera interview on 17Feb in NYC 
studio with subject matter expert Hill Goodspeed, Historian and Artifact Collection Manager, 
National Museum of Naval Aviation, Pensacola, Fl. 

 
 MIGHTY PLANES – F-35 (SMITHSONIAN CHANNEL) – Episode discusses all three 

variants of the F-35; its capabilities, technology and equipment. 
o OSD will draft PAA once notes/input from each service is received. AIRPAC provided 

feedback for Navy. 
o Received request from OSD and includes participation from USN, USAF, and USMC. 

 
 MIGHTY PLANES (DISCOVERY) – Features the C2-A Greyhound and the E-2 Hawkeye 

mission and capabilities. The project follows pilot training on land to qualification at sea.  
AIRLANT is project lead. 

o NSTR 
o Awaiting rough cut. 
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o NCIS: NEW ORLEANS

0 Episode #319—
. NAVINFOWEST working with NAS IRB Belle Chasse to coordinate base access for

filming key Navy scenes communicating strength and readiness of Navy security
forces. Tentative schedule as follows:

0 19 Feb — NAVINFOWEST DoD Project Officer arrives New Orleans
0 20 Feb — Skeleton production crew preps filming areas on base.
0 21 Feb — Continue prepping / begin filming
- 22 Feb — Complete filming
- 23 Feb — Production company tear down / departure

0 Episode #320 (outline) — OSD/NAVINFOWEST notes communicated to showrunners via
conference call. Major episode re-write expected in the next week. Possible support of
episode by mid-March.

DOCUMENTARIES
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0 IMPOSSIBLE ENGINEERING (DISCOVERY SCIENCE) — Episode explores both variants of
the LCS from the shipyard to underway to include its mission and capabilities.

o Filming locations and interview questions under review
0 Filming to take pace 1-3Mar at NBSD/ underway and 13-15Mar at Austal located in Mobile,

Ala.

0 THE AGE OF AEROSPACE (DISCOVERY) — Series discusses early development of carrier-
based jet fighters during the 19405 and carrier-based operations during the cold war. NHHC is project
lead.

0 Requested archival footage, photos and primary source documents relating to satellite
navigation, jet fighters and rotorcraft.

o No archival footage or documents to support request. On-camera interview on 17Feb in NYC
studio with subject matter expert Hill Goodspeed, Historian and Artifact Collection Manager,
National Museum of Naval Aviation, Pensacola, Fl.

0 MIGHTY PLANES - F-35 (SMITHSONIAN CHANNEL) — Episode discusses all three
variants of the F-35; its capabilities, technology and equipment.

0 OSD will draft PAA once notes/input from each service is received. AIRPAC provided
feedback for Navy.

0 Received request from OSD and includes participation from USN, USAF, and USMC.

o MIGHTY PLANES (DISCOVERY) — Features the C2-A Greyhound and the E-2 Hawkeye
mission and capabilities. The project follows pilot training on land to qualification at sea.
AIRLANT is project lead.

0 NSTR
o Awaiting rough cut.
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 HAPPENING (HBO) 

o NSTR.   
o Awaiting air date. 

 
 LAWLESS OCEANS (WALL TO WALL MEDIA LIMITED/NATGEO) – Episode    

      investigates maritime crime, causes, effects, perpetrators and the Navy personnel who fight   
      against it.  

o NSTR 
o Awaiting air date.  
o NAVCENT PAO is project lead. 
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HAPPENING (HBO)
o NSTR.
o Awaiting air date.

LAWLESS OCEANS (WALL TO WALL MEDIA LIMITED/NATGEO) — Episode
investigates maritime crime, causes, effects, perpetrators and the Navy personnel Who fight
against it.

o NSTR
o Awaiting air date.
0 NAVCENT PAD is project lead.
I (b) (6)
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GAME SHOWS 
 PRICE IS RIGHT 

o Taping 27 Mar – Requested 300 military members for audience and nine service members 
will be selected as contestants ISO of their 4th of July episode.   

o Coordinating 60 Sailors from San Diego via Navy SW Region PAO; Uniform Service Dress 
Whites; transportation will be provided. 

 
FEATURE FILMS 

 GREYHOUND - screenplay written by Tom Hanks, portraying destroyer escorts for convoys in 
the North Atlantic during WWII. Script clearly demonstrates Navy core values and is based on the 
novel “The Good Shepherd”. 

  
 

 
 

o Production mid-May 2017 

 
 TOP GUN 2 

o Production company in negotiation w/TC 

 
SCRIPTED TELEVISION 
 THE LAST SHIP (TNT) SEASON IV 

o Filming episodes 409; providing notes for episode 410 & reviewing episode 501(outline).  
o  
o  

  
o  

 
o 19-25 Mar – Filming in San Diego onboard USS Sterett (DDG 104). 

 
 BEHIND ENEMY LINES (FOX PILOT) 

o 07 Mar - Tech Scout onboard TR and HELO Squadron w/Director, writers and producers 
• CAPT Coons and CDR Groeneveld will escort. 

o 18 Mar - U/w embark for actors / Director; NAVINFOWEST escorting 
o Mid-March – Early Apr (exacts dates TBD): Begin filming pierside. 
o 07-10 Apr (T) - Begin filming u/w     

 
 NCIS: NEW ORLEANS 

o 03 Mar - Episode #320 filming completed onboard USNS Yano. 
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(b) (4)
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o Taping 27 Mar — Requested 300 military members for audience and nine service members
will be selected as contestants ISO of their 4th of July episode.

0 Coordinating 60 Sailors from San Diego via Navy SW Region PAO; Uniform Service Dress
Whites; transportation will be provided.

FEATURE FILMS
GREYHOUND - screenplay written by Tom Hanks, portraying destroyer escorts for convoys in
the North Atlantic during WWII. Script clearly demonstrates Navy core values and is based on the
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0 Production mid-May 2017

TOP GUN 2
0 Production company in negotiation w/TC

SCRIPTED TELEVISION
THE LAST SHIP (TNT) SEASONIV

o Filming episodes 409; providing notes for episode 410 & reviewing episode 501(outline).
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0 19-25 Mar — Filming in San Diego onboard USS Sterett (DDG 104).

BEHIND ENEMY LINES (FOX PILOT)
o 07 Mar - Tech Scout onboard TR and HELO Squadron w/Director, writers and producers

- CAPT Coons and CDR Groeneveld will escort.
o 18 Mar - U/w embark for actors / Director; NAVINFOWEST escorting
o Mid-March — Early Apr (exacts dates TBD): Begin filming pierside.
0 07-10 Apr (T) - Begin filming u/w

NCIS: NEW ORLEANS
o 03 Mar - Episode #320 filming completed onboard USNS Yano.
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 HAWAII 5-0 
o 08 Mar – filming onboard Pearl Harbor at Missouri Dock; 12-15 production team and one 

cast member.  JPHH has project lead for this episode. 

 

DOCUMENTARIES 
 IMPOSSIBLE ENGINEERING (DISCOVERY SCIENCE) – Episode explores both variants of 

the LCS from the shipyard to underway to include its mission and capabilities. 
o 01 Mar – Completed filming onboard USS Independence (LCS 2) to include: CO Interview, 

bridge, flight deck, Sea Giraffe radar, exterior shots of ship from RHIB and b-roll of engine 
room and radar tower. 

o 01 Mar – Filming exterior shots of USS Fort Worth getting u/w. 
o 02 Mar – Completed filming onboard USS Montgomery (LCS 8) which included: CO 

Interview in Pilot House discussing u/w procedures; captured an UNREP evolution; b-roll of 
water jets, radar & LCS overview sequence on bridge. 

o TODAY (03 Mar) - Filming onboard USS Freedom (LCS 1) in drydock.  Filming will include 
exterior shots only and CHENG identified as SME for this portion. 

o  13-15Mar at shipyard Austal located in Mobile, Ala. 

 
 MIGHTY PLANES – F-35 (SMITHSONIAN CHANNEL) – Episode discusses all three 

variants of the F-35; its capabilities, technology and equipment. 
o NSTR.  Awaiting Air Force approval of support. 
o OSD will draft PAA once notes/input from each service is received. AIRPAC provided 

feedback for Navy.  
o Project Officer will be representative from the F-35 project office. 
o Received request from OSD and includes participation from USN, USAF, and USMC. 

 
  

 
 

  
  

 
  

 
 

  
  

 

AWAITING ROUGH CUTS: 

 THE AGE OF AEROSPACE (DISCOVERY) – Series discusses early development of carrier-
based jet fighters during the 1940s and carrier-based operations during the cold war. NHHC is project 
lead. 

 

 MIGHTY PLANES (DISCOVERY) – Features the C2-A Greyhound and the E-2 Hawkeye 
mission and capabilities. The project follows pilot training on land to qualification at sea.  
AIRLANT is project lead. 

 

AWAITING AIR DATES: 

 HAPPENING (HBO) 
 

 LAWLESS OCEANS (WALL TO WALL MEDIA LIMITED/NATGEO) – Episode    
      investigates maritime crime, causes, effects, perpetrators and the Navy personnel who fight   
      against it.  

(b) (4)
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mission and capabilities. The project follows pilot training on land to qualification at sea.  
AIRLANT is project lead. 

 

AWAITING AIR DATES: 

 HAPPENING (HBO) 
 

 LAWLESS OCEANS (WALL TO WALL MEDIA LIMITED/NATGEO) – Episode    
      investigates maritime crime, causes, effects, perpetrators and the Navy personnel who fight   
      against it.  

(b) (4)

March 03, 2017
o HAWAII 5-0

0 08 Mar — filming onboard Pearl Harbor at Missouri Dock; 12-15 production team and one
cast member. IPHH has project lead for this episode.

DOCUMENTARIES
0 IMPOSSIBLE ENGINEERING (DISCOVERY SCIENCE) — Episode explores both variants of

the LCS from the shipyard to underway to include its mission and capabilities.
o 01 Mar — Completed filming onboard USS Independence (LCS 2) to include: CO Interview,

bridge, flight deck, Sea Giraffe radar, exterior shots of ship from RHIB and b-roll of engine
room and radar tower.

o 01 Mar — Filming exterior shots of USS Fort Worth getting u/w.
o 02 Mar — Completed filming onboard USS Montgomery (LCS 8) which included: CO

Interview in Pilot House discussing u/w procedures; captured an UNREP evolution; b-roll of
water jets, radar & LCS overview sequence on bridge.

0 TODAY (03 Mar) - Filming onboard USS Freedom (LCS 1) in drydock. Filming will include
exterior shots only and CHENG identified as SME for this portion.

0 13-15Mar at shipyard Austal located in Mobile, Ala.

0 MIGHTY PLANES - F-35 (SMITHSONIAN CHANNEL) — Episode discusses all three
variants of the F-35; its capabilities, technology and equipment.

0 NSTR. Awaiting Air Force approval of support.
0 OSD will draft PAA once notes/input from each service is received. AIRPAC provided

feedback for Navy.
0 Project Officer will be representative from the F-35 project office.
0 Received request from OSD and includes participation from USN, USAF, and USMC.
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AWAITING ROUGH CUTS:
0 THE AGE OF AEROSPACE (DISCOVERY) - Series discusses early development of carrier-

based jet fighters during the 19405 and carrier-based operations during the cold war. NHHC is project
lead.

0 MIGHTY PLANES (DISCOVERY) — Features the CZ-A Greyhound and the E-Z Hawkeye
mission and capabilities. The project follows pilot training on land to qualification at sea.
AIRLANT is project lead.

AWAITING AIR DATES:

. HAPPENING (HBO)

o LAWLESS OCEANS (WALL TO WALL MEDIA LIMITED/NATGEO) — Episode
investigates maritime crime, causes, effects, perpetrators and the Navy personnel who fight
against it.
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NAVINFO West 
Weekly Report 

**Updated Items in Blue** 

 
 

FEATURE FILMS 
 GREYHOUND - screenplay written by Tom Hanks, portraying destroyer escorts for convoys in 

the North Atlantic during WWII. Script clearly demonstrates Navy core values and is based on 
the novel “The Good Shepherd”. 

o NSTR. 

  
 

o Production Fall 2017 

 
 TOP GUN 2 

o NSTR. 
o Production company in negotiation w/TC 

SCRIPTED TELEVISION 
 THE LAST SHIP  SEASON IV (TNT) 

o Filming episode 410. 
o Prepping for 21-25Mar – Filming in San Diego onboard USS Sterett (DDG 104). 

• Two days of filming; exterior scenes only; 
• Requesting CIV RHIB access to pier; 

 
o Coordinating phone-conference with Marine leadership to add them into our existing 

PAA via an addendum. 

 

 BEHIND ENEMY LINES (FOX PILOT) 
o 18Mar - u/w embark for actors/Director for education/orientation (NAVINFOWEST 

escorting) 
• Will COD onto ship morning of 18th and remain overnight. 

 

 NCIS: NEW ORLEANS 
o NSTR. 

DOCUMENTARIES 
 

 MIGHTY PLANES – F-35 (SMITHSONIAN CHANNEL) – Episode discusses all three 
variants of the F-35; its capabilities, technology and equipment. 

o NSTR.  Awaiting Air Force approval of support. 
o OSD will draft PAA once notes/input from each service is received. AIRPAC provided 

feedback for Navy. 
o Project Officer will be representative from the F-35 project office. 
o Received request from OSD and includes participation from USN, USAF, and USMC. 
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NAVINFO West
Weekly Report

**Updated Items in Blue**

FEATURE FILMS
o GREYHOUND - screenplay written by Tom Hanks, portraying destroyer escorts for convoys in

the North Atlantic during WWII. Script clearly demonstrates Navy core values and is based on
the novel “The Good Shepherd".

0 NSTR.
I (b) (4)
—

0 Production Fall 2017

0 TOP GUN 2
o NSTR.
0 Production company in negotiation w/TC

SCRIPTED TELEVISION
0 THE LAST SHIP SEASON IV (TNT)

o Filming episode 410.
o Prepping for 21-25Mar — Filming in San Diego onboard USS Sterett (DDG 104).

. Two days of filming; exterior scenes only;
- Requesting CIV RHIB access to pier;
(b) (4)

o Coordinating phone-conference with Marine leadership to add them into our existing
PAA via an addendum.

0 BEHIND ENEMY LINES (FOX PILOT)
o 18Mar - u/w embark for actors/Director for education/orientation (NAVINFOWEST

escorting)
- Will COD onto ship morning of 18th and remain overnight.

0 NCIS:NEWORLEANS
O NSTR.

DOCUMENTARIES

0 MIGHTY PLANES - F-35 (SMITHSONIAN CHANNEL) — Episode discusses all three
variants of the F-35; its capabilities, technology and equipment.

0 NSTR. Awaiting Air Force approval ofsupport.
0 OSD will draft PAA once notes/input from each service is received. AIRPAC provided

feedback for Navy.
0 Project Officer will be representative from the F-35 projectoffice.
0 Received request from OSD and includes participation from USN, USAF, and USMC.
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AWAITING ROUGH CUTS: 
 IMPOSSIBLE ENGINEERING (DISCOVERY SCIENCE) – Episode explores both variants of 

the LCS from the shipyard to underway to include its mission and capabilities. 
o Filming complete 13-14Mar at Austal Shipyard, Mobile, AL.  Filming featured USS Tulsa 

(LCS 16) in pre-launch stage, an on-camera interview with CAPT Tom Anderson, LCS Sea 
Frame Construction, Program Manager.  Exterior b-roll filming only. 

 THE AGE OF AEROSPACE (DISCOVERY) – Series discusses early development of carrier- 
based jet fighters during the 1940s and carrier-based operations during the cold war.  NHHC is 
project lead. 

 

 MIGHTY PLANES (DISCOVERY) – Features the C2-A Greyhound and the E-2 Hawkeye 
mission and capabilities.  The project follows pilot training on land to qualification at sea. 
AIRLANT is project lead. 

 

AWAITING AIR DATES: 
 HAPPENING (HBO) 

o NSTR. 
o 25 Mar screening of this episode at the Washington D.C. Environmental Film Festival. 

• Director Jonathan White is asking to invite Acting SECNAV and Navy Energy leadership 
(ASN / DASN), working with Lt. Onyekanne on getting the invites to the right people. 

 

(b) (4)
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AWAITING ROUGH CUTS:
IMPOSSIBLE ENGINEERING (DISCOVERY SCIENCE) — Episode explores both variants of
the LCS fromthe shipyard to underway to include its mission and capabilities.

o Filming complete 13-14Mar at Austal Shipyard, Mobile, AL. Filming featured USS Tulsa
(LCS 16) in pre-launch stage, an on-camera interview with CAPT Tom Anderson, LCS Sea
Frame Construction, Program Manager. Exterior b-roll filming only.

THE AGE OF AEROSPACE (DISCOVERY) - Series discusses early development of carrier-
based jet fighters during the 19405 and carrier-based operations during the cold war. NHHC is
project lead.

MIGHTY PLANES (DISCOVERY) — Features the C2-A Greyhound and the E-Z Hawkeye
mission and capabilities. The project follows pilot training on land to qualification at sea.
AIRLANT is project lead.

AWAITING AIR DATES:
HAPPENING (HBO)

o NSTR.
o 25 Mar screening of this episode at the Washington DC Environmental Film Festival.

0 Director Ionathan White is asking to invite Acting SECNAV and Navy Energy leadership
(ASN / DASN), working with Lt. Onyekanne on getting the invites to the right people.
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NAVINFO West 
Weekly Report 

**Updated Items in Blue** 

 
 

FEATURE FILMS 
 GREYHOUND - screenplay written by Tom Hanks, portraying destroyer escorts for convoys in 

the North Atlantic during WWII. Script clearly demonstrates Navy core values and is based on 
the novel “The Good Shepherd”. 

o NSTR. 
  

 
o Production Fall 2017 

 

 TRANSFORMERS: THE LAST KNIGHT 
o Working with NBSD/SURFPAC to coordinate one day pier-side filming of LCS. 

 
SCRIPTED TELEVISION 

 THE LAST SHIP  SEASON IV (TNT) 
o Filming in San Diego onboard USS Sterett (DDG 104) 

 Two days of filming; exterior scenes only 
  
  
  

 
 

 BEHIND ENEMY LINES (FOX PILOT) 
o 18-19Mar – Executed u/w embark for actors/Director for education/orientation 
o Unable to support production assistance requests due to conflicting thematic and 

operational requirements.  Working with OSD and FOX to explore possibility of supporting 
future episodes. 

 

 NCIS: NEW ORLEANS 
o Episode #319:  Director’s cut received for review.  No issues noted, awaiting additional 

feedback from NAS JRB Belle Chasse. 
 
DOCUMENTARIES 

 AIRCRAFT CARRIER: GUARDIANS OF THE SEA (K2, IMAX)   
o Working with NAS Lemoore / VFA-125 to coordinate 2 days of filming pilot interviews and 

F-35 b-roll.  Target dates in week of 10-14Apr. 
 

 MIGHTY PLANES – F-35 (SMITHSONIAN CHANNEL) – Episode discusses all three 
variants of the F-35; its capabilities, technology and equipment. 

o OSD-PA has drafted PAA. 
o Ms. Brandi Schiff from F-35 project office designated project officer. 
o Each service will draft PAA Addendum that will reflect approved support. 

 
 
 

(b) (4)

(b) (4)
(b) (4)
(b) (4)
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NAVINFO West
Weekly Report

**Updated Items in Blue**

FEATURE FILMS
o GREYHOUND - screenplay written by Tom Hanks, portraying destroyer escorts for convoys in

the North Atlantic during WWII. Script clearly demonstrates Navy core values and is based on
the novel “The Good Shepherd".

0 NSTR.
I (b) (4)
—

0 Production Fall 2017

o TRANSFORMERS: THE LAST KNIGHT
0 Working with NBSD/SURFPAC to coordinate one day pier-side filming of LCS.

SCRIPTED TELEVISION
0 THE LAST SHIP SEASON IV (TNT)

o Filming in San Diego onboard USS Sterett (DDG 104)
0 Two days of filming; exterior scenes only

I (b) (4)
I (b) (4)
I (b) (4)
-

o BEHIND ENEMY LINES (FOX PILOT)
o 18-19Mar — Executed u/w embark for actors/Director for education/orientation
0 Unable to support production assistance requests due to conflicting thematic and

operational requirements. Working with OSD and FOX to explore possibility of supporting
future episodes.

NCIS: NEW ORLEANS
0 Episode #319: Director’s cut received for review. No issues noted, awaiting additional

feedback from NAS IRB Belle Chasse.

DOCUMENTARIES
o AIRCRAFT CARRIER: GUARDIANS OF THE SEA (K2, IMAX)

0 Working with NAS Lemoore / VFA-125 to coordinate 2 days of filming pilot interviews and
F-35 b-roll. Target dates in week of 10-14Apr.

0 MIGHTY PLANES - F-35 (SMITHSONIAN CHANNEL) — Episode discusses all three
variants of the F-35; its capabilities, technology and equipment.

0 OSD-PA has drafted PAA.
0 Ms. Brandi Schiff from F-35 project office designated project officer.
0 Each service will draft PAA Addendum that will reflect approved support.
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 IN HIS WORDS (AMAZON VOD) - Documentary based off director’s father’s 
letters and diaries of his naval experiences during WWII while stations on USS 
New Mexico.  JBPHH project lead. 

o Filming slated for 28Apr to include:   
• JBPHH will provide escort for b-roll of various locations where WWII Battleships were 

docked and repaired during the war, in the galley, and various locations around base to 
compare changes since then.  

•  Possible interview with historian to discuss life on the base and location of docked 
ships in1945. 

 

 AMERICAN PICKERS (HISTORY)  
o Hosts of the show previously “picked” a bell that belonged to the USS Cole.  The segment to 

will return the bell to our archives at the Washington Navy Yard. 
o NHHC project lead. 
o Filming slated for May 2017. 

 

 GUNNYTIME (OUTDOOR) 
o Received request for segment that will feature various weapons and/or vehicle 

demonstration to highlight personnel, equipment, weaponry and unique skills. 
o Discussing possible options with producers. 
o Support approved by NECC.  EODGRU1 and Naval Construction Group ONE joint FTX slated 

for May would showcase how NEF works together in an Airfield Damage Repair scenario. 
 

  
 

 
  
  

 
  

 
 

  
 

 
AWAITING ROUGH CUTS 

 IMPOSSIBLE ENGINEERING (DISCOVERY SCIENCE) – Episode explores both variants of 
the LCS from the shipyard to underway to include its mission and capabilities. 

o Filming complete 13-14Mar at Austal Shipyard, Mobile, AL.  Filming featured USS Tulsa 
(LCS 16) in pre-launch stage, an on-camera interview with CAPT Tom Anderson, LCS Sea 
Frame Construction, Program Manager.  Exterior b-roll filming only. 

 THE AGE OF AEROSPACE (DISCOVERY) – Series discusses early development of carrier- 
based jet fighters during the 1940s and carrier-based operations during the cold war.  NHHC is 
project lead. 

 

 MIGHTY PLANES (DISCOVERY) – Features the C2-A Greyhound and the E-2 Hawkeye 
mission and capabilities.  The project follows pilot training on land to qualification at sea. 
AIRLANT is project lead. 

 

 
 

(b) (4)
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0 IN HIS WORDS (AMAZON VOD) - Documentary based off director’s father’s
letters and diaries of his naval experiences during WWII while stations on USS
New Mexico. IBPHH project lead.

0 Filming slated for 28Apr to include:
- JBPHH will provide escort for b-roll Of various locations where WWII Battleships were

docked and repaired during the war, in the galley, and various locations around base to
compare changes since then.

0 Possible interview with historian to discuss life on the base and location Of docked
ships in1945.

0 AMERICAN PICKERS (HISTORY)
0 Hosts ofthe show previously "picked” a bell that belonged to the USS Cole. The segment to

will return the bell to our archives at the Washington Navy Yard.
o NHHC project lead.
0 Filming slated for May 2017.

. GUNNYTIME (OUTDOOR)
0 Received request for segment that will feature various weapons and/or vehicle

demonstration to highlight personnel, equipment, weaponry and unique skills.
0 Discussing possible Options with producers.
0 Support approved by NECC. EODGRU1 and Naval Construction Group ONE joint FTX slated

for May would showcase how NEF works together in an Airfield Damage Repair scenario.
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AWAITING ROUGH CUTS
0 IMPOSSIBLE ENGINEERING (DISCOVERY SCIENCE) — Episode explores both variants Of

the LCS fromthe shipyard to underway to include its mission and capabilities.
o Filming complete 13-14Mar at Austal Shipyard, Mobile, AL. Filming featured USS Tulsa

(LCS 16) in pre-launch stage, an on-camera interview with CAPT Tom Anderson, LCS Sea
Frame Construction, Program Manager. Exterior b-roll filming only.

0 THE AGE OF AEROSPACE (DISCOVERY) — Series discusses early development Of carrier-
based jet fighters during the 19405 and carrier-based operations during the cold war. NHHC is
project lead.

0 MIGHTY PLANES (DISCOVERY) — Features the CZ-A Greyhound and the E-Z Hawkeye
mission and capabilities. The project follows pilot training on land to qualification at sea.
AIRLANT is project lead.
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AWAITING AIR DATES 

 HAPPENING (HBO) 
o NSTR. 
o 25 Mar screening of this episode at the Washington D.C. Environmental Film Festival. 
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o NSTR.
o 25 Mar screening of this episode at the Washington DC. Environmental Film Festival.


